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Senate called to order at 10:51 a.m.
President Krolicki presiding.
Roll called.
All present.
Prayer by the Chaplain, Pastor Albert Tilstra.

Today, as we meet again on this the last day of this Legislative Session, we ask that You hold us steady lest we lose our poise.
Blunt our speech lest by cutting words and careless deeds we hurt our colleagues and the cause for which we speak.
Where we differ in approaches to a problem, may we ever be open to consider another and a better way, guided not by whether it be popular or expedient or practical but always whether it be right.
Hear our prayer, O Lord and help us achieve the reason for our coming here at all.

AMEN.

Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag.

Senator Horsford moved that further reading of the Journal be dispensed with, and the President and Secretary be authorized to make the necessary corrections and additions.
Motion carried.

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES

Mr. President:
Your Committee on Finance, to which was re-referred Senate Bill No. 438, has had the same under consideration, and begs leave to report the same back with the recommendation: Do pass.
Also, your Committee on Finance, to which was re-referred Senate Bills Nos. 188, 349, has had the same under consideration, and begs leave to report the same back with the recommendation: Amend, and do pass as amended.

STEVEN A. HORSFORD, Chair

Mr. President:
Your Committee on Legislative Operations and Elections, to which were referred Assembly Bills Nos. 575, 576, 577, has had the same under consideration, and begs leave to report the same back with the recommendation: Do pass.

DAVID R. PARKS, Chair

Mr. President:
Your Committee on Natural Resources, to which was referred Assembly Bill No. 503, has had the same under consideration, and begs leave to report the same back with the recommendation: Amend, and do pass as amended.

MARK A. MANENDO, Chair

Mr. President:
Your Committee on Revenue, to which was referred Assembly Bill No. 561, has had the same under consideration, and begs leave to report the same back with the recommendation: Do pass.

SHEILA LESLIE, Chair
MESSAGES FROM THE ASSEMBLY
ASSEMBLY CHAMBER, Carson City, June 5, 2011

To the Honorable the Senate:

I have the honor to inform your honorable body that the Assembly on this day adopted the report of the Conference Committee concerning Assembly Bills Nos. 136, 282.

MATTHEW BAKER
Assistant Chief Clerk of the Assembly

ASSEMBLY CHAMBER, Carson City, June 6, 2011

To the Honorable the Senate:

I have the honor to inform your honorable body that the Assembly on this day passed Senate Bill No. 211.

Also, I have the honor to inform your honorable body that the Assembly amended, and on this day passed, as amended, Senate Bill No. 159, Amendments Nos. 661, 958; Senate Bill No. 212, Amendment No. 947; Senate Bill No. 320, Amendment No. 932; Senate Bill No. 421, Amendment No. 953, and respectfully requests your honorable body to concur in said amendments.

Also, I have the honor to inform your honorable body that the Assembly on this day concurred in the Senate Amendment No. 913 to Assembly Bill No. 59; Assembly Bill No. 257; Assembly Bill No. 433; Assembly Bill No. 498.

MATTHEW BAKER
Assistant Chief Clerk of the Assembly

UNFINISHED BUSINESS
REPORTS OF CONFERENCE COMMITTEES

Mr. President:

The Conference Committee concerning Assembly Bill No. 59, consisting of the undersigned members, has met and reports that:

It has agreed to recommend that Amendment No. 634 of the Senate be concurred in.

It has agreed to recommend that the bill be further amended as set forth in Conference Amendment No. 9, which is attached to and hereby made a part of this report.

"SUMMARY—Makes various changes to the Open Meeting Law. (BDR 19-288)"

"AN ACT relating to the Open Meeting Law; requiring a public body to take certain actions if the Attorney General finds that the public body has violated the Open Meeting Law; authorizing the Attorney General to issue subpoenas during investigations of such violations; providing that meetings of a public body that are quasi-judicial in nature are subject to the Open Meeting Law; requiring a public body to include certain notifications on an agenda for a public meeting; excluding a meeting held to consider an applicant for employment from certain notice requirements; making members of a public body subject to a civil penalty for violations; providing a penalty; and providing other matters properly relating thereto."

Legislative Counsel's Digest:

Existing law establishes the Open Meeting Law which requires, except in certain limited situations, that all meetings of public bodies be open and public. It further requires that all persons be allowed to attend any meeting of these public bodies. (NRS 241.020) Existing law makes any action of a public body in violation of the Open Meeting Law void, and requires the Attorney General to investigate and prosecute any violation of the Open Meeting Law. (NRS 241.036, 241.040) If the Attorney General finds that a public body has taken an action which violates the Open Meeting Law, section 2 of this bill requires the public body to include an item on the next agenda posted for a meeting of the public body acknowledging the finding of the Attorney General regarding such a violation. Section 2 also provides that such acknowledgment is not an admission of wrongdoing on the part of the public body for the purposes of a civil action, criminal prosecution or injunctive relief. Section 3 of this bill authorizes the Attorney General to issue subpoenas for the production of documents, records or
materials in the course of his or her investigation of any violation of the Open Meeting Law and
makes failure or refusal to comply with such a subpoena a misdemeanor.

**Section 1.5** of this bill provides that meetings of a public body, **other than certain meetings of the State Board of Parole Commissioners**, that are quasi-judicial in nature are subject to the provisions of the Open Meeting Law, unless exempted by the Legislative Commission. **Section 1.5** also defines when a meeting is quasi-judicial in nature for purposes of the Open Meeting Law.

**Section 5** of this bill adds certain notifications that must be included on an agenda for a meeting of a public body.

Under existing law, if a public body holds a meeting to consider the character, alleged misconduct, professional competence, or physical or mental health of a person, it must first provide written notice of that fact and, if such a meeting will be closed, must allow the attendance of certain individuals. Existing law also provides that casual or tangential references to a person or the person's name during a closed meeting do not constitute consideration of the character, alleged misconduct, professional competence, or physical or mental health of the person. (NRS 241.033) **Section 6** of this bill provides that a meeting to consider an applicant for employment does not require prior notice to be given to the applicant.

Existing law makes each member of a public body who attends a meeting where action is taken in violation of the Open Meeting Law with knowledge of the fact that the meeting is in violation guilty of a misdemeanor. (NRS 241.040) **Section 7** of this bill further makes each such member who attends such a meeting subject to a civil penalty in an amount not to exceed $500.

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEVADA, REPRESENTED IN SENATE AND ASSEMBLY, DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS:

**Section 1.** Chapter 241 of NRS is hereby amended by adding thereto the provisions set forth as sections 1.5, 2 and 3 of this act.

**Sec. 1.5. 1.** (Meetings) Except as otherwise provided in subsection 2, meetings of a public body that are quasi-judicial in nature are subject to the provisions of this chapter, unless the public body has received an exemption from the Legislative Commission.

2. For the purposes of this section, a meeting is quasi-judicial in nature if it is judicial in character and the public body affords to each party in the meeting:
   (a) The ability to present and object to evidence;
   (b) The ability to cross-examine witnesses;
   (c) A written decision; and
   (d) An opportunity to appeal the written decision.

2. The provisions of subsection 1 do not apply to meetings of the State Board of Parole Commissioners when acting to grant, deny, continue or revoke parole of a prisoner or to establish or modify the terms of the parole of a prisoner.

**Sec. 2. 1.** If the Attorney General makes findings of fact and conclusions of law that a public body has taken action in violation of any provision of this chapter, the public body must include an item on the next agenda posted for a meeting of the public body which acknowledges the findings of fact and conclusions of law. The opinion of the Attorney General must be treated as supporting material for the item on the agenda for the purposes of NRS 241.020.

2. The inclusion of an item on the agenda for a meeting of a public body pursuant to subsection 1 is not an admission of wrongdoing for the purposes of a civil action, criminal prosecution or injunctive relief.

**Sec. 3. 1.** The Attorney General shall investigate and prosecute any violation of this chapter.

2. In any investigation conducted pursuant to subsection 1, the Attorney General may issue subpoenas for the production of any relevant documents, records or materials.

3. A person who willfully fails or refuses to comply with a subpoena issued pursuant to this section is guilty of a misdemeanor.

**Sec. 4.** NRS 241.015 is hereby amended to read as follows:

241.015 As used in this chapter, unless the context otherwise requires:

1. "Action" means:
   (a) A decision made by a majority of the members present during a meeting of a public body;
(b) A commitment or promise made by a majority of the members present during a meeting of a public body;

(c) If a public body may have a member who is not an elected official, an affirmative vote taken by a majority of the members present during a meeting of the public body; or

(d) If all the members of a public body must be elected officials, an affirmative vote taken by a majority of all the members of the public body.

2. "Meeting":

(a) Except as otherwise provided in paragraph (b), means:

(1) The gathering of members of a public body at which a quorum is present to deliberate toward a decision or to take action on any matter over which the public body has supervision, control, jurisdiction or advisory power.

(2) Any series of gatherings of members of a public body at which:

(I) Less than a quorum is present at any individual gathering;

(II) The members of the public body attending one or more of the gatherings collectively constitute a quorum; and

(III) The series of gatherings was held with the specific intent to avoid the provisions of this chapter.

(b) Does not include a gathering or series of gatherings of members of a public body, as described in paragraph (a), at which a quorum is actually or collectively present:

(1) Which occurs at a social function if the members do not deliberate toward a decision or take action on any matter over which the public body has supervision, control, jurisdiction or advisory power.

(2) To receive information from the attorney employed or retained by the public body regarding potential or existing litigation involving a matter over which the public body has supervision, control, jurisdiction or advisory power and to deliberate toward a decision on the matter, or both.

3. Except as otherwise provided in this subsection, "public body" means:

(a) Any administrative, advisory, executive or legislative body of the State or a local government consisting of at least two persons which expends or disburses or is supported in whole or in part by tax revenue or which advises or makes recommendations to any entity which expends or disburses or is supported in whole or in part by tax revenue, including, but not limited to, any board, commission, committee, subcommittee or other subsidiary thereof and includes an educational foundation as defined in subsection 3 of NRS 388.750 and a university foundation as defined in subsection 3 of NRS 396.405, if the administrative, advisory, executive or legislative body is created by:

(1) The Constitution of this State;

(2) Any statute of this State;

(3) A city charter and any city ordinance which has been filed or recorded as required by the applicable law;

(4) The Nevada Administrative Code;

(5) A resolution or other formal designation by such a body created by a statute of this State or an ordinance of a local government;

(6) An executive order issued by the Governor; or

(7) A resolution or an action by the governing body of a political subdivision of this State;

(b) Any board, commission or committee consisting of at least two persons appointed by:

(1) The Governor or a public officer who is under the direction of the Governor, if the board, commission or committee has at least two members who are not employees of the Executive Department of the State Government;

(2) An entity in the Executive Department of the State Government consisting of members appointed by the Governor, if the board, commission or committee otherwise meets the definition of a public body pursuant to this subsection; or

(3) A public officer who is under the direction of an agency or other entity in the Executive Department of the State Government consisting of members appointed by the Governor, if the board, commission or committee has at least two members who are not employed by the public officer or entity; and
A limited-purpose association that is created for a rural agricultural residential common-interest community as defined in subsection 6 of NRS 116.1201. "Public body" does not include the Legislature of the State of Nevada.

4. "Quorum" means a simple majority of the constituent membership of a public body or another proportion established by law.

Sec. 5. NRS 241.020 is hereby amended to read as follows:

241.020 1. Except as otherwise provided by specific statute, all meetings of public bodies must be open and public, and all persons must be permitted to attend any meeting of these public bodies. A meeting that is closed pursuant to a specific statute may only be closed to the extent specified in the statute allowing the meeting to be closed. All other portions of the meeting must be open and public, and the public body must comply with all other provisions of this chapter to the extent not specifically precluded by the specific statute. Public officers and employees responsible for these meetings shall make reasonable efforts to assist and accommodate persons with physical disabilities desiring to attend.

2. Except in an emergency, written notice of all meetings must be given at least 3 working days before the meeting. The notice must include:
   (a) The time, place and location of the meeting.
   (b) A list of the locations where the notice has been posted.
   (c) An agenda consisting of:
      (1) A clear and complete statement of the topics scheduled to be considered during the meeting.
      (2) A list describing the items on which action may be taken and clearly denoting that action may be taken on those items by placing the term "for possible action" next to the appropriate item.
      (3) A period devoted to comments by the general public, if any, and discussion of those comments. No action may be taken upon a matter raised under this item of the agenda until the matter itself has been specifically included on an agenda as an item upon which action may be taken pursuant to subparagraph (2).
      (4) If any portion of the meeting will be closed to consider the character, alleged misconduct or professional competence of a person, the name of the person whose character, alleged misconduct or professional competence will be considered.
      (5) If, during any portion of the meeting, the public body will consider whether to take administrative action against a person, the name of the person against whom administrative action may be taken.

   (6) Notification that:
      (I) Items on the agenda may be taken out of order;
      (II) The public body may combine two or more agenda items for consideration; and
      (III) The public body may remove an item from the agenda or delay discussion relating to an item on the agenda at any time.

   (7) Any restrictions on comments by the general public. Any such restrictions must be reasonable and may restrict the time, place and manner of the comments, but may not restrict comments based upon viewpoint.

3. Minimum public notice is:
   (a) Posting a copy of the notice at the principal office of the public body or, if there is no principal office, at the building in which the meeting is to be held, and at not less than three other separate, prominent places within the jurisdiction of the public body not later than 9 a.m. of the third working day before the meeting; and
   (b) Providing a copy of the notice to any person who has requested notice of the meetings of the public body. A request for notice lapses 6 months after it is made. The public body shall inform the requester of this fact by enclosure with, notation upon or text included within the first notice sent. The notice must be:
      (1) Delivered to the postal service used by the public body not later than 9 a.m. of the third working day before the meeting for transmittal to the requester by regular mail; or
      (2) If feasible for the public body and the requester has agreed to receive the public notice by electronic mail, transmitted to the requester by electronic mail sent not later than 9 a.m. of the third working day before the meeting.
4. If a public body maintains a website on the Internet or its successor, the public body shall post notice of each of its meetings on its website unless the public body is unable to do so because of technical problems relating to the operation or maintenance of its website. Notice posted pursuant to this subsection is supplemental to and is not a substitute for the minimum public notice required pursuant to subsection 3. The inability of a public body to post notice of a meeting pursuant to this subsection as a result of technical problems with its website shall not be deemed to be a violation of the provisions of this chapter.

5. Upon any request, a public body shall provide, at no charge, at least one copy of:
   (a) An agenda for a public meeting;
   (b) A proposed ordinance or regulation which will be discussed at the public meeting; and
   (c) Subject to the provisions of subsection 6, any other supporting material provided to the members of the public body for an item on the agenda, except materials:
      (1) Submitted to the public body pursuant to a nondisclosure or confidentiality agreement which relates to proprietary information;
      (2) Pertaining to the closed portion of such a meeting of the public body; or
      (3) Declared confidential by law, unless otherwise agreed to by each person whose interest is being protected under the order of confidentiality.

   The public body shall make at least one copy of the documents described in paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) available to the public at the meeting to which the documents pertain. As used in this subsection, "proprietary information" has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 332.025.

6. A copy of supporting material required to be provided upon request pursuant to paragraph (c) of subsection 5 must be:
   (a) If the supporting material is provided to the members of the public body before the meeting, made available to the requester at the time the material is provided to the members of the public body; or
   (b) If the supporting material is provided to the members of the public body at the meeting, made available at the meeting to the requester at the same time the material is provided to the members of the public body.

   If the requester has agreed to receive the information and material set forth in subsection 5 by electronic mail, the public body shall, if feasible, provide the information and material by electronic mail.

7. A public body may provide the public notice, information and material required by this section by electronic mail. If a public body makes such notice, information and material available by electronic mail, the public body shall inquire of a person who requests the notice, information or material if the person will accept receipt by electronic mail. The inability of a public body, as a result of technical problems with its electronic mail system, to provide a public notice, information or material required by this section to a person who has agreed to receive such notice, information or material by electronic mail shall not be deemed to be a violation of the provisions of this chapter.

8. As used in this section, "emergency" means an unforeseen circumstance which requires immediate action and includes, but is not limited to:
   (a) Disasters caused by fire, flood, earthquake or other natural causes; or
   (b) Any impairment of the health and safety of the public.

Sec. 6. NRS 241.033 is hereby amended to read as follows:

241.033 1. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 7, a public body shall not hold a meeting to consider the character, alleged misconduct, professional competence, or physical or mental health of any person or to consider an appeal by a person of the results of an examination conducted by or on behalf of the public body unless it has:
   (a) Given written notice to that person of the time and place of the meeting; and
   (b) Received proof of service of the notice.

2. The written notice required pursuant to subsection 1:
   (a) Except as otherwise provided in subsection 3, must be:
      (1) Delivered personally to that person at least 5 working days before the meeting; or
      (2) Sent by certified mail to the last known address of that person at least 21 working days before the meeting.
(b) May, with respect to a meeting to consider the character, alleged misconduct, professional competence, or physical or mental health of a person, include an informational statement setting forth that the public body may, without further notice, take administrative action against the person if the public body determines that such administrative action is warranted after considering the character, alleged misconduct, professional competence, or physical or mental health of the person.

(c) Must include:

(1) A list of the general topics concerning the person that will be considered by the public body during the closed meeting; and

(2) A statement of the provisions of subsection 4, if applicable.

3. The Nevada Athletic Commission is exempt from the requirements of subparagraphs (1) and (2) of paragraph (a) of subsection 2, but must give written notice of the time and place of the meeting and must receive proof of service of the notice before the meeting may be held.

4. If a public body holds a closed meeting or closes a portion of a meeting to consider the character, alleged misconduct, professional competence, or physical or mental health of a person, the public body must allow that person to:

(a) Attend the closed meeting or that portion of the closed meeting during which the character, alleged misconduct, professional competence, or physical or mental health of the person is considered;

(b) Have an attorney or other representative of the person's choosing present with the person during the closed meeting; and

(c) Present written evidence, provide testimony and present witnesses relating to the character, alleged misconduct, professional competence, or physical or mental health of the person to the public body during the closed meeting.

5. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 4, with regard to the attendance of persons other than members of the public body and the person whose character, alleged misconduct, professional competence, physical or mental health or appeal of the results of an examination is considered, the chair of the public body may at any time before or during a closed meeting:

(a) Determine which additional persons, if any, are allowed to attend the closed meeting or portion thereof; or

(b) Allow the members of the public body to determine, by majority vote, which additional persons, if any, are allowed to attend the closed meeting or portion thereof.

6. A public body shall provide a copy of any record of a closed meeting prepared pursuant to NRS 241.035, upon the request of any person who received written notice of the closed meeting pursuant to subsection 1.

7. For the purposes of this section:

(a) A meeting held to consider an applicant for employment is not subject to the notice requirements otherwise imposed by this section.

(b) Casual or tangential references to a person or the name of a person during a closed meeting do not constitute consideration of the character, alleged misconduct, professional competence, or physical or mental health of the person.

Sec. 7. NRS 241.040 is hereby amended to read as follows:

241.040 1. Each member of a public body who attends a meeting of that public body where action is taken in violation of any provision of this chapter, with knowledge of the fact that the meeting is in violation thereof, is guilty of a misdemeanor.

2. Wrongful exclusion of any person or persons from a meeting is a misdemeanor.

3. A member of a public body who attends a meeting of that public body at which action is taken in violation of this chapter is not the accomplice of any other member so attending.

4. In addition to any criminal penalty imposed pursuant to this section, each member of a public body who attends a meeting of that public body where action is taken in violation of any provision of this chapter, and who participates in such action with knowledge of the violation, is subject to a civil penalty in an amount not to exceed $500. The Attorney General shall investigate and prosecute any violation of this chapter and may recover the penalty in a civil action brought in the name of the State of Nevada in any court of competent jurisdiction. Such an action must be commenced within 1 year after the date of the action taken in violation of this chapter.
Sec. 8.  1. This section and sections 1 and 2 to 7, inclusive, of this act become effective on July 1, 2011.

2. Section 1.5 of this act becomes effective on January 1, 2012.

JOHN LEE        IRENE BUSTAMANTE ADAMS
JOE HARDY       DINA NEAL
JAMES SETTELMEYER  JOHN ELLISON

Senate Conference Committee  Assembly Conference Committee

Senator Lee moved that the Senate adopt the report of the Conference Committee concerning Assembly Bill No. 59.

Motion carried by a constitutional majority.

Mr. President:

The Conference Committee concerning Assembly Bill No. 257, consisting of the undersigned members, has met and reports that:

It has agreed to recommend that Amendment No. 591 of the Senate be concurred in.

It has agreed to recommend that the bill be further amended as set forth in Conference Amendment No. 6, which is attached to and hereby made a part of this report.

"SUMMARY—Revises provisions relating to the Open Meeting Law. (BDR 19-107)"

"AN ACT relating to the Open Meeting Law; revising provisions governing periods devoted to public comment; and providing other matters properly relating thereto."

Legislative Counsel's Digest:

The Open Meeting Law requires that meetings of public bodies be open to the public, with limited exceptions. Under the Open Meeting Law, a public body is required to provide written notice of all such meetings, which must include an agenda with a period devoted to comments by the general public and discussion of those comments. However, a public body is prohibited from taking action upon a matter that is raised during such a period for public comment until the matter has been specifically included on an agenda and is denoted to be an item upon which the public body may take action. (NRS 241.020) This bill requires the public body, at a minimum, to provide periods devoted to public comment and discussion of any public comments as follows: (1) one period at the beginning of the meeting before any items on which action may be taken are heard by the public body and one period before the adjournment of the meeting; or (2) a period after each item on the agenda on which action may be taken is discussed by the public body, but before the public body takes action on the item.

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEVADA, REPRESENTED IN SENATE AND ASSEMBLY, DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS:

Section 1.  NRS 241.020 is hereby amended to read as follows:

241.020  1. Except as otherwise provided by specific statute, all meetings of public bodies must be open and public, and all persons must be permitted to attend any meeting of these public bodies. A meeting that is closed pursuant to a specific statute may only be closed to the extent specified in the statute allowing the meeting to be closed. All other portions of the meeting must be open and public, and the public body must comply with all other provisions of this chapter to the extent not specifically precluded by the specific statute. Public officers and employees responsible for these meetings shall make reasonable efforts to assist and accommodate persons with physical disabilities desiring to attend.

2. Except in an emergency, written notice of all meetings must be given at least 3 working days before the meeting. The notice must include:
   (a) The time, place and location of the meeting.
   (b) A list of the locations where the notice has been posted.
   (c) An agenda consisting of:
      (1) A clear and complete statement of the topics scheduled to be considered during the meeting.
      (2) A list describing the items on which action may be taken and clearly denoting that action may be taken on those items.
      (3) [A period] Periods devoted to comments by the general public, if any, and discussion of those comments. Comments by the general public must be taken:
(I) At the beginning of the meeting before any items on which action may be taken are heard by the public body and again before the adjournment of the meeting; or

(II) After each item on the agenda on which action may be taken is discussed by the public body, but before the public body takes action on the item.

The provisions of this subparagraph do not prohibit a public body from taking comments by the general public in addition to what is required pursuant to sub-subparagraph (I) or (II). Regardless of whether a public body takes comments from the general public pursuant to sub-subparagraph (I) or (II), the public body must allow the general public to comment on any matter that is not specifically included on the agenda as an action item at some time before adjournment of the meeting. No action may be taken upon a matter raised under this item of the agenda during a period devoted to comments by the general public until the matter itself has been specifically included on an agenda as an item upon which action may be taken pursuant to subparagraph (2).

4. If any portion of the meeting will be closed to consider the character, alleged misconduct or professional competence of a person, the name of the person whose character, alleged misconduct or professional competence will be considered.

5. If, during any portion of the meeting, the public body will consider whether to take administrative action against a person, the name of the person against whom administrative action may be taken.

3. Minimum public notice is:

(a) Posting a copy of the notice at the principal office of the public body or, if there is no principal office, at the building in which the meeting is to be held, and at not less than three other separate, prominent places within the jurisdiction of the public body not later than 9 a.m. of the third working day before the meeting; and

(b) Providing a copy of the notice to any person who has requested notice of the meetings of the public body. A request for notice lapses 6 months after it is made. The public body shall inform the requester of this fact by enclosure with, notation upon or text included within the first notice sent. The notice must be:

(1) Delivered to the postal service used by the public body not later than 9 a.m. of the third working day before the meeting for transmittal to the requester by regular mail; or

(2) If feasible for the public body and the requester has agreed to receive the public notice by electronic mail, transmitted to the requester by electronic mail sent not later than 9 a.m. of the third working day before the meeting.

4. If a public body maintains a website on the Internet or its successor, the public body shall post notice of each of its meetings on its website unless the public body is unable to do so because of technical problems relating to the operation or maintenance of its website. Notice posted pursuant to this subsection is supplemental to and is not a substitute for the minimum public notice required pursuant to subsection 3. The inability of a public body to post notice of a meeting pursuant to this subsection as a result of technical problems with its website shall not be deemed to be a violation of the provisions of this chapter.

5. Upon any request, a public body shall provide, at no charge, at least one copy of:

(a) An agenda for a public meeting;

(b) A proposed ordinance or regulation which will be discussed at the public meeting; and

(c) Subject to the provisions of subsection 6, any other supporting material provided to the members of the public body for an item on the agenda, except materials:

(1) Submitted to the public body pursuant to a nondisclosure or confidentiality agreement which relates to proprietary information;

(2) Pertaining to the closed portion of such a meeting of the public body; or

(3) Declared confidential by law, unless otherwise agreed to by each person whose interest is being protected under the order of confidentiality.

The public body shall make at least one copy of the documents described in paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) available to the public at the meeting to which the documents pertain. As used in this subsection, "proprietary information" has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 332.025.

6. A copy of supporting material required to be provided upon request pursuant to paragraph (c) of subsection 5 must be:
(a) If the supporting material is provided to the members of the public body before the meeting, made available to the requester at the time the material is provided to the members of the public body; or

(b) If the supporting material is provided to the members of the public body at the meeting, made available at the meeting to the requester at the same time the material is provided to the members of the public body.

If the requester has agreed to receive the information and material set forth in subsection 5 by electronic mail, the public body shall, if feasible, provide the information and material by electronic mail.

7. A public body may provide the public notice, information and material required by this section by electronic mail. If a public body makes such notice, information and material available by electronic mail, the public body shall inquire of a person who requests the notice, information or material if the person will accept receipt by electronic mail. The inability of a public body, as a result of technical problems with its electronic mail system, to provide a public notice, information or material required by this section to a person who has agreed to receive such notice, information or material by electronic mail shall not be deemed to be a violation of the provisions of this chapter.

8. As used in this section, "emergency" means an unforeseen circumstance which requires immediate action and includes, but is not limited to:

(a) Disasters caused by fire, flood, earthquake or other natural causes; or

(b) Any impairment of the health and safety of the public.

Sec. 2. This act becomes effective on July 1, 2011.

Senator Lee moved that the Senate adopt the report of the Conference Committee concerning Assembly Bill No. 257.

Motion carried by a constitutional majority.

Mr. President:

The Conference Committee concerning Assembly Bill No. 498, consisting of the undersigned members, has met and reports that:

It has agreed to recommend that Amendment No. 621 of the Senate be receded from and a 2nd reprint be created in accordance with this action.

Senator Denis moved that the Senate adopt the report of the Conference Committee concerning Assembly Bill No. 498.

Motion carried by a constitutional majority.

Mr. President:

The Conference Committee concerning Assembly Bill No. 433, consisting of the undersigned members, has met and reports that:

It has agreed to recommend that Amendment No. 690 of the Senate be concurred in.

It has agreed to recommend that the bill be further amended as set forth in Conference Amendment No. 10, which is attached to and hereby made a part of this report.

"SUMMARY—Expands prohibition on employers taking certain actions to prohibit, punish or prevent employees from engaging in politics or becoming candidates for public office with certain exceptions. (BDR 53-63)"
"AN ACT relating to employment practices; making it unlawful for public employers to make rules or regulations that prohibit or prevent an employee from engaging in politics or becoming a candidate for public office with certain exceptions; prohibiting any employer from taking any adverse employment action against an employee because the employee has become a candidate for any public office with certain exceptions; providing a penalty; and providing other matters properly relating thereto."

**Legislative Counsel’s Digest:**

Existing law makes it unlawful for a private employer to make rules or regulations that prohibit or prevent an employee from engaging in politics or becoming a candidate for public office. (NRS 613.040) A violation of that prohibition by an employer is punishable by a fine of not more than $5,000. In addition, the costs of the proceeding to recover the fine are recoverable by the Attorney General. (NRS 613.050) The employee is also authorized to bring a separate lawsuit for damages for such a violation. (NRS 613.070) This bill makes it unlawful for public employers and labor organizations, in addition to private employers, to engage in such unlawful activity and also makes it unlawful for any public or private employer or labor organization to take any adverse employment action against an employee as a result of the employee becoming a candidate for public office. With respect to public employees, this bill makes an exception where necessary to meet requirements of federal law, such as the Hatch Act, 5 U.S.C. §§ 1501-1508, which imposes restrictions on certain political activities by state and local governmental employees.

WHEREAS, Every eligible person has a right to participate in the functions of government; and

WHEREAS, Participating as a candidate in an election for public office and participating in politics are at the core of government; and

WHEREAS, It is the policy of the State of Nevada to encourage participation in government; and

WHEREAS, Anything which tends to prevent a person from so participating is contrary to the policy of this State; now, therefore,

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEVADA, REPRESENTED IN SENATE AND ASSEMBLY, DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS:

Section 1. NRS 613.040 is hereby amended to read as follows:

613.040 1. Except as necessary to meet requirements of federal law as it pertains to a particular public employee, it shall be unlawful for any person, firm or corporation doing business or employing labor in the State of Nevada to who employs or has under his or her direction and control any person for wages or under a contract of hire and for any labor organization referring a person to an employer for employment:

(a) To make any rule or regulation prohibiting or preventing any employee from engaging in politics or becoming a candidate for any public office in this State because the employee became a candidate for public office.

(b) To take any adverse employment action against an employee who becomes a candidate for any public office in this State because the employee became a candidate for public office.

2. As used in this section:

(a) "Adverse employment action":

(1) Includes, without limitation, requiring an employee to take an unpaid leave of absence during any period of his or her campaign for public office.

(2) Does not include, without limitation:

(I) Any disciplinary or other personnel action, including, without limitation, termination of employment, taken for reasons other than those prohibited pursuant to subsection 1; or

(II) Reassignment of an employee to prevent or eliminate any conflict of interest, as reasonably determined by the employer.

(b) "Candidate" has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 294A.005.

(c) "Person" means:

(1) A natural person;
(2) Any form of business or social organization and any other nongovernmental legal entity, including, without limitation, a corporation, partnership, association, trust or agency or unincorporated organization; or

(3) A government, governmental agency or political subdivision of a government.
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Senator Parks moved that the Senate adopt the report of the Conference Committee concerning Assembly Bill No. 433.

Motion carried by a constitutional majority.

MOTIONS, RESOLUTIONS AND NOTICES

Senator Wiener moved that Assembly Bill No. 572 be taken from the General File and placed on the General File on the next agenda.

Motion carried.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS

RECEDE FROM SENATE AMENDMENTS

Senator Schneider moved that the Senate do not recede from its action on Assembly Bill No. 524, that a conference be requested, and that Mr. President appoint a Conference Committee consisting of three members to meet with a like committee of the Assembly.

Motion carried.

Bill ordered transmitted to the Assembly.

APPOINTMENT OF CONFERENCE COMMITTEES

President Krolicki appointed Senators Schneider, Breeden and Roberson as a Conference Committee to meet with a like committee of the Assembly for the further consideration of Assembly Bill No. 524.

RECEDE FROM SENATE AMENDMENTS

Senator Manendo moved that the Senate do not recede from its action on Assembly Bill No. 525, that a conference be requested, and that Mr. President appoint a Conference Committee consisting of three members to meet with a like committee of the Assembly.

Motion carried.

Bill ordered transmitted to the Assembly.

APPOINTMENT OF CONFERENCE COMMITTEES

President Krolicki appointed Senators Manendo, Lee and Rhoads as a Conference Committee to meet with a like committee of the Assembly for the further consideration of Assembly Bill No. 525.

CONSIDERATION OF ASSEMBLY AMENDMENTS

Senate Bill No. 276.

The following Assembly amendment was read:

Amendment No. 933.

"SUMMARY—Revises provisions governing safe and respectful learning environments in public schools. (BDR 34-643)"
"AN ACT relating to education; revising provisions governing safe and respectful learning environments in public schools; requiring the Department of Education to establish and recommend training programs for members of the State Board of Education, boards of trustees of school districts and school district personnel on the prevention of bullying, cyber-bullying, harassment and intimidation in public schools; creating the Bullying Prevention Fund in the State General Fund; requiring the principal of each public school to establish a school safety team; authorizing a parent or legal guardian of a pupil involved in an incident of bullying, cyber-bullying, harassment or intimidation to appeal a disciplinary decision of the principal made against the pupil concerning the incident; revising provisions governing the grounds for disciplinary action against teachers and administrators; requiring the Governor to annually proclaim the first week in October to be "Week of Respect"; and providing other matters properly relating thereto."

Legislative Counsel's Digest:
Existing law provides for a safe and respectful learning environment in public schools, which includes, without limitation, a prohibition on bullying, cyber-bullying, harassment and intimidation in public schools, the provision of training to school personnel and the reporting of incidents of bullying, cyber-bullying, harassment and intimidation in public schools. (NRS 388.121-388.139)

Sections 1-3 of this bill revise the components of the annual reports of accountability prepared by the State Board of Education and the boards of trustees of school districts to include reports on incidents resulting in suspension or expulsion for bullying, cyber-bullying, harassment and intimidation.

Section 7 of this bill requires the Department of Education, to the extent money is available, to develop an informational pamphlet to assist pupils and the parents or legal guardians of pupils in resolving incidents of bullying, cyber-bullying, harassment and intimidation.

Section 8 of this bill requires the Department to establish a program of training on the prevention of bullying, cyber-bullying, harassment and intimidation for members of the State Board and to recommend a program of training for members of the boards of trustees of school districts and school district personnel. Section 8 also: (1) requires each member of the State Board and authorizes each member of a board of trustees to complete the training program; and (2) authorizes the board of trustees of the school district to allow school district personnel to attend the program during regular school hours.

Section 9 of this bill creates the Bullying Prevention Fund in the State General Fund to be administered by the Superintendent of Public Instruction. Section 9 also authorizes school districts to apply to the State Board for a grant of money from the Fund, which must be used to establish programs, provide training and implement procedures that create a school environment which is free from bullying, cyber-bullying, harassment and intimidation.
Section 11 of this bill requires the principal of each public school or his or her designee to: (1) establish a school safety team; (2) conduct investigations of reported incidents of bullying, cyber-bullying, harassment and intimidation; and (3) collaborate with the board of trustees of the school district and the school safety team to prevent, identify and address reported incidents of bullying, cyber-bullying, harassment and intimidation. Section 12 of this bill prescribes the qualifications and duties of the school safety team.

Section 13 of this bill requires the principal of each public school to submit to the board of trustees of the school district a report on the number of incidents of bullying, cyber-bullying, harassment and intimidation occurring at the school or involving a pupil enrolled at the school during the previous school semester. Section 13 also requires the board of trustees to submit to the Department a compilation of the reports.

Section 14 of this bill requires a teacher or other staff member of a school who witnesses a violation of the prohibition on bullying, cyber-bullying, harassment and intimidation occurring at the school or who receives information of such a violation to verbally report the violation to the principal or the principal's designee. Section 14 also requires the principal or the principal's designee to initiate an investigation of the reported violation and provides that a parent or legal guardian of a pupil involved in the reported violation may appeal a disciplinary decision of the principal or the principal's designee, made against the pupil as a result of the violation, in accordance with the policy governing disciplinary action adopted by the board of trustees of the school district.

Section 17 of this bill requires the board of trustees of each school district, in conjunction with the school police officers of the school district, if any, and the local law enforcement agencies that have jurisdiction over the school district, to establish a policy for the procedures which must be followed by an employee of the school district when reporting a violation of the prohibition of bullying, cyber-bullying, harassment and intimidation to a school police officer or local law enforcement agency.

Section 28 of this bill revises the grounds for which a teacher or administrator may be demoted, suspended, dismissed or not reemployed to include an intentional failure to report a violation of the prohibition of bullying, cyber-bullying, harassment and intimidation.

Existing law sets forth certain days of observance in this State to commemorate certain persons or occasions or to publicize information regarding certain important topics. (Chapter 236 of NRS) Section 32 of this bill requires the Governor to annually proclaim the first week in October to be "Week of Respect."

WHEREAS, Bullying is an aggressive behavior that is associated with violent behaviors such as carrying weapons, fighting, vandalism, theft and suicide; and
WHEREAS, Recent studies showed that 32 percent of children reported being bullied at school and 4 percent of children reported being cyber-bullied during the school year; and
WHEREAS, Children who are bullied are more likely than children who are not bullied to be depressed, lonely and anxious, to have low self-esteem and to contemplate suicide; and
WHEREAS, Research has shown that bullying can be a sign of other antisocial or violent behavior and children who bully other children are more likely to be truant from school or to drop out of school; and
WHEREAS, Acts of bullying create a school environment that negatively impacts the ability of children to learn not only for the children who are the victims of such acts but also for the children who witness those acts; and
WHEREAS, Improving the methods and procedures by which acts of bullying, cyber-bullying, harassment and intimidation are prevented, reported, investigated and responded to by the State Board of Education, the school districts in this State and the individual schools will help identify such acts and allow children who are the victims of such acts to receive help in dealing with the emotional and physical impacts of bullying, cyber-bullying, harassment and intimidation; now therefore,

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEVADA, REPRESENTED IN SENATE AND ASSEMBLY, DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS:

Section 1. NRS 385.3469 is hereby amended to read as follows:
385.3469 1. The State Board shall prepare an annual report of accountability that includes, without limitation:
   (a) Information on the achievement of all pupils based upon the results of the examinations administered pursuant to NRS 389.015 and 389.550, reported for each school district, including, without limitation, each charter school in the district, and for this State as a whole.
   (b) Except as otherwise provided in subsection 2, pupil achievement, reported separately by gender and reported separately for the following groups of pupils:
      (1) Pupils who are economically disadvantaged, as defined by the State Board;
      (2) Pupils from major racial and ethnic groups, as defined by the State Board;
      (3) Pupils with disabilities;
      (4) Pupils who are limited English proficient; and
      (5) Pupils who are migratory children, as defined by the State Board.
   (c) A comparison of the achievement of pupils in each group identified in paragraph (b) of subsection 1 of NRS 385.361 with the annual measurable objectives of the State Board.
   (d) The percentage of all pupils who were not tested, reported for each school district, including, without limitation, each charter school in the district, and for this State as a whole.
(e) Except as otherwise provided in subsection 2, the percentage of pupils who were not tested, reported separately by gender and reported separately for the groups identified in paragraph (b).

(f) The most recent 3-year trend in the achievement of pupils in each subject area tested and each grade level tested pursuant to NRS 389.015 and 389.550, reported for each school district, including, without limitation, each charter school in the district, and for this State as a whole, which may include information regarding the trend in the achievement of pupils for more than 3 years, if such information is available.

(g) Information on whether each school district has made adequate yearly progress, including, without limitation, the name of each school district, if any, designated as demonstrating need for improvement pursuant to NRS 385.377 and the number of consecutive years that the school district has carried that designation.

(h) Information on whether each public school, including, without limitation, each charter school, has made:

(1) Adequate yearly progress, including, without limitation, the name of each public school, if any, designated as demonstrating need for improvement pursuant to NRS 385.3623 and the number of consecutive years that the school has carried that designation.

(2) Progress based upon the model adopted by the Department pursuant to NRS 385.3595, if applicable for the grade level of pupils enrolled at the school.

(i) Information on the results of pupils who participated in the examinations of the National Assessment of Educational Progress required pursuant to NRS 389.012.

(j) The ratio of pupils to teachers in kindergarten and at each grade level for all elementary schools, reported for each school district, including, without limitation, each charter school in the district, and for this State as a whole, and the average class size for each core academic subject, as set forth in NRS 389.018, for each secondary school, reported for each school district and for this State as a whole.

(k) For each school district, including, without limitation, each charter school in the district, and for this State as a whole, information on the professional qualifications of teachers employed by the school districts and charter schools, including, without limitation:

(1) The percentage of teachers who are:

(I) Providing instruction pursuant to NRS 391.125;

(II) Providing instruction pursuant to a waiver of the requirements for licensure for the grade level or subject area in which the teachers are employed; or

(III) Otherwise providing instruction without an endorsement for the subject area in which the teachers are employed;

(2) The percentage of classes in the core academic subjects, as set forth in NRS 389.018, in this State that are not taught by highly qualified teachers;
(3) The percentage of classes in the core academic subjects, as set forth in NRS 389.018, in this State that are not taught by highly qualified teachers, in the aggregate and disaggregated by high-poverty compared to low-poverty schools, which for the purposes of this subparagraph means schools in the top quartile of poverty and the bottom quartile of poverty in this State;

(4) For each middle school, junior high school and high school:

(I) On and after July 1, 2005, the number of persons employed as substitute teachers for 20 consecutive days or more in the same classroom or assignment, designated as long-term substitute teachers, including the total number of days long-term substitute teachers were employed at each school, identified by grade level and subject area; and

(II) On and after July 1, 2006, the number of persons employed as substitute teachers for less than 20 consecutive days, designated as short-term substitute teachers, including the total number of days short-term substitute teachers were employed at each school, identified by grade level and subject area; and

(5) For each elementary school:

(I) On and after July 1, 2005, the number of persons employed as substitute teachers for 20 consecutive days or more in the same classroom or assignment, designated as long-term substitute teachers, including the total number of days long-term substitute teachers were employed at each school, identified by grade level; and

(II) On and after July 1, 2006, the number of persons employed as substitute teachers for less than 20 consecutive days, designated as short-term substitute teachers, including the total number of days short-term substitute teachers were employed at each school, identified by grade level.

(l) The total expenditure per pupil for each school district in this State, including, without limitation, each charter school in the district. If this State has a financial analysis program that is designed to track educational expenditures and revenues to individual schools, the State Board shall use that statewide program in complying with this paragraph. If a statewide program is not available, the State Board shall use the Department's own financial analysis program in complying with this paragraph.

(m) The total statewide expenditure per pupil. If this State has a financial analysis program that is designed to track educational expenditures and revenues to individual schools, the State Board shall use that statewide program in complying with this paragraph. If a statewide program is not available, the State Board shall use the Department's own financial analysis program in complying with this paragraph.

(n) For all elementary schools, junior high schools and middle schools, the rate of attendance, reported for each school district, including, without limitation, each charter school in the district, and for this State as a whole.

(o) The annual rate of pupils who drop out of school in grade 8 and a separate reporting of the annual rate of pupils who drop out of school in grades 9 to 12, inclusive, reported for each school district, including, without
limitation, each charter school in the district, and for this State as a whole. The reporting for pupils in grades 9 to 12, inclusive, excludes pupils who:

(1) Provide proof to the school district of successful completion of the examinations of general educational development.

(2) Are enrolled in courses that are approved by the Department as meeting the requirements for an adult standard diploma.

(3) Withdraw from school to attend another school.

(p) The attendance of teachers who provide instruction, reported for each school district, including, without limitation, each charter school in the district, and for this State as a whole.

(q) Incidents involving weapons or violence, reported for each school district, including, without limitation, each charter school in the district, and for this State as a whole.

(r) Incidents involving the use or possession of alcoholic beverages or controlled substances, reported for each school district, including, without limitation, each charter school in the district, and for this State as a whole.

(s) The suspension and expulsion of pupils required or authorized pursuant to NRS 392.466 and 392.467, reported for each school district, including, without limitation, each charter school in the district, and for this State as a whole.

(t) The number of pupils who are deemed habitual disciplinary problems pursuant to NRS 392.4655, reported for each school district, including, without limitation, each charter school in the district, and for this State as a whole.

(u) The number of pupils in each grade who are retained in the same grade pursuant to NRS 392.033 or 392.125, reported for each school district, including, without limitation, each charter school in the district, and for this State as a whole.

(v) The transiency rate of pupils, reported for each school district, including, without limitation, each charter school in the district, and for this State as a whole. For the purposes of this paragraph, a pupil is not a transient if the pupil is transferred to a different school within the school district as a result of a change in the zone of attendance by the board of trustees of the school district pursuant to NRS 388.040.

(w) Each source of funding for this State to be used for the system of public education.

(x) A compilation of the programs of remedial study purchased in whole or in part with money received from this State that are used in each school district, including, without limitation, each charter school in the district. The compilation must include:

(1) The amount and sources of money received for programs of remedial study.

(2) An identification of each program of remedial study, listed by subject area.
(y) The percentage of pupils who graduated from a high school or charter school in the immediately preceding year and enrolled in remedial courses in reading, writing or mathematics at a university, state college or community college within the Nevada System of Higher Education, reported for each school district, including, without limitation, each charter school in the district, and for this State as a whole.

(z) The technological facilities and equipment available for educational purposes, reported for each school district, including, without limitation, each charter school in the district, and for this State as a whole.

(aa) For each school district, including, without limitation, each charter school in the district, and for this State as a whole, the number and percentage of pupils who received:

(1) A standard high school diploma, reported separately for pupils who received the diploma pursuant to:

(I) Paragraph (a) of subsection 1 of NRS 389.805; and

(II) Paragraph (b) of subsection 1 of NRS 389.805.

(2) An adjusted diploma.

(3) A certificate of attendance.

(bb) For each school district, including, without limitation, each charter school in the district, and for this State as a whole, the number and percentage of pupils who failed to pass the high school proficiency examination.

(cc) The number of habitual truants who are reported to a school police officer or local law enforcement agency pursuant to paragraph (a) of subsection 2 of NRS 392.144 and the number of habitual truants who are referred to an advisory board to review school attendance pursuant to paragraph (b) of subsection 2 of NRS 392.144, reported for each school district, including, without limitation, each charter school in the district, and for this State as a whole.

(dd) Information on the paraprofessionals employed at public schools in this State, including, without limitation, the charter schools in this State. The information must include:

(1) The number of paraprofessionals employed, reported for each school district, including, without limitation, each charter school in the district, and for this State as a whole; and

(2) For each school district, including, without limitation, each charter school in the district, and for this State as a whole, the number and percentage of all paraprofessionals who do not satisfy the qualifications set forth in 20 U.S.C. § 6319(c). The reporting requirements of this subparagraph apply to paraprofessionals who are employed in programs supported with Title I money and to paraprofessionals who are not employed in programs supported with Title I money.

(ee) An identification of appropriations made by the Legislature to improve the academic achievement of pupils and programs approved by the Legislature to improve the academic achievement of pupils.
A compilation of the special programs available for pupils at individual schools, listed by school and by school district, including, without limitation, each charter school in the district.

For each school district, including, without limitation, each charter school in the district and for this State as a whole, information on pupils enrolled in career and technical education, including, without limitation:

1. The number of pupils enrolled in a course of career and technical education;
2. The number of pupils who completed a course of career and technical education;
3. The average daily attendance of pupils who are enrolled in a program of career and technical education;
4. The annual rate of pupils who dropped out of school and were enrolled in a program of career and technical education before dropping out;
5. The number and percentage of pupils who completed a program of career and technical education and who received a standard high school diploma, an adjusted diploma or a certificate of attendance; and
6. The number and percentage of pupils who completed a program of career and technical education and who did not receive a high school diploma because the pupils failed to pass the high school proficiency examination.

The number of incidents resulting in suspension or expulsion for bullying, cyber-bullying, harassment or intimidation, reported for each school district, including, without limitation, each charter school in the district, and for the State as a whole.

2. A separate reporting for a group of pupils must not be made pursuant to this section if the number of pupils in that group is insufficient to yield statistically reliable information or the results would reveal personally identifiable information about an individual pupil. The State Board shall prescribe a mechanism for determining the minimum number of pupils that must be in a group for that group to yield statistically reliable information.

3. The annual report of accountability must:
   (a) Comply with 20 U.S.C. § 6311(h)(1) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto;
   (b) Be prepared in a concise manner; and
   (c) Be presented in an understandable and uniform format and, to the extent practicable, provided in a language that parents can understand.

4. On or before September 1 of each year, the State Board shall:
   (a) Provide for public dissemination of the annual report of accountability by posting a copy of the report on the Internet website maintained by the Department; and
   (b) Provide written notice that the report is available on the Internet website maintained by the Department. The written notice must be provided to the:
      (1) Governor;
      (2) Committee;
(3) Bureau;
(4) Board of Regents of the University of Nevada;
(5) Board of trustees of each school district; and
(6) Governing body of each charter school.

5. Upon the request of the Governor, an entity described in paragraph (b) of subsection 4 or a member of the general public, the State Board shall provide a portion or portions of the annual report of accountability.

6. As used in this section:
(a) "Bullying" has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 388.122.
(b) "Cyber-bullying" has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 388.123.
(c) "Harassment" has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 388.125.
(d) "Highly qualified" has the meaning ascribed to it in 20 U.S.C. § 7801(23).
(e) "Intimidation" has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 388.129.
(f) "Paraprofessional" has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 391.008.

Sec. 2. NRS 385.34692 is hereby amended to read as follows:

385.34692 1. The State Board shall prepare a summary of the annual report of accountability prepared pursuant to NRS 385.3469 that includes, without limitation, a summary of the following information for each school district, each charter school and the State as a whole:
(a) Demographic information of pupils, including, without limitation, the number and percentage of pupils:
(1) Who are economically disadvantaged, as defined by the State Board;
(2) Who are from major racial or ethnic groups, as defined by the State Board;
(3) With disabilities;
(4) Who are limited English proficient; and
(5) Who are migratory children, as defined by the State Board;
(b) The average daily attendance of pupils, reported separately for the groups identified in paragraph (a);
(c) The transiency rate of pupils;
(d) The percentage of pupils who are habitual truants;
(e) The percentage of pupils who are deemed habitual disciplinary problems pursuant to NRS 392.4655;
(f) The number of incidents resulting in suspension or expulsion for:
(1) Violence to other pupils or to school personnel;
(2) Possession of a weapon;
(3) Distribution of a controlled substance;
(4) Possession or use of a controlled substance; and
(5) Possession or use of alcohol; and
(6) Bullying, cyber-bullying, harassment or intimidation;
(g) For kindergarten through grade 8, the number and percentage of pupils who are retained in the same grade;
(h) For grades 9 to 12, inclusive, the number and percentage of pupils who are deficient in the number of credits required for promotion to the next grade or graduation from high school;

(i) The pupil-teacher ratio for kindergarten and grades 1 to 8, inclusive;

(j) The average class size for the subject area of mathematics, English, science and social studies in schools where pupils rotate to different teachers for different subjects;

(k) The number and percentage of pupils who graduated from high school;

(l) The number and percentage of pupils who received a:
   (1) Standard diploma;
   (2) Adult diploma;
   (3) Adjusted diploma; and
   (4) Certificate of attendance;

(m) The number and percentage of pupils who graduated from high school and enrolled in remedial courses at the Nevada System of Higher Education;

(n) Per pupil expenditures;

(o) Information on the professional qualifications of teachers;

(p) The average daily attendance of teachers and licensure information;

(q) Information on the adequate yearly progress of the schools and school districts;

(r) Pupil achievement based upon the:
   (1) Examinations administered pursuant to NRS 389.550, including, without limitation, whether public schools have made progress based upon the model adopted by the Department pursuant to NRS 385.3595; and
   (2) High school proficiency examination;

(s) To the extent practicable, pupil achievement based upon the examinations administered pursuant to NRS 389.015 for grades 4, 7 and 10; and

(t) Other information required by the Superintendent of Public Instruction in consultation with the Bureau.

2. The summary prepared pursuant to subsection 1 must:

(a) Comply with 20 U.S.C. § 6311(h)(1) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto;

(b) Be prepared in a concise manner; and

(c) Be presented in an understandable and uniform format and, to the extent practicable, provided in a language that parents will likely understand.

3. On or before September 7 of each year, the State Board shall:

(a) Provide for public dissemination of the summary prepared pursuant to subsection 1 by posting the summary on the Internet website maintained by the Department; and

(b) Submit a copy of the summary in an electronic format to the:
   (1) Governor;
   (2) Committee;
   (3) Bureau;
   (4) Board of Regents of the University of Nevada;
(5) Board of trustees of each school district; and
(6) Governing body of each charter school.

4. The board of trustees of each school district and the governing body of each charter school shall ensure that the parents and guardians of pupils enrolled in the school district or charter school, as applicable, have sufficient information concerning the availability of the summary prepared by the State Board pursuant to subsection 1, including, without limitation, information that describes how to access the summary on the Internet website maintained by the Department. Upon the request of a parent or guardian of a pupil, the Department shall provide the parent or guardian with a written copy of the summary.

5. The Department shall, in consultation with the Bureau and the school districts, prescribe a form for the summary required by this section.

6. As used in this section:
   (a) "Bullying" has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 388.122.
   (b) "Cyber-bullying" has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 388.123.
   (c) "Harassment" has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 388.125.
   (d) "Intimidation" has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 388.129.

Sec. 3. NRS 385.347 is hereby amended to read as follows:

385.347 1. The board of trustees of each school district in this State, in cooperation with associations recognized by the State Board as representing licensed educational personnel in the district, shall adopt a program providing for the accountability of the school district to the residents of the district and to the State Board for the quality of the schools and the educational achievement of the pupils in the district, including, without limitation, pupils enrolled in charter schools in the school district. The board of trustees of each school district shall report the information required by subsection 2 for each charter school that is located within the school district, regardless of the sponsor of the charter school. The information for charter schools must be reported separately and must denote the charter schools sponsored by the school district, the charter schools sponsored by the State Board and the charter schools sponsored by a college or university within the Nevada System of Higher Education.

2. The board of trustees of each school district shall, on or before August 15 of each year, prepare an annual report of accountability concerning:
   (a) The educational goals and objectives of the school district.
   (b) Pupil achievement for each school in the district and the district as a whole, including, without limitation, each charter school in the district. The board of trustees of the district shall base its report on the results of the examinations administered pursuant to NRS 389.015 and 389.550 and shall compare the results of those examinations for the current school year with those of previous school years. The report must include, for each school in the district, including, without limitation, each charter school in the district, and each grade in which the examinations were administered:
(1) The number of pupils who took the examinations.

(2) A record of attendance for the period in which the examinations were administered, including an explanation of any difference in the number of pupils who took the examinations and the number of pupils who are enrolled in the school.

(3) Except as otherwise provided in this paragraph, pupil achievement, reported separately by gender and reported separately for the following groups of pupils:
   (I) Pupils who are economically disadvantaged, as defined by the State Board;
   (II) Pupils from major racial and ethnic groups, as defined by the State Board;
   (III) Pupils with disabilities;
   (IV) Pupils who are limited English proficient; and
   (V) Pupils who are migratory children, as defined by the State Board.

(4) A comparison of the achievement of pupils in each group identified in paragraph (b) of subsection 1 of NRS 385.361 with the annual measurable objectives of the State Board.

(5) The percentage of pupils who were not tested.

(6) Except as otherwise provided in this paragraph, the percentage of pupils who were not tested, reported separately by gender and reported separately for the groups identified in subparagraph (3).

(7) The most recent 3-year trend in pupil achievement in each subject area tested and each grade level tested pursuant to NRS 389.015 and 389.550, which may include information regarding the trend in the achievement of pupils for more than 3 years, if such information is available.

(8) Information that compares the results of pupils in the school district, including, without limitation, pupils enrolled in charter schools in the district, with the results of pupils throughout this State. The information required by this subparagraph must be provided in consultation with the Department to ensure the accuracy of the comparison.

(9) For each school in the district, including, without limitation, each charter school in the district, information that compares the results of pupils in the school with the results of pupils throughout the school district and throughout this State. The information required by this subparagraph must be provided in consultation with the Department to ensure the accuracy of the comparison.

(10) Information on whether each school in the district, including, without limitation, each charter school in the district, has made progress based upon the model adopted by the Department pursuant to NRS 385.3595.

A separate reporting for a group of pupils must not be made pursuant to this paragraph if the number of pupils in that group is insufficient to yield statistically reliable information or the results would reveal personally identifiable information about an individual pupil. The State Board shall
prescribe the mechanism for determining the minimum number of pupils that must be in a group for that group to yield statistically reliable information.

(c) The ratio of pupils to teachers in kindergarten and at each grade level for each elementary school in the district and the district as a whole, including, without limitation, each charter school in the district, and the average class size for each core academic subject, as set forth in NRS 389.018, for each secondary school in the district and the district as a whole, including, without limitation, each charter school in the district.

d) Information on the professional qualifications of teachers employed by each school in the district and the district as a whole, including, without limitation, each charter school in the district. The information must include, without limitation:

(1) The percentage of teachers who are:
   (I) Providing instruction pursuant to NRS 391.125;
   (II) Providing instruction pursuant to a waiver of the requirements for licensure for the grade level or subject area in which the teachers are employed; or
   (III) Otherwise providing instruction without an endorsement for the subject area in which the teachers are employed;

(2) The percentage of classes in the core academic subjects, as set forth in NRS 389.018, that are not taught by highly qualified teachers;

(3) The percentage of classes in the core academic subjects, as set forth in NRS 389.018, that are not taught by highly qualified teachers, in the aggregate and disaggregated by high-poverty compared to low-poverty schools, which for the purposes of this subparagraph means schools in the top quartile of poverty and the bottom quartile of poverty in this State;

(4) For each middle school, junior high school and high school:
   (I) [On and after July 1, 2005, the] The number of persons employed as substitute teachers for 20 consecutive days or more in the same classroom or assignment, designated as long-term substitute teachers, including the total number of days long-term substitute teachers were employed at each school, identified by grade level and subject area; and
   (II) [On and after July 1, 2006, the] The number of persons employed as substitute teachers for less than 20 consecutive days, designated as short-term substitute teachers, including the total number of days short-term substitute teachers were employed at each school, identified by grade level and subject area; and

(5) For each elementary school:
   (I) [On and after July 1, 2005, the] The number of persons employed as substitute teachers for 20 consecutive days or more in the same classroom or assignment, designated as long-term substitute teachers, including the total number of days long-term substitute teachers were employed at each school, identified by grade level; and
   (II) [On and after July 1, 2006, the] The number of persons employed as substitute teachers for less than 20 consecutive days, designated as
short-term substitute teachers, including the total number of days short-term substitute teachers were employed at each school, identified by grade level.

(e) The total expenditure per pupil for each school in the district and the district as a whole, including, without limitation, each charter school in the district. If this State has a financial analysis program that is designed to track educational expenditures and revenues to individual schools, each school district shall use that statewide program in complying with this paragraph. If a statewide program is not available, each school district shall use its own financial analysis program in complying with this paragraph.

(f) The curriculum used by the school district, including:

(1) Any special programs for pupils at an individual school; and

(2) The curriculum used by each charter school in the district.

(g) Records of the attendance and truancy of pupils in all grades, including, without limitation:

(1) The average daily attendance of pupils, for each school in the district and the district as a whole, including, without limitation, each charter school in the district.

(2) For each elementary school, middle school and junior high school in the district, including, without limitation, each charter school in the district that provides instruction to pupils enrolled in a grade level other than high school, information that compares the attendance of the pupils enrolled in the school with the attendance of pupils throughout the district and throughout this State. The information required by this subparagraph must be provided in consultation with the Department to ensure the accuracy of the comparison.

(h) The annual rate of pupils who drop out of school in grade 8 and a separate reporting of the annual rate of pupils who drop out of school in grades 9 to 12, inclusive, for each such grade, for each school in the district and for the district as a whole. The reporting for pupils in grades 9 to 12, inclusive, excludes pupils who:

(1) Provide proof to the school district of successful completion of the examinations of general educational development.

(2) Are enrolled in courses that are approved by the Department as meeting the requirements for an adult standard diploma.

(3) Withdraw from school to attend another school.

(i) Records of attendance of teachers who provide instruction, for each school in the district and the district as a whole, including, without limitation, each charter school in the district.

(j) Efforts made by the school district and by each school in the district, including, without limitation, each charter school in the district, to increase:

(1) Communication with the parents of pupils in the district; and

(2) The participation of parents in the educational process and activities relating to the school district and each school, including, without limitation, the existence of parent organizations and school advisory committees.

(k) Records of incidents involving weapons or violence for each school in the district, including, without limitation, each charter school in the district.
(l) Records of incidents involving the use or possession of alcoholic beverages or controlled substances for each school in the district, including, without limitation, each charter school in the district.

(m) Records of the suspension and expulsion of pupils required or authorized pursuant to NRS 392.466 and 392.467.

(n) The number of pupils who are deemed habitual disciplinary problems pursuant to NRS 392.4655, for each school in the district and the district as a whole, including, without limitation, each charter school in the district.

(o) The number of pupils in each grade who are retained in the same grade pursuant to NRS 392.033 or 392.125, for each school in the district and the district as a whole, including, without limitation, each charter school in the district.

(p) The transiency rate of pupils for each school in the district and the district as a whole, including, without limitation, each charter school in the district. For the purposes of this paragraph, a pupil is not transient if the pupil is transferred to a different school within the school district as a result of a change in the zone of attendance by the board of trustees of the school district pursuant to NRS 388.040.

(q) Each source of funding for the school district.

(r) A compilation of the programs of remedial study that are purchased in whole or in part with money received from this State, for each school in the district and the district as a whole, including, without limitation, each charter school sponsored by the district. The compilation must include:

(1) The amount and sources of money received for programs of remedial study for each school in the district and the district as a whole, including, without limitation, each charter school in the district.

(2) An identification of each program of remedial study, listed by subject area.

(s) For each high school in the district, including, without limitation, each charter school in the district, the percentage of pupils who graduated from that high school or charter school in the immediately preceding year and enrolled in remedial courses in reading, writing or mathematics at a university, state college or community college within the Nevada System of Higher Education.

(i) The technological facilities and equipment available at each school, including, without limitation, each charter school, and the district's plan to incorporate educational technology at each school.

(u) For each school in the district and the district as a whole, including, without limitation, each charter school in the district, the number and percentage of pupils who received:

(1) A standard high school diploma, reported separately for pupils who received the diploma pursuant to:

(I) Paragraph (a) of subsection 1 of NRS 389.805; and

(II) Paragraph (b) of subsection 1 of NRS 389.805.

(2) An adjusted diploma.
(3) A certificate of attendance.

(v) For each school in the district and the district as a whole, including, without limitation, each charter school in the district, the number and percentage of pupils who failed to pass the high school proficiency examination.

(w) The number of habitual truants who are reported to a school police officer or law enforcement agency pursuant to paragraph (a) of subsection 2 of NRS 392.144 and the number of habitual truants who are referred to an advisory board to review school attendance pursuant to paragraph (b) of subsection 2 of NRS 392.144, for each school in the district and for the district as a whole.

(x) The amount and sources of money received for the training and professional development of teachers and other educational personnel for each school in the district and for the district as a whole, including, without limitation, each charter school in the district.

(y) Whether the school district has made adequate yearly progress. If the school district has been designated as demonstrating need for improvement pursuant to NRS 385.377, the report must include a statement indicating the number of consecutive years the school district has carried that designation.

(z) Information on whether each public school in the district, including, without limitation, each charter school in the district, has made adequate yearly progress, including, without limitation:

(1) The number and percentage of schools in the district, if any, that have been designated as needing improvement pursuant to NRS 385.3623; and

(2) The name of each school, if any, in the district that has been designated as needing improvement pursuant to NRS 385.3623 and the number of consecutive years that the school has carried that designation.

(aa) Information on the paraprofessionals employed by each public school in the district, including, without limitation, each charter school in the district. The information must include:

(1) The number of paraprofessionals employed at the school; and

(2) The number and percentage of all paraprofessionals who do not satisfy the qualifications set forth in 20 U.S.C. § 6319(c). The reporting requirements of this subparagraph apply to paraprofessionals who are employed in positions supported with Title I money and to paraprofessionals who are not employed in positions supported with Title I money.

(bb) For each high school in the district, including, without limitation, each charter school that operates as a high school, information that provides a comparison of the rate of graduation of pupils enrolled in the high school with the rate of graduation of pupils throughout the district and throughout this State. The information required by this paragraph must be provided in consultation with the Department to ensure the accuracy of the comparison.

(cc) An identification of the appropriations made by the Legislature that are available to the school district or the schools within the district and
programs approved by the Legislature to improve the academic achievement of pupils.

(dd) For each school in the district and the district as a whole, including, without limitation, each charter school in the district, information on pupils enrolled in career and technical education, including, without limitation:

(1) The number of pupils enrolled in a course of career and technical education;
(2) The number of pupils who completed a course of career and technical education;
(3) The average daily attendance of pupils who are enrolled in a program of career and technical education;
(4) The annual rate of pupils who dropped out of school and were enrolled in a program of career and technical education before dropping out;
(5) The number and percentage of pupils who completed a program of career and technical education and who received a standard high school diploma, an adjusted diploma or a certificate of attendance; and
(6) The number and percentage of pupils who completed a program of career and technical education and who did not receive a high school diploma because the pupils failed to pass the high school proficiency examination.

(ee) **The number of incidents resulting in suspension or expulsion for bullying, cyber-bullying, harassment or intimidation, for each school in the district and the district as a whole, including, without limitation, each charter school in the district.**

(ff) Such other information as is directed by the Superintendent of Public Instruction.

3. The records of attendance maintained by a school for purposes of paragraph (i) of subsection 2 must include the number of teachers who are in attendance at school and the number of teachers who are absent from school. A teacher shall be deemed in attendance if the teacher is excused from being present in the classroom by the school in which the teacher is employed for one of the following reasons:

(a) Acquisition of knowledge or skills relating to the professional development of the teacher; or
(b) Assignment of the teacher to perform duties for cocurricular or extracurricular activities of pupils.

4. The annual report of accountability prepared pursuant to subsection 2 must:

(a) Comply with 20 U.S.C. § 6311(h)(2) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto; and
(b) Be presented in an understandable and uniform format and, to the extent practicable, provided in a language that parents can understand.

5. The Superintendent of Public Instruction shall:

(a) Prescribe forms for the reports required pursuant to subsection 2 and provide the forms to the respective school districts.
(b) Provide statistical information and technical assistance to the school districts to ensure that the reports provide comparable information with respect to each school in each district and among the districts throughout this State.

(c) Consult with a representative of the:
   (1) Nevada State Education Association;
   (2) Nevada Association of School Boards;
   (3) Nevada Association of School Administrators;
   (4) Nevada Parent Teacher Association;
   (5) Budget Division of the Department of Administration; and
   (6) Legislative Counsel Bureau,

   concerning the program and consider any advice or recommendations submitted by the representatives with respect to the program.

6. The Superintendent of Public Instruction may consult with representatives of parent groups other than the Nevada Parent Teacher Association concerning the program and consider any advice or recommendations submitted by the representatives with respect to the program.

7. On or before August 15 of each year, the board of trustees of each school district shall submit to each advisory board to review school attendance created in the county pursuant to NRS 392.126 the information required in paragraph (g) of subsection 2.

8. On or before August 15 of each year, the board of trustees of each school district shall:
   (a) Provide written notice that the report required pursuant to subsection 2 is available on the Internet website maintained by the school district, if any, or otherwise provide written notice of the availability of the report. The written notice must be provided to the:
      (1) Governor;
      (2) State Board;
      (3) Department;
      (4) Committee; and
      (5) Bureau.
   (b) Provide for public dissemination of the annual report of accountability prepared pursuant to subsection 2 in the manner set forth in 20 U.S.C. § 6311(h)(2)(E) by posting a copy of the report on the Internet website maintained by the school district, if any. If a school district does not maintain a website, the district shall otherwise provide for public dissemination of the annual report by providing a copy of the report to the schools in the school district, including, without limitation, each charter school in the district, the residents of the district, and the parents and guardians of pupils enrolled in schools in the district, including, without limitation, each charter school in the district.

9. Upon the request of the Governor, an entity described in paragraph (a) of subsection 8 or a member of the general public, the board of trustees of a
school district shall provide a portion or portions of the report required pursuant to subsection 2.

10. As used in this section:

(a) "Bullying" has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 388.122.
(b) "Cyber-bullying" has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 388.123.
(c) "Harassment" has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 388.125.
(d) "Highly qualified" has the meaning ascribed to it in 20 U.S.C. § 7801(23).
(e) "Intimidation" has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 388.129.
(f) "Paraprofessional" has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 391.008.

Sec. 4. Chapter 388 of NRS is hereby amended by adding thereto the provisions set forth as sections 5 to 18, inclusive, of this act.

Sec. 5. (Deleted by amendment.)
Sec. 6. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 7. 1. The Department, in consultation with persons who possess knowledge and expertise in bullying, cyber-bullying, harassment and intimidation in public schools, shall, to the extent money is available, develop an informational pamphlet to assist pupils and the parents or legal guardians of pupils enrolled in the public schools in this State in resolving incidents of bullying, cyber-bullying, harassment or intimidation. If developed, the pamphlet must include, without limitation:

(a) A summary of the policy prescribed by the Department pursuant to NRS 388.133 and the provisions of NRS 388.121 to 388.139, inclusive, and sections 5 to 18, inclusive, of this act;
(b) A description of practices which have proven effective in preventing and resolving violations of NRS 388.135 in schools, which must include, without limitation, methods to identify and assist pupils who are at risk for bullying, cyber-bullying, harassment or intimidation; and
(c) An explanation that the parent or legal guardian of a pupil who is involved in a reported violation of NRS 388.135 may request an appeal of a disciplinary decision made against the pupil as a result of the violation, in accordance with the policy governing disciplinary action adopted by the board of trustees of the school district.

2. If the Department develops a pamphlet pursuant to subsection 1, the Department shall review the pamphlet on an annual basis and make such revisions to the pamphlet as the Department determines are necessary to ensure the pamphlet contains current information.

3. If the Department develops a pamphlet pursuant to subsection 1, the Department shall post a copy of the pamphlet on the Internet website maintained by the Department.

4. To extent the money is available, the Department shall develop a tutorial which must be made available on the Internet website maintained by the Department that includes, without limitation, the information contained in the pamphlet developed pursuant to subsection 1, if such a pamphlet is developed by the Department.
Sec. 8. 1. The Department, in consultation with persons who possess knowledge and expertise in bullying, cyber-bullying, harassment and intimidation in public schools, shall:

(a) Establish a program of training on methods to prevent, identify and report incidences of bullying, cyber-bullying, harassment and intimidation in public schools for members of the State Board.

(b) Recommend a program of training on methods to prevent, identify and report incidences of bullying, cyber-bullying, harassment and intimidation in public schools for members of the boards of trustees of school districts.

(c) Recommend a program of training for school district personnel to assist those persons with carrying out their powers and duties pursuant to NRS 388.121 to 388.139, inclusive, and sections 5 to 18, inclusive, of this act.

2. Each member of the State Board shall, within 1 year after the member is elected or appointed to the State Board, complete the program of training on bullying, cyber-bullying, harassment and intimidation in public schools established pursuant to paragraph (a) of subsection 1 and undergo the training at least one additional time while the person is a member of the State Board.

3. Each member of a board of trustees of a school district may complete the program of training on bullying, cyber-bullying, harassment and intimidation in public schools recommended pursuant to paragraph (b) of subsection 1 and may undergo the training at least one additional time while the person is a member of the board of trustees.

4. Each program of training established and recommended pursuant to subsection 1 must, to the extent money is available, be made available on the Internet website maintained by the Department or through another provider on the Internet.

5. The board of trustees of a school district may allow school district personnel to attend the program recommended pursuant to paragraph (c) of subsection 1 during regular school hours.

6. The Department shall review each program of training established and recommended pursuant to subsection 1 on an annual basis to ensure that the program contains current information concerning the prevention of bullying, cyber-bullying, harassment and intimidation.

Sec. 9. 1. The Bullying Prevention Fund is hereby created in the State General Fund, to be administered by the Superintendent of Public Instruction. The Superintendent of Public Instruction may accept gifts and grants from any source for deposit into the Fund. The interest and income earned on the money in the Fund must be credited to the Fund.

2. In accordance with the regulations adopted by the State Board pursuant to section 18 of this act, a school district that applies for and receives a grant of money from the Bullying Prevention Fund shall use the money for one or more of the following purposes:
(a) The establishment of programs to create a school environment that is free from bullying, cyber-bullying, harassment and intimidation;

(b) The provision of training on the policies adopted by the school district pursuant to NRS 388.134 and the provisions of NRS 388.121 to 388.139, inclusive, and sections 5 to 18, inclusive, of this act; or

(c) The development and implementation of procedures by which the public schools of the school district and the pupils enrolled in those schools can discuss the policies adopted pursuant to NRS 388.134 and the provisions of NRS 388.121 to 388.139, inclusive, and sections 5 to 18, inclusive, of this act.

Sec. 10. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 11. The principal of each public school or his or her designee shall:

1. Establish a school safety team to develop, foster and maintain a school environment which is free from bullying, cyber-bullying, harassment and intimidation;

2. Conduct investigations of violations of NRS 388.135 occurring at the school; and

3. Collaborate with the board of trustees of the school district and the school safety team to prevent, identify and address reported violations of NRS 388.135 at the school.

Sec. 12. 1. Each school safety team established pursuant to section 11 of this act must consist of the principal or his or her designee and the following persons appointed by the principal:

(a) A school counselor;

(b) At least one teacher who teaches at the school;

(c) At least one parent or legal guardian of a pupil enrolled in the school; and

(d) Any other persons appointed by the principal.

2. The principal or his or her designee shall serve as the chair of the school safety team.

3. The school safety team shall:

(a) Meet at least two times each year;

(b) Identify and address patterns of bullying, cyber-bullying, harassment or intimidation at the school;

(c) Review and strengthen school policies to prevent and address bullying, cyber-bullying, harassment or intimidation;

(d) Provide information to school personnel, pupils enrolled in the school and parents and legal guardians of pupils enrolled in the school on methods to address bullying, cyber-bullying, harassment and intimidation; and

(e) To the extent money is available, participate in any training conducted by the school district regarding bullying, cyber-bullying, harassment and intimidation.
Sec. 13. 1. On or before January 1 and June 30 of each year, the principal of each public school shall submit to the board of trustees of the school district a report on the violations of NRS 388.135 which are reported during the previous school semester. The report must include, without limitation:

(a) The number of violations of NRS 388.135 occurring at the school or otherwise involving a pupil enrolled at the school which are reported during that period; and

(b) Any actions taken at the school to reduce the number of incidences of bullying, cyber-bullying, harassment and intimidation, including, without limitation, training that was offered or other policies, practices and programs that were implemented.

2. The board of trustees of each school district shall review and compile the reports submitted pursuant to subsection 1 and, on or before August 1, submit a compilation of the reports to the Department.

Sec. 14. 1. A teacher or other staff member who witnesses a violation of NRS 388.135 or receives information that a violation of NRS 388.135 has occurred shall verbally report the violation to the principal or his or her designee on the day on which the teacher or other staff member witnessed the violation or received information regarding the occurrence of a violation.

2. The principal or his or her designee shall initiate an investigation not later than 1 day after receiving notice of the violation pursuant to subsection 1. The investigation must be completed within 10 days after the date on which the investigation is initiated and, if a violation is found to have occurred, include recommendations concerning the imposition of disciplinary action or other measures to be imposed as a result of the violation, in accordance with the policy governing disciplinary action adopted by the board of trustees of the school district.

3. The parent or legal guardian of a pupil involved in the reported violation of NRS 388.135 may appeal a disciplinary decision of the principal or his or her designee, made against the pupil as a result of the violation, in accordance with the policy governing disciplinary action adopted by the board of trustees of the school district.

Sec. 15. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 16. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 17. The board of trustees of each school district, in conjunction with the school police officers of the school district, if any, and the local law enforcement agencies that have jurisdiction over the school district, shall establish a policy for the procedures which must be followed by an employee of the school district when reporting a violation of NRS 388.135 to a school police officer or local law enforcement agency.

Sec. 18. The State Board shall adopt regulations:
1. Establishing the process whereby school districts may apply to the State Board for a grant of money from the Bullying Prevention Fund pursuant to section 9 of this act.

2. As are necessary to carry out the provisions of NRS 388.121 to 388.139, inclusive, and sections 5 to 18, inclusive, of this act.

Sec. 19. NRS 388.121 is hereby amended to read as follows:

388.121 As used in NRS 388.121 to 388.139, inclusive, and sections 5 to 18, inclusive, of this act, unless the context otherwise requires, the words and terms defined in NRS 388.122 to 388.129, inclusive, have the meanings ascribed to them in those sections.

Sec. 20. NRS 388.122 is hereby amended to read as follows:

388.122 "Bullying" means a willful act *which is written, verbal or physical*, or a course of conduct on the part of one or more persons which is not authorized by law and which exposes a person one time or repeatedly and over time to one or more negative actions which is highly offensive to a reasonable person and:

1. Is intended to cause or actually causes the person to suffer harm or serious emotional distress;

2. Places the person in reasonable fear of harm or serious emotional distress; or

3. Creates an environment which is hostile to a pupil by interfering with the education of the pupil.

Sec. 21. NRS 388.125 is hereby amended to read as follows:

388.125 "Harassment" means a willful act *which is written, verbal or physical*, or a course of conduct that is not otherwise authorized by law and:

1. Is highly offensive to a reasonable person and:

   1. Is intended to cause or actually causes another person to suffer serious emotional distress;

   2. Places a person in reasonable fear of harm or serious emotional distress; or

   3. Creates an environment which is hostile to a pupil by interfering with the education of the pupil.

Sec. 22. NRS 388.129 is hereby amended to read as follows:

388.129 "Intimidation" means a willful act *which is written, verbal or physical*, or a course of conduct that is not otherwise authorized by law and:

1. Is highly offensive to a reasonable person and:

   1. Poses a threat of immediate harm or actually inflicts harm to another person or to the property of another person;

   2. Places a person in reasonable fear of harm or serious emotional distress; or

   3. Creates an environment which is hostile to a pupil by interfering with the education of the pupil.
Sec. 23. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 24. NRS 388.134 is hereby amended to read as follows:

388.134 The board of trustees of each school district shall:

1. Adopt the policy prescribed pursuant to NRS 388.133 and the policy prescribed pursuant to subsection 2 of NRS 389.520. The board of trustees may adopt an expanded policy for one or both of the policies if each expanded policy complies with the policy prescribed pursuant to NRS 388.133 or pursuant to subsection 2 of NRS 389.520, as applicable.

2. Provide for the appropriate training of all administrators, principals, teachers and all other personnel employed by the board of trustees in accordance with the policies prescribed pursuant to NRS 388.133 and pursuant to subsection 2 of NRS 389.520.

3. [On or before September 1 of each year, submit a report to the Superintendent of Public Instruction that includes a description of each violation of NRS 388.135 occurring in the immediately preceding school year that resulted in personnel action against an employee or suspension or expulsion of a pupil, if any.] Post the policies adopted pursuant to subsection 1 on the Internet website maintained by the school district.

4. Ensure that the parents and legal guardians of pupils enrolled in the school district have sufficient information concerning the availability of the policies, including, without limitation, information that describes how to access the policies on the Internet website maintained by the school district. Upon the request of a parent or legal guardian, the school district shall provide the parent or legal guardian with a written copy of the policies.

5. Review the policies adopted pursuant to subsection 1 on an annual basis and update the policies if necessary. If the board of trustees of a school district updates the policies, the board of trustees must submit a copy of the updated policies to the Department within 30 days after the update.

Sec. 25. NRS 388.1345 is hereby amended to read as follows:

388.1345 The Superintendent of Public Instruction shall:

1. Compile the reports submitted pursuant to \[NRS 388.134\] section 13 of this act and prepare a written report of the compilation.

2. On or before October 1 of each year, submit the written compilation to the Attorney General.

Sec. 26. NRS 388.139 is hereby amended to read as follows:

388.139 Each school district shall include the text of the provisions of NRS 388.121 to 388.135, inclusive, \[NRS 388.134\] and sections 5 to 18, inclusive, of this act and the policies adopted by the board of trustees of the school district pursuant to NRS 388.134 under the heading "Bullying, Cyber-Bullying, Harassment and Intimidation Is Prohibited in Public Schools," within each copy of the rules of behavior for pupils that the school district provides to pupils pursuant to NRS 392.463.

Sec. 27. (Deleted by amendment.)
Sec. 28. NRS 391.312 is hereby amended to read as follows:

391.312 1. A teacher may be suspended, dismissed or not reemployed and an administrator may be demoted, suspended, dismissed or not reemployed for the following reasons:
   (a) Inefficiency;
   (b) Immorality;
   (c) Unprofessional conduct;
   (d) Insubordination;
   (e) Neglect of duty;
   (f) Physical or mental incapacity;
   (g) A justifiable decrease in the number of positions due to decreased enrollment or district reorganization;
   (h) Conviction of a felony or of a crime involving moral turpitude;
   (i) Inadequate performance;
   (j) Evident unfitness for service;
   (k) Failure to comply with such reasonable requirements as a board may prescribe;
   (l) Failure to show normal improvement and evidence of professional training and growth;
   (m) Advocating overthrow of the Government of the United States or of the State of Nevada by force, violence or other unlawful means, or the advocating or teaching of communism with the intent to indoctrinate pupils to subscribe to communistic philosophy;
   (n) Any cause which constitutes grounds for the revocation of a teacher's license;
   (o) Willful neglect or failure to observe and carry out the requirements of this title;
   (p) Dishonesty;
   (q) Breaches in the security or confidentiality of the questions and answers of the achievement and proficiency examinations that are administered pursuant to NRS 389.015;
   (r) Intentional failure to observe and carry out the requirements of a plan to ensure the security of examinations adopted pursuant to NRS 389.616 or 389.620; or
   (s) An intentional violation of NRS 388.5265 or 388.527; or
   (t) An intentional failure to report a violation of NRS 388.135 if the teacher or administrator witnessed the violation.

2. In determining whether the professional performance of a licensed employee is inadequate, consideration must be given to the regular and special evaluation reports prepared in accordance with the policy of the employing school district and to any written standards of performance which may have been adopted by the board.

Sec. 29. (Deleted by amendment.)
Sec. 30. (Deleted by amendment.)
Sec. 31. (Deleted by amendment.)
Sec. 32. Chapter 236 of NRS is hereby amended by adding thereto a new section to read as follows:

1. The Governor shall annually proclaim the first week in October to be "Week of Respect."

2. The proclamation may call upon:
   (a) News media, educators and appropriate government offices to bring to the attention of the residents of Nevada factual information regarding bullying, cyber-bullying, harassment and intimidation in schools, including, without limitation:
      (1) Statistical information regarding the number of pupils who are bullied, cyber-bullied, harassed or intimidated in schools each year;
      (2) The methods to identify and assist pupils who are at risk of bullying, cyber-bullying, harassment or intimidation; and
      (3) The methods to prevent bullying, cyber-bullying, harassment and intimidation in schools; and
   (b) School districts to provide instruction on the ways in which pupils can prevent bullying, cyber-bullying, harassment and intimidation during the Week of Respect and throughout the school year that is appropriate for the grade level of pupils who receive the instruction.

3. As used in this section:
   (a) "Bullying" has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 388.122.
   (b) "Cyber-bullying" has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 388.123.
   (c) "Harassment" has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 388.125.
   (d) "Intimidation" has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 388.129.

Sec. 33. On or before December 31, 2011, the State Board of Education shall adopt the regulations required by section 18 of this act.

Sec. 34. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 35. This act becomes effective on July 1, 2011.

Senator Horsford moved that the Senate concur in the Assembly amendment to Senate Bill No. 276.
Motion carried by a constitutional majority.
Bill ordered enrolled.

Senate Bill No. 439.
The following Assembly amendment was read:
Amendment No. 944.
"SUMMARY—Makes various changes relating to fire protection. (BDR 42-1203)"
"AN ACT relating to fire protection; amending the membership and duties of the State Board of Fire Services; eliminating the Fire Service Standards and Training Committee; and providing other matters properly relating thereto."

Legislative Counsel's Digest:
Existing law sets forth the membership and duties of the State Board of Fire Services and the Fire Service Standards and Training Committee.
(NRS 477.020, 477.070-477.090) **Section 11** of this bill eliminates the Fire Service Standards and Training Committee. **Section 3** of this bill revises the membership and duties of the State Board of Fire Services.

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEVADA, REPRESENTED IN
SENATE AND ASSEMBLY, DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS:

**Section 1.** Chapter 477 of NRS is hereby amended by adding thereto the provisions set forth as sections 2 and 3 of this act.

Sec. 2. As used in NRS 477.080, 477.085 and 477.090 and sections 2 and 3 of this act, unless the context otherwise requires, "Board" means the State Board of Fire Services created pursuant to section 3 of this act.

Sec. 3. 1. The State Board of Fire Services is hereby created. The Board consists of:
(a) The State Fire Marshal, who is a nonvoting member;
(b) The State Forester Firewarden, who is a voting member; and
(c) The following nine voting members appointed by the Governor as follows:
   (1) A licensed architect;
   (2) A chief, deputy chief, assistant chief or division chief of a volunteer fire department or a partially paid fire department;
   (3) A chief, deputy chief, assistant chief or division chief of a full-time, paid fire department;
   (4) A professional engineer;
   (5) A chief officer, person of equivalent rank or any other person who is experienced in fire service training and represents a volunteer or partially paid fire department or fire district;
   (6) A chief officer, person of equivalent rank or any other person who is experienced in fire service training and represents a fully paid fire department or fire district;
   (7) A fire marshal, fire protection engineer or any other person who is experienced in developing or enforcing any code related to fire prevention;
   (8) A firefighter who does not otherwise meet the requirements of subparagraphs (1) to (7), inclusive; and
   (9) A member of the general public who has an interest in public safety and is not an employee or a volunteer of a fire department or fire district.

2. The members described in paragraph (c) of subsection 1:
   (a) Must be selected by the Governor based on nominations received from fire chiefs;
   (b) Shall serve for a term of 4 years; and
   (c) Serve at the pleasure of the Governor.

3. Of the members described in paragraph (c) of subsection 1:
   (a) At least one member must be from Clark County;
   (b) At least one member must be from Washoe County; and
   (c) A majority of such members must not be from one county.
4. No member other than the State Fire Marshal and the State Forester Firewarden may serve for more than two consecutive terms.

5. A vacancy in the Board must be filled for the remainder of the unexpired term in the same manner as the original appointment.

6. The Board shall select a Chair from among its members to serve for 1 year. The State Fire Marshal shall serve as the Secretary of the Board.

7. The Board shall meet at least twice each year and on the call of the Chair, the Secretary or any three members.

8. The members of the Board are entitled to receive from the State Fire Marshal Division of the Department of Public Safety the per diem allowance and travel expenses provided for state officers and employees generally for each day or portion of a day during which the member attends a meeting of the Board.

9. The State Fire Marshal Division shall provide the Board with administrative support.

Sec. 4. NRS 477.039 is hereby amended to read as follows:

477.039 1. The State Fire Marshal shall:
(a) Furnish and administer programs for the training of firefighters;
(b) Describe the programs that are available for training of firefighters and notify fire departments of the availability of these programs;
(c) Administer a program to certify firefighters, whenever requested to do so, for successful completion of a training program;
(d) Develop a program to train instructors;
(e) Assist other agencies and organizations to prepare and administer training programs;
(f) Carry out the provisions of paragraphs (a) to (e), inclusive, in accordance with recommendations submitted to the State Fire Marshal by the Fire Service Standards and Training Committee Board of Fire Services and the regulations adopted by the Committee Board; and
(g) Establish a regional hazardous materials training facility and furnish training programs concerning hazardous materials for emergency personnel, agencies and other persons.

2. The State Fire Marshal may enter into agreements for the procurement of necessary services or property, may accept gifts, grants, services or property for the training programs and may charge fees for training programs, materials or services provided.

Sec. 5. NRS 477.080 is hereby amended to read as follows:

477.080 The Committee Board shall:
1. Meet at the call of the Chair at least four times each year.
2. Encourage the training and education of fire service personnel to improve the system of public safety in the State.

3. Adopt regulations establishing minimum standards for the approval of training and certification programs submitted by a fire department, fire district or any political subdivision or agency of the State.
Government pursuant to NRS 477.090. The regulations must provide minimum standards for the training and certification, including the renewal and revocation of certification, of fire service emergency response personnel who serve in positions for which the Committee Board determines minimum standards of training and certification are necessary.

3. Provide information and make recommendations to the State Fire Marshal and the State Board of Fire Services concerning the training of fire service personnel.

4. Make recommendations to the State Fire Marshal and to the Legislature concerning necessary legislation in the fields of fire fighting and fire protection.

5. When requested to do so by the Director of the Department of Public Safety, recommend to the Director not fewer than three persons for appointment as State Fire Marshal.

6. Hear appeals of orders, decisions or determinations made by the State Fire Marshal pursuant to his or her statutory authority.

Sec. 6. NRS 477.085 is hereby amended to read as follows:

477.085 The Committee Board may:

1. Adopt regulations which:
   (a) It determines are necessary for the operation of the Committee Board.

2. Require that training programs which are approved by the Committee Board and require special facilities be conducted at facilities approved by the Committee Board.

2. Recommend to the Legislature any appropriate legislation concerning the training of fire service personnel.

Sec. 7. NRS 477.090 is hereby amended to read as follows:

477.090 A fire department or other fire service training agency or organization of the State, fire district or any political subdivision or agency of the State or Federal Government may submit to the Chair of the Committee Board a proposed training and certification program for any of the fire service personnel emergency response members who serve in positions for which the Committee Board has adopted regulations pursuant to NRS 477.080. The proposed program must be submitted not less than 30 days before the next scheduled meeting of the Committee Board.

2. At that meeting, the Committee Board shall evaluate the proposed program and determine whether it meets the standards for training and certification prescribed in the regulations adopted by the Committee Board pursuant to NRS 477.080.

3. A proposed training and certification program submitted pursuant to this section must include:
   (a) A description of the fire service personnel emergency response positions which will be covered by the program;
   (b) A description of the training which the program will provide;
(c) A procedure for the renewal of certification; and
(d) A procedure for the revocation of certification.

4. If a training and certification program is approved by the [Committee,] **Board**, the program constitutes the standard for state certification of [Fire service] **emergency response** personnel.

**Sec. 8.** Notwithstanding any provision of law to the contrary, the term of office of any person currently serving on the State Board of Fire Services ends on June 30, 2011.

**Sec. 9.** 1. Any administrative regulations adopted by an officer, agency or other entity whose name has been changed or whose responsibilities have been transferred pursuant to the provisions of this act to another officer, agency or other entity remain in force until amended by the officer, agency or other entity to which the responsibility for the adoption of the regulations has been transferred.

2. Any contracts or other agreements entered into by an officer, agency or other entity whose name has been changed or whose responsibilities have been transferred pursuant to the provisions of this act to another officer, agency or other entity are binding upon the officer, agency or other entity to which the responsibility for the administration of the provisions of the contract or other agreement has been transferred. Such contracts and other agreements may be enforced by the officer, agency or other entity to which the responsibility for the enforcement of the provisions of the contract or other agreement has been transferred.

3. Any action taken by an officer, agency or other entity whose name has been changed or whose responsibilities have been transferred pursuant to the provisions of this act to another officer, agency or other entity remains in effect as if taken by the officer, agency or other entity to which the responsibility for the enforcement of such actions has been transferred.

**Sec. 10.** The Legislative Counsel shall:

1. In preparing the reprint and supplements to the Nevada Revised Statutes, appropriately change any references to an officer, agency or other entity whose name is changed or whose responsibilities have been transferred pursuant to the provisions of this act to refer to the appropriate officer, agency or other entity. If any internal reference is made to a section repealed by this act, the Legislative Counsel shall delete the reference and replace it by reference to the superseding section, if any.

2. In preparing supplements to the Nevada Administrative Code, appropriately change any references to an officer, agency or other entity whose name is changed or whose responsibilities are transferred pursuant to the provisions of this act to refer to the appropriate officer, agency or other entity.

**Sec. 11.** NRS 477.020, 477.070 and 477.075 are hereby repealed.

**Sec. 12.** 1. This section and section 8 of this act become effective upon passage and approval.
Sections 1 to 7, inclusive, 9, 10 and 11 of this act become effective on July 1, 2011.

TEXTE OF REPEALED SECTIONS

477.020  State Board of Fire Services: Creation; members; qualifications of members; terms of members; meetings; compensation of members; duties.
1. The State Board of Fire Services, consisting of eight members appointed by the Governor, is hereby created.
2. The Governor shall appoint:
   (a) A licensed architect;
   (b) A chief of a volunteer fire department;
   (c) A chief of a full-time, paid fire department;
   (d) A professional engineer;
   (e) The State Forester Firewarden;
   (f) A training officer of a volunteer fire department;
   (g) A training officer of a partially or fully paid fire department; and
   (h) A specialist in hazardous materials,

   to the Board. No member other than the State Forester Firewarden may serve for more than two consecutive terms.
3. The Board shall select a Chair from among its members to serve for 1 year. The State Fire Marshal shall serve as the Secretary of the Board.
4. The Board may meet regularly at least twice each year or on the call of the Chair, the Secretary or any three members.
5. The members of the Board, except the State Forester Firewarden, are entitled to receive a salary of $60 for each day's attendance at a meeting of the Board.
6. The Board shall make recommendations to the State Fire Marshal and to the Legislature concerning necessary legislation in the field of fire fighting and fire protection. When requested to do so by the Director of the Department of Public Safety, the Board shall recommend to the Director not fewer than three persons for appointment as State Fire Marshal.
7. The Board shall advise the State Fire Marshal on matters relating to the training of firefighters.

477.070  "Committee" defined. As used in NRS 477.070 to 477.090, inclusive, unless the context otherwise requires, "Committee" means the Fire Service Standards and Training Committee.

477.075  Creation; composition; appointment, terms and compensation of members; officers; vacancies; administrative support.
1. The Fire Service Standards and Training Committee, consisting of seven voting members and one nonvoting member, is hereby created.
2. The Committee consists of the Chair of the State Board of Fire Services, who is an ex officio member of the Committee, one member appointed by the State Fire Marshal, and six members appointed by the Governor as follows:
(a) Two chief officers or persons of equivalent rank, or two persons designated by the chief of the department, of a full-time, paid fire department who have experience in fire service training;

(b) Two chief officers or persons of equivalent rank, or two persons designated by the chief of the department, of a volunteer fire department who have experience in fire service training; and

(c) Two chief officers or persons of equivalent rank, or two persons designated by the chief of the department, of a combination paid and volunteer fire department who have experience in fire service training.

3. The six members appointed by the Governor must be from the following counties:

(a) One member from Clark County;

(b) One member from Washoe County; and

(c) Four members from other counties, except that a majority of the voting members on the Committee must not be from one county.

4. The Governor shall make the appointments from recommendations submitted by:

(a) The Nevada Fire Chiefs Association, Inc.;

(b) The Nevada State Firemen's Association;

(c) The Professional Fire Fighters of Nevada;

(d) The Southern Nevada Fire Marshal's Association;

(e) The Southern Nevada Fire Chiefs' Association;

(f) The Northern Nevada Fire Marshal's Association; and

(g) Representatives of fire departments of Washoe County.

5. For the initial terms of the members of the Committee, each entity listed in subsection 4 shall submit three recommendations to the Governor. After the initial terms, each entity shall submit two recommendations to the Governor.

6. The member appointed by the State Fire Marshal shall serve as Secretary to the Committee and is a nonvoting member of the Committee.

7. The members of the Committee shall select a Chair from among their membership.

8. After the initial terms, the term of each appointed member of the Committee is 2 years.

9. A vacancy in the Committee must be filled for the remainder of the unexpired term in the same manner as the original appointment.

10. Each member of the Committee is entitled to receive from the State Fire Marshal Division of the Department of Public Safety the per diem allowance and travel expenses provided for state officers and employees generally for each day or portion of a day during which the member attends a meeting of the Committee or is otherwise engaged in the work of the Committee.

11. The State Fire Marshal Division shall provide the Committee with administrative support.
Senator Horsford moved that the Senate concur in the Assembly amendment to Senate Bill No. 439.

Motion carried by a constitutional majority.

Bill ordered enrolled.

Senate Bill No. 440.

The following Assembly amendment was read:

Amendment No. 896.

"SUMMARY—Creates the Silver State Health Insurance Exchange.

"AN ACT relating to health insurance; creating the Silver State Health Insurance Exchange; setting forth the purposes of the Exchange; providing for the composition, appointment and terms of members and powers and duties of the Board of Directors of the Exchange; providing for the appointment and powers and duties of the Executive Director of the Exchange; and providing other matters properly relating thereto."

Legislative Counsel's Digest:

This bill creates the Silver State Health Insurance Exchange to provide services relating to the purchase and sale of health insurance by residents and certain employers in this State. The Exchange is governed by the Board of Directors consisting of five voting members appointed by the Governor, one voting member appointed by the Senate Majority Leader and one voting member appointed by the Speaker of the Assembly. The Board also consists of the directors, or designees thereof, of the Department of Health and Human Services, the Department of Business and Industry and the Department of Administration as ex officio nonvoting members to assist the voting members by providing advise and expertise. Voting members of the Board serve terms of 3 years each. The Board appoints an Executive Director of the Exchange, who in turn may employ such persons as are necessary and as funding allows. Among other duties, the Exchange is required to create and administer a state-based health insurance exchange, facilitate the purchase and sale of qualified health plans, provide for the establishment of a program to help certain small employers in Nevada in facilitating the enrollment of employees in qualified health plans, and perform all other duties that are required of it pursuant to the federal Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act, the federal Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010 and any amendments to or regulations or guidance issued pursuant to those acts. (Pub. L. No. 111-148, Pub. L. No. 111-152)

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEVADA, REPRESENTED IN SENATE AND ASSEMBLY, DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS:

Section 1. Title 57 of NRS is hereby amended by adding thereto a new chapter to consist of the provisions set forth as sections 2 to 27, inclusive, of this act.
Sec. 2. As used in this chapter, unless the context otherwise requires, the words and terms defined in sections 3 to 12, inclusive, of this act have the meanings ascribed to them in those sections.

Sec. 3. "Board" means the Board of Directors of the Exchange.

Sec. 4. "Exchange" means the Silver State Health Insurance Exchange.

Sec. 5. "Executive Director" means the Executive Director of the Exchange.

Sec. 6. "Federal Act" means the federal Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act, Public Law 111-148, as amended by the federal Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010, Public Law 111-152, and any amendments to, or regulations or guidance issued pursuant to, those acts.

Sec. 7. "Medical facility" has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 449.0151.

Sec. 8. "Provider of health care" has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 629.031.

Sec. 9. Except as otherwise provided in section 22 of this act, "qualified health plan" has the meaning ascribed to it in § 1301 of the Federal Act.

Sec. 10. "Qualified individual" means a person, including, without limitation, a minor, who:

1. Is seeking to enroll in a qualified health plan offered to persons through the Exchange;
2. Resides in Nevada;
3. At the time of enrollment is not incarcerated, unless the person is incarcerated pending the disposition of charges; and
4. Is, and is reasonably expected to be, for the entire period for which enrollment is sought, a citizen of the United States or an alien lawfully present in the United States.

Sec. 11. "Qualified small employer" means a small employer that chooses to make all of its full-time employees eligible for one or more qualified health plans offered through the Exchange to assist qualified small employers in Nevada in facilitating the enrollment of their employees in qualified health plans offered in the small group market, if the employer:

1. Has its principal place of business in Nevada and chooses to provide coverage through the Exchange to all of its eligible employees, regardless of where those employees are employed; or
2. Regardless of the location of its principal place of business, chooses to provide coverage through the Exchange to all of its eligible employees who are principally employed in Nevada.

Sec. 12. "Small employer" has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 689C.095.
Sec. 13. The Silver State Health Insurance Exchange is hereby established to:
1. Facilitate the purchase and sale of qualified health plans in the individual market in Nevada;
2. Assist qualified small employers in Nevada in facilitating the enrollment and purchase of coverage and the application for subsidies for small business enrollees;
3. Reduce the number of uninsured persons in Nevada;
4. Provide a transparent marketplace for health insurance and consumer education on matters relating to health insurance; and
5. Assist residents of Nevada with access to programs, premium assistance tax credits and cost-sharing reductions.

Sec. 14. 1. The Exchange shall:
(a) Create and administer a state-based health insurance exchange;
(b) Facilitate the purchase and sale of qualified health plans;
(c) Provide for the establishment of a program to assist qualified small employers in Nevada in facilitating the enrollment of their employees in qualified health plans offered in the small group market;
(d) Make only qualified health plans available to qualified individuals and qualified small employers on or after January 1, 2014; and
(e) Unless the Federal Act is repealed or is held to be unconstitutional or otherwise invalid or unlawful, perform all duties that are required of the Exchange to implement the requirements of the Federal Act.

2. The Exchange may:
(a) Enter into contracts with any person, including, without limitation, a local government, a political subdivision of a local government and a governmental agency, to assist in carrying out the duties and powers of the Exchange or the Board; and
(b) Apply for and accept any gift, donation, bequest, grant or other source of money to carry out the duties and powers of the Exchange or the Board.

3. The Exchange is subject to the provisions of chapter 333 of NRS.

Sec. 15. 1. The governing authority of the Exchange is the Board, consisting of seven voting members and three ex officio nonvoting members.

2. Subject to the provisions of subsections 3, 4 and 5:
(a) The Governor shall appoint five voting members of the Board;
(b) The Senate Majority Leader shall appoint one voting member of the Board; and
(c) The Speaker of the Assembly shall appoint one voting member of the Board.

3. Each voting member of the Board must have:
(a) Expertise in the individual or small employer health insurance market;
(b) Expertise in health care administration, health care financing or health information technology;
(c) Expertise in the administration of health care delivery systems;
(d) Experience as a consumer who would benefit from services provided by the Exchange; or
(e) Experience as a consumer advocate, including, without limitation, experience in consumer outreach and education for those who would benefit from services provided by the Exchange.

4. When making an appointment pursuant to subsection 2, the Governor, the Majority Leader and the Speaker of the Assembly shall consider the collective expertise and experience of the voting members of the Board and shall attempt to make each appointment so that:
   (a) The areas of expertise and experience described in subsection 3 are collectively represented by the voting members of the Board; and
   (b) The voting members of the Board represent a range and diversity of skills, knowledge, experience and geographic and stakeholder perspectives.

5. A voting member of the Board may not be a Legislator or hold any elective office in State Government.

6. While serving on the Board, a voting member may not be in any way affiliated with a health insurer, including, without limitation, being an employee of, consultant to or member of the board of directors of a health insurer, having an ownership interest in a health insurer or otherwise being a representative of a health insurer.

7. The following are ex officio nonvoting members of the Board who shall assist the voting members of the Board by providing advice and expertise:
   (a) The Director of the Department of Health and Human Services, or his or her designee;
   (b) The Director of the Department of Business and Industry, or his or her designee; and
   (c) The Director of the Department of Administration, or his or her designee.

Sec. 16
1. After the initial terms, the term of each voting member of the Board is 3 years.
2. A voting member of the Board may be reappointed to the Board.
3. The appointing authority who appoints a voting member of the Board may remove that voting member if the voting member neglects his or her duty or commits misfeasance, malfeasance or nonfeasance in office.
4. A vacancy on the Board in the position of a voting member must be filled in the same manner as the original appointment.
5. Upon the expiration of his or her term of office, a voting member of the Board may continue to serve until he or she is reappointed or a person is appointed as a successor.

Sec. 17
1. The Board shall elect a Chair and a Vice Chair from among its members.
2. The terms of the Chair and Vice Chair are 1 year.
3. The Chair and Vice Chair may be reelected to one or more terms.
4. If a vacancy occurs, the members of the Board shall elect a replacement Chair or Vice Chair, as applicable, for the remainder of the unexpired term.

Sec. 18. 1. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 2, the voting members of the Board shall serve without compensation.
2. If sufficient money is available from federal grant funds or revenues generated by the Exchange, each member is entitled to receive the per diem allowance and travel expenses provided for state officers and employees generally while attending meetings of the Board or otherwise engaged in the business of the Board.

Sec. 19. 1. The Board shall meet:
   (a) At least once each calendar quarter; and
   (b) At other times upon the call of the Chair or a majority of the voting members.
2. A majority of the voting members of the Board constitutes a quorum for the transaction of business.
3. A member of the Board may not vote by proxy.

Sec. 20. 1. The Board may appoint subcommittees and advisory committees composed of members of the Board, former members of the Board and members of the general public who have experience with or knowledge of matters relating to health care to consider specific problems or other matters within the scope of the powers, duties and functions of the Board.
2. To the extent practicable, the members of such a subcommittee or advisory committee must be representative of the various geographic areas and ethnic groups of this State.
3. A member of a subcommittee or an advisory committee will not be compensated or reimbursed for travel or other expenses relating to any duties as a member of the subcommittee or advisory committee.

Sec. 21. The Board and any subcommittee or advisory committee appointed by the Board shall comply with the provisions of chapter 241 of NRS.

Sec. 22. 1. The Board shall:
   (a) Adopt bylaws setting forth its procedures and governing its operations;
   (b) On or before June 30 and December 31 of each year, submit a written fiscal and operational report to the Governor and the Legislature, which must include, without limitation, any recommendations concerning the Exchange;
   (c) On or before December 31 of each year, prepare a report for the public summarizing the activities of the Board and the contributions of the Exchange to the health of the residents of Nevada during the previous year;
(d) Provide for an annual audit of its functions and operations;
(e) Submit all reports required by federal law to the appropriate federal agency and in a timely manner; and
(f) If the Federal Act is repealed or is held unconstitutional or otherwise invalid or unlawful, define by regulation "qualified health plan" for the purposes of this act.
2. The Board may:
(a) Adopt regulations to carry out the duties and powers of the Exchange;
(b) Prepare special reports concerning the Exchange for the Governor, the Legislature and the public; and
(c) Contract for the services of such legal, professional, technical and operational personnel and consultants as the execution of its duties and powers and the operation of the Exchange may require.
3. The Board is subject to Legislative and Executive Branch audits.
Sec. 23. 1. The Board shall appoint an Executive Director of the Exchange.
2. The Executive Director:
(a) Is in the unclassified service of the State;
(b) Is responsible to the Board and serves at the pleasure of the Board;
(c) Must have experience in the administration of health care or health insurance; and
(d) Is responsible for the administrative matters of the Board.
3. Subject to the limits of available funding, the Executive Director may appoint and remove such employees of the Exchange as are necessary for the administration of the Exchange.
4. Employees of the Exchange appointed pursuant to subsection 3 are in the unclassified service of the State.
Sec. 24. 1. The Board and the Department of Health and Human Services shall ensure that the Exchange coordinates with Medicaid, the Children's Health Insurance Program and any other applicable state or local public programs to create a single point of entry for users of the Exchange who are eligible for such programs and to promote continuity of coverage and care.
2. As used in this section, "Children's Health Insurance Program" has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 422.021.
Sec. 25. The Department of Health and Human Services, the Division of Insurance of the Department of Business and Industry and any other relevant state agency shall work with and provide support to the Exchange as it carries out its duties and powers, including, without limitation, entering into agreements to share information and intergovernmental agreements with the Exchange.
Sec. 26. 1. If the Executive Director determines that the current expenses of the Exchange exceed the amount of money available because of a delay in the receipt of money from federal grants or a delay in the
receipt of revenue from other sources, the Executive Director may request from the Department of Administration an advance from the State General Fund for the payment of authorized expenses.

2. If the Director of the Department of Administration approves a request made pursuant to subsection 1, he or she shall notify the State Controller and the Fiscal Analysis Division of the Legislative Counsel Bureau of the amount of advance approved.

3. Upon receiving notification pursuant to subsection 2, the State Controller shall draw his or her warrant for payment of the approved amount.

4. An advance made pursuant to this section must not exceed 25 percent of the revenue expected to be received from any source other than legislative appropriation during the fiscal year in which the request is made.

5. Any money which is advanced pursuant to this section must be repaid by the Exchange to the State General Fund not later than August 31 immediately after the end of the fiscal year during which the advance is made.

Sec. 27. Nothing in this act, and no action taken by the Exchange pursuant to this act, shall be construed to preempt or supersede the authority of the Commissioner to regulate the business of insurance within this State.

Sec. 28. NRS 233B.039 is hereby amended to read as follows:

233B.039 1. The following agencies are entirely exempted from the requirements of this chapter:
(a) The Governor.
(b) Except as otherwise provided in NRS 209.221, the Department of Corrections.
(c) The Nevada System of Higher Education.
(d) The Office of the Military.
(e) The State Gaming Control Board.
(f) Except as otherwise provided in NRS 368A.140, the Nevada Gaming Commission.
(g) The Division of Welfare and Supportive Services of the Department of Health and Human Services.
(h) Except as otherwise provided in NRS 422.390, the Division of Health Care Financing and Policy of the Department of Health and Human Services.
(i) The State Board of Examiners acting pursuant to chapter 217 of NRS.
(j) Except as otherwise provided in NRS 533.365, the Office of the State Engineer.
(k) The Division of Industrial Relations of the Department of Business and Industry acting to enforce the provisions of NRS 618.375.
(l) The Administrator of the Division of Industrial Relations of the Department of Business and Industry in establishing and adjusting the
schedule of fees and charges for accident benefits pursuant to subsection 2 of NRS 616C.260.

(m) The Board to Review Claims in adopting resolutions to carry out its duties pursuant to NRS 590.830.

(n) The Silver State Health Insurance Exchange.

2. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 5 and NRS 391.323, the Department of Education, the Board of the Public Employees' Benefits Program and the Commission on Professional Standards in Education are subject to the provisions of this chapter for the purpose of adopting regulations but not with respect to any contested case.

3. The special provisions of:

(a) Chapter 612 of NRS for the distribution of regulations by and the judicial review of decisions of the Employment Security Division of the Department of Employment, Training and Rehabilitation;

(b) Chapters 616A to 617, inclusive, of NRS for the determination of contested claims;

(c) Chapter 703 of NRS for the judicial review of decisions of the Public Utilities Commission of Nevada;

(d) Chapter 91 of NRS for the judicial review of decisions of the Administrator of the Securities Division of the Office of the Secretary of State; and

(e) NRS 90.800 for the use of summary orders in contested cases, prevail over the general provisions of this chapter.

4. The provisions of NRS 233B.122, 233B.124, 233B.125 and 233B.126 do not apply to the Department of Health and Human Services in the adjudication of contested cases involving the issuance of letters of approval for health facilities and agencies.

5. The provisions of this chapter do not apply to:

(a) Any order for immediate action, including, but not limited to, quarantine and the treatment or cleansing of infected or infested animals, objects or premises, made under the authority of the State Board of Agriculture, the State Board of Health, or any other agency of this State in the discharge of a responsibility for the preservation of human or animal health or for insect or pest control;

(b) An extraordinary regulation of the State Board of Pharmacy adopted pursuant to NRS 453.2184; or

(c) A regulation adopted by the State Board of Education pursuant to NRS 392.644 or 394.1694.

6. The State Board of Parole Commissioners is subject to the provisions of this chapter for the purpose of adopting regulations but not with respect to any contested case.

Sec. 29. On or before July 1, 2011:

1. The Governor shall appoint two voting members of the Board of Directors of the Silver State Health Insurance Exchange to terms commencing July 1, 2011, and expiring June 30, 2012.
2. The Governor and the Speaker of the Assembly shall each appoint one voting member of the Board of Directors of the Silver State Health Insurance Exchange to terms commencing July 1, 2011, and expiring June 30, 2013.

3. The Governor shall appoint two voting members of the Board of Directors of the Silver State Health Insurance Exchange, and the Senate Majority Leader shall appoint one voting member of the Board of Directors of the Silver State Health Insurance Exchange, to terms commencing July 1, 2011, and expiring June 30, 2014.

Sec. 30. On or before December 31, 2011, the Board of Directors of the Silver State Health Insurance Exchange shall adopt a plan for the implementation and operation of the Silver State Health Insurance Exchange and shall submit the plan to the Governor and the Legislature.

Sec. 31. Until an Executive Director of the Silver State Health Insurance Exchange is appointed pursuant to section 23 of this act, the Director of the Department of Health and Human Services is ex officio responsible for the administrative matters of the Board of Directors of the Silver State Health Insurance Exchange.

Sec. 32. This act becomes effective upon passage and approval for the purpose of appointing voting members of the Board of Directors of the Silver State Health Insurance Exchange and on July 1, 2011, for all other purposes.

Senator Horsford moved that the Senate concur in the Assembly amendment to Senate Bill No. 440.

Motion carried by a constitutional majority.

Bill ordered enrolled.

Senate Bill No. 309.

The following Assembly amendment was read:

Amendment No. 683.

"SUMMARY
Authorizes a person to remove from his or her property [animal] livestock for which he or she has, by contract, provided care and shelter under certain circumstances. (BDR 50-703)"

"AN ACT relating to [animals] livestock; authorizing a person to remove from his or her property [animal] livestock for which he or she has, by contract, provided care and shelter under certain circumstances; and providing other matters properly relating thereto."

Legislative Counsel's Digest:
Existing law provides for the care of and prevention of cruelty to animals. (NRS 574.050-574.510) This bill provides that: (1) if a person enters into a contract to provide care and shelter for [animal] livestock; (2) the person gives 30 days' notice of the termination of the contract and requests the removal of the [animal] livestock from his or her property at the end of the contract; and (3) the owner fails to remove the [animal] livestock from the person's property at the end of that contract, the person providing care and shelter may remove the [animal] livestock from his or her property in several ways. However, before the person may remove the [animal] livestock, he or
she must provide written notification to the owner by certified mail of his or her intention to remove the livestock if the owner fails to remove the livestock from the person's property. If the owner fails to remove the livestock by the time provided for in the notice, the livestock will be deemed abandoned, and the person may: (1) sell the livestock; (2) give the livestock to a society for the prevention of cruelty to animals; (3) return the livestock to the owner; (4) transfer the livestock to another facility that is willing to provide care and shelter for the livestock; or (5) bring an action in court to require the owner to remove the livestock from the person's property. The owner of the livestock is liable for any reasonable and actual costs incurred by the person in removing the livestock from his or her property.

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEVADA, REPRESENTED IN SENATE AND ASSEMBLY, DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS:

Section 1. Chapter 575 of NRS is hereby amended by adding thereto a new section to read as follows:

1. A person who enters into a contract with an owner of livestock to provide care or shelter for the livestock on the person's property shall give the owner of the livestock at least 30 days' notice before terminating the contract.

2. After receiving the notice, if the owner of the livestock fails to remove the livestock from the property before the termination of the contract, the livestock shall be deemed abandoned and the person providing care or shelter for the livestock may remove the livestock from his or her property as provided in subsection 3 if:

(a) The person notifies the owner of the livestock in writing of the person's intention to remove the livestock from the property if the owner fails to remove it before the date the contract is terminated; and

(b) Fourteen days have elapsed since the notice was mailed to the owner of the livestock. The notice must be mailed, by certified mail, return receipt requested, to the owner of the livestock at the owner's present address, and if that address is unknown, then at the owner's last known address.

3. If any livestock is deemed abandoned pursuant to subsection 2, a person providing care or shelter for that livestock may:

(a) Sell the livestock;

(b) Give the livestock to a society for the prevention of cruelty to animals;

(c) Return the livestock to the owner at the owner's present address;

(d) Transfer the livestock to another facility which is able to provide care and shelter for the livestock; or
(e) Bring a civil action in a court of competent jurisdiction to require the owner to remove the livestock from the person's property.

4. If the owner of the livestock fails to remove the livestock pursuant to subsection 2, the person providing care and shelter for the livestock may charge and collect any reasonable and actual costs he or she incurs in removing the livestock pursuant to subsection 3.

5. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 6, the provisions of this section may be varied by agreement, and the rights conferred by this section may be waived.

6. The remedies provided for in this section are the exclusive remedies for an action brought pursuant to this section. If a person pursues a remedy not provided for in this section including, without limitation, a civil action for breach of contract or trespass, the provisions of this section do not apply, and the remedies provided for in this section are not available.

7. As used in this section, "livestock" means:
   (a) All cattle or animals of the bovine species;
   (b) All horses, mules, burros and asses or animals of the equine species;
   (c) All swine or animals of the porcine species;
   (d) All goats or animals of the caprine species; and
   (e) All sheep or animals of the ovine species.

Senator Manendo moved that the Senate concur in the Assembly amendment to Senate Bill No. 309.
Motion carried by a constitutional majority.
Bill ordered enrolled.

GENERAL FILE AND THIRD READING

Senate Bill No. 188.
Bill read third time.
The following amendment was proposed by the Committee on Finance:
Amendment No. 966.
"SUMMARY—Revises provisions relating to the work schedules of certain employees of the Department of Corrections. (BDR 23-699)"
"AN ACT relating to the Department of Corrections; requiring certain employees of institutions and facilities of the Department to work a nontraditional workweek under certain circumstances; revising the calculation of overtime for such employees to account for nontraditional workweeks; and providing other matters properly relating thereto."

Legislative Counsel's Digest:
Under the federal Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, 29 U.S.C. § 207(k), as amended, an employee in law enforcement activities may be required to work 85 1/2 hours within a biweekly pay period before being entitled to overtime compensation. The Fair Labor Standards Act specifically includes security personnel in correctional institutions as employees in law enforcement activities, regardless of their rank, and excludes those persons who are
considered "civilian" employees of correctional institutions. (29 C.F.R. § 553.211(f) and (g)) Under existing state law, with limited exceptions, employees of the State of Nevada or of any county, city, town, township or other political subdivision thereof are only authorized to work 8 hours in any 1 calendar day and 40 hours in any 1 workweek. (NRS 281.100) Employees are entitled to overtime compensation when they work more than 8 hours in 1 workday, 8 hours in any 16-hour period or 40 hours in 1 workweek. (NRS 284.180) [This Section 1 of this bill mandates the Director of the Department of Corrections to ensure that] authorizes the warden of each institution and the manager of each facility of the Department of Corrections to require that at least 65 percent of the employees of the institution or facility in law enforcement activities are scheduled for 84-hour work schedules within a 14-day pay period composed of 12-hour shifts. [This bill Section 1 also provides that, under the 84-hour work schedule, those employees are not entitled to overtime compensation unless they work more than 12 hours in one shift or more than 84 hours in a 14-day pay period. [Finally, this bill authorizes the Director of the Department of Corrections to submit a request to the Board of State Prison Commissioners for a waiver from those shift requirements for an institution or facility of the Department. If the Board finds that sufficient justification exists for such a waiver, the waiver is valid for 1 year.]

Section 2 of this bill requires the Department to study the feasibility of implementing 12-hour shifts for all employees of institutions and facilities of the Department who are in law enforcement activities.

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEVADA, REPRESENTED IN SENATE AND ASSEMBLY, DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS:

Section 1. NRS 284.180 is hereby amended to read as follows:

284.180  1. The Legislature declares that since uniform salary and wage rates and classifications are necessary for an effective and efficient personnel system, the pay plan must set the official rates applicable to all positions in the classified service, but the establishment of the pay plan in no way limits the authority of the Legislature relative to budgeted appropriations for salary and wage expenditures.

2. Credit for overtime work directed or approved by the head of an agency or the representative of the head of the agency must be earned at the rate of time and one-half, except for those employees described in NRS 284.148.

3. Except as otherwise provided in subsections 4, 6, 7 and 9 of this section, overtime is considered time worked in excess of:

(a) Eight hours in 1 calendar day;
(b) Eight hours in any 16-hour period; or
(c) A 40-hour week.

4. Firefighters who choose and are approved for a 24-hour shift shall be deemed to work an average of 56 hours per week and 2,912 hours per year, regardless of the actual number of hours worked or on paid leave during any
biweekly pay period. A firefighter so assigned is entitled to receive 1/26 of
the firefighter's annual salary for each biweekly pay period. In addition,
overtime must be considered time worked in excess of:
(a) Twenty-four hours in one scheduled shift; or
(b) Fifty-three hours average per week during one work period for those
hours worked or on paid leave.

The appointing authority shall designate annually the length of the work
period to be used in determining the work schedules for such firefighters. In
addition to the regular amount paid such a firefighter for the deemed average
of 56 hours per week, the firefighter is entitled to payment for the hours
which comprise the difference between the 56-hour average and the overtime
threshold of 53 hours average at a rate which will result in the equivalent of
overtime payment for those hours.
5. The Commission shall adopt regulations to carry out the provisions of
subsection 4.
6. [Except as otherwise provided in subsection 7, the Director of the
Department of Corrections shall ensure that the] The warden of each
institution and the manager of each facility may require that at least
65 percent of the employees at the institution or facility who are in law
enforcement activities, as described in 29 C.F.R. § 553.211(f), are
scheduled to work not less than three consecutive 12-hour shifts and not
less than seven 12-hour shifts during each 14-day pay period. Overtime for
such employees must be considered time worked in excess of:
(a) Twelve hours in any one shift; or
(b) Eighty-four hours in a 14-day pay period.
7. [The Director of the Department of Corrections may submit a request
to the Board of State Prison Commissioners for a waiver from the
requirements of subsection 6 for an institution or facility. If the Board of
State Prison Commissioners determines sufficient justification exists for such
a waiver, the waiver is effective for 1 year after the date on which it is
granted.]
8. For employees who choose and are approved for a variable workday,
overtime will be considered only after working 40 hours in 1 week.
9. Employees who are eligible under the Fair Labor Standards
Act of 1938, 29 U.S.C. §§ 201 et seq., to work a variable 80-hour work
schedule within a biweekly pay period and who choose and are approved for
such a work schedule will be considered eligible for overtime only after
working 80 hours biweekly, except those eligible employees who are
approved for overtime in excess of one scheduled shift of 8 or more hours per
day.
10. An agency may experiment with innovative workweeks
upon the approval of the head of the agency and after majority consent of the
affected employees. [Except as otherwise provided in subsections 4
and 6, the] The affected employees are eligible for overtime only after working
40 hours in a workweek.
This section does not supersede or conflict with existing contracts of employment for employees hired to work 24 hours a day in a home setting. Any future classification in which an employee will be required to work 24 hours a day in a home setting must be approved in advance by the Commission.

All overtime must be approved in advance by the appointing authority or the designee of the appointing authority. No officer or employee, other than a director of a department or the chair of a board, commission or similar body, may authorize overtime for himself or herself. The chair of a board, commission or similar body must approve in advance all overtime worked by members of the board, commission or similar body.

The Budget Division of the Department of Administration shall review all overtime worked by employees of the Executive Department to ensure that overtime is held to a minimum. The Budget Division shall report quarterly to the State Board of Examiners the amount of overtime worked in the quarter within the various agencies of the State.

As used in this section:
(a) "Facility" has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 209.065.
(b) "Institution" has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 209.071.
(c) "Manager" has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 209.075
(d) "Warden" has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 209.085.

Sec. 2. 1. The Department of Corrections shall study the feasibility of implementing 12-hour shifts for all employees of institutions and facilities of the Department who are in law enforcement activities. The study must include, without limitation, an analysis of the fiscal and operational impacts of implementing 12-hour shifts for all such employees.

2. On or before December 31, 2011, the Director of the Department of Corrections shall submit the study required pursuant to subsection 1 to the Director of the Legislative Counsel Bureau and the Board of State Prison Commissioners.

3. As used in this section:
(a) "Facility" has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 209.065.
(b) "Institution" has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 209.071.

Sec. 3. This act becomes effective on July 1, 2011.

Senator Horsford moved the adoption of the amendment.
Remarks by Senator Horsford.

Senator Horsford requested that his remarks be entered in the Journal.

Amendment No. 966 changes the bill from a requirement to impose the 12-hour work shift to a requirement that the Director of Corrections conduct a study as to the feasibility of implementing the 12-hour shifts, and requires that report be submitted to the State Prison Commissioners as well as to the Director of the Legislative Counsel Bureau no later than December 31, 2011.
The Senator from the Capital District also submitted the required documentation to have his name added back to this bill as a sponsor. We need to have his name included in the reprint.

Amendment adopted.
Bill ordered reprinted, re-engrossed and to third reading.

Senate Bill No. 349.
Bill read third time.
The following amendment was proposed by the Committee on Finance:
Amendment No. 965.
"SUMMARY—Provides for the establishment of a community court pilot project to provide an alternative to sentencing for misdemeanor offenders. (BDR S-387)"
"AN ACT relating to criminal offenders; requiring Clark County to establish a community court pilot project to provide an alternative to sentencing a person who is charged with a misdemeanor; requiring defendants who are transferred to the community court to complete certain services or treatment and community service; providing that the sentence imposed on a defendant in justice court will not be executed or recorded if the defendant successfully completes the conditions imposed by the community court; making an appropriation; and providing other matters properly relating thereto."

Legislative Counsel's Digest:
Existing law provides that a misdemeanor criminal offense is punishable by a fine of not more than $1,000 or imprisonment in the county jail for not more than 6 months, or by both a fine and imprisonment. (NRS 193.150)
Section 2 of this bill requires Clark County to establish a community court pilot project within one of its justice courts located in the County to provide an alternative to sentencing a person who is charged with a misdemeanor offense. Section 2 further provides that a justice court may transfer a defendant who has been charged with a misdemeanor offense to the community court only if the defendant pleads guilty to the offense, has not previously been transferred to the community court and agrees to comply with the conditions established by the community court. In addition, section 2 provides that the defendant must agree to a sentence which the justice court will carry out only if the defendant fails to successfully complete the conditions imposed by the community court.

Section 3 of this bill requires the community court to evaluate each defendant to determine whether services or treatment are likely to assist the defendant to modify behavior or obtain skills that may prevent the defendant from engaging in further criminal activity. The services or treatment that the community court may order the defendant to receive may include, without limitation, treatment for alcohol or substance abuse, health education, treatment for mental health, family counseling, literacy assistance, job training, housing assistance or any other services or treatment that the community court deems appropriate. Section 3 authorizes the community
court to enter into contracts with persons or entities that are qualified to evaluate and provide services and treatment to defendants. In addition to such services and treatment, section 3 requires the community court to set as a condition for the defendant that the defendant perform a specified amount of community service. Section 3 provides that if the defendant successfully completes all conditions imposed by the community court, the sentence to which the defendant agreed upon with the justice court must not be executed or recorded. If instead, the defendant does not successfully complete the conditions imposed, the case will be transferred back to the justice court and the sentence must be carried out.

Section 4 of this bill appropriates the sum of $250,000 from the State General Fund to the Interim Finance Committee for allocation to Clark County to establish the community court pilot project. Money appropriated will not be allocated until Clark County submits a detailed plan for the location and establishment of the community court pilot project. Section 5 of this bill provides that the community court pilot project is authorized for a period of 2 years and the authority expires by limitation on June 30, 2013.

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEVADA, REPRESENTED IN SENATE AND ASSEMBLY, DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS:

Section 1. As used in sections 1, 2 and 3 of this act, "community court" means the community court that is established as part of the pilot project pursuant to section 2 of this act.

Sec. 2. 1. Clark County shall establish a community court pilot project within one of the justice courts located in the County to provide an alternative to sentencing a person who is charged with a misdemeanor offense.

2. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, a defendant charged with a misdemeanor may be transferred to the community court by the justice court if the defendant:

(a) Pleads guilty to the offense;

(b) Has not previously been referred to the community court;

(c) Agrees to comply with the conditions imposed by the community court; and

(d) Agrees to a sentence, including a period of imprisonment in the county jail, which must be carried out if the defendant does not successfully complete the conditions imposed by the community court.

3. When a defendant is transferred to the community court, sentencing must be postponed and, if the defendant successfully completes all conditions imposed by the community court, the sentence of the defendant must not be executed or appear on the record of the defendant. If the defendant does not successfully complete all conditions imposed by the community court, the sentence must be carried out.
4. A defendant who is transferred to the community court remains under the supervision of the community court and must comply with the conditions established by the community court.

5. Clark County shall collaborate with state and local governmental entities as well as private persons and entities to coordinate and determine the services and treatment that may be offered to defendants who are transferred to the community court.

6. A defendant does not have a right to be referred to the community court pursuant to this section. It is not intended that the establishment or operation of the community court creates any right or interest in liberty or property or establishes a basis for any cause of action against the State of Nevada, its political subdivisions, agencies, boards, commissions, departments, officers or employees. The decision by the justice court of whether to refer a defendant to the community court is not subject to appeal.

Sec. 3. 1. The community court shall provide for the evaluation of each defendant transferred to the community court to determine whether services or treatment are likely to assist the defendant to modify his or her behavior or obtain skills which may prevent the defendant from engaging in further criminal activity. Such services or treatment may include, without limitation, treatment for alcohol or substance abuse, health education, treatment for mental health, family counseling, literacy assistance, job training, housing assistance or such other services or treatment as the community court deems appropriate.

2. The community court shall provide or refer a defendant to a provider of such services or treatment. The community court may enter into contracts with persons or private entities that are qualified to evaluate defendants and provide services or treatment to defendants.

3. A defendant who is ordered by the community court to receive services or treatment shall pay for the services or treatment to the extent of his or her financial resources.

4. The justice court shall not refuse to refer a defendant to the community court based on the inability of the defendant to pay any or all of the related costs.

5. The community court shall order a defendant to perform a specified amount of community service in addition to any services or treatment to which the defendant is ordered to receive. Such community service must be performed for and under the supervising authority of a county, city, town or other political subdivision or agency of the State of Nevada or a charitable organization that renders service to the community or its residents.

6. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, if a defendant successfully completes the conditions imposed by the community court, the community court shall so certify to the justice court and the sentence imposed pursuant to section 2 of this act must not be executed or recorded. If the defendant does not successfully complete the conditions imposed by the
community court, the case must be transferred back to the justice court and
the sentence must be carried out.

Sec. 4. 1. There is hereby appropriated from the State General Fund to
the Interim Finance Committee the sum of $250,000 for allocation to Clark County to establish a community court pilot project pursuant to sections 1, 2 and 3 of this act. Money appropriated pursuant to this section may only be allocated by the Interim Finance Committee upon submittal of a detailed plan developed by Clark County for the location and establishment of the community court pilot project.

2. Any remaining balance of the appropriation made by subsection 1 to the Interim Finance Committee must not be committed for expenditure after June 30, 2013, by the entity to which the appropriation is made or any entity to which money from the appropriation is granted or otherwise transferred in any manner, and any portion of the appropriated money remaining must not be spent for any purpose after September 20, 2013, by either the entity to which the money was appropriated or the entity to which the money was subsequently granted or transferred, and must be reverted to the State General Fund on or before September 20, 2013.

Sec. 5. 1. This act becomes effective on July 1, 2011.
2. Sections 1, 2 and 3 of this act expire by limitation on July 1, 2013.

Senator Horsford moved the adoption of the amendment.
Remarks by Senator Horsford.
Senator Horsford requested that his remarks be entered in the Journal.
The amendment changes the appropriation to $250,000 for the pilot program.

Amendment adopted.
Bill ordered reprinted, engrossed and to third reading.

Senate Bill No. 434.
Bill read third time.
Roll call on Senate Bill No. 434:
YEAS—21.
NAYS—None.

Senate Bill No. 434 having received a constitutional majority,
Mr. President declared it passed, as amended.
Bill ordered transmitted to the Assembly.

Senate Bill No. 438.
Bill read third time.
Roll call on Senate Bill No. 438:
YEAS—21.
NAYS—None.

Senate Bill No. 438 having received a constitutional majority,
Mr. President declared it passed.
Bill ordered transmitted to the Assembly.
Assembly Bill No. 503.
Bill read third time.
The following amendment was proposed by the Committee on Natural Resources:
Amendment No. 964.
"SUMMARY—Revises certain provisions governing the conservation of habitat for wildlife. (BDR 45-1091)"
"AN ACT relating to wildlife; imposing certain habitat conservation fees; authorizing a person who accesses a wildlife management area and who is not the holder of an annual hunting, trapping, fishing or combined hunting and fishing license to pay an annual habitat conservation fee; revising certain provisions governing the use of money in the Wildlife Obligated Reserve Account; and providing other matters properly relating thereto."

Legislative Counsel's Digest:
Existing law provides that, in addition to any fee charged and collected for an annual hunting, trapping, fishing or combined hunting and fishing license, a $3 habitat conservation fee must be paid. The proceeds from this fee must be deposited in the Wildlife Obligated Reserve Account and must be used for wildlife habitat rehabilitation and restoration. (NRS 502.242) Section 2 of this bill redesignates the habitat conservation fee as the conservation fee and sets the habitat conservation fee at $5 for residents and $10 for nonresidents. In addition, section 2 authorizes a person accessing a wildlife conservation area who is not the holder of a hunting, trapping, fishing or combined hunting and fishing license to pay an annual habitat conservation fee of $5 for residents and $10 for nonresidents. Section 2 also provides that, each year, not more than 18 percent of the money credited to the Wildlife Obligated Reserve Account from any revenue received from those habitat conservation fees may be used to monitor wildlife and its habitat for the purposes of wildlife habitat rehabilitation and restoration. Section 3 of this bill revises the authority of the Board of Wildlife Commissioners concerning the use of a wildlife management area by a person who pays the annual habitat conservation fee.

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEVADA, REPRESENTED IN SENATE AND ASSEMBLY, DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1. [NRS 502.066 is hereby amended to read as follows:
502.066  1. The Department shall issue an apprentice hunting license to a person who:
(a)  Is 12 years of age or older;
(b)  Has not previously been issued a hunting license by the Department, another state, an agency of a Canadian province or an agency of any other foreign country, including, without limitation, an apprentice hunting license; and
(c)  Except as otherwise provided in subsection 5, is otherwise qualified to obtain a hunting license in this State.
2. Except as otherwise provided in this subsection, the Department shall not impose a fee for the issuance of an apprentice hunting license. For each apprentice hunting license issued, the applicant or the mentor hunter for the applicant shall pay:
   (a) Any service fee required by a license agent pursuant to NRS 502.040;
   (b) The [habitat] conservation fee required by NRS 502.242; and
   (c) Any transaction fee that is set forth in a contract of this State with a third-party electronic services provider for each online transaction that is conducted with the Department.

3. An apprentice hunting license authorizes the apprentice hunter to hunt in this State as provided in this section.

4. It is unlawful for an apprentice hunter to hunt in this State unless a mentor hunter accompanies and directly supervises the apprentice hunter at all times during a hunt. During the hunt, the mentor hunter shall ensure that:
   (a) The apprentice hunter safely handles and operates the firearm or weapon used by the apprentice hunter; and
   (b) The apprentice hunter complies with all applicable laws and regulations concerning hunting and the use of firearms.

5. A person is not required to complete a course of instruction in the responsibilities of hunters as provided in NRS 502.340 to obtain an apprentice hunting license.

6. The issuance of an apprentice hunting license does not:
   (a) Authorize the apprentice hunter to obtain any other hunting license;
   (b) Authorize the apprentice hunter to hunt any animal for which a tag is required pursuant to NRS 502.130; or
   (c) Exempt the apprentice hunter from any requirement of this title.

7. The Commission may adopt regulations to carry out the provisions of this section.

8. As used in this section:
   (a) "Accompanies and directly supervises" means maintains close visual and verbal contact with, provides adequate direction to and maintains the ability readily to assume control of any firearm or weapon from an apprentice hunter.
   (b) "Apprentice hunter" means a person who obtains an apprentice hunting license pursuant to this section.
   (c) "Mentor hunter" means a person 18 years of age or older who holds a hunting license issued in this State and who accompanies and directly supervises an apprentice hunter. The term does not include a person who holds an apprentice hunting license pursuant to this section. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 2. NRS 502.242 is hereby amended to read as follows:

502.242 1. In addition to any fee charged and collected for an annual hunting, trapping, fishing or combined hunting and fishing license pursuant to NRS 502.240, a [habitat conservation fee of] $3 must be paid in the amount of $5 for a resident and $10 for a nonresident.
2. **A person accessing a wildlife management area who is not the holder of an annual hunting, trapping, fishing or combined hunting and fishing license may pay an annual habitat conservation fee in the amount of $5 for a resident and $10 for a nonresident.**

3. **The Wildiﬁc Obligated Reserve Account is hereby created in the State General Fund. Revenue from the habitat conservation fee must be accounted for separately, deposited with the State Treasurer for credit to the Wildlife Obligated Reserve Account and, except as otherwise provided in this subsection and NRS 502.294 and 502.310, used by the Department for the purposes of wildlife habitat rehabilitation and restoration. Each year, not more than 18 percent of the money credited to the Wildlife Obligated Reserve Account from any revenue received pursuant to subsections 1 and 2 may be used to monitor wildlife and its habitat for those purposes.** The interest and income earned on the money in the Wildlife Obligated Reserve Account, after deducting any applicable charges, must be credited to the Account.

4. **The money in the Wildlife Obligated Reserve Account remains in the Account and does not revert to the State General Fund at the end of any fiscal year.**

Sec. 3. NRS 504.143 is hereby amended to read as follows:

504.143 1. **To effectuate a coordinated and balanced program resulting in the maximum revival of wildlife in the State and in the maximum recreational advantages to the people of the State, the Commission has created and maintains state-owned wildlife management areas, and, in cooperation with the United States Fish and Wildlife Service, the Department of Interior and other federal agencies, has created and maintains other cooperative wildlife management areas.**

2. The Commission may permit hunting, fishing or trapping on or within, or access to, occupancy and use of, areas so created and maintained.

3. The Commission may by regulation:
   (a) Establish, extend, shorten or abolish open seasons and closed seasons within such areas.
   (b) Establish, change or abolish bag and creel limits and possession limits in such areas.
   (c) Prescribe the manner and the means of taking wildlife in such areas.
   (d) Establish, change or abolish restrictions in such areas based upon sex, maturity or other physical distinctions.
   (e) **Prescribe the manner of using such areas for a person who pays the annual habitat conservation fee pursuant to NRS 502.242.**

Sec. 4. This act becomes effective on July 1, 2011.

Senator Manendo moved the adoption of the amendment.
Remarks by Senator Manendo.
Senator Manendo requested that his remarks be entered in the Journal.
The amendment just adds the word habitat back in when referencing the Habitat Conservation.

Amendment adopted.
Bill ordered reprinted, re-engrossed and to third reading.

Assembly Bill No. 561.
Bill read third time.
Remarks by Senators Leslie, Roberson, McGinness, Kieckhefer, Hardy, Horsford, Brower, Schneider and Cegavske.

Senator Leslie requested that the following remarks be entered in the Journal.

SENATOR LESLIE:
Thank you, Mr. President. Assembly Bill No. 561, in its first reprint, makes various changes to the administration of State finances as follows.
A.B. 165 of the 2009 75th Legislature required the Governor and the Legislature, when submitting or reviewing the biennial budget, to set aside 1 percent of the revenues projected by the Economic Forum to be transferred to the Fund to Stabilize the Operation of State Government, Rainy Day Fund, beginning July 1, 2011. The bill delays the commencement of the transfer to July 1, 2013.
This bill revises the Modified Business Tax so that the first $62,500 in wages paid by an employer in a calendar quarter is exempt from the tax, and wages paid in excess of $62,500 per calendar quarter are taxed at 1.17 percent. This provision is effective July 1, 2011, and sunsets June 30, 2013. After June 30, 2013, the tax is scheduled to reset to 0.63 percent as provided for in statute.
The bill directs the 1 percent component of the 10 percent short-term car lease tax that was approved by the 75th Session of the Legislature from the State Highway Fund to the State General Fund beginning July 1, 2011.
It also extends to June 30, 2013, the advance payment of the tax on the net proceeds of minerals approved by the 25th Special Session of the Legislature, which was set to expire on June 30, 2011.
The bill continues through June 30, 2013, the 0.35 percent increase in the Local School Support Tax (LSST) approved by the 2009 75th Legislature that is scheduled to sunset June 30, 2011.
It continues through June 30, 2013, the $100 increase in the Business License Fee approved by the 2009 75th Legislature that is scheduled to sunset June 30, 2011.
It requires the transfer of $41 million from the Rainy Day Fund to the State General Fund effective in FY 2011.
This bill, in its first reprint, represents a portion of the necessary components to implement The Executive Budget in the 2011-13 biennium.

SENATOR ROBERSON:
I stand in opposition to Assembly Bill No. 561.
I would first state for the record that I deeply respect the position of the Governor who I believe is a strong, capable leader for our State. I also respect the perspective of everyone in this body including the majority party and those in my caucus, who will, ultimately, vote "yes" on this bill. I understand the decisions we are making today are not easy for any of us.
I want to specifically commend our caucus leader, Senator Mike McGinness, who has exhibited a cool and steady hand in guiding our caucus and fostering an environment that has resulted in deep respect and trust amongst all the members of the Senate Republican Caucus. We may have policy disagreements, but we never hold those disagreements against each other. We never question the integrity of our fellow caucus members. This is a tribute to Senator Mike McGinness.
With regard to the bill before us, Assembly Bill No. 561 will increase taxes on the people of Nevada by over $600 million. Yes, it can be argued, that these are not new taxes. However, the extension of the taxes that were due to sunset will be seen by many as a broken promise to the people of Nevada. This action will result in another $600 million being taken from the private economy when the people of Nevada can least afford it. We are still mired in a recession, the worst recession this State has ever seen. We still lead the country in unemployment, in bankruptcies and in foreclosures. This tax increase will not pull us out of this recession; instead, we will have to rebound from this recession in spite of, rather than because of, this tax increase.

I did not support the approved budget because the budget required spending money that we do not have. That budget now requires a tax increase that will do absolutely nothing to turn our economy around. Some have argued that the recent Nevada Supreme Court decision in the Clean Water Coalition case has forced our hand and that an extension of the tax sunsets is the only answer to balancing the State’s budget. I respectfully disagree.

The practical effect of the Supreme Court opinion is that we have an unexpected liability of $62 million. This is a manageable gap in the budget and we can close this budget without resorting to raising taxes. To raise taxes by over $600 million in anticipation that the State may be sued down the road and that the Supreme Court may rule that other parts of the budget are unconstitutional is speculative at best. It is analogous to a business preemptively paying off potential creditors before a claim is ever been made, or a bill has ever come due. No business would ever do such a thing.

I do not think it is good policy for this body to make decisions based on hypotheticals or what-ifs, or to make decisions or to fail to make decisions for fear of being sued. This is America, people can and will sue. But, let us assume for argument’s sake that the State is sued. Let us also assume that in six months or a year the Supreme Court rules that other parts of the budget are unconstitutional. Let us, also, assume that we have to come back for a special session to address a potential revenue shortfall by raising taxes. How is that any worse than we are doing today? We are preemptively and, I believe, prematurely, raising taxes by taking hundreds of millions of dollars from the private sector. This weakens the private sector and in the process weakens the public sector.

You cannot have a healthy public without a vibrant private sector. I have made a commitment to the people of Nevada to oppose passing a budget that State revenue cannot support and to oppose raising taxes on Nevadans when they can least afford it. I stand by that commitment. For these reasons, I will vote "no" on Assembly Bill No. 561.

SENATOR MCGINNESS:

Thank you, Mr. President. Let me start by saying it has been a privilege and an honor to serve the people of Nevada in this Legislature for more than 20 years.

During that time, too many budget and policy decisions were settled in the span of 120 days that required this body to have special sessions to place a band-aid on our budget until the next regular session, at which point we, regrettably, continued this very same cycle.

This Session has been different. This was a hard-fought session and one that all my colleagues can be proud of. I appreciate the remarks of the "rookie" from Clark District No. 5, he has been a great asset. Because of events that transpired on May 26, Nevadans in the future will be presented with a clearer picture of our State budget, a budget that will not be clouded by a maze of budget trails and funding sources. The decision to vote for this budget was not an easy one for me, but this budget, I believe, puts Nevada on the path to a more transparent and accountable government.

We will pass performance-based budgeting, collective bargaining and employee benefit reforms that will put our State on a path to fiscal sustainability.

We, also, stressed this Session the need for education system reforms that really do put our children first, education reforms that represent a shift in the right direction. When it comes to education, we should be focused on one thing and one thing only, that is giving Nevada’s children a great education. I believe that is what these reforms do.

I am not saying these reforms are the end-all. They are a good start. I am confident that next session I leave behind capable colleagues who will continue these efforts.
I am proud of the work that was accomplished this Session, and I am proud of every member of my Caucus. I respect each and every one of my colleagues on both sides of the aisle and on both sides of this issue. Every one of us has to be accountable to our constituency and the people of this State. I respect each of your decisions, whether you will be supporting this budget or not.

I will be supporting this budget, not only because of what it accomplishes this Session, but because of the positive impact it will have on future sessions and thus on the future of Nevada.

**Senator Kieckhefer:**

Thank you, Mr. President. I did not expect to be in the position I am right now, preparing to vote for this bill. This will be breaking a promise I made to many people that I would not vote to extend these sunsets. I do not do this lightly. I recognize that this is something people are going to be both happy and unhappy about. That is what we do as legislators. I have learned this during my first session. We make people happy and unhappy for various reasons throughout the course of this process.

I believe when the Nevada Supreme Court decision came down on the Clear Water Coalition case that the facts led me to a decision change. I needed to reevaluate the revenue we were including in our budget to fund the services our State is going to provide. I agree with the Governor that the prudent thing to do is to back out some of those revenues that would put us at risk for litigation and to replace them with some of these sunsets.

I do not disagree with my colleague from Clark District No. 5 that on face value that case leaves us with a significantly smaller, $62 million, budget shortfall. We have looked at the same facts and we, respectfully, came to different conclusions about what we needed to do next.

This revenue is going to result in a budget that is still smaller than the budget we have right now. We are contracting the size of government for the first time in this State by the amount of half a billion dollars. There are 1,200 fewer positions in our budget than there were in the biennium that we are in now. We are coupling that with significant changes in how we conduct business in this State.

With all of those factors in mind, I am here to support this bill, reluctantly, begrudgingly, perhaps, but, ultimately, I believe I could not go back into the budgets that we spent 110 days closing and find another $500 million to cut. I do not think it is there in a way that would allow us to be respectful and honest with the people of our State.

**Senator Hardy:**

Thank you, Mr. President. I rise in support of this bill. We are saving a half a billion dollars. We are protecting small business as they have never been protected before. We have cut significantly, recognizing that smaller government, which some of have adopted as a principle. We are reforming education with collective bargaining reforms in Senate Bill No. 98. I appreciate the people who have done so much, trying to come together in this body, sometimes in opposition, but it is, sometimes, through opposition that we accomplish things.

I am appreciative of the Nevada Supreme Court, 2011, for what they did as opposed to the Nevada Supreme Court, 2003, which is a history I would not like to see repeated. Having done this before we adjourned, it gave us an opportunity to look at all of the options before us.

Contracting government, albeit using the sunsetted taxes, is a good thing and, particularly, I would like to be thankful for and recognize that we have allowed the Nevada System of Higher Education to be in place so that we can diversify our economy. We have put ourselves in a position where we can ride the crest of the economic growth that is happening right now. We can bring jobs to Nevada. This is a bright time for the future of Nevada. I look forward to working with people throughout the State. I am appreciative of people on both sides of the aisle working together, sometimes in opposition, but bringing us to this point.

**Senator Horsford:**

Thank you, Mr. President. I also rise in support of Assembly Bill No. 561. While it is not perfect, this bill is necessary for the proper funding of the budget, which we have adopted as a body and sent to the Governor.

I would like to comment on the additional facts we heard in the Committee on Revenue and on those facts presented to us in the Committee of the Whole.
First, these current revenues are set to expire at the end of this month. By the continuation of these revenues, it will ensure that there is not a tax break to mining of $50 million or that the mining industry would pay $9 million less than they currently pay. Those industries came to the table and said they did not expect, nor did they want, this tax break. The average Nevada household will pay $44 per year because of the continuation of the revenues in Assembly Bill No. 561. That is $3.67 per month for the average household so that we can fund education, higher education and other vital services contained in the budget, which was approved and sent to the Governor.

While this is not a perfect solution, it is a necessary one and it is one that responsibly balances the budget and funds it. This does it in a way that is balanced. I agree with the comments of my colleagues who have said that we are reducing spending under the budget that was approved. We have made significant changes to policy reforms. We have overhauled in many ways the way our budget looks and operates from this time forward. These are responsible things to do. The final responsible thing to do is to fund the budget we have sent to the Governor for his consideration.

SENATOR BROWER:
Thank you, Mr. President. I rise in opposition to this bill. It is not easy, for many reasons, to do so. I want to associate myself with the remarks of our colleague from Clark District No. 5. I think he described as well as I could the various reasons for my position on this bill.

I think that we all agree, that from time to time, during this Session, the process in this body has been too contentious. Perhaps that is inevitable and it is the way it is going to be in this body from here on out. I would like to think that is not the case, but it seems we are heading in that direction.

I hope that we would all approach the resolution of this particular problem in this Session by viewing it as an agreement to disagree, in good faith, and with an understanding that every one of us has the best interest of his or her constituents and the State in mind and at heart when making decisions like these. That does not mean we are going to agree, as it is clearly not the case today. It is, I hope, a respectful agreement to disagree on what is best for our State.

I know the day is early. We have a lot of work to do. It may be that I will not have a chance, in the remaining hours, to express my thanks to the leadership of both parties for the opportunity to serve with you and to express to each member of the body and to you, Mr. President, that it has been an interesting experience to be back in this environment after having been out of politics for ten years. I will say that sincerely this has been a great honor and a privilege to serve with each of you.

I will remind you all, to paraphrase the first President Roosevelt, it is those of us who are in the arena that matter. Those of us who volunteer, who sacrifice and serve and make the tough decisions we all make every day, that matter. Every one of us knows that it is not easy to serve here. Making the decisions we have to make is not easy. The advent of e-mail makes it clear there are a lot of people who do not agree with what we do, who do not have much respect for we do, and we hear about it every day. I want every member of this body to know that we ought to be proud of what we do even though we do not agree on everything we do. It is the willingness to be here, and to serve and make the hard decisions, that gives me great pleasure to be able to say I have served with each of you and I respect you. I hope that no matter how contentious it gets here and how difficult it may be, that you will continue to serve in the best way you can and serve your constituents the best you can.

SENATOR SCHNEIDER:
Thank you, Mr. President. I rise to support this. In the Revenue Committee this morning, I brought up the issue on employee leasing companies. We have drug them in and are taxing them higher. They bundle together small companies who are able to purchase insurance and other services at a better rate. These small companies with five to ten employees are going to be taxed at the higher rate. That is what I believe will happen. That puts a lot of pressure on the employee leasing companies and all those thousands of companies that are underneath them.

I would like to put on the record that I think the Legislative Commission needs to keep an eye on this during the interim, the Tax Commission and the Governor. We may have to go back in and make adjustments during the interim so we do not lose these small companies.
I would like this in the Journal that the Commission is directed to take a hard look at this going forward.

Senator Cegavske:
I rise in opposition to this bill. I will be voting against it today. I am grateful to my colleagues on both sides for the comments made today. This has been a respectful working body. I am proud of each of you and it has been a privilege to serve with all of you.

I supported Governor Brian Sandoval and his efforts to balance the budget without a new round of tax increases. I am proud of our Republican Senate Caucus members who held firm against new taxes. It is a great working caucus. I have enjoyed each of you.

Last year, I promised my constituents that I would not support lifting the sunsets on the 2009 modified business tax increases. For the last two years and every weekend, I have returned home while we have been in session, I have seen the businesses in my district shut their doors, or I have heard business owners tell me how they are struggling to keep them open.

While I understand the Governor believes that our State faces no alternative other than to extend the 2009 tax increases, I am not convinced that we are facing a budget hole greater than $62 million. The voters of Clark District No. 8 believed me when I said that I would not vote to extend the 2009 tax increases. My constituents believed me when I said that I would fight for the repeal of the 2009 modified business tax increases.

We are here to serve the people. When we give our word, they expect us to keep it. My constituents sent me to Carson City to uphold my word that I would oppose tax increases; to fight to improve public education; and to work to create more jobs. I do not believe the concessions made by my colleagues on the other side of the aisle will improve public education. I do not believe that we can create more jobs by allowing the 2009 Modified Business Tax increases to continue. I understand that circumstances can change. I fully respect those who have changed their position on taxes due to the circumstances. My vote is not against the Governor or anyone else. It is not against any of my colleagues who support this. I greatly respect our Governor and every member of this Chamber. I also respect the people who voted for me and believed me when I said I would not vote for a tax increase.

Today, I choose to honor my commitment to those who voted and who entrusted me with the high honor of representing them in the Nevada Senate.

Roll call on Assembly Bill No. 561:
YEAS—15.

Assembly Bill No. 561 having received a two-thirds majority, Mr. President declared it passed.
Bill ordered transmitted to the Assembly.

Assembly Bill No. 575.
Bill read third time.
Roll call on Assembly Bill No. 575:
YEAS—21.
NAYS—None.

Assembly Bill No. 575 having received a constitutional majority, Mr. President declared it passed.
Bill ordered transmitted to the Assembly.

Assembly Bill No. 576.
Bill read third time.
Roll call on Assembly Bill No. 576:
YEAS—21.
NAYS—None.

Assembly Bill No. 576 having received a constitutional majority, Mr. President declared it passed.
Bill ordered transmitted to the Assembly.

Assembly Bill No. 577.
Bill read third time.
Roll call on Assembly Bill No. 577:
YEAS—21.
NAYS—None.

Assembly Bill No. 577 having received a constitutional majority, Mr. President declared it passed.
Bill ordered transmitted to the Assembly.

Senator Horsford moved that all necessary rules be suspended and that all bills and resolutions passed on General File be immediately transmitted to the Assembly, time permitting.
Motion carried unanimously.

REMARKS FROM THE FLOOR
Remarks by Senators Horsford, Breeden, Schneider, Mr. President and Senator Roberson.

Senator Breeden requested that the following remarks be entered in the Journal.

SENATOR HORSFORD:
Thank you, Mr. President.
It is my pleasure, as we wind down the session, to recognize four of the "Fabulous Four" who, because of term limits, will not be returning for the next Legislative Session. Despite how difficult that is we want to spend some time to honor those four members and their years of service, their dedication and their contributions to the State of Nevada.
We are going to do this in pairs. We have two that we would like to start with now and will continue with the other two later in the day.
I would like to recognize the "Fabulous Four" Senators of the Nevada State Senate: Senator Mike McGinness, Senator Dean Rhodes, Senator, Senator Mike A. Schneider, and Senator Valerie Wiener. You are the "Fabulous Four" of the Seventy-sixth Legislative Session and we would like to honor you at this time.

SENATOR BREEDEN:
Thank you, Mr. President.
It is my honor to pay tribute and highlight the life of Senator Michael A. Schneider and his service in the Nevada Legislature.
Mike Schneider was born in the very rural town of McCook, Nebraska. From there, he moved to Las Vegas where he attended Bishop Gorman High School and the University of Nevada, Las Vegas. He received his bachelor's degree in hotel administration. He also attended the Southern Nevada School of Real Estate.
Growing up, Mike was a very good baseball player and, as a teenager, he tried out for the Pittsburgh Pirates playing catcher in exhibition games; he actually played one game with the legendary Satchel Paige. Mike has always had a true love of the game and even worked as a sports reporter for a while.
Mike married Candy Hill and they have resided in Las Vegas for over 40 years. They raised their son, Andrew, in Las Vegas and today are the proud grandparents of a one-year-old granddaughter, Scarlett Rae.

Mike Schneider started his professional career in the hotel industry and eventually focused on real estate. He continues to work in that area today. With a background in real estate development and sales, Mike began his legislative career in 1992 when he was first elected to the Nevada Assembly. In 1996 he was elected to the Senate, where he has dutifully served this body with great distinction ever since. He has served in ten special sessions and ten regular sessions, counting this one. At the end of his current term of office, Mike will have served in the Legislature for 20 years.

As a representative of his Clark County district, Senator Schneider sponsored and gained passage of legislation on numerous topics. Those topics include common-interest communities, construction defects, renewable energy resources and solar energy, carbon emission control, utilities, real property and real estate, time shares, contractors, alimony and child support, marriage and family therapy, cosmetology, disabled and blind and visually impaired persons, school violence, taxation matters, alcoholic beverages, and wine importation requirements.

One of the major topics that Senator Schneider is enthusiastic about is energy and renewable energy resources. In 2009, Mike's Senate Standing Committee on Energy, Infrastructure and Transportation approved significant energy-related legislation, which the Legislature passed.

The committee also sponsored Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 19, which directed the Legislative Commission to appoint a special study committee to look into the production and use of energy in Nevada. Mike chaired the 2009-2010 interim study, which produced a number of important energy related bills that were introduced this Session.

In addition, Mike is the sponsor of several related measures that deal with energy and renewable energy this Session. The bills include "feed-in-tariff" and home energy bills, which promote and provide incentives for energy conservation and efficiency projects, and the use of energy generated from renewable sources such as wind, water, and solar. The long-range intent is to boost economic activity, develop renewable energy technologies, and create new green industries and jobs in Nevada.

Most of the members of this body are likely unaware that Senator Schneider, also, strongly supported a bill in 1997 when he was an Assemblyman that was aptly called the "Three Little Pigs Bill." Among other things, the measure, which was passed by the Legislature, required local building codes to permit the use of straw, an alternative and renewable energy resource, in the construction of a structure, including homes.

Another major topic that Senator Schneider is passionate about is workers' compensation, and he understands the need to balance the interests of workers and employers, and to make the system more efficient. Mike has always cared deeply about workers who are injured in Nevada and wants to ensure they are treated fairly and receive reasonable benefits. During his tenure, Mike was able to pass important legislation that addressed the concerns of injured workers and the declining economic value of permanent total disability benefits. In addition, he gained passage of legislation that directed the Legislative Commission to appoint a special study committee to look into Nevada's industrial insurance program and its impact on injured workers, employers and insurers, and other related matters.

Another topic Senator Schneider has been significantly concerned with is common-interest communities and construction defects. He has worked on homeowners' association issues for decades. Over the years, Mike sponsored and the Legislature passed a number of measures to ensure that members of these communities receive due process and can fully participate in the operation of their associations. One particularly important measure, which was passed in 2003, created the Office of the Ombudsman for Owners in Common-Interest Communities and Condominium Hotels, in the Real Estate Division, Department of Business and Industry. Related legislation addressed the rights and duties of the associations, including issues related to assessment of fees and fines, punitive damages against executive board members, necessary disclosures, construction defects, the ability of members to speak at board meetings, and the right to add shutters to the outside of units to improve security and reduce energy costs. This legislation has greatly benefitted the residents of Nevada who live in common-interest communities.
Some of the more special legislation sponsored by Senator Schneider is on a topic many of us enjoy and that is wine. Thanks to Mike, you can now have your favorite wine shipped to your house from outside the State. Some of his colleagues have even referred to Mike as the Senate's resident sommelier. A major question at the beginning of every session with Mike is, "What is the wine bill this year?"

Senator Schneider's legislative service includes leadership positions and the role of committee chair. Mike has skillfully served the Senate as Minority Whip in 1997, Assistant Minority Leader in 1999, and President Pro Tempore in two special sessions of 2008 and 2010, and two regular sessions of 2009 and this one, 2011, his final regular session. He chaired the Senate Standing Committee on Energy, Infrastructure and Transportation in 2009. He is currently serving as Chairman of the Senate Standing Committee on Commerce, Labor and Energy.

As Senate President Pro Tempore, Mike was called upon last September to fill in as Acting Governor while former Governor Jim Gibbons was in surgery following his horse accident, and Lieutenant Governor Brian K. Krolicki was out of the State. Although Mike served as Nevada's Governor for only two and one-half hours, he reportedly took the job very seriously. He even turned down some requests to restore certain budgets to levels that existed prior to the 2010 Twenty-sixth Special Session.

Although Senator Schneider's background is real estate consulting, development, and sales, he has a wide range of interests and knowledge that have been very beneficial in the Assembly and the Senate. Over the years, Mike has shown his versatility and broad expertise by serving on standing committees dealing with every topic except finance. For example, in the Senate he has served on: Commerce and Labor, eight regular sessions; Taxation five regular sessions; Transportation four regular sessions; Natural Resources three regular sessions; Government Affairs two regular sessions; Human Resources and Facilities two regular sessions; and Legislative Affairs and Operations one regular session. He even served on the Judiciary and Education committees while he was in the Assembly.

Senator Schneider has also served on numerous interim studies, and both statutory and non-legislative committees throughout his legislative career.

It is interesting to note that Senator Schneider was also chair of a standing committee when he was a member of the Assembly. That session was 1995 when there were an equal number of Democrats and Republicans in the Assembly and leadership was shared. As I understand, Mike would take the gavel as chair of the Assembly Standing Committee on Economic Development and Tourism at one meeting, and his co-chair from the other party would run the meeting the next time. He and Senator Manendo are the only current members of the Senate who served in the Assembly that year.

Another interesting incident took place in Senator Schneider's committee in 1995. The committee heard a bill designating portions of State Route 375, which is adjacent to Area 51 in Central Nevada as "The Extraterrestrial Alien Highway." This bill was sponsored by Assemblyman Bob Price. A disagreement over this bill almost held up the end of session that year. Senator Bill O'Donnell, the chair of the Senate Committee on Transportation, said, "I do not have time for this frivolity." He kept the bill bottled up in his committee where it died. A few months later, the Board of Directors for the Department of Transportation resurrected the idea and the highway bears that designation to this day, a monument to Senator Schneider's persistence.

Senator Schneider is an active member of his community where he serves as a board member of several organizations including the Center for Urban Partnerships at UNLV; Community Advisory Board, Children's Hospital of Nevada Foundation; and Opportunity Village. He also is a supporter of KNPR Public Broadcasting and Channel 10, and member of the Gleams Foundation, the Greater Las Vegas Association of Realtors, the Nevada Association of Realtors, and Southern Nevada Homebuilders Association.

Senator Schneider also has many personal and professional achievements. As a real estate developer, he has garnered awards for his work from the National Association of Homebuilders and Home magazine. Mike also has received awards for promoting energy efficiency policies and programs in Nevada. He was honored twice with the Southwest Energy Efficiency Project's "Leadership in Energy Efficiency Award," and with the Nevada Energy Star Partners' "Award of Excellence."
For six consecutive sessions, Senator Schneider has introduced legislation to fund public education at a level that meets or exceeds the national average. For the past five sessions, he has introduced this measure as Senate Bill No. 2, the first bill introduced after the one that appropriates funds to begin the Legislative Session. Each time he gets defeated, but like Don Quixote, he is always willing to take another run at the windmill.

Senator Schneider has a reputation for speaking his mind, for telling the plain, unvarnished truth. Unlike most politicians who hedge and qualify, his public statements are frank and sometimes cause quite a stir among his colleagues, the press, and other public officials.

Senator Schneider is a true statesman. His unique sense of humor and leadership qualities will forever be remembered in the Nevada Legislature.

Thank you Mr. President Pro Tempore for your service to the State of Nevada. You will be sorely missed.

SENATOR HORSFORD:
Thank you, Mr. President. I also want to rise and commend my friend, Senator Schneider. It has been quite a ride and I have enjoyed every minute of it. Senator Schneider is someone who is always there in a pinch. He is willing to step up and get things done, both in and out of the Legislative Session. I have watched him over the years take command of the policy issues he cares about and was interested in.

Often, in his policies and where he stands, he is years ahead of where everyone else is. Senator, people often wish they could keep up with you. If they did, maybe our State would be further ahead than it is, whether on energy issues, worker’s compensation, or other issues pertaining to business. You are a Nevada statesman in many ways.

On a personal level, he is someone who I have learned a lot from. He is someone I can always go to. I can bend his ear and vent on occasion. Even when he causes grief, he comes back and tries to clean it up. I appreciate that too.

Mr. President, I would like to present this gift to Senator Schneider and his wife, Candy, who, as a partner, has sacrificed while he has been serving in the Legislature. We thank you and your son for sharing Senator Mike with us. I do not know where you will spend all of your time after the Legislative Session, but I know you have plans and I hope you enjoy this token while you are there.

SENATOR SCHNEIDER:
Thank you, Mr. President. I thought earlier in the Session, if the Lieutenant Governor had taken a consulting job in China and the Governor would have appointed himself to the U.S. Senate seat, this budget would have been a little different right now.

Thank you very much. It has been an honor serving here. My best bills were always the wine bills. The wine bill on the interstate shipment of wine changed the Nation. Many states did the same as we did. Because of the interstate shipment of wine it went to the U.S. Supreme Court for a decision there. That was a fun bill.

However, this all has been a lot of work. Twenty years is a long time. See you.

MR. PRESIDENT:
People come to visit the office you named the Tiki Room, which is now my office. They are always disappointed to see me without a Lava Lamp and alternative liquid options.

SENATOR ROBERSON:
Thank you, Mr. President.

Despite what happens on this Floor, I have spent a lot of time with Senator Schneider off the Floor. I have gotten to know him over the last four months. One of the biggest surprises for me in this Session was the relationship I have developed with Senator Schneider. I have a great deal of respect for him. I respect his intelligence. I respect his passion for the little guy. He is a great guy. We have our arguments and our policy disagreements, but I love this guy and I will miss him.

I am so grateful to have had the opportunity to get to know you. I look forward to continuing to know you. Congratulations, you old codger. Take care.
Senator Settelmeyer requested that the following remarks be entered in the Journal.

SENATOR SETTELMEYER:
Today it is my pleasure on honor to talk about Senator Dean Rhoads and his service to the Nevada Senate.

Dean Rhoads was born and raised on a ranch near Tonasket, Washington, and from there he moved to San Luis Obispo, California, where he was to receive his Bachelor of Science degree in Agriculture Business Management from California State Polytechnic College. He attended the school the same time my father did. My dad told me they helped each other through a couple of courses. It is also where I graduated from.

Dean married Sharon Packer and has spent his adult life on the family ranch near Tuscarora in Elko County, where he and Sharon raised their daughters Shammy and Chandra. They now are the proud grandparents of three boys and two girls.

Dean Rhoads is a remarkable man, rancher, cowboy, and State Legislator, having served in the Nevada Legislature since 1976. After serving six years in the Nevada Assembly, Dean ran for Congress in 1982, but was not successful. He returned to the Legislature in November 1984, when he was elected to the Senate, where he has served with great distinction ever since.

At the end of his current term of office, Dean will have served in the Legislature for 34 years, which ranks him among the top four Nevada Legislators of all time for total years served, just behind Lawrence Jacobsen with 40 years, William Raggio with 39, and Joe Dini with 36.

Affectionately known as both the "Marlboro Man" and "Nevada's Sagebrush Rebel," Dean quickly became identified with public lands issues in a State with over 86 percent federal lands. He has worked diligently over the years as Chair of the Legislature's Committee on Public Lands to make sure the multiple-use concept included a viable place for traditional mining and ranching activities on the public lands, which are essential production-based industries in Nevada.

In addition to his work in the Legislature, Dean Rhoads served as the National Chairman of the Public Lands Council, an affiliate of the National Cattlemen's Beef Association. Since the last redistricting of the 71st Legislature in 2001, Dean Rhoads has ably represented the "Rural Nevada Senatorial District," which now contains approximately 73,000 square miles of territory, some two-thirds of the land area of the entire State of Nevada. It is the largest state legislative district in the "lower 48" United States. It is larger than 34 states, including Florida, Illinois, Louisiana, Michigan, New York, North Dakota, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Washington State, and 25 additional states. It is so large that nine U.S. States, the District of Columbia, and the Republic of China on Taiwan all could fit in Dean's district at the same time, with room to spare.

Early in Dean's legislative career, you had to go through a rural switchboard operator to be connected by telephone to Dean's ranch, at "Tuscarora 6587." If he was not at home, Sharon would often advise you to go back to the operator and try to reach him over at the ranch "bunkhouse."

But, Dean Rhoads was always responsive to new technology, so he would carry a cell phone once they were available and could function in remote locations. When out on the range on horsecback, Dean typically waits until he is on a ridge or hilltop before making a call since the reception is always better there. A few years ago, Dean's laptop computer stopped working, and some of his friends wondered if it fell out of his saddlebag when riding the range one day. He got an iPad this year.

Senator Dean Rhoads ably chaired the Senate Standing Committees on Transportation in 1987 and 1989, Taxation in 1993, and Natural Resources from 1995 through 2007. Dean's keen intellect, institutional memory, wide-ranging interests and expertise, and "cowboy common sense" have proven invaluable in the Senate, where he has served on six different standing committees: Natural Resources, thirteen regular sessions; Finance, eight regular sessions; Taxation, eight regular sessions; Commerce and Labor, six regular sessions; Transportation, five regular sessions; and Government Affairs, two sessions.

During each interim period, Dean has continued to serve the people of Nevada as member and Vice Chair of the Legislative Commission for 4 years; member of the Legislature's Interim
Finance Committee for 21 years; and member of the Legislative Committee on Public Lands for 31 years, 27 years as its Chair. Even when the majority and minority switched, they felt he was the right man and kept him as Chair. That is a remarkable thing. It was interesting to talk to him about public lands. He said, "I created that thing, the Governor vetoed it, so we overrode him, that will teach Callahan."

As a good representative of rural Nevada, Dean Rhoads sponsored and gained passage of legislation on topics such as bees and beehives, weed control, deer and antelope tags, livestock watering, and the sale of firewood by the pound. But, his broader-ranging legislation has benefitted both urban and rural residents of Nevada, and included topics such as: providing increased reimbursements for active members of the Nevada National Guard who are taking college courses in Nevada; improving the State budget process; authorizing alternative schedules for schools; establishing improved procedures for estate planning; and currently, revising procedures for statewide initiative petitions by district.

Probably no topic was as important to Senator Rhoads as the proper and fair use of the public lands. Dean initially was a Nevada leader in the Sagebrush Rebellion, but soon became a National leader of this grassroots effort to gain more State sovereignty over the unappropriated federal public lands. In Nevada, he was able to gain approval of important State legislation and constitutional amendments concerning the public lands. He also worked hard on developing solutions to the complex issues involving public access over private lands to provide access to public recreation lands. Again, Dean's "cowboy common sense" was effective in gaining greater support from not only ranchers, miners, and recreation users, but also environmental groups and federal land-managing agencies. He has always had the ability to bring the north and the south together. It is important. He was the person to help educate everyone in this building.

It has been an honor and a privilege and I hope you will accept our phone calls when we get out of here so that we can use your institutional knowledge. Thank you, sir.

SENATOR RHOADS:

Thank you, Senator Settelmeyer.

Back in the 1970s when I first became interested in politics, the ranching life was getting boring. I decided I would run for the County Commission. I convinced my wife and my father-in-law that I was going to run for the County Commission. I drove to Elko, which is 60 miles from the ranch. I went to the bar where most of the businessmen and ranchers met in the evening to discuss politics and cattle prices. I waited until they had four or five drinks in them, then I told them I was going to run for County Commissioner. It got real quiet and they said, "No, you are not." I thought, these are my friends and they are not going to let me run in politics. Roy Young, the Assemblyman was in the bar. They said, "You are going to run for the Assembly because Roy is going to retire." I went home and told everyone, "Guess what."

It has been a long ride. I served three terms in the Assembly. Then I ran for Congress. It was a lonely life on the campaign trail. It was a Republican seat with seven of us running. I came in second. That was the best loss I ever had. After that, I came to the Senate and was very successful. I have met a lot of great people, great legislators, great lobbyists, staff, and so many people. There is a whole world of friends out there.

I want to thank all of you this Session. I am a little slower than I used to be. I have to be careful walking down steps. I cannot read that well, but Senator Cegavske helps me, and Senator Settelmeyer, too. Senator McGinness has done a wonderful job and so has our Majority Leader. Thank you very much.

SENATOR HORSFORD:

On behalf of the State Senate, I want to present Senator Rhoads with a token of our appreciation.

When Senator Rhoads gives you his word, it is his bond. There have been votes he has taken that have set him on top because he has broken the mold in so many ways of what people will refer to as a politician. He is an honorable man, a man with great character. I love the reference "common-sense cowboy." It speaks so much about who and what Senator Rhoads is. We are grateful for your many years of service in this body and in the Assembly. The people of Nevada are better because of your service and your contributions. Congratulations.
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Reports of Committees

Mr. President:

Your Committee on Finance, to which were referred Assembly Bills Nos. 332, 476, 484, 494, has had the same under consideration, and begs leave to report the same back with the recommendation: Do pass.

Also, your Committee on Finance, to which was referred Assembly Bill No. 511, has had the same under consideration, and begs leave to report the same back with the recommendation: Amend, and do pass as amended.

Steven A. Horsford, Chair

Mr. President:

Your Committee on Government Affairs, to which were referred Assembly Bills Nos. 114, 195, 526, has had the same under consideration, and begs leave to report the same back with the recommendation: Do pass.

John J. Lee, Chair

Mr. President:

Your Committee on Natural Resources, to which was referred Assembly Bill No. 453, has had the same under consideration, and begs leave to report the same back with the recommendation: Amend, and do pass as amended.

Mark A. Manendo, Chair

General File and Third Reading

Senate Bill No. 188.

Bill read third time.

Roll call on Senate Bill No. 188:

YEAS—21.

NAYS—None.

Senate Bill No. 188 having received a constitutional majority, Mr. President declared it passed, as amended.

Bill ordered transmitted to the Assembly.

Senate Bill No. 349.

Bill read third time.

Roll call on Senate Bill No. 349:

YEAS—13.

NAYS—Brower, Cegavske, Gustavson, Halseth, Hardy, McGinness, Roberson, Settelmeyer —8.

Senate Bill No. 349 having received a constitutional majority, Mr. President declared it passed, as amended.

Bill ordered transmitted to the Assembly.

Assembly Bill No. 114.

Bill read third time.

Roll call on Assembly Bill No. 114:

YEAS—21.

NAYS—None.

Assembly Bill No. 114 having received a constitutional majority, Mr. President declared it passed.

Bill ordered transmitted to the Assembly.
Assembly Bill No. 195.
Bill read third time.
Roll call on Assembly Bill No. 195:
YEAS—20.
NAYS—Rhoads.

Assembly Bill No. 195 having received a constitutional majority, Mr. President declared it passed.
Bill ordered transmitted to the Assembly.

Assembly Bill No. 332.
Bill read third time.
Roll call on Assembly Bill No. 332:
YEAS—20.
NAYS—Halseth.

Assembly Bill No. 332 having received a constitutional majority, Mr. President declared it passed.
Bill ordered transmitted to the Assembly.

Assembly Bill No. 453.
Bill read third time.
The following amendment was proposed by the Committee on Natural Resources:
Amendment No. 969.
"SUMMARY—Requires a supplier of motor vehicle fuel to provide certain statements relating to the presence or possible presence of manganese in any motor vehicle fuel sold or distributed by the supplier. (BDR 51-689)"

"AN ACT relating to motor vehicle fuel; requiring a supplier of motor vehicle fuel to disclose certain information and provide certain statements concerning the presence or possible presence of manganese in any motor vehicle fuel sold or distributed by the supplier; requiring the State Sealer of Weights and Measures to adopt regulations specifying the format, size, wording and placement of certain labels a supplier of motor vehicle fuel must place on a pump or handle of a pump used to draw motor vehicle fuel; providing a penalty; and providing other matters properly relating thereto."

Legislative Counsel's Digest:
Existing law provides for the regulation and inspection of petroleum products, including motor vehicle fuel, in this State by the State Board of Agriculture and the State Sealer of Weights and Measures. (NRS 590.010-590.150) This bill applies to motor vehicle fuel which contains or may contain manganese. Section 1 of this bill requires a supplier of motor vehicle fuel to ensure that all documents relating to the transfer and sale of any such motor vehicle fuel include a disclosure concerning the presence or possible presence of manganese in the motor vehicle fuel. Section 1 also requires a supplier to affix a label to each pump or handle of a pump from which any such motor vehicle fuel is drawn. Finally, section 1
prohibits a person from prohibiting a supplier from entering any premises owned or operated by the person for the purpose of affixing the required label to a pump. Section 3 of this bill requires the State Sealer of Weights and Measures to adopt regulations to ensure compliance with section 1 and to specify the format, size, wording and placement of the labels. At a minimum, section 3 requires the labels to include a statement indicating the presence or possible presence of manganese in the motor vehicle fuel. Section 3 authorizes the State Sealer of Weights and Measures to require by regulation that the label also include: (1) a statement that manganese may cause damage to a motor vehicle's engine or emission control system; (2) a statement that the use of fuel containing manganese may void a manufacturer's warranty on a motor vehicle; and (3) a recommendation to consult the owner's manual for the motor vehicle before using the fuel.

Existing law requires the district attorney of each county to prosecute any violations of the provisions relating to the regulation and inspection of gasoline and other petroleum products in this State and makes such violations a misdemeanor. (NRS 590.140, 590.150) Section 4 of this bill requires the district attorney to prosecute any violation of section 1, and section 5 of this bill makes such a violation a misdemeanor.

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEVADA, REPRESENTED IN SENATE AND ASSEMBLY, DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS:

Section 1. Chapter 590 of NRS is hereby amended by adding thereto a new section to read as follows:

1. A supplier shall:
   (a) Ensure that all documents relating to the transfer, distribution and sale of any motor vehicle fuel that contains or may contain manganese include a disclosure concerning the presence or possible presence of manganese in the motor vehicle fuel; and
   (b) Affix a label on each pump or handle of a pump from which any motor vehicle fuel sold or distributed by the supplier is drawn if the motor vehicle fuel contains or may contain manganese. Any label attached to a pump or handle of a pump by a supplier pursuant to this section must comply with the regulations adopted by the State Sealer of Weights and Measures pursuant to paragraph (b) of subsection 6 of NRS 590.100.

2. A person shall not prohibit a supplier from entering any premises owned or operated by the person for the purpose of complying with the provisions of paragraph (b) of subsection 1.

Sec. 2. NRS 590.020 is hereby amended to read as follows:

As used in NRS 590.010 to 590.330, inclusive, and section 1 of this act, unless the context otherwise requires:

1. "Additives" means a substance to be added to a motor oil or lubricating oil to impart or improve desirable properties or to suppress undesirable properties.
2. "Advertising medium" means any sign, printed or written matter, or device for oral or visual communication.

3. "Alternative fuel" includes, without limitation, premium diesel fuel, B-5 diesel fuel, B-10 diesel fuel, B-20 diesel fuel, B-100 diesel fuel, M-85, M-100, E-85, E-100, liquefied petroleum gas, natural gas, reformulated gasoline, gasohol and oxygenated fuel.

4. "Brand name" means a name or logo that is used to identify a business or company.

5. "Grade" means:
   (a) "Regular," "midgrade," "plus," "super," "premium" or words of similar meaning when describing a grade designation for gasoline.
   (b) "Diesel" or words of similar meaning, including, without limitation, any specific type of diesel, when describing a grade designation for diesel motor fuel.
   (c) "M-85," "M-100," "E-85," "E-100" or words of similar meaning when describing a grade designation for alternative fuel.
   (d) "Propane," "liquefied petroleum gas," "compressed natural gas," "liquefied natural gas" or words of similar meaning when describing pressurized gases.

6. "Motor vehicle fuel" means a petroleum product or alternative fuel used for internal combustion engines in motor vehicles.

7. "Performance rating" means the system adopted by the American Petroleum Institute for the classification of uses for which an oil is designed.

8. "Petroleum products" means gasoline, diesel fuel, burner fuel kerosene, lubricating oil, motor oil or any product represented as motor oil or lubricating oil. The term does not include liquefied petroleum gas, natural gas or motor oil additives.

9. "Recycled oil" means a petroleum product which is prepared from used motor oil or used lubricating oil. The term includes rerefined oil.

10. "Rerefined oil" means used oil which is refined after its previous use to remove from the oil any contaminants acquired during the previous use.

11. "Supplier" means a person who:
   (a) Imports or acquires immediately upon importation into this State motor vehicle fuel, from within or without a state, territory or possession of the United States or the District of Columbia into a terminal located in this State;
   (b) Otherwise acquires for distribution in this State motor vehicle fuel with respect to which there has been no previous taxable sale or use; or
   (c) Produces, manufactures or refines motor vehicle fuel in this State.

12. "Used oil" means any oil which has been refined from crude or synthetic oil and, as a result of use, has become unsuitable for its original purpose because of a loss of its original properties or the presence of impurities, but which may be suitable for another use or economically recycled.
13. "Viscosity grade classification" means the measure of an oil's resistance to flow at a given temperature according to the grade classification system of the Society of Automotive Engineers or other grade classification.

Sec. 3. NRS 590.100 is hereby amended to read as follows:

590.100 The State Sealer of Weights and Measures is charged with the proper enforcement of NRS 590.010 to 590.150, inclusive, and section 1 of this act and has the following powers and duties:

1. The State Sealer of Weights and Measures may publish reports relating to petroleum products and motor vehicle fuel in such form and at such times as he or she deems necessary.

2. The State Sealer of Weights and Measures, or the appointees thereof, shall inspect and check the accuracy of all measuring devices for petroleum products and motor vehicle fuel maintained in this State, and shall seal all such devices whose tolerances are found to be within those prescribed by the National Institute of Standards and Technology.

3. The State Sealer of Weights and Measures, or the appointees thereof, or any member of the Nevada Highway Patrol, may take such samples as he or she deems necessary of any petroleum product or motor vehicle fuel that is kept, transported or stored within the State of Nevada. It is unlawful for any person, or any officer, agent or employee thereof, to refuse to permit the State Sealer of Weights and Measures, or the appointees thereof, or any member of the Nevada Highway Patrol, in the State of Nevada, to take such samples, or to prevent or to attempt to prevent the State Sealer of Weights and Measures, or the appointees thereof, from taking them. If the person, or any officer, agent or employee thereof, from which a sample is taken at the time of taking demands payment, then the person taking the sample shall pay the reasonable market price for the quantity taken.

4. The State Sealer of Weights and Measures, or the appointees thereof, may close and seal the outlets of any unlabeled or mislabeled containers, pumps, dispensers or storage tanks connected thereto or which contain any petroleum product or motor vehicle fuel which, if sold, would violate any of the provisions of NRS 590.010 to 590.150, inclusive, and section 1 of this act and shall post, in a conspicuous place on the premises where those containers, pumps, dispensers or storage tanks have been sealed, a notice stating that the action of sealing has been taken in accordance with the provisions of NRS 590.010 to 590.150, inclusive, and giving warning that it is unlawful to break, mutilate or destroy the seal or seals thereof under penalty as provided in NRS 590.110.

5. The State Sealer of Weights and Measures, or the appointees thereof, shall, upon at least 24 hours' notice to the owner, manager, operator or attendant of the premises where a container, pump, dispenser or storage tank has been sealed, and at the time specified in the notice, break the seal for the purpose of permitting the removal of the contents of the container, pump, dispenser or storage tank. If the contents are not immediately and completely
removed, the container, pump, dispenser or storage tank must be again sealed.

6. The State Sealer of Weights and Measures shall adopt regulations [which]:
   
   (a) Which are necessary for the enforcement of NRS 590.010 to 590.150, inclusive, and section 1 of this act, including standard procedures for testing petroleum products or motor vehicle fuel which are based on sources such as those approved by ASTM International, and may adopt specifications for any fuel for use in internal combustion engines which is sold or offered for sale and contains any alcohol or other combustible chemical that is not a petroleum product or motor vehicle fuel.

   (b) Which specify the format, size, wording and placement of the labels for manganese that a supplier must place on a pump or handle of a pump pursuant to section 1 of this act. The regulations must require that the labels include, without limitation, a statement that the motor vehicle fuel contains or may contain manganese. The regulations may require that the labels include, without limitation:

   (1) A statement that the use of the motor vehicle fuel may damage the engine and emission control system of a vehicle;

   (2) A statement that use of the motor vehicle fuel may void the manufacturer's warranty for a vehicle; and

   (3) A recommendation to consult the owner's manual for a vehicle before using the motor vehicle fuel.

   (c) To ensure compliance with section 1 of this act.

Sec. 4. NRS 590.140 is hereby amended to read as follows:

590.140 The district attorney of each county shall prosecute all violations of the provisions of NRS 590.010 to 590.150, inclusive, and section 1 of this act occurring within the county.

Sec. 5. NRS 590.150 is hereby amended to read as follows:

590.150 1. Any person, or any officer, agent or employee thereof, who violates any of the provisions of NRS 590.010 to 590.140, inclusive, and section 1 of this act is guilty of a misdemeanor.

2. Each such person, or any officer, agent or employee thereof, is guilty of a separate offense for each day during any portion of which any violation of any provision of NRS 590.010 to 590.140, inclusive, and section 1 of this act is committed, continued or permitted by such person, or any officer, agent or employee thereof, and shall be punished as provided in this section.

3. The selling and delivery of any petroleum product or motor vehicle fuel mentioned in NRS 590.010 to 590.140, inclusive, and section 1 of this act is prima facie evidence of the representation on the part of the vendor that the quality sold and delivered was the quality bought by the vendee.

Sec. 6. The State Sealer of Weights and Measures shall adopt any regulations required to carry out the amendatory provisions of this act before October 1, 2011.

Sec. 7. This act becomes effective:
1. Upon passage and approval for the purposes of adopting regulations and performing any other preparatory administrative tasks that are necessary to carry out the provisions of this act; and

2. On October 1, 2011, for all other purposes.

Senator Manendo moved the adoption of the amendment.

Remarks by Senator Manendo.

Senator Manendo requested that his remarks be entered in the Journal.

This amendment provides that a supplier shall not be prohibited from entering any premises for the purpose of affixing any label to a fuel pump, which is required by this bill.

Amendment adopted.

Bill ordered reprinted, re-engrossed and to third reading.

Assembly Bill No. 476.

Bill read third time.

Roll call on Assembly Bill No. 476:

YEAS—21.

NAYS—None.

Assembly Bill No. 476 having received a constitutional majority, Mr. President declared it passed.

Bill ordered transmitted to the Assembly.

Assembly Bill No. 484.

Bill read third time.

Roll call on Assembly Bill No. 484:

YEAS—21.

NAYS—None.

Assembly Bill No. 484 having received a constitutional majority, Mr. President declared it passed.

Bill ordered transmitted to the Assembly.

Assembly Bill No. 494.

Bill read third time.

Roll call on Assembly Bill No. 494:

YEAS—21.

NAYS—None.

Assembly Bill No. 494 having received a constitutional majority, Mr. President declared it passed.

Bill ordered transmitted to the Assembly.

Assembly Bill No. 503.

Bill read third time.

Remarks by Senators Hardy and Manendo.

Senator Hardy requested that the following remarks be entered in the Journal.
SENATOR HARDY:
Thank you, Mr. President. In the amendment, as it pertains to habitat, I see a juxtaposition to the word "may" on page 4, line 8. This sounds permissive, would this be the time to ask that question?

SENATOR MANENDO:
Yes, it is an optional fee, a donation.

Mr. President announced that if there were no objections, the Senate would recess subject to the call of the Chair.

Senate in recess at 12:37 p.m.

SENATE IN SESSION
At 12:44 p.m.
President Krolicki presiding.
Quorum present.

MR. PRESIDENT:
Assembly Bill No. 503 has been moved to the next agenda.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS
REPORTS OF CONFERENCE COMMITTEES

Mr. President:
The Conference Committee concerning Senate Bill No. 200, consisting of the undersigned members, has met and reports that:

It has agreed to recommend that Amendment No. 720 of the Assembly be concurred in.

It has agreed to recommend that the bill be further amended as set forth in Conference Amendment No. 12, which is attached to and hereby made a part of this report.

"SUMMARY—Makes various changes relating to time shares; real property. (BDR 10-217)"

"AN ACT relating to time shares; real property; restricting the disclosure of certain information about owners of time shares; requiring certain mailings to owners of time shares upon request by an owner; authorizing a notice of sale on the foreclosure of a time share to be given by posting on an Internet website under certain circumstances; revising provisions concerning the posting of a notice of default and election to sell or a notice of sale; and providing other matters properly relating thereto."

Legislative Counsel's Digest:

Section 2 of this bill requires the manager or board of an association of a time-share plan to maintain a list of owners of time shares in the plan. Section 2 also prohibits the manager or board from disclosing personal information about an owner without the prior written consent of the owner except under certain circumstances.

Section 3 of this bill requires the manager or board of an association of a time-share plan to: (1) mail certain materials to all owners on the list of owners of time shares in the plan upon the request of an owner under certain circumstances; (2) provide an owner with the option to place certain limits on the information that may be provided to other owners; (3) provide an owner with a written disclosure regarding the potential effect of giving consent to publish or furnish information about the owner; and (4) establish procedures for such mailings.

Existing law requires that, among other forms of notice, a sale of a time share to satisfy a lien for unpaid assessments be noticed by publication in a newspaper under certain circumstances. (NRS 119A.560) Section 4.5 of this bill authorizes, as an alternative to that form of publication, such a notice of sale to be posted on an Internet website if a statement of the Internet address is also published in a newspaper. Section 4.5 also authorizes the publication of such information for one or more notices of sale in the same publication. Existing law requires that, among other forms of notice, a sale of real property in foreclosure under a deed of trust be noticed by publication in a newspaper under certain
circumstances. (NRS 107.080) Section 6 of this bill authorizes, as an alternative to that form of publication, a notice of a time share in foreclosure under a deed of trust to be posted on an Internet website if a statement of the Internet address is also published in a newspaper.

Existing law provides that for a residential foreclosure sale, a copy of the notice of default and election to sell and the notice of sale must be posted in a conspicuous place on the property not later than 3 business days after the notice of default and election to sell. (NRS 107.087) Section 8 of this bill provides that for a notice of default and election to sell, the notice must be posted not later than 100 days before the date of sale and for a notice of sale, the notice must be posted not later than 15 days before the date of sale.

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEVADA, REPRESENTED IN SENATE AND ASSEMBLY, DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS:

Section 1. Chapter 119A of NRS is hereby amended by adding thereto the provisions set forth as sections 2 and 3 of this act.

Sec. 2. 1. A manager or, if there is no manager, the board shall maintain in the records of an association a complete list of the names and mailing addresses of all owners. The list must be updated not less frequently than quarterly.

2. If a time-share plan is part of a common-interest community governed by chapter 116 of NRS, the names and addresses of delegates or representatives who are elected pursuant to NRS 116.31105 or, if there are none, the name and address of the association must appear on the list of owners of an association organized under NRS 116.3101 in lieu of the names, addresses and other personal information of the individual owners.

3. Notwithstanding any provision of the declaration or bylaws of a time-share plan to the contrary, a manager or a board may not, except as otherwise authorized or required by law, publish or furnish any information about any owner to any other owner or any other person without the prior written consent of the owner whose information is requested.

4. Before obtaining the written consent of an owner pursuant to subsection 3, a manager or a board shall provide the owner with:

(a) The option to limit the information about the owner that may be published or furnished to any other owner or any other person:

(1) To exclusively the owner’s name and mailing address; and
(2) For use only in legitimate matters of business of the association.

(b) The following written disclosure:

BY GIVING YOUR CONSENT TO PUBLISH OR FURNISH INFORMATION ABOUT YOU FOR PURPOSES OTHER THAN LEGITIMATE MATTERS OF BUSINESS OF THE ASSOCIATION, THE INFORMATION COULD BE USED FOR COMMERCIAL OR OTHER PURPOSES.

5. The provisions of this section:

(a) Do not restrict the use by a manager or a board of information about an owner in the performance of their respective duties under the declaration of a time share plan or as otherwise required by law.

(b) Supersede any provisions of chapter 82 of NRS to the contrary.

Sec. 3. 1. A manager or, if there is no manager, the board shall:

(a) Establish reasonable procedures by which owners may:

(1) Solicit votes or proxies from other owners; and
(2) Provide information to other owners with respect to legitimate matters of business of the association.

(b) Mail to all persons included in the list of owners materials provided by an owner upon the request of that owner if the purpose of the mailing is to advance legitimate matters of business of the association, including, without limitation, a solicitation of a proxy for any purpose, provided that the owner who requests the mailing:

(1) Provides to the manager or board a separate copy of the materials for each of the owners on the list or, if the mailing is to be transmitted electronically, a single copy of the materials in an electronic format; and
(2) Pays the association the actual costs of the mailing before the mailing.
2. The board is responsible for determining whether a mailing requested pursuant to this section advances legitimate matters of business of the association.

3. The manager or board, as applicable, may determine the manner in which a mailing may be accomplished.

4. For the purposes of this section, "mail" and "mailing" include, without limitation, a distribution made by electronic or similar means, such as the transmission of electronic mail as defined in NRS 41.715.

Sec. 4. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 4.5. NRS 119A.560 is hereby amended to read as follows:

119A.560

1. The power of sale may not be exercised until:

(a) The developer or the association, its agent or attorney has first executed and caused to be recorded with the recorder of the county wherein the project is located a notice of default and election to sell the time share or cause its sale to satisfy the assessment lien; and

(b) The owner or his or her successor in interest has failed to pay the amount of the lien, including costs, fees and expenses incident to its enforcement for 60 days computed as prescribed in subsection 2.

2. The 60-day period provided in subsection 1 begins on the first day following the day upon which the notice of default and election to sell is recorded and a copy of the notice is mailed by certified or registered mail with postage prepaid to the owner or to his or her successor in interest at the owner's address if that address is known, otherwise to the address of the project. The notice must describe the deficiency in payment.

3. The developer or the association, its agent or attorney shall, after expiration of the 60-day period and before selling the time share, give notice of the time and place of the sale in the manner and for a time not less than that required for the sale of real property upon execution, except that:

(a) A copy of the notice of sale must be mailed on or before the first publication or posting required by NRS 21.130 by certified or registered mail with postage prepaid to the owner or to his or her successor in interest at the owner's address if that address is known, otherwise to the address of the project.

(b) In lieu of publishing a copy of the notice of sale in a newspaper pursuant to the provisions of NRS 21.130, the notice of sale may be given by posting a copy of the notice and a declaration pursuant to NRS 53.045 on a form prescribed by the Division pursuant to subsection 6 for 3 successive weeks on an Internet website and publishing three times, once a week for 3 successive weeks, in a newspaper, if there is one in the county, a statement in at least 10-point bold type, which includes, without limitation:

   (1) A statement that the notice of sale for the foreclosure of the time share is posted on an Internet website;
   (2) The Internet address where the notice is posted;
   (3) The name of the record owner and the permanent identification number of each time share;
   (4) The name and street address of the property in which the time share is located; and
   (5) A statement of the date, time and place of the sale.

A statement published in a newspaper pursuant to this paragraph may include the information required for a notice of sale for one or more time shares.

4. The sale may be made at the office of the developer or the association if the notice so provided, whether the project is located within the same county as the office of the developer or the association or not.

5. Every sale made under the provisions of NRS 119A.550 vests in the purchaser the title of the owner without equity or right of redemption.

6. The Division shall prepare a form for a declaration pursuant to NRS 53.045 that a developer or association must post on an Internet website with a notice of sale pursuant to paragraph (b) of subsection 3.

Sec. 5. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 6. NRS 107.080 is hereby amended to read as follows:

107.080

1. Except as otherwise provided in NRS 107.085 and 107.086, if any transfer in trust of any estate in real property is made after March 29, 1927, to secure the performance of an
obligation or the payment of any debt, a power of sale is hereby conferred upon the trustee to be
exercised after a breach of the obligation for which the transfer is security.

2. The power of sale must not be exercised, however, until:
   (a) Except as otherwise provided in paragraph (b), in the case of any trust agreement coming
into force:
      (1) On or after July 1, 1949, and before July 1, 1957, the grantor, the person who holds the
title of record, a beneficiary under a subordinate deed of trust or any other person who has a
subordinate lien or encumbrance of record on the property has, for a period of 15 days, computed
as prescribed in subsection 3, failed to make good the deficiency in performance or
payment; or
      (2) On or after July 1, 1957, the grantor, the person who holds the title of record, a
beneficiary under a subordinate deed of trust or any other person who has a subordinate lien or
encumbrance of record on the property has, for a period of 35 days, computed as prescribed in
subsection 3, failed to make good the deficiency in performance or payment;
   (b) In the case of any trust agreement which concerns owner-occupied housing as defined in
NRS 107.086, the grantor, the person who holds the title of record, a beneficiary under a
subordinate deed of trust or any other person who has a subordinate lien or encumbrance of
record on the property has, for a period that commences in the manner and subject to the
requirements described in subsection 3 and expires 5 days before the date of sale, failed to make
good the deficiency in performance or payment;
   (c) The beneficiary, the successor in interest of the beneficiary or the trustee first executes
and causes to be recorded in the office of the recorder of the county wherein the trust property,
or some part thereof, is situated a notice of the breach and of the election to sell or cause to be
sold the property to satisfy the obligation; and
   (d) Not less than 3 months have elapsed after the recording of the notice.

3. The 15- or 35-day period provided in paragraph (a) of subsection 2, or the period
provided in paragraph (b) of subsection 2, commences on the first day following the day upon
which the notice of default and election to sell is recorded in the office of the county recorder of
the county in which the property is located and a copy of the notice of default and election to sell
is mailed by registered or certified mail, return receipt requested and with postage prepaid to the
grantor or, to the person who holds the title of record on the date the notice of default and
election to sell is recorded, and, if the property is operated as a facility licensed under
chapter 449 of NRS, to the State Board of Health, at their respective addresses, if known,
otherwise to the address of the trust property. The notice of default and election to sell must:
   (a) Describe the deficiency in performance or payment and may contain a notice of intent to
declare the entire unpaid balance due if acceleration is permitted by the obligation secured by the
deed of trust, but acceleration must not occur if the deficiency in performance or payment is
made good and any costs, fees and expenses incident to the preparation or recordation of the
notice and incident to the making good of the deficiency in performance or payment are paid
within the time specified in subsection 2; and
   (b) If the property is a residential foreclosure, comply with the provisions of NRS 107.087.

4. The trustee, or other person authorized to make the sale under the terms of the trust deed
or transfer in trust, shall, after expiration of the 3-month period following the recording of the
notice of breach and election to sell, and before the making of the sale, give notice of the time
and place thereof by recording the notice of sale and by:
   (a) Providing the notice to each trustor, any other person entitled to notice pursuant to this
section and, if the property is operated as a facility licensed under chapter 449 of NRS, the State
Board of Health, by personal service or by mailing the notice by registered or certified mail to
the last known address of the trustor and any other person entitled to such notice pursuant to this
section;
   (b) Posting a similar notice particularly describing the property, for 20 days successively, in
a public place in the county where the property is situated; and
   (c) Publishing a copy of the notice three times, once each week for 3 consecutive weeks, in a
newspaper of general circulation in the county where the property is situated.
property is a time share, by posting a copy of the notice on an Internet website and publishing a statement in a newspaper in the manner required by subsection 3 of NRS 119A.560; and

(d) If the property is a residential foreclosure, complying with the provisions of NRS 107.087.

5. Every sale made under the provisions of this section and other sections of this chapter vests in the purchaser the title of the grantor and any successors in interest without equity or right of redemption. A sale made pursuant to this section may be declared void by any court of competent jurisdiction in the county where the sale took place if:

(a) The trustee or other person authorized to make the sale does not substantially comply with the provisions of this section or any applicable provision of NRS 107.086 and 107.087;
(b) Except as otherwise provided in subsection 6, an action is commenced in the county where the sale took place within 90 days after the date of the sale; and
(c) A notice of lis pendens providing notice of the pendency of the action is recorded in the office of the county recorder of the county where the sale took place within 90 days after the date of the sale.

6. If proper notice is not provided pursuant to subsection 3 or paragraph (a) of subsection 4 to the grantor, to the person who holds the title of record on the date the notice of default and election to sell is recorded, to each trustor or to any other person entitled to such notice, the person who did not receive such proper notice may commence an action pursuant to subsection 5 within 120 days after the date on which the person received actual notice of the sale.

7. The sale of a lease of a dwelling unit of a cooperative housing corporation vests in the purchaser title to the shares in the corporation which accompany the lease.

8. After a sale of property is conducted pursuant to this section, the trustee shall:

(a) Within 30 days after the date of the sale, record the trustee's deed upon sale in the office of the county recorder of the county in which the property is located; or
(b) Within 20 days after the date of the sale, deliver the trustee's deed upon sale to the successful bidder. Within 10 days after the date of delivery of the deed by the trustee, the successful bidder shall record the trustee's deed upon sale in the office of the county recorder of the county in which the property is located.

9. If the successful bidder fails to record the trustee's deed upon sale pursuant to paragraph (b) of subsection 8, the successful bidder:

(a) Is liable in a civil action to any party that is a senior lienholder against the property that is the subject of the sale in a sum of up to $500 and for reasonable attorney's fees and the costs of bringing the action; and
(b) Is liable in a civil action for any actual damages caused by the failure to comply with the provisions of subsection 8 and for reasonable attorney's fees and the costs of bringing the action.

10. The county recorder shall, in addition to any other fee, at the time of recording a notice of default and election to sell collect:

(a) A fee of $150 for deposit in the State General Fund.
(b) A fee of $50 for deposit in the Account for Foreclosure Mediation, which is hereby created in the State General Fund. The Account must be administered by the Court Administrator, and the money in the Account may be expended only for the purpose of supporting a program of foreclosure mediation established by Supreme Court Rule.

The fees collected pursuant to this subsection must be paid over to the county treasurer by the county recorder on or before the fifth day of each month for the preceding calendar month, and, except as otherwise provided in this subsection, must be placed to the credit of the State General Fund or the Account as prescribed pursuant to this subsection. The county recorder may direct that 1.5 percent of the fees collected by the county recorder be transferred into a special account for use by the office of the county recorder. The county treasurer shall, on or before the 15th day of each month, remit the fees deposited by the county recorder pursuant to this subsection to the State Controller for credit to the State General Fund or the Account as prescribed in this subsection.

11. The beneficiary, the successor in interest of the beneficiary or the trustee who causes to be recorded the notice of default and election to sell shall not charge the grantor or the successor in interest of the grantor any portion of any fee required to be paid pursuant to subsection 10.
12. As used in this section, "residential foreclosure" means the sale of a single family residence under a power of sale granted by this section. As used in this subsection, "single family residence":
   (a) Means a structure that is comprised of not more than four units.
   (b) Does not include vacant land or any time share or other property regulated under chapter 119A of NRS.

Sec. 7. NRS 107.086 is hereby amended to read as follows:

107.086 1. In addition to the requirements of NRS 107.085, the exercise of the power of sale pursuant to NRS 107.080 with respect to any trust agreement which concerns owner-occupied housing is subject to the provisions of this section.

2. The trustee shall not exercise a power of sale pursuant to NRS 107.080 unless the trustee:
   (a) Includes with the notice of default and election to sell which is mailed to the grantor or the person who holds the title of record as required by subsection 3 of NRS 107.080:
      (1) Contact information which the grantor or the person who holds the title of record may use to reach a person with authority to negotiate a loan modification on behalf of the beneficiary of the deed of trust;
      (2) Contact information for at least one local housing counseling agency approved by the United States Department of Housing and Urban Development; and
      (3) A form upon which the grantor or the person who holds the title of record may indicate an election to enter into mediation or to waive mediation and one envelope addressed to the trustee and one envelope addressed to the Mediation Administrator, which the grantor or the person who holds the title of record may use to comply with the provisions of subsection 3;
   (b) Serves a copy of the notice upon the Mediation Administrator; and
   (c) Causes to be recorded in the office of the recorder of the county in which the trust property, or some part thereof, is situated:
      (1) The certificate provided to the trustee by the Mediation Administrator pursuant to subsection 3 or 6 which provides that no mediation is required in the matter; or
      (2) The certificate provided to the trustee by the Mediation Administrator pursuant to subsection 7 which provides that mediation has been completed in the matter.

3. The grantor or the person who holds the title of record shall, not later than 30 days after service of the notice in the manner required by NRS 107.080, complete the form required by subparagraph (3) of paragraph (a) of subsection 2 and return the form to the trustee by certified mail, return receipt requested. If the grantor or the person who holds the title of record indicates on the form an election to enter into mediation, the trustee shall notify the beneficiary of the deed of trust and every other person with an interest as defined in NRS 107.090, by certified mail, return receipt requested, of the election of the grantor or the person who holds the title of record to enter into mediation and file the form with the Mediation Administrator, who shall assign the matter to a senior justice, judge, hearing master or other designee and schedule the matter for mediation. No further action may be taken to exercise the power of sale until the completion of the mediation. If the grantor or the person who holds the title of record indicates on the form an election to waive mediation or fails to return the form to the trustee as required by this subsection, the trustee shall execute an affidavit attesting to that fact under penalty of perjury and serve a copy of the affidavit, together with the waiver of mediation by the grantor or the person who holds the title of record, or proof of service on the grantor or the person who holds the title of record of the notice required by subsection 2 of this section and subsection 3 of NRS 107.080, upon the Mediation Administrator. Upon receipt of the affidavit and the waiver or proof of service, the Mediation Administrator shall provide to the trustee a certificate which provides that no mediation is required in the matter.

4. Each mediation required by this section must be conducted by a senior justice, judge, hearing master or other designee pursuant to the rules adopted pursuant to subsection 8. The beneficiary of the deed of trust or a representative shall attend the mediation. The grantor or a representative shall attend the mediation if the grantor elected to enter into mediation, or the person who holds the title of record or a representative shall attend the mediation if the person who holds the title of record elected to enter into mediation. The beneficiary of the deed of trust shall bring to the mediation the original or a certified copy of the deed of trust, the mortgage note and each assignment of the deed of trust or mortgage note. If the beneficiary of the deed of
trust is represented at the mediation by another person, that person must have authority to negotiate a loan modification on behalf of the beneficiary of the deed of trust or have access at all times during the mediation to a person with such authority.

5. If the beneficiary of the deed of trust or the representative fails to attend the mediation, fails to participate in the mediation in good faith or does not bring to the mediation each document required by subsection 4 or does not have the authority or access to a person with the authority required by subsection 4, the mediator shall prepare and submit to the Mediation Administrator a petition and recommendation concerning the imposition of sanctions against the beneficiary of the deed of trust or the representative. The court may issue an order imposing such sanctions against the beneficiary of the deed of trust or the representative as the court determines appropriate, including, without limitation, requiring a loan modification in the manner determined proper by the court.

6. If the grantor or the person who holds the title of record elected to enter into mediation and fails to attend the mediation, the Mediation Administrator shall provide to the trustee a certificate which states that no mediation is required in the matter.

7. If the mediator determines that the parties, while acting in good faith, are not able to agree to a loan modification, the mediator shall prepare and submit to the Mediation Administrator a recommendation that the matter be terminated. The Mediation Administrator shall provide to the trustee a certificate which provides that the mediation required by this section has been completed in the matter.

8. The Supreme Court shall adopt rules necessary to carry out the provisions of this section. The rules must, without limitation, include provisions:
   (a) Designating an entity to serve as the Mediation Administrator pursuant to this section. The entities that may be so designated include, without limitation, the Administrative Office of the Courts, the district court of the county in which the property is situated or any other judicial entity.
   (b) Ensuring that mediations occur in an orderly and timely manner.
   (c) Requiring each party to a mediation to provide such information as the mediator determines necessary.
   (d) Establishing procedures to protect the mediation process from abuse and to ensure that each party to the mediation acts in good faith.
   (e) Establishing a total fee of not more than $400 that may be charged and collected by the Mediation Administrator for mediation services pursuant to this section and providing that the responsibility for payment of the fee must be shared equally by the parties to the mediation.

9. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 11, the provisions of this section do not apply if:
   (a) The grantor or the person who holds the title of record has surrendered the property, as evidenced by a letter confirming the surrender or delivery of the keys to the property to the trustee, the beneficiary of the deed of trust or the mortgagee, or an authorized agent thereof; or
   (b) A petition in bankruptcy has been filed with respect to the grantor or the person who holds the title of record under chapter 7, 11, 12 or 13 of Title 11 of the United States Code and the bankruptcy court has not entered an order closing or dismissing the case or granting relief from a stay of foreclosure.

10. A noncommercial lender is not excluded from the application of this section.

11. The Mediation Administrator and each mediator who acts pursuant to this section in good faith and without gross negligence are immune from civil liability for those acts.

12. As used in this section:
   (a) "Mediation Administrator" means the entity so designated pursuant to subsection 8.
   (b) "Noncommercial lender" means a lender which makes a loan secured by a deed of trust on owner-occupied housing and which is not a bank, financial institution or other entity regulated pursuant to title 55 or 56 of NRS.
   (c) "Owner-occupied housing" means housing that is occupied by an owner as the owner's primary residence. The term does not include vacant land or any time share or other property regulated under chapter 119A of NRS.

Sec. 8. NRS 107.087 is hereby amended to read as follows:
1. In addition to the requirements of NRS 107.080, if the sale of property is a residential foreclosure, a copy of the notice of default and election to sell and the notice of sale must:
   (a) Be posted in a conspicuous place on the property not later than 3 business days after the notice:
      (1) For a notice of default and election to sell, 100 days before the date of sale; or
      (2) For a notice of sale, 15 days before the date of sale; and
   (b) Include, without limitation:
      (1) The physical address of the property; and
      (2) The contact information of the trustee or the person conducting the foreclosure who is authorized to provide information relating to the foreclosure status of the property.

2. In addition to the requirements of NRS 107.084, the notices must not be defaced or removed until the transfer of title is recorded or the property becomes occupied after completion of the sale, whichever is earlier.

3. A separate notice must be posted in a conspicuous place on the property and mailed, with a certificate of mailing issued by the United States Postal Service or another mail delivery service, to any tenant or subtenant, if any, other than the grantor or the grantor's successor in interest, in actual occupation of the premises not later than 3 business days after the notice of the sale is given pursuant to subsection 4 of NRS 107.080. The separate notice must be in substantially the following form:

   **NOTICE TO TENANTS OF THE PROPERTY**
   Foreclosure proceedings against this property have started, and a notice of sale of the property to the highest bidder has been issued.
   You may either: (1) terminate your lease or rental agreement and move out; or (2) remain and possibly be subject to eviction proceedings under chapter 40 of the Nevada Revised Statutes. Any subtenants may also be subject to eviction proceedings.
   Between now and the date of the sale, you may be evicted if you fail to pay rent or live up to your other obligations to the landlord.
   After the date of the sale, you may be evicted if you fail to pay rent or live up to your other obligations to the successful bidder, in accordance with chapter 118A of the Nevada Revised Statutes.
   Under the Nevada Revised Statutes eviction proceedings may begin against you after you have been given a notice to quit.
   If the property is sold and you pay rent by the week or another period of time that is shorter than 1 month, you should generally receive notice after not less than the number of days in that period of time.
   If the property is sold and you pay rent by the month or any other period of time that is 1 month or longer, you should generally receive notice at least 60 days in advance.
   Under Nevada Revised Statutes 40.280, notice must generally be served on you pursuant to chapter 40 of the Nevada Revised Statutes and may be served by:
      (1) Delivering a copy to you personally in the presence of a witness;
      (2) If you are absent from your place of residence or usual place of business, leaving a copy with a person of suitable age and discretion at either place and mailing a copy to you at your place of residence or business; or
      (3) If your place of residence or business cannot be ascertained, or a person of suitable age or discretion cannot be found there, posting a copy in a conspicuous place on the leased property, delivering a copy to a person residing there, if a person can be found, and mailing a copy to you at the place where the leased property is.
   If the property is sold and a landlord, successful bidder or subsequent purchaser files an eviction action against you in court, you will be served with a summons and complaint and have the opportunity to respond. Eviction actions may result in temporary evictions, permanent evictions, the awarding of damages pursuant to Nevada Revised Statutes 40.360 or some combination of those results.
   Under the Justice Court Rules of Civil Procedure:
      (1) You will be given at least 10 days to answer a summons and complaint;
(2) If you do not file an answer, an order evicting you by default may be obtained against you;
(3) A hearing regarding a temporary eviction may be called as soon as 11 days after you are served with the summons and complaint; and
(4) A hearing regarding a permanent eviction may be called as soon as 20 days after you are served with the summons and complaint.

4. The posting of a notice required by this section must be completed by a process server licensed pursuant to chapter 648 of NRS or any constable or sheriff.

5. As used in this section, "residential foreclosure" has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 107.080.

Sec. 9. Senate Bill No. 403 of this session is hereby amended by adding thereto a new section to read as follows:

Sec. 2. This act becomes effective on July 1, 2011.

Sec. 10. 1. This section and section 9 of this act become effective on July 1, 2011.

2. Sections 1 to 8, inclusive, of this act become effective on October 1, 2011.

Senator Wiener moved that the Senate adopt the report of the Conference Committee concerning Senate Bill No. 200.

Motion carried by a constitutional majority.

Mr. President:
The Conference Committee concerning Senate Bill No. 365, consisting of the undersigned members, has met and reports that:

It has agreed to recommend that Amendment No. 639 of the Assembly be concurred in.

It has agreed to recommend that the bill be further amended as set forth in Conference Amendment No. 13, which is attached to and hereby made a part of this report.

The following amendment was proposed by the Conference Committee:

Amendment No. CA13.

"SUMMARY—Eliminates certain mandates pertaining to school districts and public schools in this State. (BDR 34-184)"

"AN ACT relating to education; eliminating certain requirements imposed by statute on school districts and public schools in this State; requiring revising the requirements for the board of trustees of certain school districts to adopt a pilot program to provide a program of small learning communities in certain middle schools, junior high schools and high schools; extending the effective date for the implementation of academic plans for pupils enrolled in middle school or junior high school; and providing other matters properly relating thereto."

Legislative Counsel's Digest:
Under existing law, the board of trustees of each school district is required to adopt a policy to engage certain administrators in the classroom. (NRS 391.235) Section 21.5 of this bill makes the adoption of such a policy permissive rather than mandatory.

Under existing federal law, a school which is served under Title I and which is identified as needing improvement pursuant to the federal law is required to develop and implement a school improvement plan. (20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(3)) Also under existing federal law, a school district which is served under Title I and which is identified as needing improvement pursuant to the federal law is required to develop and implement a plan for improvement for the school district. (20 U.S.C. § 6316(c)(7)) Under existing state law, the board of trustees of each school district is required to prepare a plan to improve the achievement of pupils enrolled in the school district. (NRS 385.348) Also under existing law, the principal of each public school is required to prepare a plan to improve the achievement of pupils enrolled in the school. This bill repeals both of those state statutory requirements relating to plans for improvement, the state statutory requirement for a school district to prepare a plan for improvement.
Under existing law, certain school districts in this State are required to adopt a policy providing for the creation of small learning communities for certain pupils enrolled in middle school or junior high school and high school. (NRS 388.171, 388.215) Section 21.3 of this bill requires the board of trustees of each school district which includes at least one high school with an enrollment of 1,200 pupils or more to adopt a pilot program of small learning communities for implementation in at least 50 percent of those high schools. Section 36.3 of this bill requires the board of trustees of each school district which includes at least one middle school or junior high school with an enrollment of 500 pupils or more to adopt a pilot program of small learning communities for pupils in their initial year of enrollment for implementation in at least 50 percent of those schools. Sections 36.5 and 38 of this bill require both pilot programs to be implemented beginning with the 2013-2014 school year.

Under existing law, effective on July 1, 2011, an academic plan must be developed for each pupil enrolled in middle school or junior high school in accordance with a policy adopted by the board of trustees of the school district. Section 36.5 of this bill extends the date for adoption of such a policy to January 1, 2013, for implementation beginning with the 2013-2014 school year.

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEVADA, REPRESENTED IN SENATE AND ASSEMBLY, DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS:

Section 1. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 2. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 3. NRS 385.359 is hereby amended to read as follows:

385.359 1. The Bureau shall contract with a person or entity to:

(a) Review and analyze, in accordance with the standards prescribed by the Committee pursuant to subsection 2 of NRS 218E.615, the:

(1) Annual report of accountability prepared by:

(I) The State Board pursuant to NRS 385.3469; and

(II) The board of trustees of each school district pursuant to NRS 385.347.

(2) Plan to improve the achievement of pupils prepared by:

(I) The State Board pursuant to NRS 385.3469 and

(II) The board of trustees of each school district pursuant to NRS 385.348; and

(III) Each school pursuant to NRS 385.357 identified by the Bureau for review, if any, or if such a plan has not been prepared, the turnaround plan for the schools identified by the Bureau, if any, implemented pursuant to NRS 385.37603 or the plan for restructuring the school implemented pursuant to NRS 385.37607, as applicable.

(b) Submit a written report to and consult with the State Board and the Department regarding any methods by which the State Board may improve the accuracy of the report of accountability required pursuant to NRS 385.3469 and the plan to improve the achievement of pupils required pursuant to NRS 385.34691, and the purposes for which the report and plan to improve are used.

(c) Submit a written report to and consult with each school district regarding any methods by which the district may improve the accuracy of the report required pursuant to subsection 2 of NRS 385.347 and the plan to improve the achievement of pupils required pursuant to NRS 385.348, and the purposes for which the report and plan to improve are used.

(d) If requested by the Bureau, submit a written report to and consult with individual schools identified by the Bureau regarding any methods by which the school may improve the accuracy of the information required to be reported for the school pursuant to subsection 2 of NRS 385.347 and the:

(1) Plan to improve the achievement of pupils required pursuant to NRS 385.357;

(2) Turnaround plan for the school implemented pursuant to NRS 385.37603; or

(3) Plan for restructuring the school implemented pursuant to NRS 385.37607, whichever is applicable for the school.

(e) Submit written reports and any recommendations to the Committee and the Bureau concerning:

(1) The effectiveness of the provisions of NRS 385.3455 to 385.391, inclusive, in improving the accountability of the schools of this State;
(2) The status of each school district that is designated as demonstrating need for improvement pursuant to NRS 385.377 and each school that is designated as demonstrating need for improvement pursuant to NRS 385.3623; and

(3) Any other matter related to the accountability of the public schools of this State, as deemed necessary by the Bureau.

2. The consultant with whom the Bureau contracts to perform the duties required pursuant to subsection 1 must possess the experience and knowledge necessary to perform those duties, as determined by the Committee.

Sec. 4. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 4.5. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 5. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 5.5. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 6. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 6.5. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 7. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 7.5. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 8. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 8.5. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 9. NRS 385.3785 is hereby amended to read as follows:

385.3785 1. The Commission shall:

(a) Establish a program of educational excellence designed exclusively for pupils enrolled in kindergarten through grade 6 in public schools in this State based upon:

(1) The plan to improve the achievement of pupils prepared by the State Board pursuant to NRS 385.34691;

(2) The plan to improve the achievement of pupils prepared by the board of trustees of each school district pursuant to NRS 385.348;

(3) The plan to improve the achievement of pupils prepared by the principal of each school pursuant to NRS 385.357, which may include a program of innovation, the turnaround plan for the school implemented pursuant to NRS 385.37603 or the plan for restructuring the school implemented pursuant to NRS 385.37607, whichever is applicable for the school; and

(b) Identify programs, practices and strategies that have proven effective in improving the academic achievement and proficiency of pupils.

c) Develop a concise application and simple procedures for the submission of applications by public schools and consortia of public schools, including, without limitation, charter schools, for participation in a program of educational excellence and for grants of money from the Account. Grants of money must be made for programs designed for the achievement of pupils that are linked to the plan to improve the achievement of pupils or for innovative programs, or both, or that are linked to the turnaround plan for the school or the plan for restructuring the school, if applicable, or for innovative programs, or both. The Commission shall not award a grant of money from the Account for a program to provide full-day kindergarten. All public schools and consortia of public schools, including, without limitation, charter schools, are eligible to submit such an application, regardless of whether the schools have made adequate yearly progress or failed to make adequate yearly progress. A public school or a consortium of public schools selected for participation may be approved by the Commission for participation for a period not to exceed 2 years, but may reapply.

(d) Prescribe a long-range timeline for the review, approval and evaluation of applications received from public schools and consortia of public schools that desire to participate in the program.

e) Establish guidelines for the review, evaluation and approval of applications for grants of money from the Account, including, without limitation, consideration of the list of priorities of public schools provided by the Department pursuant to subsection 6. To ensure consistency in the review, evaluation and approval of applications, if the guidelines authorize the review and evaluation of applications by less than the entire membership of the Commission, money must
not be allocated from the Account for a grant until the entire membership of the Commission has reviewed and approved the application for the grant.

(f) Prescribe accountability measures to be carried out by a public school that participates in the program if that public school does not meet the annual measurable objectives established by the State Board pursuant to NRS 385.361, including, without limitation:

1. The specific levels of achievement expected of schools that participate; and
2. Conditions for schools that do not meet the grant criteria but desire to continue participation in the program and receive money from the Account, including, without limitation, a review of the leadership at the school and recommendations regarding changes to the appropriate body.

(g) Determine the amount of money that is available from the Account for those public schools and consortiums of public schools that are selected to participate in the program.

(h) Allocate money to public schools and consortiums of public schools from the Account. Allocations must be distributed not later than August 15 of each year.

(i) Establish criteria for public schools and consortiums of public schools that participate in the program and receive an allocation of money from the Account to evaluate the effectiveness of the allocation in improving the achievement of pupils, including, without limitation, a detailed analysis of:

1. The achievement of pupils enrolled at each school that received money from the allocation based upon measurable criteria, including, without limitation, if applicable for the school, measurable criteria identified in, as applicable, the:
   (I) Plan to improve the achievement of pupils for the school prepared pursuant to NRS 385.357;
   (II) Turnaround plan for the school implemented pursuant to NRS 385.37603; or
   (III) Plan for restructuring the school implemented pursuant to NRS 385.37607;
2. If applicable, the effectiveness of the program of innovation on the achievement of pupils and the overall effectiveness for pupils and staff; and
3. The implementation of the applicable plans for improvement, including, without limitation, an analysis of whether the school is meeting the measurable objectives identified in the plan; and
4. The attainment of measurable progress on the annual list of adequate yearly progress of school districts and schools.

2. To the extent money is available, the Commission shall make allocations of money to public schools and consortiums of public schools for effective programs for grades 7 through 12 that are designed to improve the achievement of pupils and effective programs of innovation for pupils. In making such allocations, the Commission shall comply with the requirements of this section.

3. An application submitted pursuant to this section must include a written statement which:
   (a) Indicates whether the public school or consortium of public schools is submitting the application for the continuation of an existing program or for the establishment of a new program; and
   (b) Identifies all other sources of money that the public school or consortium of public schools has requested or received for the continuation or establishment of:
      (1) The program for which the application is submitted; or
      (2) A substantially similar program.

4. The Commission shall ensure, to the extent practicable, that grants of money provided pursuant to this section reflect the economic and geographic diversity of this State.

5. If a public school or consortium of public schools that receives money pursuant to subsection 1 or 2:
   (a) Does not meet the criteria for effectiveness as prescribed in paragraph (i) of subsection 1; or
   (b) Does not, as a result of the program for which the grant of money was awarded, show improvement in the achievement of pupils, as determined in an evaluation conducted pursuant to subsection 3 of NRS 385.379; or
   (c) Does not implement the program for which the money was received, as determined in an audit conducted pursuant to subsection 4 of NRS 385.3789 or an evaluation conducted pursuant to subsection 3 of NRS 385.379,
over a 2-year period, the Commission may consider not awarding future allocations of money to that public school or consortium of public schools.

6. On or before July 1 of each year, the Department shall provide a list of priorities of public schools that indicates:
   (a) The adequate yearly progress status of schools in the immediately preceding year; and
   (b) The public schools that are considered Title I eligible by the Department based upon the poverty level of the pupils enrolled in a school in comparison to the poverty level of the pupils in the school district as a whole, for consideration by the Commission in its development of procedures for the applications.

7. A public school, including, without limitation, a charter school, or a consortium of public schools may request assistance from the school district in which the school is located in preparing an application for a grant of money pursuant to this section. A school district shall assist each public school or consortium of public schools that requests assistance pursuant to this subsection to ensure that the application of the school:
   (a) Is based directly upon, as applicable, the:
      (1) Plan to improve the achievement of pupils prepared for the school pursuant to NRS 385.357;
      (2) Turnaround plan for the school implemented pursuant to NRS 385.37603; or
      (3) Plan for restructuring the school implemented pursuant to NRS 385.37607;
   (b) Is developed in accordance with the criteria established by the Commission; and
   (c) Is complete and complies with all technical requirements for the submission of an application.

8. In carrying out the requirements of this section, the Commission shall review and consider the programs of remedial study adopted by the Department pursuant to NRS 385.389, the list of approved providers of supplemental educational services maintained by the Department pursuant to NRS 385.384 and the recommendations submitted by the Committee pursuant to NRS 218E.615 concerning programs, practices and strategies that have proven effective in improving the academic achievement and proficiency of pupils.

9. The Commission shall not award a grant of money from the Account for a program of remedial study that is available commercially unless that program has been adopted by the Department pursuant to NRS 385.389.

10. If a consortium of public schools is formed for the purpose of submitting an application pursuant to this section, the public schools within the consortium do not need to be located within the same school district.

Sec. 10. (Deleted by amendment.)
Sec. 11. (Deleted by amendment.)
Sec. 11.5. (Deleted by amendment.)
Sec. 12. (Deleted by amendment.)
Sec. 13. (Deleted by amendment.)
Sec. 14. (Deleted by amendment.)
Sec. 15. (Deleted by amendment.)
Sec. 16. (Deleted by amendment.)
Sec. 17. (Deleted by amendment.)
Sec. 18. (Deleted by amendment.)
Sec. 19. (Deleted by amendment.)
Sec. 20. (Deleted by amendment.)
Sec. 21. (Deleted by amendment.)
Sec. 21.3. NRS 388.215 is hereby amended to read as follows:
388.215 1. The board of trustees of each school district which includes at least one high school with an enrollment of 1,200 pupils or more, including pupils enrolled in ninth grade, shall adopt a [policy for each of those high schools] pilot program to provide a program of small learning communities. The [policy] pilot program must be implemented in at least 50 percent
of the high schools in the school district with an enrollment of 1,200 pupils or more and must require:

(a) Where practicable, the designation of a separate area geographically within the high school where the pupils enrolled in ninth grade attend classes;

(b) The collection and maintenance of information relating to pupils enrolled in ninth grade, including, without limitation, credits earned, attendance, truancy and indicators that a pupil may be at risk of dropping out of high school;

(c) Based upon the information collected pursuant to paragraph (b), the timely identification of any special needs of a pupil enrolled in ninth grade, including, without limitation, any need for programs of remedial study for a particular subject area and appropriate counseling;

(d) Methods to increase the involvement of parents and legal guardians of pupils enrolled in ninth grade in the education of their children; and

(e) The assignment of:

(1) Guidance counselors;
(2) At least one licensed school administrator; and
(3) Appropriate adult mentors,

specifically for the pupils enrolled in ninth grade.

2. The principal of each high school in which 1,200 pupils or more are enrolled, including pupils enrolled in ninth grade, the board of trustees of the school district has designated to participate in the pilot program adopted pursuant to subsection 1 shall:

(a) Carry out a program of small learning communities in accordance with the policy prescribed by the board of trustees pursuant to subsection 1; and

(b) Submit an annual report, on a date prescribed by the board of trustees, that sets forth the specific strategies, programs and methods that are used to focus on the pupils enrolled in ninth grade at the school.

Sec. 21.5. NRS 391.235 is hereby amended to read as follows:

391.235 1. The board of trustees of each school district may adopt a policy that sets forth procedures and conditions for a program to engage administrators employed by the school district at the district level in annual classroom instruction, observation and other activities in a manner that is appropriate for the responsibilities, position and duties of the administrators. If the board of trustees adopts such a policy, the policy must require each administrator employed by the school district at the district level to:

(a) If the administrator holds a license to teach, provide instruction in a core academic subject in a classroom for at least 1 regularly scheduled full instructional day in each school year; or

(b) If the administrator does not hold a license to teach:

(1) Personally observe a classroom for at least one-half of a regularly scheduled full instructional day in each school year; or

(2) Otherwise participate in activities with pupils in the classroom in each school year, including, without limitation, serving as a guest speaker in the classroom, reading to pupils in elementary school and participating in career day.

2. If the board of trustees of a school district adopts a policy pursuant to subsection 1, a district-level administrator may choose a school within the school district at which the administrator will carry out the requirements provisions of this section.

3. If the board of trustees of a school district adopts a policy pursuant to subsection 1, an administrator who provides instruction pursuant to paragraph (a) of subsection 1 must be assigned as a substitute teacher for the full instructional day in which the administrator carries out the requirements provisions of this section.

4. The provisions of this section do not apply to administrators who are employed by a school district to provide administrative service at the school level, including, without limitation, a principal or vice principal.

5. As used in this section, "core academic subject" means the core academic subjects designated pursuant to NRS 389.018.

Sec. 22. NRS 391.298 is hereby amended to read as follows:
391.298 If the board of trustees of a school district or the superintendent of schools of a school district schedules a day or days for the professional development of teachers or administrators employed by the school district:

1. The primary focus of that scheduled professional development must be to improve the achievement of the pupils enrolled in the school district, as set forth in the:
   (a) Plan to improve the achievement of pupils enrolled in the school district prepared pursuant to NRS 385.348;
   (b) Plan to improve the achievement of pupils prepared pursuant to NRS 385.357;
   (c) Turnaround plan for the school implemented pursuant to NRS 385.37603; or
   (d) Plan for restructuring the school implemented pursuant to NRS 385.37607,
   as applicable.

2. The scheduled professional development must be structured so that teachers attend professional development that is designed for the specific subject areas or grades taught by those teachers.

Sec. 23. NRS 391.540 is hereby amended to read as follows:

391.540 1. The governing body of each regional training program shall:
   (a) Adopt a training model, taking into consideration other model programs, including, without limitation, the program used by the Geographic Alliance in Nevada.
   (b) Assess the training needs of teachers and administrators who are employed by the school districts within the primary jurisdiction of the regional training program and adopt priorities of training for the program based upon the assessment of needs. The board of trustees of each such school district may submit recommendations to the appropriate governing body for the types of training that should be offered by the regional training program.
   (c) In making the assessment required by paragraph (b), review the plans to improve the achievement of pupils prepared pursuant to NRS 385.348 by the school districts within the primary jurisdiction of the regional training program and, as deemed necessary by the governing body, review the:
      (1) Plans to improve the achievement of pupils prepared pursuant to NRS 385.357;
      (2) Turnaround plans for schools implemented pursuant to NRS 385.37603; and
      (3) Plans for restructuring schools implemented pursuant to NRS 385.37607, which are required to implement a turnaround plan or plan for restructuring.
   (d) Prepare a 5-year plan for the regional training program, which includes, without limitation:
      (1) An assessment of the training needs of teachers and administrators who are employed by the school districts within the primary jurisdiction of the regional training program; and
      (2) Specific details of the training that will be offered by the regional training program for the first 2 years covered by the plan.
   (e) Review the 5-year plan on an annual basis and make revisions to the plan as are necessary to serve the training needs of teachers and administrators employed by the school districts within the primary jurisdiction of the regional training program.

2. The Department, the Nevada System of Higher Education and the board of trustees of a school district may request the governing body of the regional training program that serves the school district to provide training, participate in a program or otherwise perform a service that is in addition to the duties of the regional training program that are set forth in the plan adopted pursuant to this section or otherwise required by statute. An entity may not represent that a regional training program will perform certain duties or otherwise obligate the regional training program as part of an application by that entity for a grant unless the entity has first obtained the written confirmation of the governing body of the regional training program to perform those duties or obligations. The governing body of a regional training program may, but is not required to, grant a request pursuant to this subsection.
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Sec. 36.3. Section 3 of chapter 311, Statutes of Nevada 2009, at page 1332, is hereby amended to read as follows:

Sec. 3. 1. The board of trustees of each school district which includes at least one middle school or junior high school with an enrollment of 500 pupils or more shall adopt a policy for each of those middle schools and junior high schools to provide a program of small learning communities for pupils enrolled in the grade level at which those middle schools or junior high schools initially enroll pupils. The policy must be implemented in at least 50 percent of the middle schools and junior high schools in the school district with an enrollment of 500 pupils or more and must require:

(a) Where practicable, the designation of a separate area geographically within the middle school or junior high school where the pupils enrolled in their initial year at the middle school or junior high school attend classes;

(b) The collection and maintenance of information relating to pupils enrolled in their initial year at the middle school or junior high school, including, without limitation, credits earned, attendance, truancy and indicators that a pupil may be at risk of dropping out of middle school or junior high school;

(c) Based upon the information collected pursuant to paragraph (b), the timely identification of any special needs of a pupil enrolled in his initial year at the middle school or junior high school, including, without limitation, any need for programs of remedial study for a particular subject area and appropriate counseling;

(d) Methods to increase the involvement of parents and legal guardians of pupils enrolled in their initial year in a middle school or junior high school in the education of their children; and

(e) The assignment of:

(1) Guidance counselors;

(2) At least one licensed school administrator or his designee; and

(3) Appropriate adult mentors,

specifically for the pupils enrolled in their initial year at the middle school or junior high school.

2. The principal of each middle school or junior high school in which 500 pupils or more are enrolled and which the board of trustees of the school district has designated to participate in the pilot program adopted pursuant to subsection 1 shall:

(a) Carry out a program of small learning communities in accordance with the policy prescribed by the board of trustees pursuant to subsection 1, a pilot program; and

(b) Submit an annual report, on a date prescribed by the board of trustees, that sets forth the specific strategies, programs and methods which are used to focus on the pupils enrolled in their initial year at the middle school or junior high school, including, without limitation, the program of mentoring provided pursuant to section 5 of this act.

Sec. 36.5. Section 7 of chapter 311, Statutes of Nevada 2009, at page 1334, is hereby amended to read as follows:

Sec. 7. 1. The board of trustees of each school district shall adopt the policy required by section 2 of this act not later than January 1, 2013, for implementation beginning with the 2013-2014 School Year. On or before June 1, 2012, the board of trustees of each school district shall provide a report to the Superintendent of Public Instruction on the status of the adoption of the policy required by section 2 of this act, including, without limitation, a plan for the implementation of that policy beginning with the 2013-2014 School Year. On or before July 1, 2012, the
Superintendent of Public Instruction shall compile the reports and provide a report of the compilation to the Legislative Committee on Education.

2. The board of trustees of each school district which includes at least one middle school or junior high school with an enrollment of 500 pupils or more shall adopt the pilot program required by section 3 of this act not later than January 1, 2013, for implementation beginning with the 2013-2014 School Year. On or before June 1, 2012, the board of trustees of each such school district shall provide a report to the Superintendent of Public Instruction on the status of the adoption of the pilot program required by section 3 of this act, including, without limitation, a plan for the implementation of the pilot program beginning with the 2013-2014 School Year. On or before July 1, 2012, the Superintendent of Public Instruction shall compile the reports and provide a report of the compilation to the Legislative Committee on Education.

3. The board of trustees of each school district shall adopt the policies required by sections 2, 3, 5, and 6 of this act not later than January 1, 2011, for implementation beginning with the 2011-2012 School Year.

4. On or before June 1, 2010, the board of trustees of each school district shall provide a report to the Superintendent of Public Instruction on the status of the adoption of the policies required by sections 2, 3, 5, and 6 of this act and on July 1, 2010, the Superintendent of Public Instruction shall compile the reports and provide a report of the compilation to the Legislative Committee on Education.

Sec. 36.7. Section 8 of chapter 311, Statutes of Nevada 2009, at page 1334, is hereby amended to read as follows:

Sec. 8. 1. This section and section 7 of this act become effective on July 1, 2009.

2. Sections 2, 4, 5 and 6 of this act become effective on July 1, 2009, for the purpose of adopting the policies required by sections 2, 4, 5 and 6 of this act and on July 1, 2011, for all other purposes.

3. Section 2 of this act becomes effective on July 1, 2009, for the purpose of adopting the policy required by that section and on July 1, 2013, for all other purposes.

4. Section 3 of this act becomes effective on July 1, 2011, for the purpose of adopting the pilot program required by that section and on July 1, 2013, for all other purposes.

Sec. 37. NRS 385.348 and 385.357 are hereby repealed.

Sec. 37.5. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 38. 1. This section and section 36.7 of this act become effective upon passage and approval.

2. Sections 1 to 21, inclusive, 21.5 to 36.5, inclusive, and 37 of this act become effective on July 1, 2011.

3. Section 21.3 of this act becomes effective on July 1, 2011, for the purpose of adopting the pilot program required by that section and on July 1, 2013, for all other purposes.

TEXT OF REPEALED [SECTIONS] SECTION 385.348 Plan by school district to improve achievement of pupils: Preparation; contents; submission; annual review.

385.348 1. The board of trustees of each school district shall, in consultation with the employees of the school district, prepare a plan to improve the achievement of pupils enrolled in the school district, excluding pupils who are enrolled in charter schools located in the school district. If the school district is a Title I school district designated as demonstrating need for improvement pursuant to NRS 385.377, the plan must also be prepared in consultation with parents and guardians of pupils enrolled in the school district and other persons who the board of trustees determines are appropriate.

2. Except as otherwise provided in this subsection, the plan must include the items set forth in 20 U.S.C. § 6316(c)(7) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto. If a school district has not been designated as demonstrating need for improvement pursuant to NRS 385.377, the board of trustees of the school district is not required to include those items set forth in 20 U.S.C. § 6316(c)(7) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto that directly relate to the status of a school district as needing improvement.
3. In addition to the requirements of subsection 2, a plan to improve the achievement of pupils enrolled in a school district must include:
   (a) A review and analysis of the data upon which the report required pursuant to subsection 2 of NRS 385.347 is based and a review and analysis of any data that is more recent than the data upon which the report is based.
   (b) The identification of any problems or factors at individual schools that are revealed by the review and analysis.
   (c) Strategies based upon scientifically based research, as defined in 20 U.S.C. § 7801(37), that will strengthen the core academic subjects, as set forth in NRS 389.018.
   (d) Strategies to improve the academic achievement of pupils enrolled in the school district, including, without limitation, strategies to:
      (1) Instruct pupils who are not achieving to their fullest potential, including, without limitation:
          (I) The curriculum appropriate to improve achievement;
          (II) The manner by which the instruction will improve the achievement and proficiency of pupils on the examinations administered pursuant to NRS 389.015 and 389.550; and
          (III) An identification of the instruction and curriculum that is specifically designed to improve the achievement and proficiency of pupils in each group identified in paragraph (b) of subsection 1 of NRS 385.361;
      (2) Increase the rate of attendance of pupils and reduce the number of pupils who drop out of school;
      (3) Integrate technology into the instructional and administrative programs of the school district;
      (4) Manage effectively the discipline of pupils; and
      (5) Enhance the professional development offered for the teachers and administrators employed by the school district to include the activities set forth in 20 U.S.C. § 7801(34) and to address the specific needs of the pupils enrolled in the school district, as deemed appropriate by the board of trustees of the school district.
   (e) An identification, by category, of the employees of the school district who are responsible for ensuring that each provision of the plan is carried out effectively.
   (f) In consultation with the Department, an identification, by category, of the employees of the Department, if any, who are responsible for overseeing and monitoring whether the plan is carried out effectively.
   (g) For each provision of the plan, a timeline for carrying out that provision, including, without limitation, a timeline for monitoring whether the provision is carried out effectively.
   (h) For each provision of the plan, measurable criteria for determining whether the provision has contributed toward improving the academic achievement of pupils, increasing the rate of attendance of pupils and reducing the number of pupils who drop out of school.
   (i) Strategies to improve the allocation of resources from the school district, by program and by school, in a manner that will improve the academic achievement of pupils. If this State has a financial analysis program that is designed to track educational expenditures and revenues to individual schools, each school district shall use that statewide program in complying with this paragraph. If a statewide program is not available, each school district shall use its own financial analysis program in complying with this paragraph.
   (j) Based upon the reallocation of resources set forth in paragraph (i), the resources available to the school district to carry out the plan, including, without limitation, a budget of the overall cost for carrying out the plan.
   (k) A summary of the effectiveness of appropriations made by the Legislature that are available to the school district or the schools within the school district to improve the academic achievement of pupils and programs approved by the Legislature to improve the academic achievement of pupils.
   (l) An identification of the programs, practices and strategies that are used throughout the school district and by the schools within the school district that have proven successful in improving the achievement and proficiency of pupils, including, without limitation:
      (1) An identification of each school that carries out such a program, practice or strategy;
An indication of which programs, practices and strategies are carried out throughout the school district and which programs, practices and strategies are carried out by individual schools;

(3) The extent to which the programs, practices and strategies include methods to improve the achievement and proficiency of pupils in each group identified in paragraph (b) of subsection 1 of NRS 385.361; and

(4) A description of how the school district disseminates information concerning the successful programs, practices and strategies to all schools within the school district.

4. The board of trustees of each school district shall:

(a) Review the plan prepared pursuant to this section annually to evaluate the effectiveness of the plan; and

(b) Based upon the evaluation of the plan, make revisions, as necessary, to ensure that the plan is designed to improve the academic achievement of pupils enrolled in the school district.

5. On or before December 15 of each year, the board of trustees of each school district shall submit the plan or the revised plan, as applicable, to the:

(a) Superintendent of Public Instruction;
(b) Governor;
(c) State Board;
(d) Department;
(e) Committee; and
(f) Bureau.

‡ 385.357 Plan to improve achievement of pupils for individual schools; duties of school support team in preparing plan; annual review; process for submission and approval of plan; timeline for carrying out plan. Effective July 1, 2010.

1. Except as otherwise provided in NRS 385.37603 and 385.37607, the principal of each school, including, without limitation, each charter school, shall, in consultation with the employees of the school, prepare a plan to improve the achievement of the pupils enrolled in the school.

2. The plan developed pursuant to subsection 1 must include:

(a) A review and analysis of the data pertaining to the school upon which the report required pursuant to subsection 2 of NRS 385.347 is based and a review and analysis of any data that is more recent than the data upon which the report is based.

(b) The identification of any problems or factors at the school that are revealed by the review and analysis.

(c) Strategies based upon scientifically based research, as defined in 20 U.S.C. § 7801(37), that will strengthen the core academic subjects, as defined in NRS 389.018.

(d) Policies and practices concerning the core academic subjects which have the greatest likelihood of ensuring that each group of pupils identified in paragraph (b) of subsection 1 of NRS 385.361 who are enrolled in the school will make adequate yearly progress and meet the minimum level of proficiency prescribed by the State Board.

(e) Annual measurable objectives, consistent with the annual measurable objectives established by the State Board pursuant to NRS 385.361, for the continuous and substantial progress by each group of pupils identified in paragraph (b) of subsection 1 of that section who are enrolled in the school to ensure that each group will make adequate yearly progress and meet the level of proficiency prescribed by the State Board.

(f) Strategies, consistent with the policy adopted pursuant to NRS 392.457 by the board of trustees of the school district in which the school is located, to promote effective involvement by parents and families of pupils enrolled in the school in the education of their children.

(g) As appropriate, programs of remedial education or tutoring to be offered before and after school, during the summer, or between sessions if the school operates on a year-round calendar for pupils enrolled in the school who need additional instructional time to pass or to reach a level considered proficient.

(h) Strategies to improve the academic achievement of pupils enrolled in the school, including, without limitation, strategies to:

1. Instruct pupils who are not achieving to their fullest potential, including, without limitation:
(I) The curriculum appropriate to improve achievement;
(II) The manner by which the instruction will improve the achievement and proficiency of pupils on the examinations administered pursuant to NRS 389.015 and 389.550; and
(III) An identification of the instruction and curriculum that is specifically designed to improve the achievement and proficiency of pupils in each group identified in paragraph (b) of subsection 1 of NRS 385.361;

(2) Increase the rate of attendance of pupils and reduce the number of pupils who drop out of school;
(3) Integrate technology into the instructional and administrative programs of the school;
(4) Manage effectively the discipline of pupils; and
(5) Enhance the professional development offered for the teachers and administrators employed at the school to include the activities set forth in 20 U.S.C. § 7801(34) and to address the specific needs of pupils enrolled in the school, as deemed appropriate by the principal.

(i) An identification, by category, of the employees of the school who are responsible for ensuring that the plan is carried out effectively.

(j) In consultation with the school district or governing body, as applicable, an identification, by category, of the employees of the school district or governing body, if any, who are responsible for ensuring that the plan is carried out effectively or for overseeing and monitoring whether the plan is carried out effectively.

(k) In consultation with the Department, an identification, by category, of the employees of the Department, if any, who are responsible for overseeing and monitoring whether the plan is carried out effectively.

(l) For each provision of the plan, a timeline for carrying out that provision, including, without limitation, a timeline for monitoring whether the provision is carried out effectively.

(m) For each provision of the plan, measurable criteria for determining whether the provision has contributed toward improving the academic achievement of pupils, increasing the rate of attendance of pupils and reducing the number of pupils who drop out of school.

(n) The resources available to the school to carry out the plan. If this State has a financial analysis program that is designed to track educational expenditures and revenues to individual schools, each school shall use that statewide program in complying with this paragraph. If a statewide program is not available, each school shall use the financial analysis program used by the school district in which the school is located in complying with this paragraph.

(o) A summary of the effectiveness of appropriations made by the Legislature that are available to the school to improve the academic achievement of pupils and programs approved by the Legislature to improve the academic achievement of pupils.

(p) A budget of the overall cost for carrying out the plan.

3. In addition to the requirements of subsection 2, if a school has been designated as demonstrating need for improvement pursuant to NRS 385.3623, the plan must comply with 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(3) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto.

4. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 5, the principal of each school shall, in consultation with the employees of the school:

(a) Review the plan prepared pursuant to this section annually to evaluate the effectiveness of the plan; and

(b) Based upon the evaluation of the plan, make revisions, as necessary, to ensure that the plan is designed to improve the academic achievement of pupils enrolled in the school.

5. If a school has been designated as demonstrating need for improvement pursuant to NRS 385.3623 and a support team has been established for the school, the support team shall review the plan and make revisions to the most recent plan for improvement of the school pursuant to NRS 385.36127. If the school is a Title I school that has been designated as demonstrating need for improvement, the support team established for the school shall, in making revisions to the plan, work in consultation with parents and guardians of pupils enrolled in the school and, to the extent deemed appropriate by the entity responsible for creating the support team, outside experts.

6. On or before November 1 of each year, the principal of each school or the support team established for the school, as applicable, shall submit the plan or the revised plan, as applicable, see...
(a) If the school is a public school of the school district, the superintendent of schools of the school district.

(b) If the school is a charter school, the governing body of the charter school.

7. If a Title I school is designated as demonstrating need for improvement pursuant to NRS 385.3623, the superintendent of schools of the school district or the governing body, as applicable, shall carry out a process for peer review of the plan or the revised plan, as applicable, in accordance with 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(3)(E) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto. Not later than 45 days after receipt of the plan, the superintendent of schools of the school district or the governing body, as applicable, shall approve the plan or the revised plan, as applicable, if it meets the requirements of 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(3) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto and the requirements of this section. The superintendent of schools of the school district or the governing body, as applicable, may condition approval of the plan or the revised plan, as applicable, in the manner set forth in 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(3)(B) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto. The State Board shall prescribe the requirements for the process of peer review, including, without limitation, the qualifications of persons who may serve as peer reviewers.

8. If a school is designated as demonstrating exemplary achievement, high achievement or adequate achievement, or if a school that is not a Title I school is designated as demonstrating need for improvement, not later than 45 days after receipt of the plan or the revised plan, as applicable, the superintendent of schools of the school district or the governing body, as applicable, shall approve the plan or the revised plan if it meets the requirements of this section.

9. On or before December 15 of each year, the principal of each school or the support team established for the school, as applicable, shall submit the final plan or the final revised plan, as applicable, to the:

(a) Superintendent of Public Instruction;

(b) Governor;

(c) State Board;

(d) Department;

(e) Committee;

(f) Bureau;

(g) Board of trustees of the school district in which the school is located.

10. A plan for the improvement of a school must be carried out expeditiously, but not later than January 1 after approval of the plan pursuant to subsection 7 or 8, as applicable.

MO DENIS A PRIL MASTROLUCA
VALERIE WIENER O LIVIA DIAZ
GREG BROWER R ICHARD MCARTHUR

Senate Conference Committee Assembly Conference Committee

Senator Denis moved that the Senate adopt the report of the Conference Committee concerning Senate Bill No. 365.

Motion carried by a constitutional majority.

CONSIDERATION OF ASSEMBLY AMENDMENTS

Senate Bill No. 321.

The following Assembly amendment was read:

Amendment No. 799.

"SUMMARY—Revises provisions governing taxicabs. (BDR 58-997)"

"AN ACT relating to taxicabs; requiring the Taxicab Authority to establish a system for the use of radio frequency identification or other electronic means in the enforcement of its allocations of taxicabs; providing for the use of a physical security seal or an electronic security seal for a taximeter; requiring the establishment of standards for
daily trip sheet in electronic form; and providing other matters properly relating thereto."

Legislative Counsel's Digest:
Under existing law, the Taxicab Authority regulates taxicabs in a county whose population is 400,000 or more (currently Clark County) and in any county that, by ordinance, has placed itself under the jurisdiction of the Taxicab Authority. (NRS 706.881) The Taxicab Authority is responsible, among other things, for determining whether conditions in a county require the establishment of a system of allocations of the number of taxicabs allowed to operate in the county. If so, the Taxicab Authority is responsible for allocating the taxicabs among the existing operators of taxicab businesses in the county. The Taxicab Authority also performs allocations if it subsequently determines that circumstances require a permanent increase in the number of taxicabs allocated. (NRS 706.8824) Similarly, the Taxicab Authority determines whether circumstances require a temporary increase in the allocations and, if so, the additional number of taxicabs to be allocated, the limits on their operations and the duration of the temporary increase. (NRS 706.88245) The Administrator of the Taxicab Authority issues each allocated taxicab a medallion which must be affixed on the left rear fender of the taxicab. (NAC 706.450, 706.489) Section 1 of this bill requires the Taxicab Authority to establish by regulation a system for the use of radio frequency identification or other electronic means to verify and confirm compliance with any terms and conditions placed on the allocations of taxicabs made by the validity of the medallion on any taxicab located within the jurisdiction of the Taxicab Authority.

Existing law requires an operator of a taxicab business subject to the jurisdiction of the Taxicab Authority to equip each taxicab with a two-way mobile radio and to maintain central facilities for dispatching the taxicabs. The operator may maintain the facilities individually or in cooperation with other operators, but the facilities must be principally engaged in communication by radio with the taxicabs. (NRS 706.8832) Section 1.5 of this bill deletes the requirement that the mobile radio be a two-way radio and provides a definition of "communication by radio."

Under existing law, each taxicab must be equipped with a taximeter that clearly displays the fare, the miles traveled and certain other information. After installation, the taximeter is sealed by the Administrator of the Taxicab Authority. (NRS 706.8836) Section 2 of this bill provides that the Administrator will determine the kind of seal to be used, and also specifies that the seal may include be a physical security seal on each access point of the taximeter or an electronic security seal that is encrypted and protected by a password. an audited authentication and authorization mechanism. Section 2 further authorizes the Administrator to require use of the electronic security seal if the Administrator makes certain findings relating to the availability and cost of the sealing method and provides at least 12 months' notice to the operators of taxicabs.
Existing law requires that an operator of a taxicab business subject to the jurisdiction of the Taxicab Authority require its drivers to fill out daily trip sheets that include information such as the time, place of origin and destination of each trip. The operator of the taxicab business is required to maintain the daily trip sheets for at least 3 years and make them available to the Administrator for inspection. (NRS 706.8844) Section 3 of this bill requires the Administrator to establish requirements for the use of an electronic version of a daily trip sheet. If an operator of a taxicab business requires its drivers to keep the daily trip sheet in electronic form, section 3 requires the operator to maintain the resulting information in a secure database and provide the Administrator with access to the information in the database.

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEVADA, REPRESENTED IN SENATE AND ASSEMBLY, DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS:

Section 1. Chapter 706 of NRS is hereby amended by adding thereto a new section to read as follows:

1. The Taxicab Authority shall establish by regulation a system for the use of radio frequency identification or other electronic means to verify [and confirm compliance with any terms and conditions placed on the allocations of taxicabs made by the Taxicab Authority pursuant to NRS 706.8824 and 706.88245] the validity of a medallion affixed to any taxicab within the jurisdiction of the Taxicab Authority.

2. As used in this section, "medallion" means the metal plate issued by the Taxicab Authority to be affixed to each taxicab allocated by the Taxicab Authority.

Sec. 1.5. NRS 706.8832 is hereby amended to read as follows:

706.8832 1. A certificate holder shall have each taxicab equipped with a two-way mobile radio and shall maintain central facilities for dispatching taxicabs at all times. The facilities:

(a) May be maintained individually or in cooperation with other certificate holders.

(b) Must be principally engaged in communication by radio with the taxicabs of the certificate holder or holders.

2. As used in this section, "communication by radio" means the transmission of writing, signs, signals, pictures, and sounds of all kinds by radio or other wireless methods, including all facilities and services incidental to such transmission, which facilities and services include, without limitation, the receipt, forwarding and delivering of communications.

Sec. 2. NRS 706.8836 is hereby amended to read as follows:

706.8836 1. A certificate holder shall equip each of the certificate holder's taxicabs with a taximeter and shall make provisions when installing the taximeter to allow sealing by the Administrator.

2. The Administrator shall approve the types of taximeters which may be used on a taxicab. All taximeters must conform to a 2-percent plus or minus
tolerance on the fare recording, must be equipped with a signal device plainly visible from outside of the taxicab, must be equipped with a device which records fares and is plainly visible to the passenger and must register upon plainly visible counters the following items:

(a) Total miles;
(b) Paid miles;
(c) Number of units;
(d) Number of trips; and
(e) Number of extra passengers or extra charges.

3. The Administrator shall inspect each taximeter before its use in a taxicab and shall, if the taximeter conforms to the standards specified in subsection 2, seal the taximeter.

4. The Administrator shall determine the manner in which to seal a taximeter, except as otherwise provided in subsection 5, which may include, without limitation:

(a) Affixing a tamper-evident physical security seal to each access point of the taximeter; or
(b) Using an electronic security seal that is encrypted and protected by a password, an audited authentication and authorization mechanism for each user that is accessible only by the Administrator.

5. The Administrator may require that each taximeter be sealed by an electronic security seal that is encrypted and protected by an audited authentication and authorization mechanism for each user that is accessible only by the Administrator if the Administrator:

(a) Makes a finding that the technology for the sealing method is commercially available and will reduce the costs to the Taxicab Authority for inspecting taximeters; and
(b) Provides notice to each certificate holder at least 12 months before requiring the use of the sealing method.

6. The Administrator may reinspect the taximeter at any reasonable time.

7. For the purposes of this section, "sealing" means prohibiting access to the elements of the taximeter used to calculate the items specified in subsection 2 by anyone other than the Administrator.

Sec. 3. NRS 706.8844 is hereby amended to read as follows:

706.8844 1. A certificate holder shall require the certificate holder's drivers to keep a daily trip sheet in a form to be prescribed by the Taxicab Authority, including, without limitation, in electronic form.

2. At the beginning of each period of duty the driver shall record on the driver's trip sheet:

(a) The driver's name and the number of the taxicab;
(b) The time at which the driver began the period of duty by means of a time clock provided by the certificate holder;
(c) The meter readings for total miles, paid miles, trips, units, extra passengers and extra charges; and
(d) The odometer reading of the taxicab.
3. During each period of duty the driver shall record on the driver's trip sheet:
   (a) The time, place of origin and destination of each trip; and
   (b) The number of passengers and amount of fare for each trip.
4. At the end of each period of duty the driver shall record on the driver's trip sheet:
   (a) The time at which the driver ended the period of duty by means of a time clock provided by the certificate holder;
   (b) The meter readings for total miles, paid miles, trips, units and extra passengers; and
   (c) The odometer reading of the taxicab.
5. A certificate holder shall furnish a trip sheet form for each taxicab operated by a driver during the driver's period of duty and shall require the drivers to return their completed trip sheets at the end of each period of duty.
6. A certificate holder shall retain all trip sheets of all drivers in a safe place for a period of 3 years immediately succeeding December 31 of the year to which they respectively pertain and shall make such manifests available for inspection by the Administrator upon reasonable demand.
7. Any driver who maintains a trip sheet in a form less complete than that required by subsection 1 is guilty of a misdemeanor.
8. The Administrator shall prescribe the requirements for the use of an electronic version of a daily trip sheet. If a certificate holder requires its drivers to keep a daily trip sheet in electronic form, the certificate holder shall maintain the information collected from the daily trip sheet in a secure database and provide the Administrator with access to the information in the database at regular intervals established by the Administrator and upon reasonable demand.

Sec. 4. NRS 706.885 is hereby amended to read as follows:
706.885 1. Any person who knowingly makes or causes to be made, either directly or indirectly, a false statement on an application, account or other statement required by the Taxicab Authority or the Administrator or who violates any of the provisions of NRS 706.881 to 706.885, inclusive, and section 1 of this act is guilty of a misdemeanor.
2. The Taxicab Authority or Administrator may at any time, for good cause shown and upon at least 5 days' notice to the grantee of any certificate or driver's permit, and after a hearing unless waived by the grantee, penalize the grantee of a certificate to a maximum amount of $15,000 or penalize the grantee of a driver's permit to a maximum amount of $500 or suspend or revoke the certificate or driver's permit granted by the Taxicab Authority or Administrator, respectively, for:
   (a) Any violation of any provision of NRS 706.881 to 706.885, inclusive, and section 1 of this act or any regulation of the Taxicab Authority or Administrator.
(b) Knowingly permitting or requiring any employee to violate any provision of NRS 706.881 to 706.885, inclusive, and section 1 of this act or any regulation of the Taxicab Authority or Administrator.

If a penalty is imposed on the grantee of a certificate pursuant to this section, the Taxicab Authority or Administrator may require the grantee to pay the costs of the proceeding, including investigative costs and attorney's fees.

3. When a driver or certificate holder fails to appear at the time and place stated in the notice for the hearing, the Administrator shall enter a finding of default. Upon a finding of default, the Administrator may suspend or revoke the license, permit or certificate of the person who failed to appear and impose the penalties provided in this chapter. For good cause shown, the Administrator may set aside a finding of default and proceed with the hearing.

4. Any person who operates or permits a taxicab to be operated in passenger service without a certificate of public convenience and necessity issued pursuant to NRS 706.8827, is guilty of a gross misdemeanor. If a law enforcement officer witnesses a violation of this subsection, the law enforcement officer may cause the vehicle to be towed immediately from the scene.

5. The conviction of a person pursuant to subsection 1 does not bar the Taxicab Authority or Administrator from suspending or revoking any certificate, permit or license of the person convicted. The imposition of a fine or suspension or revocation of any certificate, permit or license by the Taxicab Authority or Administrator does not operate as a defense in any proceeding brought under subsection 1.

Sec. 5. This act becomes effective upon passage and approval for the purposes of adopting regulations and performing any other preparatory administrative tasks that are necessary to carry out the provisions of this act and on July 1, 2011, for all other purposes.

Senator Breeden moved that the Senate concur in the Assembly amendment to Senate Bill No. 321.

Motion carried by a constitutional majority.

Bill ordered enrolled.

Senate Bill No. 320.

The following Assembly amendment was read:

Amendment No. 932.

"SUMMARY—Revises provisions governing certain motor carriers. (BDR 58-1051)"

"AN ACT relating to motor carriers; revising provisions relating to the period of operation of certain taxicabs; prohibiting a short-term lessor from offering, arranging for or allowing the use of a paid driver; requiring the suspension of the drivers' licenses of certain persons who fail to pay..."
administrative fines to the Nevada Transportation Authority; providing penalties; and providing other matters properly relating thereto."

**Legislative Counsel's Digest:**
Existing law provides for the regulation of certain motor carriers in this State by the Nevada Transportation Authority. (NRS 706.011-706.791)

Sections 4.7 and 10.3 of this bill require the suspension of the driver's license of a person who fails to pay certain administrative fines and related costs to the Authority. Section 10.3 requires a person whose driver's license is suspended for the nonpayment of an administrative fine to the Authority to pay that administrative fine and to pay the fee for reinstatement of his or her driver's license before the driver's license may be reinstated by the Department of Motor Vehicles.

Existing law provides that a short term lessor is not liable for a fine or penalty related to the impoundment of certain vehicles if the vehicle was not in the control of the short term lessor at the time that it was impounded. (NRS 706.478) Section 8.7 of this bill deletes the requirement that a true copy of the lease or rental agreement pursuant to which a vehicle was leased or rented to a lessee by the short term lessor is prima facie evidence that the short term lessor was not in control of the impounded vehicle.

Section 10.1 of this bill prohibits a short-term lessor from offering, arranging for or allowing the use of a paid driver whether directly or through an affiliated person.

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEVADA, REPRESENTED IN SENATE AND ASSEMBLY, DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS:

Section 1. Chapter 706 of NRS is hereby amended by adding thereto the provisions set forth as sections 2 to 4.7, inclusive, of this act.

Sec. 2. (Deleted by amendment.)
Sec. 3. (Deleted by amendment.)
Sec. 4. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 4.3. In any county for which regulation by the Taxicab Authority is not required pursuant to NRS 706.881:

1. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 4, if a vehicle acquired for use as a taxicab by a certificate holder pursuant to paragraph (a) of subsection 3 has been in operation as a taxicab for 72 months based on the date on which it was originally placed into operation as a taxicab, the certificate holder shall remove the vehicle from operation as a taxicab.

2. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 4, if a vehicle acquired for use as a taxicab by a certificate holder pursuant to paragraph (b) of subsection 3 has been in operation as a taxicab for 55 months based on the date on which it was originally placed into operation as a taxicab, the certificate holder shall remove the vehicle from operation as a taxicab.

3. Any vehicle which a certificate holder acquires for use as a taxicab must:
   (a) Be new; or
   (b) Register not more than 30,000 miles on the odometer.
4. If a hybrid electric vehicle, as defined in 40 C.F.R. § 86.1702-99, is acquired for use as a taxicab by a certificate holder, the period of operation as a taxicab specified in subsections 1 and 2 shall be extended for an additional 24 months for that vehicle.

Sec. 4.7. 1. If the Authority imposes an administrative fine pursuant to NRS 706.476 or 706.771 in an amount greater than $100, the person who is responsible for payment of the administrative fine shall:
(a) Pay to the Authority the full amount of the administrative fine and any other costs related to the administrative fine owed by that person; or
(b) If the person is unable to pay the full amount owed, enter into a plan of repayment with the Authority for the payment over time of the administrative fine.

2. The Authority shall, within 20 days after imposing an administrative fine pursuant to NRS 706.476 or 706.771, provide notice by first-class mail to the person against whom the administrative fine is imposed. The notice must include a statement:
(a) Of the amount of the administrative fine and any other costs which must be paid to the Authority;
(b) That the person must, within 14 days after receiving the notice:
   (1) Pay to the Authority the full amount of the administrative fine and any other costs; or
   (2) If a plan of repayment has been approved by the Authority, comply with the terms of the plan of repayment; and
(c) That the Authority is required to notify the Department of Motor Vehicles of the failure to pay the amount owed and that the Department may suspend the driver's license of the person for failure to pay the administrative fine and any other costs.

3. The Authority shall provide to the Department of Motor Vehicles the name of a person to whom a notice is sent pursuant to subsection 2 and the date on which the notice was sent.

4. The Authority shall, within 5 days after receiving payment from a person or approving a plan of repayment, notify the Department of Motor Vehicles that the person has satisfied the requirements for payment of the administrative fine and any other costs owed by the person.

5. The provisions of this section do not relieve the Authority of any obligation to notify the State Controller of any debt that is past due pursuant to chapter 353C of NRS.

Sec. 5. NRS 706.011 is hereby amended to read as follows:
706.011  As used in NRS 706.011 to 706.791, inclusive, and sections 2 to 4.7, inclusive, of this act, unless the context otherwise requires, the words and terms defined in NRS 706.013 to 706.146, inclusive, have the meanings ascribed to them in those sections.

Sec. 6. NRS 706.158 is hereby amended to read as follows:
The provisions of NRS 706.011 to 706.791, inclusive, and sections 2 to 4.7, inclusive, of this act relating to brokers do not apply to any person whom the Authority determines is:

1. A motor club which holds a valid certificate of authority issued by the Commissioner of Insurance;
2. A bona fide charitable organization, such as a nonprofit corporation or a society, organization or association for educational, religious, scientific or charitable purposes; or
3. A broker of transportation services provided by an entity that is exempt pursuant to NRS 706.745 from the provisions of NRS 706.386 or 706.421.

Sec. 7. NRS 706.163 is hereby amended to read as follows:

The provisions of NRS 706.011 to 706.861, inclusive, and sections 2 to 4.7, inclusive, of this act do not apply to vehicles leased to or owned by:

1. The Federal Government or any instrumentality thereof.
2. Any state or a political subdivision thereof.

Sec. 8. NRS 706.2885 is hereby amended to read as follows:

1. A certificate of public convenience and necessity, permit or license issued in accordance with this chapter is not a franchise and may be revoked.
2. The Authority may at any time, for good cause shown, after investigation and hearing and upon 5 days' written notice to the grantee, suspend any certificate, permit or license issued in accordance with the provisions of NRS 706.011 to 706.791, inclusive, and sections 2 to 4.7, inclusive, of this act for a period not to exceed 60 days.
3. Upon receipt of a written complaint or on its own motion, the Authority may, after investigation and hearing, revoke any certificate, permit or license. If service of the notice required by subsection 2 cannot be made or if the grantee relinquishes the grantee's interest in the certificate, permit or license by so notifying the Authority in writing, the Authority may revoke the certificate, permit or license without a hearing.
4. The proceedings thereafter are governed by the provisions of chapter 233B of NRS.

Sec. 8.7. NRS 706.478 is hereby amended to read as follows:

Notwithstanding any provision of NRS 706.011 to 706.791, inclusive, and sections 2 to 4.7, inclusive, of this act to the contrary, if the registered owner of a vehicle which is impounded pursuant to NRS 706.476 is a short-term lessor licensed pursuant to NRS 482.363 who is engaged solely in the business of renting or leasing vehicles in accordance with NRS 482.295 to 482.3159, inclusive, and section 10.1 of this act, the registered owner is not liable for any administrative fine or other penalty that may be imposed by the Authority for the operation of a passenger vehicle in violation of NRS 706.011 to 706.791, inclusive, and sections 2 to 4.7,
inclusive, of this act if at the time that the vehicle was impounded, the vehicle was in the care, custody or control of a lessee.

2. A short-term lessor may establish that a vehicle was subject to the care, custody or control of a lessee at the time that the vehicle was impounded pursuant to NRS 706.476 by submitting to the Authority a true copy of the lease or rental agreement pursuant to which the vehicle was leased or rented to the lessee by the short-term lessor. The submission of a true copy of a lease or rental agreement is prima facie evidence that the vehicle was in the care, custody or control of the lessee.

3. Upon the receipt of a true copy of a written lease or rental agreement pursuant to subsection 2 which evidences that the vehicle impounded by the Authority pursuant to NRS 706.476 was under the care, custody or control of a lessee and not the registered owner of the vehicle, the Authority shall release the vehicle to the short-term lessor.

4. As used in this section, "short-term lessor" has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 482.053.4 (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 9. NRS 706.736 is hereby amended to read as follows:

706.736 1. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 2, the provisions of NRS 706.011 to 706.791, inclusive, and sections 2 to 4.7, inclusive, of this act do not apply to:

(a) The transportation by a contractor licensed by the State Contractors' Board of the contractor's own equipment in the contractor's own vehicles from job to job.

(b) Any person engaged in transporting the person's own personal effects in the person's own vehicle, but the provisions of this subsection do not apply to any person engaged in transportation by vehicle of property sold or to be sold, or used by the person in the furtherance of any commercial enterprise other than as provided in paragraph (d), or to the carriage of any property for compensation.

(c) Special mobile equipment.

(d) The vehicle of any person, when that vehicle is being used in the production of motion pictures, including films to be shown in theaters and on television, industrial training and educational films, commercials for television and video discs and tapes.

(e) A private motor carrier of property which is used for any convention, show, exhibition, sporting event, carnival, circus or organized recreational activity.

(f) A private motor carrier of property which is used to attend livestock shows and sales.

(g) The transportation by a private school of persons or property in connection with the operation of the school or related school activities, so long as the vehicle that is used to transport the persons or property does not have a gross vehicle weight rating of 26,001 pounds or more and is not registered pursuant to NRS 706.801 to 706.861, inclusive.
2. Unless exempted by a specific state statute or a specific federal statute, regulation or rule, any person referred to in subsection 1 is subject to:
   (a) The provisions of paragraph (d) of subsection 1 of NRS 706.171 and NRS 706.235 to 706.256, inclusive, 706.281, 706.457 and 706.458.
   (b) All rules and regulations adopted by reference pursuant to paragraph (b) of subsection 1 of NRS 706.171 concerning the safety of drivers and vehicles.
   (c) All standards adopted by regulation pursuant to NRS 706.173.
3. The provisions of NRS 706.311 to 706.453, inclusive, 706.471, 706.473, 706.475 and 706.6411 which authorize the Authority to issue:
   (a) Except as otherwise provided in paragraph (b), certificates of public convenience and necessity and contract carriers' permits and to regulate rates, routes and services apply only to fully regulated carriers.
   (b) Certificates of public convenience and necessity to operators of tow cars and to regulate rates for towing services performed without the prior consent of the owner of the vehicle or the person authorized by the owner to operate the vehicle apply to operators of tow cars.
4. Any person who operates pursuant to a claim of an exemption provided by this section but who is found to be operating in a manner not covered by any of those exemptions immediately becomes liable, in addition to any other penalties provided in this chapter, for the fee appropriate to the person's actual operation as prescribed in this chapter, computed from the date when that operation began.
5. As used in this section, "private school" means a nonprofit private elementary or secondary educational institution that is licensed in this State.

Sec. 10. NRS 706.756 is hereby amended to read as follows:
706.756 1. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 2, any person who:
   (a) Operates a vehicle or causes it to be operated in any carriage to which the provisions of NRS 706.011 to 706.861, inclusive, and sections 2 to 4.7, inclusive, of this act apply without first obtaining a certificate, permit or license, or in violation of the terms thereof;
   (b) Fails to make any return or report required by the provisions of NRS 706.011 to 706.861, inclusive, and sections 2 to 4.7, inclusive, of this act or by the Authority or the Department pursuant to the provisions of NRS 706.011 to 706.861, inclusive, and sections 2 to 4.7, inclusive, of this act;
   (c) Violates, or procures, aids or abets the violating of, any provision of NRS 706.011 to 706.861, inclusive, and sections 2 to 4.7, inclusive, of this act;
   (d) Fails to obey any order, decision or regulation of the Authority or the Department;
   (e) Procures, aids or abets any person in the failure to obey such an order, decision or regulation of the Authority or the Department;
(f) Advertises, solicits, proffers bids or otherwise is held out to perform transportation as a common or contract carrier in violation of any of the provisions of NRS 706.011 to 706.861, inclusive \( \text{and sections 2 to 4.7, inclusive, of this act} \);

(g) Advertises as providing:
   (1) The services of a fully regulated carrier; or
   (2) Towing services, without including the number of the person's certificate of public convenience and necessity or contract carrier's permit in each advertisement;

(h) Knowingly offers, gives, solicits or accepts any rebate, concession or discrimination in violation of the provisions of this chapter;

(i) Knowingly, willfully and fraudulently seeks to evade or defeat the purposes of this chapter;

(j) Operates or causes to be operated a vehicle which does not have the proper identifying device;

(k) Displays or causes or permits to be displayed a certificate, permit, license or identifying device, knowing it to be fictitious or to have been cancelled, revoked, suspended or altered;

(l) Lends or knowingly permits the use of by one not entitled thereto any certificate, permit, license or identifying device which has been suspended, cancelled or revoked pursuant to the provisions of this chapter, is guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof shall be punished by a fine of not less than $100 nor more than $1,000, or by imprisonment in the county jail for not more than 6 months, or by both fine and imprisonment.

2. Any person who, in violation of the provisions of NRS 706.386, operates as a fully regulated common motor carrier without first obtaining a certificate of public convenience and necessity or any person who, in violation of the provisions of NRS 706.421, operates as a contract motor carrier without first obtaining a permit is guilty of a misdemeanor and shall be punished:

(a) For a first offense within a period of 12 consecutive months, by a fine of not less than $500 nor more than $1,000. In addition to the fine, the person may be punished by imprisonment in the county jail for not more than 6 months.

(b) For a second offense within a period of 12 consecutive months and for each subsequent offense that is committed within a period of 12 consecutive months of any prior offense under this subsection, by a fine of $1,000. In addition to the fine, the person may be punished by imprisonment in the county jail for not more than 6 months.

3. Any person who, in violation of the provisions of NRS 706.386, operates or permits the operation of a vehicle in passenger service without
first obtaining a certificate of public convenience and necessity is guilty of a gross misdemeanor.

4. If a law enforcement officer witnesses a violation of any provision of subsection 2 or 3, the law enforcement officer may cause the vehicle to be towed immediately from the scene and impounded in accordance with NRS 706.476.

5. The fines provided in this section are mandatory and must not be reduced under any circumstances by the court.

6. Any bail allowed must not be less than the appropriate fine provided for by this section.

Sec. 10.1. Chapter 482 of NRS is hereby amended by adding thereto a new section to read as follows:

It is unlawful for a short-term lessor to offer, arrange for or allow the use of a paid driver whether directly or through an affiliated person.

Sec. 10.3. Chapter 483 of NRS is hereby amended by adding thereto a new section to read as follows:

1. Upon receipt of notice from the Nevada Transportation Authority pursuant to section 4.7 of this act regarding a driver's delinquency with respect to the payment of an administrative fine and any other costs owed to the Authority pursuant to NRS 706.476 or 706.771, the Department shall notify the driver by mail that his or her driver's license is subject to suspension and allow the driver 30 days after the date of mailing the notice to:

   (a) Pay to the Authority the delinquent administrative fine and any other costs or comply with a plan of repayment approved pursuant to section 4.7 of this act; or

   (b) Make a written request to the Department for a hearing.

2. If notified by the Nevada Transportation Authority, within 30 days after the notice of a delinquency in the payment of an administrative fine, that a driver has entered into a plan for repayment approved pursuant to section 4.7 of this act, the Department shall stop the suspension of the driver's license from going into effect. If the driver subsequently defaults on the plan of repayment with the Authority, the Authority shall notify the Department, which shall immediately suspend the driver's license until the Authority notifies the Department that the license is eligible for reinstatement.

3. The Department shall suspend the driver's license of a driver 31 days after it mails the notice provided for in subsection 1 to the driver, unless within that time it has received a written request for a hearing from the driver or notice from the Nevada Transportation Authority that the driver has paid the administrative fine and any other costs or complied with a plan of repayment approved pursuant to section 4.7 of this act. A license so suspended remains suspended until:

   (a) The Authority notifies the Department that the license is eligible for reinstatement; and
(b) The Department receives payment of the fee for reinstatement required by NRS 483.410.

Sec. 10.5. NRS 483.010 is hereby amended to read as follows:

483.010 The provisions of NRS 483.010 to 483.630, inclusive, and section 10.3 of this act may be cited as the Uniform Motor Vehicle Drivers' License Act.

Sec. 10.6. NRS 483.015 is hereby amended to read as follows:

483.015 Except as otherwise provided in NRS 483.330, the provisions of NRS 483.010 to 483.630, inclusive, and section 10.3 of this act apply only with respect to noncommercial drivers' licenses.

Sec. 10.7. NRS 483.020 is hereby amended to read as follows:

483.020 As used in NRS 483.010 to 483.630, inclusive, and section 10.3 of this act, unless the context otherwise requires, the words and terms defined in NRS 483.030 to 483.190, inclusive, have the meanings ascribed to them in those sections.

Sec. 10.9. NRS 483.420 is hereby amended to read as follows:

483.420 1. The Department is hereby authorized to cancel any driver's license upon determining that the licensee was not entitled to the issuance thereof pursuant to NRS 483.010 to 483.630, inclusive, and section 10.3 of this act or that the licensee failed to give the required or correct information in his or her application or committed any fraud in making an application.

2. Upon cancellation of a driver's license pursuant to subsection 1, the licensee shall surrender the license cancelled to the Department.

3. The Department is authorized to cancel any license that is voluntarily surrendered to the Department.

Sec. 11. 1. This act becomes effective:

(a) Upon passage and approval for the purposes of adopting regulations or performing any other preparatory administrative tasks that are necessary to carry out the provisions of this act; and

(b) On October 1, 2011, for all other purposes.

2. Sections 3 and 4 of this act expire by limitation on the date on which the provisions of 42 U.S.C. § 666 requiring each state to establish procedures under which the state has authority to withhold or suspend, or to restrict the use of professional, occupational and recreational licenses of persons who:

(a) Have failed to comply with a subpoena or warrant relating to a proceeding to determine the paternity of a child or to establish or enforce an obligation for the support of a child; or

(b) Are in arrears in the payment for the support of one or more children, are repealed by the Congress of the United States.

Senator Horsford moved that the Senate concur in the Assembly amendment to Senate Bill No. 320.

Motion carried by a constitutional majority.

Bill ordered enrolled.
Senate Bill No. 421.
The following Assembly amendment was read:
Amendment No. 953.
"SUMMARY—Revises provisions relating to certain funds. (BDR 40-1170)"
"AN ACT relating to public health; increasing the percentage of certain money received by the State to be allocated to the Fund for a Healthy Nevada; revising provisions relating to the allocation of money in the Fund for a Healthy Nevada; eliminating the Trust Fund for Public Health; providing for the transfer of money remaining in the Trust Fund for Public Health; and providing other matters properly relating thereto."

Legislative Counsel's Digest:
Under existing law, the Trust Fund for Public Health receives 10 percent of all "tobacco settlement" money, which is that money received by the State pursuant to any settlement entered into by the State and a manufacturer of tobacco products and money received by the State pursuant to any judgment in a civil action against a manufacturer of tobacco products. The Trust Fund for Public Health uses interest and income earned on that money to fund grants for programs relating to public health. (NRS 439.605) Additionally, 50 percent of all tobacco settlement money goes to the Fund for a Healthy Nevada and is then allocated to various other programs relating to public health in amounts or according to percentages of available revenues set by statute. (NRS 439.620, 439.630)

This bill eliminates the Trust Fund for Public Health and provides for money in the Trust Fund for Public Health to be transferred to the Fund for a Healthy Nevada. This bill also increases to 60 percent the share of tobacco settlement money allocated to the Fund for a Healthy Nevada. Additionally, this bill removes the provisions setting the percentages of available revenues to be allocated from the Fund for a Healthy Nevada on specific programs and instead requires the Department of Health and Human Services to propose a biennial plan for the allocation of money for those programs. The plan must be submitted as part of the proposed biennial budget of the Department. In preparing the plan, the Department shall consider recommendations submitted by the Grants Management Advisory Committee, the Nevada Commission on Aging and the Nevada Commission on Services for Persons with Disabilities. Finally, this bill removes certain programs relating to the prevention, reduction and treatment of tobacco use from the list of programs for which money in the Fund for a Healthy Nevada must be allocated.

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEVADA, REPRESENTED IN SENATE AND ASSEMBLY, DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS:

Section 1. NRS 439.620 is hereby amended to read as follows:
439.620 1. The Fund for a Healthy Nevada is hereby created in the State Treasury. The State Treasurer shall deposit in the Fund:
(a) Sixty percent of all money received by this State pursuant to any settlement entered into by the State of Nevada and a manufacturer of tobacco products; and

(b) Sixty percent of all money recovered by this State from a judgment in a civil action against a manufacturer of tobacco products.

2. The State Treasurer shall administer the Fund. As administrator of the Fund, the State Treasurer:

(a) Shall maintain the financial records of the Fund;

(b) Shall invest the money in the Fund as the money in other state funds is invested;

(c) Shall manage any account associated with the Fund;

(d) Shall maintain any instruments that evidence investments made with the money in the Fund;

(e) May contract with vendors for any good or service that is necessary to carry out the provisions of this section; and

(f) May perform any other duties necessary to administer the Fund.

3. The interest and income earned on the money in the Fund must, after deducting any applicable charges, be credited to the Fund. All claims against the Fund must be paid as other claims against the State are paid.

4. The State Treasurer or the Department may submit to the Interim Finance Committee a request for an allocation for administrative expenses from the Fund pursuant to this section. Except as otherwise limited by this subsection, the Interim Finance Committee may allocate all or part of the money so requested. The annual allocation for administrative expenses from the Fund must:

(a) Not exceed 2 percent of the money in the Fund, as calculated pursuant to this subsection, each year to pay the costs incurred by the State Treasurer to administer the Fund; and

(b) Not exceed 5 percent of the money in the Fund, as calculated pursuant to this subsection, each year to pay the costs incurred by the Department, including, without limitation, the Aging and Disability Services Division of the Department, to carry out its duties set forth in NRS 439.630, to administer the provisions of NRS 439.635 to 439.690, inclusive, and NRS 439.705 to 439.795, inclusive.

For the purposes of this subsection, the amount of money available for allocation to pay for the administrative costs must be calculated at the beginning of each fiscal year based on the total amount of money anticipated by the State Treasurer to be deposited in the Fund during that fiscal year.

5. The money in the Fund remains in the Fund and does not revert to the State General Fund at the end of any fiscal year.

6. All money that is deposited or paid into the Fund is hereby appropriated to be used for any purpose authorized by the Legislature or by the Department for expenditure or allocation in accordance with the provisions of NRS 439.630. Money expended from the Fund must not be
used to supplant existing methods of funding that are available to public agencies.

Sec. 2. NRS 439.630 is hereby amended to read as follows:

439.630 1. The Department shall:

(a) Conduct, or require the Grants Management Advisory Committee created by NRS 232.383 to conduct, public hearings to accept public testimony from a wide variety of sources and perspectives regarding existing or proposed programs that:

(1) Promote public health;
(2) Improve health services for children, senior citizens and persons with disabilities;
(3) Reduce or prevent the abuse of and addiction to alcohol and drugs; and
(4) Offer other general or specific information on health care in this State.

(b) Establish a process to evaluate the health and health needs of the residents of this State and a system to rank the health problems of the residents of this State, including, without limitation, the specific health problems that are endemic to urban and rural communities, and report the results of the evaluation to the Legislative Committee on Health Care on an annual basis.

(c) Allocate not more than 30 percent of available revenues Subject to legislative appropriation authorization, allocate money for direct expenditure by the Department to pay for prescription drugs, pharmaceutical services and, to the extent money is available, other benefits, including, without limitation, dental and vision benefits and hearing aids or other devices that enhance the ability to hear, for senior citizens pursuant to NRS 439.635 to 439.690, inclusive. From the money allocated pursuant to this paragraph, the Department may subsidize any portion of the cost of providing prescription drugs, pharmaceutical services and, to the extent money is available, other benefits, including, without limitation, dental and vision benefits and hearing aids or other devices that enhance the ability to hear, to senior citizens pursuant to NRS 439.635 to 439.690, inclusive. The Department shall consider recommendations from the Grants Management Advisory Committee in carrying out the provisions of NRS 439.635 to 439.690, inclusive. The Department shall submit a quarterly report to the Governor, the Interim Finance Committee, the Legislative Committee on Health Care and any other committees or commissions the Director deems appropriate regarding the general manner in which expenditures have been made pursuant to this paragraph.

(d) Subject to legislative appropriation authorization, allocate, by contract or grant, money for expenditure [not more than 30 percent of available revenues for allocation] by the Aging and Disability Services Division of the Department in the form of grants for existing or new
programs that assist senior citizens with independent living, including, without limitation, programs that provide:

(1) Respite care or relief of informal caretakers;
(2) Transportation to new or existing services to assist senior citizens in living independently; and
(3) Care in the home which allows senior citizens to remain at home instead of in institutional care.

The Aging and Disability Services Division of the Department shall consider recommendations from the Grants Management Advisory Committee concerning the independent living needs of senior citizens.

e) Allocate $200,000 of all revenues deposited in the Fund for a Healthy Nevada each year for direct expenditure by the Director to:

(1) Provide guaranteed funding to finance assisted living facilities that satisfy the criteria for certification set forth in NRS 319.147; and
(2) Fund assisted living facilities that satisfy the criteria for certification set forth in NRS 319.147 and assisted living supportive services that are provided pursuant to the provisions of the home and community-based services waiver which are amended pursuant to NRS 422.2708.

The Director shall develop policies and procedures for distributing the money allocated pursuant to this paragraph. Money allocated pursuant to this paragraph does not revert to the Fund at the end of the fiscal year.

f) Subject to legislative authorization, allocate to the Health Division not more than 15 percent of available revenues money for programs that are consistent with the guidelines established by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention of the United States Department of Health and Human Services relating to evidence-based best practices to prevent, reduce or treat the use of tobacco and the consequences of the use of tobacco. In making allocations pursuant to this paragraph, the Health Division shall allocate the money, by contract or grant:

(1) To the district board of health in each county whose population is 100,000 or more for expenditure for such programs in the respective county;
(2) For such programs in counties whose population is less than 100,000; and
(3) For statewide programs for tobacco cessation and other statewide services for tobacco cessation and for statewide evaluations of programs which receive an allocation of money pursuant to this paragraph, as determined necessary by the Health Division and the district boards of health.

g) Subject to legislative authorization, allocate, by contract or grant, money for expenditure not more than 10 percent of available revenues for programs that improve the health and well-being of residents of this State including, without limitation, programs that improve health services for children.

h)
Subject to legislative appropriation, authorize, allocate, by contract or grant, money for expenditure not more than 10 percent of available revenues for programs that improve the health and well-being of persons with disabilities. In making allocations pursuant to this paragraph, the Department shall, to the extent practicable, allocate the money evenly among the following three types of programs:

1. Programs that provide respite care or relief of informal caretakers for persons with disabilities;
2. Programs that provide positive behavioral supports to persons with disabilities;
3. Programs that assist persons with disabilities to live safely and independently in their communities outside of an institutional setting.

Allocate not more than 5 percent of available revenues for direct expenditure by the Department to subsidize any portion of the cost of providing prescription drugs, pharmaceutical services and, to the extent money is available, other benefits, including, without limitation, dental and vision benefits and hearing aids or other devices that enhance the ability to hear, to persons with disabilities pursuant to NRS 439.705 to 439.795, inclusive. The Department shall consider recommendations from the Grants Management Advisory Committee in carrying out the provisions of NRS 439.705 to 439.795, inclusive.

Maximize expenditures through local, federal and private matching contributions.

Ensure that any money expended from the Fund will not be used to supplant existing methods of funding that are available to public agencies.

Develop policies and procedures for the administration and distribution of contracts, grants and other expenditures to state agencies, political subdivisions of this State, nonprofit organizations, universities, state colleges and community colleges. A condition of any such contract or grant must be that not more than 8 percent of the contract or grant may be used for administrative expenses or other indirect costs. The procedures must require at least one competitive round of requests for proposals per biennium.

To make the allocations required by paragraphs (f), (g) and (h):
1. Prioritize and quantify the needs for these programs;
2. Develop, solicit and accept applications for allocations;
3. Review and consider the recommendations of the Grants Management Advisory Committee submitted pursuant to NRS 232.385;
4. Conduct annual evaluations of programs to which allocations have been awarded; and
5. Submit annual reports concerning the programs to the Governor, the Interim Finance Committee, the Legislative Committee on Health Care and any other committees or commissions the Director deems appropriate.

Transmit a report of all findings, recommendations and expenditures to the Governor, each regular session of the Legislature, the
Legislative Committee on Health Care and any other committees or commissions the Director deems appropriate.

**(o)** After considering the recommendations submitted to the Director pursuant to subsection 6, develop a plan each biennium to determine the percentage of available money in the Fund for a Healthy Nevada to be allocated from the Fund for the purposes described in paragraphs (c), (d), (f), (g), and (i). The plan must be submitted as part of the proposed budget submitted to the Chief of the Budget Division of the Department of Administration pursuant to NRS 353.210.

**(p)** On or before September 30 of each even-numbered year, submit to the Grants Management Advisory Committee created by NRS 232.383, the Nevada Commission on Aging created by NRS 427A.032 and the Nevada Commission on Services for Persons with Disabilities created by NRS 427A.1211 a report on the funding plan submitted to the Chief of the Budget Division of the Department of Administration pursuant to paragraph (o).

2. The Department may take such other actions as are necessary to carry out its duties.

3. To make the allocations required by paragraph (d) of subsection 1, the Aging and Disability Services Division of the Department shall:

   (a) Prioritize and quantify the needs of senior citizens for these programs;

   (b) Develop, solicit and accept grant applications for allocations;

   (c) As appropriate, expand or augment existing state programs for senior citizens upon approval of the Interim Finance Committee;

   (d) Award grants, contracts or other allocations;

   (e) Conduct annual evaluations of programs to which grants or other allocations have been awarded; and

   (f) Submit annual reports concerning the allocations made by the Aging and Disability Services Division pursuant to paragraph (d) of subsection 1 to the Governor, the Interim Finance Committee, the Legislative Committee on Health Care and any other committees or commissions the Director deems appropriate.

4. The Aging and Disability Services Division of the Department shall submit each proposed grant or contract which would be used to expand or augment an existing state program to the Interim Finance Committee for approval before the grant or contract is awarded. The request for approval must include a description of the proposed use of the money and the person or entity that would be authorized to expend the money. The Aging and Disability Services Division of the Department shall not expend or transfer any money allocated to the Aging and Disability Services Division pursuant to this section to subsidize any portion of the cost of providing prescription drugs, pharmaceutical services and other benefits, including, without limitation, dental and vision benefits and hearing aids or other devices that enhance the ability to hear, to senior citizens pursuant to NRS 439.635 to
439.690, inclusive, or to subsidize any portion of the cost of providing prescription drugs, pharmaceutical services and other benefits, including, without limitation, dental and vision benefits and hearing aids or other devices that enhance the ability to hear, to persons with disabilities pursuant to NRS 439.705 to 439.795, inclusive.

5. A veteran may receive benefits or other services which are available from the money allocated pursuant to this section for senior citizens or persons with disabilities to the extent that the veteran does not receive other benefits or services provided to veterans for the same purpose if the veteran qualifies for the benefits or services as a senior citizen or a person with a disability, or both.

6. [As used in this section, "available revenues" means the total revenues deposited in the Fund for a Healthy Nevada each year minus $200,000.] On or before June 30 of each even-numbered year, the Grants Management Advisory Committee, the Nevada Commission on Aging and the Nevada Commission on Services for Persons with Disabilities each shall submit to the Director a report that includes, without limitation, recommendations regarding community needs and priorities that are determined by each such entity after any public hearings held by the entity.

Sec. 3. The State Controller shall transfer to the Fund for a Healthy Nevada created by NRS 439.620, as soon as practicable on or after July 1, 2011, all money remaining in the Trust Fund for Public Health created by NRS 439.605 that has not been committed for expenditure.

Sec. 4. NRS 439.605, 439.610 and 439.615 are hereby repealed.

Sec. 5. This act becomes effective on July 1, 2011.

TEXT OF REPEALED SECTIONS

439.605 Creation and administration of Fund; permissible investments; appropriation and expenditure of interest and income.

1. The Trust Fund for Public Health is hereby created in the State Treasury. The State Treasurer shall deposit in the Trust Fund:
   (a) Ten percent of all money received by this State pursuant to any settlement entered into by the State of Nevada and a manufacturer of tobacco products; and
   (b) Ten percent of all money recovered by this State from a judgment in a civil action against a manufacturer of tobacco products.

2. The State Treasurer shall administer the Trust Fund. As administrator of the Trust Fund, the State Treasurer, except as otherwise provided in this section:
   (a) Shall maintain the financial records of the Trust Fund;
   (b) Shall invest the money in the Trust Fund as the money in other state funds is invested;
   (c) Shall manage any account associated with the Trust Fund;
   (d) Shall maintain any instruments that evidence investments made with the money in the Trust Fund;
(e) May contract with vendors for any good or service that is necessary to carry out the provisions of this section; and

(f) May perform any other duties necessary to administer the Trust Fund.

3. In addition to the investments authorized pursuant to paragraph (b) of subsection 2, the State Treasurer may, except as otherwise provided in subsection 4, invest the money in the Trust Fund in:

(a) Common or preferred stock of a corporation created by or existing under the laws of the United States or of a state, district or territory of the United States, if:

(1) The stock of the corporation is:
    (I) Listed on a national stock exchange; or
    (II) Traded in the over-the-counter market, if the price quotations for the over-the-counter stock are quoted by the National Association of Securities Dealers Automated Quotations System (NASDAQ);

(2) The outstanding shares of the corporation have a total market value of not less than $50,000,000;

(3) The maximum investment in stock is not greater than 50 percent of the book value of the total investments of the Trust Fund;

(4) Except for investments made pursuant to paragraph (c), the amount of an investment in a single corporation is not greater than 3 percent of the book value of the assets of the Trust Fund; and

(5) Except for investments made pursuant to paragraph (c), the total amount of shares owned by the Trust Fund is not greater than 5 percent of the outstanding stock of a single corporation.

(b) A pooled or commingled real estate fund or a real estate security that is managed by a corporate trustee or by an investment advisory firm that is registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission, either of which may be retained by the State Treasurer as an investment manager. The shares and the pooled or commingled fund must be held in trust. The total book value of an investment made under this paragraph must not at any time be greater than 5 percent of the total book value of all investments of the Trust Fund.

(c) Mutual funds or common trust funds that consist of any combination of the investments authorized pursuant to paragraph (b) of subsection 2 and paragraphs (a) and (b) of this subsection.

4. The State Treasurer shall not invest any money in the Trust Fund pursuant to subsection 3 unless the State Treasurer obtains a judicial determination that the proposed investment or category of investments will not violate the provisions of Section 9 of Article 8 of the Constitution of the State of Nevada. The State Treasurer shall contract for the services of independent contractors to manage any investments of the State Treasurer made pursuant to subsection 3. The State Treasurer shall establish such criteria for the qualifications of such an independent contractor as are appropriate to ensure that each independent contractor has expertise in the management of such investments.
5. The interest and income earned on the money in the Trust Fund is hereby appropriated to the Board of Trustees of the Trust Fund for Public Health and must, after deducting any applicable charges, be credited to the Fund and accounted for separately. All claims against the Fund must be paid as other claims against the State are paid.

6. Only the interest and income earned on the money in the Trust Fund may be expended. Such expenditures may be made for:
   (a) Grants made pursuant to NRS 439.615 for:
       (1) The promotion of public health and programs for the prevention of disease or illness;
       (2) Research on issues related to public health; and
       (3) The provision of direct health care services to children and senior citizens;
   (b) Expenses related to the operation of the Board of Trustees of the Trust Fund;
   (c) Actual costs incurred by the Health Division for providing administrative assistance to the Board, but in no event may more than 2 percent of the money in the Fund be used for administrative expenses or other indirect costs; and
   (d) Any other purpose authorized by the Legislature.

7. The money in the Trust Fund remains in the Fund and does not revert to the State General Fund at the end of any fiscal year.

439.610  Board of Trustees of Fund: Creation; membership; election of Chair; meetings; quorum; compensation of members; administrative support.

1. The Board of Trustees of the Trust Fund for Public Health is hereby created.

2. The Board consists of 11 members composed of:
   (a) The Administrator or a designee of the Administrator.
   (b) The State Health Officer or a designee of the State Health Officer.
   (c) The Chair of the Nevada Commission on Aging or a designee of the Chair.
   (d) The Chair of the State Board of Health or a designee of the Chair.
   (e) The Chair of the Advisory Board on Maternal and Child Health or a designee of the Chair.
   (f) The superintendent of schools of the school district in this State that has the highest number of enrolled pupils or a designee of that superintendent.
   (g) The county health officers of the two most populous counties in this State.
   (h) One member appointed by the Nevada Association of Counties, or its successor, who serves as a county health officer in a rural area of this State.
   (i) A representative of the University of Nevada School of Medicine appointed by the Dean of the School of Medicine.
(j) One member appointed by the Governor who possesses knowledge, skill and experience in providing health care services.

3. The term of a member of the Board who is appointed pursuant to paragraph (h), (i) or (j) of subsection 2 is 4 years.

4. The Board shall annually elect a Chair from among its members. The Board shall meet at least quarterly. A majority of the members constitutes a quorum, and a majority of those present must concur in any decision.

5. Each member of the Board serves without compensation. While engaged in the business of the Board, each member is entitled to receive the per diem allowance and travel expenses provided for state officers and employees generally. The per diem allowance and travel expenses of:
   (a) A member of the Board who is an officer or employee of this State or a local government thereof must be paid by the state agency or the local government.
   (b) Any other member of the Board must be paid from the interest and income earned on the money in the Trust Fund.

6. Each member of the Board who is an officer or employee of this State or a local government must be relieved from his or her duties without loss of his or her regular compensation so that the officer or employee may perform his or her duties relating to the Board in the most timely manner practicable. A state agency or local government shall not require an officer or employee who is a member of the Board to:
   (a) Make up the time he or she is absent from work to fulfill his or her obligations as a member of the Board; or
   (b) Take annual leave or compensatory time for the absence.

7. The Health Division shall provide such administrative support to the Board as is required to carry out the duties of the Board.

439.615 Board of Trustees of Fund: Powers and duties.

1. The Board of Trustees shall:
   (a) In accordance with the provisions set forth in subsection 6 of NRS 439.605, develop policies and procedures for the expenditure of the interest and income earned on the money in the Trust Fund for Public Health.
   (b) After deducting authorized expenses, annually make grants in a cumulative amount equal to the interest and income earned on the money in the Trust Fund for Public Health.
   (c) Develop forms for requests for proposals for grants and disseminate information about the grant program. A condition of each such grant must be that not more than 8 percent of the grant may be used for administrative expenses and other indirect costs.
   (d) Publish an annual report of the activities of the Board and the grants made by the Board. A copy of each such report must be transmitted to the Governor and to the Director of the Legislative Counsel Bureau for transmittal to the Legislature.

2. The Board may take such other actions as are necessary to carry out its duties and the provisions of this section and NRS 439.605 and 439.610.
Senator Horsford moved that the Senate concur in the Assembly amendment to Senate Bill No. 421.
Motion carried by a constitutional majority.
Bill ordered enrolled.

MOTIONS, RESOLUTIONS AND NOTICES
Senator Horsford moved to request the return of Assembly Bill No. 78 from the Assembly.
Motion carried.

GENERAL FILE AND THIRD READING
Assembly Bill No. 503.
Bill read third time.
Roll call on Assembly Bill No. 503:
YEAS—12.
NAYS—Brower, Cegavske, Gustavson, Halseth, Hardy, Kieckhefer, Manendo, Roberson, Settelmeyer—9.

Assembly Bill No. 503 having failed to receive a two-thirds majority, Mr. President declared it lost.

Assembly Bill No. 511.
Bill read third time.
The following amendment was proposed by the Committee on Finance:
Amendment No. 938.
"SUMMARY—Revises certain provisions governing transportation. (BDR 43-1109)"
"AN ACT relating to transportation; providing certain privileges to the owner or long-term lessee of a qualified [plug-in electric drive] alternative fuel vehicle; authorizing in this State the operation of, and a driver's license endorsement for operators of, autonomous vehicles; providing a penalty; and providing other matters properly relating thereto."

Legislative Counsel's Digest:
Existing law authorizes the Department of Transportation to adopt regulations to allow certified low emission and energy-efficient vehicles to be operated in a lane on a highway under its jurisdiction designated for the preferential use or exclusive use of high-occupancy vehicles. (NRS 484A.463) Section 6 of this bill defines the term "qualified [plug-in electric drive] alternative fuel vehicle" in such a manner [substantially similar] as to include within the definition [used by the Internal Revenue Service for the purpose of the tax credit made available for the initial acquisition of such] both plug-in vehicles [that are powered by an electric motor, and vehicles which are powered by an alternative fuel and meet specified federal emissions standards. Section 7 of this bill requires that, with limited exceptions, each local authority shall establish a parking program for qualified [plug-in electric drive] alternative fuel vehicles. Section 7 provides that the owner or long-term lessee of such a
vehicle may: (1) apply to the local authority for a distinctive decal, label or other identifier that distinguishes the vehicle from other vehicles; and (2) while displaying the distinctive identifier, park the vehicle without the payment of a parking fee at certain times in certain public parking lots, parking areas and metered parking zones. Section 10 of this bill authorizes the use of a qualified [plug-in electric drive] alternative fuel vehicle in high-occupancy vehicle lanes irrespective of the occupancy of the vehicle, if the Department of Transportation has adopted the necessary regulations. Section 13 of this bill causes the provisions of this bill that pertain to qualified [plug-in electric drive] alternative fuel vehicles to expire by limitation ("sunset") as of January 1, 2018.

Section 8 of this bill requires the Department of Motor Vehicles to adopt regulations authorizing the operation of autonomous vehicles on highways within the State of Nevada. Section 8 defines an "autonomous vehicle" to mean a motor vehicle that uses artificial intelligence, sensors and global positioning system coordinates to drive itself without the active intervention of a human operator. Section 2 of this bill requires the Department, by regulation, to establish a driver's license endorsement for the operation of an autonomous vehicle on the highways of this State.

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEVADA, REPRESENTED IN SENATE AND ASSEMBLY, DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS:

Section 1. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 2. Chapter 483 of NRS is hereby amended by adding thereto a new section to read as follows:

1. The Department shall by regulation establish a driver's license endorsement for the operation of an autonomous vehicle on the highways of this State. The driver's license endorsement described in this subsection must, in its restrictions or lack thereof, recognize the fact that a person is not required to actively drive an autonomous vehicle.

2. As used in this section, "autonomous vehicle" has the meaning ascribed to it in section 8 of this act.

Sec. 3. NRS 483.230 is hereby amended to read as follows:

483.230 1. Except persons expressly exempted in NRS 483.010 to 483.630, inclusive, and section 2 of this act, a person shall not drive any motor vehicle upon a highway in this State unless such person has a valid license as a driver under the provisions of NRS 483.010 to 483.630, inclusive, and section 2 of this act for the type or class of vehicle being driven.

2. Any person licensed as a driver under the provisions of NRS 483.010 to 483.630, inclusive, and section 2 of this act may exercise the privilege thereby granted upon all streets and highways of this State and shall not be required to obtain any other license to exercise such privilege by any county, municipal or local board or body having authority to adopt local police regulations.
3. Except persons expressly exempted in NRS 483.010 to 483.630, inclusive, \textit{and section 2 of this act}, a person shall not steer or exercise any degree of physical control of a vehicle being towed by a motor vehicle upon a highway unless such person has a license to drive the type or class of vehicle being towed.

4. A person shall not receive a driver's license until the person surrenders to the Department all valid licenses in his or her possession issued to the person by this or any other jurisdiction. Surrendered licenses issued by another jurisdiction shall be returned by the Department to such jurisdiction. A person shall not have more than one valid driver's license.

\textbf{Sec. 4.} NRS 483.620 is hereby amended to read as follows:

NRS 483.620 It is a misdemeanor for any person to violate any of the provisions of NRS 483.010 to 483.630, inclusive, \textit{and section 2 of this act} unless such violation is, by NRS 483.010 to 483.630, inclusive, \textit{and section 2 of this act} or other law of this State, declared to be a felony.

\textbf{Sec. 5.} Chapter 484A of NRS is hereby amended by adding thereto the provisions set forth as sections \textbf{6, 7 and 8, inclusive}, of this act.

\textbf{Sec. 5.3.} "Original equipment manufacturer" means the original manufacturer of a new vehicle or engine, or relating to the vehicle or engine in its original, certified configuration.

\textbf{Sec. 5.7.} "Qualified alternative fuel" means compressed natural gas, hydrogen or propane.

\textbf{Sec. 6.} "Qualified \textit{plug-in electric drive} alternative fuel vehicle" means a motor vehicle that:

1. Is equipped with four wheels;
2. Is made by \textit{a}:
   \begin{itemize}
   \item \textit{An original equipment manufacturer; or}
   \item \textit{A qualified vehicle modifier of alternative fuel vehicles;}
   \end{itemize}
3. Is manufactured primarily for use on public streets, roads and highways;
4. Has a manufacturer's gross vehicle weight rating of less than 8,500 pounds;
5. Can maintain a maximum rate of speed of at least 70 miles per hour; and
6. Is propelled \textit{b}:
   \begin{itemize}
   \item \textit{To a significant extent by an electric motor which draws electricity from a battery that:}
     \begin{itemize}
     \item \textit{Has a capacity of not less than 4 kilowatt hours; and}
     \item \textit{Can be recharged from a source of electricity that is external to the vehicle; or}
     \end{itemize}
   \item \textit{Solely by a qualified alternative fuel, and meets or exceeds the federal Tier 2 bin 2 exhaust emission standard, as set forth in 40 C.F.R. \textsection 86.1811-04.}
   \end{itemize}

\textbf{Sec. 6.5.} "Qualified vehicle modifier of alternative fuel vehicles" means a manufacturer directly authorized by an original equipment manufacturer to manufacture vehicles or engines that are alternative fuel vehicles and that meet or exceed the federal Tier 2 bin 2 exhaust emission standard, as set forth in 40 C.F.R. \textsection 86.1811-04.
manufacturer to modify a vehicle produced by an original equipment manufacturer to run on a qualified alternative fuel.

Sec. 7. 1. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 6, a local authority that has within its jurisdiction a public metered parking zone, parking lot or parking area for the use of which a fee is charged, shall by ordinance establish a parking program for qualified [plug-in electric drive] alternative fuel vehicles pursuant to this section.

2. Upon the application of the owner or long-term lessee of a qualified [plug-in electric drive] alternative fuel vehicle, the local authority or its designee shall issue to the owner or long-term lessee a distinctive decal, label or other identifier that clearly distinguishes the qualified [plug-in electric drive] alternative fuel vehicle from other vehicles.

3. The board of county commissioners or the governing body of the city may charge a fee for the distinctive decal, label or other identifier issued pursuant to subsection 2 in an amount not to exceed $10 annually.

4. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 5, the driver of a qualified [plug-in electric drive] alternative fuel vehicle displaying the distinctive decal, label or other identifier issued pursuant to subsection 2 may:

(a) Stop, stand or park the qualified [plug-in electric drive] alternative fuel vehicle in any public metered parking zone within the jurisdiction of the local authority without depositing a coin of United States currency of the designated denomination, or making payment using another acceptable method of payment, in the applicable parking meter; and

(b) Stop, stand or park the qualified [plug-in electric drive] alternative fuel vehicle in any public parking lot or parking area within the jurisdiction of the local authority without paying a parking fee.

5. In addition to the requirements set forth in this section, the local authority may by ordinance establish such other requirements as it determines necessary for the parking program for qualified [plug-in electric drive] alternative fuel vehicles, including, without limitation:

(a) Requiring that the driver of a qualified [plug-in electric drive] alternative fuel vehicle comply with any limits on the amount of time for stopping, standing or parking imposed on other drivers; and

(b) Requiring that the driver of a qualified [plug-in electric drive] alternative fuel vehicle pay applicable parking fees during certain special events or activities designated by the local authority, regardless of whether the vehicle displays a distinctive decal, label or other identifier issued pursuant to subsection 2.

6. The provisions of this section do not apply to any public metered parking zone, parking lot or parking area of an airport.

Sec. 8. 1. The Department shall adopt regulations authorizing the operation of autonomous vehicles on highways within the State of Nevada.

2. The regulations required to be adopted by subsection 1 must:
(a) Set forth requirements that an autonomous vehicle must meet before it may be operated on a highway within this State;
(b) Set forth requirements for the insurance that is required to test or operate an autonomous vehicle on a highway within this State;
(c) Establish minimum safety standards for autonomous vehicles and their operation;
(d) Provide for the testing of autonomous vehicles;
(e) Restrict the testing of autonomous vehicles to specified geographic areas; and
(f) Set forth such other requirements as the Department determines to be necessary.

3. As used in this section:
(a) "Artificial intelligence" means the use of computers and related equipment to enable a machine to duplicate or mimic the behavior of human beings.
(b) "Autonomous vehicle" means a motor vehicle that uses artificial intelligence, sensors and global positioning system coordinates to drive itself without the active intervention of a human operator.
(c) "Sensors" includes, without limitation, cameras, lasers and radar.

Sec. 9. NRS 484A.010 is hereby amended to read as follows:
484A.010 As used in chapters 484A to 484E, inclusive, of NRS, unless the context otherwise requires, the words and terms defined in NRS 484A.015 to 484A.320, inclusive, have the meanings ascribed to them in those sections.

Sec. 10. NRS 484A.463 is hereby amended to read as follows:
484A.463 1. To the extent not inconsistent with federal law, the Department of Transportation may, in consultation with the Federal Highway Administration and the United States Environmental Protection Agency, adopt regulations establishing a program to allow a vehicle that is certified by the Administrator of the United States Environmental Protection Agency as a low emission and energy-efficient vehicle to be operated in a lane that is designated for the use of high-occupancy vehicles pursuant to NRS 484A.460.

2. As used in this section, "low emission and energy-efficient vehicle" has the meaning ascribed to it in 23 U.S.C. § 166(f)(3). The term includes, without limitation, a qualified alternative fuel vehicle.

Sec. 11. NRS 484B.523 is hereby amended to read as follows:
484B.523 1. When parking meters are erected by any local authority pursuant to an adopted ordinance giving notice thereof, it is unlawful for any person to stop, stand or park a vehicle in any metered parking zone for a period of time longer than designated by such parking meters upon a deposit of a coin of United States currency of the designated denomination.
2. Every vehicle shall be parked wholly within the metered parking space for which the meter shows parking privilege has been granted.
3. It is unlawful for any unauthorized person to remove, deface, tamper with, open, willfully break, destroy or damage any parking meter, or willfully to manipulate any parking meter in such a manner that the indicator will fail to show the correct amount of unexpired time before a violation occurs.

Sec. 12. 1. The Department of Motor Vehicles shall adopt the regulations necessary to implement the provisions of sections 2 and 8 of this act on or before March 1, 2012.
2. Each local authority to which the provisions of section 7 of this act apply shall adopt the ordinances necessary to implement the provisions of sections 5.3 to 7, inclusive, 9, 10, and 11 of this act on or before January 1, 2012.
3. As used in this section, "local authority" has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 484A.115.

Sec. 13. 1. This section and section 12 of this act become effective upon passage and approval.
2. Sections 5 to 7, inclusive, 9, 10, and 11 of this act become effective on January 1, 2012.
3. Sections 2, 3, 4, and 8 of this act become effective on March 1, 2012.
4. The following provisions expire by limitation on January 1, 2018:
   (a) Sections 5 to 7, inclusive, of this act;
   (b) The amendatory provisions of sections 9, 10, and 11 of this act; and
   (c) Subsections 2 and 3 of section 12 of this act.

Senator Horsford moved the adoption of the amendment.
Remarks by Senators Horsford and McGinness.
Senator Horsford requested that the following remarks be entered in the Journal

Senator Horsford:
The measure requires that, with limited exceptions, each local authority shall establish, by ordinance, a parking program for any qualified alternative fuel vehicle with a distinctive identifier issued by the local authority, or its designee. The parking program would allow those vehicles displaying the distinctive identifier to park free at certain times in certain public parking lots, parking areas, and metered parking zones. This bill, as amended, allows a board of county commissioners or the governing body of a city to charge a fee of up to $10 annually for the distinctive decal, label, or other identifier issued.
The measure is effective upon passage and approval for the purpose of adopting the necessary regulations. The measure is effective on January 1, 2012 concerning the qualified alternative fuel vehicles.

Senator McGinness:
Thank you, Mr. President. Will the free parking be not in private lots, but just in municipal lots owned by certain city or county governments?

Senator Horsford:
On page 4 of the amendment in Section 7, subsection 4a and b, it indicates that, "the vehicle in any public metered parking zone within the jurisdiction of the local authority as well as any
public parking lot or parking area within the jurisdiction of the local authority without paying the parking fee."

Amendment adopted.
Bill ordered reprinted, re-engrossed and to third reading.

Assembly Bill No. 526.
Bill read third time.
Roll call on Assembly Bill No. 526:
YEAS—21.
NAYS—None.

Assembly Bill No. 526 having received a constitutional majority, Mr. President declared it passed.
Bill ordered transmitted to the Assembly.

Assembly Bill No. 572.
Bill read third time.
Roll call on Assembly Bill No. 572:
YEAS—21.
NAYS—None.

Assembly Bill No. 572 having received a constitutional majority, Mr. President declared it passed.
Bill ordered transmitted to the Assembly.
Mr. President announced that if there were no objections, the Senate would recess subject to the call of the Chair.

Senate in recess at 1:02 p.m.

SENATE IN SESSION

At 5:04 p.m.
President Krolicki presiding.
Quorum present.

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES

Mr. President:
Your Committee on Finance, to which was re-referred Assembly Bill No. 351, has had the same under consideration, and begs leave to report the same back with the recommendation: Amend, and do pass as amended.

STEVEN A. HORSFORD, Chair

Mr. President:
Your Committee on Health and Human Services, to which was referred Assembly Bill No. 536, has had the same under consideration, and begs leave to report the same back with the recommendation: Do pass.

ALLISON COPENING, Chair

Mr. President:
Your Committee on Judiciary, to which were referred Assembly Bills Nos. 93, 219, has had the same under consideration, and begs leave to report the same back with the recommendation: Do pass.

VALERIE WIENER, Chair
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MESSAGES FROM THE ASSEMBLY

ASSEMBLY CHAMBER, Carson City, June 6, 2011

To the Honorable the Senate:

I have the honor to inform your honorable body that the Assembly on this day passed Senate Bills Nos. 11, 149, 425, 428, 437, 473, 485, 486; Assembly Bill No. 581.

Also, I have the honor to inform your honorable body that the Assembly on this day passed, as amended, Assembly Bills Nos. 527, 550, 553.

Also, I have the honor to inform your honorable body that the Assembly amended, and on this day passed, as amended, Senate Bill No. 314, Amendments Nos. 717, 972; Senate Bill No. 483, Amendments Nos. 923, 968, and respectfully requests your honorable body to concur in said amendments.

Also, I have the honor to inform your honorable body that the Assembly on this day concurred in the Senate Amendment No. 903 to Assembly Bill No. 74; Senate Amendment No. 926 to Assembly Bill No. 222; Senate Amendment No. 890 to Assembly Bill No. 228; Senate Amendment No. 950 to Assembly Bill No. 259.

Also, I have the honor to inform your honorable body that the Assembly on this day adopted the reports of the Conference Committees concerning Senate Bills Nos. 136, 193, 200, 268, 365; Assembly Bill No. 240.

Also, I have the honor to inform your honorable body that the Assembly on this day appointed Assemblymen Conklin, Atkinson and Kirner as a Conference Committee concerning Assembly Bill No. 524.

Also, I have the honor to inform your honorable body that the Assembly on this day appointed Assemblymen Carlton, Hogan and Grady as a Conference Committee concerning Assembly Bill No. 525.

MATTHEW BAKER
Assistant Chief Clerk of the Assembly

ASSEMBLY CHAMBER, Carson City, June 7, 2011

To the Honorable the Senate:

I have the honor to inform your honorable body that the Assembly on this day adopted the report of the Conference Committee concerning Assembly Bill No. 376.

MATTHEW BAKER
Assistant Chief Clerk of the Assembly

INTRODUCTION, FIRST READING AND REFERENCE

Assembly Bill No. 527.
Senator Wiener moved that the bill be referred to the Committee on Finance.
Motion carried.

Assembly Bill No. 550.
Senator Wiener moved that the bill be referred to the Committee on Legislative Operations and Elections.
Motion carried.

Assembly Bill No. 553.
Senator Wiener moved that the bill be referred to the Committee on Finance.
Motion carried.

Assembly Bill No. 581.
Senator Wiener moved that the bill be referred to the Committee on Finance.
Motion carried.
Assembly Bill No. 93.
Bill read third time.
Roll call on Assembly Bill No. 93:
YEAS—12.

Assembly Bill No. 93 having received a constitutional majority, Mr. President declared it passed.
Bill ordered transmitted to the Assembly.

Assembly Bill No. 219.
Bill read third time.
Roll call on Assembly Bill No. 219:
YEAS—14.
NAYS—Brower, Cegavske, Gustavson, Halseth, Kieckhefer, Roberson, Settelmeyer—7.

Assembly Bill No. 219 having received a two-thirds majority, Mr. President declared it passed.
Bill ordered transmitted to the Assembly.

Assembly Bill No. 351.
Bill read third time.
The following amendment was proposed by the Committee on Finance:
Amendment No. 971.
"SUMMARY—Revises provisions governing certain motor carriers. (BDR 58-1049)"
"AN ACT relating to motor carriers; authorizing operators of taxicabs and operators of limousines to accept credit cards and debit cards for payment of rates, fares and charges; authorizing the prescribing of maximum fees that may be charged to customers of taxicabs and limousines for the convenience of payment by a credit card or debit card; prohibiting issuers of credit cards and debit cards and certain other persons from prohibiting the collection of the convenience fees; [requiring the Taxicab Authority to compile a report for the Legislature concerning the costs of purchasing, installing and maintaining equipment to accept such payments; requiring a portion of the fee paid in certain counties to be used for certain transportation services;] providing penalties; and providing other matters properly relating thereto."

Legislative Counsel's Digest:
The Nevada Transportation Authority regulates common motor carriers of passengers, which include limousines and, in counties with a population of less than 400,000 (currently all counties other than Clark County), taxicabs. (NRS 706.166) The Taxicab Authority regulates taxicabs in counties with a population of 400,000 or more (currently Clark County). (NRS 706.8818)

Sections 2 and 3 of this bill authorize taxicab and limousine operators to accept payment by a credit card or debit card. Section 2 authorizes the Nevada Transportation Authority to prescribe by regulation or order the
maximum fees that a taxicab motor carrier or limousine operator within its jurisdiction may charge for the convenience of paying by using a credit card or debit card. **Section 3** authorizes the Taxicab Authority to prescribe by regulation or order the maximum fees that a certificate holder in a county whose population is 400,000 or more may charge for the convenience of paying by using a credit card or debit card. **Sections 2 and 3** also set forth the manner in which the amount of the fee that may be charged will be determined and prohibit an issuer of a credit card or debit card or certain other persons who facilitate the acceptance of a credit card or debit card from prohibiting the collection by a taxicab or limousine operator of the convenience fee.

Section 11 of this bill requires each taxicab motor carrier in a county whose population is 700,000 or more (currently Clark County) to transmit a report to the Taxicab Authority on or before January 1, 2012, July 1, 2012, January 1, 2013, and July 1, 2013, which sets out the actual costs that the taxicab motor carrier incurred during the immediately preceding 6 months to purchase, install and maintain the equipment used to accept credit cards or debit cards. Section 11 requires the Taxicab Authority to compile the information contained in the reports within 30 days of receipt and transmit the information to the Director of the Legislative Counsel Bureau for distribution to the Legislature.

Section 12 of this bill requires each taxicab motor carrier in a county whose population is 700,000 or more (currently Clark County) that charges a fee to customers for using a credit card or debit card to transmit a portion of the fee so collected to the Taxicab Authority on or before January 1, 2012, July 1, 2012, and January 1, 2013. The Taxicab Authority is required to determine the amount to be transmitted on a fair and equitable basis to ensure that the Taxicab Authority is able to transmit $400,000 on or before January 15, 2012, July 15, 2012, and January 15, 2013, to the Aging and Disability Services Division of the Department of Health and Human Services for expenditure on transportation services in Clark County.

Section 13 of this bill requires the adoption of any regulations by the Taxicab Authority and the Nevada Transportation Authority necessary to implement the bill by October 1, 2011.

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEVADA, REPRESENTED IN SENATE AND ASSEMBLY, DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS:

**Section 1.** Chapter 706 of NRS is hereby amended by adding thereto the provisions set forth as sections 2 and 3 of this act.

**Sec. 2.** 1. A taxicab motor carrier or an operator of a limousine may enter into a contract with an issuer of credit cards and debit cards to provide for the acceptance of credit cards or debit cards by the taxicab motor carrier or the operator of a limousine for the payment of rates, fares and charges owed to the taxicab motor carrier or the operator of a limousine.
2. The Authority may prescribe by regulation or order the maximum fee that a taxicab motor carrier or an operator of a limousine may charge a customer for the convenience of using a credit card or debit card to make payment to the taxicab motor carrier or the operator of a limousine. [The] In prescribing such fees, the Authority [shall establish the fee in an amount that allows] may consider the expenses incurred by the taxicab motor carrier or the operator of a limousine [to recover the costs incurred] in accepting payment by a credit card or debit card, [Only the costs associated with accepting payment by a credit card or debit card may be included in establishing the amount of the fee] including, without limitation:

(a) Costs of required equipment and its installation;
(b) Administrative costs of processing credit card or debit card transactions; and
(c) Fees paid to issuers of credit cards or debit cards.

3. An issuer shall not, by contract or otherwise:

(a) Prohibit a taxicab motor carrier or an operator of a limousine from charging and collecting a fee authorized pursuant to subsection 2; or
(b) Require a taxicab motor carrier or an operator of a limousine to waive the right to charge and collect a fee authorized pursuant to subsection 2.

4. As used in this section, "issuer" means a business organization, financial institution or a duly authorized agency of a business organization or financial institution which:

(a) Issues a credit card or debit card; or
(b) Enters into a contract with a taxicab motor carrier, an operator of a limousine or other person to enable or facilitate the acceptance of a credit card or debit card.

Sec. 3. 1. A certificate holder may enter into a contract with an issuer of credit cards and debit cards to provide for the acceptance of credit cards or debit cards by the certificate holder for the payment of rates, fares and charges owed to the certificate holder.

2. The Taxicab Authority may prescribe by regulation or order the maximum fee that a certificate holder may charge a customer for the convenience of using a credit card or debit card to make payment to the certificate holder. [The] In prescribing such fees, the Taxicab Authority [shall establish the fee in an amount that allows] may consider the expenses incurred by the certificate holder [to recover the costs incurred] in accepting payment by a credit card or debit card, [Only the costs associated with accepting payment by a credit card or debit card may be included in establishing the amount of the fee] including, without limitation:

(a) Costs of required equipment and its installation;
(b) Administrative costs of processing credit card or debit card transactions; and
3. An issuer shall not, by contract or otherwise:
   (a) Prohibit a certificate holder from charging and collecting a fee authorized pursuant to subsection 2; or
   (b) Require a certificate holder to waive the right to charge and collect a fee authorized pursuant to subsection 2.

4. As used in this section, "issuer" means a business organization, financial institution or a duly authorized agency of a business organization or financial institution which:
   (a) Issues a credit card or debit card; or
   (b) Enters into a contract with a certificate holder or other person to enable or facilitate the acceptance of a credit card or debit card.

Sec. 4. NRS 706.011 is hereby amended to read as follows:
706.011 As used in NRS 706.011 to 706.791, inclusive, and section 2 of this act, unless the context otherwise requires, the words and terms defined in NRS 706.013 to 706.146, inclusive, have the meanings ascribed to them in those sections.

Sec. 5. NRS 706.756 is hereby amended to read as follows:
706.756 1. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 2, any person who:
   (a) Operates a vehicle or causes it to be operated in any carriage to which the provisions of NRS 706.011 to 706.861, inclusive, and section 2 of this act apply without first obtaining a certificate, permit or license, or in violation of the terms thereof;
   (b) Fails to make any return or report required by the provisions of NRS 706.011 to 706.861, inclusive, and section 2 of this act or by the Authority or the Department pursuant to the provisions of NRS 706.011 to 706.861, inclusive, and section 2 of this act;
   (c) Violates, or procures, aids or abets the violating of, any provision of NRS 706.011 to 706.861, inclusive, and section 2 of this act;
   (d) Fails to obey any order, decision or regulation of the Authority or the Department;
   (e) Procures, aids or abets any person in the failure to obey such an order, decision or regulation of the Authority or the Department;
   (f) Advertises, solicits, proffers bids or otherwise is held out to perform transportation as a common or contract carrier in violation of any of the provisions of NRS 706.011 to 706.861, inclusive, and section 2 of this act;
   (g) Advertises as providing:
      (1) The services of a fully regulated carrier; or
      (2) Towing services,
   ✷ without including the number of the person's certificate of public convenience and necessity or contract carrier's permit in each advertisement;
   (h) Knowingly offers, gives, solicits or accepts any rebate, concession or discrimination in violation of the provisions of this chapter;
(i) Knowingly, willfully and fraudulently seeks to evade or defeat the purposes of this chapter;

(j) Operates or causes to be operated a vehicle which does not have the proper identifying device;

(k) Displays or causes or permits to be displayed a certificate, permit, license or identifying device, knowing it to be fictitious or to have been cancelled, revoked, suspended or altered;

(l) Lends or knowingly permits the use of by one not entitled thereto any certificate, permit, license or identifying device issued to the person so lending or permitting the use thereof; or

(m) Refuses or fails to surrender to the Authority or Department any certificate, permit, license or identifying device which has been suspended, cancelled or revoked pursuant to the provisions of this chapter,

is guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof shall be punished by a fine of not less than $100 nor more than $1,000, or by imprisonment in the county jail for not more than 6 months, or by both fine and imprisonment.

2. Any person who, in violation of the provisions of NRS 706.386, operates as a fully regulated common motor carrier without first obtaining a certificate of public convenience and necessity or any person who, in violation of the provisions of NRS 706.421, operates as a contract motor carrier without first obtaining a permit is guilty of a misdemeanor and shall be punished:

(a) For a first offense within a period of 12 consecutive months, by a fine of not less than $500 nor more than $1,000. In addition to the fine, the person may be punished by imprisonment in the county jail for not more than 6 months.

(b) For a second offense within a period of 12 consecutive months and for each subsequent offense that is committed within a period of 12 consecutive months of any prior offense under this subsection, by a fine of $1,000. In addition to the fine, the person may be punished by imprisonment in the county jail for not more than 6 months.

3. Any person who, in violation of the provisions of NRS 706.386, operates or permits the operation of a vehicle in passenger service without first obtaining a certificate of public convenience and necessity is guilty of a gross misdemeanor.

4. If a law enforcement officer witnesses a violation of any provision of subsection 2 or 3, the law enforcement officer may cause the vehicle to be towed immediately from the scene and impounded in accordance with NRS 706.476.

5. The fines provided in this section are mandatory and must not be reduced under any circumstances by the court.

6. Any bail allowed must not be less than the appropriate fine provided for by this section.

Sec. 6. NRS 706.881 is hereby amended to read as follows:
706.881  1. The provisions of NRS 706.8811 to 706.885, inclusive, and section 3 of this act, apply to any county:
   (a) Whose population is 400,000 or more; or
   (b) For whom regulation by the Taxicab Authority is not required, if the board of county commissioners of the county has enacted an ordinance approving the inclusion of the county within the jurisdiction of the Taxicab Authority.

2. Upon receipt of a certified copy of such an ordinance from a county for whom regulation by the Taxicab Authority is not required, the Taxicab Authority shall exercise its regulatory authority pursuant to NRS 706.8811 to 706.885, inclusive, and section 3 of this act, within that county.

3. Within any such county, the provisions of this chapter which confer regulatory authority over taxicab motor carriers upon the Nevada Transportation Authority do not apply.

Sec. 7. NRS 706.8811 is hereby amended to read as follows:

706.8811  As used in NRS 706.881 to 706.885, inclusive, and section 3 of this act, unless the context otherwise requires, the words and terms defined in NRS 706.8812 to 706.8817, inclusive, have the meanings ascribed to them in those sections.

Sec. 8. NRS 706.885 is hereby amended to read as follows:

706.885  1. Any person who knowingly makes or causes to be made, either directly or indirectly, a false statement on an application, account or other statement required by the Taxicab Authority or the Administrator or who violates any of the provisions of NRS 706.881 to 706.885, inclusive, and section 3 of this act is guilty of a misdemeanor.

2. The Taxicab Authority or Administrator may at any time, for good cause shown and upon at least 5 days' notice to the grantee of any certificate or driver's permit, and after a hearing unless waived by the grantee, penalize the grantee of a certificate to a maximum amount of $15,000 or penalize the grantee of a driver's permit to a maximum amount of $500 or suspend or revoke the certificate or driver's permit granted by the Taxicab Authority or Administrator, respectively, for:
   (a) Any violation of any provision of NRS 706.881 to 706.885, inclusive, and section 3 of this act or any regulation of the Taxicab Authority or Administrator.
   (b) Knowingly permitting or requiring any employee to violate any provision of NRS 706.881 to 706.885, inclusive, and section 3 of this act or any regulation of the Taxicab Authority or Administrator.

If a penalty is imposed on the grantee of a certificate pursuant to this section, the Taxicab Authority or Administrator may require the grantee to pay the costs of the proceeding, including investigative costs and attorney's fees.

3. When a driver or certificate holder fails to appear at the time and place stated in the notice for the hearing, the Administrator shall enter a finding of default. Upon a finding of default, the Administrator may suspend or revoke
the license, permit or certificate of the person who failed to appear and impose the penalties provided in this chapter. For good cause shown, the Administrator may set aside a finding of default and proceed with the hearing.

4. Any person who operates or permits a taxicab to be operated in passenger service without a certificate of public convenience and necessity issued pursuant to NRS 706.8827, is guilty of a gross misdemeanor. If a law enforcement officer witnesses a violation of this subsection, the law enforcement officer may cause the vehicle to be towed immediately from the scene.

5. The conviction of a person pursuant to subsection 1 does not bar the Taxicab Authority or Administrator from suspending or revoking any certificate, permit or license of the person convicted. The imposition of a fine or suspension or revocation of any certificate, permit or license by the Taxicab Authority or Administrator does not operate as a defense in any proceeding brought under subsection 1.

Sec. 9. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 10. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 11. 1. Except as otherwise provided by subsection 2, on or before January 1, 2012, July 1, 2012, January 1, 2013, and July 1, 2013, each taxicab motor carrier in a county whose population is 700,000 or more shall transmit a report to the Taxicab Authority which sets out the actual costs that the taxicab motor carrier incurred during the immediately preceding 6 months to purchase, install and maintain the equipment used to provide for the acceptance of credit cards or debit cards for the payment of rates, fares and other charges.

2. The first report transmitted pursuant to this section must include the information for all months preceding January 1, 2012, in which any expenses were incurred to purchase, install and maintain the equipment used to provide for the acceptance of credit cards or debit cards for the payment of rates, fares and other charges.

3. Within 30 days after receipt of the reports made pursuant to this section, the Taxicab Authority shall compile the information contained in the reports and transmit that information to the Director of the Legislative Counsel Bureau for distribution to the Legislature. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 12. The Taxicab Authority shall require all taxicab motor carriers in a county whose population is 700,000 or more who charge a customer a fee for the convenience of using a credit card or debit card for rates, fares or other charges to transmit a portion of those fees to the Authority on or before January 1, 2012, July 1, 2012, and January 1, 2013. The Taxicab Authority shall determine the amount of the fees required to be transmitted on a fair and equitable basis which ensures that the amount necessary is collected from each entity to enable the Taxicab Authority to transmit $400,000 on or before January 15, 2012, July 15, 2012, and January 15, 2013, to the Aging and
Disability Services Division of the Department of Health and Human Services. The entire amount of the $1,200,000 transmitted to the Division must be expended on transportation services in Clark County provided through the Senior Ride Program and the Independent Living Grants Program. [Deleted by amendment.]

Sec. 13. [The Taxicab Authority and the Nevada Transportation Authority shall each adopt any regulations necessary to implement the provisions of this act on or before October 1, 2011.] [Deleted by amendment.]

Sec. 14. [This act becomes effective upon passage and approval.] [Deleted by amendment.]

Senator Horsford moved the adoption of the amendment.
Remarks by Senator Horsford.
Senator Horsford requested that his remarks be entered in the Journal.
The amendment repeals Section 12, which created a two-thirds requirement on the bill and it changed the language back to its original version in the first reprint.

Amendment adopted.
Bill ordered reprinted, re-engrossed and to third reading.

MOTIONS, RESOLUTIONS AND NOTICES
Senator Manendo moved that Assembly Bill No. 453 be taken from the General File and placed on the General File on the next agenda.
Motion carried.

GENERAL FILE AND THIRD READING
Assembly Bill No. 511.
Bill read third time.
Remarks by Senator Settelmeyer.
Senator Settelmeyer requested that his remarks be entered in the Journal.
Thank you, Mr. President. I rise in support of the bill. I want to make certain that the record reflects that the local authority will still have the ability, even though they will not charge for a vehicle of this nature to park at a meter, to limit them by duration. Meters are not always about raising money, they are about regulating traffic flow. They will still have the ability to say a car can only park in the parking place for a specific length of time. It will be free of charge, but they can still limit the time and the duration in the day. We do not want situations developing where people are allowed to camp overnight. I wanted to clarify that for the record. I support this legislation.

Roll call on Assembly Bill No. 511:
YEAS—20.
NAYS—Breeden.

Assembly Bill No. 511 having received a constitutional majority, Mr. President declared it passed, as amended.
Bill ordered transmitted to the Assembly.

Assembly Bill No. 536.
Bill read third time.
Roll call on Assembly Bill No. 536:
YEAS—21.
NAYS—None.

Assembly Bill No. 536 having received a constitutional majority, Mr. President declared it passed.
Bill ordered transmitted to the Assembly.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS
REPORTS OF CONFERENCE COMMITTEES

Mr. President:
The Conference Committee concerning Senate Bill No. 98, consisting of the undersigned members, has met and reports that:
It has agreed to recommend that Amendment No. 857 of the Assembly be concurred in.
It has agreed to recommend that the bill be further amended as set forth in Conference Amendment No. 16, which is attached to and hereby made a part of this report.
"SUMMARY—Revises provisions relating to collective bargaining between local governments and employee organizations." (BDR 23-415)
"AN ACT relating to local governments; revising provisions relating to [mediation during the process of] collective bargaining [; revising provisions relating to certain reports on final agreements] between local government employers and employee organizations; and providing other matters properly relating thereto."

Legislative Counsel's Digest:
Section 1.3 of this bill revises provisions relating to mediation between local governments and existing law states that certain persons may, and certain persons may not, be members of employee organizations during for the purposes of collective bargaining. (NRS 288.140) Sections 1.7, 3 and 4 of this bill require sets forth that the reports made by the chief executive officer of a local government or the superintendent of a school district to the local government or to the board of trustees of the school district, respectively, concerning the fiscal impact of a collective bargaining agreement between the local government and following persons are prohibited from being a member of an employee organization include information relating to the estimated total cost of the agreement and the difference in that cost and the total cost of the immediately preceding agreement:
(1) supervisory employees who have additional authority on behalf of the employer to make budgetary decisions and decisions relating to collective bargaining; (2) doctors and physicians who are employed by a local government employer; and (3) attorneys who are employed by a local government employer and assigned to a civil division, department or agency except for the duration of a collective bargaining agreement to which the attorney is a party as of July 1, 2011.
Under existing law, a supervisory employee is prohibited from being a member of the same bargaining unit as the employees under his or her direction. (NRS 288.170) Section 5 of this bill revises the definition of "supervisory employee" (NRS 288.075) to create a second subset of supervisory employees who, on behalf of their employer, make budgetary decisions and decisions relating to collective bargaining. Section 8 of this bill makes technical changes to reflect that section 5 now sets forth two subsets of supervisory employees.
Existing law sets forth the subjects over which local government employers and recognized employee organizations are required to bargain (mandatory bargaining), and the subjects that are reserved to such an employer without negotiation. (NRS 288.150) Section 7 of this bill adds to the list of mandatory bargaining topics the reopening of collective bargaining agreements in instances of fiscal emergency.

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEVADA, REPRESENTED IN SENATE AND ASSEMBLY, DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS:

Section 1. (NRS 288.153) is hereby amended to read as follows:
288.153. Any new, extended or modified collective bargaining agreement or similar agreement between a local government employer and an employee organization must be
approved by the governing body of the local government employer at a public hearing. The chief executive officer of the local government shall report to the local government the fiscal impact of the agreement. The report must include, without limitation:

1. The estimated total cost of the agreement, including, without limitation, the estimated total cost of the employees' portion of contributions to the Public Employees' Retirement System that the local government employer will pay on behalf of the employees during the period of the agreement in lieu of equivalent base salary increases or cost of living increases, or both, in the employees' salaries; and

2. The difference between the estimated total cost of the agreement and the total cost of the immediately preceding agreement between the parties. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 1.3. NRS 288.190 is hereby amended to read as follows:

288.190  Except — in cases to which — as otherwise provided in NRS 288.205 — and 288.215 apply —:

1. Anytime before March 1, the dispute may be submitted to a mediator, if both parties agree. Anytime after March 1, if the parties to a negotiation have failed to reach an agreement after at least four meetings of negotiation, either party involved in negotiations may request a mediator. If the parties do not agree upon a mediator, the Commissioner shall submit to the parties a list of seven potential mediators. If the parties are unable to agree upon which mediation service should be used, the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service must be used. The parties shall select their mediator from the list by alternately striking one name until the name of only one mediator remains, who will be the mediator to hear the dispute. The employee organization shall strike the first name.

2. If mediation is agreed to or requested pursuant to subsection 1, the mediator must be selected at the time the parties agree upon a mediator or, if the parties do not agree upon a mediator, within 5 days after the parties receive the list of potential mediators from the Commissioner.

3. The mediator shall bring the parties together as soon as possible and, unless otherwise agreed upon by the parties, attempt to settle the dispute within 30 days after being notified of the mediator's selection as mediator. The mediator may establish the times and dates for meetings and compel the parties to attend but has no power to compel the parties to agree.

4. If the parties do not use a mediator provided by the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service, the local government employer and employee organization each shall pay one-half of the cost of mediation. Each party shall pay its own costs of preparation and presentation of its case in mediation.

5. If the dispute is submitted to a mediator and then submitted to a fact finder, the mediator shall, within 15 days after the last meeting between the parties, give to the Commissioner of the Board a report of the efforts made to settle the dispute. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 1.7. NRS 288.200 is hereby amended to read as follows:

288.200  Except — in cases to which — NRS 288.205 and 288.215 apply —:

1. If —

(a) The parties have failed to reach an agreement after at least six meetings of negotiations, and

(b) The parties have participated in mediation and by April 1, have not reached agreement, then either party to the dispute, at any time after April 1, may submit the dispute to an impartial fact finder for the findings and recommendations of the fact finder. The findings and recommendations of the fact finder are not binding on the parties except as provided in subsections 5, 6 and 11. The mediator of a dispute may also be chosen by the parties to serve as the fact finder.

2. If the parties are unable to agree on an impartial fact finder or a panel of neutral arbitrators within 5 days, either party may request from the American Arbitration Association or the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service a list of seven potential fact finders. If the parties are unable to agree upon which arbitration service should be used, the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service must be used. Within 5 days after receiving a list from the applicable arbitration service, the parties shall select their fact finder from this list by alternately striking
one name until the name of only one fact finder remains, who will be the fact finder to hear the 
dispute in question. The employee organization shall strike the first name.

3. The local government employer and employee organization each shall pay one-half of the 
cost of fact-finding. Each party shall pay its own costs of preparation and presentation of its case 
in fact-finding.

4. A schedule of dates and times for the hearing must be established within 10 days after the 
selection of the fact finder pursuant to subsection 2, and the fact finder shall report the findings 
and recommendations of the fact finder to the parties to the dispute within 30 days after the 
conclusion of the fact-finding hearing.

5. The parties to the dispute may agree, before the submission of the dispute to fact-finding, 
to make the findings and recommendations on all or any specified issues final and binding on the 
parties.

6. If the parties do not agree on whether to make the findings and recommendations of the 
fact finder final and binding, either party may request the formation of a panel to determine 
whether the findings and recommendations of a fact finder on all or any specified issues in a 
particular dispute which are within the scope of subsection 11 are to be final and binding. The 
determination must be made upon the concurrence of at least two members of the panel and not 
later than the date which is 30 days after the date on which the matter is submitted to the panel, 
unless that date is extended by the Commissioner of the Board. Each panel shall, when making 
its determination, consider whether the parties have bargained in good faith and whether it 
believes the parties can resolve any remaining issues. Any panel may also consider the actions 
taken by the parties in response to any previous fact-finding between these parties, the best 
interests of the State and all its citizens, the potential fiscal effect both within and outside the 
political subdivision, and any danger to the safety of the people of the State or a political 
subdivision.

7. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 10, any fact finder, whether the fact finder's 
recommendations are to be binding or not, shall base such recommendations or award on the 
following criteria:

(a) A preliminary determination must be made as to the financial ability of the local 
government employer based on all existing available revenues as established by the local 
government employer and within the limitations set forth in NRS 354.6241, with due regard for 
the obligation of the local government employer to provide facilities and services guaranteeing 
the health, welfare and safety of the people residing within the political subdivision.

(b) Once the fact finder has determined in accordance with paragraph (a) that there is a 
current financial ability to grant monetary benefits, and subject to the provisions of 
paragraph (c), the fact finder shall consider, to the extent appropriate, compensation of other 
government employees, both in and out of the State and use normal criteria for interest disputes 
regarding the terms and provisions to be included in an agreement in assessing the 
reasonableness of the position of each party as to each issue in dispute and the fact finder shall 
consider whether the Board found that either party had bargained in bad faith.

(c) A consideration of funding for the current year being negotiated. If the parties mutually 
agree to arbitrate a multiyear contract, the fact finder must consider the ability to pay over the 
life of the contract being negotiated or arbitrated.

The fact finder's report must contain the facts upon which the fact finder based the fact 
finder's determination of financial ability to grant monetary benefits and the fact finder's 
recommendations or award.

8. Within 45 days after the receipt of the report from the fact finder, the governing body of 
the local government employer shall hold a public meeting in accordance with the provisions of 
chapter 211 of NRS. The meeting must include a discussion of:

(a) The issues of the parties submitted pursuant to subsection 2;

(b) The report of findings and recommendations of the fact finder; and

(c) The overall fiscal impact of the findings and recommendations, which must not include a 
discussion of the details of the report.

The fact finder must not be asked to discuss the decision during the meeting.
9. The chief executive officer of the local government shall report to the local government the fiscal impact of the findings and recommendations. The report must include, without limitation:

(a) An analysis of the impact of the findings and recommendations on compensation and reimbursement, benefits, hours, working conditions or other terms and conditions of employment;

(b) If any of the findings or recommendations of the fact finder are to be binding:

(1) The estimated total cost of any contract resulting from the findings or recommendations which are to be binding, including, without limitation, the estimated total cost of the employees’ portion of contributions to the Public Employees’ Retirement System that the local government employer will pay on behalf of the employees during the period of the contract in lieu of equivalent base salary increases or cost-of-living increases, or both, in the employees’ salary; and

(2) The difference between the estimated total cost of the contract and the total cost of the immediately preceding contract between the parties.

10. Any sum of money which is maintained in a fund whose balance is required by law to be:

(a) Used only for a specific purpose other than the payment of compensation to the bargaining unit affected; or

(b) Carried forward to the succeeding fiscal year in any designated amount, to the extent of that amount,

must not be counted in determining the financial ability of a local government employer and must not be used to pay any monetary benefits recommended or awarded by the fact finder.

11. The issues which may be included in a panel’s order pursuant to subsection 6 are:

(a) Those enumerated in subsection 2 of NRS 288.150 as the subjects of mandatory bargaining, unless precluded for that year by an existing collective bargaining agreement between the parties; and

(b) Those which an existing collective bargaining agreement between the parties makes subject to negotiation in that year.

This subsection does not preclude the voluntary submission of other issues by the parties pursuant to subsection 5.4 (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 2. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 3. (Deleted by amendment.)

NRS 288.215 is hereby amended to read as follows:

288.215  1. As used in this section:

(a) “Firefighters” means those persons who are salaried employees of a fire prevention or suppression unit organized by a political subdivision of the State and whose principal duties are controlling and extinguishing fires.

(b) “Police officers” means those persons who are salaried employees of a police department or other law enforcement agency organized by a political subdivision of the State and whose principal duties are to enforce the law.

2. The provisions of this section apply only to firefighters and police officers and their local government employers.

3. If the parties have not agreed to make the findings and recommendations of the fact finder final and binding upon all issues, and do not otherwise resolve their dispute, they shall, within 10 days after the fact finder’s report is submitted, submit the issues remaining in dispute to an arbitrator who must be selected in the manner provided in NRS 288.200 and have the same powers provided for fact finders in NRS 288.210.

4. The arbitrator shall, within 10 days after the arbitrator is selected, and after 7 days’ written notice is given to the parties, hold a hearing to receive information concerning the dispute. The hearings must be held in the county in which the local government employer is located and the arbitrator shall arrange for a full and complete record of the hearings.

5. At the hearing, or at any subsequent time to which the hearing may be adjourned, information may be presented by:

(a) The parties to the dispute; or

(b) Any interested person.

6. The parties to the dispute shall each pay one-half of the costs incurred by the arbitrator.
7. A determination of the financial ability of a local government employer must be based on:
   (a) All existing available revenues as established by the local government employer and within the limitations set forth in NRS 354.6241, with due regard for the obligation of the local government employer to provide facilities and services guaranteeing the health, welfare and safety of the people residing within the political subdivision.
   (b) Consideration of funding for the current year being negotiated. If the parties mutually agree to arbitrate a multi-year contract the arbitrator must consider the ability to pay over the life of the contract being negotiated or arbitrated.

   Once the arbitrator has determined in accordance with this subsection that there is a current financial ability to grant monetary benefits, the arbitrator shall consider, to the extent appropriate, compensation of other governmental employees, both in and out of this State.

8. At the recommendation of the arbitrator, the parties may, before the submission of a final offer, enter into negotiations. If the negotiations are begun, the arbitrator may adjourn the hearings for a period of 3 weeks. An agreement by the parties is final and binding, and upon notification to the arbitrator, the arbitration terminates.

9. If the parties do not enter into negotiations or do not agree within 30 days, each of the parties shall submit a single written statement containing its final offer for each of the unresolved issues.

10. The arbitrator shall, within 10 days after the final offers are submitted, accept one of the written statements, on the basis of the criteria provided in NRS 288.200, and shall report the decision to the parties. The decision of the arbitrator is final and binding on the parties. Any award of the arbitrator is retroactive to the expiration date of the last contract.

11. The arbitrator must include in the decision:
   (a) Giving the arbitrator's reasons for accepting the final offer that is the basis of the arbitrator's award and
   (b) Specifying the arbitrator's estimate of the total cost of the award.

12. Within 45 days after the receipt of the decision from the arbitrator pursuant to subsection 10, the governing body of the local government employer shall hold a public meeting in accordance with the provisions of chapter 241 of NRS. The meeting must include a discussion of:
   (a) The issues submitted pursuant to subsection 3;
   (b) The statement of the arbitrator pursuant to subsection 11; and
   (c) The overall fiscal impact of the decision, which must not include a discussion of the details of the decision.

   The arbitrator must not be asked to discuss the decision during the meeting.

13. The chief executive officer of the local government shall report to the local government an analysis of the impact of the decision on compensation and reimbursement, funding, benefits, hours, working conditions or other terms and conditions of employment.

   The estimated total cost of any contract resulting from the decision, including, without limitation, the estimated total cost of the employees' portion of contributions to the Public Employees' Retirement System that the local government employer will pay on behalf of firefighters or police officers, as applicable, during the period of the contract in lieu of equivalent base salary increase or cost-of-living increase, or both, in the employees' salaries and
   (c) The difference between the estimated total cost of the contract and the total cost of the immediately preceding contract between the parties.

Sec. 4. NRS 288.217 is hereby amended to read as follows:

288.217. The provisions of this section govern negotiations between school districts and employee organizations representing teachers and educational support personnel.

2. If the parties to a negotiation pursuant to this section have failed to reach an agreement after at least four sessions of negotiation, either party may declare the negotiations to be at an impasse and, after 5 days' written notice is given to the other party, submit the issues remaining in dispute to an arbitrator. The arbitrator must be selected in the manner provided in subsection 1 of NRS 288.200 and has the powers provided for fact finders in NRS 288.210.
3. The arbitrator shall, within 30 days after the arbitrator is selected, and after 7 days' written notice is given to the parties, hold a hearing to receive information concerning the dispute. The hearing must be held in the county in which the school district is located and the arbitrator shall arrange for a full and complete record of the hearing.

4. The parties to the dispute shall each pay one-half of the costs of the arbitration.

5. A determination of the financial ability of a school district must be based on:
   (a) All existing available revenues as established by the school district and within the limitations set forth in NRS 354.6241, with due regard for the obligation of the school district to provide an education to the children residing within the district.
   (b) Consideration of funding for the current year being negotiated. If the parties mutually agree to arbitrate a multi-year contract the arbitrator must consider the ability to pay over the life of the contract being negotiated or arbitrated.

6. Once the arbitrator has determined in accordance with this subsection that there is a current financial ability to grant monetary benefits, the arbitrator shall consider, to the extent appropriate, compensation of other governmental employees, both in and out of this State.

7. At the recommendation of the arbitrator, the parties may, before the submission of a final offer, enter into negotiations. If the negotiations are begun, the arbitrator may adjourn the hearing for a period of 3 weeks. If an agreement is reached, it must be submitted to the arbitrator, who shall certify it as final and binding.

8. If the parties do not enter into negotiations or do not agree within 30 days after the hearing held pursuant to subsection 3, each of the parties shall submit a single written statement containing its final offer for each of the unresolved issues.

9. The arbitrator shall, within 10 days after the final offers are submitted, render a decision on the basis of the criteria set forth in NRS 288.200. The arbitrator shall accept one of the written statements and shall report the decision to the parties. The decision of the arbitrator is final and binding on the parties. Any award of the arbitrator is retroactive to the expiration date of the last contract between the parties.

10. The decision of the arbitrator must include a statement:
    (a) Giving the arbitrator's reasons for accepting the final offer that is the basis of the arbitrator's award and
    (b) Specifying the arbitrator's estimate of the total cost of the award.

11. Within 45 days after the receipt of the decision from the arbitrator, the board of trustees of the school district shall hold a public meeting in accordance with the provisions of chapter 241 of NRS. The meeting must include a discussion of:
    (a) The issues submitted pursuant to subsection 2;
    (b) The statement of the arbitrator pursuant to subsection 9; and
    (c) The overall fiscal impact of the decision which must not include a discussion of the details of the decision.

12. The superintendent of the school district shall report to the board of trustees the fiscal impact of the decision. The report must include, without limitation:
    (a) An analysis of the impact of the decision on compensation and reimbursement, funding, benefits, hours, working conditions or other terms and conditions of employment;
    (b) The estimated total cost of any contract resulting from the decision, including without limitation, the estimated total cost of the employees' portion of contributions to the Public Employees' Retirement System that the school district will pay on behalf of teachers and educational support personnel during the period of the contract in lieu of equivalent base salary increases or cost of living increases, or both, in the salaries of the teachers and educational support personnel; and
    (c) The difference between the estimated total cost of the contract and the total cost of the immediately preceding contract between the parties.

13. As used in this section:
    (a) "Educational support personnel" means all classified employees of a school district, other than teachers, who are represented by an employee organization.
    (b) "Teacher" means any employee of a school district who is licensed to teach in this State and who is represented by an employee organization. (Deleted by amendment.)
Sec. 5. NRS 288.075 is hereby amended to read as follows:

288.075 1. "Supervisory employee" means [any] :

(a) Any individual having authority in the interest of the employer to hire, transfer, suspend, lay off, recall, promote, discharge, assign, reward or discipline other employees or responsibility to direct them, to adjust their grievances or effectively to recommend such action, if in connection with the foregoing, the exercise of such authority is not of a merely routine or clerical nature, but requires the use of independent judgment. The exercise of such authority shall not be deemed to place the employee in supervisory employee status unless the exercise of such authority occupies a significant portion of the employee's workday [ ]; or

(b) Any individual or class of individuals appointed by the employer and having authority on behalf of the employer to:

   (1) Hire, transfer, suspend, lay off, recall, terminate, promote, discharge, assign, reward or discipline other employees or responsibility to direct them, to adjust their grievances or to effectively to recommend such action;

   (2) Make budgetary decisions; and

   (3) Be consulted on decisions relating to collective bargaining if, in connection with the foregoing, the exercise of such authority is not of a merely routine or clerical nature, but requires the use of independent judgment. The exercise of such authority shall not be deemed to place the employee in supervisory employee status unless the exercise of such authority occupies a significant portion of the employee's workday.

2. Nothing in this section shall be construed to mean that an employee who has been given incidental administrative duties shall be classified as a supervisory employee.

Sec. 6. NRS 288.140 is hereby amended to read as follows:

288.140 1. It is the right of every local government employee, subject to the limitations provided in subsections 3 and 4, to join any employee organization of the employee's choice or to refrain from joining any employee organization. A local government employer shall not discriminate in any way among its employees on account of membership or nonmembership in an employee organization.

2. The recognition of an employee organization for negotiation, pursuant to this chapter, does not preclude any local government employee who is not a member of that employee organization from acting for himself or herself with respect to any condition of his or her employment, but any action taken on a request or in adjustment of a grievance shall be consistent with the terms of an applicable negotiated agreement, if any.

3. A police officer, sheriff, deputy sheriff or other law enforcement officer may be a member of an employee organization only if such employee organization is composed exclusively of law enforcement officers.

4. The following persons may not be a member of an employee organization:

   (a) A supervisory employee described in paragraph (b) of subsection 1 of NRS 288.075, including but not limited to appointed officials and department heads who are primarily responsible for formulating and administering management, policy and programs.

   (b) A doctor or physician who is employed by a local government employer.

   (c) Except as otherwise provided in this paragraph, an attorney who is employed by a local government employer and who is assigned to a civil law division, department or agency. The provisions of this paragraph do not apply with respect to an attorney whose employment is composed of law enforcement officers.

5. As used in this section, "doctor or physician" means a doctor, physician, homeopathic physician, osteopathic physician, chiropractic physician, practitioner of Oriental medicine, podiatric physician or practitioner of optometry, as those terms are defined or used, respectively, in NRS 630.014, 630A.050, 633.091, chapter 634 of NRS, chapter 634A of NRS, chapter 635 of NRS or chapter 636 of NRS.

Sec. 7. NRS 288.150 is hereby amended to read as follows:

288.150 1. Except as provided in subsection 4, every local government employer shall negotiate in good faith through one or more representatives of its own choosing concerning the mandatory subjects of bargaining set forth in subsection 2 with the designated representatives of the recognized employee organization, if any, for each appropriate bargaining unit among its employees. If either party so requests, agreements reached must be reduced to writing.
2. The scope of mandatory bargaining is limited to:
   (a) Salary or wage rates or other forms of direct monetary compensation.
   (b) Sick leave.
   (c) Vacation leave.
   (d) Holidays.
   (e) Other paid or nonpaid leaves of absence.
   (f) Insurance benefits.
   (g) Total hours of work required of an employee on each workday or workweek.
   (h) Total number of days' work required of an employee in a work year.
   (i) Discharge and disciplinary procedures.
   (j) Recognition clause.
   (k) The method used to classify employees in the bargaining unit.
   (l) Deduction of dues for the recognized employee organization.
   (m) Protection of employees in the bargaining unit from discrimination because of
       participation in recognized employee organizations consistent with the provisions of this chapter.
   (n) No-strike provisions consistent with the provisions of this chapter.
   (o) Grievance and arbitration procedures for resolution of disputes relating to interpretation
       or application of collective bargaining agreements.
   (p) General savings clauses.
   (q) Duration of collective bargaining agreements.
   (r) Safety of the employee.
   (s) Teacher preparation time.
   (t) Materials and supplies for classrooms.
   (u) The policies for the transfer and reassignment of teachers.
   (v) Procedures for reduction in workforce.

3. Those subject matters which are not within the scope of mandatory bargaining and which
   are reserved to the local government employer without negotiation include:
   (a) Except as otherwise provided in paragraph (u) of subsection 2, the right to hire, direct,
       assign or transfer an employee, but excluding the right to assign or transfer an employee as a
       form of discipline.
   (b) The right to reduce in force or lay off any employee because of lack of work or lack of
       money, subject to paragraph (v) of subsection 2.
   (c) The right to determine:
       (1) Appropriate staffing levels and work performance standards, except for safety
           considerations;
       (2) The content of the workday, including without limitation workload factors, except for
           safety considerations;
       (3) The quality and quantity of services to be offered to the public; and
       (4) The means and methods of offering those services.
   (d) Safety of the public.

4. Notwithstanding the provisions of any collective bargaining agreement negotiated
   pursuant to this chapter, a local government employer is entitled to take whatever actions may be
   necessary to carry out its responsibilities in situations of emergency such as a riot, military
   action, natural disaster or civil disorder. Those actions may include the suspension of any
   collective bargaining agreement for the duration of the emergency. Any action taken under the
   provisions of this subsection must not be construed as a failure to negotiate in good faith.

5. The provisions of this chapter, including without limitation the provisions of this section,
   recognize and declare the ultimate right and responsibility of the local government employer to
   manage its operation in the most efficient manner consistent with the best interests of all its
   citizens, its taxpayers and its employees.
6. This section does not preclude, but this chapter does not require the local government employer to negotiate subject matters enumerated in subsection 3 which are outside the scope of mandatory bargaining. The local government employer shall discuss subject matters outside the scope of mandatory bargaining but it is not required to negotiate those matters.

7. Contract provisions presently existing in signed and ratified agreements as of May 15, 1975, at 12 p.m. remain negotiable.

Sec. 8. NRS 288.170 is hereby amended to read as follows:

288.170  1. Each local government employer which has recognized one or more employee organizations shall determine, after consultation with the recognized organization or organizations, which group or groups of its employees constitute an appropriate unit or units for negotiating. The primary criterion for that determination must be the community of interest among the employees concerned.

2. A principal, assistant principal or other school administrator below the rank of superintendent, associate superintendent or assistant superintendent shall not be a member of the same bargaining unit with public school teachers unless the school district employs fewer than five principals but may join with other officials of the same specified ranks to negotiate as a separate bargaining unit.

3. A head of a department of a local government, an administrative employee or a supervisory employee must not be a member of the same bargaining unit as the employees under the direction of that department head, administrative employee or supervisory employee. Any dispute between the parties as to whether an employee is a supervisor must be submitted to the Board. An employee organization which is negotiating on behalf of two or more bargaining units consisting of firefighters or police officers, as defined in NRS 288.215, may select members of the units to negotiate jointly on behalf of each other, even if one of the units consists of supervisory employees and the other unit does not.

4. Confidential employees of the local government employer must be excluded from any bargaining unit but are entitled to participate in any plan to provide benefits for a group that is administered by the bargaining unit of which they would otherwise be a member.

5. If any employee organization is aggrieved by the determination of a bargaining unit, it may appeal to the Board. Subject to judicial review, the decision of the Board is binding upon the local government employer and employee organizations involved. The Board shall apply the same criterion as specified in subsection 1.

6. As used in this section,"confidential"

(a) "Confidential employee" means an employee who is involved in the decisions of management affecting collective bargaining.

(b) "Supervisory employee" means a supervisory employee described in paragraph (a) of subsection 1 of NRS 288.075.

Sec. 9. This act becomes effective on July 1, 2011.

Senator Denis moved that the Senate adopt the report of the Conference Committee concerning Senate Bill No. 98.

Senator Roberson requested that his remarks be entered in the Journal.

I will support this bill, but I want to go on the record that this language does not go nearly far enough. I am concerned that it does not touch collective bargaining as many of us thought that it would. It is a step in the right direction. I will support it.

Motion carried by a constitutional majority.

Mr. President:

The Conference Committee concerning Senate Bill No. 249, consisting of the undersigned members, has met and reports that:

It has agreed to recommend that Amendment No. 838 of the Assembly be concurred in.
It has agreed to recommend that the bill be further amended as set forth in Conference Amendment No. 7, which is attached to and hereby made a part of this report.

"SUMMARY—Makes various changes relating to administration of taxes on property.

(BDR 32-793)"

"AN ACT relating to the taxation of property; revising the provisions governing the administration of certain exemptions from taxation, the determination of the taxable value of the community units of a common-interest community, the conversion of mobile or manufactured homes from real to personal property, the issuance of certain notices by the county assessor and county treasurer, the payment of taxes on personal property in installments, and the determination of when an overpayment of taxes on personal property will not be refunded or a deficiency in the payment of such taxes will be exempted from collection; postponing the prospective expiration of certain provisions for the funding of accounts for the acquisition and improvement of technology in the offices of county assessors and revising the authorized uses of such accounts; repealing certain requirements relating to the minimum valuation of certain land; and providing other matters properly relating thereto."

Legislative Counsel's Digest:

Existing law provides various exemptions from property taxes for surviving spouses, persons who are blind and veterans, if the persons claiming the exemptions are bona fide residents of this State, and requires the county assessors to mail annually to each person who claims such an exemption a form for the renewal of the exemption. (NRS 361.080, 361.085, 361.090, 361.091)

Section 1 of this bill clarifies that these tax exemptions do not apply to a person who holds an identification card indicating that the person is only a seasonal resident of this State, unless the person has actually resided in Nevada for at least 6 months. Sections 2-5 of this bill authorize the county assessors to provide, upon request, the forms for renewal by electronic means and to authorize the return of those forms by electronic means.

Under existing law, the taxable value of the common elements of a common-interest community must be allocated on an equal basis to each of the community units of that common-interest community. (NRS 361.233) Section 6 of this bill instead requires, under certain conditions, the allocation of that taxable value to the community units in accordance with a formula for allocation set forth in the declaration creating the common-interest community or, if there is no such declaration, in the recorded deeds for the community units.

Under existing law, a mobile or manufactured home may not be converted from real to personal property and removed from the real property to which it is affixed unless the county assessor certifies that the current taxes on that home and real property have been paid. (NRS 361.2445) Section 7 of this bill instead requires this certification from the county tax receiver.

Existing law requires each board of county commissioners to pass a resolution during each fiscal year which directs the county assessor to prepare a secured tax roll of taxable property in the county. The resolution must further direct the county assessor to mail a copy of the secured tax roll to each taxpayer in the county or publish the secured tax roll in a newspaper of general circulation in the county. Existing law also requires the county assessor to issue certain notices indicating that the secured tax roll is complete and available for inspection. (NRS 361.300) Section 9.5 of this bill requires the county assessor to, pursuant to a resolution adopted by the board of county commissioners, additionally post the secured tax roll on an Internet website maintained by the county assessor or the county. In addition, section 9.5 requires that notices to the effect that the secured tax roll is complete and open for inspection also indicate the locations at which the secured tax roll is available for inspection.

Existing law requires a county tax receiver to publish certain notices of delinquent taxes in a newspaper of general circulation in the county or, if no such newspaper exists, in at least five conspicuous places in the county. (NRS 361.565) Section 11.5 of this bill requires the county tax receiver to additionally publish such notices of delinquency on an Internet website maintained by the county treasurer or the county.

Existing law authorizes a taxpayer, upon request, to pay the personal property taxes imposed on the property of a business in installments if the total taxes exceed $10,000 and certain other conditions are met. (NRS 361.483) Section 10 of this bill revises this authorization to include
the taxes imposed on personal property which is not the property of a business, to require the total amount of taxes to exceed $5,000 and to allow the installment payments only if the pertinent tax bill is issued on or before September 15.

Under existing law, an overpayment of personal property taxes in an amount which is less than the average cost of collecting taxes in this State must be paid into the county general fund unless the taxpayer requests a refund within 6 months, and a deficiency in the payment of personal property taxes must be exempted from collection efforts if the deficiency is less than that average cost of collecting taxes. (NRS 361.485) Section 11 of this bill requires, when calculating the amount paid to determine the existence and amount of such an overpayment or deficiency, the inclusion of the amount of any applicable penalties paid and the amount of any applicable partial abatements of taxes.

Existing law provides various exemptions from the governmental services taxes otherwise due on vehicles of surviving spouses, persons who are blind and veterans and requires the county assessors to mail annually to each person who claims such an exemption a form for the renewal of the exemption. (NRS 371.101, 371.102, 371.103, 371.104) Sections 12-15 of this bill authorize the county assessors to provide, upon request, the forms for renewal by electronic means.

Under existing law, 2 percent of the property taxes collected for each county on personal property and the net proceeds of mines must be deposited into an account for the acquisition and improvement of technology in the office of the county assessor. (NRS 361.530, 362.170) Section 16 of this bill provides for the continuation of this funding during the next biennium by postponing its prospective expiration until June 30, 2013. Section 15.5 of this bill revises the authorized uses of the money in such an account.

Existing law requires persons who desire to claim a property tax exemption for personal property which is in transit through this State to make their claims in the form and manner prescribed by the regulations of the Department of Taxation. (NRS 361.170) Existing law also requires county assessors to assess all patented land and land held under a state land contract at a minimum rate of $1.25 per acre and requires county assessors to pay the difference between that amount and the amount of any lower assessments of that land. (NRS 361.230) Section 17 of this bill repeals these requirements.

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEVADA, REPRESENTED IN SENATE AND ASSEMBLY, DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS:

Section 1. NRS 361.015 is hereby amended to read as follows:

"Bona fide resident" means a person who has:

1. Established a residence in the State of Nevada; and
2. Actually resided in this state for at least 6 months; or has a valid driver's license or identification card issued by the Department of Motor Vehicles of this state, other than such an identification card which indicates that the person is a seasonal resident.

Sec. 2. NRS 361.080 is hereby amended to read as follows:

1. The property of surviving spouses, not to exceed the amount of $1,000 assessed valuation, is exempt from taxation, but no such exemption may be allowed to anyone but a bona fide resident of this State, and must be allowed in but one county in this State to the same family.
2. For the purpose of this section, property in which the surviving spouse has any interest shall be deemed the property of the surviving spouse.
3. The person claiming such an exemption must file with the county assessor an affidavit declaring that the person is a bona fide resident of this State and that the exemption has been claimed in no other county in this State. The affidavit must be made before the county assessor or a notary public. After the filing of the original affidavit, the county assessor shall, except as otherwise provided in this subsection, mail a form for renewal of the exemption to the person each year following a year in which the exemption was allowed for that person. The form must be designed to facilitate its return by mail by the person claiming the exemption. If so requested by the person claiming the exemption, the county assessor may provide the form to the person.
by electronic means in lieu of by mail. The county assessor may authorize the return of the form by electronic means in accordance with the provisions of chapter 719 of NRS.

4. A surviving spouse is not entitled to the exemption provided by this section in any fiscal year beginning after any remarriage, even if the remarriage is later annulled.

5. If any person files a false affidavit or provides false proof to the county assessor or a notary public and, as a result of the false affidavit or false proof, the person is allowed a tax exemption to which the person is not entitled, the person is guilty of a gross misdemeanor.

6. Beginning with the 2005-2006 Fiscal Year, the monetary amount in subsection 1 must be adjusted for each fiscal year by adding to the amount the product of the amount multiplied by the percentage increase in the Consumer Price Index (All Items) from July 2003 to the July preceding the fiscal year for which the adjustment is calculated. The Department shall provide to each county assessor the adjusted amount, in writing, on or before September 30 of each year.

Sec. 3. NRS 361.085 is hereby amended to read as follows:

361.085 1. The property of each person who is blind, not to exceed the amount of $3,000 of assessed valuation, is exempt from taxation, including community property to the extent only of the interest therein of the person who is blind, but no such exemption may be allowed to anyone but a bona fide resident of this State, and must be allowed in but one county in this State on account of the same person.

2. The person claiming such an exemption must file with the county assessor an affidavit declaring that the person is a bona fide resident of the State of Nevada who meets all the other requirements for the exemption and that the exemption is not claimed in any other county in this State. The affidavit must be made before the county assessor or a notary public. After the filing of the original affidavit, the county assessor shall, except as otherwise provided in this subsection, mail a form for renewal of the exemption to the person each year following a year in which the exemption was allowed for that person. The form must be designed to facilitate its return by mail by the person claiming the exemption. If so requested by the person claiming the exemption, the county assessor may provide the form to the person by electronic means in lieu of by mail. The county assessor may authorize the return of the form by electronic means in accordance with the provisions of chapter 719 of NRS.

3. Upon first claiming the exemption in a county the claimant shall furnish to the assessor a certificate of a licensed physician setting forth that the physician has examined the claimant and has found him or her to be a person who is blind.

4. If any person files a false affidavit or provides false proof to the county assessor or a notary public and, as a result of the false affidavit or false proof, the person is allowed a tax exemption to which the person is not entitled, the person is guilty of a gross misdemeanor.

5. Beginning with the 2005-2006 Fiscal Year, the monetary amount in subsection 1 must be adjusted for each fiscal year by adding to the amount the product of the amount multiplied by the percentage increase in the Consumer Price Index (All Items) from July 2003 to the July preceding the fiscal year for which the adjustment is calculated. The Department shall provide to each county assessor the adjusted amount, in writing, on or before September 30 of each year.

6. As used in this section, "person who is blind" includes any person whose visual acuity with correcting lenses does not exceed 20/200 in the better eye, or whose vision in the better eye is restricted to a field which subtends an angle of not greater than 20°.

Sec. 4. NRS 361.090 is hereby amended to read as follows:

361.090 1. The property, to the extent of $2,000 assessed valuation, of any actual bona fide resident of the State of Nevada who:

(a) Has served a minimum of 90 continuous days on active duty, who was assigned to active duty at some time between April 21, 1898, and June 15, 1903, or between April 6, 1917, and November 11, 1918, or between December 7, 1941, and December 31, 1946, or between June 25, 1950, and May 7, 1975, or between September 26, 1982, and December 1, 1987, or between October 23, 1983, and November 21, 1983, or between December 20, 1989, and January 31, 1990, or between August 2, 1990, and April 11, 1991, or between December 5, 1992, and March 31, 1994, or between November 20, 1995, and December 20, 1996;

(b) Has served on active duty in connection with carrying out the authorization granted to the President of the United States in Public Law 102-1; or
(c) Has served on active duty in connection with a campaign or expedition for service in which a medal has been authorized by the Government of the United States, regardless of the number of days served on active duty,

and who received, upon severance from service, an honorable discharge or certificate of satisfactory service from the Armed Forces of the United States, or who, having so served, is still serving in the Armed Forces of the United States, is exempt from taxation.

2. For the purpose of this section, the first $2,000 assessed valuation of property in which an applicant has any interest shall be deemed the property of the applicant.

3. The exemption may be allowed only to a claimant who files an affidavit with his or her claim for exemption on real property pursuant to NRS 361.155. The affidavit may be filed at any time by a person claiming exemption from taxation on personal property.

4. The affidavit must be made before the county assessor or a notary public and filed with the county assessor. It must state that the affiant is a bona fide resident of the State of Nevada who meets all the other requirements of subsection 1 and that the exemption is not claimed in any other county in this State. After the filing of the original affidavit, the county assessor shall, except as otherwise provided in this subsection, mail a form for:

(a) The renewal of the exemption; and

(b) The designation of any amount to be credited to the Gift Account for Veterans’ Homes established pursuant to NRS 417.145, to the person each year following a year in which the exemption was allowed for that person. The form must be designed to facilitate its return by mail by the person claiming the exemption. If so requested by the person claiming the exemption, the county assessor may provide the form to the person by electronic means in lieu of by mail. The county assessor may authorize the return of the form by electronic means in accordance with the provisions of chapter 719 of NRS.

5. Persons in actual military service are exempt during the period of such service from filing the annual forms for renewal of the exemption, and the county assessors shall continue to grant the exemption to such persons on the basis of the original affidavits filed. In the case of any person who has entered the military service without having previously made and filed an affidavit of exemption, the affidavit may be filed in his or her behalf during the period of such service by any person having knowledge of the facts.

6. Before allowing any veteran’s exemption pursuant to the provisions of this chapter, the county assessor shall require proof of status of the veteran, and for that purpose shall require production of an honorable discharge or certificate of satisfactory service or a certified copy thereof, or such other proof of status as may be necessary.

7. If any person files a false affidavit or produces false proof to the county assessor or a notary public and, as a result of the false affidavit or false proof, the person is allowed a tax exemption to which the person is not entitled, the person is guilty of a gross misdemeanor.

8. Beginning with the 2005-2006 Fiscal Year, the monetary amounts in subsections 1 and 2 must be adjusted for each fiscal year by adding to the amount the product of the amount multiplied by the percentage increase in the Consumer Price Index (All Items) from July 2003 to the July preceding the fiscal year for which the adjustment is calculated. The Department shall provide to each county assessor the adjusted amount, in writing, on or before September 30 of each year.

Sec. 5. NRS 361.091 is hereby amended to read as follows:

361.091  1. A bona fide resident of the State of Nevada who has incurred a permanent service-connected disability and has been honorably discharged from the Armed Forces of the United States, or his or her surviving spouse, is entitled to an exemption.

2. The amount of exemption is based on the total percentage of permanent service connected disability. The maximum allowable exemption for total permanent disability is the first $20,000 assessed valuation. A person with a permanent service-connected disability of:

(a) Eighty to 99 percent, inclusive, is entitled to an exemption of $15,000 assessed value.

(b) Sixty to 79 percent, inclusive, is entitled to an exemption of $10,000 assessed value.

For the purposes of this section, any property in which an applicant has any interest is deemed to be the property of the applicant.
3. The exemption may be allowed only to a claimant who has filed an affidavit with his or her claim for exemption on real property pursuant to NRS 361.155. The affidavit may be made at any time by a person claiming an exemption from taxation on personal property.

4. The affidavit must be made before the county assessor or a notary public and be filed with the county assessor. It must state that the affiant is a bona fide resident of the State of Nevada, that the affiant meets all the other requirements of subsection 1 and that the exemption is not claimed in any other county within this State. After the filing of the original affidavit, the county assessor shall, except as otherwise provided in this subsection, mail a form for:
   (a) The renewal of the exemption; and
   (b) The designation of any amount to be credited to the Gift Account for Veterans’ Homes established pursuant to NRS 417.145, to the person each year following a year in which the exemption was allowed for that person. The form must be designed to facilitate its return by mail by the person claiming the exemption. If so requested by the person claiming the exemption, the county assessor may provide the return of the form by electronic means in accordance with the provisions of chapter 719 of NRS.

5. Before allowing any exemption pursuant to the provisions of this section, the county assessor shall require proof of the applicant's status, and for that purpose shall require the applicant to produce an original or certified copy of:
   (a) An honorable discharge or other document of honorable separation from the Armed Forces of the United States which indicates the total percentage of his or her permanent service-connected disability;
   (b) A certificate of satisfactory service which indicates the total percentage of his or her permanent service-connected disability; or
   (c) A certificate from the Department of Veterans Affairs or any other military document which shows that he or she has incurred a permanent service-connected disability and which indicates the total percentage of that disability, together with a certificate of honorable discharge or satisfactory service.

6. A surviving spouse claiming an exemption pursuant to this section must file with the county assessor an affidavit declaring that:
   (a) The surviving spouse was married to and living with the veteran who incurred a permanent service-connected disability for the 5 years preceding his or her death;
   (b) The veteran was eligible for the exemption at the time of his or her death or would have been eligible if the veteran had been a resident of the State of Nevada;
   (c) The surviving spouse has not remarried; and
   (d) The surviving spouse is a bona fide resident of the State of Nevada. The affidavit required by this subsection is in addition to the certification required pursuant to subsections 4 and 5. After the filing of the original affidavit required by this subsection, the county assessor shall, except as otherwise provided in this subsection, mail a form for renewal of the exemption to the person each year following a year in which the exemption was allowed for that person. The form must be designed to facilitate its return by mail by the person claiming the exemption. If so requested by the person claiming the exemption, the county assessor may provide the return of the form by electronic means in accordance with the provisions of chapter 719 of NRS.

7. If a veteran or the surviving spouse of a veteran submits, as proof of disability, documentation that indicates a percentage of permanent service-connected disability for more than one permanent service-connected disability, the amount of the exemption must be based on the total of those combined percentages, not to exceed 100 percent.

8. If a tax exemption is allowed under this section, the claimant is not entitled to an exemption under NRS 361.090.

9. If any person files a false affidavit or produces false proof to the county assessor or a notary public and, as a result of the false affidavit or false proof, the person is allowed a tax exemption to which the person is not entitled, the person is guilty of a gross misdemeanor.
10. Beginning with the 2005-2006 Fiscal Year, the monetary amounts in subsection 2 must be adjusted for each fiscal year by adding to the amount the product of the amount multiplied by the percentage increase in the Consumer Price Index (All Items) from July 2003 to the July preceding the fiscal year for which the adjustment is calculated. The Department shall provide to each county assessor the adjusted amount, in writing, on or before September 30 of each year.

Sec. 6. NRS 361.233 is hereby amended to read as follows:

361.233 1. Notwithstanding any other provision of law:
(a) Any ad valorem taxes or special assessments assessed upon any real property within a common-interest community:
   (1) Must be assessed upon the community units and not upon the common-interest community as a whole; and
   (2) Must not be assessed upon any common elements of the common-interest community.
(b) Except as otherwise provided in subsection 2, the taxable value of each parcel:
   (1) Composed solely of a community unit must consist of:
      (I) The taxable value of that community unit; and
      (II) A percentage of the taxable value of all the common elements of that common-interest community which is equal to 1 divided by the total number of community units in that common-interest community; or
   (2) Composed of a community unit and any portion of the common elements of the common-interest community must consist of:
      (I) The taxable value of that community unit only; and
      (II) A percentage of the taxable value of all the common elements of that common-interest community which is equal to 1 divided by the total number of community units in that common-interest community.

2. If the declaration for a common-interest community or, in the absence of such a declaration, the recorded deeds for the community units of a common-interest community:
   (a) Provide for the allocation to the community units of, except for any minor variations because of rounding, all the interests in the common elements of the common-interest community; or
   (b) Do not provide for the allocation described in paragraph (a) but provide for the allocation to the community units of, except for any minor variations because of rounding, all the liabilities for the common expenses of the common-interest community, and the formula for allocation provided in the declaration or deeds differs from the formula for allocation set forth in sub-subparagraph (II) of subparagraph (1) of paragraph (b) of subsection 1, those sub-subparagraphs do not apply to the common-interest community, and the taxable value of the common elements of the common-interest community must be allocated to the community units in accordance with the formula for allocation provided in the declaration or deeds.

3. The Nevada Tax Commission shall adopt such regulations as it determines to be appropriate to ensure that this section is carried out in a uniform and equal manner that does not result in the double taxation of any common elements of a common-interest community.

4. For the purposes of this section:
(a) "Ad valorem tax" means an ad valorem tax levied by any governmental entity or political subdivision in this State on or after July 1, 2006.
(b) "Common elements" means the physical portion of a common-interest community, including, without limitation, any landscaping, swimming pools, fitness centers, community centers, maintenance and service areas, parking areas, hallways, elevators and mechanical rooms, which is:
   (1) Intended for the general benefit of and potential use by all the owners of the community units and their invitees; and
   (2) Owned:
      (I) By the community association;
      (II) By any person on behalf or for the benefit of the owners of the community units; or
      (III) Jointly by the owners of the community units.
(c) "Common-interest community" means real property with respect to which a person, by virtue of his or her ownership of a community unit, is obligated to pay for any real property other than that unit. The term includes a common-interest community governed by the provisions of chapter 116 of NRS, a condominium hotel governed by the provisions of chapter 116B of NRS, a condominium project governed by the provisions of chapter 117 of NRS and any time-share project, planned unit development or other real property which is organized as a common-interest community in this State.

(d) "Community association" means an association whose membership:

(1) Consists exclusively of the owners of the community units or their elected or appointed representatives; and

(2) Is a required condition of the ownership of a community unit.

(e) "Community unit" means a physical portion of a common-interest community, other than the common elements, which is:

(1) Designated for separate ownership or occupancy; and

(2) Intended for:

(I) Residential use by the owner of that unit and his or her invitees; or

(II) Commercial use by the owner of that unit for the generation of revenue from any persons other than the owners of community units in that common-interest community and their invitees.

(f) "Declaration" means any instrument, however denominated, that creates a common-interest community, including any amendment to an instrument.

(g) "Special assessment" means a special assessment levied by any governmental entity or political subdivision in this State on or after July 1, 2006.

Sec. 7. NRS 361.2445 is hereby amended to read as follows:

361.2445 1. A mobile or manufactured home which has been converted to real property pursuant to NRS 361.244 may not be removed from the real property to which it is affixed unless, at least 30 days before removing the mobile or manufactured home:

(a) The owner:

(1) Files with the Division an affidavit stating that the sole purpose for converting the mobile or manufactured home from real to personal property is to effect a transfer of the title to the mobile or manufactured home;

(2) Files with the Division the affidavit of consent to the removal of the mobile or manufactured home of each person who holds any legal interest in the real property to which the mobile or manufactured home is affixed; and

(3) Gives written notice to the county assessor of the county in which the real property is situated; and

(b) The county assessor certifies in writing that all taxes for the fiscal year on the mobile or manufactured home and the real property to which the mobile or manufactured home is affixed have been paid.

2. The county assessor shall not remove a mobile or manufactured home from the tax rolls until:

(a) The county assessor has received verification that there is no security interest in the mobile or manufactured home or the holders of security interests have agreed in writing to the conversion of the mobile or manufactured home to personal property; and

(b) An affidavit of conversion of the mobile or manufactured home from real to personal property has been recorded in the county recorder's office of the county in which the real property to which the mobile or manufactured home was affixed is situated.

3. A mobile or manufactured home which is physically removed from real property pursuant to this section shall be deemed to be personal property immediately upon its removal.

4. The Department shall adopt:

(a) Such regulations as are necessary to carry out the provisions of this section; and

(b) A standard form for the affidavits required by this section.

5. Before the owner of a mobile or manufactured home that has been converted to personal property pursuant to this section may transfer ownership of the mobile or manufactured home, he or she must obtain a certificate of ownership from the Division.
6. For the purposes of this section, the removal of a mobile or manufactured home from real property includes the detachment of the mobile or manufactured home from its foundation, other than temporarily for the purpose of making repairs or improvements to the mobile or manufactured home or the foundation.

7. An owner who physically removes a mobile or manufactured home from real property in violation of this section is liable for all legal costs and fees, plus the actual expenses, incurred by a person who holds any interest in the real property to restore the real property to its former condition. Any judgment obtained pursuant to this section may be recorded as a lien upon the mobile or manufactured home so removed.

8. As used in this section:
   (a) "Division" means the Manufactured Housing Division of the Department of Business and Industry.
   (b) "Owner" means any person who holds an interest in the mobile or manufactured home or the real property to which the mobile or manufactured home is affixed evidenced by a conveyance or other instrument which transfers that interest to him or her and is recorded in the office of the county recorder of the county in which the mobile or manufactured home and real property are situated, but does not include the owner or holder of a right-of-way, easement or subsurface property right appurtenant to the real property.

Sec. 8. (Deleted by amendment.)
Sec. 9. (Deleted by amendment.)
Sec. 9.5. NRS 361.300 is hereby amended to read as follows:

361.300 1. On or before January 1 of each year, the county assessor shall transmit to the county clerk, post at the front door of the courthouse and publish in a newspaper published in the county a notice to the effect that the secured tax roll is completed and open for inspection by interested persons of the county. A notice issued pursuant to this subsection must include a statement that the secured tax roll is available for inspection as specified in paragraphs (b), (c), (d) and (e) of subsection 3. The statement published in the newspaper must be displayed in the format used for advertisements and printed in at least 10-point bold type or font.

2. If the county assessor fails to complete the assessment roll in the manner and at the time specified in this section, the board of county commissioners shall not allow the county assessor a salary or other compensation for any day after January 1 during which the roll is not completed, unless excused by the board of county commissioners.

3. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 4, each board of county commissioners shall by resolution, before December 1 of any fiscal year in which assessment is made, require the county assessor to prepare a list of all the taxpayers on the secured roll in the county and the total valuation of property on which they severally pay taxes and direct the county assessor:
   (a) To cause such list and valuations to be printed and delivered by the county assessor or mailed by him or her on or before January 1 of the fiscal year in which assessment is made to each taxpayer in the county; or
   (b) To cause such list and valuations to be printed once on or before January 1 of the fiscal year in which assessment is made in a newspaper of general circulation in the county.

In addition to complying with paragraph (a) or (b), the list and valuations may also be posted:

(a) On a public area of the public libraries and branch libraries located in the county;
(b) At the office of the county assessor; and
(c) Published on an Internet website that is operated or administered by or on behalf of the county or that is maintained by the county assessor or, if the county assessor does not maintain an Internet website, on an Internet website that is maintained by the county.
4. A board of county commissioners may, in the resolution required by subsection 3, authorize the county assessor not to deliver or mail the list, as provided in subparagraph (1) of paragraph (a) of subsection 3, to taxpayers whose property is assessed at $1,000 or less and direct the county assessor to mail to each such taxpayer a statement of the amount of his or her assessment. Failure by a taxpayer to receive such a mailed statement does not invalidate any assessment.

5. The several boards of county commissioners in the State may allow the bill contracted with their approval by the county assessor under this section on a claim to be allowed and paid as are other claims against the county.

6. Whenever:
   (a) Any property on the secured tax roll is appraised or reappraised pursuant to NRS 361.260, the county assessor shall, on or before December 18 of the fiscal year in which the appraisal or reappraisal is made, deliver or mail to each owner of such property a written notice stating the assessed valuation of the property as determined from the appraisal or reappraisal. A notice issued pursuant to this paragraph must include a statement that the secured tax roll is available for inspection as specified in paragraphs (b), (c), (d) and (e) of paragraph (b) of subsection 3. If such a statement is published in a newspaper, the statement must be displayed in the format used for advertisements and printed in at least 10-point bold type or font.
   (b) Any personal property billed on the unsecured tax roll is appraised or reappraised pursuant to NRS 361.260, the delivery or mailing to the owner of such property of an individual tax bill or individual tax notice for the property shall be deemed to constitute adequate notice to the owner of the assessed valuation of the property as determined from the appraisal or reappraisal.

7. If the secured tax roll is changed pursuant to NRS 361.310, the county assessor shall mail an amended notice of assessed valuation to each affected taxpayer. The notice must include:
   (a) The information set forth in subsection 6 for the new assessed valuation.
   (b) The dates for appealing the new assessed valuation.

8. Failure by the taxpayer to receive a notice required by this section does not invalidate the appraisal or reappraisal.

9. In addition to complying with subsections 6 and 7, a county assessor shall:
   (a) Provide without charge a copy of a notice of assessed valuation to the owner of the property upon request.
   (b) Post the information included in a notice of assessed valuation on a website or other Internet site, if any, that is operated or administered by or on behalf of the county or the county assessor.

Sec. 10. NRS 361.483 is hereby amended to read as follows:
361.483 1. Except as otherwise provided in this section and NRS 361.736 to 361.7398, inclusive, taxes assessed upon the real property tax roll and upon mobile or manufactured homes are due on the third Monday of August.
2. Taxes assessed upon the real property tax roll may be paid in four approximately equal installments if the taxes assessed on the parcel exceed $100.
3. Except as otherwise provided in this section, taxes assessed upon a mobile or manufactured home may be paid in four installments if the taxes assessed exceed $100.
4. If a taxpayer owns at least 25 mobile or manufactured homes in a county that are leased for commercial purposes, and those mobile or manufactured homes have not been converted to real property pursuant to NRS 361.244, taxes assessed upon those homes may be paid in four installments if, not later than July 31, the taxpayer returns to the county assessor the written statement of personal property required pursuant to NRS 361.265.
5. Except as otherwise provided in this section and NRS 361.505, taxes assessed upon personal property may be paid in four approximately equal installments if:
   (a) The total personal property taxes assessed exceed $10,000.
   (b) Not later than July 31, the taxpayer returns to the county assessor the written statement of personal property required pursuant to NRS 361.265;
   (c) The taxpayer files with the county assessor, or county treasurer if the county treasurer has been designated to collect taxes, a written request to be billed in quarterly installments and
includes with the request a copy of the written statement of personal property required pursuant to NRS 361.265;

(d) The owner of the personal property assessed [is the property of a business and the business] has paid [its] all the personal property taxes assessed on the property without accruing penalties for the immediately preceding 2 fiscal years in any county in the State [ ]; and

(e) Not later than September 15, the county tax receiver issues to the taxpayer an individual tax bill for the personal property which itemizes the dates on which the installments are due. If that tax bill is issued on or after August 1 and on or before September 15, the first two installments are due on the first Monday of October, the third installment on the first Monday of January, and the fourth installment on the first Monday of March.

6. [¶] Except as otherwise provided in subsection 5, if a person elects to pay in installments, the first installment is due on the third Monday of August, the second installment on the first Monday of October, the third installment on the first Monday of January, and the fourth installment on the first Monday of March.

7. If any person charged with taxes which are a lien on real property fails to pay:
   (a) Any one installment of the taxes on or within 10 days following the day the taxes become due, there must be added thereto a penalty of 4 percent.
   (b) Any two installments of the taxes, together with accumulated penalties, on or within 10 days following the day the later installment of taxes becomes due, there must be added thereto a penalty of 5 percent of the two installments due.
   (c) Any three installments of the taxes, together with accumulated penalties, on or within 10 days following the day the latest installment of taxes becomes due, there must be added thereto a penalty of 6 percent of the three installments due.
   (d) The full amount of the taxes, together with accumulated penalties, on or within 10 days following the first Monday of March, there must be added thereto a penalty of 7 percent of the full amount of the taxes.

8. Any person charged with taxes which are a lien on a mobile or manufactured home who fails to pay the taxes within 10 days after an installment payment is due is subject to the following provisions:
   (a) A penalty of 10 percent of the taxes due; and
   (b) The county assessor may proceed under NRS 361.535.

9. If any property tax postponed pursuant to NRS 361.736 to 361.7398, inclusive, becomes due and payable and the person charged with that tax fails to make the required payment within 10 days after it becomes due, there must be added thereto a penalty of 7 percent of the amount of the tax that is due. If the required payment is not paid within 30 days after it becomes due, there must be added thereto all penalties and interest that would have accrued had the property tax not been postponed pursuant to NRS 361.736 to 361.7398, inclusive.

10. The ex officio tax receiver of a county shall notify each person in the county who is subject to a penalty pursuant to this section of the provisions of NRS 360.419 and 361.4835.

Sec. 11. NRS 361.485 is hereby amended to read as follows:

361.485  1. Whenever any tax is paid to the ex officio tax receiver, he or she shall appropriately record the payment and the date thereof on the tax roll contiguously with the name of the person or the description of the property liable for the taxes, and shall give a receipt for the payment if requested by the taxpayer.

2. If the assessment roll is maintained on magnetic storage files in a computer system, the requirement of subsection 1 is met if the system is capable of producing, as printed output, the assessment roll with the dates of payments shown opposite the name of the person or the description of the property liable for the taxes.

3. If the amount of taxes and penalties paid on personal property [¶], together with the amount of any partial abatements of those taxes to which the taxpayer may be entitled:
   (a) Results in an overpayment that is less than the average cost of collecting property taxes in this State as determined by the Nevada Tax Commission, the ex officio tax receiver shall pay the amount of the overpayment into the county treasury for the benefit of the general fund of the county, unless the taxpayer who made the overpayment requests a refund within 6 months after the original payment. All interest paid on money deposited in the county treasury pursuant to this paragraph is the property of the county.
(b) Results in a deficiency, the amount of the deficiency, other than a payment for a penalty, must be exempted from collection if the amount of the deficiency is less than the average cost of collecting property taxes in this State as determined by the Nevada Tax Commission.

4. If the amount of taxes paid on real property:
   (a) Results in an overpayment that does not exceed the amount due by more than $5, the ex officio tax receiver shall pay the amount of the overpayment into the county treasury for the benefit of the general fund of the county, unless the taxpayer who made the overpayment requests a refund within 6 months after the original payment. All interest paid on money deposited in the county treasury pursuant to this paragraph is the property of the county.
   (b) Results in a deficiency that is $5 or less than the amount due, the ex officio tax receiver may exempt the amount of the deficiency from collection.

Sec. 11.5. NRS 361.565 is hereby amended to read as follows:

361.565 1. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 3, if the tax remains delinquent 30 days after the first Monday in April of each year, the tax receiver of the county shall cause notice of the delinquency to be published:
   (a) At least once in the newspaper which publishes the list of taxpayers pursuant to NRS 361.300. If there is no newspaper in the county, the notice must be posted in at least five conspicuous places within the county.
   (b) On an Internet website that is maintained by the county treasurer or, if the county treasurer does not maintain an Internet website, on an Internet website maintained by the county.

2. The cost of publication in each case must be charged to the delinquent taxpayer, and is not a charge against the State or county. The publication must be made at not more than legal rates.

3. If the delinquent property consists of unimproved real estate assessed at a sum not exceeding $25, the notice must be given by posting a copy of the notice in three conspicuous places within the county without publishing the notice in a newspaper.

4. The notice must contain the information required for a notice of delinquency pursuant to subsection 2 of NRS 361.5648.

Sec. 12. NRS 371.101 is hereby amended to read as follows:

371.101 1. Vehicles registered by surviving spouses, not to exceed the amount of $1,000 determined valuation, are exempt from taxation, but the exemption must not be allowed to anyone but actual bona fide residents of this State, and must be filed in but one county in this State to the same family.

2. For the purpose of this section, vehicles in which the surviving spouse has any interest shall be deemed to belong entirely to that surviving spouse.

3. The person claiming the exemption shall file with the Department in the county where the exemption is claimed an affidavit declaring his or her residency and that the exemption has been claimed in no other county in this State for that year. The affidavit must be made before the county assessor or a notary public. After the filing of the original affidavit, the county assessor shall, except as otherwise provided in this subsection, mail a form for renewal of the exemption to the person each year following a year in which the exemption was allowed for that person. The form must be designed to facilitate its return by mail by the person claiming the exemption. If so requested by the person claiming the exemption, the county assessor may provide the form to the person by electronic means in lieu of by mail.

4. A surviving spouse is not entitled to the exemption provided by this section in any fiscal year beginning after any remarriage, even if the remarriage is later annulled.

5. Beginning with the 2005-2006 Fiscal Year, the monetary amount in subsection 1 must be adjusted for each fiscal year by adding to each amount the product of the amount multiplied by the percentage increase in the Consumer Price Index (All Items) from December 2003 to the December preceding the fiscal year for which the adjustment is calculated.

Sec. 13. NRS 371.102 is hereby amended to read as follows:

371.102 1. Vehicles registered by a person who is blind, not to exceed the amount of $3,000 determined valuation, are exempt from taxation, but the exemption must not be allowed to anyone but bona fide residents of this State, and must be filed in but one county in this State on account of that person.
2. The person claiming the exemption must file with the county assessor of the county where the exemption is claimed an affidavit declaring that the person is an actual bona fide resident of the State of Nevada, that he or she is a person who is blind and that the exemption is claimed in no other county in this State. The affidavit must be made before the county assessor or a notary public. After the filing of the original affidavit, the county assessor shall, except as otherwise provided in this subsection, mail a form for renewal of the exemption to the person each year following a year in which the exemption was allowed for that person. The form must be designed to facilitate its return by mail by the person claiming the exemption. If so requested by the person claiming the exemption, the county assessor may provide the form to the person by electronic means in accordance with the provisions of chapter 719 of NRS.

3. Upon first claiming the exemption in a county, the claimant shall furnish to the county assessor a certificate of a physician licensed under the laws of this State setting forth that the physician has examined the claimant and has found him or her to be a person who is blind.

4. Beginning with the 2005-2006 Fiscal Year, the monetary amount in subsection 1 must be adjusted for each fiscal year by adding to each amount the product of the amount multiplied by the percentage increase in the Consumer Price Index (All Items) from December 2003 to the December preceding the fiscal year for which the adjustment is calculated.

5. As used in this section, "person who is blind" includes any person whose visual acuity with correcting lenses does not exceed 20/200 in the better eye, or whose vision in the better eye is restricted to a field which subtends an angle of not greater than 20 degrees.

Sec. 14. NRS 371.103 is hereby amended to read as follows:

371.103  1. Vehicles, to the extent of $2,000 determined valuation, registered by any actual bona fide resident of the State of Nevada who:

(a) Has served a minimum of 90 days on active duty, who was assigned to active duty at some time between April 21, 1898, and June 15, 1903, or between April 6, 1917, and November 11, 1918, or between December 7, 1941, and December 31, 1946, or between June 25, 1950, and May 7, 1975, or between September 26, 1982, and December 1, 1987, or between October 23, 1983, and November 21, 1983, or between December 20, 1989, and January 31, 1990, or between August 2, 1990, and April 11, 1991, or between December 5, 1992, and March 31, 1994, or between November 20, 1995, and December 20, 1996;

(b) Has served a minimum of 90 continuous days on active duty none of which was for training purposes, who was assigned to active duty at some time between January 1, 1961, and May 7, 1975;

(c) Has served on active duty in connection with carrying out the authorization granted to the President of the United States in Public Law 102-1; or

(d) Has served on active duty in connection with a campaign or expedition for service in which a medal has been authorized by the Government of the United States, regardless of the number of days served on active duty,

and who received, upon severance from service, an honorable discharge or certificate of satisfactory service from the Armed Forces of the United States, or who, having so served, is still serving in the Armed Forces of the United States, is exempt from taxation.

2. For the purpose of this section, the first $2,000 determined valuation of vehicles in which such a person has any interest shall be deemed to belong to that person.

3. A person claiming the exemption shall file annually with the Department in the county where the exemption is claimed an affidavit declaring that he or she is an actual bona fide resident of the State of Nevada who meets all the other requirements of subsection 1 and that the exemption is claimed in no other county in this State. The affidavit must be made before the county assessor or a notary public. After the filing of the original affidavit, the county assessor shall, except as otherwise provided in this subsection, mail a form for:

(a) The renewal of the exemption; and

(b) The designation of any amount to be credited to the Gift Account for Veterans’ Homes established pursuant to NRS 417.145,

to the person each year following a year in which the exemption was allowed for that person. The form must be designed to facilitate its return by mail by the person claiming the exemption.
If so requested by the person claiming the exemption, the county assessor may provide the form to the person by electronic means in lieu of by mail.

4. Persons in actual military service are exempt during the period of such service from filing annual affidavits of exemption and the Department shall grant exemptions to those persons on the basis of the original affidavits filed. In the case of any person who has entered the military service without having previously made and filed an affidavit of exemption, the affidavit may be filed in his or her behalf during the period of such service by any person having knowledge of the facts.

5. Before allowing any veteran's exemption pursuant to the provisions of this chapter, the Department shall require proof of status of the veteran, and for that purpose shall require production of an honorable discharge or certificate of satisfactory service or a certified copy thereof, or such other proof of status as may be necessary.

6. If any person files a false affidavit or produces false proof to the Department, and as a result of the false affidavit or false proof a tax exemption is allowed to a person not entitled to the exemption, the person is guilty of a gross misdemeanor.

7. Beginning with the 2005-2006 Fiscal Year, the monetary amounts in subsections 1 and 2 must be adjusted for each fiscal year by adding to each amount the product of the amount multiplied by the percentage increase in the Consumer Price Index (All Items) from December 2003 to the December preceding the fiscal year for which the adjustment is calculated.

Sec. 15. NRS 371.104 is hereby amended to read as follows:

371.104 1. A bona fide resident of the State of Nevada who has incurred a permanent service-connected disability and has been honorably discharged from the Armed Forces of the United States, or his or her surviving spouse, is entitled to a veteran's exemption from the payment of governmental services taxes on vehicles of the following determined valuations:
   (a) If he or she has a disability of 100 percent, the first $20,000 of determined valuation.
   (b) If he or she has a disability of 80 to 99 percent, inclusive, the first $15,000 of determined valuation.
   (c) If he or she has a disability of 60 to 79 percent, inclusive, the first $10,000 of determined valuation.

2. For the purpose of this section, the first $20,000 of determined valuation of vehicles in which an applicant has any interest shall be deemed to belong entirely to that person.

3. A person claiming the exemption shall file annually with the Department in the county where the exemption is claimed an affidavit declaring that he or she is a bona fide resident of the State of Nevada who meets all the other requirements of subsection 1 and that the exemption is claimed in no other county within this State. After the filing of the original affidavit, the county assessor shall, except as otherwise provided in this subsection, mail a form for:
   (a) The renewal of the exemption; and
   (b) The designation of any amount to be credited to the Gift Account for Veterans' Homes established pursuant to NRS 417.145, to the person each year following a year in which the exemption was allowed for that person. The form must be designed to facilitate its return by mail by the person claiming the exemption.

If so requested by the person claiming the exemption, the county assessor may provide the form to the person by electronic means in lieu of by mail.

4. Before allowing any exemption pursuant to the provisions of this section, the Department shall require proof of the applicant's status, and for that purpose shall require production of:
   (a) A certificate from the Department of Veterans Affairs that the veteran has incurred a permanent service-connected disability, which shows the percentage of that disability; and
   (b) Any one of the following:
      (1) An honorable discharge;
      (2) A certificate of satisfactory service; or
      (3) A certified copy of either of these documents.

5. A surviving spouse claiming an exemption pursuant to this section must file with the Department in the county where the exemption is claimed an affidavit declaring that:
   (a) The surviving spouse was married to and living with the veteran with a disability for the 5 years preceding his or her death;
(b) The veteran with a disability was eligible for the exemption at the time of his or her death; and
(c) The surviving spouse has not remarried.

The affidavit required by this subsection is in addition to the certification required pursuant to subsections 3 and 4. After the filing of the original affidavit required by this subsection, the county assessor shall, except as otherwise provided in this subsection, mail a form for renewal of the exemption to the person each year following a year in which the exemption was allowed for that person. The form must be designed to facilitate its return by mail by the person claiming the exemption. If so requested by the person claiming the exemption, the county assessor may provide the form to the person by electronic means in lieu of by mail.

6. If a tax exemption is allowed under this section, the claimant is not entitled to an exemption under NRS 371.103.

7. If any person makes a false affidavit or produces false proof to the Department, and as a result of the false affidavit or false proof the person is allowed a tax exemption to which he or she is not entitled, the person is guilty of a gross misdemeanor.

8. Beginning with the 2005-2006 Fiscal Year, the monetary amounts in subsections 1 and 2 must be adjusted for each fiscal year by adding to each amount the product of the amount multiplied by the percentage increase in the Consumer Price Index (All Items) from December 2003 to the December preceding the fiscal year for which the adjustment is calculated.

Sec. 15.5. NRS 250.085 is hereby amended to read as follows:

250.085  1. The board of county commissioners of each county shall by ordinance create in the county general fund an account to be designated as the Account for the Acquisition and Improvement of Technology in the Office of the County Assessor.

2. The money in the Account:
   (a) Must be accounted for separately and not as a part of any other account; and
   (b) Must not be used to replace or supplant any money available from other sources to acquire technology for and improve technology used in the office of the county assessor.

3. The money in the Account must be used to acquire technology for or improve the technology used in the office of the county assessor, or by another entity with operational impact on the office of the county assessor, including, without limitation, the payment of costs associated with acquiring or improving technology for converting and archiving records, purchasing hardware and software, maintaining the technology, training employees in the operation of the technology and contracting for professional services relating to the technology. [At the discretion of the county assessor, the money may be used by other county offices that do business with the county assessor.]

4. On or before July 1 of each year, the county assessor shall submit to the board of county commissioners a report of the projected expenditures of the money in the Account for the following fiscal year. Any money remaining in the Account at the end of a fiscal year that has not been committed for expenditure reverts to the county general fund.

Sec. 16. Section 57 of chapter 496, Statutes of Nevada 2005, as last amended by chapter 287, Statutes of Nevada 2009, at page 1232, is hereby amended to read as follows:

Sec. 57. 1. This section and sections 52.1 to 52.8, inclusive, of this act become effective upon passage and approval.

2. Sections 1 to 22, inclusive, 24 to 28, inclusive, 42 to 52, inclusive, and 53 to 56, inclusive, of this act become effective on July 1, 2005.

3. Sections 29 to 41, inclusive, of this act become effective:
   (a) Upon passage and approval for the purpose of performing any preparatory administrative tasks that are necessary to carry out the provisions of those sections; and
   (b) On July 1, 2006, for all other purposes.

4. Section 23 of this act becomes effective on July 1, 2013.

5. Section 43 of this act expires by limitation on June 30, 2013.

Sec. 17. NRS 361.170 and 361.230 are hereby repealed.

Sec. 18. The provisions of sections 1, 6 and 17 of this act do not apply to or affect the assessment of any taxes, the application or administration of any exemptions from taxation or the valuation of any property for any fiscal year beginning before July 1, 2012.
Sec. 19. 1. This section and sections 2 to 5, inclusive, 10, 11, 12 to 15, inclusive, and 16 of this act become effective upon passage and approval.
2. Sections 1, 6, 7, 9.5, 11.5, 15.5, 17 and 18 of this act become effective on July 1, 2011.

TEXT OF REPEALED SECTIONS
361.170 Claims for exemption: Requirements. Any person, copartnership, association or corporation making claim to no situs status on any property under NRS 361.160 to 361.185, inclusive, shall do so in the form and manner prescribed by the Department. All such claims shall be accompanied by a certification of the warehouse company as to the status on its books of the property involved.

361.230 Minimum valuation of patented land and land held under state land contract.
1. No patented land of any description in the State of Nevada owned by any individual, partnership, association, estate, corporation or otherwise, and no land held under any state land contract, shall be assessed for less than $1.25 per acre by the county assessors of the various counties.
2. If the county board of equalization shall ascertain that any land within its county has been assessed upon a valuation of less than $1.25 per acre, or has not been assessed at all, the board shall notify the county assessor immediately to pay into the county treasury the taxes due on such land, in such a sum as will yield the full amount of taxes due upon such land upon its true value, which valuation shall not be less than $1.25 per acre. If a county assessor fails to pay such taxes within 10 days after such notification by the county board of equalization, the district attorney shall file and prosecute diligently a suit against the county assessor and his or her surety or sureties on his or her official bond for the amount of such taxes.

Senator Leslie moved that the Senate adopt the report of the Conference Committee concerning Senate Bill No. 249.
Motion carried by a constitutional majority.

CONSIDERATION OF ASSEMBLY AMENDMENTS

Senate Bill No. 159.
The following Assembly amendments were read:
Amendment No. 661.
"SUMMARY—Makes various changes governing offenders. (BDR 16-74)"
"AN ACT relating to offenders; requiring the Director of the Department of Corrections to provide certain information to an offender upon his or her release, including information regarding employment assistance; authorizing a court to require the earnings of a probationer to be held in trust for certain purposes; [authorizing a court to require certain offenders to complete an alternative program, treatment or activity as a condition of probation;] and providing other matters properly relating thereto."

Legislative Counsel's Digest:
Existing law requires the Director of the Department of Corrections to provide certain information to an offender upon the offender's release from prison. (NRS 209.511) Section 1 of this bill requires the Director to provide such an offender with: (1) information relating to assistance for obtaining employment, including information regarding obtaining bonding for employment; and (2) information and reasonable assistance relating to
acquiring a valid driver's license or identification card to enable the offender to obtain employment if the offender requests such information and assistance and is eligible to acquire a driver's license or identification card.

Existing law authorizes a court to set terms and conditions for placing an offender on probation. (NRS 176A.400) Section 2 of this bill specifies that such terms and conditions may include the requirement that any earnings of the offender while on probation be placed in trust for certain purposes. Section 2 also authorizes a court to require certain persons, found guilty of certain felonies which do not involve the use or threatened use of force or violence, to complete an alternative program, treatment or activity as a condition of probation.

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEVADA, REPRESENTED IN SENATE AND ASSEMBLY, DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS:

Section 1. NRS 209.511 is hereby amended to read as follows:

209.511  1. When an offender is released from prison by expiration of his or her term of sentence, by pardon or by parole, the Director:

(a) May furnish the offender with a sum of money not to exceed $100, the amount to be based upon the offender's economic need as determined by the Director;

(b) Shall give the offender notice of the provisions of chapter 179C of NRS and NRS 202.357 and 202.360;

(c) Shall require the offender to sign an acknowledgment of the notice required in paragraph (b);

(d) Shall give the offender notice of the provisions of NRS 179.245 and the provisions of NRS 213.090, 213.155 or 213.157, as applicable;

(e) Shall provide the offender with information relating to obtaining employment, including, without limitation, any programs which may provide bonding for an offender entering the workplace and any organizations which may provide employment or bonding assistance to such a person;

(f) Shall provide the offender with information and reasonable assistance relating to acquiring a valid driver's license or identification card to enable the offender to obtain employment, if the offender:

(1) Requests such information and assistance; and

(2) Is eligible to acquire a valid driver's license or identification card from the Department of Motor Vehicles;

(g) May provide the offender with clothing suitable for reentering society;

(h) May provide the offender with the cost of transportation to his or her place of residence anywhere within the continental United States, or to the place of his or her conviction;

(i) May, but is not required to, release the offender to a facility for transitional living for released offenders that is licensed pursuant to chapter 449 of NRS; and

(j) Shall require the offender to submit to at least one test for exposure to the human immunodeficiency virus.
2. The costs authorized in paragraphs (a), (e), (f), (g) and (h) of subsection 1 must be paid out of the appropriate account within the State General Fund for the use of the Department as other claims against the State are paid to the extent that the costs have not been paid in accordance with subsection 5 of NRS 209.221 and NRS 209.246.

3. As used in this section, "facility for transitional living for released offenders" has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 449.0055.

Sec. 2. [NRS 176A.400 is hereby amended to read as follows:]

176A.400. In issuing an order granting probation, the court may fix the terms and conditions thereof, including, without limitation:

(a) A requirement for restitution;

(b) A requirement that any earnings of the probationer be held in a trust:

(1) Which is administered by a trustee designated by the court; and

(2) From which a portion of the earnings is designated to pay for restitution, child support or any other obligation of the probationer specified by the court;

(c) An order that the probationer dispose of all the weapons the probationer possesses; or

(d) Any reasonable conditions to protect the health, safety or welfare of the community or to ensure that the probationer will appear at all times and places ordered by the court, including, without limitation:

(1) Requiring the probationer to remain in this State or a certain county within this State;

(2) Prohibiting the probationer from contacting or attempting to contact a specific person or from causing or attempting to cause another person to contact that person on the probationer's behalf;

(3) Prohibiting the probationer from entering a certain geographic area; or

(4) Prohibiting the probationer from engaging in specific conduct that may be harmful to the probationer's own health, safety or welfare, or the health, safety or welfare of another person.

2. In issuing an order granting probation to a person who is found guilty of a category C, D or E felony, or who is found guilty of a category B felony which does not involve the use or threatened use of force or violence, the court may require the person as a condition of probation to participate in and complete to the satisfaction of the court any alternative program, treatment or activity deemed appropriate by the court.

3. The court shall not suspend the execution of a sentence of imprisonment after the defendant has begun to serve it.

4. In placing any defendant on probation or in granting a defendant a suspended sentence, the court shall direct that the defendant be placed under the supervision of the Chief Parole and Probation Officer. [Deleted by amendment.]
Amendment No. 958
"SUMMARY—Makes various changes governing offenders. (BDR 16-74)"

"AN ACT relating to {offenders, convicted persons; requiring the Director of the Department of Corrections to provide certain information to an offender upon his or her release, including information regarding employment assistance; authorizing a court to require the earnings of a probationer to be held in trust for certain purposes; providing for the waiver of fees for the issuance of certain forms of identifying information for certain persons released from prison; and providing other matters properly relating thereto."

Legislative Counsel's Digest:
Existing law requires the Director of the Department of Corrections to provide certain information to an offender upon the offender's release from prison. (NRS 209.511) Section 1 of this bill requires the Director to provide such an offender with: (1) information relating to assistance for obtaining employment, including information regarding obtaining bonding for employment; and (2) information and reasonable assistance relating to acquiring a valid driver's license or identification card to enable the offender to obtain employment if the offender requests such information and assistance and is eligible to acquire a driver's license or identification card.

Existing law provides for the waiver of certain fees relating to the issuance of certified copies of birth certificates and duplicate drivers' licenses and identification cards to homeless persons. (NRS 440.175, 440.700, 483.417, 483.825) Sections 3-6 of this bill provide for a similar waiver of such fees for persons who were released from prison within the immediately preceding 90 days. Section 7 of this bill requires the Department of Motor Vehicles to encourage each vendor that has entered into an agreement with the Department to produce photographs for drivers' licenses and identification cards to waive the cost charged to the Department to produce the photographs for such persons who were released from prison.

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEVADA, REPRESENTED IN SENATE AND ASSEMBLY, DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS:

Section 1. NRS 209.511 is hereby amended to read as follows:

209.511 1. When an offender is released from prison by expiration of his or her term of sentence, by pardon or by parole, the Director:

(a) May furnish the offender with a sum of money not to exceed $100, the amount to be based upon the offender's economic need as determined by the Director;

(b) Shall give the offender notice of the provisions of chapter 179C of NRS and NRS 202.357 and 202.360;

(c) Shall require the offender to sign an acknowledgment of the notice required in paragraph (b);
(d) Shall give the offender notice of the provisions of NRS 179.245 and the provisions of NRS 213.090, 213.155 or 213.157, as applicable;

(e) **Shall provide the offender with information relating to obtaining employment, including, without limitation, any programs which may provide bonding for an offender entering the workplace and any organizations which may provide employment or bonding assistance to such a person;**

(f) **Shall provide the offender with information and reasonable assistance relating to acquiring a valid driver's license or identification card to enable the offender to obtain employment, if the offender:**

   (1) Requests such information and assistance; and

   (2) Is eligible to acquire a valid driver's license or identification card from the Department of Motor Vehicles;

(g) May provide the offender with clothing suitable for reentering society;

(h) May provide the offender with the cost of transportation to his or her place of residence anywhere within the continental United States, or to the place of his or her conviction;

(i) May, but is not required to, release the offender to a facility for transitional living for released offenders that is licensed pursuant to chapter 449 of NRS; and

(j) Shall require the offender to submit to at least one test for exposure to the human immunodeficiency virus.

2. The costs authorized in paragraphs (a), (e), (f), (g) and (h) of subsection 1 must be paid out of the appropriate account within the State General Fund for the use of the Department as other claims against the State are paid to the extent that the costs have not been paid in accordance with subsection 5 of NRS 209.221 and NRS 209.246.

3. As used in this section, "facility for transitional living for released offenders" has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 449.0055.

Sec. 2. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 3. **NRS 440.175 is hereby amended to read as follows:**

440.175 1. Upon request, the State Registrar may furnish statistical data to any federal, state, local or other public or private agency, upon such terms or conditions as may be prescribed by the Board.

2. No person may prepare or issue any document which purports to be an original, certified copy, certified abstract or official copy of:

   (a) A certificate of birth, death or fetal death, except as authorized in this chapter or by the Board.

   (b) A certificate of marriage, except a county clerk, county recorder or a person so required pursuant to NRS 122.120.

   (c) A decree of divorce or annulment of marriage, except a county clerk or the judge of a court of record.

3. A person or governmental organization which issues certified or official copies pursuant to paragraph (a) of subsection 2 shall:
(a) Not charge a fee for issuing a certified or official copy of a certificate of birth to:

(1) A homeless person who submits a signed affidavit on a form prescribed by the State Registrar stating that the person is homeless.

(2) A person who submits documentation from the Department of Corrections verifying that the person was released from prison within the immediately preceding 90 days.

(b) Remit to the State Registrar fees collected which are charged in an amount established by the State Registrar by regulation:

(1) For each registration of a birth or death in its district.

(2) For each copy issued of a certificate of birth in its district, other than a copy issued pursuant to paragraph (a).

(3) For each copy issued of a certificate of death in its district.

Sec. 4. NRS 440.700 is hereby amended to read as follows:

440.700  1. Except as otherwise provided in this section, the State Registrar shall charge and collect a fee in an amount established by the State Registrar by regulation:

(a) For searching the files for one name, if no copy is made.

(b) For verifying a vital record.

(c) For establishing and filing a record of paternity, other than a hospital-based paternity, and providing a certified copy of the new record.

(d) For a certified copy of a record of birth.

(e) For a certified copy of a record of death originating in a county in which the board of county commissioners has not created an account for the support of the office of the county coroner pursuant to NRS 259.025.

(f) For a certified copy of a record of death originating in a county in which the board of county commissioners has created an account for the support of the office of the county coroner pursuant to NRS 259.025.

(g) For correcting a record on file with the State Registrar and providing a certified copy of the corrected record.

(h) For replacing a record on file with the State Registrar and providing a certified copy of the new record.

(i) For filing a delayed certificate of birth and providing a certified copy of the certificate.

(j) For the services of a notary public, provided by the State Registrar.

(k) For an index of records of marriage provided on microfiche to a person other than a county clerk or a county recorder of a county of this State.

(l) For an index of records of divorce provided on microfiche to a person other than a county clerk or a county recorder of a county in this State.

(m) For compiling data files which require specific changes in computer programming.

2. The fee collected for furnishing a copy of a certificate of birth or death must include the sum of $3 for credit to the Children's Trust Account created by NRS 432.131.
3. The fee collected for furnishing a copy of a certificate of death must include the sum of $1 for credit to the Review of Death of Children Account created by NRS 432B.409.

4. The State Registrar shall not charge a fee for furnishing a certified copy of a record of birth to:
   
   (a) A homeless person who submits a signed affidavit on a form prescribed by the State Registrar stating that the person is homeless.
   
   (b) A person who submits documentation from the Department of Corrections verifying that the person was released from prison within the immediately preceding 90 days.

5. The fee collected for furnishing a copy of a certificate of death originating in a county in which the board of county commissioners has created an account for the support of the office of the county coroner pursuant to NRS 259.025 must include the sum of $1 for credit to the account for the support of the office of the county coroner of the county in which the certificate originates.

6. Upon the request of any parent or guardian, the State Registrar shall supply, without the payment of a fee, a certificate limited to a statement as to the date of birth of any child as disclosed by the record of such birth when the certificate is necessary for admission to school or for securing employment.

7. The United States Bureau of the Census may obtain, without expense to the State, transcripts or certified copies of births and deaths without payment of a fee.

Sec. 5. NRS 483.417 is hereby amended to read as follows:

483.417 1. The Department shall waive the fee prescribed by NRS 483.410 and the increase in the fee required by NRS 483.347 not more than one time for furnishing a duplicate driver's license to:
   
   (a) A homeless person who submits a signed affidavit on a form prescribed by the Department stating that the person is homeless.
   
   (b) A person who submits documentation from the Department of Corrections verifying that the person was released from prison within the immediately preceding 90 days.

2. A vendor that has entered into an agreement with the Department to produce photographs for drivers' licenses pursuant to NRS 483.347 may waive the cost it charges the Department to produce the photograph of a homeless person or person released from prison for a duplicate driver's license.

3. If the vendor does not waive pursuant to subsection 2 the cost it charges the Department and the Department has waived the increase in the fee required by NRS 483.347 for a duplicate driver's license furnished to a homeless person pursuant to subsection 1, the homeless person shall reimburse the Department in an amount equal to the increase in the fee required by NRS 483.347 if the homeless person:
(a) Applies to the Department for the renewal of his or her driver's license; and
(b) Is employed at the time of such application.

4. The Department may accept gifts, grants and donations of money to fund the provision of duplicate drivers' licenses without a fee to persons pursuant to subsection 1.

Sec. 6. NRS 483.825 is hereby amended to read as follows:

Sec. 6. NRS 483.825 is hereby amended to read as follows:

NRS 483.825 1. The Department shall waive the fee prescribed by NRS 483.820 and the increase in the fee required by NRS 483.347 not more than one time for furnishing a duplicate identification card to:

(a) A homeless person who submits a signed affidavit on a form prescribed by the Department stating that the person is homeless.

(b) A person who submits documentation from the Department of Corrections verifying that the person was released from prison within the immediately preceding 90 days.

2. A vendor that has entered into an agreement with the Department to produce photographs for identification cards pursuant to NRS 483.347 may waive the cost it charges the Department to produce the photograph of a homeless person or person released from prison for a duplicate identification card.

3. If the vendor does not waive pursuant to subsection 2 the cost it charges the Department and the Department has waived the increase in the fee required by NRS 483.347 for a duplicate identification card furnished to a homeless person pursuant to subsection 1, the homeless person shall reimburse the Department in an amount equal to the increase in the fee required by NRS 483.347 if the homeless person:

(a) Applies to the Department for the renewal of his or her identification card; and
(b) Is employed at the time of such application.

4. The Department may accept gifts, grants and donations of money to fund the provision of duplicate identification cards without a fee to persons pursuant to subsection 1.

5. As used in this section, "photograph" has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 483.125.

Sec. 7. The Department of Motor Vehicles shall encourage each vendor that has entered into an agreement with the Department to produce photographs for drivers' licenses and identification cards pursuant to NRS 483.347 to waive the cost that the vendor charges the Department to produce photographs for duplicate drivers' licenses or identification cards furnished to persons released from prison within the immediately preceding 90 days pursuant to subsection 2 of NRS 483.417, as amended by section 5 of this act, and subsection 2 of NRS 483.825, as amended by section 6 of this act.

Sec. 8. 1. This section and section 1 of this bill become effective on October 1, 2011.
2. Sections 3 to 7, inclusive, of this act become effective on February 1, 2012.

Senator Wiener moved that the Senate concur in the Assembly amendments to Senate Bill No. 159.

Motion carried by a constitutional majority.

Bill ordered enrolled.

Senate Bill No. 282.

The following Assembly amendment was read:
Amendment No. 548.

"SUMMARY
Prohibits the willful and intentional public posting or displaying of the social security number of another person. (BDR 15-792)"

"AN ACT relating to crimes; prohibiting the willful and intentional public posting or displaying of the social security number of another person; providing a penalty; and providing other matters properly relating thereto."

Legislative Counsel's Digest:
This bill generally prohibits a person from willfully and intentionally posting or displaying in any public manner the social security number of another person unless the person is authorized or required to do so by specific federal or state law or regulation. Unless a greater penalty is provided by specific statute, a person who violates this provision is guilty of a misdemeanor, which is punishable by imprisonment in the county jail for not more than 6 months or by a fine of not more than $1,000, or both. This bill also authorizes a person whose social security number has been unlawfully posted or displayed to bring a civil cause of action against the person who posted or displayed his or her social security number and to recover actual damages, reasonable attorney’s fees and costs from that person.

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEVADA, REPRESENTED IN SENATE AND ASSEMBLY, DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS:

Section 1. Chapter 205 of NRS is hereby amended by adding thereto a new section to read as follows:

1. Except as otherwise provided in this section, a person shall not willfully and intentionally post or display in any public manner the social security number of another person unless the person is authorized or required to do so by specific federal or state law or regulation.

2. This section does not:

(a) Prevent the use of a social security number for internal verification or administrative purposes.

(b) Apply to documents that are recorded or required to be open to the public pursuant to federal or state law or regulation.

3. Unless a greater penalty is provided by specific statute, a person who violates subsection 1 this section is guilty of a misdemeanor.

4. A person whose social security number has been willfully and intentionally posted or displayed in violation of this section may bring a
civil cause of action against the person who commits such a violation. The court may award actual damages, reasonable attorney's fees and costs to the person whose social security number has been willfully and intentionally posted or displayed in violation of this section.

5. As used in this section, "person":

(a) "Person" includes a government, governmental agency or political subdivision of a government.

(b) "Post or display in any public manner" means to communicate or otherwise make available to the general public. The term includes, without limitation:

1. Printing the social security number of another person on any card required for the other person to access products or services provided by the person or entity printing the social security number.

2. Requiring another person to transmit his or her social security number over the Internet, unless the connection is secure or the social security number is encrypted.

3. Requiring another person to use his or her social security number to access an Internet website, unless a password or unique personal identification number or other authentication device is also required to access the Internet website.

4. Printing the social security number of another person on any material that is mailed to the person, if the social security number is visible to the public.

Senator Wiener moved that the Senate concur in the Assembly amendment to Senate Bill No. 282.

Motion carried by a constitutional majority.

Bill ordered enrolled.

Senate Bill No. 376.

The following Assembly amendment was read:

Amendment No. 732.

"SUMMARY—Increases the penalty for certain technological crimes.

"AN ACT relating to crimes; increasing the penalty for certain technological crimes; providing penalties; and providing other matters properly relating thereto."

Legislative Counsel's Digest:

Existing law makes it a misdemeanor to commit certain acts that: (1) interfere with or deny access to or use of a computer, system or network; and (2) relate to the use or access of a computer, system, network, telecommunications device, telecommunications service or information service. (NRS 205.477) Under existing law, a misdemeanor is punishable by imprisonment in the county jail for a term of not more than 6 months, or a fine of up to $1,000, or both. (NRS 193.150) This bill increases the penalty for engaging in such acts from a misdemeanor to a category E felony.
misdemeanor which is punishable by imprisonment in the {state prison} for a {minimum} term of not {less} more than 1 year {and a maximum term of not more than 4 years and the court may also impose} , or a fine of {not more than $5,000. For this category of felony, the court is required to grant probation except in certain circumstances.} up to $2,000, or both.

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEVADA, REPRESENTED IN SENATE AND ASSEMBLY, DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS:

Section 1. NRS 205.477 is hereby amended to read as follows:

205.477  1. Except as otherwise provided in subsections 3 and 4, a person who knowingly, willfully, maliciously and without authorization interferes with, denies or causes the denial of access to or use of a computer, system or network to a person who has the duty and right to use it is guilty of a gross misdemeanor, [category E felony and shall be punished as provided in NRS 193.130.]

2. Except as otherwise provided in subsections 3 and 4, a person who knowingly, willfully, maliciously and without authorization uses, causes the use of, accesses, attempts to gain access to or causes access to be gained to a computer, system, network, telecommunications device, telecommunications service or information service is guilty of a gross misdemeanor, [category E felony and shall be punished as provided in NRS 193.130.]

3. If the violation of any provision of this section:
   (a) Was committed to devise or execute a scheme to defraud or illegally obtain property;
   (b) Caused [or attempted to cause] response costs, loss, injury or other damage in excess of $500; or
   (c) Caused an interruption or impairment of a public service, including, without limitation, a governmental operation, a system of public communication or transportation or a supply of water, gas or electricity, the person is guilty of a category C felony and shall be punished as provided in NRS 193.130, and may be further punished by a fine of not more than $100,000. In addition to any other penalty, the court shall order the person to pay restitution.

4. It is an affirmative defense to a charge made pursuant to this section that at the time of the alleged offense the defendant reasonably believed that:
   (a) The defendant was authorized to use or access the computer, system, network, telecommunications device, telecommunications service or information service and such use or access by the defendant was within the scope of that authorization; or
   (b) The owner or other person authorized to give consent would authorize the defendant to use or access the computer, system, network, telecommunications device, telecommunications service or information service.

5. A defendant who intends to offer an affirmative defense described in subsection 4 at a trial or preliminary hearing must, not less than 14 days
before the trial or hearing or at such other time as the court may direct, file
and serve on the prosecuting attorney a written notice of that intent.

Sec. 2. This act becomes effective upon passage and approval.

Senator Wiener moved that the Senate concur in the Assembly amendment
to Senate Bill No. 376.

Remarks by Senator Wiener.

Motion carried by a constitutional majority.

Bill ordered enrolled.

Senate Bill No. 212.

The following Assembly amendment was read:

Amendment No. 947.

"SUMMARY—Revises provisions governing charter schools.
(BDR 34-900)"

"AN ACT relating to education; revising provisions relating to sponsorship
of charter schools; creating the State Public Charter School Authority;
prescribing the membership, duties and powers of the State Public Charter
School Authority; imposing certain restrictions on contracts between a
charter school or proposed charter school and a contractor or educational
management organization; repealing the Subcommittee on Charter Schools of
the State Board of Education; and providing other matters properly relating
thereto."

Legislative Counsel's Digest:

Existing law authorizes the formation of charter schools and authorizes
school districts, the State Board of Education and colleges and universities
within the Nevada System of Higher Education to sponsor charter schools.
(NRS 386.500-386.610) Sections 25-35.5 of this bill create the State Public
Charter School Authority and prescribe the membership of the State Public
Charter School Authority. Section 38 of this bill removes the authority of the
State Board of Education to sponsor charter schools and authorizes the State
Public Charter School Authority to sponsor charter schools. Section 2 of this
bill transfers the duty to prepare an annual report of accountability
information of each charter school in this State from the board of trustees of a
school district to the sponsor of that charter school. [Sections 59 and 60]
Section 59 of this bill require provides for the appointment of the
Director of the State Public Charter School Authority [and other persons
employed by the State Public Charter School Authority to be appointed or
hired, as appropriate] Section 60 of this bill provides for the transfer of
certain personnel positions from the Department of Education to the
State Public Charter School Authority. Section 61 of this bill requires the
members of the State Public Charter School Authority to be appointed.
Section 64 of this bill transfers the sponsorship of all charter schools
sponsored by the State Board of Education to the State Public Charter School
Authority.
Existing administrative regulations of the Department of Education set forth certain restrictions on contracts and proposed contracts between a charter school or proposed charter school and a contractor or an educational management organization. (NAC 386.403) Section 35.7 of this bill codifies into statute the provisions of this regulation. Section 35.7 also defines educational management organization for purposes of that section.

Section 57 of this bill repeals the Subcommittee on Charter Schools of the State Board of Education.

WHEREAS, The Legislature recognizes that each child in this State should be afforded the opportunity to receive a high-quality education from the public schools of this State; and

WHEREAS, Some children perform better in different learning environments, and the educational programs in public schools should be designed to fit the individual needs of those children; and

WHEREAS, It is the intent of the Legislature to provide teachers and other educational personnel, parents, legal guardians and other persons who are interested in the system of public education in this State the opportunity to:

1. Improve the learning of pupils by creating public schools with rigorous standards for the academic achievement of pupils;
2. Close the achievement gaps between high-performing and low-performing groups of pupils;
3. Increase the opportunities for learning for all pupils;
4. Increase access to alternative educational programs for pupils who are identified as being at risk for academic failure; and
5. Encourage diverse approaches to public education and the use of innovative teaching methods that have proven effective; and

WHEREAS, The Legislature finds that the success of charter schools in this State depends upon the support of high-quality sponsors, effective charter associations and resource centers, effective educational personnel and parents and legal guardians of pupils enrolled in the charter schools; and

WHEREAS, The Legislature finds that the sponsors of successful charter schools maintain high standards for the sponsor and the charter schools they sponsor, preserve autonomy for the charter schools they sponsor and protect the interests of the pupils enrolled in the charter schools and the communities they serve; and

WHEREAS, The Legislature finds that the creation of a State Public Charter School Authority can serve as a model of the best practices in sponsoring charter schools and can foster high-quality public school choice through the charter schools it sponsors by providing pupils with an opportunity to maximize their academic potential; now, therefore,

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEVADA, REPRESENTED IN SENATE AND ASSEMBLY, DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS:

Section 1. NRS 385.005 is hereby amended to read as follows:
385.005  1. The Legislature reaffirms its intent that public education in the State of Nevada is essentially a matter for local control by local school districts. The provisions of this title are intended to reserve to the boards of trustees of local school districts within this state such rights and powers as are necessary to maintain control of the education of the children within their respective districts. These rights and powers may only be limited by other specific provisions of law.

2. The responsibility of establishing a statewide policy of integration or desegregation of public schools is reserved to the Legislature. The responsibility for establishing a local policy of integration or desegregation of public schools consistent with the statewide policy established by the Legislature is delegated to the respective boards of trustees of local school districts and to the governing body of each charter school.

3. The State Board shall, and the State Public Charter School Authority, each board of trustees of a local school district, the governing body of each charter school and any other school officer may, advise the Legislature at each regular session of any recommended legislative action to ensure high standards of equality of educational opportunity for all children in the State of Nevada.

Sec. 2. NRS 385.347 is hereby amended to read as follows:

385.347  1. The board of trustees of each school district in this State, in cooperation with associations recognized by the State Board as representing licensed educational personnel in the district, shall adopt a program providing for the accountability of the school district to the residents of the district and to the State Board for the quality of the schools and the educational achievement of the pupils in the district, including, without limitation, pupils enrolled in charter schools sponsored by the school district. The board of trustees of each school district shall report the information required by subsection 2 for each charter school that is located within the school district, regardless of the sponsor of the charter school, sponsored by the school district. The information for charter schools must be reported separately. The information for charter schools must denote the charter schools sponsored by the school district, the charter schools sponsored by the State Board and the charter schools sponsored by a college or university within the Nevada System of Higher Education.

2. The board of trustees of each school district shall, on or before August 15 of each year, prepare an annual report of accountability concerning:

(a) The educational goals and objectives of the school district.

(b) Pupil achievement for each school in the district and the district as a whole, including, without limitation, each charter school sponsored by the district. The board of trustees of the district shall base its report on the results of the examinations administered pursuant to NRS 389.015 and 389.550 and shall compare the results of those examinations for the current school year with those of previous school years. The report must include, for
each school in the district, including, without limitation, each charter school sponsored by the district, and each grade in which the examinations were administered:

(1) The number of pupils who took the examinations.

(2) A record of attendance for the period in which the examinations were administered, including an explanation of any difference in the number of pupils who took the examinations and the number of pupils who are enrolled in the school.

(3) Except as otherwise provided in this paragraph, pupil achievement, reported separately by gender and reported separately for the following groups of pupils:
   (I) Pupils who are economically disadvantaged, as defined by the State Board;
   (II) Pupils from major racial and ethnic groups, as defined by the State Board;
   (III) Pupils with disabilities;
   (IV) Pupils who are limited English proficient; and
   (V) Pupils who are migratory children, as defined by the State Board.

(4) A comparison of the achievement of pupils in each group identified in paragraph (b) of subsection 1 of NRS 385.361 with the annual measurable objectives of the State Board.

(5) The percentage of pupils who were not tested.

(6) Except as otherwise provided in this paragraph, the percentage of pupils who were not tested, reported separately by gender and reported separately for the groups identified in subparagraph (3).

(7) The most recent 3-year trend in pupil achievement in each subject area tested and each grade level tested pursuant to NRS 389.015 and 389.550, which may include information regarding the trend in the achievement of pupils for more than 3 years, if such information is available.

(8) Information that compares the results of pupils in the school district, including, without limitation, pupils enrolled in charter schools sponsored by the district, with the results of pupils throughout this State. The information required by this subparagraph must be provided in consultation with the Department to ensure the accuracy of the comparison.

(9) For each school in the district, including, without limitation, each charter school sponsored by the district, information that compares the results of pupils in the school with the results of pupils throughout the school district and throughout this State. The information required by this subparagraph must be provided in consultation with the Department to ensure the accuracy of the comparison.

(10) Information on whether each school in the district, including, without limitation, each charter school sponsored by the district, has made progress based upon the model adopted by the Department pursuant to NRS 385.3595.
A separate reporting for a group of pupils must not be made pursuant to this paragraph if the number of pupils in that group is insufficient to yield statistically reliable information or the results would reveal personally identifiable information about an individual pupil. The State Board shall prescribe the mechanism for determining the minimum number of pupils that must be in a group for that group to yield statistically reliable information.

(c) The ratio of pupils to teachers in kindergarten and at each grade level for each elementary school in the district and the district as a whole, including, without limitation, each charter school sponsored by the district, and the average class size for each core academic subject, as set forth in NRS 389.018, for each secondary school in the district and the district as a whole, including, without limitation, each charter school sponsored by the district.

(d) Information on the professional qualifications of teachers employed by each school in the district and the district as a whole, including, without limitation, each charter school sponsored by the district. The information must include, without limitation:

1. The percentage of teachers who are:
   - Providing instruction pursuant to NRS 391.125;
   - Providing instruction pursuant to a waiver of the requirements for licensure for the grade level or subject area in which the teachers are employed; or
   - Otherwise providing instruction without an endorsement for the subject area in which the teachers are employed;

2. The percentage of classes in the core academic subjects, as set forth in NRS 389.018, that are not taught by highly qualified teachers;

3. The percentage of classes in the core academic subjects, as set forth in NRS 389.018, that are not taught by highly qualified teachers, in the aggregate and disaggregated by high-poverty compared to low-poverty schools, which for the purposes of this subparagraph means schools in the top quartile of poverty and the bottom quartile of poverty in this State;

4. For each middle school, junior high school and high school:
   - On and after July 1, 2005, the number of persons employed as substitute teachers for 20 consecutive days or more in the same classroom or assignment, designated as long-term substitute teachers, including the total number of days long-term substitute teachers were employed at each school, identified by grade level and subject area; and

5. For each elementary school:
   - On and after July 1, 2005, the number of persons employed as substitute teachers for 20 consecutive days or more in the same classroom
or assignment, designated as long-term substitute teachers, including the total number of days long-term substitute teachers were employed at each school, identified by grade level; and

(II) On and after July 1, 2006, the number of persons employed as substitute teachers for less than 20 consecutive days, designated as short-term substitute teachers, including the total number of days short-term substitute teachers were employed at each school, identified by grade level.

(e) The total expenditure per pupil for each school in the district and the district as a whole, including, without limitation, each charter school sponsored by the district. If this State has a financial analysis program that is designed to track educational expenditures and revenues to individual schools, each school district shall use that statewide program in complying with this paragraph. If a statewide program is not available, each school district shall use its own financial analysis program in complying with this paragraph.

(f) The curriculum used by the school district, including:

(1) Any special programs for pupils at an individual school; and

(2) The curriculum used by each charter school sponsored by the district.

(g) Records of the attendance and truancy of pupils in all grades, including, without limitation:

(1) The average daily attendance of pupils, for each school in the district and the district as a whole, including, without limitation, each charter school sponsored by the district.

(2) For each elementary school, middle school and junior high school in the district, including, without limitation, each charter school sponsored by the district that provides instruction to pupils enrolled in a grade level other than high school, information that compares the attendance of the pupils enrolled in the school with the attendance of pupils throughout the district and throughout this State. The information required by this subparagraph must be provided in consultation with the Department to ensure the accuracy of the comparison.

(h) The annual rate of pupils who drop out of school in grade 8 and a separate reporting of the annual rate of pupils who drop out of school in grades 9 to 12, inclusive, for each such grade, for each school in the district and for the district as a whole. The reporting for pupils in grades 9 to 12, inclusive, excludes pupils who:

(1) Provide proof to the school district of successful completion of the examinations of general educational development.

(2) Are enrolled in courses that are approved by the Department as meeting the requirements for an adult standard diploma.

(3) Withdraw from school to attend another school.

(i) Records of attendance of teachers who provide instruction, for each school in the district and the district as a whole, including, without limitation, each charter school sponsored by the district.
(j) Efforts made by the school district and by each school in the district, including, without limitation, each charter school \textit{sponsored by} the district, to increase:

(1) Communication with the parents of pupils in the district; and

(2) The participation of parents in the educational process and activities relating to the school district and each school, including, without limitation, the existence of parent organizations and school advisory committees.

(k) Records of incidents involving weapons or violence for each school in the district, including, without limitation, each charter school \textit{sponsored by} the district.

(l) Records of incidents involving the use or possession of alcoholic beverages or controlled substances for each school in the district, including, without limitation, each charter school \textit{sponsored by} the district.

(m) Records of the suspension and expulsion of pupils required or authorized pursuant to NRS 392.466 and 392.467.

(n) The number of pupils who are deemed habitual disciplinary problems pursuant to NRS 392.4655, for each school in the district and the district as a whole, including, without limitation, each charter school \textit{sponsored by} the district.

(o) The number of pupils in each grade who are retained in the same grade pursuant to NRS 392.033 or 392.125, for each school in the district and the district as a whole, including, without limitation, each charter school \textit{sponsored by} the district.

(p) The transiency rate of pupils for each school in the district and the district as a whole, including, without limitation, each charter school \textit{sponsored by} the district. For the purposes of this paragraph, a pupil is not transient if the pupil is transferred to a different school within the school district as a result of a change in the zone of attendance by the board of trustees of the school district pursuant to NRS 388.040.

(q) Each source of funding for the school district.

(r) A compilation of the programs of remedial study that are purchased in whole or in part with money received from this State, for each school in the district and the district as a whole, including, without limitation, each charter school \textit{sponsored by} the district. The compilation must include:

(1) The amount and sources of money received for programs of remedial study for each school in the district and the district as a whole, including, without limitation, each charter school \textit{sponsored by} the district.

(2) An identification of each program of remedial study, listed by subject area.

(s) For each high school in the district, including, without limitation, each charter school \textit{sponsored by} the district, the percentage of pupils who graduated from that high school or charter school in the immediately preceding year and enrolled in remedial courses in reading, writing or
mathematics at a university, state college or community college within the Nevada System of Higher Education.

(t) The technological facilities and equipment available at each school, including, without limitation, each charter school sponsored by the district, and the district's plan to incorporate educational technology at each school.

(u) For each school in the district and the district as a whole, including, without limitation, each charter school sponsored by the district, the number and percentage of pupils who received:

1. A standard high school diploma, reported separately for pupils who received the diploma pursuant to:
   I. Paragraph (a) of subsection 1 of NRS 389.805; and
   II. Paragraph (b) of subsection 1 of NRS 389.805.
2. An adjusted diploma.
3. A certificate of attendance.

(v) For each school in the district and the district as a whole, including, without limitation, each charter school sponsored by the district, the number and percentage of pupils who failed to pass the high school proficiency examination.

(w) The number of habitual truants who are reported to a school police officer or law enforcement agency pursuant to paragraph (a) of subsection 2 of NRS 392.144 and the number of habitual truants who are referred to an advisory board to review school attendance pursuant to paragraph (b) of subsection 2 of NRS 392.144, for each school in the district and for the district as a whole.

(x) The amount and sources of money received for the training and professional development of teachers and other educational personnel for each school in the district and for the district as a whole, including, without limitation, each charter school sponsored by the district.

(y) Whether the school district has made adequate yearly progress. If the school district has been designated as demonstrating need for improvement pursuant to NRS 385.377, the report must include a statement indicating the number of consecutive years the school district has carried that designation.

(z) Information on whether each public school in the district, including, without limitation, each charter school sponsored by the district, has made adequate yearly progress, including, without limitation:

1. The number and percentage of schools in the district, if any, that have been designated as needing improvement pursuant to NRS 385.3623; and
2. The name of each school, if any, in the district that has been designated as needing improvement pursuant to NRS 385.3623 and the number of consecutive years that the school has carried that designation.

(aa) Information on the paraprofessionals employed by each public school in the district, including, without limitation, each charter school sponsored by the district. The information must include:
(1) The number of paraprofessionals employed at the school; and
(2) The number and percentage of all paraprofessionals who do not satisfy the qualifications set forth in 20 U.S.C. § 6319(c). The reporting requirements of this subparagraph apply to paraprofessionals who are employed in positions supported with Title I money and to paraprofessionals who are not employed in positions supported with Title I money.

(bb) For each high school in the district, including, without limitation, each charter school sponsored by the district that operates as a high school, information that provides a comparison of the rate of graduation of pupils enrolled in the high school with the rate of graduation of pupils throughout the district and throughout this State. The information required by this paragraph must be provided in consultation with the Department to ensure the accuracy of the comparison.

(cc) An identification of the appropriations made by the Legislature that are available to the school district or the schools within the district and programs approved by the Legislature to improve the academic achievement of pupils.

(dd) For each school in the district and the district as a whole, including, without limitation, each charter school sponsored by the district, information on pupils enrolled in career and technical education, including, without limitation:

(1) The number of pupils enrolled in a course of career and technical education;
(2) The number of pupils who completed a course of career and technical education;
(3) The average daily attendance of pupils who are enrolled in a program of career and technical education;
(4) The annual rate of pupils who dropped out of school and were enrolled in a program of career and technical education before dropping out;
(5) The number and percentage of pupils who completed a program of career and technical education and who received a standard high school diploma, an adjusted diploma or a certificate of attendance; and
(6) The number and percentage of pupils who completed a program of career and technical education and who did not receive a high school diploma because the pupils failed to pass the high school proficiency examination.

(ee) Such other information as is directed by the Superintendent of Public Instruction.

3. The State Public Charter School Authority and each college or university within the Nevada System of Higher Education that sponsors a charter school shall, on or before August 15 of each year, prepare an annual report of accountability of the charter schools sponsored by the State Public Charter School Authority or institution, as applicable, concerning the accountability information prescribed by the Department pursuant to this section. The Department, in consultation with the State Public Charter School Authority and each college or university within the
Nevada System of Higher Education that sponsors a charter school, shall prescribe by regulation the information that must be prepared by the State Public Charter School Authority and institution, as applicable, which must include, without limitation, the information contained in paragraphs (a) to (ee), inclusive, of subsection 2, as applicable to charter schools. The Department shall provide for public dissemination of the annual report of accountability prepared pursuant to this section in the manner set forth in 20 U.S.C. § 6311(h)(2)(E) by posting a copy of the report on the Internet website maintained by the Department.

4. The records of attendance maintained by a school for purposes of paragraph (i) of subsection 2 or maintained by a charter school for purposes of the reporting required pursuant to subsection 3 must include the number of teachers who are in attendance at school and the number of teachers who are absent from school. A teacher shall be deemed in attendance if the teacher is excused from being present in the classroom by the school in which the teacher is employed for one of the following reasons:
   (a) Acquisition of knowledge or skills relating to the professional development of the teacher; or
   (b) Assignment of the teacher to perform duties for cocurricular or extracurricular activities of pupils.

5. The annual report of accountability prepared pursuant to subsection 2 or 3, as applicable, must:
   (a) Comply with 20 U.S.C. § 6311(h)(2) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto; and
   (b) Be presented in an understandable and uniform format and, to the extent practicable, provided in a language that parents can understand.

6. The Superintendent of Public Instruction shall:
   (a) Prescribe forms for the reports required pursuant to subsection 2 and 3 and provide the forms to the respective school districts, the State Public Charter School Authority and each college or university within the Nevada System of Higher Education that sponsors a charter school.
   (b) Provide statistical information and technical assistance to the school districts, the State Public Charter School Authority and each college or university within the Nevada System of Higher Education that sponsors a charter school to ensure that the reports provide comparable information with respect to each school in each district, each charter school and among the districts and charter schools throughout this State.
   (c) Consult with a representative of the:
      (1) Nevada State Education Association;
      (2) Nevada Association of School Boards;
      (3) Nevada Association of School Administrators;
      (4) Nevada Parent Teacher Association;
      (5) Budget Division of the Department of Administration; and
      (6) Legislative Counsel Bureau.
(7) Charter School Association of Nevada,
concerning the program and consider any advice or recommendations submitted by the representatives with respect to the program.

7. The Superintendent of Public Instruction may consult with representatives of parent groups other than the Nevada Parent Teacher Association concerning the program and consider any advice or recommendations submitted by the representatives with respect to the program.

8. On or before August 15 of each year:

(a) The board of trustees of each school district shall submit to each advisory board to review school attendance created in the county pursuant to NRS 392.126 the information required in paragraph (g) of subsection 2.

(b) The State Public Charter School Authority and each college or university within the Nevada System of Higher Education that sponsors a charter school shall submit to each advisory board to review school attendance created in a county pursuant to NRS 392.126 the information regarding the records of the attendance and truancy of pupils enrolled in the charter school located in that county, if any, in accordance with the regulations prescribed by the Department pursuant to subsection 3.

9. On or before August 15 of each year:

(a) The board of trustees of each school district, the State Public Charter School Authority and each college or university within the Nevada System of Higher Education that sponsors a charter school shall:

(1) Provide written notice that the report required pursuant to subsection 2 or 3, as applicable, is available on the Internet website maintained by the school district, the State Public Charter School Authority or the institution, if any, or otherwise provide written notice of the availability of the report. The written notice must be provided to the:

   (1) Governor;
   (2) State Board;
   (3) Department;
   (4) Committee; and
   (5) Bureau.

(b) The board of trustees of each school district, the State Public Charter School Authority and each college or university within the Nevada System of Higher Education that sponsors a charter school shall provide for public dissemination of the annual report of accountability prepared pursuant to subsection 2 or 3, as applicable, in the manner set forth in 20 U.S.C. § 6311(h)(2)(E) by posting a copy of the report on the Internet website maintained by the school district, the State Public Charter School Authority or the institution, if any. If a school district does not maintain a website, the district shall otherwise provide for public dissemination of the annual report by providing a copy of the report to the schools in the school district, including, without limitation, each charter school sponsored by the district, the residents of the district, and the parents and guardians of
pupils enrolled in schools in the district, including, without limitation, each
charter school sponsored by the district.

9. If the State Public Charter School Authority or the institution does
not maintain a website, the State Public Charter School Authority or the
institution, as applicable, shall otherwise provide for public dissemination
of the annual report by providing a copy of the report to each charter
school it sponsors and the parents and guardians of pupils enrolled in each
charter school it sponsors.

10. Upon the request of the Governor, an entity described in paragraph
(a) of subsection 9 or a member of the general public, the board of
trustees of a school district, the State Public Charter School Authority or a
college or university within the Nevada System of Higher Education that
sponsors a charter school, as applicable, shall provide a portion or portions
of the report required pursuant to subsection 2 or 3, as applicable.

11. As used in this section:
(a) "Highly qualified" has the meaning ascribed to it in
(b) "Paraprofessional" has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 391.008.

Sec. 3. NRS 385.349 is hereby amended to read as follows:
385.349 1. The board of trustees of each school district, the State
Public Charter School Authority and each college or university within the
Nevada System of Higher Education that sponsors a charter school shall
prepare a summary of the annual report of accountability prepared pursuant
to NRS 385.347 on the form prescribed by the Department pursuant to
subsection 3 or an expanded form, as applicable. The summary must include,
without limitation:
(a) If prepared by a school district, the information set forth in
subsection 1 of NRS 385.34692, reported for the school district as a whole
and for each school within the school district;
(b) If prepared by the State Public Charter School Authority or a college
or university within the Nevada System of Higher Education, the
information set forth in subsection 1 of NRS 385.34692, reported for the
charter schools sponsored by the State Public Charter School Authority or
the institution, as applicable.
(c) Information on the involvement of parents and legal guardians in the
education of their children; and
(d) Other information required by the Superintendent of Public
Instruction in consultation with the Bureau.
2. The summary prepared pursuant to subsection 1 must:
(a) Comply with 20 U.S.C. § 6311(h)(2) and the regulations adopted
pursuant thereto; and
(b) Be presented in an understandable and uniform format and, to the
extent practicable, provided in a language that parents will likely understand.
3. The Department shall, in consultation with the Bureau, the school districts, the State Public Charter School Authority and each college or university within the Nevada System of Higher Education that sponsors a charter school, prescribe a form that contains the basic information required by subsection 1. The board of trustees of a school district, the State Public Charter School Authority or a college or university may use an expanded form that contains additions to the form prescribed by the Department if the basic information contained in the expanded form complies with the form prescribed by the Department.

4. On or before September 7 of each year, the board of trustees of each school district, the State Public Charter School Authority and each college or university within the Nevada System of Higher Education that sponsors a charter school shall:
   (a) Submit the summary in an electronic format to the:
      (1) Governor;
      (2) State Board;
      (3) Department;
      (4) Committee;
      (5) Bureau; and
      (6) Schools within the school district or charter schools, as applicable.
   (b) Provide for the public dissemination of the summary of the school district, the State Public Charter School Authority or the college or university, as applicable, by posting a copy of the summary on the Internet website maintained by the school district, the State Public Charter School Authority or institution, if any. If a school district, the State Public Charter School Authority or institution does not maintain a website, the district, the State Public Charter School Authority or institution, as applicable, shall otherwise provide for public dissemination of the summary. The board of trustees of each school district, the State Public Charter School Authority or an institution shall ensure that the parents and guardians of pupils enrolled in the school district or each charter school, as applicable, have sufficient information concerning the availability of the summary, including, without limitation, information that describes how to access the summary on the Internet website maintained by the school district, the State Public Charter School Authority or the institution, if any. Upon the request of a parent or legal guardian, the school district, the State Public Charter School Authority or institution, as applicable, shall provide the parent or legal guardian with a written copy of the summary.

5. The board of trustees of each school district shall report the information required by this section for each charter school that is located within the school district, regardless of the sponsor of the charter school. The information for charter schools must be reported separately and must denote the charter schools sponsored by the school district, the charter schools
Sec. 4. NRS 385.357 is hereby amended to read as follows:

385.357  1. Except as otherwise provided in NRS 385.37603 and 385.37607, the principal of each school, including, without limitation, each charter school, shall, in consultation with the employees of the school, prepare a plan to improve the achievement of the pupils enrolled in the school.

2. The plan developed pursuant to subsection 1 must include:
   (a) A review and analysis of the data pertaining to the school upon which the report required pursuant to subsection 2 or 3 of NRS 385.347, as applicable, is based and a review and analysis of any data that is more recent than the data upon which the report is based.
   (b) The identification of any problems or factors at the school that are revealed by the review and analysis.
   (c) Strategies based upon scientifically based research, as defined in 20 U.S.C. § 7801(37), that will strengthen the core academic subjects, as defined in NRS 389.018.
   (d) Policies and practices concerning the core academic subjects which have the greatest likelihood of ensuring that each group of pupils identified in paragraph (b) of subsection 1 of NRS 385.361 who are enrolled in the school will make adequate yearly progress and meet the minimum level of proficiency prescribed by the State Board.
   (e) Annual measurable objectives, consistent with the annual measurable objectives established by the State Board pursuant to NRS 385.361, for the continuous and substantial progress by each group of pupils identified in paragraph (b) of subsection 1 of that section who are enrolled in the school to ensure that each group will make adequate yearly progress and meet the level of proficiency prescribed by the State Board.
   (f) Strategies, consistent with the policy adopted pursuant to NRS 392.457 by the board of trustees of the school district in which the school is located, to promote effective involvement by parents and families of pupils enrolled in the school in the education of their children.
   (g) As appropriate, programs of remedial education or tutoring to be offered before and after school, during the summer, or between sessions if the school operates on a year-round calendar for pupils enrolled in the school who need additional instructional time to pass or to reach a level considered proficient.
   (h) Strategies to improve the academic achievement of pupils enrolled in the school, including, without limitation, strategies to:
      (1) Instruct pupils who are not achieving to their fullest potential, including, without limitation:
         (I) The curriculum appropriate to improve achievement;
II. The manner by which the instruction will improve the achievement and proficiency of pupils on the examinations administered pursuant to NRS 389.015 and 389.550; and

III. An identification of the instruction and curriculum that is specifically designed to improve the achievement and proficiency of pupils in each group identified in paragraph (b) of subsection 1 of NRS 385.361;

2. Increase the rate of attendance of pupils and reduce the number of pupils who drop out of school;

3. Integrate technology into the instructional and administrative programs of the school;

4. Manage effectively the discipline of pupils; and

5. Enhance the professional development offered for the teachers and administrators employed at the school to include the activities set forth in 20 U.S.C. § 7801(34) and to address the specific needs of pupils enrolled in the school, as deemed appropriate by the principal.

i. An identification, by category, of the employees of the school who are responsible for ensuring that the plan is carried out effectively.

j. In consultation with the school district or governing body, as applicable, an identification, by category, of the employees of the school district or governing body, if any, who are responsible for ensuring that the plan is carried out effectively or for overseeing and monitoring whether the plan is carried out effectively.

k. In consultation with the Department, an identification, by category, of the employees of the Department, if any, who are responsible for overseeing and monitoring whether the plan is carried out effectively.

l. For each provision of the plan, a timeline for carrying out that provision, including, without limitation, a timeline for monitoring whether the provision is carried out effectively.

m. For each provision of the plan, measurable criteria for determining whether the provision has contributed toward improving the academic achievement of pupils, increasing the rate of attendance of pupils and reducing the number of pupils who drop out of school.

n. The resources available to the school to carry out the plan. If this State has a financial analysis program that is designed to track educational expenditures and revenues to individual schools, each school shall use that statewide program in complying with this paragraph. If a statewide program is not available, each school shall use the financial analysis program used by the school district in which the school is located in complying with this paragraph.

o. A summary of the effectiveness of appropriations made by the Legislature that are available to the school to improve the academic achievement of pupils and programs approved by the Legislature to improve the academic achievement of pupils.

p. A budget of the overall cost for carrying out the plan.
3. In addition to the requirements of subsection 2, if a school has been designated as demonstrating need for improvement pursuant to NRS 385.3623, the plan must comply with 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(3) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto.

4. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 5, the principal of each school shall, in consultation with the employees of the school:
   (a) Review the plan prepared pursuant to this section annually to evaluate the effectiveness of the plan; and
   (b) Based upon the evaluation of the plan, make revisions, as necessary, to ensure that the plan is designed to improve the academic achievement of pupils enrolled in the school.

5. If a school has been designated as demonstrating need for improvement pursuant to NRS 385.3623 and a support team has been established for the school, the support team shall review the plan and make revisions to the most recent plan for improvement of the school pursuant to NRS 385.36127. If the school is a Title I school that has been designated as demonstrating need for improvement, the support team established for the school shall, in making revisions to the plan, work in consultation with parents and guardians of pupils enrolled in the school and, to the extent deemed appropriate by the entity responsible for creating the support team, outside experts.

6. On or before November 1 of each year, the principal of each school or the support team established for the school, as applicable, shall submit the plan or the revised plan, as applicable, to:
   (a) If the school is a public school of the school district, the superintendent of schools of the school district.
   (b) If the school is a charter school, the governing body of the charter school.

7. If a Title I school is designated as demonstrating need for improvement pursuant to NRS 385.3623, the superintendent of schools of the school district or the governing body, as applicable, shall carry out a process for peer review of the plan or the revised plan, as applicable, in accordance with 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(3)(E) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto. Not later than 45 days after receipt of the plan, the superintendent of schools of the school district or the governing body, as applicable, shall approve the plan or the revised plan, as applicable, if it meets the requirements of 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(3) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto and the requirements of this section. The superintendent of schools of the school district or the governing body, as applicable, may condition approval of the plan or the revised plan, as applicable, in the manner set forth in 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(3)(B) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto. The State Board shall prescribe the requirements for the process of peer review, including, without limitation, the qualifications of persons who may serve as peer reviewers.
8. If a school is designated as demonstrating exemplary achievement, high achievement or adequate achievement, or if a school that is not a Title I school is designated as demonstrating need for improvement, not later than 45 days after receipt of the plan or the revised plan, as applicable, the superintendent of schools of the school district or the governing body, as applicable, shall approve the plan or the revised plan if it meets the requirements of this section.

9. On or before December 15 of each year, the principal of each school or the support team established for the school, as applicable, shall submit the final plan or the final revised plan, as applicable, to the:
   (a) Superintendent of Public Instruction;
   (b) Governor;
   (c) State Board;
   (d) Department;
   (e) Committee;
   (f) Bureau; and
   (g) Board of trustees of the school district in which the school is located

or, if the school is a charter school, the sponsor of the charter school and the governing body of the charter school.

10. A plan for the improvement of a school must be carried out expeditiously, but not later than January 1 after approval of the plan pursuant to subsection 7 or 8, as applicable.

Sec. 5. NRS 385.358 is hereby amended to read as follows:

385.358 1. The principal of each public school, including, without limitation, each charter school, shall prepare a summary of accountability information on the form prescribed by the Department pursuant to subsection 3 or an expanded form, as applicable. The summary must include, without limitation:
   (a) The information set forth in subsection 1 of NRS 385.34692, reported only for the school;
   (b) Information on the involvement of parents and legal guardians in the education of their children; and
   (c) Such other information as is directed by the Superintendent of Public Instruction in consultation with the Bureau.

2. The summary prepared pursuant to subsection 1 must be presented in an understandable and uniform format and, to the extent practicable, provided in a language that parents will likely understand.

3. The Department shall, in consultation with the Bureau, the State Public Charter School Authority and each college or university within the Nevada System of Higher Education that sponsors a charter school, prescribe a form that contains the basic information required by subsection 1. The principal of a school may use an expanded form that contains additions to the form prescribed by the Department if the basic information contained in the expanded form complies with the form prescribed by the Department.
4. On or before September 7 of each year:
   (a) The principal of each public school shall submit the summary in electronic format to the:
      (1) Department;
      (2) Bureau; and
      (3) Board of trustees of the school district in which the school is located or, if the school is a charter school, to the sponsor of the charter school and the governing body of the charter school.
   (b) The school district in which the school is located shall ensure that the summary is posted on the Internet website maintained by the school, if any, or the Internet website maintained by the school district, if any. The sponsor of a charter school shall ensure that each summary of the charter school is posted on the Internet website maintained by the charter school, if any, or the Internet website maintained by the sponsor, if any. If the summary is not posted on the website of the school, or the school district, or the sponsor of the charter school, as applicable, the school district or the sponsor of the charter school, as applicable, shall otherwise provide for public dissemination of the summary.
   (c) The principal of each public school shall ensure that the parents and legal guardians of the pupils enrolled in the school have sufficient information concerning the availability of the summary, including, without limitation, information that describes how to access the summary on the Internet website, if any, and how a parent or guardian may otherwise access the summary.
   (d) The principal of each public school shall provide a written copy of the summary to each parent and legal guardian of a pupil enrolled in the school.

Sec. 6. NRS 385.359 is hereby amended to read as follows:

385.359  1. The Bureau shall contract with a person or entity to:
   (a) Review and analyze, in accordance with the standards prescribed by the Committee pursuant to subsection 2 of NRS 218E.615, the:
      (1) Annual report of accountability prepared by:
         (I) The State Board pursuant to NRS 385.3469; and
         (II) The board of trustees of each school district pursuant to subsection 2 of NRS 385.347;
         (II) The board of trustees of each school district pursuant to subsection 2 of NRS 385.347;
   (II) The board of trustees of each school district pursuant to subsection 2 of NRS 385.347; and
   (III) The State Public Charter School Authority and each college or university within the Nevada System of Higher Education that sponsors a charter school pursuant to subsection 3 of NRS 385.347.
   (2) Plan to improve the achievement of pupils prepared by:
      (I) The State Board pursuant to NRS 385.34691;
      (II) The board of trustees of each school district pursuant to NRS 385.348; and
   (III) Each school pursuant to NRS 385.357 identified by the Bureau for review, if any, or if such a plan has not been prepared, the turnaround plan for the schools identified by the Bureau, if any, implemented pursuant to
NRS 385.37603 or the plan for restructuring the school implemented pursuant to NRS 385.37607, as applicable.

(b) Submit a written report to and consult with the State Board and the Department regarding any methods by which the State Board may improve the accuracy of the report of accountability required pursuant to NRS 385.3469 and the plan to improve the achievement of pupils required pursuant to NRS 385.34691, and the purposes for which the report and plan to improve are used.

(c) Submit a written report to and consult with each school district, the State Public Charter School Authority and each college or university within the Nevada System of Higher Education that sponsors a charter school, as applicable, regarding any methods by which the district, the State Public Charter School Authority or the institution may improve the accuracy of the report required pursuant to subsection 2 or 3 of NRS 385.347, as applicable, and the plan to improve the achievement of pupils required pursuant to NRS 385.348, and the purposes for which the report and plan to improve are used.

(d) If requested by the Bureau, submit a written report to and consult with individual schools identified by the Bureau regarding any methods by which the school may improve the accuracy of the information required to be reported for the school pursuant to subsection 2 or 3 of NRS 385.347, as applicable, and the:

1. Plan to improve the achievement of pupils required pursuant to NRS 385.357;
2. Turnaround plan for the school implemented pursuant to NRS 385.37603; or
3. Plan for restructuring the school implemented pursuant to NRS 385.37607,

whichever is applicable for the school.

(e) Submit written reports and any recommendations to the Committee and the Bureau concerning:

1. The effectiveness of the provisions of NRS 385.3455 to 385.391, inclusive, in improving the accountability of the schools of this State;
2. The status of each school district that is designated as demonstrating need for improvement pursuant to NRS 385.377 and each school that is designated as demonstrating need for improvement pursuant to NRS 385.3623; and
3. Any other matter related to the accountability of the public schools of this State, as deemed necessary by the Bureau.

2. The consultant with whom the Bureau contracts to perform the duties required pursuant to subsection 1 must possess the experience and knowledge necessary to perform those duties, as determined by the Committee.

Sec. 7. NRS 385.36127 is hereby amended to read as follows:
385.36127 1. If a school support team is established pursuant to the regulations adopted by the State Board pursuant to NRS 385.361, the support team shall:

(a) Review and analyze the operation of the school, including, without limitation, the design and operation of the instructional program of the school.

(b) Review and analyze the data pertaining to the school upon which the report required pursuant to subsection 2 or 3 of NRS 385.347, as applicable, is based and review and analyze any data that is more recent than the data upon which the report is based.

(c) Review the most recent plan to improve the achievement of the school's pupils.

(d) Review the information concerning the educational involvement accords provided to the support team pursuant to NRS 392.4575 and the information concerning the reports provided to the support team pursuant to NRS 392.456.

(e) Identify and investigate the problems and factors at the school that contributed to the designation of the school as demonstrating need for improvement.

(f) Assist the school in developing recommendations for improving the performance of pupils who are enrolled in the school.

(g) Except as otherwise provided in this paragraph, make recommendations to the board of trustees of the school district, the State Board and the Department concerning additional assistance for the school in carrying out the plan for improvement of the school, the turnaround plan for the school or the plan for restructuring the school, whichever is applicable for the school. For a charter school sponsored by the State Board, the support team shall make the recommendations to the State Board Public Charter School Authority and the Department. For a charter school sponsored by a college or university within the Nevada System of Higher Education, the support team shall make the recommendations to the sponsor, the State Board and the Department.

(h) In accordance with its findings pursuant to this section and NRS 385.36129, submit, on or before November 1, written revisions to the most recent plan to improve the achievement of the school's pupils for approval pursuant to NRS 385.357, or submit, on or before May 1, written recommendations for revisions to the turnaround plan for the school implemented pursuant to NRS 385.37603 or the plan for restructuring the school implemented pursuant to NRS 385.37607, whichever is applicable for the school. The written revisions or recommendations, as applicable, must:

(1) Comply with NRS 385.357 if the school has demonstrated need for improvement for less than 5 years or with NRS 385.37603 or 385.37607, as applicable, if the school has demonstrated need for improvement for 5 or more consecutive years;
(2) If the school is a Title I school, be developed in consultation with parents and guardians of pupils enrolled in the school and, to the extent deemed appropriate by the entity that created the support team, outside experts;

(3) Include the data and findings of the support team that provide support for the revisions;

(4) Set forth goals, objectives, tasks and measures for the school that are:

(I) Designed to improve the achievement of the school's pupils;
(II) Specific;
(III) Measurable; and
(IV) Conducive to reliable evaluation;

(5) Set forth a timeline to carry out the revisions;

(6) Set forth priorities for the school in carrying out the revisions; and

(7) Set forth the name and duties of each person who is responsible for carrying out the revisions.

(i) Except as otherwise provided in this paragraph, work cooperatively with the board of trustees of the school district in which the school is located, the employees of the school, and the parents and guardians of pupils enrolled in the school to carry out and monitor the plan for improvement of the school. If a charter school is sponsored by the State [Board, the Department of Public Charter School Authority, the State Public Charter School Authority] shall assist the school with carrying out and monitoring the plan for improvement of the school. If a charter school is sponsored by a college or university within the Nevada System of Higher Education, [that institution] that sponsors the charter school shall assist the school with carrying out and monitoring the plan for improvement of the school.

(j) Prepare a quarterly progress report in the format prescribed by the Department and:

(1) Submit the progress report to the Department.

(2) Distribute copies of the progress report to each employee of the school for review.

(k) In addition to the requirements of this section, if the support team is established for a Title I school, carry out the requirements of 20 U.S.C. § 6317(a)(5).

2. A school support team may require the school for which the support team was established to submit plans, strategies, tasks and measures that, in the determination of the support team, will assist the school in improving the achievement and proficiency of pupils enrolled in the school.

3. The Department shall prescribe a concise quarterly progress report for use by each support team in accordance with paragraph (j) of subsection 1.

Sec. 8. NRS 385.36129 is hereby amended to read as follows:

385.36129 1. In addition to the duties prescribed in NRS 385.36127, a support team established for a school shall prepare an annual written report that includes:
(a) Information concerning the most recent plan to improve the achievement of the school's pupils, the turnaround plan for the school or the plan for restructuring the school, whichever is applicable for the school, including, without limitation, an evaluation of:

1. The appropriateness of the plan for the school; and
2. Whether the school has achieved the goals and objectives set forth in the plan;

(b) The written revisions to the plan to improve the achievement of the school's pupils or written recommendations for revisions to the turnaround plan for the school or the plan for restructuring the school, whichever is applicable for the school, submitted by the support team pursuant to NRS 385.36127;

(c) A summary of each program for remediation, if any, purchased for the school with money that is available from the Federal Government, this state and the school district in which the school is located, including, without limitation:

1. The name of the program;
2. The date on which the program was purchased and the date on which the program was carried out by the school;
3. The percentage of personnel at the school who were trained regarding the use of the program;
4. The satisfaction of the personnel at the school with the program; and
5. An evaluation of whether the program has improved the academic achievement of the pupils enrolled in the school who participated in the program;

(d) An analysis of the problems and factors at the school which contributed to the designation of the school as demonstrating need for improvement, including, without limitation, issues relating to:

1. The financial resources of the school;
2. The administrative and educational personnel of the school;
3. The curriculum of the school;
4. The facilities available at the school, including the availability and accessibility of educational technology; and
5. Any other factors that the support team believes contributed to the designation of the school as demonstrating need for improvement; and

(e) Other information concerning the school, including, without limitation:

1. The results of the pupils who are enrolled in the school on the examinations that are administered pursuant to NRS 389.550 or the high school proficiency examination, as applicable;
2. Records of the attendance and truancy of pupils who are enrolled in the school;
3. The transiency rate of pupils who are enrolled in the school;
4. A description of the number of years that each teacher has provided instruction at the school and the rate of turnover of teachers and other educational personnel employed at the school;
(5) A description of the participation of parents and legal guardians in the educational process and other activities relating to the school;

(6) A description of each source of money for the remediation of pupils who are enrolled in the school; {and}

(7) Except as otherwise provided in subparagraph (8), a description of the disciplinary problems of the pupils who are enrolled in the school, including, without limitation, the information contained in paragraphs (k) to (n), inclusive, of subsection 2 of NRS 385.347; and

(8) For a charter school, a description of the disciplinary problems of the pupils enrolled in the charter school as reported in the annual report of accountability prepared by the State Public Charter School Authority or the college or university within the Nevada System of Higher Education that sponsors the charter school, as applicable, pursuant to subsection 3 of NRS 385.347.

2. On or before November 1, the support team of a school other than a charter school shall submit a copy of the final written report to the:

(a) Principal of the school;
(b) Board of trustees of the school district in which the school is located;
(c) Superintendent of schools of the school district in which the school is located;
(d) Department; and
(e) Bureau.

The support team shall make the written report available, upon request, to each parent or legal guardian of a pupil who is enrolled in the school.

3. On or before November 1, the support team for a charter school shall submit a copy of the final written report to the:

(a) Principal of the charter school;
(b) Sponsor of the charter school;
(c) Governing body of the charter school;
(d) Department; and
(e) Bureau.

The support team shall make the written report available, upon request, to each parent or legal guardian of a pupil who is enrolled in the charter school.

Sec. 9. NRS 385.3613 is hereby amended to read as follows:

385.3613 1. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 2, on or before June 15 of each year, the Department shall determine whether each public school is making adequate yearly progress, as defined by the State Board pursuant to NRS 385.361.

2. On or before June 30 of each year, the Department shall determine whether each public school that operates on a schedule other than a traditional 9-month schedule is making adequate yearly progress, as defined by the State Board pursuant to NRS 385.361.

3. The determination pursuant to subsection 1 or 2, as applicable, for a public school, including, without limitation, a charter school sponsored by
the board of trustees of the school district, must be made in consultation with the board of trustees of the school district in which the public school is located. If a charter school is sponsored by the State Board Public Charter School Authority or by a college or university within the Nevada System of Higher Education, the Department shall make a determination for the charter school in consultation with the State Board Public Charter School Authority or the institution within the Nevada System of Higher Education that sponsors the charter school, as applicable. The determination made for each school must be based only upon the information and data for those pupils who are enrolled in the school for a full academic year. On or before June 15 or June 30 of each year, as applicable, the Department shall transmit:

(a) Except as otherwise provided in paragraph (b) or (c), the determination made for each public school to the board of trustees of the school district in which the public school is located.

(b) To the State Board Public Charter School Authority the determination made for each charter school that is sponsored by the State Board Public Charter School Authority.

(c) The determination made for the charter school to the institution that sponsors the charter school if a charter school is sponsored by a college or university within the Nevada System of Higher Education.

4. Except as otherwise provided in this subsection, the Department shall determine that a public school has failed to make adequate yearly progress if any group identified in paragraph (b) of subsection 1 of NRS 385.361 does not satisfy the annual measurable objectives established by the State Board pursuant to that section. To comply with 20 U.S.C. § 6311(b)(2)(I) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto, the State Board shall prescribe by regulation the conditions under which a school shall be deemed to have made adequate yearly progress even though a group identified in paragraph (b) of subsection 1 of NRS 385.361 did not satisfy the annual measurable objectives of the State Board.

5. In addition to the provisions of subsection 4, the Department shall determine that a public school has failed to make adequate yearly progress if:

(a) The number of pupils enrolled in the school who took the examinations administered pursuant to NRS 389.550 or the high school proficiency examination, as applicable, is less than 95 percent of all pupils enrolled in the school who were required to take the examinations; or

(b) Except as otherwise provided in subsection 6, for each group of pupils identified in paragraph (b) of subsection 1 of NRS 385.361, the number of pupils in the group enrolled in the school who took the examinations administered pursuant to NRS 389.550 or the high school proficiency examination, as applicable, is less than 95 percent of all pupils in that group enrolled in the school who were required to take the examinations.

6. If the number of pupils in a particular group who are enrolled in a public school is insufficient to yield statistically reliable information:
(a) The Department shall not determine that the school has failed to make adequate yearly progress pursuant to paragraph (b) of subsection 5 based solely upon that particular group.

(b) The pupils in such a group must be included in the overall count of pupils enrolled in the school who took the examinations.

⇒ The State Board shall prescribe the mechanism for determining the number of pupils that must be in a group for that group to yield statistically reliable information.

7. If an irregularity in testing administration or an irregularity in testing security occurs at a school and the irregularity invalidates the test scores of pupils, those test scores must be included in the scores of pupils reported for the school, the attendance of those pupils must be counted towards the total number of pupils who took the examinations and the pupils must be included in the total number of pupils who were required to take the examinations.

8. As used in this section:

(a) "Irregularity in testing administration" has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 389.604.

(b) "Irregularity in testing security" has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 389.608.

Sec. 10. NRS 385.362 is hereby amended to read as follows:

385.362 1. If a public school fails to make adequate yearly progress for 1 year:

(a) Except as otherwise provided in paragraph (b), paragraphs (b) and (c), the board of trustees of the school district in which the school is located shall ensure that the school receives technical assistance in the manner set forth in 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(4) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto. For a charter school sponsored by the school district, the board of trustees shall provide the technical assistance to the charter school in conjunction with the governing body of the charter school.

(b) For a charter school sponsored by the State Public Charter School Authority, the State Public Charter School Authority shall ensure, in conjunction with the governing body of the charter school, that the charter school receives technical assistance in the manner set forth in 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(4) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto.

(c) For a charter school sponsored by the State Board or by a college or university within the Nevada System of Higher Education, the Department shall ensure, in conjunction with the governing body of the charter school, that the charter school receives technical assistance in the manner set forth in 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(4) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto.

2. If a public school fails to make adequate yearly progress for 1 year, the principal of the school shall ensure that the plan to improve the achievement of pupils enrolled in the school is reviewed, revised and approved in accordance with NRS 385.357.

Sec. 11. NRS 385.366 is hereby amended to read as follows:
1. Based upon the information received from the Department pursuant to NRS 385.3613, the board of trustees of each school district shall, on or before July 1 of each year, issue a preliminary designation for each public school in the school district in accordance with the criteria set forth in NRS 385.3623, excluding charter schools sponsored by the State Public Charter School Authority or by a college or university within the Nevada System of Higher Education. The board of trustees shall make preliminary designations for all charter schools that are sponsored by the board of trustees. The Department shall make preliminary designations for all charter schools that are sponsored by the State Public Charter School Authority and all charter schools sponsored by a college or university within the Nevada System of Higher Education. The initial designation of a school as demonstrating need for improvement must be based upon 2 consecutive years of data and information for that school.

2. Before making a final designation for a school, the board of trustees of the school district or the Department, as applicable, shall provide the school an opportunity to review the data upon which the preliminary designation is based and to present evidence in the manner set forth in 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(2) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto. If the school is a public school of the school district or a charter school sponsored by the board of trustees, the board of trustees of the school district shall, in consultation with the Department, make a final determination concerning the designation for the school on August 1. If the school is a charter school sponsored by the State Public Charter School Authority or by a college or university within the Nevada System of Higher Education, the Department shall make a final determination concerning the designation for the school on August 1.

3. On or before August 1 of each year, the Department shall provide written notice of the determinations made pursuant to NRS 385.3613 and the final designations made pursuant to this section as follows:
   (a) The determinations and final designations made for all schools in this State to the:
      (1) Governor;
      (2) State Board;
      (3) Committee; and
      (4) Bureau.
   (b) The determinations and final designations made for all schools within a school district to the:
      (1) Superintendent of schools of the school district; and
      (2) Board of trustees of the school district.
   (c) The determination and final designation made for each school to the principal of the school.

   (d) The determination and final designation made for each charter school to the sponsor of the charter school.

Sec. 12. NRS 385.3661 is hereby amended to read as follows:
385.3661 1. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 2, if a public school is designated as demonstrating need for improvement pursuant to NRS 385.3623 and the provisions of NRS 385.3693, 385.3721, 385.3745, 385.3746, 385.37603 or 385.37607 do not apply, the board of trustees of the school district shall:
   (a) Provide notice of the designation to the parents and guardians of pupils enrolled in the school on the form prescribed by the Department pursuant to NRS 385.382; and
   (b) Ensure that the school receives technical assistance in the manner set forth in 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(4) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto.

2. If a charter school is designated as demonstrating need for improvement pursuant to NRS 385.3623 and the provisions of NRS 385.3693, 385.3721, 385.3745, 385.3746, 385.37603 or 385.37607 do not apply:
   (a) The governing body of the charter school shall provide notice of the designation to the parents and guardians of pupils enrolled in the charter school on the form prescribed by the Department pursuant to NRS 385.382.
   (b) For a charter school sponsored by the board of trustees of a school district, the board of trustees shall, in conjunction with the governing body of the charter school, ensure that the charter school receives technical assistance in the manner set forth in 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(4) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto.
   (c) For a charter school sponsored by the State Public Charter School Authority, the State Public Charter School Authority shall, in conjunction with the governing body of the charter school, ensure that the charter school receives technical assistance in the manner set forth in 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(4) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto.
   (d) For a charter school sponsored by the State Board or by a college or university within the Nevada System of Higher Education, the Department shall, in conjunction with the governing body of the charter school, ensure that the charter school receives technical assistance in the manner set forth in 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(4) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto.

3. In addition to the requirements of subsection 1 or 2, as applicable, if a Title I school is designated as demonstrating need for improvement pursuant to NRS 385.3623 and the provisions of NRS 385.3693, 385.3721, 385.3745, 385.3746, 385.37603 or 385.37607 do not apply:
   (a) Except as otherwise provided in paragraphs (b) and (c), the board of trustees of the school district shall provide school choice to the parents and guardians of pupils enrolled in the school, including, without limitation, a charter school sponsored by the school district, in accordance with 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(1) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto.
   (b) For a charter school sponsored by the State Public Charter School Authority, the State Public Charter School Authority shall work cooperatively with the board of trustees of the school district in which the pupil resides to provide school choice to the parent or guardian of each
pupil enrolled in the charter school in accordance with 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(1) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto.

(c) For a charter school sponsored by the State Board or by a college or university within the Nevada System of Higher Education, the Department shall work cooperatively with the board of trustees of the school district in which the charter school is located to provide school choice to the parent or guardian of each pupil enrolled in the charter school in accordance with 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(1) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto.

Sec. 13.  NRS 385.3693 is hereby amended to read as follows:

385.3693  1.  Except as otherwise provided in subsection 2, if a public school is designated as demonstrating need for improvement pursuant to NRS 385.3623 for 2 consecutive years, the board of trustees of the school district shall:

(a) Provide notice of the designation to the parents and guardians of pupils enrolled in the school on the form prescribed by the Department pursuant to NRS 385.382; and

(b) Ensure that the school receives technical assistance in the manner set forth in 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(4) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto.

2.  If a charter school is designated as demonstrating need for improvement pursuant to NRS 385.3623 for 2 consecutive years:

(a) The governing body of the charter school shall provide notice of the designation to the parents and guardians of pupils enrolled in the school on the form prescribed by the Department pursuant to NRS 385.382.

(b) For a charter school sponsored by the board of trustees of a school district, the board of trustees shall, in conjunction with the governing body of the charter school, ensure that the charter school receives technical assistance in the manner set forth in 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(4) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto.

(c) For a charter school sponsored by the State Public Charter School Authority, the State Public Charter School Authority shall, in conjunction with the governing body of the charter school, ensure that the charter school receives technical assistance in the manner set forth in 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(4) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto.

(d) For a charter school sponsored by a college or university within the Nevada System of Higher Education, the Department shall, in conjunction with the governing body of the charter school, ensure that the charter school receives technical assistance in the manner set forth in 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(4) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto.

Sec. 14.  NRS 385.372 is hereby amended to read as follows:

385.372  1.  In addition to the requirements of NRS 385.3693, if a Title I school is designated as demonstrating need for improvement pursuant to NRS 385.3623 for 2 consecutive years for failing to make adequate yearly progress:
(a) Except as otherwise provided in paragraph (b), the board of trustees of the school district shall:

(1) Provide school choice to the parents and guardians of pupils enrolled in the school in accordance with 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(1) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto.

(2) Except as otherwise provided in subsection 2, provide supplemental educational services in accordance with 20 U.S.C. § 6316(e) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto from a provider approved pursuant to NRS 385.384, unless a waiver is granted pursuant to that provision of federal law.

(b) If the school is a charter school:

(1) Sponsored by the board of trustees of a school district, the board of trustees shall provide school choice to the parents and guardians of pupils enrolled in the school in accordance with 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(1) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto.

(2) Sponsored by the State Public Charter School Authority, the State Public Charter School Authority shall work cooperatively with the board of trustees of the school district in which the pupil resides to provide school choice to the parent or guardian of each pupil enrolled in the charter school in accordance with 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(1) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto.

(3) Sponsored by the State Board or by a college or university within the Nevada System of Higher Education, the Department shall work cooperatively with the board of trustees of the school district in which the charter school is located to provide school choice to the parent or guardian of each pupil enrolled in the charter school in accordance with 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(1) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto.

(4) Except as otherwise provided in subsection 3, the governing body of the charter school shall provide supplemental educational services in accordance with 20 U.S.C. § 6316(e) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto from a provider approved pursuant to NRS 385.384, unless a waiver is granted pursuant to that provision of federal law.

2. The board of trustees of a school district shall grant a delay from the imposition of supplemental educational services for a school for a period not to exceed 1 year if the school qualifies for a delay pursuant to 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(7)(D). If the school fails to make adequate yearly progress during the period of the delay, the provisions of NRS 385.3721 apply to the school as if the delay never occurred.

3. The sponsor of a charter school shall grant a delay from the imposition of supplemental educational services for the charter school for a period not to exceed 1 year if the charter school qualifies for a delay pursuant to 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(7)(D). If the charter school fails to make adequate yearly progress during the period of the delay, the provisions of NRS 385.3721 apply to the charter school as if the delay never occurred.
Sec. 15. NRS 385.3721 is hereby amended to read as follows:
385.3721 1. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 2, if a public school is designated as demonstrating need for improvement pursuant to NRS 385.3623 for 3 consecutive years:
   (a) The board of trustees of the school district shall:
       (1) Provide notice of the designation to the parents and guardians of pupils enrolled in the school on the form prescribed by the Department pursuant to NRS 385.382; and
       (2) Ensure that the school receives technical assistance in the manner set forth in 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(4) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto.
   (b) The Department shall require the board of trustees of the school district to conduct a comprehensive audit of the school which must include an audit of the curriculum, including, without limitation, methods of instruction and assessments, implemented by the school.

2. If a charter school is designated as demonstrating need for improvement pursuant to NRS 385.3623 for 3 consecutive years:
   (a) The governing body of the charter school shall provide notice of the designation to the parents and guardians of pupils enrolled in the charter school on the form prescribed by the Department pursuant to NRS 385.382.
   (b) For a charter school sponsored by the board of trustees of a school district, the board of trustees shall, in conjunction with the governing body of the charter school, ensure that the charter school receives technical assistance in the manner set forth in 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(4) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto.
   (c) For a charter school sponsored by the State Public Charter School Authority, the State Public Charter School Authority shall, in conjunction with the governing body of the charter school, ensure that the charter school receives technical assistance in the manner set forth in 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(4) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto.
   (d) For a charter school sponsored by a college or university within the Nevada System of Higher Education, the Department shall, in conjunction with the governing body of the charter school, ensure that the charter school receives technical assistance in the manner set forth in 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(4) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto.

Sec. 16. NRS 385.3743 is hereby amended to read as follows:
385.3743 1. In addition to the requirements of NRS 385.3721, if a Title I school is designated as demonstrating need for improvement pursuant to NRS 385.3623 for 3 consecutive years:
   (a) Except as otherwise provided in paragraph (b), the board of trustees of the school district shall:
(1) Provide school choice to the parents and guardians of pupils enrolled in the school in accordance with 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(1) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto;

(2) Provide supplemental educational services in accordance with 20 U.S.C. § 6316(e) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto from a provider approved pursuant to NRS 385.384, unless a waiver is granted pursuant to that provision of federal law; and

(3) Except as otherwise provided in subsection 2, take corrective action pursuant to 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(7) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto.

(b) If the school is a charter school:

(1) Sponsored by the board of trustees of a school district, the board of trustees shall:

(I) Provide school choice to the parents and guardians of pupils enrolled in the charter school in accordance with 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(1); and

(II) Except as otherwise provided in subsection 3, take corrective action pursuant to 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(7) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto.

(2) Sponsored by the State Public Charter School Authority, the State Public Charter School Authority shall:

(I) Work cooperatively with the board of trustees of the school district in which the pupil resides to provide school choice to the parent or guardian of each pupil enrolled in the charter school in accordance with 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(1) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto; and

(II) Except as otherwise provided in subsection 3, take corrective action pursuant to 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(7) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto.

(3) Sponsored by [the State Board or by] a college or university within the Nevada System of Higher Education, the Department shall:

(I) Work cooperatively with the board of trustees of the school district in which the [charter school is located] pupil resides [parents and guardians of pupils] parent or guardian of each pupil enrolled in the charter school in accordance with 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(1) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto; and

(II) Except as otherwise provided in subsection 3, take corrective action pursuant to 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(7) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto.

(4) Regardless of the sponsor, the governing body of the charter school shall provide supplemental educational services in accordance with 20 U.S.C. § 6316(e) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto from a provider approved pursuant to NRS 385.384, unless a waiver is granted pursuant to that provision of federal law.

2. The board of trustees of a school district shall grant a delay from the imposition of corrective action for a school for a period not to exceed 1 year if the school qualifies for a delay pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 6316(b)(7)(D). If the
school fails to make adequate yearly progress during the period of the delay, the provisions of NRS 385.3745 apply as if the delay never occurred.

3. The sponsor of a charter school shall grant a delay from the imposition of corrective action for the charter school for a period not to exceed 1 year if the charter school qualifies for a delay pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 6316(b)(7)(D). If the charter school fails to make adequate yearly progress during the period of the delay, the provisions of NRS 385.3745 apply as if the delay never occurred.

Sec. 17. NRS 385.3744 is hereby amended to read as follows:

385.3744 1. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 2, if a public school that is not a Title I school is designated as demonstrating need for improvement pursuant to NRS 385.3623 for 3 consecutive years for failing to make adequate yearly progress, the State Public Charter School Authority, the Department may, for a charter school sponsored by [the State Board or by] a college or university within the Nevada System of Higher Education, and the board of trustees of a school district may, for a school of the school district or a charter school sponsored by the board of trustees, take one or more of the following corrective actions for the school:

(a) Significantly decrease the managerial authority of the employees at the school.

(b) Extend the school year or the school day.

2. The State Public Charter School Authority, the Department or the board of trustees of a school district, as applicable, shall grant a delay from the imposition of corrective action for a school for a period not to exceed 1 year if the school qualifies for a delay in the manner set forth in 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(7)(D). If the school fails to make adequate yearly progress during the period of the delay, the State Public Charter School Authority, the Department or the board of trustees, as applicable, may proceed with corrective action as if the delay never occurred.

Sec. 18. NRS 385.3745 is hereby amended to read as follows:

385.3745 1. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 2, if a public school that is not a Title I school is designated as demonstrating need for improvement pursuant to NRS 385.3623 for 4 consecutive years:

(a) The board of trustees of the school district shall:

(1) Except as otherwise provided in subsection 3, develop a turnaround plan to improve the academic achievement of pupils enrolled in the school which meets the requirements prescribed by the State Board pursuant to paragraph (b).

(2) Provide notice of the designation to the parents and guardians of pupils enrolled in the school on the form prescribed by the Department pursuant to NRS 385.382; and

(3) Ensure that the school receives technical assistance in the manner set forth in 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(4) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto.
(b) The State Board shall prescribe by regulation:

(1) The requirements for a turnaround plan which must include, without limitation:

(I) A requirement that the plan is based on the results of the comprehensive audit conducted pursuant to NRS 385.3721;

(II) Measurable goals and objectives for obtaining adequate yearly progress;

(III) Specified steps or actions for obtaining adequate yearly progress; and

(IV) A timeline for the completion of the turnaround plan, which must provide for implementation of the plan in accordance with NRS 385.37603 if the school is designated as needing improvement for 5 years; and

(2) The actions the Department may take to monitor the development of the turnaround plan developed pursuant to this section and the implementation of any corrective action at the school.

2. If a charter school is designated as demonstrating need for improvement pursuant to NRS 385.3623 for 4 consecutive years:

(a) The governing body of the charter school shall provide notice of the designation to the parents and guardians of pupils enrolled in the school on the form prescribed by the Department pursuant to NRS 385.382.

(b) For a charter school sponsored by the board of trustees of a school district, the board of trustees shall, in conjunction with the governing body of the charter school:

(1) Except as otherwise provided in subsection 3, develop a turnaround plan to improve the academic achievement of pupils enrolled in the school which meets the requirements prescribed by the State Board pursuant to paragraph (d) (e).

(2) Ensure that the charter school receives technical assistance in the manner set forth in 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(4) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto.

(c) For a charter school sponsored by the State Public Charter School Authority, the State Public Charter School Authority shall, in conjunction with the governing body of the charter school:

(1) Except as otherwise provided in subsection 3, develop a turnaround plan to improve the academic achievement of pupils enrolled in the charter school which meets the requirements prescribed by the State Board pursuant to paragraph (e);

(2) Ensure that the charter school receives technical assistance in the manner set forth in 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(4) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto.

(d) For a charter school sponsored by a college or university within the Nevada System of Higher Education, the Department shall, in conjunction with the governing body of the charter school:
(1) Except as otherwise provided in subsection 3, develop a turnaround plan to improve the academic achievement of pupils enrolled in the school which meets the requirements prescribed by the State Board pursuant to paragraph (d) (e).

(2) Ensure that the charter school receives technical assistance in the manner set forth in 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(4) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto.

(a) The State Board shall prescribe by regulation:

(1) The requirements for a turnaround plan which must include, without limitation:

(I) A requirement that the plan is based on the results of the comprehensive audit conducted pursuant to NRS 385.3721;

(II) Measurable goals and objectives for obtaining adequate yearly progress;

(III) Specified steps or actions for obtaining adequate yearly progress;

and

(IV) A timeline for the completion of the turnaround plan, which must provide for implementation of the plan in accordance with NRS 385.37603 if the school is designated as needing improvement for 5 years; and

(2) The actions the Department may take to monitor the implementation of the turnaround plan developed pursuant to this section and the implementation of any corrective action at the charter school.

3. If a public school is granted a delay from the development of a turnaround plan pursuant to subsection 2 of NRS 385.376 and the school fails to make adequate yearly progress during the period of the delay, a turnaround plan must be immediately developed and implemented for the school in accordance with this section as if the delay never occurred.

4. On or before June 30, a turnaround plan developed for a school must be submitted to the:

(a) Superintendent of Public Instruction;

(b) Department;

(c) Bureau;

(d) Board of trustees of the school district in which the school is located

or, if the school is a charter school, the sponsor of the charter school and the governing body of the charter school; and

(e) Principal of the school.

Sec. 19. NRS 385.3746 is hereby amended to read as follows:

385.3746 1. If a Title I school is designated as demonstrating need for improvement pursuant to NRS 385.3623 for 4 consecutive years:

(a) Except as otherwise provided in paragraph (b), the board of trustees of the school district shall:

(1) Provide notice of the designation to the parents and guardians of the pupils enrolled in the school on the form prescribed by the Department pursuant to NRS 385.382;
(2) Ensure that the school receives technical assistance in the manner set forth in 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(4) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto;

(3) Provide school choice to the parents and guardians of pupils enrolled in the school in accordance with 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(1) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto;

(4) Provide supplemental educational services in accordance with 20 U.S.C. § 6316(e) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto from a provider approved pursuant to NRS 385.384, unless a waiver is granted pursuant to that provision of federal law; and

(5) Except as otherwise provided in subsection 3, develop a plan for restructuring the school if required by 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(8) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto.

(b) The governing body of the charter school shall provide notice of the designation to the parents and guardians of the pupils enrolled in the charter school on the form prescribed by the Department pursuant to NRS 385.382.

If the school is a charter school:

(1) Sponsored by the board of trustees of a school district, the board of trustees shall:

(I) In conjunction with the governing body of the charter school, ensure that the charter school receives technical assistance in the manner set forth in 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(4) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto;

(II) Provide school choice to the parents and guardians of pupils enrolled in the charter school in accordance with 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(1); and

(III) Except as otherwise provided in subsection 4, develop a plan for restructuring the school if required by 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(8) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto.

(2) Sponsored by the State Public Charter School Authority, the State Public Charter School Authority shall:

(I) In conjunction with the governing body of the charter school, ensure that the charter school receives technical assistance in the manner set forth in 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(4) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto;

(II) Work cooperatively with the board of trustees of the school district in which the pupil resides to provide school choice to the parent or guardian of each pupil enrolled in the charter school in accordance with 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(1) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto; and

(III) Except as otherwise provided in subsection 4, develop a plan for restructuring the charter school if required by 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(8) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto.

(3) Sponsored by a college or university within the Nevada System of Higher Education, the Department shall:

(I) In conjunction with the governing body of the charter school, ensure that the charter school receives technical assistance in the manner set forth in 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(4) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto;
(II) Work cooperatively with the board of trustees of the school district in which the charter school is located and the parent or guardian of each pupil enrolled in the charter school to provide school choice to the parent or guardian of each pupil in accordance with 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(1) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto; and

(III) Except as otherwise provided in subsection 4, develop a plan for restructuring the charter school if required by 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(8) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto.

(3) (4) Regardless of the sponsor, the governing body of the charter school shall provide supplemental educational services in accordance with 20 U.S.C. § 6316(e) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto from a provider approved pursuant to NRS 385.384, unless a waiver is granted pursuant to that provision of federal law.

2. A plan for restructuring the school developed pursuant to this section must include, without limitation:

(a) A requirement that the plan is based on the results of the comprehensive audit conducted pursuant to NRS 385.3721;

(b) Measurable goals and objectives for obtaining adequate yearly progress;

(c) Specified steps or actions for obtaining adequate yearly progress; and

(d) A timeline for the completion of the plan for restructuring the school, which must provide for implementation of the plan in accordance with NRS 385.37607 if the school is designated as needing improvement for 5 years.

3. The board of trustees of a school district shall grant a delay from the development of a plan for restructuring for a school for a period not to exceed 1 year if the school qualifies for a delay pursuant to 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(7)(D). If the school fails to make adequate yearly progress during the period of the delay, the board of trustees shall immediately develop and proceed with the implementation of the plan for restructuring the school as if the delay never occurred.

4. The sponsor of a charter school shall grant a delay from the development of a plan for restructuring for the charter school for a period not to exceed 1 year if the charter school qualifies for a delay pursuant to 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(7)(D). If the charter school fails to make adequate yearly progress during the period of the delay, a plan for restructuring must be immediately developed for the school in accordance with this section and the Department shall proceed with the implementation of the plan for restructuring the charter school as if the delay never occurred.

5. On or before June 30, a plan for restructuring developed pursuant to this section must be submitted to the:

(a) Superintendent of Public Instruction;

(b) Department;

(c) Bureau;
(d) Board of trustees of the school district in which the school is located; or, if the school is a charter school, the sponsor of the charter school and the governing body of the charter school; and

(e) Principal of the school.

Sec. 20. NRS 385.376 is hereby amended to read as follows:

385.376 1. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 2, if a public school that is not a Title I school is designated as demonstrating need for improvement pursuant to NRS 385.3623 for 4 consecutive years for failure to make adequate yearly progress, the State Public Charter School Authority, for a charter school sponsored by the State Public Charter School Authority, the Department may, for a charter school sponsored by the State Board or by a college or university within the Nevada System of Higher Education, and the board of trustees of a school district may, for a school of the school district or a charter school sponsored by the board of trustees, take corrective action as set forth in NRS 385.3744 or proceed with differentiated correction actions, consequences or sanctions, or any combination thereof, as prescribed by the State Board pursuant to NRS 385.361.

2. The State Public Charter School Authority, the Department or the board of trustees of a school district, as applicable, shall grant a delay from the imposition of corrective action, consequences or sanctions, or any combination thereof, pursuant to this section for a school for a period not to exceed 1 year if the school qualifies for a delay in the manner set forth in 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(7)(D). If the school fails to make adequate yearly progress during the period of the delay, the State Public Charter School Authority, the Department or the board of trustees, as applicable, may proceed with corrective action, consequences or sanctions, or any combination thereof, for the school, as appropriate, pursuant to the provisions of NRS 385.37603 and 385.37605 as if the delay never occurred.

3. Before the board of trustees, the State Public Charter School Authority or the Department proceeds with consequences or sanctions, the board of trustees, the State Public Charter School Authority or the Department, as applicable, shall provide to the administrators, teachers and other educational personnel employed at that school, and parents and guardians of pupils enrolled in the school:

(a) Notice that the board of trustees, the State Public Charter School Authority or the Department, as applicable, will proceed with consequences or sanctions for the school;

(b) An opportunity to comment before the consequences or sanctions are carried out; and

(c) An opportunity to participate in the development of the consequences or sanctions.

Sec. 21. NRS 385.37603 is hereby amended to read as follows:

385.37603 1. If a public school that is not a Title I school is designated as demonstrating need for improvement pursuant to NRS 385.3623 for 5 or more consecutive years for failure to make adequate yearly progress:
(a) The board of trustees of the school district shall:

(1) Except as otherwise provided in subsection 3 of NRS 385.37605, repeal the plan to improve the academic achievement of pupils developed pursuant to NRS 385.357 and, not later than September 30, implement the turnaround plan to improve the academic achievement of pupils enrolled in the school developed pursuant to NRS 385.3745;

(2) Provide notice of the designation to the parents and guardians of pupils enrolled in the school on the form prescribed by the Department pursuant to NRS 385.382; and

(3) Ensure that the school receives technical assistance in the manner set forth in 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(4) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto.

(b) The State Board shall prescribe by regulation the actions which the Department may take to monitor the implementation of any corrective action at the school.

2. If a charter school that is not a Title I school is designated as demonstrating need for improvement pursuant to NRS 385.3623 for 5 or more consecutive years for failure to make adequate yearly progress:

(a) The governing body of the charter school shall:

(1) Except as otherwise provided in subsection 3 of NRS 385.37605, repeal the plan to improve the academic achievement of pupils developed pursuant to NRS 385.357 and, not later than September 30, implement the turnaround plan to improve the academic achievement of pupils enrolled in the school developed pursuant to NRS 385.3745.

(2) Provide notice of the designation to the parents and guardians of pupils enrolled in the charter school on a form prescribed by the Department pursuant to NRS 385.382.

(b) For a charter school sponsored by the board of trustees of a school district, the board of trustees shall, in conjunction with the governing body of the charter school, ensure that the charter school receives technical assistance in the manner set forth in 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(4) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto.

(c) For a charter school sponsored by the State Public Charter School Authority, the State Public Charter School Authority shall, in conjunction with the governing body of the charter school, ensure that the charter school receives technical assistance in the manner set forth in 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(4) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto.

(d) For a charter school sponsored by a college or university within the Nevada System of Higher Education, the Department shall, in conjunction with the governing body of the charter school, ensure that the charter school receives technical assistance in the manner set forth in 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(4) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto.

(e) The State Board shall prescribe by regulation the actions which the Department may take to monitor the implementation of any corrective action at the charter school.
Sec. 22.  NRS 385.37605 is hereby amended to read as follows:

385.37605  1. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 3, if a public school that is not a Title I school is designated as demonstrating need for improvement pursuant to NRS 385.3623 for 5 or more consecutive years for failure to make adequate yearly progress:

(a) The State Public Charter School Authority may, for a charter school sponsored by the State Public Charter School Authority, take corrective action as set forth in NRS 385.3744 or proceed with consequences or sanctions, or both, as prescribed by the State Board pursuant to NRS 385.361.

(b) The Department may, for a charter school sponsored by a college or university within the Nevada System of Higher Education, take corrective action as set forth in NRS 385.3744 or proceed with consequences or sanctions, or both, as prescribed by the State Board pursuant to NRS 385.361.

(c) The board of trustees of a school district may, for a school of the school district or a charter school sponsored by the board of trustees, take corrective action as set forth in NRS 385.3744 or proceed with consequences or sanctions, or both, as prescribed by the State Board pursuant to NRS 385.361.

2. The Department shall monitor the implementation of the turnaround plan for the school developed pursuant to NRS 385.3745.

3. The State Public Charter School Authority, the Department or the board of trustees of a school district, as applicable, shall grant a delay from the imposition of corrective action, consequences or sanctions pursuant to this section for a school, including, without limitation, the development and implementation of a turnaround plan, for a period not to exceed 1 year if the school qualifies for a delay in the manner set forth in 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(7)(D). If the school fails to make adequate yearly progress during the period of the delay, the State Public Charter School Authority, the Department or the board of trustees, as applicable, may proceed with corrective action or with consequences or sanctions, or both, for the school, as appropriate, as if the delay never occurred.

4. Before the board of trustees, the State Public Charter School Authority or the Department proceeds with consequences or sanctions, the board of trustees, the State Public Charter School Authority or the Department, as applicable, shall provide to the administrators, teachers and other educational personnel employed at that school, and parents and guardians of pupils enrolled in the school:

(a) Notice that the board of trustees, the State Public Charter School Authority or the Department, as applicable, will proceed with consequences or sanctions for the school;

(b) An opportunity to comment before the consequences or sanctions are carried out; and
(c) An opportunity to participate in the development of the consequences or sanctions.

Sec. 23. NRS 385.37607 is hereby amended to read as follows:

385.37607 1. If a Title I school is designated as demonstrating need for improvement pursuant to NRS 385.3623 for 5 or more consecutive years:

(a) Except as otherwise provided in paragraph (b), the board of trustees of the school district shall:

(1) Except as otherwise provided in subsection 2, repeal the plan to improve the academic achievement of pupils developed pursuant to NRS 385.357 and, not later than September 30, implement the plan for restructuring the school developed pursuant to NRS 385.3746 if required by 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(8) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto;

(2) Provide notice of the designation to the parents and guardians of pupils enrolled in the school on the form prescribed by the Department pursuant to NRS 385.382;

(3) Ensure that the school receives technical assistance in the manner set forth in 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(4) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto;

(4) Provide school choice to the parents and guardians of pupils enrolled in the school in accordance with 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(1) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto; and

(5) Provide supplemental educational services in accordance with 20 U.S.C. § 6316(e) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto from a provider approved pursuant to NRS 385.384, unless a waiver is granted pursuant to that provision of federal law.

(b) If the school is a charter school:

(1) Sponsored by the board of trustees of a school district, the board of trustees shall:

(I) Except as otherwise provided in subsection 3, repeal the plan to improve the academic achievement of pupils developed pursuant to NRS 385.357 and, not later than September 30, implement the plan for restructuring the charter school developed pursuant to NRS 385.3746 if required by 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(8) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto;

(II) Provide notice of the designation to the parents and guardians of pupils enrolled in the charter school on the form prescribed by the Department pursuant to NRS 385.382;

(III) Ensure that the charter school receives technical assistance in the manner set forth in 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(4) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto; and

(IV) Provide school choice to the parents and guardians of pupils enrolled in the charter school in accordance with 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(1) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto.

(2) Sponsored by the State Public Charter School Authority, the State Public Charter School Authority shall:
(I) Except as otherwise provided in subsection 3, repeal the plan to improve the academic achievement of pupils developed pursuant to NRS 385.357 and, not later than September 30, implement the plan for restructuring the charter school developed pursuant to NRS 385.3746 if required by 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(8) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto;

(II) Provide notice of the designation to the parents and guardians of pupils enrolled in the charter school on the form prescribed by the Department pursuant to NRS 385.382;

(III) Ensure that the charter school receives technical assistance in the manner set forth in 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(4) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto; and

(IV) Work cooperatively with the board of trustees of the school district in which the pupil resides to provide school choice to the parent or guardian of each pupil enrolled in the charter school in accordance with 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(1) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto.

(3) Sponsored by [the State Board or by] a college or university within the Nevada System of Higher Education, the Department shall:

(I) Except as otherwise provided in subsection 3, repeal the plan to improve the academic achievement of pupils developed pursuant to NRS 385.357 and, not later than September 30, implement the plan for restructuring the charter school developed pursuant to NRS 385.3746 if required by 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(8) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto;

(II) Provide notice of the designation to the parents and guardians of pupils enrolled in the charter school on the form prescribed by the Department pursuant to NRS 385.382;

(III) Ensure that the charter school receives technical assistance in the manner set forth in 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(4) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto; and

(IV) Work cooperatively with the board of trustees of the school district in which the pupil resides to provide school choice to the parent or guardian of each pupil enrolled in the charter school in accordance with 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(1) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto.

Regardless of the sponsor, the governing body of the charter school shall provide supplemental educational services in accordance with 20 U.S.C. § 6316(e) and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto from a provider approved pursuant to NRS 385.384, unless a waiver is granted pursuant to that provision of federal law.

The board of trustees of a school district shall grant a delay from the imposition of a plan for restructuring for a school, including, without
limitation, the development and implementation of a plan for restructuring, for a period not to exceed 1 year if the school qualifies for a delay pursuant to 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(7)(D). If the school fails to make adequate yearly progress during the period of delay, the board of trustees shall proceed with a plan for restructuring the school as if the delay never occurred.

3. The sponsor of a charter school shall grant a delay from the imposition of a plan for restructuring for a school, including, without limitation, the development and implementation of a plan for restructuring, for a period not to exceed 1 year if the school qualifies for a delay pursuant to 20 U.S.C. § 6316(b)(7)(D). If the charter school fails to make adequate yearly progress during the period of delay, the Department shall proceed with a plan for restructuring the charter school as if the delay never occurred.

4. Before the board of trustees of a school district, the State Public Charter School Authority or the Department proceeds with a plan for restructuring, the board of trustees, the State Public Charter School Authority or the Department, as applicable, shall provide to the administrators, teachers and other educational personnel employed at that school, and parents and guardians of pupils enrolled in the school:

(a) Notice that the board of trustees, the State Public Charter School Authority or the Department, as applicable, will develop a plan for restructuring the school;

(b) An opportunity to comment before the plan to restructure is developed; and

(c) An opportunity to participate in the development of the plan to restructure.

Sec. 24. NRS 385.620 is hereby amended to read as follows:

385.620 The Advisory Council shall:

1. Review the policy of parental involvement adopted by the State Board and the policy of parental involvement adopted by the board of trustees of each school district pursuant to NRS 392.457;

2. Review the information relating to communication with and participation of parents that is included in the annual report of accountability for each school district pursuant to paragraph (j) of subsection 2 of NRS 385.347 and similar information in the annual report of accountability prepared by the State Public Charter School Authority and a college or university within the Nevada System of Higher Education that sponsors a charter school pursuant to subsection 3 of NRS 385.347;

3. Review any effective practices carried out in individual school districts to increase parental involvement and determine the feasibility of carrying out those practices on a statewide basis;

4. Review any effective practices carried out in other states to increase parental involvement and determine the feasibility of carrying out those practices in this State;

5. Identify methods to communicate effectively and provide outreach to parents and legal guardians of pupils who have limited time to become
involved in the education of their children for various reasons, including, without limitation, work schedules, single-parent homes and other family obligations;

6. Identify the manner in which the level of parental involvement affects the performance, attendance and discipline of pupils;

7. Identify methods to communicate effectively with and provide outreach to parents and legal guardians of pupils who are limited English proficient;

8. Determine the necessity for the appointment of a statewide parental involvement coordinator or a parental involvement coordinator in each school district, or both;

9. On or before July 1 of each year, submit a report to the Legislative Committee on Education describing the activities of the Advisory Council and any recommendations for legislation; and

10. On or before February 1 of each odd-numbered year, submit a report to the Director of the Legislative Counsel Bureau for transmission to the next regular session of the Legislature describing the activities of the Advisory Council and any recommendations for legislation.

Sec. 25. Chapter 386 of NRS is hereby amended by adding thereto the provisions set forth as sections 26 to 35.7, inclusive, of this act.

Sec. 26. As used in NRS 386.500 to 386.610, inclusive, and sections 26 to 35.7, inclusive, of this act, the words and terms defined in NRS 386.500 and sections 27 and 28 of this act have the meanings ascribed to them in those sections.

Sec. 27. "Director" means the Director of the State Public Charter School Authority appointed pursuant to section 31 of this act.

Sec. 28. "State Public Charter School Authority" means the State Public Charter School Authority created by section 28.5 of this act.

Sec. 28.5. The State Public Charter School Authority is hereby created. The purpose of the State Public Charter School Authority is to:

1. Authorize charter schools of high-quality throughout this State with the goal of expanding the opportunities for pupils in this State, including, without limitation, pupils who are at risk.

2. Provide oversight to the charter schools that it sponsors to ensure that those charter schools maintain high educational and operational standards, preserve autonomy and safeguard the interests of pupils and the community.

3. Serve as a model of the best practices in sponsoring charter schools and foster a climate in this State in which all charter schools, regardless of sponsor, can flourish.

Sec. 29. 1. The State Public Charter School Authority consists of seven members. The membership of the State Public Charter School Authority consists of:

(a) Two members appointed by the Governor in accordance with subsection 2;
(b) Two members, who must not be Legislators, appointed by the Majority Leader of the Senate in accordance with subsection 2;
(c) Two members, who must not be Legislators, appointed by the Speaker of the Assembly in accordance with subsection 2; and
(d) One member appointed by the Charter School Association of Nevada or its successor organization.

2. The Governor, the Majority Leader of the Senate and the Speaker of the Assembly shall ensure that the membership of the State Public Charter School Authority:
   (a) Includes persons with a demonstrated understanding of charter schools and a commitment to using charter schools as a way to strengthen public education in this State;
   (b) Includes a parent or legal guardian of a pupil enrolled in a charter school in this State;
   (c) Includes persons with specific knowledge of:
      (1) Issues relating to elementary and secondary education;
      (2) School finance or accounting, or both;
      (3) Management practices;
      (4) Assessments required in elementary and secondary education;
      (5) Educational technology; and
      (6) The laws and regulations applicable to charter schools; and
   (d) Insofar as practicable, reflects the ethnic and geographical diversity of this State.

3. Each member of the State Public Charter School Authority must be a resident of this State.

4. After the initial terms, the term of each member of the State Public Charter School Authority is 3 years, commencing on July 1 of the year in which he or she is appointed. A vacancy in the membership of the State Public Charter School Authority must be filled for the remainder of the unexpired term in the same manner as the original appointment. A member shall continue to serve on the State Public Charter School Authority until his or her successor is appointed.

5. The members of the State Public Charter School Authority shall select a Chair and Vice Chair from among its members. After the initial selection of those officers, each of those officers holds the position for a term of 2 years commencing on July 1 of each odd-numbered year. If a vacancy occurs in the Chair or Vice Chair, the vacancy must be filled in the same manner as the original selection for the remainder of the unexpired term.

6. Each member of the State Public Charter School Authority is entitled to receive:
   (a) For each day or portion of a day during which he or she attends a meeting of the State Public Charter School Authority a salary of not more than $80, as fixed by the State Public Charter School Authority; and
(b) For each day or portion of a day during which he or she attends a meeting of the State Public Charter School Authority or is otherwise engaged in the business of the State Public Charter School Authority the per diem allowance and travel expenses provided for state officers and employees generally.

Sec. 30. 1. The members of the State Public Charter School Authority shall meet throughout the year at the times and places specified by a call of the Chair or a majority of the members.

2. Four members of the State Public Charter School Authority constitute a quorum, and a quorum may exercise all the power and authority conferred on the State Public Charter School Authority.

Sec. 31. 1. The State Public Charter School Authority shall appoint a Director of the State Public Charter School Authority for a term of 3 years. The State Public Charter School Authority shall ensure that the Director has a demonstrated understanding of charter schools and a commitment to using charter schools as a way to strengthen public education in this State.

2. A vacancy in the position of Director must be filled by the State Public Charter School Authority for the remainder of the unexpired term.

3. The Director is in the unclassified service of the State.

Sec. 32. The Director shall not pursue any other business or occupation or hold any other office of profit without the approval of the State Public Charter School Authority.

Sec. 33. The Director shall:

1. Execute, direct and supervise all administrative, technical and procedural activities of the State Public Charter School Authority in accordance with the policies prescribed by the State Public Charter School Authority;

2. Organize the State Public Charter School Authority in a manner which will ensure the efficient operation and service of the State Public Charter School Authority;

3. Serve as the Executive Secretary of the State Public Charter School Authority;

4. Ensure that the autonomy provided to charter schools in this State pursuant to state law and regulations is preserved; and

5. Perform such other duties as are prescribed by law or the State Public Charter School Authority.

Sec. 34. The State Public Charter School Authority may employ such persons as it deems necessary to carry out the provisions of NRS 386.500 to 386.610, inclusive, and sections 26 to 35.7, inclusive, of this act. The staff employed by the State Public Charter School Authority must be qualified to carry out the daily responsibilities of sponsoring charter schools in accordance with the provisions of NRS 386.500 to 386.610, inclusive, and sections 26 to 35.7, inclusive, of this act.
Sec. 35. 1. The Account for the State Public Charter School Authority is hereby created in the State General Fund, to be administered by the Director.

2. The interest and income earned on the money in the Account must be credited to the Account.

3. The money in the Account may be used only for the establishment and maintenance of the State Public Charter School Authority.

4. Any money remaining in the Account at the end of a fiscal year does not revert to the State General Fund, and the balance in the Account must be carried forward to the next fiscal year.

5. The Director and the State Public Charter School Authority may accept gifts, grants and bequests to carry out the provisions of NRS 386.500 to 386.610, inclusive, and sections 26 to 35.7, inclusive, of this act. Any money from gifts, grants and bequests must be deposited in the Account and may be expended in accordance with the terms and conditions of the gift, grant or bequest, or in accordance with this section.

Sec. 35.3. 1. The governing body of a charter school may contract with the sponsor of the charter school for the purchase of services, excluding those services which are covered by the sponsorship fee paid to the sponsor pursuant to NRS 386.570. If the governing body of a charter school elects to purchase such services, the governing body and the sponsor shall enter into an annual service agreement which is separate from the written charter of the charter school.

2. If a service agreement is entered into pursuant to this section, the sponsor of the charter school shall, not later than August 1 after the completion of the school year, provide to the governing body of the charter school an itemized accounting of the actual costs of those services purchased by the charter school. Any difference between the amount paid by the charter school pursuant to the service agreement and the actual cost for those services must be reconciled and paid to the party to whom it is due. If the governing body or the sponsor disputes the amount due, the party making the dispute may request an independent review by the Department, whose determination is final.

3. The governing body of a charter school may not be required to enter into a service agreement pursuant to this section as a condition to approval of its written charter by the sponsor of the charter school or as a condition to renewal of the written charter.

Sec. 35.5. 1. The State Public Charter School Authority is hereby deemed a local educational agency for the purpose of directing the proportionate share of any money available from federal and state categorical grant programs to charter schools which are sponsored by the State Public Charter School Authority or a college or university within the Nevada System of Higher Education that are eligible to receive such money. A charter school that receives money pursuant to such a grant
program shall comply with any applicable reporting requirements to receive the grant.

2. If the charter school is eligible to receive special education program units, the Department shall pay the special education program units directly to the charter school.

3. As used in this section, "local educational agency" has the meaning ascribed to it in 20 U.S.C. § 7801(26)(A).

Sec. 35.7. 1. A contract or a proposed contract between a charter school or a proposed charter school and a contractor or an educational management organization must not:

(a) Give to the contractor or educational management organization direct control of educational services, financial decisions, the appointment of members of the governing body, or the hiring and dismissal of an administrator or financial officer of the charter school or proposed charter school;

(b) Authorize the payment of loans, advances or other monetary charges from the contractor or educational management organization which are greater than 15 percent of the total expected funding received by the charter school or proposed charter school from the State Distributive School Account;

(c) Require the charter school or proposed charter school to prepay any fees to the contractor or educational management organization;

(d) Require the charter school or proposed charter school to pay the contractor or educational management organization before the payment of other obligations of the charter school or proposed charter school during a period of financial distress;

(e) Allow a contractor or educational management organization to cause a delay in the repayment of a loan or other money advanced by the contractor or educational management organization to the charter school or proposed charter school, which delay would increase the cost to the charter school or proposed charter school of repaying the loan or advance;

(f) Require the charter school or proposed charter school to enroll a minimum number of pupils for the continuation of the contract between the charter school or proposed charter school and the contractor or educational management organization;

(g) Require the charter school or proposed charter school to request or borrow money from this State to pay the contractor or educational management organization if the contractor or educational management organization will provide financial management to the charter school or proposed charter school;

(h) Contain a provision which restricts the ability of the charter school or proposed charter school to borrow money from a person or entity other than the contractor or educational management organization;
(i) Provide for the allocation to the charter school or proposed charter school of any indirect cost incurred by the contractor or educational management organization;

(j) Authorize the payment of fees to the contractor or educational management organization which are not attributable to the actual services provided by the contractor or educational management organization;

(k) Allow any money received by the charter school or proposed charter school from this State or from the board of trustees of a school district to be transferred to or deposited in a bank, credit union or other financial institution outside this State, including money controlled by the contractor or educational management organization; or

(l) Except as otherwise provided in this paragraph, provide incentive fees to the contractor or educational management organization. A contract or a proposed contract may provide to the contractor or educational management organization incentive fees that are based on the academic improvement of pupils enrolled in the charter school.

2. As used in this section, "educational management organization" means a corporation, business, organization or other entity, whether or not conducted for profit, with whom a committee to form a charter school or the governing body of a charter school, as applicable, contracts to assist with the operation, management or provision and implementation of educational services and programs of the charter school or proposed charter school. The term includes a corporation, business, organization or other entity that directly employs and provides personnel to a charter school or proposed charter school.

Sec. 36. NRS 386.500 is hereby amended to read as follows:

386.500 For the purposes of NRS 386.500 to 386.610, inclusive, a pupil is "at risk" if the pupil has an economic or academic disadvantage such that he or she requires special services and assistance to enable him or her to succeed in educational programs. The term includes, without limitation, pupils who are members of economically disadvantaged families, pupils who are limited English proficient, pupils who are at risk of dropping out of high school and pupils who do not meet minimum standards of academic proficiency. The term does not include a pupil with a disability.

Sec. 37. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 38. NRS 386.515 is hereby amended to read as follows:

386.515 1. The board of trustees of a school district may apply to the Department for authorization to sponsor charter schools within the school district. An application must be approved by the Department before the board of trustees may sponsor a charter school. Not more than 180 days after receiving approval to sponsor charter schools, the board of trustees shall provide public notice of its ability to sponsor charter schools and solicit applications for charter schools.

2. The State {Board} Public Charter School Authority shall sponsor charter schools whose applications have been approved by the State {Board}
Public Charter School Authority pursuant to NRS 386.525. Except as otherwise provided by specific statute, if the State Board Public Charter School Authority sponsors a charter school, the State Board or the Department Public Charter School Authority is responsible for the evaluation, monitoring and oversight of the charter school.

3. A college or university within the Nevada System of Higher Education may sponsor charter schools.

4. Each sponsor of a charter school shall carry out the following duties and powers:
   (a) Evaluating applications to form charter schools as prescribed by NRS 386.525;
   (b) Approving applications to form charter schools that the sponsor determines are high quality, meet the identified educational needs of pupils and will serve to promote the diversity of public educational choices in this State;
   (c) Declining to approve applications to form charter schools that do not satisfy the requirements of NRS 386.525;
   (d) Negotiating and executing written charters pursuant to NRS 386.527;
   (e) Monitoring, in accordance with NRS 386.500 to 386.610, inclusive, and sections 26 to 35.7, inclusive, of this act, and in accordance with the terms and conditions of the applicable written charter, the performance and compliance of each charter school sponsored by the entity; and
   (f) Determining whether each written charter of a charter school that the entity sponsors merits renewal or whether the renewal of the written charter should be denied or the written charter should be revoked in accordance with NRS 386.530 or 386.535, as applicable.

5. Each sponsor of a charter school shall develop policies and practices that are consistent with state laws and regulations governing charter schools. In developing the policies and practices, the sponsor shall review and evaluate nationally recognized policies and practices for sponsoring organizations of charter schools. The policies and practices must include, without limitation:
   (a) The organizational capacity and infrastructure of the sponsor for sponsorship of charter schools, which must not be described as a limit on the number of charter schools the sponsor will approve;
   (b) The procedure for evaluating charter school applications in accordance with NRS 386.525;
   (c) A description of how the sponsor will maintain oversight of the charter schools it sponsors; and
   (d) A description of the process of evaluation for charter schools it sponsors in accordance with NRS 386.610.

6. Evidence of material or persistent failure to carry out the powers and duties of a sponsor prescribed by this section constitutes grounds for revocation of the entity’s authority to sponsor charter schools.
Sec. 39. NRS 386.520 is hereby amended to read as follows:

386.520 1. A committee to form a charter school must consist of at least three teachers, as defined in subsection 4. In addition to the teachers who serve, the committee may consist of:

(a) Members of the general public;
(b) Representatives of nonprofit organizations and businesses; or
(c) Representatives of a college or university within the Nevada System of Higher Education.

A majority of the persons described in paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) who serve on the committee must be residents of this State at the time that the application to form the charter school is submitted to the Department.

2. Before a committee to form a charter school may submit an application to the board of trustees of a school district, the Subcommittee on Charter Schools, the State Board or a college or university within the Nevada System of Higher Education, it must submit the application to the Department. The application to form a charter school must include all information prescribed by the Department by regulation and:

(a) A written description of how the charter school will carry out the provisions of NRS 386.500 to 386.610, inclusive, and sections 26 to 35.7, inclusive, of this act.
(b) A written description of the mission and goals for the charter school. A charter school must have as its stated purpose at least one of the following goals:

(1) Improving the academic achievement of pupils;
(2) Encouraging the use of effective and innovative methods of teaching;
(3) Providing an accurate measurement of the educational achievement of pupils;
(4) Establishing accountability and transparency of public schools;
(5) Providing a method for public schools to measure achievement based upon the performance of the schools; or
(6) Creating new professional opportunities for teachers.
(c) The projected enrollment of pupils in the charter school.
(d) The proposed dates of enrollment for the charter school.
(e) The proposed system of governance for the charter school, including, without limitation, the number of persons who will govern, the method of selecting the persons who will govern and the term of office for each person.
(f) The method by which disputes will be resolved between the governing body of the charter school and the sponsor of the charter school.
(g) The proposed curriculum for the charter school and, if applicable to the grade level of pupils who are enrolled in the charter school, the requirements for the pupils to receive a high school diploma, including, without limitation, whether those pupils will satisfy the requirements of the
school district in which the charter school is located for receipt of a high school diploma.

(h) The textbooks that will be used at the charter school.

(i) The qualifications of the persons who will provide instruction at the charter school.

(j) Except as otherwise required by NRS 386.595, the process by which the governing body of the charter school will negotiate employment contracts with the employees of the charter school.

(k) A financial plan for the operation of the charter school. The plan must include, without limitation, procedures for the audit of the programs and finances of the charter school and guidelines for determining the financial liability if the charter school is unsuccessful.

(l) A statement of whether the charter school will provide for the transportation of pupils to and from the charter school. If the charter school will provide transportation, the application must include the proposed plan for the transportation of pupils. If the charter school will not provide transportation, the application must include a statement that the charter school will work with the parents and guardians of pupils enrolled in the charter school to develop a plan for transportation to ensure that pupils have access to transportation to and from the charter school.

(m) The procedure for the evaluation of teachers of the charter school, if different from the procedure prescribed in NRS 391.3125. If the procedure is different from the procedure prescribed in NRS 391.3125, the procedure for the evaluation of teachers of the charter school must provide the same level of protection and otherwise comply with the standards for evaluation set forth in NRS 391.3125.

(n) The time by which certain academic or educational results will be achieved.

(o) The kind of school, as defined in subsections 1 to 4, inclusive, of NRS 388.020, for which the charter school intends to operate.

(p) A statement of whether the charter school will enroll pupils who are in a particular category of at-risk pupils before enrolling other children who are eligible to attend the charter school pursuant to NRS 386.580 and the method for determining eligibility for enrollment in each such category of at-risk pupils served by the charter school.

3. The proposed sponsor of a charter school may request that the Department review an application before review by the proposed sponsor to determine whether the application is complete. Upon such a request, the Department shall review an application to form a charter school to determine whether it is complete. If an application proposes to convert an existing public school, homeschool or other program of home study into a charter school, the Department shall deny the application. The Department shall provide written notice to the applicant and the proposed sponsor of the charter school of its approval or denial of determination of whether the application is complete. If the Department determines an
application is not complete, the Department shall include in the written notice the reason for the denial and the deficiencies in the application. The applicant must be granted 30 days after receipt of the written notice to correct any deficiencies identified in the written notice and resubmit the application. If the Department determines an application is complete, the Department shall transmit the application to the proposed sponsor for review pursuant to NRS 386.525.

4. As used in subsection 1, "teacher" means a person who:
(a) Holds a current license to teach issued pursuant to chapter 391 of NRS; and
(b) Has at least 2 years of experience as an employed teacher.

The term does not include a person who is employed as a substitute teacher.

Sec. 40. NRS 386.525 is hereby amended to read as follows:

386.525 1. [Upon approval of an application by the Department, a] Except as otherwise provided in this subsection, a committee to form a charter school may submit the application to the board of trustees of the school district in which the proposed sponsor of the charter school will be located, a college or university within the Nevada System of Higher Education or directly to the Subcommittee on Charter Schools. If the proposed sponsor of a charter school requested that the Department review the application pursuant to NRS 386.520 and the Department determined that the application was not complete pursuant to that section, the application may not be submitted to the proposed sponsor for review pursuant to this section. If an application proposes to convert an existing public school, homeschool or other program of home study into a charter school, the proposed sponsor shall deny the application.

2. If the board of trustees of a school district, a college or a university within the Nevada System of Higher Education, as applicable, receives an application to form a charter school, the board of trustees or the institution, as applicable, shall consider the application at a meeting that must be held not later than 45 days after the receipt of the application, or a period mutually agreed upon by the committee to form the charter school and the board of trustees of the school district or the institution, as applicable, and ensure that notice of the meeting has been provided pursuant to chapter 241 of NRS. If the proposed sponsor requested that the Department review the application pursuant to NRS 386.520, the proposed sponsor shall be deemed to receive the application pursuant to this subsection upon transmittal of the application from the Department. The board of trustees, the college or the university, as applicable, shall review an application to determine whether the application:
(a) Complies with NRS 386.500 to 386.610, inclusive, and sections 26 to 35.7, inclusive, of this act and the regulations applicable to charter schools; and
(b) Is complete in accordance with the regulations of the Department.

2. The Department shall assist the board of trustees of a school district, the college or the university, as applicable, in the review of an application. The board of trustees, the college or the university, as applicable, may approve an application if it satisfies the requirements of paragraphs (a) and (b) of subsection 1. The board of trustees, the college or the university, as applicable, shall provide written notice to the applicant of its approval or denial of the application.

3. If the board of trustees, the college or the university, as applicable, denies an application, it shall include in the written notice the reasons for the denial and the deficiencies in the application. The applicant must be granted 30 days after receipt of the written notice to correct any deficiencies identified in the written notice and resubmit the application.

If the board of trustees, the college or the university, as applicable, denies an application after it has been resubmitted pursuant to subsection 4, the applicant may submit a written request for sponsorship by the State Board to the Subcommittee on Charter Schools created pursuant to NRS 386.507 Public Charter School Authority not more than 30 days after receipt of the written notice of denial. Any request that is submitted pursuant to this subsection must be accompanied by the application to form the charter school.

5. If the State Public Charter School Authority receives an application pursuant to subsection 1 or 4, it shall hold a meeting to consider the application. If the State Public Charter School Authority requested that the Department review the application pursuant to NRS 386.520, the State Public Charter School Authority shall be deemed to receive the application pursuant to this subsection upon transmittal of the application from the Department. The meeting must be held not later than 45 days after receipt of the application. Notice of the meeting must be posted in accordance with chapter 241 of NRS. The State Public Charter School Authority shall review the application in accordance with the factors set forth in paragraphs (a) and (b) of subsection 1. The State Public Charter School Authority may approve an application if it satisfies the requirements of paragraphs (a) and (b) of subsection 1.

6. The Subcommittee on Charter Schools shall transmit the application and the recommendation of the Subcommittee for approval or denial of the application to the State Board. Not more than 14 days after the date of the meeting of the Subcommittee pursuant to subsection 5, the State Board shall hold a meeting to consider the recommendation of the Subcommittee. Notice of the meeting must be posted in accordance with chapter 241 of NRS. The State Board shall review the application in accordance with the factors set forth in paragraphs (a) and (b) of subsection 1. The Department shall assist the State Public Charter School Authority in the review of an application. The State Board Public Charter School Authority may approve an application if it satisfies the requirements of paragraphs (a) and
(b) of subsection 1. Not more than 30 days after the meeting, the State Board Public Charter School Authority shall provide written notice of its determination to the applicant.

7. If the State Board Public Charter School Authority denies an application, it shall include in the written notice the reasons for the denial and the deficiencies in the application. The applicant must be granted 30 days after receipt of the written notice to correct any deficiencies identified in the written notice and resubmit the application.

8. If the State Board Public Charter School Authority denies an application after it has been resubmitted pursuant to subsection 7, the applicant may, not more than 30 days after the receipt of the written notice from the State Board Public Charter School Authority, appeal the final determination to the district court of the county in which the proposed charter school will be located.

9. On or before January 1 of each odd-numbered year, the Superintendent of Public Instruction shall submit a written report to the Director of the Legislative Counsel Bureau for transmission to the next regular session of the Legislature. The report must include:

(a) A list of each application to form a charter school that was submitted to the board of trustees of a school district, the State Board Public Charter School Authority, a college or a university during the immediately preceding biennium;

(b) The educational focus of each charter school for which an application was submitted;

(c) The current status of the application; and

(d) If the application was denied, the reasons for the denial.

Sec. 41. NRS 386.527 is hereby amended to read as follows:

386.527 1. If the State Board Public Charter School Authority, the board of trustees of a school district or a college or university within the Nevada System of Higher Education approves an application to form a charter school, it shall grant a written charter to the applicant. The State Board Public Charter School Authority, the board of trustees, the college or the university, as applicable, shall, not later than 10 days after the approval of the application, provide written notice to the Department of the approval and the date of the approval. If the board of trustees approves the application, the board of trustees shall be deemed the sponsor of the charter school.

2. If the State Board Public Charter School Authority approves the application:

(a) The State Board Public Charter School Authority shall be deemed the sponsor of the charter school.

(b) Neither the State of Nevada, the State Board, the State Public Charter School Authority nor the Department is an employer of the members of the governing body of the charter school or any of the employees of the charter school.
3. If a college or university within the Nevada System of Higher Education approves the application:
   (a) That institution shall be deemed the sponsor of the charter school.
   (b) Neither the State of Nevada, the State Board nor the Department is an employer of the members of the governing body of the charter school or any of the employees of the charter school.

4. The governing body of a charter school may request, at any time, a change in the sponsorship of the charter school to an entity that is authorized to sponsor charter schools pursuant to NRS 386.515. The State Board shall adopt:
   (a) [An application] A process for a charter school that requests a change in the sponsorship of the charter school, which must not require the [applicant] charter school to undergo all the requirements of an initial application to form a charter school; and
   (b) Objective criteria for the conditions under which such a request may be granted.

5. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 7, a written charter must be for a term of 6 years unless the governing body of a charter school renews its initial charter after 3 years of operation pursuant to subsection 2 of NRS 386.530. A written charter must include all conditions of operation set forth in subsection 2 of NRS 386.520 and include the kind of school, as defined in subsections 1 to 4, inclusive, of NRS 388.020, for which the charter school is authorized to operate. If the State [Board] Public Charter School Authority or a college or university within the Nevada System of Higher Education is the sponsor of the charter school, the written charter must set forth the responsibilities of the sponsor and the charter school with regard to the provision of services and programs to pupils with disabilities who are enrolled in the charter school in accordance with the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act, 20 U.S.C. §§ 1400 et seq., and NRS 388.440 to 388.520, inclusive. As a condition of the issuance of a written charter pursuant to this subsection, the charter school must agree to comply with all conditions of operation set forth in NRS 386.550.

6. The governing body of a charter school may submit to the sponsor of the charter school a written request for an amendment of the written charter of the charter school. Such an amendment may include, without limitation, the expansion of instruction and other educational services to pupils who are enrolled in grade levels other than the grade levels of pupils currently approved for enrollment in the charter school if the expansion of grade levels does not change the kind of school, as defined in NRS 388.020, for which the charter school is authorized to operate. If the proposed amendment complies with the provisions of [this section] NRS 386.500 to 386.610, inclusive, and sections 26 to 35.7, inclusive, of this act, and any other statute or regulation applicable to charter schools, the sponsor may amend the written charter in accordance with the proposed amendment. If a charter school wishes to expand the instruction and other educational services offered by the charter
school to pupils who are enrolled in grade levels other than the grade levels
of pupils currently approved for enrollment in the charter school and the
expansion of grade levels changes the kind of school, as defined in
NRS 388.020, for which the charter school is authorized to operate, the
governing body of the charter school must submit a new application to form
a charter school. If such an application is approved, the charter school may
continue to operate under the same governing body and an additional
governing body does not need to be selected to operate the charter school
with the expanded grade levels.

7. The State Board shall adopt objective criteria for the issuance of a
written charter to an applicant who is not prepared to commence operation on
the date of issuance of the written charter. The criteria must include, without
limitation, the:
   (a) Period for which such a written charter is valid; and
   (b) Timelines by which the applicant must satisfy certain requirements
demonstrating its progress in preparing to commence operation.
   ➔ A holder of such a written charter may apply for grants of money to
   prepare the charter school for operation. A written charter issued pursuant to
   this subsection must not be designated as a conditional charter or a
   provisional charter or otherwise contain any other designation that would
   indicate the charter is issued for a temporary period.

8. The holder of a written charter that is issued pursuant to subsection 7
shall not commence operation of the charter school and is not eligible to
receive apportionments pursuant to NRS 387.124 until the sponsor has
determined that the requirements adopted by the State Board pursuant to
subsection 7 have been satisfied and that the facility the charter school will
occupy has been inspected and meets the requirements of any applicable
building codes, codes for the prevention of fire, and codes pertaining to
safety, health and sanitation. Except as otherwise provided in this subsection,
the sponsor shall make such a determination 30 days before the first day of
school for the:
   (a) Schools of the school district in which the charter school is located that
       operate on a traditional school schedule and not a year-round school
       schedule; or
   (b) Charter school,
       ➔ whichever date the sponsor selects. The sponsor shall not require a charter
       school to demonstrate compliance with the requirements of this subsection
       more than 30 days before the date selected. However, it may authorize a
       charter school to demonstrate compliance less than 30 days before the date
       selected.

Sec. 42. (Deleted by amendment.)
Sec. 43. NRS 386.540 is hereby amended to read as follows:

386.540 1. The Department shall adopt regulations that prescribe:
(a) The process for submission of an application by the board of trustees of a school district to the Department for authorization to sponsor charter schools and the contents of the application;

(b) The process for submission of an application to form a charter school to the Department, the board of trustees of a school district, the Subcommittee on State Charter Schools, the Public Charter School Authority and a college or university within the Nevada System of Higher Education, and the contents of the application;

(c) The process for submission of an application to renew a written charter; and

(d) The criteria and type of investigation that must be applied by the board of trustees, the Subcommittee on Charter Schools, the State Board, the Public Charter School Authority and a college or university within the Nevada System of Higher Education in determining whether to approve an application to form a charter school or an application to renew a written charter.

2. The Department may adopt regulations as it determines are necessary to carry out the provisions of NRS 386.500 to 386.610, inclusive, and sections 26 to 35.7, inclusive, of this act, including, without limitation, regulations that prescribe the:

(a) Procedures for accounting and budgeting;

(b) Requirements for performance audits and financial audits of charter schools on an annual basis for charter schools that do not satisfy the requirements of subsection 1 of NRS 386.5515; and

(c) Requirements for performance audits every 3 years and financial audits on an annual basis for charter schools that satisfy the requirements of subsection 1 of NRS 386.5515.

Sec. 44. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 45. NRS 386.5515 is hereby amended to read as follows:

386.5515 1. To the extent money is available from legislative appropriation or otherwise, a charter school may apply to the Department for money for facilities if:

(a) The charter school has been operating in this State for at least 5 consecutive years and is in good financial standing;

(b) Each financial audit and each performance audit of the charter school required by the Department pursuant to NRS 386.540 contains no major notations, corrections or errors concerning the charter school for at least 5 consecutive years;

(c) The charter school has met or exceeded adequate yearly progress as determined pursuant to NRS 385.3613 or has demonstrated improvement in the achievement of pupils enrolled in the charter school, as indicated by annual measurable objectives determined by the State Board, for the majority of the years of its operation; and

(d) The charter school offers instruction on a daily basis during the school week of the charter school on the campus of the charter school; and
(e) At least 75 percent of the pupils enrolled in the charter school who are required to take the high school proficiency examination have passed that examination, if the charter school enrolls pupils at a high school grade level.

2. A charter school that satisfies the requirements of subsection 1 shall submit to a performance audit as required by the Department one time every 3 years. The sponsor of the charter school and the Department shall not request a performance audit of the charter school more frequently than every 3 years without reasonable evidence of noncompliance in achieving the educational goals and objectives of the charter school based upon the annual report submitted to the Department pursuant to NRS 386.610. If the charter school no longer satisfies the requirements of subsection 1 or if reasonable evidence of noncompliance in achieving the educational goals and objectives of the charter school exists based upon the annual report, the charter school shall, upon written notice from the sponsor, submit to an annual performance audit. Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (b) of subsection 1, such a charter school:

(a) May, after undergoing the annual performance audit, reapply to the sponsor to determine whether the charter school satisfies the requirements of paragraphs (a), (c) and (d) of subsection 1.

(b) Is not eligible for any available money pursuant to subsection 1 until the sponsor determines that the charter school satisfies the requirements of that subsection.

3. A charter school that does not satisfy the requirements of subsection 1 shall submit a quarterly report of the financial status of the charter school if requested by the sponsor of the charter school.

Sec. 45.5. NRS 386.560 is hereby amended to read as follows:

386.560  1. The governing body of a charter school may contract with the board of trustees of the school district in which the charter school is located or the Nevada System of Higher Education for the provision of facilities to operate the charter school or to perform any service relating to the operation of the charter school, including, without limitation, transportation, the provision of health services for the pupils who are enrolled in the charter school and the provision of school police officers. If the board of trustees of a school district or a college or university within the Nevada System of Higher Education is the sponsor of the charter school, the governing body and the sponsor must enter into a service agreement pursuant to section 35.3 of this act before the provision of such services.

2. A charter school may use any public facility located within the school district in which the charter school is located. A charter school may use school buildings owned by the school district only upon approval of the board of trustees of the school district and during times that are not regular school hours.

3. The board of trustees of a school district may donate surplus personal property of the school district to a charter school that is located within the school district.
4. Except as otherwise provided in this subsection, upon the request of a parent or legal guardian of a pupil who is enrolled in a charter school, the board of trustees of the school district in which the pupil resides shall authorize the pupil to participate in a class that is not available to the pupil at the charter school or participate in an extracurricular activity, excluding sports, at a public school within the school district if:
   (a) Space for the pupil in the class or extracurricular activity is available; and
   (b) The parent or legal guardian demonstrates to the satisfaction of the board of trustees that the pupil is qualified to participate in the class or extracurricular activity.

If the board of trustees of a school district authorizes a pupil to participate in a class or extracurricular activity, excluding sports, pursuant to this subsection, the board of trustees is not required to provide transportation for the pupil to attend the class or activity. The provisions of this subsection do not apply to a pupil who is enrolled in a charter school and who desires to participate on a part-time basis in a program of distance education provided by the board of trustees of a school district pursuant to NRS 388.820 to 388.874, inclusive. Such a pupil must comply with NRS 388.858.

5. Upon the request of a parent or legal guardian of a pupil who is enrolled in a charter school, the board of trustees of the school district in which the pupil resides shall authorize the pupil to participate in sports at the public school that he or she would otherwise be required to attend within the school district, or upon approval of the board of trustees, any public school within the same zone of attendance as the charter school if:
   (a) Space is available for the pupil to participate; and
   (b) The parent or legal guardian demonstrates to the satisfaction of the board of trustees that the pupil is qualified to participate.

If the board of trustees of a school district authorizes a pupil to participate in sports pursuant to this subsection, the board of trustees is not required to provide transportation for the pupil to participate.

6. The board of trustees of a school district may revoke its approval for a pupil to participate in a class, extracurricular activity or sports at a public school pursuant to subsections 4 and 5 if the board of trustees or the public school determines that the pupil has failed to comply with applicable statutes, or applicable rules and regulations of the board of trustees, the public school or the Nevada Interscholastic Activities Association. If the board of trustees so revokes its approval, neither the board of trustees nor the public school is liable for any damages relating to the denial of services to the pupil.

Sec. 46. NRS 386.570 is hereby amended to read as follows:
386.570 1. Each pupil who is enrolled in a charter school, including, without limitation, a pupil who is enrolled in a program of special education in a charter school, must be included in the count of pupils in the school district for the purposes of apportionments and allowances from the State Distributive School Account pursuant to NRS 387.121 to 387.126, inclusive,
unless the pupil is exempt from compulsory attendance pursuant to NRS 392.070. A charter school is entitled to receive its proportionate share of any other money available from federal, state or local sources that the school or the pupils who are enrolled in the school are eligible to receive. If a charter school receives special education program units directly from this State, the amount of money for special education that the school district pays to the charter school may be reduced proportionately by the amount of money the charter school received from this State for that purpose.

2. All money received by the charter school from this State or from the board of trustees of a school district must be deposited in an account with a bank, credit union or other financial institution in this State. The governing body of a charter school may negotiate with the board of trustees of the school district and the State Board for additional money to pay for services which the governing body wishes to offer.

3. Upon completion of each school quarter, the [sponsor of a charter school] Superintendent of Public Instruction shall pay to the sponsor of a charter school one-quarter of the yearly sponsorship fee for the administrative costs associated with sponsorship for that school quarter if the sponsor provided administrative services during that school quarter. The request must include an itemized list of those costs. Unless a delay is granted pursuant to subsection 9, upon receipt of such a request, the governing body shall pay the reimbursement to the board of trustees of the school district if the board of trustees sponsors the charter school, to the Department if the State Board sponsors the charter school or to the college or university within the Nevada System of Higher Education if that institution sponsors the charter school. If a governing body fails to pay the reimbursement pursuant to this subsection or pursuant to a plan approved by the Superintendent of Public Instruction in accordance with subsection 9, the charter school shall be deemed to have violated its written charter and the sponsor may take such action to revoke the written charter pursuant to NRS 386.535 as it deems necessary. If the board of trustees of a school district is the sponsor of a charter school, the amount of money that may be paid to the sponsor pursuant to this subsection for administrative expenses in 1 school year must not exceed:

(a) For the first year of operation of the charter school, 2 percent of the total amount of money apportioned to the charter school during the year pursuant to NRS 387.124, as adjusted by the final computation of apportionment pursuant to subsection 4 of NRS 387.1243.

(b) For any year after the first year of operation of the charter school, 1 percent of the total amount of money apportioned to the charter school during the year pursuant to NRS 387.124, as adjusted by the final computation of apportionment pursuant to subsection 4 of NRS 387.1243.

4. If the State Board or a college or university within the Nevada System of Higher Education is the sponsor of a charter school, the amount of money
that may be paid to the Department or to the institution, as applicable, pursuant to subsection 3 for administrative expenses in 1 school year must not exceed:

(a) For the first year of operation of the charter school, 2 percent of the total amount of money apportioned to the charter school during the year pursuant to NRS 387.124, as adjusted by the final computation of apportionment pursuant to subsection 4 of NRS 387.1243.

(b) For any year after the first year of operation of the charter school, 1.5 percent of the total amount of money apportioned to the charter school during the year pursuant to NRS 387.124, as adjusted by the final computation of apportionment pursuant to subsection 4 of NRS 387.1243.

5. If the governing body of a charter school satisfies the requirements of this subsection, the governing body may submit a request to the sponsor of the charter school for approval of a sponsorship fee in an amount that is less than 2 percent but at least 1 percent of the total amount of money apportioned to the charter school during the school year pursuant to NRS 387.124. The sponsor of the charter school shall approve such a request if the sponsor of the charter school determines that the charter school satisfies the requirements of this subsection. If the sponsor of the charter school denies such a request, the governing body of the charter school may appeal the decision of the sponsor to the Superintendent of Public Instruction. Upon appeal, the sponsor of the charter school and the governing body of the charter school are entitled to present evidence. The decision of the Superintendent of Public Instruction on the appeal is final and is not subject to judicial review. The governing body of a charter school may submit a request for a reduction of the sponsorship fee pursuant to this subsection if:

(a) The charter school satisfies the requirements of subsection 1 of NRS 386.5515; and

(b) There has been a decrease in the duties of the sponsor of the charter school that justifies a decrease in the sponsorship fee.

5. To determine the amount of money for distribution to a charter school in its first year of operation, the count of pupils who are enrolled in the charter school must initially be determined 30 days before the beginning of the school year of the school district, based on the number of pupils whose applications for enrollment have been approved by the charter school. The
count of pupils who are enrolled in the charter school must be revised on the last day of the first school month of the school district in which the charter school is located for the school year, based on the actual number of pupils who are enrolled in the charter school. Pursuant to subsection 5 of NRS 387.124, the governing body of a charter school may request that the apportionments made to the charter school in its first year of operation be paid to the charter school 30 days before the apportionments are otherwise required to be made.

6. If a charter school ceases to operate as a charter school during a school year, the remaining apportionments that would have been made to the charter school pursuant to NRS 387.124 for that year must be paid on a proportionate basis to the school districts where the pupils who were enrolled in the charter school reside.

7. The governing body of a charter school may solicit and accept donations, money, grants, property, loans, personal services or other assistance for purposes relating to education from members of the general public, corporations or agencies. The governing body may comply with applicable federal laws and regulations governing the provision of federal grants for charter schools. The State [Board] Public Charter School Authority may assist a charter school that operates exclusively for the enrollment of pupils who receive special education in identifying sources of money that may be available from the Federal Government or this State for the provision of educational programs and services to such pupils.

8. If a charter school uses money received from this State to purchase real property, buildings, equipment or facilities, the governing body of the charter school shall assign a security interest in the property, buildings, equipment and facilities to the State of Nevada.

9. The governing body of a charter school may submit to the Superintendent of Public Instruction a written request to delay a quarterly payment of a reimbursement for the administrative costs that a charter school owes pursuant to this section. The written request must be in the form prescribed by the Superintendent and must include, without limitation, documentation that a financial hardship exists for the charter school and a plan for the payment of the reimbursement. The Superintendent may approve or deny the request and shall notify the governing body and the sponsor of the charter school of the approval or denial of the request.

Sec. 47. (Deleted by amendment.)
Sec. 48. (Deleted by amendment.)
Sec. 49. (Deleted by amendment.)
Sec. 50. NRS 386.605 is hereby amended to read as follows:

386.605 1. On or before July 15 of each year, the governing body of a charter school shall submit the information concerning the charter school that is required pursuant to [subsection 2 of] NRS 385.347 to [the board of trustees of the school district in which the charter school is located] the sponsor of the charter school for inclusion in the report [of the school district].
district required pursuant to that section. The information must be submitted by the charter school in a format prescribed by the board of trustees, sponsor of the charter school.

2. The Legislative Bureau of Educational Accountability and Program Evaluation created pursuant to NRS 218E.625 may authorize a person or entity with whom it contracts pursuant to NRS 385.359 to review and analyze information submitted by charter schools pursuant to this section and pursuant to NRS 385.357, 385.3745 or 385.3746, whichever is applicable for the school, consult with the sponsors of the charter schools and the governing bodies of charter schools and submit written reports concerning charter schools pursuant to NRS 385.359.

Sec. 51. NRS 386.610 is hereby amended to read as follows:

386.610 1. On or before August 15 of each year, if the State Board, the board of trustees of a school district or a college or university within the Nevada System of Higher Education sponsors a charter school, the Department, the board of trustees or the institution, as applicable, the sponsor of a charter school shall submit a written report to the State Board. The written report must include:

(a) An evaluation of the progress of each charter school sponsored by the State Board, the board of trustees or the institution, as applicable, in achieving its educational goals and objectives.

(b) A description of all administrative support and services provided by the Department, the school district or the institution, as applicable, to the charter school, including, without limitation, an itemized accounting for the costs of the support and services.

(c) An identification of each charter school approved by the sponsor:

(1) Which has not opened and the scheduled time for opening, if any;
(2) Which is open and in operation;
(3) Which has transferred sponsorship;
(4) Whose written charter has been revoked by the sponsor;
(5) Whose written charter has not been renewed by the sponsor; and
(6) Which has voluntarily ceased operation.

(d) A description of the strategic vision of the sponsor for the charter schools that it sponsors and the progress of the sponsor in achieving that vision.

(e) A description of the services provided by the sponsor pursuant to a service agreement entered into with the governing body of the charter school pursuant to section 35.3 of this act, including an itemized accounting of the actual costs of those services.

2. The governing body of a charter school shall, after 3 years of operation under its initial charter, submit a written report to the sponsor of the charter school. The written report must include a description of the progress of the charter school in achieving its educational goals and objectives. If the charter school submits an application for renewal in
accordance with the regulations of the Department, the sponsor may renew
the written charter of the school pursuant to subsection 2 of NRS 386.530.

Sec. 52. NRS 386.650 is hereby amended to read as follows:

386.650 1. The Department shall establish and maintain an automated
system of accountability information for Nevada. The system must:

(a) Have the capacity to provide and report information, including,
without limitation, the results of the achievement of pupils:

(1) In the manner required by 20 U.S.C. §§ 6301 et seq., and the
regulations adopted pursuant thereto, and NRS 385.3469 and 385.347; and

(2) In a separate reporting for each group of pupils identified in
paragraph (b) of subsection 1 of NRS 385.361;

(b) Include a system of unique identification for each pupil:

(1) To ensure that individual pupils may be tracked over time
throughout this State; and

(2) That, to the extent practicable, may be used for purposes of
identifying a pupil for both the public schools and the Nevada System of
Higher Education, if that pupil enrolls in the System after graduation from
high school;

(c) Have the capacity to provide longitudinal comparisons of the academic
achievement, rate of attendance and rate of graduation of pupils over time
throughout this State;

(d) Have the capacity to perform a variety of longitudinal analyses of the
results of individual pupils on assessments, including, without limitation, the
results of pupils by classroom and by school;

(e) Have the capacity to identify which teachers are assigned to individual
pupils and which paraprofessionals, if any, are assigned to provide services
to individual pupils;

(f) Have the capacity to provide other information concerning schools and
school districts that is not linked to individual pupils, including, without
limitation, the designation of schools and school districts pursuant to
NRS 385.3623 and 385.377, respectively, and an identification of which
schools, if any, are persistently dangerous;

(g) Have the capacity to access financial accountability information for
each public school, including, without limitation, each charter school, for
each school district and for this State as a whole; and

(h) Be designed to improve the ability of the Department, the sponsors of
charter schools, the school districts and the public schools in this State,
including, without limitation, charter schools, to account for the pupils who
are enrolled in the public schools, including, without limitation, charter
schools.

The information maintained pursuant to paragraphs (c), (d) and (e) must
be used for the purpose of improving the achievement of pupils and
improving classroom instruction. The information must be considered, but
must not be used as the sole criterion, in evaluating the performance of or
taking disciplinary action against an individual teacher, paraprofessional or other employee.

2. The board of trustees of each school district shall:
   (a) Adopt and maintain the program prescribed by the Superintendent of Public Instruction pursuant to subsection 3 for the collection, maintenance and transfer of data from the records of individual pupils to the automated system of information, including, without limitation, the development of plans for the educational technology which is necessary to adopt and maintain the program;
   (b) Provide to the Department electronic data concerning pupils as required by the Superintendent of Public Instruction pursuant to subsection 3; and
   (c) Ensure that an electronic record is maintained in accordance with subsection 3 of NRS 386.655.

3. The Superintendent of Public Instruction shall:
   (a) Prescribe a uniform program throughout this State for the collection, maintenance and transfer of data that each school district must adopt, which must include standardized software;
   (b) Prescribe the data to be collected and reported to the Department by each school district and each sponsor of a charter school pursuant to subsection 2 and by each university school for profoundly gifted pupils;
   (c) Prescribe the format for the data;
   (d) Prescribe the date by which each school district shall report the data to the Department;
   (e) Prescribe the date by which each charter school shall report the data to the sponsor of the charter school;
   (f) Prescribe the date by which each university school for profoundly gifted pupils shall report the data to the Department;
   (g) Prescribe standardized codes for all data elements used within the automated system and all exchanges of data within the automated system, including, without limitation, data concerning:
       (1) Individual pupils;
       (2) Individual teachers and paraprofessionals;
       (3) Individual schools and school districts; and
       (4) Programs and financial information;
   (h) Provide technical assistance to each school district to ensure that the data from each public school in the school district, including, without limitation, each charter school and university school for profoundly gifted pupils located within the school district, is compatible with the automated system of information and comparable to the data reported by other school districts; and
   (i) Provide for the analysis and reporting of the data in the automated system of information.

regulations adopted pursuant thereto, a mechanism by which persons or entities, including, without limitation, state officers who are members of the Executive or Legislative Branch, administrators of public schools and school districts, teachers and other educational personnel, and parents and guardians, will have different types of access to the accountability information contained within the automated system to the extent that such information is necessary for the performance of a duty or to the extent that such information may be made available to the general public without posing a threat to the confidentiality of an individual pupil.

5. The Department may, to the extent authorized by the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974, 20 U.S.C. § 1232g, and any regulations adopted pursuant thereto, enter into an agreement with the Nevada System of Higher Education to provide access to data contained within the automated system for research purposes.

Sec. 53. NRS 387.124 is hereby amended to read as follows:

387.124 Except as otherwise provided in this section and NRS 387.528:

1. On or before August 1, November 1, February 1 and May 1 of each year, the Superintendent of Public Instruction shall apportion the State Distributive School Account in the State General Fund among the several county school districts, charter schools and university schools for profoundly gifted pupils in amounts approximating one-fourth of their respective yearly apportionments less any amount set aside as a reserve. The apportionment to a school district, computed on a yearly basis, equals the difference between the basic support and the local funds available pursuant to NRS 387.1235, minus all the funds attributable to pupils who reside in the county but attend a charter school, all the funds attributable to pupils who reside in the county and are enrolled full-time or part-time in a program of distance education provided by another school district or a charter school and all the funds attributable to pupils who are enrolled in a university school for profoundly gifted pupils located in the county. No apportionment may be made to a school district if the amount of the local funds exceeds the amount of basic support.

2. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 3, the apportionment to a charter school, computed on a yearly basis, is equal to the sum of the basic support per pupil in the county in which the pupil resides plus the amount of local funds available per pupil pursuant to NRS 387.1235 and all other funds available for public schools in the county in which the pupil resides minus the sponsorship fee prescribed by NRS 386.570 and minus all the funds attributable to pupils who are enrolled in the charter school but are concurrently enrolled part-time in a program of distance education provided by a school district or another charter school. If the apportionment per pupil to a charter school is more than the amount to be apportioned to the school district in which a pupil who is enrolled in the charter school resides, the school district in which the pupil resides shall pay the difference directly to the charter school.
3. The apportionment to a charter school that is sponsored by the State Public Charter School Authority or by a college or university within the Nevada System of Higher Education, computed on a yearly basis, is equal to the sum of the basic support per pupil in the county in which the pupil resides plus the amount of local funds available per pupil pursuant to NRS 387.1235 and all other funds available for public schools in the county in which the pupil resides, minus the sponsorship fee prescribed by NRS 386.570 and minus all funds attributable to pupils who are enrolled in the charter school but are concurrently enrolled part-time in a program of distance education provided by a school district or another charter school.

4. In addition to the apportionments made pursuant to this section, an apportionment must be made to a school district or charter school that provides a program of distance education for each pupil who is enrolled part-time in the program. The amount of the apportionment must be equal to the percentage of the total time services are provided to the pupil through the program of distance education per school day in proportion to the total time services are provided during a school day to pupils who are counted pursuant to subparagraph (2) of paragraph (a) of subsection 1 of NRS 387.1233 for the school district in which the pupil resides.

5. The governing body of a charter school may submit a written request to the Superintendent of Public Instruction to receive, in the first year of operation of the charter school, an apportionment 30 days before the apportionment is required to be made pursuant to subsection 1. Upon receipt of such a request, the Superintendent of Public Instruction may make the apportionment 30 days before the apportionment is required to be made. A charter school may receive all four apportionments in advance in its first year of operation.

6. The apportionment to a university school for profoundly gifted pupils, computed on a yearly basis, is equal to the sum of the basic support per pupil in the county in which the university school is located plus the amount of local funds available per pupil pursuant to NRS 387.1235 and all other funds available for public schools in the county in which the university school is located. If the apportionment per pupil to a university school for profoundly gifted pupils is more than the amount to be apportioned to the school district in which the university school is located, the school district shall pay the difference directly to the university school. The governing body of a university school for profoundly gifted pupils may submit a written request to the Superintendent of Public Instruction to receive, in the first year of operation of the university school, an apportionment 30 days before the apportionment is required to be made pursuant to subsection 1. Upon receipt of such a request, the Superintendent of Public Instruction may make the apportionment 30 days before the apportionment is required to be made. A university school for profoundly gifted pupils may receive all four apportionments in advance in its first year of operation.
7. The Superintendent of Public Instruction shall apportion, on or before August 1 of each year, the money designated as the "Nutrition State Match" pursuant to NRS 387.105 to those school districts that participate in the National School Lunch Program, 42 U.S.C. §§ 1751 et seq. The apportionment to a school district must be directly related to the district's reimbursements for the Program as compared with the total amount of reimbursements for all school districts in this State that participate in the Program.

8. If the State Controller finds that such an action is needed to maintain the balance in the State General Fund at a level sufficient to pay the other appropriations from it, the State Controller may pay out the apportionments monthly, each approximately one-twelfth of the yearly apportionment less any amount set aside as a reserve. If such action is needed, the State Controller shall submit a report to the Department of Administration and the Fiscal Analysis Division of the Legislative Counsel Bureau documenting reasons for the action.

Sec. 54. NRS 388.795 is hereby amended to read as follows:

388.795 1. The Commission shall establish a plan for the use of educational technology in the public schools of this State. In preparing the plan, the Commission shall consider:

(a) Plans that have been adopted by the Department and the school districts in this State;

(b) Plans that have been adopted in other states;

(c) The information reported pursuant to paragraph (t) of subsection 2 of NRS 385.347 and similar information included in the annual report of accountability information prepared by the State Public Charter School Authority and a college or university within the Nevada System of Higher Education that sponsors a charter school pursuant to subsection 3 of NRS 385.347;

(d) The results of the assessment of needs conducted pursuant to subsection 6; and

(e) Any other information that the Commission or the Committee deems relevant to the preparation of the plan.

2. The plan established by the Commission must include recommendations for methods to:

(a) Incorporate educational technology into the public schools of this State;

(b) Increase the number of pupils in the public schools of this State who have access to educational technology;

(c) Increase the availability of educational technology to assist licensed teachers and other educational personnel in complying with the requirements of continuing education, including, without limitation, the receipt of credit for college courses completed through the use of educational technology;

(d) Facilitate the exchange of ideas to improve the achievement of pupils who are enrolled in the public schools of this State; and
(e) Address the needs of teachers in incorporating the use of educational technology in the classroom, including, without limitation, the completion of training that is sufficient to enable the teachers to instruct pupils in the use of educational technology.

3. The Department shall provide:
(a) Administrative support;
(b) Equipment; and
(c) Office space,

as is necessary for the Commission to carry out the provisions of this section.

4. The following entities shall cooperate with the Commission in carrying out the provisions of this section:
   (a) The State Board.
   (b) The board of trustees of each school district.
   (c) The superintendent of schools of each school district.
   (d) The Department.

5. The Commission shall:
   (a) Develop technical standards for educational technology and any electrical or structural appurtenances necessary thereto, including, without limitation, uniform specifications for computer hardware and wiring, to ensure that such technology is compatible, uniform and can be interconnected throughout the public schools of this State.
   (b) Allocate money to the school districts from the Trust Fund for Educational Technology created pursuant to NRS 388.800 and any money appropriated by the Legislature for educational technology, subject to any priorities for such allocation established by the Legislature.
   (c) Establish criteria for the board of trustees of a school district that receives an allocation of money from the Commission to:
      (1) Repair, replace and maintain computer systems.
      (2) Upgrade and improve computer hardware and software and other educational technology.
      (3) Provide training, installation and technical support related to the use of educational technology within the district.
   (d) Submit to the Governor, the Committee and the Department its plan for the use of educational technology in the public schools of this State and any recommendations for legislation.
   (e) Review the plan annually and make revisions as it deems necessary or as directed by the Committee or the Department.
   (f) In addition to the recommendations set forth in the plan pursuant to subsection 2, make further recommendations to the Committee and the Department as the Commission deems necessary.

6. During the spring semester of each even-numbered school year, the Commission shall conduct an assessment of the needs of each school district relating to educational technology. In conducting the assessment, the Commission shall consider:
(a) The recommendations set forth in the plan pursuant to subsection 2;
(b) The plan for educational technology of each school district, if applicable;
(c) Evaluations of educational technology conducted for the State or for a school district, if applicable; and
(d) Any other information deemed relevant by the Commission.

The Commission shall submit a final written report of the assessment to the Superintendent of Public Instruction on or before April 1 of each even-numbered year.

7. The Superintendent of Public Instruction shall prepare a written compilation of the results of the assessment conducted by the Commission and transmit the written compilation on or before June 1 of each even-numbered year to the Legislative Committee on Education and to the Director of the Legislative Counsel Bureau for transmission to the next regular session of the Legislature.

8. The Commission may appoint an advisory committee composed of members of the Commission or other qualified persons to provide recommendations to the Commission regarding standards for the establishment, coordination and use of a telecommunications network in the public schools throughout the various school districts in this State. The advisory committee serves at the pleasure of the Commission and without compensation unless an appropriation or other money for that purpose is provided by the Legislature.

9. As used in this section, "public school" includes the Caliente Youth Center, the Nevada Youth Training Center and any other state facility for the detention of children that is operated pursuant to title 5 of NRS.

Sec. 55. NRS 392.128 is hereby amended to read as follows:

392.128 1. Each advisory board to review school attendance created pursuant to NRS 392.126 shall:

(a) Review the records of the attendance and truancy of pupils submitted to the advisory board to review school attendance by the board of trustees of the school district or the State Public Charter School Authority or a college or university within the Nevada System of Higher Education that sponsors a charter school pursuant to subsection 7 of NRS 385.347;

(b) Identify factors that contribute to the truancy of pupils in the school district;

(c) Establish programs to reduce the truancy of pupils in the school district, including, without limitation, the coordination of services available in the community to assist with the intervention, diversion and discipline of pupils who are truant;

(d) At least annually, evaluate the effectiveness of those programs;

(e) Establish a procedure for schools and school districts for the reporting of the status of pupils as habitual truants; and
(f) Inform the parents and legal guardians of the pupils who are enrolled in the schools within the district of the policies and procedures adopted pursuant to the provisions of this section.

2. The chair of an advisory board may divide the advisory board into subcommittees. The advisory board may delegate one or more of the duties of the advisory board to a subcommittee of the advisory board, including, without limitation, holding hearings pursuant to NRS 392.147. If the chair of an advisory board divides the advisory board into subcommittees, the chair shall notify the board of trustees of the school district of this action. Upon receipt of such a notice, the board of trustees shall establish rules and procedures for each such subcommittee. A subcommittee shall abide by the applicable rules and procedures when it takes action or makes decisions.

3. An advisory board to review school attendance may work with a family resource center or other provider of community services to provide assistance to pupils who are truant. The advisory board shall identify areas within the school district in which community services are not available to assist pupils who are truant. As used in this subsection, "family resource center" has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 430A.040.

4. An advisory board to review school attendance created in a county pursuant to NRS 392.126 may use money appropriated by the Legislature and any other money made available to the advisory board for the use of programs to reduce the truancy of pupils in the school district. The advisory board to review school attendance shall, on a quarterly basis, provide to the board of trustees of the school district an accounting of the money used by the advisory board to review school attendance to reduce the truancy of pupils in the school district.

Sec. 56. NRS 218E.615 is hereby amended to read as follows:

218E.615  1. The Committee may:

(a) Evaluate, review and comment upon issues related to education within this State, including, but not limited to:

(1) Programs to enhance accountability in education;
(2) Legislative measures regarding education;
(3) The progress made by this State, the school districts and the public schools in this State in satisfying the goals and objectives of the federal No Child Left Behind Act of 2001, 20 U.S.C. §§ 6301 et seq., and the annual measurable objectives established by the State Board of Education pursuant to NRS 385.361;
(4) Methods of financing public education;
(5) The condition of public education in the elementary and secondary schools;
(6) The program to reduce the ratio of pupils per class per licensed teacher prescribed in NRS 388.700, 388.710 and 388.720;
(7) The development of any programs to automate the receipt, storage and retrieval of the educational records of pupils; and
(8) Any other matters that, in the determination of the Committee, affect the education of pupils within this State.

(b) Conduct investigations and hold hearings in connection with its duties pursuant to this section.

(c) Request that the Legislative Counsel Bureau assist in the research, investigations, hearings and reviews of the Committee.

(d) Make recommendations to the Legislature concerning the manner in which public education may be improved.

2. The Committee shall:

(a) In addition to any standards prescribed by the Department of Education, prescribe standards for the review and evaluation of the reports of the State Board of Education, State Public Charter School Authority, school districts and public schools pursuant to paragraph (a) of subsection 1 of NRS 385.359.

(b) For the purposes set forth in NRS 385.389, recommend to the Department of Education programs of remedial study for each subject tested on the examinations administered pursuant to NRS 389.015. In recommending these programs of remedial study, the Committee shall consider programs of remedial study that have proven to be successful in improving the academic achievement of pupils.

(c) Recommend to the Department of Education providers of supplemental educational services for inclusion on the list of approved providers prepared by the Department pursuant to NRS 385.384. In recommending providers, the Committee shall consider providers with a demonstrated record of effectiveness in improving the academic achievement of pupils.

(d) For the purposes set forth in NRS 385.3785, recommend to the Commission on Educational Excellence created by NRS 385.3784 programs, practices and strategies that have proven effective in improving the academic achievement and proficiency of pupils.

Sec. 57. NRS 386.507 and 386.508 are hereby repealed.

Sec. 58. The Department of Education shall, on or before October 1, 2011, transfer to the Account for the State Public Charter School Authority created by section 35 of this act any unexpended money collected by the Department pursuant to NRS 386.570 for reimbursement of the administrative costs associated with sponsorship of charter schools sponsored by the State Board of Education.

Sec. 59. Notwithstanding the provisions of section 31 of this act to the contrary, on October 1, 2011, the Governor shall appoint a Director of the State Public Charter School Authority to a term of 3 years. The Director appointed by the Governor must have a demonstrated understanding of charter schools and a commitment to using charter schools as a way to strengthen public education in this State. Upon the expiration of the term of the Director or if a vacancy occurs before the expiration of the term, the State
Public Charter School Authority shall appoint the Director in accordance with section 31 of this act.

Sec. 60. To assist the State Public Charter School Authority created by section 28.5 of this act in carrying out its duties and responsibilities, the Director of the State Public Charter School Authority shall, on or before January 1, 2012:
   (a) Hire an administrative assistant and an accounting assistant; and
   (b) Hire an educational consultant.
2. On January 1, 2012, one management analyst position in the Department of Education shall, on or before January 1, 2012, transfer the following positions in the Department of Education to the State Public Charter School Authority:
   1. One management analyst position;
   2. One administrative assistant position; and
   3. Up to three educational program professionals with job duties and responsibilities that relate to charter schools must be transferred to the State Public Charter School Authority.

Sec. 61. On or before January 1, 2012, the members of the State Public Charter School Authority created by section 28.5 of this act shall be appointed to terms commencing on January 1, 2012, as follows:
1. One member appointed by the Governor to a term that expires on June 30, 2013.
2. One member appointed by the Governor to a term that expires on June 30, 2015.
3. One member appointed by the Majority Leader of the Senate to a term that expires on June 30, 2013.
4. One member appointed by the Majority Leader of the Senate to a term that expires on June 30, 2015.
5. One member appointed by the Speaker of the Assembly to a term that expires on June 30, 2013.
6. One member appointed by the Speaker of the Assembly to a term that expires on June 30, 2015.
7. One member must be appointed by the Charter School Association of Nevada or its successor organization to a term that expires on June 30, 2015. For the initial selection pursuant to this subsection, the Superintendent of Public Instruction shall designate the association of charter schools that is authorized to appoint a member of the State Public Charter School Authority.

Sec. 62. The Legislative Counsel shall, in preparing the reprint and supplement to the Nevada Revised Statutes with respect to any section which is not amended by this act or is adopted or amended by another act, appropriately change any reference to an officer or agency whose responsibilities have been transferred pursuant to the provisions of this act to refer to the appropriate officer or agency. If any internal reference is made to a section repealed by this act, the Legislative Counsel shall delete the reference and replace it by reference to the superseding section, if any.
 Sec. 63.  (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 64.  A charter school that is approved to operate as a charter school sponsored by the State Board of Education before January 1, 2012, shall be deemed to be sponsored by the State Public Charter School Authority created pursuant to section 28.5 of this act commencing on January 1, 2012, and the written charter of the charter school shall remain in effect until the expiration of the written charter, unless the written charter is revoked by the State Public Charter School Authority pursuant to NRS 386.535. Before expiration of the written charter, such a charter school may apply to the State Public Charter School Authority for renewal of its written charter pursuant to NRS 386.530.

Sec. 65.  This act becomes effective upon passage and approval for the purpose of performing any preparatory administrative tasks that are necessary to carry out the provisions of this act, and on July 1, 2011, for all other purposes.

TEXT OF REPEALED SECTIONS

386.507 Subcommittee on Charter Schools: Appointment of members; terms. The Subcommittee on Charter Schools of the State Board is hereby created. The President of the State Board shall appoint three members of the State Board to serve on the Subcommittee. Except as otherwise provided in this section, the members of the Subcommittee serve terms of 2 years. If a member is not reelected to the State Board during his or her service on the Subcommittee, the term of the member on the Subcommittee expires when his or her membership on the State Board expires. Members of the Subcommittee may be reappointed.

386.508 Charter School District for State Board-Sponsored Charter Schools and Nevada System of Higher Education-Sponsored Charter Schools. There is hereby created a school district to be designated as the Charter School District for State Board-Sponsored Charter Schools and Nevada System of Higher Education-Sponsored Charter Schools. The School District comprises only those charter schools that are sponsored by the State Board or sponsored by a college or university within the Nevada System of Higher Education. The State Board is hereby deemed the Board of Trustees of the School District. The School District is created for the sole purpose of providing local educational agency status to the School District for purposes of federal law governing charter schools.

Senator Denis moved that the Senate concur in the Assembly amendment to Senate Bill No. 212.

Remarks by Senator Denis.

Motion carried by a constitutional majority.

Bill ordered enrolled.

Senate Bill No. 315.

The following Assembly amendment was read:

Amendment No. 640.
"SUMMARY—Requires the Commission on Professional Standards in Education to provide for the licensure of teachers and administrators pursuant to an alternative route to licensure. (BDR 34-819)"

"AN ACT relating to educational personnel; requiring the Commission on Professional Standards in Education to adopt regulations prescribing the qualifications for licensing teachers and administrators pursuant to an alternative route to licensure; requiring the State Board of Education to evaluate the providers of education and training approved by the Commission to offer an alternative route to licensure; and providing other matters properly relating thereto."

Legislative Counsel's Digest:
Existing law requires the Commission on Professional Standards in Education to adopt regulations prescribing the qualifications for licensing teachers and other educational personnel in this State. The regulations govern the issuance of a regular license and a special qualifications license. (NRS 391.019) Section 2 of this bill requires the Commission to adopt regulations prescribing the qualifications for licensing teachers and administrators pursuant to an alternative route to licensure and sets forth certain requirements that must be specified in those regulations, including: (1) that the required education and training may be provided by any qualified provider which has been approved by the Commission, including institutions of higher education and other providers that operate independently of an institution of higher education; (2) that the education and training required under the alternative route to licensure may be completed in 2 years or less; and (3) that, upon completion by a person of the education and training required under the alternative route to licensure and the satisfaction of all other requirements for licensure, the person must be issued a regular license.

Section 1.5 of this bill requires the State Board of Education to conduct an annual evaluation of each provider approved by the Commission to offer an alternative route to licensure pursuant to section 2 of this bill.

Under existing law, the Commission is required to adopt regulations providing for the reciprocal licensure of educational personnel from other states. (NRS 391.032) Section 5 of this bill requires the regulations governing reciprocal licensure to include provisions for the reciprocal licensure of persons who obtained a license pursuant to an alternative route to licensure.

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEVADA, REPRESENTED IN SENATE AND ASSEMBLY, DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS:

Section 1. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 1.5. Chapter 391 of NRS is hereby amended by adding thereto a new section to read as follows:

1. The State Board shall, on an annual basis, evaluate each provider approved by the Commission pursuant to subparagraph (1) of paragraph (a) of subsection 1 of NRS 391.019 to offer an alternative route to
licensure. The evaluation must include, without limitation, for each provider, the number of persons:

(a) Who received a license pursuant to this chapter after completing the education and training offered by the provider; and

(b) Identified in paragraph (a) who are employed by a school district or a charter school in this State after receiving a license and information relating to the performance evaluations of those persons conducted by the school district or charter school. The information relating to the performance evaluations must be reported in an aggregated format and not reveal the identity of a person.

2. The Department shall post on its Internet website the evaluation conducted pursuant to subsection 1.

Sec. 2. NRS 391.019 is hereby amended to read as follows:

391.019  1. Except as otherwise provided in NRS 391.027, the Commission:

(a) Shall adopt regulations:

(1) Must include, without limitation, the qualifications for licensing teachers and other educational personnel, including, without limitation, the qualifications for a license to teach middle school or junior high school education, and the procedures for the issuance and renewal of those licenses. The regulations:

(I) Establish the requirements for approval as a qualified provider;

(II) Require a qualified provider to be selective in its acceptance of students;

(III) Require a qualified provider to provide supervised, school-based experiences and ongoing support for its students, such as mentoring and coaching;

(IV) Significantly limit the amount of course work required or provide for the waiver of required course work for students who achieve certain scores on tests;

(V) Allow for the completion in 2 years or less of the education and training required under the alternative route to licensure; and

(VI) Provide that a person who has completed the education and training required under the alternative route to licensure and who has satisfied all other requirements for licensure may apply for a regular license pursuant to sub-subparagraph (VII) regardless of whether the person has received an offer of employment from a school district, charter school or private school; and
Upon the completion by a person of the education and training required under the alternative route to licensure and the satisfaction of all other requirements for licensure, provide for the issuance of a regular license to the person pursuant to the provisions of this chapter and the regulations adopted pursuant to this chapter.

(2) Must not prescribe qualifications which are more stringent than the qualifications set forth in NRS 391.0315 for a licensed teacher who applies for an additional license in accordance with that section.

(b) Identifying fields of specialization in teaching which require the specialized training of teachers.

(c) Except as otherwise provided in NRS 391.125, requiring teachers to obtain from the Department an endorsement in a field of specialization to be eligible to teach in that field of specialization.

(d) Setting forth the educational requirements a teacher must satisfy to qualify for an endorsement in each field of specialization.

(e) Setting forth the qualifications and requirements for obtaining a license or endorsement to teach American Sign Language, including, without limitation, being registered with the Aging and Disability Services Division of the Department of Health and Human Services pursuant to NRS 656A.100 to engage in the practice of interpreting in an educational setting.

(f) Requiring teachers and other educational personnel to be registered with the Aging and Disability Services Division pursuant to NRS 656A.100 to engage in the practice of interpreting in an educational setting if they:

(1) Provide instruction or other educational services; and

(2) Concurrently engage in the practice of interpreting, as defined in NRS 656A.060.

(g) Providing for the issuance and renewal of a special qualifications license to an applicant who holds a bachelor's degree, a master's degree or a doctoral degree from an accredited degree-granting postsecondary educational institution in a field for which the applicant will provide instruction in a classroom and who has:

(1) At least 2 years of experience teaching at an accredited degree-granting postsecondary educational institution in a field for which the applicant will provide instruction in a classroom and at least 3 years of experience working in that field; or

(2) At least 5 years of experience working in a field for which the applicant will provide instruction in a classroom.

An applicant for licensure pursuant to this paragraph who holds a bachelor's degree must submit proof of participation in a program of student teaching or mentoring or agree to participate in a program of mentoring or courses of pedagogy for the first 2 years of the applicant's employment as a teacher with a school district or charter school.

(h) Requiring an applicant for a special qualifications license to:
(I) Pass each examination required by NRS 391.021 for the specific subject or subjects in which the applicant will provide instruction; or

(II) Hold a valid license issued by a professional licensing board of any state that is directly related to the subject area of the bachelor's degree, master's degree or doctoral degree held by the applicant.

(i) Setting forth the subject areas that may be taught by a person who holds a special qualifications license, based upon the subject area of the bachelor's degree, master's degree or doctoral degree held by that person.

(j) Providing for the issuance and renewal of a special qualifications license to an applicant who:

(I) Holds a bachelor's degree or a graduate degree from an accredited college or university in the field for which the applicant will be providing instruction;

(II) Is not licensed to teach public school in another state;

(III) Has at least 5 years of experience teaching with satisfactory evaluations at a school that is accredited by a national or regional accrediting agency recognized by the United States Department of Education; and

(IV) Submits proof of participation in a program of student teaching or mentoring or agrees to participate in a program of mentoring for the first year of the applicant's employment as a teacher with a school district or charter school if the applicant holds a graduate degree or, if the applicant holds a bachelor's degree, submits proof of participation in a program of student teaching or mentoring or agrees to participate in a program of mentoring or courses of pedagogy for the first 2 years of his or her employment as a teacher with a school district or charter school.

An applicant for licensure pursuant to this paragraph is exempt from each examination required by NRS 391.021 if the applicant successfully passed the examination in another state.

May 2.

Except as otherwise provided in NRS 391.027, the Commission may adopt such other regulations as it deems necessary for its own government or to carry out its duties.

3. Any regulation which increases the amount of education, training or experience required for licensing:

(a) Must, in addition to the requirements for publication in chapter 233B of NRS, be publicized before its adoption in a manner reasonably calculated to inform those persons affected by the change.

(b) Must not become effective until at least 1 year after the date it is adopted by the Commission.

(c) Is not applicable to a license in effect on the date the regulation becomes effective.

4. A person who is licensed pursuant to paragraph (7) or (10) of subsection 1:

(a) Shall comply with all applicable statutes and regulations.
(b) Except as otherwise provided by specific statute, is entitled to all benefits, rights and privileges conferred by statutes and regulations on licensed teachers.

(c) Except as otherwise provided by specific statute, if the person is employed as a teacher by the board of trustees of a school district or the governing body of a charter school, is entitled to all benefits, rights and privileges conferred by statutes and regulations on the licensed employees of a school district or charter school, as applicable.

Sec. 3. NRS 391.021 is hereby amended to read as follows:

391.021 Except as otherwise provided in paragraph (a) (j) of subsection 1 of NRS 391.019 and NRS 391.027, the Commission shall adopt regulations governing examinations for the initial licensing of teachers and other educational personnel. The examinations must test the ability of the applicant to teach and the applicant's knowledge of each specific subject he or she proposes to teach. Each examination must include the following subjects:

1. The laws of Nevada relating to schools;
2. The Constitution of the State of Nevada; and

The provisions of this section do not prohibit the Commission from adopting regulations pursuant to subsection 2 of NRS 391.032 that provide an exemption from the examinations for teachers and other educational personnel from another state if the Commission determines that the examinations required for initial licensure for teachers and other educational personnel in that state are comparable to the examinations required for initial licensure in this State.

Sec. 4. NRS 391.031 is hereby amended to read as follows:

391.031 There are the following kinds of licenses for teachers and other educational personnel in this State:

1. A license to teach elementary education, which authorizes the holder to teach in any elementary school in the State.
2. A license to teach middle school or junior high school education, which authorizes the holder to teach in his or her major or minor field of preparation or in both fields in grades 7, 8 and 9 at any middle school or junior high school. He or she may teach only in these fields unless an exception is approved pursuant to regulations adopted by the Commission.
3. A license to teach secondary education, which authorizes the holder to teach in his or her major or minor field of preparation or in both fields in any secondary school. He or she may teach only in these fields unless an exception is approved pursuant to regulations adopted by the Commission.
4. A special license, which authorizes the holder to teach or perform other educational functions in a school or program as designated in the license.
5. A special license designated as a special qualifications license, which authorizes the holder to teach only in the grades and subject areas designated
in the license. A special qualifications license is valid for 3 years and may be renewed in accordance with the applicable regulations of the Commission adopted pursuant to subparagraph (7) or (10) of paragraph (a) or (j) of subsection 1 of NRS 391.019.

Sec. 5. NRS 391.032 is hereby amended to read as follows:

391.032 1. Except as otherwise provided in NRS 391.027, the Commission shall:

(a) Consider and may adopt regulations which provide for the issuance of conditional licenses to teachers and other educational personnel before completion of all courses of study or other requirements for a license in this State.

(b) Adopt regulations which provide for the reciprocal licensure of educational personnel from other states. Such regulations must include, without limitation, provisions for the reciprocal licensure of persons who obtained a license pursuant to an alternative route to licensure which the Commission determines is as rigorous or more rigorous than the alternative route to licensure prescribed pursuant to subparagraph (1) of paragraph (a) of subsection 1 of NRS 391.019.

2. The regulations adopted pursuant to paragraph (b) of subsection 1 may provide an exemption from the examinations required for initial licensure for teachers and other educational personnel from another state if the Commission determines that the examinations required for initial licensure for teachers and other educational personnel in that state are comparable to the examinations required for initial licensure in this State.

3. A person who is issued a conditional license must complete all courses of study and other requirements for a license in this State which is not conditional within 3 years after the date on which a conditional license is issued.

Sec. 6. NRS 391.037 is hereby amended to read as follows:

391.037 1. The State Board shall:

(a) Prescribe by regulation the standards for approval of a course of study or training offered by an educational institution to qualify a person to be a teacher or administrator or to perform other educational functions.

(b) Maintain descriptions of the approved courses of study required to qualify for endorsements in fields of specialization and provide to an applicant, upon request, the approved course of study for a particular endorsement.

2. Except for an applicant who submits an application for the issuance of a license pursuant to subparagraph (7) or (10) of paragraph (1) of subsection 1 of NRS 391.019, an applicant for a license as a teacher or administrator or to perform some other educational function must submit with his or her application, in the form prescribed by the Superintendent of Public Instruction, proof that the applicant has satisfactorily completed a course of study and training approved by the State Board pursuant to subsection 1.
Sec. 7. The Commission on Professional Standards in Education shall, on or before December 31, 2011, adopt the regulations required by the provisions of subparagraph (1) of paragraph (a) of subsection 1 of NRS 391.019, as amended by section 2 of this act, and the regulations required by the provisions of NRS 391.032, as amended by section 5 of this act.

Sec. 8. This act becomes effective on July 1, 2011.

Senator Denis moved that the Senate concur in the Assembly amendment to Senate Bill No. 315.

Remarks by Senator Denis.

Motion carried by a constitutional majority.

Bill ordered enrolled.

REPORTS OF CONFERENCE COMMITTEES

Mr. President:
The Conference Committee concerning Assembly Bill No. 240, consisting of the undersigned members, has met and reports that:

It has agreed to recommend that Amendment No. 764 of the Senate be conurred in.

It has agreed to recommend that the bill be further amended as set forth in Conference Amendment No. 15, which is attached to and hereby made a part of this report.

"SUMMARY—Revises provisions governing contracts for services entered into by certain public employers." (BDR 23-149)

"AN ACT relating to public agencies; revising the restrictions on contracts with or employment of former or current state employees by a state agency; providing certain exceptions; requiring state agencies to report all contracts for services as part of the budget process; requiring that a contractor with a state agency be in active and good standing with the Secretary of State; requiring certain reporting to the 77th Session of the Legislature; and providing other matters properly relating thereto."

Legislative Counsel's Digest:
Existing law restricts the employment of consultants by public agencies and requires the approval of certain contracts with consultants by the Interim Finance Committee. (NRS 284.1729) Section 1 of this bill expands those restrictions to apply to all contracts to provide services to state agencies, revises the exceptions to the restrictions and requires approval of the State Board of Examiners rather than the Interim Finance Committee of contracts subject to the restrictions. Section 1 also prohibits a state agency from entering into a contract with a person for services without ensuring that the person is in active and good standing with the Secretary of State. Section 1 also provides that certain provisions governing state purchasing apply to such contracts. Section 2 of this bill requires state agencies to report all contracts for services as part of the budget process instead of only reporting contracts with consultants and temporary employment services. Section 3 of this bill moves the reporting requirements for school districts regarding consultants to the chapter which specifically governs school districts. Section 3.5 of this bill requires certain reporting to the 77th Session of the Legislature concerning certain contracts for services entered into by state agencies.

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEVADA, REPRESENTED IN SENATE AND ASSEMBLY, DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS:

Section 1. NRS 284.1729 is hereby amended to read as follows:

284.1729  1. Except as otherwise provided in this section, a department, division or other agency of this State shall not employ, enter into a contract with a person to provide services as a consultant for the agency if:

(a) The person is a current employee of an agency of this State;

(b) The person is a former employee of an agency of this State and less than 1 year has expired since the termination of the person's employment with the State; or

2 years have expired since the termination of the person's employment with the State.
(c) Except as otherwise provided in paragraph (d), the term of the contract is for more than 2 years, or is amended or otherwise extended beyond 2 years; or

4. The person is employed by the Department of Transportation for a transportation project that is solely funded by federal money and the term of the contract is for more than 4 years, or is amended or otherwise extended beyond 4 years.

5. The employment of the person will be performed or producing the services for which the business or entity is employed.

6. Unless, before the person is employed, contract is executed by the agency, the Interim Finance Committee or the State Board of Examiners approves the employment of the person. The requirements of this subsection apply to any person employed by a business or other entity that enters into a contract to provide services for a department, division or agency of this State if the person will be performing or producing the services for which the business or entity is employed.

2. The provisions of paragraph (b) of subsection 1 apply to employment through a temporary employment service. A temporary employment service providing employees for a state agency shall provide the agency with the names of the employees to be provided to the agency. The State Board of Examiners shall not approve the employment of a consultant unless, before the person is employed, contract is executed by the agency, the Interim Finance Committee or the State Board of Examiners approves the employment of the person. The requirements of this subsection apply to any person employed by a business or other entity that enters into a contract to provide services for a department, division or agency of this State if the person will be performing or producing the services for which the business or entity is employed.

3. A department, division or other agency of this State may employ a person pursuant to paragraph (a) or (b) of subsection 1 without obtaining the approval of the Interim Finance Committee or the State Board of Examiners if the term of employment of the person is for less than 4 months and the executive head of the department, division or agency determines that an emergency exists which necessitates the employment. If a department, division or agency employs a person pursuant to this subsection, the department, division or agency shall submit a copy of the contract and a description of the emergency to the State Board of Examiners, which shall review the contract and the description of the emergency and notify the department, division or agency whether the State Board of Examiners would have approved the contract if it had not been entered into pursuant to this subsection.

4. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 2, a department, division or other agency of this State shall, not later than 10 days after the end of each fiscal quarter, report to the Interim Finance Committee concerning all contracts for a person to provide services as a consultant for the agency that were entered into by the agency during the fiscal quarter for a person who is a current or former employee of a department, division or other agency of this State.

5. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 2, a department, division or other agency of this State shall not contract with a temporary employment service unless the contracting process is controlled by rules of open competitive bidding.

6. Each board or commission of this State, each school district in this State, and each institution of the Nevada System of Higher Education that employs a consultant shall, at least once every 6 months, submit to the Interim Finance Committee a report setting forth:

(a) The number of consultants employed by the board, commission or institution;

(b) The purpose for which the board, commission or institution employs each consultant;

(c) The amount of money or other remuneration received by each consultant from the board, commission or institution; and

(d) The length of time each consultant has been employed by the board, commission or institution.

7. A department, division or other agency of this State, including a board or commission of this State and each institution of the Nevada System of Higher Education shall
(a) Shall make every effort to limit the number of contracts it enters into with persons to provide services which have a term of more than 2 years and which are in the amount of less than $1 million; and

(b) Shall not enter into a contract with a person to provide services without ensuring that the person is in active and good standing with the Secretary of State.

8. The provisions of chapter 333 of NRS that are not in conflict or otherwise inconsistent with this section apply to a contract entered into pursuant to this section.

9. The provisions of subsections 1 to 5, inclusive, do not apply to:

(a) The Nevada System of Higher Education or a board or commission of this State.

(b) The employment of professional engineers by the Department of Transportation if those engineers are employed for a transportation project that is entirely funded by federal money.

(c) Contracts in the amount of $1 million or more entered into:

(1) Pursuant to the State Plan for Medicaid established pursuant to NRS 422.271.

(2) For financial services.

(3) Pursuant to the Public Employees' Benefits Program.

(d) The employment of a person by a business or entity which is a provider of services under the State Plan for Medicaid and which provides such services on a fee-for-service basis or through managed care.

Sec. 2. NRS 353.210 is hereby amended to read as follows:

353.210 1. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 6, on or before September 1 of each even-numbered year, all departments, institutions and other agencies of the Executive Department of the State Government, and all agencies of the Executive Department of the State Government receiving state money, fees or other money under the authority of the State, including those operating on money designated for specific purposes by the Nevada Constitution or otherwise, shall prepare, on blanks furnished them by the Chief, and submit to the Chief:

(a) The number of positions within the department, institution or agency that have been vacant for at least 12 months, the number of months each such position has been vacant and the reasons for each such vacancy;

(b) Any existing contracts for services with consultants or temporary employment services or other persons, the proposed expenditures for such contracts in the next 2 fiscal years and the reasons for the use of such consultants or services; and

(c) Estimates of their expenditure requirements, together with all anticipated income from fees and all other sources, for the next 2 fiscal years compared with the corresponding figures of the last completed fiscal year and the estimated figures for the current fiscal year.

2. The Chief shall direct that one copy of the forms submitted pursuant to subsection 1, accompanied by every supporting schedule and any other related material, be delivered directly to the Fiscal Analysis Division of the Legislative Counsel Bureau on or before September 1 of each even-numbered year.

3. The Budget Division of the Department of Administration shall give advance notice to the Fiscal Analysis Division of the Legislative Counsel Bureau of any conference between the Budget Division of the Department of Administration and personnel of other state agencies regarding budget estimates. A Fiscal Analyst of the Legislative Counsel Bureau or his or her designated representative may attend any such conference.

4. The estimates of expenditure requirements submitted pursuant to subsection 1 must be classified to set forth the data of funds, organizational units, and the character and objects of expenditures, and must include a mission statement and measurement indicators for each program. The organizational units may be subclassified by functions and activities, or in any other manner at the discretion of the Chief.

5. If any department, institution or other agency of the Executive Department of the State Government, whether its money is derived from state money or from other money collected under the authority of the State, fails or neglects to submit estimates of its expenditure
requirements as provided in this section, the Chief may, from any data at hand in the Chief’s office or which the Chief may examine or obtain elsewhere, make and enter a proposed budget for the department, institution or agency in accordance with the data.

6. Agencies, bureaus, commissions and officers of the Legislative Department, the Public Employees’ Retirement System and the Judicial Department of the State Government shall submit to the Chief for his or her information in preparing the proposed executive budget the budgets which they propose to submit to the Legislature.

Sec. 3. Chapter 391 of NRS is hereby amended by adding thereto a new section to read as follows:

Each school district in this State that employs a consultant shall, at least once every 6 months, submit to the Interim Finance Committee a report setting forth:
1. The number of consultants employed by the school district;
2. The purpose for which the school district employs each consultant;
3. The amount of money or other remuneration received by each consultant from the school district; and
4. The length of time each consultant has been employed by the school district.

Sec. 3.5. Each department, division or other agency of this State, including a board or commission of this State and each institution of the Nevada System of Higher Education, shall, on or before February 1, 2013, submit to the Director of the Legislative Counsel Bureau for transmittal to the 77th Session of the Legislature a report that:
1. Lists each contract the department, division or agency has entered into with persons to provide services which has a term of more than 2 years and which is in the amount of less than $1 million; and
2. Sets forth a description of the necessity of entering into each contract, including, without limitation, the necessity of the contract having a term of more than 2 years.

Sec. 4. This act becomes effective on July 1, 2011.
Remarks by Senators Lee, Kieckhefer and Hardy.
Motion carried by a constitutional majority.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS
REPORTS OF CONFERENCE COMMITTEES

Mr. President:
The Conference Committee concerning Assembly Bill No. 282, consisting of the undersigned members, has met and reports that:
It has agreed to recommend that Amendment No. 780 of the Senate be concurred in.
It has agreed to recommend that the bill be further amended as set forth in Conference Amendment No. 4, which is attached to and hereby made a part of this report.
"SUMMARY—Revises various provisions concerning firearms. (BDR 15-962)"
"AN ACT relating to firearms; revising provisions concerning permits to carry concealed semiautomatic firearms; revising provisions governing the renewal of a permit to carry a concealed firearm; revising provisions concerning the confidentiality of information relating to permits to carry concealed firearms; revising provisions governing the possession of firearms in state parks; and providing other matters properly relating thereto."

Legislative Counsel's Digest:
Under existing law, a person who wishes to carry a concealed firearm must obtain a permit to carry the firearm. (NRS 202.3657) As part of the application process to obtain a permit, an applicant must undergo an investigation by a sheriff to determine if the applicant is eligible for a permit. Such an investigation must include a report from the Federal Bureau of Investigation. (NRS 202.366) Section 2 of this bill additionally requires an applicant for the renewal of a permit to undergo an investigation by the sheriff. Section 2 also specifies that an investigation conducted by the sheriff for an initial application or a renewal application must include a report from the National Instant Criminal Background Check System.

Existing law also provides that a qualified applicant for a permit to carry a concealed firearm may obtain a permit for revolvers, for one or more specific semiautomatic firearms, or for revolvers and one or more specific semiautomatic firearms. (NRS 202.3657) If the application for a permit involves semiautomatic firearms, the applicant must state the make, model and caliber of each semiautomatic firearm for which the applicant is seeking to obtain a permit. (NRS 202.366) Additionally, to receive and renew a permit involving semiautomatic firearms, an applicant or permittee must demonstrate competence with each semiautomatic firearm to which the application pertains. (NRS 202.3657, 202.3677) Section 1 of this bill provides that: (1) a qualified applicant for a permit to carry a concealed firearm may obtain one permit for all semiautomatic firearms that the applicant seeks to carry instead of being required to obtain a permit for each specific semiautomatic firearm; and (2) an applicant or permittee may demonstrate competence with semiautomatic firearms in general rather than with each specific semiautomatic firearm.

Existing law further provides that information in an application for a permit to carry a concealed firearm and all information relating to the investigation of an applicant for such a permit is confidential. (NRS 202.3662) However, the Nevada Supreme Court recently held in Reno Newspapers, Inc. v. Haley, 126 Nev. Adv. Op. 23, 234 P.3d 922 (2010), that the identity of a holder of a permit to carry a concealed firearm and any postpermit records of investigation, suspension or revocation are not confidential and are therefore public records. Section 3 of this bill provides that the identity and any information acquired during the investigation of a holder of a permit to carry a concealed firearm are confidential, as are any records regarding the suspension, restoration or revocation of such a permit.

Existing law also allows the Administrator of the Division of State Parks of the State Department of Conservation and Natural Resources to adopt regulations, including, without limitation, prohibitions and restrictions on activities within parks or recreational facilities within the jurisdiction of the Division. (NRS 407.0475) Existing administrative regulations allow a person to carry a concealed firearm in a state park if the person complies with existing laws concerning the carrying of concealed weapons but prohibit a person from discharging a firearm in a state park. (NAC 407.105) Any person who violates a regulation adopted by the
Administrator is guilty of a misdemeanor. (NRS 407.0475) While existing law prohibits the discharge of a firearm under various circumstances, it also provides certain defenses for violating such provisions by allowing a person to make sufficient resistance to prevent the occurrence of certain offenses. (NRS 202.280-202.290, 193.230-193.250)

Section 5 of this bill prohibits the Administrator from adopting any regulation concerning the possession of firearms in state parks or recreational facilities which is more restrictive than the laws of this State relating to: (1) the possession of firearms; and (2) engaging in lawful resistance to prevent an offense against a person or property. Section 5 also voids any regulation which conflicts with such laws.

Existing law requires an applicant for the issuance or renewal of a permit to carry a concealed firearm to pay: (1) a nonrefundable fee in a specific amount; and (2) a nonrefundable fee in the amount necessary to obtain certain reports concerning the criminal history of the applicant. (NRS 202.3657, 202.3677) Sections 1 and 4 of this bill provide that the fee to obtain the reports concerning the applicant’s criminal history must be equal to the rate charged by the Central Repository for Nevada Records of Criminal History and the Federal Bureau of Investigation to obtain such reports for a person who is not a volunteer.

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEVADA, REPRESENTED IN SENATE AND ASSEMBLY, DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS:

Section 1. NRS 202.3657 is hereby amended to read as follows:

202.3657 1. Any person who is a resident of this State may apply to the sheriff of the county in which he or she resides for a permit on a form prescribed by regulation of the Department. Any person who is not a resident of this State may apply to the sheriff of any county in this State for a permit on a form prescribed by regulation of the Department. Application forms for permits must be furnished by the sheriff of each county upon request.

2. Except as otherwise provided in this section, the sheriff shall issue a permit for revolvers, [one or more specific] for semiautomatic firearms, or for revolvers and [one or more specific] semiautomatic firearms, as applicable, to any person who is qualified to possess the firearm or firearms to which the application pertains under state and federal law, who submits an application in accordance with the provisions of this section and who:

(a) Is 21 years of age or older;

(b) Is not prohibited from possessing a firearm pursuant to NRS 202.360; and

(c) Demonstrates competence with revolvers, [each specific] semiautomatic [firearm to which the application pertains] firearms, or revolvers and [each such semiautomatic firearm] firearms, as applicable, by presenting a certificate or other documentation to the sheriff which shows that the applicant:

(1) Successfully completed a course in firearm safety approved by a sheriff in this State; or

(2) Successfully completed a course in firearm safety offered by a federal, state or local law enforcement agency, community college, university or national organization that certifies instructors in firearm safety.

Such a course must include instruction in the use of revolvers, [each] semiautomatic [firearm to which the application pertains] firearms, or revolvers and [each such semiautomatic firearm] firearms and in the laws of this State relating to the use of a firearm. A sheriff may not approve a course in firearm safety pursuant to subparagraph (1) unless the sheriff determines that the course meets any standards that are established by the Nevada Sheriffs' and Chiefs' Association or, if the Nevada Sheriffs' and Chiefs' Association ceases to exist, its legal successor.

3. The sheriff shall deny an application or revoke a permit if the sheriff determines that the applicant or permittee:

(a) Has an outstanding warrant for his or her arrest.

(b) Has been judicially declared incompetent or insane.

(c) Has been voluntarily or involuntarily admitted to a mental health facility during the immediately preceding 5 years.

(d) Has habitually used intoxicating liquor or a controlled substance to the extent that his or her normal faculties are impaired. For the purposes of this paragraph, it is presumed that a
person has so used intoxicating liquor or a controlled substance if, during the immediately preceding 5 years, the person has been:

(1) Convicted of violating the provisions of NRS 484C.110; or

(2) Committed for treatment pursuant to NRS 458.290 to 458.350, inclusive.

e) Has been convicted of a crime involving the use or threatened use of force or violence punishable as a misdemeanor under the laws of this or any other state, or a territory or possession of the United States at any time during the immediately preceding 3 years.

(f) Has been convicted of a felony in this State or under the laws of any state, territory or possession of the United States.

g) Has been convicted of a crime involving domestic violence or stalking, or is currently subject to a restraining order, injunction or other order for protection against domestic violence.

h) Is currently on parole or probation from a conviction obtained in this State or in any other state or territory or possession of the United States.

(i) Has, within the immediately preceding 5 years, been subject to any requirements imposed by a court of this State or of any other state or territory or possession of the United States, as a condition to the court's:

(1) Withholding of the entry of judgment for a conviction of a felony; or

(2) Suspension of sentence for the conviction of a felony.

j) Has made a false statement on any application for a permit or for the renewal of a permit.

4. The sheriff may deny an application or revoke a permit if the sheriff receives a sworn affidavit stating articulable facts based upon personal knowledge from any natural person who is 18 years of age or older that the applicant or permittee has or may have committed an offense or engaged in any other activity specified in subsection 3 which would preclude the issuance of a permit to the applicant or require the revocation of a permit pursuant to this section.

5. If the sheriff receives notification submitted by a court or law enforcement agency of this or any other state, the United States or a territory or possession of the United States that a permittee or an applicant for a permit has been charged with a crime involving the use or threatened use of force or violence, the conviction for which would require the revocation of a permit or preclude the issuance of a permit to the applicant pursuant to this section, the sheriff shall suspend the person's permit or the processing of the person's application until the final disposition of the charges against the person. If a permittee is acquitted of the charges, or if the charges are dropped, the sheriff shall restore his or her permit without imposing a fee.

6. An application submitted pursuant to this section must be completed and signed under oath by the applicant. The applicant's signature must be witnessed by an employee of the sheriff or notarized by a notary public. The application must include:

(a) The name, address, place and date of birth, social security number, occupation and employer of the applicant and any other names used by the applicant;

(b) A complete set of the applicant's fingerprints taken by the sheriff or his or her agent;

(c) A front-view colored photograph of the applicant taken by the sheriff or his or her agent;

(d) If the applicant is a resident of this State, the driver's license number or identification card number of the applicant issued by the Department of Motor Vehicles;

(e) If the applicant is not a resident of this State, the driver's license number or identification card number of the applicant issued by another state or jurisdiction;

(f) The make, model and caliber of each semiautomatic firearm to which the application pertains, if any;

(g) Whether the application pertains to semiautomatic firearms;

(h) Whether the application pertains to revolvers;

(i) A nonrefundable fee set by the sheriff not to exceed $60.

Sec. 2. NRS 202.366 is hereby amended to read as follows:

202.366. Upon receipt by a sheriff of an application for a permit, including an application for the renewal of a permit pursuant to NRS 202.3677, the sheriff shall conduct an investigation of the applicant to determine if the applicant is eligible for a permit. In conducting
the investigation, the sheriff shall forward a complete set of the applicant's fingerprints to the Central Repository for Nevada Records of Criminal History for submission to the Federal Bureau of Investigation for its report concerning the criminal history of the applicant. The investigation also must include a report from the National Instant Criminal Background Check System. The sheriff shall issue a permit to the applicant unless the applicant is not qualified to possess a handgun pursuant to state or federal law or is not otherwise qualified to obtain a permit pursuant to NRS 202.3653 to 202.369, inclusive, or the regulations adopted pursuant thereto.

2. To assist the sheriff in conducting the investigation, any local law enforcement agency, including the sheriff of any county, may voluntarily submit to the sheriff a report or other information concerning the criminal history of an applicant.

3. Within 120 days after a complete application for a permit is submitted, the sheriff to whom the application is submitted shall grant or deny the application. If the application is denied, the sheriff shall send the applicant written notification setting forth the reasons for the denial. If the application is granted, the sheriff shall provide the applicant with a permit containing a colored photograph of the applicant and containing such other information as may be prescribed by the Department. The permit must be in substantially the following form:

NEVADA CONCEALED FIREARM PERMIT

County ........................................  Permit Number ...........................................
Expires ........................................  Date of Birth ..............................................
Height .........................................  Weight .......................................................
Name...........................................  Address ......................................................
City .............................................  Zip .............................................................

Photograph

Make, model and caliber of each authorized semiautomatic firearm, if any ........................................................................................................................... ...

Semiautomatic firearms authorized ........................................... Yes .........................No
Revolvers authorized ........................................... Yes .............................................No

4. Unless suspended or revoked by the sheriff who issued the permit, a permit expires 5 years after the date on which it is issued.

5. As used in this section, "National Instant Criminal Background Check System" means the national system created by the federal Brady Handgun Violence Prevention Act, Public Law 103-159.

Sec. 3. NRS 202.3662 is hereby amended to read as follows:

202.3662  1. Except as otherwise provided in this section and NRS 202.3665 and 239.0115:
(a) An application for a permit, and all information contained within that application; and
(b) All information provided to a sheriff or obtained by a sheriff in the course of the investigation of an applicant or permittee;
(c) The identity of the permittee; and
(d) Any records regarding the suspension, restoration or revocation of a permit, are confidential.

2. Any records regarding an applicant or permittee may be released to a law enforcement agency for the purpose of conducting an investigation or prosecution.

3. Statistical abstracts of data compiled by a sheriff regarding permits applied for or issued pursuant to NRS 202.3653 to 202.369, inclusive, including, but not limited to, the number of applications received and permits issued, may be released to any person.

Sec. 4. NRS 202.3677 is hereby amended to read as follows:

202.3677  1. If a permittee wishes to renew his or her permit, the permittee must complete:
(a) Complete and submit to the sheriff who issued the permit an application for renewal of the permit; and
(b) Undergo an investigation by the sheriff pursuant to NRS 202.366 to determine if the permittee is eligible for a permit.

2. An application for the renewal of a permit must:
   (a) Be completed and signed under oath by the applicant;
   (b) Contain a statement that the applicant is eligible to receive a permit pursuant to NRS 202.3657; and
   (c) Be accompanied by a nonrefundable fee equal to the nonvolunteer rate charged by the Central Repository for Nevada Records of Criminal History and the Federal Bureau of Investigation to obtain the reports required pursuant to subsection 1 of NRS 202.366; and (d) Be accompanied by a nonrefundable fee of $25.

   If a permittee fails to renew his or her permit on or before the date of expiration of the permit, the application for renewal must include an additional nonrefundable late fee of $15.

3. No permit may be renewed pursuant to this section unless the permittee has demonstrated continued competence with revolvers, with each semiautomatic firearm to which the application pertains, firearms, or with revolvers and each such semiautomatic firearm, as applicable, by successfully completing a course prescribed by the sheriff renewing the permit.

Sec. 5. NRS 407.0475 is hereby amended to read as follows:

407.0475 1. The Administrator shall adopt such regulations as he or she finds necessary for carrying out the provisions of this chapter and other provisions of law governing the operation of the Division. (The Except as otherwise provided in subsection 2, the regulations may include prohibitions and restrictions relating to activities within any of the park or recreational facilities within the jurisdiction of the Division.

2. Any regulations relating to the conduct of persons within the park or recreational facilities must:
   (a) Be directed toward one or both of the following:
      (1) Prevention of damage to or misuse of the facility.
      (2) Promotion of the inspiration, use and enjoyment of the people of this State through the preservation and use of the facility.
   (b) Apply separately to each park, monument or recreational area and be designed to fit the conditions existing at that park, monument or recreational area.
   (c) Not establish restrictions on the possession of firearms within the park or recreational facility which are more restrictive than the laws of this State relating to:
      (1) The possession of firearms; or
      (2) Engaging in lawful resistance to prevent an offense against a person or property.

Any regulation which violates the provisions of this paragraph is void.

3. Any person whose conduct violates any regulation adopted pursuant to subsection 1, and who refuses to comply with the regulation upon request by any ranger or employee of the Division who has the powers of a peace officer pursuant to NRS 289.260, is guilty of a misdemeanor.

Sec. 5.5. The provisions of NRS 354.599 do not apply to any additional expenses of a local government that are related to the provisions of this act. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 6. This act becomes effective on July 1, 2011.

Senator Kihuen moved that the Senate adopt the report of the Conference Committee concerning Assembly Bill No. 282.

REMARKS FROM THE FLOOR

Remarks by Senators Horsford, Wiener and Brower.

Senator Horsford requested that the following remarks be entered in the Journal.
SENATOR HORSFORD:

I rise to say a few words in honor of my distinguished colleague, Senator Valerie Wiener, and her service in the Nevada Legislature.

Valerie Wiener, a native Nevadan, was born and raised in Las Vegas. Valerie became interested in the law and politics at an early age, as her father was a well-known attorney in southern Nevada. She graduated from Las Vegas High School and went on to receive bachelor's and master's degrees from the University of Missouri in Journalism and the University of Illinois, Springfield in Contemporary Literature. She also studied law for three years at the McGeorge School of Law in Sacramento.

Valerie started her communications career in 1964, hosting a commercial radio talk show in Las Vegas. She later served as Press Secretary for Congressman, and now United States Senator, Harry Reid. In 1988, Valerie established Wiener Communications Group, a Nevada-based consulting firm that specializes in interpersonal and corporate communications, media relations, positioning strategies, and witness preparation. Ten years later, she founded PowerMark Publishing to complement a number of the services established earlier. She also has developed a number of programs, publications, seminars, and presentations geared to families and young people.

Valerie wrote and published a number of strategic handbooks, and has authored five books as well. The titles alone make you want to read them. They are; Power Communications: Positioning Yourself for High Visibility; Power Positioning: Advancing Yourself as THE Expert; The Nesting Syndrome: Grown Children Living at Home; Gang Free: Friendship Choices for Today's Youth; and Winning the War Against Youth Gangs: A Guide for Teens, Families, and Communities.

One of Valerie's passions is her commitment to physical fitness and exercise, wellness, healthy lifestyles, nutrition, and proper diet. Since 1998, she has participated in a number of competitions in the Nevada Senior Olympics. To date, she has won 14 gold medals and set state records in a number of events. She specializes in weightlifting, fitness, walking, and swimming competitions.

Valerie was first elected to the Nevada Senate in 1996, and has served this body with great distinction over the past 15 years in eight regular sessions and ten special sessions. She has served the Senate as either its Minority or Majority Whip in 5 regular sessions, 2001, 2003, 2005, 2007, and 2009, and in her final regular session is now the Assistant Majority Floor Leader. She is the first woman to hold this position.

Affectionately known as "Senator Seven," Valerie noted that four of the five bills she sponsored in her first legislative session ended with the number "7." These bills were all passed, so to keep up the good fortune she has requested that as many of her bills as possible each session have numbers that end in seven. That strategy apparently has worked out quite well, as about 80 percent of all the bills for which she was the primary sponsor have gained final passage and approval.

Valerie has probably told most of us about her love of cats and animals in general. The four furry felines she calls her "kids" are named Demo-Cat, Patriot, Liberty, and Freedom. Patriot and Liberty are twins in the breed called Lilac Point Siamese. Her other two cats are traditional tabbies. It should be noted that this really started here at the Legislative Building on the 4th of July, 1997. That is when Demo-Cat first met, and then adopted, Valerie Wiener. Valerie's kids, I mean cats, dutifully travel with her to Carson City each session. I would imagine they look forward to a change of scenery every other year. Where else can they look out a window on any given day and watch it snow?

Senator Valerie Wiener ably chaired the Senate Standing Committee on Judiciary this Session, after serving as its Vice Chair in 2009. She was the first "non-attorney" to chair the Judiciary Committee in the last 20 years, but she is well versed in Nevada law with her law school training and prior service on the committee from 1997 to 2011. In 2009, Valerie chaired the Senate Committee on Health and Education, and has served on the various Senate committees that dealt with human resources and education issues every session she has been in the Senate. Over the years, she also served on the Senate Committee on Legislative Operations and Elections, and the Transportation Committee.
During the interim periods between sessions, Senator Wiener has remained very involved in the activities of the Legislature through its interim and on-going statutory committees. Among other things, Valerie has chaired the Legislative Committee on Health Care in 2009-2010, the Commission on School Safety and Juvenile Violence in 1999-2000, the Study of the System of Juvenile Justice in Nevada in 1999-2000, and the special study on the costs and impacts of obesity in 2003-2004, that she was responsible for creating.

In addition to her work specifically for the Legislature, Senator Wiener has participated actively in various programs of the National Conference of State Legislatures. For example, she has now spoken with more than 30,000 Nevada students in conjunction with America’s Legislators Back to School Program. Valerie truly enjoys the opportunity to share, educate, and inspire students throughout southern Nevada each September in this national program that originated in 1999. It is my understanding that Valerie has now spoken to more students than any other State legislator in America. It also should be noted that Senator Wiener was the recipient of the Jean Ford Democracy Award in 2009 for exemplary service in promoting Participatory Democracy in Nevada. Congratulations and thank you Valerie.

Senator Valerie Wiener was the primary sponsor of 50 bills between 1997 and 2009, and 40 of them were passed and signed into law. Topics addressed in this legislation include juvenile justice, treatment programs for incarcerated persons, substance abuse, fetal alcohol syndrome, athletic trainers, unlicensed drivers, obsolete statutes, prescription drugs, administrative regulation review, and identity theft. In 1997, she sponsored the bill that established what is now the Nevada Youth Legislature. That program helps us to select a youth from our districts who serve and are exposed to the legislative process. Over the years, this program has grown into something bigger. They have bill drafts, and then they testify and have had legislation signed into law. In 2011, she was the primary sponsor of 22 separate bills. The topics have been as wide-ranging as ever, with particular emphasis on the well-being of younger Nevadans and making information from medical care facilities more available to the public.

Senator Wiener is truly one of a kind. She has one of the biggest hearts of any person I have ever met. Valerie is a trooper. She is always there, is always encouraging, and always has a word to lift you up. You can have the worst day and she will come in and give you a hug give you a smile and a kiss on the cheek and say, "keep going, it is worth it, there is a reason we are here."

Valerie, you are the reason that this body is so special, that this Chamber has been as effective as it is because of your service in this Chamber and in this Legislature and your service to the State of Nevada is unparalleled. I am going to miss you, but only in this body, because I know you will continue to make magnificent contributions in whatever you choose to do following your service in the State Senate. You are truly one of the fabulous four, Senator Valerie Wiener. We love you very much.

SENATOR WIENER:

Thank you, Senator Horsford. When I was asked to run for the Senate, I said no. My father had just died. We had shared the same house, and it was a difficult time for me. A group of people rallied around me. They said I should do this. I went to my dad’s partner, Jim Rogers. He was the last person I spoke to about running and I was certain he was going to talk me out of doing so. He asked if I wanted to know what my dad would say. I answered, yes, but it could not be the only thing I relied on to make my decision. He told me my dad would use a few select words and would tell me I had to be crazy. He said I would leave in tears because I would be hurt and then my dad would come into Jim’s office and he would say that his daughter was going to run for the Senate and he was so proud of me. I never was able to have that conversation with my dad because he had died just weeks before I decided to run. However, when I decided to run I made a commitment that I would give 100 percent.

I have mentored several of our colleagues and several people down the hall. What we do is not about when we are here, but when we are not. Though we are here four months every two years, our job is 24 hours a day. Visiting children, letting them know what participatory democracy is, what representative government is, has been one of the greatest of joys in this job. It has nothing to do with pushing the button, casting a vote, hoping to promote a bill. It is about letting the people of our State know that they matter, and that their voice counts. I often refer to
the Wiener kids, the picture sitting on my desk. That picture is about 16 years old. That is what
this has been about for me. That is why I said "yes" in the beginning.

This is the end of my eighth session. I have had Jeanne, my secretary, supporting me for the
last seven of those sessions. We laugh, we cry. We share jokes and often we do not finish
sentences, because we do not have to. She has stood by me, and because she is taller than I am, I
have often needed her help. She keeps me laughing.

Walking into this Chamber every day, it is easy to forget that each time we cast a vote and
each time we make a decision, we represent government, we represent people, we represent a
process that is so magnificent. We have the extraordinary privilege of being here to serve. It is
easy to forget that when we come to this building with 20 other people, because we see each
other every day. We process bills. However, when we are in committee, there are seven of us
with people sitting before us to testify. We have to remember that bill is the most important thing
in the world to them. They are sitting in front of us, hoping that we will listen and that we will
continue to serve with them in mind. I will carry that memory forward.

I do not know what I will do after this; it does not matter because that path is already
unfolding. I know it is good, because this has been good. I have a story in my heart from each
one of you. Some of you I have known longer. Senator McGinness and I were talking about
some of our early days. I have not had as much history with some of you. Senator Horsford, we
often do not have to say anything, we just know. I want to thank you for allowing me to help
lead. There were days when I realized I needed to learn a little more and to do a little better. You
held the bar high. I hope that I reached it. To serve all of you in this capacity in my final session
was a life's mission I was proud to fulfill. In serving one person, I hope I have served all of you.

Last session in my Committee on Health and Education, I said that this was a committee that
serves with head and heart. Each day I have entered this Chamber, I have come with head and
heart to serve you and the people of Nevada. I love all of you very much. You will always be in
my heart. I look forward to you going forward to serve the people of this State with the integrity
you have brought into this Chamber and into this building. That is what got you here and that is
what is going to keep you looking out for the people of our State. They are the people we love,
the people we think of as family. In that regard, I think of all of you as my family. I love you
very much.

SENATOR BROWER:
Thank you, Mr. President. One of the best things about being here after being gone for a
decade is to be able to serve with Senator Rhoads, Senator McGinness, Senator Schneider and
Senator Wiener. I had served with them previously. I knew Senator Rhoads well and I did not
know Senator Wiener at all other than as an across the building colleague. During this Session,
in each committee on which I have served, Senator Wiener was on those committees. I sat next
to her in one, so we have gotten to know each other.

There are two things I have learned to appreciate about Valerie. One is that she is from Las
Vegas. I was from Las Vegas. Many of us in this body are from Las Vegas now, but she is part
of old Las Vegas. She grew up there. She went through the schools there. We have often
compared notes about old Las Vegas. I have enjoyed our discussions. Valerie's father was one of
the legendary lawyers of Las Vegas. Even though I never met him, we do have law partners in
common. There are far fewer than six degrees of separation in this State. He was part of the
group of the past pillars of the legal community in Nevada.

The other thing I love about Valerie, and I know the other members of this body feel as I do,
of all the people I have served with in this body and in the other house, I do not think I have ever
encountered anyone who loves this institution more than Valerie. She is more committed to it
and to serving the people of Nevada. When you get to know her as we have, it does not take long
to come to that realization. During the past four months, she has been an example of how to
commit oneself to this job and to serve the people of Nevada. I cannot think of a better example
for anyone to follow.

Valerie, you will be missed. You will be impossible to replace. You have set an example any
of us would be lucky to follow. I thank you for your service.
Remarks by Senators Cegavske, McGinness, Mr. President and Senator Horsford.

Senator Horsford requested that the following remarks be entered in the Journal.

Senator Cegavske:

Mike McGinness was born and raised, and has lived most of his life, in Fallon, Nevada. The main exceptions were when he spent five years in Schurz as a child, when he lived in Reno while obtaining his bachelor's degree from the University of Nevada, Reno; was away on duty with the Nevada Air National Guard; or when he used to stay in Carson City during legislative sessions.

Mike married his high school sweetheart, Deanna (Dee) Pearce, 42 years ago this August. Their union has produced three children, Ryan, Brett, and Shannon. Mike and Dee are now the proud grandparents of two boys and one girl, Aidan, George, and Katie. When Mike and Dee were dating, her parents owned the radio station in Fallon. Dee's father liked to tell Mike that if he married his daughter, he would give him a job at the radio station. And that is exactly what happened. I guess you could say Mike married for love and a steady job.

Mike McGinness is an ideal example of the type of person who serves and represents the public so well in our "citizen legislature." He is a family man, he is a businessman, he is a statesman, and he is a total gentleman. At the end of his current term of office, Mike will have served for 24 years in the Nevada Legislature. His first 4 years 1988 to 1992 were in the Assembly, and for the last 19 years 1992 through present, he has served in the Senate.

Mike's legislative career would have started earlier except for a special game of chance that he lost. The game of chance dates back to December 1980, when long-time Senator Carl Dodge resigned to accept an appointment to the Nevada Gaming Commission. Assemblyman Virgil Getto was then appointed to fill the vacancy in the Senate. The empty Assembly district consisted of all of Churchill County and a portion of Pershing County. The law at that time disregarded the number of residents in each county, and merely left it up to the affected county commissioners to decide. Those from Churchill County supported Mike McGinness, while the Pershing County Commissioners backed Ira Rackley. To break a tie, the law specified the drawing of lots. Because hay is widely grown in both counties, it was decided that Mike and Ira draw straws. Mike drew the short straw; otherwise, his legislative career would have started in 1980.

Senator Mike McGinness has now served for 12 regular and 11 special legislative sessions. After chairing the Senate Committee on Legislative Affairs and Operations during the 1993 and 1995 Sessions, Mike was "rewarded" for his good work by being appointed to chair the Senate Committee on Taxation for the next 6 regular sessions from1997 through 2007. Mike continues to serve that subject area as a current member of the Senate Committee on Revenue. The other two committees that Mike is most associated with in both the Assembly and the Senate are Judiciary, 11 regular sessions, and Natural Resources, 9 regular sessions. In this, his last Legislative Session, Mike was selected by his caucus to serve as Senate Minority Floor Leader.

Mike has authored many excellent pieces of legislation over the years. One of the most important was his Senate Bill No. 122 of the 1997 69th Legislative Session. That bill prohibits a person employed by a public or private school from engaging in sexual conduct with a student. Among other provisions, the bill makes it a category three felony for a teacher, professor, administrator, coach, or other school employee to have sexual conduct with a 16- or 17-year-old student at the same school. Another important bill brought to the Nevada Legislature by Mike McGinness was Senate Bill No.142 of the 2009 75th Session. That bill established the crime of criminal gang recruitment, which is committed when a person threatens and intimidates a child to become a member of, or remain a member of, a criminal gang. The goal of these two measures, and several other bills sponsored by Mike over the years, remains the same, and that is to protect the safety and well-being of Nevada's school age children. The families and children of Nevada owe a big debt of gratitude to Senator Mike McGinness for introducing and securing passage of such important legislation.
As a good representative of rural Nevada and some of its ranching, farming, mining, and military communities, Mike has sponsored a number of bills over the years on rural topics. These bills have covered subjects such as: cleaning out river channels; farm products; farm vehicles; geothermal resources; grazing leases; hunting and fishing licenses; irrigation districts; livestock management; military installations; off-road vehicles; organic produce; water rights; and wildlife management. Along those lines, early in Mike's legislative career he sponsored a bill, by request, that excluded ravens, crows, and magpies in the law governing the waste of "game birds." Farmers typically do not like ravens, crows, and magpies because of the damage they can do to crops, but the law did not allow you to shoot them any time you wanted. Mike's bill changed that and certainly stirred up some of the environmental and wildlife interests that year. The bill eventually passed, but in good fun, his colleagues presented him with some sort of an "old crow award" at the end of Session.

Some of us will also remember Mike's bill from 1991, Senate Bill No. 395, that actually took land away from Clark County and gave it to Nye County. Talk about David versus Goliath. Fortunately, Clark County was "on board" in support of the bill since it involved only about 45 square miles of territory adjacent to urbanizing areas in Pahrump Valley.

During each interim period, Mike has continued his service in the Legislature as a member of a number of important statutory and interim study committees. For example, he has chaired or been a member of the Legislature's Committee on High-Level Radioactive Waste since 1993 and has served on the Legislative Committee on Public Lands and the Advisory Committee on the Veterans' Cemetery during several interim periods. He has chaired studies on Assessment of Interstate and Intercounty Property; Long-term Care in Nevada; Prefiling Bills and Resolutions; School Construction, Design, and Maintenance; and Taxation, Public Revenue, and Tax Policy. He has also been a member of many more interim studies over the years.

A member of the Legislative Counsel Bureau's Research staff recently noted that Mike McGinness has represented more counties in the Legislature than any other Legislator in Nevada history. Over the years, he has represented all or part of 11 of Nevada's 17 counties: Churchill, Clark, Douglas, Esmeralda, Eureka, Lander, Lincoln, Lyon, Mineral, Nye, and White Pine Counties. Mike, that is a record you certainly can be proud of.

Since the last redistricting of the 71st Legislature in 2001, Mike's "Central Nevada Senatorial District" has covered a land area of over 23,000 square miles, about the size of the State of West Virginia. Although it is less than one third of the size of the Rural Nevada Senatorial District, it is still larger than nine of the states in the United States, and also is larger than the countries of Denmark, Israel, and The Netherlands. For the last nine years, the Central Nevada Senatorial District has stretched south and east from Churchill County all the way into northern Clark County, including a good portion of the City of Mesquite.

Among other things, Mike's Senatorial district includes the Fallon Naval Air Station, which is the home of "Top Gun"; Creech Air Force Base in Clark County; the Nellis Air Force Range; and the Nevada Test Site. Other well-known features located in his district include: Mt. Charleston and the area surrounding it in Clark County; Nevada's share of Death Valley National Park, mainly in Nye County; Boundary Peak in Esmeralda County, which at 13,141 feet in elevation is the highest point in the State; and Walker Lake in Mineral County, a remnant of prehistoric Lake Lahontan that covered much of northwestern Nevada during the last ice age.

Back in Fallon, Mike has been a member in good standing of the Kiwanis Club for the past 40 years. Many of us will remember those sessions when Mike would bring forward a resolution designating a specific day in the spring as Kiwanis Day in Nevada. Mike is truly a good Kiwanian, if that is how you say it. He is also active in his party's central committee, the local chamber of commerce, and the Churchill Arts Advisory Committee.

Mike has been the manager of radio station, KVLV AM-FM, in Fallon for many years. That station has long been the voice of central Nevada, and many of us tune it in when driving between Las Vegas and Carson City. It is always nice to hear Mike's voice on the air, whether he is giving a public service announcement, covering local news, or doing a radio commercial. He also hosts the daily morning feature, the "Trading Post," when we are not in session. So, remember 980 Country on your AM dial the next time you are driving through central Nevada.
Mike has been a long-time friend. I started here in 1997. He has been a mentor, a leader. I have watched him as a father, a husband and as a grandfather during the last few sessions. Our sons were in the same fraternity together. From what I was told, he was the one who told President Crowley that he was not to allow me to start a PTA or to be the dorm mom at UNR.

His love for Dee is shown every time he talks about her. He glows. After 40 years, it is exciting to watch. As a grandfather, he talks so often about the grandchildren and the things they have done. We get an update when we are in the caucus or having lunch. He will tell us something unique that one of the grandchildren has done. I will miss that half smile of his when I say something or one of our caucus members says something. It is a great look. I like that because it says, "maybe."

We could not have asked for a better leader this Session. We are so proud of you and we are so thankful that you took this job on. Talk about Cool Hand Luke, that is Mike. Cool and calm. He would make you calm down. He never thought about himself. He has never been thought of as a cowboy or a cowpoke, but more of a baseball advocate. He has always figured out how to fit in a game, no matter what he is doing or where he is travelling. You make wonderful friends in this building. For me, Mike's friendship will be cherished always. I am so glad I have gotten to know you, Mike, Dee, and your family over the years. We have enjoyed travelling with you. My husband and I have gone to events where our spouses can attend. They may tire of talking about legislation, but they have a good time.

I want to thank you for your friendship, your mentoring, but most of all we would like to thank your family for letting you have so many years that you have given to this legislative process, not only because you love it but for the citizens of Nevada. On behalf of all of us, I want to tell you thank you.

SENATOR MCGINNESS:

Dee called our daughter to watch this on the Internet and our four-year-old grandson said, "Papa's work." But, the two-year-old, Katie, just kept waving at you.

The Senator from the rural district said when he decided to run for office he talked to his cowboy friends. I had to talk to Dee because our children were 8, 10 and 12. All of the work went to her. First, I talked to her, then to her parents. Her father was a self-educated man who felt politics was great. He encouraged me to do this. He was a Kiwanian through and through. He told me if I wanted to marry his daughter, I had to join the Kiwanis Club.

The old timer from Clark County, who is younger than I am, talked about getting into politics. I started on the Churchill County School Board mainly because I got involved in the Republican Party, the Chamber of Commerce and the Kiwanis Club. Senator Getto, who was a five-time freshman here was serving in the Assembly. He went to the Senate creating an opening in the Assembly. I was encouraged to run. The rest, as they say, is history. I served 2 terms in the Assembly and 10 regular sessions with 11 special sessions. I do not want to even that out.

Senator Wiener and I have served on committees together longer than anyone has. They only time we did not serve together on Judiciary was when Senator Townsend told me he had a great deal for me. He said we were going to revamp worker's compensation. He wanted me to be on the Commerce and Labor Committee. He buttered me up until I agreed. It was the worst decision of my life. The first two and a half months, the Committee just heard one bill for five days a week. It went on and on. The only bill I can remember of that session was S.B. 116.

One of the things I am most proud of is that I represented rural Nevada. I know that Senator Rhoads and I can be called "rural Nevada" because in Nevada you can drive for four hours without making a left or right turn or seeing a stop sign. Representing rural Nevada is tough. There are a few of you in this body who represent rural parts of Clark County. There will be two new Senators from the rural areas and they need to watch out for Dean's cows and my irrigation district.

It has been great fun. I will miss the people, like the front desk, the Senate staff, research, legal and fiscal people. I will miss the Sergeant at Arms. I did not know they could cook so well. It will be the people we will miss the most, but we have grandchildren to teach how to fish. Most of all I want to thank Dee.
MR. PRESIDENT:
Next to my family, I think I have shared more meals with you and Dee than any other people in the world. Your district is a statewide district. We were always doing Lincoln Days and other events. You have probably flipped 100,000 pancakes in your life. You have spent a lot of time on the road. Once, I was with Bob Seale and we were driving behind you and Dee. You had a van and it started weaving back and forth across the road. There was no one else on the road. We were in the middle of nowhere. Then the van just kept going, never slowing down. We got to Pahrump and I asked you what happened. You said what you did was switch drivers while you were driving. The moral of this story is, this is a man who voted to ban texting while driving this Session.

An extraordinary marriage, an extraordinary Senator.

SENATOR McGINNESS:
That is what we told you. We had to change clothes while we were driving because it was a six-hour drive.

SENATOR HORSFORD:
Senator McGinness, I would like to give you a token of our thanks from the State of Nevada. It has been an honor and a privilege working with you during this Legislative Session. Sometimes being in Leadership is tough. Both of us have had to rely on each other. We have had to make decisions together. I have always respected you. You are a man of great integrity. I am so proud of the service you have provided to the State of Nevada. Sometimes people joke that going into the Leadership Office is like going to the Principal's Office. When Senator McGinness and I would meet, I knew people would think we were plotting some grand scheme, but in fact, we were talking about our kids and our families. I really enjoyed those times, getting to know about your family and the sacrifices you have made and your family has made as you served in this body. Thank you very much, sir.

Mr. President announced that if there were no objections, the Senate would recess subject to the call of the Chair.

Senate in recess at 6:49 p.m.

SENATE IN SESSION

At 9:28 p.m.
President Krolicki presiding.
Quorum present.

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES

Mr. President:
Your Committee on Commerce, Labor and Energy, to which was referred Assembly Bill No. 331, has had the same under consideration, and begs leave to report the same back with the recommendation: Amend, and do pass as amended.

MICHAEL A. SCHNEIDER, Chair

Mr. President:
Your Committee on Finance, to which were referred Assembly Bills Nos. 401, 527, 553, 571, 581, has had the same under consideration, and begs leave to report the same back with the recommendation: Do pass.

Also, your Committee on Finance, to which were referred Senate Bill No. 506; Assembly Bills Nos. 416, 560, has had the same under consideration, and begs leave to report the same back with the recommendation: Amend, and do pass as amended.

STEVEN A. HORSFORD, Chair
Mr. President:

Also, your Committee on Legislative Operations and Elections, to which were referred Assembly Bills Nos. 71, 354, 383, 405, 427, 550, has had the same under consideration, and begs leave to report the same back with the recommendation: Do pass.

Your Committee on Legislative Operations and Elections, to which was referred Assembly Bill No. 578, has had the same under consideration, and begs leave to report the same back with the recommendation: Amend, and do pass as amended.

Also, your Committee on Legislative Operations and Elections, to which was referred Assembly Concurrent Resolution No. 12, has had the same under consideration, and begs leave to report the same back with the recommendation: Be adopted.

DAVID R. PARKS, Chair

MESSAGES FROM THE ASSEMBLY

ASSEMBLY CHAMBER, Carson City, June 6, 2011

To the Honorable the Senate:

I have the honor to inform your honorable body that the Assembly on this day passed Senate Bills Nos. 164, 197, 360, 370, 371, 418; Senate Joint Resolution No. 15.

Also, I have the honor to inform your honorable body that the Assembly on this day passed, as amended, Assembly Bills Nos. 279, 406, 487.

Also, I have the honor to inform your honorable body that the Assembly on this day adopted Assembly Concurrent Resolution No. 13.

Also, I have the honor to inform your honorable body that the Assembly amended, and on this day passed, as amended, Senate Bill No. 340, Amendment No. 962; Senate Bill No. 493, Amendment No. 980, and respectfully requests your honorable body to concur in said amendments.

Also, I have the honor to inform your honorable body that the Assembly on this day concurred in the Senate Amendment No. 727 to Assembly Bill No. 230; Senate Amendment No. 938 to Assembly Bill No. 511; Senate Amendment No. 891 to Assembly Bill No. 562.

Also, I have the honor to inform your honorable body that the Assembly amended, and on this day passed, as amended, Senate Bill No. 115, Amendment No. 984, and respectfully requests your honorable body to concur in said amendment.

Also, I have the honor to inform your honorable body that the Assembly on this day adopted the reports of the Conference Committee concerning Senate Bills Nos. 98, 249.

MATTHEW BAKER
Assistant Chief Clerk of the Assembly

MOTIONS, RESOLUTIONS AND NOTICES

Assembly Concurrent Resolution No. 12.
Resolution read.
Senator Parks moved the adoption of the resolution.
Resolution adopted.
Resolution ordered transmitted to the Assembly.

Assembly Concurrent Resolution No. 13.
Resolution read.
Senator Wiener moved the adoption of the resolution.
Remarks by Senator Wiener.
Senator Wiener requested that her remarks be entered in the Journal.
It is a privilege to present this Assembly Concurrent Resolution to the body because I have been honored to stand at the same podium to offer prayers where many great theologians have shared meaningful messages.

Resolution adopted.
Resolution ordered transmitted to the Assembly.
Senator Horsford moved that for the remainder of this Legislative Session, that all bills and resolutions reported out of committee with amendments be declared an emergency measure under the constitution and immediately placed on General File.

Senator Wiener moved that Assembly Bill No. 416 be taken from the General File and placed on the next agenda.
Motion carried.

Senator Wiener moved that Senate Bill No. 506 and Assembly Bills Nos. 331, 560, 578; be moved to the top of the General file for this legislative agenda, and placed at the bottom of the General File upon return from reprint.
Motion carried.

Senator Manendo moved that Assembly Bill No. 453 be taken from General File and placed on the Secretary’s desk.
Motion carried.

INTRODUCTION, FIRST READING AND REFERENCE
Assembly Bill No. 279.
Senator Wiener moved that the bill be referred to the Committee on Judiciary.
Motion carried.

Assembly Bill No. 406.
Senator Wiener moved that the bill be referred to the Committee on Finance.
Motion carried.

Assembly Bill No. 487.
Senator Wiener moved that the bill be referred to the Committee on Finance.
Motion carried.

GENERAL FILE AND THIRD READING
Senate Bill No. 506.
Bill read third time.
The following amendment was proposed by the Committee on Finance:
Amendment No. 970.
"SUMMARY—Revises provisions relating to the financial administration of certain local governments. (BDR 30-1313)"
"AN ACT relating to local government financial administration; revising provisions regarding the establishment and maintenance of a reserve account for payment of the outstanding bonds of a school district; authorizing certain modifications after a local improvement project has begun and assessments have been levied; requiring the Regional Transportation Commission of Southern Nevada to establish a demonstration project for a toll road in
connection with the Boulder City Bypass Project; authorizing the Commission to enter into one or more public-private partnerships to design, construct, develop, finance, operate or maintain the demonstration project; authorizing the issuance of certain bonds or notes of the Commission to finance the Project; and providing other matters properly relating thereto."

Legislative Counsel's Digest:

Under existing law, the board of trustees of a school district may issue certain general obligation bonds. At the time the bonds are issued, the board of trustees must establish in its debt service fund a reserve account for payment of the outstanding bonds of the school district. (NRS 350.020) Section 1 of this bill changes the amount of the reserves required to 10 percent of the outstanding principal or 25 percent, for larger counties, and 50 percent, for smaller counties, of the amount of principal and interest payments due on all outstanding bonds of the school district in the next fiscal year, whichever is less.

Existing law authorizes counties, cities and towns to initiate and levy assessments and issue bonds for local improvement projects under certain conditions. (NRS 271.265, 271.270) After a governing body passes an ordinance ordering such a project, modifications may be made to the project by amending the ordinance provided that no construction contracts have yet been entered. (NRS 271.325) Section 4 of this bill allows certain modifications to be made after the project has begun and assessments have been levied. Section 6 of this bill provides procedures for a governing body to modify such a project without holding a hearing if, after receiving a report on the proposed modification from the municipal engineer or a competent engineer or an engineering firm hired by the governing body, the governing body determines that the magnitude of the changes to the original project do not exceed certain thresholds. Sections 6-11 of this bill provide procedures, including procedures for notice, hearings and judicial review, for a governing body to modify such an agreement if those thresholds are exceeded. Sections 12-14 of this bill provide further requirements for a governing body that modifies a local improvement project, and section 15 of this bill authorizes a governing body that begins procedures to modify a local improvement project at the request of a person to require that person to pay any expenses incurred by the governing body in connection with the modification.

Section 34 of this bill requires the Regional Transportation Commission of Southern Nevada to establish a demonstration project for a toll road in connection with the Boulder City Bypass Project. Section 34 also provides that the demonstration project must be and remain a public highway owned by the Commission. Section 35 of this bill authorizes the Commission to enter into contracts with one or more public-private partners for planning, designing, financing, constructing, improving, maintaining, operating or acquiring rights-of-way for the demonstration project. Section 41 of this bill requires the Commission to establish or include in a public-private
partnership: (1) a schedule of user fees for the use of the demonstration project or a methodology for establishing such a schedule; and (2) administrative fines and other penalties for nonpayment of user fees. Section 41 also authorizes the Commission to establish exemptions from the user fees for certain motor vehicles. Section 42 of this bill provides that registered owners are subject to administrative fines and penalties for failure to pay a required user fee. Section 42 also requires the Department of Motor Vehicles to place a hold on the renewal of the registration of a motor vehicle if the Department of Transportation or a private partner provides notice to the Department of Motor Vehicles that the registered owner of the motor vehicle has failed to pay a required user fee.

Section 43 of this bill requires that all money that is received and is to be retained by the Commission pursuant to a public-private partnership in connection with the demonstration project that is derived from the imposition of any charge with respect to the operation of any motor vehicle upon any public highway in this State must be deposited in the State Highway Fund and, except for costs of administration, must be used exclusively for the construction, maintenance and repair of the public highways of this State. Section 43 also provides that the money must first be used to defray the obligations of the Commission under the public-private partnership, including, without limitation, the costs of administration, design, construction, operation, maintenance, financing and repair of the demonstration project.

Section 44 of this bill provides that the demonstration project and any property improvement determined by the Commission to be necessary or desirable therefor may be financed by the private partner to a public-private partnership using its own funds or obtaining funds in any lawful manner for that entity or by the issuance of revenue bonds or notes of the Commission.

Section 46 of this bill provides that a private partner is exempt from any assessment on property which the Commission provides to the private partner pursuant to a public-private partnership and on which the demonstration project is located. Section 47 of this bill requires a private partner to use competitive bidding to award contracts for construction work on the demonstration project and to pay prevailing wages to workers engaged in construction on the demonstration project.

Section 50 of this bill requires the Regional Transportation Commission of Southern Nevada to submit a report concerning the demonstration project to the Legislative Commission on or before February 1 of each even-numbered year and to the Director of the Legislative Counsel Bureau for transmittal to the Legislature on or before February 1 of each odd-numbered year. Section 52 of this bill requires the Regional Transportation Commission of Southern Nevada to submit quarterly reports relating to the demonstration project to the Legislative Commission and the Interim Finance Committee.

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEVADA, REPRESENTED IN SENATE AND ASSEMBLY, DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1. NRS 350.020 is hereby amended to read as follows:

350.020  1. Except as otherwise provided by subsections 3 and 4, if a municipality proposes to issue or incur general obligations, the proposal must be submitted to the electors of the municipality at a special election called for that purpose or the next general municipal election or general state election.

2. Such a special election may be held:
   (a) At any time, including, without limitation, on the date of a primary municipal election or a primary state election, if the governing body of the municipality determines, by a unanimous vote, that an emergency exists; or
   (b) On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in June of an odd-numbered year,
   except that the governing body shall not determine that an emergency exists if the special election is for the purpose of submitting to the electors a proposal to refund the bonds. The determination made by the governing body is conclusive unless it is shown that the governing body acted with fraud, a gross abuse of discretion or in violation of the provisions of this subsection. An action to challenge the determination made by the governing body must be commenced within 15 days after the governing body's determination is final. As used in this subsection, "emergency" means any occurrence or combination of occurrences which requires immediate action by the governing body of the municipality to prevent or mitigate a substantial financial loss to the municipality or to enable the governing body to provide an essential service to the residents of the municipality.

3. If payment of a general obligation of the municipality is additionally secured by a pledge of gross or net revenue of a project to be financed by its issue, and the governing body determines, by an affirmative vote of two-thirds of the members elected to the governing body, that the pledged revenue will at least equal the amount required in each year for the payment of interest and principal, without regard to any option reserved by the municipality for early redemption, the municipality may, after a public hearing, incur this general obligation without an election unless, within 90 days after publication of a resolution of intent to issue the bonds, a petition is presented to the governing body signed by not less than 5 percent of the registered voters of the municipality. Any member elected to the governing body whose authority to vote is limited by charter, statute or otherwise may vote on the determination required to be made by the governing body pursuant to this subsection. The determination by the governing body becomes conclusive on the last day for filing the petition. For the purpose of this subsection, the number of registered voters must be determined as of the close of registration for the last preceding general election. The resolution of intent need not be published in full, but the publication must include the amount of the obligation and the purpose for which it is to be incurred. Notice of the public hearing must be published at least 10 days before the day of the hearing. The publications must be made once in a newspaper of general circulation in the municipality. When
published, the notice of the public hearing must be at least as large as 5 inches high by 4 inches wide.

4. The board of trustees of a school district may issue general obligation bonds which are not expected to result in an increase in the existing property tax levy for the payment of bonds of the school district without holding an election for each issuance of the bonds if the qualified electors approve a question submitted by the board of trustees that authorizes issuance of bonds for a period of 10 years after the date of approval by the voters. If the question is approved, the board of trustees of the school district may issue the bonds for a period of 10 years after the date of approval by the voters, after obtaining the approval of the debt management commission in the county in which the school district is located and, in a county whose population is 100,000 or more, the approval of the oversight panel for school facilities established pursuant to NRS 393.092 in that county, if the board of trustees of the school district finds that the existing tax for debt service will at least equal the amount required to pay the principal and interest on the outstanding general obligations of the school district and the general obligations proposed to be issued. The finding made by the board of trustees is conclusive in the absence of fraud or gross abuse of discretion. As used in this subsection, "general obligations" does not include medium-term obligations issued pursuant to NRS 350.087 to 350.095, inclusive.

5. At the time of issuance of bonds authorized pursuant to subsection 4, the board of trustees shall establish a reserve account in its debt service fund for payment of the outstanding bonds of the school district. The reserve account must be established and maintained in an amount at least equal to the lesser of:

   (a) For a school district located in a county whose population is 100,000 or more, twenty-five percent; and

   (b) For a school district located in a county whose population is less than 100,000, fifty percent,

   of the amount of principal and interest payments due on all of the outstanding bonds of the school district in the next fiscal year or 10 percent of the outstanding principal amount of the outstanding bonds of the school district.

6. If the amount in the reserve account falls below the amount required by subsection 5:

   (a) The board of trustees shall not issue additional bonds pursuant to subsection 4 until the reserve account is restored to the level required by subsection 5; and

   (b) The board of trustees shall apply all of the taxes levied by the school district for payment of bonds of the school district that are not needed for payment of the principal and interest on bonds of the school district in the current fiscal year to restore the reserve account to the level required pursuant to subsection 5.
7. A question presented to the voters pursuant to subsection 4 may authorize all or a portion of the revenue generated by the debt rate which is in excess of the amount required:
   (a) For debt service in the current fiscal year;
   (b) For other purposes related to the bonds by the instrument pursuant to which the bonds were issued; and
   (c) To maintain the reserve account required pursuant to subsection 5, to be transferred to the county school district’s fund for capital projects established pursuant to NRS 387.328 and used to pay the cost of capital projects which can lawfully be paid from that fund. Any such transfer must not limit the ability of the school district to issue bonds during the period of voter authorization if the findings and approvals required by subsection 4 are obtained.

8. A municipality may issue special or medium-term obligations without an election.

Sec. 2. Chapter 271 of NRS is hereby amended by adding thereto the provisions set forth as sections 3 to 15, inclusive, of this act.

Sec. 3. The provisions of sections 3 to 15, inclusive, of this act shall only apply to local improvement projects or districts created before July 1, 2011.

Sec. 4. After the acquisition or improvement of a project ordered pursuant to NRS 271.325 has begun and any special assessment thereon has been levied and divided into installments, the governing body may modify the project subject to the provisions of sections 3 to 15, inclusive, of this act by:
   1. Eliminating a portion of the project;
   2. Making changes or additions to the project;
   3. Modifying the assessments to reflect the changes or additions to the project;
   4. Modifying the assessment installments and the due dates of the assessment installments; or
   5. Any combination of subsections 1 to 4, inclusive.

Sec. 5. Whenever the governing body determines that a modification authorized pursuant to section 4 of this act is warranted, the engineer shall prepare and file with the clerk a report showing:
   1. The proposed modification of the project;
   2. If the modified portion of the project is, as modified, functionally equivalent to that portion of the project before modification, a statement to that effect;
   3. The estimated cost of the project, as modified;
   4. The amount of maximum special benefits estimated to be derived from the project, as modified, by each tract in the improvement district;
   5. The modification, if any, of the assessment on each tract in the improvement district resulting from the modification of the project;
6. The modification, if any, of the assessment installments and the due dates of the assessment installments;

7. A revised map showing the location of the project, as modified;

8. If the assessments on each tract in the improvement district are proposed to be modified, an assessment plat with the modified assessments, apportioned based on the project, as modified; and

9. Whether, upon modification of the project the assessment on each tract in the improvement district will exceed the estimated maximum special benefits to be derived by each such tract from the project.

Sec. 6. 1. After receipt of the report required pursuant to section 5 of this act, the governing body may, by ordinance and without a protest hearing, modify the project, the assessments on each tract in the improvement project, the assessment installments and the due dates of the assessment installments as provided in the report pursuant to the provisions of this section if:

(a) The governing body determines that the public convenience and necessity require the modification;

(b) The owner of each tract in the improvement district which is proposed to have its assessment modified or which derives benefits from the portion of the project proposed to be eliminated or modified or from the additions proposed to be made to the project has filed written consent to the modification with the clerk and there are no residential lots within 1,500 feet of the portion of the project impacted;

(c) There has been filed with the clerk:

(1) Evidence that the modification has been consented to by the owners of the bonds for the improvement district which are payable from the assessments in the manner as provided in the ordinance or in the indenture, fiscal agent agreement, resolution or other instrument pursuant to which the bonds are issued; or

(2) An opinion from independent bond counsel stating that the modification does not materially and adversely affect the interests of the owners of the bonds; and

(d) The governing body determines that, upon modification of the project and, if applicable, the assessments, the amount assessed against each tract in the improvement district does not exceed the maximum special benefits to be derived by each such tract from the project.

2. A determination that is made pursuant to this section is conclusive in the absence of fraud or gross abuse of discretion.

3. An ordinance adopted pursuant to this section may be adopted as if an emergency existed.

Sec. 7. 1. After receipt of the report required pursuant to section 5 of this act, if the governing body does not proceed pursuant to section 6 of this act, the governing body may make a provisional order by resolution to the effect that the project will be modified.
2. In a provisional order made pursuant to subsection 1, the governing body shall set a time, at least 20 days thereafter, and a place at which the owner of each tract in the improvement district, or any other interested person, may appear before the governing body and be heard as to the propriety and advisability of modifying the project and, if applicable, the assessments, the assessment installments and the due dates of the assessment installments. If there are residential lots within 1,500 feet of the project or a mobile home park is located on a tract in the improvement district, the notice must be given to the owner of the tract and each owner of a residential lot within 1,500 feet and each tenant of the mobile home park.

3. Notice must be given:
   (a) By publication.
   (b) By mail.
   (c) By posting.

4. Proof of publication must be by affidavit of the publisher.

5. Proof of mailing and proof of posting must be by affidavit of the engineer, clerk, or any deputy mailing the notice and posting the notice, respectively.

6. Proof of publication, proof of mailing and proof of posting must be maintained in the records of the municipality until all the assessments appertaining to the project have been paid in full, including principal, interest, penalties and any collection costs.

7. The notice must be prepared by the engineer, ratified by the governing body and state:
   (a) In general terms, the proposed modification of the project.
   (b) The estimated cost of the project, as modified, and the amount by which that cost is greater or less than the original cost of the project, as reflected in the ordinance creating the improvement district and ordering the project to be acquired or improved.
   (c) The time and place of the hearing where the governing body will consider all objections to the modification of the project and, if applicable, the assessments, the assessment installments and the due dates of the assessment installments.
   (d) That all written objections to the modification of the project and, if applicable, the assessments, the assessment installments and the due dates of the assessment installments must be filed with the clerk at least 3 days before the time set for the hearing.
   (e) That if the owners of tracts in the improvement district which:
      (1) Are proposed to have assessments modified or which derive benefits from the portion of the project proposed to be eliminated or changed or from the additions proposed to be made to the project; and
      (2) Upon the modification of the project and, if applicable, the assessments, will in the aggregate have assessments greater than 50 percent of the aggregate amount of the assessments on the tracts in the
improvement district which are proposed to have assessments modified or which derive benefits from the portion of the project proposed to be eliminated or changed or from the additions proposed to be made to the project,

object in writing, within the time stated in paragraph (d), to such modification of the project and, if applicable, the assessments, the assessment installments and the due dates of the installments will not be made.

(f) That if the assessment on any tract is increased as a result of the modification of the project, the modification of the project and, if applicable, the assessments, the assessment installments and the due dates of the assessment installments will not be made unless the owner of each such tract has consented in writing to the increase.

(g) That the modification of the project and, if applicable, the assessments, the assessment installments and the due dates of the assessment installments will not be made unless there has been filed with the clerk:

(1) Evidence that the modification is consented to:

(I) By the owners of the bonds for the improvement district which are payable from the assessments; and

(II) In the same manner as amendments to the ordinance creating the improvement district and ordering the project to be acquired or improved, as provided in the ordinance or in the indenture, fiscal agent agreement, resolution or other instrument pursuant to which the bonds are issued; or

(2) An opinion from an independent bond counsel stating that the modification does not materially adversely affect the interests of the owners of the bonds.

(h) That all proceedings regarding and records of the following are available for inspection at the office of the clerk:

(1) The amount of maximum special benefits estimated to be derived from the project, as modified, by each tract in the improvement district;

(2) If applicable, the modified assessment on each tract in the improvement district resulting from the modification of the project; and

(3) If applicable, the modified assessment installments and the due dates of the assessment installments.

(i) That a person may object to the modification of the project and, if applicable, the assessments, the assessment installments and the due dates of the assessment installments using the procedure outlined in the notice.

(j) That if a person objects to the amount of maximum special benefits estimated to be derived from the project, as modified, or to the legality of the proposed modification in any respect:

(1) The person is entitled to be represented by counsel at the hearing;
(2) Any evidence the person wants to present must be presented at the hearing; and
(3) Evidence that is not presented at the hearing may not be presented in an action brought pursuant to section 10 of this act.

8. No substantial change in the proposed modification of the project or, if applicable, the assessments, the assessment installments or the due dates of the assessment installments may be made after the first publication, posting or mailing of notice to property owners, whichever occurs first.

Sec. 8. A modification may not be made pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of this act if, within the time specified in the notice pursuant to paragraph (d) of subsection 7 of section 7 of this act, the owners of tracts in the improvement district which:
1. Are proposed to have assessments modified or which derive benefits from the portion of the project proposed to be eliminated or changed or from the additions proposed to be made to the project; and
2. Upon the modification of the project and, if applicable, the assessments, will in the aggregate have assessments greater than 50 percent of the aggregate amount of the assessments on the tracts in the improvement district which are proposed to have assessments modified or which derive benefits from the portion of the project proposed to be eliminated or changed or from the additions proposed to be made to the project,
file a written objection to the modification with the clerk.

Sec. 9. 1. On the date and at the place fixed for the hearing, any and all property owners and other interested persons may present their views to the governing body with respect to the proposed modification. The governing body may adjourn the hearing from time to time.
2. After the hearing has been concluded, all written complaints, protests and objections have been read and considered, and all persons desiring to be heard in person have been heard, the governing body shall consider the arguments, if any, and any other relevant material put forth, and shall by resolution or ordinance, as the governing body determines, pass upon the merits of each such complaint, protest or objection.
3. If the governing body determines that it is not in the public interest that the proposed modification of the project and, if applicable, the assessments, the assessment installments and the due dates of the assessment installments be made, the governing body shall make an order by resolution to that effect, and thereupon the proceedings for the modification of the project and, if applicable, the assessments, the assessment installments and the due dates of the assessment installments determined against by the order must stop and must not be begun again until the adoption of a new resolution.
4. Any complaint, protest or objection to:
(a) The modification of the project or, if applicable, the assessments, the assessment installments or the due dates of the assessment installments;
(b) The estimated cost of the project, as modified;
(c) The method used to estimate the special benefits to be derived from the project, as modified, generally or by any tract in the improvement district;
(d) The basis established for the apportionment of the assessments based on the project, as modified; or
(e) The regularity, validity and correctness of any other proceedings or instruments taken, adopted or made before the date of the hearing, shall be deemed waived unless presented at the hearing described in this section or in writing at the time and in the manner provided by section 8 of this act.

Sec. 10. 1. Any person filing a written complaint, protest or objection as provided in section 8 of this act, within 30 days after the governing body has finally passed on the complaint, protest or objection by resolution or ordinance as provided in subsection 2 of section 9 of this act, may commence an action or suit in any court of competent jurisdiction to correct or set aside the determination, but thereafter all actions or suits attacking the validity of the proceedings and the amount of special benefits are perpetually barred.

2. Any person who brings an action pursuant to this section must plead with particularity and prove the facts upon which he or she relies to establish:
(a) That the estimate of the cost of the project, as modified, the special benefits to be derived from the project, as modified, or the method used to apportion the cost of the project, as modified, has a material adverse economic impact upon that person or is fraudulent, arbitrary or unsupported by substantial evidence; or
(b) That a provision of sections 3 to 15, inclusive, of this act has been violated.

3. Conclusory allegations of fact or law are insufficient to comply with the requirements of subsections 1 and 2.

4. In any action brought pursuant to this section, judicial review of the proceedings is confined to the record before the governing body. Evidence that has not been presented to the governing body must not be considered by the court.

Sec. 11. 1. After the hearing and after the governing body has:
(a) Disposed of all verbal and written complaints, protests and objections;
(b) Determined that no assessment on a tract in the improvement district is increased as a result of the modification or, if any such assessment is increased, that the written consent described in paragraph (f) of subsection 7 of section 7 of this act has been filed with the clerk;
(c) Determined that the written consent described in paragraph (g) of subsection 7 of section 7 of this act has been filed with the clerk; and
(d) Determined that no written objections to the modification were filed pursuant to section 8 of this act, and if the governing body has jurisdiction to proceed, the governing body shall determine whether to proceed with the modification of the project and, if applicable, the assessments, the assessment installments and the due dates of the assessment installments.

2. Any determination made pursuant to this section is conclusive in the absence of fraud or gross abuse of discretion.

Sec. 12. 1. If the governing body determines pursuant to section 11 of this act to proceed with the modification of the project and, if applicable, the assessments, the assessment installments and the due dates of the assessment installments, the governing body may, by ordinance, modify the project and, if applicable, the assessments, the assessment installments and the due dates of the assessment installments as provided in the report of the engineer filed pursuant to section 5 of this act if:
(a) The governing body determines that the public convenience and necessity require the modification; and
(b) The governing body finds and determines that, upon the modification, the amount assessed against each tract in the improvement district does not exceed the maximum special benefits to be derived by such tract from the project, as modified.

2. Any determination or finding made by the governing body pursuant to this section is conclusive in the absence of fraud or gross abuse of discretion.

3. An ordinance adopted pursuant to this section may be adopted as if an emergency existed.

Sec. 13. 1. If assessments are modified pursuant to an ordinance adopted pursuant to section 6 or 12 of this act, upon adoption of the ordinance, the governing body shall cause to be recorded in the office of the county recorder a certified copy of a list of the tracts in the improvement district, the amount of the assessment on each such tract and the amount of maximum special benefits to be derived from the project, as modified, by each tract in the improvement district, as shown on the assessment plat provided by the engineer pursuant to section 5 of this act.

2. Neither the failure to record the list as provided in this section or any defect or omission in the list regarding any parcel or parcels within the district affects the validity of any assessment, the lien for the payment thereof or the priority of that lien.

Sec. 14. 1. If assessments are reduced pursuant to an ordinance adopted pursuant to section 6 or 12 of this act, the governing body shall adopt an ordinance establishing a fair procedure for providing payment or credit to any person who has paid assessments that would have been reduced pursuant to the ordinance which reduces assessments.
2. A determination regarding the fairness of the procedure established by an ordinance adopted pursuant to this section is conclusive in the absence of fraud or gross abuse of discretion.

3. An ordinance adopted pursuant to this section may be adopted as if an emergency existed.

Sec. 15. If a governing body begins proceedings to modify a project pursuant to the provisions of sections 3 to 15, inclusive, of this act at the request of a person, before beginning those proceedings, the governing body may require the person requesting the modification to pay any expenses incurred by the governing body in connection with the proceedings.

Sec. 16. NRS 271.305 is hereby amended to read as follows:

271.305 1. In the provisional order the governing body shall set a time, at least 20 days thereafter, and a place at which the owners of the tracts to be assessed, or any other interested persons, may appear before the governing body and be heard as to the propriety and advisability of acquiring or improving, or acquiring and improving, the project or projects provisionally ordered. If a mobile home park is located on one or more of the tracts to be assessed, the notice must be given to the owner of the tract and each tenant of that mobile home park.

2. Notice must be given:
   (a) By publication.
   (b) By mail.
   (c) By posting.

3. Proof of publication must be by affidavit of the publisher.

4. Proof of mailing and proof of posting must be by affidavit of the engineer, clerk, or any deputy mailing the notice and posting the notice, respectively.

5. Proof of publication, proof of mailing and proof of posting must be maintained in the records of the municipality until all the assessments appertaining to the project have been paid in full, including principal, interest, any penalties, and any collection costs.

6. The notice may be prepared by the engineer and ratified by the governing body, and, except as otherwise provided in subsection 7, must state:
   (a) The kind of project proposed.
   (b) The estimated cost of the project, and the portion, if any, to be paid from sources other than assessments.
   (c) The basis for apportioning the assessments, which assessments must be in proportion to the special benefits derived to each of the several tracts comprising the assessable property and on a front foot, area, zone or other equitable basis.
   (d) The number of installments and time in which the assessments will be payable.
   (e) The maximum rate of interest on unpaid installments of assessments.
(f) The extent of the improvement district to be assessed, by boundaries or other brief description.

(g) The time and place of the hearing where the governing body will consider all objections to the project.

(h) That all written objections to the project must be filed with the clerk of the municipality at least 3 days before the time set for the hearing.

(i) If the project is not a commercial area vitalization project, that pursuant to NRS 271.306, if a majority of the property owners to be assessed for a project proposed by a governing body object in writing within the time stated in paragraph (h), the project must not be acquired or improved unless:

1. The municipality pays one-half or more of the total cost of the project, other than a park project, with money derived from other than the levy or assessments; or

2. The project constitutes not more than 2,640 feet, including intersections, remaining unimproved in any street, including an alley, between improvements already made to either side of the same street or between improvements already made to intersecting streets.

(j) That the description of the tracts to be assessed, the maximum amount of benefits estimated to be conferred on each such tract and all proceedings in the premises are on file and can be examined at the office of the clerk.

(k) Unless there will be no substantial change, that a substantial change in certain existing street elevations or grades will result from the project, without necessarily including any statement in detail of the extent or location of any such change.

(l) That a person should object to the formation of the district using the procedure outlined in the notice if the person's support for the district is based upon a statement or representation concerning the project that is not contained in the language of the notice.

(m) That if a person objects to the amount of maximum benefits estimated to be assessed or to the legality of the proposed assessments in any respect:

1. The person is entitled to be represented by counsel at the hearing;

2. Any evidence the person desires to present on these issues must be presented at the hearing; and

3. Evidence on these issues that is not presented at the hearing may not thereafter be presented in an action brought pursuant to NRS 271.315.

(n) If the project is a commercial area vitalization project, that:

1. A person who owns or resides within a tract in the proposed improvement district and which is used exclusively for residential purposes may file a protest to inclusion in the assessment plat pursuant to NRS 271.392; and

2. Pursuant to NRS 271.306, if written remonstrances by the owners of tracts constituting one-third or more of the basis for the computation of assessments for the commercial area vitalization project are presented to the governing body, the governing body shall not proceed with the commercial area vitalization project.
7. The notice need not state either or both of the exceptions stated in subsection 2 of NRS 271.306 unless either or both of the exceptions are determined by the governing body or the engineer to be relevant to the proposed improvement district to which the notice appertains.

8. All proceedings may be modified or rescinded wholly or in part by resolution adopted by the governing body, or by a document prepared by the engineer and ratified by the governing body, at any time before the passage of the ordinance adopted pursuant to NRS 271.325, creating the improvement district, and authorizing the project.

9. No substantial change in the improvement district, details, preliminary plans or specifications or estimates may be made after the first publication, posting or mailing of notice to property owners, whichever occurs first, except for:

(a) As otherwise provided in sections 3 to 15, inclusive, of this act; or

(b) For the deletion of a portion of a project and property from the proposed program and improvement district or any assessment unit.

10. The engineer may make minor changes in time, plans and materials entering into the work at any time before its completion.

11. If the ordinance is for a commercial area vitalization project, notice sent pursuant to this section must be sent by mail to each person who owns real property which is located within the proposed improvement district and to each tenant who resides or owns a business located within the proposed improvement district.

Sec. 17. NRS 271.320 is hereby amended to read as follows:

271.320 1. After the hearing and after the governing body has:

(a) Disposed of all complaints, protests and objections, oral and in writing;

(b) Determined that it is not prevented from proceeding pursuant to subsection 3 or 4 of NRS 271.306; and

(c) Determined that:

(1) Either or both exceptions stated in subsection 2 of NRS 271.306 apply; or

(2) There were not filed with the clerk complaints, protests and objections in writing and signed by the owners of tracts constituting a majority of the frontage, of the area, of the zone, or of the other basis for the computation of assessments stated in the notice, of the tracts to be assessed in the improvement district or in the assessment unit, if any, and the governing body has jurisdiction to proceed, the governing body shall determine whether to proceed with the improvement district, and with each assessment unit, if any, except as otherwise provided in this chapter.

2. Except as otherwise provided in sections 3 to 15, inclusive, of this act, if the governing body desires to proceed and desires any modification, by motion or resolution it shall direct the engineer to prepare and present to the governing body:

(a) A revised and detailed estimate of the total cost, including, without limiting the generality of the foregoing, the cost of acquiring or improving
each proposed project and of each of the incidental costs. The revised estimate does not constitute a limitation for any purpose.

(b) Full and detailed plans and specifications for each proposed project designed to permit and encourage competition among the bidders, if any project is to be acquired by construction contract.

(c) A revised map and assessment plat showing respectively the location of each project and the tracts to be assessed therefor, not including any area or project not before the governing body at a provisional order hearing.

3. That resolution, a separate resolution, or the ordinance creating the improvement district may combine or divide the proposed project or projects into suitable construction units for the purpose of letting separate and independent contracts, regardless of the extent of any project constituting an assessment unit and regardless of whether a portion or none of the cost of any project is to be defrayed other than by the levy of special assessments. Costs of unrelated projects must be segregated for assessment purposes as provided in this chapter.

**Sec. 18.** NRS 271.325 is hereby amended to read as follows:

271.325 1. When an accurate estimate of cost, full and detailed plans and specifications and map are prepared, are presented and are satisfactory to the governing body, it shall, by resolution, make a determination that:

(a) Public convenience and necessity require the creation of the district; and

(b) The creation of the district is economically sound and feasible.

This determination may be made part of the ordinance creating the district adopted pursuant to subsection 2 and is conclusive in the absence of fraud or gross abuse of discretion.

2. The governing body may, by ordinance, create the district and order the proposed project to be acquired or improved. This ordinance may be adopted and amended as if an emergency existed.

3. The ordinance must prescribe:

(a) The extent of the improvement district to be assessed, by boundaries or other brief description, and similarly of each assessment unit therein, if any.

(b) The kind and location of each project proposed, without mentioning minor details.

(c) The amount or proportion of the total cost to be defrayed by assessments, the method of levying assessments, the number of installments and the times in which the costs assessed will be payable.

(d) The character and extent of any construction units.

4. The engineer may further revise the cost, plans and specifications and map from time to time for all or any part of any project, and the ordinance may be appropriately amended. *Except as otherwise provided in sections 3 to 15, inclusive, of this act, such amendment must take place* before letting any construction contract therefor and before any work being done other than by independent contract let by the municipality.
5. The ordinance, if amended, must order the work to be done as provided in this chapter.

6. Upon adoption or amendment of the ordinance, the governing body shall cause to be recorded in the office of the county recorder a certified copy of a list of the tracts to be assessed and the amount of maximum benefits estimated to be assessed against each tract in the assessment area, as shown on the assessment plat as revised and approved by the governing body pursuant to NRS 271.320. Neither the failure to record the list as provided in this subsection nor any defect or omission in the list regarding any parcel or parcels to be included within the district affects the validity of any assessment, the lien for the payment thereof or the priority of that lien.

7. The governing body may not adopt an ordinance creating or modifying the boundaries of an improvement district for a commercial area vitalization project if the boundaries of the improvement district overlap an existing improvement district created for a commercial area vitalization project.

Sec. 19. NRS 271.367 is hereby amended to read as follows:

271.367 Because the protection afforded by a security wall benefits each tract in the subdivision, in addition to any other basis for apportioning the assessments authorized in NRS 271.010 to 271.360, inclusive, and sections 3 to 15, inclusive, of this act, the governing body may apportion the assessments for a security wall on the basis that all tracts in the subdivision share equally in the cost and maintenance of the project.

Sec. 20. NRS 361.157 is hereby amended to read as follows:

361.157 1. When any real estate or portion of real estate which for any reason is exempt from taxation is leased, loaned or otherwise made available to and used by a natural person, association, partnership or corporation in connection with a business conducted for profit or as a residence, or both, the leasehold interest, possessory interest, beneficial interest or beneficial use of the lessee or user of the property is subject to taxation to the extent the:

(a) Portion of the property leased or used; and

(b) Percentage of time during the fiscal year that the property is leased by the lessee or used by the user, in accordance with NRS 361.2275, can be segregated and identified. The taxable value of the interest or use must be determined in the manner provided in subsection 3 of NRS 361.227 and in accordance with NRS 361.2275.

2. Subsection 1 does not apply to:

(a) Property located upon a public airport, park, market or fairground, or any property owned by a public airport, unless the property owned by the public airport is not located upon the public airport and the property is leased, loaned or otherwise made available for purposes other than for the purposes of a public airport, including, without limitation, residential, commercial or industrial purposes;

(b) Federal property for which payments are made in lieu of taxes in amounts equivalent to taxes which might otherwise be lawfully assessed;
(c) Property of any state-supported educational institution, except any part of such property located within a tax increment area created pursuant to NRS 278C.155;

(d) Property leased or otherwise made available to and used by a natural person, private association, private corporation, municipal corporation, quasi-municipal corporation or a political subdivision under the provisions of the Taylor Grazing Act or by the United States Forest Service or the Bureau of Reclamation of the United States Department of the Interior;

(e) Property of any Indian or of any Indian tribe, band or community which is held in trust by the United States or subject to a restriction against alienation by the United States;

(f) Vending stand locations and facilities operated by persons who are blind under the auspices of the Bureau of Services to Persons Who Are Blind or Visually Impaired of the Rehabilitation Division of the Department of Employment, Training and Rehabilitation, whether or not the property is owned by the federal, state or a local government;

(g) Leases held by a natural person, corporation, association, municipal corporation, quasi-municipal corporation or political subdivision for development of geothermal resources, but only for resources which have not been put into commercial production;

(h) The use of exempt property that is leased, loaned or made available to a public officer or employee, incident to or in the course of public employment;

(i) A parsonage owned by a recognized religious society or corporation when used exclusively as a parsonage;

(j) Property owned by a charitable or religious organization all, or a portion, of which is made available to and is used as a residence by a natural person in connection with carrying out the activities of the organization;

(k) Property owned by a governmental entity and used to provide shelter at a reduced rate to elderly persons or persons having low incomes;

(l) The occasional rental of meeting rooms or similar facilities for periods of less than 30 consecutive days; or

(m) The use of exempt property to provide day care for children if the day care is provided by a nonprofit organization;

(n) Any lease, easement, operating agreement, license, permit or right of entry for any exempt state property granted by the Department or the Regional Transportation Commission of Southern Nevada pursuant to section 45 of this act.

3. Taxes must be assessed to lessees or users of exempt real estate and collected in the same manner as taxes assessed to owners of other real estate, except that taxes due under this section do not become a lien against the property. When due, the taxes constitute a debt due from the lessee or user to the county for which the taxes were assessed and, if unpaid, are recoverable by the county in the proper court of the county.

Sec. 21. NRS 482.2805 is hereby amended to read as follows:
1. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 3, the Department of Motor Vehicles shall not renew the registration of a motor vehicle if a local authority has filed with the Department of Motor Vehicles a notice of nonpayment pursuant to NRS 484B.527, or if the Department of Transportation or a private partner under a public-private partnership has filed a notice of nonpayment pursuant to section 42 of this act, unless, at the time for renewal of the registration, the registered owner of the motor vehicle provides to the Department of Motor Vehicles a receipt issued by the local authority pursuant to NRS 482.2805, or a receipt issued by the Department of Transportation or a private partner under a public-private partnership.

2. If the registered owner provides a receipt to the Department of Motor Vehicles pursuant to subsection 1 and complies with the other requirements of this chapter, the Department of Motor Vehicles shall renew the registration of the motor vehicle.

3. The Department of Motor Vehicles shall renew the registration of a motor vehicle owned by a short-term lessor for which the Department of Motor Vehicles has received a notice of nonpayment pursuant to NRS 484B.527 or section 42 of this act without requiring the short-term lessor to provide a receipt pursuant to subsection 1 if the short-term lessor submits to the Department of Motor Vehicles a certificate issued by a local authority, the Department of Transportation or a private partner under a public-private partnership pursuant to subsection 4.

4. A local authority, the Department of Transportation or a private partner under a public-private partnership shall, upon request, issue to a short-term lessor a certificate which requires the Department of Motor Vehicles to renew the registration of a motor vehicle owned by the short-term lessor without requiring the short-term lessor to provide a receipt pursuant to subsection 1 if the short-term lessor provides the Department of Motor Vehicles with the name, address and number of the driver's license of the short-term lessee who was leasing the vehicle at the time of the violation.

5. Upon the request of the registered owner of a motor vehicle, the Department of Motor Vehicles shall provide a copy of the notice of nonpayment filed with the Department of Motor Vehicles by the local agency pursuant to NRS 484B.527 or the Department of Transportation or a private partner under a public-private partnership pursuant to section 42 of this act.

6. If the registration of a motor vehicle that is identified in a notice of nonpayment filed with the Department of Motor Vehicles by a local authority pursuant to NRS 484B.527 or the Department of Transportation or a private partner under a public-private partnership pursuant to section 42 of this act is not renewed for two consecutive periods of registration, the Department of Motor Vehicles shall delete any records maintained by the Department of Motor Vehicles concerning that notice.
7. The Department of Motor Vehicles may require a local authority to pay a fee for the creation, maintenance or revision of a record of the Department of Motor Vehicles concerning a notice of nonpayment filed with the Department of Motor Vehicles by the local authority pursuant to NRS 484B.527. The Department of Motor Vehicles may require the Department of Transportation or a private partner under a public-private partnership to pay a fee for the creation, maintenance or revision of a record of the Department of Motor Vehicles concerning a notice of nonpayment filed with the Department of Motor Vehicles by the Department of Transportation or a private partner under a public-private partnership pursuant to section 42 of this act. The Department of Motor Vehicles shall, by regulation, establish any fee required by this subsection. Any fees collected by the Department pursuant to this subsection must be:
   (a) Deposited with the State Treasurer for credit to the Motor Vehicle Fund; and
   (b) Allocated to the Department to defray the cost of carrying out the provisions of this section.

Sec. 22. Sections 22 to 52, inclusive, of this act may be cited as the Boulder City Bypass Toll Road Demonstration Project Act. This act shall only apply to the Boulder City Bypass Project and not to any other project of the Commission.

Sec. 23. As used in this act, unless the context otherwise requires, the words and terms defined in sections 24 to 33, inclusive, of this act have the meanings ascribed to them in those sections.

Sec. 24. "Authorized emergency vehicle" has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 484A.020.

Sec. 25. "Commission" means the Regional Transportation Commission of Southern Nevada.

Sec. 26. "Concession" means any lease, ground lease, franchise, easement, permit, right of entry, operating agreement or other binding agreement transferring rights for the use or control, in whole or in part, of the demonstration project by the Commission to a private partner.

Sec. 27. "Demonstration project" means the toll road demonstration project established by the Commission pursuant to section 34 of this act.

Sec. 28. "Motor vehicle" has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 484A.130.

Sec. 29. "Private partner" means a person with whom the Commission enters into a public-private partnership.

Sec. 30. "Public-private partnership" means a contract entered into by the Commission and a private partner under which the private partner:
   1. Assists the Commission in defining a potential project concerning the demonstration project and negotiates terms for potentially carrying out the planning, designing, financing, constructing, improving, maintaining, operating or acquiring rights-of-way for, or any combination thereof, the demonstration project, or any portion thereof; or
2. Assumes responsibility for planning, designing, financing, constructing, improving, maintaining, operating or acquiring rights-of-way for the demonstration project or any portion thereof.

Sec. 31. "Registered owner" means a person whose name appears in the records of the Department of Motor Vehicles as the person to whom a motor vehicle is registered.

Sec. 32. "Toll road" means a highway and appurtenant facilities for which a user must pay a user fee as a condition of use.

Sec. 33. "User fee" means a toll, fee, fare or other similar charge, including, without limitation, any incidental, account maintenance, administrative, credit card or video tolling fee or charge authorized by the Commission or a public-private partnership and imposed on a person for his or her use of a toll road.

Sec. 34. 1. The Commission shall establish a toll road demonstration project in connection with the Boulder City Bypass Project. The demonstration project is a toll road 

(a) Include, without limitation, highways, roads, bridges, on-ramps, off-ramps, direct connectors to or from other highways or arterials, tunnels, connectors to an airport, pavement, shoulders, structures, culverts, curbs, toll gantries and systems, drains, rights-of-way, buildings, communication facilities, equipment appurtenances, lighting, signage, service centers, operations centers, services, personal property and works incidental to, related to or desirable for highway design, construction, improvement, maintenance or operation required, laid out, constructed, improved, maintained or operated for highway purposes.

(b) Include any appurtenant facilities and facilities necessary for financing, connectivity, operations, maintenance, mobility or safety of the demonstration project, which may include tolled and nontolled elements and on- and off-site facilities.

(c) Be developed in one or more phases, through one or more solicitations and with one or more private partners.

2. The Commission may perform such tasks as are necessary and appropriate to plan, finance, design, construct, improve, maintain, operate and acquire rights-of-way for the demonstration project, including, without limitation:

(a) Plan, design, finance, construct, maintain, operate and make such other improvements to existing highways as may be necessary and appropriate to accommodate, develop and own the demonstration project.

(b) Determine the allowable uses of and the goals, standards, specifications and criteria of the demonstration project.

(c) Enter into agreements with any local government or other political subdivision of this State, another state or the Federal Government for
planning, designing, financing, constructing, improving, maintaining, operating and acquiring rights-of-way for the demonstration project.

d) Enter into contracts with a public-private partnership for planning, designing, financing, constructing, improving, maintaining, operating and acquiring rights-of-way for the demonstration project.

e) Retain legal, financial, technical and other consultants to assist the Commission concerning the demonstration project.

f) Secure financial and other assistance for planning, designing, constructing, improving, maintaining, operating and acquiring rights-of-way for the demonstration project.

g) Apply for, accept and expend money from any lawful source, including, without limitation, any public or private funding, loan, grant, line of credit, loan guarantee, credit instrument, private activity bond allocation, credit assistance from the Federal Government or other type of assistance that is available to carry out the demonstration project.

h) Accept from any source any grant, donation, gift or other form of conveyance of land, money, other real or personal property or other thing of value made to the Commission to carry out the demonstration project.

(i) Pay any compensation to which a private partner is entitled, pursuant to the terms of the public-private partnership, upon the termination of the public-private partnership.

(j) Enter into a bond indenture, loan agreement, interest rate swap, financing agreement, security agreement, pledge agreement, credit facility, trust agreement or other financial agreement in connection with the financing of the demonstration project.

3. The demonstration project, whether planned, designed, financed, constructed, improved, maintained or operated by the Commission or private partner, must be and remain:

(a) A public highway;

(b) A public use;

(c) A public facility; and

(d) Owned by the Commission.

4. Before construction of the demonstration project begins, U.S. Highway 93 and U.S. Highway 95 shall be deemed alternate routes to the toll road which do not require a user fee and which accommodate all classes of vehicles. The Commission may establish one or more additional alternate routes to the toll road which do not require a user fee and which can accommodate all types of vehicles that may be accommodated on U.S. Highway 93 and U.S. Highway 95 as of the date that construction of the demonstration project begins.

Sec. 34.5. The Commission and the Department of Transportation shall not:

1. Request the Federal Government to prohibit or otherwise seek to prohibit the use on U.S. Highway 93 or U.S. Highway 95 of any classes of
vehicles which are authorized on those highways as of the effective date of this section; and

2. Exercise any authority delegated to the Commission or the Department to prohibit the use on U.S. Highway 93 or U.S. Highway 95 of any classes of vehicles which are authorized on those highways as of the effective date of this section.

Sec. 35. 1. The Commission may enter into a public-private partnership with one or more private partners for planning, designing, financing, constructing, improving, maintaining, operating or acquiring rights-of-way for the demonstration project. A public-private partnership entered into pursuant to this section may include, without limitation, a concession and must be awarded through one or more solicitations that must include, without limitation, some or all of the requests for qualifications, short-listing of qualified proposers, requests for proposals, negotiations and best and final offers.

2. For any solicitation in which the Commission issues a request for qualifications, request for proposals or similar solicitation for a public-private partnership, the Commission may determine which factors it will consider and, except as otherwise provided in subsection 5, the relative weight of those factors in the evaluation process for the demonstration project to obtain the best value for the Commission.

3. Each request for proposals issued for the demonstration project must require each person submitting a proposal to include with the proposal an executive summary. The executive summary must address the major elements of the proposal but must not include the financial terms of the proposal, the financing plan or other confidential or proprietary information or trade secrets that the person submitting the proposal intends to be exempt from disclosure.

4. The executive summary for each proposal must be released to the public by the Commission.

5. After evaluation of the proposals submitted in response to a request for proposals, the Commission may enter into negotiations with the applicant whose proposal appeared to have the best value to enter into a public-private partnership. In determining the best value, the Commission shall assign a relative weight of 5 percent to an applicant who submits to the Commission a signed affidavit which certifies that, for the planning, design, construction, improvement, maintenance and operation of the demonstration project:

(a) At least \[ \frac{50}{65} \] percent of all workers employed on the demonstration project, including, without limitation, any employees of the applicant, contractor and any subcontractors engaged in the demonstration project will hold a valid driver's license or identification card issued by the Department of Motor Vehicles;

(b) All vehicles used primarily for the demonstration project will be:
(1) Registered and partially apportioned to Nevada pursuant to the International Registration Plan, as adopted by the Department of Motor Vehicles pursuant to NRS 706.826; or

(2) Registered in this State;

(c) At least 65 percent of the design professionals working on the demonstration project, including, without limitation, any employees of the applicant, contractor and any subcontractor engaged on the demonstration project, will have a valid driver's license or identification card issued by the Department of Motor Vehicles;

(d) At least 25 percent of the suppliers of the materials used for the demonstration project will be located in this State unless the Commission requires the acquisition of materials or equipment that cannot be obtained from a supplier located in this State; and

(e) The applicant, contractor and any subcontractor engaged on the demonstration project will maintain and make available for inspection within this State his or her records concerning payroll relating to the demonstration project.

6. If the Commission is unable to negotiate a public-private partnership with the applicant whose proposal appeared to have the best value, upon such terms and conditions that the Commission determines to be in the best interest of the public, the Commission may suspend or terminate negotiations with that applicant. The Commission may then undertake negotiations with the next highest-ranked applicant in sequence until a public-private partnership is entered into or a determination is made by the Commission to reject all applicants that submitted proposals.

7. After the award and execution of the public-private partnership, the Commission shall make available to the applicants and the public the results of the evaluations of proposals and the final rankings of the applicants.

8. Notwithstanding any other law to the contrary, to maximize competition and to obtain the best value for the public, no part of a proposal other than the executive summary may be released or disclosed by the Commission before the award and execution of the public-private partnership and the conclusion of any specified period to protest or otherwise challenge the award, except pursuant to an administrative or judicial order requiring release or disclosure of any part of the proposal.

Sec. 36. 1. A public-private partnership awarded to an applicant who receives a preference in bidding described in subsection 5 of section 35 of this act must:

(a) Include a provision in the public-private partnership that substantially incorporates the requirements of paragraphs (a) to (e), inclusive, of subsection 5 of section 35 of this act; and

(b) Provide that a failure to comply with any requirement of paragraphs (a) to (e), inclusive, of subsection 5 of section 35 of this act is a material breach of the public-private partnership and entitles the Commission to liquidated damages only as provided in subsections 5 and 6.
2. Any contract entered into between a private partner and a contractor engaged on the demonstration project and between a contractor and any subcontractor engaged on the demonstration project must:

(a) Include a provision in the contract that substantially incorporates the requirements of paragraphs (a) to (e), inclusive, of subsection 5 of section 35 of this act; and

(b) Provide that a failure to comply with any requirement of paragraphs (a) to (e), inclusive, of subsection 5 of section 35 of this act is a material breach of the contract.

3. A person or entity who believes that an applicant has obtained a preference in bidding as described in subsection 5 of section 35 of this act but has failed to comply with a requirement of paragraphs (a) to (e), inclusive, of subsection 5 of section 35 of this act may file a written objection with the Commission. A written objection authorized pursuant to this subsection must set forth proof or substantiating evidence to support the belief of the person or entity that the applicant has failed to comply with a requirement of paragraphs (a) to (e), inclusive, of subsection 5 of section 35 of this act.

4. If the Commission receives a written objection pursuant to subsection 3, the Commission shall determine whether the objection is accompanied by the proof or substantiating evidence required pursuant to that subsection. If the Commission determines that the objection is not accompanied by the required proof or substantiating evidence, the Commission shall dismiss the objection. If the Commission determines that the objection is accompanied by the required proof or substantiating evidence or if the Commission determines on its own initiative that proof or substantiating evidence of a failure to comply with a requirement of paragraphs (a) to (e), inclusive, of subsection 5 of section 35 of this act exists, the Commission shall determine whether the applicant has failed to comply with a requirement of paragraphs (a) to (e), inclusive, of subsection 5 of section 35 of this act and the Commission may proceed to award the contract accordingly or, if the contract has already been awarded, seek the remedy authorized in subsection 5.

5. The Commission may recover, by civil action against the party responsible for a failure to comply with a requirement of paragraphs (a) to (e), inclusive, of subsection 5 of section 35 of this act, liquidated damages as described in subsection 6 for a breach of a contract for the demonstration project caused by a failure to comply with a requirement of paragraphs (a) to (e), inclusive, of subsection 5 of section 35 of this act. If the Commission recovers liquidated damages pursuant to this subsection for a breach of a contract for the demonstration project, the Commission shall report to the State Contractors' Board the date of the breach, the name of each entity which breached the contract and the cost of the public-private partnership. The Board shall maintain this information for not less than 6 years. Upon request, the Board shall provide this information to any public body or its authorized representative.
6. If an applicant submits the affidavit described in subsection 1, receives a preference in bidding described in subsection 5 of section 35 of this act and is awarded the public private partnership, the public-private partnership, each contract between the applicant and a contractor or a subcontractor or supplier and each contract between a subcontractor and a subcontractor or supplier must provide that:

(a) If a party to the contract causes a material breach of the contract between the applicant and the Commission as a result of a failure to comply with a requirement of paragraphs (a) to (e), inclusive, of subsection 5 of section 35 of this act, the party is liable to the Commission for liquidated damages in the amount of 10 percent of the cost of the largest contract to which he or she is a party or $50,000, whichever is less;

(b) The right to recover the amount determined pursuant to paragraph (a) by the Commission pursuant to subsection 5 may be enforced by the Commission directly against the party that causes the material breach; and

(c) No other party to the contract is liable to the Commission for liquidated damages.

Sec. 37. 1. The provisions of NRS 338.141 apply to a public-private partnership entered into pursuant to this act.

2. To be eligible as a private partner in connection with a public-private partnership, a private partner must:

(a) Obtain a performance bond, payment bond, letter of credit, parent guarantee or other security acceptable to the Commission, or any combination thereof, as which the Commission may require, determines is adequate to:

(1) Protect the interests of this State and its political subdivisions; and

(2) Ensure completion of the demonstration project without this State or its political subdivisions being liable for any of the direct costs of the demonstration project;

(b) Obtain insurance covering general liability and liability for errors and omissions, in amounts determined by the Commission;

(c) Not have been found liable for breach of contract with respect to a previous project with the Commission, other than a breach for legitimate cause during the 5 years immediately preceding the commencement of the solicitation of the public-private partnership; and

(d) Not have been disqualified from being awarded a contract pursuant to NRS 338.017, 338.13895 or 338.1475.

Sec. 38. Information obtained by or disclosed to the Commission during the procurement or negotiation of a public-private partnership may be kept
confidential until the public-private partnership is executed, except that the Commission may exempt from release any proprietary information obtained by or disclosed to the Commission during the procurement or negotiation.

**Sec. 39.** 1. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 2, notwithstanding any other law to the contrary, a public-private partnership may be for a term of not more than 40 years after the opening of the demonstration project to the public and the commencement of its full operations and collection of revenue.

2. A public-private partnership may be extended:
   (a) As a result of an event in the nature of force majeure;
   (b) As a means to compensate the private partner for events set forth in the public-private partnership that entitle the private partner to compensation; or
   (c) For additional terms upon the mutual agreement of the private partner and the Commission.

**Sec. 40.** 1. A public-private partnership entered into pursuant to this act may include provisions that:

   (a) Authorize the Commission and the private partner to charge, collect, use, enforce and retain user fees, including, without limitation, provisions that:
      (1) Specify the technology to be used in the demonstration project;
      (2) Establish circumstances under which the Commission may receive the revenues or a share of the revenues from such user fees;
      (3) State that the user fees may be collected directly by the Commission, the private partner or by a third party engaged for that purpose;
      (4) Prescribe a formula, indexation or mechanism for the adjustment of user fees during the term of the public-private partnership;
      (5) Allow a variety of strategies to be employed to manage traffic on the demonstration project that the Commission determines are appropriate based on the specific circumstances of the demonstration project; and
      (6) Govern the enforcement of user fees, including, without limitation, provisions for the use of cameras or other mechanisms to ensure that users have paid user fees which are due and provisions that allow the Commission and private partner to request information from relevant databases, including, without limitation, databases of the Department of Motor Vehicles, pursuant to the provisions of NRS 481.063, for enforcement purposes. The Commission may impose a civil penalty of not more than $10,000 per violation for misuse of the data contained in such databases, including, without limitation, negligence in securing the data properly. Any civil penalty collected pursuant to this subparagraph must be deposited in the State General Fund.

   (b) Allow for payments to be made by the Commission to the private partner, including, without limitation, periodic payments, construction payments, payments for attaining milestones, progress payments, payments based on availability or other performance-based payments, payments relating to events for which the public-private partnership requires payment
of compensation and payments relating to or arising out of the termination of the public-private partnership.

(c) Allow the Commission to accept payments of money from, and share revenues with, the private partner. The Commission shall deposit such money in the State Highway Fund.

(d) Address the manner in which the Commission and the private partner will share management of the risks of the demonstration project.

(e) Specify the manner in which the Commission and the private partner will share the costs of any development of the demonstration project.

(f) Allocate financial responsibility for any costs that exceed the amount specified in the public-private partnership.

(g) Establish applicable liquidated or stipulated damages to be assessed for nonperformance by the private partner.

(h) Establish performance measurements, as described in section 41 of this act, or incentives, or both.

(i) Address the acquisition of rights-of-way and other property interests that may be required for the demonstration project, including, without limitation, provisions that address the exercise of eminent domain by the Commission in the manner authorized pursuant to NRS 277A.250 and chapter 37 of NRS.

(j) Establish recordkeeping, accounting and auditing standards to be used for the project.

(k) Upon termination of the public-private partnership, address responsibility for repair, rehabilitation, reconstruction or renovations that are required for the demonstration project to meet all applicable standards set forth in the public-private partnership upon reversion of the demonstration project to the Commission.

(l) Provide for security and law enforcement.

(m) Identify any specifications of the Commission that must be satisfied, including, without limitation, provisions allowing the private partner to request and receive authorization to deviate from the specifications on making a showing satisfactory to the Commission.

(n) Specify remedies available and procedures for dispute resolution, including, without limitation, the right of the private partner to institute legal proceedings to obtain an enforceable judgment or award against the Commission in the event of a default by the Commission and procedures for the use of dispute review boards, mediation, facilitated negotiation, nonbinding and binding arbitration and other alternative dispute resolution procedures.

2. A public-private partnership entered into pursuant to this act must contain a provision by which the private partner expressly agrees to be barred from seeking injunctive or other equitable relief to delay, prevent or otherwise hinder the Commission from developing or constructing a facility which was planned at the time the public-private partnership was executed and which may impact the revenue that the private partner derives from the
demonstration project developed under the public-private partnership. The public-private partnership may provide for reasonable compensation to the private partner for the adverse effect on revenue from the demonstration project developed under the public-private partnership resulting from the development or construction of another facility by the Commission.

Sec. 41. 1. If the Commission enters into a public-private partnership pursuant to this act, the Commission:

(a) Shall adopt, establish or include in the public-private partnership a schedule of user fees or a methodology for establishing the user fees that may be charged by the Commission or a private partner for the use of the demonstration project, which may include, without limitation, provisions for adjusting the user fees based on the types of motor vehicle, time of day, traffic conditions or other factors determined necessary by the Commission or a private partner to implement, finance or improve the performance of the demonstration project. A schedule of user fees or methodology for establishing user fees to be included in the public-private partnership must be adopted or established by the Commission at a public hearing held in compliance with chapter 241 of NRS.

(b) Shall, consistent with the provisions of section 42 of this act, establish or provide in the public-private partnership for the establishment of administrative fines, late charges and other penalties for any person who violates any regulation or rule governing the use of the demonstration project or who fails to pay a user fee.

(c) In addition to the exemptions provided in subsection 2, may establish or provide in the public-private partnership for exemptions from the payment of a user fee.

(d) Shall adopt a plan for measuring the performance of the private partner subject to the approval of the Department of Transportation, and, in the event of any unexcused failure by the private partner to meet such performance measurements, provide for the rights and remedies of the Commission.

2. The following motor vehicles are exempt from any user fee established by the Commission:

(a) A vehicle owned or operated by this State or any of its political subdivisions.

(b) A transit bus or vanpool vehicle owned or operated by an agency or political subdivision of this State or of the United States, to the extent that such vehicles are exempted pursuant to an agreement between the agency or political subdivision and the Commission or a private partner.

(c) An authorized emergency vehicle if the person operating it is:

(1) Responding to an emergency and its emergency lights are in use; or

(2) Enforcing traffic laws.

(d) A vehicle used to provide maintenance of the demonstration project.

(e) A vehicle that is exempt pursuant to the terms of a public-private partnership.
3. Not less frequently than once each calendar year, the Commission shall review any fee schedule established pursuant to this section and any adjustments to the fee schedule made by the Commission or a private partner to determine whether the user fees effectively manage travel times, speed and reliability with regard to the demonstration project. The Commission shall review and, if applicable, make any necessary adjustments at a public hearing held in compliance with chapter 241 of NRS.

4. The Commission or a private partner may use any method it determines appropriate to collect a user fee, including, without limitation, the issuance of invoices, prepayment requirements and the use of an electronic, video or automated collection system. An electronic, video or automated collection system may be used to verify payment or to charge the user fee to the:

   (a) Account of a person whose vehicle is equipped with a transponder approved by the Commission or other automated payment technology approved by the Commission;
   (b) Account of a person who otherwise registers to use the demonstration project in accordance with the policies and procedures established by the Commission or set forth in the public-private partnership; or
   (c) Registered owner.

5. The name, address, other personal identifying information and trip data of a user is confidential, and the Commission, a private partner, consultant, contractor or representative thereof shall not release, sell or distribute such information without the express written consent of the user, except that the Commission or a private partner may release such information:

   (a) As is necessary to collect a user fee and enforce any penalty for a violation of this act or any policies and procedures established pursuant thereto or set forth in the public-private partnership; and
   (b) To a law enforcement agency pursuant to a subpoena.

6. The Commission or a private partner may solicit and contract with any person to provide services relating to the collection of a user fee.

7. The Commission shall establish a privacy policy regarding the collection and use of personal identifying information pursuant to this section. The policy must include, without limitation, provisions requiring that:

   (a) Except as otherwise provided in paragraph (b), any personal identifying information used to collect and enforce user fees be destroyed not later than 30 days after the person has paid the user fee and any administrative fines, late fees or other penalties and charges imposed;
   (b) Any personal identifying information collected for the establishment of an account for the use of an automated collection system be:

      (1) Stored longer than 30 days only if the information is required to perform account functions, including, without limitation, billing and other activities directly related to the use of the account; and
(2) Destroyed within 30 days after receiving written notice that the person who established the account wants to close the account; and

(c) Each person establishing an account for use in an automated collection system be provided a copy, in a clear and conspicuous manner, of the privacy policy required by this subsection and all other applicable privacy laws.

Sec. 42. 1. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 3, a registered owner who fails to pay a user fee is subject to an administrative fine for nonpayment and is liable to the Commission or private partner for the payment of the user fee, the administrative fine and any additional charges or penalties prescribed by the Commission or set forth in the public-private partnership.

2. If a driver or registered owner fails to pay a user fee, the Commission or private partner shall provide notice of nonpayment to the registered owner. The notice must describe the claimed nonpayment and the amount due, including any additional charges, administrative fines or penalties, and explain that the registered owner must, within 20 days after receiving the notice, pay the full amount due or contest the claim in the manner described in the notice. A registered owner who does not pay the full amount due or contest the claim within 20 days after receiving the notice may not challenge the claim in any proceeding or action brought by the Commission or the private partner.

3. A short-term lessor of a motor vehicle that is the registered owner is not liable to the Commission or a private partner for any failure to pay a user fee arising out of the use of a rented motor vehicle during any period in which the motor vehicle is not in the possession of the lessor if, within 45 days after receiving the written notice from the Commission or private partner, the lessor provides to the Commission or private partner the name, address, driver's license number and other identifying information of the person to whom the motor vehicle was rented at the time of the use of the demonstration project. If the lessor provides such information, the person to whom the motor vehicle was rented at the time of the use of the demonstration project is liable for the user fee or administrative fee, or both, and any late charges or other penalties or charges resulting from the failure to pay the user fee.

4. The Commission or a private partner may use a photo-monitoring, video, image capture or other automated or technology-based enforcement and collections system to detect the failure of a motor vehicle to register payment of the required user fee, to detect the failure of the driver or registered owner to pay a user fee or to verify and assess the payment of a user fee. The data, including photographs, images, videotapes and other vehicle and owner information generated and obtained by the system, may be used to establish the nonpayment of the user fee and to enforce collection of the user fee and any administrative fines, late charges and other penalties or charges imposed pursuant to the public-private partnership. The Commission or private partner shall not use the information for any other purpose.
5. If the registered owner fails to respond to the notice described in subsection 2, the Commission or private partner may file a notice of nonpayment with the Department of Motor Vehicles. The notice must include:
   (a) The place, time and date of the use of the demonstration project which, through nonpayment of user fees, administrative fees, late charges or other penalties or charges, constitutes a violation;
   (b) The number of the license plate and the make and model year of the motor vehicle; and
   (c) The total amount owed the Commission or private partner for the violation.
6. Upon receipt of the notice described in subsection 5, the Department of Motor Vehicles shall place a hold on the renewal of the registration of the motor vehicle described in the notice pursuant to the provisions of NRS 482.2805.
7. In addition to any administrative fine, late charge or other penalty or charge for nonpayment of a user fee established pursuant to the public-private partnership which is payable to the Commission or a private partner, the Department of Motor Vehicles may impose an additional administrative fee of not more than $15 upon any person who applies for the renewal of the registration of a motor vehicle subject to a hold pursuant to this section.
8. The Department of Motor Vehicles shall work cooperatively with the Commission and any private partner to establish a timely and efficient manner for providing the motor vehicle registration of the registered owner, pursuant to the provisions of NRS 481.063, to the Commission and any private partner for the purposes of collecting and enforcing any user fees and any administrative fines, late charges and other penalties imposed pursuant to this act.

Sec. 43. 1. All money that is received and is to be retained by the Commission pursuant to a public-private partnership in connection with the demonstration project that is derived from the imposition of any charge with respect to the operation of any motor vehicle upon any public highway in this State must be deposited in the State Highway Fund and, except for costs of administration, must be used exclusively for the design, construction, operation, maintenance, financing and repair of the public highways of this State. The money must first be used to defray the obligations of the Commission under the public-private partnership, including, without limitation, the costs of administration, design, construction, operation, maintenance, financing and repair of the demonstration project.
2. Any other money received by the Commission pursuant to this act or any policies or procedures established by the Commission or set forth in the public-private partnership must be deposited in the State Highway Fund and accounted for separately. The interest and income on the money in the
account, after deducting any applicable charges, must be credited to the account. The money in the account may be used for:

(a) The payment of the costs of planning, designing, financing, constructing, improving, maintaining, operating or acquiring rights-of-way for the demonstration project;

(b) The payment of the costs of administering the demonstration project and enforcing the collection of user fees;

(c) Satisfaction of any obligations of the Commission pursuant to a public-private partnership; and

(d) The costs of administration, construction, maintenance and repair of the public highways located in Clark County.

Sec. 44. 1. The demonstration project and any property improvement determined by the Commission to be necessary or desirable therefor may, as determined by the Commission be financed:

(a) By the private partner using its own funds or obtaining funds in any lawful manner for that entity.

(b) By the issuance of revenue bonds or notes of the Commission which are payable from and secured by:

(1) Revenues from the demonstration project, including, without limitation, user fees and payments established, due and collected pursuant to sections 41 and 42 of this act, other than subsection 7 of section 42 of this act;

(2) Payments from the Commission to the private partner pursuant to a public-private partnership;

(3) Payments from the private partner as described in section 43 of this act;

(4) Guarantees or other forms of financial assistance from the private partner or any other person;

(5) Any grants, donations or other sources of funding mentioned in paragraph (f), (g) or (h) of subsection 2 of section 34 of this act, if use of the money to pay and secure the payment of the principal of and interest on those bonds or notes is consistent with and not prohibited by the instrument, law or regulation under which the money is received;

(6) Interest or other gain accruing on any of the money deposited in the State Highway Fund pursuant to section 43 of this act; and

(7) Any combination thereof,

as described in the resolution authorizing the issuance of the bonds or notes. The bonds or notes may have a maturity of up to 40 years after the date of issuance. Any bonds or notes authorized by this paragraph are special, limited obligations of the Commission payable solely from the revenues specifically pledged to the payment of those obligations, as specified in the resolution for the issuance of the bonds or notes, and shall never be a debt of the State under Section 3 of Article 9 of the Constitution of the State of Nevada.
(c) By the issuance of revenue bonds or notes of the Commission, to finance the demonstration project directly or by making a loan to the private partner, pursuant to a financing agreement entered into between the Commission and the private partner to secure the bonds or notes and provide for their payment. Any bonds or notes issued under this paragraph must be solely payable from and secured by payments made by and property of and other security provided by the private partner, including, without limitation, any payments made to the private partner by the Commission pursuant to the public-private partnership. Any bonds or notes issued pursuant to this paragraph may have a maturity of up to 40 years from the date of issuance. Any bonds or notes authorized by this paragraph are special, limited obligations of the Commission payable solely from the revenues specifically pledged to the payment of those obligations, as specified in the resolution for the issuance of bonds or notes, and shall never be a debt of the State under Section 3 of Article 9 of the Constitution of the State of Nevada.

(d) By the issuance of private activity bonds or notes of the Commission or other eligible issuer, to finance the demonstration project directly or by making a loan to the private partner, pursuant to a financing agreement entered into between the Commission and the private partner for the purpose of securing the bonds or notes and providing for their payment. Any bonds or notes issued pursuant to this paragraph must be payable solely from and secured by payments made by and property of and other security provided by the private partner, including, without limitation, any payments made to the private partner by the Commission pursuant to the public-private partnership. Any bonds or notes issued pursuant to this paragraph may have a maturity of up to 40 years from the date of issuance. Any bonds or notes authorized by this paragraph are special, limited obligations of the Commission payable solely from the revenues specifically pledged to the payment of those obligations, as specified in the resolution for the issuance of the bonds or notes, and shall never be a debt of the State under Section 3 of Article 9 of the Constitution of the State of Nevada.

(e) By any loan, grant, line of credit, loan guarantee, credit instrument, private activity bond allocation, credit assistance from the Federal Government or other type of assistance that is available to carry out the demonstration project.

(f) With any grant, donation, gift or other form of conveyance of land, money or other real or personal property or other thing of value made to the Commission to carry out the demonstration project.

(g) With legally available money from any other source, including a source described in paragraph (f), (g) or (h) of subsection 2 of section 34 of this act, or from user fees.

(h) By any combination of paragraphs (a) to (g), inclusive.

2. If so determined by the Commission, any bonds or notes issued as described in paragraph (b) of subsection 1 may also be payable from and secured by taxes which are credited to the State Highway Fund and which
would not cause the bonds or notes to create a public debt under the provisions of Section 3 of Article 9 of the Constitution of the State of Nevada. In addition, the Commission may pledge those taxes to and use those taxes for the payment of any of its obligations under a public-private partnership.

Sec. 45. 1. The Commission may acquire, condemn or hold real property and related appurtenances under fee title, lease, easement, dedication or license for the demonstration project. The Commission may grant to a private partner a lease, easement, operating agreement, license, permit or right of entry for such real property and related appurtenances, and such grant and use shall be deemed for all purposes:

(a) A public use;
(b) A public facility; and
(c) A public highway.

2. The real property and related appurtenances, or the use thereof, that are granted by the Commission to the private partner shall be exempt from all real property and ad valorem taxes.

3. The Department of Transportation shall assist the Commission in any way necessary for the Commission to carry out the provisions of this section, including, without limitation, granting to the Commission or a private partner a lease, easement, operating agreement, license, permit or right of entry.

Sec. 46. Notwithstanding any specific statute to the contrary, a private partner is exempt from any assessment on property:

1. Which the Department of Transportation or the Commission owns or acquires or in which the Department or the Commission has a possessory interest;

2. Which the Department or the Commission provides to the private partner pursuant to a public-private partnership; and

3. On which the demonstration project is located.

Sec. 47. 1. A private partner who enters into a contract for construction work pursuant to a public-private partnership shall:

(a) Award contracts using competitive bidding in accordance with the provisions of chapter 338 of NRS, and solely for the purposes of those provisions regarding competitive bidding, the demonstration project shall be deemed to be a public work and the private partner shall be deemed to be a public body awarding the contracts for the demonstration project; and

(b) Pay the prevailing wage required pursuant to NRS 338.013 to 338.090, inclusive, and solely for the purposes of those provisions, the demonstration project shall be deemed to be a party to the contract and to be the public body advertising for bids for the demonstration project and awarding the construction contract for the demonstration project.
2. Nothing in this section requires the Commission to use competitive bidding in accordance with the provisions of chapter 338 of NRS to award a public-private partnership to a private partner.

Sec. 47.5. 1. In addition to complying with the provisions of section 47 of this act, a private partner who enters into a contract for construction work pursuant to a public-private partnership shall:
   (a) Advertise for at least 7 calendar days for bids on each contract for the performance of any portion of the construction work for the public-private partnership;
   (b) At least 2 business days before the first day of that advertisement, provide notice of that advertisement to the Commission, the Board of County Commissioners of Clark County, the City Council of the City of Las Vegas and the City Council of the City of Boulder City;
   (c) Make available to all prospective bidders on the contract a written set of plans and specifications for the pertinent work; and
   (d) Provide public notice of the name and address of each person who submits a bid on the contract.

2. If the Commission, the Board of County Commissioners of Clark County, the City Council of the City of Las Vegas or the City Council of the City of Boulder City receives a notice of an advertisement for bids pursuant to paragraph (b) of subsection 1, the Commission, Board or City Council:
   (a) Shall, upon such receipt, post notice of the advertisement on an Internet website maintained by the Commission, county or city; and
   (b) May otherwise provide notice of the advertisement to local trade organizations and the general public.

3. The Commission shall ensure that the private partner complies with the provisions of subsection 1.

Sec. 48. 1. The Commission may include authority in a public-private partnership or otherwise authorize a private partner to remove any encroachments or relocate any utility from the right-of-way of the demonstration project. The Commission may incorporate the costs of such removal or relocation into the public-private partnership.

2. A utility may not be required to pay any costs related to removing or relocating any property of the utility pursuant to subsection 1.

Sec. 49. To the extent practicable, the provisions of this act are intended to supplement other statutory provisions governing the administration of highways in this State, and such other provisions must be given effect to the extent that those provisions do not conflict with the provisions of this act. If there is a conflict between such other provisions and the provisions of this act, the provisions of this act control.

Sec. 50. 1. On or before February 1 of each year, the Commission shall prepare a written report concerning the demonstration project. The report must include, without limitation:
   (a) The current status of the demonstration project.
(b) The amount of user fees collected by the Commission and any private partners.

c) The amount of money received by the Commission in connection with the demonstration project from sources other than user fees.

d) The amount paid by the Commission under any public-private partnership.

e) An assessment of the compliance by a private partner with the performance measurements set forth in the public-private partnership pursuant to sections 41 and 42 of this act.

(f) Such other information as the Commission determines appropriate.

2. On or before February 1 of each even-numbered year, the Regional Transportation Commission of Southern Nevada shall submit the report prepared pursuant to subsection 1 to the Legislative Commission. On or before February 1 of each odd-numbered year, the Regional Transportation Commission of Southern Nevada shall submit the report to the Director of the Legislative Counsel Bureau for transmittal to the next regular session of the Legislature.

Sec. 51. Upon completion of the demonstration project, the Commission shall:

1. Subject to review by the Department of Transportation, conduct a cost-benefit analysis of the demonstration project; or

2. Request that the Department of Transportation conduct a cost-benefit analysis of the demonstration project.

The Commission shall submit the analysis to the Director of the Legislative Counsel Bureau for transmittal to the next regular session of the Legislature.

Sec. 52. 1. In addition to the requirements of section 50 of this act, the Regional Transportation Commission of Southern Nevada shall report on the status of the demonstration project to the Legislative Commission and the Interim Finance Committee. The report must include, without limitation:

(a) The current status of the demonstration project.

(b) The amount of user fees collected by the Regional Transportation Commission of Southern Nevada and any private partners.

c) The amount of money received by the Regional Transportation Commission of Southern Nevada in connection with the demonstration project from sources other than user fees.

(d) The amount paid by the Regional Transportation Commission of Southern Nevada under any public-private partnership.

(e) Such other information as the Legislative Commission or the Interim Finance Committee determines appropriate.

2. The report required pursuant to subsection 1 must be submitted at least quarterly and at such other times as the Legislative Commission or the Interim Finance Committee may require.

Sec. 53. The provisions of NRS 354.599 do not apply to any additional expenses of a local government that are related to the provisions of this act.
Sec. 54. 1. This section and sections 1 and 34.5 of this act become effective upon passage and approval.

2. Sections 2 to 34, inclusive, and 35 to 53, inclusive, of this act become effective on July 1, 2011.

Senator Hardy moved the adoption of the amendment.
Remarks by Senator Hardy.
Senator Hardy requested that his remarks be entered in the Journal.

Senate Bill No. 506, as amended, would allow for a bond reserve account to be made in a school district, which will affect, predominantly, Washoe County and would allow Washoe County to do bonding for renovation of schools.

There is a portion of the bill that deals with the local improvement districts, which has been stalled in southern Nevada. It will address them and allow them to get back on track.

In this bill there is an opportunity to create a public-private partnership and an opportunity to build a road around Boulder City.

Amendment adopted.
Bill ordered reprinted, engrossed and to third reading.

MOTIONS, RESOLUTIONS AND NOTICES

Senator Wiener moved that Assembly Bill No. 331 be taken from the General File and placed on the Secretary's desk.
Motion carried.

GENERAL FILE AND THIRD READING

Assembly Bill No. 560.
Bill read third time.
The following amendment was proposed by the Committee on Finance:
Amendment No. 983.
"SUMMARY—Makes various changes relating to the compensation and benefits of state employees. (BDR 23-1158)"

"AN ACT relating to state employees; eliminating the required payment of a state employee at the rate of time and one-half for working on a holiday; continuing the temporary suspension of the semiannual payment of longevity pay and merit pay increases for state employees; and providing other matters properly relating thereto."

Legislative Counsel's Digest:

Existing law provides, in addition to paying state employees on state holidays, for payment at the rate of time and one-half for employees who work on a holiday. (NAC 284.256) Section 1 of this bill eliminates this premium for working on a holiday.

Existing law provides for a plan to encourage continuity of service in State Government, under which semiannual payments are made to state employees rated standard or better with 8 years or more of continuous service, commonly known as "longevity pay." (NRS 284.177) Existing law also provides for state employees who are rated standard or better and have not attained the top step of their grade to receive a merit pay increase annually. (NRS 284.175, 284.335; NAC 284.194) Those semiannual payments and
merit pay increases were temporarily suspended by the Legislature in 2009 for the 2009-2011 biennium. (Chapter 276, Statutes of Nevada 2009, p. 1164-65, as amended by chapter 465, Statutes of Nevada 2009, p. 2642-43) **Section 5** of this bill continues the suspension of those payments and increases for the next 2 fiscal years.

**THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEVADA, REPRESENTED IN SENATE AND ASSEMBLY, DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS:**

**Section 1.** NRS 284.180 is hereby amended to read as follows:

284.180  1. The Legislature declares that since uniform salary and wage rates and classifications are necessary for an effective and efficient personnel system, the pay plan must set the official rates applicable to all positions in the classified service, but the establishment of the pay plan in no way limits the authority of the Legislature relative to budgeted appropriations for salary and wage expenditures.

2. Credit for overtime work directed or approved by the head of an agency or the representative of the head of the agency must be earned at the rate of time and one-half, except for those employees described in NRS 284.148.

3. Except as otherwise provided in subsections 4, 6, 7 and 9, overtime is considered time worked in excess of:
   (a) Eight hours in 1 calendar day;
   (b) Eight hours in any 16-hour period; or
   (c) A 40-hour week.

4. Firefighters who choose and are approved for a 24-hour shift shall be deemed to work an average of 56 hours per week and 2,912 hours per year, regardless of the actual number of hours worked or on paid leave during any biweekly pay period. A firefighter so assigned is entitled to receive 1/26 of the firefighter's annual salary for each biweekly pay period. In addition, overtime must be considered time worked in excess of:
   (a) Twenty-four hours in one scheduled shift; or
   (b) Fifty-three hours average per week during one work period for those hours worked or on paid leave.

   The appointing authority shall designate annually the length of the work period to be used in determining the work schedules for such firefighters. In addition to the regular amount paid such a firefighter for the deemed average of 56 hours per week, the firefighter is entitled to payment for the hours which comprise the difference between the 56-hour average and the overtime threshold of 53 hours average at a rate which will result in the equivalent of overtime payment for those hours.

5. The Commission shall adopt regulations to carry out the provisions of subsection 4.

6. For employees who choose and are approved for a variable workday, overtime will be considered only after working 40 hours in 1 week.

7. Employees who are eligible under the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, 29 U.S.C. §§ 201 et seq., to work a variable 80-hour work schedule
within a biweekly pay period and who choose and are approved for such a work schedule will be considered eligible for overtime only after working 80 hours biweekly, except those eligible employees who are approved for overtime in excess of one scheduled shift of 8 or more hours per day.

8. An agency may experiment with innovative workweeks upon the approval of the head of the agency and after majority consent of the affected employees. The affected employees are eligible for overtime only after working 40 hours in a workweek.

9. This section does not supersede or conflict with existing contracts of employment for employees hired to work 24 hours a day in a home setting. Any future classification in which an employee will be required to work 24 hours a day in a home setting must be approved in advance by the Commission.

10. All overtime must be approved in advance by the appointing authority or the designee of the appointing authority. No officer or employee, other than a director of a department or the chair of a board, commission or similar body, may authorize overtime for himself or herself. The chair of a board, commission or similar body must approve in advance all overtime worked by members of the board, commission or similar body.

11. The Budget Division of the Department of Administration shall review all overtime worked by employees of the Executive Department to ensure that overtime is held to a minimum. The Budget Division shall report quarterly to the State Board of Examiners the amount of overtime worked in the quarter within the various agencies of the State.

12. A state employee is entitled to his or her normal rate of pay for working on a legal holiday unless the employee is entitled to payment for overtime pursuant to this section and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto. This payment is in addition to any payment provided for by regulation for working on a legal holiday.

Sec. 2. (Deleted by amendment.)
Sec. 3. (Deleted by amendment.)
Sec. 4. (Deleted by amendment.)
Sec. 5. 1. The four semiannual payments to which a state employee would otherwise be entitled pursuant to NRS 284.177 must not be made during the period beginning on July 1, 2011, and ending on June 30, 2013. For the purposes of payments made pursuant to NRS 284.177 on or after July 1, 2013, any service during that 2-year period must be considered in determining the length of continuous service of an employee, but an employee is not entitled to semiannual payments that would otherwise have been made during the period during which the semiannual payments are suspended.

2. No merit pay increases to which a state employee would otherwise be entitled pursuant to chapter 284 of NRS and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto may be granted during the period beginning on July 1, 2011, and ending on June 30, 2013. For the purposes of merit pay increases granted on
or after July 1, 2013, an employee is not entitled to any increases that would otherwise have been granted during that period.

Sec. 6. This act becomes effective on July 1, 2011.

Senator Horsford moved the adoption of the amendment.
Remarks by Senator Horsford.
Senator Horsford requested that his remarks be entered in the Journal.

Assembly Bill No. 560, as amended, provides that State employees will no longer be entitled to receive payment at a rate of time and one half for working on a holiday unless the employee is otherwise entitled to payment for overtime.

This bill also temporarily suspends four semi-annual longevity payments and all merit pay salary increases to State employees who would otherwise be entitled to the payments and salary increases during the upcoming biennium.

This measure becomes effective on July 1, 2011.

Amendment adopted.
Bill ordered reprinted, re-engrossed and to third reading.

Assembly Bill No. 578.
Bill read third time.

The following amendment was proposed by the Committee on Legislative Operations and Elections:

Amendment No. 976.
"SUMMARY—Revises the interim committee structure of the Legislature. (BDR 17-942)"

"AN ACT relating to the Legislature; providing for the establishment of Joint Interim Standing Committees of the Legislature; specifying the powers and duties of the Joint Interim Standing Committees; repealing various statutory committees; assigning certain powers and duties of repealed statutory committees to the Joint Interim Standing Committees; making various other changes relating to interim legislative activity; and providing other matters properly relating thereto."

Legislative Counsel's Digest:
Existing law establishes various committees on which Legislators serve throughout the biennium. (Chapter 218E of NRS, NRS 176.0123, 439B.200, 459.0085, 482.367004) This bill would repeal several of those committees and establish Joint Interim Standing Committees that parallel standing committees established by the Legislature during its biennial regular sessions. Section 5 of this bill establishes the Joint Interim Standing Committees and specifies their structure. Section 6 of this bill provides for meetings of the Committees. Section 7 of this bill authorizes Committees to review matters within the jurisdiction of their corresponding standing committees and to conduct studies directed by the Legislature and the Legislative Commission, and requires the Committees to report to each session of the Legislature. Section 62 of this bill transfers the responsibilities of the Commission on Special License Plates to the Joint Interim Standing Committee on Transportation. Section 64 of this bill repeals the statutory...
subcommittees of the Advisory Commission on the Administration of Justice, the Legislative Committee on Public Lands, the Legislative Committee for the Review and Oversight of the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency and the Marlette Lake Water System, the Legislative Committee on Education, the Legislative Committee on Child Welfare and Juvenile Justice, the Legislative Committee on Senior Citizens, Veterans and Adults with Special Needs, the Legislative Committee on Health Care and the Committee on High-Level Radioactive Waste.

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEVADA, REPRESENTED IN SENATE AND ASSEMBLY, DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS:

Section 1. NRS 218D.130 is hereby amended to read as follows:

218D.130 1. On July 1 preceding each regular session of the Legislature, and each week thereafter until the adjournment of the Legislature sine die, the Legislative Counsel shall prepare a list of all requests received by the Legislative Counsel, for the preparation of measures to be submitted to the Legislature. The requests must be listed numerically by a unique serial number which must be assigned to the measures by the Legislative Counsel for the purposes of identification in the order that the Legislative Counsel received the requests. Except as otherwise provided in subsections 3 and 4, the list must only contain the name of each requester, the date and a brief summary of the request.

2. The Legislative Counsel Bureau shall make copies of the list available to the public for a reasonable sum fixed by the Director of the Legislative Counsel Bureau.

3. In preparing the list, the Legislative Counsel shall, if a standing or special committee of the Legislature, including a Joint Interim Standing Committee, requests a measure on behalf of a Legislator or organization, include the name of the standing or special committee and the name of the Legislator or organization on whose behalf the measure was originally requested.

4. Upon the request of a Legislator who has requested the preparation of a measure, the Legislative Counsel shall add the name of one or more Legislators from either or both Houses of the Legislature as joint requesters. The Legislative Counsel shall not add the name of a joint requester to the list until the Legislative Counsel has received confirmation of the joint request from the primary requester of the measure and from the Legislator to be added as a joint requester. The Legislative Counsel shall remove the name of a joint requester upon receipt of a request to do so made by the primary requester or the joint requester. The names must appear on the list in the order in which the names were received by the Legislative Counsel beginning with the primary requester. The Legislative Counsel shall not act upon the direction of a joint requester to withdraw the requested measure or modify its substance until the Legislative Counsel has received confirmation of the withdrawal or modification from the primary requester.
5. If the primary requester of a measure will not be returning to the Legislature for the legislative session in which the measure is to be considered, the primary requester may authorize a Legislator who will be serving during that session to become the primary sponsor of the measure, either individually or as the chair on behalf of a standing committee. If the Legislator who will be serving during that session agrees to become or have the committee become the primary sponsor of the measure, that Legislator shall notify the Legislative Counsel of that fact. Upon receipt of such notification, the Legislative Counsel shall list the name of that Legislator or the name of the committee as the primary requester of the measure on the list.

6. For the purposes of all limitations on the number of legislative measures that may be requested by a Legislator, a legislative measure with joint requesters must only be counted as a request of the primary requester.

Sec. 2. NRS 218D.160 is hereby amended to read as follows:

218D.160 1. The Chair of the Legislative Commission may request the drafting of not more than 15 legislative measures before the commencement of a regular legislative session, with the approval of the Commission, which relate to the affairs of the Legislature or its employees, including measures requested by the legislative staff.

2. The Chair of the Interim Finance Committee may request the drafting of not more than 10 legislative measures before the commencement of a regular legislative session, with the approval of the Committee, which relate to matters within the scope of the Committee.

3. Except as otherwise provided by a specific statute, joint rule or concurrent resolution of the Legislature:

(a) A Joint Interim Standing Committee may request the drafting of not more than 10 legislative measures which relate to matters within the scope of the Committee.

(b) Any other legislative committee created by a statute, other than an interim legislative committee, may request the drafting of not more than 10 legislative measures which relate to matters within the scope of the committee.

(c) An interim committee which conducts a study or investigation may request the drafting of not more than 5 legislative measures which relate to matters within the scope of the study or investigation, except that such a committee or subcommittee may request the drafting of additional legislative measures if the Legislative Commission approves each additional request by a majority vote.

(d) Any other committee established by the Legislature which conducts an interim legislative study or investigation may request the drafting of not more than 5 legislative measures which relate to matters within the scope of the study or investigation.
Except as otherwise provided in NRS 218E.205, measures authorized pursuant to this subsection must be submitted to the Legislative Counsel on or before September 1 preceding the commencement of a regular session of the Legislature unless the Legislative Commission authorizes submitting a request after that date.

4. Each request made pursuant to this section must be on a form prescribed by the Legislative Counsel.

Sec. 3. Chapter 218E of NRS is hereby amended by adding thereto the provisions set forth as sections 4 to 9, inclusive, of this act.

Sec. 4. As used in sections 4 to 9, inclusive, of this act, "Committee" means a Joint Interim Standing Committee created pursuant to section 5 of this act.

Sec. 5. 1. There are hereby created the following Joint Interim Standing Committees of the Legislature:
  (a) Commerce, Labor and Energy;
  (b) Education;
  (c) Government Affairs;
  (d) Health and Human Services;
  (e) Judiciary;
  (f) Legislative Operations and Elections;
  (g) Natural Resources, Agriculture and Mining;
  (h) Revenue and Taxation; and
  (i) Transportation.

2. Each Committee consists of eight regular members and five alternate members. As soon as is practicable following the adjournment of each regular session of the Legislature:
   (a) The Speaker of the Assembly shall appoint five members of the Assembly as regular members of each Committee and three members of the Assembly as alternate members of each Committee.
   (b) The Majority Leader of the Senate shall appoint three Senators as regular members of each Committee and two Senators as alternate members of each Committee.

3. Before making their respective appointments, the Speaker of the Assembly and the Majority Leader of the Senate shall consult so that, to the extent practicable:
   (a) At least five regular members appointed to each Committee served on the corresponding standing committee or committees during the preceding regular session of the Legislature.
   (b) Not more than five regular members appointed to each Committee are members of the same political party and at least one regular member and one alternate member appointed from each House of the Legislature to each Committee are members of a different political party than the appointing authority.

4. The Legislative Commission shall select the Chair and Vice Chair of each Committee from among the members of the Committee. The Chair
must be appointed from one House of the Legislature and the Vice Chair from the other House. The position of Chair must alternate each biennium between the Houses of the Legislature. Each of those officers holds the position until a successor is appointed following the next regular session of the Legislature. If a vacancy occurs in the position of Chair or Vice Chair, the vacancy must be filled in the same manner as the original selection for the remainder of the unexpired term.

5. The membership of any member of a Committee who does not become a candidate for reelection or who is defeated for reelection terminates on the day next after the general election. The Speaker designate of the Assembly or the Majority Leader designate of the Senate, as the case may be, may appoint a member to fill the vacancy for the remainder of the unexpired term.

6. Vacancies on a Committee must be filled in the same manner as original appointments.

Sec. 6. 1. Except as otherwise ordered by the Legislative Commission, the members of a Committee shall meet not earlier than November 1 of each odd-numbered year and not later than August 31 of the following even-numbered year at the times and places specified by a call of the Chair or a majority of the Committee.

2. The Director of the Legislative Counsel Bureau or his or her designee shall act as the nonvoting recording Secretary of each Committee.

3. Five members of a Committee constitute a quorum, and a quorum may exercise all the power and authority conferred on a Committee, except that any recommended legislation proposed by a Committee must be approved by a majority of members of the Senate and a majority of members of the Assembly serving on the Committee.

4. Except during a regular or special session of the Legislature, for each day or portion of a day during which a member of a Committee attends a meeting of the Committee or is otherwise engaged in the work of the Committee, the member is entitled to receive the:

(a) Compensation provided for a majority of the members of the Legislature during the first 60 days of the preceding regular session;

(b) Per diem allowance provided for state officers and employees generally; and

(c) Travel expenses provided pursuant to NRS 218A.655.

The compensation, per diem allowances and travel expenses of the members of a Committee must be paid from the Legislative Fund.

Sec. 7. 1. A Committee may evaluate and review issues within the jurisdiction of the corresponding standing committee or committees from the preceding regular session of the Legislature and may, within limits of a Committee’s budget, conduct studies directed by the Legislature or the Legislative Commission.
2. The Legislative Commission shall review and approve the budget and work program of each Committee and any changes to the budget or work program.

3. A Committee shall prepare a comprehensive report of the Committee's activities in the interim and its findings and any recommendations for proposed legislation. The report must be submitted to the Director of the Legislative Counsel Bureau for distribution to the ensuing session of the Legislature.

Sec. 8. 1. In conducting the investigations and hearings of a Committee:

(a) Any member of the Committee may administer oaths.

(b) The Chair of the Committee may cause the deposition of witnesses, residing either within or outside of the State, to be taken in the manner prescribed by rule of court for taking depositions in civil actions in the district courts.

(c) The Chair may issue subpoenas to compel the attendance of witnesses and the production of books, papers or documents.

2. If a witness refuses to attend or testify or to produce books, papers or documents as required by the subpoena, the Chair may report to the district court by petition, setting forth:

(a) That due notice has been given of the time and place of attendance of the witness or the production of the books, papers or documents;

(b) That the witness has been subpoenaed by the Committee pursuant to this section; and

(c) That the witness has failed or refused to attend or to produce the books, papers or documents required by the subpoena before the Committee that is named in the subpoena, or has refused to answer questions propounded to the witness, and asking for an order of the court compelling the witness to attend and testify or to produce the books, papers or documents before the Committee.

3. Upon such a petition, the court shall enter an order directing the witness to appear before the court at a time and place to be fixed by the court in its order, the time to be not more than 10 days after the date of the order, and to show cause why the witness has not attended or testified or produced the books, papers or documents before the Committee. A certified copy of the order must be served upon the witness.

4. If it appears to the court that the subpoena was regularly issued by the Committee, the court shall enter an order that the witness appear before the Committee at the time and place fixed in the order and testify or produce the required books, papers or documents. Failure to obey the order constitutes contempt of court.

Sec. 9. 1. Each witness who appears before a Committee by its order, except a state officer or employee, is entitled to receive for such attendance
the fees and mileage provided for witnesses in civil cases in the courts of record of this State.

2. The fees and mileage must be audited and paid upon the presentation of proper claims sworn to by the witness and approved by the Secretary and the Chair of the Committee.

Sec. 10. NRS 218E.200 is hereby amended to read as follows:

218E.200 1. The Legislative Commission may conduct studies or investigations concerning governmental problems, important issues of public policy or questions of statewide interest or may assign such studies or investigations to a Joint Interim Standing Committee.

2. The Legislative Commission may establish subcommittees and interim or special committees as official agencies of the Legislative Counsel Bureau to conduct such studies or investigations or otherwise to deal with such governmental problems, important issues of public policy or questions of statewide interest or may assign such matters to a Joint Interim Standing Committee.

3. The membership of any subcommittees and interim or special committees established pursuant to subsection 2 must be designated by the Legislative Commission and may consist of members of the Legislative Commission and Legislators other than members of the Commission, employees of the State of Nevada or citizens of the State of Nevada.

4. Members of subcommittees and interim or special committees who are not Legislators shall serve without salary, but they are entitled to receive out of the Legislative Fund the per diem expense allowances and travel expenses provided for state officers and employees generally.

5. Except during a regular or special session of the Legislature, members of subcommittees and interim or special committees who are Legislators are entitled to receive out of the Legislative Fund the compensation provided for a majority of the members of the Legislature during the first 60 days of the preceding session for each day or portion of a day of attendance, and the per diem expense allowances provided for state officers and employees generally and the travel expenses provided pursuant to NRS 218A.655.

Sec. 11. NRS 218E.205 is hereby amended to read as follows:

218E.205 1. The Legislative Commission shall, between sessions of the Legislature, fix the work priority of all studies and investigations assigned to it by concurrent resolutions of the Legislature, or directed by an order of the Legislative Commission or conducted by a Joint Interim Standing Committee, within the limits of available time, money and staff. The Legislative Commission shall not make studies or investigations directed by resolutions of only one House of the Legislature or studies or investigations proposed but not approved during the preceding legislative session.

2. All requests for the drafting of legislative measures to be recommended as the result of a study or investigation except a study or
investigation directed by an order of the Legislative Commission,] must be made [before July 1 of the year preceding a legislative session] in accordance with NRS 218D.160.

3. Except as otherwise provided by NRS 218E.210, between sessions of the Legislature no study or investigation may be initiated or continued by the Fiscal Analysts, the Legislative Auditor, the Legislative Counsel or the Research Director and their staffs except studies and investigations which have been specifically authorized by [concurrent resolutions of] the Legislature or by [an order of] the Legislative Commission.

4. No study or investigation may be carried over from one session of the Legislature to the next without additional authorization [by a concurrent resolution] of the Legislature, except audits in progress, whose carryover has been approved by the Legislative Commission.

5. Except as otherwise provided by specific statute, the staff of the Legislative Counsel Bureau shall not serve as primary administrative or professional staff for a committee unless the chair of the committee is required by statute or resolution to be a Legislator.

6. The Legislative Commission shall review and approve the budget and work program and any changes to the budget or work program for each study or investigation conducted by the Legislative Commission or a committee or subcommittee established by the Legislative Commission.

7. A committee or subcommittee established to conduct a study or investigation assigned to the Legislative Commission by concurrent resolution of the Legislature or directed by order of the Legislative Commission must, unless otherwise ordered by the Legislative Commission, meet not earlier than January 1 of the even-numbered year and not later than June 30 of that year.

Sec. 12. NRS 218E.520 is hereby amended to read as follows:

218E.520 1. The Joint Interim Standing Committee on Natural Resources, Agriculture and Mining may:

(a) Review and comment on any administrative policy, rule or regulation of the:

(1) Secretary of the Interior which pertains to policy concerning or management of public lands under the control of the Federal Government; and

(2) Secretary of Agriculture which pertains to policy concerning or management of national forests;

(b) Conduct investigations and hold hearings in connection with its review, including, but not limited to, investigating the effect on the State, its citizens, political subdivisions, businesses and industries of those policies, rules, regulations and related laws;

(c) Consult with and advise the State Land Use Planning Agency on matters concerning federal land use, policies and activities in this State;

(d) Direct the Legislative Counsel Bureau to assist in its research, investigations, review and comment;
(e) Recommend to the Legislature as a result of its review any appropriate state legislation or corrective federal legislation;

(f) Advise the Attorney General if it believes that any federal policy, rule or regulation which it has reviewed encroaches on the sovereignty respecting land or water or their use which has been reserved to the State pursuant to the Constitution of the United States;

(g) Enter into a contract for consulting services for land planning and any other related activities, including, but not limited to:

1. Advising the Committee and the State Land Use Planning Agency concerning the revision of the plans pursuant to NRS 321.7355;

2. Assisting local governments in the identification of lands administered by the Federal Government in this State which are needed for residential or economic development or any other purpose; and

3. Assisting local governments in the acquisition of federal lands in this State;

(h) Apply for any available grants and accept any gifts, grants or donations to assist the Committee in carrying out its duties; and

(i) Review and comment on any other matter relating to the preservation, conservation, use, management or disposal of public lands deemed appropriate by the Chair of the Committee or by a majority of the members of the Committee.

2. Any reference in this section to federal policies, rules, regulations and related federal laws includes those which are proposed as well as those which are enacted or adopted.

Sec. 13. NRS 218E.525 is hereby amended to read as follows:

218E.525 1. The Joint Interim Standing Committee on Natural Resources, Agriculture and Mining shall:

(a) Actively support the efforts of state and local governments in the western states regarding public lands and state sovereignty as impaired by federal ownership of land.

(b) Advance knowledge and understanding in local, regional and national forums of Nevada's unique situation with respect to public lands.

(c) Support legislation that will enhance state and local roles in the management of public lands and will increase the disposal of public lands.

2. The Joint Interim Standing Committee on Natural Resources, Agriculture and Mining:

(a) Shall review the programs and activities of:

1. The Colorado River Commission of Nevada;

2. All public water authorities, districts and systems in the State of Nevada, including, without limitation, the Southern Nevada Water Authority, the Truckee Meadows Water Authority, the Virgin Valley Water District, the Carson Water Subconservancy District, the Humboldt River Basin Water Authority and the Truckee-Carson Irrigation District; and
(3) All other public or private entities with which any county in the State has an agreement regarding the planning, development or distribution of water resources, or any combination thereof; and

(b) Shall, on or before January 15 of each odd-numbered year, submit to the Director of the Legislative Counsel Bureau for transmittal to the Legislature a report concerning the review conducted pursuant to paragraph (a); and

(c) May review and comment on other issues relating to water resources in this State, including, without limitation:

1. The laws, regulations and policies regulating the use, allocation and management of water in this State; and

2. The status of existing information and studies relating to water use, surface water resources and groundwater resources in this State.

Sec. 14. NRS 218E.565 is hereby amended to read as follows:

218E.565  The Joint Interim Standing Committee on Government Affairs shall:

1. Provide appropriate review and oversight of the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency and the Marlette Lake Water System;

2. Review the budget, programs, activities, responsiveness and accountability of the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency and the Marlette Lake Water System in such a manner as deemed necessary and appropriate by the Committee;

3. Study the role, authority and activities of:

   (a) The Tahoe Regional Planning Agency regarding the Lake Tahoe Basin; and

   (b) The Marlette Lake Water System regarding Marlette Lake; and

4. Continue to communicate with members of the Legislature of the State of California to achieve the goals set forth in the Tahoe Regional Planning Compact.

Sec. 15. NRS 218E.615 is hereby amended to read as follows:

218E.615  1. The Joint Interim Standing Committee on Education may:

(a) Evaluate, review and comment upon issues related to education within this State, including, but not limited to:

   1. Programs to enhance accountability in education;

   2. Legislative measures regarding education;

   3. The progress made by this State, the school districts and the public schools in this State in satisfying the goals and objectives of the federal No Child Left Behind Act of 2001, 20 U.S.C. §§ 6301 et seq., and the annual measurable objectives established by the State Board of Education pursuant to NRS 385.361;

   4. Methods of financing public education;

   5. The condition of public education in the elementary and secondary schools;
(6) The program to reduce the ratio of pupils per class per licensed teacher prescribed in NRS 388.700, 388.710 and 388.720;

(7) The development of any programs to automate the receipt, storage and retrieval of the educational records of pupils; and

(8) Any other matters that, in the determination of the Committee, affect the education of pupils within this State.

(b) Conduct investigations and hold hearings in connection with its duties pursuant to this section.

(c) Request that the Legislative Counsel Bureau assist in the research, investigations, hearings and reviews of the Committee.

(d) Make recommendations to the Legislature concerning the manner in which public education may be improved.

2. The Joint Interim Standing Committee on Education shall:

(a) In addition to any standards prescribed by the Department of Education, prescribe standards for the review and evaluation of the reports of the State Board of Education, school districts and public schools pursuant to paragraph (a) of subsection 1 of NRS 385.359.

(b) For the purposes set forth in NRS 385.389, recommend to the Department of Education programs of remedial study for each subject tested on the examinations administered pursuant to NRS 389.015. In recommending these programs of remedial study, the Committee shall consider programs of remedial study that have proven to be successful in improving the academic achievement of pupils.

(c) Recommend to the Department of Education providers of supplemental educational services for inclusion on the list of approved providers prepared by the Department pursuant to NRS 385.384. In recommending providers, the Committee shall consider providers with a demonstrated record of effectiveness in improving the academic achievement of pupils.

(d) For the purposes set forth in NRS 385.3785, recommend to the Commission on Educational Excellence created by NRS 385.3784 programs, practices and strategies that have proven effective in improving the academic achievement and proficiency of pupils.

Sec. 16. NRS 218E.625 is hereby amended to read as follows:

218E.625 1. The Legislative Bureau of Educational Accountability and Program Evaluation is hereby created within the Fiscal Analysis Division of the Legislative Counsel Bureau. The Fiscal Analysts shall appoint to the Legislative Bureau of Educational Accountability and Program Evaluation a Chief and such other personnel as the Fiscal Analysts determine are necessary for the Bureau to carry out its duties pursuant to this section.

2. The Bureau shall, as the Fiscal Analysts determine is necessary or at the request of the Joint Interim Standing Committee on Education:

(a) Collect and analyze data and issue written reports concerning:

(1) The effectiveness of the provisions of NRS 385.3455 to 385.391, inclusive, in improving the accountability of the schools of this State;
(2) The statewide program to reduce the ratio of pupils per class per licensed teacher prescribed in NRS 388.700, 388.710 and 388.720;

(3) The statewide program to educate persons with disabilities that is set forth in chapter 395 of NRS;

(4) The results of the examinations of the National Assessment of Educational Progress that are administered pursuant to NRS 389.012; and

(5) Any program or legislative measure, the purpose of which is to reform the system of education within this State.

(b) Conduct studies and analyses to evaluate the performance and progress of the system of public education within this State. Such studies and analyses may be conducted:

(1) As the Fiscal Analysts determine are necessary; or

(2) At the request of the Legislature.

This paragraph does not prohibit the Bureau from contracting with a person or entity to conduct studies and analyses on behalf of the Bureau.

(c) On or before December 31 of each even-numbered year, submit a written report of its findings pursuant to paragraphs (a) and (b) to the Director of the Legislative Counsel Bureau for transmission to the next regular session of the Legislature. The Bureau shall, on or before December 31 of each odd-numbered year, submit a written report of its findings pursuant to paragraphs (a) and (b) to the Director of the Legislative Counsel Bureau for transmission to the Legislative Commission.

3. The Bureau may, pursuant to NRS 218F.620, require a school, a school district, the Nevada System of Higher Education or the Department of Education to submit to the Bureau books, papers, records and other information that the Chief of the Bureau determines are necessary to carry out the duties of the Bureau pursuant to this section. An entity whom the Bureau requests to produce records or other information shall provide the records or other information in any readily available format specified by the Bureau.

4. Except as otherwise provided in this subsection or NRS 239.0115, any information obtained by the Bureau pursuant to this section shall be deemed a work product that is confidential pursuant to NRS 218F.150. The Bureau may, at the discretion of the Chief and after submission to the Legislature or Legislative Commission, as appropriate, publish reports of its findings pursuant to paragraphs (a) and (b) of subsection 2.

5. This section does not prohibit the Department of Education or the State Board of Education from conducting analyses, submitting reports or otherwise reviewing educational programs in this State.

Sec. 17. NRS 62H.320 is hereby amended to read as follows:

62H.320  1. The Director of the Department of Health and Human Services shall establish within the Department a program to compile and analyze data concerning juvenile sex offenders. The program must be designed to:

   (2) The statewide program to reduce the ratio of pupils per class per licensed teacher prescribed in NRS 388.700, 388.710 and 388.720;

   (3) The statewide program to educate persons with disabilities that is set forth in chapter 395 of NRS;

   (4) The results of the examinations of the National Assessment of Educational Progress that are administered pursuant to NRS 389.012; and

   (5) Any program or legislative measure, the purpose of which is to reform the system of education within this State.

   (b) Conduct studies and analyses to evaluate the performance and progress of the system of public education within this State. Such studies and analyses may be conducted:

      (1) As the Fiscal Analysts determine are necessary; or

      (2) At the request of the Legislature.

This paragraph does not prohibit the Bureau from contracting with a person or entity to conduct studies and analyses on behalf of the Bureau.

   (c) On or before December 31 of each even-numbered year, submit a written report of its findings pursuant to paragraphs (a) and (b) to the Director of the Legislative Counsel Bureau for transmission to the next regular session of the Legislature. The Bureau shall, on or before December 31 of each odd-numbered year, submit a written report of its findings pursuant to paragraphs (a) and (b) to the Director of the Legislative Counsel Bureau for transmission to the Legislative Commission.

3. The Bureau may, pursuant to NRS 218F.620, require a school, a school district, the Nevada System of Higher Education or the Department of Education to submit to the Bureau books, papers, records and other information that the Chief of the Bureau determines are necessary to carry out the duties of the Bureau pursuant to this section. An entity whom the Bureau requests to produce records or other information shall provide the records or other information in any readily available format specified by the Bureau.

4. Except as otherwise provided in this subsection or NRS 239.0115, any information obtained by the Bureau pursuant to this section shall be deemed a work product that is confidential pursuant to NRS 218F.150. The Bureau may, at the discretion of the Chief and after submission to the Legislature or Legislative Commission, as appropriate, publish reports of its findings pursuant to paragraphs (a) and (b) of subsection 2.

5. This section does not prohibit the Department of Education or the State Board of Education from conducting analyses, submitting reports or otherwise reviewing educational programs in this State.

Sec. 17. NRS 62H.320 is hereby amended to read as follows:

62H.320  1. The Director of the Department of Health and Human Services shall establish within the Department a program to compile and analyze data concerning juvenile sex offenders. The program must be designed to:
(a) Provide statistical data relating to the recidivism of juvenile sex offenders; and

(b) Use the data provided by the Division of Child and Family Services of the Department of Health and Human Services pursuant to NRS 62H.220 to assess the effectiveness of programs for the treatment of juvenile sex offenders.

2. The Director of the Department of Health and Human Services shall report the statistical data and findings from the program to:
   (a) The Legislature at the beginning of each regular session.
   (b) The [Advisory Commission on the Administration of Justice] Joint Interim Standing Committee on Judiciary on or before January 31 of each even-numbered year.

3. The data acquired pursuant to this section is confidential and must be used only for the purpose of research. The data and findings generated pursuant to this section must not contain information that may reveal the identity of a juvenile sex offender or the identity of an individual victim of a crime. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 18. [NRS 176.0125 is hereby amended to read as follows:]

176.0125 The [Commission] Joint Interim Standing Committee on Judiciary shall:

1. Identify and study the elements of this State's system of criminal justice which affect the sentences imposed for felonies and gross misdemeanors.

2. Evaluate the effectiveness and fiscal impact of various policies and practices regarding sentencing which are employed in this State and other states, including, but not limited to, the use of plea bargaining, probation, programs of intensive supervision, programs of regimental discipline, imprisonment, sentencing recommendations, mandatory and minimum sentencing, mandatory sentencing for crimes involving the possession, manufacture and distribution of controlled substances, structured or tiered sentencing, enhanced penalties for habitual criminals, parole, credits against sentences, residential confinement and alternatives to incarceration.

3. Recommend changes in the structure of sentencing in this State which, to the extent practicable and with consideration for their fiscal impact, incorporate general objectives and goals for sentencing, including, but not limited to, the following:
   (a) Offenders must receive sentences that increase in direct proportion to the severity of their crimes and their histories of criminality.
   (b) Offenders who have extensive histories of criminality or who have exhibited a propensity to commit crimes of a predatory or violent nature must receive sentences which reflect the need to ensure the safety and protection of the public and which allow for the imprisonment for life of such offenders.
   (c) Offenders who have committed offenses that do not include acts of violence and who have limited histories of criminality must receive sentences
which reflect the need to conserve scarce economic resources through the use of various alternatives to traditional forms of incarceration.

(d) Offenders with similar histories of criminality who are convicted of similar crimes must receive sentences that are generally similar.

(e) Offenders sentenced to imprisonment must receive sentences which do not confuse or mislead the public as to the actual time those offenders must serve while incarcerated or before being released from confinement or supervision.

(f) Offenders must not receive disparate sentences based upon factors such as race, gender or economic status.

(g) Offenders must receive sentences which are based upon the specific circumstances and facts of their offenses, including the nature of the offense and any aggravating factors, the savagery of the offense, as evidenced by the extent of any injury to the victim, and the degree of criminal sophistication demonstrated by the offender’s acts before, during and after commission of the offense.

4. Evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of the Department of Corrections and the State Board of Parole Commissioners with consideration as to whether it is feasible and advisable to establish an oversight or advisory board to perform various functions and make recommendations concerning:

(a) Policies relating to parole;

(b) Regulatory procedures and policies of the State Board of Parole Commissioners;

(c) Policies for the operation of the Department of Corrections;

(d) Budgetary issues; and

(e) Other related matters.

5. Evaluate the effectiveness of specialty court programs in this State with consideration as to whether such programs have the effect of limiting or precluding reentry of offenders and parolees into the community.

6. Evaluate the policies and practices concerning presentence investigations and reports made by the Division of Parole and Probation of the Department of Public Safety, including, without limitation, the resources relied on in preparing such investigations and reports and the extent to which judges in this State rely on and follow the recommendations contained in such presentence investigations and reports.

7. Evaluate, review and comment upon issues relating to juvenile justice in this State, including, but not limited to:

(a) The need for the establishment and implementation of evidence-based programs and a continuum of sanctions for children who are subject to the jurisdiction of the juvenile court; and

(b) The impact on the criminal justice system of the policies and programs of the juvenile justice system.

8. Compile and develop statistical information concerning sentencing in this State.
9. Identify and study issues relating to the application of chapter 241 of NRS to meetings held by the:
   (a) State Board of Pardons Commissioners to consider an application for clemency; and
   (b) State Board of Parole Commissioners to consider an offender for parole.

10. Identify and study issues relating to the operation of the Department of Corrections, including, without limitation, the system for allowing credits against the sentences of offenders, the accounting of such credits and any other policies and procedures of the Department which pertain to the operation of the Department.

11. For each regular session of the Legislature, prepare a comprehensive report including the Commission's recommended changes pertaining to the administration of justice in this State, the Commission's findings and any recommendations of the Commission for proposed legislation. The report must be submitted to the Director of the Legislative Counsel Bureau for distribution to the Legislature not later than September 1 of each even-numbered year. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 19. NRS 176.0127 is hereby amended to read as follows:

176.0127 1. The Department of Corrections shall:
   (a) Provide the Joint Interim Standing Committee on Judiciary with any available statistical information or research requested by the Committee and assist the Committee in the compilation and development of information requested by the Committee, including, but not limited to, information or research concerning the facilities and institutions of the Department of Corrections, the offenders who are or were within those facilities or institutions, rates of recidivism, the effectiveness of educational and vocational programs and the sentences which are being served or were served by those offenders;
   (b) If requested by the Joint Interim Standing Committee on Judiciary, make available to the Committee the use of the computers and programs which are owned by the Department of Corrections; and
   (c) Provide the independent contractor retained by the Department of Administration pursuant to NRS 176.0129 with any available statistical information requested by the independent contractor for the purpose of performing the projections required by NRS 176.0129.

2. The Division shall:
   (a) Provide the Joint Interim Standing Committee on Judiciary with any available statistical information or research requested by the Committee and assist the Committee in the compilation and development of information concerning sentencing, probation, parole and any offenders who are or were subject to supervision by the Division;
(b) If requested by the Joint Interim Standing Committee on Judiciary, make available to the Joint Interim Standing Committee the use of the computers and programs which are owned by the Division; and

c. Provide the independent contractor retained by the Department of Administration pursuant to NRS 176.0129 with any available statistical information requested by the independent contractor for the purpose of performing the projections required by NRS 176.0129. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 20.  NRS 176.0128 is hereby amended to read as follows:

176.0128  The Central Repository for Nevada Records of Criminal History shall:

1. Facilitate the collection of statistical data in the manner approved by the Director of the Department of Public Safety and coordinate the exchange of such data with agencies of criminal justice within this State, including:

   (a) State and local law enforcement agencies;
   (b) The Office of the Attorney General;
   (c) The Court Administrator;
   (d) The Department of Corrections; and
   (e) The Division.

2. Provide the Joint Interim Standing Committee on Judiciary with available statistical data and information requested by the Committee. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 21.  NRS 176.0129 is hereby amended to read as follows:

176.0129  The Department of Administration shall, on an annual basis, contract for the services of an independent contractor, in accordance with the provisions of NRS 333.700, to:

1. Review sentences imposed in this State and the practices of the State Board of Parole Commissioners and project annually the number of persons who will be:

   (a) In a facility or institution of the Department of Corrections;
   (b) On probation;
   (c) On parole; and
   (d) Serving a term of residential confinement;

   during the 10 years immediately following the date of the projection; and

2. Review preliminary proposals and information provided by the Joint Interim Standing Committee on Judiciary and project annually the number of persons who will be:

   (a) In a facility or institution of the Department of Corrections;
   (b) On probation;
   (c) On parole; and
   (d) Serving a term of residential confinement;

   during the 10 years immediately following the date of the projection, assuming the preliminary proposals were recommended by the Committee and enacted by the Legislature. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 22.  NRS 233B.063 is hereby amended to read as follows:
1. An agency that intends to adopt, amend or repeal a permanent regulation must deliver to the Legislative Counsel a copy of the proposed regulation. The Legislative Counsel shall examine and if appropriate revise the language submitted so that it is clear, concise and suitable for incorporation in the Nevada Administrative Code, but shall not alter the meaning or effect without the consent of the agency.

2. Unless the proposed regulation is submitted to the Legislative Counsel between July 1 of an even-numbered year and July 1 of the succeeding odd-numbered year, the Legislative Counsel shall deliver the approved or revised text of the regulation within 30 days after it is submitted to the Legislative Counsel. If the proposed or revised text of a regulation is changed before adoption, the agency shall submit the changed text to the Legislative Counsel, who shall examine and revise it if appropriate pursuant to the standards of subsection 1. Unless it is submitted between July 1 of an even-numbered year and July 1 of the succeeding odd-numbered year, the Legislative Counsel shall return it with any appropriate revisions within 30 days. If the agency is a licensing board as defined in NRS 439B.225 and the proposed regulation relates to standards for the issuance or renewal of licenses, permits or certificates of registration issued to a person or facility regulated by the agency, the Legislative Counsel shall also deliver one copy of the approved or revised text of the regulation to the [Legislative Committee on Health Care] Joint Interim Standing Committee on Health and Human Services.

3. An agency may adopt a temporary regulation between August 1 of an even-numbered year and July 1 of the succeeding odd-numbered year without following the procedure required by this section and NRS 233B.064, but any such regulation expires by limitation on November 1 of the odd-numbered year. A substantively identical permanent regulation may be subsequently adopted.

4. An agency may amend or suspend a permanent regulation between August 1 of an even-numbered year and July 1 of the succeeding odd-numbered year by adopting a temporary regulation in the same manner and subject to the same provisions as prescribed in subsection 3.

Sec. 23. NRS 233B.070 is hereby amended to read as follows:

233B.070 1. A permanent regulation becomes effective when the Legislative Counsel files with the Secretary of State the original of the final draft or revision of a regulation, except as otherwise provided in NRS 293.247 or where a later date is specified in the regulation.

2. Except as otherwise provided in NRS 233B.0633, an agency that has adopted a temporary regulation may not file the temporary regulation with the Secretary of State until 35 days after the date on which the temporary regulation was adopted by the agency. A temporary regulation becomes effective when the agency files with the Secretary of State the original of the final draft or revision of the regulation, together with the informational statement prepared pursuant to NRS 233B.066. The agency shall also file a
copy of the temporary regulation with the Legislative Counsel, together with
the informational statement prepared pursuant to NRS 233B.066.

3. An emergency regulation becomes effective when the agency files
with the Secretary of State the original of the final draft or revision of an
emergency regulation, together with the informational statement prepared
pursuant to NRS 233B.066. The agency shall also file a copy of the
emergency regulation with the Legislative Counsel, together with the
informational statement prepared pursuant to NRS 233B.066.

4. The Secretary of State shall maintain the original of the final draft or
revision of each regulation in a permanent file to be used only for the
preparation of official copies.

5. The Secretary of State shall file, with the original of each agency's
rules of practice, the current statement of the agency concerning the date and
results of its most recent review of those rules.

6. Immediately after each permanent or temporary regulation is filed, the
agency shall deliver one copy of the final draft or revision, bearing the stamp
of the Secretary of State indicating that it has been filed, including material
adopted by reference which is not already filed with the State Library and
Archives Administrator, to the State Library and Archives Administrator for
use by the public. If the agency is a licensing board as defined in
NRS 439B.225 and it has adopted a permanent regulation relating to
standards for the issuance or renewal of licenses, permits or certificates of
registration issued to a person or facility regulated by the agency, the agency
shall also deliver one copy of the regulation, bearing the stamp of the
Secretary of State, to the [Legislative Committee on Health Care] Joint
Interim Standing Committee on Health and Human Services within
10 days after the regulation is filed with the Secretary of State.

7. Each agency shall furnish a copy of all or part of that part of the
Nevada Administrative Code which contains its regulations, to any person
who requests a copy, and may charge a reasonable fee for the copy based on
the cost of reproduction if it does not have money appropriated or authorized
for that purpose.

8. An agency which publishes any regulations included in the Nevada
Administrative Code shall use the exact text of the regulation as it appears in
the Nevada Administrative Code, including the leadlines and numbers of the
sections. Any other material which an agency includes in a publication with
its regulations must be presented in a form which clearly distinguishes that
material from the regulations.

Sec. 24. NRS 244.2962 is hereby amended to read as follows:

244.2962 The board of county commissioners of a county whose
population is 400,000 or more shall, each calendar quarter, submit a report to
the [Legislative Committee on Health Care] Joint Interim Standing
Committee on Health and Human Services and the Director of the
Legislative Counsel Bureau for transmittal to the Legislature, if the
Legislature is in session, or to the Legislative Commission, if the Legislature
is not in session. The report must include, without limitation, the following information related to each fire department and ambulance service operating in the county:

1. The total number of transports of sick or injured persons to a medical facility that were made by the fire department or ambulance service during that calendar quarter.

2. For each person transported by the fire department or ambulance service during the calendar quarter:
   (a) The fees charged to transport the person to a medical facility;
   (b) Whether the person had health insurance at the time of transport; and
   (c) The name of the medical facility where the fire department or ambulance service transported the person to or from.

**Sec. 25.** NRS 321.7355 is hereby amended to read as follows:

321.7355 1. The State Land Use Planning Agency shall prepare, in cooperation with appropriate federal and state agencies and local governments throughout the State, plans or statements of policy concerning the acquisition and use of lands in the State of Nevada that are under federal management.

2. The State Land Use Planning Agency shall, in preparing the plans and statements of policy, identify lands which are suitable for acquisition for:
   (a) Commercial, industrial or residential development;
   (b) The expansion of the property tax base, including the potential for an increase in revenue by the lease and sale of those lands; or
   (c) Accommodating increases in the population of this State.

The plans or statements of policy must not include matters concerning zoning or the division of land and must be consistent with local plans and regulations concerning the use of private property.

3. The State Land Use Planning Agency shall:
   (a) Encourage public comment upon the various matters treated in a proposed plan or statement of policy throughout its preparation and incorporate such comments into the proposed plan or statement of policy as are appropriate;
   (b) Submit its work on a plan or statement of policy periodically for review and comment by the Land Use Planning Advisory Council, the Advisory Board on Natural Resources and any committees of the Legislature or subcommittees of the Legislative Commission that deal with matters concerning the public lands; the Joint Interim Standing Committee on Natural Resources, Agriculture and Mining;
   (c) On or before February 1 of each odd-numbered year, prepare and submit a written report to the Legislature concerning any activities engaged in by the Agency pursuant to the provisions of this section during the immediately preceding biennium, including, without limitation:
      (1) The progress and any results of its work; or
      (2) Any plans or statements of policy prepared pursuant to this section; and
(d) Provide written responses to written comments received from a county or city upon the various matters treated in a proposed plan or statement of policy.

4. Whenever the State Land Use Planning Agency prepares plans or statements of policy pursuant to subsection 1 and submits those plans or policy statements to the Governor, Legislature or an agency of the Federal Government, the State Land Use Planning Agency shall include with each plan or statement of policy the comments and recommendations of:

(a) The Land Use Planning Advisory Council;

(b) The Advisory Board on Natural Resources; and

(c) Any committees of the Legislature or subcommittees of the Legislative Commission that deal with matters concerning the public lands. The Joint Interim Standing Committee on Natural Resources, Agriculture and Mining.

5. A plan or statement of policy must be approved by the governing bodies of the county and cities affected by it before it is put into effect.

Sec. 26. NRS 385.3465 is hereby amended to read as follows:

385.3465 "Committee" means the Legislative Joint Interim Standing Committee on Education created pursuant to section 5 of this act.

Sec. 27. NRS 385.555 is hereby amended to read as follows:

385.555 1. The Youth Legislature shall:

(a) Hold at least two public hearings in this State each school year. The Youth Legislature may simultaneously teleconference or videoconference each public hearing to two or more prominent locations throughout this State.

(b) Evaluate, review and comment upon issues of importance to the youth in this State, including, without limitation:

(1) Education;
(2) Employment opportunities;
(3) Participation of youth in state and local government;
(4) A safe learning environment;
(5) The prevention of substance abuse;
(6) Emotional and physical well-being;
(7) Foster care; and
(8) Access to state and local services.

(c) Conduct a public awareness campaign to raise awareness about the Youth Legislature and to enhance outreach to the youth in this State.

2. During his or her term, each member of the Youth Legislature shall conduct at least one meeting to afford the youth of this State an opportunity to discuss issues of importance to the youth in this State.

3. The Youth Legislature may, within the limits of available money:

(a) During the period in which the Legislature is in a regular session, meet as often as necessary to conduct the business of the Youth Legislature and to advise the Legislature on proposed legislation relating to the youth in this State.
(b) Form committees, which may meet as often as necessary to assist with the business of the Youth Legislature.

(c) Conduct periodic seminars for its members regarding leadership, government and the legislative process.

(d) Employ a person to provide administrative support for the Youth Legislature or pay the costs incurred by one or more volunteers to provide any required administrative support.

4. Except as otherwise provided in this subsection, the Youth Legislature and its committees shall comply with the provisions of chapter 241 of NRS. Any activities of the Youth Legislature which are conducted solely for purposes of training, including, without limitation, any orientation programs conducted for the Youth Legislature, are not subject to the provisions of chapter 241 of NRS.

5. On or before May 30 of each year, the Youth Legislature shall submit a written report to the Director of the Legislative Counsel Bureau and to the Governor describing the activities of the Youth Legislature during the immediately preceding school year and any recommendations for legislation. The Director shall transmit the written report to the Legislative Joint Interim Standing Committee on Education and to the next regular session of the Legislature.

Sec. 28. NRS 385.620 is hereby amended to read as follows:

385.620 The Advisory Council shall:

1. Review the policy of parental involvement adopted by the State Board and the policy of parental involvement adopted by the board of trustees of each school district pursuant to NRS 392.457;

2. Review the information relating to communication with and participation of parents that is included in the annual report of accountability for each school district pursuant to paragraph (j) of subsection 2 of NRS 385.347;

3. Review any effective practices carried out in individual school districts to increase parental involvement and determine the feasibility of carrying out those practices on a statewide basis;

4. Review any effective practices carried out in other states to increase parental involvement and determine the feasibility of carrying out those practices in this State;

5. Identify methods to communicate effectively and provide outreach to parents and legal guardians of pupils who have limited time to become involved in the education of their children for various reasons, including, without limitation, work schedules, single-parent homes and other family obligations;

6. Identify the manner in which the level of parental involvement affects the performance, attendance and discipline of pupils;

7. Identify methods to communicate effectively with and provide outreach to parents and legal guardians of pupils who are limited English proficient;
8. Determine the necessity for the appointment of a statewide parental involvement coordinator or a parental involvement coordinator in each school district, or both;

9. On or before July 1 of each year, submit a report to the Legislative Joint Interim Standing Committee on Education describing the activities of the Advisory Council and any recommendations for legislation; and

10. On or before February 1 of each odd-numbered year, submit a report to the Director of the Legislative Counsel Bureau for transmission to the next regular session of the Legislature describing the activities of the Advisory Council and any recommendations for legislation.

Sec. 29. NRS 386.760 is hereby amended to read as follows:

386.760 1. Each empowerment school, other than a charter school that is sponsored by the State Board or by a college or university within the Nevada System of Higher Education, shall, on a quarterly basis, submit to the board of trustees of the school district in which the school is located a report that includes:

(a) The financial status of the school; and

(b) A description of the school's compliance with each component of the empowerment plan for the school.

2. Each charter school that is sponsored by the State Board or by a college or university within the Nevada System of Higher Education which is approved to operate as an empowerment school shall, on a quarterly basis, submit to the Department a report that includes:

(a) The financial status of the school; and

(b) A description of the school's compliance with each component of the empowerment plan for the school.

3. The board of trustees of a school district shall conduct a financial audit of each empowerment school within the school district, other than a charter school that is sponsored by the State Board or by a college or university within the Nevada System of Higher Education. Each financial audit must be conducted on an annual basis and more frequently if determined necessary by the board of trustees.

4. The Department shall conduct a financial audit of each charter school that is sponsored by the State Board or by a college or university within the Nevada System of Higher Education which operates as an empowerment school on an annual basis and more frequently if determined necessary by the Department.

5. On or before July 1 of each year, the board of trustees of each school district shall compile the reports and audits required pursuant to subsections 1 and 3, if any, and forward the compilation to the:

(a) Governor;

(b) Department; and

(c) Legislative Joint Interim Standing Committee on Education.
6. On or before July 1 of each year, the Department shall compile the reports and audits required pursuant to subsections 2 and 4, if any, and forward the compilation to the:
   (a) Governor; and
   (b) Legislative Joint Interim Standing Committee on Education.

Sec. 30. NRS 387.304 is hereby amended to read as follows:
387.304 The Department shall:
   1. Conduct an annual audit of the count of pupils for apportionment purposes reported by each school district pursuant to NRS 387.123 and the data reported by each school district pursuant to NRS 388.710 that is used to measure the effectiveness of the implementation of a plan developed by each school district to reduce the pupil-teacher ratio as required by NRS 388.720.
   2. Review each school district's report of the annual audit conducted by a public accountant as required by NRS 354.624, and the annual report prepared by each district as required by NRS 387.303, and report the findings of the review to the State Board and the Legislative Joint Interim Standing Committee on Education, with any recommendations for legislation, revisions to regulations or training needed by school district employees. The report by the Department must identify school districts which failed to comply with any statutes or administrative regulations of this State or which had any:
      (a) Long-term obligations in excess of the general obligation debt limit;
      (b) Deficit fund balances or retained earnings in any fund;
      (c) Deficit cash balances in any fund;
      (d) Variances of more than 10 percent between total general fund revenues and budgeted general fund revenues; or
      (e) Variances of more than 10 percent between total actual general fund expenditures and budgeted total general fund expenditures.
   3. In preparing its biennial budgetary request for the State Distributive School Account, consult with the superintendent of schools of each school district or a person designated by the superintendent.
   4. Provide, in consultation with the Budget Division of the Department of Administration and the Fiscal Analysis Division of the Legislative Counsel Bureau, training to the financial officers of school districts in matters relating to financial accountability.

Sec. 31. NRS 387.639 is hereby amended to read as follows:
387.639  1. If the board of trustees of a school district adopts a plan for corrective action, the board of trustees of the school district shall prepare, on or before February 1:
      (a) A written progress report for submission, in the even-numbered year after the plan is adopted, to the State Board, the Legislative Joint Interim Standing Committee on Education and the Legislative Auditor.
      (b) A final written report for submission, in the odd-numbered year after the plan is adopted, to the State Board, the Legislative Auditor and the
Director of the Legislative Counsel Bureau for transmission to the Legislature.

2. The written progress report and the final written report must indicate the extent to which the plan has been carried out, the extent to which the plan has not been carried out and the reasons for any failure to carry out the plan.

3. Upon receipt of the final written report of the school district, the Legislative Auditor shall:
   (a) Review the report and the plan for corrective action;
   (b) Determine whether the school district successfully carried out the plan for corrective action and complies with the management principles for each of the areas set forth in subsection 2 of NRS 387.622; and
   (c) Submit a written report of the determination of the Auditor to the Legislature, including a recommendation whether the school district should be granted an exemption from its next 6-year review.

4. The Legislature or a standing committee of the Legislature may:
   (a) Review the reports submitted pursuant to this section and the written determination of the Legislative Auditor; and
   (b) Conduct hearings to examine any justification for the failure of a school district to carry out successfully the management principles or to fully carry out the plan for corrective action.

5. The Legislature may, by concurrent resolution, determine that the school district complies with the management principles and grant an exemption to the school district from its next 6-year review. If a school district is exempt pursuant to this subsection, the exemption is valid for only one review and the school district must undergo a review at least once every 12 years.

Sec. 32. NRS 387.644 is hereby amended to read as follows:

387.644  1. If a school district is granted an exemption pursuant to NRS 387.631 or 387.639, the board of trustees of the school district shall provide written notice for each year that the exemption applies which includes:
   (a) A determination of whether the school district continues to carry out the management principles; and
   (b) Any changes in the policies or operations of the school district or any other circumstances occurring in the school district that do not conform to the management principles.

2. The written notice must be submitted on or before January 1 to:
   (a) In even-numbered years, the State Board, the Joint Interim Standing Committee on Education and the Legislative Auditor.
   (b) In odd-numbered years, the State Board, the Legislative Auditor and the Director of the Legislative Counsel Bureau for transmission to the Legislature.

Sec. 33. NRS 388.5317 is hereby amended to read as follows:

388.5317  1. The board of trustees of each school district shall, on or before August 1 of each year, prepare a report in the form prescribed by the
Department that includes, without limitation, for each school within the school district:

(a) The number of instances in which physical restraint was used at the school during the immediately preceding school year, which must indicate the number of instances per teacher employed at the school and per pupil enrolled at the school without disclosing personally identifiable information about the teacher or the pupil;

(b) The number of instances in which mechanical restraint was used at the school during the immediately preceding school year, which must indicate the number of instances per teacher employed at the school and per pupil enrolled at the school without disclosing personally identifiable information about the teacher or the pupil;

(c) The number of violations of NRS 388.521 to 388.5317, inclusive, by type of violation, which must indicate the number of violations per teacher employed at the school and per pupil enrolled at the school without disclosing personally identifiable information about the teacher or the pupil.

2. The board of trustees of each school district shall prescribe a form for each school within the school district to report the information set forth in subsection 1 to the school district and the time by which those reports must be submitted to the school district.

3. On or before August 15 of each year, the board of trustees of each school district shall submit to the Department the written report prepared by the board of trustees pursuant to subsection 1.

4. The Department shall compile the data received by each school district pursuant to subsection 3 and prepare a written report of the compilation, disaggregated by school district. On or before October 1 of each year, the Department shall submit the written compilation:

(a) In even-numbered years, to the Director of the Legislative Counsel Bureau for transmission to the next regular session of the Legislature.

(b) In odd-numbered years, to the [Legislative Joint Interim Standing Committee on Education.

5. If a particular item in a report required pursuant to this section would reveal personally identifiable information about an individual pupil or teacher, that item must not be included in the report.

Sec. 34. NRS 388.787 is hereby amended to read as follows:

388.787 "Committee" means the [Legislative Joint Interim Standing Committee on Education created pursuant to NRS 218E.605, section 5 of this act.

Sec. 35. NRS 388.795 is hereby amended to read as follows:

388.795 1. The Commission shall establish a plan for the use of educational technology in the public schools of this State. In preparing the plan, the Commission shall consider:

(a) Plans that have been adopted by the Department and the school districts in this State;

(b) Plans that have been adopted in other states;
(c) The information reported pursuant to paragraph (t) of subsection 2 of NRS 385.347;
(d) The results of the assessment of needs conducted pursuant to subsection 6; and
(e) Any other information that the Commission or the Committee deems relevant to the preparation of the plan.

2. The plan established by the Commission must include recommendations for methods to:
   (a) Incorporate educational technology into the public schools of this State;
   (b) Increase the number of pupils in the public schools of this State who have access to educational technology;
   (c) Increase the availability of educational technology to assist licensed teachers and other educational personnel in complying with the requirements of continuing education, including, without limitation, the receipt of credit for college courses completed through the use of educational technology;
   (d) Facilitate the exchange of ideas to improve the achievement of pupils who are enrolled in the public schools of this State; and
   (e) Address the needs of teachers in incorporating the use of educational technology in the classroom, including, without limitation, the completion of training that is sufficient to enable the teachers to instruct pupils in the use of educational technology.

3. The Department shall provide:
   (a) Administrative support;
   (b) Equipment; and
   (c) Office space,
→ as is necessary for the Commission to carry out the provisions of this section.

4. The following entities shall cooperate with the Commission in carrying out the provisions of this section:
   (a) The State Board.
   (b) The board of trustees of each school district.
   (c) The superintendent of schools of each school district.
   (d) The Department.

5. The Commission shall:
   (a) Develop technical standards for educational technology and any electrical or structural appurtenances necessary thereto, including, without limitation, uniform specifications for computer hardware and wiring, to ensure that such technology is compatible, uniform and can be interconnected throughout the public schools of this State.
   (b) Allocate money to the school districts from the Trust Fund for Educational Technology created pursuant to NRS 388.800 and any money appropriated by the Legislature for educational technology, subject to any priorities for such allocation established by the Legislature.
(c) Establish criteria for the board of trustees of a school district that receives an allocation of money from the Commission to:

1. Repair, replace and maintain computer systems.
2. Upgrade and improve computer hardware and software and other educational technology.
3. Provide training, installation and technical support related to the use of educational technology within the district.

(d) Submit to the Governor, the Committee and the Department its plan for the use of educational technology in the public schools of this State and any recommendations for legislation.

(e) Review the plan annually and make revisions as it deems necessary or as directed by the Committee or the Department.

(f) In addition to the recommendations set forth in the plan pursuant to subsection 2, make further recommendations to the Committee and the Department as the Commission deems necessary.

6. During the spring semester of each even-numbered school year, the Commission shall conduct an assessment of the needs of each school district relating to educational technology. In conducting the assessment, the Commission shall consider:

(a) The recommendations set forth in the plan pursuant to subsection 2;
(b) The plan for educational technology of each school district, if applicable;
(c) Evaluations of educational technology conducted for the State or for a school district, if applicable; and
(d) Any other information deemed relevant by the Commission.

The Commission shall submit a final written report of the assessment to the Superintendent of Public Instruction on or before April 1 of each even-numbered year.

7. The Superintendent of Public Instruction shall prepare a written compilation of the results of the assessment conducted by the Commission and transmit the written compilation on or before June 1 of each even-numbered year to the [Legislative Joint Interim Standing Committee on Education and to the Director of the Legislative Counsel Bureau for transmission to the next regular session of the Legislature.

8. The Commission may appoint an advisory committee composed of members of the Commission or other qualified persons to provide recommendations to the Commission regarding standards for the establishment, coordination and use of a telecommunications network in the public schools throughout the various school districts in this State. The advisory committee serves at the pleasure of the Commission and without compensation unless an appropriation or other money for that purpose is provided by the Legislature.

9. As used in this section, "public school" includes the Caliente Youth Center, the Nevada Youth Training Center and any other state facility for the detention of children that is operated pursuant to title 5 of NRS.
Sec. 36. NRS 389.006 is hereby amended to read as follows:

389.006 1. In addition to any other test, examination or assessment required by state or federal law, the board of trustees of each school district may require the administration of district-wide tests, examinations and assessments that the board of trustees determines are vital to measure the achievement and progress of pupils. In making this determination, the board of trustees shall consider any applicable findings and recommendations of the Legislative Joint Interim Standing Committee on Education.

2. The tests, examinations and assessments required pursuant to subsection 1 must be limited to those which can be demonstrated to provide a direct benefit to pupils or which are used by teachers to improve instruction and the achievement of pupils.

3. The board of trustees of each school district and the State Board shall periodically review the tests, examinations and assessments administered to pupils to ensure that the time taken from instruction to conduct a test, examination or assessment is warranted because it is still accomplishing its original purpose.

Sec. 37. NRS 389.012 is hereby amended to read as follows:

389.012 1. The State Board shall:

(a) In accordance with guidelines established by the National Assessment Governing Board and National Center for Education Statistics and in accordance with 20 U.S.C. §§ 6301 et seq. and the regulations adopted pursuant thereto, adopt regulations requiring the schools of this State that are selected by the National Assessment Governing Board or the National Center for Education Statistics to participate in the examinations of the National Assessment of Educational Progress.

(b) Report the results of those examinations to the:

(1) Governor;

(2) Board of trustees of each school district of this State;

(3) Legislative Joint Interim Standing Committee on Education created pursuant to NRS 218E.605; section 5 of this act; and

(4) Legislative Bureau of Educational Accountability and Program Evaluation created pursuant to NRS 218E.625.

(c) Include in the report required pursuant to paragraph (b) an analysis and comparison of the results of pupils in this State on the examinations required by this section with:

(1) The results of pupils throughout this country who participated in the examinations of the National Assessment of Educational Progress; and

(2) The results of pupils on the achievement and proficiency examinations administered pursuant to this chapter.

2. If the report required by subsection 1 indicates that the percentage of pupils enrolled in the public schools in this State who are proficient on the National Assessment of Educational Progress differs by more than 10 percent of the pupils who are proficient on the examinations administered pursuant to NRS 389.550 and the high school proficiency examination administered
pursuant to NRS 389.015, the Department shall prepare a written report describing the discrepancy. The report must include, without limitation, a comparison and evaluation of:

(a) The standards of content and performance for English and mathematics established pursuant to NRS 389.520 with the standards for English and mathematics that are tested on the National Assessment.

(b) The standards for proficiency established for the National Assessment with the standards for proficiency established for the examinations that are administered pursuant to NRS 389.550 and the high school proficiency examination administered pursuant to NRS 389.015.

3. The report prepared by the Department pursuant to subsection 2 must be submitted to the:

(a) Governor;

(b) Legislative Joint Interim Standing Committee on Education;

(c) Legislative Bureau of Educational Accountability and Program Evaluation; and

(d) Council to Establish Academic Standards for Public Schools.

4. The Council to Establish Academic Standards for Public Schools shall review and evaluate the report provided to the Council pursuant to subsection 3 to identify any discrepancies in the standards of content and performance established by the Council that require revision and a timeline for carrying out the revision, if necessary. The Council shall submit a written report of its review and evaluation to the Legislative Joint Interim Standing Committee on Education and Legislative Bureau of Educational Accountability and Program Evaluation.

Sec. 38. NRS 389.570 is hereby amended to read as follows:

389.570 1. The Council shall review the results of pupils on the examinations administered pursuant to NRS 389.550, including, without limitation, for each school in a school district and each charter school that is located within a school district, a review of the results for the current school year and a comparison of the progress, if any, made by the pupils enrolled in the school from preceding school years.

2. After the completion of the review pursuant to subsection 1, the Council shall evaluate:

(a) Whether the standards of content and performance established by the Council require revision; and

(b) The success of pupils, as measured by the results of the examinations, in achieving the standards of performance established by the Council.

3. The Council shall report the results of the evaluation conducted pursuant to subsection 2 to the State Board and the Legislative Joint Interim Standing Committee on Education.

Sec. 39. NRS 389.616 is hereby amended to read as follows:

389.616 1. The Department shall, by regulation or otherwise, adopt and enforce a plan setting forth procedures to ensure the security of examinations that are administered to pupils pursuant to NRS 389.015 and 389.550.
2. A plan adopted pursuant to subsection 1 must include, without limitation:
   (a) Procedures pursuant to which pupils, school officials and other persons may, and are encouraged to, report irregularities in testing administration and testing security.
   (b) Procedures necessary to ensure the security of test materials and the consistency of testing administration.
   (c) Procedures that specifically set forth the action that must be taken in response to a report of an irregularity in testing administration or testing security and the actions that must be taken during an investigation of such an irregularity. For each action that is required, the procedures must identify:
      (1) By category, the employees of the school district, charter school or Department, or any combination thereof, who are responsible for taking the action; and
      (2) Whether the school district, charter school or Department, or any combination thereof, is responsible for ensuring that the action is carried out successfully.
   (d) Objective criteria that set forth the conditions under which a school, including, without limitation, a charter school or a school district, or both, is required to file a plan for corrective action in response to an irregularity in testing administration or testing security for the purposes of NRS 389.636.

3. A copy of the plan adopted pursuant to this section and the procedures set forth therein must be submitted on or before September 1 of each year to:
   (a) The State Board; and
   (b) The Joint Interim Standing Committee on Education, created pursuant to NRS 218E.605, section 5 of this act.

Sec. 40. NRS 389.620 is hereby amended to read as follows:

389.620 1. The board of trustees of each school district shall, for each public school in the district, including, without limitation, charter schools, adopt and enforce a plan setting forth procedures to ensure the security of examinations.

2. A plan adopted pursuant to subsection 1 must include, without limitation:
   (a) Procedures pursuant to which pupils, school officials and other persons may, and are encouraged to, report irregularities in testing administration and testing security.
   (b) Procedures necessary to ensure the security of test materials and the consistency of testing administration.
   (c) With respect to secondary schools, procedures pursuant to which the school district or charter school, as appropriate, will verify the identity of pupils taking an examination.
   (d) Procedures that specifically set forth the action that must be taken in response to a report of an irregularity in testing administration or testing security and the action that must be taken during an investigation of such an irregularity. For each action that is required, the procedures must identify, by
category, the employees of the school district or charter school who are responsible for taking the action and for ensuring that the action is carried out successfully.

- The procedures adopted pursuant to this subsection must be consistent, to the extent applicable, with the procedures adopted by the Department pursuant to NRS 389.616.

3. A copy of each plan adopted pursuant to this section and the procedures set forth therein must be submitted on or before September 1 of each year to:
   (a) The State Board; and
   (b) The Joint Interim Standing Committee on Education, created pursuant to section 5 of this act.

4. On or before September 30 of each school year, the board of trustees of each school district and the governing body of each charter school shall provide a written notice regarding the examinations to all teachers and educational personnel employed by the school district or governing body, all personnel employed by the school district or governing body who are involved in the administration of the examinations, all pupils who are required to take the examinations and all parents and legal guardians of such pupils. The written notice must be prepared in a format that is easily understood and must include, without limitation, a description of the:
   (a) Plan adopted pursuant to this section; and
   (b) Action that may be taken against personnel and pupils for violations of the plan or for other irregularities in testing administration or testing security.

5. As used in this section:
   (a) "Examination" means:
      (1) Achievement and proficiency examinations that are administered to pupils pursuant to NRS 389.015 or 389.550; and
      (2) Any other examinations which measure the achievement and proficiency of pupils and which are administered to pupils on a district-wide basis.
   (b) "Irregularity in testing administration" means the failure to administer an examination in the manner intended by the person or entity that created the examination.
   (c) "Irregularity in testing security" means an act or omission that tends to corrupt or impair the security of an examination, including, without limitation:
      (1) The failure to comply with security procedures adopted pursuant to this section or NRS 389.616;
      (2) The disclosure of questions or answers to questions on an examination in a manner not otherwise approved by law; and
      (3) Other breaches in the security or confidentiality of the questions or answers to questions on an examination.

Sec. 41. NRS 389.648 is hereby amended to read as follows:
389.648  1. The Department shall establish procedures for the uniform documentation and maintenance by the Department of irregularities in testing administration and testing security reported to the Department pursuant to NRS 389.628 and investigations of such irregularities conducted by the Department pursuant to NRS 389.624. The procedures must include, without limitation:
   (a) A method for assigning a unique identification number to each incident of irregularity; and
   (b) A method to ensure that the status of an irregularity is readily accessible by the Department.
2. In accordance with the procedures established pursuant to subsection 1, the Department shall prepare and maintain for each irregularity in testing administration and each irregularity in testing security, a written summary accompanying the report of the irregularity. The written summary must include, without limitation:
   (a) An evaluation of whether the procedures prescribed by the Department pursuant to paragraph (c) of subsection 2 of NRS 389.616 were followed in response to the irregularity;
   (b) The corrective action, if any, taken in response to the irregularity pursuant to NRS 389.636;
   (c) An evaluation of whether the corrective action achieved the desired result; and
   (d) The current status and the outcome, if any, of an investigation related to the irregularity.
3. The Department shall prepare a written report that includes for each school year:
   (a) A summary of each irregularity in testing administration and testing security reported to the Department pursuant to NRS 389.628 and each investigation conducted pursuant to NRS 389.624.
   (b) A summary for each school that was required to provide additional administration of examinations pursuant to NRS 389.632. The summary must include, without limitation:
      (1) The identity of the school;
      (2) The type of additional examinations that were administered pursuant to NRS 389.632;
      (3) The date on which those examinations were administered;
      (4) A comparison of the results of pupils on the:
         (I) Examinations in which an additional irregularity occurred in the second school year described in NRS 389.632; and
         (II) Additional examinations administered pursuant to NRS 389.632.
   (c) Each written summary prepared by the Department pursuant to subsection 2.
      (d) The current status of each irregularity that was reported for a preceding school year which had not been resolved at the time that the preceding report was filed.
(e) The current status and the outcome, if any, of an investigation conducted by the Department pursuant to NRS 389.624.

(f) An analysis of the irregularities and recommendations, if any, to improve the security of the examinations and the consistency of testing administration.

4. On or before September 1 of each year, the Department shall submit the report prepared pursuant to subsection 3 for the immediately preceding school year to the Legislative Joint Interim Standing Committee on Education created pursuant to NRS 218E.605, section 5 of this act and the State Board.

Sec. 42. NRS 391.166 is hereby amended to read as follows:

391.166 1. There is hereby created the Grant Fund for Incentives for Licensed Educational Personnel to be administered by the Department. The Department may accept gifts and grants from any source for deposit in the Grant Fund.

2. The board of trustees of each school district shall establish a program of incentive pay for licensed teachers, school psychologists, school librarians, school counselors and administrators employed at the school level which must be designed to attract and retain those employees. The program must be negotiated pursuant to chapter 288 of NRS and must include, without limitation, the attraction and retention of:

(a) Licensed teachers, school psychologists, school librarians, school counselors and administrators employed at the school level who have been employed in that category of position for at least 5 years in this State or another state and who are employed in schools which are at-risk, as determined by the Department pursuant to subsection 8; and

(b) Teachers who hold an endorsement in the field of mathematics, science, special education, English as a second language or other area of need within the school district, as determined by the Superintendent of Public Instruction.

3. A program of incentive pay established by a school district must specify the type of financial incentives offered to the licensed educational personnel. Money available for the program must not be used to negotiate the salaries of individual employees who participate in the program.

4. If the board of trustees of a school district wishes to receive a grant of money from the Grant Fund, the board of trustees shall submit to the Department an application on a form prescribed by the Department. The application must include a description of the program of incentive pay established by the school district.

5. The Superintendent of Public Instruction shall compile a list of the financial incentives recommended by each school district that submitted an application. On or before December 1 of each year, the Superintendent shall submit the list to the Interim Finance Committee for its approval of the recommended incentives.
6. After approval of the list of incentives by the Interim Finance Committee pursuant to subsection 5 and within the limits of money available in the Grant Fund, the Department shall provide grants of money to each school district that submits an application pursuant to subsection 4 based upon the amount of money that is necessary to carry out each program. If an insufficient amount of money is available to pay for each program submitted to the Department, the amount of money available must be distributed pro rata based upon the number of licensed employees who are estimated to be eligible to participate in the program in each school district that submitted an application.

7. An individual employee may not receive as a financial incentive pursuant to a program an amount of money that is more than $3,500 per year.

8. The Department shall, in consultation with representatives appointed by the Nevada Association of School Superintendents and the Nevada Association of School Boards, develop a formula for identifying at-risk schools for purposes of this section. The formula must be developed on or before July 1 of each year and include, without limitation, the following factors:
   (a) The percentage of pupils who are eligible for free or reduced-price lunches pursuant to 42 U.S.C. §§ 1751 et seq.;
   (b) The transiency rate of pupils;
   (c) The percentage of pupils who are limited English proficient;
   (d) The percentage of pupils who have individualized education programs;
   (e) The percentage of pupils who score in the bottom two quarters on the mathematics portion or the reading portion, or both, of the high school proficiency examination; and
   (f) The percentage of pupils who drop out of high school before graduation.

9. The board of trustees of each school district that receives a grant of money pursuant to this section shall evaluate the effectiveness of the program for which the grant was awarded. The evaluation must include, without limitation, an evaluation of whether the program is effective in recruiting and retaining the personnel as set forth in subsection 2. On or before December 1 of each year, the board of trustees shall submit a report of its evaluation to the:
   (a) Governor;
   (b) State Board;
   (c) Interim Finance Committee;
   (d) If the report is submitted in an even-numbered year, Director of the Legislative Counsel Bureau for transmittal to the next regular session of the Legislature; and
   (e) Legislative Joint Interim Standing Committee on Education.

Sec. 43. NRS 391.536 is hereby amended to read as follows:

391.536 1. On an annual basis, the governing body of each regional training program shall review the budget for the program and submit a
proposed budget to the Legislative Joint Interim Standing Committee on Education. The proposed budget must include, without limitation, the amount of money requested by the governing body to pay for the salary or other compensation of the coordinator of the program hired pursuant to NRS 391.532. In even-numbered years, the proposed budget must be submitted to the Legislative Joint Interim Standing Committee on Education at least 4 months before the commencement of the next regular session of the Legislature.

2. The governing body of a regional training program may:
   (a) Accept gifts and grants from any source to assist the governing body in providing the training required by NRS 391.544.
   (b) Comply with applicable federal laws and regulations governing the provision of federal grants to assist with the training provided pursuant to NRS 391.544, including, without limitation, providing money from the budget of the governing body to match the money received from a federal grant.

Sec. 44. NRS 391.552 is hereby amended to read as follows:

391.552 The governing body of each regional training program shall:

1. Establish a method for the evaluation of the success of the regional training program, including, without limitation, the Nevada Early Literacy Intervention Program. The method must be consistent with the uniform procedures adopted by the Statewide Council pursuant to NRS 391.520.

2. On or before September 1 of each year, submit an annual report to the State Board, the Commission, the Legislative Joint Interim Standing Committee on Education and the Legislative Bureau of Educational Accountability and Program Evaluation that includes:
   (a) The priorities for training adopted by the governing body pursuant to NRS 391.540.
   (b) The type of training offered through the program in the immediately preceding year.
   (c) The number of teachers and administrators who received training through the program in the immediately preceding year.
   (d) The number of paraprofessionals, if any, who received training through the program in the immediately preceding year.
   (e) An evaluation of the success of the program, including, without limitation, the Nevada Early Literacy Intervention Program, in accordance with the method established pursuant to subsection 1.
   (f) A description of the gifts and grants, if any, received by the governing body in the immediately preceding year and the gifts and grants, if any, received by the Statewide Council during the immediately preceding year on behalf of the regional training program. The description must include the manner in which the gifts and grants were expended.
   (g) The 5-year plan for the program prepared pursuant to NRS 391.540 and any revisions to the plan made by the governing body in the immediately preceding year.
Sec. 45. NRS 391.556 is hereby amended to read as follows:
391.556 The board of trustees of each school district shall submit an annual report to the State Board, the Commission, the Legislative Joint Interim Standing Committee on Education and the Legislative Bureau of Educational Accountability and Program Evaluation that includes for the immediately preceding year:
1. The number of teachers and administrators employed by the school district who received training through the program; and
2. An evaluation of whether that training included the standards of content and performance established by the Council to Establish Academic Standards for Public Schools pursuant to NRS 389.520.

Sec. 46. NRS 392.129 is hereby amended to read as follows:
392.129 1. The board of trustees of a school district located:
(a) In a county whose population is 100,000 or more shall establish not less than one school attendance council within the school district. 
(b) In a county whose population is less than 100,000 may establish a school attendance council within the school district.
2. A school attendance council established by the board of trustees must consist of members whose professional responsibilities relate to the prevention of truancy and the enforcement of laws relating to truancy, which may include, without limitation, a person in charge of monitoring attendance within the school district or a school, a representative from an agency which provides child welfare services, a representative from a law enforcement agency and a representative of the district attorney.
3. A school attendance council shall:
(a) Assist in the implementation of a program to reduce the truancy of pupils adopted by the advisory board to review school attendance pursuant to NRS 392.128.
(b) Monitor each incident involving the truancy of a pupil within the school district and document the efforts made by each school and the school district to assist the pupil in attending school.
(c) Monitor excessive absences of pupils within the school district and document the efforts made by each school and the school district to assist pupils in attending school.
(d) Prepare an annual report which includes a compilation of the disposition of incidences involving the truancy of pupils during the immediately preceding school year. On or before August 1 of each year the report must be submitted to the Department and the Legislative Joint Interim Standing Committee on Education. The annual report must not disclose the identity of an individual pupil.
(e) Receive and retain a report from a family resource center or other provider of community services that assists pupils who are truant. As used in this paragraph, "family resource center" has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 430A.040.

Sec. 47. NRS 392.4644 is hereby amended to read as follows:
1. The principal of each public school shall establish a plan to provide for the progressive discipline of pupils and on-site review of disciplinary decisions. The plan must:
   (a) Be developed with the input and participation of teachers and other educational personnel and support personnel who are employed at the school, and the parents and guardians of pupils who are enrolled in the school.
   (b) Be consistent with the written rules of behavior prescribed in accordance with NRS 392.463.
   (c) Include, without limitation, provisions designed to address the specific disciplinary needs and concerns of the school.
   (d) Provide for the temporary removal of a pupil from a classroom in accordance with NRS 392.4645.
2. On or before October 1 of each year, the principal of each public school shall:
   (a) Review the plan in consultation with the teachers and other educational personnel and support personnel who are employed at the school;
   (b) Based upon the review, make revisions to the plan, as recommended by the teachers and other educational personnel and support personnel, if necessary; and
   (c) Post a copy of the plan or the revised plan, as applicable, in a prominent place at the school for public inspection and otherwise make the plan available for public inspection at the administrative office of the school.
3. On or before October 1 of each year, the principal of each public school shall submit a copy of the plan established pursuant to subsection 1 or a revised plan, if applicable, to the superintendent of schools of the school district. On or before November 1 of each year, the superintendent of schools of each school district shall submit a report to the board of trustees of the school district that includes:
   (a) A compilation of the plans submitted pursuant to this subsection by each school within the school district.
   (b) The name of each principal, if any, who has not complied with the requirements of this section.
4. On or before November 30 of each year, the board of trustees of each school district shall submit a written report to the Superintendent of Public Instruction based upon the compilation submitted pursuant to subsection 3 that reports the progress of each school within the district in complying with the requirements of this section.
5. On or before December 31 of each year, the Superintendent of Public Instruction shall submit a written report to the Director of the Legislative Counsel Bureau concerning the progress of the schools and school districts throughout this state in complying with this section. If the report is submitted during:
   (a) An even-numbered year, the Director of the Legislative Counsel Bureau shall transmit it to the next regular session of the Legislature.
(b) An odd-numbered year, the Director of the Legislative Counsel Bureau shall transmit it to the [Legislative] Joint Interim Standing Committee on Education.

Sec. 48. NRS 394.379 is hereby amended to read as follows:

394.379 1. The administrative head of each private school that provides instruction to pupils with disabilities shall, on or before August 15 of each year, prepare a report that includes, without limitation:

(a) The number of instances in which physical restraint was used at the private school during the immediately preceding school year, which must indicate the number of instances per teacher employed at the private school and per pupil enrolled at the private school without disclosing personally identifiable information about the teacher or the pupil;

(b) The number of instances in which mechanical restraint was used at the private school during the immediately preceding school year, which must indicate the number of instances per teacher employed at the private school and per pupil enrolled at the private school without disclosing personally identifiable information about the teacher or the pupil; and

(c) The number of violations of NRS 394.353 to 394.379, inclusive, by type of violation, which must indicate the number of violations per teacher employed at the private school and per pupil enrolled at the private school.

2. On or before August 15 of each year, the administrative head of each private school that provides instruction to pupils with disabilities shall submit to the Department the report prepared pursuant to subsection 1. The report must be in the form prescribed by the Department.

3. The Department shall compile the data submitted by each private school pursuant to subsection 2 and prepare a written report of the compilation, disaggregated by each private school. On or before October 1 of each year, the Department shall submit the written compilation:

(a) In even-numbered years, to the Director of the Legislative Counsel Bureau for transmission to the next regular session of the Legislature.

(b) In odd-numbered years, to the [Legislative] Joint Interim Standing Committee on Education.

4. If a particular item in a report required pursuant to this section would reveal personally identifiable information about an individual pupil or teacher, that item must not be included in the report.

Sec. 49. NRS 400.045 is hereby amended to read as follows:

400.045 On or before June 30 of each year, the Council shall submit a written report of its activities and any recommendations to the:

1. Board of Regents of the University of Nevada;
2. State Board;
3. Director of the Legislative Counsel Bureau for transmittal to the next regular session of the Legislature;
4. [Legislative] Joint Interim Standing Committee on Education; and
5. Governor.

Sec. 50. NRS 422.2728 is hereby amended to read as follows:
1. If the Federal Government approves a Medicaid waiver which the Director applied for pursuant to NRS 422.2726, the Director shall adopt regulations to implement the waiver and establish a program in accordance with the waiver, which may include, without limitation, regulations setting forth:
   (a) Any amount of contribution that a person who receives any benefit under the program is required to pay;
   (b) Criteria for eligibility;
   (c) The services covered by the program;
   (d) Any limitation on the number of persons who may participate in the program; and
   (e) Any other regulations necessary to carry out the program.

2. The Director shall also adopt any necessary regulations to ensure that an employer that provides health care insurance to an employee does not discontinue or reduce the employer's contribution toward such insurance as a result of any subsidy authorized under the program established pursuant to this section. Such regulations must include, without limitation, a requirement that a person is not eligible for a subsidy unless the employer contributes at least 50 percent toward the premium for insurance provided by the employer.

3. The Director shall submit a quarterly report concerning benefits provided by the program established pursuant to this section to the Interim Finance Committee and the Legislative Committee on Health Care.

Sec. 51. NRS 439.630 is hereby amended to read as follows:

1. The Department shall:
   (a) Conduct, or require the Grants Management Advisory Committee created by NRS 232.383 to conduct, public hearings to accept public testimony from a wide variety of sources and perspectives regarding existing or proposed programs that:
      (1) Promote public health;
      (2) Improve health services for children, senior citizens and persons with disabilities;
      (3) Reduce or prevent the abuse of and addiction to alcohol and drugs; and
      (4) Offer other general or specific information on health care in this State.
   (b) Establish a process to evaluate the health and health needs of the residents of this State and a system to rank the health problems of the residents of this State, including, without limitation, the specific health problems that are endemic to urban and rural communities, and report the results of the evaluation to the Legislative Committee on Health Care.
   (c) Allocate not more than 30 percent of available revenues for direct expenditure by the Department to pay for prescription drugs, pharmaceutical
services and, to the extent money is available, other benefits, including, without limitation, dental and vision benefits and hearing aids or other devices that enhance the ability to hear, for senior citizens pursuant to NRS 439.635 to 439.690, inclusive. From the money allocated pursuant to this paragraph, the Department may subsidize any portion of the cost of providing prescription drugs, pharmaceutical services and, to the extent money is available, other benefits, including, without limitation, dental and vision benefits and hearing aids or other devices that enhance the ability to hear, to senior citizens pursuant to NRS 439.635 to 439.690, inclusive. The Department shall consider recommendations from the Grants Management Advisory Committee in carrying out the provisions of NRS 439.635 to 439.690, inclusive. The Department shall submit a quarterly report to the Governor, the Interim Finance Committee, the [Legislative Committee on Health Care] Joint Interim Standing Committee on Health and Human Services and any other committees or commissions the Director deems appropriate regarding the general manner in which expenditures have been made pursuant to this paragraph.

(d) Allocate, by contract or grant, for expenditure not more than 30 percent of available revenues for allocation by the Aging and Disability Services Division of the Department in the form of grants for existing or new programs that assist senior citizens with independent living, including, without limitation, programs that provide:

(1) Respite care or relief of informal caretakers;
(2) Transportation to new or existing services to assist senior citizens in living independently; and
(3) Care in the home which allows senior citizens to remain at home instead of in institutional care.

The Aging and Disability Services Division of the Department shall consider recommendations from the Grants Management Advisory Committee concerning the independent living needs of senior citizens.

(e) Allocate $200,000 of all revenues deposited in the Fund for a Healthy Nevada each year for direct expenditure by the Director to:

(1) Provide guaranteed funding to finance assisted living facilities that satisfy the criteria for certification set forth in NRS 319.147; and
(2) Fund assisted living facilities that satisfy the criteria for certification set forth in NRS 319.147 and assisted living supportive services that are provided pursuant to the provisions of the home and community-based services waiver which are amended pursuant to NRS 422.2708.

The Director shall develop policies and procedures for distributing the money allocated pursuant to this paragraph. Money allocated pursuant to this paragraph does not revert to the Fund at the end of the fiscal year.

(f) Allocate to the Health Division not more than 15 percent of available revenues for programs that are consistent with the guidelines established by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention of the United States Department of Health and Human Services relating to evidence-based best
practices to prevent, reduce or treat the use of tobacco and the consequences of the use of tobacco. In making allocations pursuant to this paragraph, the Health Division shall allocate the money, by contract or grant:

(1) To the district board of health in each county whose population is 100,000 or more for expenditure for such programs in the respective county;

(2) For such programs in counties whose population is less than 100,000; and

(3) For statewide programs for tobacco cessation and other statewide services for tobacco cessation and for statewide evaluations of programs which receive an allocation of money pursuant to this paragraph, as determined necessary by the Health Division and the district boards of health.

(g) Allocate, by contract or grant, for expenditure not more than 10 percent of available revenues for programs that improve health services for children.

(h) Allocate, by contract or grant, for expenditure not more than 10 percent of available revenues for programs that improve the health and well-being of persons with disabilities. In making allocations pursuant to this paragraph, the Department shall, to the extent practicable, allocate the money evenly among the following three types of programs:

(1) Programs that provide respite care or relief of informal caretakers for persons with disabilities;

(2) Programs that provide positive behavioral supports to persons with disabilities; and

(3) Programs that assist persons with disabilities to live safely and independently in their communities outside of an institutional setting.

(i) Allocate not more than 5 percent of available revenues for direct expenditure by the Department to subsidize any portion of the cost of providing prescription drugs, pharmaceutical services and, to the extent money is available, other benefits, including, without limitation, dental and vision benefits and hearing aids or other devices that enhance the ability to hear, to persons with disabilities pursuant to NRS 439.705 to 439.795, inclusive. The Department shall consider recommendations from the Grants Management Advisory Committee in carrying out the provisions of NRS 439.705 to 439.795, inclusive.

(j) Maximize expenditures through local, federal and private matching contributions.

(k) Ensure that any money expended from the Fund will not be used to supplant existing methods of funding that are available to public agencies.

(l) Develop policies and procedures for the administration and distribution of contracts, grants and other expenditures to state agencies, political subdivisions of this State, nonprofit organizations, universities, state colleges and community colleges. A condition of any such contract or grant must be that not more than 8 percent of the contract or grant may be used for administrative expenses or other indirect costs. The procedures must require at least one competitive round of requests for proposals per biennium.
(m) To make the allocations required by paragraphs (f), (g) and (h):
(1) Prioritize and quantify the needs for these programs;
(2) Develop, solicit and accept applications for allocations;
(3) Review and consider the recommendations of the Grants Management Advisory Committee submitted pursuant to NRS 232.385;
(4) Conduct annual evaluations of programs to which allocations have been awarded; and
(5) Submit annual reports concerning the programs to the Governor, the Interim Finance Committee, the Joint Interim Standing Committee on Health and Human Services and any other committees or commissions the Director deems appropriate.

(n) Transmit a report of all findings, recommendations and expenditures to the Governor, each regular session of the Legislature, the Joint Interim Standing Committee on Health and Human Services and any other committees or commissions the Director deems appropriate.

2. The Department may take such other actions as are necessary to carry out its duties.

3. To make the allocations required by paragraph (d) of subsection 1, the Aging and Disability Services Division of the Department shall:
(a) Prioritize and quantify the needs of senior citizens for these programs;
(b) Develop, solicit and accept grant applications for allocations;
(c) As appropriate, expand or augment existing state programs for senior citizens upon approval of the Interim Finance Committee;
(d) Award grants, contracts or other allocations;
(e) Conduct annual evaluations of programs to which grants or other allocations have been awarded; and
(f) Submit annual reports concerning the allocations made by the Aging and Disability Services Division pursuant to paragraph (d) of subsection 1 to the Governor, the Interim Finance Committee, the Joint Interim Standing Committee on Health and Human Services and any other committees or commissions the Director deems appropriate.

4. The Aging and Disability Services Division of the Department shall submit each proposed grant or contract which would be used to expand or augment an existing state program to the Interim Finance Committee for approval before the grant or contract is awarded. The request for approval must include a description of the proposed use of the money and the person or entity that would be authorized to expend the money. The Aging and Disability Services Division of the Department shall not expend or transfer any money allocated to the Aging and Disability Services Division pursuant to this section to subsidize any portion of the cost of providing prescription drugs, pharmaceutical services and other benefits, including, without limitation, dental and vision benefits and hearing aids or other devices that enhance the ability to hear, to senior citizens pursuant to NRS 439.635 to
439.690, inclusive, or to subsidize any portion of the cost of providing prescription drugs, pharmaceutical services and other benefits, including, without limitation, dental and vision benefits and hearing aids or other devices that enhance the ability to hear, to persons with disabilities pursuant to NRS 439.705 to 439.795, inclusive.

5. A veteran may receive benefits or other services which are available from the money allocated pursuant to this section for senior citizens or persons with disabilities to the extent that the veteran does not receive other benefits or services provided to veterans for the same purpose if the veteran qualifies for the benefits or services as a senior citizen or a person with a disability, or both.

6. As used in this section, "available revenues" means the total revenues deposited in the Fund for a Healthy Nevada each year minus $200,000.

Sec. 52. NRS 439.970 is hereby amended to read as follows:

439.970 1. Except as otherwise provided in chapter 414 of NRS, if a health authority identifies within its jurisdiction a public health emergency or other health event that is an immediate threat to the health and safety of the public in a health care facility or the office of a provider of health care, the health authority shall immediately transmit to the Governor a report of the immediate threat.

2. Upon receiving a report pursuant to subsection 1, the Governor shall determine whether a public health emergency or other health event exists that requires a coordinated response for the health and safety of the public. If the Governor determines that a public health emergency or other health event exists that requires such a coordinated response, the Governor shall issue an executive order:

(a) Stating the nature of the public health emergency or other health event;

(b) Stating the conditions that have brought about the public health emergency or other health event, including, without limitation, an identification of each health care facility or provider of health care, if any, related to the public health emergency or other health event;

(c) Stating the estimated duration of the immediate threat to the health and safety of the public; and

(d) Designating an emergency team comprised of:

(1) The State Health Officer or a person appointed pursuant to subsection 5, as applicable; and

(2) Representatives of state agencies, divisions, boards and other entities, including, without limitation, professional licensing boards, with authority by statute to govern or regulate the health care facilities and providers of health care identified as being related to the public health emergency or other health event pursuant to paragraph (b).

3. If additional state agencies, divisions, boards or other entities are identified during the course of the response to the public health emergency or other health event as having authority regarding a health care facility or provider of health care that is related to the public health emergency or other
health event, the Governor shall direct that agency, division, board or entity to appoint a representative to the emergency team.

4. The State Health Officer or a person appointed pursuant to subsection 5, as applicable, is the chair of the emergency team.

5. If the State Health Officer has a conflict of interest relating to a public health emergency or other health event or is otherwise unable to carry out the duties prescribed pursuant to NRS 439.950 to 439.983, inclusive, the Director shall temporarily appoint a person to carry out the duties of the State Health Officer prescribed in NRS 439.950 to 439.983, inclusive, until such time as the public health emergency or other health event has been resolved or the State Health Officer is able to resume those duties. The person appointed by the Director must meet the requirements prescribed by subsection 1 of NRS 439.090.

6. The Governor shall immediately transmit the executive order to:
   (a) The Legislature or, if the Legislature is not in session, to the Legislative Commission and the Joint Interim Standing Committee on Health and Human Services; and
   (b) Any person or entity deemed necessary or advisable by the Governor.

7. The Governor shall declare a public health emergency or other health event terminated before the estimated duration stated in the executive order upon a finding that the public health emergency or other health event no longer poses an immediate threat to the health and safety of the public. Upon such a finding, the Governor shall notify each person and entity described in subsection 6.

8. If a public health emergency or other health event lasts longer than the estimated duration stated in the executive order, the Governor is not required to reissue an executive order, but shall notify each person and entity identified in subsection 6.

9. The Attorney General shall provide legal counsel to the emergency team.

Sec. 53. NRS 439.980 is hereby amended to read as follows:

439.980 The chair of the emergency team or a member of the emergency team designated by the chair shall:

1. Provide information to the general public and ensure that the public remains informed on the progress of the work of the emergency team.

2. Act as the liaison between the emergency team and the Governor, the Speaker of the Assembly, the Majority Leader of the Senate, the Attorney General and any other officer, agency or political subdivision of this State with an interest in the response to and resolution of the public health emergency or other health event.

3. Provide to the Governor and the Legislature or, if the Legislature is not in session, to the Legislative Commission and the Joint Interim Standing Committee on Health and Human Services:
(a) During the course of an investigation of a public health emergency or other health event, monthly updates, or more frequent updates if requested, on the progress of the work of the emergency team; and

(b) Upon the resolution of the issues involved in the public health emergency or other health event, a report on the findings of the emergency team and the action that was taken to resolve the public health emergency or other health event and any consequences thereof.

Sec. 54. NRS 439.983 is hereby amended to read as follows:

439.983 Upon the resolution of a public health emergency or other health event, the emergency team shall:

1. Make recommendations to the State Board of Health and local boards of health with respect to regulations or policies which may be adopted to prevent public health emergencies and other health events or to improve responses to public health emergencies and other health events; and

2. Evaluate the response of each state agency, division, board or other entity represented on the emergency team and make recommendations to the Governor and the Legislature or, if the Legislature is not in session, to the Legislative Commission and the [Legislative Committee on Health Care] Joint Interim Standing Committee on Health and Human Services with respect to actions and measures that may be taken to improve such responses.

Sec. 55. NRS 439A.290 is hereby amended to read as follows:

439A.290 In carrying out the provisions of NRS 439A.200 to 439A.290, inclusive, the Department:

(a) Shall work in consultation with a quality improvement organization of the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services of the United States Department of Health and Human Services; and

(b) May contract with the Nevada System of Higher Education or any appropriate, independent and qualified person or entity to analyze the information collected and maintained by the Department pursuant to NRS 439A.200 to 439A.290, inclusive. Such a contractor may release or publish or otherwise use information made available to it pursuant to the contract if the Department determines that the information is accurate and the contractor complies with the regulations adopted pursuant to subsection 2.

2. The Department shall adopt regulations for the review and release of information collected and maintained by the Department pursuant to NRS 439A.200 to 439A.290, inclusive. The regulations must require, without limitation, the Department to review each request for information if the request is for purposes other than research.

3. The Department shall, on or before July 1 of each year, submit to the [Legislative Committee on Health Care] Joint Interim Standing Committee on Health and Human Services a report concerning each request that is made pursuant to subsection 2 and the determination of the Department with regard to each request.

Sec. 56. NRS 439B.040 is hereby amended to read as follows:
"Committee" means the [Legislative Committee on Health Care] Joint Interim Standing Committee on Health and Human Services.

Sec. 57. NRS 449.242 is hereby amended to read as follows:

449.242 1. Each hospital located in a county whose population is 100,000 or more and which is licensed to have more than 70 beds shall establish a staffing committee to develop a documented staffing plan as required pursuant to NRS 449.2421. The staffing committee must consist of:
   (a) Not less than one-half of the total members from the licensed nursing staff who are providing direct patient care at the hospital; and
   (b) Not less than one-half of the total members appointed by the administration of the hospital.

2. The staffing committee of a hospital shall meet at least quarterly.

3. Each hospital that is required to establish a staffing committee pursuant to this section shall prepare a written report concerning the establishment of the staffing committee, the activities and progress of the staffing committee and a determination of the efficacy of the staffing committee. The hospital shall submit the report on or before December 31 of each:
   (a) Even-numbered year to the Director of the Legislative Counsel Bureau for transmission to the next regular session of the Legislature.
   (b) Odd-numbered year to the [Legislative Committee on Health Care] Joint Interim Standing Committee on Health and Human Services.

Sec. 58. NRS 449.446 is hereby amended to read as follows:

449.446 1. The Health Division shall conduct annual and unannounced on-site inspections of each office of a physician or a facility that provides health care, other than a medical facility, which holds a permit issued pursuant to NRS 449.443 and each surgical center for ambulatory patients which holds a license issued pursuant to this chapter.

2. An inspection conducted pursuant to this section must focus on the infection control practices and policies of the surgical center for ambulatory patients, the office or the facility that is the subject of the inspection. The Health Division may, as it deems necessary, conduct a more comprehensive inspection of a surgical center, office or facility.

3. Upon completion of an inspection, the Health Division shall:
   (a) Compile a report of the inspection, including each deficiency discovered during the inspection, if any; and
   (b) Forward a copy of the report to the surgical center for ambulatory patients, the office of the physician or the facility where the inspection was conducted.

4. If a deficiency is indicated in the report, the surgical center for ambulatory patients, the office of the physician or the facility shall correct each deficiency indicated in the report in the manner prescribed by the Board pursuant to NRS 449.448.

5. The Health Division shall annually prepare and submit to the [Legislative Committee on Health Care] Joint Interim Standing Committee...
on Health and Human Services and the Legislative Commission a report which includes:

(a) The number and frequency of inspections conducted pursuant to this section;

(b) A summary of deficiencies or other significant problems discovered while conducting inspections pursuant to this section and the results of any follow-up inspections; and

(c) Any other information relating to the inspections as deemed necessary by the [Legislative Committee on Health Care] Joint Interim Standing Committee on Health and Human Services or the Legislative Commission.

Sec. 59. NRS 449.465 is hereby amended to read as follows:

449.465 1. The Director may, by regulation, impose fees upon admitted health insurers to cover the costs of carrying out the provisions of NRS 449.450 to 449.530, inclusive. The maximum amount of fees collected must not exceed the amount authorized by the Legislature in each biennial budget.

2. The Director shall impose a fee of $50 each year upon admitted health insurers for the support of the [Legislative Committee on Health Care] Joint Interim Standing Committee on Health and Human Services. The fee imposed pursuant to this subsection is in addition to any fee imposed pursuant to subsection 1. The fee collected for the support of the [Legislative Committee on Health Care] Joint Interim Standing Committee on Health and Human Services must be deposited in the Legislative Fund.

Sec. 60. NRS 449.520 is hereby amended to read as follows:

449.520 1. On or before October 1 of each year, the Director shall prepare and transmit to the Governor, the [Legislative Committee on Health Care] Joint Interim Standing Committee on Health and Human Services and the Interim Finance Committee a report of the Department's operations and activities for the preceding fiscal year.

2. The report prepared pursuant to subsection 1 must include:

(a) Copies of all summaries, compilations and supplementary reports required by NRS 449.450 to 449.530, inclusive, together with such facts, suggestions and policy recommendations as the Director deems necessary;

(b) A summary of the trends of the audits of hospitals in this State that the Department required or performed during the previous year;

(c) An analysis of the trends in the costs, expenses and profits of hospitals in this State;

(d) An analysis of the corporate home office allocation methodologies of hospitals in this State;

(e) An examination and analysis of the manner in which hospitals are reporting the information that is required to be filed pursuant to NRS 449.490, including, without limitation, an examination and analysis of whether that information is being reported in a standard and consistent manner, which fairly reflect the operations of each hospital;
(f) A review and comparison of the policies and procedures used by hospitals in this State to provide discounted services to, and to reduce charges for services provided to, persons without health insurance;

(g) A review and comparison of the policies and procedures used by hospitals in this State to collect unpaid charges for services provided by the hospitals; and

(h) A summary of the status of the programs established pursuant to NRS 439A.220 and 439A.240 to increase public awareness of health care information concerning the hospitals and surgical centers for ambulatory patients in this State, including, without limitation, the information that was posted in the preceding fiscal year on the Internet website maintained for those programs pursuant to NRS 439A.270.

3. The Legislative Committee on Health Care Joint Interim Standing Committee on Health and Human Services shall develop a comprehensive plan concerning the provision of health care in this State which includes, without limitation:

(a) A review of the health care needs in this State as identified by state agencies, local governments, providers of health care and the general public; and

(b) A review of the capital improvement reports submitted by hospitals pursuant to subsection 2 of NRS 449.490.

Sec. 61. NRS 450B.795 is hereby amended to read as follows:

450B.795  1. The State Board of Health shall collect data, in accordance with the system that is developed by the Board pursuant to subsection 5, concerning the waiting times for the provision of emergency services and care to each person who is in need of such services and care and who is transported to a hospital by a provider of emergency medical services.

2. Each hospital and each provider of emergency medical services in a county whose population is 400,000 or more shall participate in the collection of data pursuant to this section by collecting data, in accordance with the system that is developed by the State Board of Health pursuant to subsection 5, concerning the waiting times for the provision of emergency services and care to each person who is in need of such services and care and who is transported to a hospital by a provider of emergency medical services.

3. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 4, the hospitals and the providers of emergency medical services in a county whose population is less than 400,000 are not required to participate in the collection of data pursuant to this section unless the county health officer, each hospital and each provider of emergency medical services in the county agree in writing that the county will participate in the collection of data. The county health officer shall submit the written agreement to the State Board of Health.

4. If the State Board of Health determines, in a county whose population is 100,000 or more but less than 400,000, that there are excessive waiting times at one or more hospitals in the county for the provision of emergency services and care to persons who are in need of such services and care and
who have been transported to the hospital by a provider of emergency medical services, the State Board of Health may require the county to implement a system of collecting data pursuant to subsection 5 concerning the extent of waiting times and the circumstances surrounding such waiting times.

5. For the purpose of collecting data pursuant to this section, the State Board of Health shall develop a system of collecting data concerning the waiting times of persons for the provision of emergency services and care at a hospital and the surrounding circumstances for such waiting times each time a person is transported to a hospital by a provider of emergency medical services. The system must include, without limitation, an electronic method of recording and collecting the following information:

(a) The time at which a person arrives at the hospital, which is the time that the person is presented to the emergency room of the hospital;

(b) The time at which the person is transferred to an appropriate place in the hospital to receive emergency services and care, which is the time that the person is physically present in the appropriate place and the staff of the emergency room of the hospital have received a report concerning the transfer of the person;

(c) If a person is not transferred to an appropriate place in the hospital to receive emergency services and care within 30 minutes after arriving at the hospital, information detailing the reason for such delay, which may be selected from a predetermined list of possible reasons that are available for selection in the electronic system;

(d) A unique identifier that is assigned to each transfer of a person to a hospital by a provider of emergency medical services which allows the transfer to be identified and reviewed; and

(e) The names of the personnel of the provider of emergency medical services who transported the person to the hospital and of the personnel of the hospital who are responsible for the care of the person after the person arrives at the hospital.

6. The State Board of Health shall ensure that:

(a) The data collected pursuant to subsection 5 is reported to the Health Division on a quarterly basis;

(b) The data collected pursuant to subsection 5 is available to any person or entity participating in the collection of data pursuant to this section; and

(c) The system of collecting data developed pursuant to subsection 5 and all other aspects of the collection comply with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996, Public Law 104-191.

7. The State Board of Health shall appoint for each county in which hospitals and providers of emergency medical services are participating in the collection of data pursuant to this section an advisory committee consisting of the health officer of the county, a representative of each hospital in the county and a representative of each provider of emergency medical services in the county. Each member of the advisory committee
serves without compensation and is not entitled to receive a per diem allowance or travel expenses for the member’s service on the advisory committee. Each advisory committee shall:

(a) Meet not less than once each calendar quarter;

(b) Review the data that is collected for the county and submitted to the State Board of Health concerning the waiting times for the provision of emergency services and care, the manner in which such data was collected and any circumstances surrounding such waiting times;

(c) Review each incident in which a person was transferred to an appropriate place in a hospital to receive emergency services and care more than 30 minutes after arriving at the hospital; and

(d) Submit a report of its findings to the State Board of Health.

8. The State Board of Health may delegate its duties set forth in this section to:

(a) The district board of health in a county whose population is 400,000 or more.

(b) The county or district board of health in a county whose population is less than 400,000.

9. The State Board of Health or any county or district board of health that is performing the duties of the State Board of Health pursuant to subsection 8 shall submit a quarterly report to the [Legislative Committee on Health Care,] Joint Interim Standing Committee on Health and Human Services, which must include a written compilation of the data collected pursuant to this section.

10. The State Board of Health may require each hospital and provider of emergency medical services located in a county that participates in the collection of data pursuant to this section to share in the expense of purchasing hardware, software, equipment and other resources necessary to carry out the collection of data pursuant to this section.

11. The State Board of Health shall adopt regulations to carry out the provisions of this section, including, without limitation, regulations prescribing the duties and responsibilities of each:

(a) County or district board of health that is performing the duties of the State Board of Health pursuant to subsection 8;

(b) Hospital located in a county that participates in the collection of data pursuant to this section; and

(c) Provider of emergency medical services located in a county whose population is less than 400,000 that participates in the collection of data pursuant to this section.

12. The district board of health in each county whose population is 400,000 or more shall adopt regulations consistent with subsection 11 for providers of emergency medical services located in the county to carry out the provisions of this section.

13. The State Board of Health may, in consultation with each hospital and provider of emergency medical services located in a county that
participates in the collection of data pursuant to this section, submit a written request to the Director of the Legislative Counsel Bureau for transmission to a regular session of the Legislature for the repeal of this section. Such a written request must include the justifications and reasons for requesting the termination of the collection of data pursuant to this section.

14. As used in this section:
   (a) "Emergency services and care" has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 439B.410.
   (b) "Hospital" has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 449.012.
   (c) "Provider of emergency medical services" means each operator of an ambulance and each fire-fighting agency which has a permit to operate pursuant to this chapter and which provides transportation for persons in need of emergency services and care to hospitals.

Sec. 62. NRS 482.367004 is hereby amended to read as follows:

482.367004  1. There is hereby created the Commission on Special License Plates consisting of [five Legislators] the Joint Interim Standing Committee on Transportation and three nonvoting members, as follows:
   (a) Five Legislators appointed by the Legislative Commission:
      (1) One of whom is the Legislator who served as the Chair of the Assembly Standing Committee on Transportation during the most recent legislative session. That Legislator may designate an alternate to serve in place of the Legislator when absent. The alternate must be another Legislator who also served on the Assembly Standing Committee on Transportation during the most recent legislative session.
      (2) One of whom is the Legislator who served as the Chair of the Senate Standing Committee on Transportation during the most recent legislative session. That Legislator may designate an alternate to serve in place of the Legislator when absent. The alternate must be another Legislator who also served on the Senate Standing Committee on Transportation during the most recent legislative session.
   (b) Three nonvoting members consisting of:
      (1) The Director of the Department of Motor Vehicles, or a designee of the Director.
      (2) The Director of the Department of Public Safety, or a designee of the Director.
      (3) The Director of the Department of Cultural Affairs, or a designee of the Director.
   2. Each member of the Commission appointed pursuant to paragraph (a) of subsection 1 serves a term of 2 years, commencing on July 1 of each odd-numbered year. A vacancy on the Commission must be filled in the same manner as the original appointment.
3. Members of the Commission serve without salary or compensation for their travel or per diem expenses.
4. The Director of the Legislative Counsel Bureau shall provide administrative support to the Commission.

5. The Commission shall approve or disapprove:
   (a) Applications for the design, preparation and issuance of special license plates that are submitted to the Department pursuant to subsection 1 of NRS 482.367002;
   (b) The issuance by the Department of special license plates that have been designed and prepared pursuant to NRS 482.367002; and
   (c) Except as otherwise provided in subsection 6, applications for the design, preparation and issuance of special license plates that have been authorized by an act of the Legislature after January 1, 2007.

In determining whether to approve such an application or issuance, the Commission shall consider, without limitation, whether it would be appropriate and feasible for the Department to, as applicable, design, prepare or issue the particular special license plate. The Commission shall consider each application in the chronological order in which the application was received by the Department.

6. The provisions of paragraph (c) of subsection 5 do not apply with regard to special license plates that are issued pursuant to NRS 482.3785.

7. The Commission shall:
   (a) Approve or disapprove any proposed change in the distribution of money received in the form of additional fees. As used in this paragraph, "additional fees" means the fees that are charged in connection with the issuance or renewal of a special license plate for the benefit of a particular cause, fund or charitable organization. The term does not include registration and license fees or governmental services taxes.
   (b) If it approves a proposed change pursuant to paragraph (a) and determines that legislation is required to carry out the change, request the assistance of the Legislative Counsel in the preparation of a bill draft to carry out the change.

Sec. 63. NRS 528.150 is hereby amended to read as follows:

528.150 1. On or before January 1 of each year, the State Forester Firewarden shall, in coordination and cooperation with the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency and the fire chiefs within the Lake Tahoe Basin, submit a report concerning fire prevention and forest health in the Nevada portion of the Lake Tahoe Basin to:
   (a) The Legislative Committee for the Review and Oversight of the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency and Marlette Lake Water System created by NRS 218E.555 Joint Interim Standing Committee on Government Affairs and to the Director of the Legislative Counsel Bureau for transmittal to the Legislature;
   (b) The Governor;
   (c) The Tahoe Regional Planning Agency; and
   (d) Each United States Senator and Representative in Congress who is elected to represent the State of Nevada.
2. The report submitted by the State Forester Firewarden pursuant to subsection 1 must address, without limitation:
   (a) The status of:
      (1) The implementation of plans for the prevention of fires in the Nevada portion of the Lake Tahoe Basin, including, without limitation, plans relating to the reduction of fuel for fires;
      (2) Efforts concerning forest restoration in the Nevada portion of the Lake Tahoe Basin; and
      (3) Efforts concerning rehabilitation of vegetation, if any, as a result of fire in the Nevada portion of the Lake Tahoe Basin.
   (b) Compliance with:
      (1) The goals and policies for fire prevention and forest health in the Nevada portion of the Lake Tahoe Basin; and
      (2) Any recommendations concerning fire prevention or public safety made by any fire department or fire protection district in the Nevada portion of the Lake Tahoe Basin.
   (c) Any efforts to:
      (1) Increase public awareness in the Nevada portion of the Lake Tahoe Basin regarding fire prevention and public safety; and
      (2) Coordinate with other federal, state, local and private entities with regard to projects to reduce fire hazards in the Nevada portion of the Lake Tahoe Basin.


Sec. 64.5.  1. If the provisions of any other act or resolution passed by the 76th Session of the Nevada Legislature provide for a legislative study or investigation:
   (a) The provisions of the other act or resolution that provide for the legislative study or investigation are superseded and abrogated by the provisions of this act; and
   (b) The legislative study or investigation provided for in the other act or resolution must be conducted by the Joint Interim Standing Committee established pursuant to section 5 of this act which has jurisdiction over the subject matter of the study or investigation, except that the Committee may conduct the study or investigation only within limits of the Committee's budget and work program approved by the Legislative Commission pursuant to section 7 of this act.

2. If the subject matter of such a legislative study or investigation falls within the jurisdiction of more than one Joint Interim Standing Committee established pursuant to section 5 of this act, the Legislative Commission shall
assign the study or investigation to the most appropriate Committee based on the budgets and work programs approved by the Legislative Commission for the Committees.

3. As used in this section:
   (a) "Legislative study or investigation" includes, without limitation, any:
       (1) Interim legislative study or investigation; or
       (2) Legislative study or investigation assigned to a statutory legislative committee, including, without limitation, a statutory legislative committee abolished by the provisions of this act.
   (b) "Legislative study or investigation" does not include the advisory committee to develop recommendations for increasing the funding of highways in this State created by Assembly Bill No. 152 of the 76th Session of the Nevada Legislature.

Sec. 65. The initial Chairs and Vice Chairs of the Joint Interim Standing Committees established pursuant to section 5 of this act must be appointed as follows:

1. The Chairs of the following Committees must be appointed from among the members of the Senate and the Vice Chairs must be appointed from among the members of the Assembly serving on the respective Committees:
   (a) Commerce, Labor and Energy;
   (b) Government Affairs;
   (c) Judiciary;
   (d) Revenue and Taxation; and
   (e) Transportation.

2. The Chairs of the following Joint Interim Standing Committees must be appointed from among the members of the Assembly and the Vice Chairs must be appointed from among the members of the Senate serving on the respective Committees:
   (a) Education;
   (b) Health and Human Services;
   (c) Legislative Operations and Elections; and
   (d) Natural Resources, Agriculture and Mining.

Sec. 66. 1. This section and sections 1 to 35, inclusive, and 37 to 65, inclusive, of this act become effective upon passage and approval.

2. Section 36 of this act becomes effective on July 1, 2011.

LEADLINES OF REPEALED SECTIONS

176.0121  "Commission" defined.
176.0123  Creation; members and appointing authorities; Chair; terms; vacancies; salaries and per diem; staff.
176.0124  Subcommittee on Juvenile Justice; creation; Chair; members; duties; salaries and per diem.
176.01245  Subcommittee on Victims of Crime; creation, Chair; members; duties; salaries and per diem.
176.0126  Subpoenas: Power to issue; compelling performance.
218E.500 Legislative findings and declarations.
218E.505 "Committee" defined.
218E.510 Creation; membership; budget; officers; terms; vacancies; alternates.
218E.515 Meetings; rules; quorum; compensation, allowances and expenses of members.
218E.530 Administration of oaths; deposition of witnesses; issuance and enforcement of subpoenas.
218E.535 Fees and mileage for witnesses.
218E.550 "Committee" defined.
218E.555 Creation; membership; budget; officers; terms; vacancies; reports.
218E.560 Meetings; rules; quorum; compensation, allowances and expenses of members.
218E.570 General powers.
218E.575 Administration of oaths; deposition of witnesses; issuance and enforcement of subpoenas.
218E.580 Fees and mileage for witnesses.
218E.600 "Committee" defined.
218E.605 Creation; membership; budget; officers; terms; vacancies.
218E.610 Meetings; quorum; compensation, allowances and expenses of members.
218E.620 Administration of oaths; deposition of witnesses; issuance and enforcement of subpoenas.
218E.700 "Committee" defined.
218E.705 Creation; membership; budget; officers; terms; vacancies.
218E.710 Meetings; quorum; compensation, allowances and expenses of members.
218E.715 General duties.
218E.720 General powers.
218E.725 Administration of oaths; deposition of witnesses; issuance and enforcement of subpoenas.
218E.730 Fees and mileage for witnesses.
218E.745 "Committee" defined.
218E.750 Creation; membership; budget; officers; terms; vacancies.
218E.755 Meetings; quorum; compensation, allowances and expenses of members.
218E.760 General powers.
218E.765 Administration of oaths; deposition of witnesses; issuance and enforcement of subpoenas.
218E.770 Fees and mileage for witnesses.
439B.200 Creation; appointment of and restrictions on members; officers; terms of members; vacancies; annual reports.
439B.210 Meetings; quorum; compensation.
439B.230 Investigations and hearings: Depositions; subpoenas.
Senator Parks moved the adoption of the amendment.
Remarks by Senator Parks.
Senator Parks requested that his remarks be entered in the Journal.
Assembly Bill No. 578 revises the interim committee structure of the Legislature.
Amendment No. 976 deletes provisions from the bill that would have repealed the Advisory
Commission on the Administration of Justice.
Amendment adopted.
Bill ordered reprinted, re-engrossed and to third reading.

Assembly Bill No. 71.
Bill read third time.
Roll call on Assembly Bill No. 71:
YEAS—21.
NAYS—None.

Assembly Bill No. 71 having received a constitutional majority,
Mr. President declared it passed.
Bill ordered transmitted to the Assembly.

Assembly Bill No. 351.
Bill read third time.
Roll call on Assembly Bill No. 351:
YEAS—17.
NAYS—Breeden, Copening, Schneider, Wiener—4.

Assembly Bill No. 351 having received a constitutional majority,
Mr. President declared it passed, as amended.
Bill ordered transmitted to the Assembly.

Assembly Bill No. 354.
Bill read third time.
Roll call on Assembly Bill No. 354:
YEAS—12.
NAYS—Brower, Cegavske, Gustavson, Halseth, Hardy, Kieckhefer, McGinness, Roberson,
Settelmeyer—9.

Assembly Bill No. 354 having received a constitutional majority,
Mr. President declared it passed.
Bill ordered transmitted to the Assembly.

Assembly Bill No. 383.
Bill read third time.
Roll call on Assembly Bill No. 383:
YEAS—20.
NAYS—Horsford.
Assembly Bill No. 383 having received a constitutional majority, Mr. President declared it passed.
Bill ordered transmitted to the Assembly.

Assembly Bill No. 401.
Bill read third time.
Roll call on Assembly Bill No. 401:
YEAS—9.
NAYS—Brower, Cegavske, Copenning, Gustavson, Halseth, Hardy, Kieckhefer, McGinness, Rhoads, Roberson, Schneider, Settelmeyer—12.

Assembly Bill No. 401 having failed to receive a constitutional majority, Mr. President declared it lost.

Assembly Bill No. 405.
Bill read third time.
Roll call on Assembly Bill No. 405:
YEAS—21.
NAYS—None.

Assembly Bill No. 405 having received a constitutional majority, Mr. President declared it passed.
Bill ordered transmitted to the Assembly.

Assembly Bill No. 427.
Bill read third time.
Roll call on Assembly Bill No. 427:
YEAS—20.
NAYS—Gustavson.

Assembly Bill No. 427 having received a constitutional majority, Mr. President declared it passed.
Bill ordered transmitted to the Assembly.

Assembly Bill No. 527.
Bill read third time.
Roll call on Assembly Bill No. 527:
YEAS—21.
NAYS—None.

Assembly Bill No. 527 having received a constitutional majority, Mr. President declared it passed.
Bill ordered transmitted to the Assembly.

Assembly Bill No. 550.
Bill read third time.
Roll call on Assembly Bill No. 550:
YEAS—11.
Assembly Bill No. 550 having received a constitutional majority, Mr. President declared it passed.
Bill ordered transmitted to the Assembly.

Assembly Bill No. 553.
Bill read third time.
Remarks by Senator Kieckhefer.
Senator Kieckhefer requested that his remarks be entered in the Journal.

Thank you, Mr. President. This is a significant change in our State retirement benefit system that will save the State hundreds of millions of dollars in the long term. It is good long-term thinking by this Legislature.

Roll call on Assembly Bill No. 553:
YEAS—20.
NAYS—Halseth.

Assembly Bill No. 553 having received a constitutional majority, Mr. President declared it passed.
Bill ordered transmitted to the Assembly.

Assembly Bill No. 571.
Bill read third time.
Remarks by Senators Schneider, Horsford, Leslie and Hardy.
Senator Schneider requested that the following remarks be entered in the Journal.

SENATOR SCHNEIDER:
Could we have an explanation for this bill and how it works?

SENATOR HORSFORD:
Assembly Bill No. 571, as amended, revises the Nevada Clean Indoor Air Act to permit smoking tobacco in completely enclosed areas within stand-alone bars, taverns, and saloons, which patrons under 21 years of age are prohibited from entering, as well as age-restricted stand-alone bars, taverns and saloons. An age-restricted stand-alone bar, tavern, or saloon is defined as an establishment that is devoted primarily to the sale of alcoholic beverages to be consumed on the premises, and in which food service or sales may or may not be incidental, in the discretion of the establishment operator, and in which patrons under 21 years of age are not permitted. Furthermore, age-restricted stand-alone establishments must be housed in a physically independent building that has no common entryway or indoor area with a restaurant, public space or other indoor workplace, or a completely enclosed area of a larger structure. Any stand-alone bar, tavern, or saloon which allows a person under 21 years of age to loiter in an area in which smoking is permitted is liable for a civil penalty and any supervisor on duty or other person who allows such loitering is guilty of a misdemeanor.

Also, this bill reenacts provisions which allow smoking in the area of a convention facility in which a meeting or trade show is being held that is not open to the public, and is being produced by a business relating to tobacco, and involves the display of tobacco products.

Finally, this bill appropriates $15,000 in State General Fund to the Interim Finance Committee to award a competitively bid contract to conduct a study regarding the implementation of the Nevada Clean Indoor Air Act.

With the exception of the provisions relating to trade shows, this bill becomes effective upon passage and approval. The provisions relating to trade shows become effective one minute after passage and approval.
SENATOR SCHNEIDER:
Does this pertain to a Buffalo Wild Wings, an Applebee's, or a Bully's where people under 21 can go into the restaurant. They are still barred from having smoking in their establishments.

SENATOR HORSFORD:
The provisions only apply to stand-alone bars, taverns and saloons that allow for patrons over 21 years of age.

SENATOR LESLIE:
Thank you, Mr. President. I rise in opposition to this bill. I think it severely weakens the Nevada Clean Indoor Air Act that was approved by the voters. It exposes our workers to unsafe conditions in the workplace. It moves our State backwards in terms of healthcare and tobacco. I urge your opposition to this bill.

SENATOR HARDY:
Thank you, Mr. President. I am a doctor and as such, I have an obligation to make certain that people understand that secondary smoke is real and does cause problems as does direct smoking.

Roll call on Assembly Bill No. 571:
YEAS—13.
NAYS—Breeden, Denis, Gustavson, Hardy, Leslie, Manendo, Rhoads, Wiener—8.

Assembly Bill No. 571 having received a constitutional majority, Mr. President declared it passed as amended.
Bill ordered transmitted to the Assembly.

Assembly Bill No. 581.
Bill read third time.

Mr. President announced that if there were no objections, the Senate would recess subject to the call of the Chair.

Senate in recess at 9:59 p.m.

SENATE IN SESSION
At 10:02 p.m.
President Krolicki presiding.
Quorum present.

Roll call on Assembly Bill No. 581:
YEAS—11.

Assembly Bill No. 581 having received a constitutional majority, Mr. President declared it passed.
Bill ordered transmitted to the Assembly.

MOTIONS, RESOLUTIONS AND NOTICES
Senator Halseth moved that the vote whereby on Assembly Bill No. 553 was passed be reconsidered.
Motion carried.
GENERAL FILE AND THIRD READING

Senate Bill No. 506.
Bill read third time.
Remarks by Senators Hardy and Horsford.
Senator Hardy requested that the following remarks be entered in the Journal.

SENATOR HARDY:
Thank you, Mr. President. This is the three-jobs bill. This bill revises the bond reserves for Washoe County, primarily. It allows local improvement districts to complete projects that have up to this point been stalled. It authorizes a Boulder City bypass. All of these will bring jobs and revenue to the people who need it in the construction industry in our State.

SENATOR HORSFORD:
Thank you, Mr. President. I also rise in support of Senate Bill No. 506. I agree with my colleague from Clark District No. 12. This bill has three major initiatives that will create jobs both in the short and in the long-term. I want to thank my colleague from Clark District No. 12 for working with the members of the various committees that were involved in this bill. The improvements made in the amendments helped to strengthen it. It ensures that Nevada residents and contractors will have every opportunity to work on these projects. In the short term, it will help Washoe County and a few of the rural counties with our schools. We can build an important roadway, the first demonstration project for a public-private venture of this kind. It also addresses some of the local improvement district adjustments that need to occur based on what is happening in the market. I urge the body's support of Senate Bill No. 506.

Mr. President announced that if there were no objections, the Senate would recess subject to the call of the Chair.

Senate in recess at 10:07 p.m.

SENATE IN SESSION

At 10:13 p.m.
President Krolicki presiding.
Quorum present.

Roll call on Senate Bill No. 506:
YEAS—21.
NAYS—None.

Senate Bill No. 506 having received a two-thirds majority, Mr. President declared it passed, as amended.
Bill ordered transmitted to the Assembly.

MOTIONS, RESOLUTIONS AND NOTICES

Senator Gustavson moved that the vote whereby Assembly Bill No. 571 was passed be reconsidered.
Motion carried.

Senator Manendo moved that the vote whereby Assembly Bill No. 503 was lost be reconsidered.
Motion carried on a division of the house.
 Assembly Bill No. 560.
Bill read third time.
Remarks by Senator Horsford.
Senator Horsford requested that his remarks be entered in the Journal.
This is a significant bill. I explained this bill during our discussion of the amendment.
Essentially, with the passage of this bill, we will suspend merit pay and longevity pay for our
State workers and not provide for time and a half unless an employee is otherwise entitled to
payment for overtime.

Roll call on Assembly Bill No. 560:
YEAS—21.
NAYS—None.

Assembly Bill No. 560 having received a constitutional majority,
Mr. President declared it passed, as amended.
Bill ordered transmitted to the Assembly.

Assembly Bill No. 578.
Bill read third time.
Roll call on Assembly Bill No. 578:
YEAS—11.
NAYS—Brower, Cegavske, Gustavson, Halseth, Hardy, Kieckhefer, McGinness, Rhoads,
Roberson, Settelmeyer—10.

Assembly Bill No. 578 having received a constitutional majority,
Mr. President declared it passed, as amended.
Bill ordered transmitted to the Assembly.

Assembly Bill No. 553.
Bill read third time.
Roll call on Assembly Bill No. 553:
YEAS—21.
NAYS—None.

Assembly Bill No. 553 having received a constitutional majority,
Mr. President declared it passed.
Bill ordered transmitted to the Assembly.

Assembly Bill No. 571.
Bill read third time.
Roll call on Assembly Bill No. 571:
YEAS—13.
NAYS—Breeden, Denis, Hardy, Lee, Leslie, Manendo, Rhoads, Wiener—8.

Assembly Bill No. 571 having received a constitutional majority,
Mr. President declared it passed.
Bill ordered transmitted to the Assembly.

Assembly Bill No. 503.
Bill read third time.
The following amendment was proposed by Senator Manendo:
Amendment No. 982.
"SUMMARY—Revises certain provisions governing the conservation of habitat for wildlife. Use of money in the Wildlife Obligated Reserve Account. (BDR 45-1091)"

"AN ACT relating to wildlife; imposing certain habitat conservation fees; authorizing a person who accesses a wildlife management area and who is not the holder of an annual hunting, trapping, fishing or combined hunting and fishing license to pay an annual habitat conservation fee; revising certain provisions governing the use of money in the Wildlife Obligated Reserve Account; and providing other matters properly relating thereto."

Legislative Counsel's Digest:
Existing law provides that, in addition to any fee charged and collected for an annual hunting, trapping, fishing or combined hunting and fishing license, a $3 habitat conservation fee must be paid. The proceeds from this fee must be deposited in the Wildlife Obligated Reserve Account and must be used for wildlife habitat rehabilitation and restoration. (NRS 502.242)

Section 2 of this bill sets the habitat conservation fee at $5 for residents and $10 for nonresidents. In addition, section 2 authorizes a person accessing a wildlife conservation area who is not the holder of a hunting, trapping, fishing or combined hunting and fishing license to pay an annual habitat conservation fee of $5 for residents and $10 for nonresidents. Section 2 also provides that, each year, not more than 18 percent of the money credited to the Wildlife Obligated Reserve Account from any revenue received from those habitat conservation fees may be used to monitor wildlife and its habitat for the purposes of wildlife habitat rehabilitation and restoration.

Section 3 of this bill revises the authority of the Board of Wildlife Commissioners concerning the use of a wildlife management area by a person who pays the annual habitat conservation fee.

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEVADA, REPRESENTED IN SENATE AND ASSEMBLY, DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS:

Section 1. (Deleted by amendment.)
Sec. 2. NRS 502.242 is hereby amended to read as follows:

502.242  1. In addition to any fee charged and collected for an annual hunting, trapping, fishing or combined hunting and fishing license pursuant to NRS 502.240, a habitat conservation fee of $3 must be paid. In the amount of $5 for a resident and $10 for a nonresident.

2. A person accessing a wildlife management area who is not the holder of an annual hunting, trapping, fishing or combined hunting and fishing license may pay an annual habitat conservation fee in the amount of $5 for a resident and $10 for a nonresident.

The Wildlife Obligated Reserve Account is hereby created in the State General Fund. Revenue from the habitat conservation fee must be accounted for separately, deposited with the State Treasurer for credit to the Wildlife Obligated Reserve Account and, except as otherwise provided in this subsection and NRS 502.294 and 502.310, used by the Department for
the purposes of wildlife habitat rehabilitation and restoration. Each year, not more than 18 percent of the money credited to the Wildlife Obligated Reserve Account from any revenue received pursuant to subsections 1 and 2 of subsection 1 may be used to monitor wildlife and its habitat for those purposes. The interest and income earned on the money in the Wildlife Obligated Reserve Account, after deducting any applicable charges, must be credited to the Account.

3. The money in the Wildlife Obligated Reserve Account remains in the Account and does not revert to the State General Fund at the end of any fiscal year.

Sec. 3. (NRS 504.143 is hereby amended to read as follows:

504.143 1. To effectuate a coordinated and balanced program resulting in the maximum revival of wildlife in the State and in the maximum recreational advantages to the people of the State, the Commission has created and maintains state-owned wildlife management areas, and, in cooperation with the United States Fish and Wildlife Service, the Department of Interior and other federal agencies, has created and maintains other cooperative wildlife management areas.

2. The Commission may permit hunting, fishing or trapping on or within, or access to, occupancy and use of, areas so created and maintained.

3. The Commission may by regulation:
   (a) Establish, extend, shorten or abolish open seasons and closed seasons within such areas.
   (b) Establish, change or abolish bag and creel limits and possession limits in such areas.
   (c) Prescribe the manner and the means of taking wildlife in such areas.
   (d) Establish, change or abolish restrictions in such areas based upon sex, maturity or other physical distinctions.
   (e) Prescribe the manner of using such areas for a person who pays the annual habitat conservation fee pursuant to NRS 502.242. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 4. This act becomes effective on July 1, 2011.

Senator Manendo moved the adoption of the amendment.

Remarks by Senator Manendo.

Senator Manendo requested that his remarks be entered in the Journal.

This amendment removes the provisions that would have increased the habitat conservation fee that is paid when a person purchases an annual hunting, trapping, fishing license. It also removes the provisions that would have allowed a person who does not hold an annual hunting, trapping, fishing license to voluntarily pay an annual conservation fee when accessing the wildlife management area. Adopting this amendment removes the two-thirds majority requirement on this bill.

Amendment adopted.

Bill ordered reprinted, re-engrossed and to third reading.
Mr. President:

The Conference Committee concerning Senate Bill No. 99, consisting of the undersigned members, has met and reports that:

It has agreed to recommend that Amendment No. 723 of the Assembly be concurred in.

It has agreed to recommend that the bill be further amended as set forth in Conference Amendment No. 19, which is attached to and hereby made a part of this report.

"SUMMARY—Makes various changes concerning consumer protection. (BDR 52-127)"

"AN ACT relating to consumer protection; prescribing certain mandatory terms of a contract for grant writing services; providing certain exemptions; revising certain provisions concerning solicitations by telephone; providing penalties; and providing other matters properly relating thereto."

Legislative Counsel's Digest:

Section 16 of this bill sets forth requirements applicable to contracts for grant writing services in this State. Section 7 of this bill defines "grant writing service." Section 22 of this bill provides that a violation of the provisions of this bill constitutes a deceptive trade practice. Section 9 of this bill exempts from the provisions of this bill the providing of certain education and training relating to grants and certain grant writing services that offer services relating to affordable housing and community development projects. Section 27 of this bill exempts certain persons from certain provisions concerning telephone solicitations.

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEVADA, REPRESENTED IN SENATE AND ASSEMBLY, DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS:

Section 1. Chapter 598 of NRS is hereby amended by adding thereto the provisions set forth as sections 2 to 23, inclusive, of this act.

Sec. 2. As used in sections 2 to 23, inclusive, of this act, unless the context otherwise requires, the words and terms defined in sections 3 to 8, inclusive, of this act have the meanings ascribed to them in those sections.

Sec. 3. "Buyer" means a natural person who is solicited to purchase or who purchases the services of a grant writing service.

Sec. 3.5. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 4. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 5. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 6. "Grant" means any money given by a governmental entity or any other person or organization to finance a specific or general purpose.

Sec. 7. "Grant writing service" means a person who, with respect to obtaining any grant or other payment, loan or money, advertises, sells, provides or performs, or represents that he or she can or will sell, provide or perform, any of the following services in return for the payment of money or other valuable consideration:

1. Writing an application for a grant for a buyer.
2. Obtaining a grant for a buyer.
3. Providing advice or assistance to a buyer in obtaining a grant.

Sec. 8. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 9. The provisions of sections 2 to 23, inclusive, of this act do not apply to:

1. A grant writing service which provides services relating to an affordable housing and community development project which is financed, in whole or in part, by tax credits for low-income housing, private activity bonds or money provided by a private entity, government, governmental agency or political subdivision of a government, including, without limitation, any money provided pursuant to 12 U.S.C. § 1701q, 26 U.S.C. § 42, 42 U.S.C. § 8013 or 42 U.S.C. §§ 12701 et seq.
2. [The providing of education] Education and training regarding procedures for writing, obtaining or managing grants that is provided by an educational institution which is accredited by an accrediting body that is recognized by the United States Department of Education.

Sec. 10. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 11. (Deleted by amendment.)
Sec. 16. A contract between a buyer and a grant writing service for the purchase of the services of the grant writing service:
   1. Must be in writing.
   2. Must be signed by the buyer or, if the transaction is conducted electronically, otherwise acknowledged by the buyer.
   3. Must be dated.
   4. Must clearly indicate above the signature or acknowledgment line that the buyer may cancel the contract within 5 days after execution of the contract by giving written notice to the grant writing service of his or her intent to cancel the contract. If the notice is mailed, the notice must be postmarked not later than 5 days after the execution of the contract.
   5. Must include a detailed description of the services to be performed by the grant writing service for the buyer and the total amount the buyer is obligated to pay for those services.
   6. Must include a statement in at least 12-point bold type informing the buyer of his or her right to file a complaint concerning the grant writing service with the Bureau of Consumer Protection in the Office of the Attorney General, including the physical address and telephone number for the Bureau.

Sec. 27. NRS 228.600 is hereby amended to read as follows:
228.600 1. The provisions of NRS 228.590 do not prohibit a telephone solicitor from making or causing another person to make an unsolicited telephone call for the sale of goods or services to a telephone number in the currently effective version of the list of telephone numbers in the registry if:
   (a) There is a preexisting business relationship between the telephone solicitor and the person who is called; and
   (b) The telephone solicitor complies with the provisions of this section.
   2. Before a telephone solicitor may make or cause another person to make an unsolicited telephone call for the sale of goods or services based on a preexisting business relationship, the telephone solicitor must establish and maintain an internal do-not-call registry that complies with federal and state laws and regulations. The internal do-not-call registry must:
      (a) Include, without limitation, a list of the telephone numbers of any person who has requested that the telephone solicitor not make or cause another person to make an unsolicited telephone call for the sale of goods or services to a telephone number of the person making the request; and
      (b) Upon request, be provided by the person to the Attorney General.
   3. In addition to the requirements set forth in subsection 2, at least once each year, the telephone solicitor shall provide written notice to each person with whom the telephone solicitor has a preexisting business relationship. The written notice must:
      (a) Inform the person that the telephone solicitor is providing the notice pursuant to state law;
      (b) Explain to the person that the telephone solicitor may elect to be placed on the internal do-not-call list of the telephone solicitor and specify the procedures for making such an election; and
(c) Explain to the person that the person may contact the customer service department of the telephone solicitor or the Attorney General to obtain further information concerning the provisions of this section and must provide the current address, telephone number and electronic mail address of the customer service department of the telephone solicitor and the Attorney General.

4. The provisions of subsection 3 do not apply to a person to whom a license to operate an information service or a nonrestricted gaming license, which is current and valid, has been issued pursuant to chapter 463 of NRS when soliciting sales within the scope of his or her license.

5. As used in this section, "preexisting business relationship" means a relationship between a telephone solicitor and a person that is based on:

(a) The person's purchase, rental or lease of goods or services directly from the telephone solicitor, but not from any affiliate or associate of the telephone solicitor; or

(b) Any other financial transaction directly between the person and the telephone solicitor, but not between the person and any affiliate or associate of the telephone solicitor, that occurs within the 18 months immediately preceding the date of the unsolicited telephone call for the sale of goods or services.

Senator Breeden moved that the Senate adopt the report of the Conference Committee concerning Senate Bill No. 99. Motion carried by a constitutional majority.

Mr. President:

The Conference Committee concerning Senate Bill No. 168, consisting of the undersigned members, has met and reports that:

It has agreed to recommend that Amendment No. 881 of the Assembly be concurred in.

Senator Breeden moved that the Senate adopt the report of the Conference Committee concerning Senate Bill No. 168. Motion carried by a constitutional majority.

Mr. President:

The Conference Committee concerning Senate Bill No. 294, consisting of the undersigned members, has met and reports that:

It has agreed to recommend that Amendment No. 815 of the Assembly be concurred in. It has agreed to recommend that the bill be further amended as set forth in Conference Amendment No. 22, which is attached to and hereby made a part of this report.

"SUMMARY—Establishes provisions governing medical assistants; providers of health care, (BDR 40-16)"

"AN ACT relating to public health; providers of health care; revising provisions governing persons authorized to possess and administer dangerous drugs; revising provisions regarding certain acts of physicians; revising provisions governing the practice of applied behavior analysis; and providing other matters properly relating thereto."

Legislative Counsel's Digest:

Existing law sets forth the exclusive list of persons who may possess and administer dangerous drugs in this State. (NRS 454.213) Section 1 of this bill authorizes medical assistants, under the supervision of a physician or physician assistant, to possess and administer immunizations dangerous drugs under certain circumstances. Section 1 also authorizes a
Sections 4 and 10 of this bill require the Board of Medical Examiners and the State Board of Osteopathic Medicine to adopt regulations relating to the supervision of medical assistants, including (1) limitations on the possession and administration of dangerous drugs; (2) any certification, training and educational requirements relating to the administration of immunizations; and (2) the clinical tasks which may be performed by a medical assistant.

Sections 6 and 12 of this bill provide that failure to supervise adequately a medical assistant is grounds for disciplinary action.

Existing law vests the Board of Psychological Examiners with jurisdiction over the licensure of behavior analysts and assistant behavior analysts and the certification of autism behavior interventionists. (NRS 641.110) Section 21 of this bill revises the requirements for licensure as a behavior analyst or assistant behavior analyst to provide that the applicant must hold current certification as a board certified behavior analyst or board certified assistant behavior analyst, as applicable, issued by the Behavior Analyst Certification Board, Inc. Section 22 of this bill expands the requirements for a certificate as an autism behavior interventionist to include the completion of a practical examination developed and approved by the Board. Sections 23 and 24 of this bill provide that certain disciplinary actions may be taken against a person who holds a certificate issued by the Board.

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEVADA, REPRESENTED IN SENATE AND ASSEMBLY, DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS:

Section 1. NRS 454.213 is hereby amended to read as follows:

454.213 A drug or medicine referred to in NRS 454.181 to 454.371, inclusive, may be possessed and administered by:
1. A practitioner.
2. A physician assistant licensed pursuant to chapter 630 or 633 of NRS, at the direction of his or her supervising physician or a licensed dental hygienist acting in the office of and under the supervision of a dentist.
3. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 4, a registered nurse licensed to practice professional nursing or licensed practical nurse, at the direction of a prescribing physician, physician assistant licensed pursuant to chapter 630 or 633 of NRS, dentist, podiatric physician or advanced practitioner of nursing, or pursuant to a chart order, for administration to a patient at another location.
4. In accordance with applicable regulations of the Board, a registered nurse licensed to practice professional nursing or licensed practical nurse who is:
   (a) Employed by a health care agency or health care facility that is authorized to provide emergency care, or to respond to the immediate needs of a patient, in the residence of the patient; and
   (b) Acting under the direction of the medical director of that agency or facility who works in this State.
5. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 6, an intermediate emergency medical technician or an advanced emergency medical technician, as authorized by regulation of the State Board of Pharmacy and in accordance with any applicable regulations of:
   (a) The State Board of Health in a county whose population is less than 100,000;
   (b) A county board of health in a county whose population is 100,000 or more; or
   (c) A district board of health created pursuant to NRS 439.362 or 439.370 in any county.
6. An intermediate emergency medical technician or an advanced emergency medical technician who holds an endorsement issued pursuant to NRS 450B.1975, under the direct supervision of a local health officer or a designee of the local health officer pursuant to that section.
7. A respiratory therapist employed in a health care facility. The therapist may possess and administer respiratory products only at the direction of a physician.
8. A dialysis technician, under the direction or supervision of a physician or registered nurse only if the drug or medicine is used for the process of renal dialysis.
9. A medical student or student nurse in the course of his or her studies at an approved college of medicine or school of professional or practical nursing, at the direction of a physician and:
   (a) In the presence of a physician or a registered nurse; or
   (b) Under the supervision of a physician or a registered nurse if the student is authorized by the college or school to administer the drug or medicine outside the presence of a physician or nurse.

A medical student or student nurse may administer a dangerous drug in the presence or under the supervision of a registered nurse alone only if the circumstances are such that the registered nurse would be authorized to administer it personally.

10. Any person designated by the head of a correctional institution.

11. An ultimate user or any person designated by the ultimate user pursuant to a written agreement.

12. A nuclear medicine technologist, at the direction of a physician and in accordance with any conditions established by regulation of the Board.

13. A radiologic technologist, at the direction of a physician and in accordance with any conditions established by regulation of the Board.

14. A chiropractic physician, but only if the drug or medicine is a topical drug used for cooling and stretching external tissue during therapeutic treatments.

15. A physical therapist, but only if the drug or medicine is a topical drug which is:
   (a) Used for cooling and stretching external tissue during therapeutic treatments; and
   (b) Prescribed by a licensed physician for:
      (1) Iontophoresis; or
      (2) The transmission of drugs through the skin using ultrasound.

16. In accordance with applicable regulations of the State Board of Health, an employee of a residential facility for groups, as defined in NRS 449.017, pursuant to a written agreement entered into by the ultimate user.

17. A veterinary technician or a veterinary assistant at the direction of his or her supervising veterinarian.

18. In accordance with applicable regulations of the Board, a registered pharmacist who:
   (a) Is trained in and certified to carry out standards and practices for immunization programs;
   (b) Is authorized to administer immunizations pursuant to written protocols from a physician; and
   (c) Administers immunizations in compliance with the "Standards for Immunization Practices" recommended and approved by the [United States Public Health Service] Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices.

19. A person who is enrolled in a training program to become a physician assistant licensed pursuant to chapter 630 or 633 of NRS, dental hygienist, intermediate emergency medical technician, advanced emergency medical technician, respiratory therapist, dialysis technician, nuclear medicine technologist, radiologic technologist, physical therapist or veterinary technician if the person possesses and administers the drug or medicine in the same manner and under the same conditions that apply, respectively, to a physician assistant licensed pursuant to chapter 630 or 633 of NRS, dental hygienist, intermediate emergency medical technician, advanced emergency medical technician, respiratory therapist, dialysis technician, nuclear medicine technologist, radiologic technologist, physical therapist or veterinary technician who may possess and administer the drug or medicine, and under the direct supervision of a person licensed or registered to perform the respective medical art or a supervisor of such a person.

20. If the drug or medicine is an immunization, A medical assistant, in accordance with applicable regulations of the:
   (a) Board of Medical Examiners, at the direction of the prescribing physician and under the supervision of a physician or physician assistant.
   (b) State Board of Osteopathic Medicine, at the direction of the prescribing physician and under the supervision of a physician or physician assistant.

Sec. 2. Chapter 630 of NRS is hereby amended by adding thereto the provisions set forth as sections 3 and 4 of this act.

Sec. 3. 1. "Medical assistant" means a person who:
(a) Performs clinical tasks under the supervision of a physician or physician assistant; and
(b) Does not hold a license, certificate or registration issued by a professional licensing or regulatory board in this State to perform such clinical tasks.

2. The term does not include a person who performs only administrative, clerical, executive or other nonclinical tasks.

Sec. 4. The Board may adopt regulations governing the supervision of a medical assistant, including, without limitation, regulations which prescribe:

1. Limitations on the possession and administration of a dangerous drug by a medical assistant.

2. Any certification, training or educational requirements for a medical assistant to administer immunizations.

3. The clinical tasks that may be performed by a medical assistant, which must not include any invasive procedure other than the administration of an immunization.

Sec. 5. NRS 630.005 is hereby amended to read as follows:

630.005 As used in this chapter, unless the context otherwise requires, the words and terms defined in NRS 630.007 to 630.026, inclusive, and section 3 of this act have the meanings ascribed to them in those sections.

Sec. 6. NRS 630.306 is hereby amended to read as follows:

630.306 The following acts, among others, constitute grounds for initiating disciplinary action or denying licensure:

1. Inability to practice medicine with reasonable skill and safety because of illness, a mental or physical condition or the use of alcohol, drugs, narcotics or any other substance.

2. Engaging in any conduct:
   (a) Which is intended to deceive;
   (b) Which the Board has determined is a violation of the standards of practice established by regulation of the Board; or
   (c) Which is in violation of a regulation adopted by the State Board of Pharmacy.

3. Administering, dispensing or prescribing any controlled substance, or any dangerous drug as defined in chapter 454 of NRS, to or for himself or herself or to others except as authorized by law.

4. Performing, assisting or advising the injection of any substance containing liquid silicone into the human body, except for the use of silicone oil to repair a retinal detachment.

5. Practicing or offering to practice beyond the scope permitted by law or performing services which the licensee knows or has reason to know that he or she is not competent to perform or which are beyond the scope of his or her training.

6. Performing, without first obtaining the informed consent of the patient or the patient’s family, any procedure or prescribing any therapy which by the current standards of the practice of medicine is experimental.

7. Continual failure to exercise the skill or diligence or use the methods ordinarily exercised under the same circumstances by physicians in good standing practicing in the same specialty or field.

8. Habitual intoxication from alcohol or dependency on controlled substances.

9. Making or filing a report which the licensee or applicant knows to be false or failing to file a record or report as required by law or regulation.

10. Failing to comply with the requirements of NRS 630.254.

11. Failure by a licensee or applicant to report in writing, within 30 days, any disciplinary action taken against the licensee or applicant by another state, the Federal Government or a foreign country, including, without limitation, the revocation, suspension or surrender of a license to practice medicine in another jurisdiction.

12. Failure by a licensee or applicant to report in writing, within 30 days, any criminal action taken or conviction obtained against the licensee or applicant, other than a minor traffic violation, in this State or any other state or by the Federal Government, a branch of the Armed Forces of the United States or any local or federal jurisdiction of a foreign country.

13. Failure to be found competent to practice medicine as a result of an examination to determine medical competency pursuant to NRS 630.318.

14. Operation of a medical facility at any time during which:
(a) The license of the facility is suspended or revoked; or
(b) An act or omission occurs which results in the suspension or revocation of the license pursuant to NRS 449.160.

This subsection applies to an owner or other principal responsible for the operation of the facility.

15. Failure to comply with the requirements of NRS 630.373.

16. Engaging in any act that is unsafe or unprofessional conduct in accordance with regulations adopted by the Board.

17. Failure to supervise adequately a medical assistant pursuant to the regulations of the Board.

Sec. 7. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 8. Chapter 633 of NRS is hereby amended by adding thereto the provisions set forth as sections 9 and 10 of this act.

Sec. 9. 1. "Medical assistant" means a person who:

(a) Performs clinical tasks under the supervision of an osteopathic physician or physician assistant; and

(b) Does not hold a license, certificate or registration issued by a professional licensing or regulatory board in this State to perform such clinical tasks.

2. The term does not include a person who performs only administrative, clerical, executive or other nonclinical tasks.

Sec. 10. The Board shall adopt regulations governing the supervision of a medical assistant, including, without limitation, regulations which prescribe:

[1. Limitations on the possession and administration of a dangerous drug by a medical assistant.]

Any certification, training or educational requirements for a medical assistant to administer immunizations.

2. The clinical tasks that may be performed by a medical assistant, which must not include any invasive procedure other than the administration of an immunization.

Sec. 11. NRS 633.011 is hereby amended to read as follows:

633.011 As used in this chapter, unless the context otherwise requires, the words and terms defined in NRS 633.021 to 633.131, inclusive, and section 9 of this act have the meanings ascribed to them in those sections.

Sec. 12. NRS 633.511 is hereby amended to read as follows:

633.511 The grounds for initiating disciplinary action pursuant to this chapter are:

1. Unprofessional conduct.

2. Conviction of:

(a) A violation of any federal or state law regulating the possession, distribution or use of any controlled substance or any dangerous drug as defined in chapter 454 of NRS;

(b) A felony relating to the practice of osteopathic medicine;

(c) A violation of any of the provisions of NRS 616D.200, 616D.220, 616D.240 or 616D.300 to 616D.440, inclusive;

(d) Murder, voluntary manslaughter or mayhem;

(e) Any felony involving the use of a firearm or other deadly weapon;

(f) Assault with intent to kill or to commit sexual assault or mayhem;

(g) Sexual assault, statutory sexual seduction, incest, lewdness, indecent exposure or any other sexually related crime;

(h) Abuse or neglect of a child or contributory delinquency; or

(i) Any offense involving moral turpitude.

3. The suspension of the license to practice osteopathic medicine by any other jurisdiction.

4. Malpractice or gross malpractice, which may be evidenced by a claim of malpractice settled against a practitioner.

5. Professional incompetence.

6. Failure to comply with the requirements of NRS 633.527.

7. Failure to comply with the requirements of subsection 3 of NRS 633.471.

8. Failure to comply with the provisions of NRS 633.694.

9. Operation of a medical facility, as defined in NRS 449.0151, at any time during which:
(a) The license of the facility is suspended or revoked; or
(b) An act or omission occurs which results in the suspension or revocation of the license pursuant to NRS 449.160.

This subsection applies to an owner or other principal responsible for the operation of the facility.

10. Failure to comply with the provisions of subsection 2 of NRS 633.322.
11. Signing a blank prescription form.
12. Attempting, directly or indirectly, by intimidation, coercion or deception, to obtain or retain a patient or to discourage the use of a second opinion.
13. Terminating the medical care of a patient without adequate notice or without making other arrangements for the continued care of the patient.
14. In addition to the provisions of subsection 3 of NRS 633.524, making or filing a report which the licensee knows to be false, failing to file a record or report that is required by law or willfully obstructing or inducing another to obstruct the making or filing of such a record or report.
15. Failure to report any person the licensee knows, or has reason to know, is in violation of the provisions of this chapter or the regulations of the Board within 30 days after the date the licensee knows or has reason to know of the violation.
16. Failure by a licensee or applicant to report in writing, within 30 days, any criminal action taken or conviction obtained against the licensee or applicant, other than a minor traffic violation, in this State or any other state or by the Federal Government, a branch of the Armed Forces of the United States or any local or federal jurisdiction of a foreign country.
17. Engaging in any act that is unsafe in accordance with regulations adopted by the Board.
18. Failure to supervise adequately a medical assistant pursuant to the regulations of the Board.

Sec. 13. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 14. Chapter 641 of NRS is hereby amended by adding thereto the provisions set forth as sections 15 to 18, inclusive, of this act.

Sec. 15. "Assistant behavior analyst" means a person who holds current certification or meets the standards to be certified as a board certified assistant behavior analyst by the Behavior Analyst Certification Board, Inc., or any successor in interest to that organization, and who is licensed as an assistant behavior analyst by the Board.

Sec. 16. "Autism behavior interventionist" means a person who is certified as an autism behavior interventionist by the Board.

Sec. 17. "Behavior analyst" means a person who holds current certification or meets the standards to be certified as a board certified behavior analyst or a board certified assistant behavior analyst by the Behavior Analyst Certification Board, Inc., or any successor in interest to that organization, and who is licensed as a behavior analyst by the Board.

Sec. 18. "Practice of applied behavior analysis" means the design, implementation and evaluation of environmental modifications using behavioral stimuli and consequences to produce socially significant improvement in human behavior, including, without limitation, the use of direct observation, measurement and functional analysis of the relations between environment and behavior. The term includes the provision of behavioral therapy by a behavior analyst, assistant behavior analyst or autism behavior interventionist.

Sec. 19. NRS 641.020 is hereby amended to read as follows:

641.020 As used in this chapter, unless the context otherwise requires, the words and terms defined in NRS 641.021 to 641.027, inclusive, and sections 15 to 18, inclusive, of this act and 689A.0435 have the meanings ascribed to them in those sections.

Sec. 20. NRS 641.100 is hereby amended to read as follows:

641.100 The Board may make and promulgate rules and regulations not inconsistent with the provisions of this chapter governing its procedure, the examination, licensure and certification of applicants, the granting, refusal, revocation or suspension of licenses and certificates, and the practice of psychology and the practice of applied behavior analysis.

Sec. 21. NRS 641.170 is hereby amended to read as follows:

641.170 1. Each application for licensure as a psychologist must be accompanied by evidence satisfactory to the Board that the applicant:
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(a) Is at least 21 years of age.
(b) Is of good moral character as determined by the Board.
(c) Is a citizen of the United States, or is lawfully entitled to remain and work in the United States.
(d) Has earned a doctorate in psychology from an accredited educational institution approved by the Board, or has other doctorate-level training from an accredited educational institution deemed equivalent by the Board in both subject matter and extent of training.
(e) Has at least 2 years of experience satisfactory to the Board, 1 year of which must be postdoctoral experience in accordance with the requirements established by regulations of the Board.

2. Each application for licensure as a behavior analyst must be accompanied by evidence satisfactory to the Board that the applicant:
(a) Is at least 21 years of age.
(b) Is of good moral character as determined by the Board.
(c) Is a citizen of the United States, or is lawfully entitled to remain and work in the United States.
(d) Has earned a doctorate in psychology from an accredited educational institution approved by the Board, or has other doctorate-level training from an accredited educational institution deemed equivalent by the Board in both subject matter and extent of training.
(e) Has at least 2 years of experience satisfactory to the Board, 1 year of which must be postdoctoral experience in accordance with the requirements established by regulations of the Board.

3. Each application for licensure as an assistant behavior analyst must be accompanied by evidence satisfactory to the Board that the applicant:
(a) Is at least 21 years of age.
(b) Is of good moral character as determined by the Board.
(c) Is a citizen of the United States, or is lawfully entitled to remain and work in the United States.
(d) Has earned a bachelor's degree from an accredited college or university in a field of social science or special education approved by the Board and holds a current certification as a Board Certified Behavior Analyst by the Behavior Analyst Certification Board, Inc., or any successor in interest to that organization.
(e) Has completed other education, training or experience in accordance with the requirements established by regulations of the Board.
(f) Has completed satisfactorily a written examination in Nevada law and ethical practice as administered by the Board.

4. Within 120 days after receiving an application and the accompanying evidence from an applicant, the Board shall:
(a) Evaluate the application and accompanying evidence and determine whether the applicant is qualified pursuant to this section for licensure; and
(b) Issue a written statement to the applicant of its determination.

5. The written statement issued to the applicant pursuant to subsection 4 must include:
(a) If the Board determines that the qualifications of the applicant are insufficient for licensure, a detailed explanation of the reasons for that determination.
(b) If the applicant for licensure as a psychologist has not earned a doctorate in psychology from an accredited educational institution approved by the Board and the Board determines that the doctorate-level training from an accredited educational institution is not equivalent in subject matter and extent of training, a detailed explanation of the reasons for that determination.

Sec. 22.  NRS 641.172 is hereby amended to read as follows:

641.172  1. Each application for certification as an autism behavior interventionist must be accompanied by evidence satisfactory to the Board that the applicant:
(a) Is at least 18 years of age.
(b) Is of good moral character as determined by the Board.
(c) Is a citizen of the United States, or is lawfully entitled to remain and work in the United States.

(d) Has completed satisfactorily a written examination in Nevada law and ethical practice as administered by the Board.

(e) Has completed satisfactorily a standardized practical examination developed and approved by the Board. The examination must be conducted by the applicant’s supervisor, who shall make a videotape or other audio and visual recording of the applicant’s performance of the examination for submission to the Board. The Board may review the recording as part of its evaluation of the applicant’s qualifications.

2. Within 120 days after receiving an application and the accompanying evidence from an applicant, the Board shall:

(a) Evaluate the application and accompanying evidence and determine whether the applicant is qualified pursuant to this section for certification as an autism behavior interventionist; and

(b) Issue a written statement to the applicant of its determination.

3. If the Board determines that the qualifications of the applicant are insufficient for certification, the written statement issued to the applicant pursuant to subsection 2 must include a detailed explanation of the reasons for that determination.

Sec. 23. NRS 641.230 is hereby amended to read as follows:

641.230 The Board may suspend [ ] or revoke a person’s license [ ] as a psychologist, behavior analyst or assistant behavior analyst or certificate as an autism behavior interventionist, place [ ] on probation, [ ] the person [ ] require remediation for [ ] or take any other action specified by regulation if the Board finds by substantial evidence that the [ ] person has:

1. Been convicted of a felony relating to the practice of psychology [ ] or the practice of applied behavior analysis.

2. Been convicted of any crime or offense that reflects the inability of the [ ] person to practice psychology [ ] or applied behavior analysis with due regard for the health and safety of others.


4. Engaged in gross malpractice or repeated malpractice or gross negligence in the practice of psychology [ ] or the practice of applied behavior analysis.

5. Aided or abetted the practice of psychology by a person not licensed by the Board.

6. Made any fraudulent or untrue statement to the Board.

7. Violated a regulation adopted by the Board.

8. Had a license to practice psychology [ ] or a license or certificate to practice applied behavior analysis suspended or revoked or has had any other disciplinary action taken against the [ ] person by another state or territory of the United States, the District of Columbia or a foreign country, if at least one of the grounds for discipline is the same or substantially equivalent to any ground contained in this chapter.

9. Failed to report to the Board within 30 days the revocation, suspension or surrender of, or any other disciplinary action taken against, a license or certificate to practice psychology [ ] or applied behavior analysis issued to the [ ] person by another state or territory of the United States, the District of Columbia or a foreign country.

10. Violated or attempted to violate, directly or indirectly, or assisted in or abetted the violation of or conspired to violate a provision of this chapter.

11. Performed or attempted to perform any professional service while impaired by alcohol, drugs or by a mental or physical illness, disorder or disease.

12. Engaged in sexual activity with a patient [ ] or client.

13. Been convicted of abuse or fraud in connection with any state or federal program which provides medical assistance.

14. Been convicted of submitting a false claim for payment to the insurer of a patient [ ] or client.

15. Operated a medical facility, as defined in NRS 449.0151, at any time during which:

(a) The license of the facility was suspended or revoked; or
(b) An act or omission occurred which resulted in the suspension or revocation of the license pursuant to NRS 449.160.

This subsection applies to an owner or other principal responsible for the operation of the facility.

Sec. 24. NRS 641.240 is hereby amended to read as follows:

641.240 1. If the Board, a panel of its members or a hearing officer appointed by the Board finds a person guilty in a disciplinary proceeding, it may:
   (a) Administer a public reprimand.
   (b) Limit the person's practice.
   (c) Suspend the person’s license or certificate for a period of not more than 1 year.
   (d) Revoke the person’s license or certificate.
   (e) Impose a fine of not more than $5,000.
   (f) Revoke or suspend the person’s license or certificate and impose a monetary penalty.
   (g) Suspend the enforcement of any penalty by placing the person on probation. The Board may revoke the probation if the person does not follow any conditions imposed.
   (h) Require the person to submit to the supervision of or counseling or treatment by a person designated by the Board. The person named in the complaint is responsible for any expense incurred.
   (i) Impose and modify any conditions of probation for the protection of the public or the rehabilitation of the probationer.
   (j) Require the person to pay for the costs of remediation or restitution.
2. The Board shall not administer a private reprimand.
3. An order that imposes discipline and the findings of fact and conclusions of law supporting that order are public records.

Sec. 25. This act becomes effective upon passage and approval for the purpose of adopting regulations and on January 1, 2012, for all other purposes.

Senator Schneider moved that the Senate adopt the report of the Conference Committee concerning Senate Bill No. 294.
Motion carried by a constitutional majority.

Mr. President:
The Conference Committee concerning Assembly Bill No. 77, consisting of the undersigned members, has met and reports that:
It has agreed to recommend that Amendment Nos. 617 and 772 of the Senate be concurred in.

Senator Breeden moved that the Senate adopt the report of the Conference Committee concerning Assembly Bill No. 77.
Motion carried by a constitutional majority.

Secretary of the Senate, David Byerman requested permission to speak.
Secretary Byerman:
Thank you Mr. President. I wanted to say a few words to thank a few people. As many of you know, this is my first session as Secretary of the Senate. This has been such a gratifying experience for me. There are a lot of people I would like to thank. I would like to thank Senator Horsford for putting his faith in me to fill this role. I thank all of you as Senators. As an elected, non-member officer of this body, I am accountable to all 21 of you and I want to thank all of you
for the support you have shown me in this my first session. I would also like to thank my wife and kids. Like many of you, I commute here from Las Vegas, and I too experience how difficult it is to be separated from my family. I thank them for understanding the importance and purpose of my work here. I'd like to thank the LCB and the Assembly, the people in this building who I work with on a regular basis. And I'd like to thank all of our employees. I have our two permanent Senate employees, Shelle Grim-Brooks and Shannon Chambers, here in the Chambers this evening. We have nearly 100 Senate employees altogether and I am so proud of the work that all of them have done this Session.

Most of you probably don't know that when I first took this job, one of the first things I heard was that three out of the six members of the Senate Front Desk were going to retire. I could have taken this as an opportunity to replace them and go in a new direction, but instead I did the opposite: I wanted continuity, and so I literally in some cases went and knocked on front doors and sat in living rooms, and asked the three of them if they would come back at least for this Session. My goal was to have the same Front Desk on the first day of this Session that my predecessor enjoyed on the last day of the previous Session. To their great credit, all six did come back. Ann Berit Moyle was serious about retiring, but she agreed to give me a month to effectively transition and train her successor. We were lucky to find Janet Coons, who ably filled the role. That continuity was important.

But in the last few weeks we have learned that two members of this Front Desk are going to retire for sure at the end of this Session, and I just want to tell you a bit about the two of them. Because between the two of them, Mary Phillips and Molly Dondero have been serving this institution for nearly 40 years. To me, that is reflective of the work that all of our Senate Front Desk employees do. These people care about what they do here. They care about this legislative process. They sacrifice. They come here every day and sometimes late into the night. Last night, this Senate was in Session until after one thirty in the morning. The Senate Front Desk was in the office until after three o'clock in the morning, wrapping up the work of the legislative day. To me, that is a moving thing that they do. Molly Dondero has been Recording Clerk since 2001. She has been preparing the agendas for your meetings. There are so many facets of her job that are unsung. And she does it with remarkable good humor, and she handles every curve ball we throw at her—and we throw her some doozies. Mary Phillips has been Journal Clerk since 1985. That is 26 years in that role. Mary was here last night and in good spirits at 3:00 in the morning. Who has that kind of energy and dedication?

Thank you for your indulgence; I just want to hold these two up, in particular, as exemplars about all that is good about some State employees—about some public employees. They do what they do in an unsung manner, but they care about their jobs. Every member of this Front Desk has made this "new guy" look good, and they have helped me in innumerable ways to ensure the smooth flow of this Chamber. I, again, would like to thank every member of the Senate Front Desk for their service to this State.

Mr. President announced that if there were no objections, the Senate would recess subject to the call of the Chair.

Senate in recess at 10:38 p.m.

SENATE IN SESSION

At 11:35 p.m.
President Krolicki presiding.
Quorum present.

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES

Mr. President:
Your Committee on Finance, to which was referred Assembly Bill No. 487, has had the same under consideration, and begs leave to report the same back with the recommendation: Do pass.

STEVEN A. HORSFORD, Chair
Mr. President:

Your Committee on Judiciary, to which was referred Assembly Bill No. 279, has had the same under consideration, and begs leave to report the same back with the recommendation: Do pass.

VALERIE WIENER, Chair

Mr. President:

Your Select Committee on Economic Growth and Employment, to which was referred Assembly Bill No. 449, has had the same under consideration, and begs leave to report the same back with the recommendation: Amend, and do pass as amended.

RUBEN J. KIHUEN, Chair

MESSAGES FROM THE ASSEMBLY

ASSEMBLY CHAMBER, Carson City, June 6, 2011

To the Honorable the Senate:

I have the honor to inform your honorable body that the Assembly amended, and on this day passed, as amended, Senate Bill No. 75, Amendment No. 945; Senate Bill No. 427, Amendment No. 978, and respectfully requests your honorable body to concur in said amendments.

Also, I have the honor to inform your honorable body that the Assembly on this day adopted the report of the Conference Committee concerning Assembly Bill No. 77.

MATTHEW BAKER
Assistant Chief Clerk of the Assembly

MOTIONS, RESOLUTIONS AND NOTICES

Senator Wiener moved that Assembly Bill No. 416 be taken from the General File and placed on the bottom of the General File.

Motion carried.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS

CONSIDERATION OF ASSEMBLY AMENDMENTS

Senate Bill No. 115.

The following Assembly amendment was read:

Amendment No. 984.

"SUMMARY—Provides requirements governing payment for the provision of certain services and care to patients and reports relating to those services and care. (BDR 40-192)"

"AN ACT relating to health care; requiring certain hospitals and physicians to accept certain amounts as payment in full for the provision of certain services and care to certain patients; providing an exception under certain circumstances; requiring the submission of certain reports relating to policies of health insurance and similar contractual agreements by certain third parties who issue those policies and agreements; requiring the Administrator of the Health Division of the Department of Health and Human Services to study issues relating to policies of health insurance and similar contractual agreements; and providing other matters properly relating thereto."

Legislative Counsel's Digest:

Under existing law, a hospital is required to provide emergency services and care and to admit certain patients where appropriate, regardless of the financial status of the patient. (NRS 439B.410) Existing law also requires certain major hospitals to reduce total billed charges by at least 30 percent for
hospital services provided to certain patients who have no insurance or other contractual provision for the payment of the charges by a third party. (NRS 439B.260) **Section 13** of this bill requires an out-of-network hospital with 100 or more beds that is not operated by a federal, state or local governmental entity to accept, under certain circumstances, as payment in full for the provision of any medical screening and emergency services and care to stabilize a patient who arrives at the out-of-network hospital through an emergency transport an amount which equals \( \frac{115}{60} \) percent of the billed charges of the out-of-network hospital for costs associated with services and care provided to a patient for treatment other than treatment of a traumatic injury, and \( \frac{120}{70} \) percent of the billed charges of the out-of-network hospital for costs associated with services and care provided to the patient for treatment of a traumatic injury. **In addition, section 13 provides that if the billed charges are increased, the amount required to be paid for the average billed charges must not increase by more than 5 percent.**

**Section 14** of this bill similarly requires an out-of-network physician of an out-of-network hospital with 100 or more beds to accept as payment in full for the provision of medical screening and emergency services and care to stabilize a patient an amount which is based on the schedule of fees and charges established by the Division of Industrial Relations. A physician who provides services and care to the patient for treatment other than treatment of a traumatic injury will receive an amount equal to 115 percent of the amount set forth in that schedule of fees and charges, an anesthesiologist will receive an amount equal to 120 percent of the amount set forth in that schedule of fees and charges, and a physician who provides services and care to the patient for treatment of a traumatic injury will receive 120 percent of the amount set forth in that schedule of fees and charges. **Section 14 excludes emergency room physicians from these provisions.**

**Sections 13 and 14 apply only to certain third party insurers organized as nonprofit entities and do not apply to Medicaid or the Children's Health Insurance Program.** Sections 13 and 14 require the third party to provide for the transfer of the patient to an in-network hospital within 8 hours after the out-of-network hospital notifies the third party that the patient has been stabilized. After that period, if the patient remains at the out-of-network hospital, the parties must negotiate a rate or the total billed charges will apply. Sections 13 and 14 also allow an out-of-network hospital and an out-of-network physician to negotiate a different amount of payment if the hospital or physician believes that the amount provided pursuant to those sections does not provide a fair and reasonable rate of return in relation to the services provided. **In addition, section 13 requires that a patient be transferred to an in-network hospital within a certain period after which the third party will be responsible for the billed charges if the
Section 14.5 of this bill provides the process for submitting a dispute regarding the fair and reasonable rate of return to mediation.

Section 16 of this bill requires a third party who wishes to pay the amounts prescribed pursuant to sections 13 and 14 to maintain an adequate network of providers and submit certain reports to the Administrator of the Health Division of the Department of Health and Human Services and to the Legislative Committee on Health Care. Section 1 of this bill requires the Administrator of the Health Division to determine whether third parties have adequate networks. Section 11 of this bill provides that the provisions of this bill apply only to certain insurers that are organized as nonprofit entities. Section 12.7 of this bill provides that the provisions of this bill do not apply to Medicaid or to the Children's Health Insurance Program.

Section 21.5 of this bill limits the application of the bill so that it applies prospectively to contracts that expire on or after January 1, 2012. Section 22 of this bill provides that the provisions of this bill expire by limitation on January 1, 2018.

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEVADA, REPRESENTED IN SENATE AND ASSEMBLY, DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS:

Section 1. Chapter 439 of NRS is hereby amended by adding thereto a new section to read as follows:

1. For the purposes of sections 2 to 16, inclusive, of this act, the Administrator shall:
   (a) Study the information received pursuant to section 16 of this act and prescribe standards of adequacy based on the results of that study.
   (b) Determine whether the network of hospitals and physicians established by each third party in this State meets the standards of adequacy prescribed by the Administrator.

2. On or before July 1 of each year, the Administrator shall prepare a report of the standards of adequacy for networks prescribed pursuant to subsection 1 and:
   (a) Make the report available to the public; and
   (b) Provide to the Legislative Committee on Health Care and the Commissioner of Insurance a copy of the report.

3. As used in this section, "third party" has the meaning ascribed to it in section 11 of this act.

Sec. 1.5. Chapter 439B of NRS is hereby amended by adding thereto the provisions set forth as sections 2 to 16, inclusive, of this act.

Sec. 2. As used in sections 2 to 16, inclusive, of this act, unless the context otherwise requires, the words and terms defined in sections 3 to 12.5, inclusive, of this act have the meanings ascribed to them in those sections.

Sec. 3. "Air ambulance" has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 450B.030.

Sec. 4. "Ambulance" has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 450B.040.
Sec. 5. "Emergency services and care" has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 439B.410.

Sec. 6. "Fire-fighting agency" has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 450B.072.

Sec. 7. "In-network hospital" means, for a particular patient, a hospital which has entered into a contract with a third party for the provision of health care to persons who are covered by a policy of insurance or other contractual agreement which provides coverage to the patient and which is issued by that third party.

Sec. 8. "In-network physician" means, for a particular patient, a physician who has entered into a contract with a third party for the provision of health care to persons who are covered by a policy of insurance or other contractual agreement which provides coverage to the patient and which is issued by that third party.

Sec. 8.5. "Medical screening" means the medical screening required to be provided to a patient in the emergency department of a hospital pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 1395dd.

Sec. 9. "Out-of-network hospital" means, for a particular patient, a hospital which has not entered into a contract with a third party for the provision of health care to persons who are covered by a policy of insurance or other contractual agreement which provides coverage to the patient and which is issued by that third party.

Sec. 10. "Out-of-network physician" means, for a particular patient, a physician who has not entered into a contract with a third party for the provision of health care to persons who are covered by a policy of insurance or other contractual agreement which provides coverage to the patient and which is issued by that third party.

Sec. 11. 1. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 2, "third party" includes, without limitation:
   (a) An insurer, as that term is defined in NRS 679B.540;
   (b) A health benefit plan, as that term is defined in NRS 689A.540, for employees which provides coverage for emergency services and care at a hospital;
   (c) A participating public agency, as that term is defined in NRS 287.04052, and any other local governmental agency of the State of Nevada which provides a system of health insurance for the benefit of its officers and employees, and the dependents of such officers and employees, pursuant to chapter 287 of NRS; and
   (d) Any other insurer or organization providing health coverage or benefits in accordance with state or federal law.

2. The term includes only an entity described in subsection 1 which is a nonprofit entity that qualifies under section 501(c) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, 26 U.S.C. § 501(c), as amended.

Sec. 12. "To stabilize" and "stabilized" have the meanings ascribed to them in 42 U.S.C. § 1395dd.
Sec. 12.5. "Traumatic injury" means any acute injury which, according to standardized criteria for triage in the field, involves a significant risk of death or the precipitation of complications or disabilities.

Sec. 12.7. The provisions of sections 2 to 16, inclusive, of this act do not apply to the services of a hospital or physician provided to a recipient of Medicaid under the State Plan for Medicaid or to a person who is covered by insurance through the Children's Health Insurance Program pursuant to a contract with the Division of Health Care Financing and Policy of the Department.

Sec. 13. 1. Except as otherwise provided in this section, an out-of-network hospital with 100 or more beds that is not operated by a federal, state or local governmental agency shall accept as payment in full for the provision of any medical screening and emergency services and care to stabilize a patient an amount in accordance with subsection 2 if:

(a) The patient was transported to the out-of-network hospital by an ambulance, air ambulance or vehicle of a fire-fighting agency which has received a permit to operate pursuant to chapter 450B of NRS;

(b) The patient has a policy of insurance or other contractual agreement with a third party that provides coverage for medical screening and emergency services and care; and

(c) The third party that provides coverage to the patient has more than one in-network hospital in this State; and

(d) The out-of-network hospital, within the immediately preceding 12 months, had a contractual agreement with the third party that provides coverage to the patient to be an in-network hospital for the provision of all types of services and care to persons for whom the third party provided coverage.

2. Except as otherwise provided in this section, an out-of-network hospital with 100 or more beds which is not operated by a federal, state or local governmental agency that provides to a patient described in subsection 1 a medical screening or emergency services and care to stabilize the patient shall accept as payment in full for such medical screening or emergency services and care an amount which equals:

(a) For costs associated with services and care provided to the patient for treatment other than treatment of a traumatic injury, 60 percent of the amount set forth in the current schedule of fees and charges established by the Division of Industrial Relations of the Department of Business and Industry pursuant to NRS 616C.260, billed charges of the out-of-network hospital.

(b) For costs associated with services and care provided to the patient for treatment of a traumatic injury, 70 percent of the amount set forth in the current schedule of fees and charges established by the Division of Industrial Relations of the Department of Business and Industry pursuant to NRS 616C.260, billed charges of the out-of-network hospital.
3. An out-of-network hospital is not required to accept as payment in full the amount prescribed in subsection 2 if:
   (a) The network of the third party that issued the policy of insurance or other contractual agreement which provides coverage to the patient does not meet the standards of adequacy, as prescribed by the Administrator of the Health Division of the Department pursuant to section 1 of this act;
   (b) The third party that issued the policy of insurance or other contractual agreement which provides coverage to the patient has not submitted the quarterly reports required by section 16 of this act;
   (c) When applicable, the third party which provides coverage to the patient has not, in good faith, participated in a negotiation or mediation pursuant to subsection 4; 5;
   (d) The patient does not pay or arrange with the out-of-network hospital for the payment of the deductible, copayment or coinsurance that the patient would otherwise have paid for the provision of the emergency services and care at an in-network hospital within 30 days after the patient received the bill from the out-of-network hospital explaining for the amount owed by the patient; or
   (e) The third party does not pay the out-of-network hospital for the emergency services and care within 30 days after receipt of the bill or, if applicable, within 30 days after the conclusion of any negotiation, mediation, arbitration or action between the third party and the out-of-network hospital.

4. If the out-of-network hospital increases the average amount of billed charges at any time within 12 months after the expiration of a contractual agreement with a third party that is subject to the provisions of this section, the out-of-network hospital must inform the third party of the increase and, if the average amount of the increase in billed charges is greater than 5 percent, the percentages listed in paragraphs (a) and (b) of subsection 2 must be adjusted so that the increase in the actual amount of the average billed charges required to be paid does not exceed an increase of 5 percent. When such an increase occurs, upon request, the out-of-network hospital must allow the third party to review the billed charges of the out-of-network hospital.

5. If an out-of-network hospital believes that the amounts prescribed in subsection 2 do not provide a fair and reasonable rate of return in relation to the services and care provided by the out-of-network hospital, the out-of-network hospital may enter into negotiations with the third party which provides coverage to the patient to reach an agreement regarding a fair and reasonable rate of return. If such negotiations do not result in an agreement regarding a fair and reasonable rate of return, the out-of-network hospital may request mediation as provided in section 14.5 of this act. An out-of-network hospital may not commence an action in court until the matter has been submitted to mediation pursuant to
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section 14.5 of this act unless the parties agree in writing to waive mediation.

5. A person who

6. If an out-of-network hospital becomes aware that a patient is covered by a policy of insurance or other contractual agreement that provides coverage for the provision of health care who is a patient at an out-of-network hospital must be transferred with a third party, the out-of-network hospital must notify the third party of the status of the patient not later than 2 hours after determining that the patient has such coverage and shall notify the third party when the patient has been stabilized. The third party which has been notified that the patient has been stabilized shall ensure that the patient is transferred to an in-network hospital within 8 hours after:

(a) The out-of-network hospital becomes aware that the patient is covered by the third party; or

(b) The out-of-network hospital informs the third party that the patient has been stabilized, whichever is later, unless the out-of-network hospital and the third party agree to allow the patient to remain at the out-of-network hospital and agree to the amount that may be billed for any services provided after that time. If no such agreement is reached within 8 hours and the patient is not transferred to an in-network hospital, the third party must pay the billed charges of the out-of-network hospital for any services provided after that time.

7. During the period that a patient remains at an out-of-network hospital before the patient is required to be transferred pursuant subsection 6, the out-of-network hospital shall continue to accept as payment in full for costs associated with any care or services provided to the patient the amount prescribed in subsection 2.

Sec. 14. 1. Except as otherwise provided in this section, an out-of-network physician who provides services to a patient at a hospital with 100 or more beds shall accept as payment in full for the provision of any medical screening and emergency services and care to stabilize the patient an amount in accordance with subsection 2 if:

(a) The patient was transported to the out-of-network hospital by an ambulance, air ambulance or vehicle of a fire-fighting agency which has received a permit to operate pursuant to chapter 450B of NRS;

(b) The patient has a policy of insurance or other contractual agreement with a third party that provides coverage for the provision of health care; and

(c) The third party has more than one in-network physician in this State who provides the type of services and care that were provided by the out-of-network physician.

2. Except as otherwise provided in this section, an out-of-network physician who provides to a patient described in subsection 1 a medical
screening or emergency services and care to stabilize the patient shall accept as payment in full for such medical screening or emergency services and care an amount which equals:

(a) For services and care provided to the patient for treatment other than treatment of a traumatic injury, 115 percent of the amount set forth in the current schedule of fees and charges established by the Division of Industrial Relations of the Department of Business and Industry pursuant to NRS 616C.260.

(b) For services and care provided to the patient by an anesthesiologist, regardless of whether the services and care are for treatment of a traumatic injury, 120 percent of the amount set forth in the current schedule of fees and charges established by the Division of Industrial Relations of the Department of Business and Industry pursuant to NRS 616C.260.

(c) For services and care provided to the patient for treatment of a traumatic injury, 120 percent of the amount set forth in the current schedule of fees and charges established by the Division of Industrial Relations of the Department of Business and Industry pursuant to NRS 616C.260.

3. An out-of-network physician is not required to accept as payment in full the amount prescribed in subsection 2 if:

(a) The network of the third party that issued the policy of insurance or other contractual agreement which provides coverage to the patient does not meet the standards of adequacy, as prescribed by the Administrator of the Health Division of the Department pursuant to section 1 of this act;

(b) The third party that issued the policy of insurance or other contractual agreement which provides coverage to the patient has not submitted the quarterly reports required by section 16 of this act;

(c) When applicable, the third party which provides coverage to the patient has not, in good faith, participated in a negotiation or mediation pursuant to subsection 4;

(d) The patient does not pay or arrange for the payment of the deductible, copayment or coinsurance that the patient would otherwise have paid for the provision of emergency services and care to an in-network physician within 30 days after the patient has received the bill from the out-of-network physician explaining for the amount owed by the patient; or

(e) The third party does not pay the out-of-network physician for the services and care within 30 days after receipt of the bill or, if applicable, within 30 days after the conclusion of any negotiation, mediation, arbitration or action between the third party and the out-of-network physician.

4. If an out-of-network physician believes that the amounts prescribed in subsection 2 do not provide a fair and reasonable rate of return in relation to the services and care provided by the out-of-network physician, the out-of-network physician may enter into negotiations with the third
party which provides coverage to the patient to reach an agreement regarding a fair and reasonable rate of return. If such negotiations do not result in an agreement regarding a fair and reasonable rate of return, the out-of-network physician may request mediation as provided in section 14.5 of this act. An out-of-network physician may not commence an action in court until the matter has been submitted to mediation pursuant to section 14.5 of this act unless the parties agree in writing to waive mediation.

5. During the period that a patient remains at an out-of-network hospital before the patient is required to be transferred pursuant to subsection 6 of section 13 of this act, the out-of-network physician shall continue to accept as payment in full for services or care provided to the patient the amount prescribed in subsection 2. If a patient remains at the out-of-network hospital after the time by which the patient is required to be transferred pursuant to subsection 6 of section 13 of this act to an in-network hospital, the third party which provides coverage to the patient must pay the billed charges to the out-of-network physician after that time unless the third party and the out-of-network physician have agreed to a different amount that may be billed.

6. The provisions of this section do not apply to an emergency room physician who has a contract with the hospital or who is on the staff of the hospital and who provides services to patients in the emergency department of the hospital.

Sec. 14.5. 1. If negotiations pursuant to subsection 5 of section 13 or subsection 4 of section 14 of this act have not resulted in an agreement regarding a fair and reasonable rate of return in relation to the services and care provided to a patient and the out-of-network hospital or out-of-network physician, as applicable, requests mediation, the parties may select a mediator, or if the parties do not agree upon a mediator, either party may request from the American Arbitration Association or the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service a list of seven potential mediators. If the parties are unable to agree upon which mediation service to use, the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service must be used. The parties shall select the mediator from the list by alternately striking one name until the name of only one mediator remains, who will be the mediator to hear the dispute. The out-of-network hospital or the out-of-network physician, as applicable, shall strike the first name.

2. If mediation is requested, the mediator must be selected at the time the parties agree to mediation or, if the parties do not agree upon a mediator, within 5 days after the parties receive the list of potential mediators.

3. The mediator shall bring the parties together as soon as possible and, unless otherwise agreed upon by the parties, attempt to settle the dispute within 30 days after being notified of the mediator's selection as mediator. The mediator may establish the times and dates for meetings and
compel the parties to attend but has no power to compel the parties to agree.

4. Each party to the mediation shall pay one-half of the cost of mediation and shall pay its own costs of preparation and presentation of its case in mediation.

5. The patient must not be required to participate in the mediation.

6. If the parties are unable to reach an agreement through mediation, the parties may agree to submit the dispute to arbitration for resolution or an action may be commenced in a court of competent jurisdiction within 30 days after the completion of the mediation. If submitted to arbitration, the decision is final and binding upon the parties and the provisions of NRS 38.206 to 38.248, inclusive, apply.

Sec. 15. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 16. 1. If a third party which issues a policy of insurance or other contractual agreement that provides coverage for health care in this State wishes for out-of-network hospitals and out-of-network physicians to accept as payment in full the amounts prescribed in sections 13 and 14 of this act, the third party shall:

(a) Compile a list of the in-network hospitals and in-network physicians of the third party and review information concerning the in-network hospitals and in-network physicians to determine whether a person who is covered by that policy of insurance or other contractual agreement that provides coverage for health care has adequate access to health care, including, without limitation, a review of:

(1) The number and types of in-network hospitals and in-network physicians, including, without limitation, emergency room physicians, anesthesiologists and specialty physicians;

(2) The location of the in-network hospitals and in-network physicians compared to the location where the persons covered by the policy of insurance or other contractual agreement that provides coverage for the provision of health care live and work;

(3) Whether a person who is covered by the policy of insurance or other contractual agreement that provides coverage for the provision of health care has access to in-network hospitals and in-network physicians without experiencing an unreasonable delay in the provision of health care;

(4) Whether the third party has an adequate number of providers of health care in its network to ensure access to emergency services and care, as determined by the Administrator of the Health Division of the Department pursuant to section 1 of this act; and

(5) The in-network hospitals which provide medical screenings and emergency services and care and the number and type of in-network physicians who have privileges at those in-network hospitals to ensure that the third party has contracted with a sufficient number and type of physicians at those in-network hospitals.
(b) Review the frequency with which persons covered by the policy of insurance or other contractual agreement that provides coverage for the provision of health care receive medical screenings and emergency services and care by out-of-network physicians at in-network hospitals and the rate at which those medical screening and emergency services and care are reimbursed by the third party.

(c) Ensure that persons covered by the policy of insurance or other contractual agreement that provides coverage for the provision of health care receive adequate information regarding in-network hospitals and in-network physicians and the financial impact of receiving medical screenings or emergency services and care from out-of-network hospitals and out-of-network physicians, including, without limitation, the financial impact of receiving medical screenings and emergency services and care from an out-of-network physician at an in-network hospital. The information must be provided in a format that is meaningful for persons making an informed decision concerning medical screenings and emergency services and care and must be accessible to persons covered by the policy of insurance or other contractual agreement.

(d) Submit once each calendar quarter to the Administrator of the Health Division of the Department and the Legislative Committee on Health Care a report containing a summary of the information collected pursuant to this subsection and the educational efforts undertaken pursuant to paragraph (c).

2. If an out-of-network hospital or out-of-network physician is required to accept as payment in full the amounts prescribed in section 13 and 14 of this act, as applicable, the third party which issues a policy of insurance or other contractual agreement that provides coverage for health care in this State is not entitled to any other discount from the out-of-network hospital or out-of-network physician and, except as otherwise provided in sections 13 and 14 of this act, must pay the amount provided pursuant to sections 13 and 14 of this act, as applicable, for each charge covered by those sections for care provided to the patient.

3. An out-of-network hospital or out-of-network physician which is required to accept as payment in full the amount prescribed in sections 13 and 14 of this act, as applicable, shall not collect or attempt to collect from the patient any amount other than any deductible, copayment or coinsurance which the patient would otherwise be required to pay had the medical screening or emergency services and care been provided at an in-network hospital or by an in-network physician, as applicable.

Sec. 21. 1. On or before June 30, 2014, the Legislative Committee on Health Care shall review the provisions of this act, including, without
limitation, the amount of payment set forth in sections 13 and 14 of this act, to determine whether out-of-network hospitals and out-of-network physicians subject to the provisions of this act are being adequately compensated for the provision of medical screenings and emergency services and care, as those terms are defined in sections 5 and 8.5 of this act.

2. The Legislative Committee on Health Care shall forward to the Assembly Standing Committee on Health and Human Services and the Senate Standing Committee on Health and Education the results of the review conducted pursuant to subsection 1 and any proposed changes to the provisions of this act, including, without limitation, the amount of payment prescribed by sections 13 and 14 of this act.

Sec. 21.5. The provisions of this act apply only if a third party, as defined in section 11 of this act, and a hospital or physician, as applicable, have a contractual agreement whereby the hospital or physician provides services as an in-network hospital for the provision of all types of services and care or as an in-network physician, as applicable, for persons for whom the third party provides coverage which expires on or after January 1, 2012.

Sec. 22. This act becomes effective on January 1, 2012 and expires by limitation on January 1, 2018.

Senator Horsford moved that the Senate concur in the Assembly amendment to Senate Bill No. 115.

Motion carried by a constitutional majority.

Bill ordered enrolled.

Senate Bill No. 340.

The following Assembly amendment was read:

Amendment No. 962.

"SUMMARY
² Revises provisions relating to programs to increase public awareness of health care information. (BDR 40-663)"

"AN ACT relating to public health; requiring the Department of Health and Human Services to collect information from hospitals and surgical centers for ambulatory patients to report certain information relating to physicians who perform surgical procedures to the extent that money is available; requiring the Department of Health and Human Services to post such information on an Internet website if available; and providing other matters properly relating thereto."

Legislative Counsel's Digest:

Sections 1 and 2 of this bill require the Department of Health and Human Services to collect and maintain information, to the extent that money is available for that purpose, from hospitals and surgical centers for ambulatory patients concerning the names of physicians who perform surgical procedures and other data relating to those surgical procedures as part of the programs established by the
Department to increase public awareness of health care information. **Section 3** of this bill requires the Department [of Health and Human Services] to post that information on an Internet website [Existing law authorizes the Department to seek injunctive relief or civil penalties against facilities that violate the reporting requirements. (NRS 439A.200, 439A.310)] if that information is available.

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEVADA, REPRESENTED IN SENATE AND ASSEMBLY, DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS:

Section 1. NRS 439A.220 is hereby amended to read as follows:

439A.220  1. The Department shall establish and maintain a program to increase public awareness of health care information concerning the hospitals in this State. The program must be designed to assist consumers with comparing the quality of care provided by the hospitals in this State and the charges for that care.

2. The program must include, without limitation, the collection, maintenance and provision of information concerning:

(a) Inpatients and outpatients of each hospital in this State as reported in the forms submitted pursuant to NRS 449.485;

(b) The quality of care provided by each hospital in this State as determined by applying uniform measures of quality prescribed by the Department pursuant to NRS 439A.230;

(c) How consistently each hospital follows recognized practices to prevent the infection of patients, to speed the recovery of patients and to avoid medical complications of patients;

(d) For each hospital, the total number of patients discharged, the average length of stay and the average billed charges, reported for the 50 most frequent diagnosis-related groups for inpatients and 50 medical treatments for outpatients that the Department determines are most useful for consumers; and

(e) To the extent that money is available for that purpose, for each hospital, the name of each physician who performed a surgical procedure in the hospital and the total number of surgical procedures performed by the physician, reported by diagnosis-related group if the information is available and by principal diagnosis, principal surgical procedure and secondary surgical procedure; and

(f) Any other information relating to the charges imposed and the quality of the services provided by the hospitals in this State which the Department determines is:

(1) Useful to consumers;

(2) Nationally recognized; and

(3) Reported in a standard and reliable manner.

3. As used in this section, "diagnosis-related group" means groupings of medical diagnostic categories used as a basis for hospital payment schedules by Medicare and other third-party health care plans.

Sec. 2. NRS 439A.240 is hereby amended to read as follows:
439A.240  1. The Department shall establish and maintain a program to increase public awareness of health care information concerning the surgical centers for ambulatory patients in this State. The program must be designed to assist consumers with comparing the quality of care provided by the surgical centers for ambulatory patients in this State and the charges for that care.

2. The program must include, without limitation, the collection, maintenance and provision of information concerning:

(a) The charges imposed on outpatients by each surgical center for ambulatory patients in this State as reported in the forms submitted pursuant to NRS 439A.250;

(b) The quality of care provided by each surgical center for ambulatory patients in this State as determined by applying uniform measures of quality prescribed by the Department pursuant to NRS 439A.250;

(c) How consistently each surgical center for ambulatory patients follows recognized practices to prevent the infection of patients, to speed the recovery of patients and to avoid medical complications of patients;

(d) For each surgical center for ambulatory patients, the total number of patients discharged and the average billed charges, reported for 50 medical treatments for outpatients that the Department determines are most useful for consumers;

(e) To the extent that money is available for that purpose, for each surgical center for ambulatory patients, the name of each physician who performed a surgical procedure in the surgical center for ambulatory patients and the total number of surgical procedures performed by the physician, reported by type of medical treatment, principal diagnosis and, if the information is available, by principal surgical procedure and secondary surgical procedure; and

(f) Any other information relating to the charges imposed and the quality of the services provided by the surgical centers for ambulatory patients in this State which the Department determines is:

   (1) Useful to consumers;
   (2) Nationally recognized; and
   (3) Reported in a standard and reliable manner.

Sec. 3. NRS 439A.270 is hereby amended to read as follows:

439A.270  1. The Department shall establish and maintain an Internet website that includes the information concerning the charges imposed and the quality of the services provided by the hospitals and surgical centers for ambulatory patients in this State as required by the programs established pursuant to NRS 439A.220 and 439A.240. The information must:

(a) Include, for each hospital in this State, the total:

   (1) Total number of patients discharged, the average length of stay and the average billed charges, reported for the 50 most frequent diagnosis-related groups for inpatients and 50 medical treatments for
outpatients that the Department determines are most useful for consumers; and

(2) **Name of each physician who performed a surgical procedure in the hospital and the total number of surgical procedures performed by each physician in the hospital, reported for the most frequent surgical procedures that the Department determines are most useful for consumers if the information is available:**

(b) Include, for each surgical center for ambulatory patients in this State, the total:

1. **Total** number of patients discharged and the average billed charges, reported for 50 medical treatments for outpatients that the Department determines are most useful for consumers; and

2. **Name of each physician who performed a surgical procedure in the hospital and the total number of surgical procedures performed by each physician in the hospital, reported for the most frequent surgical procedures that the Department determines are most useful for consumers:**

(c) Be presented in a manner that allows a person to view and compare the information for the hospitals by:

1. Geographic location of each hospital;
2. Type of medical diagnosis; and
3. Type of medical treatment;

(d) Be presented in a manner that allows a person to view and compare the information for the surgical centers for ambulatory patients by:

1. Geographic location of each surgical center for ambulatory patients;
2. Type of medical diagnosis; and
3. Type of medical treatment;

(e) Be presented in a manner that allows a person to view and compare the information separately for:

1. The inpatients and outpatients of each hospital; and
2. The outpatients of each surgical center for ambulatory patients;

(f) Be readily accessible and understandable by a member of the general public;

(g) Include the annual summary of reports of sentinel events prepared pursuant to paragraph (d) of subsection 1 of NRS 439.840; and

(h) Provide any other information relating to the charges imposed and the quality of the services provided by the hospitals and surgical centers for ambulatory patients in this State which the Department determines is:

1. Useful to consumers;
2. Nationally recognized; and
3. Reported in a standard and reliable manner.

2. The Department shall:

(a) Publicize the availability of the Internet website;

(b) Update the information contained on the Internet website at least quarterly;
(c) Ensure that the information contained on the Internet website is accurate and reliable;

(d) Ensure that the information contained on the Internet website is aggregated so as not to reveal the identity of a specific inpatient or outpatient of a hospital;

(e) Post a disclaimer on the Internet website indicating that the information contained on the website is provided to assist with the comparison of hospitals and is not a guarantee by the Department or its employees as to the charges imposed by the hospitals in this State or the quality of the services provided by the hospitals in this State, including, without limitation, an explanation that the actual amount charged to a person by a particular hospital may not be the same charge as posted on the website for that hospital;

(f) Provide on the Internet website established pursuant to this section a link to the Internet website of the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services of the United States Department of Health and Human Services; and

(g) Upon request, make the information that is contained on the Internet website available in printed form.

3. As used in this section, "diagnosis-related group" means groupings of medical diagnostic categories used as a basis for hospital payment schedules by Medicare and other third-party health care plans.

Senator Horsford moved that the Senate concur in the Assembly amendment to Senate Bill No. 340.

Motion carried by a constitutional majority.

Bill ordered enrolled.

Senate Bill No. 483.

The following Assembly amendments were read:

Amendment No. 923.

"SUMMARY

Authorizes the Department of Motor Vehicles to enter into certain agreements relating to advertising. Revises certain provisions relating to the Department of Motor Vehicles. (BDR 43-1185)"

"AN ACT relating to the Department of Motor Vehicles; authorizing the Department to enter into certain agreements relating to advertising; authorizing the Director of the Department to release certain information to certain persons; transferring the authority to adopt specifications for motor vehicle fuel from the State Board of Agriculture to the Department; and providing other matters properly relating thereto."

Legislative Counsel's Digest:

Under existing law, it is unlawful for any person to erect any bulletin board or other advertising device on the grounds of the State Capitol or on any other state building or property. (NRS 331.200) Third Section 1 of this bill authorizes the Director of the Department of Motor Vehicles to enter into agreements for the placement of advertising in areas of buildings owned or occupied by the Department. Any money collected by the Department from
such advertising must be deposited in the Motor Vehicle Fund and used to offset the costs of communicating with the public. Section 3.5 of this bill requires the Department to make certain reports to the Interim Finance Committee concerning such agreements.

Existing law prohibits the Director from disclosing certain information, including personally identifiable information, except to certain persons. Section 1.5 of this bill authorizes the Director to disclose certain information to a person who, pursuant to a contract with the Department, requests such information for the purpose of an advisory notice relating to a motor vehicle or the recall of a motor vehicle or for providing information concerning the history of a vehicle.

Existing law requires the State Board of Agriculture to adopt specifications for motor vehicle fuel and to enforce such specifications. (NRS 590.070, 590.071) Sections 2.3 and 2.5 of this bill transfer this authority to the Department of Motor Vehicles. Section 3.3 of this bill provides that the Department may enforce any regulations adopted by the Board concerning specifications for motor vehicle fuel until the Department adopts new regulations to repeal or replace the regulations adopted by the Board.

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEVADA, REPRESENTED IN SENATE AND ASSEMBLY, DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS:

Section 1. Chapter 481 of NRS is hereby amended by adding thereto a new section to read as follows:

1. The Director may enter into an agreement with a person for the placement of advertisements in areas of buildings owned or occupied by the Department that are frequented by the public.

2. A person who enters into an agreement with the Director pursuant to subsection 1 shall ensure that each advertisement placed pursuant to the agreement does not inhibit or disrupt the functioning of the Department.

3. Any money collected by the Department from an agreement entered into pursuant to subsection 1 must be:

   (a) Deposited with the State Treasurer for credit to the Motor Vehicle Fund; and

   (b) Used to offset the costs of communicating with the public.

4. The Director may adopt regulations to carry out the provisions of this section.

Sec. 1.5. NRS 481.063 is hereby amended to read as follows:

481.063  1. The Director may charge and collect reasonable fees for official publications of the Department and from persons making use of files and records of the Department or its various divisions for a private purpose. All money so collected must be deposited in the State Treasury for credit to the Motor Vehicle Fund.

2. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 1, the Director may release personal information, except a photograph, from a file or record relating to the driver's license, identification card, or title or registration of a
vehicle of a person if the requester submits a written release from the person who holds a lien on the vehicle, or an agent of that person, or the person about whom the information is requested which is dated not more than 90 days before the date of the request. The written release must be in a form required by the Director.

3. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 2, subsections 2 and 4, the Director shall not release to any person who is not a representative of the Division of Welfare and Supportive Services of the Department of Health and Human Services or an officer, employee or agent of a law enforcement agency, an agent of the public defender’s office or an agency of a local government which collects fines imposed for parking violations, who is not conducting an investigation pursuant to NRS 253.0415 or 253.220, who is not authorized to transact insurance pursuant to chapter 680A of NRS or who is not licensed as a private investigator pursuant to chapter 648 of NRS and conducting an investigation of an insurance claim:

(a) A list which includes license plate numbers combined with any other information in the records or files of the Department;

(b) The social security number of any person, if it is requested to facilitate the solicitation of that person to purchase a product or service; or

(c) The name, address, telephone number or any other personally identifiable information if the information is requested by the presentation of a license plate number.

When such personally identifiable information is requested of a law enforcement agency by the presentation of a license plate number, the law enforcement agency shall conduct an investigation regarding the person about whom information is being requested or, as soon as practicable, provide the requester with the requested information if the requester officially reports that the motor vehicle bearing that license plate was used in a violation of NRS 205.240, 205.345, 205.380 or 205.445.

4. If a person is authorized to obtain such information pursuant to a contract entered into with the Department and if such information is requested for the purpose of an advisory notice relating to a motor vehicle or the recall of a motor vehicle or for the purpose of providing information concerning the history of a vehicle, the Director may release:

(a) A list which includes license plate numbers combined with any other information in the records or files of the Department; or

(b) The name, address, telephone number or any other personally identifiable information if the information is requested by the presentation of a license plate number.

5. Except as otherwise provided in subsections 2, 4 and 6 and NRS 483.294, 483.855 and 483.937, the Director shall not release any personal information from a file or record relating to a driver's license, identification card, or title or registration of a vehicle.

6. Except as otherwise provided in paragraph (a) and subsection 6, if a person or governmental entity provides a description of the
information requested and its proposed use and signs an affidavit to that effect, the Director may release any personal information, except a photograph, from a file or record relating to a driver's license, identification card, or title or registration of a vehicle for use:

(a) By any governmental entity, including, but not limited to, any court or law enforcement agency, in carrying out its functions, or any person acting on behalf of a federal, state or local governmental agency in carrying out its functions. The personal information may include a photograph from a file or record relating to a driver's license, identification card, or title or registration of a vehicle.

(b) In connection with any civil, criminal, administrative or arbitration proceeding before any federal or state court, regulatory body, board, commission or agency, including, but not limited to, use for service of process, investigation in anticipation of litigation, and execution or enforcement of judgments and orders, or pursuant to an order of a federal or state court.

(c) In connection with matters relating to:
   (1) The safety of drivers of motor vehicles;
   (2) Safety and thefts of motor vehicles;
   (3) Emissions from motor vehicles;
   (4) Alterations of products related to motor vehicles;
   (5) An advisory notice relating to a motor vehicle or the recall of a motor vehicle;
   (6) Monitoring the performance of motor vehicles;
   (7) Parts or accessories of motor vehicles;
   (8) Dealers of motor vehicles; or
   (9) Removal of nonowner records from the original records of motor vehicle manufacturers.

(d) By any insurer, self-insurer or organization that provides assistance or support to an insurer or self-insurer or its agents, employees or contractors, in connection with activities relating to the rating, underwriting or investigation of claims or the prevention of fraud.

(e) In providing notice to the owners of vehicles that have been towed, repossessed or impounded.

(f) By an employer or its agent or insurer to obtain or verify information relating to a holder of a commercial driver's license who is employed by or has applied for employment with the employer.

(g) By a private investigator, private patrol officer or security consultant who is licensed pursuant to chapter 648 of NRS, for any use permitted pursuant to this section.

(h) By a reporter or editorial employee who is employed by or affiliated with any newspaper, press association or commercially operated, federally licensed radio or television station for a journalistic purpose. The Department may not make any inquiries regarding the use of or reason for the
information requested other than whether the information will be used for a journalistic purpose.

(i) In connection with an investigation conducted pursuant to NRS 253.0415 or 253.220.

(j) In activities relating to research and the production of statistical reports, if the personal information will not be published or otherwise redisclosed, or used to contact any person.

(k) In the bulk distribution of surveys, marketing material or solicitations, if the Director has adopted policies and procedures to ensure that:

1. The information will be used or sold only for use in the bulk distribution of surveys, marketing material or solicitations;

2. Each person about whom the information is requested has clearly been provided with an opportunity to authorize such a use; and

3. If the person about whom the information is requested does not authorize such a use, the bulk distribution will not be directed toward that person.

6. Except as otherwise provided in paragraph (j) of subsection 5, a person who requests and receives personal information may sell or disclose that information only for a use permitted pursuant to subsection 6. Such a person shall keep and maintain for 5 years a record of:

(a) Each person to whom the information is provided; and

(b) The purpose for which that person will use the information.

The record must be made available for examination by the Department at all reasonable times upon request.

7. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 2, the Director may deny any use of the files and records if the Director reasonably believes that the information taken may be used for an unwarranted invasion of a particular person's privacy.

8. Except as otherwise provided in NRS 485.316, the Director shall not allow any person to make use of information retrieved from the system created pursuant to NRS 485.313 for a private purpose and shall not in any other way release any information retrieved from that system.

9. The Director shall adopt such regulations as the Director deems necessary to carry out the purposes of this section. In addition, the Director shall, by regulation, establish a procedure whereby a person who is requesting personal information may establish an account with the Department to facilitate the person's ability to request information electronically or by written request if the person has submitted to the Department proof of employment or licensure, as applicable, and a signed and notarized affidavit acknowledging that the person:

(a) Has read and fully understands the current laws and regulations regarding the manner in which information from the Department's files and records may be obtained and the limited uses which are permitted;

(b) Understands that any sale or disclosure of information so obtained must be in accordance with the provisions of this section;
(c) Understands that a record will be maintained by the Department of any information he or she requests; and
(d) Understands that a violation of the provisions of this section is a criminal offense.

11. It is unlawful for any person to:
   (a) Make a false representation to obtain any information from the files or records of the Department.
   (b) Knowingly obtain or disclose any information from the files or records of the Department for any use not permitted by the provisions of this chapter.

12. As used in this section, “personal information” means information that reveals the identity of a person, including, without limitation, his or her photograph, social security number, driver's license number, identification card number, name, address, telephone number or information regarding a medical condition or disability. The term does not include the zip code of a person when separate from his or her full address, information regarding vehicular accidents or driving violations in which he or she has been involved or other information otherwise affecting his or her status as a driver.

Sec. 2. NRS 331.200 is hereby amended to read as follows:

331.200 1. It shall be unlawful for any person to commit any of the following acts upon the grounds of the State Capitol or of any other state building or property:
   (a) Willfully deface, break down or destroy any fence upon or surrounding such grounds;
   (b) Except as otherwise provided in section 1 of this act, erect any bulletin board or other advertising device in or upon such grounds;
   (c) Deposit any garbage, debris or other obstruction in or upon such grounds;
   (d) Injure, break down or destroy any tree, shrub or other thing upon such grounds;
   (e) Injure the grass upon such grounds by walking upon it.

2. Any person violating any of the provisions of this section shall be guilty of a public offense, as prescribed in NRS 193.155, proportionate to the value of the property damaged or destroyed, and in no event less than a misdemeanor.

Sec. 2.3. NRS 590.070 is hereby amended to read as follows:

590.070 1. The Department of Motor Vehicles shall adopt by regulation specifications for motor vehicle fuel:
   (a) Based upon scientific evidence which demonstrates that any motor vehicle fuel which is produced in accordance with the specifications is of sufficient quality to ensure appropriate performance when used in a motor vehicle in this State; or
   (b) Proposed by an air pollution control agency to attain or maintain national ambient air quality standards in any area of this State. As used in this paragraph, "air pollution control agency" means any federal air pollution...
control agency or any state, regional or local agency that has the authority pursuant to chapter 445B of NRS to regulate or control air pollution or air quality in any area of this State.

2. The [State Board of Agriculture] Department of Motor Vehicles shall adopt by regulation procedures for allowing variances from the specifications for motor vehicle fuel adopted pursuant to this section.

3. It is unlawful for any person, or any officer, agent or employee thereof, to sell, offer for sale, assist in the sale of, deliver or permit to be sold or offered for sale, any petroleum or petroleum product as, or purporting to be, motor vehicle fuel, unless it conforms with the regulations adopted by the [State Board of Agriculture] Department of Motor Vehicles pursuant to this section.

4. This section does not apply to aviation fuel.

5. In addition to any criminal penalty that is imposed pursuant to the provisions of NRS 590.150, any person who violates any provision of this section may be further punished as provided in NRS 590.071.

Sec. 2.5. NRS 590.071 is hereby amended to read as follows:

590.071 1. The [State Board of Agriculture] Department of Motor Vehicles shall:

(a) Enforce the specifications for motor vehicle fuel adopted by regulation pursuant to NRS 590.070.

(b) Adopt regulations specifying a schedule of fines that it may impose, upon notice and hearing, for each violation of the provisions of NRS 590.070. The maximum fine that may be imposed by the [Board] Department of Motor Vehicles for each violation must not exceed $5,000 per day. All fines collected by the [Board] Department of Motor Vehicles pursuant to the regulations adopted pursuant to this subsection must be deposited with the State Treasurer for credit to the State General Fund.

2. The [State Board of Agriculture] Department of Motor Vehicles may:

(a) In addition to imposing a fine pursuant to subsection 1, issue an order requiring a violator to take appropriate action to correct the violation.

(b) Request the district attorney of the appropriate county to investigate or file a criminal complaint against any person that the [Board] Department of Motor Vehicles suspects may have violated any provision of NRS 590.070.

Sec. 2.7. NRS 590.100 is hereby amended to read as follows:

590.100  The State Sealer of Weights and Measures is charged with the proper enforcement of NRS 590.010 to 590.150, inclusive, and has the following powers and duties:

1. The State Sealer of Weights and Measures may publish reports relating to petroleum products and motor vehicle fuel in such form and at such times as he or she deems necessary.

2. The State Sealer of Weights and Measures, or the appointees thereof, shall inspect and check the accuracy of all measuring devices for petroleum products and motor vehicle fuel maintained in this State, and shall seal all
such devices whose tolerances are found to be within those prescribed by the National Institute of Standards and Technology.

3. The State Sealer of Weights and Measures, or the appointees thereof, or any member of the Nevada Highway Patrol, may take such samples as he or she deems necessary of any petroleum product or motor vehicle fuel that is kept, transported or stored within the State of Nevada. It is unlawful for any person, or any officer, agent or employee thereof, to refuse to permit the State Sealer of Weights and Measures, or the appointees thereof, or any member of the Nevada Highway Patrol, in the State of Nevada, to take such samples, or to prevent or to attempt to prevent the State Sealer of Weights and Measures, or the appointees thereof, or any member of the Nevada Highway Patrol, from taking them. If the person, or any officer, agent or employee thereof, from which a sample is taken at the time of taking demands payment, then the person taking the sample shall pay the reasonable market price for the quantity taken.

4. The State Sealer of Weights and Measures, or the appointees thereof, may close and seal the outlets of any unlabeled or mislabeled containers, pumps, dispensers or storage tanks connected thereto or which contain any petroleum product or motor vehicle fuel which, if sold, would violate any of the provisions of NRS 590.010 to 590.150, inclusive, and shall post, in a conspicuous place on the premises where those containers, pumps, dispensers or storage tanks have been sealed, a notice stating that the action of sealing has been taken in accordance with the provisions of NRS 590.010 to 590.150, inclusive, and giving warning that it is unlawful to break, mutilate or destroy the seal or seals thereof under penalty as provided in NRS 590.110.

5. The State Sealer of Weights and Measures, or the appointees thereof, shall, upon at least 24 hours’ notice to the owner, manager, operator or attendant of the premises where a container, pump, dispenser or storage tank has been sealed, and at the time specified in the notice, break the seal for the purpose of permitting the removal of the contents of the container, pump, dispenser or storage tank. If the contents are not immediately and completely removed, the container, pump, dispenser or storage tank must be again sealed.

6. The State Sealer of Weights and Measures shall adopt regulations which are necessary for the enforcement of NRS 590.010 to 590.150, inclusive, including standard procedures for testing petroleum products or motor vehicle fuel which are based on sources such as those approved by ASTM International, and may adopt specifications for any fuel for use in internal combustion engines which is sold or offered for sale and contains any alcohol or other combustible chemical that is not a petroleum product or motor vehicle fuel.

Sec. 3. The amendatory provisions of sections 1 and 2 of this act that concern property occupied by the Department of Motor Vehicles apply only with respect to such property for which:
1. The Department entered into a lease on or after the effective date of this act; those sections; or
2. The Department entered into a lease before the effective date of this act those sections that did not prohibit the Department from receiving payment for advertising upon such property.

Sec. 3.3. Any regulations adopted by the State Board of Agriculture pursuant to NRS 590.070 or 590.071 remain in effect and may be enforced by the Department of Motor Vehicles until the Department adopts regulations to repeal or replace those regulations.

Sec. 3.5. The Department of Motor Vehicles shall:
1. On or before February 1, 2012, submit a report to the Interim Finance Committee summarizing any agreement entered into pursuant to section 1 of this act. The report must include, without limitation, the terms of the agreement, a list of buildings owned or occupied by the Department in which advertising is placed and a description of the types of advertising placed pursuant to the agreement.
2. On or before August 1, 2012, submit an update to the report required by subsection 1 and a report which must include, without limitation, information concerning the manner in which any money collected by the Department pursuant to any agreement entered into pursuant to section 1 of this act has been expended during the 2011-2013 biennium and the manner in which the Department plans to use such money during the 2013-2015 biennium.

Sec. 4. 1. This section and sections 1 and 2 to 3.5, inclusive, of this act become effective upon passage and approval.
2. Section 1.5 of this act becomes effective on July 1, 2011.

Amendment No. 968, "SUMMARY—Revises certain provisions relating to the Department of Motor Vehicles. (BDR 43-1185)"
"AN ACT relating to the Department of Motor Vehicles; authorizing the Department to enter into certain agreements relating to advertising; authorizing the Director of the Department to release certain information to certain persons; transferring the authority to adopt specifications for motor vehicle fuel from the State Board of Agriculture to the Department; and providing other matters properly relating thereto."

Legislative Counsel's Digest:
Under existing law, it is unlawful for any person to erect any bulletin board or other advertising device on the grounds of the State Capitol or on any other state building or property. (NRS 331.200) Section 1 of this bill authorizes the Director of the Department of Motor Vehicles to enter into agreements for the placement of advertising in areas of buildings owned or occupied by the Department. Any money collected by the Department from such advertising must be deposited in the Motor Vehicle Fund and used to offset the costs of communicating with the public. Section 3.5 of this bill
requires the Department to make certain reports to the Interim Finance Committee concerning such agreements.

Existing law prohibits the Director from disclosing certain information, including personally identifiable information, except to certain persons. Section 1.5 of this bill authorizes the Director to disclose certain information to a person who, pursuant to a contract with the Department, requests such information for the purpose of an advisory notice relating to a motor vehicle or the recall of a motor vehicle or for providing information concerning the history of a vehicle.

Existing law requires the State Board of Agriculture to adopt specifications for motor vehicle fuel and to enforce such specifications. (NRS 590.070, 590.071) Sections 2.3 and 2.5 of this bill transfer this authority to the Department of Motor Vehicles. Section 3.3 of this bill provides that the Department may enforce any regulations adopted by the Board concerning specifications for motor vehicle fuel until the Department adopts new regulations to repeal or replace the regulations adopted by the Board.

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEVADA, REPRESENTED IN SENATE AND ASSEMBLY, DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS:

Section 1. Chapter 481 of NRS is hereby amended by adding thereto a new section to read as follows:

1. The Director may enter into an agreement with a person for the placement of advertisements in areas of buildings owned or occupied by the Department that are frequented by the public.
2. A person who enters into an agreement with the Director pursuant to subsection 1 shall ensure that each advertisement placed pursuant to the agreement does not inhibit or disrupt the functioning of the Department.
3. Any money collected by the Department from an agreement entered into pursuant to subsection 1 must be:
   (a) Deposited with the State Treasurer for credit to the Motor Vehicle Fund; and
   (b) Used to offset the costs of communicating with the public.
4. The Director may adopt regulations to carry out the provisions of this section.

Sec. 1.5. NRS 481.063 is hereby amended to read as follows:

481.063 1. The Director may charge and collect reasonable fees for official publications of the Department and from persons making use of files and records of the Department or its various divisions for a private purpose. All money so collected must be deposited in the State Treasury for credit to the Motor Vehicle Fund.
2. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 6, the Director may release personal information, except a photograph, from a file or record relating to the driver's license, identification card, or title or registration of a vehicle of a person if the requester submits a written release from the person who holds a lien on the vehicle, or an agent of that person, or the person about whom the information is requested which is dated not more than
90 days before the date of the request. The written release must be in a form required by the Director.

3. Except as otherwise provided in subsections 2 and 4, the Director shall not release to any person who is not a representative of the Division of Welfare and Supportive Services of the Department of Health and Human Services or an officer, employee or agent of a law enforcement agency, an agent of the public defender's office or an agency of a local government which collects fines imposed for parking violations, who is not conducting an investigation pursuant to NRS 253.0415 or 253.220, who is not authorized to transact insurance pursuant to chapter 680A of NRS or who is not licensed as a private investigator pursuant to chapter 648 of NRS and conducting an investigation of an insurance claim:
   (a) A list which includes license plate numbers combined with any other information in the records or files of the Department;
   (b) The social security number of any person, if it is requested to facilitate the solicitation of that person to purchase a product or service; or
   (c) The name, address, telephone number or any other personally identifiable information if the information is requested by the presentation of a license plate number.

When such personally identifiable information is requested of a law enforcement agency by the presentation of a license plate number, the law enforcement agency shall conduct an investigation regarding the person about whom information is being requested or, as soon as practicable, provide the requester with the requested information if the requester officially reports that the motor vehicle bearing that license plate was used in a violation of NRS 205.240, 205.345, 205.380 or 205.445.

4. If a person is authorized to obtain such information pursuant to a contract entered into with the Department and if such information is requested for the purpose of an advisory notice relating to a motor vehicle or the recall of a motor vehicle or for the purpose of providing information concerning the history of a vehicle, the Director may release:
   (a) A list which includes license plate numbers combined with any other information in the records or files of the Department;
   (b) The name, address, telephone number or any other personally identifiable information if the information is requested by the presentation of a license plate number.

5. Except as otherwise provided in subsections 2, 4 and 6 and NRS 483.294, 483.855 and 483.937, the Director shall not release any personal information from a file or record relating to a driver's license, identification card, or title or registration of a vehicle.

6. Except as otherwise provided in paragraph (a) and subsection 7, if a person or governmental entity provides a description of the information requested and its proposed use and signs an affidavit to that effect, the Director may release any personal information, except a
photograph, from a file or record relating to a driver's license, identification card, or title or registration of a vehicle for use:

(a) By any governmental entity, including, but not limited to, any court or law enforcement agency, in carrying out its functions, or any person acting on behalf of a federal, state or local governmental agency in carrying out its functions. The personal information may include a photograph from a file or record relating to a driver's license, identification card, or title or registration of a vehicle.

(b) In connection with any civil, criminal, administrative or arbitration proceeding before any federal or state court, regulatory body, board, commission or agency, including, but not limited to, use for service of process, investigation in anticipation of litigation, and execution or enforcement of judgments and orders, or pursuant to an order of a federal or state court.

(c) In connection with matters relating to:
   (1) The safety of drivers of motor vehicles;
   (2) Safety and thefts of motor vehicles;
   (3) Emissions from motor vehicles;
   (4) Alterations of products related to motor vehicles;
   (5) An advisory notice relating to a motor vehicle or the recall of a motor vehicle;
   (6) Monitoring the performance of motor vehicles;
   (7) Parts or accessories of motor vehicles;
   (8) Dealers of motor vehicles; or
   (9) Removal of nonowner records from the original records of motor vehicle manufacturers.

(d) By any insurer, self-insurer or organization that provides assistance or support to an insurer or self-insurer or its agents, employees or contractors, in connection with activities relating to the rating, underwriting or investigation of claims or the prevention of fraud.

(e) In providing notice to the owners of vehicles that have been towed, repossessed or impounded.

(f) By an employer or its agent or insurer to obtain or verify information relating to a holder of a commercial driver's license who is employed by or has applied for employment with the employer.

(g) By a private investigator, private patrol officer or security consultant who is licensed pursuant to chapter 648 of NRS, for any use permitted pursuant to this section.

(h) By a reporter or editorial employee who is employed by or affiliated with any newspaper, press association or commercially operated, federally licensed radio or television station for a journalistic purpose. The Department may not make any inquiries regarding the use of or reason for the information requested other than whether the information will be used for a journalistic purpose.
(i) In connection with an investigation conducted pursuant to NRS 253.0415 or 253.220.
(j) In activities relating to research and the production of statistical reports, if the personal information will not be published or otherwise redisclosed, or used to contact any person.
(k) In the bulk distribution of surveys, marketing material or solicitations, if the Director has adopted policies and procedures to ensure that:
   1. The information will be used or sold only for use in the bulk distribution of surveys, marketing material or solicitations;
   2. Each person about whom the information is requested has clearly been provided with an opportunity to authorize such a use; and
   3. If the person about whom the information is requested does not authorize such a use, the bulk distribution will not be directed toward that person.

6. Unless as otherwise provided in paragraph (j) of subsection 5, a person who requests and receives personal information may sell or disclose that information only for a use permitted pursuant to subsection 5. Such a person shall keep and maintain for 5 years a record of:
   a. Each person to whom the information is provided; and
   b. The purpose for which that person will use the information.

The record must be made available for examination by the Department at all reasonable times upon request.

8. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 2, the Director may deny any use of the files and records if the Director reasonably believes that the information taken may be used for an unwarranted invasion of a particular person's privacy.

9. Except as otherwise provided in NRS 485.316, the Director shall not allow any person to make use of information retrieved from the system created pursuant to NRS 485.313 for a private purpose and shall not in any other way release any information retrieved from that system.

10. The Director shall adopt such regulations as the Director deems necessary to carry out the purposes of this section. In addition, the Director shall, by regulation, establish a procedure whereby a person who is requesting personal information may establish an account with the Department to facilitate the person's ability to request information electronically or by written request if the person has submitted to the Department proof of employment or licensure, as applicable, and a signed and notarized affidavit acknowledging that the person:
   a. Has read and fully understands the current laws and regulations regarding the manner in which information from the Department's files and records may be obtained and the limited uses which are permitted;
   b. Understands that any sale or disclosure of information so obtained must be in accordance with the provisions of this section;
   c. Understands that a record will be maintained by the Department of any information he or she requests; and
(d) Understands that a violation of the provisions of this section is a criminal offense.

11. It is unlawful for any person to:

(a) Make a false representation to obtain any information from the files or records of the Department.

(b) Knowingly obtain or disclose any information from the files or records of the Department for any use not permitted by the provisions of this chapter.

12. As used in this section, "personal information" means information that reveals the identity of a person, including, without limitation, his or her photograph, social security number, driver's license number, identification card number, name, address, telephone number or information regarding a medical condition or disability. The term does not include the zip code of a person when separate from his or her full address, information regarding vehicular accidents or driving violations in which he or she has been involved or other information otherwise affecting his or her status as a driver.

Sec. 2. NRS 331.200 is hereby amended to read as follows:

331.200  1. It shall be unlawful for any person to commit any of the following acts upon the grounds of the State Capitol or of any other state building or property:

(a) Willfully deface, break down or destroy any fence upon or surrounding such grounds;

(b) Except as otherwise provided in section 1 of this act, erect any bulletin board or other advertising device in or upon such grounds;

(c) Deposit any garbage, debris or other obstruction in or upon such grounds;

(d) Injure, break down or destroy any tree, shrub or other thing upon such grounds; or

(e) Injure the grass upon such grounds by walking upon it.

2. Any person violating any of the provisions of this section shall be guilty of a public offense, as prescribed in NRS 193.155, proportionate to the value of the property damaged or destroyed, and in no event less than a misdemeanor.

Sec. 2.3. NRS 590.070 is hereby amended to read as follows:

590.070  1. The Department of Motor Vehicles shall adopt by regulation specifications for motor vehicle fuel:

(a) Based upon scientific evidence which demonstrates that any motor vehicle fuel which is produced in accordance with the specifications is of sufficient quality to ensure appropriate performance when used in a motor vehicle in this State, or

(b) Proposed by an air pollution control agency to attain or maintain national ambient air quality standards in any area of this State. As used in this paragraph, "air pollution control agency" means any federal air pollution control agency or any state, regional or local agency that has the authority
pursuant to chapter 445B of NRS to regulate or control air pollution or air quality in any area of this State.

2. The [State Board of Agriculture] - Department of Motor Vehicles shall adopt by regulation procedures for allowing variances from the specifications for motor vehicle fuel adopted pursuant to this section.

3. It is unlawful for any person, or any officer, agent or employee thereof, to sell, offer for sale, assist in the sale of, deliver or permit to be sold or offered for sale, any petroleum or petroleum product as, or purporting to be, motor vehicle fuel, unless it conforms with the regulations adopted by the [State Board of Agriculture] - Department of Motor Vehicles pursuant to this section.

4. This section does not apply to aviation fuel.

5. In addition to any criminal penalty that is imposed pursuant to the provisions of NRS 590.150, any person who violates any provision of this section may be further punished as provided in NRS 590.071. [Deleted by amendment.]

Sec. 2.5. [NRS 590.071 is hereby amended to read as follows:]

590.071 - 1. The [State Board of Agriculture] - Department of Motor Vehicles shall:

(a) Enforce the specifications for motor vehicle fuel adopted by regulation pursuant to NRS 590.070.

(b) Adopt regulations specifying a schedule of fines that it may impose, upon notice and hearing, for each violation of the provisions of NRS 590.070. The maximum fine that may be imposed by the [Board] Department of Motor Vehicles for each violation must not exceed $5,000 per day. All fines collected by the [Board] Department of Motor Vehicles pursuant to the regulations adopted pursuant to this subsection must be deposited with the State Treasurer for credit to the State General Fund.

2. The [State Board of Agriculture] - Department of Motor Vehicles may:

(a) In addition to imposing a fine pursuant to subsection 1, issue an order requiring a violator to take appropriate action to correct the violation.

(b) Request the district attorney of the appropriate county to investigate or file a criminal complaint against any person that the [Board] Department of Motor Vehicles suspects may have violated any provision of NRS 590.070. [Deleted by amendment.]

Sec. 2.7. [NRS 590.100 is hereby amended to read as follows:]

590.100 - [The] Except as otherwise provided in NRS 590.070 and 590.071, the State Sealer of Weights and Measures is charged with the proper enforcement of NRS 590.010 to 590.150, inclusive, and has the following powers and duties:

1. The State Sealer of Weights and Measures may publish reports relating to petroleum products and motor vehicle fuel in such form and at such times as he or she deems necessary.

2. The State Sealer of Weights and Measures, or the appointees thereof, shall inspect and check the accuracy of all measuring devices for petroleum
products and motor vehicle fuel maintained in this State, and shall seal all such devices whose tolerances are found to be within those prescribed by the National Institute of Standards and Technology.

3. The State Sealer of Weights and Measures, or the appointees thereof, or any member of the Nevada Highway Patrol, may take such samples as he or she deems necessary of any petroleum product or motor vehicle fuel that is kept, transported or stored within the State of Nevada. It is unlawful for any person, or any officer, agent or employee thereof, to refuse to permit the State Sealer of Weights and Measures, or the appointees thereof, or any member of the Nevada Highway Patrol, in the State of Nevada, to take such samples, or to prevent or to attempt to prevent the State Sealer of Weights and Measures, or the appointees thereof, or any member of the Nevada Highway Patrol, from taking them. If the person, or any officer, agent or employee thereof, from which a sample is taken at the time of taking demands payment, then the person taking the sample shall pay the reasonable market price for the quantity taken.

4. The State Sealer of Weights and Measures, or the appointees thereof, may close and seal the outlets of any unlabeled or mislabeled containers, pumps, dispensers or storage tanks connected thereto or which contain any petroleum product or motor vehicle fuel which, if sold, would violate any of the provisions of NRS 590.010 to 590.150, inclusive, and shall post, in a conspicuous place on the premises where those containers, pumps, dispensers or storage tanks have been sealed, a notice stating that the action of sealing has been taken in accordance with the provisions of NRS 590.010 to 590.150, inclusive, and giving warning that it is unlawful to break, mutilate or destroy the seal or seals thereof under penalty as provided in NRS 590.110.

5. The State Sealer of Weights and Measures, or the appointees thereof, shall, upon at least 24 hours’ notice to the owner, manager, operator or attendant of the premises where a container, pump, dispenser or storage tank has been sealed, and at the time specified in the notice, break the seal for the purpose of permitting the removal of the contents of the container, pump, dispenser or storage tank. If the contents are not immediately and completely removed, the container, pump, dispenser or storage tank must be again sealed.

6. The State Sealer of Weights and Measures shall adopt regulations which are necessary for the enforcement of NRS 590.010 to 590.150, inclusive, including standard procedures for testing petroleum products or motor vehicle fuel which are based on sources such as those approved by ASTM International, and may adopt specifications for any fuel for use in internal combustion engines which is sold or offered for sale and contains any alcohol or other combustible chemical that is not a petroleum product or motor vehicle fuel. (Deleted by amendment.)
Sec. 3. The amendatory provisions of sections 1 and 2 of this act that concern property occupied by the Department of Motor Vehicles apply only with respect to such property for which:

1. The Department entered into a lease on or after the effective date of those sections; or
2. The Department entered into a lease before the effective date of those sections that did not prohibit the Department from receiving payment for advertising upon such property.

Sec. 3.3. Any regulations adopted by the State Board of Agriculture pursuant to NRS 590.070 or 590.071 remain in effect and may be enforced by the Department of Motor Vehicles until the Department adopts regulations to repeal or replace those regulations. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 3.5. The Department of Motor Vehicles shall:

1. On or before February 1, 2012, submit a report to the Interim Finance Committee summarizing any agreement entered into pursuant to section 1 of this act. The report must include, without limitation, the terms of the agreement, a list of buildings owned or occupied by the Department in which advertising is placed and a description of the types of advertising placed pursuant to the agreement.
2. On or before August 1, 2012, submit an update to the report required by subsection 1 and a report which must include, without limitation, information concerning the manner in which any money collected by the Department pursuant to any agreement entered into pursuant to section 1 of this act has been expended during the 2011-2013 biennium and the manner in which the Department plans to use such money during the 2013-2015 biennium.

Sec. 4. 1. This section and sections 1 to 3.5, inclusive, of this act become effective upon passage and approval.
2. Section 1.5 of this act becomes effective on July 1, 2011.

Senator Horsford moved that the Senate concur in the Assembly amendments to Senate Bill No. 483.
Motion carried by a two-thirds majority.
Bill ordered enrolled.

Senate Bill No. 493.
The following Assembly amendment was read:
Amendment No. 980.
"SUMMARY—Creates the Mining Oversight and Accountability Commission and revises the provisions governing certain mining taxes and fees. (BDR 32-1152)"
"AN ACT relating to mining; creating the Mining Oversight and Accountability Commission and establishing its membership, powers and duties; revising provisions governing the calculation of net proceeds from certain mining operations conducted in this State; repealing a fee imposed on
certain filings regarding mining claims; making an appropriation; and providing other matters properly relating thereto."

**Legislative Counsel's Digest:**

Existing law does not provide for a single administrative body to oversee the activities of the various state agencies that have responsibility for the taxation, operation, safety and environmental regulation of mines and mining in this State. **Section 5** of this bill creates the Mining Oversight and Accountability Commission, consisting of seven members appointed by the Governor. Two of the members must be recommended by the Majority Leader of the Senate and two by the Speaker of the Assembly. In the first biennium, one member must be recommended by the Minority Leader of the Senate. In the next biennium, one member must be recommended by the Minority Leader of the Assembly. The authority of the Minority Leader of the Senate and the Minority Leader of the Assembly to make those recommendations alternates each biennium thereafter. **Section 7** of this bill requires the Commission to provide oversight of compliance with Nevada law relating to the activities of each state agency with respect to the taxation, operation, safety and environmental regulation of mines and mining in this State. **Section 7** also identifies particular state entities that are subject to the supervision of the Commission with respect to their activities related to mines and mining: (1) the Nevada Tax Commission and the Department of Taxation in the taxation of the net proceeds of minerals; (2) the Division of Industrial Relations of the Department of Business and Industry concerning the safe and healthful working conditions at mines; (3) the Commission on Mineral Resources and the Division of Minerals of the Commission; (4) the Bureau of Mines and Geology of the State of Nevada; and (5) the Division of Environmental Protection of the State Department of Conservation and Natural Resources in its activities concerning the reclamation of land used in mining. **Sections 8 and 13-16** of this bill establish certain reports and other information that those entities are required to provide to the Commission. **Section 11** of this bill authorizes the Commission to request the Legislative Commission to direct the Legislative Auditor to provide for a special audit or investigation of the activities of any state agency, board, bureau, commission or political subdivision in connection with the taxation, operation, safety and environmental regulation of mines and mining in this State. **Section 12** of this bill provides that certain regulations of the Nevada Tax Commission, Administrator of the Division of Industrial Relations, Commission on Mineral Resources and the State Environmental Commission concerning mines and mining are not effective unless they are reviewed by the Mining Oversight and Accountability Commission before being approved by the Legislative Commission. **Sections 12.5 and 12.7** of this bill revise provisions governing the calculation of net proceeds from certain mining operations conducted in this State.

During the 26th Special Session in 2010, the Legislature enacted a law imposing a fee on the filing of an affidavit of the work performed on or
improvements made to a mining claim or an affidavit of the intent to hold a mining claim, if the person who holds the mining claim holds 11 or more mining claims in this State. (NRS 517.187) Section 16.3 of this bill repeals that law. Section 16.7 of this bill allows any person who paid that fee to receive a credit of the amount paid against any liability of the person for the state modified business tax or, if that is not practical, a refund of the amount paid.

Section 16.5 of this bill makes an appropriation to the Department of Taxation to fund the costs for the Mining Oversight and Accountability Commission.

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEVADA, REPRESENTED IN SENATE AND ASSEMBLY, DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS:

Section 1. Chapter 362 of NRS is hereby amended by adding thereto the provisions set forth as sections 2 to 12 inclusive, of this act.

Sec. 2. As used in sections 2 to 12, inclusive, of this act, unless the context otherwise requires, the words and terms defined in sections 3 and 4 of this act have the meanings ascribed to them in those sections.

Sec. 3. "Chair" means the Chair of the Commission.

Sec. 4. "Commission" means the Mining Oversight and Accountability Commission created by section 5 of this act.

Sec. 5. 1. There is hereby created the Mining Oversight and Accountability Commission consisting of seven members appointed as follows:

(a) Two members appointed by the Governor;

(b) Two members appointed by the Governor from a list of persons recommended by the Majority Leader of the Senate;

(c) Two members appointed by the Governor from a list of persons recommended by the Speaker of the Assembly; and

(d) One member appointed by the Governor from a list of persons recommended by the Minority Leader of the Senate or the Minority Leader of the Assembly. The Minority Leader of the Senate shall recommend persons for appointment for the initial term, the Minority Leader of the Assembly shall recommend persons for appointment for the next succeeding term, and thereafter, the authority to recommend persons for appointment must alternate each biennium between the Houses of the Legislature.

2. The Governor, Majority Leader of the Senate, Speaker of the Assembly, Minority Leader of the Senate and Minority Leader of the Assembly shall confer before the Governor makes an appointment to ensure that:

(a) Not more than two of the members are appointed from any one county in this State; and

(b) Not more than two of the members have a direct or indirect financial interest in the mining industry or are related by blood or marriage to a person who has such an interest.
3. Each member of the Commission serves for a term of 2 years.
4. A vacancy on the Commission must be filled by the Governor in the same manner as the original appointment.

Sec. 6. 1. The Commission shall elect one of its members as Chair and another as Vice Chair, who shall serve for a term of 1 year or until their successors are elected and qualified.
2. The Commission shall meet at least once each calendar quarter and may meet at other times on the call of the Chair or a majority of its members.
3. A majority of the members of the Commission constitutes a quorum for the transaction of business, and a majority of those members present at any meeting is sufficient for any official action taken by the Commission.
4. While engaged in the business of the Commission, each member of the Commission is entitled to receive the per diem allowance and travel expenses provided for state officers and employees generally.
5. The Executive Director of the Department shall assign employees of the Department to provide such technical, clerical and operational assistance to the Commission as the functions and operations of the Commission may require.

Sec. 7. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the Commission shall provide oversight of compliance with Nevada law relating to the activities of each state agency, board, bureau, commission, department or division with respect to the taxation, operation, safety and environmental regulation of mines and mining in this State, including, without limitation, the activities of:
1. The Nevada Tax Commission and the Department of Taxation in the taxation of the net proceeds of minerals pursuant to this chapter and Section 5 of Article 10 of the Nevada Constitution.
2. The Division of Industrial Relations of the Department of Business and Industry in administering the provisions of chapter 512 of NRS concerning the safe and healthful working conditions at mines.
3. The Commission on Mineral Resources and the Division of Minerals of the Commission in the administration of the provisions of chapters 513 and 522 of NRS concerning the conduct of mining operations and operations for the production of oil, gas and geothermal energy in the State.
4. The Bureau of Mines and Geology of the State of Nevada in the Public Service Division of the Nevada System of Higher Education in its administration of the provisions of chapter 514 of NRS.
5. The Division of Environmental Protection of the State Department of Conservation and Natural Resources in its administration of the provisions of chapter 519A of NRS concerning the reclamation of mined land, areas of exploration and former areas of mining or exploration.

Sec. 8. In addition to any other information requested by the Commission pursuant to section 9 of this act:
1. The Administrator of the Division of Industrial Relations of the Department of Business and Industry shall submit to the Commission at its first regular meeting in each calendar year the report that is required pursuant to NRS 512.140 concerning the functions of the Administrator under chapter 512 of NRS concerning the creation and maintenance of safe and healthful working conditions at mines in this State during the immediately preceding calendar year.

2. The Department of Taxation shall submit to the Commission at the second regular meeting of the Commission in each calendar year:
   (a) An audit program identifying each mining operator or other person who is required to file a statement concerning the extraction of minerals in this State pursuant to NRS 362.100 to 362.240, inclusive, that the Department intends to audit during the immediately following calendar year;
   (b) A report of the results of each audit of a mining operator or other person completed by the Department during the immediately preceding calendar year; and
   (c) A report of the status of each audit of a mining operator or other person that is in process at the time of the report.

3. The Division of Environmental Protection of the State Department of Conservation and Natural Resources shall submit to the Commission at its third regular meeting in each calendar year a report concerning the Division's activities concerning the reclamation of mined lands, areas of exploration and former areas of mining or exploration during the immediately preceding calendar year, including, without limitation, an accounting of the amounts of fees collected for permits issued by the Division and any fines imposed by the Division.

Sec. 9. 1. In conducting the investigations and hearings of the Commission:
   (a) The Chair or any member designated by the Chair may administer oaths.
   (b) The Chair may cause the deposition of witnesses, residing either within or outside of the State, to be taken in the manner prescribed by rule of court for taking depositions in civil actions in the district courts.
   (c) The Chair may issue subpoenas to compel the attendance of witnesses and the production of books and papers.

2. If any witness refuses to attend or testify or produce any books and papers as required by the subpoena, the Chair may report to the district court by petition, setting forth that:
   (a) Due notice has been given of the time and place of attendance of the witness or the production of the books and papers;
   (b) The witness has been subpoenaed by the Commission pursuant to this section; and
   (c) The witness has failed or refused to attend or produce the books and papers required by the subpoena before the Commission which is named in
the subpoena, or has refused to answer questions propounded to the
witness,
and asking for an order of the court compelling the witness to attend
and testify or produce the books and papers before the Commission.

3. Upon such a petition, the court shall enter an order directing the
witness to appear before the court at a time and place to be fixed by the
court in its order, the time to be not more than 10 days after the date of the
order, and to show cause why the witness has not attended or testified or
produced the books or papers before the Commission. A certified copy of
the order must be served upon the witness.

4. If it appears to the court that the subpoena was regularly issued by
the Commission, the court shall enter an order that the witness appear
before the Commission at the time and place fixed in the order and testify
or produce the required books or papers. Failure to obey the order
constitutes contempt of court.

Sec. 10. 1. Each witness who appears before the Commission by its
order, except a state officer or employee, is entitled to receive for such
attendance the fees and mileage provided for witnesses in civil cases in the
courts of record of this State.

2. The fees and mileage must be audited and paid upon the
presentation of proper claims sworn to by the witness and approved by the
Chair of the Commission.

Sec. 11. 1. The Commission may submit a request to the Legislative
Commission that the Legislative Auditor be directed to undertake, or to
contract with a qualified accounting firm to undertake, a special audit or
investigation of the activities of any state agency, board, bureau,
commission or political subdivision in connection with the taxation,
operation, safety and environmental regulation of mines and mining in this
State.

2. The request submitted pursuant to subsection 1 must be
accompanied by an explanation of the circumstances that give rise to the
request.

Sec. 12. A permanent regulation adopted by the:

1. Nevada Tax Commission, pursuant to NRS 360.090, concerning any
taxation related to the extraction of any mineral in this State, including,
without limitation, the taxation of the net proceeds pursuant to this chapter
and Section 5 of Article 10 of the Nevada Constitution;

2. Administrator of the Division of Industrial Relations of the
Department of Business and Industry for mine health and safety pursuant
to NRS 512.131;

3. Commission on Mineral Resources pursuant to 513.063, 513.094 or
519A.290; and

4. State Environmental Commission pursuant to NRS 519A.160,
is not effective unless it is reviewed by the Mining Oversight and
Accountability Commission before it is approved pursuant to chapter 233B
of NRS by the Legislative Commission or the Subcommittee to Review Regulations appointed pursuant to subsection 6 of NRS 233B.067. After conducting its review of the regulation, the Mining Oversight and Accountability Commission shall provide a report of its findings and recommendations regarding the regulation to the Legislative Counsel for submission to the Legislative Commission or the Subcommittee to Review Regulations, as appropriate.

Sec. 12.5. NRS 362.120 is hereby amended to read as follows:

362.120 1. The Department shall, from the statement filed pursuant to NRS 362.110 and from all obtainable data, evidence and reports, compute in dollars and cents the gross yield and net proceeds of the calendar year immediately preceding the year in which the statement is filed.

2. The gross yield must include the value of any mineral extracted which was:
   (a) Sold;
   (b) Exchanged for any thing or service;
   (c) Removed from the State in a form ready for use or sale; or
   (d) Used in a manufacturing process or in providing a service, during that period.

3. The net proceeds are ascertained and determined by subtracting from the gross yield the following deductions for costs incurred during that period, and none other:
   (a) The actual cost of extracting the mineral, which is limited to direct costs for activities performed in the State of Nevada.
   (b) The actual cost of transporting the mineral to the place or places of reduction, refining and sale.
   (c) The actual cost of reduction, refining and sale.
   (d) The actual cost of marketing and delivering the mineral, and the conversion of the mineral into money.
   (e) The actual cost of maintenance and repairs of:
      (1) All machinery, equipment, apparatus and facilities used in the mine.
      (2) All milling, refining, smelting and reduction works, plants and facilities.
      (3) All facilities and equipment for transportation except those that are under the jurisdiction of the Public Utilities Commission of Nevada or the Nevada Transportation Authority.
   (f) The actual cost of fire insurance on the machinery, equipment, apparatus, works, plants and facilities mentioned in paragraph (e).
   (g) Depreciation of the original capitalized cost of the machinery, equipment, apparatus, works, plants and facilities mentioned in paragraph (e). The annual depreciation charge consists of amortization of the original cost in a manner prescribed by regulation of the Nevada Tax Commission and approved by the Mining Oversight and Accountability Commission created by section 5 of this act. The probable life of the
property represented by the original cost must be considered in computing the depreciation charge.  
(h) All money expended for premiums for industrial insurance, and the actual cost of hospital and medical attention and accident benefits and group insurance for all employees.  
(i) All money paid as contributions or payments under the unemployment compensation law of the State of Nevada, as contained in chapter 612 of NRS, all money paid as contributions under the Social Security Act of the Federal Government, and all money paid to either the State of Nevada or the Federal Government under any amendment to either or both of the statutes mentioned in this paragraph.  
(j) The costs of employee travel which occurs within the State of Nevada and which is directly related to mining operations within the State of Nevada.  
(k) The costs of development work in or about the mine or upon a group of mines when operated as a unit, which is limited to work that is necessary to the operation of the mine or group of mines.  
(l) All money paid as royalties by a lessee or sublessee of a mine or well, or by both, in determining the net proceeds of the lessee or sublessee, or both.  

4. Royalties deducted by a lessee or sublessee constitute part of the net proceeds of the minerals extracted, upon which a tax must be levied against the person to whom the royalty has been paid.  
5. Every person acquiring property in the State of Nevada to engage in the extraction of minerals and who incurs any of the expenses mentioned in subsection 3 shall report those expenses and the recipient of any royalty to the Department on forms provided by the Department. The Department shall report annually to the Mining Oversight and Accountability Commission the expenses and deductions of each mining operation in the State of Nevada.  
6. The several deductions mentioned in subsection 3 do not include any expenditures for salaries, or any portion of salaries, of any person not actually engaged in:  
(a) The working of the mine;  
(b) The operating of the mill, smelter or reduction works;  
(c) The operating of the facilities or equipment for transportation;  
(d) Superintending the management of any of those operations; or  
(e) The State of Nevada, in office, clerical or engineering work necessary or proper in connection with any of those operations; or
(f) Nevada-based corporate services.

7. The following expenses are specifically excluded from any deductions from the gross yield:
   (a) The costs of employee housing.
   (b) Except as otherwise provided in paragraph (h) of subsection 3, the costs of employee travel.
   (c) The costs of severing the employment of any employees.
   (d) Any dues paid to a third-party organization or trade association to promote or advertise a product.
   (e) Expenses relating to governmental relations or to compensate a natural person or entity to influence legislative decisions.
   (f) The costs of mineral exploration.
   (g) Any federal, state or local taxes.

8. As used in this section, "Nevada-based corporate services" means corporate services which are performed in the State of Nevada from an office located in this State and which directly support mining operations in this State, including, without limitation, accounting functions relating to mining operations at a mine site in this State such as payroll, accounts payable, production reporting, cost reporting, state and local tax reporting and recordkeeping concerning property.

Sec. 12.7. NRS 362.120 is hereby amended to read as follows:

362.120 1. The Department shall, from the statement filed pursuant to NRS 362.110 and from all obtainable data, evidence and reports, compute in dollars and cents the gross yield and net proceeds of the calendar year immediately preceding the year in which the statement is filed.

2. The gross yield must include the value of any mineral extracted which was:
   (a) Sold;
   (b) Exchanged for any thing or service;
   (c) Removed from the State in a form ready for use or sale; or
   (d) Used in a manufacturing process or in providing a service, during that period.

3. The net proceeds are ascertained and determined by subtracting from the gross yield the following deductions for costs incurred during that period, and none other:
   (a) The actual cost of extracting the mineral, which is limited to direct costs for activities performed in the State of Nevada.
   (b) The actual cost of transporting the mineral to the place or places of reduction, refining and sale.
   (c) The actual cost of reduction, refining and sale.
   (d) The actual cost of delivering the mineral.
   (e) The actual cost of maintenance and repairs of:
       (1) All machinery, equipment, apparatus and facilities used in the mine.
       (2) All milling, refining, smelting and reduction works, plants and facilities.
(3) All facilities and equipment for transportation except those that are under the jurisdiction of the Public Utilities Commission of Nevada or the Nevada Transportation Authority.

(f) Depreciation of the original capitalized cost of the machinery, equipment, apparatus, works, plants and facilities mentioned in paragraph (e). The annual depreciation charge consists of amortization of the original cost in a manner prescribed by regulation of the Nevada Tax Commission and approved by the Mining Oversight and Accountability Commission created by section 5 of this act. The probable life of the property represented by the original cost must be considered in computing the depreciation charge.

(g) All money expended for premiums for industrial insurance, and the actual cost of hospital and medical attention and accident benefits and group insurance for employees actually engaged in mining operations within the State of Nevada.

(h) All money paid as contributions or payments under the unemployment compensation law of the State of Nevada, as contained in chapter 612 of NRS, all money paid as contributions under the Social Security Act of the Federal Government, and all money paid to either the State of Nevada or the Federal Government under any amendment to either or both of the statutes mentioned in this paragraph.

(i) The costs of employee travel which occurs within the State of Nevada and which is directly related to mining operations within the State of Nevada.

(j) The costs of Nevada-based corporate services relating to paragraphs (e) to (h), (i), inclusive.

(k) The actual cost of developmental work in or about the mine or upon a group of mines when operated as a unit, which is limited to work that is necessary to the operation of the mine or group of mines.

(l) The costs of reclamation work in the years the reclamation work occurred, including, without limitation, costs associated with the remediation of a site.

(m) All money paid as royalties by a lessee or sublessee of a mine or well, or by both, in determining the net proceeds of the lessee or sublessee, or both.

4. Royalties deducted by a lessee or sublessee constitute part of the net proceeds of the minerals extracted, upon which a tax must be levied against the person to whom the royalty has been paid.

5. Every person acquiring property in the State of Nevada to engage in the extraction of minerals and who incurs any of the expenses mentioned in subsection 3 shall report those expenses and the recipient of any royalty to the Department on forms provided by the Department. The Department shall report annually to the Mining Oversight and Accountability Commission the expenses and deductions of each mining operation in the State of Nevada.
6. The several deductions mentioned in subsection 3 do not include any expenditures for salaries, or any portion of salaries, of any person not actually engaged in:
   (a) The working of the mine;
   (b) The operating of the mill, smelter or reduction works;
   (c) The operating of the facilities or equipment for transportation;
   (d) Superintending the management of any of those operations;
   (e) The State of Nevada, in office, clerical or engineering work necessary or proper in connection with any of those operations; or
   (f) Nevada-based corporate services.
7. The following expenses are specifically excluded from any deductions from the gross yield:
   (a) The costs of employee housing.
   (b) Except as otherwise provided in paragraph \( (h) \) \( (i) \) of subsection 3, the costs of employee travel.
   (c) The costs of severing the employment of any employees.
   (d) Any dues paid to a third-party organization or trade association to promote or advertise a product.
   (e) Expenses relating to governmental relations or to compensate a natural person or entity to influence legislative decisions.
   (f) The costs of mineral exploration.
   (g) Any federal, state or local taxes.
8. As used in this section, "Nevada-based corporate services" means corporate services which are performed in the State of Nevada from an office located in this State and which directly support mining operations in this State, including, without limitation, accounting functions relating to mining operations at a mine site in this State such as payroll, accounts payable, production reporting, cost reporting, state and local tax reporting and recordkeeping concerning property.

Sec. 13. NRS 512.140 is hereby amended to read as follows:

512.140 The Administrator shall submit annually to the Governor, and to the Mining Oversight and Accountability Commission created by section 5 of this act, as soon as practicable after the beginning of each calendar year, a full report of the administration of the Administrator's functions under this chapter during the preceding calendar year. The report must include, either in summary or detailed form, the information obtained by the Administrator under this chapter together with such findings and comments thereon and such recommendations as the Administrator may deem proper.

Sec. 14. NRS 513.063 is hereby amended to read as follows:

513.063 The Commission shall:

1. Keep itself informed of and interested in the entire field of legislation and administration charged to the Division.
2. Report to the Governor, the Mining Oversight and Accountability Commission created by section 5 of this act and the Legislature on all matters which it may deem pertinent to the Division, and concerning any
specific matters previously requested by the Governor or the Mining Oversight and Accountability Commission.  
3. Advise and make recommendations to the Governor, the Mining Oversight and Accountability Commission and the Legislature concerning the policy of this State relating to minerals.  
4. Formulate the administrative policies of the Division.  
5. Adopt regulations necessary for carrying out the duties of the Commission and the Division.  

Sec. 15. NRS 513.093 is hereby amended to read as follows:  
513.093  The Administrator:  
1. Shall coordinate the activities of the Division.  
2. Shall report to the Commission upon all matters pertaining to the administration of the Division.  
3. Shall attend each regular meeting of the Mining Oversight and Accountability Commission created by section 5 of this act and each special meeting if requested by the Chair of that Commission and:  
   (a) Report to the Mining Oversight and Accountability Commission on the activities of the Division undertaken since the Division's previous report, including, without limitation, an accounting of any fees or fines imposed or collected;  
   (b) The current condition of mining and of exploration for and production of oil, gas and geothermal energy in the State; and  
   (c) Provide any technical information required by the Mining Oversight and Accountability Commission during the course of the meeting.  
4. Shall submit a biennial report to the Governor and the Legislature through the Commission concerning the work of the Division, with recommendations that the Administrator may deem necessary. The report must set forth the facts relating to the condition of mining and of exploration for and production of oil and gas in the State.  

Sec. 16. Chapter 514 of NRS is hereby amended by adding thereto a new section to read as follows:  
The Director of the Bureau of Mines and Geology shall attend each regular meeting of the Mining Oversight and Accountability Commission created by section 5 of this act and each special meeting if requested by the Chair of the Commission and:  
1. Report to the Commission on the activities of the Bureau of Mines and Geology undertaken by the Bureau since its previous report, including, without limitation, the current condition of mining and of exploration for and production of oil and gas in the State; and  
2. Provide any technical information required by the Commission during the course of the meeting.  

Sec. 16.3. NRS 517.187 is hereby repealed.  

Sec. 16.5. 1. There is hereby appropriated from the State General Fund to the Department of Taxation to fund the costs for the Mining
Oversight and Accountability Commission created by section 5 of this act the sums of:

For Fiscal Year 2011-2012 ................................................... $17,050
For Fiscal Year 2012-2013 ................................................... $17,050

2. Any balance of the sums appropriated pursuant to subsection 1 remaining at the end of the respective fiscal years must not be committed for expenditure after June 30 of the respective fiscal years by the entity to which the appropriation is made or any entity to which the money from the appropriation is granted or otherwise transferred in any manner, and any portion of the appropriated money remaining must not be spent for any other purpose after September 21, 2012, and September 20, 2013, respectively, by either the entity to which the money was appropriated or the entity to which the money was subsequently granted or transferred, and must be reverted to the State General Fund on or before September 21, 2012, and September 20, 2013, respectively.

Sec. 16.7. 1. Any person who paid any fee, interest or penalty imposed pursuant to NRS 517.187 may, on or before June 30, 2013, apply to the Department of Taxation pursuant to this section for a credit or refund of the total amount paid by the person pursuant to NRS 517.187.

2. Upon the receipt of an application pursuant to subsection 1 and proof to the satisfaction of the Department of Taxation of the total amount paid by the applicant pursuant to NRS 517.187, the Department shall:

(a) Except as otherwise provided in paragraph (b), allow the applicant a credit of the total amount paid by the person pursuant to NRS 517.187 against any liability of the person for the tax imposed pursuant to NRS 363B.110, and carry any unused portion of the credit forward until the credit is exhausted; or

(b) If the Department determines that it is impractical to provide a full credit to the applicant pursuant to paragraph (a), cause to be refunded to the applicant the total amount paid by the applicant pursuant to NRS 517.187.

3. A person who paid any fee, interest or penalty imposed pursuant to NRS 517.187 is not entitled to receive any penalty or interest on the amount paid.

4. The failure of any person to apply to the Department of Taxation pursuant to subsection 1 within the time prescribed constitutes a waiver of any demand against the State for any credit or refund of any fee, interest or penalty paid by or on behalf of the person pursuant to NRS 517.187.

5. Each county recorder shall, upon the request of the Department of Taxation, provide to the Department such documentation as the Department determines to be necessary to verify the total amount paid pursuant to NRS 517.187 by any person who applies to the Department pursuant to subsection 1.

6. All refunds made pursuant to this section must be paid from the State General Fund upon claims presented by the Department of Taxation,
approved by the State Board of Examiners, and allowed and paid as other claims against the State are allowed and paid.

Sec. 17. The Department of Taxation shall submit to the Mining Oversight and Accountability Commission created by section 5 of this act at the first regular meeting of the Commission following the effective date of this section a comprehensive audit program that sets forth the Department's plan for completing an audit of every mining operator or other person who is required to file a statement concerning the extraction of minerals in this State pursuant to NRS 362.100 to 362.240, inclusive.

Sec. 17.3. The amendatory provisions of section 12.5 of this act:
1. Do not apply to or affect any determination of gross yield or net proceeds required pursuant to NRS 362.100 to 362.240, inclusive, for the calendar year 2011.
2. Apply for the purposes of estimating and determining gross yield and net proceeds pursuant to NRS 362.100 to 362.240, inclusive, for the calendar year 2012 and each calendar year thereafter.

Sec. 17.5. The amendatory provisions of section 12.7 of this act:
1. Do not apply to or affect any determination of gross yield or net proceeds required pursuant to NRS 362.100 to 362.240, inclusive, for the calendar year 2013.
2. Apply for the purposes of estimating and determining gross yield and net proceeds pursuant to NRS 362.100 to 362.240, inclusive, for the calendar year 2014 and each calendar year thereafter.

Sec. 17.7. 1. The Nevada Tax Commission, on or before January 1, 2012, and subject to the requirements of section 12 of this act, shall adopt regulations to carry out the provisions of NRS 362.120, as amended by section 12.5 of this act.
2. In adopting regulations pursuant to subsection 1, the Nevada Tax Commission shall amend or repeal any of its existing regulations that conflict or are inconsistent with the provisions of NRS 362.120, as amended by section 12.5 of this act.

Sec. 18. Notwithstanding the provisions of section 5 of this act, as soon as practicable after the effective date of this section, the Governor shall appoint to the Mining Oversight and Accountability Commission created by section 5 of this act:
1. One member pursuant to paragraph (a), (b) and (c), respectively, of subsection 1 of that section whose term expires on June 30, 2012; and
2. One member pursuant to paragraph (a), (b), (c) and (d), respectively, of subsection 1 of that section whose term expires on June 30, 2013.

Sec. 19. 1. This section and sections 1 to 12, inclusive, and 13 to 18, inclusive, of this act become effective upon passage and approval.
2. Section 12.5 of this act becomes effective on January 1, 2012.
3. Section 12.7 of this act becomes effective on January 1, 2014.
TEXT OF REPEALED SECTION

517.187 Additional fee for filing made pursuant to NRS 517.230.
[Effective through June 30, 2011.]

1. An additional fee is hereby imposed upon each filing made pursuant to NRS 517.230 regarding a mining claim held by a person who holds 11 or more mining claims in this State on the date of that filing, in the amount determined in accordance with subsection 2. The person making that filing shall remit the fee to the county recorder in such a manner that, at the option of that person:
   (a) The fee is paid in full at the time of the filing;
   (b) One-half of the fee is paid at the time of the filing and the remainder of the fee is paid not later than June 1 of the calendar year immediately following the filing date; or
   (c) The fee is paid in full not later than June 1 of the calendar year immediately following the filing date.

2. If the greatest number of mining claims held in this State by any of the persons who hold any of the mining claims to which a filing made pursuant to NRS 517.230 pertains is:
   (a) Not less than 11 and not more than 199 on the date of that filing, the fee imposed by this section is $70 for each mining claim to which the filing pertains.
   (b) Not less than 200 and not more than 1,299 on the date of that filing, the fee imposed by this section is $85 for each mining claim to which the filing pertains.
   (c) Not less than 1,300 on the date of that filing, the fee imposed by this section is $195 for each mining claim to which the filing pertains.

3. The county recorder shall:
   (a) Obtain from each person who makes a filing pursuant to NRS 517.230 an affidavit declaring that the greatest number of mining claims held in this State on the date of that filing by any of the persons who hold any of the mining claims to which the filing pertains is:
      (1) Less than 11;
      (2) Not less than 11 and not more than 199;
      (3) Not less than 200 and not more than 1,299; or
      (4) Not less than 1,300; and
   (b) Based upon the information set forth in that affidavit, collect any fee imposed on that filing pursuant to this section.

4. Any person who:
   (a) Fails to pay the fee imposed pursuant to this section within the time required shall pay a penalty in the amount of 10 percent of the amount of the fee that is owed, in addition to the fee, plus interest at the rate of 1 percent per month, or fraction of a month, from the date on which the fee is due until the date of payment.
   (b) Knowingly makes a false declaration in an affidavit provided to a county recorder pursuant to subsection 3 is guilty of a misdemeanor and shall
pay the amount of any additional fee, penalty and interest required pursuant to this section on account of the falsification.

5. The county recorder shall, on or before the fifth working day of each month, deposit with the county treasurer all the fees, penalties and interest imposed pursuant to this section which are collected during the preceding month. The county treasurer shall quarterly remit all money so collected to the State Controller, who shall place the money in the State General Fund.

6. The State Controller shall take such action as may be necessary to ensure that the fees, penalties and interest imposed pursuant to this section are paid in full.

Senator Leslie moved that the Senate concur in the Assembly amendment to Senate Bill No. 493.
Motion carried by a constitutional majority.
Bill ordered enrolled.

Senate Bill No. 314.
The following Assembly amendments were read:
Amendment No. 717.
"SUMMARY—Revises various provisions relating to real property. (BDR 54-631)"
"AN ACT relating to real property; exempting property managers from certain registration and permitting requirements relating to the practice of asset management; providing for the registration and regulation of asset management companies; providing for the permitting and regulation of asset managers employed or independently contracted by asset management companies; setting forth the causes for disciplinary action for asset management companies and asset managers; prohibiting a purchaser of residential property from voluntarily waiving or being required to waive his or her right to a disclosure form; providing penalties; and providing other matters properly relating thereto."

Legislative Counsel's Digest:
Existing law provides for the licensure or registration and regulation of various professions in this State. (Title 54 of NRS) This bill provides for the registration, permitting and regulation of asset management companies and asset managers by the Real Estate Division of the Department of Business and Industry. Asset management companies provide asset management services for real property which is in foreclosure and which is owned by a bank, mortgage broker, mortgage banker, credit union, thrift company or savings and loan association, or any subsidiary thereof, a mortgage holding entity chartered by Congress or a federal, state or local governmental entity. Such companies and persons manage the property, performing services such as securing the property by changing locks, removing trash and debris, cleaning the home and surrounding property, performing maintenance and repairs of homes and disposing of the
personal property of homeowners left in homes which are in foreclosure and which the legal owner has deemed abandoned.

Section 13.5 of this bill exempts from the requirements of registration or requirement to obtain a separate permit a person who holds a current permit to engage in property management but requires the person to comply with the remaining provisions of this bill as well as those regulating the practice of property management. Section 23 of this bill sets forth the requirements an asset management company must meet to be registered in this State, including criminal background checks on all principals, partners, directors and officers of the company. Section 24 of this bill requires asset management companies to carry sufficient insurance to cover any damage to real property, any wrongful evictions or any wrongful disposal of the personal property of a homeowner or a tenant of a homeowner. Section 27.5 of this bill imposes a $2,000 application fee for registration as an asset management company, as well as a $500 fee for the issuance of a certificate of registration and an annual fee of $500 to renew the certificate of registration. Section 29 of this bill requires all persons employed or independently contracted as an asset manager by an asset management company to obtain a permit from the Division, undergo a criminal background check at the expense of the employer or independent contractor, and pay a fee of $75 for the issuance of the permit.

Sections 29.3-29.7, 30.3 and 30.7 of this bill set forth the actions for which an asset management company or asset manager may be investigated or disciplined and the procedures the Division is required to follow in conducting disciplinary action. Section 31 of this bill specifies the services an asset management company may provide and the steps an asset management company must take before it may dispose of the personal property of a homeowner or a tenant of a homeowner, including storage of the property for 30 days in a secure location and notifying the homeowner or the tenant in writing of the disposal and where the property may be reclaimed. Section 32 of this bill makes it a misdemeanor for a person to operate an asset management company in this State without being registered with the Division or for an asset manager to engage in asset management without a permit issued by the Division. Section 33 of this bill makes it a misdemeanor for an asset management company or its agents to: (1) evict a real property owner or a tenant of a real property owner without a court order while the real property owner still has time to redeem his or her real property; (2) dispose of any personal property of a homeowner or a tenant of a homeowner except as provided in section 31; (3) seize real property that is not in foreclosure; (4) allow any work to be done on real property by a person who is not licensed to do that type of work or allow any work to be done on real property which requires a permit or an inspection unless the
permit is obtained or inspection completed; (5) conduct any activities for which a real estate license or property management permit is required without such a license or permit; (6) fail to provide the real property disclosure to any purchaser of a residence for which the asset management company has provided services; or (7) receive, collect, hold or manage money which belongs to another person, including, without limitation, rent from a tenant, except in certain circumstances.

Existing law requires a seller to complete and serve a purchaser of residential property with a disclosure form regarding the property, but allows a purchaser to waive his or her right to receive such a form. (NRS 113.130) Section 34 of this bill prohibits a purchaser from waiving, or a seller from requiring a purchaser to waive, the purchaser's right to the disclosure form. In addition, section 34 requires a seller to provide the purchaser with the contact information of any asset management company who repaired or replaced or attempted to repair or replace any defects in the property and requires the asset management company to provide the purchaser with a service report on the property upon request.

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEVADA, REPRESENTED IN SENATE AND ASSEMBLY, DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS:

Section 1. Title 54 of NRS is hereby amended by adding thereto a new chapter to consist of the provisions set forth as sections 2 to 33, inclusive, of this act.

Sec. 2. As used in this chapter, unless the context otherwise requires, the words and terms defined in sections 3 to 12.5, inclusive, of this act have the meanings ascribed to them in those sections.

Sec. 3. "Administrator" means the Real Estate Administrator.

Sec. 4. "Asset management" means to manage, oversee or direct actions taken to maintain any real property, including, without limitation, any actions taken to preserve, restore or improve the value and to lessen the risk of damage to the property on behalf of a client before a foreclosure sale or in preparation for liquidation of real property owned by the client pursuant to a foreclosure sale.

Sec. 5. "Asset management company" means a person, limited-liability company, partnership, association or corporation which, for compensation and pursuant to a contractual agreement, power of attorney or other legal authorization, provides services in the maintenance, repair and preparation for liquidation of real property that is owned or secured by a mortgage or lien on the property for an obligation owned by or engages in asset management on behalf of:

1. A bank, mortgage broker, mortgage banker, credit union, thrift company or savings and loan association, or any subsidiary thereof which is authorized to transact business in this State;
2. A mortgage holding entity chartered by Congress; or
3. A federal, state or local governmental entity.
Sec. 5.5. "Asset manager" means a person engaged in the business of asset management who is an employee or independent contractor of a registered asset management company.

Sec. 6. "Client" means:
1. A bank, mortgage broker, mortgage banker, credit union, thrift company or savings and loan association, or any subsidiary of such or governmental entity thereof that is authorized to transact business in this State;
2. A mortgage holding entity chartered by Congress; or
3. A federal, state or local governmental entity.

Sec. 7. "Division" means the Real Estate Division of the Department of Business and Industry.

Sec. 8. "Foreclosure sale" means a sale of real property to enforce an obligation secured by a mortgage or lien on the property, including, without limitation, the exercise of a trustee’s power of sale pursuant to NRS 107.080.

Sec. 9. "Homeowner" means the owner of record of a residence, including, without limitation, the owner of record of a residence in foreclosure at the time the notice of the pendency of an action for foreclosure is recorded pursuant to NRS 14.010 or the notice of default and election to sell is recorded pursuant to NRS 107.080.

Sec. 10. "Mortgage banker" has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 645E.100.

Sec. 11. "Mortgage broker" has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 645B.0127.

Sec. 11.3. "Real property in foreclosure" includes, without limitation, a residence in foreclosure or commercial real property against which there is an outstanding notice of the pendency of an action for foreclosure recorded pursuant to NRS 14.010 or notice of default and election to sell recorded pursuant to NRS 107.080.

Sec. 11.7. "Real property owner" means the owner of record of real property, including, without limitation, a homeowner or an owner of real property in foreclosure.

Sec. 12. "Residence in foreclosure" means any residential real property consisting of:
1. Not more than four family dwelling units, one of which the homeowner or a tenant of the homeowner occupies as his or her principal place of residence; or
2. A single-family residential unit, including, without limitation, a condominium, townhouse or home within a subdivision, if the unit is sold, leased or otherwise conveyed unit by unit, regardless of whether the unit is part of a larger building or parcel that consists of more than four units,
against which there is an outstanding notice of the pendency of an action for foreclosure recorded pursuant to NRS 14.010 or notice of default and election to sell recorded pursuant to NRS 107.080.

Sec. 12.5. "Service report" means a written report on a form prescribed by the Division which is provided by an asset management company or asset manager and which lists the specific services performed on real property for a client.

Sec. 13. The provisions of this chapter do not apply to:

1. A person who is a regular, full-time employee of a bank, mortgage broker, mortgage banker, credit union, thrift company or savings and loan association, or any subsidiary thereof.

2. A person who takes possession of property from a defendant in connection with a judicial proceeding for eminent domain brought pursuant to chapter 37 of NRS.

Sec. 13.5. 1. The provisions of this chapter which require a certificate of registration or permit do not apply to a person or broker who has a current permit to engage in property management pursuant to chapter 645 of NRS.

2. A person or broker who has a permit to engage in property management pursuant to chapter 645 of NRS may engage in the business of asset management if the provision of asset management services is included in the property management agreement entered into pursuant to NRS 645.6056.

3. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 1, a person or broker who engages in the business of asset management must comply with the provisions of this chapter and the recordkeeping requirements of chapter 645 of NRS.

Sec. 14. 1. The Division shall administer the provisions of this chapter and may employ legal counsel, investigators and other professional consultants necessary to discharge its duties pursuant to this chapter.

2. An employee of the Division must not be employed by or have an interest in any business that manages residences in foreclosure or other assets.

3. An employee of the Division shall not act as an asset manager or as an agent for an asset management company.

Sec. 15. The Division shall adopt:

1. Regulations prescribing a standard of practice and code of ethics for registered asset management companies. The regulations must include, without limitation, provisions establishing the degree of care that must be exercised by a reasonably prudent registered asset management company.

2. Such other regulations as are necessary for the administration of this chapter.

Sec. 16. 1. The Administrator may adopt regulations which establish procedures for the Division to conduct business electronically pursuant to title 59 of NRS with persons who are regulated pursuant to this chapter.
and with any other persons with whom the Division conducts business. The regulations may include, without limitation, provisions establishing fees to pay the costs of conducting business electronically with the Division.

2. In addition to the provisions of NRS 719.280, if the Division conducts business electronically with a person and a law requires a signature or record to be notarized, acknowledged, verified or made under oath, the Division may allow the person to substitute a declaration that complies with the provisions of NRS 53.045 to satisfy the legal requirement.

3. The Division may refuse to conduct business electronically with a person who has failed to pay any money which the person owes to the Division.

Sec. 16.5. 1. The Division may inspect any service report, contractual agreement, power of attorney or other legal authorization entered into by an asset management company and a client to ensure compliance with the provisions of this chapter.

2. The Division shall adopt regulations pertaining to those inspections.

Sec. 17. 1. In addition to any other remedy or penalty, the Division may impose an administrative fine against any person who knowingly:

(a) Engages or offers to engage in any activity for which a certificate of registration or permit or any other authorization is required pursuant to this chapter, or any regulation adopted pursuant thereto, if the person does not hold the required certificate of registration or permit or has not received the required authorization; or

(b) Assists or offers to assist another person in the commission of a violation described in paragraph (a).

2. If the Division imposes an administrative fine against a person pursuant to this section, the amount of the administrative fine must not exceed the amount of any gain or economic benefit that the person derived from the violation or $5,000, whichever is greater.

3. In determining the appropriate amount of the administrative fine, the Division shall consider:

(a) The severity of the violation and the degree of any harm that the violation caused to other persons;

(b) The nature and amount of any gain or economic benefit that the person derived from the violation;

(c) The person’s history or record of other violations; and

(d) Any other facts or circumstances that the Division deems to be relevant.

4. Before the Division may impose the administrative fine, the Division must provide the person with notice and an opportunity to be heard.

5. The person is entitled to judicial review of the decision of the Division in the manner provided by chapter 233B of NRS.

6. The provisions of this section do not apply to a person who engages or offers to engage in activities within the provisions of this chapter if:
(a) A specific statute exempts the person from complying with the provisions of this chapter with regard to those activities; and
(b) The person is acting in accordance with the exemption while engaging or offering to engage in those activities.

Sec. 18. 1. The Division shall maintain a record of:
(a) Persons whose applications for registration have been denied;
(b) Formal disciplinary proceedings and any investigations conducted by the Division which result in the initiation of those proceedings; and
(c) Rulings or decisions upon complaints filed with the Division.

2. Except as otherwise provided in this section and section 19 of this act, records kept in the office of the Division pursuant to this chapter are open to the public for inspection pursuant to regulations adopted by the Division. Except as otherwise provided in NRS 239.0115, the Division may keep confidential, unless otherwise ordered by a court any criminal and financial records of an asset management company or applicant for a certificate of registration.

Sec. 19. 1. Except as otherwise provided in this section and section 18 of this act, a complaint filed with the Division, all documents and other information filed with the Division relating to the complaint and all documents and other information compiled as a result of an investigation conducted to determine whether to initiate disciplinary action are confidential and may be disclosed in whole or in part only as necessary in the course of administering this chapter or to a licensing board or agency or any other governmental agency, including, without limitation, a law enforcement entity, that is investigating a person who holds a certificate of registration or permit issued pursuant to this chapter.

2. The complaint or other document filed by the Division to initiate disciplinary action and all documents and information considered by the Division when determining whether to impose discipline are public records.

Sec. 20. 1. All fees and administrative fines received by the Division pursuant to this chapter must be deposited with the State Treasurer for credit to the State General Fund.

2. Money for the support of the Division in carrying out the provisions of this chapter must be provided by direct legislative appropriation and be paid out on claims as other claims against the State are paid.

Sec. 21. 1. The Attorney General shall render to the Division opinions upon questions of law relating to the construction or interpretation of this chapter, or arising in the administration thereof, submitted to the Attorney General by the Division.

2. The Attorney General shall act as the attorney for the Division in all actions and proceedings brought against or by the Division pursuant to any of the provisions of this chapter.

Sec. 22. If the Division imposes an administrative fine or collects a fee for registering an asset management company or issuing or renewing a permit to an asset manager, the Division shall deposit the amount collected
with the State Treasurer for credit to the State General Fund. The Division 
may present a claim to the State Board of Examiners for recommendation 
to the Interim Finance Committee if money is needed to pay an attorney's 
fee or the cost of an investigation, or both.

Sec. 23. 1.  A person who wishes to be registered as an asset 
management company in this State must file a written application with the 
Division upon a form prepared and furnished by the Division \(4\) and pay 
the fee required pursuant to section 27.5 of this act. An application must:

(a) State the name, residence address and business address of the 
applicant and the location of each principal office and branch office at 
which the asset management company will conduct business within this 
State;

(b) State the name under which the applicant will conduct business as 
an asset management company;

(c) List the name, residence address and business address of each 
person who will, if the applicant is not a natural person, have an interest in 
the asset management company as a principal, partner, officer, director or 
trustee, specifying the capacity and title of each such person; \(\text{and}\)

(d) Include a complete set of the fingerprints of the applicant or, if the 
applicant is not a natural person, a complete set of the fingerprints of each 
person who will have an interest in the asset management company as a 
principal, partner, officer, director or trustee, and written permission 
authorizing the Division to forward the fingerprints to the Central 
Repository for Nevada Records of Criminal History for submission to the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation for its report \(\text{in} \); and

(e) Include a statement signed by the applicant attesting that the 
applicant has read and understands the provisions of sections 29.5 to 33, 
inclusive, of this act.

2. Except as otherwise provided in this chapter the Division shall issue 
a certificate of registration to an applicant as an asset management 
company if:

(a) The application is verified by the Division and complies with the 
requirements of this chapter.

(b) The applicant and each general partner, officer or director of the 
applicant, if the applicant is a partnership, corporation or unincorporated 
association:

(1) Submits satisfactory proof to the Division that he or she has a 
good reputation for honesty, trustworthiness and integrity and displays 
competence to transact the business of an asset management company in a 
manner which safeguards the interests of the general public.

(2) Has not been convicted of, or entered a plea of nolo contendere to, 
a felony relating to the practice of asset management or any crime 
involving fraud, misrepresentation or moral turpitude.

(3) Has not made a false statement of material fact on his or her 
application.
(4) Has not had a professional license that was issued in this State or any other state, district or territory of the United States or any foreign country suspended or revoked within the 10 years immediately preceding the date of application.

(5) Has not violated any provision of this chapter, a regulation adopted pursuant thereto or an order of the Administrator.

c) The applicant certifies that he or she:

   (1) Has a process in place to verify that each employee or independent contractor that performs services as directed by the asset management company or an asset manager employed by or under contract with the asset management company is the holder of a license in good standing in this State to perform the services for which the asset management company will use the employee or independent contractor.

   (2) Has a process in place to review the work of each independent contractor that performs services as directed by the asset management company or an asset manager employed by or under contract with the asset management company to ensure that those services are conducted in accordance with all applicable laws and regulations of this State.

   (3) Will maintain a detailed record of each request for service it receives and the independent contractor who fulfilled that request.

d) The applicant submits proof that he or she possesses all business licenses and permits required to do business in this State.

Sec. 24. 1. Before issuing any certificate of registration or annual renewal thereof, the Division shall require satisfactory proof that the asset management company:

   (a) Is covered by a policy of insurance written by an insurance company authorized to do business in this State which is sufficient to reimburse real property owners for, without limitation, any damage to real property in foreclosure, the wrongful disposal of property or wrongful eviction; or

   (b) Possesses and will continue to possess sufficient means to act as a self-insurer against that liability.

  2. Every asset management company shall maintain the policy of insurance or self-insurance required by this section. The registration of every such asset management company is automatically suspended 10 days after receipt by the asset management company of a notice from the Division that the required insurance is not in effect, unless satisfactory proof of insurance is provided to the Division within that period.

  3. Proof of insurance or self-insurance must be in such a form as the Division may require.

Sec. 25. 1. If an asset management company is not a natural person, the company must designate a natural person as a qualified employee to act on behalf of the asset management company.

  2. As used in this section, "qualified employee" means:
(a) A director, officer, member, employee, manager or trustee of a partnership, corporation or limited-liability company designated by the partnership, corporation or limited-liability company to act on the behalf of the partnership, corporation or limited-liability company; or

(b) A person designated by a sole proprietorship who satisfies the requirements set forth in subsection 2 of section 23 of this act.

Sec. 26. 1. In addition to any other requirements set forth in this chapter, an applicant for the issuance of a certificate of registration as an asset management company or a permit to engage in asset management shall:

(a) Include the social security number of the applicant in the application submitted to the Division.

(b) Submit to the Division the statement prescribed by the Division of Welfare and Supportive Services of the Department of Health and Human Services pursuant to NRS 425.520. The statement must be completed and signed by the applicant.

2. The Division shall include the statement required pursuant to subsection 1 in:

(a) The application or any other forms that must be submitted for the issuance or renewal of the certificate of registration or permit; or

(b) A separate form prescribed by the Division.

3. A certificate of registration or permit may not be issued or renewed by the Division pursuant to this chapter if the applicant:

(a) Fails to submit the statement required pursuant to subsection 1; or

(b) Indicates on the statement submitted pursuant to subsection 1 that the applicant is subject to a court order for the support of a child and is not in compliance with the order or a plan approved by the district attorney or other public agency enforcing the order for the repayment of the amount owed pursuant to the order.

4. If an applicant indicates on the statement submitted pursuant to subsection 1 that the applicant is subject to a court order for the support of a child and is not in compliance with the order or a plan approved by the district attorney or other public agency enforcing the order for the repayment of the amount owed pursuant to the order, the Division shall advise the applicant to contact the district attorney or other public agency enforcing the order to determine the actions that the applicant may take to satisfy the arrearage.

Sec. 27. A certificate of registration issued pursuant to this chapter expires each year on the date of its issuance, unless it is renewed. To renew the certificate of registration, the registrant must submit to the Division on or before the expiration date:

1. An application for renewal;

2. The fee required to renew the certificate of registration pursuant to section 27.5 of this act; and

3. All information required to complete the renewal.
Sec. 27.5. 1. A person must pay the following fees for the issuance or renewal of a certificate of registration as an asset management company:
   (a) For the issuance of a certificate of registration, an application fee of $2,000 for the principal office and a fee of $500 for the issuance of the initial certificate of registration.
   (b) For the renewal of a certificate of registration, a fee of $500.

2. The following fees must be charged by and paid to the Division:
   For each issuance of a duplicate registration or permit $50
   For each change in the name or location of a business $20
   For each change in the name or business address of a holder of a permit $20

Sec. 28. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 29. 1. A person in this State who is employed or independently contracted as an asset manager by an asset management company shall apply to the Division for a permit to engage in asset management and pay a fee of $75 for the issuance of the permit.

2. An applicant for a permit must:
   (a) At his or her own expense:
      (1) Arrange to have a complete set of fingerprints taken by a law enforcement agency or other authorized entity acceptable to the Division; and
      (2) Submit to the Division:
         (I) A completed fingerprint card and written permission authorizing the Division to submit the applicant's fingerprints to the Central Repository for Nevada Records of Criminal History for submission to the Federal Bureau of Investigation for a report on the applicant's background and to such other law enforcement agencies as the Division deems necessary; or
         (II) Written verification, on a form prescribed by the Division, stating that the fingerprints of the applicant were taken by a law enforcement agency or other authorized entity and directly forwarded by electronic or other means to the Central Repository and that the applicant has given written permission to the law enforcement agency or other authorized entity to submit the fingerprints to the Central Repository for submission to the Federal Bureau of Investigation for a report on the applicant's background and to such other law enforcement agencies as the Division deems necessary; and
   (b) Submit to the Division a signed statement attesting that the applicant has read and understands the provisions of sections 29.5 to 33, inclusive, of this act; and
   (c) Comply with all other requirements established by the Division for the issuance of a permit.

3. The Division may:
   (a) Unless the applicant's fingerprints are forwarded pursuant to sub-subparagraph (II) of subparagraph (2) of paragraph (a) of
subsection 2, submit those fingerprints to the Central Repository for submission to the Federal Bureau of Investigation and to such other law enforcement agencies as the Division deems necessary; and

(b) Request from each such agency any information regarding the applicant's background as the Division deems necessary.

Sec. 29.3. 1. The Administrator may investigate the actions of any asset management company or asset manager or any person who acts in any such capacity within this State.

2. The provisions of this chapter do not limit the authority of the Division to take disciplinary action against a registered asset management company or permit holder for a violation of any of the provisions of this chapter or any regulation adopted pursuant to this chapter, nor does the payment in full of all obligations through any insurance proceeds nullify or modify the effect of any other disciplinary proceeding brought pursuant to the provisions of this chapter or any regulation adopted pursuant to this chapter.

Sec. 29.5. 1. The Division may require an asset management company or asset manager to pay an administrative fine of not more than $10,000 for each violation he or she commits or suspend, revoke, deny the renewal of or place conditions upon his or her certificate of registration or permit, or impose any combination of those actions, at any time if the asset management company or asset manager has, by false or fraudulent representation, obtained a certificate of registration or permit, or the asset management company or asset manager, whether or not acting as such, is found guilty of:

(a) Making any material misrepresentation.

(b) Making any false promises of a character likely to influence, persuade or induce.

(c) Failing to maintain, for review and audit by the Division, each service report, contractual agreement, power of attorney or other legal authorization entered into with a client and governed by the provisions of this chapter.

(d) Accepting or collecting any money which belongs to another person.

(e) Violating any order of the Division, any agreement with the Division, any of the provisions of this chapter or chapters 116, 119, 119A, 119B, 645, 645A or 645C of NRS or any regulation adopted pursuant thereto.

(f) Paying a commission, compensation or a finder's fee to any person for performing the services of an asset management company or asset manager who does not have a certificate of registration or permit in this State.

(g) A conviction of, or the entry of a plea of guilty, guilty but mentally ill or nolo contendere to:

(1) A felony relating to the practice of the asset management company or asset manager; or
(2) Any crime involving fraud, deceit, misrepresentation or moral turpitude.

(h) Gross negligence or incompetence in performing any act for which the person is required to hold a certificate of registration, permit or license pursuant to this chapter or chapter 119, 119A, 119B or 645 of NRS.

(i) Any other conduct which constitutes deceitful, fraudulent or dishonest dealing.

(j) Any conduct which took place before the person obtained his or her certificate of registration or permit which was unknown to the Division and which would have been grounds for denial of the certificate of registration or permit had the Division been aware of the conduct.

(k) Knowingly allowing any person whose certificate of registration or permit has been revoked to act as an asset management company or asset manager with or on behalf of the asset management company or asset manager.

(l) Failing to maintain insurance at the level required pursuant to this chapter.

(m) Failing to produce any document, book or record in his or her possession, or under his or her control, concerning any real estate transaction or asset management service under investigation by the Division.

2. The Division may take action pursuant to this section against a person who is subject to this chapter for the suspension or revocation of a certificate of registration issued to an asset management company or a permit issued to an asset manager by any other jurisdiction.

3. The Division may take action pursuant to this section against any person who:

(a) Is a registered asset management company or holds a permit as an asset manager pursuant to this chapter; and

(b) In connection with any property for which the person is engaging in the business of asset management pursuant to this chapter:

(1) Is convicted of violating any of the provisions of NRS 202.470;

(2) Has been notified in writing by the appropriate governmental agency of a potential violation of NRS 244.360, 244.3603 or 268.4124 and has failed to inform the owner of the property of such notification; or

(3) Has been directed in writing by the owner of the property to correct a potential violation of NRS 244.360, 244.3603 or 268.4124 and has failed to correct the potential violation, if such corrective action is within the scope of the person’s duties pursuant to a contract power of attorney or other legal authorization entered into with a client.

4. The Division shall maintain a log of any complaints that it receives relating to activities for which the Division may take action against a person holding a certificate of registration or permit to engage in the business of asset management pursuant to this chapter.
5. An order that imposes discipline and the findings of fact and conclusions of law supporting that order are public records.

Sec. 29.7. In addition to any other remedy or penalty, the Division may:

1. Refuse to issue a certificate of registration or permit to a person who has failed to pay any money which the person owes to the Division.

2. Refuse to renew, or suspend or revoke, the certificate of registration or permit of a person who has failed to pay that money.

Sec. 30. 1. If the Division receives a copy of a court order issued pursuant to NRS 425.540 that provides for the suspension of all professional, occupational and recreational licenses, certificates and permits issued to a holder of a certificate of registration or permit, the Division shall deem the certificate of registration or permit to be suspended at the end of the 30th day after the date the court order was issued unless the Division receives a letter issued to the holder of the certificate of registration or permit by the district attorney or other public agency pursuant to NRS 425.550 stating that the holder of the certificate of registration or permit has complied with the subpoena or warrant or has satisfied the arrearage pursuant to NRS 425.560.

2. The Division shall reinstate a certificate of registration or permit that has been suspended by a district court pursuant to NRS 425.540 if the Division receives a letter issued by the district attorney or other public agency pursuant to NRS 425.550 to the holder of the certificate of registration or permit stating that the holder of the certificate of registration or permit has complied with the subpoena or warrant or has satisfied the arrearage pursuant to NRS 425.560.

Sec. 30.3. 1. Any unlawful act or violation of any of the provisions of this chapter by any asset management company or asset manager is not cause to suspend, revoke or deny the renewal of the certificate of registration or permit of an asset management company or asset manager associated with an asset management company or asset manager, unless it appears to the satisfaction of the Division that the associate knew or should have known thereof. A course of dealing shown to have been persistently and consistently followed by any asset management company or asset manager constitutes prima facie evidence of such knowledge upon the part of the associate.

2. If it appears that a registered asset management company knew or should have known of any unlawful act or violation on the part of an asset manager employed by the asset management company, in the course of his or her employment, the Division may suspend, revoke or deny the renewal of the certificate of registration of the asset management company and may assess a civil penalty of not more than $5,000.

3. The Division may suspend, revoke or deny the renewal of the certificate of registration of an asset management company and may assess a civil penalty of not more than $5,000 against the asset management
company if it appears that the asset management company has failed to maintain adequate supervision of an asset manager associated with the asset management company and that asset manager commits any unlawful act or violates any provision of this chapter.

Sec. 30.7. The expiration or revocation of a certificate of registration or permit by operation of law or by order or decision of the Division or a court of competent jurisdiction or the voluntary surrender of a certificate of registration or a permit by an asset management company or asset manager does not:

1. Prohibit the Administrator or Division from initiating or continuing an investigation of, or action or disciplinary proceeding against, the asset management company or asset manager as authorized pursuant to the provisions of this chapter or the regulations adopted pursuant thereto; or

2. Prevent the imposition or collection of any fine or penalty authorized pursuant to the provisions of this chapter or the regulations adopted pursuant thereto against the asset management company or asset manager.

Sec. 31. 1. Subject to the provisions of section 33 of this act, the services an asset management company may provide include, without limitation:

(a) Securing real property in foreclosure once it has been determined to be abandoned and all notice provisions required by law have been complied with;

(b) Providing maintenance for real property in foreclosure, including landscape and pool maintenance;

(c) Cleaning the interior or exterior of real property in foreclosure;

(d) Providing repair or improvements for real property in foreclosure; and

(e) Removing trash and debris from real property in foreclosure and the surrounding property.

2. An asset management company may dispose of personal property abandoned on the premises of a residence in foreclosure or left on the premises after the eviction of a homeowner or a tenant of a homeowner without incurring civil or criminal liability in the following manner:

(a) The asset management company shall reasonably provide for the safe storage of the property for 30 days after the abandonment or eviction and may charge and collect the reasonable and actual costs of inventory, moving and storage before releasing the property to the homeowner or the tenant of the homeowner or his or her authorized representative rightfully claiming the property within that period. The asset management company is liable to the homeowner or the tenant of the homeowner only for the asset management company's negligent or wrongful acts in storing the property.

(b) After the expiration of the 30-day period, the asset management company may dispose of the property and recover his or her reasonable costs from the property or the value thereof if the asset management
company has made reasonable efforts to locate the homeowner or the tenant of the homeowner, has notified the homeowner or the tenant of the homeowner in writing of his or her intention to dispose of the property and 14 days have elapsed since the notice was given to the homeowner or the tenant of the homeowner. The notice must be mailed to the homeowner or the tenant of the homeowner at the present address of the homeowner or the tenant of the homeowner and, if that address is unknown, then at the last known address of the homeowner or the tenant of the homeowner.

(c) Vehicles must be disposed of in the manner provided in chapter 487 of NRS for abandoned vehicles.

3. Any dispute relating to the amount of the costs claimed by the asset management company pursuant to paragraph (a) of subsection 2 may be resolved using the procedure provided in subsection 7 of NRS 40.253.

Sec. 31.3. 1. An asset management company that is a natural person or an asset manager shall notify the Division in writing if he or she is convicted of, or enters a plea of guilty, guilty but mentally ill or nolo contendere to, a felony or any offense involving moral turpitude.

2. An asset management company that is a natural person or an asset manager shall submit the notification required by subsection 1:
   (a) Not more than 10 days after the conviction or entry of the plea of guilty, guilty but mentally ill or nolo contendere; and
   (b) When submitting an application to renew a certificate of registration or permit issued pursuant to this chapter.

Sec. 31.5. 1. An applicant for a certificate of registration pursuant to section 23 of this act or a permit pursuant to section 29 of this act shall file with the Division, on a form prescribed by a regulation adopted by the Division, an irrevocable consent appointing the Administrator as his or her agent for service of process in a noncriminal proceeding against the applicant, a successor or personal representative which arises under this chapter or a regulation adopted pursuant to this chapter after the consent is filed, with the same force and validity as if served personally on the person filing the consent.

2. A person who has filed an irrevocable consent in accordance with subsection 1 in connection with a previous application for a certificate of registration or permit is not required to file an additional consent.

3. If a person, including a nonresident of this State, engages in conduct prohibited or made actionable by this chapter or a regulation adopted pursuant to this chapter and the person has not filed an irrevocable consent to service of process in accordance with subsection 1, engaging in the conduct constitutes the appointment of the Administrator as the person's agent for service of process in a noncriminal proceeding against the person, a successor or personal representative which arises out of the conduct.

4. Service under subsection 1 or 3 may be made by leaving a copy of the process in the Office of the Administrator, but it is not effective unless:
(a) The plaintiff, who may be the Administrator, sends notice of the service and a copy of the process by registered or certified mail, return receipt requested, to the defendant or respondent at the address set forth in the consent to service of process or, if no consent to service of process has been filed, at the last known address, or takes other steps which are reasonably calculated to give actual notice; and

(b) The plaintiff files an affidavit of compliance with this subsection in the proceeding on or before the return day of the process, if any, or within such further time as the court, or the Administrator in a proceeding before the Administrator, allows.

5. Service as provided in subsection 4 may be used in a proceeding before the Administrator or by the Administrator in a proceeding in which the Administrator is the moving party.

6. If the process is served under subsection 4, the court, or the Administrator in a proceeding before the Administrator, may order continuances as may be necessary to afford the defendant or respondent a reasonable opportunity to defend.

Sec. 31.7. In any proceeding pursuant to this chapter, the Administrator may appoint hearing officers from the Department of Business and Industry who shall act as his or her agents and conduct any hearing or investigation which may be conducted by the Administrator pursuant to the provisions of this chapter.

Sec. 32. 1. It is unlawful for any person, limited-liability company, partnership, association or corporation to engage in the business of, act in the capacity of, advertise or assume to act as an asset management company without first obtaining a certificate of registration from the Division pursuant to section 23 of this act.

2. It is unlawful for any asset manager to engage in the business of asset management without first obtaining a permit from the Division pursuant to section 29 of this act.

3. A person who violates a provision of this section is guilty of a misdemeanor.

Sec. 33. 1. It is unlawful for an asset management company or an asset manager or other employee, director, officer or agent of an asset management company to:

(a) Unless the asset management company is acting pursuant to a court order, evict a real property owner or a tenant of a real property owner until after the time during which the real property owner may redeem the real property in foreclosure.

(b) Dispose of the personal property of a homeowner or a tenant of a homeowner except as provided in section 31 of this act.

(c) Seize real property for a client which is not real property in foreclosure.
(d) Perform any repair, maintenance or renovation on the real property in foreclosure:

(1) Which is required to be performed by a person holding a license unless such repair, maintenance or renovation is done by a person licensed in this State to perform such repair, maintenance or renovation; or

(2) Which requires a permit or inspection by any governmental entity in this State, unless the permit is first obtained and the inspection is performed after completion.

(e) Conduct any activity for which a license or permit is required pursuant to chapter 645 of NRS without first obtaining such a license or permit.

(f) Fail to provide the disclosure form required pursuant to NRS 113.130 for a purchaser of a residence in foreclosure for which the asset management company or its asset manager, employee, director, officer or agent has provided asset management.

(g) Receive, collect, hold or manage any money which belongs to another person, including, without limitation, collecting or managing rent from a tenant unless the person holds a permit as a property manager pursuant to chapter 645 of NRS and is receiving, collecting, holding or managing the money pursuant to a property management agreement.

2. A person who violates a provision of this section is guilty of a misdemeanor.

Sec. 33.3. Chapter 645 of NRS is hereby amended by adding thereto a new section to read as follows:

1. A broker who enters into an agreement to provide asset management services to a client shall:

(a) Disclose annually to the Division any such agreements to provide asset management services to a client; and

(b) Provide proof satisfactory to the Division on an annual basis that the broker has complied with the requirements of section 24 of this act.

2. In addition to any other remedy or penalty, the Division may take administrative action, including, without limitation, the suspension of a license or permit or the imposition of an administrative fine, against a broker who fails to comply with this section.

3. As used in this section:

(a) "Asset management" has the meaning ascribed to it in section 4 of this act.

(b) "Client" has the meaning ascribed to it in section 6 of this act.

Sec. 33.7. NRS 645.6056 is hereby amended to read as follows:

645.6056 1. A real estate broker who holds a permit to engage in property management shall not act as a property manager unless the broker has first obtained a property management agreement signed by the broker and the client for whom the broker will manage the property.

2. A property management agreement must include, without limitation:
(a) The term of the agreement and, if the agreement is subject to renewal, provisions clearly setting forth the circumstances under which the agreement may be renewed and the term of each such renewal;

(b) A provision for the retention and disposition of deposits of the tenants of the property during the term of the agreement and, if the agreement is subject to renewal, during the term of each such renewal;

(c) The fee or compensation to be paid to the broker;

(d) The extent to which the broker may act as the agent of the client; and

(e) If the agreement is subject to cancellation, provisions clearly setting forth the circumstances under which the agreement may be cancelled. The agreement may authorize the broker or the client, or both, to cancel the agreement with cause or without cause, or both, under the circumstances set forth in the agreement.

(f) If the broker intends to provide asset management services for the client, a provision indicating the extent to which the broker will provide those services. As used in this paragraph, “client” has the meaning ascribed to it in section 6 of this act.

Sec. 34. NRS 113.130 is hereby amended to read as follows:

113.130 1. Except as otherwise provided in subsections 2 and 3:

(a) At least 10 days before residential property is conveyed to a purchaser:

(1) The seller shall complete a disclosure form regarding the residential property; and

(2) The seller or the seller’s agent shall serve the purchaser or the purchaser’s agent with the completed disclosure form.

(b) If, after service of the completed disclosure form but before conveyance of the property to the purchaser, a seller or the seller’s agent discovers a new defect in the residential property that was not identified on the completed disclosure form or discovers that a defect identified on the completed disclosure form has become worse than was indicated on the form, the seller or the seller’s agent shall inform the purchaser or the purchaser’s agent of that fact, in writing, as soon as practicable after the discovery of that fact but in no event later than the conveyance of the property to the purchaser. If the seller does not agree to repair or replace the defect, the purchaser may:

(1) Rescind the agreement to purchase the property; or

(2) Close escrow and accept the property with the defect as revealed by the seller or the seller’s agent without further recourse.

2. Subsection 1 does not apply to a sale or intended sale of residential property:

(a) By foreclosure pursuant to chapter 107 of NRS.

(b) Between any co-owners of the property, spouses or persons related within the third degree of consanguinity.

(c) Which is the first sale of a residence that was constructed by a licensed contractor.
(d) By a person who takes temporary possession or control of or title to the property solely to facilitate the sale of the property on behalf of a person who relocates to another county, state or country before title to the property is transferred to a purchaser.

3. A purchaser of residential property may not waive any of the requirements of subsection 1. [Any such waiver is effective only if it is made in a written document that is signed by the purchaser and notarized.] A seller of residential property may not require a purchaser to waive any of the requirements of subsection 1 as a condition of sale or for any other purpose.

4. If a sale or intended sale of residential property is exempted from the requirements of subsection 1 pursuant to paragraph (a) of subsection 2, the trustee and the beneficiary of the deed of trust shall, not later than at the time of the conveyance of the property to the purchaser of the residential property, or upon the request of the purchaser of the residential property, provide written:

(a) Written notice to the purchaser of any defects in the property of which the trustee or beneficiary, respectively, is aware; and

(b) If any defects are repaired or replaced or attempted to be repaired or replaced, the contact information of any asset management company who provided asset management services for the property. The asset management company shall provide a service report to the purchaser upon request.

5. As used in this section:

(a) "Seller" includes, without limitation, a client as defined in section 6 of this act.

(b) "Service report" has the meaning ascribed to it in section 12.5 of this act.

Sec. 35. Section 26 of this act is hereby amended to read as follows:

Sec. 26. 1. In addition to any other requirements set forth in this chapter, an applicant for the issuance of a certificate of registration as an asset management company or a permit to engage in asset management shall:

(a) Include the social security number of the applicant in the application submitted to the Division.

(b) Submit to the Division the statement prescribed by the Division of Welfare and Supportive Services of the Department of Health and Human Services pursuant to NRS 425.520. The statement must be completed and signed by the applicant.

2. The Division shall include the statement required pursuant to subsection 1 in:

(a) The application or any other forms that must be submitted for the issuance or renewal of the certificate of registration or permit; or

(b) A separate form prescribed by the Division.
3. A certificate of registration or permit may not be issued or renewed by the Division pursuant to this chapter if the applicant:
   (a) Fails to submit the statement required pursuant to subsection 1; or
   (b) Indicates on the statement submitted pursuant to subsection 1 that the applicant is subject to a court order for the support of a child and is not in compliance with the order or a plan approved by the district attorney or other public agency enforcing the order for the repayment of the amount owed pursuant to the order.

4. If an applicant indicates on the statement submitted pursuant to subsection 1 that the applicant is subject to a court order for the support of a child and is not in compliance with the order or a plan approved by the district attorney or other public agency enforcing the order for the repayment of the amount owed pursuant to the order, the Division shall advise the applicant to contact the district attorney or other public agency enforcing the order to determine the actions that the applicant may take to satisfy the arrearage.

Sec. 36. The Real Estate Division of the Department of Business and Industry shall, on or before October 1, 2011, adopt any regulations which are required by or necessary to carry out the provisions of this act.

Sec. 37. 1. This section, sections 1 to 34, inclusive, and section 36 of this act become effective:
   (a) Upon passage and approval for the purpose of adopting regulations and performing any preliminary administrative tasks that are necessary to carry out the provisions of this act; and
   (b) On October 1, 2011, for all other purposes.

2. Section 35 of this act becomes effective on the date on which the provisions of 42 U.S.C. § 666 requiring each state to establish procedures under which the state has authority to withhold or suspend, or to restrict the use of professional, occupational and recreational licenses of persons who:
   (a) Have failed to comply with a subpoena or warrant relating to a proceeding to determine the paternity of a child or to establish or enforce an obligation for the support of a child; or
   (b) Are in arrears in the payment of the support of one or more children,
Amendment No. 972.
"SUMMARY—Revises various provisions relating to real property. (BDR 54-631)"

"AN ACT relating to real property; exempting property managers from certain registration and permitting requirements relating to the practice of asset management; providing for the registration and regulation of asset management companies; providing for the permitting and regulation of asset managers employed or independently contracted by asset management companies; setting forth the causes for disciplinary action for asset management companies and asset managers; prohibiting a purchaser of residential property from voluntarily waiving or being required to waive his or her right to a disclosure form; providing penalties; and providing other matters properly relating thereto."

Legislative Counsel's Digest:

Existing law provides for the licensure or registration and regulation of various professions in this State. (Title 54 of NRS) This bill provides for the registration, permitting and regulation of asset management companies and asset managers by the Real Estate Division of the Department of Business and Industry. Asset management companies provide asset management services for real property which is in foreclosure and which is owned by a bank, mortgage broker, mortgage banker, credit union, thrift company or savings and loan association, or any subsidiary thereof, a mortgage holding entity chartered by Congress or a federal, state or local governmental entity. Such companies and persons manage the property, performing services such as securing the property by changing locks, removing trash and debris, cleaning the home and surrounding property, performing maintenance and repairs of homes and disposing of the personal property of homeowners left in homes which are in foreclosure and which the legal owner has deemed abandoned.

Section 13.5 of this bill exempts from the requirements of registration or requirement to obtain a separate permit a person who holds a current permit to engage in property management but requires the person to comply with the remaining provisions of this bill as well as those regulating the practice of property management. Section 23 of this bill sets forth the requirements an asset management company must meet to be registered in this State, including criminal background checks on all principals, partners, directors and officers of the company. Section 24 of this bill requires asset management companies to carry sufficient insurance to cover any damage to real property, any wrongful evictions or any wrongful disposal of the personal property of a homeowner or a tenant of a homeowner. Section 27.5 of this bill imposes a $2,000 application fee for registration as an asset management company, as well as a $500 fee for the issuance of a certificate of registration and an annual fee of $500 to renew the certificate of registration. Section 29 of this bill requires all persons employed or independently contracted as an asset manager by an asset management
company to obtain a permit from the Division, undergo a criminal background check at the expense of the asset manager and pay a fee of $75 for the issuance of the permit. **Section 29.1 requires a holder of a permit to annually submit a renewal application and pay a fee of $75 for the renewal of the permit.**

Sections 29.3-29.7, 30.3 and 30.7 of this bill set forth the actions for which an asset management company or asset manager may be investigated or disciplined and the procedures the Division is required to follow in conducting disciplinary action. **Section 31** of this bill specifies the services an asset management company may provide and the steps an asset management company must take before it may dispose of the personal property of a homeowner or a tenant of a homeowner, including storage of the property for 30 days in a secure location and notifying the homeowner or the tenant in writing of the disposal and where the property may be reclaimed. **Section 32** of this bill makes it a misdemeanor for a person to operate an asset management company in this State without being registered with the Division or for an asset manager to engage in asset management without a permit issued by the Division. **Section 33** of this bill makes it a misdemeanor for an asset management company or its agents to: (1) evict a real property owner or a tenant of a real property owner without a court order while the real property owner still has time to redeem his or her real property; (2) dispose of any personal property of a homeowner or a tenant of a homeowner except as provided in **section 31**; (3) seize real property that is not in foreclosure; (4) allow any work to be done on real property by a person who is not licensed to do that type of work or allow any work to be done on real property which requires a permit or an inspection unless the permit is obtained or inspection completed; (5) conduct any activities for which a real estate license or property management permit is required without such a license or permit; (6) fail to provide the real property disclosure to any purchaser of a residence for which the asset management company has provided services; or (7) receive, collect, hold or manage money which belongs to another person, including, without limitation, rent from a tenant, except in certain circumstances.

Existing law requires a seller to complete and serve a purchaser of residential property with a disclosure form regarding the property, but allows a purchaser to waive his or her right to receive such a form. (NRS 113.130) **Section 34** of this bill prohibits a purchaser from waiving, or a seller from requiring a purchaser to waive, the purchaser's right to the disclosure form. In addition, **section 34** requires a seller to provide the purchaser with the contact information of any asset management company who repaired or replaced or attempted to repair or replace any defects in the property and requires the asset management company to provide the purchaser with a service report on the property upon request.

**THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEVADA, REPRESENTED IN SENATE AND ASSEMBLY, DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS:**
Section 1. Title 54 of NRS is hereby amended by adding thereto a new chapter to consist of the provisions set forth as sections 2 to 33, inclusive, of this act.

Sec. 2. As used in this chapter, unless the context otherwise requires, the words and terms defined in sections 3 to 12.5, inclusive, of this act have the meanings ascribed to them in those sections.

Sec. 3. "Administrator" means the Real Estate Administrator.

Sec. 4. "Asset management" means to manage, oversee or direct actions taken to maintain any real property, including, without limitation, any actions taken to preserve, restore or improve the value and to lessen the risk of damage to the property on behalf of a client before a foreclosure sale or in preparation for liquidation of real property owned by the client pursuant to a foreclosure sale.

Sec. 5. "Asset management company" means a person, limited-liability company, partnership, association or corporation which, for compensation and pursuant to a contractual agreement, power of attorney or other legal authorization, engages in asset management on behalf of:

1. A bank, mortgage broker, mortgage banker, credit union, thrift company or savings and loan association, or any subsidiary thereof which is authorized to transact business in this State;
2. A mortgage holding entity chartered by Congress; or
3. A federal, state or local governmental entity.

Sec. 5.5. "Asset manager" means a person engaged in the business of asset management who is an employee or independent contractor of a registered asset management company.

Sec. 6. "Client" means:

1. A bank, mortgage broker, mortgage banker, credit union, thrift company or savings and loan association, or any subsidiary thereof which is authorized to transact business in this State;
2. A mortgage holding entity chartered by Congress; or
3. A federal, state or local governmental entity,
   for whom an asset management company provides asset management.

Sec. 7. "Division" means the Real Estate Division of the Department of Business and Industry.

Sec. 8. "Foreclosure sale" means a sale of real property to enforce an obligation secured by a mortgage or lien on the property, including, without limitation, the exercise of a trustee’s power of sale pursuant to NRS 107.080.

Sec. 9. "Homeowner" means the owner of record of a residence, including, without limitation, the owner of record of a residence in foreclosure at the time the notice of the pendency of an action for foreclosure is recorded pursuant to NRS 14.010 or the notice of default and election to sell is recorded pursuant to NRS 107.080.
Sec. 10. "Mortgage banker" has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 645E.100.
Sec. 11. "Mortgage broker" has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 645B.0127.
Sec. 11.3. "Real property in foreclosure" includes, without limitation, a residence in foreclosure or commercial real property against which there is an outstanding notice of the pendency of an action for foreclosure recorded pursuant to NRS 14.010 or notice of default and election to sell recorded pursuant to NRS 107.080
Sec. 11.7. "Real property owner" means the owner of record of real property, including, without limitation, a homeowner or an owner of real property in foreclosure.
Sec. 12. "Residence in foreclosure" means any residential real property consisting of:
1. Not more than four family dwelling units, one of which the homeowner or a tenant of the homeowner occupies as his or her principal place of residence; or
2. A single-family residential unit, including, without limitation, a condominium, townhouse or home within a subdivision, if the unit is sold, leased or otherwise conveyed unit by unit, regardless of whether the unit is part of a larger building or parcel that consists of more than four units, against which there is an outstanding notice of the pendency of an action for foreclosure recorded pursuant to NRS 14.010 or notice of default and election to sell recorded pursuant to NRS 107.080.
Sec. 12.5. "Service report" means a written report on a form prescribed by the Division which is provided by an asset management company or asset manager and which lists the specific services performed on real property for a client.
Sec. 13. The provisions of this chapter do not apply to:
1. A person who is a regular, full-time employee of a bank, mortgage broker, mortgage banker, credit union, thrift company or savings and loan association, or any subsidiary thereof.
2. A person who takes possession of property from a defendant in connection with a judicial proceeding for eminent domain brought pursuant to chapter 37 of NRS.
Sec. 13.5. 1. The provisions of this chapter which require a certificate of registration or permit do not apply to a person or broker who has a current permit to engage in property management pursuant to chapter 645 of NRS.
2. A person or broker who has a permit to engage in property management pursuant to chapter 645 of NRS may engage in the business of asset management if the provision of asset management services is included in the property management agreement entered into pursuant to NRS 645.6056.
3. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 1, a person or broker who engages in the business of asset management must comply with the provisions of this chapter and the recordkeeping requirements of chapter 645 of NRS.

Sec. 14. 1. The Division shall administer the provisions of this chapter and may employ legal counsel, investigators and other professional consultants necessary to discharge its duties pursuant to this chapter.

2. An employee of the Division must not be employed by or have an interest in any business that manages residences in foreclosure or other assets.

3. An employee of the Division shall not act as an asset manager or as an agent for an asset management company.

Sec. 15. The Division shall adopt:

1. Regulations prescribing a standard of practice and code of ethics for registered asset management companies. The regulations must include, without limitation, provisions establishing the degree of care that must be exercised by a reasonably prudent registered asset management company.

2. Such other regulations as are necessary for the administration of this chapter.

Sec. 16. 1. The Administrator may adopt regulations which establish procedures for the Division to conduct business electronically pursuant to title 59 of NRS with persons who are regulated pursuant to this chapter and with any other persons with whom the Division conducts business. The regulations may include, without limitation, provisions establishing fees to pay the costs of conducting business electronically with the Division.

2. In addition to the provisions of NRS 719.280, if the Division conducts business electronically with a person and a law requires a signature or record to be notarized, acknowledged, verified or made under oath, the Division may allow the person to substitute a declaration that complies with the provisions of NRS 53.045 to satisfy the legal requirement.

3. The Division may refuse to conduct business electronically with a person who has failed to pay any money which the person owes to the Division.

Sec. 16.5. 1. The Division may inspect any service report, contractual agreement, power of attorney or other legal authorization entered into by an asset management company and a client to ensure compliance with the provisions of this chapter.

2. The Division shall adopt regulations pertaining to those inspections.

Sec. 17. 1. In addition to any other remedy or penalty, the Division may impose an administrative fine against any person who knowingly:

(a) Engages or offers to engage in any activity for which a certificate of registration or permit or any other authorization is required pursuant to this chapter, or any regulation adopted pursuant thereto, if the person does
not hold the required certificate of registration or permit or has not received the required authorization; or
(b) Assists or offers to assist another person in the commission of a violation described in paragraph (a).

2. If the Division imposes an administrative fine against a person pursuant to this section, the amount of the administrative fine must not exceed the amount of any gain or economic benefit that the person derived from the violation or $5,000, whichever is greater.

3. In determining the appropriate amount of the administrative fine, the Division shall consider:
   (a) The severity of the violation and the degree of any harm that the violation caused to other persons;
   (b) The nature and amount of any gain or economic benefit that the person derived from the violation;
   (c) The person's history or record of other violations; and
   (d) Any other facts or circumstances that the Division deems to be relevant.

4. Before the Division may impose the administrative fine, the Division must provide the person with notice and an opportunity to be heard.

5. The person is entitled to judicial review of the decision of the Division in the manner provided by chapter 233B of NRS.

6. The provisions of this section do not apply to a person who engages or offers to engage in activities within the provisions of this chapter if:
   (a) A specific statute exempts the person from complying with the provisions of this chapter with regard to those activities; and
   (b) The person is acting in accordance with the exemption while engaging or offering to engage in those activities.

Sec. 18. 1. The Division shall maintain a record of:
   (a) Persons whose applications for registration have been denied;
   (b) Formal disciplinary proceedings and any investigations conducted by the Division which result in the initiation of those proceedings; and
   (c) Rulings or decisions upon complaints filed with the Division.

2. Except as otherwise provided in this section and section 19 of this act, records kept in the office of the Division pursuant to this chapter are open to the public for inspection pursuant to regulations adopted by the Division. Except as otherwise provided in NRS 239.0115, the Division may keep confidential, unless otherwise ordered by a court any criminal and financial records of an asset management company or applicant for a certificate of registration.

Sec. 19. 1. Except as otherwise provided in this section and section 18 of this act, a complaint filed with the Division, all documents and other information filed with the Division relating to the complaint and all documents and other information compiled as a result of an investigation conducted to determine whether to initiate disciplinary action are confidential and may be disclosed in whole or in part only as necessary
in the course of administering this chapter or to a licensing board or agency or any other governmental agency, including, without limitation, a law enforcement entity, that is investigating a person who holds a certificate of registration or permit issued pursuant to this chapter.

2. The complaint or other document filed by the Division to initiate disciplinary action and all documents and information considered by the Division when determining whether to impose discipline are public records.

Sec. 20. 1. All fees and administrative fines received by the Division pursuant to this chapter must be deposited with the State Treasurer for credit to the State General Fund.

2. Money for the support of the Division in carrying out the provisions of this chapter must be provided by direct legislative appropriation and be paid out on claims as other claims against the State are paid.

Sec. 21. 1. The Attorney General shall render to the Division opinions upon questions of law relating to the construction or interpretation of this chapter, or arising in the administration thereof, submitted to the Attorney General by the Division.

2. The Attorney General shall act as the attorney for the Division in all actions and proceedings brought against or by the Division pursuant to any of the provisions of this chapter.

Sec. 22. If the Division imposes an administrative fine or collects a fee for registering an asset management company or issuing or renewing a permit to an asset manager, the Division shall deposit the amount collected with the State Treasurer for credit to the State General Fund. The Division may present a claim to the State Board of Examiners for recommendation to the Interim Finance Committee if money is needed to pay an attorney's fee or the cost of an investigation, or both.

Sec. 23. 1. A person who wishes to be registered as an asset management company in this State must file a written application with the Division upon a form prepared and furnished by the Division and pay the fee required pursuant to section 27.5 of this act. An application must:

(a) State the name, residence address and business address of the applicant and the location of each principal office and branch office at which the asset management company will conduct business within this State;

(b) State the name under which the applicant will conduct business as an asset management company;

(c) List the name, residence address and business address of each person who will, if the applicant is not a natural person, have an interest in the asset management company as a principal, partner, officer, director or trustee, specifying the capacity and title of each such person;

(d) Include a complete set of the fingerprints of the applicant or, if the applicant is not a natural person, a complete set of the fingerprints of each person who will have an interest in the asset management company as a principal, partner, officer, director or trustee, and written permission
authorizing the Division to forward the fingerprints to the Central Repository for Nevada Records of Criminal History for submission to the Federal Bureau of Investigation for its report; and

(e) Include a statement signed by the applicant attesting that the applicant has read and understands the provisions of sections 29.5 to 33, inclusive, of this act.

2. Except as otherwise provided in this chapter the Division shall issue a certificate of registration to an applicant as an asset management company if:

(a) The application is verified by the Division and complies with the requirements of this chapter.

(b) The applicant and each general partner, officer or director of the applicant, if the applicant is a partnership, corporation or unincorporated association:

(1) Submits satisfactory proof to the Division that he or she has a good reputation for honesty, trustworthiness and integrity and displays competence to transact the business of an asset management company in a manner which safeguards the interests of the general public.

(2) Has not been convicted of, or entered a plea of nolo contendere to, a felony relating to the practice of asset management or any crime involving fraud, misrepresentation or moral turpitude.

(3) Has not made a false statement of material fact on his or her application.

(4) Has not had a professional license that was issued in this State or any other state, district or territory of the United States or any foreign country suspended or revoked within the 10 years immediately preceding the date of application.

(5) Has not violated any provision of this chapter, a regulation adopted pursuant thereto or an order of the Administrator.

(c) The applicant certifies that he or she:

(1) Has a process in place to verify that each employee or independent contractor that performs services as directed by the asset management company or an asset manager employed by or under contract with the asset management company is the holder of a license in good standing in this State to perform the services for which the asset management company will use the employee or independent contractor.

(2) Has a process in place to review the work of each independent contractor that performs services as directed by the asset management company or an asset manager employed by or under contract with the asset management company to ensure that those services are conducted in accordance with all applicable laws and regulations of this State.

(3) Will maintain a detailed record of each request for service it receives and the independent contractor who fulfilled that request.

(d) The applicant submits proof that he or she possesses all business licenses and permits required to do business in this State.
Sec. 24. 1. Before issuing any certificate of registration or annual renewal thereof, the Division shall require satisfactory proof that the asset management company:

(a) Is covered by a policy of insurance written by an insurance company authorized to do business in this State which is sufficient to reimburse real property owners for, without limitation, any damage to real property in foreclosure, the wrongful disposal of property or wrongful eviction; or

(b) Possesses and will continue to possess sufficient means to act as a self-insurer against that liability.

2. Every asset management company shall maintain the policy of insurance or self-insurance required by this section. The registration of every such asset management company is automatically suspended 10 days after receipt by the asset management company of a notice from the Division that the required insurance is not in effect, unless satisfactory proof of insurance is provided to the Division within that period.

3. Proof of insurance or self-insurance must be in such a form as the Division may require.

Sec. 25. 1. If an asset management company is not a natural person, the company must designate a natural person as a qualified employee to act on behalf of the asset management company.

2. As used in this section, "qualified employee" means:

(a) A director, officer, member, employee, manager or trustee of a partnership, corporation or limited-liability company designated by the partnership, corporation or limited-liability company to act on the behalf of the partnership, corporation or limited-liability company; or

(b) A person designated by a sole proprietorship who satisfies the requirements set forth in subsection 2 of section 23 of this act.

Sec. 26. 1. In addition to any other requirements set forth in this chapter, an applicant for the issuance of a certificate of registration as an asset management company or a permit to engage in asset management shall:

(a) Include the social security number of the applicant in the application submitted to the Division.

(b) Submit to the Division the statement prescribed by the Division of Welfare and Supportive Services of the Department of Health and Human Services pursuant to NRS 425.520. The statement must be completed and signed by the applicant.

2. The Division shall include the statement required pursuant to subsection 1 in:

(a) The application or any other forms that must be submitted for the issuance or renewal of the certificate of registration or permit; or

(b) A separate form prescribed by the Division.

3. A certificate of registration or permit may not be issued or renewed by the Division pursuant to this chapter if the applicant:

(a) Fails to submit the statement required pursuant to subsection 1; or
(b) Indicates on the statement submitted pursuant to subsection 1 that the applicant is subject to a court order for the support of a child and is not in compliance with the order or a plan approved by the district attorney or other public agency enforcing the order for the repayment of the amount owed pursuant to the order.

4. If an applicant indicates on the statement submitted pursuant to subsection 1 that the applicant is subject to a court order for the support of a child and is not in compliance with the order or a plan approved by the district attorney or other public agency enforcing the order for the repayment of the amount owed pursuant to the order, the Division shall advise the applicant to contact the district attorney or other public agency enforcing the order to determine the actions that the applicant may take to satisfy the arrearage.

Sec. 27. A certificate of registration issued pursuant to this chapter expires each year on the date of its issuance, unless it is renewed. To renew the certificate of registration, the registrant must submit to the Division on or before the expiration date:

1. An application for renewal;
2. The fee required to renew the certificate of registration pursuant to section 27.5 of this act; and
3. All information required to complete the renewal.

Sec. 27.5. 1. A person must pay the following fees for the issuance or renewal of a certificate of registration as an asset management company:

(a) For the issuance of a certificate of registration, an application fee of $2,000 for the principal office and a fee of $500 for the issuance of the initial certificate of registration.

(b) For the renewal of a certificate of registration, a fee of $500.

2. The following fees must be charged by and paid to the Division:

For each issuance of a duplicate registration or permit $50
For each change in the name or location of a business $20
For each change in the name or business address of a holder of a permit $20

Sec. 28. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 29. 1. A person in this State who is employed or independently contracted as an asset manager by an asset management company shall apply to the Division for a permit to engage in asset management and pay a fee of $75 for the issuance of the permit.

2. An applicant for a permit must:

(a) At his or her own expense:

(1) Arrange to have a complete set of fingerprints taken by a law enforcement agency or other authorized entity acceptable to the Division; and

(2) Submit to the Division:

(I) A completed fingerprint card and written permission authorizing the Division to submit the applicant's fingerprints to the Central Repository
for Nevada Records of Criminal History for submission to the Federal Bureau of Investigation for a report on the applicant's background and to such other law enforcement agencies as the Division deems necessary; or

(II) Written verification, on a form prescribed by the Division, stating that the fingerprints of the applicant were taken by a law enforcement agency or other authorized entity and directly forwarded by electronic or other means to the Central Repository and that the applicant has given written permission to the law enforcement agency or other authorized entity to submit the fingerprints to the Central Repository for submission to the Federal Bureau of Investigation for a report on the applicant's background and to such other law enforcement agencies as the Division deems necessary;

(b) Submit to the Division a signed statement attesting that the applicant has read and understands the provisions of sections 29.5 to 33, inclusive, of this act; and

(c) Comply with all other requirements established by the Division for the issuance of a permit.

3. The Division may:

(a) Unless the applicant's fingerprints are forwarded pursuant to sub-subparagraph (II) of subparagraph (2) of paragraph (a) of subsection 2, submit those fingerprints to the Central Repository for submission to the Federal Bureau of Investigation and to such other law enforcement agencies as the Division deems necessary; and

(b) Request from each such agency any information regarding the applicant's background as the Division deems necessary.

Sec. 29.1. A permit issued pursuant to section 29 of this act expires 1 year after the date of issuance, unless it is renewed. To renew the permit, the registrant must submit to the Division on or before the date of expiration:

1. An application for renewal;
2. A fee of $75; and
3. All information required to complete the renewal.

Sec. 29.3. 1. The Administrator may investigate the actions of any asset management company or asset manager or any person who acts in any such capacity within this State.

2. The provisions of this chapter do not limit the authority of the Division to take disciplinary action against a registered asset management company or permit holder for a violation of any of the provisions of this chapter or any regulation adopted pursuant to this chapter, nor does the payment in full of all obligations through any insurance proceeds nullify or modify the effect of any other disciplinary proceeding brought pursuant to the provisions of this chapter or any regulation adopted pursuant to this chapter.

Sec. 29.5. 1. The Division may require an asset management company or asset manager to pay an administrative fine of not more than
$10,000 for each violation he or she commits or suspend, revoke, deny the renewal of or place conditions upon his or her certificate of registration or permit, or impose any combination of those actions, at any time if the asset management company or asset manager has, by false or fraudulent representation, obtained a certificate of registration or permit, or the asset management company or asset manager, whether or not acting as such, is found guilty of:

(a) Making any material misrepresentation.
(b) Making any false promises of a character likely to influence, persuade or induce.
(c) Failing to maintain, for review and audit by the Division, each service report, contractual agreement, power of attorney or other legal authorization entered into with a client and governed by the provisions of this chapter.
(d) Accepting or collecting any money which belongs to another person.
(e) Violating any order of the Division, any agreement with the Division, any of the provisions of this chapter or chapters 116, 119, 119A, 119B, 645, 645A or 645C of NRS or any regulation adopted pursuant thereto.
(f) Paying a commission, compensation or a finder's fee to any person for performing the services of an asset management company or asset manager who does not have a certificate of registration or permit in this State.
(g) A conviction of, or the entry of a plea of guilty, guilty but mentally ill or nolo contendere to:
   (1) A felony relating to the practice of the asset management company or asset manager; or
   (2) Any crime involving fraud, deceit, misrepresentation or moral turpitude.
(h) Gross negligence or incompetence in performing any act for which the person is required to hold a certificate of registration, permit or license pursuant to this chapter or chapter 119, 119A, 119B or 645 of NRS.
(i) Any other conduct which constitutes deceitful, fraudulent or dishonest dealing.
(j) Any conduct which took place before the person obtained his or her certificate of registration or permit which was unknown to the Division and which would have been grounds for denial of the certificate of registration or permit had the Division been aware of the conduct.
(k) Knowingly allowing any person whose certificate of registration or permit has been revoked to act as an asset management company or asset manager with or on behalf of the asset management company or asset manager.
(l) Failing to maintain insurance at the level required pursuant to this chapter.
(m) Failing to produce any document, book or record in his or her possession, or under his or her control, concerning any real estate
transaction or asset management service under investigation by the Division.

2. The Division may take action pursuant to this section against a person who is subject to this chapter for the suspension or revocation of a certificate of registration issued to an asset management company or a permit issued to an asset manager by any other jurisdiction.

3. The Division may take action pursuant to this section against any person who:
   (a) Is a registered asset management company or holds a permit as an asset manager pursuant to this chapter; and
   (b) In connection with any property for which the person is engaging in the business of asset management pursuant to this chapter:
      (1) Is convicted of violating any of the provisions of NRS 202.470;
      (2) Has been notified in writing by the appropriate governmental agency of a potential violation of NRS 244.360, 244.3603 or 268.4124 and has failed to inform the owner of the property of such notification; or
      (3) Has been directed in writing by the owner of the property to correct a potential violation of NRS 244.360, 244.3603 or 268.4124 and has failed to correct the potential violation, if such corrective action is within the scope of the person's duties pursuant to a contract power of attorney or other legal authorization entered into with a client.

4. The Division shall maintain a log of any complaints that it receives relating to activities for which the Division may take action against a person holding a certificate of registration or permit to engage in the business of asset management pursuant to this chapter.

5. An order that imposes discipline and the findings of fact and conclusions of law supporting that order are public records.

Sec. 29.7. In addition to any other remedy or penalty, the Division may:

1. Refuse to issue a certificate of registration or permit to a person who has failed to pay any money which the person owes to the Division.

2. Refuse to renew, or suspend or revoke, the certificate of registration or permit of a person who has failed to pay that money.

Sec. 30. 1. If the Division receives a copy of a court order issued pursuant to NRS 425.540 that provides for the suspension of all professional, occupational and recreational licenses, certificates and permits issued to a holder of a certificate of registration or permit, the Division shall deem the certificate of registration or permit to be suspended at the end of the 30th day after the date the court order was issued unless the Division receives a letter issued to the holder of the certificate of registration or permit by the district attorney or other public agency pursuant to NRS 425.550 stating that the holder of the certificate of registration or permit has complied with the subpoena or warrant or has satisfied the arrearage pursuant to NRS 425.560.
2. The Division shall reinstate a certificate of registration or permit that has been suspended by a district court pursuant to NRS 425.540 if the Division receives a letter issued by the district attorney or other public agency pursuant to NRS 425.550 to the holder of the certificate of registration or permit stating that the holder of the certificate of registration or permit has complied with the subpoena or warrant or has satisfied the arrearage pursuant to NRS 425.560.

Sec. 30.3. 1. Any unlawful act or violation of any of the provisions of this chapter by any asset management company or asset manager is not cause to suspend, revoke or deny the renewal of the certificate of registration or permit of an asset management company or asset manager associated with an asset management company or asset manager, unless it appears to the satisfaction of the Division that the associate knew or should have known thereof. A course of dealing shown to have been persistently and consistently followed by any asset management company or asset manager constitutes prima facie evidence of such knowledge upon the part of the associate.

2. If it appears that a registered asset management company knew or should have known of any unlawful act or violation on the part of an asset manager employed by the asset management company, in the course of his or her employment, the Division may suspend, revoke or deny the renewal of the certificate of registration of the asset management company and may assess a civil penalty of not more than $5,000.

3. The Division may suspend, revoke or deny the renewal of the certificate of registration of an asset management company and may assess a civil penalty of not more than $5,000 against the asset management company if it appears that the asset management company has failed to maintain adequate supervision of an asset manager associated with the asset management company and that asset manager commits any unlawful act or violates any provision of this chapter.

Sec. 30.7. The expiration or revocation of a certificate of registration or permit by operation of law or by order or decision of the Division or a court of competent jurisdiction or the voluntary surrender of a certificate of registration or a permit by an asset management company or asset manager does not:

1. Prohibit the Administrator or Division from initiating or continuing an investigation of, or action or disciplinary proceeding against, the asset management company or asset manager as authorized pursuant to the provisions of this chapter or the regulations adopted pursuant thereto; or

2. Prevent the imposition or collection of any fine or penalty authorized pursuant to the provisions of this chapter or the regulations adopted pursuant thereto against the asset management company or asset manager.

Sec. 31. 1. Subject to the provisions of section 33 of this act, the services an asset management company may provide include, without limitation:
(a) Securing real property in foreclosure once it has been determined to be abandoned and all notice provisions required by law have been complied with;

(b) Providing maintenance for real property in foreclosure, including landscape and pool maintenance;

(c) Cleaning the interior or exterior of real property in foreclosure;

(d) Providing repair or improvements for real property in foreclosure; and

(e) Removing trash and debris from real property in foreclosure and the surrounding property.

2. An asset management company may dispose of personal property abandoned on the premises of a residence in foreclosure or left on the premises after the eviction of a homeowner or a tenant of a homeowner without incurring civil or criminal liability in the following manner:

(a) The asset management company shall reasonably provide for the safe storage of the property for 30 days after the abandonment or eviction and may charge and collect the reasonable and actual costs of inventory, moving and storage before releasing the property to the homeowner or the tenant of the homeowner or his or her authorized representative rightfully claiming the property within that period. The asset management company is liable to the homeowner or the tenant of the homeowner only for the asset management company's negligent or wrongful acts in storing the property.

(b) After the expiration of the 30-day period, the asset management company may dispose of the property and recover his or her reasonable costs from the property or the value thereof if the asset management company has made reasonable efforts to locate the homeowner or the tenant of the homeowner, has notified the homeowner or the tenant of the homeowner in writing of his or her intention to dispose of the property and 14 days have elapsed since the notice was given to the homeowner or the tenant of the homeowner. The notice must be mailed to the homeowner or the tenant of the homeowner at the present address of the homeowner or the tenant of the homeowner and, if that address is unknown, then at the last known address of the homeowner or the tenant of the homeowner.

(c) Vehicles must be disposed of in the manner provided in chapter 487 of NRS for abandoned vehicles.

3. Any dispute relating to the amount of the costs claimed by the asset management company pursuant to paragraph (a) of subsection 2 may be resolved using the procedure provided in subsection 7 of NRS 40.253.

Sec. 31.3. 1. An asset management company that is a natural person or an asset manager shall notify the Division in writing if he or she is convicted of, or enters a plea of guilty, guilty but mentally ill or nolo contendere to, a felony or any offense involving moral turpitude.

2. An asset management company that is a natural person or an asset manager shall submit the notification required by subsection 1:
(a) Not more than 10 days after the conviction or entry of the plea of guilty, guilty but mentally ill or nolo contendere; and
(b) When submitting an application to renew a certificate of registration or permit issued pursuant to this chapter.

Sec. 31.5. 1. An applicant for a certificate of registration pursuant to section 23 of this act or a permit pursuant to section 29 of this act shall file with the Division, on a form prescribed by a regulation adopted by the Division, an irrevocable consent appointing the Administrator as his or her agent for service of process in a noncriminal proceeding against the applicant, a successor or personal representative which arises under this chapter or a regulation adopted pursuant to this chapter after the consent is filed, with the same force and validity as if served personally on the person filing the consent.

2. A person who has filed an irrevocable consent in accordance with subsection 1 in connection with a previous application for a certificate of registration or permit is not required to file an additional consent.

3. If a person, including a nonresident of this State, engages in conduct prohibited or made actionable by this chapter or a regulation adopted pursuant to this chapter and the person has not filed an irrevocable consent to service of process in accordance with subsection 1, engaging in the conduct constitutes the appointment of the Administrator as the person's agent for service of process in a noncriminal proceeding against the person, a successor or personal representative which arises out of the conduct.

4. Service under subsection 1 or 3 may be made by leaving a copy of the process in the Office of the Administrator, but it is not effective unless:
   (a) The plaintiff, who may be the Administrator, sends notice of the service and a copy of the process by registered or certified mail, return receipt requested, to the defendant or respondent at the address set forth in the consent to service of process or, if no consent to service of process has been filed, at the last known address, or takes other steps which are reasonably calculated to give actual notice; and
   (b) The plaintiff files an affidavit of compliance with this subsection in the proceeding on or before the return day of the process, if any, or within such further time as the court, or the Administrator in a proceeding before the Administrator, allows.

5. Service as provided in subsection 4 may be used in a proceeding before the Administrator or by the Administrator in a proceeding in which the Administrator is the moving party.

6. If the process is served under subsection 4, the court, or the Administrator in a proceeding before the Administrator, may order continuances as may be necessary to afford the defendant or respondent a reasonable opportunity to defend.

Sec. 31.7. In any proceeding pursuant to this chapter, the Administrator may appoint hearing officers from the Department of
Business and Industry who shall act as his or her agents and conduct any hearing or investigation which may be conducted by the Administrator pursuant to the provisions of this chapter.

Sec. 32. 1. It is unlawful for any person, limited-liability company, partnership, association or corporation to engage in the business of, act in the capacity of, advertise or assume to act as an asset management company without first obtaining a certificate of registration from the Division pursuant to section 23 of this act.

2. It is unlawful for any asset manager to engage in the business of asset management without first obtaining a permit from the Division pursuant to section 29 of this act.

3. A person who violates a provision of this section is guilty of a misdemeanor.

Sec. 33. 1. It is unlawful for an asset management company or an asset manager or other employee, director, officer or agent of an asset management company to:

(a) Unless the asset management company is acting pursuant to a court order, evict a real property owner or a tenant of a real property owner until after the time during which the real property owner may redeem the real property in foreclosure.

(b) Dispose of the personal property of a homeowner or a tenant of a homeowner except as provided in section 31 of this act.

(c) Seize real property for a client which is not real property in foreclosure.

(d) Perform any repair, maintenance or renovation on the real property in foreclosure:

(1) Which is required to be performed by a person holding a license unless such repair, maintenance or renovation is done by a person licensed in this State to perform such repair, maintenance or renovation; or

(2) Which requires a permit or inspection by any governmental entity in this State, unless the permit is first obtained and the inspection is performed after completion.

(e) Conduct any activity for which a license or permit is required pursuant to chapter 645 of NRS without first obtaining such a license or permit.

(f) Fail to provide the disclosure form required pursuant to NRS 113.130 for a purchaser of a residence in foreclosure for which the asset management company or its asset manager, employee, director, officer or agent has provided asset management.

(g) Receive, collect, hold or manage any money which belongs to another person, including, without limitation, collecting or managing rent from a tenant unless the person holds a permit as a property manager pursuant to chapter 645 of NRS and is receiving, collecting, holding or managing the money pursuant to a property management agreement.
2. A person who violates a provision of this section is guilty of a misdemeanor.

Sec. 33.3. Chapter 645 of NRS is hereby amended by adding thereto a new section to read as follows:

1. A broker who enters into an agreement to provide asset management services to a client shall:
   (a) Disclose annually to the Division any such agreements to provide asset management services to a client; and
   (b) Provide proof satisfactory to the Division on an annual basis that the broker has complied with the requirements of section 24 of this act.

2. In addition to any other remedy or penalty, the Division may take administrative action, including, without limitation, the suspension of a license or permit or the imposition of an administrative fine, against a broker who fails to comply with this section.

3. As used in this section:
   (a) "Asset management" has the meaning ascribed to it in section 4 of this act.
   (b) "Client" has the meaning ascribed to it in section 6 of this act.

Sec. 33.7. NRS 645.6056 is hereby amended to read as follows:

645.6056 1. A real estate broker who holds a permit to engage in property management shall not act as a property manager unless the broker has first obtained a property management agreement signed by the broker and the client for whom the broker will manage the property.

2. A property management agreement must include, without limitation:
   (a) The term of the agreement and, if the agreement is subject to renewal, provisions clearly setting forth the circumstances under which the agreement may be renewed and the term of each such renewal;
   (b) A provision for the retention and disposition of deposits of the tenants of the property during the term of the agreement and, if the agreement is subject to renewal, during the term of each such renewal;
   (c) The fee or compensation to be paid to the broker;
   (d) The extent to which the broker may act as the agent of the client;
   (e) If the agreement is subject to cancellation, provisions clearly setting forth the circumstances under which the agreement may be cancelled. The agreement may authorize the broker or the client, or both, to cancel the agreement with cause or without cause, or both, under the circumstances set forth in the agreement;
   (f) If the broker intends to provide asset management services for the client, a provision indicating the extent to which the broker will provide those services. As used in this paragraph, "client" has the meaning ascribed to it in section 6 of this act.

Sec. 34. NRS 113.130 is hereby amended to read as follows:

113.130 1. Except as otherwise provided in subsections 2 and 3:

(a) At least 10 days before residential property is conveyed to a purchaser:
(1) The seller shall complete a disclosure form regarding the residential property; and

(2) The seller or the seller's agent shall serve the purchaser or the purchaser's agent with the completed disclosure form.

(b) If, after service of the completed disclosure form but before conveyance of the property to the purchaser, a seller or the seller's agent discovers a new defect in the residential property that was not identified on the completed disclosure form or discovers that a defect identified on the completed disclosure form has become worse than was indicated on the form, the seller or the seller's agent shall inform the purchaser or the purchaser's agent of that fact, in writing, as soon as practicable after the discovery of that fact but in no event later than the conveyance of the property to the purchaser. If the seller does not agree to repair or replace the defect, the purchaser may:

(1) Rescind the agreement to purchase the property; or

(2) Close escrow and accept the property with the defect as revealed by the seller or the seller's agent without further recourse.

2. Subsection 1 does not apply to a sale or intended sale of residential property:
   (a) By foreclosure pursuant to chapter 107 of NRS.
   (b) Between any co-owners of the property, spouses or persons related within the third degree of consanguinity.
   (c) Which is the first sale of a residence that was constructed by a licensed contractor.
   (d) By a person who takes temporary possession or control of or title to the property solely to facilitate the sale of the property on behalf of a person who relocates to another county, state or country before title to the property is transferred to a purchaser.

3. A purchaser of residential property may not waive any of the requirements of subsection 1. [Any such waiver is effective only if it is made in a written document that is signed by the purchaser and notarized.] A seller of residential property may not require a purchaser to waive any of the requirements of subsection 1 as a condition of sale or for any other purpose.

4. If a sale or intended sale of residential property is exempted from the requirements of subsection 1 pursuant to paragraph (a) of subsection 2, the trustee and the beneficiary of the deed of trust shall, not later than at the time of the conveyance of the property to the purchaser of the residential property, or upon the request of the purchaser of the residential property, provide written:

   (a) Written notice to the purchaser of any defects in the property of which the trustee or beneficiary, respectively, is aware; and

   (b) If any defects are repaired or replaced or attempted to be repaired or replaced, the contact information of any asset management company who provided asset management services for the property. The asset
management company shall provide a service report to the purchaser upon request.

5. As used in this section:
   (a) "Seller" includes, without limitation, a client as defined in section 6 of this act.
   (b) "Service report" has the meaning ascribed to it in section 12.5 of this act.

Sec. 35. Section 26 of this act is hereby amended to read as follows:

Sec. 26. 1. In addition to any other requirements set forth in this chapter, an applicant for the issuance of a certificate of registration as an asset management company or a permit to engage in asset management shall:
   (a) Include the social security number of the applicant in the application submitted to the Division.
   (b) Submit to the Division the statement prescribed by the Division of Welfare and Supportive Services of the Department of Health and Human Services pursuant to NRS 425.520. The statement must be completed and signed by the applicant.

2. The Division shall include the statement required pursuant to subsection 1 in:
   (a) The application or any other forms that must be submitted for the issuance or renewal of the certificate of registration or permit; or
   (b) A separate form prescribed by the Division.

3. A certificate of registration or permit may not be issued or renewed by the Division pursuant to this chapter if the applicant:
   (a) Fails to submit the statement required pursuant to subsection 1; or
   (b) Indicates on the statement submitted pursuant to subsection 1 that the applicant is subject to a court order for the support of a child and is not in compliance with the order or a plan approved by the district attorney or other public agency enforcing the order for the repayment of the amount owed pursuant to the order.

4. If an applicant indicates on the statement submitted pursuant to subsection 1 that the applicant is subject to a court order for the support of a child and is not in compliance with the order or a plan approved by the district attorney or other public agency enforcing the order for the repayment of the amount owed pursuant to the order, the Division shall advise the applicant to contact the district attorney or other public agency enforcing the order to determine the actions that the applicant may take to satisfy the arrearage.

Sec. 36. The Real Estate Division of the Department of Business and Industry shall, on or before October 1, 2011, adopt any regulations which are required by or necessary to carry out the provisions of this act.

Sec. 37. 1. This section, sections 1 to 34, inclusive, and section 36 of this act become effective:
(a) Upon passage and approval for the purpose of adopting regulations and performing any preliminary administrative tasks that are necessary to carry out the provisions of this act; and
(b) On October 1, 2011, for all other purposes.

2. Section 35 of this act becomes effective on the date on which the provisions of 42 U.S.C. § 666 requiring each state to establish procedures under which the state has authority to withhold or suspend, or to restrict the use of professional, occupational and recreational licenses of persons who:
(a) Have failed to comply with a subpoena or warrant relating to a proceeding to determine the paternity of a child or to establish or enforce an obligation for the support of a child; or
(b) Are in arrears in the payment of the support of one or more children,
sale, either reasonable counsel fees and actual costs incurred or counsel fees in an amount equal to a specified percentage of the property secured by the deed of trust.

Section 3 of this bill sets forth certain methods of specifying assumption fees for a change in parties in a deed of trust.

Section 4 of this bill requires a foreclosure sale of commercial property to be conducted at the public location specified in the notice of sale recorded by the trustee of a trust deed or transfer in trust.

Existing law requires the Commission for Common-Interest Communities and Condominium Hotels to adopt regulations establishing the amount of the fees that may be charged to a unit's owner to cover the costs of collecting a past due financial obligation owed to an association of a common-interest community. (NRS 116.310313) Section 5.2 of this bill removes this requirement and establishes limits on the amount that a unit's owner may be charged to cover the costs of collecting such obligations. Section 5.2 provides that:

1. The fees charged to a unit's owner for collection services in connection with the collection of a past due obligation must not exceed $1,500 except that the amount charged in connection with the collection of a past due fine must not exceed $600; (2) the amount charged a unit's owner to cover certain costs incurred in connection with the collection of a past due obligation must not exceed $1,000; (3) the management company fee must not exceed $200; and (4) the association may charge a unit's owner for attorney's fees in connection with the collection of a past due obligation only if the attorney's fees are incurred in certain circumstances related to litigation. Furthermore, section 5.2 requires the association to offer a payment plan to a unit's owner under certain circumstances and establishes a $100 limit on the fee charged by the association to administer the payment plan. Under section 5.2, an association may not record a lien in connection with a past due financial obligation until 4 months after the account of the unit's owner first had a past due balance.

Existing law provides that an association has a lien on a unit for certain charges imposed against a unit's owner and that a certain amount of that lien has priority over the first security interest on the unit under certain circumstances. (NRS 116.3116) Section 5.4 of this bill revises provisions governing the amount of the association's lien which is entitled to priority over the first security interest on the unit to include the amount of certain costs of collecting a past due obligation authorized to be charged by the unit's owner pursuant to the amendatory provisions of section 5.2.

Existing law authorizes an association to foreclose its lien by sale under certain circumstances. (NRS 116.31162-116.31168) Section 5.6 of this bill prohibits an association from recording the notice of default and election to sell the unit unless: (1) the executive board authorizes the foreclosure of the association's lien on the unit; and (2) at least 6 months have passed since the date on which the account of the unit's owner first had a past due balance or the date on which the past due obligation exceeds $500.

Sections 5 and 6 of this bill revise provisions relating to accountings for impound accounts for the payment of certain obligations relating to certain real property.

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEVADA, REPRESENTED IN SENATE AND ASSEMBLY, DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS:

Section 1. NRS 107.030 is hereby amended to read as follows:

107.030 Every deed of trust made after March 29, 1927, may adopt by reference all or any of the following covenants, agreements, obligations, rights and remedies:

1. Covenant No. 1. That grantor agrees to pay and discharge at maturity all taxes and assessments and all other charges and encumbrances which now are or shall hereafter be, or appear to be, a lien upon the trust premises, or any part thereof; and that grantor will pay all interest or installments due on any prior encumbrance, and that in default thereof, beneficiary may, without demand or notice, pay the same, and beneficiary shall be sole judge of the legality or validity of such taxes, assessments, charges or encumbrances, and the amount necessary to be paid in satisfaction or discharge thereof.

2. Covenant No. 2. That the grantor will at all times keep the buildings and improvements which are now or shall hereafter be erected upon the premises insured against loss or damage by fire, to the amount of at least $...., by some insurance company or companies approved by
beneficiary, the policies for which insurance shall be made payable, in case of loss, to beneficiary, and shall be delivered to and held by the beneficiary as further security; and that in default thereof, beneficiary may procure such insurance, not exceeding the amount aforesaid, to be effected either upon the interest of trustee or upon the interest of grantor, or his or her assigns, and in their names, loss, if any, being made payable to beneficiary, and may pay and expend for premiums for such insurance such sums of money as the beneficiary may deem necessary.

3. COVENANT NO. 3. That if, during the existence of the trust, there be commenced or pending any suit or action affecting the conveyed premises, or any part thereof, or the title thereto, or if any adverse claim for or against the premises, or any part thereof, be made or asserted, the trustee or beneficiary may appear or intervene in the suit or action and retain counsel therein and defend same, or otherwise take such action therein as they may be advised, and may settle or compromise same or the adverse claim; and in that behalf and for any of the purposes may pay and expend such sums of money as the trustee or beneficiary may deem to be necessary.

4. COVENANT NO. 4. That the grantor will pay to trustee and to beneficiary respectively, on demand, the amounts of all sums of money which they shall respectively pay or expend pursuant to the provisions of the implied covenants of this section, or any of them, together with interest upon each of the amounts, until paid, from the time of payment thereof, at the rate of .......... percent per annum.

5. COVENANT NO. 5. That in case grantor shall well and truly perform the obligation or pay or cause to be paid at maturity the debt or promissory note, and all moneys agreed to be paid, and interest thereon for the security of which the transfer is made, and also the reasonable expenses of the trust in this section specified, then the trustee, its successors or assigns, shall reconvey to the grantor all the estate in the premises conveyed to the trustee by the grantor. Any part of the trust property may be reconveyed at the request of the beneficiary.

6. COVENANT NO. 6. That if default be made in the performance of the obligation, or in the payment of the debt, or interest thereon, or any part thereof, or in the payment of any of the other moneys agreed to be paid, or of any interest thereon, or if any of the conditions or covenants in this section adopted by reference be violated, and if the notice of breach and election to sell, required by this chapter, be first recorded, then trustee, its successors or assigns, on demand by beneficiary, or assigns, shall sell the above-granted premises, or such part thereof as in its discretion it shall find necessary to sell, in order to accomplish the objects of these trusts, in the manner following, namely:

The trustees shall first give notice of the time and place of such sale, in the manner provided in NRS 107.080 and may postpone such sale not more than three times by proclamation made to the persons assembled at the time and place previously appointed and advertised for such sale, and on the day of sale so advertised, or to which such sale may have been postponed, the trustee may sell the property so advertised, or any portion thereof, at public auction, at the time and place specified in the notice, at a public location in the county in which the property, or any part thereof, to be sold, is situated, to the highest cash bidder. The beneficiary, obligee, creditor, or the holder or holders of the promissory note or notes secured thereby may bid and purchase at such sale. The beneficiary may, after recording the notice of breach and election, waive or withdraw the same or any proceedings thereunder, and shall thereupon be restored to the beneficiary's former position and have and enjoy the same rights as though such notice had not been recorded.

7. COVENANT NO. 7. That the trustee, upon such sale, shall make (without warranty), execute and, after due payment made, deliver to purchaser or purchasers, his, her or their heirs or assigns, a deed or deeds of the premises so sold which shall convey to the purchaser all the title of the grantor in the trust premises, and shall apply the proceeds of the sale thereof in payment, firstly, of the expenses of such sale, together with the reasonable expenses of the trust, including counsel fees, in an amount equal to .......... percent of the amount secured thereby and remaining unpaid or reasonable counsel fees and costs actually incurred, which shall become due upon any default made by grantor in any of the payments aforesaid; and also such sums, if any, as trustee or beneficiary shall have paid, for procuring a search of the title to the premises, or any part thereof, subsequent to the execution of the deed of trust; and in payment, secondly, of the obligation or debts secured, and interest thereon then remaining unpaid, and the amount of all
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other moneys with interest thereon herein agreed or provided to be paid by grantor; and the
balance or surplus of such proceeds of sale it shall pay to grantor, his or her heirs, executors,
administrators or assigns.

8. **COVENANT NO. 8.** That in the event of a sale of the premises conveyed or transferred in
trust, or any part thereof, and the execution of a deed or deeds therefor under such trust, the
recital therein of default, and of recording notice of breach and election of sale, and of the
elapsing of the 3-month period, and of the giving of notice of sale, and of a demand by
beneficiary, his or her heirs or assigns, that such sale should be made, shall be conclusive proof
of such default, recording, election, elapsing of time, and of the due giving of such notice, and
that the sale was regularly and validly made on due and proper demand by beneficiary, his or her
heirs and assigns; and any such deed or deeds with such recitals therein shall be effectual and
conclusive against grantor, his or her heirs and assigns, and all other persons; and the receipt for
the purchase money recited or contained in any deed executed to the purchaser as aforesaid shall
be sufficient discharge to such purchaser from all obligation to see to the proper application of
the purchase money, according to the trusts aforesaid.

9. **COVENANT NO. 9.** That the beneficiary or his or her assigns may, from time to time,
appoint another trustee, or trustees, to execute the trust created by the deed of trust or other
conveyance in trust. A copy of a resolution of the board of directors of beneficiary (if
beneficiary be a corporation), certified by the secretary thereof, under its corporate seal, or an
instrument executed and acknowledged by the beneficiary (if the beneficiary be a natural
person), shall be conclusive proof of the proper appointment of such substituted trustee. Upon
the recording of such certified copy or executed and acknowledged instrument, the new trustee
or trustees shall be vested with all the title, interest, powers, duties and trusts in the premises
vested in or conferred upon the original trustee. If there be more than one trustee, either may act
alone and execute the trusts upon the request of the beneficiary, and all of the trustee's acts
thereunder shall be deemed to be the acts of all trustees, and the recital in any conveyance
executed by such sole trustee of such request shall be conclusive evidence thereof, and of the
authority of such sole trustee to act.

**Sec. 2.** NRS 107.040 is hereby amended to read as follows:

107.040 1. In order to adopt by reference any of the covenants, agreements, obligations,
rights and remedies in NRS 107.030, it shall only be necessary to state in the deed of trust the
following: "The following covenants, Nos. .........., .......... and .......... (inserting the respective
numbers) of NRS 107.030 are hereby adopted and made a part of this deed of trust."

2. A deed of trust or other conveyance in trust, in order to fix the amount of insurance to be
carried, need not reincorporate the provisions of Covenant No. 2 of NRS 107.030, but may
merely state the following: "Covenant No. 2," and set out thereafter the amount of insurance to
be carried.

3. In order to fix the rate of interest under Covenant No. 4 of NRS 107.030, it shall only be
necessary to state in such trust deed or other conveyance in trust, "Covenant No. 4," and set out
thereafter the rate of interest to be charged thereunder.

4. In order to fix the amount or percent of counsel fees under Covenant No. 7 of
NRS 107.030, it shall only be necessary to state in such deed of trust, or other conveyance in
trust, the following: "Covenant No. 7," and set out thereafter either: the percentage to be allowed

or, in lieu of the percentage to be allowed, reasonable counsel fees and costs actually
incurred.

**Sec. 3.** NRS 107.055 is hereby amended to read as follows:

107.055 If a party to a deed of trust, executed after July 1, 1971, desires to charge an
assumption fee for a change in parties, the amount of such charge must be clearly set forth in the
deed of trust at the time of execution. Without limiting or prohibiting any other method by
which the amount of the charge may be clearly set forth in the deed of trust, the charge may
be set forth as:

1. A fixed sum;

2. A percentage of the amount secured by the deed of trust and remaining unpaid at the
time of assumption; or

3. The lesser of, the greater of or some combination of the amounts determined by
subsections 1 and 2.
Sec. 4. {NRS 107.081 is hereby amended to read as follows:

107.081 1. All sales of property pursuant to NRS 107.080 must be made at auction to the
highest bidder and must be made between the hours of 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. The agent holding the
sale must not become a purchaser at the sale or be interested in any purchase at such a sale.
2. All sales of real property must be made:
(a) For a residential foreclosure or foreclosure of a residential unit:
(1) In a county with a population of less than 100,000, at the courthouse in the county in
which the property or some part thereof is situated.
(b) In a county with a population of 100,000 or more, at the public location in the
county designated by the governing body of the county for that purpose.
(b) For a foreclosure of commercial property, at a public location in the county in which the
property or some part thereof is situated as specified in the notice of sale recorded by the trustee
of the trust deed or transfer in trust.
3. For the purposes of this section:
(a) "Commercial property" has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 645E.040.
(b) "Residential foreclosure" has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 107.080.
(c) "Residential unit" means a unit in a common-interest community that is used exclusively
for residential use, as those terms are defined in chapter 116 of NRS.} (Deleted by
amendment.)

Sec. 5. {NRS 100.091 is hereby amended to read as follows:

100.091 1. For each loan requiring the deposit of money to an escrow account, loan trust
account or other impound account for the payment of taxes, assessments, rental or leasehold
payments, or fire, hazard or other insurance premiums or other obligations related to the
encumbered property, the lender shall:
(a) Require contributions in an amount reasonably necessary to pay the obligations as they
become due.
(b) Unless money in the account is insufficient, pay in a timely manner the obligations as
they become due.
(c) At least annually, analyze the account. The analysis of each account must be performed to
determine whether sufficient money is contributed to the account on a monthly basis to pay for
the projected disbursements from the account. At least 30 days before the effective date of any
increased contribution to the account based on the analysis, a statement must be sent to the
borrower showing the method of determining the amount of money held in the account, the
amount of projected disbursements from the account and the amount of the reserves which may
be held in accordance with federal guidelines.
2. If, upon completion of the analysis, it is determined that an account is not sufficiently
funded to pay from the normal payment the items when due on the account, the lender shall offer
the borrower the opportunity to correct the deficiency by making one lump-sum payment or by
making increased monthly contributions, in an amount required by the lender. The lender shall
not declare a default on the account solely because the borrower is unable to pay the amount of
the deficiency in one lump sum.
3. Except for payments made by a borrower for a lender to recover previous deficiencies
in contributions to the account pursuant to subsection 2, the borrower is entitled pursuant to
subsection 4 to the amount by which the borrower's contributions to the account exceed the
amount reasonably necessary to pay the annual obligations due from the account, together
with interest thereon at the rate established pursuant to NRS 99.040.
4. If, upon completion of the analysis, it is determined that the amount of money held by the
lender in the account, together with anticipated future monthly contributions to the account to be
credited to the account before the dates items are due on the account, exceed the amount of
money required to pay the items when due, the lender shall, at the option of not later than
30 days after completion of its annual review of the account, notify the borrower:
(a) Of the amount by which the contributions and interest earned pursuant to subsection 3
exceed the amount reasonably necessary to pay the annual obligations due from the account; and
That the borrower may, not later than 20 days after receipt of the notice, specify that the lender:

1. Repay the excess money and interest promptly to the borrower;
2. Apply the excess money and interest to the outstanding principal balance;
3. Retain the excess money and interest in the account.

If the borrower fails to specify the disposition of the excess money and interest as provided in paragraph (b) of subsection 4, the lender shall maintain the excess money and interest in the account.

If any payment on the loan is delinquent at the time of the analysis, the lender shall retain any excess money and interest in the account and apply the excess money and interest in the account toward payment of the delinquency.

4. A lender who violates any provision of subsections 4, 5 and 6 is liable to the borrower for a civil penalty of not more than $1,000.

5. The provisions of this section apply exclusively to:

(a) A loan secured by a single family residence, as that term is defined in NRS 107.080; and
(b) A unit in a common-interest community that is used exclusively for residential use, as those terms are defined in chapter 116 of NRS.

6. As used in this section:

(a) "Borrower" means any person who receives a loan secured by real property and who is required to make advance contributions for the payment of taxes, insurance premiums or other expenses related to the property.

(b) "Lender" means any person who makes loans secured by real property and who requires advance contributions for the payment of taxes, insurance premiums or other expenses related to the property.

Sec. 5.2. NRS 116.310313 is hereby amended to read as follows:

116.310313 1. Except as otherwise provided in this subsection, an association shall not charge a unit's owner reasonable fees to cover the costs of collecting any collection services in connection with the collection of a past due obligation. The Commission shall adopt regulations establishing the amount of the fees that an association may charge pursuant to this section.

2. In addition to the fees charged to a unit's owner pursuant to subsection 1, an association may recover from the unit's owner, without any increase or markup, the costs charged to the association in connection with the collection of a past due obligation by a person who is not an officer, director, agent or affiliate of the community manager of the association or of an agent of the association. The amount recovered from a unit's owner pursuant to this subsection must not exceed $1,000.

3. In addition to the fees and costs charged to a unit's owner pursuant to subsections 1 and 2, an association may recover from the unit's owner:

(a) Reasonable management company fees incurred by the association in connection with the collection of a past due obligation but such fees may not exceed a total of $200; and

(b) Reasonable attorney's fees and costs incurred by the association in connection with the collection of a past due obligation if the attorney's fees and costs are:

1. Incurred by the association because the unit's owner has filed a bankruptcy petition pursuant to Title 11 of the United States Code;

2. Authorized by the governing documents and incurred by the association in an action filed to enforce or challenge a past due obligation owed by the unit's owner or an action related to the enforcement of a past due obligation owed by the unit's owner; or

3. Awarded to the association by a court.

4. Each written attempt to collect from a unit's owner a past due obligation which is more than 60 days past due in which the association or its authorized agent expresses an intent to engage in further collection activity if the unit's owner fails to pay the total amount due must include:

(a) A statement of the current amount due; and
(b) A schedule of the amount of the fees, costs, charges or other amounts which may be charged to the unit's owner if the unit's owner fails to pay the total amount due.

For the purposes of this subsection, providing a standard monthly statement or a coupon book is not an attempt to collect a past due obligation.

5. Each notice of a past due obligation provided to a unit's owner must include an offer for one repayment plan which provides:

(a) For a past due obligation in an amount equal to $1,000 or less, a plan for the repayment in 12 equal monthly installments of each past due obligation and the costs charged pursuant to this section as of the date of the offer.

(b) For a past due obligation in an amount greater than $1,000, a plan for the repayment in 24 equal monthly installments of each past due obligation and the costs charged pursuant to this section as of the date of the offer.

6. If the unit's owner and the association enter into a repayment plan as described in subsection 5, the association must cease all attempts to collect the past due obligation. The association may not charge to the unit's owner any additional costs in connection with the collection of the past due obligation after the unit's owner has made the initial payment under a repayment plan unless the unit's owner defaults on the repayment plan and fails to cure the default within 30 days or defaults on any other financial obligation owed to the association. If a unit's owner defaults on a repayment plan and does not cure the default within 30 days, the association may resume attempts to collect the past due obligation and, if the association has commenced the process of foreclosing on the unit pursuant to NRS 116.31162 to 116.31168, inclusive, the association may resume the foreclosure process.

7. The association may not charge a fee which exceeds $100 to enter into and administer a repayment plan.

8. An association may not record a lien in connection with the collection of a past due obligation until the account of the unit's owner has had a past due balance for 4 months.

9. The Commission:

(a) Shall adopt regulations establishing the amount of the fees that an association may charge a unit's owner to cover the costs of specific collection services in connection with the collection of a past due obligation.

(b) May adopt regulations to carry out the provisions of this section.

10. The provisions of this section apply to any costs of collecting a past due obligation charged to a unit's owner, regardless of whether the past due obligation is collected by the association itself or by any person acting on behalf of the association, including, without limitation, an officer or employee of the association, a community manager or a collection agency.

11. As used in this section:

(a) "Costs of collecting" includes any fee, charge or cost, by whatever name, including, without limitation, any collection fee, filing fee, recording fee, fee related to the preparation, recording or delivery of a lien or lien rescission, title search lien fee, bankruptcy search fee, referral fee, fee for postage or delivery and any other fee or cost that an association charges a unit's owner for the investigation, enforcement or collection of a past due obligation. The term does not include any costs incurred by an association if a lawsuit is filed to enforce any past due obligation or any costs awarded by a court.

(b) "Obligation" means any assessment, fine, construction penalty, fee, charge or interest levied or imposed against a unit's owner pursuant to any provision of this chapter or the governing documents.

Sec. 5.4. NRS 116.3116 is hereby amended to read as follows:

116.3116 1. The association has a lien on a unit for any construction penalty that is imposed against the unit's owner pursuant to NRS 116.310305, any assessment levied against that unit or any fines imposed against the unit's owner from the time the construction penalty, assessment or fine becomes due. Unless the declaration otherwise provides, any penalties, fees, charges, late charges, fines and interest charged pursuant to paragraphs (j) to (n), inclusive, of subsection 1 of NRS 116.3102 are enforceable as assessments under this section. If an assessment is payable in installments, the full amount of the assessment is a lien from the time the first installment thereof becomes due.
2. A lien under this section is prior to all other liens and encumbrances on a unit except:
   (a) Liens and encumbrances recorded before the recordation of the declaration and, in a cooperative, liens and encumbrances which the association creates, assumes or takes subject to;
   (b) A first security interest on the unit recorded before the date on which the assessment sought to be enforced became delinquent or, in a cooperative, the first security interest encumbering only the unit’s owner’s interest and perfected before the date on which the assessment sought to be enforced became delinquent; and
   (c) Liens for real estate taxes and other governmental assessments or charges against the unit or cooperative.

3. A lien under this section is also prior to all security interests described in paragraph (b) of subsection 2 to the extent of any charges incurred by the association on a unit pursuant to NRS 116.310312; and

(b) An amount equal to the assessments for common expenses based on the periodic budget adopted by the association pursuant to NRS 116.3115 which would have become due in the absence of acceleration during the 9 months immediately preceding institution of an action to enforce the lien, unless federal regulations adopted by the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation or the Federal National Mortgage Association require a shorter period of priority for the lien. If federal regulations adopted by the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation or the Federal National Mortgage Association require a shorter period of priority for the lien, the period during which the lien is prior to all security interests described in paragraph (b) of subsection 2 must be determined in accordance with those federal regulations, except that notwithstanding the provisions of the federal regulations, the period of priority for the lien must not be less than the 6 months immediately preceding institution of an action to enforce the lien;

(1) The association’s mailing of a notice of delinquent assessment in accordance with paragraph (a) of subsection 1 of NRS 116.31162 with respect to the association’s lien; or
(2) A trustee’s sale of a unit under NRS 107.080 or a foreclosure sale of the unit under NRS 40.430 to enforce the security interest described in paragraph (b) of subsection 2, and fees and costs not to exceed the amounts set forth in NRS 116.310313 to cover the cost of collecting the past due obligation. This subsection does and subsection 2 do not affect the priority of mechanics’ or materialmen’s liens, or the priority of liens for other assessments made by the association. This subsection and subsection 2 do supersede any contrary provision in the governing documents of the association.

4. After a trustee’s sale of a unit under NRS 107.080 or a foreclosure sale of a unit under NRS 40.430 to enforce a security interest described in paragraph (b) of subsection 2, upon payment to the association of the amounts described in subsection 3, any unpaid amounts for which subsection 1 creates a lien and which accrued before the trustee’s sale or foreclosure sale are a personal obligation of the person who owned the unit at the time the amounts became due and the association does not have a lien on the unit for those amounts.

5. Unless the declaration otherwise provides, if two or more associations have liens for assessments created at any time on the same property, those liens have equal priority.

6. Recording of the declaration constitutes record notice and perfection of the lien. No further recordation of any claim of lien for assessment under this section is required.

7. A lien for unpaid assessments is extinguished unless proceedings to enforce the lien are instituted within 3 years after the full amount of the assessments becomes due.

8. This section does not prohibit actions to recover sums for which subsection 1 creates a lien or prohibit an association from taking a deed in lieu of foreclosure.

9. A judgment or decree in any action brought under this section must include costs and reasonable attorney’s fees for the prevailing party.

10. The association, upon written request, shall furnish to a unit’s owner a statement setting forth the amount of unpaid assessments against the unit. If the interest of the unit’s owner is real estate or if a lien for the unpaid assessments may be foreclosed under NRS 116.31162 to 116.31168, inclusive, the statement must be in recordable form. The statement must be furnished
within 10 business days after receipt of the request and is binding on the association, the executive board and every unit's owner.

9. In a cooperative, upon nonpayment of an assessment on a unit, the unit's owner may be evicted in the same manner as provided by law in the case of an unlawful holdover by a commercial tenant, and:

(a) In a cooperative where the owner's interest in a unit is real estate under NRS 116.1105, the association's lien may be foreclosed under NRS 116.31162 to 116.31168, inclusive.

(b) In a cooperative where the owner's interest in a unit is personal property under NRS 116.1105, the association's lien:

(1) May be foreclosed as a security interest under NRS 104.9101 to 104.9709, inclusive; or

(2) If the declaration so provides, may be foreclosed under NRS 116.31162 to 116.31168, inclusive.

Sec. 5.6. NRS 116.31162 is hereby amended to read as follows:

116.31162 1. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 4, in a condominium, in a planned community, in a cooperative where the owner's interest in a unit is real estate under NRS 116.1105, or in a cooperative where the owner's interest in a unit is personal property under NRS 116.1105 and the declaration provides that a lien may be foreclosed under NRS 116.31162 to 116.31168, inclusive, the association may foreclose its lien by sale after all of the following occur:

(a) The association has mailed by certified or registered mail, return receipt requested, to the unit's owner or his or her successor in interest, at his or her address, if known, and at the address of the unit, a notice of delinquent assessment which states the amount of the assessments and other sums which are due in accordance with subsection 1 of NRS 116.3116, a description of the unit against which the lien is imposed and the name of the record owner of the unit.

(b) Before the association records the notice of default and election to sell in the manner required by paragraph (c), the executive board authorizes the foreclosure of the association's lien by sale by a majority vote of the members of the executive board which is recorded in the minutes of the meeting at which such action is taken.

(c) Not less than 30 days after mailing the notice of delinquent assessment pursuant to paragraph (a), and not less than 6 months after the account of the unit's owner first had a past due balance or the date on which the past due obligation exceeds $500, the association or other person conducting the sale has executed and caused to be recorded, with the county recorder of the county in which the common-interest community or any part of it is situated, a notice of default and election to sell the unit to satisfy the lien which must contain the same information as the notice of delinquent assessment and which must also comply with the following:

(1) Describe the deficiency in payment.

(2) State the name and address of the person authorized by the association to enforce the lien by sale.

(3) Contain, in 14-point bold type, the following warning:

WARNING! IF YOU FAIL TO PAY THE AMOUNT SPECIFIED IN THIS NOTICE, YOU COULD LOSE YOUR HOME, EVEN IF THE AMOUNT IS IN DISPUTE!

(d) The unit's owner or his or her successor in interest has failed to pay the amount of the lien, including costs, fees and expenses incident to its enforcement, for 90 days following the recording of the notice of default and election to sell.

2. The notice of default and election to sell must be signed by the person designated in the declaration or by the association for that purpose or, if no one is designated, by the president of the association.

3. The period of 90 days begins on the first day following:

(a) The date on which the notice of default is recorded; or

(b) The date on which a copy of the notice of default is mailed by certified or registered mail, return receipt requested, to the unit's owner or his or her successor in interest at his or her address, if known, and at the address of the unit,
4. The association may not foreclose a lien by sale based on a fine or penalty for a violation of the governing documents of the association unless:
   (a) The violation poses an imminent threat of causing a substantial adverse effect on the health, safety or welfare of the units' owners or residents of the common-interest community; or
   (b) The penalty is imposed for failure to adhere to a schedule required pursuant to NRS 116.310305.

Sec. 5.8. The amendatory provisions of section 5.6 of this bill apply only to a notice of default which is recorded pursuant to NRS 116.31162 on or after October 1, 2011.

Sec. 6. NRS 106.105 is hereby repealed.

TEXT OF REPEALED SECTION

106.105 Contributions; payment of obligations; notice regarding and disposition of excess money; civil penalty.
1. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 2, a lender who requires a borrower to make advance contributions to an impound trust account, or an account of similar name, for the payment of taxes, insurance premiums or other obligations related to the encumbered property shall:
   (a) Require contributions in an amount reasonably necessary to pay the obligations as they become due.
   (b) Unless money in the account is insufficient, pay in a timely manner the obligations as they become due.
   (c) Within 30 days after the completion of its annual review of the account, notify the borrower:
      (1) Of the amount by which the contributions exceed the amount reasonably necessary to pay the annual obligations due from the account; and
      (2) That the borrower may specify the disposition of the excess money within 20 days after receipt of the notice. If the borrower fails to specify such a disposition within that time, the lender shall maintain the excess money in the account.

A lender who violates any provision of this subsection is liable to the borrower for a civil penalty of not more than $1,000.

2. A lender, to recover previous deficiencies in contributions to an impound trust account, may require contributions to the account in an amount greater than that reasonably necessary to pay the obligations as they become due. The borrower is otherwise entitled to the amount by which the borrower's contributions to the account exceed the amount reasonably necessary to pay the annual obligations due from the account, together with interest thereon at the rate established pursuant to NRS 99.040.

3. As used in this section:
   (a) "Borrower" means a mortgagor, grantor of a deed of trust or other obligor on a loan secured by a lien upon real property.
   (b) "Lender" means a mortgagee, beneficiary of a deed of trust or other obligee on a loan secured by a lien upon real property, and his or her successor in interest.

Senator Wiener moved that the Senate adopt the report of the Conference Committee concerning Senate Bill No. 402.

Remarks by Senators Wiener, Roberson and Copening.

Senator Wiener requested that the following remarks be entered in the Journal.

SENATOR WIENER:
This contains new language about caps on certain fees regarding collections, attorney's fees and other hard caps we had been seeking during this Legislative Session. These caps have been negotiated by the many parties who were at the table during these discussions. There are some
other technical corrections added into this amendment. This amendment, which was negotiated with a lot of give and take, provides reasoned and reasonable policy outcomes.

S ENATOR ROBERSON:

Thank you, Mr. President. Sometimes late in the Session, it appears that there is a lack of transparency. There is a glaring example with Senate Bill No. 402. For those of you who are not familiar with it, Senate Bill No. 174 has been around all Session. From my perspective, it is just about the worst bill we have seen. There has not been support to pass it in this body, so this morning, the worst parts of Senate Bill No. 174 were snuck into Senate Bill No. 402. I would like to talk about what was in Senate Bill No. 402.

With regard to Senate Bill No. 174, it is one of the most contentious and toxic bills of this Session. Proponents and authors of this bill are HOA collection agencies and management companies, not consumers. We have been told that this is a compromise measure. It is not. It is the wish list of HOA management companies and collectors. It allows for collection fees of $3,600 plus past due HOA assessments plus unlimited attorney's fees. It also makes certain the HOA collectors are paid first through putting these fees into the priority lien. This is a practice whose legality is currently under review by Nevada's court system. You all received an e-mail today that the court case as of June 2, Judge Gonzales, in Clark County, ruled that attorney's fees could not be part of the super priority lien. This will overrule the court case from just a couple of days ago.

The HOAs, which this bill purports to protect, will only get nine months of past due assessments. That means if the dues monthly are $30 per month, the most the HOA will ever get is $270. But, under this bill, the collector gets $3,600 plus attorney's fees. Does that sound like a good deal to you?

How is this good for consumers or for our real estate market? This bill also says someone can be foreclosed on after six months or if they are $500 behind on their HOA dues. This decision is made by the executive board of the HOA, typically two to three people. How does this benefit the consumer?

It also allows for a payment plan for homeowners who get behind on their assessments. This is a good provision; however, it is going to cost the homeowner an additional $100 fee to set the payment plan up. A struggling homeowner who cannot make their assessments is now going to be hit with an additional fee. The Financial Institutions Division and the Commissioner were sued by supporters of this bill in December 2010 for trying to regulate questionable HOA collection practices on behalf of Nevada consumers. This bill was written by foxes watching the hen house.

The final issue is a letter from the Federal Housing Financial Association. This is the agency that oversees Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, the biggest buyers of loans in this country. The letter states, "this bill would represent a significant change to existing law and could have unintended consequences in the current market environment." Why would we pass a law that flies in the face of this agency without their approval? If Fannie and Freddie stop buying loans in Nevada, our real estate market will crumble and there will be no housing market left. This is a toxic bill. This is Senate Bill No. 174 in disguise and it puts Nevadans and access to federal loan dollars at risk. I urge your opposition to this bill. Do not concur.

S ENATOR COPENING:

Thank you, Mr. President. As a sponsor of this bill, I rise in support of Senate Bill No. 402. My colleague from Clark District No. 5 asked a very important question. How does this help the homeowner?

I have a comparison chart, which I will discuss with you and will be happy to provide to anyone. It provides a comparison of what current law is and what Senate Bill No. 402 will do. This is the collections portion of Senate Bill No. 174. All of you know that there have been egregious fees that have been charged by collection companies. A year and a half ago I set out to change this and to develop a collections policy. I brought together industry professionals from the HOA industry who know how things operate. I brought the Nevada Bankers' Association, four people from the Realtors' Association together and we all worked for over a year on a variety of HOA bills. One of them was this collections bill.
If this bill does not pass, collection requirements revert to current law. Current law states a collections service can collect $1,950 for a past due HOA assessment. Senate Bill No. 402 limits the collection to $1,500. It also includes a 12-month process. You cannot foreclose on the home for 12 months.

Current law has a $1,950 cap on the collection of HOA fines. This is a completely different thing from assessments. Senate Bill No. 402 has a $600 cap on the collection of fines.

In current law, there are no caps on hard costs. Senate Bill No. 402 has a cap of $1,000 on hard costs. This was determined by the publishing where third-party costs are incurred by collection agencies. They make no money on this. There is no mark-up. We still placed a $1,000 hard cap.

Current law has no cap on attorney's fees. Senate Bill No. 402 has very limited circumstances to use attorneys. They can only use them in a bankruptcy case and a litigation case. In current law, they can use them any time they want and they can charge whatever they want.

In current law, there is a nine-month superpriority for assessments. This is the big issue for investors. Now, HOAs get nine months paid in the superpriority assessment. They also pay collection costs and fees in that. In Senate Bill No. 402, it is a nine-month superpriority and it includes collection costs. The reason this is the case, and the truth behind the whole thing with the investors, is when the investors buy a foreclosed property they do not want to pay the collection costs. I do not blame them. The costs were out of control, but this caps the collection costs and they will no longer be out of control. The investors think everyone who lives in an HOA who has been responsible and paid their bills should bear the burden of the collection costs of their defaulting neighbor. However, many of them are financially fragile themselves, barely making it and on the verge of bankruptcy. This bill will protect them from having to bear the burden of the collection costs of their defaulting neighbor who does not live in the community. Do we want to pass this cost along to every single homeowner in an HOA or do we want the person, the investor, who is buying that home to take care of that cost?

In current law, there are no payment plans for people who are behind in their payments for their assessments. This stipulates mandatory payment plans. The HOA must offer the homeowner a payment plan before they can proceed with any fines or leans.

In current law, there are limited notice provisions. The notices are issued occasionally according to law that says you are in default and need to pay the fines. Senate Bill No. 402 has a notice of schedule and fees at every single attempt to collect. The homeowner will now know every time there will be a new charge levied against them.

In current law, there is no timeframe for filing a lien. They can file a lien at any time in an HOA. Senate Bill No. 402 states they cannot file a lien for four months. They must give that homeowner a four-month opportunity to pay back assessments.

In current law, there is no timeframe for notice of default. Senate Bill No. 402 states they cannot file a notice of default for 12 months.

Tell me these are not homeowner protections.

My distinguished colleague from Clark District No. 5 cited a court case that said that superpriority payments are not valid for the collection costs. Three separate district court cases said they were. You have three district court cases versus one.

There has been a terrible scare tactic about Freddie and Fannie. This tactic leads you to believe they will not finance if this bill were to pass. The Nevada Bankers' Association came before two committees in these past few days and stated the statements about Freddie and Fannie were absolutely false. There is a carve out in current law that says Freddie and Fannie only pay six months. Nothing is going to change about that with this bill even if we let HOAs have nine months of superpriority, which is the current law. Freddie and Fannie will continue to only pay six months. This will not change. The statement about Freddie and Fannie has been nothing but a scare tactic.

The letter from the Federal Housing Administration that came in April dealt with the original bill, Senate Bill No. 174, which was radically different from this bill. Legal Aid of Southern Nevada and Northern Nevada worked on this amendment, Chairman William Horne facilitated it, and I did not participate in this. I let them do this independent of me. We had HOA industry professionals. We took written testimony, suggestions from investors and we took written suggestions from realtors. Many of their ideas are in this.
I ask this body, does Senate Bill No. 402 sound better to you than current law? If this does not pass, we go back to current law. These abuses will continue.

Senator Horsford moved that the Conference Committee Report on Senate Bill No. 402 be taken from Unfinished Business and placed on Unfinished Business on the next agenda.

Motion lost on a division of the house.

Mr. President announced that if there were no objections, the Senate would recess subject to the call of the Chair.

Senate in recess at 12:01 a.m.

SENATE IN SESSION

At 12:21 a.m.
President Krolicki presiding.
Quorum present.

MOTIONS, RESOLUTIONS AND NOTICES
Senator Horsford moved that Senate Bill No. 402 be taken from Unfinished Business and placed on Unfinished Business on the next agenda.
Motion carried.

Senator Manendo moved that Assembly Bill No. 525 be taken from Unfinished Business and placed on Unfinished Business on the next agenda.
Motion carried.

GENERAL FILE AND THIRD READING

Assembly Bill No. 279.
Bill read third time.
Roll call on Assembly Bill No. 279:
YEAS—20.
NAYS—None.
ABSENT—Hardy.

Assembly Bill No. 279 having received a two-thirds majority, Mr. President declared it passed.
Bill ordered transmitted to the Assembly.

Assembly Bill No. 449.
Bill read third time.
The following amendment was proposed by the Senate Select Committee on Economic Growth and Employment:
Amendment No. 977.
"SUMMARY—Revises provisions relating to economic development.
(BDR 18-726)"
"AN ACT relating to economic development; creating \{an\} and prescribing the duties of the Advisory Council on Economic Development; \{prescribing the duties of the Advisory Council\}; creating \{and prescribing\} the duties and powers of the Board of Economic Development; \{prescribing\}
the duties and powers of the Board; creating and prescribing the duties and powers of the Office of Economic Development; prescribing the duties and powers of the Executive Director of the Office; establishing a fund to provide grants and loans to regional development authorities for the purpose of economic development; establishing a fund to provide financial assistance to certain institutions within the Nevada System of Higher Education for the development and commercialization of new technologies; amending provisions relating to the Commission on Economic Development, the Governor's Workforce Investment Board and the Secretary of State's business portal; transferring the duties and powers of the Commission on Economic Development to the Office of Economic Development; revising the provisions governing certain partial abatements from taxation and the issuance of certain revenue bonds; revising and repealing various provisions relating to economic development; and providing other matters properly relating thereto."

Legislative Counsel's Digest:
The provisions of this bill establish a structure for the economic development programs of this State. Section 8 creates an Advisory Council on Economic Development and prescribes its duties. Section 10 creates the Board of Economic Development, consisting of the Governor or his or her designee, the Lieutenant Governor or his or her designee, the Secretary of State or his or her designee, the Chancellor of the Nevada System of Higher Education or his or her designee and seven persons appointed by the Governor, the Speaker of the Assembly, the Majority Leader of the Senate, the Minority Leaders of the Assembly and Senate and the Department of Employment, Training and Rehabilitation. Sections 12 and 13 create the Office of Economic Development within the Office of the Governor and the position of Executive Director of the Office, who must be appointed by the Governor from a list of three persons recommended by the Board. Section 11 prescribes the duties of the Board. Sections 14 and 15 prescribe the duties of the Office and its Executive Director, which include, without limitation, the development of a State Plan for Economic Development and the designation of regional development authorities for the regions of this State. Section 86 repeals the provisions authorizing the establishment of regional development districts by the Governor. Section 15.5 of this bill authorizes the Office of Economic Development to enter into certain contracts with regional development authorities for services which promote the economic development of this State and aid the implementation of the State Plan for Economic Development. On and after July 1, 2012, sections 82 and 83 authorize the Office and its Executive Director to coordinate, oversee and reorganize the programs for economic development in this State consistently with the State Plan for Economic Development. On July 1, 2012, sections 1.5, 24-29, 30, 31, 31.7-36, 43-45, 47-51, 54-69, 71 and 79-80 transfer the existing powers and duties of the Commission on Economic Development to the Office of Economic Development and require
the coordination of certain activities of various public entities with the activities of the Office. In addition, sections 49-51 require the recipients of certain partial tax abatements approved by the Office to repay the abated amounts if the recipients cease to meet the eligibility requirements for the abatements.

Sections 52.3-53.7 of this bill require the Director of the Department of Business and Industry to obtain the approval of the Office of Economic Development before the Director issues certain revenue bonds for industrial development.

Section 70 of this bill transfers the authority to grant partial abatements of property taxes for certain energy-efficient buildings to require the Director of the Office of Energy to consult with the Office of Economic Development and requires the recipients of those abatements to repay the abated amounts if the recipients cease to meet the eligibility requirements for the abatements.

Sections 72-78 of this bill transfer the authority to grant partial tax abatements for certain renewable energy facilities to require consultation between the Nevada Energy Commissioner and the Office of Economic Development in granting the partial tax abatements and to require the recipients of those abatements to repay the abated amounts if the recipients cease to meet the eligibility requirements for the abatements.

Sections 9, 16, 17, 17.5, and 46 of this bill create and provide for the administration of the Catalyst Fund. Under section 46, during the 2011-2012 Fiscal Year, $10,000,000 must be transferred to the Catalyst Fund from the Abandoned Property Trust Account in the State General Fund. The money in the Catalyst Fund does not revert and may be supplemented by gifts, grants, donations, bequests or other sources of money. Section 9 authorizes the Commission on Economic Development to make, after considering the advice and recommendations of the Advisory Council on Economic Development, grants or loans of money from the Catalyst Fund to regional development agencies or authorities. The grants or loans must be used to make grants or loans to, or investments in, businesses seeking to create or expand in this State or relocate to this State. On July 1, 2012, section 17 transfers the authority to make those grants or loans to the Executive Director of the Office of Economic Development.

Sections 18-22 establish a program for the development and commercialization of research and technology at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas, the University of Nevada, Reno, and the Desert Research Institute. Section 19 creates the Knowledge Fund. Section 22 requires the Executive Director of the Office of Economic Development to allocate money in the Knowledge Fund to be used by the Universities and the Desert Research Institute to provide funding for: (1) the recruitment, hiring and retention of faculty and teams to conduct research in science and technology; (2) research laboratories and related equipment; (3) the construction of
research clinics, institutes and facilities and related buildings in this State; and (4) matching funds for federal and private grants that further economic development. Under section 21, the Executive Director must use money in the Knowledge Fund to establish a technology outreach program at strategic locations throughout this State and ensure that the program assists with the development of commercial applications of research. Section 20 requires the Executive Director to establish economic development goals and objectives for these programs and to monitor the programs and the use of money from the Knowledge Fund. Section 19.3 authorizes the Executive Director, the University of Nevada, Las Vegas, the University of Nevada, Reno and the Desert Research Institute to enter into agreements for the allocation of commercialization revenue generated from programs receiving money from the Knowledge Fund.

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEVADA, REPRESENTED IN SENATE AND ASSEMBLY, DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS:

Section 1. NRS 223.085 is hereby amended to read as follows:

223.085 1. The Governor may, within the limits of available money, employ such persons as he or she deems necessary to provide an appropriate staff for the Office of the Governor, including, without limitation, the Office of Economic Development, the Office of Science, Innovation and Technology and the Governor's mansion. Any such employees are not in the classified or unclassified service of the State and, except as otherwise provided in sections 12 and 13 of this act, serve at the pleasure of the Governor.

2. The Governor shall:

(a) Determine the salaries and benefits of the persons employed pursuant to subsection 1, within limits of money available for that purpose; and

(b) Adopt such rules and policies as he or she deems appropriate to establish the duties and employment rights of the persons employed pursuant to subsection 1.

Sec. 1.5. NRS 223.610 is hereby amended to read as follows:

223.610 The Director of the Office of Science, Innovation and Technology shall:

1. Advise the Governor and the Executive Director of the Office of Economic Development on matters relating to science, innovation and technology.

2. Work in coordination with the [Commission on] Office of Economic Development to establish criteria and goals for economic development and diversification in this State in the areas of science, innovation and technology.

3. As directed by the Governor and the Executive Director of the Office of Economic Development, identify, recommend and carry out policies related to science, innovation and technology.

4. Report periodically to the [Chair and] Executive Director of the [Commission on] Office of Economic Development concerning the
administration of the policies and programs of the Office of Science, Innovation and Technology.

5. Develop and coordinate efforts to attract biotechnological companies to this State.

6. Establish and maintain a clearinghouse of information regarding biotechnological business in this State.

7. In carrying out his or her duties pursuant to this section, consult with the Executive Director of the Office of Economic Development and cooperate with the Executive Director in implementing the State Plan for Economic Development developed by the Executive Director pursuant to subsection 2 of section 14 of this act.

Sec. 2. Chapter 231 of NRS is hereby amended by adding thereto the provisions set forth as sections 2 to 22, inclusive, of this act.

Sec. 3. As used in this chapter, unless the context otherwise requires, the words and terms defined in sections 3.5 to 7.5, inclusive, of this act have the meanings ascribed to them in those sections.

Sec. 3.5. "Administrative or operating purposes" includes, without limitation, the dissemination of program information, marketing, grant writing, accounting services, legal services, travel and training.

Sec. 4. "Board" means the Board of Economic Development created by section 10 of this act.

Sec. 4.5. "Development resource" means any funding or other resource for economic development, including, without limitation, a structured lease of real property. The term does not include any funding for administrative or operating purposes or any grant, loan or allocation of money from the Catalyst Fund created by section 16 of this act or the Knowledge Fund created by section 19 of this act.

Sec. 5. "Executive Director" means the Executive Director of the Office.

Sec. 6. "Office" means the Office of Economic Development created by section 12 of this act.

Sec. 7. "Organization for economic development" means an organization which promotes, aids or encourages economic development in this State or a locality or region of this State.

Sec. 7.5. "Regional development [agency] authority" means an organization for economic development which is:

1. A local governmental entity composed solely of two or more local governmental entities or a private nonprofit entity; and

2. Designated by the Executive Director as a regional development [agency] authority pursuant to subsection 4 of section 14 of this act.

Sec. 8. 1. The Advisory Council on Economic Development is hereby created. The Advisory Council consists of:

(a) The Governor;

(b) The Lieutenant Governor;

(c) The Speaker of the Assembly;
(d) The Majority Leader of the Senate;
(e) The Minority Leader of the Assembly;
(f) The Minority Leader of the Senate; and
(g) The Secretary of State.

2. The Lieutenant Governor shall serve as the Chair of the Advisory Council.

3. The members of the Advisory Council shall serve without compensation except that [to the extent approved by] :

(a) Upon the prior approval of the Executive Director, the members of the Advisory Council who are not Legislators are entitled to receive the per diem allowance and travel expenses provided for state officers and employees generally while engaged in the official business of the Advisory Council [.

(b) For each day or portion of a day during which a member of the Advisory Council who is a Legislator is engaged in the official business of the Advisory Council, except during a regular or special session of the Legislature, the Legislator is entitled to receive the per diem allowance provided for state officers generally and the travel expenses provided pursuant to NRS 218A.655. The per diem allowances and travel expenses of the members of the Advisory Council who are Legislators must be paid from the Legislative Fund.

4. The members of the Advisory Council shall:

(a) Meet at least once each quarter to discuss the efforts made by each member to further the economic development of this State and the results and expected results of those efforts.

(b) Market this State to further the economic development of this State and, after the Executive Director has developed the State Plan for Economic Development pursuant to subsection 2 of section 14 of this act, conduct such marketing in accordance with the State Plan for Economic Development. The efforts made pursuant to this paragraph may include, without limitation, attending industry conferences, publicizing the economic development programs of this State and meeting with the leaders of businesses who express interest in expanding or relocating in this State.

(c) Provide advice to the Board concerning the economic development of this State.

Sec. 9. 1. In consultation with the Advisory Council on Economic Development created by section 8 of this act, the Commission on Economic Development shall:

(a) Evaluate the performance of local and regional organizations for economic development in this State and, based on the evaluation, make recommendations concerning the funding of or withdrawal of funding from specific local and regional organizations for economic development.

(b) Establish procedures for applying to the Commission on Economic Development for a development resource or a grant or loan of money from the Catalyst Fund created by section 16 of this act. The procedures must:
(1) Include, without limitation, a requirement that applications for development resources, grants or loans must set forth:

(I) The proposed use of the development resource, grant or loan;

(II) The plans, projects and programs for which the development resource, grant or loan will be used;

(III) The expected benefits of the development resource, grant or loan; and

(IV) A statement of the short-term and long-term impacts of the use of the development resource, grant or loan; and

(2) Allow an applicant to revise his or her application upon the recommendation of the Commission on Economic Development.

c) Develop the criteria for awarding grants and loans from the Catalyst Fund created by section 16 of this act.

d) Develop criteria for evaluating the performance of local and regional organizations for economic development.

e) Establish requirements for reports from the recipients of development resources and grants or loans of money from the Catalyst Fund concerning the use thereof. The requirements must include, without limitation, a requirement that the recipient of a grant or loan of money include in such a report:

(1) A description of each activity undertaken with money from the grant or loan and the amount of money used for each such activity;

(2) The return on the money provided by the grant or loan;

(3) A statement of the benefit to the public from the grant or loan; and

(4) Such documentation as the Commission deems appropriate to support the information provided in the report.

2. [Upon receipt of an application for a development resource, or a grant or loan of money from the Catalyst Fund created by section 16 of this act, the Commission on Economic Development may provide development resources or make grants or loans of money from the Catalyst Fund to regional development agencies that apply for such development resources, grants or loans. The development resource, grant or loan must be used to provide development resources, grants or loans to, or to make investments in, businesses seeking to create or expand in this State or relocate to this State.] In accordance with the procedures established pursuant to subsection 1 and subject to the requirements of this section:

(a) A regional development authority which is a local government or composed solely of two or more local governmental entities; or

(b) A private nonprofit regional development authority acting in partnership with a regional development authority which is a local government or composed solely of two or more local governments,
government or composed solely of two or more local governments applies for a grant or loan of money from the Catalyst Fund, the regional development authority which is a local government or composed solely of two or more local governments must be the entity which submits the application and receives and distributes the grant or loan.

3. In accordance with the procedures established pursuant to subsection 1 and subject to the requirements of this subsection, a regional development authority may apply to the Commission on Economic Development for a development resource. A private nonprofit regional development authority applying for a development resource which is a grant or loan of money must apply in partnership with a regional development authority which is a local government or composed solely of two or more local governments. Any development resource which is a grant or loan of money must be received and distributed by the regional development authority which is a local government or composed solely of two or more local governments.

4. Upon receipt of an application pursuant to subsection 2 or 3, the Commission on Economic Development shall review the application and determine whether the approval of the application would promote the economic development of this State. If the Commission determines that approving the application will promote the economic development of this State, the Commission may approve the application and provide a development resource or make a grant or loan of money from the Catalyst Fund to the applicant.

5. Except as otherwise provided in this subsection or another specific statute, each development resource or grant or loan of money from the Catalyst Fund which the Commission on Economic Development provides to a regional development authority must be used to provide development resources, grants or loans to, or to make investments in, businesses seeking to create or expand in this State or relocate to this State. The Commission on Economic Development may provide a development resource or a grant or loan of money to a regional development authority to be used for administrative or operating expenses, but no money from the Catalyst Fund may be used by any organization for economic development for such purposes.

6. Before providing a development resource, grant or loan to a regional development authority pursuant to subsection 4, the Commission shall enter into an agreement with the regional development authority which sets forth terms and conditions for the development resource, grant or loan, including, without limitation, a requirement that the regional development authority must enter into a separate agreement with each business to which the regional development authority provides any portion of the development resource, grant or loan which requires the business to return the development resource, grant or loan to the Commission if it is not used in
accordance with the agreement between the regional development [agency] authority and the Commission.

7. The Advisory Council on Economic Development shall provide advice and recommendations to assist the Commission on Economic Development in carrying out the duties prescribed by this section. The Commission must consider the advice and recommendations of the Advisory Council but is not required to follow the advice and recommendations of the Advisory Council, and any such recommendations are advisory in nature.

Sec. 10. 1. There is hereby created the Board of Economic Development, consisting of:

(a) The following voting members:

(1) The Governor or his or her designee;
(2) The Lieutenant Governor or his or her designee;
(3) The Secretary of State or his or her designee; and
(4) Six members who must be selected from the private sector and appointed as follows:

(I) Three members appointed by the Governor;
(II) One member appointed by the Speaker of the Assembly;
(III) One member appointed by the Majority Leader of the Senate; and

(IV) One member appointed by the Minority Leader of the Assembly or the Minority Leader of the Senate. The Minority Leader of the Senate shall appoint the member for the initial term, the Minority Leader of the Assembly shall appoint the member for the next succeeding term, and thereafter, the authority to appoint the member for each subsequent term alternates between the Minority Leader of the Assembly and the Minority Leader of the Senate.

(b) The following nonvoting members:

(1) The Chancellor of the Nevada System of Higher Education or his or her designee; and
(2) One member appointed by the Department of Employment, Training and Rehabilitation from the membership of the Governor's Workforce Investment Board.

2. In appointing the members of the Board described in subsection 1, the appointing authorities shall coordinate the appointments when practicable so that the members of the Board represent the diversity of this State, including, without limitation, different strategically important industries, different geographic regions of this State and different professions.

3. The Governor or his or her designee shall serve as the Chair of the Board.

4. Except as otherwise provided in this subsection, the members of the Board appointed pursuant to subparagraph (4) of paragraph (a) of subsection 1 and subparagraph (2) of paragraph (b) of subsection 1 are
appointed for terms of 4 years. The initial members of the Board shall by lot select three of the initial members of the Board appointed pursuant to subparagraph (4) of paragraph (a) of subsection 1 to serve an initial term of 2 years.

5. Vacancies in the appointed positions on the Board must be filled by the appointing authority for the unexpired term.

6. The Executive Director shall serve as the nonvoting Secretary of the Board.

7. A majority of the Board constitutes a quorum, and a majority of the Board is required to exercise any power conferred on the Board.

8. The Board shall meet at least once each quarter but may meet more often at the call of the Chair or a majority of the members of the Board.

9. The members of the Board serve without compensation but are entitled to receive the per diem allowance and travel expenses provided for state officers and employees generally while engaged in the official business of the Board.

Sec. 11. The Board shall:

1. Review and evaluate all programs of economic development in this State and make recommendations to the Legislature for legislation to improve the effectiveness of those programs in implementing the State Plan for Economic Development developed by the Executive Director pursuant to subsection 2 of section 14 of this act.

2. Recommend to the Executive Director a State Plan for Economic Development and make recommendations to the Executive Director for carrying out the State Plan for Economic Development.

3. Recommend to the Executive Director the criteria for the designation of regional development [agencies] authorities.

4. Make recommendations to the Executive Director for the designation for the southern region of this State, the northern region of this State and the rural region of this State, one or more regional development [agencies] authorities for each region.

5. Provide advice and recommendations to the Executive Director concerning:

(a) The procedures to be followed by any entity seeking to obtain any development resource, allocation, grant or loan from the Office;

(b) The criteria to be used by the Office in providing development resources and making allocations, grants and loans;

(c) The requirements for reports from the recipients of development resources, allocations, grants and loans from the Office concerning the use thereof; and

(d) Any other activities of the Office.

6. Review each proposal by the Executive Director to allocate, grant or loan more than $250,000 or loan more than $500,000 to any entity and, as the Board determines to be in the best interests of the State, approve or disapprove the proposed allocation, grant or loan.
Notwithstanding any other statutory provision to the contrary, the Executive Director shall not make any allocation, grant or loan of more than $250,000 or loan more than $500,000 to any entity unless the allocation, grant or loan is approved by the Board.

Sec. 12. 1. There is hereby created within the Office of the Governor the Office of Economic Development.

2. The Governor shall propose a budget for the Office.

3. Employees of the Office are not in the classified or unclassified service of this State and serve at the pleasure of the Executive Director.

Sec. 13. The Executive Director:

1. Must be appointed by the Governor from a list of three persons recommended by the Board.

2. Is not in the classified or unclassified service of this State.

3. Serves at the pleasure of the Board, except that he or she may be removed by the Board only if the Board finds that his or her performance is unsatisfactory.

4. Shall devote his or her entire time to the duties of his or her office and shall not engage in any other gainful employment or occupation.

Sec. 14. After considering any pertinent advice and recommendations of the Board, the Executive Director:

1. Shall direct and supervise the administrative and technical activities of the Office.

2. Shall develop and may periodically revise a State Plan for Economic Development, which must include a statement of:

(a) New industries which have the potential to be developed in this State;

(b) The strengths and weaknesses of this State for business incubation;

(c) The competitive advantages and weaknesses of this State;

(d) The manner in which this State can leverage its competitive advantages and address its competitive weaknesses;

(e) A strategy to encourage the creation and expansion of businesses in this State and the relocation of businesses to this State; and

(f) Potential partners for the implementation of the strategy, including, without limitation, the Federal Government, local governments, local and regional organizations for economic development, chambers of commerce, and private businesses, investors and nonprofit entities.

3. Shall develop criteria for the designation of regional development authorities pursuant to subsection 4.

4. Shall, in consultation with local governmental entities in the southern region of this State, the northern region of this State and the rural region of this State, designate as many regional development authorities for each region of this State as the Executive Director determines to be appropriate to implement the State Plan for Economic Development. In designating regional development authorities, the Executive Director must consult with local governmental entities affected by the designation. The Executive Director may, if he or she determines
that such action would aid in the implementation of the State Plan for Economic Development, remove the designation of any regional development [agency] authority previously designated pursuant to this section.

5. Shall establish procedures for entering into contracts with regional development authorities to provide services to aid, promote and encourage the economic development of this State.

6. May apply for and accept any gift, donation, bequest, grant or other source of money to carry out the provisions of sections 12 to 15, inclusive, and 17 to 22, inclusive, of this act.

7. May adopt such regulations as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of sections 12 to 15, inclusive, and 17 to 22, inclusive, of this act.

Sec. 15. Under the direction of the Executive Director, the Office shall:

1. Provide administrative and technical support to the Board.

2. Support the efforts of the Board, the regional development [agency] authorities designated by the Executive Director pursuant to subsection 4 of section 14 of this act and the private sector to encourage the creation and expansion of businesses in Nevada and the relocation of businesses to Nevada.

Ensure that each fiscal year the University of Nevada, Las Vegas, the University of Nevada, Reno, and the Desert Research Institute each receive an equitable share, as practicable, of the money available from the Office for those entities for that fiscal year in accordance with the opportunities for economic development that are available to each of those entities.

Sec. 15.5. 1. In accordance with the provisions of this section and under the direction of the Executive Director, the Office may enter into contracts with regional development authorities for services which promote the economic development of this State and aid the implementation of the State Plan for Economic Development developed by the Executive Director pursuant to subsection 2 of section 14 of this act. A contract entered into pursuant to this section must only provide funding for administrative or operating purposes.

2. Before entering into a contract pursuant to subsection 1, the Office, in consultation with the Board, must issue a request for proposals. The request for proposals must include, without limitation, provisions requiring a bid submitted by a regional development authority to state:

(a) The services to be provided by the regional development authority;

(b) The plans, projects and programs for which the regional development authority is seeking to enter into the contract;

(c) The expected benefits of the contract; and

(d) The short-term and long-term impacts of the contract.

3. A contract entered into pursuant to this section must:
(a) Set forth the services to be provided, and the plans, projects and programs to be carried out, by the regional development authority;

(b) Include a provision requiring the regional development authority to refund any funding provided pursuant to the contract if it is not used in accordance with the contract;

(c) Promote, aid or encourage the economic development of this State and aid in the implementation of the State Plan for Economic Development developed by the Executive Director pursuant to subsection 2 of section 14 of this act; and

(d) Require the regional development authority to submit the reports required by subsection 4.

4. A regional development authority which enters into a contract pursuant to this section must submit to the Office reports concerning the use of the funding provided pursuant to the contract. The reports must include, without limitation:

(a) A description of each activity undertaken with funding provided pursuant to the contract and the amount of funding used for each such activity;

(b) The return on the funding provided pursuant to the contract;

(c) A statement of the benefit to the public from the funding provided pursuant to the contract; and

(d) Such documentation as the Executive Director deems appropriate to support the information provided in the report.

Sec. 16. 1. The Catalyst Fund is hereby created as a special revenue fund in the State Treasury.

2. The Catalyst Fund is a continuing fund without reversion. The interest and income earned on money in the Catalyst Fund, after deducting any applicable charges, must be credited to the Catalyst Fund.

3. All payments of principal and interest on any loan made with money from the Catalyst Fund must be deposited in the State Treasury for credit to the Fund.

4. The Commission on Economic Development shall administer the Catalyst Fund and may apply for and accept any gift, grant, donation, bequest or other source of money for deposit in the Catalyst Fund.

Sec. 17. 1. The Executive Director shall, after considering the advice and recommendations of the Board, establish procedures for applying to the Office for a development resource or a grant or loan of money from the Catalyst Fund created by section 16 of this act. The procedures must:

(a) Include, without limitation, a requirement that applications for development resources, grants or loans must set forth:

(1) The proposed use of the development resource, grant or loan;

(2) The plans, projects and programs for which the development resource, grant or loan will be used;

(3) The expected benefits of the development resource, grant or loan; and
(4) A statement of the short-term and long-term impacts of the use of the development resource, grant or loan; and
(b) Allow an applicant to revise his or her application upon the recommendation of the Executive Director.

2. In accordance with the procedures established pursuant to subsection 1 and subject to the requirements of this subsection:
   (a) A development authority which is a local government or composed solely of two or more local governmental entities;
   or
   (b) A private nonprofit regional development authority acting in partnership with a development authority which is a local government or composed solely of two or more local governments,
may apply for a grant or loan of money from the Catalyst Fund. If a private nonprofit regional development authority acting in partnership with a regional development authority which is a local government or composed solely of two or more local governments applies for a grant or loan of money from the Catalyst Fund, the regional development authority which is a local government or composed solely of two or more local governments must be the entity which submits the application and receives and distributes the grant or loan.

3. In accordance with the procedures established pursuant to subsection 1 and subject to the requirements of this subsection, a regional development authority may apply for a development resource. A private nonprofit regional development authority applying for a development resource which is a grant or loan of money must apply in partnership with a regional development authority which is a local government or composed solely of two or more local governments. Any development resource which is a grant or loan of money must be received and distributed by the regional development authority which is a local government or composed solely of two or more local governments.

4. Upon receipt of an application pursuant to subsection 2 or 3, the Executive Director shall review the application and determine whether the approval of the application would promote the economic development of this State and aid the implementation of the State Plan for Economic Development developed by the Executive Director pursuant to subsection 2 of section 14 of this act. If the Executive Director determines that approving the application will promote the economic development of this State and aid the implementation of the State Plan for Economic Development, the Executive Director may approve the application and provide a development resource or make a grant or loan of money from the Catalyst Fund to the applicant.

5. Except as otherwise provided in this subsection or another specific statute, each development resource or grant or loan of money from the Catalyst Fund which the Office provides to a regional development authority must be used to provide development resources, grants
or loans to or to make investments in, businesses seeking to create or expand in this State or relocate to this State. The Executive Director may provide a development resource or a grant or loan of money to a regional development authority to be used for administrative or operating purposes, but no money from the Catalyst Fund may be used by any organization for economic development for such purposes.

6. After considering the advice and recommendations of the Board, the Executive Director shall:

(a) Require each regional development authority to which the Executive Director proposes to provide a development resource or a grant or loan of money from the Catalyst Fund to enter into an agreement with the Executive Director that sets forth terms and conditions of the development resource, grant or loan, which must include, without limitation, a provision requiring the regional development authority to enter into a separate agreement with each business to which the regional development authority provides any portion of the development resource, grant or loan which requires the business to return the development resource, grant or loan to the Office if it is not used in accordance with the agreement between the regional development authority and the Executive Director.

(b) Establish the requirements for reports from regional development authorities concerning the use of development resources and grants and loans of money from the Catalyst Fund. The requirements must include, without limitation, a requirement that the recipient of a grant or loan of money include in such a report:

1. A description of each activity undertaken with money from the grant or loan and the amount of money used for each such activity;
2. The return on the money provided by the grant or loan;
3. A statement of the benefit to the public from the grant or loan; and
4. Such documentation as the Executive Director deems appropriate to support the information provided in the report.

7. On or before November 1, 2012, and on or before November 1 of every year thereafter, the Executive Director shall submit a report to the Governor and to the Director of the Legislative Counsel Bureau for transmittal to the Interim Finance Committee, if the report is received during an odd-numbered year, or to the next session of the Legislature, if the report is received during an even-numbered year. The report must include, without limitation:

(a) The amount of grants and loans awarded from the Catalyst Fund;
(b) The amount of all grants, gifts and donations to the Catalyst Fund from public and private sources;
(c) The number of businesses which have been created or expanded in this State, or which have relocated to this State, because of grants and loans from the Catalyst Fund; and
(d) The number of jobs which have been created or saved because of grants and loans from the Catalyst Fund.

Sec. 17.5. After considering the advice and recommendations of the Board, the Executive Director shall establish procedures pursuant to which a regional development authority may grant to another organization for economic development any money granted by the Office to the regional development authority to be used for administrative or operating purposes. The procedures must include, without limitation, a requirement that:

1. The applications for the grants must set forth:
   (a) The proposed use of the grant;
   (b) The plans, projects and programs for which the grant will be used;
   (c) The expected benefits of the grant; and
   (d) A statement of the short-term and long-term impacts of the use of the grant.

2. The grants must:
   (a) Promote the economic development of this State and aid in the implementation of the State Plan for Economic Development developed by the Executive Director pursuant to subsection 2 of section 14 of this act; and
   (b) Be used by the organizations for economic development receiving the grants for administrative or operating purposes.

3. The regional development authorities making the grants and the organizations for economic development receiving the grants must submit to the Office reports concerning the use of the grants, which must include, without limitation:
   (a) A description of each activity undertaken with money from the grant and the amount of money used for each such activity;
   (b) The return on the money provided by the grant;
   (c) A statement of the benefit to the public from the grant; and
   (d) Such documentation as the Executive Director deems appropriate to support the information provided in the report.

Sec. 18. As used in sections 18 to 22, inclusive, of this act, unless the context otherwise requires:

1. "Chancellor" means the Chancellor of the Nevada System of Higher Education or his or her designee.

2. "Research universities" means the University of Nevada, Las Vegas, and the University of Nevada, Reno.

Sec. 19. 1. The Knowledge Fund is hereby created in the State Treasury.

2. The Knowledge Fund is a continuing fund without reversion. The interest and income earned on money in the Knowledge Fund, after deducting any applicable charges, must be credited to the Knowledge Fund.

3. The Executive Director:
(a) Shall administer the Knowledge Fund in a manner that is consistent with the State Plan for Economic Development developed by the Executive Director pursuant to subsection 2 of section 14 of this act;

(b) May apply for and accept any gift, grant, donation, bequest or other source of money for deposit in the Knowledge Fund; and

(c) Subject to any restrictions imposed by such a grant, gift, donation or appropriation, may allocate money in the Knowledge Fund among the research universities, the Desert Research Institute, the technology outreach program established pursuant to section 21 of this act and the technology transfer offices of the research universities and the Desert Research Institute to support commercialization and technology transfer to the private sector.

Sec. 19.3. 1. The Executive Director may enter into agreements, when the Executive Director deems such an agreement to be appropriate, with the research universities and the Desert Research Institute for the allocation of commercialization revenue between the Office, the research universities and the Desert Research Institute. Any commercialization revenue received by the Office pursuant to such an agreement must be deposited in the Knowledge Fund created by section 19 of this act.

2. In consideration of the money and services provided or agreed to be provided by the Office, the research universities and the Desert Research Institute shall agree to allocate commercialization revenue in accordance with any agreement entered into pursuant to subsection 1.

3. As used in this section, "commercialization revenue" means dividends, realized capital gains, license fees, royalty fees and other revenues received by a research university or the Desert Research Institute as a result of commercial applications developed as a result of the programs established pursuant to sections 18 to 22, inclusive, of this act, less:

(a) The portion of those revenues allocated to the inventor; and

(b) Expenditures incurred by the research university or the Desert Research Institute to legally protect the intellectual property.

Sec. 19.7. 1. After considering the advice and recommendations of the Board, the Executive Director shall establish procedures for applying for an allocation of money from the Knowledge Fund created by section 19 of this act. The procedures must include, without limitation, a requirement that applications for allocations of money set forth:

(a) The proposed use of the money;

(b) The plans, projects and programs for which the money will be used;

(c) The expected benefits of the money; and

(d) A statement of the short-term and long-term impacts of the use of the money.

2. In accordance with the procedures established pursuant to subsection 1, a research university or the Desert Research Institute may apply for an allocation of money from the Knowledge Fund. Upon receipt
of an application for an allocation from the Knowledge Fund, the Executive Director shall review the application and determine whether the approval of the application would promote the economic development of this State and aid the implementation of the State Plan for Economic Development developed by the Executive Director pursuant to subsection 2 of section 14 of this act. If the Executive Director determines that approving the application will promote the economic development of this State and aid the implementation of the State Plan for Economic Development, the Executive Director may approve the application and make an allocation of money from the Knowledge Fund to the applicant.

3. If a research university or the Desert Research Institute receives an allocation of money from the Knowledge Fund, the money must be used for the purposes set forth in section 22 of this act.

4. In making allocations of money from the Knowledge Fund created pursuant to section 19 of this act, the Executive Director must consider:

(a) The extent to which an allocation will promote the economic development of this State and aid the implementation of the State Plan for Economic Development developed by the Executive Director pursuant to subsection 2 of section 14 of this act; and

(b) Whether the research universities and the Desert Research Institute have received an equitable share of the allocations of money from the Knowledge Fund.

Sec. 20. 1. In consultation with the Board and the Chancellor, the Executive Director shall:

(a) Establish, for the programs established pursuant to sections 18 to 22, inclusive, of this act, economic development goals which are consistent with the State Plan for Economic Development developed by the Executive Director pursuant to subsection 2 of section 14 of this act and the strategic plans of the research universities and the Desert Research Institute.

(b) In cooperation with the administration of the research universities and the Desert Research Institute, expand science and technology research at the research universities and the Desert Research Institute.

(c) Enhance technology transfer and commercialization of research and technologies developed at the research universities and the Desert Research Institute to create high-quality jobs and new industries in this State.

(d) Establish economic development objectives for the programs established pursuant to sections 18 to 22, inclusive, of this act.

(e) Verify that the programs established pursuant to sections 18 to 22, inclusive, of this act are being enhanced by research grants and that such programs are meeting the Board's economic development objectives.

(f) Monitor all research plans that are part of the programs established pursuant to sections 18 to 22 inclusive, of this act at the research universities and the Desert Research Institute to determine that allocations from the Knowledge Fund created by section 19 of this act are being spent
in accordance with legislative intent and to maximize the benefit and return to this State.

(g) Develop methods and incentives to encourage investment in and contributions to the programs established pursuant to sections 18 to 22, inclusive, of this act from the private sector.

(h) Establish requirements for periodic reports from the research universities and the Desert Research Institute concerning the use of allocations from the Knowledge Fund pursuant to section 22 of this act. The requirements must include, without limitation, a requirement that the recipient of the allocation include in such a report:

   (1) A description of each activity undertaken with money from the allocation and the amount of money used for each such activity; and

   (2) Such documentation as the Executive Director deems appropriate to support the information provided in the report.

(i) On or before November 1, 2012, and on or before November 1 of every year thereafter, submit a report to the Governor and to the Director of the Legislative Counsel Bureau for transmittal to the Interim Finance Committee, if the report is received during an odd-numbered year, or to the next session of the Legislature, if the report is received during an even-numbered year. The report must include, without limitation:

   (1) The number of research teams and faculty recruited, hired and retained pursuant to section 22 of this act and the amount of funding provided to those research teams;

   (2) A description of the research being conducted by the research teams and faculty for which the Executive Director has provided funding pursuant to section 22 of this act;

   (3) The number of patents which have been filed as a result of the programs established pursuant to sections 18 to 22, inclusive, of this act;

   (4) The amount of research grants awarded to the research teams and faculty recruited, hired and retained pursuant to section 22 of this act;

   (5) The amount of all grants, gifts and donations to the Knowledge Fund from public and private sources;

   (6) The number of businesses which have been created or expanded in this State, or relocated to this State, because of the programs established pursuant to sections 18 to 22, inclusive, of this act; and

   (7) The number of jobs which have been created or saved as a result of the activities of the Office.

2. The Executive Director may enter into any agreements necessary to obtain private equity investment in the programs established pursuant to sections 18 to 22, inclusive, of this act.

Sec. 21. 1. The Executive Director shall use money in the Knowledge Fund created by section 19 of this act to establish a technology outreach program at locations distributed strategically throughout this State.

2. The Executive Director shall ensure that the technology outreach program acts as a resource to:
(a) Broker ideas, new technologies and services to entrepreneurs and businesses throughout a defined service area;

(b) Engage local entrepreneurs and faculty and staff at state colleges and community colleges by connecting them to the research universities and the Desert Research Institute;

(c) Assist professors and researchers in finding entrepreneurs and investors for the commercialization of their ideas and technologies;

(d) Connect market ideas and technologies in new or existing businesses or industries or in state colleges and community colleges with the expertise of the research universities and the Desert Research Institute;

(e) Assist businesses, the research universities, state colleges, community colleges and the Desert Research Institute in developing commercial applications for their research; and

(f) Disseminate and share discoveries and technologies emanating from the research universities and the Desert Research Institute to local entrepreneurs, businesses, state colleges and community colleges.

3. In designing and operating the technology outreach program, the Board shall work cooperatively with the technology transfer offices at the research universities and the Desert Research Institute.

Sec. 22. In consultation with the Board and the Chancellor, the Executive Director shall allocate money in the Knowledge Fund created by section 19 of this act to the research universities and the Desert Research Institute to provide funding for:

1. The recruitment, hiring and retention of research teams and faculty to conduct research in science and technology which has the potential to contribute to economic development in this State;

2. Research laboratories and related equipment located or to be located in this State;

3. The construction of research clinics, institutes and facilities and related buildings located or to be located in this State; and

4. Matching funds for federal and private sector grants and contract opportunities that support economic development consistent with the State Plan for Economic Development developed by the Executive Director pursuant to subsection 2 of section 14 of this act.

Sec. 23. NRS 231.015 is hereby amended to read as follows:

231.015 1. The Interagency Committee for Coordinating Tourism and Economic Development is hereby created. The Committee consists of the Governor, who is its Chair, the Lieutenant Governor, who is its Vice Chair, the Director of the Commission on Tourism, the Executive Director of the [Commission on] Office of Economic Development and such other members as the Governor may from time to time appoint. The appointed members of the Committee serve at the pleasure of the Governor.

2. The Committee shall meet at the call of the Governor.

3. The Committee shall:
(a) Identify the strengths and weaknesses in state and local governmental agencies which enhance or diminish the possibilities of tourism and economic development in this State.

(b) Foster coordination and cooperation among state and local governmental agencies, and enlist the cooperation and assistance of federal agencies, in carrying out the policies and programs of the Commission on Tourism and the Office of Economic Development.

c) Formulate cooperative agreements between the Commission on Tourism or the Office of Economic Development, and state and other public agencies pursuant to the Interlocal Cooperation Act, so that the Commission and Office may receive applications from and, as appropriate, give governmental approval for necessary permits and licenses to persons who wish to promote tourism, develop industry or produce motion pictures in this State.

4. The Governor may from time to time establish regional or local subcommittees to work on regional or local problems of economic development or the promotion of tourism.

**Sec. 23.3.** NRS 231.020 is hereby amended to read as follows:

231.020 As used in NRS 231.020 to 231.139, inclusive, unless the context otherwise requires, "motion pictures" includes feature films, movies made for broadcast or other electronic transmission, and programs made for broadcast or other electronic transmission in episodes.

**Sec. 23.7.** NRS 231.050 is hereby amended to read as follows:

231.050 1. The Commission on Economic Development may meet regularly each month or at more frequent times if it deems necessary, and may, within the limits of its budget, hold special meetings at the call of the Chair.

2. The Executive Director is the Secretary of the Commission.

3. The Commission shall prescribe rules for its own management and government.

4. Four members of the Commission constitute a quorum, but a majority of the Commission is required to exercise the power conferred on the Commission.

5. The Governor may remove a member from the Commission if the member neglects his or her duty or commits malfeasance in office.

**Sec. 24.** NRS 231.060 is hereby amended to read as follows:

231.060 The Office:

1. Shall establish the policies and approve the programs and budgets of the Division of Economic Development and Division of Motion Pictures concerning:

   (a) The promotion of industrial development and diversification in this State; and

   (b) The promotion of the production of motion pictures in this State.
2. May from time to time create special advisory committees to advise it on special problems of economic development. Members of special advisory committees, other than members of the Commission, may be paid the per diem allowance and travel expenses provided for state officers and employees, as the budget of the Commission Office permits.

Sec. 25. NRS 231.064 is hereby amended to read as follows:

231.064 In addition to its other duties, the Commission on Economic Development Office shall:

1. Investigate and study conditions affecting Nevada business, industry and commerce, and engage in technical studies, scientific investigations, statistical research and educational activities necessary or useful for the proper execution of the function of the Division of Economic Development Office in promoting and developing Nevada business, industry and commerce, both within and outside the State.

2. Conduct or encourage research designed to further new and more extensive uses of the natural and other resources of the State and designed to develop new products and industrial processes.

3. Serve as a center of public information for the State of Nevada by answering general inquiries concerning the resources and economic advantages of this state and by furnishing information and data on these and related subjects.

4. Prepare, and disseminate in any medium, informational material designed to promote community, economic and industrial development in Nevada.

5. Plan and develop an effective service for business information, both for the direct assistance of business and industry of the State and for the encouragement of business and industry outside the State to use economic facilities within the State, including readily accessible information on state and local taxes, local zoning regulations and environmental standards, the availability and cost of real estate, labor, energy, transportation and occupational education and related subjects.

Sec. 26. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 27. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 28. NRS 231.068 is hereby amended to read as follows:

231.068 1. The Commission on Economic Development Office, to the extent of legislative appropriations, may grant money to a postsecondary educational institution to develop a program for occupational education which is designed to teach skills in a short period to persons who are needed for employment by new or existing businesses.

2. Any money appropriated to the Commission on Economic Development Office for awarding grants to develop a program specified in subsection 1 must be accounted for separately in the State General Fund. The money in the account:

(a) Does not revert to the State General Fund at the end of any fiscal year; and
(b) Must be carried forward to the next fiscal year.

Sec. 29. NRS 231.0685 is hereby amended to read as follows:

231.0685  The [Commission on Economic Development] Office shall, on or before January 15 of each odd-numbered year, prepare and submit to the Director of the Legislative Counsel Bureau for transmission to the Legislature a report concerning the abatements from taxation that the [Commission] Office approved pursuant to NRS 274.310, 274.320, 274.330 or 360.750 [701A.110 or 701A.365]. The report must set forth, for each abatement from taxation that the [Commission] Office approved in the 2-year period immediately preceding the submission of the report:

1.  The dollar amount of the abatement;
2.  The location of the business [facility or building] for which the abatement was approved;
3.  If applicable, the number of employees that the business [for facility] for which the abatement was approved employs or will employ;
4.  Whether [if applicable, whether] the business for which the abatement was approved is a new business or an existing business; and
5.  Any other information that the [Commission] Office determines to be useful.

Sec. 29.5. NRS 231.069 is hereby amended to read as follows:

231.069  1.  Except as otherwise provided in NRS 239.0115, if so requested by a client, the Commission on Economic Development shall keep confidential any record or other document in its possession concerning the initial contact with and research and planning for that client. If such a request is made, the Executive Director of the Commission shall attach to the file containing the record or document a certificate signed by him or her stating that a request for confidentiality was made by the client and the date of the request.

2.  Records and documents that are confidential pursuant to subsection 1 remain confidential until the client:

(a) Initiates any process regarding the location of his or her business in Nevada which is within the jurisdiction of a state agency other than the Commission; or

(b) Decides to locate his or her business in Nevada.

Sec. 30. NRS 231.069 is hereby amended to read as follows:

231.069  1.  Except as otherwise provided in NRS 239.0115, if so requested by a client, the [Commission on Economic Development] Office shall keep confidential any record or other document in its possession concerning the initial contact with and research and planning for that client. If such a request is made, the Executive Director of the Commission shall attach to the file containing the record or document a certificate signed by him or her stating that a request for confidentiality was made by the client and the date of the request.

2.  Records and documents that are confidential pursuant to subsection 1 remain confidential until the client:
(a) Initiates any process regarding the location of his or her business in Nevada which is within the jurisdiction of a state agency other than the Commission; or
(b) Decides to locate his or her business in Nevada.

Sec. 30.3. NRS 231.080 is hereby amended to read as follows:

231.080 The Executive Director of the Commission on Economic Development:

1. Must be appointed by the Governor from a list of three persons submitted to the Governor by the Commission. The person appointed as Executive Director of the Commission must have had successful experience in the administration and promotion of a program comparable to that provided in NRS 231.020 to 231.130, inclusive.

2. Is responsible to the Commission and serves at its pleasure.

3. Shall, except as otherwise provided in NRS 284.143, devote his or her entire time to the duties of his or her office and shall not follow any other gainful employment or occupation.

Sec. 30.7. NRS 231.090 is hereby amended to read as follows:

231.090 The Executive Director of the Commission shall direct and supervise all its administrative and technical activities, including coordinating its plans for economic development, promoting the production of motion pictures, scheduling the Commission's programs, analyzing the effectiveness of those programs and associated expenditures, and cooperating with other governmental agencies which have programs related to economic development. In addition to other powers and duties, the Executive Director of the Commission:

1. Shall attend all meetings of the Commission and act as its Secretary, keeping minutes and audio recordings or transcripts of its proceedings.

2. Shall report regularly to the Commission concerning the administration of its policies and programs.

3. Shall report annually to the Governor and the Commission regarding the work of the Commission and may make such special reports as he or she considers desirable to the Governor.

4. May perform any other lawful acts which he or she considers desirable to carry out the provisions of NRS 231.020 to 231.130, inclusive.

Sec. 31. NRS 231.125 is hereby amended to read as follows:

231.125 1. The Office may charge such fees for:

(a) Materials prepared for distribution by the Office;
(b) Advertising in materials prepared by the Office; and
(c) Services performed by the Office on behalf of others, such as the procurement of permits,

as it deems necessary to support the activities of the Office.
2. All such fees must be deposited with the State Treasurer for credit to the [Commission] Office and may be expended in addition to other money appropriated for the support of the [Commission] Office.

Sec. 31.3. NRS 231.127 is hereby amended to read as follows:

231.127  1. The Division of Motion Pictures shall formulate a program to promote the production of motion pictures in Nevada. The program must include development of:

(a) A directory of the names of persons, firms and governmental agencies in this State which are capable of furnishing the skills and facilities needed in all phases of the production of motion pictures; and

(b) A library containing [videotapes] audiovisual recordings which depict the variety and extent of the locations in this State which are available for the production of motion pictures.

The directory of names and the library of [videotapes] audiovisual recordings must be kept current and be cross-referenced.

2. The program may include:

(a) The preparation and distribution of other appropriate promotional and informational material, including advertising, which points out desirable locations within the State for the production of motion pictures, explains the benefits and advantages of producing motion pictures in this State, and describes the services and assistance available from this State and its local governments;

(b) Assistance to motion picture companies in securing permits to film at certain locations and in obtaining other services connected with the production of motion pictures; and

(c) Encouragement of cooperation among local, state and federal agencies and public organizations in the location and production of motion pictures.

Sec. 31.5. NRS 231.130 is hereby amended to read as follows:

231.130  In performing their duties, the Executive Director of the Commission on Economic Development and the Administrator of the Division of Motion Pictures shall not interfere with the functions of any other state agencies, but those agencies shall, from time to time, on request, furnish the Executive Director of the Commission with data and other information from their records bearing on the objectives of the Commission. The Executive Director of the Commission shall avail himself or herself of records and assistance of such other state agencies as in the opinion of the Governor or Executive Director of the Commission might make a contribution to the work of the Commission.

Sec. 31.7. NRS 231.130 is hereby amended to read as follows:

231.130  Except as otherwise provided by law, in performing their duties, the Executive Director of the Commission on Economic Development Office and the Administrator of the Division of Motion Pictures shall not interfere with the functions of any other state agencies, but those agencies shall, from time to time, on request, furnish the Executive Director of the Commission with data and other information from their
records bearing on the objectives of the [Commission] Office. The Executive Director [of the Commission] shall avail himself or herself of records and assistance of such other state agencies as in the opinion of the Governor or Executive Director [of the Commission] might make a contribution to the work of the [Commission] Office.

Sec. 32.  NRS 231.139 is hereby amended to read as follows:

231.139  1.  The [Commission on Economic Development] Office shall certify a business for the benefits provided pursuant to NRS 704.223 if the [Commission] Office finds that:

(a) The business is consistent with the State Plan for [Industrial] Economic Development [and Diversification and any guidelines adopted pursuant to the Plan developed by the Executive Director pursuant to subsection 2 of section 14 of this act];

(b) The business is engaged in the primary trade of preparing, fabricating, manufacturing or otherwise processing raw material or an intermediate product through a process in which at least 50 percent of the material or product is recycled on-site;

(c) Establishing the business will require the business to make a capital investment of $50,000,000 in Nevada; and

(d) The economic benefit to the State of approving the certification exceeds the cost to the State.

2.  The [Commission on Economic Development] Office may:

(a) Request an allocation from the Contingency Fund pursuant to NRS 353.266, 353.268 and 353.269 to cover the costs incurred by the [Commission] Office pursuant to this section and NRS 704.032.

(b) Impose a reasonable fee for an application for certification pursuant to this section to cover the costs incurred by the [Commission] Office in investigating and ruling on the application.

(c) Adopt such regulations as it deems necessary to carry out the provisions of this section.

Sec. 32.5.  NRS 231.141 is hereby amended to read as follows:

231.141 As used in NRS 231.141 to 231.152, inclusive, unless the context otherwise requires, the words and terms defined in NRS 231.142, 231.143 and 231.146 have the meanings ascribed to them in those sections.

Sec. 33.  NRS 231.147 is hereby amended to read as follows:

231.147  1.  A person who operates a business or will operate a business in this State may apply to the [Commission] Office for approval of a program. The application must be submitted on a form prescribed by the [Commission] Office.

2.  Each application must include:

(a) The name, address and telephone number of the business;

(b) The number and types of jobs for the business that are available or will be available upon completion of the program;

(c) A statement of the objectives of the proposed program;

(d) The estimated cost for each person enrolled in the program; and
(e) A statement signed by the applicant certifying that, if the program set forth in the application is approved and money is granted by the [Commission] Office to a community college for the program, each employee who completes the program:

(1) Will be employed in a full-time and permanent position in the business; and

(2) While employed in that position, will be paid not less than 80 percent of the lesser of the average industrial hourly wage in:
   (I) This State; or
   (II) The county in which the business is located,
   as determined by the Employment Security Division of the Department of Employment, Training and Rehabilitation on July 1 of each fiscal year.

3. Upon request, the [Commission] Office may assist an applicant in completing an application pursuant to the provisions of this section.

4. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 5, the [Commission] Office shall approve or deny each application [at the next regularly scheduled meeting of the Commission] within 45 days after receipt of the application. When considering an application, the [Commission] Office shall give priority to a business that:
   (a) Provides high-skill and high-wage jobs to residents of this State; and
   (b) To the greatest extent practicable, uses materials for the business that are produced or bought in this State.
   (c) Is consistent with the State Plan for Economic Development developed by the Executive Director pursuant to subsection 2 of section 14 of this act.

5. Before approving an application, the [Commission] Office shall establish the amount of matching money that the applicant must provide for the program. The amount established by the [Commission] Office for that applicant must not be less than 25 percent of the amount the [Commission] Office approves for the program.

6. If the [Commission] Office approves an application, it shall notify the applicant, in writing, within 10 days after the application is approved.

7. If the [Commission] Office denies an application, it shall, within 10 days after the application is denied, notify the applicant in writing. The notice must include the reason for denying the application.

Sec. 34. NRS 231.149 is hereby amended to read as follows:

231.149  1. The [Commission] Office may apply for or accept any gifts, grants, donations or contributions from any source to carry out the provisions of NRS 231.141 to 231.152, inclusive.

2. Any money the [Commission] Office receives pursuant to subsection 1 must be deposited in the State Treasury pursuant to NRS 231.151.

Sec. 35. NRS 231.151 is hereby amended to read as follows:

231.151  1. Any money the [Commission] Office receives pursuant to NRS 231.149 or that is appropriated to carry out the provisions of NRS 231.141 to 231.152, inclusive:
(a) Must be deposited in the State Treasury and accounted for separately in the State General Fund; and
(b) May only be used to carry out those provisions.

2. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 3, the balance remaining in the account that has not been committed for expenditure on or before June 30 of a fiscal year reverts to the State General Fund.

3. In calculating the uncommitted remaining balance in the account at the end of a fiscal year, any money in the account that is attributable to a gift, grant, donation or contribution:
   (a) To the extent not inconsistent with a term of the gift, grant, donation or contribution, shall be deemed to have been committed for expenditure before any money that is attributable to a legislative appropriation; and
   (b) Must be excluded from the calculation of the uncommitted remaining balance in the account at the end of the fiscal year if necessary to comply with a term of the gift, grant, donation or contribution.

4. The [Commission] Office shall administer the account. Any interest or income earned on the money in the account must be credited to the account. Any claims against the account must be paid as other claims against the State are paid.

Sec. 36. NRS 231.152 is hereby amended to read as follows:
231.152 The [Commission] Office may adopt such regulations as are necessary to carry out the provisions of NRS 231.147.

Sec. 37. (Deleted by amendment.)
Sec. 38. (Deleted by amendment.)
Sec. 39. (Deleted by amendment.)
Sec. 40. (Deleted by amendment.)
Sec. 41. NRS 231.350 is hereby amended to read as follows:
231.350 1. The Committee for the Development of Projects Relating to Tourism is hereby created within the Commission on Tourism. The Committee consists of:
   (a) The Lieutenant Governor, who is an ex officio member of the Committee and shall serve as the Chair of the Committee;
   (b) Three members of the [Commission on Economic Development] Board, appointed by the Lieutenant Governor; and
   (c) Three members of the Commission on Tourism, appointed by the Lieutenant Governor.

2. If an appointed member of the Committee ceases to be a member of the [Commission on Economic Development] Board or the Commission on Tourism, the appointed member becomes ineligible for membership on the Committee and the Lieutenant Governor shall appoint a replacement from the [Commission on Economic Development] Board or the Commission on Tourism, respectively.

3. The Lieutenant Governor may remove an appointed member from the Committee if the member neglects his or her duty or commits malfeasance in office.
4. The appointed members of the Committee who are members of the Commission on Economic Development Board or the Commission on Tourism, respectively, may be paid the per diem allowance and travel expenses provided for state officers and employees generally by their respective commissions, as the budgets of those commissions allow.

5. The Committee shall meet at the call of the Lieutenant Governor.

6. The Commission on Tourism and the Office of Economic Development shall jointly provide administrative support for the Committee.

Sec. 42. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 43. NRS 232.522 is hereby amended to read as follows:

232.522 The Director may:

1. Create within the Department, as part of the Office of the Director, an Office of Business Finance and Planning to:

   (a) Administer and coordinate programs related to financing for the assistance of entities engaged in business and industry in this state;

   (b) Provide information to the public concerning the regulatory programs, assistance programs, and other services and activities of the Department; and

   (c) Interact with other public or private entities to coordinate and improve access to the Department's programs related to the growth and retention of business and industry in this state.

2. Create within the Department, as part of the Office of Business Finance and Planning, a Center for Business Advocacy and Services:

   (a) To assist small businesses in obtaining information about financing and other basic resources which are necessary for success;

   (b) In cooperation with the Executive Director of the Office of Economic Development, to increase public awareness of the importance of developing manufacturing as an industry and to assist in identifying and encouraging public support of businesses and industries that manufacture goods in this state;

   (c) To serve as an advocate for small businesses, subject to the supervision of the Director or the Director's representative, both within and outside the Department;

   (d) To assist the Office of Business Finance and Planning in establishing an information and referral service within the Department that is responsive to the inquiries of business and industry which are directed to the Department or any entity within the Department; and

   (e) In cooperation with the Executive Director of the Office of Economic Development, to advise the Director and the Office of Business Finance and Planning in developing and improving programs of the Department to serve more effectively and support the growth, development and diversification of business and industry in this state.

3. Require divisions, offices, commissions, boards, agencies or other entities of the Department to work together to carry out their statutory duties, to resolve or address particular issues or projects or otherwise to increase the
efficiency of the operation of the Department as a whole and the level of
communication and cooperation among the various entities within the
Department.

Sec. 44. NRS 232.935 is hereby amended to read as follows:

232.935  1. In appointing members of the Governor's Workforce
Investment Board, the Governor shall ensure that the membership as a whole
represents:
(a) Industry sectors which are essential to this State and which are driven
primarily by demand;
(b) Communities and areas of economic development which are essential
to this State; and
(c) The diversity of the workforce of this State, including, without
limitation, geographic diversity and the diversity within regions of this State.

2. The Governor's Workforce Investment Board shall:
(a) Identify:
(1) Industry sectors which are essential to this State; and
(2) The region or regions of this State where the majority of the
operations of each of those industry sectors is conducted.
(b) Establish:
(1) Regional goals for economic development for each of the industry
sectors identified pursuant to paragraph (a); and
(2) A council for each industry sector.
(c) Consider and develop programs to promote:
(1) Strategies to improve labor markets for industries and regions of this
State, including, without limitation, improving the availability of relevant
information;
(2) Coordination of the efforts of relevant public and private agencies
and organizations;
(3) Strategies for providing funding as needed by various industry
sectors;
(4) Increased production capacities for various industry sectors;
(5) The development of useful measurements of performance and
outcomes in various industry sectors;
(6) Participation by and assistance from state and local government
agencies;
(7) Expanded market penetration, including, without limitation, by
providing assistance to employers with small numbers of employees;
(8) Partnerships between labor and management;
(9) Business associations;
(10) The development of improved instructional and educational
resources for employers and employees; and
(11) The development of improved economies of scale, as applicable, in
industry sectors.

3. Each industry sector council established pursuant to subparagraph (2)
of paragraph (b) of subsection 2:
(a) Must be composed of representatives from:
   (1) Employers within that industry;
   (2) Organized labor within that industry;
   (3) Universities and community colleges; and
   (4) Any other relevant group of persons deemed to be appropriate by
the Board.

(b) Shall, within the parameters set forth in the American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act of 2009 or the parameters of any other program for which
the federal funding is available, identify job training and education programs
which the industry sector council determines to have the greatest likelihood
of meeting the regional goals for economic development established for that
industry sector pursuant to subparagraph (1) of paragraph (b) of subsection 2.

4. The Board shall:
   (a) Identify and apply for federal funding available for the job training and
       education programs identified pursuant to paragraph (b) of subsection 3;
   (b) Consider and approve or disapprove applications for money;
   (c) Provide and administer grants of money to industry sector councils for
       the purpose of establishing job training and education programs in industry
       sectors for which regional goals for economic development have been
       established pursuant to subparagraph (1) of paragraph (b) of subsection 2; and
   (d) Adopt regulations establishing:
       (1) Guidelines for the submission and review of applications to receive
       grants of money from the Department; and
       (2) Criteria and standards for the eligibility for and use of any grants
       made pursuant to paragraph (c).

 Except as otherwise required as a condition of federal funding, the
regulations required by this subsection must give priority to job training
and education programs that are consistent with the State Plan for
Economic Development developed by the Executive Director of the Office
of Economic Development pursuant to subsection 2 of section 14 of this
act.

5. In carrying out its powers and duties pursuant to this section, the
Board shall consult with the Executive Director of the Office of Economic
Development and shall cooperate with the Executive Director in
implementing the State Plan for Economic Development developed by the
Executive Director pursuant to subsection 2 of section 14 of this act.

6. As used in this section, "industry sector" means a group of employers
closely linked by common products or services, workforce needs, similar
technologies, supply chains or other economic links.

Sec. 45. NRS 75.100 is hereby amended to read as follows:
75.100 1. The Secretary of State shall provide for the establishment of
a state business portal to facilitate interaction among businesses and
governmental agencies in this State by allowing businesses to conduct
necessary transactions with governmental agencies in this State through use of the state business portal.

2. The Secretary of State shall:
   (a) Establish, through cooperative efforts, the standards and requirements necessary to design, build and implement the state business portal;
   (b) Establish the standards and requirements necessary for a state or local agency to participate in the state business portal;
   (c) Authorize a state or local agency to participate in the state business portal if the Secretary of State determines that the agency meets the standards and requirements necessary for such participation;
   (d) Determine the appropriate requirements to be used by businesses and governmental agencies conducting transactions through use of the state business portal; \*[and\] \[\]
   (e) In carrying out the provisions of this section, consult with the Executive Director of the Office of Economic Development to ensure that the activities of the Secretary of State are consistent with the State Plan for Economic Development developed by the Executive Director pursuant to subsection 2 of section 14 of this act; and
   (f) Adopt such regulations and take any appropriate action as necessary to carry out the provisions of this chapter.

Sec. 46. NRS 120A.620 is hereby amended to read as follows:

120A.620  1. There is hereby created in the State General Fund the Abandoned Property Trust Account.

2. All money received by the Administrator under this chapter, including the proceeds from the sale of abandoned property, must be deposited by the Administrator in the State General Fund for credit to the Account.

3. Before making a deposit, the Administrator shall record the name and last known address of each person appearing from the holders' reports to be entitled to the abandoned property and the name and last known address of each insured person or annuitant, and with respect to each policy or contract listed in the report of an insurance company, its number, the name of the company and the amount due. The record must be available for public inspection at all reasonable business hours.

4. The Administrator may pay from money available in the Account:
   (a) Any costs in connection with the sale of abandoned property.
   (b) Any costs of mailing and publication in connection with any abandoned property.
   (c) Reasonable service charges.
   (d) Any costs incurred in examining the records of a holder and in collecting the abandoned property.
   (e) Any valid claims filed pursuant to this chapter.

5. Except as otherwise provided in NRS 120A.610, by the end of each fiscal year, the balance in the Account must be transferred as follows:
   (a) The sum of $10,000,000 to the Catalyst Fund created by section 16 of this act.
(b) The sum of $7,600,000 [each year must be transferred] to the Millennium Scholarship Trust Fund created by NRS 396.926.

(c) The remainder must be transferred to the State General Fund, but remains subject to the valid claims of holders pursuant to NRS 120A.590 and owners pursuant to NRS 120A.640. No such claim may be satisfied from money in the Catalyst Fund or the Millennium Scholarship Trust Fund.

6. If there is an insufficient amount of money in the Account to pay any cost or charge pursuant to subsection 4, the State Board of Examiners may, upon the application of the Administrator, authorize a temporary transfer from the State General Fund to the Account of an amount necessary to pay those costs or charges. The Administrator shall repay the amount of the transfer as soon as sufficient money is available in the Account. [Deleted by amendment.]

Sec. 47. NRS 218D.355 is hereby amended to read as follows:

218D.355  1. Any state legislation enacted on or after July 1, 2009, which authorizes or requires the [Commission on Economic Development] Office to approve any abatement of taxes or increases the amount of any abatement of taxes which the [Commission] Office is authorized or required to approve:

(a) Expires by limitation 10 years after the effective date of that legislation.

(b) Does not apply to:

(1) Any taxes imposed pursuant to NRS 374.110 or 374.190; or

(2) Any entity that receives:

(I) Any funding from a governmental entity, other than any private activity bonds as defined in 26 U.S.C. § 141; or

(II) Any real or personal property from a governmental entity at no cost or at a reduced cost.

(c) Requires each recipient of the abatement to submit to the Department of Taxation, on or before the last day of each even-numbered year, a report on whether the recipient is in compliance with the terms of the abatement. The Department of Taxation shall establish a form for the report and may adopt such regulations as it determines to be appropriate to carry out this paragraph. The report must include, without limitation:

(1) The date the recipient commenced operation in this State;

(2) The number of employees actually employed by the recipient and the average hourly wage of those employees;

(3) An accounting of any fees paid by the recipient to the State and to local governmental entities;

(4) An accounting of the property taxes paid by the recipient and the amount of those taxes that would have been due if not for the abatement;

(5) An accounting of the sales and use taxes paid by the recipient and the amount of those taxes that would have been due if not for the abatement;

(6) An accounting of the total capital investment made in connection with the project to which the abatement applies; and
(7) An accounting of the total investment in personal property made in connection with the project to which the abatement applies.

2. On or before January 15 of each odd-numbered year, the Department of Taxation shall:
   (a) Based upon the information submitted to the Department of Taxation pursuant to paragraph (c) of subsection 1, prepare a written report of its findings regarding whether the costs of the abatement exceed the benefits of the abatement; and
   (b) Submit the report to the Director of the Legislative Counsel Bureau for transmittal to the Legislature.

Sec. 47.5. NRS 274.020 is hereby amended to read as follows:

274.020 "Administrator" means the [state officer appointed by the Governor to administer the provisions of this chapter.] Executive Director of the Office of Economic Development.

Sec. 48. NRS 274.090 is hereby amended to read as follows:

274.090 1. The [Governor shall appoint a qualified person in the Commission on] Executive Director of the Office of Economic Development shall serve as Administrator.

2. The Administrator shall:
   (a) Administer this chapter.
   (b) Submit reports evaluating the effectiveness of the programs established pursuant to this chapter together with any suggestions for legislation to the Legislature by February 1 of every odd-numbered year. The reports must contain statistics concerning initial and current population, employment, per capita income, corporate income and the construction of housing for each specially benefited zone.
   (c) Adopt all necessary regulations to carry out the provisions of this chapter.

Sec. 49. NRS 274.310 is hereby amended to read as follows:

274.310 1. A person who intends to locate a business in this State within:
   (a) A historically underutilized business zone, as defined in 15 U.S.C. § 632;
   (b) A redevelopment area created pursuant to NRS 279.382 to 279.685, inclusive;
   (c) An area eligible for a community development block grant pursuant to 24 C.F.R. Part 570; or
   (d) An enterprise community established pursuant to 24 C.F.R. Part 597, may submit a request to the governing body of the county, city or town in which the business would operate for an endorsement of an application by the person to the [Commission on] Office of Economic Development for a partial abatement of one or more of the taxes imposed pursuant to chapter 361 or 374 of NRS. The governing body of the county, city or town shall provide notice of the request to the board of trustees of the school district in which the business would operate. The notice must set forth the date, time
and location of the hearing at which the governing body will consider whether to endorse the application.

2. The governing body of a county, city or town shall develop procedures for:

(a) Evaluating whether such an abatement would be beneficial for the economic development of the county, city or town.

(b) Issuing a certificate of endorsement for an application for such an abatement that is found to be beneficial for the economic development of the county, city or town.

3. A person whose application has been endorsed by the governing body of the county, city or town, as applicable, pursuant to this section may submit the application to the [Commission on] Office of Economic Development. The [Commission] Office makes the following determinations:

(a) The business is consistent with:

(1) The State Plan for [Industrial Development and Diversification that is developed by the Commission pursuant to NRS 231.067;] Economic Development developed by the Executive Director of the Office of Economic Development pursuant to subsection 2 of section 14 of this act; and

(2) Any guidelines adopted pursuant to the State Plan, by the Executive Director of the Office of Economic Development to implement the State Plan for Economic Development.

(b) The applicant has executed an agreement with the [Commission] Office which states that the business will, after the date on which a certificate of eligibility for the abatement is issued pursuant to subsection 4:

(1) Commence operation and continue in operation in the historically underutilized business zone, as defined in 15 U.S.C. § 632, redevelopment area created pursuant to NRS 279.382 to 279.685, inclusive, area eligible for a community development block grant pursuant to 24 C.F.R. Part 570 or enterprise community established pursuant to 24 C.F.R. Part 597 for a period specified by the [Commission] Office, which must be at least 5 years; and

(2) Continue to meet the eligibility requirements set forth in this subsection.

The agreement must bind successors in interest of the business for the specified period.

(c) The business is registered pursuant to the laws of this State or the applicant commits to obtain a valid business license and all other permits required by the county, city or town in which the business will operate.

(d) The applicant invested or commits to invest a minimum of $500,000 in capital.

4. If the [Commission on] Office of Economic Development approves an application for a partial abatement, the [Commission] Office shall immediately forward a certificate of eligibility for the abatement to:

(a) The Department of Taxation;
(b) The Nevada Tax Commission; and
(c) If the partial abatement is from the property tax imposed pursuant to chapter 361 of NRS, the county treasurer of the county in which the business will be located.

5. If a business whose partial abatement has been approved pursuant to this section and is in effect ceases:
   (a) To meet the eligibility requirements for the partial abatement; or
   (b) Operation before the time specified in the agreement described in paragraph (b) of subsection 3,
the business shall repay to the Department of Taxation or, if the partial abatement was from the property tax imposed pursuant to chapter 361 of NRS, to the county treasurer, the amount of the exemption that was allowed pursuant to this section before the failure of the business to comply unless the Nevada Tax Commission determines that the business has substantially complied with the requirements of this section. Except as otherwise provided in NRS 360.232 and 360.320, the business shall, in addition to the amount of the exemption required to be paid pursuant to this subsection, pay interest on the amount due at the rate most recently established pursuant to NRS 99.040 for each month, or portion thereof, from the last day of the month following the period for which the payment would have been made had the partial abatement not been approved until the date of payment of the tax.

6. The Office of Economic Development may adopt such regulations as the Office determines to be necessary or advisable to carry out the provisions of this section.

7. An applicant for an abatement who is aggrieved by a final decision of the Office of Economic Development may petition for judicial review in the manner provided in chapter 233B of NRS.

Sec. 50. NRS 274.320 is hereby amended to read as follows:

274.320 1. A person who intends to expand a business in this State within:
   (a) A historically underutilized business zone, as defined in 15 U.S.C. § 632;
   (b) A redevelopment area created pursuant to NRS 279.382 to 279.685, inclusive;
   (c) An area eligible for a community development block grant pursuant to 24 C.F.R. Part 570; or
   (d) An enterprise community established pursuant to 24 C.F.R. Part 597, may submit a request to the governing body of the county, city or town in which the business operates for an endorsement of an application by the person to the Office of Economic Development for a partial abatement of the taxes imposed on capital equipment pursuant to chapter 374 of NRS. The governing body of the county, city or town shall provide notice of the request to the board of trustees of the school district in which the business operates. The notice must set forth the date, time and
The governing body of a county, city or town shall develop procedures for:

(a) Evaluating whether such an abatement would be beneficial for the economic development of the county, city or town.

(b) Issuing a certificate of endorsement for an application for such an abatement that is found to be beneficial for the economic development of the county, city or town.

3. A person whose application has been endorsed by the governing body of the county, city or town, as applicable, pursuant to this section may submit the application to the [Commission on] Office of Economic Development. The [Commission] Office shall approve the application if the [Commission] Office makes the following determinations:

(a) The business is consistent with:

(1) The State Plan for Industrial Development and Diversification that is developed by the Commission pursuant to NRS 231.067; Economic Development developed by the Executive Director of Economic Development pursuant to subsection 2 of section 14 of this act; and

(2) Any guidelines adopted pursuant to the State Plan by the Executive Director of the Office of Economic Development to implement the State Plan for Economic Development.

(b) The applicant has executed an agreement with the [Commission] Office which states that the business will, after the date on which a certificate of eligibility for the abatement is issued pursuant to subsection 4:

(1) Continue in operation in the historically underutilized business zone, as defined in 15 U.S.C. § 632, redevelopment area created pursuant to NRS 279.382 to 279.685, inclusive, area eligible for a community development block grant pursuant to 24 C.F.R. Part 570 or enterprise community established pursuant to 24 C.F.R. Part 597 for a period specified by the [Commission] Office, which must be at least 5 years; and

(2) Continue to meet the eligibility requirements set forth in this subsection.

The agreement must bind successors in interest of the business for the specified period.

(c) The business is registered pursuant to the laws of this State or the applicant commits to obtain a valid business license and all other permits required by the county, city or town in which the business operates.

(d) The applicant invested or commits to invest a minimum of $250,000 in capital equipment.

4. If the [Commission on] Office of Economic Development approves an application for a partial abatement, the [Commission] Office shall immediately forward a certificate of eligibility for the abatement to:

(a) The Department of Taxation; and

(b) The Nevada Tax Commission.
5. If a business whose partial abatement has been approved pursuant to this section and is in effect ceases:
   (a) To meet the eligibility requirements for the partial abatement; or
   (b) Operation before the time specified in the agreement described in paragraph (b) of subsection 3,

the business shall repay to the Department of Taxation the amount of the exemption that was allowed pursuant to this section before the failure of the business to comply unless the Nevada Tax Commission determines that the business has substantially complied with the requirements of this section. Except as otherwise provided in NRS 360.232 and 360.320, the business shall, in addition to the amount of the exemption required to be paid pursuant to this subsection, pay interest on the amount due at the rate most recently established pursuant to NRS 99.040 for each month, or portion thereof, from the last day of the month following the period for which the payment would have been made had the partial abatement not been approved until the date of payment of the tax.

6. The Commission on Office of Economic Development may adopt such regulations as the Office of Economic Development determines to be necessary or advisable to carry out the provisions of this section.

7. An applicant for an abatement who is aggrieved by a final decision of the Commission on Office of Economic Development may petition for judicial review in the manner provided in chapter 233B of NRS.

Sec. 51. NRS 274.330 is hereby amended to read as follows:

274.330 1. A person who owns a business which is located within an enterprise community established pursuant to 24 C.F.R. Part 597 in this State may submit a request to the governing body of the county, city or town in which the business is located for an endorsement of an application by the person to the Commission on Office of Economic Development for a partial abatement of one or more of the taxes imposed pursuant to chapter 361 or 374 of NRS. The governing body of the county, city or town shall provide notice of the request to the board of trustees of the school district in which the business operates. The notice must set forth the date, time and location of the hearing at which the governing body will consider whether to endorse the application.

2. The governing body of a county, city or town shall develop procedures for:
   (a) Evaluating whether such an abatement would be beneficial for the economic development of the county, city or town.
   (b) Issuing a certificate of endorsement for an application for such an abatement that is found to be beneficial for the economic development of the county, city or town.

3. A person whose application has been endorsed by the governing body of the county, city or town, as applicable, pursuant to this section may submit the application to the Commission on Office of Economic Development.
The [Commission] Office shall approve the application if the [Commission] Office makes the following determinations:

(a) The business is consistent with:

(1) The State Plan for [Industrial Development and Diversification that is developed by the Commission pursuant to NRS 231.067] Economic Development developed by the Executive Director of the Office of Economic Development pursuant to subsection 2 of section 14 of this act; and

(2) Any guidelines adopted pursuant to the State Plan by the Executive Director of the Office of Economic Development to implement the State Plan for Economic Development.

(b) The applicant has executed an agreement with the [Commission] Office which states that the business will, after the date on which a certificate of eligibility for the abatement is issued pursuant to subsection 4:

(1) Continue in operation in the enterprise community for a period specified by the [Commission] Office, which must be at least 5 years; and

(2) Continue to meet the eligibility requirements set forth in this subsection.

(c) The business is registered pursuant to the laws of this State or the applicant commits to obtain a valid business license and all other permits required by the county, city or town in which the business operates.

(d) The business:

(1) Employs one or more dislocated workers who reside in the enterprise community; and

(2) Pays such employees a wage of not less than 100 percent of the federally designated level signifying poverty for a family of four persons and provides medical benefits to the employees and their dependents.

4. If the [Commission] Office of Economic Development approves an application for a partial abatement, the [Commission] Office shall:

(a) Determine the percentage of employees of the business which meet the requirements of paragraph (d) of subsection 3 and grant a partial abatement equal to that percentage; and

(b) Immediately forward a certificate of eligibility for the abatement to:

(1) The Department of Taxation;

(2) The Nevada Tax Commission; and

(3) If the partial abatement is from the property tax imposed pursuant to chapter 361 of NRS, the county treasurer of the county in which the business is located.

5. If a business whose partial abatement has been approved pursuant to this section and is in effect ceases:

(a) To meet the eligibility requirements for the partial abatement; or

(b) Operation before the time specified in the agreement described in paragraph (b) of subsection 3,
the business shall repay to the Department of Taxation or, if the partial abatement was from the property tax imposed pursuant to chapter 361 of NRS, to the county treasurer, the amount of the exemption that was allowed pursuant to this section before the failure of the business to comply unless the Nevada Tax Commission determines that the business has substantially complied with the requirements of this section. Except as otherwise provided in NRS 360.232 and 360.320, the business shall, in addition to the amount of the exemption required to be paid pursuant to this subsection, pay interest on the amount due at the rate most recently established pursuant to NRS 99.040 for each month, or portion thereof, from the last day of the month following the period for which the payment would have been made had the partial abatement not been approved until the date of payment of the tax.

6. The [Commission on] Office of Economic Development:
   (a) Shall adopt regulations relating to the minimum level of benefits that a business must provide to its employees to qualify for an abatement pursuant to this section.
   (b) May adopt such other regulations as the [Commission] Office determines to be necessary or advisable to carry out the provisions of this section.

7. An applicant for an abatement who is aggrieved by a final decision of the [Commission on] Office of Economic Development may petition for judicial review in the manner provided in chapter 233B of NRS.

7. As used in this section, "dislocated worker" means a person who:
   (a) Has been terminated, laid off or received notice of termination or layoff from employment;
   (b) Is eligible for or receiving or has exhausted his or her entitlement to unemployment compensation;
   (c) Has been dependent on the income of another family member but is no longer supported by that income;
   (d) Has been self-employed but is no longer receiving an income from self-employment because of general economic conditions in the community or natural disaster; or
   (e) Is currently unemployed and unable to return to a previous industry or occupation.

Sec. 52. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 52.3. Chapter 349 of NRS is hereby amended by adding thereto a new section to read as follows:

1. Except as otherwise provided in NRS 349.640, the Director shall not finance a project without the approval of the Office of Economic Development. The Office shall approve the financing of a project if it determines that the project is consistent with the State Plan for Economic Development developed by the Executive Director of the Office pursuant to subsection 2 of section 14 of this act.
2. The Director shall cooperate with the Office of Economic Development in carrying out the provisions of this section and provide such assistance as the Office determines to be necessary for that purpose.

Sec. 52.5. NRS 349.400 is hereby amended to read as follows:

349.400 As used in NRS 349.400 to 349.670, inclusive, and section 52.3 of this act, unless the context otherwise requires, the words and terms defined in NRS 349.405 to 349.540, inclusive, have the meanings ascribed to them in those sections.

Sec. 52.7. NRS 349.560 is hereby amended to read as follows:

349.560 It is the intent of the Legislature to authorize the Director, with the approval of the Office of Economic Development, to finance, acquire, own, lease, improve and dispose of properties to:

1. Promote industry and employment and develop trade by inducing manufacturing, industrial, warehousing and commercial enterprises and organizations for research and development to locate, remain or expand in this state to further prosperity throughout the State and to further the use of the agricultural products and the natural resources of this state.

2. Enhance public safety by protecting hotels, motels, apartment buildings, casinos, office buildings and their occupants from fire.

3. Promote the public health by enabling the acquisition, development, expansion and maintenance of health and care facilities and supplemental facilities for health and care facilities which will provide services of high quality at reasonable rates to the residents of the community in which the facilities are situated.

4. Promote the educational, cultural, economic and general welfare of the public by financing civic and cultural enterprises, certain educational institutions and the preservation or restoration of historic structures.

5. Promote the social welfare of the residents of this state by enabling a corporation for public benefit to acquire, develop, expand and maintain facilities that provide services for those residents.

6. Promote the generation of electricity in this state.

Sec. 53. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 53.3. NRS 349.580 is hereby amended to read as follows:

349.580 Except as otherwise provided in NRS 349.595 and 349.640, the Director shall not finance a project unless, before financing:

1. The Director finds that:

(a) The project to be financed has been approved for financing pursuant to the requirements of NRS 244A.669 to 244A.763, inclusive, or 268.512 to 268.568, inclusive; and

(b) There has been a request by a city or county to have the Director issue bonds to finance the project; or

2. The Director finds and both the Board and the governing body of the city or county where the project is to be located approve the findings of the Director that:
(a) The project consists of any land, building or other improvement and all real and personal properties necessary in connection therewith, excluding inventories, raw materials and working capital, whether or not in existence, which is suitable for new construction, improvement, preservation, restoration, rehabilitation or redevelopment:

(1) For manufacturing, industrial, warehousing, civic, cultural or other commercial enterprises, educational institutions, corporations for public benefit or organizations for research and development;

(2) For a health and care facility or a supplemental facility for a health and care facility;

(3) Of real or personal property appropriate for addition to a hotel, motel, apartment building, casino or office building to protect it or its occupants from fire;

(4) Of a historic structure; or

(5) For a renewable energy generation project;

(b) The project will provide a public benefit;

(c) The contemplated lessee, purchaser or other obligor has sufficient financial resources to place the project in operation and to continue its operation, meeting the obligations of the lease, purchase contract or financing agreement;

(d) There are sufficient safeguards to assure that all money provided by the Department will be expended solely for the purposes of the project;

(e) The project would be compatible with existing facilities in the area adjacent to the location of the project;

(f) The project:

(1) Is compatible with the plan of the State for economic diversification and development or for the marketing and development of tourism in this state; or

(2) Promotes the generation of electricity in this state;

(g) Through the advice of counsel or other reliable source, the project has received all approvals by the local, state and federal governments which may be necessary to proceed with construction, improvement, rehabilitation or redevelopment of the project; and

(h) There has been a request by a city, county, lessee, purchaser, other obligor or other enterprise to have the Director issue revenue bonds for industrial development to finance the project.

Sec. 53.5. NRS 349.595 is hereby amended to read as follows:

349.595 1. Except as otherwise provided in section 52.3 of this act, the Director may provide financing for a project pursuant to this section if:

(a) The financing is limited in amount and purpose to the payment of the costs associated with:

(1) The acquisition, refurbishing, replacement and installation of equipment for the project; and

(2) The issuance of bonds pursuant to this section;
(b) The total amount of the bonds issued pursuant to this section for a particular project does not exceed $2,500,000;

(c) The Director determines that the bonds will:

(1) Be sold only to qualified institutional buyers, as defined in Rule 144A of the Securities and Exchange Commission, 17 C.F.R. § 230.144A, in minimum denominations of at least $100,000; or

(2) Receive a rating within one of the top four rating categories of Moody's Investors Service, Inc., Standard and Poor's Rating Services or Fitch IBCA, Inc.;

(d) The Director makes the findings set forth in paragraphs (a) to (e), inclusive, (g) and (h), inclusive, of subsection 2 of NRS 349.580, and the governing body of the city or county where the project is to be located approves the findings of the Director; and

(e) The Director complies with the guidelines established pursuant to subsection 2.

2. The Board shall establish guidelines for the provision of financing for a project pursuant to this section.

Sec. 53.7. NRS 349.640 is hereby amended to read as follows:

349.640 1. Any bonds issued under the provisions of NRS 244A.669 to 244A.763, inclusive, 268.512 to 268.568, inclusive, or 349.400 to 349.670, inclusive, and section 52.3 of this act may be refunded by the Director by the issuance of refunding bonds in an amount which the Director deems necessary to refund the principal of the bonds to be so refunded, any unpaid interest thereon and any premiums and incidental expenses necessary to be paid in connection with refunding.

2. Refunding may be carried out whether the bonds to be refunded have matured or thereafter mature, either by sale of the refunding bonds and the application of the proceeds to the payment of the bonds to be refunded, or by exchange of the refunding bonds for the bonds to be refunded. The holders of the bonds to be refunded must not be compelled, without their consent, to surrender their bonds for payment or exchange before the date on which they are payable by maturity, option to redeem or otherwise, or if they are called for redemption before the date on which they are by their terms subject to redemption by option or otherwise.

3. All refunding bonds issued pursuant to this section must be payable solely from revenues and other money out of which the bonds to be refunded thereby are payable or from revenues out of which bonds of the same character may be made payable under this or any other law then in effect at the time of the refunding.

4. The Director shall not issue refunding bonds unless before the refinancing the Director finds that issuance of refunding bonds will provide a lower cost of financing for the obligor or provide some other public benefit, but the findings, determinations and approval required by NRS 349.580, 349.590 and 349.595 and section 52.3 of this act are not required with respect to refunding bonds issued pursuant to this section.
Sec. 54. NRS 349.800 is hereby amended to read as follows:

349.800  1. If the Director certifies to the Governor that there is a need to issue revenue bonds to carry out the program and that it is feasible to do so, the Governor may issue an executive order creating an Advisory Committee on Financing Exports, consisting of three members appointed by the Director.

2. The Director, in consultation with the Executive Director of the Commission on Office of Economic Development, shall appoint to serve as members of the Committee three persons who have proven experience in international trade and economic development which they acquired while engaged in finance, manufacturing, business administration, municipal finance, economics, law or general business.

3. After the initial terms, the term of each member is 3 years.

Sec. 55. NRS 360.225 is hereby amended to read as follows:

360.225  1. During the course of an investigation undertaken pursuant to NRS 360.130 of a person claiming:

(a) A partial abatement of property taxes pursuant to NRS 361.0687;
(b) An exemption from taxes pursuant to NRS 363B.120;
(c) A deferral of the payment of taxes on the sale of capital goods pursuant to NRS 372.397 or 374.402; or
(d) An abatement of taxes on the gross receipts from the sale, storage, use or other consumption of eligible machinery or equipment pursuant to NRS 374.357,

the Department shall investigate whether the person meets the eligibility requirements for the abatement, partial abatement, exemption or deferral that the person is claiming.

2. If the Department finds that the person does not meet the eligibility requirements for the abatement, exemption or deferral which the person is claiming, the Department shall report its findings to the Commission on Office of Economic Development and take any other necessary actions.

Sec. 56. NRS 360.750 is hereby amended to read as follows:

360.750  1. A person who intends to locate or expand a business in this State may apply to the Commission on Office of Economic Development for a partial abatement of one or more of the taxes imposed on the new or expanded business pursuant to chapter 361, 363B or 374 of NRS.

2. The Commission on Office of Economic Development shall approve an application for a partial abatement if the Commission makes the following determinations:

(a) The business is consistent with:

(1) The State Plan for Industrial Development and Diversification that is developed by the Commission pursuant to NRS 231.067; Economic Development developed by the Executive Director of the Office of Economic Development pursuant to subsection 2 of section 14 of this act; and
Any guidelines adopted by the Executive Director of the Office to implement the State Plan for Economic Development.

(b) The applicant has executed an agreement with the Office which must:

(1) Comply with the requirements of NRS 360.755;
(2) State that the business will, after the date on which a certificate of eligibility for the abatement is issued pursuant to subsection 4, continue in operation in this State for a period specified by the Office, which must be at least 5 years, and will continue to meet the eligibility requirements set forth in this subsection; and
(3) Bind the successors in interest of the business for the specified period.

c) The business is registered pursuant to the laws of this State or the applicant commits to obtain a valid business license and all other permits required by the county, city or town in which the business operates.

d) Except as otherwise provided in NRS 361.0687, if the business is a new business in a county whose population is 100,000 or more or a city whose population is 60,000 or more, the business meets at least two of the following requirements:

(1) The business will have 75 or more full-time employees on the payroll of the business by the fourth quarter that it is in operation.
(2) Establishing the business will require the business to make a capital investment of at least $1,000,000 in this State.
(3) The average hourly wage that will be paid by the new business to its employees in this State is at least 100 percent of the average statewide hourly wage as established by the Employment Security Division of the Department of Employment, Training and Rehabilitation on July 1 of each fiscal year and:

(I) The business will provide a health insurance plan for all employees that includes an option for health insurance coverage for dependents of the employees; and
(II) The cost to the business for the benefits the business provides to its employees in this State will meet the minimum requirements for benefits established by the Office by regulation pursuant to subsection 8.

e) Except as otherwise provided in NRS 361.0687, if the business is a new business in a county whose population is less than 100,000 or a city whose population is less than 60,000, the business meets at least two of the following requirements:

(1) The business will have 15 or more full-time employees on the payroll of the business by the fourth quarter that it is in operation.
(2) Establishing the business will require the business to make a capital investment of at least $250,000 in this State.
(3) The average hourly wage that will be paid by the new business to its employees in this State is at least 100 percent of the average statewide hourly wage or the average countywide hourly wage, whichever is less, as established by the Employment Security Division of the Department of Employment, Training and Rehabilitation on July 1 of each fiscal year and:

(I) The business will provide a health insurance plan for all employees that includes an option for health insurance coverage for dependents of the employees; and

(II) The cost to the business for the benefits the business provides to its employees in this State will meet the minimum requirements for benefits established by the [Commission] Office by regulation pursuant to subsection 8.

(f) If the business is an existing business, the business meets at least two of the following requirements:

(1) The business will increase the number of employees on its payroll by 10 percent more than it employed in the immediately preceding fiscal year or by six employees, whichever is greater.

(2) The business will expand by making a capital investment in this State in an amount equal to at least 20 percent of the value of the tangible property possessed by the business in the immediately preceding fiscal year. The determination of the value of the tangible property possessed by the business in the immediately preceding fiscal year must be made by the:

(I) County assessor of the county in which the business will expand, if the business is locally assessed; or

(II) Department, if the business is centrally assessed.

(3) The average hourly wage that will be paid by the existing business to its new employees in this State is at least the amount of the average hourly wage required to be paid by businesses pursuant to subparagraph (2) of either paragraph (a) or (b) of subsection 2 of NRS 361.0687, whichever is applicable, and:

(I) The business will provide a health insurance plan for all new employees that includes an option for health insurance coverage for dependents of the employees; and

(II) The cost to the business for the benefits the business provides to its new employees in this State will meet the minimum requirements for benefits established by the [Commission] Office by regulation pursuant to subsection 8.

(g) In lieu of meeting the requirements of paragraph (d), (e) or (f), if the business furthers the development and refinement of intellectual property, a patent or a copyright into a commercial product, the business meets at least two of the following requirements:

(1) The business will have 10 or more full-time employees on the payroll of the business by the fourth quarter that it is in operation.

(2) Establishing the business will require the business to make a capital investment of at least $500,000 in this State.
(3) The average hourly wage that will be paid by the new business to its employees in this State is at least the amount of the average hourly wage required to be paid by businesses pursuant to subparagraph (2) of either paragraph (a) or (b) of subsection 2 of NRS 361.0687, whichever is applicable, and:

(I) The business will provide a health insurance plan for all employees that includes an option for health insurance coverage for dependents of the employees; and

(II) The cost to the business for the benefits the business provides to its employees in this State will meet with minimum requirements established by the Office by regulation pursuant to subsection 8.

3. Notwithstanding the provisions of subsection 2, the [Commission on Office of Economic Development:

(a) Shall not consider an application for a partial abatement unless the Office has requested a letter of acknowledgment of the request for the abatement from any affected county, school district, city or town.

(b) May, if the Office determines that such action is necessary:

(1) Approve an application for a partial abatement by a business that does not meet the requirements set forth in paragraph (d), (e), (f) or (g) of subsection 2;

(2) Make the requirements set forth in paragraph (d), (e), (f) or (g) of subsection 2 more stringent; or

(3) Add additional requirements that a business must meet to qualify for a partial abatement.

4. If the Office of Economic Development approves an application for a partial abatement, the Office shall immediately forward a certificate of eligibility for the abatement to:

(a) The Department;

(b) The Nevada Tax Commission; and

(c) If the partial abatement is from the property tax imposed pursuant to chapter 361 of NRS, the county treasurer.

5. An applicant for a partial abatement pursuant to this section or an existing business whose partial abatement is in effect shall, upon the request of the Executive Director of the Office of Economic Development, furnish the Executive Director with copies of all records necessary to verify that the applicant meets the requirements of subsection 2.

6. If a business whose partial abatement has been approved pursuant to this section and is in effect ceases:

(a) To meet the requirements set forth in subsection 2; or

(b) Operation before the time specified in the agreement described in paragraph (b) of subsection 2,

the business shall repay to the Department or, if the partial abatement was from the property tax imposed pursuant to chapter 361 of NRS, to the county treasurer, the amount of the exemption that was allowed pursuant to this
section before the failure of the business to comply unless the Nevada Tax Commission determines that the business has substantially complied with the requirements of this section. Except as otherwise provided in NRS 360.232 and 360.320, the business shall, in addition to the amount of the exemption required to be paid pursuant to this subsection, pay interest on the amount due at the rate most recently established pursuant to NRS 99.040 for each month, or portion thereof, from the last day of the month following the period for which the payment would have been made had the partial abatement not been approved until the date of payment of the tax.

7. A county treasurer:
   (a) Shall deposit any money that he or she receives pursuant to subsection 6 in one or more of the funds established by a local government of the county pursuant to NRS 354.6113 or 354.6115; and
   (b) May use the money deposited pursuant to paragraph (a) only for the purposes authorized by NRS 354.6113 and 354.6115.

8. The Commission on Office of Economic Development:
   (a) Shall adopt regulations relating to the minimum level of benefits that a business must provide to its employees if the business is going to use benefits paid to employees as a basis to qualify for a partial abatement; and
   (b) May adopt such other regulations as the Commission on Office of Economic Development determines to be necessary to carry out the provisions of this section and NRS 360.755.

9. The Nevada Tax Commission:
   (a) Shall adopt regulations regarding:
      (1) The capital investment that a new business must make to meet the requirement set forth in paragraph (d), (e) or (g) of subsection 2; and
      (2) Any security that a business is required to post to qualify for a partial abatement pursuant to this section.
   (b) May adopt such other regulations as the Nevada Tax Commission determines to be necessary to carry out the provisions of this section and NRS 360.755.

10. An applicant for an abatement who is aggrieved by a final decision of the Commission on Office of Economic Development may petition for judicial review in the manner provided in chapter 233B of NRS.

Sec. 57. NRS 360.755 is hereby amended to read as follows:

360.755 1. If the Commission on Office of Economic Development approves an application by a business for a partial abatement pursuant to NRS 360.750, the agreement with the business:
   (a) Agrees to allow the Department to conduct audits of the business to determine whether the business is in compliance with the requirements for the partial abatement; and
   (b) Consents to the disclosure of the audit reports in the manner set forth in this section.
2. If the Department conducts an audit of the business to determine whether the business is in compliance with the requirements for the partial abatement, the Department shall, upon request, provide the audit report to the Commission on Office of Economic Development.

3. Until the business has exhausted all appeals to the Department and the Nevada Tax Commission relating to the audit, the information contained in the audit report provided to the Commission on Office of Economic Development:
   (a) Is confidential proprietary information of the business;
   (b) Is not a public record; and
   (c) Must not be disclosed to any person who is not an officer or employee of the Commission on Office of Economic Development unless the business consents to the disclosure.

4. After the business has exhausted all appeals to the Department and the Nevada Tax Commission relating to the audit:
   (a) The audit report provided to the Commission on Office of Economic Development is a public record; and
   (b) Upon request by any person, the Executive Director of the Commission on Office of Economic Development shall disclose the audit report to the person who made the request, except for any information in the audit report that is protected from disclosure pursuant to subsection 5.

5. Before the Executive Director of the Commission on Office of Economic Development discloses the audit report to the public, the business may submit a request to the Executive Director to protect from disclosure any information in the audit report which, under generally accepted business practices, would be considered a trade secret or other confidential proprietary information of the business. After consulting with the business, the Executive Director shall determine whether to protect the information from disclosure. The decision of the Executive Director is final and is not subject to judicial review. If the Executive Director determines to protect the information from disclosure, the protected information:
   (a) Is confidential proprietary information of the business;
   (b) Is not a public record;
   (c) Must be redacted by the Executive Director from any audit report that is disclosed to the public; and
   (d) Must not be disclosed to any person who is not an officer or employee of the Commission on Office of Economic Development unless the business consents to the disclosure.

Sec. 58. NRS 360.757 is hereby amended to read as follows:

360.757  1. If the Commission on Office of Economic Development receives an application for any abatement of taxes imposed on a business, the Commission shall, at pursuant to NRS 274.310, 274.320, 274.330 or 360.750 or 2014-110 or 2014-365 or any other specific statute unless the Office:
(a) Takes that action at a public hearing conducted for that purpose; and

(b) At least 30 days before the meeting at which the Commission takes any action on the application, provides notice of the application to:

(1) The governing body of the county, the board of trustees of the school district and the governing body of the city or town, if any, in which the pertinent business facility or building is or will be located; and

(2) The governing body of any other political subdivision that could be affected by the abatement; and

(3) The general public.

2. The notice required by this section must set forth the date, time and location of the hearing at which the Commission on Office of Economic Development will consider the application.

3. The Commission on Office of Economic Development shall adopt regulations relating to the notice required by this section.

Sec. 59. NRS 361.0687 is hereby amended to read as follows:

361.0687  1. A person who intends to locate or expand a business in this State may, pursuant to NRS 360.750, apply to the Commission on Office of Economic Development for a partial abatement from the taxes imposed by this chapter.

2. For a business to qualify pursuant to NRS 360.750 for a partial abatement from the taxes imposed by this chapter, the Commission on Office of Economic Development must determine that, in addition to meeting the other requirements set forth in subsection 2 of that section:

(a) If the business is a new business in a county whose population is 100,000 or more or a city whose population is 60,000 or more:

(1) The business will make a capital investment in the county of at least $50,000,000 if the business is an industrial or manufacturing business or at least $5,000,000 if the business is not an industrial or manufacturing business; and

(2) The average hourly wage that will be paid by the new business to its employees in this State is at least 100 percent of the average statewide hourly wage as established by the Employment Security Division of the Department of Employment, Training and Rehabilitation on July 1 of each fiscal year.

(b) If the business is a new business in a county whose population is less than 100,000 or a city whose population is less than 60,000:

(1) The business will make a capital investment in the county of at least $5,000,000 if the business is an industrial or manufacturing business or at least $500,000 if the business is not an industrial or manufacturing business; and

(2) The average hourly wage that will be paid by the new business to its employees in this State is at least 100 percent of the average statewide hourly wage or the average countywide hourly wage, whichever is less, as
established by the Employment Security Division of the Department of Employment, Training and Rehabilitation on July 1 of each fiscal year.

3. Except as otherwise provided in NRS 701A.210, if a partial abatement from the taxes imposed by this chapter is approved by the [Commission on]
Office of Economic Development pursuant to NRS 360.750:

(a) The partial abatement must:
   (1) Be for a duration of at least 1 year but not more than 10 years;
   (2) Not exceed 50 percent of the taxes on personal property payable by a business each year pursuant to this chapter; and
   (3) Be administered and carried out in the manner set forth in NRS 360.750.

(b) The Executive Director of the [Commission on] Office of Economic Development shall notify the county assessor of the county in which the business is located of the approval of the partial abatement, including, without limitation, the duration and percentage of the partial abatement that the [Commission Office granted. The Executive Director shall, on or before April 15 of each year, advise the county assessor of each county in which a business qualifies for a partial abatement during the current fiscal year as to whether the business is still eligible for the partial abatement in the next succeeding fiscal year.

Sec. 60. NRS 363B.120 is hereby amended to read as follows:

363B.120 1. An employer that qualifies pursuant to the provisions of NRS 360.750 is entitled to an exemption of 50 percent of the amount of tax otherwise due pursuant to NRS 363B.110 during the first 4 years of its operation.

2. If a partial abatement from the taxes otherwise due pursuant to NRS 363B.110 is approved by the [Commission on] Office of Economic Development pursuant to NRS 360.750, the partial abatement must be administered and carried out in the manner set forth in NRS 360.750.

Sec. 61. NRS 372.397 is hereby amended to read as follows:

372.397 1. Payment of the tax on the sale of capital goods for a sales price of $100,000 or more may be deferred without interest in accordance with this section. If the sales price is:
   (a) At least $100,000 but less than $350,000, the tax must be paid within 12 months.
   (b) At least $350,000 but less than $600,000, the tax must be paid within 24 months.
   (c) At least $600,000 but less than $850,000, the tax must be paid within 36 months.
   (d) At least $850,000 but less than $1,000,000, the tax must be paid within 48 months.
   (e) One million dollars or more, the tax must be paid within 60 months.

Payment must be made in each month at a rate which is at least sufficient to result in payment of the total obligation within the permitted period.
2. A person may apply to the Office of Economic Development for such a deferment. If a purchase is made outside of the State from a retailer who is not registered with the Department, an application for a deferment must be made in advance or, if the purchase has been made, within 60 days after the date on which the tax is due. If a purchase is made in this State from a retailer who is registered with the Department and to whom the tax is paid, an application must be made within 60 days after the payment of the tax. If the application for a deferment is approved, the taxpayer is eligible for a refund of the tax paid.

3. The Office of Economic Development shall certify the person's eligibility for a deferment if:
   (a) The purchase is consistent with the State Plan for Economic Development developed by the Executive Director of the Office pursuant to subsection 2 of section 14 of this act; and
   (b) The Office determines that the deferment is a significant factor in the decision of the person to locate or expand a business in this State.

Upon certification, the Office shall immediately forward the deferment to the Nevada Tax Commission.

4. Upon receipt of such a certification, the Nevada Tax Commission shall verify the sale, the price paid and the date of the sale and assign the applicable period for payment of the deferred tax. It may require security for the payment in an amount which does not exceed the amount of tax deferred.

5. The Nevada Tax Commission shall adopt regulations governing:
   (a) The aggregation of related purchases which are made to expand a business, establish a new business, or renovate or replace capital equipment; and
   (b) The period within which such purchases may be aggregated.

Sec. 62. NRS 374.357 is hereby amended to read as follows:

374.357 1. A person who maintains a business or intends to locate a business in this State may, pursuant to NRS 360.750, apply to the Office of Economic Development for an abatement from the taxes imposed by this chapter on the gross receipts from the sale, and the storage, use or other consumption, of eligible machinery or equipment for use by a business which has been approved for an abatement pursuant to NRS 360.750.

2. If an application for an abatement is approved pursuant to NRS 360.750:
   (a) The taxpayer is eligible for an abatement from the tax imposed by this chapter for not more than 2 years.
   (b) The abatement must be administered and carried out in the manner set forth in NRS 360.750.

3. As used in this section, unless the context otherwise requires, "eligible machinery or equipment" means machinery or equipment for which a
deduction is authorized pursuant to 26 U.S.C. § 179. The term does not include:
(a) Buildings or the structural components of buildings;
(b) Equipment used by a public utility;
(c) Equipment used for medical treatment;
(d) Machinery or equipment used in mining; or
(e) Machinery or equipment used in gaming.

Sec. 63. NRS 374.402 is hereby amended to read as follows:
374.402 1. Payment of the tax on the sale of capital goods for a sales price of $100,000 or more may be deferred without interest in accordance with this section. If the sales price is:
(a) At least $100,000 but less than $350,000, the tax must be paid within 12 months.
(b) At least $350,000 but less than $600,000, the tax must be paid within 24 months.
(c) At least $600,000 but less than $850,000, the tax must be paid within 36 months.
(d) At least $850,000 but less than $1,000,000, the tax must be paid within 48 months.
(e) One million dollars or more, the tax must be paid within 60 months.
 Payment must be made in each month at a rate which is at least sufficient to result in payment of the total obligation within the permitted period.
2. A person may apply to the [Commission on Office of Economic Development for such a deferment. If a purchase is made outside of the State from a retailer who is not registered with the Department, an application for a deferment must be made in advance or, if the purchase has been made, within 60 days after the date on which the tax is due. If a purchase is made in this State from a retailer who is registered with the Department and to whom the tax is paid, an application must be made within 60 days after the payment of the tax. If the application for a deferment is approved, the taxpayer is eligible for a refund of the tax paid.
3. The [Commission on Office of Economic Development shall certify the person's eligibility for a deferment if:
(a) The purchase is consistent with the [Commission's plan for industrial development and diversification; State Plan for Economic Development developed by the Executive Director of the Office pursuant to subsection 2 of section 14 of this act; and
(b) The [Commission Office determines that the deferment is a significant factor in the decision of the person to locate or expand a business in this State.
 Upon certification, the [Commission Office shall immediately forward the deferment to the Nevada Tax Commission.
4. Upon receipt of such a certification, the Nevada Tax Commission shall verify the sale, the price paid and the date of the sale and assign the
applicable period for payment of the deferred tax. It may require security for the payment in an amount which does not exceed the amount of tax deferred.

5. The Nevada Tax Commission shall adopt regulations governing:
   (a) The aggregation of related purchases which are made to expand a business, establish a new business, or renovate or replace capital equipment; and
   (b) The period within which such purchases may be aggregated.

Sec. 64. NRS 380A.041 is hereby amended to read as follows:

380A.041  1. The Governor shall appoint to the Council:
   (a) A representative of public libraries;
   (b) A trustee of a legally established library or library system;
   (c) A representative of school libraries;
   (d) A representative of academic libraries;
   (e) A representative of special libraries or institutional libraries;
   (f) A representative of persons with disabilities;
   (g) A representative of the public who uses these libraries;
   (h) A representative of recognized state labor organizations;
   (i) A representative of private sector employers;
   (j) A representative of private literacy organizations, voluntary literacy organizations or community-based literacy organizations; and
   (k) A classroom teacher who has demonstrated outstanding results in teaching children or adults to read.

2. The director of the following state agencies or their designees shall serve as ex officio members of the Council:
   (a) The Department of Cultural Affairs;
   (b) The Department of Education;
   (c) The Department of Employment, Training and Rehabilitation;
   (d) The Department of Health and Human Services;
   (e) The [Commission on] Office of Economic Development; and
   (f) The Department of Corrections.

3. Officers of State Government whose agencies provide funding for literacy services may be designated by the Governor or the Chair of the Council to serve whenever matters within the jurisdiction of the agency are considered by the Council.

4. The Governor shall ensure that there is appropriate representation on the Council of urban and rural areas of the State, women, persons with disabilities, and racial and ethnic minorities.

5. A person may not serve as a member of the Council for more than two consecutive terms.

Sec. 65. NRS 408.210 is hereby amended to read as follows:

408.210  1. The Director may restrict the use of, or close, any highway whenever the Director considers the closing or restriction of use necessary:
   (a) For the protection of the public.
(b) For the protection of such highway from damage during storms or during construction, reconstruction, improvement or maintenance operations thereon.

(c) To promote economic development or tourism in the best interest of the State or upon the written request of the Executive Director of the [Commission on] Office of Economic Development or the Director of the Commission on Tourism.

2. The Director may:

(a) Divide or separate any highway into separate roadways, wherever there is particular danger to the traveling public of collisions between vehicles proceeding in opposite directions or from vehicular turning movements or cross-traffic, by constructing curbs, central dividing sections or other physical dividing lines, or by signs, marks or other devices in or on the highway appropriate to designate the dividing line.

(b) Lay out and construct frontage roads on and along any highway or freeway and divide and separate any such frontage road from the main highway or freeway by means of curbs, physical barriers or by other appropriate devices.

3. The Director may remove from the highways any unlicensed encroachment which is not removed, or the removal of which is not commenced and thereafter diligently prosecuted, within 5 days after personal service of notice and demand upon the owner of the encroachment or the owner's agent. In lieu of personal service upon that person or agent, service of the notice may also be made by registered or certified mail and by posting, for a period of 5 days, a copy of the notice on the encroachment described in the notice. Removal by the Department of the encroachment on the failure of the owner to comply with the notice and demand gives the Department a right of action to recover the expense of the removal, cost and expenses of suit, and in addition thereto the sum of $100 for each day the encroachment remains beyond 5 days after the service of the notice and demand.

4. If the Director determines that the interests of the Department are not compromised by a proposed or existing encroachment, the Director may issue a license to the owner or the owner's agent permitting an encroachment on the highway. Such a license is revocable and must provide for relocation or removal of the encroachment in the following manner. Upon notice from the Director to the owner of the encroachment or the owner's agent, the owner or agent may propose a time within which he or she will relocate or remove the encroachment as required. If the Director and the owner or the owner's agent agree upon such a time, the Director shall not himself remove the encroachment unless the owner or the owner's agent has failed to do so within the time agreed. If the Director and the owner or the owner's agent do not agree upon such a time, the Director may remove the encroachment at any time later than 30 days after the service of the original notice upon the owner or the owner's agent. Service of notice may be made in the manner provided by subsection 3. Removal of the encroachment by the Director
gives the Department the right of action provided by subsection 3, but the penalty must be computed from the expiration of the agreed period or 30-day period, as the case may be.

Sec. 66. NRS 417.105 is hereby amended to read as follows:

417.105 1. Each year on or before October 1, the Office of Veterans' Services shall review the reports submitted pursuant to NRS 333.3368 and 338.13846.
2. In carrying out the provisions of subsection 1, the Office of Veterans' Services shall seek input from:
   (a) The Purchasing Division of the Department of Administration.
   (b) The State Public Works Board.
   (c) The Commission on Office of Economic Development.
   (d) Groups representing the interests of veterans of the Armed Forces of the United States.
   (e) The business community.
   (f) Local businesses owned by veterans with service-connected disabilities.
3. After performing the duties described in subsections 1 and 2, the Office of Veterans' Services shall make recommendations to the Legislative Commission regarding the continuation, modification, promotion or expansion of the preferences for local businesses owned by veterans with service-connected disabilities which are described in NRS 333.3366 and 338.13844.
4. As used in this section:
   (a) "Business owned by a veteran with a service-connected disability" has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 338.13841.
   (b) "Local business" has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 333.3363.
   (c) "Veteran with a service-connected disability" has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 338.13843.

Sec. 67. NRS 670.130 is hereby amended to read as follows:

670.130 In furtherance of its purposes and in addition to the powers conferred on business corporations by law, the corporation has, subject to the restrictions and limitations contained in this chapter, the following powers:
1. To elect, appoint and employ officers, agents and employees, to make contracts and incur liabilities for any of the purposes of the corporation. The corporation shall not incur any secondary liability by way of guaranty or endorsement of the obligations of any natural person, firm, corporation, joint-stock company, association or trust, or in any other manner, except that the corporation may guarantee or endorse obligations of borrowers.
2. To borrow money and negotiate guarantees from federal agencies for any of the purposes of the corporation, to issue its bonds, debentures, notes or other evidences of indebtedness, whether secured or unsecured, and to secure them by mortgage, pledge, deed of trust or other lien on its property, franchises, rights and privileges of every kind and nature, or any part of them or interest in them, without securing stockholder approval.
3. To make loans to any natural person, firm, corporation, joint-stock company, association or trust, and to establish and regulate the terms and conditions with respect to those loans and the charges for interest and service connected therewith, except that the corporation shall not approve any application for a loan unless the person applying for the loan shows that he or she has applied for the loan through ordinary banking channels and that the loan has been refused by at least one bank or other financial institution.

4. To purchase, receive, hold, lease or otherwise acquire, and to sell, convey, transfer, lease or otherwise dispose of real and personal property, together with such rights and privileges as may be incidental and appurtenant to the property and the use of it, including but not restricted to any real or personal property acquired by the corporation from time to time in the satisfaction of debts or enforcement of obligations.

5. To acquire the goodwill, business, rights, real and personal property and other assets, or any part of them, or interest in them, of any natural person, firm, corporation, joint-stock company, association or trust, and to assume, undertake or pay the obligations, debts and liabilities of that natural person, firm, corporation, joint-stock company, association or trust; to acquire improved or unimproved real estate for the purpose of constructing industrial plants or other business establishments on it or for the purpose of disposing of that real estate to others for the construction of industrial plants or other business establishments; and to acquire, construct or reconstruct, alter, repair, maintain, operate, sell, convey, transfer, lease or otherwise dispose of industrial plants or business establishments.

6. To acquire, subscribe for, own, hold, sell, assign, transfer, mortgage, pledge or otherwise dispose of the stock, shares, bonds, debentures, notes or other securities and evidences of interest in or indebtedness of any natural person, firm, corporation, joint-stock company, association or trust, and while the owner or holder thereof to exercise all the rights, powers and privileges of ownership including the right to vote thereon.

7. To mortgage, pledge or otherwise encumber any property, right or thing of value acquired pursuant to the powers contained in subsection 4, 5 or 6 as security for the payment of any part of the purchase price of them.

8. To cooperate with and avail itself of the facilities of the United States Department of Commerce, the Office of Economic Development and any other similar state or federal governmental agencies; and to cooperate with and assist, and otherwise encourage organizations in the various communities of the State in the promotion, assistance and development of the business prosperity and economic welfare of those communities or of this state.

9. To do all acts and things necessary or convenient to carry out the powers expressly granted in this chapter.

Sec. 68. NRS 670A.150 is hereby amended to read as follows:
670A.150  In furtherance of its purposes and in addition to the powers conferred on business corporations by law, the corporation may, subject to the restrictions and limitations contained in this chapter:

1. Elect, appoint and employ officers, agents and employees, make contracts, including without limitation, contracts to share personnel and services with other public or private entities to carry out the State Plan for Economic Development, and may incur liabilities for any of the purposes of the corporation. The corporation shall not incur any secondary liability by way of guaranty or endorsement of the obligations of any natural person, firm, corporation, joint-stock company, association or trust, or in any other manner, except that the corporation may guarantee or endorse industrial revenue bonds, individually or in groups, issued under the laws of this state and the obligations of borrowers.

2. Borrow money and negotiate guarantees from federal agencies for any of the purposes of the corporation, issue its bonds, debentures, notes or other evidences of indebtedness, whether secured or unsecured, and may secure them by mortgage, pledge, deed of trust or other lien on its property, franchises, rights and privileges of every kind and nature, or any part of them or interest in them, without securing stockholder approval.

3. Make loans to any natural person, firm, corporation, joint-stock company, association or trust, and may establish and regulate the terms and conditions with respect to those loans and the charges for interest and service connected therewith, except that the corporation shall not approve any application for a loan unless the person applying for the loan shows that he or she has applied for the loan through ordinary banking channels and that the loan has been refused by at least one bank or other financial institution.

4. Purchase, receive, hold, lease or otherwise acquire, and to sell, convey, transfer, lease or otherwise dispose of real and personal property, together with such rights and privileges as may be incidental and appurtenant to the property and the use of it, including but not restricted to any real or personal property acquired by the corporation from time to time in the satisfaction of debts or enforcement of obligations.

5. Acquire the goodwill, business, rights, real and personal property and other assets, or any part of them, or interest in them, of any natural person, firm, corporation, joint-stock company, association or trust, and assume, undertake or pay the obligations, debts and liabilities of that natural person, firm, corporation, joint-stock company, association or trust; to acquire improved or unimproved real estate to construct industrial plants or other business establishments on it or to dispose of that real estate to others for the construction of industrial plants or other business establishments; and may acquire, construct or reconstruct, alter, repair, maintain, operate, sell, convey, transfer, lease or otherwise dispose of industrial plants or business establishments.

6. Acquire, subscribe for, own, hold, sell, assign, transfer, mortgage, pledge or otherwise dispose of the stock, shares, bonds, debentures, notes or
other securities and evidences of interest in or indebtedness of any natural person, firm, corporation, joint-stock company, association or trust, and while the owner or holder thereof may exercise all the rights, powers and privileges of ownership including the right to vote thereon.

7. Mortgage, pledge or otherwise encumber any property, right or thing of value acquired pursuant to the powers contained in subsection 4, 5 or 6 as security for the payment of any part of the purchase price of them.

8. Cooperate with and avail itself of the facilities of the United States Department of Commerce, the Office of Economic Development and any other similar state or federal governmental agencies and may cooperate with and assist, and otherwise encourage organizations in the various communities of the State in the promotion, assistance and development of the business prosperity and economic welfare of those communities or of this state.

9. Do all acts and things necessary or convenient to carry out the powers expressly granted in this chapter.

Sec. 69. NRS 670A.180 is hereby amended to read as follows:

670A.180 1. The business and affairs of the corporation must be managed and conducted by a board of directors, a president, a vice president, a secretary, a treasurer and such other officers and agents as the corporation by its bylaws may authorize. The board of directors must consist of a number not less than 9 nor more than 15 as may be determined in the first instance by the incorporators and after that annually by the stockholders of the corporation. The Director of the Department of Business and Industry and the Executive Director of the Office of Economic Development shall serve ex officio as nonvoting directors, but without any liability as such, except for gross negligence or willful misconduct.

2. The board of directors may exercise all the powers of the corporation except those conferred by law or by the bylaws of the corporation upon the stockholders and shall choose and appoint all the agents and officers of the corporation and fill all vacancies except vacancies in the office of director, which must be filled as provided in this section.

3. The voting directors must be elected in the first instance by the incorporators and after that at least five directors must be elected by the members of the corporation and at least two directors must be elected by the stockholders at the annual meeting. The annual meeting must be held during the month of January or, if no annual meeting is held in the year of incorporation, then within 90 days after the approval of the articles of incorporation at a special meeting as provided in this chapter.

4. The voting directors shall hold office until the next annual meeting of the corporation or special meeting held in lieu of the annual meeting after the election and until their successors are elected and qualified, unless sooner removed in accordance with the provisions of the bylaws.

5. Any vacancy in the office of a voting director must be filled by the directors.
6. Directors and officers are not responsible for losses unless the losses have been occasioned by the willful misconduct of those directors and officers.

Sec. 70. NRS 701A.110 is hereby amended to read as follows:

701A.110 1. Except as otherwise provided in this section, the Director, in consultation with the Office of Economic Development, shall grant a partial abatement from the portion of the taxes imposed pursuant to chapter 361 of NRS, other than any taxes imposed for public education, on a building or other structure that is determined to meet the equivalent of the silver level or higher by an independent contractor authorized to make that determination in accordance with the Green Building Rating System adopted by the Director pursuant to NRS 701A.100, if:

(a) No funding is provided by any governmental entity in this State for the acquisition, design or construction of the building or other structure or for the acquisition of any land therefor. For the purposes of this paragraph:

(1) Private activity bonds must not be considered funding provided by a governmental entity.

(2) The term "private activity bond" has the meaning ascribed to it in 26 U.S.C. § 141.

(b) The owner of the property:

(1) Submits an application for the partial abatement to the Director. If such an application is submitted for a project that has not been completed on the date of that submission and there is a significant change in the scope of the project after that date, the application must be amended to include the change or changes.

(2) Except as otherwise provided in this subparagraph, provides to the Director, within 48 months after applying for the partial abatement, proof that the building or other structure meets the equivalent of the silver level or higher, as determined by an independent contractor authorized to make that determination in accordance with the Green Building Rating System adopted by the Director pursuant to NRS 701A.100. The Director may, for good cause shown, extend the period for providing such proof.

(3) Files a copy of each application and amended application submitted to the Director pursuant to subparagraph (1) with the:

(I) Chief of the Budget Division of the Department of Administration;

(II) Department of Taxation;

(III) County assessor;

(IV) County treasurer;

(V) Commission on Office of Economic Development;

(VI) Board of county commissioners; and

(VII) City manager and city council, if any.

(c) The abatement is consistent with the State Plan for Economic Development developed by the Executive Director of the Office of Economic Development pursuant to subsection 2 of section 14 of this act.
2. As soon as practicable after the Director receives the application and proof required by subsection 1, the Director, in consultation with the Office of Economic Development, shall determine whether the building or other structure is eligible for the abatement and, if so, forward a certificate of eligibility for the abatement to the:

(a) Department of Taxation;
(b) County assessor; and
(c) County treasurer.
(d) Office of Economic Development.

3. As soon as practicable after receiving a copy of:

(a) An application pursuant to subparagraph (3) of paragraph (b) of subsection 1:

(1) The Chief of the Budget Division shall publish a fiscal note that indicates an estimate of the fiscal impact of the partial abatement on the State; and

(2) The Department of Taxation shall publish a fiscal note that indicates an estimate of the fiscal impact of the partial abatement on each affected local government, and forward a copy of the fiscal note to each affected local government.

(b) A certificate of eligibility pursuant to subsection 2, the Department of Taxation shall forward a copy of the certificate to each affected local government.

4. The partial abatement:

(a) Must be for a duration of not more than 10 years and in an annual amount that equals, for a building or other structure that meets the equivalent of:

(1) The silver level, 25 percent of the portion of the taxes imposed pursuant to chapter 361 of NRS, other than any taxes imposed for public education, that would otherwise be payable for the building or other structure, excluding the associated land;

(2) The gold level, 30 percent of the portion of the taxes imposed pursuant to chapter 361 of NRS, other than any taxes imposed for public education, that would otherwise be payable for the building or other structure, excluding the associated land; or

(3) The platinum level, 35 percent of the portion of the taxes imposed pursuant to chapter 361 of NRS, other than any taxes imposed for public education, that would otherwise be payable for the building or other structure, excluding the associated land.

(b) Does not apply during any period in which the owner of the building or other structure is receiving another abatement or exemption pursuant to this chapter or NRS 361.045 to 361.159, inclusive, from the taxes imposed pursuant to chapter 361 of NRS.

(c) Terminates upon any determination by the Director that the building or other structure has ceased to meet the equivalent of the silver level or higher. The Director shall provide notice and a reasonable opportunity to cure any
noncompliance issues before making a determination that the building or other structure has ceased to meet that standard. The Director shall immediately provide notice of each determination of termination to the:

(1) Department of Taxation, who shall immediately notify each affected local government of the determination;
(2) County assessor;
(3) County treasurer; and
(4) Office of Economic Development.

5. If a partial abatement terminates pursuant to paragraph (c) of subsection 4, the owner of the property to which the partial abatement applied shall repay to the county treasurer the amount of the exemption that was allowed pursuant to this section before the date of that termination. The owner shall, in addition to the amount of the exemption required to be paid pursuant to this subsection, pay interest on the amount due at the rate most recently established pursuant to NRS 99.040 for each month, or portion thereof, from the last day of the month following the period for which the payment would have been made had the partial abatement not been approved until the date of payment of the tax.

6. The Director, in consultation with the Office of Economic Development, shall adopt regulations:
(a) Establishing the qualifications and methods to determine eligibility for the abatement;
(b) Prescribing such forms as will ensure that all information and other documentation necessary to make an appropriate determination is filed with the Director; and
(c) Prescribing the criteria for determining when there is a significant change in the scope of a project for the purposes of subparagraph (1) of paragraph (b) of subsection 1, and the Department of Taxation shall adopt such additional regulations as it determines to be appropriate to carry out the provisions of this section.

7. The Director shall:
(a) Cooperate with the Office of Economic Development in carrying out the provisions of this section; and
(b) Submit to the Office of Economic Development an annual report, at such a time and containing such information as the Office may require, regarding the partial abatements granted pursuant to this section.

8. As used in this section:
(a) "Building or other structure" does not include any building or other structure for which the principal use is as a residential dwelling for not more than four families.
(b) "Director" means the Director of the Office of Energy appointed pursuant to NRS 701.150.
(c) "Taxes imposed for public education" means:

(1) Any ad valorem tax authorized or required by chapter 387 of NRS;

(2) Any ad valorem tax authorized or required by chapter 350 of NRS for the obligations of a school district, including, without limitation, any ad valorem tax necessary to carry out the provisions of subsection 5 of NRS 350.020; and

(3) Any other ad valorem tax for which the proceeds thereof are dedicated to the public education of pupils in kindergarten through grade 12.

Sec. 71. NRS 701A.210 is hereby amended to read as follows:

701A.210  1. Except as otherwise provided in this section, if a:

(a) Business that engages in the primary trade of preparing, fabricating, manufacturing or otherwise processing raw material or an intermediate product through a process in which at least 50 percent of the material or product is recycled on-site; or

(b) Business that includes as a primary component a facility for the generation of electricity from recycled material, is found by the [Commission on] Office of Economic Development to have as a primary purpose the conservation of energy or the substitution of other sources of energy for fossil sources of energy and obtains certification from the [Commission on] Office of Economic Development pursuant to NRS 360.750, the [Commission on] Office may, if the business additionally satisfies the requirements set forth in subsection 2 of NRS 361.0687, grant to the business a partial abatement from the taxes imposed on real property pursuant to chapter 361 of NRS.

2. If a partial abatement from the taxes imposed on real property pursuant to chapter 361 of NRS is approved by the [Commission on] Office of Economic Development pursuant to NRS 360.750 for a business described in subsection 1:

(a) The partial abatement must:

(1) Be for a duration of at least 1 year but not more than 10 years;

(2) Not exceed 50 percent of the taxes on real property payable by the business each year; and

(3) Be administered and carried out in the manner set forth in NRS 360.750.

(b) The Executive Director of the [Commission on] Office of Economic Development shall notify the county assessor of the county in which the business is located of the approval of the partial abatement, including, without limitation, the duration and percentage of the partial abatement that the [Commission on] Office granted. The Executive Director shall, on or before April 15 of each year, advise the county assessor of each county in which a business qualifies for a partial abatement during the current fiscal year as to whether the business is still eligible for the partial abatement in the next succeeding fiscal year.

3. The partial abatement provided in this section applies only to the business for which certification was granted pursuant to NRS 360.750 and
the property used in connection with that business. The exemption does not apply to property in this State that is not related to the business for which the certification was granted pursuant to NRS 360.750 or to property in existence and subject to taxation before the certification was granted.

4. As used in this section, "facility for the generation of electricity from recycled material" means a facility for the generation of electricity that uses recycled material as its primary fuel, including material from:
   (a) Industrial or domestic waste, other than hazardous waste, even though it includes a product made from oil, natural gas or coal, such as plastics, asphalt shingles or tires;
   (b) Agricultural crops, whether terrestrial or aquatic, and agricultural waste, such as manure and residue from crops; and
   (c) Municipal waste, such as sewage and sludge.

The term includes all the equipment in the facility used to process and convert into electricity the energy derived from a recycled material fuel.

Sec. 72. NRS 701A.360 is hereby amended to read as follows:

701A.360 1. A person who intends to locate a facility for the generation of process heat from solar renewable energy, a wholesale facility for the generation of electricity from renewable energy, a facility for the generation of electricity from geothermal resources or a facility for the transmission of electricity produced from renewable energy or geothermal resources in this State may apply to the Director for a partial abatement of the local sales and use taxes, the taxes imposed pursuant to chapter 361 of NRS, or both local sales and use taxes and taxes imposed pursuant to chapter 361 of NRS.

2. A facility that is owned, operated, leased or otherwise controlled by a governmental entity is not eligible for an abatement pursuant to NRS 701A.300 to 701A.390, inclusive.

3. As soon as practicable after the Director receives an application for a partial abatement, the Director shall submit the application to the Commissioner and forward a copy of the application to:
   (a) The Chief of the Budget Division of the Department of Administration;
   (b) The Department of Taxation;
   (c) The board of county commissioners;
   (d) The county assessor;
   (e) The county treasurer; and
   (f) The [Commission on] Office of Economic Development.

4. With the copy of the application forwarded to the county treasurer, the Director shall include a notice that the local jurisdiction may request a presentation regarding the facility. A request for a presentation must be made within 30 days after receipt of the application.

5. The Commissioner shall hold a public hearing on the application. The hearing must not be held earlier than 30 days after all persons listed in subsection 3 have received a copy of the application.
Sec. 73. NRS 701A.365 is hereby amended to read as follows:

701A.365 1. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 2, the Commissioner, in consultation with the Office of Economic Development, shall approve an application for a partial abatement pursuant to NRS 701A.300 to 701A.390, inclusive, if the Commissioner, in consultation with the Office of Economic Development, makes the following determinations:

(a) The applicant has executed an agreement with the Commissioner which must:

(1) State that the facility will, after the date on which a certificate of eligibility for the abatement is issued pursuant to NRS 701A.370, continue in operation in this State for a period specified by the Commissioner, which must be at least 10 years, and will continue to meet the eligibility requirements for the abatement; and

(2) Bind the successors in interest in the facility for the specified period.

(b) The facility is registered pursuant to the laws of this State or the applicant commits to obtain a valid business license and all other permits required by the county, city or town in which the facility operates.

(c) No funding is or will be provided by any governmental entity in this State for the acquisition, design or construction of the facility or for the acquisition of any land therefor, except any private activity bonds as defined in 26 U.S.C. § 141.

(d) If the facility will be located in a county whose population is 100,000 or more or a city whose population is 60,000 or more, the facility meets the following requirements:

(1) There will be 75 or more full-time employees working on the construction of the facility during the second quarter of construction, including, unless waived by the Commissioner for good cause, at least 30 percent who are residents of Nevada;

(2) Establishing the facility will require the facility to make a capital investment of at least $10,000,000 in this State;

(3) The average hourly wage that will be paid by the facility to its employees in this State is at least 110 percent of the average statewide hourly wage, excluding management and administrative employees, as established by the Employment Security Division of the Department of Employment, Training and Rehabilitation on July 1 of each fiscal year; and

(4) The average hourly wage of the employees working on the construction of the facility will be at least 150 percent of the average statewide hourly wage, excluding management and administrative employees, as established by the Employment Security Division of the Department of Employment, Training and Rehabilitation on July 1 of each fiscal year and:

(I) The employees working on the construction of the facility must be provided a health insurance plan that includes an option for health insurance coverage for dependents of the employees; and
(II) The cost of the benefits provided to the employees working on the construction of the facility will meet the minimum requirements for benefits established by the Commissioner by regulation pursuant to NRS 701A.390.

(e) If the facility will be located in a county whose population is less than 100,000 or a city whose population is less than 60,000, the facility meets the following requirements:

1. There will be 50 or more full-time employees working on the construction of the facility during the second quarter of construction, including, unless waived by the Commissioner for good cause, at least 30 percent who are residents of Nevada;

2. Establishing the facility will require the facility to make a capital investment of at least $3,000,000 in this State;

3. The average hourly wage that will be paid by the facility to its employees in this State is at least 110 percent of the average statewide hourly wage, excluding management and administrative employees, as established by the Employment Security Division of the Department of Employment, Training and Rehabilitation on July 1 of each fiscal year; and

4. The average hourly wage of the employees working on the construction of the facility will be at least 150 percent of the average statewide hourly wage, excluding management and administrative employees, as established by the Employment Security Division of the Department of Employment, Training and Rehabilitation on July 1 of each fiscal year and:

   I. The employees working on the construction of the facility must be provided a health insurance plan that includes an option for health insurance coverage for dependents of the employees; and

   II. The cost of the benefits provided to the employees working on the construction of the facility will meet the minimum requirements for benefits established by the Commissioner by regulation pursuant to NRS 701A.390.

(f) The financial benefits that will result to this State from the employment by the facility of the residents of this State and from capital investments by the facility in this State will exceed the loss of tax revenue that will result from the abatement.

(g) The facility is consistent with the State Plan for Economic Development developed by the Executive Director of the Office of Economic Development pursuant to subsection 2 of section 14 of this act.

2. The Commissioner [Office of Economic Development] shall not approve an application for a partial abatement of the taxes imposed pursuant to chapter 361 of NRS submitted pursuant to NRS 701A.360 by a facility for the generation of electricity from geothermal resources unless the application is approved pursuant to this subsection. The board of county commissioners of a county must approve or deny the application not later than 30 days after the board receives a copy of the application. The board of county
commissioners must not condition the approval of the application on a requirement that the facility for the generation of electricity from geothermal resources agree to purchase, lease or otherwise acquire in its own name or on behalf of the county any infrastructure, equipment, facilities or other property in the county that is not directly related to or otherwise necessary for the construction and operation of the facility. If the board of county commissioners does not approve or deny the application within 30 days after the board receives the application, the application shall be deemed denied.

3. Notwithstanding the provisions of subsection 1, the Commissioner, in consultation with the Office of Economic Development, may, if the Commissioner, in consultation with the Office, determines that such action is necessary:

(a) Approve an application for a partial abatement for a facility that does not meet the requirements set forth in paragraph (d) or (e) of subsection 1; or

(b) Add additional requirements that a facility must meet to qualify for a partial abatement.

4. The Commissioner and the Director shall cooperate with the Office of Economic Development in carrying out the provisions of this section, and provide such assistance as the Office determines to be necessary for that purpose.

5. The Commissioner shall submit to the Office of Economic Development an annual report, at such a time and containing such information as the Office may require, regarding the partial abatements granted by the Office pursuant to this section.

Sec. 74. NRS 701A.370 is hereby amended to read as follows:

701A.370  1. If the Commissioner [Office of Economic Development] approves an application for a partial abatement pursuant to NRS 701A.300 to 701A.390, inclusive, of:

(a) Property taxes imposed pursuant to chapter 361 of NRS, the partial abatement must:

(1) Be for a duration of the 20 fiscal years immediately following the date of approval of the application;

(2) Be equal to 55 percent of the taxes on real and personal property payable by the facility each year; and

(3) Not apply during any period in which the facility is receiving another abatement or exemption from property taxes imposed pursuant to chapter 361 of NRS, other than any partial abatement provided pursuant to NRS 361.4722.

(b) Local sales and use taxes:

(1) The partial abatement must:

(I) Be for the 3 years beginning on the date of approval of the application;

(II) Be equal to that portion of the combined rate of all the local sales and use taxes payable by the facility each year which exceeds 0.25 percent; and
(III) Not apply during any period in which the facility is receiving another abatement or exemption from local sales and use taxes.

(2) The Department of Taxation shall issue to the facility a document certifying the abatement which can be presented to retailers at the time of sale. The document must clearly state that the purchaser is only required to pay sales and use taxes imposed in this State at the rate of 2.25 percent.

2. Upon approving an application for a partial abatement pursuant to NRS 701A.300 to 701A.390, inclusive, the Commissioner [Office of Economic Development] shall immediately notify the Director of the terms of the abatement and the Director shall immediately forward a certificate of eligibility for the abatement to:

(a) The Department of Taxation;
(b) The board of county commissioners;
(c) The county assessor;
(d) The county treasurer; and
(e) The [Commissioner on] Office of Economic Development.

Sec. 75. NRS 701A.375 is hereby amended to read as follows:

701A.375 1. As soon as practicable after receiving a copy of an application pursuant to NRS 701A.360:

(a) The Chief of the Budget Division of the Department of Administration shall publish a fiscal note that indicates an estimate of the fiscal impact of the partial abatement on the State and forward a copy of the fiscal note to the Director for submission to the Commissioner [Office of Economic Development; and the Office of Economic Development]; and

(b) The Department of Taxation shall publish a fiscal note that indicates an estimate of the fiscal impact of the partial abatement on each affected local government, and forward a copy of the fiscal note to each affected local government and to the Director for submission to the Commissioner [Office of Economic Development; and the Office of Economic Development].

2. As soon as practicable after receiving a copy of a certificate of eligibility pursuant to NRS 701A.370, the Department of Taxation shall forward a copy of the certificate to each affected local government.

Sec. 76. NRS 701A.380 is hereby amended to read as follows:

701A.380 1. A partial abatement approved by the Commissioner [Office of Economic Development] pursuant to NRS 701A.300 to 701A.390, inclusive, terminates upon any determination by the Commissioner that the facility has ceased to meet any eligibility requirements for the abatement.

2. The Commissioner shall provide notice and a reasonable opportunity to cure any noncompliance issues before making a determination that the facility has ceased to meet those requirements.

3. The Commissioner shall immediately provide notice of each determination of termination to the Director, and the Director shall immediately provide a copy of the notice to:
(a) The Department of Taxation, which shall immediately notify each affected local government of the determination;
(b) The board of county commissioners;
(c) The county assessor;
(d) The county treasurer; and
(e) The Office of Economic Development.

4. A facility whose partial abatement is terminated pursuant to this section shall repay to:

(a) The county treasurer the amount of the exemption from property taxes imposed pursuant to chapter 361 of NRS; and
(b) The Department of Taxation the amount of the exemption from local sales and use taxes,

that was allowed pursuant to this section before the date of that termination. Except as otherwise provided in NRS 360.232 and 360.320, the facility shall, in addition to the amount of the exemption required to be paid pursuant to this subsection, pay interest on the amount due at the rate most recently established pursuant to NRS 99.040 for each month, or portion thereof, from the last day of the month following the period for which the payment would have been made had the partial abatement not been approved until the date of payment of the tax.

Sec. 77. NRS 701A.385 is hereby amended to read as follows:

701A.385 Notwithstanding any statutory provision to the contrary, if the Office of Economic Development approves an application for a partial abatement pursuant to NRS 701A.300 to 701A.390, inclusive, of:

1. Property taxes imposed pursuant to chapter 361 of NRS, the amount of all the property taxes which are collected from the facility for the period of the abatement must be allocated and distributed in such a manner that:

(a) Forty-five percent of that amount is deposited in the Renewable Energy Fund created by NRS 701A.450; and
(b) Fifty-five percent of that amount is distributed to the local governmental entities that would otherwise be entitled to receive those taxes in proportion to the relative amount of those taxes those entities would otherwise be entitled to receive.

2. Local sales and use taxes, the State Controller shall allocate, transfer and remit an amount equal to all the sales and use taxes imposed in this State and collected from the facility for the period of the abatement in the same manner as if that amount consisted solely of the proceeds of taxes imposed by NRS 374.110 and 374.190. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 78. NRS 701A.390 is hereby amended to read as follows:

701A.390 The Commissioner:

1. Shall adopt regulations:

(a) Prescribing the minimum level of benefits that a facility must provide to its employees if the facility is going to use benefits paid to employees as a
basis to qualify for a partial abatement pursuant to NRS 701A.300 to 701A.390, inclusive;

(b) Prescribing such requirements for an application for a partial abatement pursuant to NRS 701A.300 to 701A.390, inclusive, as will ensure that all information and other documentation necessary for the Commissioner, in consultation with the Office of Economic Development, to make an appropriate determination is filed with the Director;

(c) Requiring each recipient of a partial abatement pursuant to NRS 701A.300 to 701A.390, inclusive, to file annually with the Director, for submission to the Commissioner, such information and documentation as may be necessary for the Commissioner to determine whether the recipient is in compliance with any eligibility requirements for the abatement; and

(d) Regarding the capital investment that a facility must make to meet the requirement set forth in paragraph (d) or (e) of subsection 1 of NRS 701A.365; and

2. May adopt such other regulations as the Commissioner determines to be necessary to carry out the provisions of NRS 701A.300 to 701A.390, inclusive.

Sec. 79. NRS 704.032 is hereby amended to read as follows:

704.032 The Commission on Office of Economic Development may participate in proceedings before the Public Utilities Commission of Nevada concerning a public utility in the business of supplying electricity or natural gas to advocate the accommodation of the State Plan for Industrial Development and Diversification developed by the Executive Director of the Office of Economic Development pursuant to subsection 2 of section 14 of this act. The Commission on Office of Economic Development may intervene as a matter of right in a proceeding pursuant to NRS 704.736 to 704.754, inclusive, or 704.991.

Sec. 80. NRS 704.223 is hereby amended to read as follows:

704.223 1. If a business with a new industrial load has been certified by the Commission on Office of Economic Development pursuant to NRS 231.139, the Public Utilities Commission of Nevada may authorize a public utility that furnishes electricity for the business to purchase or transmit a portion of the electricity provided to the business to reduce the overall cost of the electricity to the business. The purchases of electricity may be made by the business with the new industrial load, by agreement between the public utility and the business or by the public utility on behalf of the business, and must be made in accordance with such rates, terms and conditions as are established by the Public Utilities Commission of Nevada.

2. If additional facilities are determined by the affected utility to be required as the result of authorization granted pursuant to subsection 1, the facilities must be constructed, owned and operated by the affected utility. The business must agree as a condition to the authorization granted pursuant to subsection 1 to continue its business in operation in Nevada for 30 years. The agreement must require appropriate security for the reimbursement of
the utility for the remaining portion of the value of the facilities which has not been depreciated by the utility and will not be mitigated by use of the facilities for other customers in the event that the business, or its successor in interest, does not remain in operation for 30 years.

3. Nothing in this section authorizes the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission to order the purchase or transmittal of electricity in the manner described in subsection 1.

4. All of the rules, regulations and statutes pertaining to the Public Utilities Commission of Nevada and public utilities apply to actions taken pursuant to this section.

5. Any authorization granted by the Public Utilities Commission of Nevada pursuant to this section must include such terms and conditions as the Commission determines are necessary to ensure that the rates or charges assessed to other customers of the public utility do not subsidize the cost of providing service to the business.

Sec. 80.5. Section 11 of this act is hereby amended to read as follows:

The Board shall:

1. Review and evaluate all programs of economic development in this State and make recommendations to the Legislature for legislation to improve the effectiveness of those programs in implementing the State Plan for Economic Development developed by the Executive Director pursuant to subsection 2 of section 14 of this act.

2. Recommend to the Executive Director a State Plan for Economic Development and make recommendations to the Executive Director for carrying out the State Plan for Economic Development.

3. Recommend to the Executive Director the criteria for the designation of regional development authorities.

4. Make recommendations to the Executive Director for the designation for the southern region of this State, the northern region of this State and the rural region of this State, one or more regional development authorities for each region.

5. Provide advice and recommendations to the Executive Director concerning:

(a) The procedures to be followed by any entity seeking to obtain any development resource, allocation, grant or loan from the Office;

(b) The criteria to be used by the Office in providing development resources and making allocations, grants and loans;

(c) The requirements for reports from the recipients of development resources, allocations, grants and loans from the Office concerning the use thereof; and

(d) Any other activities of the Office.

6. Review each proposal by the Executive Director to enter into a contract pursuant to section 15.5 of this act for more than $100,000 or allocate, grant or loan more than $100,000 to any entity and, as the Board
determines to be in the best interests of the State, approve or disapprove the proposed allocation, grant or loan. Notwithstanding any other statutory provision to the contrary, the Executive Director shall not enter into any contract pursuant to section 15.5 of this act for more than $100,000 or make any allocation, grant or loan of more than $100,000 to any entity unless the allocation, grant or loan is approved by the Board.

Sec. 81. Section 12 of this act is hereby amended to read as follows:

Sec. 12. 1. There is hereby created within the Office of the Governor the Office of Economic Development, consisting of:
   (a) A Division of Economic Development; and
   (b) A Division of Motion Pictures.
   2. The Governor shall propose a budget for the Office.
   3. Employees of the Office are not in the classified or unclassified service of this State and serve at the pleasure of the Executive Director.

Sec. 82. Section 14 of this act is hereby amended to read as follows:

Sec. 14. After considering any pertinent advice and recommendations of the Board, the Executive Director:

1. Shall direct and supervise the administrative and technical activities of the Office.
2. Shall develop and may periodically revise a State Plan for Economic Development, which must include a statement of:
   (a) New industries which have the potential to be developed in this State;
   (b) The strengths and weaknesses of this State for business incubation;
   (c) The competitive advantages and weaknesses of this State;
   (d) The manner in which this State can leverage its competitive advantages and address its competitive weaknesses;
   (e) A strategy to encourage the creation and expansion of businesses in this State and the relocation of businesses to this State; and
   (f) Potential partners for the implementation of the strategy, including, without limitation, the Federal Government, local governments, local and regional organizations for economic development, chambers of commerce, and private businesses, investors and nonprofit entities.
3. Shall develop criteria for the designation of regional development authorities pursuant to subsection 4.
4. Shall designate as many regional development authorities for each region of this State as the Executive Director determines to be appropriate to implement the State Plan for Economic Development. In designating regional development authorities, the Executive Director must consult with local governmental entities affected by the designation. The Executive Director may, if he or she determines that
such action would aid in the implementation of the State Plan for Economic Development, remove the designation of any regional development authority previously designated pursuant to this section.

5. Shall establish procedures for entering into contracts with regional development authorities to provide services to aid, promote and encourage the economic development of this State.

6. May apply for and accept any gift, donation, bequest, grant or other source of money to carry out the provisions of NRS 231.020 to 231.139, inclusive, and sections 12 to 15.5, inclusive, and 17 to 22, inclusive, of this act.

7. May adopt such regulations as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of NRS 231.020 to 231.139, inclusive, and sections 12 to 15.5, inclusive, and 17 to 22, inclusive, of this act.

8. In a manner consistent with the laws of this State, may reorganize the programs of economic development in this State to further the State Plan for Economic Development. If, in the opinion of the Executive Director, changes to the laws of this State are necessary to implement the economic development strategy for this State, the Executive Director must recommend the changes to the Governor and the Legislature.

Sec. 83. Section 15 of this act is hereby amended to read as follows:

Sec. 15. Under the direction of the Executive Director, the Office shall:

1. Shall provide administrative and technical support to the Board.

2. Shall support the efforts of the Board, the regional development authorities designated by the Executive Director pursuant to subsection 4 of section 14 of this act and the private sector to encourage the creation and expansion of businesses in Nevada and the relocation of businesses to Nevada.

3. Shall coordinate and oversee all economic development programs in this State to ensure that such programs are consistent with the State Plan for Economic Development developed by the Executive Director pursuant to subsection 2 of section 14 of this act, including, without limitation:

(a) Coordinating the economic development activities of agencies of this State, local governments in this State and local and regional organizations for economic development to avoid duplication of effort or conflicting efforts;

(b) Working with local, state and federal authorities to streamline the process for obtaining abatements, financial incentives, grants, loans and all necessary permits and licenses for the creation or expansion of business in Nevada or the relocation of businesses to Nevada; and
(c) Reviewing, analyzing and making recommendations for the approval or disapproval of applications for abatements, financial incentives, development resources, and grants and loans of money provided by the Office.

4. May:
   (a) Participate in any federal programs for economic development that are consistent with the State Plan for Economic Development developed by the Executive Director pursuant to subsection 2 of section 14 of this act; and
   (b) When practicable and authorized by federal law, act as the agency of this State to administer such federal programs.

Sec. 84. Section 16 of this act is hereby amended to read as follows:

Sec. 16. 1. The Catalyst Fund is hereby created as a special revenue fund in the State Treasury.

2. The Catalyst Fund is a continuing fund without reversion. The interest and income earned on money in the Catalyst Fund, after deducting any applicable charges, must be credited to the Catalyst Fund.

3. All payments of principal and interest on any loan made with money from the Catalyst Fund must be deposited in the State Treasury for credit to the Fund.

4. The [Commission on Economic Development] Executive Director shall administer the Catalyst Fund and may apply for and accept any gift, grant, donation, bequest or other source of money for deposit in the Catalyst Fund.

Sec. 85. 1. On or before October 1, 2011, the Advisory Council on Economic Development created by section 8 of this act shall conduct an analysis and evaluation of the effectiveness of the programs of economic development in this State and the economic strengths and weaknesses of this State, by organizing teams, which may include, without limitation:

(a) An oversight team, consisting of the leaders of State Government and the Nevada System of Higher Education selected by the Advisory Council, to manage the work of conducting the analysis and evaluation and to compile interim reports and a final report on the analysis and evaluation.

(b) A research team to work with the Nevada System of Higher Education and existing organizations for economic development to:
   (1) Identify and analyze industry clusters and innovation opportunities in this State; and
   (2) Evaluate the best practices of economic development programs nationwide.

(c) An infrastructure planning team to:
   (1) Inventory existing infrastructure in this State; and
   (2) Identify the improvements to the infrastructure in this State which are needed to aid and encourage the economic development of this State.

(d) A technology commercialization and capital planning team to:
(1) Research best practices for the commercialization of research and technology; and

(2) Engage businesses, entrepreneurs and investors to commercialize research and technology developed in this State.

(e) An economic impact analysis team to develop an investment prospectus for this State based on the work performed by the other teams.

(f) An external research validation team to recommend a consulting firm to be hired by the Advisory Council. Within the limits of legislative appropriations, the Advisory Council shall retain a qualified, independent consultant to validate the economic assumptions used by the teams and review completed economic analyses.

2. In establishing the State Plan for Economic Development pursuant to subsection 2 of section 14 of this act, the Executive Director of the Office of Economic Development created pursuant to section 12 of this act shall use the analysis and evaluation conducted pursuant to this section.

Sec. 86. 1. NRS 231.030, 231.040, 231.050, 231.065, 231.067, 231.070, 231.080, 231.090, 231.110 and 231.142 are hereby repealed.


Sec. 87. On July 1, 2011, the State Controller shall transfer the unexpended balance, if any, remaining in the Nevada Economic Development Account in the State General Fund to the Catalyst Fund created by section 16 of this act.

Sec. 88. The board of directors of each regional development district created pursuant to NRS 277.300 to 277.390, inclusive, before July 1, 2011, shall settle the affairs of and dissolve the district not later than December 31, 2011.

Sec. 89. Sections 52.3 to 53.7, inclusive, of this act do not apply to or affect any bonds, notes or other securities issued before July 1, 2012, pursuant to NRS 244A.669 to 244A.763, inclusive, 268.512 to 268.568, inclusive, 349.400 to 349.670, inclusive, or 349.935 to 349.961, inclusive.

Sec. 90. 1. Any administrative regulations adopted by an officer, agency or other entity whose name has been changed or whose responsibilities have been transferred pursuant to the provisions of this act to another officer, agency or other entity remain in force until amended by the officer, agency or other entity to which the responsibility for the adoption of the regulations has been transferred.

2. Any contracts or other agreements entered into by an officer, agency or other entity whose name has been changed or whose responsibilities have been transferred pursuant to the provisions of this act to another officer, agency or other entity are binding upon the officer, agency or other entity to which the responsibility for the administration of the provisions of the contract or other agreement has been transferred. Such contracts and other
agreements may be enforced by the officer, agency or other entity to which
the responsibility for the enforcement of the provisions of the contract or
other agreement has been transferred.

3. Any action taken by an officer, agency or other entity whose name has
been changed or whose responsibilities have been transferred pursuant to the
provisions of this act to another officer, agency or other entity remains in
effect as if taken by the officer, agency or other entity to which the
responsibility for the enforcement of such actions has been transferred.

Sec. 91. The Legislative Counsel shall:
1. In preparing the reprint and supplements to the
Nevada Revised Statutes, appropriately change any references to an officer,
agency or other entity whose name is changed or whose responsibilities are
transferred pursuant to the provisions of this act to refer to the appropriate
officer, agency or other entity.
2. In preparing supplements to the Nevada Administrative Code,
appropriately change any references to an officer, agency or other entity
whose name is changed or whose responsibilities are transferred pursuant to
the provisions of this act to refer to the appropriate officer, agency or other
entity.

Sec. 92. As soon as practicable after the effective date of this section,
each entity that received a grant pursuant to NRS 231.065 or 231.067 on or
after July 1, 2009, and before July 1, 2011, shall provide a report to the
Commission on Economic Development and the Advisory Council on
Economic Development which includes:
1. A detailed accounting for the use of all money received;
2. A description of the results achieved from the expenditures accounted
for pursuant to subsection 1; and
3. A statement of the leads on future business growth developed as a
direct result of the grant.

Sec. 93. 1. This section and sections 2 to 8, inclusive, 23.7, 29.5, 30.3,
30.7, 31.5, 85 and 87 to 92, inclusive, of this act become effective upon
passage and approval.
2. Sections 1, 9 to 16, inclusive, 15, 18 to 22, inclusive, 23.3, 31.3
and 46 and subsection 2 of section 86 of this act become effective on
July 1, 2011.
3. Sections 1.5, 15.5, 17, 17.5, 23, 24 to 29, inclusive, 30, 31, 31.7 to 45,
inclusive, and 47 to 84, inclusive, and subsection 1 of section 86 of this act
become effective on July 1, 2012.
4. Sections 9 and 46 of this act expire by limitation on June 30, 2012.

LEADLINES OF REPEALED SECTIONS

231.030 Creation; divisions.
231.040 Members: Appointment; qualifications.
231.050 Meetings; quorum; Secretary; removal of members.
231.065 Powers and duties: Grants to assist projects of economic
diversification in certain counties.
231.067  Powers and duties: State Plan for Industrial Development and Diversification; promotion of economic interests of State; grants for economic development; agency for issuing permits to relocating or expanding businesses.
231.070  Salary of members.
231.080  Executive Director: Qualifications; appointment; restrictions on other employment.
231.090  Executive Director: Powers and duties.
231.110  Employees.
231.142  "Commission" defined.
231.153  Creation; transfer of money to State General Fund.
231.154  Administration; grants for purpose of economic development; exceptions.
231.155  Regulations.
231.156  Biennial report to Director of Legislative Counsel Bureau; required contents of report.
277.300  Legislative findings; purpose; general duties of district.
277.305  Definitions.
277.310  "Board" defined.
277.315  "Development region" and "region" defined.
277.320  "Governmental unit" defined.
277.325  "Regional development district" and "district" defined.
277.330  "Subregional" defined.
277.335  Authority of counties and cities to establish district; petitioning of Governor; contiguity; duties of Governor; ability of other counties and cities to join district.
277.340  Initial governing body; composition of board of directors; bylaws; operating budget; dues; membership.
277.345  Board of directors: Qualifications and duties of chair; election of officers; meetings; staff; executive director; personnel system; independent audits; contracting for services.
277.350  Powers; preparation and submission of comprehensive economic development strategies and other plans; right of counties and cities to conduct local or subregional planning unaffected.
277.355  Additional discretionary powers of district.
277.360  Establishment of nonprofit corporation; powers of nonprofit corporation; authority of district to receive and administer certain housing funds; rights of counties and cities unaffected.
277.365  Reassignment or addition of county to development region; requirement of contiguity; approval or denial of request; appeal to Governor.
277.370  Preparation and contents of annual reports; periodic reports assessing performance of district.
277.375  Advisory committees.
277.380  Cooperation by state departments and agencies; Governor to develop working agreements.
277.385  Grants and financial assistance: Designation of responsible state agency; distribution of money from State General Fund; gifts, grants and loans; depositories.
277.390  Population of county or city.

Senator Kihuen moved the adoption of the amendment.
Remarks by Senator Kihuen.
Senator Kihuen requested that his remarks be entered in the Journal.

Thank you, Mr. President. This is the bill that the Governor and the Speaker worked together on. It makes many changes. Both parties worked diligently to make certain that both of these amendments were taken care of. It makes private and non-profit entities eligible to be designated as regional development authorities and therefore eligible to respond to the Request For Proposal (RFP) process from the Office of Economic Development. It also specifies that RFP is put out by the Office of Economic Development in consultation with the Board of Economic Development. It makes various changes to the distribution of the Knowledge Fund to ensure a competitive process.

Amendment adopted.
Bill ordered reprinted, re-engrossed and to third reading.

Assembly Bill No. 487.
Bill read third time.
Roll call on Assembly Bill No. 487:
YEAS—19.
NAYS—None.
ABSENT—Hardy, Settelmeyer—2.

Assembly Bill No. 487 having received a constitutional majority, Mr. President declared it passed.
Bill ordered transmitted to the Assembly.

Assembly Bill No. 503.
Bill read third time.
Roll call on Assembly Bill No. 503:
YEAS—20.
NAYS—None.
ABSENT—Settelmeyer.

Assembly Bill No. 503 having received a constitutional majority, Mr. President declared it passed, as amended.
Bill ordered transmitted to the Assembly.

Assembly Bill No. 416.
Bill read third time.
The following amendment was proposed by the Committee on Finance:
Amendment No. 975.
"SUMMARY—Revises provisions governing certain programs for renewable energy. (BDR 58-849)"
"AN ACT relating to energy; revising provisions governing the Solar Energy Systems Incentive Program; revising provisions governing the Wind Energy Systems Demonstration Program; revising provisions governing the Waterpower Energy Systems Demonstration Program; revising provisions governing the payment of incentives to participants in the Solar Program and the Wind Program; revising the prospective expiration of the Wind Program and the Waterpower Program; providing for the prospective expiration of the Solar Program; requiring the Public Utilities Commission of Nevada to adopt certain regulations; and providing other matters properly relating thereto."

Legislative Counsel's Digest:

Existing law establishes the Solar Energy Systems Incentive Program, the Wind Energy Systems Demonstration Program and the Waterpower Energy Systems Demonstration Program. (NRS 701B.010-701B.290, 701B.400-701B.650, 701B.700-701B.880) Section 2.1 of this bill establishes the statewide capacity goals for all energy systems which receive incentives pursuant to these programs and authorizes a utility to file the annual plan required for each of these programs as a single plan.

Section 4 of this bill revises provisions governing the incentives for participation in the Solar Energy Systems Incentive Program, requires the Public Utilities Commission of Nevada to review the incentives and authorizes the Commission to adjust the incentives not less frequently than annually. Section 4 provides that the total amount of the incentive paid to a participant in the Solar Program with a solar energy system with a nameplate capacity of not more than 30 kilowatts must be paid upon proof that the participant has installed and energized the solar energy system, while the amount of the incentive paid to a participant with a solar energy system with a nameplate capacity of more than 30 kilowatts and not more than 500 kilowatts must be paid over time and be based on the performance of the solar energy system and the amount of electricity generated by the solar energy system. Section 8.7 of this bill requires a participant in the Solar Program to participate in net metering.

Section 10 of this bill requires the Commission to adopt regulations relating to the Wind Program and to establish a system of incentives for participation in the Wind Program. Section 10 further provides that the total amount of the incentive paid to a participant in the Wind Program with a nameplate capacity of not more than 500 kilowatts must be paid over time and based on the performance of and amount of electricity generated by the wind energy system. Section 10.5 of this bill requires a participant in the Wind Program to participate in net metering.

Section 10.7 of this bill requires the Commission to provide a system of incentives for waterpower energy systems with a nameplate capacity of not more than 500 kilowatts. Section 18.5 of this bill requires a participant in the Waterpower Program to participate in net metering.

Existing law deems a provider of electric service to have generated or acquired 2.4 kilowatt-hours of electricity from a renewable energy system for
each 1.0 kilowatt-hour of actual electricity generated or acquired from a solar photovoltaic system on certain retail customers. (NRS 704.4822) Section 18.9 of this bill provides the same calculation for solar photovoltaic systems installed on the premises of the provider if certain conditions are met.

Existing law provides that the Wind Program and the Waterpower Program will expire on June 30, 2011. (Chapter 509, Statutes of Nevada 2007, p. 2999) This bill revises the prospective expiration date of these programs and provides that the Wind Program, the Waterpower Program and the Solar Program will expire on December 31, 2021.

Section 23.7 of this bill requires the Commission to open an investigatory docket to study the feasibility and advisability of establishing a feed-in tariff program for renewable energy systems and to submit a report of its findings from the investigatory docket to the Director of the Legislative Counsel Bureau for transmittal to the 77th Session of the Nevada Legislature.

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEVADA, REPRESENTED IN SENATE AND ASSEMBLY, DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS:

Section 1. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 1.5. NRS 701.180 is hereby amended to read as follows:

701.180 The Director shall:

1. Acquire and analyze information relating to energy and to the supply, demand and conservation of its sources, including, without limitation:

(a) Information relating to the Solar Energy Systems Incentive Program created pursuant to NRS 701B.240 including, without limitation, information relating to:

(1) The development of distributed generation systems in this State pursuant to participation in the Solar Energy Systems Incentive Program;

(2) The use of carbon-based energy in residential and commercial applications due to participation in the Program; and

(3) The average cost of generation on a kilowatt-hour basis for residential and commercial applications due to participation in the Program; and

(b) Information relating to any money distributed pursuant to NRS 702.270.

2. Review and evaluate information which identifies trends and permits forecasting of the energy available to the State. Such forecasts must include estimates on:

(a) The level of demand for energy in the State for 5-, 10- and 20-year periods;

(b) The amount of energy available to meet each level of demand;

(c) The probable implications of the forecast on the demand and supply of energy; and

(d) The sources of renewable energy and other alternative sources of energy which are available and their possible effects.
3. Study means of reducing wasteful, inefficient, unnecessary or uneconomical uses of energy and encourage the maximum utilization of existing sources of energy in the State.

4. Solicit and serve as the point of contact for grants and other money from the Federal Government, including, without limitation, any grants and other money available pursuant to any program administered by the United States Department of Energy, and other sources to cooperate with the Commissioner and the Authority:
   (a) To promote energy projects that enhance the economic development of the State;
   (b) To promote the use of renewable energy in this State;
   (c) To promote the use of measures which conserve or reduce the demand for energy or which result in more efficient use of energy;
   (d) To develop a comprehensive program for retrofitting public buildings in this State with energy efficiency measures; and
   (e) If the Commissioner determines that it is feasible and cost-effective, to enter into contracts with researchers from the Nevada System of Higher Education for the design of energy efficiency and retrofit projects to carry out the comprehensive program for retrofitting public buildings in this State developed pursuant to paragraph (d).

5. Coordinate the activities and programs of the Office of Energy with the activities and programs of the Authority, the Consumer's Advocate and the Public Utilities Commission of Nevada, and with other federal, state and local officers and agencies that promote, fund, administer or operate activities and programs related to the use of renewable energy and the use of measures which conserve or reduce the demand for energy or which result in more efficient use of energy.

6. If requested to make a determination pursuant to NRS 111.239 or 278.0208, make the determination within 30 days after receiving the request. If the Director needs additional information to make the determination, the Director may request the information from the person making the request for a determination. Within 15 days after receiving the additional information, the Director shall make a determination on the request.

7. Carry out all other directives concerning energy that are prescribed by the Governor.

Sec. 2. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 2.1. Chapter 701B of NRS is hereby amended by adding thereto a new section to read as follows:

1. For purposes of carrying out the Solar Energy Systems Incentive Program created by NRS 701B.240, the Wind Energy Systems Demonstration Program created by NRS 701B.580 and the Waterpower Energy Systems Demonstration Program created by NRS 701B.820, the Public Utilities Commission of Nevada may approve solar energy systems, wind energy systems and waterpower energy systems totaling not more than 150 megawatts of capacity for all systems in this State for the period
beginning on July 1, 2009, and ending on December 31, 2021. The Commission shall by regulation prescribe the capacity goals for each program.

2. The Public Utilities Commission of Nevada shall not authorize the payment of an incentive pursuant to:

   (a) The Solar Energy Systems Incentive Program if the payment of the incentive would cause the total amount of incentives paid by all utilities in this State for the installation of solar energy systems and distributed generation systems to exceed $255,000,000 for the period beginning on July 1, 2009, and ending on December 31, 2021.

   (b) The Wind Energy Systems Demonstration Program and the Waterpower Energy Systems Demonstration Program if the payment of the incentive would cause the total amount of incentives paid by all utilities in this State for the installation of wind energy systems and waterpower energy systems to exceed $60,000,000 for the period beginning on July 1, 2009, and ending on December 31, 2021. The Commission shall by regulation determine the total amount of incentives for each program.

3. A utility may file one combined annual plan which meets the requirements set forth in NRS 701B.230, 701B.610 and 701B.850. The Public Utilities Commission of Nevada shall review and approve any plans submitted pursuant to this subsection in accordance with the requirements of NRS 701B.230, 701B.610 and 701B.850.

4. As used in this section:

   (a) "Distributed generation system" has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 701B.055.

   (b) "Utility" means a public utility that supplies electricity in this State.

Sec. 2.3. NRS 701B.040 is hereby amended to read as follows:

NRS 701B.040 "Category" means one of the categories of participation in the Solar Program as set forth in regulations adopted by the Commission.

Sec. 2.5. NRS 701B.200 is hereby amended to read as follows:

NRS 701B.200 The Commission shall adopt regulations necessary to carry out the provisions of NRS 701B.010 to 701B.290, inclusive, including, without limitation, regulations that:

1. Establish the type of incentives available to participants in the Solar Program and the level or amount of those incentives, except that the level or amount of an incentive available in a particular program year must not be based upon whether the incentive is for unused capacity reallocated from a past program year pursuant to paragraph (b) of subsection 2 of NRS 701B.260. The regulations must provide that the level or amount of the incentives must decline over time as the cost of solar energy systems and distributed generation systems decline and prescribe the period, which may be the same period covered for a utility's annual plan for carrying out and administering the Solar Program, for a utility to account for those incentives.
2. Establish the requirements for a utility's annual plan for carrying out and administering the Solar Program. A utility's annual plan must include, without limitation:
   (a) A detailed plan for advertising the Solar Program;
   (b) A detailed budget and schedule for carrying out and administering the Solar Program;
   (c) A detailed account of administrative processes and forms that will be used to carry out and administer the Solar Program, including, without limitation, a description of the application process and copies of all applications and any other forms that are necessary to apply for and participate in the Solar Program;
   (d) A detailed account of the procedures that will be used for inspection and verification of a participant's solar energy system and compliance with the Solar Program;
   (e) A detailed account of training and educational activities that will be used to carry out and administer the Solar Program; and
   (f) Any other information required by the Commission.

3. Authorize a utility to recover the reasonable costs incurred in carrying out and administering the installation of distributed generation systems pursuant to paragraph (b) of subsection 1 of NRS 701B.260.

Sec. 3. NRS 701B.210 is hereby amended to read as follows:
701B.210 The Commission shall adopt regulations that establish:
1. The qualifications and requirements an applicant must meet to be eligible to participate in the Solar Program.
2. The form and content of the master application.
3. The timeframe for accepting applications, including a period in which a utility must accept additional applications if a previously approved applicant fails to install and energize a solar energy system within the time allowed by NRS 701B.255.

Sec. 4. NRS 701B.220 is hereby amended to read as follows:
701B.220 1. In adopting regulations for the Solar Program, the Commission shall adopt regulations establishing an incentive for participation in the Solar Program. The regulations must:
   (a) Provide that the total amount of the incentive paid to a participant for a solar energy system with a nameplate capacity of not more than 30 kilowatts must be paid upon proof that the participant has installed and energized the solar energy system;
   (b) Provide that the amount of the incentive paid to a participant for a solar energy system with a nameplate capacity of more than 30 kilowatts but not more than 500 kilowatts must be paid over time and be based on the
performance of the solar energy system and the amount of electricity generated by the solar energy system;

(c) Provide for a contract to be entered into between a participant and a utility, which must include, without limitation, provisions specifying:

1. The amount of the incentive the participant will receive from the utility;

2. For a participant with a solar energy system with a nameplate capacity of more than 30 kilowatts but not more than 500 kilowatts, the period in which the participant will receive an incentive from the utility, which must not exceed 5 years and must not require a utility to make an incentive payment after December 31, 2021; and

3. For a participant with a solar energy system with a nameplate capacity of more than 30 kilowatts but not more than 500 kilowatts, that the payments of an incentive to the participant must be quarterly;

(d) Establish reporting requirements for each utility that participates in the Solar Program, which must include, without limitation, periodic reports of the average cost of the systems, the cost to the utility of carrying out the Solar Program and the effect of the Solar Program on the rates paid by the customers of the utility; and

(e) Provide for a decline over time in the amount of the incentives for participation in the Solar Program as the cost of installing solar energy systems decreases.

2. The Commission shall review the incentives for participation in the Solar Program and may adjust the amount of the incentives not less frequently than annually.

Sec. 5. NRS 701B.240 is hereby amended to read as follows:

701B.240 1. The Solar Energy Systems Incentive Program is hereby created.

2. The [Solar Program must have three Commission shall establish categories as follows:]

(a) School property;

(b) Public and other property; and

(c) Private residential property and small business property.

for participation in the Solar Program, which must, at a minimum, distinguish between participants with a solar energy system with:

(a) A nameplate capacity of not more than 30 kilowatts; and

(b) A nameplate capacity of more than 30 kilowatts but not more than 500 kilowatts.

3. To be eligible to participate in the Solar Program, a person must:

(a) Meet the qualifications established by the Commission pursuant to NRS 701B.210;

(b) Submit an application to a utility and be selected by the Commission utility for inclusion in the Solar Program pursuant to NRS 701B.250 and 701B.255; and
(c) When installing the solar energy system, use an installer who has been issued a classification C-2 license with the appropriate subclassification by the State Contractors' Board pursuant to the regulations adopted by the Board.

(d) If the person will be participating in the Solar Program in the category of school property or public and other property, provide for the public display of the solar energy system, including, without limitation, providing for public demonstrations of the solar energy system and for hands-on experience of the solar energy system by the public.]

Sec. 6. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 7. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 8. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 8.3. NRS 701B.255 is hereby amended to read as follows:

701B.255 1. After reviewing an application submitted pursuant to NRS 701B.250 and ensuring that the applicant meets the qualifications and requirements to be eligible to participate in the Solar Program, a utility may select the applicant for participation in the Solar Program.

2. Not later than 30 days after the date on which the utility selects an applicant, the utility shall provide written notice of the selection to the applicant.

3. After the utility selects an applicant to participate in the Solar Program, the utility may approve the solar energy system proposed by the applicant. Upon the utility's approval of the solar energy system:

(a) The utility shall provide to the applicant notice of the approval and the amount of incentive for which the solar energy system is eligible; and

(b) The applicant may install and energize the solar energy system.

4. Upon the completion of the installation and energizing of the solar energy system, the participant must submit to the utility an incentive claim form and any supporting information, including, without limitation, a verification of the cost of the project and a calculation of the expected system output.

5. Upon receipt of the incentive claim form and verification that the solar energy system is properly connected, the utility shall issue an incentive payment to the participant.

6. The amount of the incentive for which an applicant is eligible must be determined on the date on which the applicant is selected for participation in the Solar Program, except that an applicant forfeits eligibility for that amount of incentive if the applicant withdraws from participation in the Solar Program or does not complete the installation of the solar energy system within 12 months after the date on which the applicant is selected for participation in the Solar Program. An applicant who forfeits eligibility for the incentive for which the applicant was originally determined to be eligible may become eligible for an incentive only on the date on which the applicant completes the installation of the solar energy system, and the amount of the incentive for which such an applicant is eligible must be determined on the
date on which the applicant completes the installation of the solar energy system.

Sec. 8.7. NRS 701B.280 is hereby amended to read as follows:

701B.280 To be eligible for an incentive through the Solar Program, a solar energy system used by a participant in the Solar Program must meet the requirements of NRS 704.766 to 704.775, inclusive, the participant is entitled to participate for participation in net metering pursuant to the provisions of NRS 704.766 to 704.775, inclusive.

Sec. 8.9. NRS 701B.440 is hereby amended to read as follows:

701B.440 "Category" means one of the categories of participation in the Wind Demonstration Program as established in regulation by the Commission.

Sec. 9. NRS 701B.580 is hereby amended to read as follows:

701B.580 1. The Wind Energy Systems Demonstration Program is hereby created.

2. The Program must have four Commission shall establish categories as follows:
   (a) School property;
   (b) Other public property;
   (c) Private residential property and small business property; and
   (d) Agricultural property.

3. To be eligible to participate in the Program, a person must:
   (a) Meet the qualifications established by the Commission pursuant to NRS 701B.590;
   (b) When installing the wind energy system, use an installer who has been issued a classification C-2 license with the appropriate subclassification by the State Contractors' Board pursuant to the regulations adopted by the Board; and
   (c) If the person will be participating in the Program in the category of school property or other public property, provide for the public display of the wind energy system, including, without limitation, providing for public demonstrations of the wind energy system and for hands-on experience of the wind energy system by the public.

Sec. 10. NRS 701B.590 is hereby amended to read as follows:

701B.590 The Commission shall adopt regulations necessary to carry out the provisions of the Wind Energy Systems Demonstration Program Act, including, without limitation, regulations that establish:

1. The capacity goals for the Program, which must be designed to meet the goal of the Legislature of the installation of not less than 5 megawatts of wind energy systems in this State by 2012 and the goals for each category of the Program as prescribed in section 2.1 of this act.

2. A system of incentives that are based on rebates that decline as the capacity goals for the Program and the goals for each category of the Program are met. The rebates must be based on predicted energy savings.
cost of installing wind energy systems declines. The system must provide:

(a) Incentives for wind energy systems with a nameplate capacity of not more than 500 kilowatts;

(b) That the amount of the incentive for a participant must be paid over time and be based on the performance of the wind energy system and the amount of electricity generated by the wind energy system; and

(c) For a contract to be entered into between a participant and a utility, which must include, without limitation, provisions specifying:

(1) The amount of the incentive the participant will receive from the utility;

(2) The period in which the participant will receive an incentive from the utility, which must not exceed 5 years and that the utility is not required to make an incentive payment after December 31, 2021; and

(3) That the payments of an incentive to the participant must be made quarterly.

3. Reporting requirements for each utility that participates in the Program, which must include, without limitation, periodic reports of the average cost of the systems, the cost to the utility of carrying out the Program and the effect of the Program on the rates paid by the customers of the utility.

4. The procedure for claiming incentives, including, without limitation, the form and content of the incentive claim form.

5. The timeframe for accepting applications, including a period in which a utility must accept additional applications if a previously approved applicant fails to install and energize a wind energy system within the time allowed by NRS 701B.615.

Sec. 10.1. NRS 701B.615 is hereby amended to read as follows:

701B.615 1. An applicant who wishes to participate in the Wind Demonstration Program must submit an application to a utility.

2. After reviewing an application submitted pursuant to subsection 1 and ensuring that the applicant meets the qualifications and requirements to be eligible to participate in the Program, a utility may select the applicant for participation in the Program.

3. Not later than 30 days after the date on which the utility selects an applicant, the utility shall provide written notice of the selection to the applicant.

4. After the utility selects an applicant to participate in the Program, the utility may approve the wind energy system proposed by the applicant. Upon the utility's approval of the wind energy system:

(a) The utility shall provide to the applicant notice of the approval and the amount of incentive for which the wind energy system is eligible; and

(b) The applicant may install and energize the wind energy system.

5. Upon the completion of the installation and energizing of the wind energy system, the participant must submit to the utility an incentive claim
form and any supporting information, including, without limitation, a verification of the cost of the project and a calculation of the expected system output.

6. Upon receipt of the incentive claim form and verification that the wind energy system is properly connected, the utility shall issue an incentive payment to the participant.

7. The amount of the incentive for which an applicant is eligible must be determined on the date on which the applicant is selected for participation in the Wind Demonstration Program, except that an applicant forfeits eligibility for that amount of incentive if the applicant withdraws from participation in the Program or does not complete the installation of the wind energy system within 12 months after the date on which the applicant is selected for participation in the Program. [An applicant who forfeits eligibility for the incentive for which the applicant was originally determined to be eligible may become eligible for an incentive only on the date on which the applicant completes the installation of the wind energy system, and the amount of the incentive for which such an applicant is eligible must be determined on the date on which the applicant completes the installation of the wind energy system.]

Sec. 10.5. NRS 701B.650 is hereby amended to read as follows:

701B.650 To be eligible for an incentive through the Wind Program, a wind energy system used by a participant in the Wind Demonstration Program must meet the requirements of NRS 704.766 to 704.775, inclusive, the participant is entitled to participate in net metering pursuant to the provisions of NRS 704.766 to 704.775, inclusive.

Sec. 10.7. NRS 701B.840 is hereby amended to read as follows:

701B.840 The Commission shall adopt regulations that establish:

1. The capacity goals for the Program, which must be designed to:

(a) Meet the goal of the Legislature of the installation of not less than 500 kilowatts of waterpower energy systems in this State by 2012 and the goals for each category of the Program as prescribed in section 2.1 of this act; and

(b) Provide a system of incentives for waterpower energy systems with a nameplate capacity of not more than 500 kilowatts.

2. A system of incentives that are based on rebates that decline as the capacity goals for the Program and the goals for each category of the Program are met. The rebates must be based on predicted energy savings.

3. The procedure for claiming incentives, including, without limitation, the form and content of the incentive claim form.

4. The timeframe for accepting applications, including a period in which a utility must accept additional applications if a previously approved applicant fails to install and energize a waterpower energy system within the time allowed by NRS 701B.865.
Sec. 10.9. NRS 701B.850 is hereby amended to read as follows:

701B.850 1. [On or before February 21, 2008, and on or before February 1 of each subsequent year.] Each year on or before a date established by the Commission, each utility shall file with the Commission for approval an annual plan for carrying out and administering the Waterpower Demonstration Program in its service area for the program year beginning July 1, 2008, and each subsequent year thereafter immediately following 12-month period prescribed by the Commission.

2. [On or before July 1, 2008, and on or before each July 1 of each subsequent year.] The Commission shall:

(a) Review the annual plan for compliance with the requirements established by regulation of the Commission; and

(b) Approve the annual plan with such modifications and upon such terms and conditions as the Commission finds necessary or appropriate to facilitate the Program.

Sec. 11. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 12. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 13. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 14. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 15. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 16. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 17. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 18. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 18.1. NRS 701B.865 is hereby amended to read as follows:

701B.865 1. An applicant who wishes to participate in the Waterpower Demonstration Program must submit an application to a utility.

2. After reviewing an application submitted pursuant to subsection 1 and ensuring that the applicant meets the qualifications and requirements to be eligible to participate in the Program, a utility may select the applicant for participation in the Program.

3. Not later than 30 days after the date on which the utility selects an applicant, the utility shall provide written notice of the selection to the applicant.

4. After the utility selects an applicant to participate in the Program, the utility may approve the waterpower energy system proposed by the applicant. Upon the utility's approval of the waterpower energy system:

(a) The utility shall provide to the applicant notice of the approval and the amount of incentive for which the waterpower energy system is eligible; and

(b) The applicant may construct the waterpower energy system.

5. Upon the completion of the construction of a waterpower energy system, the participant must submit to the utility an incentive claim form and any supporting information, including, without limitation, a verification of the cost of the project and a calculation of the expected system output.
6. Upon receipt of the incentive claim form and verification that the waterpower energy system is properly connected, the utility shall issue an incentive payment to the participant.

7. The amount of the incentive for which an applicant is eligible must be determined on the date on which the applicant is selected for participation in the Waterpower Demonstration Program, except that an applicant forfeits eligibility for that amount of incentive if the applicant withdraws from participation in the Program or does not complete the construction of the waterpower energy system within 12 months after the date on which the applicant is selected for participation in the Program. [An applicant who forfeits eligibility for the incentive for which the applicant was originally determined to be eligible may become eligible for an incentive only on the date on which the applicant completes the construction of the waterpower energy system, and the amount of the incentive for which such an applicant is eligible must be determined on the date on which the applicant completes the construction of the waterpower energy system.]

Sec. 18.5. NRS 701B.880 is hereby amended to read as follows:

701B.880 [H] To be eligible for an incentive through the Waterpower Demonstration Program, the waterpower energy system [used by a participant in the Waterpower Demonstration Program meets] must meet the requirements [of NRS 704.766 to 704.775, inclusive, the participant is entitled to participate] for participation in net metering pursuant to the provisions of NRS 704.766 to 704.775, inclusive.

Sec. 18.7. NRS 701B.924 is hereby amended to read as follows:

701B.924 1. The State Public Works Board shall, within 90 days after June 9, 2009, determine the specific projects to weatherize and retrofit public buildings, facilities and structures, including, without limitation, traffic-control systems, and to otherwise use sources of renewable energy to serve those buildings, facilities and structures pursuant to the provisions of this section and NRS 701B.921. The projects must be prioritized and selected on the basis of the following criteria:

(a) The length of time necessary to commence the project.
(b) The number of workers estimated to be employed on the project.
(c) The effectiveness of the project in reducing energy consumption.
(d) The estimated cost of the project.
(e) Whether the project is able to be powered by or to otherwise use sources of renewable energy.
(f) Whether the project has qualified for participation in [one or more of the following programs:
(1) The Solar Energy Systems Incentive Program created by NRS 701B.240;
(2)]:
(1) The Renewable Energy School Pilot Program created by NRS 701B.350; or
An energy efficiency or energy conservation program offered by a public utility, as defined in NRS 704.020, pursuant to a plan approved by the Public Utilities Commission of Nevada pursuant to NRS 704.741.

2. The board of trustees of each school district shall, within 90 days after June 9, 2009, determine the specific projects to weatherize and retrofit public buildings, facilities and structures, including, without limitation, traffic-control systems, and to otherwise use sources of renewable energy to serve those buildings, facilities and structures pursuant to the provisions of this section and NRS 701B.921. The projects must be prioritized and selected on the basis of the following criteria:
   (a) The length of time necessary to commence the project.
   (b) The number of workers estimated to be employed on the project.
   (c) The effectiveness of the project in reducing energy consumption.
   (d) The estimated cost of the project.
   (e) Whether the project is able to be powered by or to otherwise use sources of renewable energy.
   (f) Whether the project has qualified for participation in one or more of the following programs:
      (1) The Solar Energy Systems Incentive Program created by NRS 701B.240;
      (2) The Renewable Energy School Pilot Program created by NRS 701B.350; or

(3) An energy efficiency or energy conservation program offered by a public utility, as defined in NRS 704.020, pursuant to a plan approved by the Public Utilities Commission of Nevada pursuant to NRS 704.741.

3. The Board of Regents of the University of Nevada shall, within 90 days after June 9, 2009, determine the specific projects to weatherize and retrofit public buildings, facilities and structures, including, without limitation, traffic-control systems, and to otherwise use sources of renewable energy to serve those buildings, facilities and structures pursuant to the provisions of this section and NRS 701B.921. The projects must be prioritized and selected on the basis of the following criteria:
   (a) The length of time necessary to commence the project.
   (b) The number of workers estimated to be employed on the project.
   (c) The effectiveness of the project in reducing energy consumption.
   (d) The estimated cost of the project.
   (e) Whether the project is able to be powered by or to otherwise use sources of renewable energy.
   (f) Whether the project has qualified for participation in one or more of the following programs:
      (1) The Solar Energy Systems Incentive Program created by NRS 701B.240;
      (2)
(1) The Renewable Energy School Pilot Program created by NRS 701B.350; or

(2) An energy efficiency or energy conservation program offered by a public utility, as defined in NRS 704.020, pursuant to a plan approved by the Public Utilities Commission of Nevada pursuant to NRS 704.741.

4. As soon as practicable after an entity described in subsections 1, 2 and 3 selects a project, the entity shall proceed to enter into a contract with one or more contractors to perform the work on the project. The request for proposals and all contracts for each project must include, without limitation:

(a) Provisions stipulating that all employees of the contractors and subcontractors who work on the project must be paid prevailing wages pursuant to the requirements of chapter 338 of NRS;

(b) Provisions requiring that each contractor and subcontractor employed on each such project:

(1) Employ a number of persons trained as described in paragraph (b) of subsection 3 of NRS 701B.921 that is equal to or greater than 50 percent of the total workforce the contractor or subcontractor employs on the project; or

(2) If the Director of the Department determines in writing, pursuant to a request submitted by the contractor or subcontractor, that the contractor or subcontractor cannot reasonably comply with the provisions of subparagraph (1) because there are not available a sufficient number of such trained persons, employ a number of persons trained as described in paragraph (b) of subsection 3 of NRS 701B.921 or trained through any apprenticeship program that is registered and approved by the State Apprenticeship Council pursuant to chapter 610 of NRS that is equal to or greater than 50 percent of the total workforce the contractor or subcontractor employs on the project;

(c) A component pursuant to which persons trained as described in paragraph (b) of subsection 3 of NRS 701B.921 must be classified and paid prevailing wages depending upon the classification of the skill in which they are trained; and

(d) A component that requires each contractor or subcontractor to offer to employees working on the project, and to their dependents, health care in the same manner as a policy of insurance pursuant to chapters 689A and 689B of NRS or the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974.

5. The State Public Works Board, each of the school districts and the Board of Regents of the University of Nevada shall each provide a report to the Interim Finance Committee which describes the projects selected pursuant to this section and a report of the dates on which those projects are scheduled to be completed.

Sec. 18.9. NRS 704.7822 is hereby amended to read as follows:

704.7822 For the purpose of complying with a portfolio standard established pursuant to NRS 704.7821 or 704.78213, a provider shall be deemed to have generated or acquired 2.4 kilowatt-hours of electricity from a
renewable energy system for each 1.0 kilowatt-hour of actual electricity generated or acquired from a solar photovoltaic system, if:

1. The system is installed on the premises of a retail customer or provider; and

2. On an annual basis, at least 50 percent of the electricity generated by the system is utilized by the retail customer or provider on that premises.

Sec. 19. NRS 338.1908 is hereby amended to read as follows:

338.1908 1. The governing body of each local government shall, by July 28, 2009, develop a plan to retrofit public buildings, facilities and structures, including, without limitation, traffic-control systems, and to otherwise use sources of renewable energy to serve those buildings, facilities and structures. Such a plan must:

(a) Be developed with input from one or more energy retrofit coordinators designated pursuant to NRS 338.1907, if any.

(b) Include a list of specific projects. The projects must be prioritized and selected on the basis of the following criteria:

1. The length of time necessary to commence the project.
2. The number of workers estimated to be employed on the project.
3. The effectiveness of the project in reducing energy consumption.
4. The estimated cost of the project.
5. Whether the project is able to be powered by or otherwise use sources of renewable energy.
6. Whether the project has qualified for participation in one or more of the following programs:

   (I) The Solar Energy Systems Incentive Program created by NRS 701B.240;

   (II) The Renewable Energy School Pilot Program created by NRS 701B.350;

   (III) The Wind Energy Systems Demonstration Program created by NRS 701B.580; or

   (IV) The Waterpower Energy Systems Demonstration Program created by NRS 701B.820.

(c) Include a list of potential funding sources for use in implementing the projects, including, without limitation, money available through the Energy Efficiency and Conservation Block Grant Program as set forth in 42 U.S.C. § 17152 and grants, gifts, donations or other sources of money from public and private sources.

2. The governing body of each local government shall transmit the plan developed pursuant to subsection 1 to the Nevada Energy Commissioner and to any other entity designated for that purpose by the Legislature.

3. As used in this section:

   (a) "Local government" means each city or county that meets the definition of "eligible unit of local government" as set forth in 42 U.S.C. § 17151 and each unit of local government, as defined in
subsection 11 of NRS 338.010, that does not meet the definition of "eligible entity" as set forth in 42 U.S.C. § 17151.

(b) "Renewable energy" means a source of energy that occurs naturally or is regenerated naturally, including, without limitation:
   (1) Biomass;
   (2) Fuel cells;
   (3) Geothermal energy;
   (4) Solar energy;
   (5) Waterpower; and
   (6) Wind.
   The term does not include coal, natural gas, oil, propane or any other fossil fuel, or nuclear energy.

(c) "Retrofit" means to alter, improve, modify, remodel or renovate a building, facility or structure to make that building, facility or structure more energy-efficient.

Sec. 20. Section 113 of chapter 509, Statutes of Nevada 2007, at page 2999, is hereby amended to read as follows:

Sec. 113. 1. This act becomes effective:
   (a) Upon passage and approval for the purposes of adopting regulations and taking such other actions as are necessary to carry out the provisions of this act; and
   (b) For all other purposes besides those described in paragraph (a):
      (1) For this section and sections 1, 30, 32, 36 to 46, inclusive, 49, 51 to 61, inclusive, 107, 109, 110 and 111 of this act, upon passage and approval.
      (2) For sections 1.5 to 29, inclusive, 43.5, 47, 51.3, 51.7, 108, 112 and 112.5 of this act, on July 1, 2007.
      (3) For sections 62 to 106, inclusive, of this act, on October 1, 2007.
      (4) For sections 31, 32.3, 32.5, 32.7, 33, 34 and 35 of this act, on January 1, 2009.
      (5) For section 48 of this act, on January 1, 2010.
      (6) For section 50 of this act, on January 1, 2011.

2. Sections 69, 72 to 75, inclusive, and section 94 of this act expire by limitation on December 31, 2012.

3. Sections 62 to 106, inclusive, 70, 71, 77 to 82, inclusive, 85 to 94, inclusive, and 95 to 105, inclusive, of this act expire by limitation on December 31, 2021.

Sec. 21. Section 13 of chapter 246, Statutes of Nevada 2009, at page 1002, is hereby amended to read as follows:

Sec. 13. 1. This act becomes effective on July 1, 2009.

2. Sections 2 and 3 of this act expire by limitation on June 30, 2011.

Sec. 22. Section 21 of chapter 321, Statutes of Nevada 2009, at page 1410, is hereby amended to read as follows:
Sec. 21. 1. This section and sections 1 to 1.51, inclusive, 1.55 to 19.7, inclusive, and 19.9 to 20.9, inclusive, of this act become effective upon passage and approval.

2. Sections 1.51, 1.85, 1.87, 1.92, 1.93, 1.95, 4.3 to 9, inclusive, and 19.4 of this act expire by limitation on June 30, 2011.

3. Sections 1.53 and 19.8 of this act become effective on December 31, 2021.

Sec. 23. (Deleted by amendment.)


2. NRS 701B.060, 701B.100, 701B.110, 701B.120, 701B.130, 701B.140, 701B.260 and sections 1.53 and 19.8 of chapter 321, Statutes of Nevada 2009, at pages 1372 and 1408, respectively, are hereby repealed.

Sec. 23.5. The Public Utilities Commission of Nevada shall adopt regulations to carry out the amendatory provisions of this act on or before July 1, 2012. The regulations must:

1. Provide for the transition to the performance-based incentive required by NRS 701B.220, as amended by section 4 of this act, NRS 701B.590, as amended by section 10 of this act and NRS 701B.840, as amended by section 10.7 of this act, for the applicable participants in the Solar Energy Systems Incentive Program, the Wind Energy Systems Demonstration Program and the Waterpower Energy Systems Demonstration Program.

2. Require that the capacity allocated for a participant in the Solar Energy Systems Incentive Program, the Wind Energy Systems Demonstration Program or the Waterpower Energy Systems Demonstration Program who fails to install and energize the energy system within 12 months after the date on which the applicant is selected for participation in the respective program must be made available to applicants who apply for participation in the Solar Energy Systems Incentive Program, the Wind Energy Systems Demonstration Program or the Waterpower Energy Systems Demonstration Program on or after January 1, 2013.

Sec. 23.7. 1. As soon as practicable after the effective date of this section, the Public Utilities Commission of Nevada shall, to the extent money is available for this purpose, open an investigatory docket to study, examine and review the feasibility and advisability of establishing a feed-in tariff program for renewable energy systems in this State.

2. The investigatory docket must include, without limitation:
   (a) An evaluation of existing feed-in tariff programs in other jurisdictions and whether such programs or components of such programs would be appropriate models for a feed-in tariff program in this State:
(b) An evaluation of different mechanisms for establishing prices for the purchase and sale of electricity pursuant to a feed-in tariff program;

(c) Consideration of issues relating to the integration of a feed-in tariff program with existing programs for renewable energy in this State, including, without limitation, the renewable energy programs established pursuant to chapter 701B of NRS;

(d) Consideration of the role of a feed-in tariff program in helping providers of electric service meet the portfolio standard established pursuant to NRS 704.7821; and

(e) Consideration of the short-term and long-term costs and savings associated with a feed-in tariff program for retail customers of providers of electric service in this State.

3. The following parties may participate in the investigatory docket:

(a) Each provider of electric service;

(b) The Regulatory Operations Staff of the Commission;

(c) The Consumer's Advocate and the Bureau of Consumer Protection in the Office of the Attorney General; and

(d) Any other interested parties.

4. On or before October 1, 2012, the Commission shall submit a written report of its findings and recommendations from the investigatory docket to the Director of the Legislative Counsel Bureau for transmittal to the 77th Session of the Nevada Legislature.

5. If the Commission's report contains any recommendations for the establishment of a feed-in tariff program for renewable energy systems in this State, the report must include, without limitation, recommendations regarding:

(a) The legislation that would be necessary to establish the feed-in tariff program; and

(b) The procedures and mechanisms that would be necessary to implement the feed-in tariff program.

6. As used in this section, "provider of electric service" has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 704.7808.

Sec. 24. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 25. 1. This section and sections 8.3, 10.1, 18.1, 20 to 23, inclusive, [and] 23.5 and 23.7 of this act become effective upon passage and approval.

2. Sections 1, 2 to 8, inclusive, 8.7 to 10, inclusive, 10.5 to 18, inclusive, 18.5, 18.9 and 24 of this act become effective upon passage and approval for the purpose of adopting regulations, and on January 1, 2013, for all other purposes.

3. Subsection 2 of section 23.3 of this act becomes effective on January 1, 2013.

4. Section 1.5, 18.7, 19 and subsection 1 of section 23.3 of this act become effective on January 1, 2022.
LEADLINES OF REPEALED SECTIONS OF NRS AND TEXT OF REPEALED SECTIONS OF STATUTES OF NEVADA

701B.010 Applicability.
701B.020 Definitions.
701B.030 "Applicant" defined.
701B.040 "Category" defined.
701B.050 "Commission" defined.
701B.055 "Distributed generation system" defined.
701B.060 "Institution of higher education" defined.
701B.070 "Owned, leased or occupied" defined.
701B.080 "Participant" defined.
701B.090 "Person" defined.
701B.100 "Program year" means the period of July 1 to June 30 of the following year.
701B.110 "Public and other property" defined.
701B.120 "Public entity" defined.
701B.130 "School property" defined.
701B.140 "Small business" defined.
701B.150 "Solar energy system" defined.
701B.160 "Solar Program" defined.
701B.170 "Task Force" defined.
701B.180 "Utility" defined.
701B.200 Regulations: Establishment of incentives and requirements for utility's annual plan; exceptions; recovery of costs by utility.
701B.210 Regulations: Establishment of qualifications and requirements for participation; form and content of utility's master application.
701B.220 Regulations: Establishment of incentives for participation.
701B.230 Duty of utility to file annual plan; review and approval of annual plan by Commission; recovery of costs by utility.
701B.240 Creation of Solar Program; categories of participation; eligibility requirements.
701B.250 Application to participate; review of application by utility.
701B.255 Procedure for selection and notification of participants; authorization to install and energize solar energy system; submission of incentive claim form; determination of amount of incentive; withdrawal of participant; forfeiture of incentive.
701B.260 Capacity allocated to each category; reallocation of capacity; limitations on incentives.
701B.265 Installation of solar energy system deemed public work under certain circumstances.
701B.280 Participation in net metering.
701B.290 Issuance of portfolio energy credits.

Section 1.53 of chapter 321, Statutes of Nevada 2009, at page 1372:
Sec. 1.53. NRS 701.180 is hereby amended to read as follows:

701.180 The Director shall:

1. Acquire and analyze information relating to energy and to the supply, demand and conservation of its sources, including, without limitation:
   (a) Information relating to the Solar Energy Systems Incentive Program created pursuant to NRS 701B.240 and the Wind Energy Systems Demonstration Program created pursuant to NRS 701B.580, including, without limitation, information relating to:
      (1) The development of distributed generation systems in this State pursuant to participation in the Solar Energy Systems Incentive Program;
      (2) The use of carbon-based energy in residential and commercial applications due to participation in the Programs; and
      (3) The average cost of generation on a kilowatt-hour basis for residential and commercial applications due to participation in the Programs;
   (b) Information relating to any money distributed pursuant to NRS 702.270.

2. Review and evaluate information which identifies trends and permits forecasting of the energy available to the State. Such forecasts must include estimates on:
   (a) The level of demand for energy in the State for 5-, 10- and 20-year periods;
   (b) The amount of energy available to meet each level of demand;
   (c) The probable implications of the forecast on the demand and supply of energy; and
   (d) The sources of renewable energy and other alternative sources of energy which are available and their possible effects.

3. Study means of reducing wasteful, inefficient, unnecessary or uneconomical uses of energy and encourage the maximum utilization of existing sources of energy in the State.

4. Solicit and serve as the point of contact for grants and other money from the Federal Government, including, without limitation, any grants and other money available pursuant to any program administered by the United States Department of Energy, and other sources to cooperate with the Commissioner and the Authority:
   (a) To promote energy projects that enhance the economic development of the State;
   (b) To promote the use of renewable energy in this State;
   (c) To promote the use of measures which conserve or reduce the demand for energy or which result in more efficient use of energy;
   (d) To develop a comprehensive program for retrofitting public buildings in this State with energy efficiency measures; and
(e) If the Commissioner determines that it is feasible and cost-effective, to enter into contracts with researchers from the Nevada System of Higher Education for the design of energy efficiency and retrofit projects to carry out the comprehensive program for retrofitting public buildings in this State developed pursuant to paragraph (d).

5. Coordinate the activities and programs of the Office of Energy with the activities and programs of the Authority, the Consumer's Advocate and the Public Utilities Commission of Nevada, and with other federal, state and local officers and agencies that promote, fund, administer or operate activities and programs related to the use of renewable energy and the use of measures which conserve or reduce the demand for energy or which result in more efficient use of energy.

6. Carry out all other directives concerning energy that are prescribed by the Governor.

Section 19.8 of chapter 321, Statutes of Nevada 2009, at page 1408:

Sec. 19.8. Section 19.4 of this act is hereby amended to read as follows:

Sec. 19.4. Chapter 338 of NRS is hereby amended by adding thereto a new section to read as follows:

1. The governing body of each local government shall, within 60 days after the effective date of this section, develop a plan to retrofit public buildings, facilities and structures, including, without limitation, traffic-control systems, and to otherwise use sources of renewable energy to serve those buildings, facilities and structures. Such a plan must:

(a) Be developed with input from one or more energy retrofit coordinators designated pursuant to NRS 338.1907, if any.

(b) Include a list of specific projects. The projects must be prioritized and selected on the basis of the following criteria:

   (1) The length of time necessary to commence the project.

   (2) The number of workers estimated to be employed on the project.

   (3) The effectiveness of the project in reducing energy consumption.

   (4) The estimated cost of the project.

   (5) Whether the project is able to be powered by or otherwise use sources of renewable energy.

   (6) Whether the project has qualified for participation in one or more of the following programs:

      (I) The Solar Energy Systems Incentive Program created by NRS 701B.240; or

(III) The Wind Energy Systems Demonstration Program created by NRS 701B.580; or

(IV) The Waterpower Energy Systems Demonstration Program created by NRS 701B.820.

(c) Include a list of potential funding sources for use in implementing the projects, including, without limitation, money available through the Energy Efficiency and Conservation Block Grant Program as set forth in 42 U.S.C. § 17152 and grants, gifts, donations or other sources of money from public and private sources.

2. The governing body of each local government shall transmit the plan developed pursuant to subsection 1 to the Nevada Energy Commissioner and to any other entity designated for that purpose by the Legislature.

3. As used in this section:

(a) "Local government" means each city or county that meets the definition of "eligible unit of local government" as set forth in 42 U.S.C. § 17151 and each unit of local government, as defined in subsection 11 of NRS 338.010, that does not meet the definition of "eligible entity" as set forth in 42 U.S.C. § 17151.

(b) "Renewable energy" means a source of energy that occurs naturally or is regenerated naturally, including, without limitation:

(1) Biomass;
(2) Fuel cells;
(3) Geothermal energy;
(4) Solar energy;
(5) Waterpower; and
(6) Wind.

The term does not include coal, natural gas, oil, propane or any other fossil fuel, or nuclear energy.

(c) "Retrofit" means to alter, improve, modify, remodel or renovate a building, facility or structure to make that building, facility or structure more energy-efficient.

Senator Horsford moved the adoption of the amendment.

Remarks by Senator Horsford.

Senator Horsford requested that his remarks be entered in the Journal.

The provision requires the Public Utilities Commission of Nevada to open an investigatory docket to study the feasibility and advisability of establishing a feed-in tariff program for renewable energy and to present those findings to the Director of the Legislative Counsel Bureau. It is a study only and no policy is required.

Amendment adopted.

The following amendment was proposed by the Committee on Commerce, Labor and Energy:
Amendment No. 989.

"SUMMARY—Revises provisions governing certain programs for renewable energy. (BDR 58-849)"

"AN ACT relating to energy; revising provisions governing the Solar Energy Systems Incentive Program; revising provisions governing the Wind Energy Systems Demonstration Program; revising provisions governing the Waterpower Energy Systems Demonstration Program; revising provisions governing the payment of incentives to participants in the Solar Program and the Wind Program; revising the prospective expiration of the Wind Program and the Waterpower Program; providing for the prospective expiration of the Solar Program; requiring the Public Utilities Commission of Nevada to adopt certain regulations; revising certain provisions governing certain energy-related tax incentives; revising certain provisions relating to plans filed by certain utilities; authorizing a utility to recover certain costs under certain circumstances; and providing other matters properly relating thereto."

Legislative Counsel's Digest:

Existing law establishes the Solar Energy Systems Incentive Program, the Wind Energy Systems Demonstration Program and the Waterpower Energy Systems Demonstration Program. (NRS 701B.010-701B.290, 701B.400-701B.650, 701B.700-701B.880) Section 2.1 of this bill establishes the statewide capacity goals for all energy systems which receive incentives pursuant to these programs and authorizes a utility to file the annual plan required for each of these programs as a single plan.

Section 4 of this bill revises provisions governing the incentives for participation in the Solar Energy Systems Incentive Program, requires the Public Utilities Commission of Nevada to review the incentives and authorizes the Commission to adjust the incentives not less frequently than annually. Section 4 provides that the total amount of the incentive paid to a participant in the Solar Program with a solar energy system with a nameplate capacity of not more than 30 kilowatts must be paid upon proof that the participant has installed and energized the solar energy system, while the amount of the incentive paid to a participant with a solar energy system with a nameplate capacity of more than 30 kilowatts and not more than 500 kilowatts must be paid over time and be based on the performance of the solar energy system and the amount of electricity generated by the solar energy system. Section 8.7 of this bill requires a participant in the Solar Program to participate in net metering.

Section 10 of this bill requires the Commission to adopt regulations relating to the Wind Program and to establish a system of incentives for participation in the Wind Program. Section 10 further provides that the total amount of the incentive paid to a participant in the Wind Program with a nameplate capacity of not more than 500 kilowatts must be paid over time and based on the performance of and amount of electricity generated by the
wind energy system. **Section 10.5** of this bill requires a participant in the Wind Program to participate in net metering.

**Section 10.7** of this bill requires the Commission to provide a system of incentives for waterpower energy systems with a nameplate capacity of not more than 500 kilowatts. **Section 18.5** of this bill requires a participant in the Waterpower Program to participate in net metering.

Existing law deems a provider of electric service to have generated or acquired 2.4 kilowatt-hours of electricity from a renewable energy system for each 1.0 kilowatt-hour of actual electricity generated or acquired from a solar photovoltaic system on certain retail customers. (NRS 704.4822) **Section 18.9** of this bill provides the same calculation for solar photovoltaic systems installed on the premises of the provider if certain conditions are met.

Existing law provides that the Wind Program and the Waterpower Program will expire on June 30, 2011. (Chapter 509, Statutes of Nevada 2007, p. 2999) This bill revises the prospective expiration date of these programs and provides that the Wind Program, the Waterpower Program and the Solar Program will expire on December 31, 2021.

**Section 18.75** of this bill makes certain information relating to a contract lease or agreement between a utility and another person for the purchase of power confidential and prohibits the disclosure of such information.

Existing law requires each utility which supplies electricity in this State to submit to the Commission every third year a plan to increase its supply of electricity or decrease the demands made on its system by its customers (NRS 704.741) **Section 18.8** of this bill revises the content of those plans and requires the Commission to allow the utility to recover certain costs for siting, developing and permitting associated with transmission facilities and transmission corridor activities under certain circumstances.

Existing law requires a person who wishes to obtain a permit for a utility facility to file certain applications with the Commission if a federal agency is required to conduct an environmental analysis of the proposed utility facility. (NRS 704.870) **Sections 18.95** and **18.97** of this bill require such a person to file a notice with the Commission not later than the date on which the person files with the appropriate federal agency.

**Sections 1.7** and **1.9** of this bill revise provisions governing certain energy-related tax incentives to provide that certain facilities that generate electricity from geothermal energy are eligible for certain partial abatements of taxes.

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEVADA, REPRESENTED IN SENATE AND ASSEMBLY, DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS:

**Section 1.** (Deleted by amendment.)

**Sec. 1.5.** NRS 701.180 is hereby amended to read as follows:
701.180 The Director shall:

1. Acquire and analyze information relating to energy and to the supply, demand and conservation of its sources, including, without limitation:

(a) Information relating to the Solar Energy Systems Incentive Program created pursuant to NRS 701B.240 including, without limitation, information relating to:

(1) The development of distributed generation systems in this State pursuant to participation in the Solar Energy Systems Incentive Program;

(2) The use of carbon-based energy in residential and commercial applications due to participation in the Program; and

(3) The average cost of generation on a kilowatt hour basis for residential and commercial applications due to participation in the Program; and

(b) Information relating to any money distributed pursuant to NRS 702.270.

2. Review and evaluate information which identifies trends and permits forecasting of the energy available to the State. Such forecasts must include estimates on:

(a) The level of demand for energy in the State for 5-, 10- and 20-year periods;

(b) The amount of energy available to meet each level of demand;

(c) The probable implications of the forecast on the demand and supply of energy; and

(d) The sources of renewable energy and other alternative sources of energy which are available and their possible effects.

3. Study means of reducing wasteful, inefficient, unnecessary or uneconomical uses of energy and encourage the maximum utilization of existing sources of energy in the State.

4. Solicit and serve as the point of contact for grants and other money from the Federal Government, including, without limitation, any grants and other money available pursuant to any program administered by the United States Department of Energy, and other sources to cooperate with the Commissioner and the Authority:

(a) To promote energy projects that enhance the economic development of the State;

(b) To promote the use of renewable energy in this State;

(c) To promote the use of measures which conserve or reduce the demand for energy or which result in more efficient use of energy;

(d) To develop a comprehensive program for retrofitting public buildings in this State with energy efficiency measures; and

(e) If the Commissioner determines that it is feasible and cost-effective, to enter into contracts with researchers from the Nevada System of Higher Education for the design of energy efficiency and retrofit projects to carry out the comprehensive program for retrofitting public buildings in this State developed pursuant to paragraph (d).
5. Coordinate the activities and programs of the Office of Energy with the activities and programs of the Authority, the Consumer's Advocate and the Public Utilities Commission of Nevada, and with other federal, state and local officers and agencies that promote, fund, administer or operate activities and programs related to the use of renewable energy and the use of measures which conserve or reduce the demand for energy or which result in more efficient use of energy.

6. If requested to make a determination pursuant to NRS 111.239 or 278.0208, make the determination within 30 days after receiving the request. If the Director needs additional information to make the determination, the Director may request the information from the person making the request for a determination. Within 15 days after receiving the additional information, the Director shall make a determination on the request.

7. Carry out all other directives concerning energy that are prescribed by the Governor.

Sec. 1.7. NRS 701A.340 is hereby amended to read as follows:

701A.340 1. "Renewable energy" means:
(a) Biomass;
(b) Fuel cells;
(c) Geothermal energy;
(d) Solar energy;
(e) Waterpower; or
(f) Wind.

2. The term does not include coal, natural gas, oil, propane or any other fossil fuel or geothermal energy or nuclear energy.

Sec. 1.9. NRS 701A.365 is hereby amended to read as follows:

701A.365 1. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 2, the Commissioner shall approve an application for a partial abatement pursuant to NRS 701A.300 to 701A.390, inclusive, if the Commissioner makes the following determinations:
(a) The applicant has executed an agreement with the Commissioner which must:
   (1) State that the facility will, after the date on which a certificate of eligibility for the abatement is issued pursuant to NRS 701A.370, continue in operation in this State for a period specified by the Commissioner, which must be at least 10 years, and will continue to meet the eligibility requirements for the abatement; and
   (2) Bind the successors in interest in the facility for the specified period.
(b) The facility is registered pursuant to the laws of this State or the applicant commits to obtain a valid business license and all other permits required by the county, city or town in which the facility operates.
(c) No funding is or will be provided by any governmental entity in this State for the acquisition, design or construction of the facility or for the acquisition of any land therefor, except any private activity bonds as defined in 26 U.S.C. § 141.
(d) If the facility will be located in a county whose population is 100,000 or more or a city whose population is 60,000 or more, the facility meets the following requirements:

(1) There will be 75 or more full-time employees working on the construction of the facility during the second quarter of construction, including, unless waived by the Commissioner for good cause, at least 30 percent who are residents of Nevada;

(2) Establishing the facility will require the facility to make a capital investment of at least $10,000,000 in this State;

(3) The average hourly wage that will be paid by the facility to its employees in this State is at least 110 percent of the average statewide hourly wage, excluding management and administrative employees, as established by the Employment Security Division of the Department of Employment, Training and Rehabilitation on July 1 of each fiscal year; and

(4) The average hourly wage of the employees working on the construction of the facility will be at least 150 percent of the average statewide hourly wage, excluding management and administrative employees, as established by the Employment Security Division of the Department of Employment, Training and Rehabilitation on July 1 of each fiscal year and:

(I) The employees working on the construction of the facility must be provided a health insurance plan that includes an option for health insurance coverage for dependents of the employees; and

(II) The cost of the benefits provided to the employees working on the construction of the facility will meet the minimum requirements for benefits established by the Commissioner by regulation pursuant to NRS 701A.390.

(e) If the facility will be located in a county whose population is less than 100,000 or a city whose population is less than 60,000, the facility meets the following requirements:

(1) There will be 50 or more full-time employees working on the construction of the facility during the second quarter of construction, including, unless waived by the Commissioner for good cause, at least 30 percent who are residents of Nevada;

(2) Establishing the facility will require the facility to make a capital investment of at least $3,000,000 in this State;

(3) The average hourly wage that will be paid by the facility to its employees in this State is at least 110 percent of the average statewide hourly wage, excluding management and administrative employees, as established by the Employment Security Division of the Department of Employment, Training and Rehabilitation on July 1 of each fiscal year; and

(4) The average hourly wage of the employees working on the construction of the facility will be at least 150 percent of the average statewide hourly wage, excluding management and administrative employees, as established by the Employment Security Division of the
Department of Employment, Training and Rehabilitation on July 1 of each fiscal year and:

(I) The employees working on the construction of the facility must be provided a health insurance plan that includes an option for health insurance coverage for dependents of the employees; and

(II) The cost of the benefits provided to the employees working on the construction of the facility will meet the minimum requirements for benefits established by the Commissioner by regulation pursuant to NRS 701A.390.

(f) The financial benefits that will result to this State from the employment by the facility of the residents of this State and from capital investments by the facility in this State will exceed the loss of tax revenue that will result from the abatement.

2. The Commissioner shall not approve an application for a partial abatement of the taxes imposed pursuant to chapter 361 of NRS submitted pursuant to NRS 701A.360 by a facility for the generation of electricity from geothermal resources unless the application is approved pursuant to this subsection. The board of county commissioners of a county must approve or deny the application not later than 30 days after the board receives a copy of the application. The board of county commissioners must not condition the approval of the application on a requirement that the facility for the generation of electricity from geothermal resources agree to purchase, lease or otherwise acquire in its own name or on behalf of the county any infrastructure, equipment, facilities or other property in the county that is not directly related to or otherwise necessary for the construction and operation of the facility. If the board of county commissioners does not approve or deny the application within 30 days after the board receives the application, the application shall be deemed denied.

3. Notwithstanding the provisions of subsection 1, the Commissioner may, if the Commissioner determines that such action is necessary:

(a) Approve an application for a partial abatement for a facility that does not meet the requirements set forth in paragraph (d) or (e) of subsection 1; or

(b) Add additional requirements that a facility must meet to qualify for a partial abatement.

Sec. 2. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 2.1. Chapter 701B of NRS is hereby amended by adding thereto a new section to read as follows:

1. For purposes of carrying out the Solar Energy Systems Incentive Program created by NRS 701B.240, the Wind Energy Systems Demonstration Program created by NRS 701B.580 and the Waterpower Energy Systems Demonstration Program created by NRS 701B.820, the Public Utilities Commission of Nevada may approve solar energy systems, wind energy systems and waterpower energy systems totaling not more than 150 megawatts of capacity for all systems in this State for the period beginning on July 1, 2009, and ending on December 31, 2021. The
Commission shall by regulation prescribe the capacity goals for each program.

2. The Public Utilities Commission of Nevada shall not authorize the payment of an incentive pursuant to:

   (a) The Solar Energy Systems Incentive Program if the payment of the incentive would cause the total amount of incentives paid by all utilities in this State for the installation of solar energy systems and distributed generation systems to exceed $255,000,000 for the period beginning on July 1, 2009, and ending on December 31, 2021.

   (b) The Wind Energy Systems Demonstration Program and the Waterpower Energy Systems Demonstration Program if the payment of the incentive would cause the total amount of incentives paid by all utilities in this State for the installation of wind energy systems and waterpower energy systems to exceed $60,000,000 for the period beginning on July 1, 2009, and ending on December 31, 2021. The Commission shall by regulation determine the total amount of incentives for each program.

3. A utility may file one combined annual plan which meets the requirements set forth in NRS 701B.230, 701B.610 and 701B.850. The Public Utilities Commission of Nevada shall review and approve any plans submitted pursuant to this subsection in accordance with the requirements of NRS 701B.230, 701B.610 and 701B.850.

4. As used in this section:

   (a) "Distributed generation system" has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 701B.055.

   (b) "Utility" means a public utility that supplies electricity in this State.

Sec. 2.3. NRS 701B.040 is hereby amended to read as follows:

701B.040 "Category" means one of the categories of participation in the Solar Program as set forth in regulations adopted by the Commission.

Sec. 2.5. NRS 701B.200 is hereby amended to read as follows:

701B.200 The Commission shall adopt regulations necessary to carry out the provisions of NRS 701B.010 to 701B.290, inclusive, including, without limitation, regulations that:

1. Establish the type of incentives available to participants in the Solar Program and the level or amount of those incentives, except that the level or amount of an incentive available in a particular program year must not be based upon whether the incentive is for unused capacity reallocated from a past program year pursuant to paragraph (b) of subsection 2 of NRS 701B.260. The regulations must provide that the level or amount of the incentives must decline over time as the cost of solar energy systems and distributed generation systems decline. and prescribe the period, which may be the same period covered for a utility's annual plan for carrying out and administering the Solar Program, for a utility to account for those incentives.
2. Establish the requirements for a utility's annual plan for carrying out and administering the Solar Program. A utility's annual plan must include, without limitation:
   (a) A detailed plan for advertising the Solar Program;
   (b) A detailed budget and schedule for carrying out and administering the Solar Program;
   (c) A detailed account of administrative processes and forms that will be used to carry out and administer the Solar Program, including, without limitation, a description of the application process and copies of all applications and any other forms that are necessary to apply for and participate in the Solar Program;
   (d) A detailed account of the procedures that will be used for inspection and verification of a participant's solar energy system and compliance with the Solar Program;
   (e) A detailed account of training and educational activities that will be used to carry out and administer the Solar Program; and
   (f) Any other information required by the Commission.
3. Authorize a utility to recover the reasonable costs incurred in carrying out and administering the installation of distributed generation systems.

Sec. 3. NRS 701B.210 is hereby amended to read as follows:

701B.210 The Commission shall adopt regulations that establish:
1. The qualifications and requirements an applicant must meet to be eligible to participate in each applicable category of:
   (a) School property;
   (b) Public and other property; and
   (c) Private residential property and small business property; and
2. The form and content of the master application.
3. The timeframe for accepting applications, including a period in which a utility must accept additional applications if a previously approved applicant fails to install and energize a solar energy system within the time allowed by NRS 701B.255.

Sec. 4. NRS 701B.220 is hereby amended to read as follows:

701B.220 1. In adopting regulations for the Solar Program, the Commission shall adopt regulations establishing an incentive for participation in the Solar Program. The regulations must:
   (a) Provide that the total amount of the incentive paid to a participant for a solar energy system with a nameplate capacity of not more than 30 kilowatts must be paid upon proof that the participant has installed and energized the solar energy system;
   (b) Provide that the amount of the incentive paid to a participant for a solar energy system with a nameplate capacity of more than 30 kilowatts but not more than 500 kilowatts must be paid over time and be based on the
performance of the solar energy system and the amount of electricity generated by the solar energy system;

(c) Provide for a contract to be entered into between a participant and a utility, which must include, without limitation, provisions specifying:

(1) The amount of the incentive the participant will receive from the utility;

(2) For a participant with a solar energy system with a nameplate capacity of more than 30 kilowatts but not more than 500 kilowatts, the period in which the participant will receive an incentive from the utility, which must not exceed 5 years and must not require a utility to make an incentive payment after December 31, 2021; and

(3) For a participant with a solar energy system with a nameplate capacity of more than 30 kilowatts but not more than 500 kilowatts, that the payments of an incentive to the participant must be quarterly;

(d) Establish reporting requirements for each utility that participates in the Solar Program, which must include, without limitation, periodic reports of the average cost of the systems, the cost to the utility of carrying out the Solar Program and the effect of the Solar Program on the rates paid by the customers of the utility; and

(e) Provide for a decline over time in the amount of the incentives for participation in the Solar Program as the cost of installing solar energy systems decreases.

2. The Commission shall review the incentives for participation in the Solar Program and may adjust the amount of the incentives not less frequently than annually.

Sec. 5. NRS 701B.240 is hereby amended to read as follows:

701B.240 1. The Solar Energy Systems Incentive Program is hereby created.

2. The Commission shall establish categories as follows:

(a) School property;

(b) Public and other property; and

(c) Private residential property and small business property.

for participation in the Solar Program, which must, at a minimum, distinguish between participants with a solar energy system with:

(a) A nameplate capacity of not more than 30 kilowatts; and

(b) A nameplate capacity of more than 30 kilowatts but not more than 500 kilowatts.

3. To be eligible to participate in the Solar Program, a person must:

(a) Meet the qualifications established by the Commission pursuant to NRS 701B.210;

(b) Submit an application to a utility and be selected by the utility for inclusion in the Solar Program pursuant to NRS 701B.250 and 701B.255; and
(c) When installing the solar energy system, use an installer who has been issued a classification C-2 license with the appropriate subclassification by the State Contractors’ Board pursuant to the regulations adopted by the Board.

(d) If the person will be participating in the Solar Program in the category of school property or public and other property, provide for the public display of the solar energy system, including, without limitation, providing for public demonstrations of the solar energy system and for hands-on experience of the solar energy system by the public.

Sec. 6. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 7. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 8. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 8.3. NRS 701B.255 is hereby amended to read as follows:

701B.255 1. After reviewing an application submitted pursuant to NRS 701B.250 and ensuring that the applicant meets the qualifications and requirements to be eligible to participate in the Solar Program, a utility may select the applicant for participation in the Solar Program.

2. Not later than 30 days after the date on which the utility selects an applicant, the utility shall provide written notice of the selection to the applicant.

3. After the utility selects an applicant to participate in the Solar Program, the utility may approve the solar energy system proposed by the applicant. Upon the utility's approval of the solar energy system:
   (a) The utility shall provide to the applicant notice of the approval and the amount of incentive for which the solar energy system is eligible; and
   (b) The applicant may install and energize the solar energy system.

4. Upon the completion of the installation and energizing of the solar energy system, the participant must submit to the utility an incentive claim form and any supporting information, including, without limitation, a verification of the cost of the project and a calculation of the expected system output.

5. Upon receipt of the incentive claim form and verification that the solar energy system is properly connected, the utility shall issue an incentive payment to the participant.

6. The amount of the incentive for which an applicant is eligible must be determined on the date on which the applicant is selected for participation in the Solar Program, except that an applicant forfeits eligibility for that amount of incentive if the applicant withdraws from participation in the Solar Program or does not complete the installation of the solar energy system within 12 months after the date on which the applicant is selected for participation in the Solar Program. An applicant who forfeits eligibility for the incentive for which the applicant was originally determined to be eligible may become eligible for an incentive only on the date on which the applicant completes the installation of the solar energy system, and the amount of the incentive for which such an applicant is eligible must be determined on the
date on which the applicant completes the installation of the solar energy system.

Sec. 8.7. NRS 701B.280 is hereby amended to read as follows:

701B.280 To be eligible for an incentive through the Solar Program, a solar energy system used by a participant in the Solar Program meets the requirements of NRS 704.766 to 704.775, inclusive; the participant is entitled to participate for participation in net metering pursuant to the provisions of NRS 704.766 to 704.775, inclusive.

Sec. 8.9. NRS 701B.440 is hereby amended to read as follows:

701B.440 "Category" means one of the categories of participation in the Wind Demonstration Program as established in regulation by the Commission.

Sec. 9. NRS 701B.580 is hereby amended to read as follows:

701B.580 1. The Wind Energy Systems Demonstration Program is hereby created.

2. The Program must have four Commission shall establish categories as follows:

(a) School property;
(b) Other public property;
(c) Private residential property and small business property; and
(d) Agricultural property. for participation in the program.

3. To be eligible to participate in the Program, a person must:

(a) Meet the qualifications established by the Commission pursuant to NRS 701B.590;
(b) When installing the wind energy system, use an installer who has been issued a classification C-2 license with the appropriate subclassification by the State Contractors' Board pursuant to the regulations adopted by the Board; and
(c) If the person will be participating in the Program in the category of school property or other public property, provide for the public display of the wind energy system, including, without limitation, providing for public demonstrations of the wind energy system and for hands-on experience of the wind energy system by the public.

Sec. 10. NRS 701B.590 is hereby amended to read as follows:

701B.590 The Commission shall adopt regulations necessary to carry out the provisions of the Wind Energy Systems Demonstration Program Act, including, without limitation, regulations that establish:

1. The capacity goals for the Program, which must be designed to meet the goal of the Legislature of the installation of not less than 5 megawatts of wind energy systems in this State by 2012 and the goals for each category of the Program as prescribed in section 2.1 of this act.

2. A system of incentives that are based on rebates that decline as the capacity goals for the Program and the goals for each category of the Program are met. The rebates must be based on predicted energy savings.
cost of installing wind energy systems declines. The system must provide:

(a) Incentives for wind energy systems with a nameplate capacity of not more than 500 kilowatts;

(b) That the amount of the incentive for a participant must be paid over time and be based on the performance of the wind energy system and the amount of electricity generated by the wind energy system; and

(c) For a contract to be entered into between a participant and a utility, which must include, without limitation, provisions specifying:

(1) The amount of the incentive the participant will receive from the utility;

(2) The period in which the participant will receive an incentive from the utility, which must not exceed 5 years and that the utility is not required to make an incentive payment after December 31, 2021; and

(3) That the payments of an incentive to the participant must be made quarterly.

3. Reporting requirements for each utility that participates in the Program, which must include, without limitation, periodic reports of the average cost of the systems, the cost to the utility of carrying out the Program and the effect of the Program on the rates paid by the customers of the utility.

4. The procedure for claiming incentives, including, without limitation, the form and content of the incentive claim form.

5. The timeframe for accepting applications, including a period in which a utility must accept additional applications if a previously approved applicant fails to install and energize a wind energy system within the time allowed by NRS 701B.615.

Sec. 10.1. NRS 701B.615 is hereby amended to read as follows:

701B.615 1. An applicant who wishes to participate in the Wind Demonstration Program must submit an application to a utility.

2. After reviewing an application submitted pursuant to subsection 1 and ensuring that the applicant meets the qualifications and requirements to be eligible to participate in the Program, a utility may select the applicant for participation in the Program.

3. Not later than 30 days after the date on which the utility selects an applicant, the utility shall provide written notice of the selection to the applicant.

4. After the utility selects an applicant to participate in the Program, the utility may approve the wind energy system proposed by the applicant. Upon the utility's approval of the wind energy system:

(a) The utility shall provide to the applicant notice of the approval and the amount of incentive for which the wind energy system is eligible; and

(b) The applicant may install and energize the wind energy system.

5. Upon the completion of the installation and energizing of the wind energy system, the participant must submit to the utility an incentive claim
form and any supporting information, including, without limitation, a verification of the cost of the project and a calculation of the expected system output.

6. Upon receipt of the incentive claim form and verification that the wind energy system is properly connected, the utility shall issue an incentive payment to the participant.

7. The amount of the incentive for which an applicant is eligible must be determined on the date on which the applicant is selected for participation in the Wind Demonstration Program, except that an applicant forfeits eligibility for that amount of incentive if the applicant withdraws from participation in the Program or does not complete the installation of the wind energy system within 12 months after the date on which the applicant is selected for participation in the Program. [An applicant who forfeits eligibility for the incentive for which the applicant was originally determined to be eligible may become eligible for an incentive only on the date on which the applicant completes the installation of the wind energy system, and the amount of the incentive for which such an applicant is eligible must be determined on the date on which the applicant completes the installation of the wind energy system.]

Sec. 10.5. NRS 701B.650 is hereby amended to read as follows:

701B.650 To be eligible for an incentive through the Wind Program, a wind energy system used by a participant in the Wind Demonstration Program must meet the requirements of NRS 704.766 to 704.775, inclusive, the participant is entitled to participate for participation in net metering pursuant to the provisions of NRS 704.766 to 704.775, inclusive.

Sec. 10.7. NRS 701B.840 is hereby amended to read as follows:

701B.840 The Commission shall adopt regulations that establish:

1. The capacity goals for the Program, which must be designed to:

(a) Meet the goal of the Legislature of the installation of not less than 500 kilowatts of waterpower energy systems in this State by 2012 and the goals for each category of the Program, as prescribed in section 2.1 of this act; and

(b) Provide a system of incentives for waterpower energy systems with a nameplate capacity of not more than 500 kilowatts.

2. A system of incentives that are based on rebates that decline as the capacity goals for the Program and the goals for each category of the Program are met. The rebates must be based on predicted energy savings.

3. The procedure for claiming incentives, including, without limitation, the form and content of the incentive claim form.

4. The timeframe for accepting applications, including a period in which a utility must accept additional applications if a previously approved applicant fails to install and energize a waterpower energy system within the time allowed by NRS 701B.865.
Sec. 10.9. NRS 701B.850 is hereby amended to read as follows:

701B.850 1. [On or before February 21, 2008, and on or before February 1 of each subsequent year.] Each year on or before a date established by the Commission, each utility shall file with the Commission for approval an annual plan for carrying out and administering the Waterpower Demonstration Program in its service area for the program year beginning July 1, 2008, and each subsequent year thereafter. [immediately following 12-month period prescribed by the Commission.]

2. [On or before July 1, 2008, and on or before each July 1 of each subsequent year.] The Commission shall:
   (a) Review the annual plan for compliance with the requirements established by regulation of the Commission; and
   (b) Approve the annual plan with such modifications and upon such terms and conditions as the Commission finds necessary or appropriate to facilitate the Program.

Sec. 11. (Deleted by amendment.)
Sec. 12. (Deleted by amendment.)
Sec. 13. (Deleted by amendment.)
Sec. 14. (Deleted by amendment.)
Sec. 15. (Deleted by amendment.)
Sec. 16. (Deleted by amendment.)
Sec. 17. (Deleted by amendment.)
Sec. 18. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 18.1. NRS 701B.865 is hereby amended to read as follows:

701B.865 1. An applicant who wishes to participate in the Waterpower Demonstration Program must submit an application to a utility.

2. After reviewing an application submitted pursuant to subsection 1 and ensuring that the applicant meets the qualifications and requirements to be eligible to participate in the Program, a utility may select the applicant for participation in the Program.

3. Not later than 30 days after the date on which the utility selects an applicant, the utility shall provide written notice of the selection to the applicant.

4. After the utility selects an applicant to participate in the Program, the utility may approve the waterpower energy system proposed by the applicant. Upon the utility's approval of the waterpower energy system:
   (a) The utility shall provide to the applicant notice of the approval and the amount of incentive for which the waterpower energy system is eligible; and
   (b) The applicant may construct the waterpower energy system.

5. Upon the completion of the construction of a waterpower energy system, the participant must submit to the utility an incentive claim form and any supporting information, including, without limitation, a verification of the cost of the project and a calculation of the expected system output.
6. Upon receipt of the incentive claim form and verification that the waterpower energy system is properly connected, the utility shall issue an incentive payment to the participant.

7. The amount of the incentive for which an applicant is eligible must be determined on the date on which the applicant is selected for participation in the Waterpower Demonstration Program, except that an applicant forfeits eligibility for that amount of incentive if the applicant withdraws from participation in the Program or does not complete the construction of the waterpower energy system within 12 months after the date on which the applicant is selected for participation in the Program. [An applicant who forfeits eligibility for the incentive for which the applicant was originally determined to be eligible may become eligible for an incentive only on the date on which the applicant completes the construction of the waterpower energy system, and the amount of the incentive for which such an applicant is eligible must be determined on the date on which the applicant completes the construction of the waterpower energy system.]

Sec. 18.5. NRS 701B.880 is hereby amended to read as follows:

701B.880 To be eligible for an incentive through the Waterpower Demonstration Program, the waterpower energy system [used by a participant in the Waterpower Demonstration Program meets] must meet the requirements of NRS 704.766 to 704.775, inclusive, the participant is entitled to participate for participation in net metering pursuant to the provisions of NRS 704.766 to 704.775, inclusive.

Sec. 18.7. NRS 701B.924 is hereby amended to read as follows:

701B.924 1. The State Public Works Board shall, within 90 days after June 9, 2009, determine the specific projects to weatherize and retrofit public buildings, facilities and structures, including, without limitation, traffic-control systems, and to otherwise use sources of renewable energy to serve those buildings, facilities and structures pursuant to the provisions of this section and NRS 701B.921. The projects must be prioritized and selected on the basis of the following criteria:

(a) The length of time necessary to commence the project.
(b) The number of workers estimated to be employed on the project.
(c) The effectiveness of the project in reducing energy consumption.
(d) The estimated cost of the project.
(e) Whether the project is able to be powered by or to otherwise use sources of renewable energy.
(f) Whether the project has qualified for participation in [one or more of the following programs:

(1) The Solar Energy Systems Incentive Program created by NRS 701B.240;
(2) The Renewable Energy School Pilot Program created by NRS 701B.350; or
(2) An energy efficiency or energy conservation program offered by a public utility, as defined in NRS 704.020, pursuant to a plan approved by the Public Utilities Commission of Nevada pursuant to NRS 704.741.

2. The board of trustees of each school district shall, within 90 days after June 9, 2009, determine the specific projects to weatherize and retrofit public buildings, facilities and structures, including, without limitation, traffic-control systems, and to otherwise use sources of renewable energy to serve those buildings, facilities and structures pursuant to the provisions of this section and NRS 701B.921. The projects must be prioritized and selected on the basis of the following criteria:

(a) The length of time necessary to commence the project.
(b) The number of workers estimated to be employed on the project.
(c) The effectiveness of the project in reducing energy consumption.
(d) The estimated cost of the project.
(e) Whether the project is able to be powered by or to otherwise use sources of renewable energy.
(f) Whether the project has qualified for participation in one or more of the following programs:
   (1) The Solar Energy Systems Incentive Program created by NRS 701B.240;
   (2) The Renewable Energy School Pilot Program created by NRS 701B.350; or

3. The Board of Regents of the University of Nevada shall, within 90 days after June 9, 2009, determine the specific projects to weatherize and retrofit public buildings, facilities and structures, including, without limitation, traffic-control systems, and to otherwise use sources of renewable energy to serve those buildings, facilities and structures pursuant to the provisions of this section and NRS 701B.921. The projects must be prioritized and selected on the basis of the following criteria:

(a) The length of time necessary to commence the project.
(b) The number of workers estimated to be employed on the project.
(c) The effectiveness of the project in reducing energy consumption.
(d) The estimated cost of the project.
(e) Whether the project is able to be powered by or to otherwise use sources of renewable energy.
(f) Whether the project has qualified for participation in one or more of the following programs:
   (1) The Solar Energy Systems Incentive Program created by NRS 701B.240;
   (2)
(1) The Renewable Energy School Pilot Program created by NRS 701B.350; or

(2) An energy efficiency or energy conservation program offered by a public utility, as defined in NRS 704.020, pursuant to a plan approved by the Public Utilities Commission of Nevada pursuant to NRS 704.741.

4. As soon as practicable after an entity described in subsections 1, 2 and 3 selects a project, the entity shall proceed to enter into a contract with one or more contractors to perform the work on the project. The request for proposals and all contracts for each project must include, without limitation:

(a) Provisions stipulating that all employees of the contractors and subcontractors who work on the project must be paid prevailing wages pursuant to the requirements of chapter 338 of NRS;

(b) Provisions requiring that each contractor and subcontractor employed on each such project:

(1) Employ a number of persons trained as described in paragraph (b) of subsection 3 of NRS 701B.921 that is equal to or greater than 50 percent of the total workforce the contractor or subcontractor employs on the project; or

(2) If the Director of the Department determines in writing, pursuant to a request submitted by the contractor or subcontractor, that the contractor or subcontractor cannot reasonably comply with the provisions of subparagraph (1) because there are not available a sufficient number of such trained persons, employ a number of persons trained as described in paragraph (b) of subsection 3 of NRS 701B.921 or trained through any apprenticeship program that is registered and approved by the State Apprenticeship Council pursuant to chapter 610 of NRS that is equal to or greater than 50 percent of the total workforce the contractor or subcontractor employs on the project;

(c) A component pursuant to which persons trained as described in paragraph (b) of subsection 3 of NRS 701B.921 must be classified and paid prevailing wages depending upon the classification of the skill in which they are trained; and

(d) A component that requires each contractor or subcontractor to offer to employees working on the project, and to their dependents, health care in the same manner as a policy of insurance pursuant to chapters 689A and 689B of NRS or the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974.

5. The State Public Works Board, each of the school districts and the Board of Regents of the University of Nevada shall each provide a report to the Interim Finance Committee which describes the projects selected pursuant to this section and a report of the dates on which those projects are scheduled to be completed.

Sec. 18.75. NRS 703.190 is hereby amended to read as follows:

703.190 1. Except as otherwise provided in this section, all biennial reports, records, proceedings, papers and files of the Commission must be open at all reasonable times to the public.
2. The Commission shall, upon receipt of a request from a public utility, alternative seller, provider of discretionary natural gas service or provider of new electric resources, prohibit the disclosure of any:

(a) Any applicable information in the possession of the Commission or an affected governmental entity concerning the public utility, alternative seller, provider of discretionary natural gas service or provider of new electric resources, if the Commission determines that the information would otherwise be entitled to protection as a trade secret or confidential commercial information pursuant to NRS 49.325 or 600A.070 or Rule 26(c)(7) of the Nevada Rules of Civil Procedure. Upon making such a determination, the Commission shall establish the period during which the information must not be disclosed and a procedure for protecting the information during and after that period.

(b) Any information in the possession of the Commission or an affected governmental entity concerning a contract, lease or agreement between a public utility and another person for the purchase of power. Such information is proprietary and constitutes a trade secret. The Commission shall not disclose the information except pursuant to an agreement between the public utility and the other party to the contract, lease or agreement or as ordered by a court of competent jurisdiction.

Sec. 18.77. NRS 703.196 is hereby amended to read as follows:

703.196  1. Any books, accounts, records, minutes, papers and property of any public utility, alternative seller, provider of discretionary natural gas service or provider of new electric resources that are subject to examination pursuant to NRS 703.190 or 703.195 and are made available to the Commission, any officer or employee of the Commission, an affected governmental entity, any officer or employee of an affected governmental entity, the Bureau of Consumer Protection in the Office of the Attorney General or any other person under the condition that the disclosure of such information to the public be withheld or otherwise limited, must not be disclosed to the public unless the Commission first determines that the disclosure is justified.

2. The Commission shall take such actions as are necessary to protect the confidentiality of such information, including, without limitation:
   (a) Granting such protective orders as it deems necessary; and
   (b) Holding closed hearings to receive or examine such information.

3. If the Commission closes a hearing to receive or examine such information, it shall:
   (a) Restrict access to the records and transcripts of such hearings without the prior approval of the Commission or an order of a court of competent jurisdiction authorizing access to the records or transcripts; and
   (b) Prohibit any participant at such a hearing from disclosing such information without the prior authorization of the Commission.
4. A representative of the Regulatory Operations Staff of the Commission and the Bureau of Consumer Protection:
   (a) May attend any closed hearing held pursuant to this section; and
   (b) Have access to any records or other information determined to be confidential pursuant to this section.

5. The Commission shall consider in an open meeting whether the information reviewed or examined in a closed hearing may be disclosed without revealing the confidential subject matter of the information. To the extent the Commission determines the information may be disclosed, the information must become a part of the records available to the public. Information which the Commission determines may not be disclosed must be kept under seal.

Sec. 18.8. NRS 704.741 is hereby amended to read as follows:

704.741  1. A utility which supplies electricity in this State shall, on or before July 1 of every third year, in the manner specified by the Commission, submit a plan to increase its supply of electricity or decrease the demands made on its system by its customers to the Commission.

2. The Commission shall, by regulation:
   (a) Prescribe the contents of such a plan, including, but not limited to, the methods or formulas which are used by the utility to:
      (1) Forecast the future demands; and
      (2) Determine the best combination of sources of supply to meet the demands or the best method to reduce them; and
   (b) Designate renewable energy zones and revise the designated renewable energy zones as the Commission deems necessary.

3. The Commission shall require the utility to include in its plan:
   (a) An energy efficiency program for residential customers which reduces the consumption of electricity or any fossil fuel and which includes, without limitation, the use of new solar thermal energy sources; and
   (b) A comparison of a diverse set of scenarios of the best combination of sources of supply to meet the demands or the best methods to reduce the demands, which must include at least one scenario of low carbon intensity.

4. The Commission shall require the utility to include in its plan a plan for construction or expansion of transmission facilities to serve renewable energy zones \[and to\] that will facilitate the utility in meeting the portfolio standard established by NRS 704.7821, or support the construction of renewable energy facilities without regard to the location of any purchaser of energy from any of those facilities.

5. The Commission shall require the utility to include in its plan a plan for transmission facilities that are anticipated to be necessary to serve either:
   (a) The transmission needs of the utility; or
   (b) Any renewable energy facility that requests interconnection with the utility and delivers energy to purchasers located outside of this State or outside of the service area of the utility.
6. The plan required by subsection 5 may propose the siting, permitting or construction of a transmission facility or corridor in phases, including, without limitation, components of siting, acquisition, permitting and construction.

7. Notwithstanding the provisions of this section, if the proposed facilities are not subject to a resource plan filing requirement or if the utility is required pursuant to federal law to commit to such facilities within a time that does not support a resource plan filing and decision of the Commission, the Commission shall allow a utility to recover reasonable and prudent expenses for siting, development and permitting of transmission facilities or transmission corridor activities that are conducted without inclusion in a plan submitted pursuant to this section. The prudency and reasonableness of these expenses must be determined by the Commission in a general rate case brought pursuant to NRS 704.110.

8. As used in this section:
   (a) "Carbon intensity" means the amount of carbon by weight emitted per unit of energy consumed.
   (b) "Renewable energy zones" means specific geographic zones where renewable energy resources are sufficient to develop generation capacity and where transmission constrains the delivery of electricity from those resources to customers.

Sec. 18.85. NRS 704.751 is hereby amended to read as follows:

704.751  1. After a utility has filed the plan required pursuant to NRS 704.741, the Commission shall issue an order accepting the plan as filed or specifying any portions of the plan it deems to be inadequate:
   (a) Within 135 days for any portion of the plan relating to the energy supply plan for the utility for the 3 years covered by the plan; and
   (b) Within 180 days for all portions of the plan not described in paragraph (a).

2. If a utility files an amendment to a plan, the Commission shall issue an order accepting the amendment as filed or specifying any portions of the amendment it deems to be inadequate within 135 days of the filing of the amendment.

3. All prudent and reasonable expenditures made to develop the utility's plan, including environmental, engineering and other studies, must be recovered from the rates charged to the utility's customers.

4. The Commission may accept a transmission plan submitted pursuant to subsections 4 and 5 of NRS 704.741 for a renewable energy zone if the Commission determines that the construction or expansion of transmission facilities would facilitate the utility meeting the portfolio standard, as defined in NRS 704.7805.

5. The Commission shall adopt regulations establishing the criteria for determining the adequacy of a transmission plan submitted pursuant to subsections 4 and 5 of NRS 704.741.

Sec. 18.9. NRS 704.7822 is hereby amended to read as follows:
For the purpose of complying with a portfolio standard established pursuant to NRS 704.7821 or 704.78213, a provider shall be deemed to have generated or acquired 2.4 kilowatt-hours of electricity from a renewable energy system for each 1.0 kilowatt-hour of actual electricity generated or acquired from a solar photovoltaic system, if:

1. The system is installed on the premises of a retail customer or provider; and

2. On an annual basis, at least 50 percent of the electricity generated by the system is utilized by the retail customer or provider on that premises.

Sec. 18.95. NRS 704.870 is hereby amended to read as follows:

704.870 1. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 2, a person who wishes to obtain a permit for a utility facility must file with the Commission an application, in such form as the Commission prescribes, containing:

(a) A description of the location and of the utility facility to be built thereon;

(b) A summary of any studies which have been made of the environmental impact of the facility; and

(c) A description of any reasonable alternate location or locations for the proposed facility, a description of the comparative merits or detriments of each location submitted, and a statement of the reasons why the primary proposed location is best suited for the facility.

A copy or copies of the studies referred to in paragraph (b) must be filed with the Commission and be available for public inspection.

2. If a person wishes to obtain a permit for a utility facility and a federal agency is required to conduct an environmental analysis of the proposed utility facility, the person must:

(a) Not later than the date on which the person files with the appropriate federal agency an application for approval for the construction of the utility facility, file with the Commission and each other permitting entity a notice in such a form as the Commission or other permitting entity prescribes containing:

(1) A general description of the proposed utility facility; and

(2) A summary of any studies which the applicant anticipates will be made of the environmental impact of the facility;

(b) Not later than 30 days after the issuance by the appropriate federal agency of either the final environmental assessment or final environmental impact statement, but not the record of decision or similar document, relating to the construction of the utility facility:

(1) File with the Commission an amended application that complies with the provisions of subsection 1; and

(2) File with each other permitting entity an amended application for a permit, license or other approval for the construction of the utility facility.

3. A copy of each application filed with the Commission must be filed with the Administrator of the Division of
Environmental Protection of the State Department of Conservation and Natural Resources.

4. Each application filed with the Commission must be accompanied by:
   (a) Proof of service of a copy of the application on the clerk of each local government in the area in which any portion of the facility is to be located, both as primarily and as alternatively proposed; and
   (b) Proof that public notice thereof was given to persons residing in the municipalities entitled to receive notice pursuant to paragraph (a) by the publication of a summary of the application in newspapers published and distributed in the area in which the utility facility is proposed to be located.

5. Not later than 5 business days after the Commission receives an application pursuant to this section, the Commission shall issue a notice concerning the application. Any person who wishes to become a party to a permit proceeding pursuant to NRS 704.885 must file with the Commission the appropriate document required by NRS 704.885 within the time frame set forth in the notice issued by the Commission pursuant to this subsection.

Sec. 18.97. NRS 704.8905 is hereby amended to read as follows:

704.8905  1. Except as otherwise required to comply with federal law:
   (a) Not later than 150 days after a person has filed an application regarding a utility facility pursuant to subsection 1 of NRS 704.870:
      (1) The Commission shall grant or deny approval of that application; and
      (2) Each other permitting entity shall, if an application for a permit, license or other approval for the construction of the utility facility was filed with the other permitting entity on or before the date on which the applicant filed the application pursuant to subsection 1 of NRS 704.870, grant or deny the application filed with the other permitting entity.
   (b) Not later than 120 days after a person has filed an application regarding a utility facility pursuant to subsection 2 of NRS 704.870:
      (1) The Commission shall grant or deny approval of the application; and
      (2) Each other permitting entity shall, if an application for a permit, license or other approval for the construction of the utility facility was filed with the other permitting entity on or before the date on which the applicant filed with the appropriate federal agency an application for approval for the construction of the utility facility, grant or deny the application filed with the other permitting entity.

2. The Commission or other permitting entity shall make its determination upon the record and may grant or deny the application as filed, or grant the application upon such terms, conditions or modifications of the
construction, operation or maintenance of the utility facility as the Commission or other permitting entity deems appropriate.

3. The Commission shall serve a copy of its order and any opinion issued with it upon each party to the proceeding before the Commission.

Sec. 19. NRS 338.1908 is hereby amended to read as follows:

338.1908 1. The governing body of each local government shall, by July 28, 2009, develop a plan to retrofit public buildings, facilities and structures, including, without limitation, traffic-control systems, and to otherwise use sources of renewable energy to serve those buildings, facilities and structures. Such a plan must:

(a) Be developed with input from one or more energy retrofit coordinators designated pursuant to NRS 338.1907, if any.

(b) Include a list of specific projects. The projects must be prioritized and selected on the basis of the following criteria:

(1) The length of time necessary to commence the project.

(2) The number of workers estimated to be employed on the project.

(3) The effectiveness of the project in reducing energy consumption.

(4) The estimated cost of the project.

(5) Whether the project is able to be powered by or otherwise use sources of renewable energy.

(6) Whether the project has qualified for participation in one or more of the following programs:

(I) The Solar Energy Systems Incentive Program created by NRS 701B.240;

(II) the Renewable Energy School Pilot Program created by NRS 701B.350;

(III) The Wind Energy Systems Demonstration Program created by NRS 701B.580; or

(IV) The Waterpower Energy Systems Demonstration Program created by NRS 701B.820.

(c) Include a list of potential funding sources for use in implementing the projects, including, without limitation, money available through the Energy Efficiency and Conservation Block Grant Program as set forth in 42 U.S.C. § 17152 and grants, gifts, donations or other sources of money from public and private sources.

2. The governing body of each local government shall transmit the plan developed pursuant to subsection 1 to the Nevada Energy Commissioner and to any other entity designated for that purpose by the Legislature.

3. As used in this section:

(a) "Local government" means each city or county that meets the definition of "eligible unit of local government" as set forth in 42 U.S.C. § 17151 and each unit of local government, as defined in subsection 11 of NRS 338.010, that does not meet the definition of "eligible entity" as set forth in 42 U.S.C. § 17151.
(b) "Renewable energy" means a source of energy that occurs naturally or is regenerated naturally, including, without limitation:
   (1) Biomass;
   (2) Fuel cells;
   (3) Geothermal energy;
   (4) Solar energy;
   (5) Waterpower; and
   (6) Wind.

The term does not include coal, natural gas, oil, propane or any other fossil fuel, or nuclear energy.

(c) "Retrofit" means to alter, improve, modify, remodel or renovate a building, facility or structure to make that building, facility or structure more energy-efficient.

Sec. 20. Section 113 of chapter 509, Statutes of Nevada 2007, at page 2999, is hereby amended to read as follows:

Sec. 113. 1. This act becomes effective:
   (a) Upon passage and approval for the purposes of adopting regulations and taking such other actions as are necessary to carry out the provisions of this act; and
   (b) For all other purposes besides those described in paragraph (a):
      (1) For this section and sections 1, 30, 32, 36 to 46, inclusive, 49, 51 to 61, inclusive, 107, 109, 110 and 111 of this act, upon passage and approval.
      (2) For sections 1.5 to 29, inclusive, 43.5, 47, 51.3, 51.7, 108, 112 and 112.5 of this act, on July 1, 2007.
      (3) For sections 62 to 106, inclusive, of this act, on October 1, 2007.
      (4) For sections 31, 32.3, 32.5, 32.7, 33, 34 and 35 of this act, on January 1, 2009.
      (5) For section 48 of this act, on January 1, 2010.
      (6) For section 50 of this act, on January 1, 2011.

2. Sections 69, 72 to 75, inclusive, and section 94 of this act expire by limitation on December 31, 2012.

3. Sections 62 to 106, inclusive, 70, 71, 77 to 82, inclusive, 85 to 94, inclusive, and 95 to 105, inclusive, of this act expire by limitation on December 31, 2021.

Sec. 21. Section 13 of chapter 246, Statutes of Nevada 2009, at page 1002, is hereby amended to read as follows:

Sec. 13. 1. This act becomes effective on July 1, 2009.

2. Sections 2 and 3 of this act expire by limitation on December 31, 2021.

Sec. 22. Section 21 of chapter 321, Statutes of Nevada 2009, at page 1410, is hereby amended to read as follows:
Sec. 21. 1. This section and sections 1 to 1.51, inclusive, 1.55 to 19.7, inclusive, and 19.9 to 20.9, inclusive, of this act become effective upon passage and approval.

2. Sections 1.51, 1.85, 1.87, 1.92, 1.93, 1.95, 4.3 to 9, inclusive, and 19.4 of this act expire by limitation on June 30, 2011.


Sec. 23. (Deleted by amendment.)


2. NRS 701B.060, 701B.100, 701B.110, 701B.120, 701B.130, 701B.140, 701B.260 and sections 1.53 and 19.8 of chapter 321, Statutes of Nevada 2009, at pages 1372 and 1408, respectively, are hereby repealed.

Sec. 23.5. The Public Utilities Commission of Nevada shall adopt regulations to carry out the amendatory provisions of this act on or before July 1, 2012. The regulations must:

1. Provide for the transition to the performance-based incentive required by NRS 701B.220, as amended by section 4 of this act, NRS 701B.590, as amended by section 10 of this act and NRS 701B.840, as amended by section 10.7 of this act, for the applicable participants in the Solar Energy Systems Incentive Program, the Wind Energy Systems Demonstration Program and the Waterpower Energy Systems Demonstration Program.

2. Require that the capacity allocated for a participant in the Solar Energy Systems Incentive Program, the Wind Energy Systems Demonstration Program or the Waterpower Energy Systems Demonstration Program who fails to install and energize the energy system within 12 months after the date on which the applicant is selected for participation in the respective program must be made available to applicants who apply for participation in the Solar Energy Systems Incentive Program, the Wind Energy Systems Demonstration Program or the Waterpower Energy Systems Demonstration Program on or after January 1, 2013.

Sec. 24. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 25. 1. This section and sections 1.7, 1.9, 8.3, 10.1, 18.1, 18.75, 18.8, 18.85, 18.95, 18.97, 20 to 23, inclusive, and 23.5 of this act become effective upon passage and approval.

2. Sections 1, 2 to 8, inclusive, 8.7 to 10, inclusive, 10.5 to 18, inclusive, 18.5, 18.9 and 24 of this act become effective upon passage and approval for the purpose of adopting regulations, and on January 1, 2013, for all other purposes.

3. Subsection 2 of section 23.3 of this act becomes effective on January 1, 2013.
4. Section 1.5, 18.7, 19 and subsection 1 of section 23.3 of this act become effective on January 1, 2022.

LEADLINES OF REPEALED SECTIONS OF NRS AND TEXT OF REPEALED SECTIONS OF STATUTES OF NEVADA

701B.010  Applicability.
701B.020  Definitions.
701B.030  "Applicant" defined.
701B.040  "Category" defined.
701B.050  "Commission" defined.
701B.055  "Distributed generation system" defined.
701B.060  "Institution of higher education" defined.
701B.070  "Owned, leased or occupied" defined.
701B.080  "Participant" defined.
701B.090  "Person" defined.
701B.100  "Program year" means the period of July 1 to June 30 of the following year.
701B.110  "Public and other property" defined.
701B.120  "Public entity" defined.
701B.130  "School property" defined.
701B.140  "Small business" defined.
701B.150  "Solar energy system" defined.
701B.160  "Solar Program" defined.
701B.170  "Task Force" defined.
701B.180  "Utility" defined.
701B.200  Regulations: Establishment of incentives and requirements for utility's annual plan; exceptions; recovery of costs by utility.
701B.210  Regulations: Establishment of qualifications and requirements for participation; form and content of utility's master application.
701B.220  Regulations: Establishment of incentives for participation.
701B.230  Duty of utility to file annual plan; review and approval of annual plan by Commission; recovery of costs by utility.
701B.240  Creation of Solar Program; categories of participation; eligibility requirements.
701B.250  Application to participate; review of application by utility.
701B.255  Procedure for selection and notification of participants; authorization to install and energize solar energy system; submission of incentive claim form; determination of amount of incentive; withdrawal of participant; forfeiture of incentive.
701B.260  Capacity allocated to each category; reallocation of capacity; limitations on incentives.
701B.265  Installation of solar energy system deemed public work under certain circumstances.
701B.280  Participation in net metering.
701B.290  Issuance of portfolio energy credits.
Section 1.53 of chapter 321, Statutes of Nevada 2009, at page 1372:
Sec. 1.53. NRS 701.180 is hereby amended to read as follows:

701.180 The Director shall:
1. Acquire and analyze information relating to energy and to the supply, demand and conservation of its sources, including, without limitation:
   (a) Information relating to the Solar Energy Systems Incentive Program created pursuant to NRS 701B.240 and the Wind Energy Systems Demonstration Program created pursuant to 701B.580, including, without limitation, information relating to:
      (1) The development of distributed generation systems in this State pursuant to participation in the Solar Energy Systems Incentive Program;
      (2) The use of carbon-based energy in residential and commercial applications due to participation in the Programs; and
      (3) The average cost of generation on a kilowatt-hour basis for residential and commercial applications due to participation in the Programs;
   (b) Information relating to any money distributed pursuant to NRS 702.270.
2. Review and evaluate information which identifies trends and permits forecasting of the energy available to the State. Such forecasts must include estimates on:
   (a) The level of demand for energy in the State for 5-, 10- and 20-year periods;
   (b) The amount of energy available to meet each level of demand;
   (c) The probable implications of the forecast on the demand and supply of energy; and
   (d) The sources of renewable energy and other alternative sources of energy which are available and their possible effects.
3. Study means of reducing wasteful, inefficient, unnecessary or uneconomical uses of energy and encourage the maximum utilization of existing sources of energy in the State.
4. Solicit and serve as the point of contact for grants and other money from the Federal Government, including, without limitation, any grants and other money available pursuant to any program administered by the United States Department of Energy, and other sources to cooperate with the Commissioner and the Authority:
   (a) To promote energy projects that enhance the economic development of the State;
   (b) To promote the use of renewable energy in this State;
(c) To promote the use of measures which conserve or reduce the demand for energy or which result in more efficient use of energy;
(d) To develop a comprehensive program for retrofitting public buildings in this State with energy efficiency measures; and
(e) If the Commissioner determines that it is feasible and cost-effective, to enter into contracts with researchers from the Nevada System of Higher Education for the design of energy efficiency and retrofit projects to carry out the comprehensive program for retrofitting public buildings in this State developed pursuant to paragraph (d).

5. Coordinate the activities and programs of the Office of Energy with the activities and programs of the Authority, the Consumer's Advocate and the Public Utilities Commission of Nevada, and with other federal, state and local officers and agencies that promote, fund, administer or operate activities and programs related to the use of renewable energy and the use of measures which conserve or reduce the demand for energy or which result in more efficient use of energy.

6. Carry out all other directives concerning energy that are prescribed by the Governor.

Section 19.8 of chapter 321, Statutes of Nevada 2009, at page 1408:
Sec. 19.8. Section 19.4 of this act is hereby amended to read as follows:
Sec. 19.4. Chapter 338 of NRS is hereby amended by adding thereto a new section to read as follows:
1. The governing body of each local government shall, within 60 days after the effective date of this section, develop a plan to retrofit public buildings, facilities and structures, including, without limitation, traffic-control systems, and to otherwise use sources of renewable energy to serve those buildings, facilities and structures. Such a plan must:
   (a) Be developed with input from one or more energy retrofit coordinators designated pursuant to NRS 338.1907, if any.
   (b) Include a list of specific projects. The projects must be prioritized and selected on the basis of the following criteria:
      (1) The length of time necessary to commence the project.
      (2) The number of workers estimated to be employed on the project.
      (3) The effectiveness of the project in reducing energy consumption.
      (4) The estimated cost of the project.
      (5) Whether the project is able to be powered by or otherwise use sources of renewable energy.
      (6) Whether the project has qualified for participation in one or more of the following programs:
The Solar Energy Systems Incentive Program created by NRS 701B.240; or
The Renewable Energy School Pilot Program created by NRS 701B.350; or
The Wind Energy Systems Demonstration Program created by NRS 701B.580; or
The Waterpower Energy Systems Demonstration Program created by NRS 701B.820.

Include a list of potential funding sources for use in implementing the projects, including, without limitation, money available through the Energy Efficiency and Conservation Block Grant Program as set forth in 42 U.S.C. § 17152 and grants, gifts, donations or other sources of money from public and private sources.

The governing body of each local government shall transmit the plan developed pursuant to subsection 1 to the Nevada Energy Commissioner and to any other entity designated for that purpose by the Legislature.

As used in this section:
"Local government" means each city or county that meets the definition of "eligible unit of local government" as set forth in 42 U.S.C. § 17151 and each unit of local government, as defined in subsection 11 of NRS 338.010, that does not meet the definition of "eligible entity" as set forth in 42 U.S.C. § 17151.
"Renewable energy" means a source of energy that occurs naturally or is regenerated naturally, including, without limitation:
(1) Biomass;
(2) Fuel cells;
(3) Geothermal energy;
(4) Solar energy;
(5) Waterpower; and
(6) Wind.

The term does not include coal, natural gas, oil, propane or any other fossil fuel, or nuclear energy.
"Retrofit" means to alter, improve, modify, remodel or renovate a building, facility or structure to make that building, facility or structure more energy-efficient.

Senator Schneider moved the adoption of the amendment.
Senator Schneider requested that his remarks be entered in the Journal.
Thank you, Mr. President. This amendment is intended to facilitate the exploration of Nevada's abundant renewable energy resources to California and other western markets.
It enables some important first steps in building transmission lines that will export new, renewable power out of State. In addition, it expedites property and sales tax incentives for the renewable industry and expands those incentives to include geothermal development.
The amendment would remove a requirement that renewable developers receive both the approval of a county and the State Energy Commissioner and place the authority to grant sales and property tax abatements with the Energy Commissioner. It also will give geothermal power the same standing as solar and wind resources and qualify them for tax abatements.

In addition, this amendment would clarify the authority of the Public Utilities Commission to approve transmission projects for exporting renewable energy to western markets, allowing the PUC to determine whether proposed transmission projects undertaken by regulated utilities are prudent investments, and permitting these utilities to recover costs through a general rate case.

Amendments adopted.
Bill ordered reprinted, re-engrossed and to third reading.

MOTIONS, RESOLUTIONS AND NOTICES

Senator Horsford moved to suspend all rules and that Assembly Bill No. 416 be declared an emergency measure and placed with current language on General File.
Motion carried.

GENERAL FILE AND THIRD READING

Assembly Bill No. 416.
Bill read third time.
Roll call on Assembly Bill No. 416:
YEAS—16.
NAYS—Brower, Gustavson, Halseth, Roberson, Settelmeyer—5.

Assembly Bill No. 416 having received a constitutional majority, Mr. President declared it passed, as amended.
Bill ordered transmitted to the Assembly.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS

Senate Bill No. 427.
The following Assembly amendment was read:
Amendment No. 978.
"SUMMARY—Provides for the merger, movement and reorganization of certain state agencies." (BDR 18-1161)
"AN ACT relating to state governmental administration; providing for the merger of various state agencies into the Department of Administration; creating new divisions of the Department of Administration; creating the newly Department of Tourism and Cultural Affairs; providing for the dissolution of the existing Department of Cultural Affairs and the placement of its constituent parts under the management of other departments; making certain appropriations; and providing other matters properly relating thereto."
Legislative Counsel's Digest:
This bill provides for: the dissolution of the Department of Cultural Affairs and the distribution of the sub-parts of the Department of Cultural Affairs among: (1) the Department of Administration; (2) the State Department of Conservation and Natural Resources; and (3) the newly-formed Department of Tourism and Cultural Affairs. This bill also provides for the elimination of the Department of Personnel and its replacement by a new division of the Department of Administration to be known as the Division of Human
Resource Management; (1) significant restriction of the powers and duties of the State Public Works Board, such that the Board will only be empowered to make recommendations concerning priority of construction, adopt regulations and preside over certain appeals; (2) reclassification of the Buildings and Grounds Division of the Department of Administration as a section instead of a division; (3) placement of both the State Public Works Board and the Buildings and Grounds Division under a new division of the Department of Administration to be known as the State Public Works Division; (4) assumption of most of the powers and duties of the State Public Works Board by the State Public Works Division; and (5) elimination of the Department of Information Technology and its replacement by a new division of the Department of Administration to be known as the Division of Enterprise Information Technology Services.

Section 147 of this bill directs the Legislative Counsel to appropriately change any references to an officer, agency or other entity whose name is changed, whose responsibilities are transferred or whose responsibilities are eliminated pursuant to the provisions of this bill. Because of section 148, necessary changes in references to entities affected by the bill may be made during the process of codifying statutes and, thus, need not be shown repeatedly in the bill.

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEVADA, REPRESENTED IN SENATE AND ASSEMBLY, DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS:

Section 1. NRS 223.085 is hereby amended to read as follows:

223.085 1. The Governor may, within the limits of available money, employ such persons as he or she deems necessary to provide an appropriate staff for the Office of the Governor, including, without limitation, the Office of Science, Innovation and Technology and the Governor's mansion. Any such employees are not in the classified or unclassified service of the State and serve at the pleasure of the Governor.

2. The Governor shall:
   (a) Determine the salaries and benefits of the persons employed pursuant to subsection 1, within limits of money available for that purpose; and
   (b) Adopt such rules and policies as he or she deems appropriate to establish the duties and employment rights of the persons employed pursuant to subsection 1.

3. The Governor may:
   (a) Appoint a Chief Information Officer of the State; and
   (b) Designate the Administrator as the Chief Information Officer of the State.

If the Administrator is so appointed, the Administrator shall serve as the Chief Information Officer of the State without additional compensation.

4. As used in this section, "Administrator" means the Administrator of the Division of Enterprise Information Technology Services of the Department of Administration.

Sec. 2. NRS 223.121 is hereby amended to read as follows:
223.121 1. The Director may, upon the election of each new Governor, enter into a contract with an artist for the purpose of procuring a portrait of that Governor for display in the Capitol Building.

2. The portrait must be painted in oil colors and appropriately framed. The painting and framing must be done in the same manner, style and size as the portraits of former Governors of the State displayed in the Capitol Building.

3. The contract price must not exceed the appropriation made for this purpose to the Account for the Governor's Portrait in the State General Fund. The contract price must include the cost of the portrait and the frame.

4. The portrait and frame are subject to the approval of the Governor.

5. Upon delivery of the approved, framed portrait to the Secretary of State and its acceptance by the Director, the State Controller shall draw his or her warrant in an amount equal to the contract price and the State Treasurer shall pay the warrant from the Account for the Governor's Portrait. Any balance remaining in the Account immediately lapses to the State General Fund.

6. As used in this section, "Director" means the Director of the Department of *Tourism and Cultural Affairs*.

Sec. 3. NRS 225.250 is hereby amended to read as follows:

225.250 1. The Advisory Committee shall:

(a) Advise the Director of the Department of *Cultural Affairs* Administration concerning the Repository and make recommendations to support greater use of the Repository and collection of materials for the Repository;

(b) Assist the Secretary of State in identifying and proposing programs that support participatory democracy and solutions to any problem concerning the level of participatory democracy, including, without limitation, proposing methods to involve the news media in the process of addressing and proposing solutions to such a problem;

(c) Make recommendations to and discuss recommendations with the Secretary of State concerning matters brought to the attention of the Advisory Committee that relate to a program, activity, event or any combination thereof designed to increase or facilitate participatory democracy, including, without limitation, the interaction of citizens with governing bodies in the formulation and implementation of public policy;

(d) Establish a "Jean Ford Democracy Award" to honor citizens who perform exemplary service in promoting participatory democracy in this State;

(e) Support projects by national, state and local entities that encourage and advance participatory democracy, including programs established by the National Conference of State Legislatures, the State Bar of Nevada, and other public and private organizations; and
Advise the Secretary of State and the Governor concerning the substance of any proclamation issued by the Governor pursuant to NRS 236.035.

2. The Advisory Committee may establish a panel to assist the Advisory Committee in carrying out its duties and responsibilities. The panel may consist of:

(a) Representatives of organizations, associations, groups or other entities committed to improving participatory democracy in this State, including, without limitation, representatives of committees that are led by youths and established to improve the teaching of the principles of participatory democracy in the schools, colleges and universities of this State; and

(b) Any other interested persons with relevant knowledge.

Sec. 4. Chapter 231 of NRS is hereby amended by adding thereto the provisions set forth as sections 5 to 8.5, inclusive, of this act.

Sec. 5. As used in NRS 231.160 to 231.360, inclusive, and sections 5 to 8.5, inclusive, of this act, unless the context otherwise requires, the words and terms defined in sections 6 and 7 of this act have the meanings ascribed to them in those sections.

Sec. 6. "Department" means the Department of Tourism and Cultural Affairs.

Sec. 7. "Director" means the Director of the Department.

Sec. 8. The creation of the Department does not affect any bequest, devise, endowment, trust, allotment or other gift made to a division or institution of the Department and those gifts inure to the benefit of the division or institution and remain subject to any conditions or restraints placed on the gifts.

Sec. 8.5. 1. The Director shall, from among employees in budgeted positions within the Division of Tourism and, in consultation with the Commission on Tourism, appoint an Administrator of the Division of Tourism. The Administrator must be appointed by the Director with special reference to the Administrator's training, experience, capacity and interest in tourism.

2. The Administrator of the Division of Tourism must have:

(a) A bachelor's degree; and

(b) Completed course work and accumulated experience in the tourism sector with at least 5 years of progressively responsible work experience in the administration of tourism, at least 2 years of which must have been in a supervisory capacity.

3. Except as otherwise provided pursuant to subsection 4 of NRS 231.230, the Administrator of the Division of Tourism is in the unclassified service of the State.

4. The Administrator of the Division of Tourism may employ, within the limits of legislative appropriations, such staff as is necessary to the performance of the Administrator's duties.
5. The Administrator of the Division of Tourism, in consultation with the Director, is responsible to the Director for the general administration of the Division of Tourism and for the submission of its budgets, subject to administrative supervision by the Director.

6. The Administrator of the Division of Tourism shall direct the work of the Division, administer the Division and perform such other duties as the Director may, from time to time, prescribe.

7. To carry out the relevant provisions of NRS 231.160 to 231.360, inclusive, and sections 5 to 8.5, inclusive, of this act, and within the limit of money available to him or her, the Administrator of the Division of Tourism may enter into contracts and other lawful agreements with:
   (a) Natural persons, organizations and institutions for services furthering the mission and goals of the Division of Tourism and the Commission on Tourism; and
   (b) Local, regional and national associations for cooperative endeavors furthering the mission and goals of the programs of the Division of Tourism.

8. The Administrator of the Division of Tourism may accept gifts, contributions and bequests of unrestricted money from natural persons, foundations, corporations and other organizations and institutions to further the mission and goals of the programs of the Division.

Sec. 9. NRS 231.015 is hereby amended to read as follows:

231.015 1. The Interagency Committee for Coordinating Tourism and Economic Development is hereby created. The Committee consists of the Governor, who is its Chair, the Lieutenant Governor, who is its Vice Chair, the Director of the Department of Tourism and Cultural Affairs, the Executive Director of the Commission on Economic Development and such other members as the Governor may from time to time appoint. The appointed members of the Committee serve at the pleasure of the Governor.

2. The Committee shall meet at the call of the Governor.

3. The Committee shall:
   (a) Identify the strengths and weaknesses in state and local governmental agencies which enhance or diminish the possibilities of tourism and economic development in this State.
   (b) Foster coordination and cooperation among state and local governmental agencies, and enlist the cooperation and assistance of federal agencies, in carrying out the policies and programs of the Department of Tourism and Cultural Affairs and the Commission on Economic Development.
   (c) Formulate cooperative agreements between the Department of Tourism and Cultural Affairs or the Commission on Economic Development, and state and other public agencies pursuant to the Interlocal Cooperation Act, so that each of those commissions, the Department and Commission may receive applications from and, as
appropriate, give governmental approval for necessary permits and licenses to persons who wish to promote tourism, develop industry or produce motion pictures in this State.

4. The Governor may from time to time establish regional or local subcommittees to work on regional or local problems of economic development or the promotion of tourism.

Sec. 10. NRS 231.160 is hereby amended to read as follows:

231.160 There is hereby created a Commission on The Department of Tourism and Cultural Affairs is hereby created, consisting of:

1. The Division of Tourism;
2. A Division of Publications, including Nevada Magazine;
3. The Division of Museums and History, created by NRS 381.004;
4. The Nevada Arts Council, created by NRS 233C.025;
5. The Nevada Indian Commission, created by NRS 233A.020;
6. The Board of the Nevada Arts Council, created by NRS 233C.030;
7. The Commission on Tourism; and

Sec. 11. NRS 231.200 is hereby amended to read as follows:

231.200 The Commission on Tourism:

1. Shall establish the policies and approve the programs and budgets of the Division of Tourism and Division of Publications concerning:
   (a) The promotion of tourism and travel in this State; and
   (b) The publication of Nevada Magazine and other promotional material.
2. May adopt regulations to administer and carry out the policies and programs of those divisions of the Division of Tourism.
3. May from time to time create special advisory committees to advise it on special problems of tourism. Members of special advisory committees, other than members of the Commission, may be paid the per diem allowance and travel expenses provided for state officers and employees, as the budget of the Commission permits.

Sec. 12. NRS 231.210 is hereby amended to read as follows:

231.210 The Director of the Commission on Tourism:

1. Must be appointed by the Governor from a list of three persons submitted to the Governor by the Lieutenant Governor from recommendations made to the Lieutenant Governor by the:
   (a) Members of the Commission on Tourism;
   (b) Chair of the Commission for Cultural Affairs;
   (c) Chair of the Board of Museums and History;
   (d) Chair of the Nevada Indian Commission; and
   (e) Chair of the Board of the Nevada Arts Council.
2. Is responsible to the Commission and serves at its pleasure.
Shall, except as otherwise provided in NRS 284.143, devote his or her entire time to the duties of his or her office and shall not follow any other gainful employment or occupation.

Sec. 13. NRS 231.220 is hereby amended to read as follows:

The Director of the Commission on Tourism shall direct and supervise all administrative and technical activities of the Department, including coordinating its plans for tourism, publications, scheduling its programs and cultural affairs, analyzing the effectiveness of those programs and associated expenditures, and cooperating with other governmental agencies which have programs related to travel, tourism and cultural affairs. In addition to other powers and duties, the Director:

1. Shall attend all appropriate meetings of the Commission Department and appoint a staff member to act as Secretary, keeping minutes and audio recordings or transcripts of all appropriate proceedings.

2. Shall report regularly to the Commission commissions, divisions and council of the Department concerning the administration of the policies and programs.

3. Shall serve as the Director of the Division of Tourism.

4. Shall appoint the Administrator of the Division of Publications.

5. May perform any other lawful acts which he or she considers necessary to carry out the provisions of NRS 231.160 to 231.360, inclusive, and sections 5 to 8, inclusive, of this act.

Sec. 14. NRS 231.230 is hereby amended to read as follows:

1. The Commission Department through the Director may:

(a) Employ such professional, technical, clerical and operational employees as the operation of the Commission Department may require; and

(b) Employ such experts, researchers and consultants and enter into such contracts with any public or private entities as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of NRS 231.160 to 231.360, inclusive, and sections 5 to 8, inclusive, of this act.

2. The Director and all other nonclerical employees of the Commission are in the unclassified service of the State.

3. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 4, the clerical employees of the Commission Department are in the classified service of the State.

4. The Director may appoint to the Department employees in either the classified or unclassified service of the State, in accordance with the historical manner of categorization, unless state or federal law or regulation requires otherwise.

Sec. 15. NRS 231.240 is hereby amended to read as follows:
231.240 1. The Director of the Commission on Tourism may charge reasonable fees for materials prepared for distribution.

2. All such fees must be deposited with the State Treasurer for credit to the Department. The fees must first be expended exclusively for materials and labor incident to preparing and printing those materials for distribution. Any remaining fees may be expended, in addition to any other money appropriated, for the support of the Department.

Sec. 16. NRS 231.250 is hereby amended to read as follows:

231.250 The Fund for the Promotion of Tourism is hereby created as a special revenue Fund. The money in the Fund is hereby appropriated for the support of the Department.

Sec. 17. NRS 231.260 is hereby amended to read as follows:

231.260 The Department, through its Division of Tourism, shall:

1. Promote this State so as to increase the number of domestic and international tourists.

2. Promote special events and exhibitions which are designed to increase tourism.

3. Develop a State Plan to Promote Travel and Tourism in Nevada.

4. Develop a comprehensive program of marketing and advertising, for both domestic and international markets, which publicizes travel and tourism in Nevada in order to attract more visitors to this State or lengthen their stay.

5. Provide and administer grants of money or matching grants to political subdivisions of the State, to fair and recreation boards, and to local or regional organizations which promote travel and tourism, to assist them in:

   a. Developing local programs for marketing and advertising which are consistent with the State Plan.

   b. Promoting specific events and attractions in their communities.

   c. Evaluating the effectiveness of the local programs and events.

   Each recipient must provide an amount of money, at least equal to the grant, for the same purpose, except, in a county whose population is less than 50,000, the Division may, if convinced that the recipient is financially unable to do so, provide a grant with less than equal matching money provided by the recipient.

6. Coordinate and assist the programs of travel and tourism of counties, cities, local and regional organizations for travel and tourism, fair and recreation boards and transportation authorities in the State. Local governmental agencies which promote travel and tourism shall coordinate their promotional programs with those of the Division.

7. Encourage cooperation between public agencies and private persons who have an interest in promoting travel and tourism in Nevada.

8. Compile or obtain by contract, keep current and disseminate statistics and other marketing information on travel and tourism in Nevada.
9. Prepare and publish, with the assistance of the Division of Publications, brochures, travel guides, directories and other materials which promote travel and tourism in Nevada.

10. Publish or cause to be published a magazine to be known as the Nevada Magazine. The Nevada Magazine must contain materials which educate the general public about this State and thereby foster awareness and appreciation of Nevada's heritage, culture, historical monuments, natural wonders and natural resources.

Sec. 18. NRS 231.270 is hereby amended to read as follows:

231.270 In addition to its other duties, the Commission on Tourism through its Division of Tourism may:

1. Form a statewide council or regional councils on tourism, whose members include representatives from businesses, trade associations and governmental agencies, to provide for exchange of information and coordination of programs on travel and tourism.

2. Produce or cooperate in the production of promotional films which are suitable for broadcasting on television and presenting to organizations involved in travel or tourism.

3. Establish an office or offices which, by brochure, telephone, press release, videotape and other means, disseminate information on cultural, sporting, recreational and other special events, activities and facilities in the different parts of the State which will attract tourists from inside or outside the State.

Sec. 19. NRS 231.300 is hereby amended to read as follows:

231.300 In performing their duties, the Director of the Commission on Tourism and the Administrator of the Division of Publications shall not interfere with the functions of any other state agencies, but those agencies shall, from time to time, on reasonable request, furnish the Director with data and other information from their records bearing on the objectives of the Commission and its divisions. The Director shall avail himself or herself of records and assistance of such other state agencies as might make a contribution to the work of the Commission.
1. The Committee Commission may provide grants of money to counties, cities, and local and regional organizations in this State for the development of projects relating to tourism to the extent that:

   (a) Money in the Fund for the Promotion of Tourism created by NRS 231.250 is made available for that purpose. [Not more than $200,000]

   The amount of revenue from taxes on the gross receipts from the rental of transient lodging may be made available for that purpose in any biennium must be determined through the budget process and approved by the Legislature.

   (b) Gifts, grants or other money is made available for that purpose.

2. Except as otherwise provided in this subsection, the State Controller shall, upon the request of the Committee Commission, transfer to the State General Fund all money made available for the use of the Committee Commission pursuant to subsection 1. All such money must be accounted for separately in the State General Fund. The State Controller shall not transfer any revenue from taxes on the gross receipts from the rental of transient lodging from the Fund for the Promotion of Tourism to the State General Fund unless the transfer is approved by the Interim Finance Committee.

3. The Committee Commission shall administer the account created pursuant to subsection 2 and may make grants only from that account. Any interest earned on the money in the account must be credited to the account quarterly. The money in the account does not revert to the State General Fund at the end of any fiscal year and must be carried forward to the next fiscal year.

4. The Committee Commission shall:

   (a) Develop and administer the Grant Program for the Development of Projects Relating to Tourism;

   (b) Establish guidelines for the submission and review of applications to receive money from the Grant Program;

   (c) Establish the criteria for eligibility to receive money from the Grant Program; and

   (d) Consider and approve or disapprove applications for money from the Grant Program.

5. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 6, as a condition of eligibility for a grant from the Committee Commission pursuant to this section, an applicant must provide an amount of money, at least equal to the amount of the grant, for the same purpose.

6. If an applicant for a grant is from a county whose population is less than 100,000 and the Committee Commission determines that the applicant is financially unable to provide the matching money otherwise required by subsection 5, the Committee Commission may provide a grant with less than equal matching money provided by the applicant.

Sec. 23. NRS 232.090 is hereby amended to read as follows:

232.090 1. The Department consists of the Director and the following: [divisions: ]
(a) The Division of Water Resources.
(b) The Division of State Lands.
(c) The Division of Forestry.
(d) The Division of State Parks.
(e) The Division of Conservation Districts.
(f) The Division of Environmental Protection.
(g) The Office of Historic Preservation.
(h) [such other divisions as the Director may from time to time establish.]

2. The State Environmental Commission, the State Conservation Commission, the Commission for the Preservation of Wild Horses, the Nevada Natural Heritage Program and the Board to Review Claims are within the Department.

Sec. 24. NRS 232.213 is hereby amended to read as follows:

232.213 1. The Department of Administration is hereby created.
2. The Department consists of a Director and the following divisions:
(a) Budget Division.
(b) Risk Management Division.
(c) Hearings Division, which consists of hearing officers, compensation officers and appeals officers.
(d) Buildings and Grounds, State Public Works Division.
(e) Purchasing Division.
(f) Administrative Services Division.
(g) Division of Internal Audits.
(h) Division of Human Resource Management.
(i) Division of Enterprise Information Technology Services.
(j) Division of State Library and Archives.

3. The Director may establish a Motor Pool Division or may assign the functions of the State Motor Pool to one of the other divisions of the Department.

Sec. 25. NRS 232.215 is hereby amended to read as follows:

232.215 1. The Director:
(a) Shall appoint [a Chief, an Administrator of the:
(b) Risk Management Division;
(c) Buildings and Grounds, State Public Works Division;
(d) Purchasing Division;
(e) Administrative Services Division;
(f) Division of Internal Audits; [and]
(g) Division of Enterprise Information Technology Services;
(h) Division of State Library and Archives; and
(i) Motor Pool Division, if separately established.
2. Shall appoint a Chief of the Budget Division, or may serve in this position if the Director has the qualifications required by NRS 353.175.
3. Shall serve as Chief of the Hearings Division and shall appoint the hearing officers and compensation officers. The Director may designate one
of the appeals officers in the Division to supervise the administrative, technical and procedural activities of the Division.

4. Is responsible for the administration, through the divisions of the Department, of the provisions of chapters 233F, 242, 284, 331, 333, 335, 336, 338, 341 and 378 of NRS, NRS 353.150 to 353.246, inclusive, and 353A.031 to 353A.100, inclusive, and all other provisions of law relating to the functions of the divisions of the Department.

5. Is responsible for the administration of the laws of this State relating to the negotiation and procurement of medical services and other benefits for state agencies.

6. Has such other powers and duties as are provided by law.

Sec. 26. NRS 232.2165 is hereby amended to read as follows:

232.2165 The Chief Administrator of:

(a) The Buildings and Grounds Division;
(b) The Purchasing Division;
(c) The Administrative Services Division;
(d) The Division of Internal Audits; and

(e) The Division of Human Resource Management;

6. The Division of Enterprise Information Technology Services;

7. The Division of State Library and Archives; and

8. If separately established, the Motor Pool Division, of the Department serves at the pleasure of the Director, but, except as otherwise provided in subsection 2, for all purposes except removal is in the classified service of the State.

Sec. 27. NRS 232.217 is hereby amended to read as follows:

232.217 Unless federal law or regulation otherwise requires, the Chief of the Budget Division; Buildings and Grounds; and the Administrator of the:

1. State Public Works Division;
2. Purchasing Division;
3. Division of Internal Audits; and
4. Division of Human Resource Management;

5. Division of Enterprise Information Technology Services;

6. Division of State Library and Archives; and

7. Motor Pool Division, if separately established, may appoint a Deputy and a Chief Assistant in the unclassified service of the State, who shall not engage in any other gainful employment or occupation except as otherwise provided in NRS 284.143.

Sec. 28. NRS 232.219 is hereby amended to read as follows:
1. The Department of Administration's Operating Fund for Administrative Services is hereby created as an internal service fund.

2. The operating budget of each of the following entities must include an amount representing that entity's share of the operating costs of the central accounting function of the Department:
   (a) State Public Works Board;
   (b) Budget Division;
   (c) Buildings and Grounds Division;
   (d) Purchasing Division;
   (e) Hearings Division;
   (f) Risk Management Division;
   (g) Division of Internal Audits; and
   (h) Division of Human Resource Management;
   (i) Division of Enterprise Information Technology Services;
   (j) Division of State Library and Archives; and
   (k) If separately established, the Motor Pool Division.

3. All money received for the central accounting services of the Department must be deposited in the State Treasury for credit to the Operating Fund.

4. All expenses of the central accounting function of the Department must be paid from the Fund as other claims against the State are paid.

Sec. 29. NRS 233C.017 is hereby amended to read as follows:

233C.017 "Department" means the Department of Tourism and Cultural Affairs.

Sec. 30. NRS 233C.091 is hereby amended to read as follows:

233C.091 1. The Administrator is appointed by the Director with special reference to the Administrator's training, experience, capacity and interest in the arts. The Director shall consult with the Board before making the appointment.

2. The Administrator must have:
   (a) A degree in the arts, a field related to the arts or public administration; and
   (b) Completed course work and accumulated experience in at least one of the arts with at least 5 years of progressively responsible work experience in the administration of arts and cultural programming, at least 2 years of which must have been in a supervisory capacity.

3. The Administrator may employ, within the limits of legislative appropriations, such staff as is necessary to the performance of the Administrator's duties.

4. The Administrator is responsible to the Director for the general administration of the Division and for the submission of its budgets, subject to administrative supervision by the Director.

5. The Administrator shall direct the work of the Division, administer the Division and perform such other duties as the Director may, from time to time, prescribe.
6. To carry out the provisions of this chapter and within the limit of money available to him or her, the Administrator may enter into contracts and other lawful agreements with:

(a) Natural persons, organizations and institutions for services furthering the mission and goals of the Division and the Board; and

(b) Local, regional and national associations for cooperative endeavors furthering the mission and goals of the programs of the Division.

7. The Administrator may accept gifts, contributions and bequests of unrestricted money from natural persons, foundations, corporations and other organizations and institutions to further the mission and goals of the programs of the Division.

8. Except as otherwise provided pursuant to subsection 4 of NRS 231.230, the Administrator is in the unclassified service of the State.

9. As used in this section, "Director" means the Director of the Department.

Sec. 31. Chapter 233F of NRS is hereby amended by adding thereto the provisions set forth as sections 32 and 33 of this act.

Sec. 32. "Administrator" means the Administrator of the Division.

Sec. 33. "Division" means the Division of Enterprise Information Technology Services of the Department.

Sec. 34. NRS 233F.010 is hereby amended to read as follows:

233F.010 As used in this chapter, unless the context otherwise requires, the words and terms defined in NRS 233F.020 to 233F.065, inclusive, and sections 32 and 33 of this act have the meanings ascribed to them in those sections.

Sec. 35. NRS 233F.045 is hereby amended to read as follows:

233F.045 "Communications Unit" means the Communications Unit of the Communication and Computing [Division] Unit of the [Department] Division.

Sec. 36. NRS 233F.055 is hereby amended to read as follows:

233F.055 "Department" means the Department of Information Technology Administration.

Sec. 37. NRS 233F.065 is hereby amended to read as follows:

233F.065 "Telecommunications Unit" means the Telecommunications Unit of the Communication and Computing [Division] Unit of the [Department] Division.

Sec. 38. NRS 233F.080 is hereby amended to read as follows:

233F.080 The Legislature finds and declares that a state communications system is vital to the security and welfare of the State during times of emergency and in the conduct of its regular business, and that economies may be realized by joint use of the system by all state agencies. It is the purpose of the Legislature that a state communications system be developed whereby the greatest efficiency in the joint use of existing communications systems is achieved and that all communication functions and activities of state agencies be coordinated. It is not the intent of the Legislature to remove
from the Department of Information Technology Division control over the state telecommunications system intended for use by state agencies and the general public.

Sec. 39. NRS 233F.110 is hereby amended to read as follows:

233F.110 1. The Director Administrator may, upon receiving a request for a microwave channel or channels from an agency, approve or disapprove that request. If the request is approved, the Department Division shall assign a channel or channels to the agency at a cost which reflects the actual share of costs incurred for services provided to the agency, in accordance with the comprehensive system of equitable billing and charges developed by the coordinator of communications.

2. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 3, a microwave channel assigned by the Director Administrator to an agency for its use must not be reassigned without the concurrence of the agency.

3. The Director Administrator may revoke the assignment of a microwave channel if an agency fails to pay for its use and may reassign that channel to another agency.

4. Equipment for microwave channels which is purchased by a using agency becomes the property of the Department Division if the agency fails to use or pay for those channels. The equipment must be used by the Department Division to replace old or obsolete equipment in the state communications system.

5. A state agency shall not purchase equipment for microwave stations without prior approval from the Director Administrator unless:

(a) The existing services do not meet the needs of the agency; or

(b) The equipment will not be used to duplicate services which are provided by the state communications system or a private company.

6. The Department Division shall reimburse an agency for buildings, facilities or equipment which is consolidated into the state communications system.

Sec. 40. NRS 233F.115 is hereby amended to read as follows:

233F.115 The Director Administrator shall designate at least one microwave channel of the state communications system for use by the fire services.

Sec. 41. NRS 218E.405 is hereby amended to read as follows:

218E.405 1. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 2, the Interim Finance Committee may exercise the powers conferred upon it by law only when the Legislature is not in regular or special session.

2. During a regular or special session, the Interim Finance Committee may also perform the duties imposed on it by subsection 5 of NRS 284.115, NRS 284.1729, subsection 2 of NRS 321.335, NRS 322.007, subsection 2 of NRS 323.020, NRS 323.050, subsection 1 of NRS 323.100, subsection 3 of NRS 341.090, NRS 341.142, paragraph (f) of subsection 1 of NRS 341.145, NRS 353.220, 353.224, 353.2705 to 353.2771, inclusive, 353.288, 353.335, 353C.226, paragraph (b) of subsection 4 of
NRS 407.0762, NRS 428.375, 439.620, 439.630, 445B.830 and 538.650. In performing those duties, the Senate Standing Committee on Finance and the Assembly Standing Committee on Ways and Means may meet separately and transmit the results of their respective votes to the Chair of the Interim Finance Committee to determine the action of the Interim Finance Committee as a whole.

3. The Chair of the Interim Finance Committee may appoint a subcommittee consisting of six members of the Committee to review and make recommendations to the Committee on matters of the State Public Works [Board] Division that require prior approval of the Interim Finance Committee pursuant to subsection 3 of NRS 341.090, NRS 341.142 and subsection 6 of NRS 341.145. If the Chair appoints such a subcommittee:
   (a) The Chair shall designate one of the members of the subcommittee to serve as the chair of the subcommittee;
   (b) The subcommittee shall meet throughout the year at the times and places specified by the call of the chair of the subcommittee; and
   (c) The Director of the Legislative Counsel Bureau or the Director's designee shall act as the nonvoting recording secretary of the subcommittee.

Sec. 42. NRS 235.012 is hereby amended to read as follows:

235.012 1. The Director, after consulting with the Director of the [Commission on] Department of Tourism [and Cultural Affairs], the Administrator of the Division of Museums and History of the Department of Tourism and Cultural Affairs and the Administrator of the Division of Minerals of the Commission on Mineral Resources, may contract with a mint to produce medallions made of gold, silver, platinum or nonprecious metals and bars made of gold, silver or platinum.

2. The decision of the Director to award a contract to a particular mint must be based on the ability of the mint to:
   (a) Provide a product of the highest quality;
   (b) Advertise and market the product properly, including the promotion of museums and tourism in this State; and
   (c) Comply with the requirements of the contract.

3. The Director shall award the contract to the lowest responsible bidder, except that if in his or her judgment no satisfactory bid has been received, the Director may reject all bids.

4. All bids for the contract must be solicited in the manner prescribed in NRS 333.310 and comply with the provisions of NRS 333.330.

Sec. 43. NRS 235.014 is hereby amended to read as follows:

235.014 1. The ore used to produce a medallion or bar must be mined in Nevada, if the ore is available. If it is not available, ore newly mined in the United States may be used. Each medallion or bar made of gold, silver or platinum must be 0.999 fine. Additional series of medallions made of gold, silver or platinum at degrees of fineness of 0.900 or greater may be approved by the Director with the concurrence of the Interim Finance Committee. The
degree of fineness of the materials used must be clearly indicated on each medallion.

2. Medallions may be minted in weights of 1 ounce, 0.5 ounce, 0.25 ounce and 0.1 ounce.

3. Bars may be minted in weights of 1 ounce, 5 ounces, 10 ounces and 100 ounces.

4. Each medallion must bear on its obverse The Great Seal of the State of Nevada and on its reverse a design selected by the Director, in consultation with the Director of the Commission on Department of Tourism [and Cultural Affairs], the Administrator of the Division of Museums and History of the Department of Tourism and Cultural Affairs and the Administrator of the Division of Minerals of the Commission on Mineral Resources.

Sec. 44. NRS 239.005 is hereby amended to read as follows:

239.005  As used in this chapter, unless the context otherwise requires:

1. "Actual cost" means the direct cost related to the reproduction of a public record. The term does not include a cost that a governmental entity incurs regardless of whether or not a person requests a copy of a particular public record.

2. "Committee" means the Committee to Approve Schedules for the Retention and Disposition of Official State Records.

3. "Division" means the Division of State Library and Archives of the Department of Cultural Affairs. Administration.

4. "Governmental entity" means:

(a) An elected or appointed officer of this State or of a political subdivision of this State;

(b) An institution, board, commission, bureau, council, department, division, authority or other unit of government of this State or of a political subdivision of this State;

(c) A university foundation, as defined in NRS 396.405; or

(d) An educational foundation, as defined in NRS 388.750, to the extent that the foundation is dedicated to the assistance of public schools.

Sec. 45. NRS 239.073 is hereby amended to read as follows:

239.073 1. The Committee to Approve Schedules for the Retention and Disposition of Official State Records, consisting of six members, is hereby created.

2. The Committee consists of:

(a) The Secretary of State;

(b) The Attorney General;

(c) The Director of the Department of Administration;

(d) The State Library and Archives Administrator;

(e) The Administrator of the Division of Enterprise Information Technology Services of the Department of Information Technology; and

(f) One member who is a representative of the general public appointed by the Governor.
All members of the Committee, except the representative of the general public, are ex officio members of the Committee.

3. The Secretary of State or a person designated by the Secretary of State shall serve as Chair of the Committee. The State Library and Archives Administrator shall serve as Secretary of the Committee and prepare and maintain the records of the Committee.

4. The Committee shall meet at least quarterly and may meet upon the call of the Chair.

5. An ex officio member of the Committee may designate a person to represent the ex officio member at any meeting of the Committee. The person designated may exercise all the duties, rights and privileges of the member that the person represents.

6. The Committee may adopt rules and regulations for its management.

Sec. 46. Chapter 242 of NRS is hereby amended by adding thereto the provisions set forth as sections 47 and 48 of this act.

Sec. 47. "Administrator" means the Administrator of the Division.

Sec. 48. "Division" means the Division of Enterprise Information Technology Services of the Department.

Sec. 49. NRS 242.011 is hereby amended to read as follows: 242.011 As used in this chapter, unless the context otherwise requires, the words and terms defined in NRS 242.015 to 242.068, inclusive, and sections 47 and 48 of this act have the meanings ascribed to them in those sections.

Sec. 50. NRS 242.031 is hereby amended to read as follows: 242.031 "Department" means the Department of Information Technology Administration.

Sec. 51. NRS 242.071 is hereby amended to read as follows: 242.071 1. The Legislature hereby determines and declares that the creation of the Division of Enterprise Information Technology Services of the Department of Information Technology Administration is necessary for the coordinated, orderly and economical processing of information in State Government, to ensure economical use of information systems and to prevent the unnecessary proliferation of equipment and personnel among the various state agencies.

2. The purposes of the Division are:
   (a) To perform information services for state agencies.
   (b) To provide technical advice but not administrative control of the information systems within the state agencies, county agencies and governing bodies and agencies of incorporated cities and towns.

Sec. 52. NRS 242.080 is hereby amended to read as follows: 242.080 1. The Division of Enterprise Information Technology Services of the Department of Information Technology Administration is hereby created.

2. The Division consists of the Director, Administrator and the:
   (a) Programming Division Enterprise Application Services Unit.
(b) Communication and Computing [Division] Unit.
(c) Office of Information Security.

3. A Communications Unit and a Telecommunications Unit are hereby created within the Communication and Computing [Division] Unit of the [Department] Division.

Sec. 53. NRS 242.090 is hereby amended to read as follows:

242.090 1. The [Governor] Director of the Department shall appoint the [Director] Administrator in the unclassified service of the State. [In selecting the Director, the Governor shall consider recommendations of the Department of Personnel relating to minimum qualifications.]

2. The [Director] Administrator:
   (a) Serves at the pleasure of, [the Governor] and is responsible to, the [Governor] Director of the Department.
   (b) Shall not engage in any other gainful employment or occupation.

Sec. 54. NRS 242.101 is hereby amended to read as follows:

242.101 1. The [Director] Administrator shall:
   (a) Appoint the [chiefs] heads of the [divisions] units and offices of the [Division] in the unclassified service of the State;
   (b) Administer the provisions of this chapter and other provisions of law relating to the duties of the [Department] [Division]; and
   (c) Carry out other duties and exercise other powers specified by law.

2. The [Director] Administrator may form committees to establish standards and determine criteria for evaluation of policies relating to informational services.

Sec. 55. NRS 242.105 is hereby amended to read as follows:

242.105 1. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 3, records and portions of records that are assembled, maintained, overseen or prepared by the [Department] Division to mitigate, prevent or respond to acts of terrorism, the public disclosure of which would, in the determination of the [Director] Administrator, create a substantial likelihood of threatening the safety of the general public are confidential and not subject to inspection by the general public to the extent that such records and portions of records consist of or include:

(a) Information regarding the infrastructure and security of information systems, including, without limitation:
   (1) Access codes, passwords and programs used to ensure the security of an information system;
   (2) Access codes used to ensure the security of software applications;
   (3) Procedures and processes used to ensure the security of an information system; and
   (4) Plans used to reestablish security and service with respect to an information system after security has been breached or service has been interrupted.

(b) Assessments and plans that relate specifically and uniquely to the vulnerability of an information system or to the measures which will be taken
to respond to such vulnerability, including, without limitation, any compiled underlying data necessary to prepare such assessments and plans.

(c) The results of tests of the security of an information system, insofar as those results reveal specific vulnerabilities relative to the information system.

2. The Administrator shall maintain or cause to be maintained a list of each record or portion of a record that the Administrator has determined to be confidential pursuant to subsection 1. The list described in this subsection must be prepared and maintained so as to recognize the existence of each such record or portion of a record without revealing the contents thereof.

3. At least once each biennium, the Administrator shall review the list described in subsection 2 and shall, with respect to each record or portion of a record that the Administrator has determined to be confidential pursuant to subsection 1:

(a) Determine that the record or portion of a record remains confidential in accordance with the criteria set forth in subsection 1;

(b) Determine that the record or portion of a record is no longer confidential in accordance with the criteria set forth in subsection 1; or

(c) If the Administrator determines that the record or portion of a record is obsolete, cause the record or portion of a record to be disposed of in the manner described in NRS 239.073 to 239.125, inclusive.

4. On or before February 15 of each year, the Administrator shall:

(a) Prepare a report setting forth a detailed description of each record or portion of a record determined to be confidential pursuant to this section, if any, accompanied by an explanation of why each such record or portion of a record was determined to be confidential; and

(b) Submit a copy of the report to the Director of the Legislative Counsel Bureau for transmittal to:

(1) If the Legislature is in session, the standing committees of the Legislature which have jurisdiction of the subject matter; or

(2) If the Legislature is not in session, the Legislative Commission.

5. As used in this section, "act of terrorism" has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 239C.030.

Sec. 56. NRS 244A.689 is hereby amended to read as follows:

244A.689 "Project" means:

1. Any land, building or other improvement and all real and personal properties necessary in connection therewith, whether or not in existence, suitable for:

(a) A manufacturing, industrial or warehousing enterprise;

(b) An organization for research and development;

(c) A health and care facility;

(d) A supplemental facility for a health and care facility;

(e) The purposes of a corporation for public benefit; or

(f) Affordable housing.
2. The refinancing of any land, building or other improvement and any real and personal property necessary for:
   (a) A health and care facility;
   (b) A supplemental facility for a health and care facility;
   (c) The purposes of a corporation for public benefit; or
   (d) Affordable housing.
3. Any land, building, structure, facility, system, fixture, improvement, appurtenance, machinery, equipment, or any combination thereof or any interest therein, used by any natural person, partnership, firm, company, corporation, including a public utility, association, trust, estate, political subdivision, state agency or any other legal entity, or its legal representative, agent or assigns:
   (a) For the reduction, abatement or prevention of pollution or for the removal or treatment of any substance in a processed material which otherwise would cause pollution when such material is used.
   (b) In connection with the furnishing of water if available on reasonable demand to members of the general public.
   (c) In connection with the furnishing of energy or gas.
4. Any real or personal property appropriate for addition to a hotel, motel, apartment building, casino or office building to protect it or its occupants from fire.
5. Any undertaking by a public utility, in addition to that allowed by subsections 2 and 3, which is solely for the purpose of making capital improvements to property, whether or not in existence, of a public utility.
6. In addition to the kinds of property described in subsections 2 and 3, if the project is for the generation and transmission of electricity, any other property necessary or useful for that purpose, including, without limitation, any leases and any rights to take water or fuel.
7. The preservation of any historic structure or its restoration for its original or another use, if the plan has been approved by the Office of Historic Preservation of the State Department of Conservation and Natural Resources.  

Sec. 57. NRS 277.058 is hereby amended to read as follows:
277.058 1. A public entity, in consultation with any Indian tribe that has local aboriginal ties to the geographical area in which a unique archeological, paleontological or historical site is located and in cooperation with the Office of Historic Preservation of the State Department of Conservation and Natural Resources, may enter into a cooperative agreement with the owner of any property that contains a unique archeological, paleontological or historical site in this state or with any other person, agency of the Federal Government or other public entity for the preservation, protection, restoration and enhancement of unique archeological, paleontological or historical sites in this state, including, without limitation, cooperative agreements to:
(a) Monitor compliance with and enforce any federal or state statutes or regulations for the protection of such sites.
(b) Ensure the sensitive treatment of such sites in a manner that provides for their long-term preservation and the consideration of the values of relevant cultures.
(c) Apply for and accept grants and donations for the preservation, protection, restoration and enhancement of such sites.
(d) Create and enforce:
   (1) Legal restrictions on the use of real property; and
   (2) Easements for conservation, as defined in NRS 111.410,

for the protection of such sites.

2. As used in this section, "public entity" means any:
   (a) Agency of this state, including the Office of Historic Preservation of the State Department of Cultural Affairs, Conservation and Natural Resources; and
   (b) County, city or town in this state.

Sec. 58. NRS 281.641 is hereby amended to read as follows:

281.641 1. If any reprisal or retaliatory action is taken against a state officer or employee who discloses information concerning improper governmental action within 2 years after the information is disclosed, the state officer or employee may file a written appeal with a hearing officer of the Personnel Commission for a determination of whether the action taken was a reprisal or retaliatory action. The written appeal must be accompanied by a statement that sets forth with particularity:
   (a) The facts and circumstances under which the disclosure of improper governmental action was made; and
   (b) The reprisal or retaliatory action that is alleged to have been taken against the state officer or employee.

The hearing must be conducted in accordance with the procedures set forth in NRS 284.390 to 284.405, inclusive, and the procedures adopted by the Personnel Commission pursuant to subsection 4.

2. If the hearing officer determines that the action taken was a reprisal or retaliatory action, the hearing officer may issue an order directing the proper person to desist and refrain from engaging in such action. The hearing officer shall file a copy of the decision with the Governor or any other elected state officer who is responsible for the actions of that person.

3. The hearing officer may not rule against the state officer or employee based on the person or persons to whom the improper governmental action was disclosed.

4. The Personnel Commission may adopt rules of procedure for conducting a hearing pursuant to this section that are not inconsistent with the procedures set forth in NRS 284.390 to 284.405, inclusive.

5. As used in this section, "Personnel Commission" means the Personnel Commission created by NRS 284.030.

Sec. 59. NRS 284.015 is hereby amended to read as follows:
284.015 As used in this chapter, unless the context otherwise requires:
1. "Administrator" means the Administrator of the Division.
3. "Department" means the Department of Personnel.
4. 3. "Disability," includes, but is not limited to, physical disability, mental retardation and mental or emotional disorder.
4. "Division" means the Division of Human Resource Management of the Department of Administration.
5. "Essential functions" has the meaning ascribed to it in 29 C.F.R. § 1630.2.
6. "Public service" means positions providing service for any office, department, board, commission, bureau, agency or institution in the Executive Department of the State Government operating by authority of the Constitution or law, and supported in whole or in part by any public money, whether the money is received from the Government of the United States or any branch or agency thereof, or from private or any other sources.

Sec. 60. NRS 284.025 is hereby amended to read as follows:
284.025 1. The [Department of Personnel] Division of Human Resource Management of the Department of Administration is hereby created.
2. The [Department] Division shall administer the provisions of this chapter.

Sec. 61. NRS 284.030 is hereby amended to read as follows:
284.030 1. There is hereby created in the [Department] Division a personnel commission composed of five members appointed by the Governor.
2. The Governor shall appoint:
(a) Three members who are representatives of the general public and have a demonstrated interest in or knowledge of the principles of public personnel administration.
(b) One member who is a representative of labor and has a background in personnel administration.
(c) One member who is a representative of employers or managers and has a background in personnel administration.

Sec. 62. NRS 284.172 is hereby amended to read as follows:
284.172 1. The [Director] Administrator shall prepare, maintain and revise as necessary a list of all positions in the classified service that consist primarily of performing data processing.
2. The request of an appointing authority that is required to use the equipment or services of the Division of Enterprise Information Technology Services of the [Department of Information Technology] Administration for a new position or the reclassification of an existing position to a position included on the list required by subsection 1 must be submitted to the [Director] Administrator of the [Department of Information Technology]
Division of Enterprise Information Technology Services for approval before submission to the [Department of Personnel] Division of Human Resource Management.

Sec. 63. NRS 284.320 is hereby amended to read as follows:

284.320 1. In case of a vacancy in a position where peculiar and exceptional qualifications of a scientific, professional or expert character are required, and upon satisfactory evidence that for specific reasons competition in that case is impracticable, and that the position can best be filled by the selection of some designated person of high and recognized attainments in the required qualities, the [director] Administrator may suspend the requirements of competition.

2. The [Director] Administrator may suspend the requirements of competitive examination for positions requiring highly professional qualifications if past experience or current research indicates a difficulty in recruitment or if the qualifications include a license or certification.

3. Upon specific written justification by the appointing authority, the [Director] Administrator may suspend the requirement of competitive examination for a position where extreme difficulty in recruitment has been experienced and extensive efforts at recruitment have failed to produce five persons in the state service who are qualified applicants for promotion to the position.

4. Except in the circumstances described in subsection 2, no suspension may be general in its application to any position, and each case of suspension and the justifying circumstances must be reported in the biennial report of the [department] Division with the reasons for the suspension.

Sec. 64. NRS 284.390 is hereby amended to read as follows:

284.390 1. Within 10 working days after the effective date of an employee's dismissal, demotion or suspension pursuant to NRS 284.385, the employee who has been dismissed, demoted or suspended may request in writing a hearing before the hearing officer of the [Department] Commission to determine the reasonableness of the action. The request may be made by mail and shall be deemed timely if it is postmarked within 10 working days after the effective date of the employee's dismissal, demotion or suspension.

2. The hearing officer shall grant the employee a hearing within 20 working days after receipt of the employee's written request unless the time limitation is waived, in writing, by the employee or there is a conflict with the hearing calendar of the hearing officer, in which case the hearing must be scheduled for the earliest possible date after the expiration of the 20 days.

3. The employee may represent himself or herself at the hearing or be represented by an attorney or other person of the employee's own choosing.

4. Technical rules of evidence do not apply at the hearing.

5. After the hearing and consideration of the evidence, the hearing officer shall render a decision in writing, setting forth the reasons therefor.
6. If the hearing officer determines that the dismissal, demotion or suspension was without just cause as provided in NRS 284.385, the action must be set aside and the employee must be reinstated, with full pay for the period of dismissal, demotion or suspension.

7. The decision of the hearing officer is binding on the parties.

8. Any petition for judicial review of the decision of the hearing officer must be filed in accordance with the provisions of chapter 233B of NRS.

Sec. 65. NRS 321.5967 is hereby amended to read as follows:

321.5967 1. There is hereby created a Board of Review composed of:
(a) The Director of the State Department of Conservation and Natural Resources;
(b) The Administrator of the Division of Environmental Protection of the State Department of Conservation and Natural Resources;
(c) The Administrator of the Division of Minerals of the Commission on Mineral Resources;
(d) The Administrator of the Division of State Parks of the State Department of Conservation and Natural Resources;
(e) The State Engineer;
(f) The State Forester Firewarden;
(g) The Chair of the State Environmental Commission;
(h) The Director of the State Department of Agriculture;
(i) The Chair of the Board of Wildlife Commissioners; and
(j) The Administrator of the Office of Historic Preservation of the State Department of Cultural Affairs.

2. The Chair of the State Environmental Commission serves as Chair of the Board.

3. The Board shall meet at such times and places as are specified by a call of the Chair. Six members of the Board constitute a quorum. The affirmative vote of a majority of the Board members present is sufficient for any action of the Board.

4. Except as otherwise provided in this subsection, the members of the Board serve without compensation. The Chair of the State Environmental Commission and the Chair of the Board of Wildlife Commissioners are entitled to receive a salary of not more than $80, as fixed by the Board, for each day's attendance at a meeting of the Board.

5. While engaged in the business of the Board, each member and employee of the Board is entitled to receive the per diem allowance and travel expenses provided for state officers and employees generally.

6. The Board:
(a) Shall review and approve or disapprove all regulations proposed by the State Land Registrar pursuant to NRS 321.597.
(b) May review any decision of the State Land Registrar made pursuant to NRS 321.596 to 321.599, inclusive, if an appeal is taken pursuant to NRS 321.5987, and affirm, modify or reverse the decision.
(c) Shall review any plan or statement of policy concerning the use of
lands in Nevada under federal management which is submitted by the State
Land Use Planning Agency.

Sec. 66. NRS 331.010 is hereby amended to read as follows:
331.010 As used in NRS 331.010 to 331.145, inclusive, unless the context otherwise requires:
1. "Administrator" means the Administrator of the Division.
2. "Buildings and Grounds Section" means the Buildings and Grounds Section of the Division.
4. "Director" means the Director of the Department.
5. "Division" means the State Public Works Division of the Department.

Sec. 67. NRS 331.020 is hereby amended to read as follows:
331.020 The Buildings and Grounds Division shall administer the provisions of NRS 331.010 to 331.145, inclusive, subject to administrative supervision by the Director.

Sec. 68. NRS 331.060 is hereby amended to read as follows:
331.060 1. The Administrator shall, within the limits of legislative appropriations, employ such clerks, engineers, electricians, painters, mechanics, janitors, gardeners and other persons as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of NRS 331.010 to 331.145, inclusive.
2. The employees shall perform duties as assigned by the Administrator.
3. The Administrator is responsible for the fitness and good conduct of all employees.

Sec. 69. NRS 331.085 is hereby amended to read as follows:
331.085 The Administrator may charge the various state departments, agencies and institutions for the cost of labor and materials for extra services provided to their respective offices by the Buildings and Grounds Division. Extra services for which these charges may be made include, but are not limited to, office remodeling, furniture construction and moving. Money received by the Chief for this purpose must be deposited in the Buildings and Grounds Operating Fund in the State Treasury.

Sec. 70. NRS 331.100 is hereby amended to read as follows:
331.100 The Administrator has the following specific powers and duties:
1. To keep all buildings, rooms, basements, floors, windows, furniture and appurtenances clean, orderly and presentable as befitting public property.
2. To keep all yards and grounds clean and presentable, with proper attention to landscaping and horticulture.
3. Under the supervision of the State Fire Marshal, to make arrangements for the installation and maintenance of water sprinkler systems, fire
extinguishers, fire hoses and fire hydrants, and to take other fire prevention
and suppression measures, necessary and feasible, that may reduce the fire
hazards in all buildings under his or her control.

4. To make arrangements and provision for the maintenance of the
State's water system supplying the state-owned buildings at Carson City, with
particular emphasis upon the care and maintenance of water reservoirs, in
order that a proper and adequate supply of water be available to meet any
emergency.

5. To make arrangements for the installation and maintenance of water
meters designed to measure accurately the quantity of water obtained from
sources not owned by the State.

6. To make arrangements for the installation and maintenance of a lawn
sprinkling system on the grounds adjoining the Capitol Building at Carson
City, or on any other state-owned grounds where such installation is practical
or necessary.

7. To investigate the feasibility, and economies resultant therefrom, if
any, of the installation of a central power meter, to measure electrical energy
used by the state buildings in the vicinity of and including the Capitol
Building at Carson City, assuming the buildings were served with power as
one unit.

8. To purchase, use and maintain such supplies and equipment as are
necessary for the care, maintenance and preservation of the buildings and
grounds under his or her supervision and control.

9. Subject to the provisions of chapter 426 of NRS regarding the
operation of vending stands in or on public buildings and properties by
persons who are blind, to install or remove vending machines and vending
stands in the buildings under his or her supervision and control, and to have
control of and be responsible for their operation.

10. To cooperate with the Nevada Arts Council [and of the State Public
Works Board] Department of Tourism and Cultural Affairs to plan the
potential purchase and placement of works of art inside or on the grounds
surrounding a state building.

Sec. 71. NRS 331.102 is hereby amended to read as follows:

331.102 1. The [Chief] Administrator shall:

(a) Maintain accurate records reflecting the costs of administering the
provisions of NRS 331.010 to [331.145] 331.180, inclusive.

(b) Between July 1 and August 1 of each even-numbered year, determine,
on the basis of experience during the 2 preceding fiscal years, the estimated
cost per square foot of rentable area of carrying out the functions of the
Buildings and Grounds [Division] Section for the 2 succeeding fiscal years,
and inform each department, agency and institution operating under the
provisions of NRS 331.010 to [331.145] 331.180, inclusive, of the cost.

2. Each department, agency and institution occupying space in
state-owned buildings maintained by the Buildings and Grounds [Division,]
Section shall include in its budget for each of the 2 succeeding fiscal years an
amount of money equal to the cost per budgeted square foot of rentable area, as determined by the [Chief, Administrator, multiplied by the number of rentable square feet occupied by each department, agency or institution.

3. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 4, on July 1 of each year each department, agency or institution shall pay to the [Chief, Administrator for deposit in the Buildings and Grounds Operating Fund the amount of money appropriated to or authorized for the department, agency or institution for building space rental costs pursuant to its budget.

4. Any state department, agency or institution may pay building space rental costs required pursuant to subsection 3 on a date or dates other than July 1, if compliance with federal law or regulation so requires.

Sec. 72. NRS 331.110 is hereby amended to read as follows:

331.110   1. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 2, the Chief, Administrator may lease and equip office rooms outside of state buildings for the use of state officers and employees, whenever sufficient space for the officers and employees cannot be provided within state buildings, but no such lease may extend beyond the term of 1 year unless it is reviewed and approved by a majority of the members of the State Board of Examiners. The Attorney General shall approve each lease entered into pursuant to this subsection as to form and compliance with law.

2. Except as otherwise provided in this subsection, the provisions of subsection 1 do not apply to state officers and employees of boards that are exempt from the provisions of chapter 353 of NRS pursuant to NRS 353.005. The provisions of subsection 1 apply to:

(a) The Department of Public Safety;
(b) The Department of Motor Vehicles; and
(c) The State Gaming Control Board.

3. An owner of a building who enters into a contract with a state agency for occupancy in the building:

(a) If the contract is entered into before May 28, 2009, may comply with the program; and
(b) If the contract is entered into on or after May 28, 2009, shall, to the extent practicable as determined by the Administrator, comply with the program.

If an owner chooses not to comply with the program pursuant to paragraph (a), a state or local agency shall not, after May 28, 2009, enter into a contract for occupancy of a building owned by the owner, except that the Administrator may authorize a state or local agency to enter into a contract for the occupancy of a building owned by an owner who does not comply with the program if the Administrator determines that it is impracticable for the owner to comply with the program.

4. As used in this section, "program" means the program established pursuant to section 139 of this act.
331.140  1. The Chief Administrator shall take proper care to prevent any unlawful activity on or damage to any state property under the supervision and control of the Chief Administrator, and to protect the safety of any persons on that property.

2. The Director of the Department of Public Safety shall appoint to the Capitol Police Division of that Department such personnel as may be necessary to assist the Chief Administrator and the Buildings and Grounds Section in the enforcement of subsection 1. The salaries and expenses of the personnel appointed pursuant to this subsection must, within the limits of legislative authorization, be paid out of the Buildings and Grounds Operating Fund.

Sec. 74.  NRS 331.160 is hereby amended to read as follows:

331.160  1. The Marlette Lake Water System, composed of the water rights, easements, pipelines, flumes and other fixtures and appurtenances used in connection with the collection, transmission and storage of water in Carson City and Washoe and Storey Counties, Nevada, acquired by the State of Nevada pursuant to law, is hereby created.

2. The purposes of the Marlette Lake Water System are:
   (a) To provide adequate supplies of water to the areas served.
   (b) To maintain distribution lines, flumes, dams, culverts, bridges and all other appurtenances of the system in a condition calculated to assure dependable supplies of water.
   (c) To sell water under equitable and fiscally sound contractual arrangements. Any such contractual arrangements must not include the value of the land comprising the watershed as an element in determining the cost of water sold.

3. The Department of Administration is designated as the state agency to supervise and administer the functions of the Marlette Lake Water System.

4. The Director of the Department of Administration may assign the supervision and administration of the functions of the Marlette Lake Water System to one of the divisions of the Department, a city or a county, or may establish a separate division to carry out the purposes of this section and NRS 331.170 and 331.180. Subject to the limit of money provided by legislative appropriation or revenues whose expenditure is authorized by law, the chief of that division, or the city or county, as applicable, shall employ necessary staff to carry out the provisions of this section and NRS 331.170 and 331.180.

5. The Director of the Department of Administration shall:
   (a) Establish the value of water to be distributed from the Marlette Lake Water System.
   (b) Include in the water rate structure provisions for recovery, over a reasonable period, of the major capital costs of improving and modernizing the System.
   (c) Assure that the rate structure is equitable for all present and potential customers.
6. The Director of the Department of Administration may request the State Board of Finance to issue general obligation bonds of the State or revenue bonds in an aggregate principal amount not to exceed $25,000,000 to finance the capital costs of improving and modernizing the Marlette Lake Water System. Before any revenue bonds are issued pursuant to this subsection, the State Board of Finance must determine that sufficient revenue will be available in the Marlette Lake Water System Fund to pay the interest and installments of principal as they become due. The provisions of NRS 349.150 to 349.364, inclusive, apply to the issuance of state securities pursuant to this subsection.

7. The Legislature finds and declares that the issuance of state securities and the incurrence of indebtedness pursuant to subsection 6 is necessary for the protection and preservation of the natural resources of this State and for the purpose of obtaining the benefits thereof, and constitutes an exercise of the authority conferred by the second paragraph of Section 3 of Article 9 of the Constitution of the State of Nevada.

Sec. 75. NRS 338.010 is hereby amended to read as follows:

338.010 As used in this chapter:
1. "Authorized representative" means a person designated by a public body to be responsible for the development, solicitation, award or administration of contracts for public works pursuant to this chapter.
2. "Contract" means a written contract entered into between a contractor and a public body for the provision of labor, materials, equipment or supplies for a public work.
3. "Contractor" means:
   (a) A person who is licensed pursuant to the provisions of chapter 624 of NRS or performs such work that the person is not required to be licensed pursuant to chapter 624 of NRS.
   (b) A design-build team.
4. "Day labor" means all cases where public bodies, their officers, agents or employees, hire, supervise and pay the wages thereof directly to a worker or workers employed by them on public works by the day and not under a contract in writing.
5. "Design-build contract" means a contract between a public body and a design-build team in which the design-build team agrees to design and construct a public work.
6. "Design-build team" means an entity that consists of:
   (a) At least one person who is licensed as a general engineering contractor or a general building contractor pursuant to chapter 624 of NRS; and
   (b) For a public work that consists of:
      (1) A building and its site, at least one person who holds a certificate of registration to practice architecture pursuant to chapter 623 of NRS.
      (2) Anything other than a building and its site, at least one person who holds a certificate of registration to practice architecture pursuant to chapter 623 of NRS or landscape architecture pursuant to chapter 623A of
NRS or who is licensed as a professional engineer pursuant to chapter 625 of NRS.

7. "Design professional" means:
   (a) A person who is licensed as a professional engineer pursuant to chapter 625 of NRS;
   (b) A person who is licensed as a professional land surveyor pursuant to chapter 625 of NRS;
   (c) A person who holds a certificate of registration to engage in the practice of architecture, interior design or residential design pursuant to chapter 623 of NRS;
   (d) A person who holds a certificate of registration to engage in the practice of landscape architecture pursuant to chapter 623A of NRS; or
   (e) A business entity that engages in the practice of professional engineering, land surveying, architecture or landscape architecture.

8. "Division" means the State Public Works Division of the Department of Administration.

9. "Eligible bidder" means a person who is:
   (a) Found to be a responsible and responsive contractor by a local government or its authorized representative which requests bids for a public work in accordance with paragraph (b) of subsection 1 of NRS 338.1373; or
   (b) Determined by a public body or its authorized representative which awarded a contract for a public work pursuant to NRS 338.1375 to 338.139, inclusive, to be qualified to bid on that contract pursuant to NRS 338.1379 or 338.1382.

10. "General contractor" means a person who is licensed to conduct business in one, or both, of the following branches of the contracting business:
   (a) General engineering contracting, as described in subsection 2 of NRS 624.215.
   (b) General building contracting, as described in subsection 3 of NRS 624.215.

11. "Governing body" means the board, council, commission or other body in which the general legislative and fiscal powers of a local government are vested.

12. "Local government" means every political subdivision or other entity which has the right to levy or receive money from ad valorem or other taxes or any mandatory assessments, and includes, without limitation, counties, cities, towns, boards, school districts and other districts organized pursuant to chapters 244A, 309, 318, 379, 474, 538, 541, 543 and 555 of NRS, NRS 450.550 to 450.750, inclusive, and any agency or department of a county or city which prepares a budget separate from that of the parent political subdivision. The term includes a person who has been designated by the governing body of a local government to serve as its authorized representative.

13. "Offense" means failing to:
(a) Pay the prevailing wage required pursuant to this chapter;
(b) Pay the contributions for unemployment compensation required pursuant to chapter 612 of NRS;
(c) Provide and secure compensation for employees required pursuant to chapters 616A to 617, inclusive, of NRS; or
(d) Comply with subsection 4 or 5 of NRS 338.070.

4. "Prime contractor" means a contractor who:
(a) Contracts to construct an entire project;
(b) Coordinates all work performed on the entire project;
(c) Uses his or her own workforce to perform all or a part of the public work; and
(d) Contracts for the services of any subcontractor or independent contractor or is responsible for payment to any contracted subcontractors or independent contractors.

The term includes, without limitation, a general contractor or a specialty contractor who is authorized to bid on a project pursuant to NRS 338.139 or 338.148.

5. "Public body" means the State, county, city, town, school district or any public agency of this State or its political subdivisions sponsoring or financing a public work.

6. "Public work" means any project for the new construction, repair or reconstruction of:
(a) A project financed in whole or in part from public money for:
   (1) Public buildings;
   (2) Jails and prisons;
   (3) Public roads;
   (4) Public highways;
   (5) Public streets and alleys;
   (6) Public utilities;
   (7) Publicly owned water mains and sewers;
   (8) Public parks and playgrounds;
   (9) Public convention facilities which are financed at least in part with public money; and
   (10) All other publicly owned works and property.
   (b) A building for the Nevada System of Higher Education of which 25 percent or more of the costs of the building as a whole are paid from money appropriated by this State or from federal money.

7. "Specialty contractor" means a person who is licensed to conduct business as described in subsection 4 of NRS 624.215.

8. "Stand-alone underground utility project" means an underground utility project that is not integrated into a larger project, including, without limitation:
(a) An underground sewer line or an underground pipeline for the conveyance of water, including facilities appurtenant thereto; and
(b) A project for the construction or installation of a storm drain, including facilities appurtenant thereto,
¬ that is not located at the site of a public work for the design and construction of which a public body is authorized to contract with a design-build team pursuant to subsection 2 of NRS 338.1711.

19. "Subcontract" means a written contract entered into between:
   (a) A contractor and a subcontractor or supplier; or
   (b) A subcontractor and another subcontractor or supplier,
¬ for the provision of labor, materials, equipment or supplies for a construction project.

20. "Subcontractor" means a person who:
   (a) Is licensed pursuant to the provisions of chapter 624 of NRS or performs such work that the person is not required to be licensed pursuant to chapter 624 of NRS; and
   (b) Contracts with a contractor, another subcontractor or a supplier to provide labor, materials or services for a construction project.

21. "Supplier" means a person who provides materials, equipment or supplies for a construction project.

22. "Wages" means:
   (a) The basic hourly rate of pay; and
   (b) The amount of pension, health and welfare, vacation and holiday pay, the cost of apprenticeship training or other similar programs or other bona fide fringe benefits which are a benefit to the worker.

23. "Worker" means a skilled mechanic, skilled worker, semiskilled mechanic, semiskilled worker or unskilled worker in the service of a contractor or subcontractor under any appointment or contract of hire or apprenticeship, express or implied, oral or written, whether lawfully or unlawfully employed. The term does not include a design professional.

Sec. 76. NRS 338.1375 is hereby amended to read as follows:
338.1375 1. The [State Public Works Board] Division shall not accept
a bid on a contract for a public work unless the contractor who submits the bid has qualified pursuant to NRS 338.1379 to bid on that contract.

2. The State Public Works Board shall by regulation adopt criteria for the qualification of bidders on contracts for public works of this State. The criteria adopted by the State Public Works Board pursuant to this section must be used by the [State Public Works Board] Division to determine the qualification of bidders on contracts for public works of this State.

3. The criteria adopted by the State Public Works Board pursuant to this section:
   (a) Must be adopted in such a form that the determination of whether an applicant is qualified to bid on a contract for a public work does not require or allow the exercise of discretion by any one person.
   (b) May include only:
      (1) The financial ability of the applicant to perform a contract;
      (2) The principal personnel of the applicant;
(3) Whether the applicant has breached any contracts with a public body or person in this State or any other state;

(4) Whether the applicant has been disqualified from being awarded a contract pursuant to NRS 338.017, 338.13845 or 338.13895;

(5) Whether the applicant has been disciplined or fined by the State Contractors' Board or another state or federal agency for conduct that relates to the ability of the applicant to perform the public work;

(6) The performance history of the applicant concerning other recent, similar contracts, if any, completed by the applicant; and

(7) The truthfulness and completeness of the application.

Sec. 77. NRS 338.1381 is hereby amended to read as follows:

338.1381 1. If, within 10 days after receipt of the notice denying an application pursuant to NRS 338.1379 or disqualifying a subcontractor pursuant to NRS 338.1376, the applicant or subcontractor, as applicable, files a written request for a hearing with the State Public Works Board or the local government, the State Public Works Board or governing body shall set the matter for a hearing within 20 days after receipt of the request. The hearing must be held not later than 45 days after the receipt of the request for a hearing unless the parties, by written stipulation, agree to extend the time.

2. The hearing must be held at a time and place prescribed by the Board or local government. At least 10 days before the date set for the hearing, the Board or local government shall serve the applicant or subcontractor with written notice of the hearing. The notice may be served by personal delivery to the applicant or subcontractor or by certified mail to the last known business or residential address of the applicant or subcontractor.

3. The applicant or subcontractor has the burden at the hearing of proving by substantial evidence that the applicant is entitled to be qualified to bid on a contract for a public work, or that the subcontractor is qualified to be a subcontractor on a contract for a public work.

4. In conducting a hearing pursuant to this section, the Board or governing body may:

(a) Administer oaths;

(b) Take testimony;

(c) Issue subpoenas to compel the attendance of witnesses to testify before the Board or governing body;

(d) Require the production of related books, papers and documents; and

(e) Issue commissions to take testimony.

5. If a witness refuses to attend or testify or produce books, papers or documents as required by the subpoena issued pursuant to subsection 4, the Board or governing body may petition the district court to order the witness to appear or testify or produce the requested books, papers or documents.

6. The Board or governing body shall issue a decision on the matter during the hearing. The decision of the Board or governing body is a final decision for purposes of judicial review.
Sec. 78. NRS 338.13845 is hereby amended to read as follows:

338.13845 1. If the [State Public Works Board] Division determines that a business has made a material misrepresentation or otherwise committed a fraudulent act in applying for the preference described in NRS 338.13844, the business is thereafter permanently prohibited from:

(a) Applying for or receiving the preference described in NRS 338.13844; and

(b) Bidding on a contract for a public work of this State.

2. If the [State Public Works Board] Division determines, as described in subsection 1, that a business has made a material misrepresentation or otherwise committed a fraudulent act in applying for the preference described in NRS 338.13844, the business may apply to the [Manager] Administrator to review the decision pursuant to chapter 233B of NRS.

3. As used in this section, ["Manager"] "Administrator" has the meaning ascribed to it in [NRS 341.015.] section 82 of this act.

Sec. 79. NRS 338.13847 is hereby amended to read as follows:

338.13847 The State Public Works Board may adopt such regulations as it determines to be necessary or advisable to carry out the provisions of NRS 338.1384 to 338.13847, inclusive. The regulations may include, without limitation, provisions setting forth:

1. The method by which a business may apply to receive the preference described in NRS 338.13844;

2. The documentation or other proof that a business must submit to demonstrate that it qualifies for the preference described in NRS 338.13844; and

3. Such other matters as the [State Public Works Board] Division deems relevant.

In carrying out the provisions of this section, the State Public Works Board and the Division shall, to the extent practicable, cooperate and coordinate with the Purchasing Division of the Department of Administration so that any regulations adopted pursuant to this section and NRS 333.3369 are reasonably consistent.

Sec. 80. NRS 338.1908 is hereby amended to read as follows:

338.1908 1. The governing body of each local government shall, by July 28, 2009, develop a plan to retrofit public buildings, facilities and structures, including, without limitation, traffic-control systems, and to otherwise use sources of renewable energy to serve those buildings, facilities and structures. Such a plan must:

(a) Be developed with input from one or more energy retrofit coordinators designated pursuant to NRS 338.1907, if any.

(b) Include a list of specific projects. The projects must be prioritized and selected on the basis of the following criteria:

(1) The length of time necessary to commence the project.

(2) The number of workers estimated to be employed on the project.

(3) The effectiveness of the project in reducing energy consumption.
(4) The estimated cost of the project.
(5) Whether the project is able to be powered by or otherwise use sources of renewable energy.
(6) Whether the project has qualified for participation in one or more of the following programs:
   (I) The Solar Energy Systems Incentive Program created by NRS 701B.240; or
   (c) Include a list of potential funding sources for use in implementing the projects, including, without limitation, money available through the Energy Efficiency and Conservation Block Grant Program as set forth in 42 U.S.C. § 17152 and grants, gifts, donations or other sources of money from public and private sources.
2. The governing body of each local government shall transmit the plan developed pursuant to subsection 1 to the [Nevada Director of the Office of Energy Commissioner] and to any other entity designated for that purpose by the Legislature.
3. As used in this section:
   (a) "Local government" means each city or county that meets the definition of "eligible unit of local government" as set forth in 42 U.S.C. § 17151 and each unit of local government, as defined in subsection 11 of NRS 338.010, that does not meet the definition of "eligible entity" as set forth in 42 U.S.C. § 17151.
   (b) "Renewable energy" means a source of energy that occurs naturally or is regenerated naturally, including, without limitation:
      (1) Biomass;
      (2) Fuel cells;
      (3) Geothermal energy;
      (4) Solar energy;
      (5) Waterpower; and
      (6) Wind.
      The term does not include coal, natural gas, oil, propane or any other fossil fuel, or nuclear energy.
   (c) "Retrofit" means to alter, improve, modify, remodel or renovate a building, facility or structure to make that building, facility or structure more energy-efficient.
Sec. 81. Chapter 341 of NRS is hereby amended by adding thereto the provisions set forth as sections 82 to 85, inclusive, of this act.
Sec. 82. "Administrator" means the Administrator of the Division.
Sec. 83. "Department" means the Department of Administration.
Sec. 84. "Division" means the State Public Works Division of the Department.
Sec. 85. 1. There is hereby created the State Public Works Division of the Department of Administration.
2. The Division consists of:
   (a) The Administrator;
   (b) The Buildings and Grounds Section; and
   (c) The State Public Works Board.

3. The Division shall, subject to the administrative supervision of the Director of the Department, administer the provisions of this chapter and NRS 331.010 to 331.180, inclusive.

Sec. 86. NRS 341.010 is hereby amended to read as follows:
341.010 As used in this chapter, unless the context otherwise requires, the words and terms defined in NRS 341.013 and 341.015 sections 82, 83 and 84 of this act have the meanings ascribed to them in those sections.

Sec. 87. NRS 341.020 is hereby amended to read as follows:
341.020 1. The State Public Works Board is hereby created.
2. The Board consists of the Director of the Department and six members appointed as follows:
   (a) The Governor shall appoint:
      (1) One member who has education or experience, or both, regarding the principles of engineering or architecture;
      (2) One member who has education or experience, or both, regarding the principles of financing or managing public or private construction projects;
      (3) One member who is licensed to practice law in this State and who has experience in the practice of construction law; and
      (4) Two members who are licensed in this State as a general building contractor or general engineering contractor pursuant to chapter 624 of NRS.
   (b) The Majority Leader of the Senate shall appoint one member who is licensed in this State as a general building contractor or general engineering contractor pursuant to chapter 624 of NRS.
   (c) The Speaker of the Assembly shall appoint one member who is licensed in this State as a general building contractor or general engineering contractor pursuant to chapter 624 of NRS.
3. Each member of the Board who is appointed serves at the pleasure of the appointing authority.
4. A vacancy on the Board in an appointed position must be filled by the appointing authority in the same manner as the original appointment.

Sec. 88. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 88.5. NRS 341.070 is hereby amended to read as follows:
341.070 The Board shall:
1. Adopt such rules for the regulation of its proceedings and the transaction of its business as it deems proper.
2. Meet as necessary to conduct the business of the Board for the following purposes:
   (a) Submitting reports and making recommendations as required pursuant to NRS 341.191;
(b) Adopting regulations; and
(c) Presiding over appeals taken on the following matters:
   (1) The qualification of contractors; and
   (2) Disputes regarding contracts.

Sec. 89. NRS 341.100 is hereby amended to read as follows:

341.100 1. The [Board shall appoint a Manager and a deputy manager for compliance and code enforcement, each of whom must be approved by the Governor. The Manager Administrator and the deputy manager administrator for compliance and code enforcement serve at the pleasure of the Board and the Governor.] Director of the Department.

   2. The [Manager, with the approval of the Board.] Administrator shall appoint:
      (a) A deputy [manager administrator] for professional services; and
      (b) A deputy [manager for administrative, fiscal and constructional services,] administrator of the Buildings and Grounds Section.

   Each deputy [manager administrator] appointed pursuant to this subsection serves at the pleasure of the [Manager, Administrator.]

3. The Administrator shall recommend and the Director shall appoint a deputy administrator for compliance and code enforcement. The deputy administrator appointed pursuant to this subsection has the final authority in the interpretation and enforcement of any applicable building codes.

4. The [Manager Administrator] may appoint such other technical and clerical assistants as may be necessary to carry into effect the provisions of this chapter.

4. 5. The [Manager Administrator and each deputy manager administrator are in the unclassified service of the State. Except as otherwise provided in NRS 284.143, the Manager Administrator and each deputy manager administrator shall devote his or her entire time and attention to the business of the office and shall not pursue any other business or occupation or hold any other office of profit.

5. 6. The [Manager Administrator and the deputy manager administrator for professional services must each be a licensed professional engineer pursuant to the provisions of chapter 625 of NRS or an architect registered pursuant to the provisions of chapter 623 of NRS.]

6. The deputy manager for administrative, fiscal and constructional services must have a comprehensive knowledge of the principles of administration and a working knowledge of the principles of engineering or architecture as determined by the Board.

7. The deputy [manager administrator for compliance and code enforcement must have a comprehensive knowledge of building codes and a working knowledge of the principles of engineering or architecture as determined by the Board.]

8. The [Manager Administrator shall:
   (a) Serve as the Secretary of the Board.
   (b) Manage the daily affairs of the Board Division.]
(c) Represent the Board and the Division before the Legislature.

(d) Prepare and submit to the Board, for its approval, the recommended priority for proposed capital improvement projects and provide the Board with an estimate of the cost of each project.

(e) Make recommendations to the Board for the selection of architects, engineers and contractors.

(f) Make recommendations to the Board concerning the acceptance of completed projects.

(g) Submit in writing to the Director of the Department, the Governor and the Interim Finance Committee a monthly report regarding all public works projects which are a part of the approved capital improvement program. For each such project, the monthly report must include, without limitation, a detailed description of the progress of the project which highlights any specific events, circumstances or factors that may result in:

1. Changes in the scope of the design or construction of the project or any substantial component of the project which increase or decrease the total square footage or cost of the project by 10 percent or more;

2. Increased or unexpected costs in the design or construction of the project or any substantial component of the project which materially affect the project;

3. Delays in the completion of the design or construction of the project or any substantial component of the project; or

4. Any other problems which may adversely affect the design or construction of the project or any substantial component of the project.

(h) Have final authority to approve the architecture of all buildings, plans, designs, types of construction, major repairs and designs of landscaping.

9. The deputy administrator for compliance and code enforcement shall serve as the building official for all buildings and structures on property of the State or held in trust for any division of the State Government.

Sec. 90. NRS 341.105 is hereby amended to read as follows:

341.105 1. When acting in the capacity of building official pursuant to subsection 9 of NRS 341.100, the deputy administrator for compliance and code enforcement or his or her designated representative may issue an order to compel the cessation of work on all or any portion of a building or structure based on health or safety reasons or for violations of applicable building codes or other laws or regulations.

2. If a person receives an order issued pursuant to subsection 1, the person shall immediately cease work on the building or structure or portion thereof.

3. Any person who willfully refuses to comply with an order issued pursuant to subsection 1 or who willfully encourages another person to refuse to comply or assists another person in refusing to comply with such an order is guilty of a misdemeanor and shall be punished as provided in
NRS 193.150. Any penalties collected pursuant to this subsection must be deposited with the State Treasurer for credit to the State General Fund.

4. In addition to the criminal penalty set forth in subsection 3, the deputy administrator for compliance and code enforcement may impose an administrative penalty of not more than $1,000 per day for each day that a person violates subsection 3.

5. If a person wishes to contest an order issued to the person pursuant to subsection 1, the person may bring an action in district court. The court shall give such a proceeding priority over other civil matters that are not expressly given priority by law. An action brought pursuant to this subsection does not stay enforcement of the order unless the district court orders otherwise.

6. If a person refuses to comply with an order issued pursuant to subsection 1, the deputy administrator for compliance and code enforcement may bring an action in the name of the State of Nevada in district court to compel compliance and to collect any administrative penalties imposed pursuant to subsection 4. The court shall give such a proceeding priority over other civil matters that are not expressly given priority by law. Any attorney's fees and costs awarded by the court in favor of the State and any penalties collected in the action must be deposited with the State Treasurer for credit to the State General Fund.

7. No right of action exists in favor of any person by reason of any action or failure to act on the part of the Board Administrator, Board, or the deputy administrator for compliance and code enforcement or any officers, employees or agents of the Board in carrying out the provisions of this section.

8. As used in this section, "person" includes a government and a governmental subdivision, agency or instrumentality.

Sec. 91. NRS 341.110 is hereby amended to read as follows:

341.110 In general, the Board Administrator shall have such powers as may be necessary to enable him or her to fulfill his or her functions and to carry out the purposes of this chapter.

Sec. 92. NRS 341.119 is hereby amended to read as follows:

341.119 1. Except as otherwise provided in this subsection, upon the request of the head of a state agency, the Board Administrator may delegate to that agency any of the authority granted the Board Division pursuant to NRS 341.141 to 341.148, inclusive. The Administrator shall not delegate the powers described in subsection 2 of NRS 341.145.

2. This section does not limit any of the authority of the Legislature when the Legislature is in regular or special session or the Interim Finance Committee when the Legislature is not in regular or special session to consult with the Board Division concerning a construction project or to approve the advance planning of a project.

Sec. 93. NRS 341.141 is hereby amended to read as follows:

341.141 1. The Board Division shall furnish engineering and architectural services to the Nevada System of Higher Education and all
other state departments, boards or commissions charged with the construction of any building constructed on state property or for which the money is appropriated by the Legislature, except:
   (a) Buildings used in maintaining highways;
   (b) Improvements, other than nonresidential buildings with more than 1,000 square feet in floor area, made:
      (1) In state parks by the State Department of Conservation and Natural Resources; or
      (2) By the Department of Wildlife; and
   (c) Buildings on property controlled by other state agencies if the Administrator has delegated his or her authority in accordance with NRS 341.119.
   The Board of Regents of the University of Nevada and all other state departments, boards or commissions shall use those services.

2. The services must consist of:
   (a) Preliminary planning;
   (b) Designing;
   (c) Estimating of costs; and
   (d) Preparation of detailed plans and specifications.

Sec. 94. NRS 341.145 is hereby amended to read as follows:

341.145 1. The Board:
   (a) Shall determine whether any rebates are available from a public utility for installing devices in any state building which are designed to decrease the use of energy in the building. If such a rebate is available, the Administrator shall apply for the rebate.
   (b) Shall solicit bids for and let all contracts for new construction or major repairs.
   (c) May negotiate with the lowest responsible and responsive bidder on any contract to obtain a revised bid if:
      (1) The bid is less than the appropriation made by the Legislature for that building project; and
      (2) The bid does not exceed the relevant budget item for that building project as established by the Administrator by more than 10 percent.
   (d) May reject any or all bids.
   (e) After the contract is let, shall supervise and inspect construction and major repairs. The cost of supervision and inspection must be financed from the capital construction program approved by the Legislature.
   (f) Shall obtain prior approval from the Interim Finance Committee before authorizing any change in the scope of the design or construction of a project as that project was authorized by the Legislature, if the change increases or decreases the total square footage or cost of the project by 10 percent or more.
(g) Except for changes that require prior approval pursuant to subsection 6, paragraph (f) may authorize change orders, before or during construction:

(i) In any amount, where the change represents a reduction in the total awarded contract price.

(2) Except as otherwise provided in paragraph (c), subparagraph (3), not to exceed in the aggregate 15 percent of the total awarded contract price, where the change represents an increase in that price.

(3) In any amount, where the total awarded contract price is less than $50,000 and the change represents an increase not exceeding the amount of the total awarded contract price.

(4) In any amount, where additional money was authorized or appropriated by the Legislature and issuing a new contract would not be in the best interests of the State.

(h) Shall specify in any contract with a design professional the period within which the design professional must prepare and submit to the Administrator a change order that has been authorized by the design professional. As used in this subsection, paragraph, "design professional" means a person with a professional license or certificate issued pursuant to chapter 623, 623A or 625 of NRS.

(i) Has final authority to accept each building or structure, or any portion thereof, on property of the State or held in trust for any division of the State Government as completed or to require necessary alterations to conform to the contract, or to codes adopted by the Board, and to file the notice of completion and certificate of occupancy for the building or structure.

2. The Deputy administrator for compliance and code enforcement, when acting as building official pursuant to subsection 9 of NRS 341.100, has the final authority in:

(a) Requiring necessary alterations to conform to any building codes adopted by the Board; and

(b) Issuing a certificate of occupancy for a building or structure.

Sec. 95. NRS 341.146 is hereby amended to read as follows:

1. The Board Division shall establish funds for projects of capital construction necessary to account for the program of capital construction approved by the Legislature. These funds must be used to account for all revenues, appropriations and expenditures restricted to constructing buildings and other projects which come under the supervision of the Board Division.

2. If a state department, board, commission or agency provides to the Board Division money that has not been appropriated by the Legislature for a capital improvement project, any interest earned on that money accrues to the benefit of the project. Upon a determination by the Administrator that the project is completed, the Board Division shall return
any principal and interest remaining on that money to the department, board, commission or agency that had provided the money to the Board Division.

3. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 4, if the money actually received by the Board Division for a capital improvement project includes money from more than one source, the money must be expended in the following order:
   (a) Money received for the project from the Federal Government;
   (b) Money generated by the state department, board, commission or agency for whom the project is being performed;
   (c) Money that was approved for the same or a different project during a previous biennium that has been reallocated during the current biennium for the project;
   (d) Except as otherwise provided in paragraphs (e), (f) and (g), money received for the project from any other source;
   (e) Money from the issuance of general obligation bonds;
   (f) Money from the State Highway Fund; and
   (g) Money from the State General Fund.

4. The provisions of subsection 3 do not apply if the receipt of any money from the Federal Government for the project is conditioned upon a different order of expenditure.

Sec. 96. NRS 341.153 is hereby amended to read as follows:

341.153 1. The Legislature hereby finds as facts:
   (a) That the planning, maintenance and construction of public buildings is a specialized field requiring for its successful accomplishment a high degree of skill and experience not ordinarily acquired by public officers and employees whose primary duty lies in some other field.
   (b) That this planning, maintenance and construction involves the expenditure of large amounts of public money which, whatever their particular constitutional, statutory or governmental source, involve a public trust.
   (c) That the application by state agencies of conflicting standards of performance results in wasteful delays and increased costs in the performance of public works.

2. The Legislature therefore declares it to be the policy of this State that all planning, maintenance and construction of buildings upon property of the State or held in trust for any division of the State Government be supervised by, and final authority for its completion and acceptance vested in, the Board Division as provided in NRS 341.141 to 341.148, inclusive.

Sec. 97. NRS 341.155 is hereby amended to read as follows:

341.155 With the concurrence of the Administrator, the Board of Regents of the University of Nevada and any other state department, board or commission may enter into agreements with persons, associations or corporations to provide consulting services to determine and plan the construction work that may be necessary to meet the needs of the programs of those agencies. These contracts must be for a term not exceeding 5 years
and must provide for payment of a fee for those services not to exceed one-half of 1 percent of the total value of:

1. In the case of the Nevada System of Higher Education, building construction contracts relating to the construction of a branch or facility within the Nevada System of Higher Education; and

2. In the case of another state department, board or commission, all construction contracts relating to construction for that agency, during the term and in the area covered by the contract.

Sec. 98. NRS 341.161 is hereby amended to read as follows:

341.161 1. The Board Administrator may let to a contractor licensed under chapter 624 of NRS a contract for services which assist the Board Division in the design and construction of a project of capital improvement.

2. The Board shall adopt regulations establishing procedures for:

(a) The determination of the qualifications of contractors to bid for contracts for services described in subsection 1.

(b) The bidding and awarding of such contracts, subject to the provisions of subsection 3.

(c) The awarding of construction contracts based on a final cost of the project which the contractor guarantees will not be exceeded.

(d) The scheduling and controlling of projects.

3. Bids on contracts for services which assist the Board Division in the design and construction of a project of capital improvement must state separately the contractor's cost for:

(a) Assisting the Board Division in the design and construction of the project.

(b) Obtaining all bids for subcontracts.

(c) Administering the construction contract.

4. A person who furnishes services under a contract awarded pursuant to subsection 1 is a contractor subject to all provisions pertaining to a contractor in title 28 of NRS.

Sec. 99. NRS 341.166 is hereby amended to read as follows:

341.166 1. The Board Administrator may enter into a contract for services with a contractor licensed pursuant to chapter 624 of NRS to assist the Board Division:

(a) In the development of designs, plans, specifications and estimates of costs for a proposed construction project.

(b) In the review of designs, plans, specifications and estimates of costs for a proposed construction project to ensure that the designs, plans, specifications and estimates of costs are complete and that the project is feasible to construct.

2. The Board Division is not required to advertise for bids for a contract for services pursuant to subsection 1, but may solicit bids from not fewer than three licensed contractors and may award the contract to the lowest responsible and responsive bidder.

3. The Board shall adopt regulations establishing procedures for:
(a) The determination of the qualifications of contractors to bid for the contracts for services described in subsection 1.

(b) The bidding and awarding of such contracts.

4. If a proposed construction project for which a contractor is awarded a contract for services by the Board Division pursuant to subsection 1 is advertised pursuant to NRS 338.1385, that contractor may submit a bid for the contract for the proposed construction project if the contractor is qualified pursuant to NRS 338.1375.

Sec. 100. NRS 341.211 is hereby amended to read as follows:

341.211 The Board Division shall:

1. Cooperate with other departments and agencies of the State in their planning efforts.

2. Advise and cooperate with municipal, county and other local planning commissions within the State to promote coordination between the State and the local plans and developments.

3. Cooperate with the Nevada Arts Council and of the Department of Tourism and Cultural Affairs to plan the potential purchase and placement of works of art inside or on the grounds surrounding a state building.

Sec. 101. NRS 349.510 is hereby amended to read as follows:

349.510 "Project" means:

1. Any land, building or other improvement and all real and personal properties necessary in connection therewith, excluding inventories, raw materials and working capital, whether or not in existence, suitable for new construction, improvement, rehabilitation or redevelopment for:

   (a) Industrial uses, including assembling, fabricating, manufacturing, processing or warehousing;

   (b) Research and development relating to commerce or industry, including professional, administrative and scientific offices and laboratories;

   (c) Commercial enterprises;

   (d) Civic and cultural enterprises open to the general public, including theaters, museums and exhibitions, together with buildings and other structures, machinery, equipment, facilities and appurtenances thereto which the Director deems useful or desirable in connection with the conduct of any such enterprise;

   (e) An educational institution operated by a nonprofit organization not otherwise directly funded by the State which is accredited by a nationally recognized educational accrediting association;

   (f) Health and care facilities and supplemental facilities for health and care;

   (g) The purposes of a corporation for public benefit; or

   (h) A renewable energy generation project.

2. Any real or personal property appropriate for addition to a hotel, motel, apartment building, casino or office building to protect it or its occupants from fire.
3. The preservation of a historic structure or its restoration for its original or another use, if the plan has been approved by the Office of Historic Preservation of the State Department of [Cultural Affairs] Conservation and Natural Resources.

Sec. 102. NRS 350.575 is hereby amended to read as follows:

350.575 1. Upon the adoption of a resolution to finance the preservation or restoration of a historic structure, in the manner provided in NRS 350.087, by a municipality, a certified copy thereof must be forwarded to the Executive Director of the Department of Taxation, accompanied by a letter from the Office of Historic Preservation of the State Department of [Cultural Affairs] Conservation and Natural Resources certifying that the preservation or restoration conforms to accepted standards for such work. As soon as is practicable, the Executive Director of the Department of Taxation shall, after consideration of the tax structure of the municipality concerned and the probable ability of the municipality to repay the requested financing, approve or disapprove the resolution in writing to the governing board. No such resolution is effective until approved by the Executive Director of the Department of Taxation. The written approval of the Executive Director of the Department of Taxation must be recorded in the minutes of the governing board.

2. If the Executive Director of the Department of Taxation does not approve the financing resolution, the governing board of the municipality may appeal the Executive Director's decision to the Nevada Tax Commission.

3. As used in this section, "historic structure" means a building, facility or other structure which is eligible for listing in the State Register of Historic Places under NRS 383.085.

Sec. 103. NRS 353.335 is hereby amended to read as follows:

353.335 1. Except as otherwise provided in subsections 5 and 6, a state agency may accept any gift or grant of property or services from any source only if it is included in an act of the Legislature authorizing expenditures of nonappropriated money or, when it is not so included, if it is approved as provided in subsection 2.

2. If:

(a) Any proposed gift or grant is necessary because of an emergency as defined in NRS 353.263 or for the protection or preservation of life or property, the Governor shall take reasonable and proper action to accept it and shall report the action and his or her reasons for determining that immediate action was necessary to the Interim Finance Committee at its first meeting after the action is taken. Action by the Governor pursuant to this paragraph constitutes acceptance of the gift or grant, and other provisions of this chapter requiring approval before acceptance do not apply.

(b) The Governor determines that any proposed gift or grant would be forfeited if the State failed to accept it before the expiration of the period prescribed in paragraph (c), the Governor may declare that the proposed
acceptance requires expeditious action by the Interim Finance Committee. Whenever the Governor so declares, the Interim Finance Committee has 15 days after the proposal is submitted to its Secretary within which to approve or deny the acceptance. Any proposed acceptance which is not considered within the 15-day period shall be deemed approved.

(c) The proposed acceptance of any gift or grant does not qualify pursuant to paragraph (a) or (b), it must be submitted to the Interim Finance Committee. The Interim Finance Committee has 45 days after the proposal is submitted to its Secretary within which to consider acceptance. Any proposed acceptance which is not considered within the 45-day period shall be deemed approved.

3. The Secretary shall place each request submitted to the Secretary pursuant to paragraph (b) or (c) of subsection 2 on the agenda of the next meeting of the Interim Finance Committee.

4. In acting upon a proposed gift or grant, the Interim Finance Committee shall consider, among other things:
   (a) The need for the facility or service to be provided or improved;
   (b) Any present or future commitment required of the State;
   (c) The extent of the program proposed; and
   (d) The condition of the national economy, and any related fiscal or monetary policies.

5. A state agency may accept:
   (a) Gifts, including grants from nongovernmental sources, not exceeding $10,000 each in value; and
   (b) Governmental grants not exceeding $100,000 each in value, if the gifts or grants are used for purposes which do not involve the hiring of new employees and if the agency has the specific approval of the Governor or, if the Governor delegates this power of approval to the Chief of the Budget Division of the Department of Administration, the specific approval of the Chief.

6. This section does not apply to:
   (a) The Nevada System of Higher Education;
   (b) The Department of Health and Human Services while acting as the state health planning and development agency pursuant to paragraph (d) of subsection 2 of NRS 439A.081 or for donations, gifts or grants to be disbursed pursuant to NRS 433.395; or
   (c) Artifacts donated to the Department of Tourism and Cultural Affairs.

Sec. 104. NRS 353.3465 is hereby amended to read as follows:

353.3465 1. If the Director of the Department of Tourism and Cultural Affairs determines that current claims exceed the amount of money available because revenue from fees or assessments has not been collected or because of a delay in other expected receipts, he or she may request from the Director of the Department of Administration a temporary advance from the State General Fund for the payment of authorized expenses.
2. The Director of the Department of Administration shall notify the State Controller and the Fiscal Analysis Division of the Legislative Counsel Bureau of his or her approval of a request made pursuant to subsection 1. The State Controller shall draw his or her warrant upon receipt of the approval by the Director of the Department of Administration.

3. An advance from the State General Fund:
   (a) May be approved by the Director of the Department of Administration.
   (b) Is limited to 25 percent of the revenue expected to be received in the current fiscal year from any source other than legislative appropriation.

4. Any money which is temporarily advanced from the State General Fund pursuant to subsection 3 must be repaid by August 31 following the end of the immediately preceding fiscal year.

Sec. 105. NRS 361A.050 is hereby amended to read as follows:

361A.050 "Open-space use" means the current employment of land, the preservation of which would conserve and enhance natural or scenic resources, protect streams and water supplies, maintain natural features which enhance control of floods or preserve sites designated as historic by the Office of Historic Preservation of the State Department of Conservation and Natural Resources. The use of real property and the improvements on that real property as a golf course shall be deemed to be an open-space use of the land. The use of land to lease surface water rights appurtenant to the property to a political subdivision of this State for a municipal use shall be deemed to be an open-space use of the land, if the land was agricultural real property at the time the lease was granted.

Sec. 106. NRS 376A.010 is hereby amended to read as follows:

376A.010 As used in this chapter, unless the context otherwise requires:
   1. "Open-space land" means land that is undeveloped natural landscape, including, but not limited to, ridges, stream corridors, natural shoreline, scenic areas, viewsheds, agricultural or other land devoted exclusively to open-space use and easements devoted to open-space use that are owned, controlled or leased by public or nonprofit agencies.
   2. "Open-space plan" means the plan adopted by the board of county commissioners of a county to provide for the acquisition, development and use of open-space land.
   3. "Open-space use" includes:
      (a) The preservation of land to conserve and enhance natural or scenic resources;
      (b) The protection of streams and stream environment zones, watersheds, viewsheds, natural vegetation and wildlife habitat areas;
      (c) The maintenance of natural and artificially created features that control floods, other than dams;
      (d) The preservation of natural resources and sites that are designated as historic by the Office of Historic Preservation of the State Department of Conservation and Natural Resources; and
      (e) The development of recreational sites.
Sec. 107. Chapter 378 of NRS is hereby amended by adding thereto the provisions set forth as sections 108, 109 and 110 of this act.

Sec. 108. 1. The Department of Administration's Communications Fund is hereby created as an internal service fund. The Fund is a continuing fund, and its money may not revert to the State General Fund at any time.

2. Claims against the Fund which are approved by the State Library and Archives Administrator must be paid as other claims against the State are paid.

3. Claims must be made in accordance with budget and quarterly work allotments and subject to postaudit examination and approval.

Sec. 109. 1. All revenue resulting from:

(a) Postage sold to state officers, departments and agencies; and

(b) Charges for proportionate costs of mail service operation,

must be deposited in the State Treasury for credit to the Communications Fund created by NRS 331.103.

2. The formula for spreading costs of operation must be adjusted from time to time to preserve the Fund at not less than its initial level.

Sec. 110. 1. The Division shall establish and conduct a Central Mailing Room for all state officers, departments and agencies located at Carson City, Nevada.

2. Any state officer, department or agency may use the Central Mailing Room facilities if the state officer, department or agency pays the cost of such use as determined by the Division.

3. The staff of the Central Mailing Room shall deliver incoming mail and pick up and process outgoing mail, except outgoing parcel post from the Legal Division of the Legislative Counsel Bureau, other than interoffice mail, of all state officers, departments and agencies using the Central Mailing Room facilities.

Sec. 111. NRS 378.005 is hereby amended to read as follows:

378.005 As used in this chapter:

1. "Department" means the Department of Cultural Affairs.

2. "Director" means the Director of the Department.

3. "Division" means the Division of State Library and Archives of the Department.

Sec. 112. NRS 378.0083 is hereby amended to read as follows:

378.0083 The creation of the Division in the Department does not affect any bequest, devise, endowment, trust, allotment or other gift made to a division or institution of the Department or those gifts inure to the benefit of the Division and remain subject to any conditions or restraints placed on the gifts.

Sec. 113. NRS 378.070 is hereby amended to read as follows:

378.070 The State Library and Archives Administrator may designate the hours that the State Library and Archives must be open for the use of the
Sec. 114. NRS 378A.040 is hereby amended to read as follows:
378A.040 1. The Governor shall appoint to the Board:
   (a) The person who is in charge of the archives and records of the Division of State Library and Archives of the Department of [Cultural Affairs] Administration. This person is the State Historical Records Coordinator for the purposes of 36 C.F.R. § 1206.36 and shall serve as Chair of the Board.
   (b) A person in charge of a state-funded historical agency who has responsibilities related to archives or records, or to both archives and records.
   (c) Seven other members, at least three of whom must have experience in the administration of historical records or archives. These members must represent as broadly as possible the various public and private archive and research institutions and organizations in the State.

2. After the initial terms, the Chair serves for 4 years and each other appointed member serves for 3 years. Members of the Board may be reappointed.

Sec. 115. NRS 379.0083 is hereby amended to read as follows:
379.0083 The State Library and Archives Administrator may adopt regulations establishing fees:
1. Of not more than $5 for the issuance and renewal of a certificate. The fee for issuing a duplicate certificate must be the same as for issuing the original. The money received from such fees must be paid into the State General Fund.

2. To cover the amount charged by the Federal Bureau of Investigation for processing the fingerprints of an applicant. The money received from such fees must be deposited with the State Treasurer for credit to the appropriate account of the Division of State Library and Archives of the Department of [Cultural Affairs] Administration.

Sec. 116. NRS 380A.031 is hereby amended to read as follows:
380A.031 1. The State Council on Libraries and Literacy is hereby created. The Council is advisory to the Division of State Library and Archives of the Department of [Cultural Affairs] Administration.

2. The Council consists of 11 members appointed by the Governor. Unless specifically appointed to a shorter term, the term of office of a member of the Council is 3 years and commences on July 1 of the year of appointment. The terms of office of the members of the Council must be staggered to result in, as nearly as possible, the appointment of three or four members to the Council on July 1 of each year.

Sec. 117. NRS 380A.041 is hereby amended to read as follows:
380A.041 1. The Governor shall appoint to the Council:
   (a) A representative of public libraries;
   (b) A trustee of a legally established library or library system;
   (c) A representative of school libraries;
(d) A representative of academic libraries;
(e) A representative of special libraries or institutional libraries;
(f) A representative of persons with disabilities;
(g) A representative of the public who uses these libraries;
(h) A representative of recognized state labor organizations;
(i) A representative of private sector employers;
(j) A representative of private literacy organizations, voluntary literacy organizations or community-based literacy organizations; and
(k) A classroom teacher who has demonstrated outstanding results in teaching children or adults to read.

2. The director of the following state agencies or their designees shall serve as ex officio members of the Council:
   (a) The Department of [Cultural Affairs;] Administration;
   (b) The Department of Education;
   (c) The Department of Employment, Training and Rehabilitation;
   (d) The Department of Health and Human Services;
   (e) The Commission on Economic Development; and
   (f) The Department of Corrections.

3. Officers of State Government whose agencies provide funding for literacy services may be designated by the Governor or the Chair of the Council to serve whenever matters within the jurisdiction of the agency are considered by the Council.

4. The Governor shall ensure that there is appropriate representation on the Council of urban and rural areas of the State, women, persons with disabilities, and racial and ethnic minorities.

5. A person may not serve as a member of the Council for more than two consecutive terms.

Sec. 118. NRS 381.001 is hereby amended to read as follows:

381.001 As used in this chapter, unless the context otherwise requires:
1. "Administrator" means the Administrator of the Division.
2. "Board" means the Board of Museums and History.
3. "Department" means the Department of Tourism and Cultural Affairs.
4. "Director" means the Director of the Department.
5. "Division" means the Division of Museums and History of the Department.
6. "Institution" means an institution of the Division established pursuant to NRS 381.004.
7. "Museum director" means the executive director of an institution of the Division appointed by the Administrator pursuant to NRS 381.0062.

Sec. 119. NRS 381.002 is hereby amended to read as follows:

381.002 1. The Board of Museums and History, consisting of eleven members appointed by the Governor, is hereby created.
2. The Governor shall appoint to the Board:
   (a) [Six] Five representatives of the general public who are knowledgeable about museums.
(b) Six members representing the fields of history, prehistoric archeology, historical archeology, architectural history, and architecture with qualifications as defined by the Secretary of Interior's standards for historic preservation in the following fields:

1. One member who is qualified in history;
2. One member who is qualified in prehistoric archeology;
3. One member who is qualified in historic archeology;
4. One member who is qualified in architectural history; and
5. One member who is qualified as an architect; and
6. One additional member who is qualified, as defined by the Secretary of Interior's standards for historic preservation, in any of the fields of expertise described in subparagraphs (1) to (5), inclusive.

3. The Board shall elect a Chair and a Vice Chair from among its members at its first meeting of every even-numbered year. The terms of the Chair and Vice Chair are 2 years or until their successors are elected.

4. With respect to the functions of the Office of Historic Preservation, the Board may develop, review and approve policy for:
   a. Matters relating to the State Historic Preservation Plan;
   b. Nominations to the National Register of Historic Places and make a determination of eligibility for listing on the Register for each property nominated; and
   c. Nominations to the State Register of Historic Places and make determination of eligibility for listing on the Register for each property nominated.

5. With respect to the functions of the Division, the Board shall develop, review and make policy for investments, budgets, expenditures and general control of the Division's private and endowed dedicated trust funds pursuant to NRS 381.003 to 381.0037, inclusive.

6. In all other matters pertaining to the Office of Historic Preservation and the Division of Museums and History, the Board serves in an advisory capacity.

7. The Board may adopt such regulations as it deems necessary to carry out its powers and duties.

Sec. 120. NRS 381.003 is hereby amended to read as follows:

381.003 The Board may establish [shops] stores for the sale of gifts and souvenirs, such as publications, books, postcards, color slides and such other related material as, in the judgment of the Board, is appropriately connected with the operation of the institutions or the purposes of this chapter.

Sec. 121. NRS 381.0037 is hereby amended to read as follows:

381.0037 The Board may establish:

1. A petty cash account for the Division and each institution in an amount not to exceed $500 for each account. Reimbursement of the account must be made from appropriated money paid out on claims as other claims against the State are paid.
2. A change account for each institution for which a shop store for the sale of gifts and souvenirs has been established pursuant to NRS 381.003, in an amount not to exceed $1,500.

Sec. 122. NRS 381.005 is hereby amended to read as follows:

381.005 1. The Administrator is appointed by the Director. The Director shall consult with the Board before making the appointment.

2. To be qualified for appointment, the Administrator must have a degree in history or science and experience in public administration.

3. Except as otherwise provided pursuant to subsection 4 of NRS 231.230, the Administrator is in the unclassified service of the State.

4. The Administrator may employ, within the limits of legislative appropriations, such staff as is necessary to the performance of his or her duties.

Sec. 123. NRS 381.0063 is hereby amended to read as follows:

381.0063 1. The Administrator shall, in accordance with any directive received from the Director pursuant to NRS 232.005, authorize or require each museum director to perform such duties set forth in subsections 2 and 3 as are necessary for the operation of the institution administered by the museum director, after giving consideration to:

(a) The size and complexity of the programs the museum director is required to administer;

(b) The number of personnel needed to carry out those programs;

(c) Requirements for accreditation; and

(d) Such other factors as are relevant to the needs of the institution and the Division.

2. The Administrator may authorize or require a museum director to:

(a) Oversee duties related to the auditing and approval of all bills, claims and accounts of the institution administered by the museum director.

(b) Receive, collect, exchange, preserve, house, care for, document, interpret, display and exhibit, particularly, but not exclusively, respecting the State of Nevada:

(1) Samples of the useful and fine arts, sciences and industries, relics, memorabilia, products, works, records, rare and valuable articles and objects, including, without limitation, drawings, etchings, lithographs, photographs, paintings, statuary, sculpture, fabrics, furniture, implements, machines, geological and mineral specimens, precious, semiprecious and commercial minerals, metals, earths, gems and stones.

(2) Books, papers, records and documents of historic, artistic, literary or industrial value or interest by reason of rarity, representative character or otherwise.

(c) Collect, gather and prepare the natural history of Nevada and the Great Basin.

(d) Establish such programs in history, archeology, anthropology, paleontology, mineralogy, ethnology, ornithology and such other scientific programs as in the judgment of the Board and Administrator may be proper
and necessary to carry out the objects and purposes appropriate to the institution administered by the museum director.

(e) Receive and collect property from any appropriate agency of the State of Nevada, or from accessions, gifts, exchanges, loans or purchases from any other agencies, persons or sources.

(f) House and preserve, care for and display or exhibit property received by an institution. This paragraph does not prevent the permanent or temporary retention, placement, housing or exhibition of a portion of the property in other places or locations in or outside of the State at the sole discretion of the Board.

(g) Make and obtain plans and specifications and let and supervise contracts for work or have the work done on force account or day labor, supplying material or labor, or otherwise.

(h) Receive, accept and obtain by exchange in the name of the State of Nevada all property loaned to the institution administered by the museum director for preservation, care, display or exhibit, or decline and reject the property in his or her discretion, and undertake to be responsible for all property loaned to the institution or make just payment of any reasonable costs or rentals therefor.

(i) Apply for and expend all gifts and grants that the institution administered by the museum director is authorized to accept in accordance with the terms and conditions of the gift or grant.

(j) Govern, manage and control the exhibit and display of all property and things of the institution administered by the museum director at other exhibits, expositions, world's fairs and places of public or private exhibition. Any property of the State of Nevada that may be placed on display or on exhibition at any world's fair or exposition must be taken into custody by the Administrator at the conclusion of the world's fair or exposition and placed and kept in the institution, subject to being removed and again exhibited at the discretion of the Administrator or a person designated by the Administrator.

(k) Negotiate and consult with and agree with other institutions, departments, officers and persons or corporations of and in the State of Nevada and elsewhere respecting quarters for and the preservation, care, transportation, storage, custody, documentation, interpretation, display and exhibit of articles and things controlled by the institutions and respecting the terms and cost, the manner, time, place and extent, and the return thereof.

(l) Trade, exchange and transfer exhibits and duplicates when the Administrator deems it proper. Such transactions shall not be deemed sales.

(m) Establish the qualifications for life, honorary, annual, sustaining and such other memberships as are established by the Board pursuant to NRS 381.0045.

(n) Adopt rules for the internal operations of the institution administered by the museum director, including, without limitation, the operation of equipment of the institution.
3. The Administrator shall require a museum director to serve as, or to designate an employee to serve as, ex officio State Paleontologist. The State Paleontologist shall, within the limits of available time, money and staff:
   (a) Systematically inventory the paleontological resources within the State of Nevada;
   (b) Compile a database of fossil resources within this State;
   (c) Coordinate and promote paleontological research activities within this State, including, without limitation, regulating and issuing permits to engage in such activities;
   (d) Disseminate and assist other persons in disseminating information gained from research conducted by the State Paleontologist; and
   (e) Display and promote, and assist other persons in displaying and promoting, the paleontological resources of this State to enhance education, culture and tourism within this State.

4. The enumeration of the powers and duties that may be assigned to a museum director pursuant to this section is not exclusive of other general objects and purposes appropriate to a public museum.

5. The provisions of this section do not prohibit the Administrator from making such administrative and organizational changes as are necessary for the efficient operation of the Division and its institutions and to ensure that an institution properly carries out the duties and responsibilities assigned to that institution.

Sec. 124. NRS 381.197 is hereby amended to read as follows:

381.197 Except for action taken under an agreement with the Office of Historic Preservation of the State Department of Conservation and Natural Resources pursuant to NRS 383.430, and except as otherwise provided in this section, a person shall not investigate, explore or excavate an historic or prehistoric site on federal or state lands or remove any object therefrom unless the person is the holder of a valid and current permit issued pursuant to the provisions of NRS 381.195 to 381.227, inclusive. Conduct that would otherwise constitute a violation of this section is not a violation of this section if it is also a violation of NRS 383.435.

Sec. 125. NRS 381.245 is hereby amended to read as follows:

381.245 The Nevada Historical Society shall preserve as is deemed appropriate all old and obsolete property and obsolete and noncurrent public records presented to it by the State Library and Archives Administrator from the archives and records of the Division of State Library and Archives of the Department of Administration.

Sec. 126. NRS 383.011 is hereby amended to read as follows:

383.011 As used in this chapter, unless the context otherwise requires:
1. "Administrator" means the Administrator of the Office.
2. "Advisory Board" means the Board of Museums and History.
3. "Cultural resources" means any objects, sites or information of historic, prehistoric, archeological, architectural or paleontological significance.
4. "Director" means the Director of the State Department of Cultural Affairs, Conservation and Natural Resources.

5. "Office" means the Office of Historic Preservation of the State Department of Cultural Affairs, Conservation and Natural Resources.

Sec. 126.5. NRS 383.021 is hereby amended to read as follows:

383.021 1. The Office of Historic Preservation is hereby created.

2. The Office shall:
   (a) Encourage, plan and coordinate historic preservation and archeological activities within the State, including programs to survey, record, study and preserve or salvage cultural resources.
   (b) Compile and maintain an inventory of cultural resources in Nevada deemed significant by the Administrator.
   (c) Designate repositories for the materials that comprise the inventory.
   (d) Provide staff assistance to the Commission for Cultural Affairs of the Department of Tourism and Cultural Affairs.

3. The Comstock Historic District Commission is within the Office.

Sec. 127. NRS 384.050 is hereby amended to read as follows:

384.050 1. The Governor shall appoint to the Commission:
   (a) One member who is a county commissioner of Storey County.
   (b) One member who is a county commissioner of Lyon County.
   (c) One member who is the Administrator or an employee of the Office of Historic Preservation of the State Department of Cultural Affairs, Conservation and Natural Resources.
   (d) Two members who are persons licensed as general engineering contractors or general building contractors pursuant to chapter 624 of NRS or persons who hold a certificate of registration to practice architecture pursuant to chapter 623 of NRS.
   (e) Four members who are persons interested in the protection and preservation of structures, sites and areas of historic interest and are residents of the district.

2. The Commission shall elect one of its members as Chair and another as Vice Chair, who shall serve for a term of 1 year or until their successors are elected and qualified.

3. Each member of the Commission is entitled to receive a salary of not more than $80, as fixed by the Commission, for each day's attendance at a meeting of the Commission.

4. While engaged in the business of the Commission, each member and employee of the Commission is entitled to receive the per diem allowance and travel expenses provided for state officers and employees generally.

Sec. 128. NRS 407.057 is hereby amended to read as follows:

407.057 1. The Division shall maintain its headquarters office at Carson City, Nevada.

2. The Division may maintain such district or branch offices throughout the State as the Administrator may deem necessary to the efficient operation of the Division and the various sections thereof. The Administrator may,
subject to the approval of the Director, enter into such leases or other agreements as may be necessary to the establishment of such district or branch offices. Such leases or agreements must be executed in cooperation with the Buildings and Grounds [Division] Section of the State Public Works Division of the Department of Administration and in accordance with the provisions of NRS 331.110.

Sec. 129. NRS 408.210 is hereby amended to read as follows:

408.210 1. The Director of the Department of Transportation may restrict the use of, or close, any highway whenever the Director considers the closing or restriction of use necessary:

(a) For the protection of the public.

(b) For the protection of such highway from damage during storms or during construction, reconstruction, improvement or maintenance operations thereon.

(c) To promote economic development or tourism in the best interest of the State or upon the written request of the Executive Director of the Commission on Economic Development or the Director of the Department of Tourism and Cultural Affairs.

2. The Director of the Department of Transportation may:

(a) Divide or separate any highway into separate roadways, wherever there is particular danger to the traveling public of collisions between vehicles proceeding in opposite directions or from vehicular turning movements or cross-traffic, by constructing curbs, central dividing sections or other physical dividing lines, or by signs, marks or other devices in or on the highway appropriate to designate the dividing line.

(b) Lay out and construct frontage roads on and along any highway or freeway and divide and separate any such frontage road from the main highway or freeway by means of curbs, physical barriers or by other appropriate devices.

3. The Director may remove from the highways any unlicensed encroachment which is not removed, or the removal of which is not commenced and thereafter diligently prosecuted, within 5 days after personal service of notice and demand upon the owner of the encroachment or the owner's agent. In lieu of personal service upon that person or agent, service of the notice may also be made by registered or certified mail and by posting, for a period of 5 days, a copy of the notice on the encroachment described in the notice. Removal by the Department of the encroachment on the failure of the owner to comply with the notice and demand gives the Department a right of action to recover the expense of the removal, cost and expenses of suit, and in addition thereto the sum of $100 for each day the encroachment remains beyond 5 days after the service of the notice and demand.

4. If the Director determines that the interests of the Department are not compromised by a proposed or existing encroachment, the Director may issue a license to the owner or the owner's agent permitting an encroachment on the highway. Such a license is revocable and must provide for relocation
or removal of the encroachment in the following manner. Upon notice from
the Director to the owner of the encroachment or the owner's agent, the
owner or agent may propose a time within which he or she will relocate or
remove the encroachment as required. If the Director and the owner or the
owner's agent agree upon such a time, the Director shall not himself remove
the encroachment unless the owner or the owner's agent has failed to do so
within the time agreed. If the Director and the owner or the owner's agent do
not agree upon such a time, the Director may remove the encroachment at
any time later than 30 days after the service of the original notice upon the
owner or the owner's agent. Service of notice may be made in the manner
provided by subsection 3. Removal of the encroachment by the Director
gives the Department the right of action provided by subsection 3, but the
penalty must be computed from the expiration of the agreed period or 30-day
period, as the case may be.

Sec. 130. NRS 412.052 is hereby amended to read as follows:

412.052 The Adjutant General:
1. Shall supervise the preparation and submission of all returns and
reports pertaining to the militia of the State required by the United States.
2. Is the channel of official military correspondence with the Governor,
and, on or before November 1 of each even-numbered year, shall report to
the Governor the transactions, expenditures and condition of the Nevada
National Guard. The report must include the report of the United States
Property and Fiscal Officer.
3. Is the custodian of records of officers and enlisted personnel and all
other records and papers required by law or regulations to be filed in the
office of the Adjutant General. The Adjutant General may deposit with the
Division of State Library and Archives of the Department of [Cultural
Affairs] Administration for safekeeping records of the office that are used
for historical purposes rather than the administrative purposes assigned to the
office by law.
4. Shall attest all military commissions issued and keep a roll of all
commissioned officers, with dates of commission and all changes occurring
in the commissioned forces.
5. Shall record, authenticate and communicate to units and members of
the militia all orders, instructions and regulations.
6. Shall cause to be procured, printed and circulated to those concerned
all books, blank forms, laws, regulations or other publications governing the
militia necessary to the proper administration, operation and training of it or
to carry out the provisions of this chapter.
7. Shall keep an appropriate seal of office and affix its impression to all
certificates of record issued from his or her office.
8. Shall render such professional aid and assistance and perform such
military duties, not otherwise assigned, as may be ordered by the Governor.

Sec. 131. NRS 463.028 is hereby amended to read as follows:
1. The Commission shall keep its main office at Carson City, Nevada, in conjunction with the Board in rooms provided by the Buildings and Grounds Section of the State Public Works Division of the Department of Administration.

2. The Commission may, in its discretion, maintain a branch office in Las Vegas, Nevada, or at any other place in this state, in space to be provided by the Buildings and Grounds Section of the State Public Works Division of the Department of Administration.

Sec. 132. NRS 463.100 is hereby amended to read as follows:

463.100 1. The Board shall keep its main office at Carson City, Nevada, in conjunction with the Commission in rooms provided by the Buildings and Grounds Section of the State Public Works Division of the Department of Administration.

2. The Board may, in its discretion, maintain a branch office in Las Vegas, Nevada, or at any other place in this State as the Chair of the Board deems necessary for the efficient operation of the Board. The Chair of the Board may enter into such leases or other agreements as may be necessary to establish a branch office in space provided by the Buildings and Grounds Section.

Sec. 133. NRS 480.160 is hereby amended to read as follows:

480.160 1. The Department shall keep its main office at Carson City, Nevada, in rooms provided by the Buildings and Grounds Section of the State Public Works Division of the Department of Administration.

2. The Department may maintain such branch offices throughout the State as the Director deems necessary for the efficient operation of the Department and the various divisions thereof. The Director may enter into such leases or other agreements as may be necessary to establish such branch offices in space provided by the Buildings and Grounds Section.

Sec. 134. NRS 481.055 is hereby amended to read as follows:

481.055 1. The Department shall keep its main office at Carson City, Nevada, in rooms provided by the Buildings and Grounds Section of the State Public Works Division of the Department of Administration.

2. The Department may maintain such branch offices throughout the State as the Director may deem necessary to the efficient operation of the Department and the various divisions thereof. The Director is authorized, on behalf of the Department, to enter into such leases or other agreements as may be necessary to the establishment of such branch offices in space provided by the Buildings and Grounds Section.

Sec. 135. NRS 482.367004 is hereby amended to read as follows:

482.367004 1. There is hereby created the Commission on Special License Plates consisting of five Legislators and three nonvoting members as follows:

(a) Five Legislators appointed by the Legislative Commission:

(1) One of whom is the Legislator who served as the Chair of the Assembly Standing Committee on Transportation during the most recent
legislative session. That Legislator may designate an alternate to serve in place of the Legislator when absent. The alternate must be another Legislator who also served on the Assembly Standing Committee on Transportation during the most recent legislative session.

(2) One of whom is the Legislator who served as the Chair of the Senate Standing Committee on Transportation during the most recent legislative session. That Legislator may designate an alternate to serve in place of the Legislator when absent. The alternate must be another Legislator who also served on the Senate Standing Committee on Transportation during the most recent legislative session.

(b) Three nonvoting members consisting of:

(1) The Director of the Department of Motor Vehicles, or a designee of the Director.

(2) The Director of the Department of Public Safety, or a designee of the Director.

(3) The Director of the Department of **Tourism and Cultural Affairs**, or a designee of the Director.

2. Each member of the Commission appointed pursuant to paragraph (a) of subsection 1 serves a term of 2 years, commencing on July 1 of each odd-numbered year. A vacancy on the Commission must be filled in the same manner as the original appointment.

3. Members of the Commission serve without salary or compensation for their travel or per diem expenses.

4. The Director of the Legislative Counsel Bureau shall provide administrative support to the Commission.

5. The Commission shall approve or disapprove:

(a) Applications for the design, preparation and issuance of special license plates that are submitted to the Department pursuant to subsection 1 of NRS 482.367002;

(b) The issuance by the Department of special license plates that have been designed and prepared pursuant to NRS 482.367002; and

(c) Except as otherwise provided in subsection 6, applications for the design, preparation and issuance of special license plates that have been authorized by an act of the Legislature after January 1, 2007.

In determining whether to approve such an application or issuance, the Commission shall consider, without limitation, whether it would be appropriate and feasible for the Department to, as applicable, design, prepare or issue the particular special license plate. The Commission shall consider each application in the chronological order in which the application was received by the Department.

6. The provisions of paragraph (c) of subsection 5 do not apply with regard to special license plates that are issued pursuant to NRS 482.3785.

7. The Commission shall:

(a) Approve or disapprove any proposed change in the distribution of money received in the form of additional fees. As used in this paragraph,
"additional fees" means the fees that are charged in connection with the
issuance or renewal of a special license plate for the benefit of a particular
cause, fund or charitable organization. The term does not include registration
and license fees or governmental services taxes.

(b) If it approves a proposed change pursuant to paragraph (a) and
determines that legislation is required to carry out the change, request the
assistance of the Legislative Counsel in the preparation of a bill draft to carry
out the change.

Sec. 136. NRS 482.37903 is hereby amended to read as follows:

482.37903 1. Except as otherwise provided in this subsection, the
Department, in cooperation with the Board of Museums and History of the
Department of Tourism and Cultural Affairs, shall design, prepare and issue
license plates which commemorate the 100th anniversary of the founding of
the City of Las Vegas, using any colors and designs that the Department
deems appropriate. The Department shall not design, prepare or issue the
commemorative license plates unless it receives at least 250 applications for
the issuance of those plates.

2. If the Department receives at least 250 applications for the issuance of
the commemorative license plates, the Department shall issue those plates for
a passenger car or light commercial vehicle upon application by a person
who is entitled to license plates pursuant to NRS 482.265 and who otherwise
complies with the requirements for registration and licensing pursuant to this
chapter. A person may request that personalized prestige license plates issued
pursuant to NRS 482.3667 be combined with the commemorative license
plates if that person pays the fees for the personalized prestige license plates
in addition to the fees for the commemorative license plates pursuant to
subsections 3 and 4.

3. The fee for the commemorative license plates is $35, in addition to all
other applicable registration and license fees and governmental services
taxes. The license plates are renewable upon the payment of $10.

4. In addition to all other applicable registration and license fees and
governmental services taxes and the fee prescribed in subsection 3, a person
who requests a set of the commemorative license plates must pay for the
initial issuance of the plates an additional fee of $25 and for each renewal of
the plates an additional fee of $20, to be distributed pursuant to subsection 5.

5. The Department shall deposit the fees collected pursuant to subsection
4 with the State Treasurer for credit to the State General Fund. The State
Treasurer shall, on a quarterly basis, distribute the fees to the City Treasurer
of the City of Las Vegas to be used to pay for projects relating to the
commemoration of the history of the City of Las Vegas, including, without
limitation, historical markers, tours of historic sites and improvements to or
restoration of historic buildings or structures.

6. If, during a registration year, the holder of the commemorative license
plates disposes of the vehicle to which the commemorative license plates are
affixed, the holder shall:
(a) Retain the commemorative license plates and affix them to another vehicle that meets the requirements of this section if the [transfer and registration fees are paid as set forth in this chapter; or] holder pays the fee for the transfer of the registration and any registration fee or governmental services tax due pursuant to NRS 482.399; or

(b) Within 30 days after removing the commemorative license plates from the vehicle, return them to the Department.

Sec. 137. NRS 482.3792 is hereby amended to read as follows:

482.3792 1. Except as otherwise provided in this subsection, the Department of Motor Vehicles shall, in cooperation with the Nevada Arts Council of the Department of Tourism and Cultural Affairs, design, prepare and issue license plates for the support of the education of children in the arts, using any colors and designs which the Department of Motor Vehicles deems appropriate. The Department of Motor Vehicles shall not design, prepare or issue the license plates unless it receives at least 250 applications for the issuance of those plates.

2. The Department of Motor Vehicles may issue license plates for the support of the education of children in the arts for a passenger car or light commercial vehicle upon application by a person who is entitled to license plates pursuant to NRS 482.265 and who otherwise complies with the requirements for registration and licensing pursuant to this chapter. A person may request that personalized prestige license plates issued pursuant to NRS 482.3667 be combined with license plates for the support of the education of children in the arts if that person pays the fee for the personalized prestige license plates in addition to the fees for the license plates for the support of the education of children in the arts pursuant to subsections 3 and 4.

3. The fee for license plates for the support of the education of children in the arts is $35, in addition to all other applicable registration and license fees and governmental services taxes. The license plates are renewable upon the payment of $10.

4. In addition to all fees for the license, registration and governmental services taxes, a person who requests a set of license plates for the support of the education of children in the arts must pay for the initial issuance of the plates an additional fee of $15 and for each renewal of the plates an additional fee of $10 to finance programs which promote the education of children in the arts.

5. The Department of Motor Vehicles shall deposit the fees collected pursuant to subsection 4 with the State Treasurer for credit to the Account for License Plates for the Support of the Education of Children in the Arts created pursuant to NRS 233C.094.

6. If, during a registration year, the holder of license plates issued pursuant to the provisions of this section disposes of the vehicle to which the plates are affixed, the holder [may retain] shall:

   (a) Retain the plates and ["""]
(a) Affix them to another vehicle which meets the requirements of this section if the transfer and registration fees are paid as set out in this chapter; or holder pays the fee for the transfer of the registration and any registration fee or governmental services tax due pursuant to NRS 482.399; or

(b) Within 30 days after removing the plates from the vehicle, return them to the Department of Motor Vehicles.

Sec. 138. NRS 561.235 is hereby amended to read as follows:

561.235 1. The Department shall maintain a principal office and may maintain district or branch offices throughout the State if they are necessary for the efficient operation of the Department.

2. The Director shall select the location of those offices and may enter into such leases or other agreements as may be necessary to establish them. The leases or agreements must be executed in cooperation with the Buildings and Grounds Division Section of the State Public Works Division of the Department of Administration and in accordance with the provisions of NRS 331.110.

Sec. 139. Chapter 701 of NRS is hereby amended by adding thereto a new section to read as follows:

1. The Office of Energy shall establish a program to track the use of energy in buildings owned by the State and in other buildings which are occupied by a state agency.

2. The program established pursuant to this section must:

(a) Record utility bills for each building for each month and preserve those records indefinitely;

(b) Allow for the comparison of utility bills for a building from month to month and year to year;

(c) Allow for the comparison of utility bills between buildings, including comparisons between similar buildings or types of buildings;

(d) Allow for adjustments to the information based upon variations in weather conditions, the length of the billing period and other changes in relevant conditions;

(e) Facilitate identification of errors in utility bills and meter readings;

(f) Allow for the projection of costs for energy for a building; and

(g) Identify energy and cost savings associated with efforts to conserve energy.

3. The Office of Energy may apply for any available grants and accept any gifts, grants or donations to assist in establishing and carrying out the program.

4. In accordance with, and out of any money received pursuant to, the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, Public Law 111-5, the Interim Finance Committee may determine an amount of money to be used by the Office of Energy to fulfill the requirements of subsection 1.

5. To the extent that there is not sufficient money available for the support of the program, each state agency that occupies a building in
which the use of energy is tracked pursuant to the program shall reimburse the Office of Energy for the agency’s proportionate share of the unfunded portion of the cost of the program. The reimbursement must be based upon the energy consumption of the respective state agencies that occupy buildings in which the use of energy is tracked.

Sec. 140. NRS 231.280, 231.350, 233C.100, 233F.058, 242.041, 331.040, 331.095, 331.103, 331.104, 331.105, 341.015, 341.149, 378.008, 378.0086 and 378.0089 are hereby repealed.

Sec. 141. Any balance remaining in the Account for Local Cultural Activities created by NRS 233C.100 that has not been committed for expenditure before October 1, 2011, must be reverted to the State General Fund.

Sec. 141.5. [For Fiscal Years 2011-2012 and 2012-2013, the Administrator of the Division of Tourism of the Department of Tourism and Cultural Affairs, appointed pursuant to section 8.5 of this act, is entitled to receive an approximate annual salary of not more than $95,453.] (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 142. There is hereby appropriated from the State General Fund to the Department of Cultural Affairs the sum of $150,806 for the purpose of offsetting lower than projected admission revenue related to reductions from the State General Fund made by section 6 of chapter 10, Statutes of Nevada 2010, 26th Special Session, at page 68. Money appropriated pursuant to this section is in addition to, and must not be used to replace or supplant, any money that was appropriated by section 19 of chapter 388, Statutes of Nevada 2009, at page 2108.

Sec. 143. There is hereby appropriated from the State General Fund to the Department of Cultural Affairs the sum of $36,848 for the purpose of the retirements of employees of the Division of Museums and History of the Department. Money appropriated pursuant to this section is in addition to, and must not be used to replace or supplant, any money that was appropriated by section 19 of chapter 388, Statutes of Nevada 2009, at page 2108.

Sec. 143.5. Notwithstanding any other provision of law to the contrary, a person who has been appointed to or is otherwise incumbent in one of the following positions as of October 1, 2011, is in the classified service of the State and must remain in the classified service of the State until he or she vacates the relevant position:

1. The heads of the units and offices of the Division of Enterprise Information Technology Services of the Department of Administration.
2. The Administrator of the Nevada Arts Council of the Department of Tourism and Cultural Affairs.
3. The Administrator of the Division of Museums and History of the Department of Tourism and Cultural Affairs.
4. The Administrator of the Office of Historic Preservation of the State Department of Conservation and Natural Resources.
Sec. 144. 1. Any administrative regulations adopted by an officer or an agency whose name has been changed or whose responsibilities have been transferred pursuant to the provisions of this act to another officer or agency remain in force until amended by the officer or agency to which the responsibility for the adoption of the regulations has been transferred.

2. Any contracts or other agreements entered into by an officer or agency whose name has been changed or whose responsibilities have been transferred pursuant to the provisions of this act to another officer or agency are binding upon the officer or agency to which the responsibility for the administration of the provisions of the contract or other agreement has been transferred. Such contracts and other agreements may be enforced by the officer or agency to which the responsibility for the enforcement of the provisions of the contract or other agreement has been transferred.

3. Any action taken by an officer or agency whose name has been changed or whose responsibilities have been transferred pursuant to the provisions of this act to another officer or agency remains in effect as if taken by the officer or agency to which the responsibility for the enforcement of such actions has been transferred.

Sec. 145. 1. If the name of a fund or account is changed pursuant to the provisions of this act, the State Controller shall change the designation of the name of the fund or account without making any transfer of the money in the fund or account. The assets and liabilities of a such a fund or account are unaffected by the change of the name.

2. The assets and liabilities of any fund or account transferred from the Department of Cultural Affairs to the Department of Tourism and Cultural Affairs are unaffected by the transfer.

Sec. 146. The amendatory provisions of this act do not affect the current term of appointment of any person who, on October 1, 2011, is a member of the Commission on Tourism, the Board of the Nevada Arts Council of the Department of Cultural Affairs, the Commission for Cultural Affairs of the Department of Cultural Affairs, the Board of Museums and History of the Department of Cultural Affairs or the Division of Museums and History of the Department of Cultural Affairs.

Sec. 147. The Legislative Counsel shall:

1. In preparing the reprint and supplements to the Nevada Revised Statutes, appropriately change or remove, as applicable, any references to an officer, agency or other entity:

   (a) Whose name is changed or whose responsibilities are transferred pursuant to the provisions of this act to refer to the appropriate officer, agency or other entity.

   (b) Whose responsibilities are eliminated pursuant to the provisions of this act.

2. In preparing supplements to the Nevada Administrative Code, appropriately change or remove, as applicable, any references to an officer, agency or other entity:
(a) Whose name is changed or whose responsibilities are transferred pursuant to the provisions of this act to refer to the appropriate officer, agency or other entity.

(b) Whose responsibilities are eliminated pursuant to the provisions of this act.

Sec. 148. 1. This section and sections 142 and 143 of this act become effective upon passage and approval.

2. Sections 8.5 and 142.5 of this act become effective:

(a) Upon passage and approval for the purpose of performing any preparatory administrative tasks that are necessary to carry out the provisions of those sections, including, without limitation, recruitment, selecting appointees, making appointments, and moving offices and equipment; and

(b) On July 1, 2011, for all other purposes.

3. Sections 1 to 18, inclusive, 9 to 142, inclusive, and 144.5 to 148, inclusive, of this act become effective:

(a) Upon passage and approval for the purpose of performing any preparatory administrative tasks that are necessary to carry out the provisions of those sections, including, without limitation, recruitment, selecting appointees, making appointments, and moving offices and equipment; and

(b) On October 1, 2011, for all other purposes.

LEADLINES OF REPEALED SECTIONS

231.280 Powers and duties.
231.350 Committee: Creation; composition; vacancies; removal; compensation of members; meetings; administrative support.
233C.100 Creation; administration.
233F.058 "Director" defined.
242.041 "Director" defined.
331.040 Qualifications of Chief.
331.095 Program to track use of energy in buildings owned by State or occupied by state agency.
331.103 Department of Administration's Communications Fund: Creation; claims.
331.104 Department of Administration's Communications Fund: Revenue.
331.105 Central Mailing Room: Establishment; maintenance.
341.015 "Manager" defined.
341.149 Funding required for operation and maintenance of capital improvement.
378.008 Creation; composition.
378.0086 Director: Appointment and qualifications.
378.0089 Director: Powers and duties.

Senator Horsford moved that the Senate concur in the Assembly amendment to Senate Bill No. 427.
Motion carried by a constitutional majority.
Bill ordered enrolled.

Senate Bill No. 75.
The following Assembly amendment was read:
Amendment No. 945.
"SUMMARY—Establishes a program to provide private equity funding to businesses engaged in certain industries in this State. (BDR 31-523)"
"AN ACT relating to public financial administration; establishing a program to provide private equity funding to businesses engaged in certain industries in this State; and providing other matters properly relating thereto."

Legislative Counsel's Digest:
Under existing law, the State is prohibited from donating or loaning state money or credit, or subscribing to or being interested in the stock of any company, association or corporation, except a corporation that is formed for educational or charitable purposes. (Nev. Const. Art. 8, § 9) Existing law also requires the State Treasurer to negotiate for the investment of money in the State Permanent School Fund. However, the State Treasurer is prohibited from making certain investments unless he or she obtains a judicial determination that such an investment does not violate the provisions of Section 9 of Article 8 of the Nevada Constitution. (NRS 355.060)

Section 5.3 of this bill requires the State Treasurer to form an independent corporation for public benefit, the purpose of which is to act as a limited partner of limited partnerships or a shareholder or member of limited-liability companies that provide private equity funding to businesses that engage in certain industries. Section 5.3 further enacts provisions governing the composition and duties and responsibilities of the board of directors of the corporation for public benefit. Sections 6 and 8 of this bill authorize the State Treasurer, at the direction of the Commission on Economic Development, to invest an amount not to exceed $50 million of the money in the State Permanent School Fund to provide private equity funding to businesses engaged in certain industries that are located or seeking to locate in Nevada. Section 7 of this bill prescribes the duties and powers of the State Treasurer with respect to the adoption of regulations and the implementation of the provisions of this bill.

WHEREAS, NRS 355.060 authorizes the State Treasurer to invest money in the State Permanent School Fund in certain investments; and

WHEREAS, The State Treasurer seeks to invest money in the State Permanent School Fund in accordance with sound and prudent investment principles which include a primary emphasis on the preservation of assets followed by an emphasis on return; and

WHEREAS, A greater return on Permanent School Fund money invested by the State Treasurer will have a direct beneficial impact on Nevada schools and students; and
WHEREAS, The availability of private equity funding for investment in health care and life sciences, cyber security, homeland security and defense, alternative energy, advanced materials and manufacturing, information technology and other industries critical to economic development in this State would assist the State of Nevada in diversifying the economic base of the State; and

WHEREAS, The availability of private equity funding for investment in health care and life sciences, cyber security, homeland security and defense, alternative energy, advanced materials and manufacturing, information technology and other industries critical to economic development in this State would attract new businesses and investment to the State of Nevada, resulting in high-paying, quality jobs; and

WHEREAS, The availability of private equity funding for investment in health care and life sciences, cyber security, homeland security and defense, alternative energy, advanced materials and manufacturing, information technology and other industries critical to economic development in this State would create greater exposure for institutions of the Nevada System of Higher Education through expanded projects designed around health care and life sciences, cyber security, homeland security and defense, alternative energy, advanced materials and manufacturing, information technology and other industries critical to economic development in this State; and

WHEREAS, The availability of private equity funding for investment in health care and life sciences, cyber security, homeland security and defense, alternative energy, advanced materials and manufacturing, information technology and other industries critical to economic development in this State would encourage innovation and cooperation among institutions of the Nevada System of Higher Education and private sector businesses located in the State of Nevada; and

WHEREAS, The availability of private equity funding for investment in health care and life sciences, cyber security, homeland security and defense, alternative energy, advanced materials and manufacturing, information technology other industries critical to economic development in this State would increase the ability of institutions of the Nevada System of Higher Education, businesses in the State of Nevada and nonprofit corporations and organizations in the State of Nevada to compete more successfully for federal and private research and development funding; and

WHEREAS, The availability of private equity funding for investment in health care and life sciences research and development would provide for advanced medical care being available to people living in and visiting the State of Nevada; and

WHEREAS, The State of Nevada, through the establishment of methods to provide private equity funding to businesses in this State, would provide economic growth and world-class medical care and training and would assist in the creation of high-paying, quality jobs for people living in the State of Nevada; now, therefore,
THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEVADA, REPRESENTED IN
SENATE AND ASSEMBLY, DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS:

Section 1. Chapter 355 of NRS is hereby amended by adding thereto the
provisions set forth as sections 2 to 7, inclusive, of this act.

Sec. 2. As used in sections 2 to 7, inclusive, of this act, unless the
context otherwise requires, the words and terms defined in sections 3.5
and 3.7, 4 and 4.5 of this act have the meanings ascribed to them in those
sections.

Sec. 3. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 3.5. "Commission" means the Commission on Economic
Development or its successor. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 3.7. "Corporation for public benefit" means a corporation that is
recognized as exempt pursuant to section 501(c)(3) of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1986, future amendments to that section and the
corresponding provisions of future internal revenue laws.

Sec. 4. "Private equity funding" means an investment in or a
purchase of securities in operating businesses that are not publicly traded
on a stock exchange.

Sec. 4.5. "Venture capital" means equity, near-equity and seed capital
financing, including, without limitation, early stage research and
development capital for start-up enterprises, and other equity, near-equity
or seed capital for growth and expansion of entrepreneurial enterprises.

Sec. 5. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 5.3. 1. The State Treasurer shall cause to be formed in this State
an independent corporation for public benefit, the general purpose of
which is to act as a limited partner of limited partnerships or a shareholder
or member of limited-liability companies that provide private equity
funding to businesses:

(a) Located in this State or seeking to locate in this State; and
(b) Engaged primarily in one or more of the following industries:

(1) Health care and life sciences.
(2) Cyber security.
(3) Homeland security and defense.
(4) Alternative energy.
(5) Advanced materials and manufacturing.
(6) Information technology.
(7) Any other industry that the board of directors of the corporation
for public benefit determines will likely meet the targets for investment
returns established by the corporation for public benefit for investments
authorized by sections 2 to 7, inclusive, of this act and comply with sound
fiduciary principles.

2. The corporation for public benefit created pursuant to subsection 1
must have a board of directors consisting of:
(a) Five members from the private sector who have at least 10 years of experience in the field of investment, finance or banking and who are appointed for a term of 4 years as follows:

(1) One member appointed by the Governor;
(2) One member appointed by the Senate Majority Leader;
(3) One member appointed by the Speaker of the Assembly;
(4) One member appointed by the Senate Minority Leader; and
(5) One member appointed by the Assembly Minority Leader;

(b) The Chancellor of the Nevada System of Higher Education or his or her designee;

(c) The State Treasurer; and

(d) With the approval a majority of the members of the board of directors described in subparagraphs (1), (2) and (3), up to 5 additional members who are direct investors in the corporation for public benefit.

3. Vacancies in the appointed positions on the board of directors of the corporation for public benefit created pursuant to subsection 1 must be filled by the appointing authority for the unexpired term.

4. The State Treasurer shall serve as chair of the board of directors of the corporation for public benefit created pursuant to subsection 1.

5. The members of the board of directors of the corporation for public benefit must serve without compensation but are entitled to be reimbursed for actual and necessary expenses incurred in the performance of their duties, including, without limitation, travel expenses.

6. A member of the board of directors of the corporation for public benefit created pursuant to subsection 1 must not have an equity interest in any:

(a) External asset manager or venture capital or private equity investment firm contracting with the board pursuant to section 5.7 of this act; or

(b) Business which receives private equity funding pursuant to sections 2 to 7, inclusive, of this act.

7. The board of directors of the corporation for public benefit created pursuant to subsection 1 shall:

(a) Comply with the provisions of chapter 281A of NRS.

(b) Meet at least quarterly and conduct any meetings of the board of directors in accordance with chapter 241 of NRS.

(c) Review the performance of all external asset managers and venture capital and private equity investment firms contracting with the corporation for public benefit pursuant to section 5.7 of this act.

(d) On or before December 1 of each year, provide an annual report to the Governor and the Director of the Legislative Counsel Bureau for transmission to the next session of the Legislature, if the report is submitted in an even-numbered year or to the Legislative Commission, if the report is submitted in an odd-numbered year. The report must include, without limitation:
(1) An accounting of all money received and expended by the corporation for public benefit, including, without limitation, any matching grant funds, gifts or donations; and

(2) The name and a brief description of all businesses receiving an investment of money pursuant to the provisions of sections 2 to 7, inclusive, of this act.

Sec. 5.7. 1. The corporation for public benefit may place investments through the use or assistance of:

(a) External asset managers; or
(b) Private equity investment firms.

2. Money received pursuant to section 6 of this act by the corporation for public benefit may be used to make venture capital investments.

Sec. 6. [1. At the direction of the Commission,] If the State Treasurer obtains the judicial determination required by subsection 3 of NRS 355.060, the State Treasurer may transfer an amount not to exceed $50 million from the State Permanent School Fund to the corporation for public benefit. Such a transfer must be made pursuant to an agreement that requires the corporation for public benefit to:

1. Provide, through the limited partnerships or limited-liability companies described in subsection 1 of section 5.3 of this act, private equity funding; and

2. Ensure that at least 70 percent of all private equity funding provided by the corporation for public benefit is provided to businesses:

(a) Located in this State or seeking to locate in this State; and

(b) Engaged primarily in one or more of the following industries:

(1) Health care and life sciences.
(2) Cyber security.
(3) Homeland security and defense.
(4) Alternative energy.
(5) Advanced materials and manufacturing.
(6) Information technology.
(7) Any other industry that the Commission determines to be critical to the economic development of this State.

2. The Commission shall ensure that at least 70 percent of all money invested pursuant to subsection 1 is provided to businesses:

(a) Located in this State or seeking to locate in this State; and

(b) Engaged primarily in one or more of the following industries:

(1) Health care and life sciences.
(2) Cyber security.
(3) Homeland security and defense.
(4) Alternative energy.
(5) Advanced materials and manufacturing.
(6) Information technology.
(7) Any other industry that the Commission determines to be critical to the economic development of this State.
3. Investments made pursuant to this section may be placed through the use or assistance of:
   (a) External asset managers; or
   (b) Private equity investment firms.

4. Money invested pursuant to this section may not be used to make venture capital investments.

5. As used in this section, "venture capital" means equity, near-equity, and seed capital financing, including, without limitation, early-stage research and development capital for start-up enterprises, and other equity, near-equity or seed capital for growth and expansion of entrepreneurial enterprises.

Sec. 7. The State Treasurer [shall:
   1. May adopt such regulations as he or she deems necessary to carry out the provisions of sections 2 to 7, inclusive, of this act, including, without limitation, the] ;

   2. Shall adopt regulations:
      (a) Requiring the performance of such audits and the submission of such reports as he or she deems appropriate to ensure compliance with the provisions of sections 2 to 7, inclusive, of this act and the regulations adopted pursuant to this section [The regulations may] ;
      (b) Providing for appropriate leveraging of investments to ensure that investments consist of money transferred from the State Permanent School Fund pursuant to section 6 of this act and money from private sources;
      (c) Establishing a range or cap on servicing fees;
      (d) Establishing limits on the amount or percentage of investment in a single venture capital project or by a fund manager; and
      (e) Requiring the return of the corpus of investments after a defined investment period.

3. May adopt regulations which include, without limitation, criteria for determining eligibility for and use of private equity funding, but the Commission must have sole authority for the approval of applications for and the management of private equity funding provided pursuant to sections 2 to 7, inclusive, of this act.

4. May, by regulation, establish a Business Leadership Council. The members of the Business Leadership Council must serve without compensation and are subject to the provisions of chapter 281A of NRS.

5. Shall provide the [Commission] corporation for public benefit with such assistance as is necessary to carry out the provisions of sections 2 to 7, inclusive, of this act and comply with the regulations adopted pursuant to this section.
6. **Shall ensure that businesses receiving venture capital investments pursuant to sections 2 to 7, inclusive, of this act have a presence in this State as evidenced by:**

(a) **Being domiciled in this State:**

(b) **Having a headquarters in this State:**

(c) **Having a significant percentage of employees residing in this State:**

or

(d) **Being in the process of expanding in this State or relocating to this State.**

Sec. 8. NRS 355.060 is hereby amended to read as follows:

355.060 1. The State Controller shall notify the State Treasurer monthly of the amount of uninvested money in the State Permanent School Fund.

2. Whenever there is a sufficient amount of money for investment in the State Permanent School Fund, the State Treasurer shall proceed to negotiate for the investment of the money in:

(a) United States bonds.

(b) Obligations or certificates of the Federal National Mortgage Association, the Federal Home Loan Banks, the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation, the Federal Farm Credit Banks Funding Corporation or the Student Loan Marketing Association, whether or not guaranteed by the United States.

(c) Bonds of this state or of other states.

(d) Bonds of any county of the State of Nevada.

(e) United States treasury notes.

(f) Farm mortgage loans fully insured and guaranteed by the [Farmers Home Administration Farm Service Agency of the United States Department of Agriculture.](https://www.fsa.usda.gov)

(g) Loans at a rate of interest of not less than 6 percent per annum, secured by mortgage on agricultural lands in this state of not less than three times the value of the amount loaned, exclusive of perishable improvements, of unexceptional title and free from all encumbrances.

(h) Money market mutual funds that:

  (1) Are registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission;

  (2) Are rated by a nationally recognized rating service as "AAA" or its equivalent; and

  (3) Invest only in securities issued or guaranteed as to payment of principal and interest by the Federal Government, or its agencies or instrumentalities, or in repurchase agreements that are fully collateralized by such securities.

(i) Common or preferred stock of a corporation created by or existing under the laws of the United States or of a state, district or territory of the United States, if:

  (1) The stock of the corporation is:

  (I) Listed on a national stock exchange; or
(II) Traded in the over-the-counter market, if the price quotations for the over-the-counter stock are quoted by the National Association of Securities Dealers Automated Quotations System (NASDAQ);

(2) The outstanding shares of the corporation have a total market value of not less than $50,000,000;

(3) The maximum investment in stock is not greater than 50 percent of the book value of the total investments of the State Permanent School Fund;

(4) Except for investments made pursuant to paragraph (k), the amount of an investment in a single corporation is not greater than 3 percent of the book value of the assets of the State Permanent School Fund; and

(5) Except for investments made pursuant to paragraph (k), the total amount of shares owned by the State Permanent School Fund is not greater than 5 percent of the outstanding stock of a single corporation.

(j) A pooled or commingled real estate fund or a real estate security that is managed by a corporate trustee or by an investment advisory firm that is registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission, either of which may be retained by the State Treasurer as an investment manager. The shares and the pooled or commingled fund must be held in trust. The total book value of an investment made under this paragraph must not at any time be greater than 5 percent of the total book value of all investments of the State Permanent School Fund.

(k) Mutual funds or common trust funds that consist of any combination of the investments listed in paragraphs (a) to (j), inclusive.

(l) The limited partnerships or limited-liability companies described in section 6 of this act.

3. The State Treasurer shall not invest any money in the State Permanent School Fund pursuant to paragraph (i), (j) or (k) of subsection 2 unless the State Treasurer obtains a judicial determination that the proposed investment or category of investments will not violate the provisions of Section 9 of Article 8 of the Constitution of the State of Nevada. The State Treasurer shall contract for the services of independent contractors to manage any investments of the State Treasurer made pursuant to paragraph (i), (j) or (k) of subsection 2. The State Treasurer shall establish such criteria for the qualifications of such an independent contractor as are appropriate to ensure that each independent contractor has expertise in the management of such investments.

4. In addition to the investments authorized by subsection 2, the State Treasurer may make loans of money from the State Permanent School Fund to school districts pursuant to NRS 387.526.

5. No part of the State Permanent School Fund may be invested pursuant to a reverse-repurchase agreement.

Senator Horsford moved that the Senate concur in the Assembly amendment to Senate Bill No. 75.
Motion carried on a division of the house.  
Bill ordered enrolled.

REPORTS OF CONFERENCE COMMITTEES

Mr. President:

The Conference Committee concerning Assembly Bill No. 525, consisting of the undersigned members, has met and reports that:

It has agreed to recommend that Amendment No. 878 of the Senate be concurred in.
It has agreed to recommend that the bill be further amended as set forth in Conference Amendment No. 20, which is attached to and hereby made a part of this report.

"SUMMARY—Requires the establishment of the Wildlife Trust Fund. Makes various changes relating to the financial management of the Department of Wildlife. (BDR 45-1213)"

"AN ACT relating to wildlife; requiring the Department of Wildlife to establish the Wildlife Trust Fund; authorizing the Department to accept any gift, donation, bequest or devise from any private source for the Wildlife Trust Fund; requiring the Director to report income and expenditures from the Wildlife Trust Fund to the Chief of the Budget Division of the Department of Administration, the Interim Finance Committee and the Board of Wildlife Commissioners; designating the Wildlife Account and the Wildlife Obligated Reserve Account as the Wildlife Fund Account; and providing other matters properly relating thereto."

Legislative Counsel's Digest:

This Section 1 of this bill requires the Department of Wildlife to establish the Wildlife Trust Fund for the purposes of receiving any gift, donation, bequest or devise from any private source for the Wildlife Trust Fund. The money in the Wildlife Trust Fund must be used either for the specified purpose of the donor who donated the money or, if the donor specified no purpose, then in the sound discretion of the Director of the Department. This bill Section 1 further establishes that the money in the Wildlife Trust Fund is private money and exempts the expenditure of money in the Wildlife Trust Fund from the provisions of the State Purchasing Act. Finally, this bill Section 1 requires the Director to report the income and expenditures of the Wildlife Trust Fund to the Chief of the Budget Division of the Department of Administration, the Interim Finance Committee and the Board of Wildlife Commissioners.

Existing law establishes the Wildlife Account, into which the majority of the money received by the Department of Wildlife must be deposited. (NRS 501.356) Existing law also creates the Wildlife Obligated Reserve Account, into which certain other money must be deposited by the Department of Wildlife. (NRS 502.242) Sections 1.5-19 of this bill combine the Wildlife Account and the Wildlife Obligated Reserve Account into one account designated the Wildlife Fund Account.

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEVADA, REPRESENTED IN SENATE AND ASSEMBLY, DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS:

Section 1. Chapter 501 of NRS is hereby amended by adding thereto a new section to read as follows:

1. The Department shall establish the Wildlife Trust Fund. The Department may accept any gift, donation, bequest or devise from any private source for deposit in the Wildlife Trust Fund. Any money received is private money and not state money. All money must be accounted for in the Wildlife Trust Fund.

2. All of the money in the Wildlife Trust Fund must be deposited in a financial institution to draw interest or to be expended, invested and reinvested pursuant to the specific instructions of the donor, or if no such specific instructions exist, in the sound discretion of the Director. The provisions of NRS 356.011 apply to any accounts in financial institutions maintained pursuant to this section.

3. The money in the Wildlife Trust Fund must be budgeted and expended, within any limitations which may have been specified by particular donors, at the discretion of the Director. The Director may authorize independent contractors that may be funded in whole or in part from the money in the Wildlife Trust Fund.

4. The Director or the Director's designee shall submit semiannually to the Interim Finance Committee and the Commission a report concerning the investment and expenditure...
of the money in the Wildlife Trust Fund in such form and detail as the Interim Finance Committee determines is necessary.

5. A separate statement concerning the anticipated amount and proposed expenditures of the money in the Wildlife Trust Fund must be submitted to the Chief of the Budget Division of the Department of Administration for his or her information at the same time and for the same fiscal years as the requested budget of the Department submitted pursuant to NRS 353.210. The statement must be attached to the requested budget for the Department when the requested budget is submitted to the Fiscal Analysis Division of the Legislative Counsel Bureau pursuant to NRS 353.211.

6. The provisions of chapter 333 of NRS do not apply to the expenditure of money in the Wildlife Trust Fund.

Sec. 1.1. NRS 501.179 is hereby amended to read as follows:

501.179 1. Members of the Commission are entitled to receive a salary of not more than $80 per day, as fixed by the Commission, while performing official duties for the Commission.

2. While engaged in the business of the Commission, each member and employee of the Commission is entitled to receive the per diem allowance and travel expenses provided for state officers and employees generally.

3. Compensation and expenses must be paid from the Wildlife Fund Account within the State General Fund.

Sec. 1.3. NRS 501.320 is hereby amended to read as follows:

501.320 1. Annually, not later than May 1, each board shall prepare a budget for the period ending June 30 of the following year, setting forth in detail its proposed expenditures for carrying out its duties as specified in this title within its county, and submit the budget to the Commission accompanied by a statement of the previous year's expenditures, certified by the county auditor.

2. The Commission shall examine the budget in conjunction with the Director or a person designated by the Director, and may increase, decrease, alter or amend the budget.

3. Upon approval of the budget, the Department shall transmit a copy of the approved budget to the board, and at the same time withdraw from the Wildlife Fund Account within the State General Fund and transmit to the board the money required under the approved budget for disposition by the board in accordance with the approved budget. All money so received must be placed in the fund for the advisory board.

Sec. 1.5. NRS 501.331 is hereby amended to read as follows:

501.331 The Department of Wildlife is hereby created. The Department:

1. Shall administer the wildlife laws of this State and chapter 488 of NRS.

2. Shall, on or before the fifth calendar day of each regular session of the Legislature, submit to the Legislature a financial report for each of the immediately preceding 2 fiscal years setting forth the activity and status of the Wildlife Fund Account in the State General Fund, each subaccount within that Account and any other account or subaccount administered by the Department for which the use of the money in the account or subaccount is restricted. The report must include, without limitation:

(a) A description of each project for which money is expended from each of those accounts and subaccounts and a description of each recipient of that money; and

(b) The total amount of money expended from each of those accounts and subaccounts for each fiscal year, including, without limitation, the amount of any matching contributions received for those accounts and subaccounts for each fiscal year.

Sec. 1.7. NRS 501.343 is hereby amended to read as follows:

501.343 The Department may:

1. Collect and disseminate, throughout the State, information calculated to educate and benefit the people of the State regarding wildlife and boating, and information pertaining to any program administered by the Department.

2. Publish wildlife journals and other official publications, for which a specific charge may be made, such charge to be determined by the Commission, with the proceeds to be deposited in the Wildlife Fund Account within the State General Fund. No charge may be made for any publication required by a regulation of the Commission.

Sec. 1.9. NRS 501.346 is hereby amended to read as follows:
501.346 1. The Department may charge fees for advertising:
(a) In printed materials prepared by the Department; and
(b) On a website on the Internet or its successor that is maintained by the Department.
2. Any money collected by the Department, pursuant to subsection 1 must be:
(a) Deposited with the State Treasurer for credit to the Wildlife Fund Account in the State General Fund; and
(b) Used to pay the expenses of the Department, including, without limitation, expenses incurred in the development, production and distribution of:
(1) Printed materials prepared by the Department;
(2) Materials used by the Department on the website maintained by the Department; and
(3) Any informational and educational materials provided by the Department for the purposes described in subsection 1 of NRS 501.343.
Sec. 2. NRS 501.356 is hereby amended to read as follows:
501.356 1. Money received by the Department from:
(a) The sale of licenses;
(b) Fees pursuant to the provisions of NRS 488.075 and 488.1795;
(c) Remittances from the State Treasurer pursuant to the provisions of NRS 365.535;
(d) Appropriations made by the Legislature; and
(e) All other sources, including, without limitation, the Federal Government, except money derived from the forfeiture of any property described in NRS 501.3857 or money deposited in the Wildlife Heritage Trust Account pursuant to NRS 501.357 or in the Trout Management Account pursuant to NRS 502.327, must be deposited with the State Treasurer for credit to the Wildlife Fund Account in the State General Fund.
2. The interest and income earned on the money in the Wildlife Fund Account, after deducting any applicable charges, must be credited to the Account.
3. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 4, the Department may use money in the Wildlife Fund Account only to carry out the provisions of this title and chapter 488 of NRS and as provided in NRS 365.535, and the money must not be diverted to any other use.
4. Except as otherwise provided in NRS 502.250 and 504.155, all fees for the sale or issuance of stamps, tags, permits and licenses that are required to be deposited in the Wildlife Fund Account pursuant to the provisions of this title and any matching money received by the Department from any source must be accounted for separately and must be used:
(a) Only for the management of wildlife; and
(b) If the fee is for the sale or issuance of a license, permit or tag other than a tag specified in subsection 5 or 6 of NRS 502.250, under the guidance of the Commission pursuant to subsection 2 of NRS 501.181.
Sec. 3. NRS 501.359 is hereby amended to read as follows:
501.359 1. The Wildlife Imprest Account in the amount of $15,000 is hereby created for the use of the Department, subject to the following conditions:
(a) The money must be deposited in a bank or credit union qualified to receive deposits of public money, except that $500 must be kept in the custody of an employee designated by the Director for immediate use for purposes set forth in this section.
(b) The Account must be replenished periodically from the Wildlife Fund Account in the State General Fund upon approval of expenditures as required by law and submission of vouchers or other documents to indicate payment as may be prescribed.
2. The Wildlife Imprest Account may be used to pay for postage, C.O.D. packages, travel or other minor expenses which are proper as claims for payment from the Wildlife Fund Account in the State General Fund.
3. The Wildlife Imprest Account may be used to provide money to employees of the Department for travel expenses and subsistence allowances arising out of their official duties or employment. All advances constitute a lien in favor of the Department upon the accrued wages of the requesting employee in an amount equal to the money advanced, but the Director may advance more than the amount of the accrued wages of the employee. Upon the return of the
employee, the employee is entitled to receive money for any authorized expenses and subsistence in excess of the amount advanced.

Sec. 4. NRS 501.361 is hereby amended to read as follows:

501.361 A Petty Cash Account in the amount of $1,000 for the payment of minor expenses of the Department is hereby created. The Account must be kept in the custody of an employee designated by the Director and must be replenished periodically from the Wildlife Fund Account in the State General Fund upon approval of expenditures as required by law and submission of vouchers or other documents to indicate payment as may be prescribed.

Sec. 5. NRS 501.3855 is hereby amended to read as follows:

501.3855 1. In addition to the penalties provided for the violation of any of the provisions of this title, every person who unlawfully kills or possesses a big game mammal, bobcat, swan or eagle is liable for a civil penalty of not less than $250 nor more than $5,000.

2. For the unlawful killing or possession of fish or wildlife not included in subsection 1, the court may order the defendant to pay a civil penalty of not less than $25 nor more than $1,000.

3. For hunting, fishing or trapping without a valid license, tag or permit, the court may order the defendant to pay a civil penalty of not less than $50 nor more than $250.

4. Every court, before whom a defendant is convicted of unlawfully killing or possessing any wildlife, shall order the defendant to pay the civil penalty in the amount stated in this section for each mammal, bird or fish unlawfully killed or possessed. The court shall fix the manner and time of payment.

5. The Department may attempt to collect all penalties and installments that are in default in any manner provided by law for the enforcement of a judgment.

6. If a person who is ordered to pay a civil penalty pursuant to this section fails to do so within 90 days after the date set forth in the order, the Department may suspend, revoke, or refuse to issue or renew any license, tag, permit, certificate or other document or privilege otherwise available to the person pursuant to this title or chapter 488 of NRS.

7. Each court that receives money pursuant to the provisions of this section shall forthwith remit the money to the Department which shall deposit the money with the State Treasurer for credit to the Wildlife Fund Account in the State General Fund.

Sec. 6. NRS 501.389 is hereby amended to read as follows:

501.389 1. Except for property described in NRS 501.3857, equipment:

(a) Seized as evidence in accordance with NRS 501.375; and

(b) Not recovered by the owner within 1 year after it is no longer needed for evidentiary purposes,

¬ becomes the property of the Department.

2. The Department may:

(a) Sell the equipment in accordance with the regulations adopted pursuant to subsection 5 of NRS 333.220;

(b) Donate equipment that is not dangerous to nonprofit organizations which benefit children;

(c) Donate equipment that is not dangerous to children from low-income families who attend fishing clinics sponsored by the Department; or

(d) Retain the equipment for authorized use by the Department.

¬ All money received from the sale of equipment must be deposited with the State Treasurer for credit to the Wildlife Fund Account in the State General Fund.

3. Any person of lawful age and lawfully entitled to reside in the United States may purchase the equipment, whether a prior owner or not.

Sec. 7. NRS 502.148 is hereby amended to read as follows:

502.148 1. Except as otherwise provided in this subsection, any person who wishes to apply for a restricted nonresident deer tag pursuant to NRS 502.147 must complete an application on a form prescribed and furnished by the Department. A licensed master guide may complete the application for an applicant. The application must be signed by the applicant and the master guide who will be responsible for conducting the restricted nonresident deer hunt.

2. The application must be accompanied by a fee for the tag of $300, plus any other fees which the Department may require. The Commission shall establish the time limits and acceptable methods for submitting such applications to the Department.
3. Any application for a restricted nonresident deer tag which contains an error or omission must be rejected and the fee for the tag returned to the applicant.

4. A person who is issued a restricted nonresident deer tag is not eligible to apply for any other deer tag issued in this State for the same hunting season as that restricted nonresident deer hunt.

5. All fees collected pursuant to this section must be deposited with the State Treasurer for credit to the Wildlife Fund Account in the State General Fund.

Sec. 8. NRS 502.219 is hereby amended to read as follows:

502.219 1. The Commission may establish a program for the issuance of additional big game tags each year to be known as "Dream Tags." If the Commission establishes such a program, the program must provide:
   (a) For the issuance of Dream Tags to either a resident or nonresident of this State;
   (b) For the issuance of one Dream Tag for each species of big game for which 50 or more tags were available under the quota established for the species by the Commission during the previous year; and
   (c) For the sale of Dream Tags to a nonprofit organization pursuant to this section.

2. The Commission may adopt regulations establishing such other provisions concerning Dream Tags as the Commission determines reasonable or necessary in carrying out the program.

3. A nonprofit organization established through the Community Foundation of Western Nevada which is exempt from taxation pursuant to 26 U.S.C. § 501(c)(3) and which has as its principal purpose the preservation, protection, management or restoration of wildlife and its habitat may purchase such Dream Tags from the Department as are authorized by the Commission, at prices established by the Commission, subject to the following conditions:
   (a) The nonprofit organization must agree to award the Dream Tags by raffle, with unlimited chances to be sold for $5 each to persons who purchase a resource enhancement stamp pursuant to NRS 502.222.
   (b) The nonprofit organization must agree to enter into a contract with a private entity that is approved by the Department which requires that the private entity agree to act as the agent of the nonprofit organization to sell chances to win Dream Tags, conduct any required drawing for Dream Tags and issue Dream Tags. For the purposes of this paragraph, a private entity that has entered into a contract with the Department pursuant to NRS 502.175 to conduct a drawing and to award and issue tags or permits as established by the Commission shall be deemed to be approved by the Department.
   (c) All money received by the nonprofit organization from the proceeds of the Dream Tag raffle, less the cost of the Dream Tags purchased by the nonprofit organization and any administrative costs charged by the Community Foundation of Western Nevada, must be used for the preservation, protection, management or restoration of game and its habitat, as determined by the Advisory Board on Dream Tags created by NRS 502.225.

4. All money received by the Department for Dream Tags pursuant to this section must be deposited with the State Treasurer for credit to the Wildlife Fund Account in the State General Fund.

5. The nonprofit organization shall, on or before February 1 of each year, report to the Commission and the Interim Finance Committee concerning the Dream Tag program, including, without limitation:
   (a) The number of Dream Tags issued during the immediately preceding calendar year;
   (b) The total amount of money paid to the Department for Dream Tags during the immediately preceding calendar year;
   (c) The total amount of money received by the nonprofit organization from the proceeds of the Dream Tag raffle, the amount of such money expended by the nonprofit organization and a description of each project for which the money was spent; and
   (d) Any recommendations concerning the continuation of the program or necessary legislation.

6. As used in this section, "big game tag" means a tag permitting a person to hunt any species of pronghorn antelope, bear, deer, mountain goat, mountain lion, bighorn sheep or elk.

Sec. 9. NRS 502.222 is hereby amended to read as follows:
To be eligible to participate in the Dream Tag raffle, a person must purchase a resource enhancement stamp.

Resource enhancement stamps must be sold for a fee of $10 each by the Department and by persons authorized by the Department to sell the stamps. All money received by the Department for resource enhancement stamps pursuant to this section must be deposited with the State Treasurer for credit to the Wildlife Fund Account in the State General Fund.

The Department shall determine the form of the stamps.

Sec. 10. NRS 502.242 is hereby amended to read as follows:

502.242 1. In addition to any fee charged and collected for an annual hunting, trapping, fishing or combined hunting and fishing license pursuant to NRS 502.240, a habitat conservation fee of $3 must be paid.

2. [The Wildlife Obligated Reserve Account is hereby created in the State General Fund.] Revenue from the habitat conservation fee must be accounted for separately, deposited with the State Treasurer for credit to the Wildlife [Obligated Reserve Fund Account and, except as otherwise provided in NRS 502.294 and 502.310, used by the Department for the purposes of wildlife habitat rehabilitation and restoration. [The interest and income earned on the money in the Wildlife Obligated Reserve Account, after deducting any applicable charges, must be credited to the Account.]

3. The money in the Wildlife [Obligated Reserve Fund Account remains in the Account and does not revert to the State General Fund at the end of any fiscal year.

Sec. 11. NRS 502.250 is hereby amended to read as follows:

502.250 1. The amount of the fee that must be charged for the following tags is:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tag Type</th>
<th>Fee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resident deer tag</td>
<td>$30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resident antelope tag</td>
<td>$60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resident elk tag</td>
<td>$120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resident bighorn sheep tag</td>
<td>$120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resident mountain goat tag</td>
<td>$25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resident mountain lion tag</td>
<td>$240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonresident deer tag</td>
<td>$300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonresident antelope tag</td>
<td>$240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonresident antlered elk tag</td>
<td>$1,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonresident antlerless elk tag</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonresident bighorn sheep tag</td>
<td>$1,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonresident mountain goat tag</td>
<td>$1,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonresident mountain lion tag</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. The amount of the fee for other resident or nonresident big game tags must not exceed the highest fee for a resident or nonresident big game tag established pursuant to this section.

3. The amount of the fee for a tag determined to be necessary by the Commission for other species pursuant to NRS 502.130 must not exceed the highest fee for a resident or nonresident tag established pursuant to this section.

4. A fee not to exceed $10 may be charged for processing an application for a game species or permit other than an application for an elk. A fee of not less than $5 but not more than $15 must be charged for processing an application for an elk, $5 of which must be deposited with the State Treasurer for credit to the Wildlife [Obligated Reserve Fund Account in the State General Fund and used for the prevention and mitigation of damage caused by elk or game mammals not native to this State. A fee of not less than $15 and not more than $50 must be charged for processing an application for a Silver State Tag.

5. The Commission may accept sealed bids for, or award through an auction or a Silver State Tag Drawing, or any combination thereof, not more than 15 big game tags and not more than 5 wild turkey tags each year. To reimburse the Department for the cost of managing wildlife and administering and conducting the bid, auction or Silver State Tag Drawing, not more than 18 percent of the total amount of money received from the bid, auction or Silver State Tag Drawing may be deposited with the State Treasurer for credit to the Wildlife Fund Account in the State General Fund. Any amount of money received from the bid, auction or Silver State Tag Drawing that is not so deposited must be deposited with the State Treasurer for credit to the
Wildlife Heritage Trust Account in the State General Fund in accordance with the provisions of NRS 501.3575.

6. The Commission may by regulation establish an additional drawing for big game tags, which may be entitled the Partnership in Wildlife Drawing. To reimburse the Department for the cost of managing wildlife and administering and conducting the drawing, not more than 18 percent of the total amount of money received from the drawing may be deposited with the State Treasurer for credit to the Wildlife Fund Account in the State General Fund. Except as otherwise provided by regulations adopted by the Commission pursuant to subsection 7, the money received by the Department from applicants in the drawing who are not awarded big game tags must be deposited with the State Treasurer for credit to the Wildlife Heritage Trust Account in accordance with the provisions of NRS 501.3575.

7. The Commission may adopt regulations which authorize the return of all or a portion of any fee collected from a person pursuant to the provisions of this section.

Sec. 12. NRS 502.253 is hereby amended to read as follows:

502.253 1. In addition to any fee charged and collected pursuant to NRS 502.250, a fee of $3 must be charged for processing each application for a game tag, the revenue from which must be accounted for separately, deposited with the State Treasurer for credit to the Wildlife Fund Account in the State General Fund and used by the Department for costs related to:

(a) Programs for the management and control of injurious predatory wildlife;
(b) Wildlife management activities relating to the protection of nonpredatory game animals, sensitive wildlife species and related wildlife habitat;
(c) Conducting research, as needed, to determine successful techniques for managing and controlling predatory wildlife, including studies necessary to ensure effective programs for the management and control of injurious predatory wildlife; and
(d) Programs for the education of the general public concerning the management and control of predatory wildlife.

2. The Department of Wildlife is hereby authorized to expend a portion of the money collected pursuant to subsection 1 to enable the State Department of Agriculture to develop and carry out the programs described in subsection 1.

3. Any program developed or wildlife management activity or research conducted pursuant to this section must be developed or conducted under the guidance of the Commission pursuant to subsection 2 of NRS 501.181.

4. The money in the Wildlife Fund Account remains in the Account and does not revert to the State General Fund at the end of any fiscal year.

Sec. 13. NRS 502.294 is hereby amended to read as follows:

502.294 All money received pursuant to NRS 502.292 must be deposited with the State Treasurer for credit to the Wildlife [Obligated Reserve] Fund Account in the State General Fund. The Department shall maintain separate accounting records for the receipt and expenditure of that money. An amount not to exceed 10 percent of that money may be used to reimburse the Department for the cost of administering the program of documentation. This amount is in addition to compensation allowed persons authorized to issue and sell licenses.

Sec. 14. NRS 502.310 is hereby amended to read as follows:

502.310 All money received pursuant to NRS 502.300 must be deposited with the State Treasurer for credit to the Wildlife [Obligated Reserve] Fund Account in the State General Fund. The Department shall maintain separate accounting records for the receipt and expenditure of that money. An amount not to exceed 10 percent of that money may be used to reimburse the Department for the cost of administering the state duck stamp programs. This amount is in addition to compensation allowed persons authorized to issue and sell licenses.

Sec. 15. NRS 502.410 is hereby amended to read as follows:

502.410 1. Any money received by the Department pursuant to NRS 502.400 must be deposited with the State Treasurer for credit to the Wildlife Fund Account in the State General Fund.

2. The Department:
(a) Shall maintain separate accounting records for the receipt and expenditure of any money pursuant to this section or NRS 502.400; and
(b) Must use the money to operate and manage the Carson Lake Wildlife Management Area.
Sec. 16. **NRS 504.155 is hereby amended to read as follows:**

504.155 All gifts, grants, fees and appropriations of money received by the Department for the prevention and mitigation of damage caused by elk or game mammals not native to this State, and the interest and income earned on the money, less any applicable charges, must be accounted for separately within the Wildlife *Fund* Account and may only be disbursed as provided in the regulations adopted pursuant to NRS 504.165.

Sec. 17. **NRS 321.385 is hereby amended to read as follows:**

321.385 The State Land Registrar, after consultation with the Division of Forestry of the State Department of Conservation and Natural Resources, may:

1. Sell timber from any land owned by the State of Nevada which is not assigned to the Department of Wildlife.

2. At the request of the Director of the Department of Wildlife, sell timber from any land owned by the State of Nevada which is assigned to the Department of Wildlife. Revenues from the sale of such timber must be deposited with the State Treasurer for credit to the Wildlife *Fund* Account in the State General Fund.

Sec. 18. **NRS 365.535 is hereby amended to read as follows:**

365.535 1. It is declared to be the policy of the State of Nevada to apply the tax on motor vehicle fuel paid on fuel used in watercraft for recreational purposes during each calendar year, which is hereby declared to be not refundable to the consumer, for the:

(a) Improvement of boating and the improvement, operation and maintenance of other outdoor recreational facilities located in any state park that includes a body of water used for recreational purposes; and

(b) Payment of the costs incurred, in part, for the administration and enforcement of the provisions of chapter 488 of NRS.

2. The amount of excise taxes paid on all motor vehicle fuel used in watercraft for recreational purposes must be determined annually by the Department by use of the following formula:

(a) Multiplying the total boats with motors registered the previous calendar year, pursuant to provisions of chapter 488 of NRS, times 220.76 gallons average fuel purchased per boat;

(b) Adding 566,771 gallons of fuel purchased by out-of-state boaters as determined through a study conducted during 1969-1970 by the Division of Agricultural and Resource Economics, Max C. Fleischmann College of Agriculture, University of Nevada, Reno; and

(c) Multiplying the total gallons determined by adding the total obtained under paragraph (a) to the figure in paragraph (b) times the rate of tax, per gallon, imposed on motor vehicle fuel used in watercraft for recreational purposes, less the percentage of the tax authorized to be deducted by the supplier pursuant to NRS 365.330.

3. The Department of Wildlife shall submit annually to the Department, on or before April 1, the number of boats with motors registered in the previous calendar year. On or before June 1, the Department, using that data, shall compute the amount of excise taxes paid on all motor vehicle fuel used in watercraft for recreational purposes, less the percentage of the tax authorized to be deducted by the supplier pursuant to NRS 365.330.

4. In each fiscal year, the State Treasurer shall, upon receipt of the tax money from the Department collected pursuant to the provisions of NRS 365.175 to 365.190, inclusive, allocate the amount determined pursuant to subsection 2, in proportions directed by the Legislature, to:

(a) The Wildlife *Fund* Account in the State General Fund. This money may be expended only for the administration and enforcement of the provisions of chapter 488 of NRS and for the improvement, operation and maintenance of boating facilities and other outdoor recreational facilities associated with boating. Any money received in excess of the amount authorized by the Legislature to be expended for such purposes must be retained in the Wildlife *Fund* Account.

(b) The Division of State Parks of the State Department of Conservation and Natural Resources. Such money may be expended only as authorized by the Legislature for the improvement, operation and maintenance of boating facilities and other outdoor recreational facilities located in any state park that includes a body of water used for recreational purposes.

Sec. 19. **NRS 488.075 is hereby amended to read as follows:**
1. The owner of each motorboat requiring numbering by this State shall file an application for a number and for a certificate of ownership with the Department on forms approved by it accompanied by:

(a) Proof of payment of Nevada sales or use tax as evidenced by proof of sale by a Nevada dealer or by a certificate of use tax paid issued by the Department of Taxation, or by proof of exemption from those taxes as provided in NRS 372.320.

(b) Such evidence of ownership as the Department may require.

The Department shall not issue a number, a certificate of number or a certificate of ownership until this evidence is presented to it.

2. The application must be signed by the owner of the motorboat and must be accompanied by a fee of $20 for the certificate of ownership and a fee according to the following schedule as determined by the straight line length which is measured from the tip of the bow to the back of the transom of the motorboat:

| Less than 13 feet | $20 |
| 13 feet or more but less than 18 feet | $25 |
| 18 feet or more but less than 22 feet | $40 |
| 22 feet or more but less than 26 feet | $55 |
| 26 feet or more but less than 31 feet | $75 |
| 31 feet or more | $100 |

Except as otherwise provided in this subsection, all fees received by the Department under the provisions of this chapter must be deposited in the Wildlife Fund Account in the State General Fund and may be expended only for the administration and enforcement of the provisions of this chapter. On or before December 31 of each year, the Department shall deposit with the respective county school districts 50 percent of each fee collected according to the motorboat's length for every motorboat registered from their respective counties. Upon receipt of the application in approved form, the Department shall enter the application upon the records of its office and issue to the applicant a certificate of number stating the number awarded to the motorboat, a certificate of ownership stating the same information and the name and address of the registered owner and the legal owner.

3. A certificate of number may be renewed each year by the purchase of a validation decal. The fee for a validation decal is determined by the straight line length of the motorboat and is equivalent to the fee set forth in the schedule provided in subsection 2. The amount of the fee for issuing a duplicate validation decal is $20.

4. The owner shall paint on or attach to each side of the bow of the motorboat the identification number in such manner as may be prescribed by regulations of the Commission in order that the number may be clearly visible. The number must be maintained in legible condition.

5. The certificate of number must be available at all times for inspection on the motorboat for which issued, whenever the motorboat is in operation.

6. The Commission shall provide by regulation for the issuance of numbers to manufacturers and dealers which may be used interchangeably upon motorboats operated by the manufacturers and dealers in connection with the demonstration, sale or exchange of those motorboats. The amount of the fee for each such a number is $20.

Sec. 20. NRS 502.327 is hereby repealed.

Sec. 21. As soon as practicable after July 1, 2011, any money remaining in the Trout Management Account established by NRS 502.327 which has not been committed for expenditure before that date must be deposited into the Wildlife Fund Account pursuant to NRS 501.356, as amended by section 2 of this act.

Sec. 22. Notwithstanding any amendatory provision of this act to the contrary, during the biennium beginning on July 1, 2011, and ending on June 30, 2013, if any money is appropriated or authorized for an expenditure or use by the Department of Wildlife which is inconsistent with the amendatory provisions of this act, the Department may expend or use the money in accordance with the purpose for which the money was appropriated or authorized for expenditure or use.

Sec. 23. 1. This section and sections 1 to 14, inclusive, and 16 to 22, inclusive, of this act become effective on July 1, 2011.
2. Section 15 of this act becomes effective upon conveyance of the Carson Lake Pasture to the State of Nevada in accordance with chapter 209, Statutes of Nevada 1993, at page 447.

3. Section 22 of this act expires by limitation on July 1, 2013.

TEXT OF REPEALED SECTION

502.327 Trout stamps: Deposit of fees in Trout Management Account; accounting records; use of money in Account.

1. All money received pursuant to NRS 502.326 must be deposited with the State Treasurer for credit to the Trout Management Account, which is hereby established in the State General Fund.

2. The interest and income earned on the money in the Trout Management Account, after deducting any applicable charges, must be credited to the Account.

3. The Department shall:
   (a) Maintain separate accounting records for the receipt of money pursuant to NRS 502.326 and the expenditure of that money.
   (b) Administer the Trout Management Account. The Department may use money in the Account only for the protection, propagation and management of trout in this State and for any bonded indebtedness incurred therefor.

MARK MANENDO            MAGGIE CARLTON
JOHN LEE J OSEPH HOGAN
DEAN RHOADS
Senate Conference Committee                Assembly Conference Committee

Senator Manendo moved that the Senate adopt the report of the Conference Committee concerning Assembly Bill No. 525.
Motion carried by a constitutional majority.

GENERAL FILE AND THIRD READING

Assembly Bill No. 449.
Bill read third time.
Roll call on Assembly Bill No. 449:
YEAS—21.
NAYS—None.

Assembly Bill No. 449 having received a constitutional majority, Mr. President declared it passed, as amended.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS

REPORTS OF CONFERENCE COMMITTEES

Mr. President:
The Conference Committee concerning Assembly Bill No. 524, consisting of the undersigned members, has met and reports that:
 It has agreed to recommend that Amendment No. 803 of the Senate be receded from and a 2nd reprint be created in accordance with this action.

MICHAEL SCHNEIDER            MARCUS CONKLIN
SHIRLEY BREEDEN               KELVIN ATKINSON
MICHAEL ROBERSON              RANDY KIRNER
Senate Conference Committee                Assembly Conference Committee

Senator Schneider moved that the Senate adopt the report of the Conference Committee concerning Assembly Bill No. 524.
Motion carried by a constitutional majority.
Senate Bill No. 271.
The following Assembly amendment was read:
Amendment No. 943.
"SUMMARY—Provides for withdrawal of the State of Nevada from the Tahoe Regional Planning Compact under certain circumstances. (BDR 22-988)"

"AN ACT relating to land use planning; providing for the withdrawal of the State of Nevada from the Tahoe Regional Planning Compact under certain circumstances; and providing other matters properly relating thereto."

Legislative Counsel's Digest:
Existing law sets forth the Tahoe Regional Planning Compact, an interstate agreement between the States of California and Nevada pursuant to which the bistate Tahoe Regional Planning Agency regulates environmental and land-use matters within the Lake Tahoe Basin. (NRS 277.190-277.220) Existing law also provides that if either State withdraws from the Compact, the Nevada Tahoe Regional Planning Agency shall assume the duties and powers of regulating environmental and land-use matters on this State's side of the Lake Tahoe Basin. (NRS 278.826)

This bill provides for the withdrawal of Nevada from the Tahoe Regional Planning Compact unless the governing body of the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency adopts an updated Regional Plan and certain proposed amendments to the Compact are approved pursuant to Public Law 96-551. The proposed amendments to the Compact are: (1) the removal of the supermajority requirement for the governing body of the Agency to establish a quorum; (2) the removal of the supermajority requirement for voting by the governing body; (3) a requirement that the governing body of the Agency consider the changing economic conditions of the Lake Tahoe Basin and amend the Regional Plan, accordingly; and (4) the addition of a provision to the Compact which sets forth that any person who legally challenges the Regional Plan has the burden of proving the Regional Plan does not comply with the provisions of the Compact. If the Agency does not adopt an updated Regional Plan and the proposed amendments are not approved by October 1, 2014, Nevada's withdrawal from the Compact will become effective on that date unless the Governor issues a proclamation extending the deadline for withdrawal until October 1, 2017.

This bill also requires the Legislative Committee for the Review and Oversight of the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency and the Marlette Lake Water System to prepare a report detailing certain issues related to Nevada withdrawing from the Compact. This bill further directs the Legislative Committee to appoint a delegation to work with a like delegation from the California Legislature to discuss possible changes to the Compact. Additionally, this bill authorizes the Legislative Committee to submit to the 77th Session of the Nevada Legislature (2013) a bill draft request which would have the effect of
preventing Nevada's withdrawal from the Compact, if the Legislative Committee determines that Nevada should remain a party to the Compact.

This bill provides that if Nevada withdraws from the Compact, the Nevada Tahoe Regional Planning Agency will assume the duties and powers currently held by the bistate Agency for the portion of the Lake Tahoe Basin within this State. This bill also establishes temporary measures to ensure that the Nevada Tahoe Regional Planning Agency is able to assume those duties and powers in an orderly manner.

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEVADA, REPRESENTED IN SENATE AND ASSEMBLY, DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS:

Section 1. The State of Nevada hereby withdraws from the Tahoe Regional Planning Compact pursuant to the provisions of subdivision (c) of Article X of the Tahoe Regional Planning Compact.

Sec. 1.5. NRS 277.200 is hereby amended to read as follows:

277.200 The Tahoe Regional Planning Compact is as follows:

Tahoe Regional Planning Compact

ARTICLE I. Findings and Declarations of Policy

(a) It is found and declared that:

(1) The waters of Lake Tahoe and other resources of the region are threatened with deterioration or degeneration, which endangers the natural beauty and economic productivity of the region.

(2) The public and private interests and investments in the region are substantial.

(3) The region exhibits unique environmental and ecological values which are irreplaceable.

(4) By virtue of the special conditions and circumstances of the region's natural ecology, developmental pattern, population distribution and human needs, the region is experiencing problems of resource use and deficiencies of environmental control.

(5) Increasing urbanization is threatening the ecological values of the region and threatening the public opportunities for use of the public lands.

(6) Maintenance of the social and economic health of the region depends on maintaining the significant scenic, recreational, educational, scientific, natural and public health values provided by the Lake Tahoe Basin.

(7) There is a public interest in protecting, preserving and enhancing these values for the residents of the region and for visitors to the region.

(8) Responsibilities for providing recreational and scientific opportunities, preserving scenic and natural areas, and safeguarding the public who live, work and play in or visit the region are divided among local governments, regional agencies, the states of California and Nevada, and the Federal Government.

(9) In recognition of the public investment and multistate and national significance of the recreational values, the Federal Government has an
interest in the acquisition of recreational property and the management of resources in the region to preserve environmental and recreational values, and the Federal Government should assist the states in fulfilling their responsibilities.

(10) In order to preserve the scenic beauty and outdoor recreational opportunities of the region, there is a need to insure an equilibrium between the region's natural endowment and its man-made environment.

(b) In order to enhance the efficiency and governmental effectiveness of the region, it is imperative that there be established a Tahoe Regional Planning Agency with the powers conferred by this compact including the power to establish environmental threshold carrying capacities and to adopt and enforce a regional plan and implementing ordinances which will achieve and maintain such capacities while providing opportunities for orderly growth and development consistent with such capacities.

(c) The Tahoe Regional Planning Agency shall interpret and administer its plans, ordinances, rules and regulations in accordance with the provisions of this compact.

ARTICLE II. Definitions

As used in this compact:

(a) "Region," includes Lake Tahoe, the adjacent parts of Douglas and Washoe counties and Carson City, which for the purposes of this compact shall be deemed a county, lying within the Tahoe Basin in the State of Nevada, and the adjacent parts of the Counties of Placer and El Dorado lying within the Tahoe Basin in the State of California, and that additional and adjacent part of the County of Placer outside of the Tahoe Basin in the State of California which lies southward and eastward of a line starting at the intersection of the basin crestline and the north boundary of Section 1, thence west to the northwest corner of Section 3, thence south to the intersection of the basin crestline and the west boundary of Section 10; all sections referring to Township 15 North, Range 16 East, M.D.B. & M. The region defined and described herein shall be as precisely delineated on official maps of the agency.

(b) "Agency" means the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency.

(c) "Governing body" means the governing board of the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency.

(d) "Regional plan" means the long-term general plan for the development of the region.

(e) "Planning commission" means the advisory planning commission appointed pursuant to subdivision (h) of Article III.

(f) "Gaming" means to deal, operate, carry on, conduct, maintain or expose for play any banking or percentage game played with cards, dice or any mechanical device or machine for money, property, checks, credit or any representative of value, including, without limiting the generality of the foregoing, faro, monte, roulette, keno, bingo, fantan, twenty-one, blackjack, seven-and-a-half, big injun, klondike, craps, stud poker, draw poker or slot
machine, but does not include social games played solely for drinks, or cigars or cigarettes served individually, games played in private homes or residences for prizes or games operated by charitable or educational organizations, to the extent excluded by applicable state law.

(g) "Restricted gaming license" means a license to operate not more than 15 slot machines on which a quarterly fee is charged pursuant to NRS 463.373 and no other games.

(h) "Project" means an activity undertaken by any person, including any public agency, if the activity may substantially affect the land, water, air, space or any other natural resources of the region.

(i) "Environmental threshold carrying capacity" means an environmental standard necessary to maintain a significant scenic, recreational, educational, scientific or natural value of the region or to maintain public health and safety within the region. Such standards shall include but not be limited to standards for air quality, water quality, soil conservation, vegetation preservation and noise.

(j) "Feasible" means capable of being accomplished in a successful manner within a reasonable period of time, taking into account economic, environmental, social and technological factors.

(k) "Areas open to public use" means all of the areas within a structure housing gaming under a nonrestricted license except areas devoted to the private use of guests.

(l) "Areas devoted to private use of guests" means hotel rooms and hallways to serve hotel room areas, and any parking areas. A hallway serves hotel room areas if more than 50 percent of the areas on each side of the hallway are hotel rooms.

(m) "Nonrestricted license" means a gaming license which is not a restricted gaming license.

**ARTICLE III. Organization**

(a) There is created the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency as a separate legal entity.

The governing body of the agency shall be constituted as follows:

1. **California delegation:**

   (A) One member appointed by each of the County Boards of Supervisors of the Counties of El Dorado and Placer and one member appointed by the City Council of the City of South Lake Tahoe. Any such member may be a member of the county board of supervisors or city council, respectively, and shall reside in the territorial jurisdiction of the governmental body making the appointment.

   (B) Two members appointed by the Governor of California, one member appointed by the Speaker of the Assembly of California and one member appointed by the Senate Rules Committee of the State of California. The members appointed pursuant to this subparagraph shall not be residents of the region and shall represent the public at large within the State of California.
(2) Nevada delegation:

(A) One member appointed by each of the boards of county commissioners of Douglas and Washoe counties and one member appointed by the board of supervisors of Carson City. Any such member may be a member of the board of county commissioners or board of supervisors, respectively, and shall reside in the territorial jurisdiction of the governmental body making the appointment.

(B) One member appointed by the governor of Nevada, the secretary of state of Nevada or his designee, and the director of the state department of conservation and natural resources of Nevada or his designee. Except for the secretary of state and the director of the state department of conservation and natural resources, the members or designees appointed pursuant to this subparagraph shall not be residents of the region. All members appointed pursuant to this subparagraph shall represent the public at large within the State of Nevada.

(C) One member appointed for a 1-year term by the six other members of the Nevada delegation. If at least four members of the Nevada delegation are unable to agree upon the selection of a seventh member within 60 days after the effective date of the amendments to this compact or the occurrence of a vacancy on the governing body for that state the governor of the State of Nevada shall make such an appointment. The member appointed pursuant to this subparagraph may, but is not required to, be a resident of the region within the State of Nevada.

(3) If any appointing authority under paragraph (1)(A), (1)(B), (2)(A) or (2)(B) fails to make such an appointment within 60 days after the effective date of the amendments to this compact or the occurrence of a vacancy on the governing body, the governor of the state in which the appointing authority is located shall make the appointment. The term of any member so appointed shall be 1 year.

(4) The position of any member of the governing body shall be deemed vacant if such a member is absent from three consecutive meetings of the governing body in any calendar year.

(5) Each member and employee of the agency shall disclose his economic interests in the region within 10 days after taking his seat on the governing board or being employed by the agency and shall thereafter disclose any further economic interest which he acquires, as soon as feasible after he acquires it. As used in this paragraph, "economic interests" means:

(A) Any business entity operating in the region in which the member or employee has a direct or indirect investment worth more than $1,000;

(B) Any real property located in the region in which the member or employee has a direct or indirect interest worth more than $1,000;

(C) Any source of income attributable to activities in the region, other than loans by or deposits with a commercial lending institution in the regular course of business, aggregating $250 or more in value received by or promised to the member within the preceding 12 months; or
(D) Any business entity operating in the region in which the member or employee is a director, officer, partner, trustee, employee or holds any position of management.

No member or employee of the agency shall make, or attempt to influence, an agency decision in which he knows or has reason to know he has an economic interest. Members and employees of the agency must disqualify themselves from making or participating in the making of any decision of the agency when it is reasonably foreseeable that the decision will have a material financial effect, distinguishable from its effect on the public generally, on the economic interests of the member or employee.

(b) The members of the agency shall serve without compensation, but the expenses of each member shall be met by the body which he represents in accordance with the law of that body. All other expenses incurred by the governing body in the course of exercising the powers conferred upon it by this compact unless met in some other manner specifically provided, shall be paid by the agency out of its own funds.

(c) Except for the secretary of state and director of the state department of conservation and natural resources of Nevada and the member appointed pursuant to subdivision (a)(2)(C), the members of the governing body serve at the pleasure of the appointing authority in each case, but each appointment shall be reviewed no less often than every 4 years. Members may be reappointed.

(d) The governing body of the agency shall meet at least monthly. All meetings shall be open to the public to the extent required by the law of the State of California or the State of Nevada, whichever imposes the greater requirement, applicable to local governments at the time such meeting is held. The governing body shall fix a date for its regular monthly meeting in such terms as "the first Monday of each month," and shall not change such date more often than once in any calendar year. Notice of the date so fixed shall be given by publication at least once in a newspaper or combination of newspapers whose circulation is general throughout the region and in each county a portion of whose territory lies within the region. Notice of any special meeting, except an emergency meeting, shall be given by so publishing the date and place and posting an agenda at least 5 days prior to the meeting.

(e) The position of a member of the governing body shall be considered vacated upon his loss of any of the qualifications required for his appointment and in such event the appointing authority shall appoint a successor.

(f) The governing body shall elect from its own members a chairman and vice chairman, whose terms of office shall be 2 years, and who may be reelected. If a vacancy occurs in either office, the governing body may fill such vacancy for the unexpired term.

(g) Four [Eight] of the members of the governing body from each state constitute a quorum for the transaction of the business of the agency.
voting procedures shall be as follows; and the affirmative vote of eight members of the governing body is sufficient for any of the following purposes:

1. For adopting, amending or repealing environmental threshold carrying capacities, the regional plan, and ordinances, rules and regulations, and for granting variances from the ordinances, rules and regulations, the vote of at least four of the nine members of each state agreeing with the vote of at least four members of the other state shall be required. The governing body must agree to take action. If there is no vote of at least four of the members from one state agreeing with the vote of at least four of the members of the other state on the actions specified in this paragraph, at least nine votes in favor of such action are not cast, an action of rejection shall be deemed to have been taken.

2. For approving a project, the affirmative vote of at least four members from the state in which the project is located and the affirmative vote of at least nine members of the entire governing body are required. If at least four members of the governing body from the state in which the project is located and at least nine members of the entire governing body do not vote in favor of the project, upon a motion for approval, an action of rejection shall be deemed to have been taken. A decision by the agency to approve a project shall be supported by a statement of findings, adopted by the agency, which indicates that the project complies with the regional plan and with applicable ordinances, rules and regulations of the agency.

3. For routine business and for directing the agency's staff on litigation and enforcement actions, at least eight members of the governing body must agree to take action. If at least eight votes in favor of such action are not cast, an action of rejection shall be deemed to have been taken.

Whenever under the provisions of this compact or any ordinance, rule, regulation or policy adopted pursuant thereto, the agency is required to review or approve any project, public or private, the agency shall take final action by vote, whether to approve, to require modification or to reject such project, within 180 days after the application for such project is accepted as complete by the agency in compliance with the agency's rules and regulations governing such delivery unless the applicant has agreed to an extension of this time limit. If a final action by vote does not take place within 180 days, the applicant may bring an action in a court of competent jurisdiction to compel a vote unless he has agreed to an extension. This provision does not limit the right of any person to obtain judicial review of agency action under subdivision (h) of Article VI. The vote of each member of the governing body shall be individually recorded. The governing body shall adopt its own rules, regulations and procedures.

(h) An advisory planning commission shall be appointed by the agency. The commission shall include: the chief planning officers of Placer County, El Dorado County, and the City of South Lake Tahoe in California and of Douglas County, Washoe County and Carson City in Nevada, the executive
officer of the Lahontan Regional Water Quality Control Board of the State of California, the executive officer of the Air Resources Board of the State of California, the director of the state department of conservation and natural resources of the State of Nevada, the administrator of the division of environmental protection in the state department of conservation and natural resources of the State of Nevada, the administrator of the Lake Tahoe Management Unit of the United States Forest Service, and at least four lay members with an equal number from each state, at least half of whom shall be residents of the region. Any official member may designate an alternate.

The term of office of each lay member of the advisory planning commission shall be 2 years. Members may be reappointed.

The position of each member of the advisory planning commission shall be considered vacated upon loss of any of the qualifications required for appointment, and in such an event the appointing authority shall appoint a successor.

The advisory planning commission shall elect from its own members a chairman and a vice chairman, whose terms of office shall be 2 years and who may be reelected. If a vacancy occurs in either office, the advisory planning commission shall fill such vacancy for the unexpired term.

A majority of the members of the advisory planning commission constitutes a quorum for the transaction of the business of the commission. A majority vote of the quorum present shall be required to take action with respect to any matter.

(i) The agency shall establish and maintain an office within the region, and for this purpose the agency may rent or own property and equipment. Every plan, ordinance and other record of the agency which is of such nature as to constitute a public record under the law of either the State of California or the State of Nevada shall be open to inspection and copying during regular office hours.

(j) Each authority charged under this compact or by the law of either state with the duty of appointing a member of the governing body of the agency shall by certified copy of its resolution or other action notify the Secretary of State of its own state of the action taken.

ARTICLE IV. Personnel

(a) The governing body shall determine the qualification of, and it shall appoint and fix the salary of, the executive officer of the agency, and shall employ such other staff and legal counsel as may be necessary to execute the powers and functions provided for under this compact or in accordance with any intergovernmental contracts or agreements the agency may be responsible for administering.

(b) Agency personnel standards and regulations shall conform insofar as possible to the regulations and procedures of the civil service of the State of California or the State of Nevada, as may be determined by the governing body of the agency; and shall be regional and bistate in application and effect; provided that the governing body may, for administrative convenience
and at its discretion, assign the administration of designated personnel
arrangements to an agency of either state, and provided that administratively
convenient adjustments be made in the standards and regulations governing
personnel assigned under intergovernmental agreements.

(c) The agency may establish and maintain or participate in such
additional programs of employee benefits as may be appropriate to afford
employees of the agency terms and conditions of employment similar to
those enjoyed by employees of California and Nevada generally.

**ARTICLE V. Planning**

(a) In preparing each of the plans required by this article and each
amendment thereto, if any, subsequent to its adoption, the planning
commission after due notice shall hold at least one public hearing which may
be continued from time to time, and shall review the testimony and any
written recommendations presented at such hearing before recommending the
plan or amendment. The notice required by this subdivision shall be given at
least 20 days prior to the public hearing by publication at least once in a
newspaper or combination of newspapers whose circulation is general
throughout the region and in each county a portion of whose territory lies
within the region.

The planning commission shall then recommend such plan or amendment
to the governing body for adoption by ordinance. The governing body may
adopt, modify or reject the proposed plan or amendment, or may initiate and
adopt a plan or amendment without referring it to the planning commission.
If the governing body initiates or substantially modifies a plan or
amendment, it shall hold at least one public hearing thereon after due notice
as required in this subdivision.

If a request is made for the amendment of the regional plan by:

(1) A political subdivision a part of whose territory would be affected by
such amendment; or

(2) The owner or lessee of real property which would be affected by such
amendment,

the governing body shall complete its action on such amendment within
180 days after such request is accepted as complete according to standards
which must be prescribed by ordinance of the agency.

(b) The agency shall develop, in cooperation with the states of California
and Nevada, environmental threshold carrying capacities for the region. The
agency should request the President's Council on Environmental Quality, the
United States Forest Service and other appropriate agencies to assist in
developing such environmental threshold carrying capacities. Within
18 months after the effective date of the amendments to this compact, the
agency shall adopt environmental threshold carrying capacities for the
region.

(c) Within 1 year after the adoption of the environmental threshold
carrying capacities for the region, the agency shall amend the regional plan
so that, at a minimum, the plan and all of its elements, as implemented
through agency ordinances, rules and regulations, achieves and maintains the adopted environmental threshold carrying capacities. Each element of the plan shall contain implementation provisions and time schedules for such implementation by ordinance. The planning commission and governing body shall continuously review and maintain the regional plan  and, in so doing, shall ensure that the regional plan reflects changing economic conditions and the economic effect of regulation on commerce. The regional plan shall consist of a diagram, or diagrams, and text, or texts setting forth the projects and proposals for implementation of the regional plan, a description of the needs and goals of the region and a statement of the policies, standards and elements of the regional plan.

The regional plan shall be a single enforceable plan and includes all of the following correlated elements:

1. A land-use plan for the integrated arrangement and general location and extent of, and the criteria and standards for, the uses of land, water, air, space and other natural resources within the region, including but not limited to an indication or allocation of maximum population densities and permitted uses.

2. A transportation plan for the integrated development of a regional system of transportation, including but not limited to parkways, highways, transportation facilities, transit routes, waterways, navigation facilities, public transportation facilities, bicycle facilities, and appurtenant terminals and facilities for the movement of people and goods within the region. The goal of transportation planning shall be:
   
   (A) To reduce dependency on the automobile by making more effective use of existing transportation modes and of public transit to move people and goods within the region; and
   
   (B) To reduce to the extent feasible air pollution which is caused by motor vehicles.

   Where increases in capacity are required, the agency shall give preference to providing such capacity through public transportation and public programs and projects related to transportation. The agency shall review and consider all existing transportation plans in preparing its regional transportation plan pursuant to this paragraph.

   The plan shall provide for an appropriate transit system for the region.

   The plan shall give consideration to:

   (A) Completion of the Loop Road in the states of Nevada and California;
   
   (B) Utilization of a light rail mass transit system in the South Shore area; and
   
   (C) Utilization of a transit terminal in the Kingsbury Grade area.

   Until the regional plan is revised, or a new transportation plan is adopted in accordance with this paragraph, the agency has no effective transportation plan.

3. A conservation plan for the preservation, development, utilization, and management of the scenic and other natural resources within the basin,
including but not limited to, soils, shoreline and submerged lands, scenic corridors along transportation routes, open spaces, recreational and historical facilities.

(4) A recreation plan for the development, utilization, and management of the recreational resources of the region, including but not limited to, wilderness and forested lands, parks and parkways, riding and hiking trails, beaches and playgrounds, marinas, areas for skiing and other recreational facilities.

(5) A public services and facilities plan for the general location, scale and provision of public services and facilities, which, by the nature of their function, size, extent and other characteristics are necessary or appropriate for inclusion in the regional plan.

In formulating and maintaining the regional plan, the planning commission and governing body shall take account of and shall seek to harmonize the needs of the region as a whole, the plans of the counties and cities within the region, the plans and planning activities of the state, federal and other public agencies and nongovernmental agencies and organizations which affect or are concerned with planning and development within the region.

(d) The regional plan shall provide for attaining and maintaining federal, state, or local air and water quality standards, whichever are strictest, in the respective portions of the region for which the standards are applicable.

The agency may, however, adopt air or water quality standards or control measures more stringent than the applicable state implementation plan or the applicable federal, state, or local standards for the region, if it finds that such additional standards or control measures are necessary to achieve the purposes of this compact. Each element of the regional plan, where applicable, shall, by ordinance, identify the means and time schedule by which air and water quality standards will be attained.

(e) Except for the Regional Transportation Plan of the California Tahoe Regional Planning Agency, the regional plan, ordinances, rules and regulations adopted by the California Tahoe Regional Planning Agency in effect on July 1, 1980, shall be the regional plan, ordinances, rules and regulations of the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency for that portion of the Tahoe region located in the State of California. Such plan, ordinance, rule or regulation may be amended or repealed by the governing body of the agency. The plans, ordinances, rules and regulations of the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency that do not conflict with, or are not addressed by, the California Tahoe Regional Planning Agency's plans, ordinances, rules and regulations referred to in this subdivision shall continue to be applicable unless amended or repealed by the governing body of the agency. No provision of the regional plan, ordinances, rules and regulations of the California Tahoe Regional Planning Agency referred to in this subdivision shall apply to that portion of the region within the State of Nevada, unless such provision is adopted for the Nevada portion of the region by the governing body of the agency.
(f) The regional plan, ordinances, rules and regulations of the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency apply to that portion of the region within the State of Nevada.

(g) The agency shall adopt ordinances prescribing specific written findings that the agency must make prior to approving any project in the region. These findings shall relate to environmental protection and shall insure that the project under review will not adversely affect implementation of the regional plan and will not cause the adopted environmental threshold carrying capacities of the region to be exceeded.

(h) The agency shall maintain the data, maps and other information developed in the course of formulating and administering the regional plan, in a form suitable to assure a consistent view of developmental trends and other relevant information for the availability of and use by other agencies of government and by private organizations and individuals concerned.

(i) Where necessary for the realization of the regional plan, the agency may engage in collaborative planning with local governmental jurisdictions located outside the region, but contiguous to its boundaries. In formulating and implementing the regional plan, the agency shall seek the cooperation and consider the recommendations of counties and cities and other agencies of local government, of state and federal agencies, of educational institutions and research organizations, whether public or private, and of civic groups and private persons.

ARTICLE VI. Agency's Powers

(a) The governing body shall adopt all necessary ordinances, rules, and regulations to effectuate the adopted regional plan. Except as otherwise provided in this compact, every such ordinance, rule or regulation shall establish a minimum standard applicable throughout the region. Any political subdivision or public agency may adopt and enforce an equal or higher requirement applicable to the same subject of regulation in its territory. The regulations of the agency shall contain standards including but not limited to the following: water purity and clarity; subdivision; zoning; tree removal; solid waste disposal; sewage disposal; land fills, excavations, cuts and grading; piers, harbors, breakwaters or channels and other shoreline developments; waste disposal in shoreline areas; waste disposal from boats; mobile-home parks; house relocation; outdoor advertising; floodplain protection; soil and sedimentation control; air pollution; and watershed protection. Whenever possible without diminishing the effectiveness of the regional plan, the ordinances, rules, regulations and policies shall be confined to matters which are general and regional in application, leaving to the jurisdiction of the respective states, counties and cities the enactment of specific and local ordinances, rules, regulations and policies which conform to the regional plan.

The agency shall prescribe by ordinance those activities which it has determined will not have substantial effect on the land, water, air, space or
any other natural resources in the region and therefore will be exempt from its review and approval.

Every ordinance adopted by the agency shall be published at least once by title in a newspaper or combination of newspapers whose circulation is general throughout the region. Except an ordinance adopting or amending the regional plan, no ordinance shall become effective until 60 days after its adoption. Immediately after its adoption, a copy of each ordinance shall be transmitted to the governing body of each political subdivision having territory within the region.

(b) No project other than those to be reviewed and approved under the special provisions of subdivisions (d), (e), (f) and (g) may be developed in the region without obtaining the review and approval of the agency and no project may be approved unless it is found to comply with the regional plan and with the ordinances, rules and regulations enacted pursuant to subdivision (a) to effectuate that plan.

The agency may approve a project in the region only after making the written findings required by this subdivision or subdivision (g) of Article V. Such findings shall be based on substantial evidence in the record.

Before adoption by the agency of the ordinances required in subdivision (g) of Article V, the agency may approve a project in the region only after making written findings on the basis of substantial evidence in the record that the project is consistent with the regional plan then in effect and with applicable plans, ordinances, regulations, and standards of federal and state agencies relating to the protection, maintenance and enhancement of environmental quality in the region.

(c) The legislatures of the states of California and Nevada find that in order to make effective the regional plan as revised by the agency, it is necessary to halt temporarily works of development in the region which might otherwise absorb the entire capability of the region for further development or direct it out of harmony with the ultimate plan. Subject to the limitation provided in this subdivision, from the effective date of the amendments to this compact until the regional plan is amended pursuant to subdivision (c) of Article V, or until May 1, 1983, whichever is earlier:

(1) Except as otherwise provided in this paragraph, no new subdivision, planned unit development, or condominium project may be approved unless a complete tentative map or plan has been approved before the effective date of the amendments to this compact by all agencies having jurisdiction. The subdivision of land owned by a general improvement district, which existed and owned the land before the effective date of the amendments to this compact, may be approved if subdivision of the land is necessary to avoid insolvency of the district.

(2) Except as provided in paragraph (3), no apartment building may be erected unless the required permits for such building have been secured from all agencies having jurisdiction, prior to the effective date of the amendments to this compact.
(3) During each of the calendar years 1980, 1981 and 1982, no city or county may issue building permits which authorize the construction of a greater number of new residential units within the region than were authorized within the region by building permits issued by that city or county during the calendar year 1978. For the period of January through April, 1983, building permits authorizing the construction of no more than one-third of that number may be issued by each such city or county. For purposes of this paragraph a "residential unit" means either a single family residence or an individual residential unit within a larger building, such as an apartment building, a duplex or a condominium.

The legislatures find the respective numbers of residential units authorized within the region during the calendar year 1978 to be as follows:

1. City of South Lake Tahoe and El Dorado County (combined) .............................................................. 252
2. Placer County ............................................................... 278
3. Carson City ................................................................. -0-
4. Douglas County .......................................................... 339
5. Washoe County .......................................................... 739

(4) During each of the calendar years 1980, 1981 and 1982, no city or county may issue building permits which authorize construction of a greater square footage of new commercial buildings within the region than were authorized within the region by building permits for commercial purposes issued by that city or county during the calendar year 1978. For the period of January through April, 1983, building permits authorizing the construction of no more than one-third the amount of that square footage may be issued by each such city or county.

The legislatures find the respective square footages of commercial buildings authorized within the region during calendar year 1978 to be as follows:

1. City of South Lake Tahoe and El Dorado County (combined) .............................................................. 64,324
2. Placer County ............................................................... 23,000
3. Carson City ................................................................. -0-
4. Douglas County .......................................................... 57,354
5. Washoe County .......................................................... 50,600

(5) No structure may be erected to house gaming under a nonrestricted license.

(6) No facility for the treatment of sewage may be constructed or enlarged except:

(A) To comply, as ordered by the appropriate state agency for the control of water pollution, with existing limitations of effluent under the Clean Water Act, 33 U.S.C. §§ 1251 et seq., and the applicable state law for control of water pollution;

(B) To accommodate development which is not prohibited or limited by this subdivision; or
(C) In the case of Douglas County Sewer District # 1, to modify or otherwise alter sewage treatment facilities existing on the effective date of the amendments to this compact so that such facilities will be able to treat the total volume of effluent for which they were originally designed, which is 3.0 million gallons per day. Such modification or alteration is not a "project"; is not subject to the requirements of Article VII; and does not require a permit from the agency. Before commencing such modification or alteration, however, the district shall submit to the agency its report identifying any significant soil erosion problems which may be caused by such modifications or alterations and the measures which the district proposes to take to mitigate or avoid such problems.

The moratorium imposed by this subdivision does not apply to work done pursuant to a right vested before the effective date of the amendments to this compact. Notwithstanding the expiration date of the moratorium imposed by this subdivision, no new highway may be built or existing highway widened to accommodate additional continuous lanes for automobiles until the regional transportation plan is revised and adopted.

The moratorium imposed by this subdivision does not apply to the construction of any parking garage which has been approved by the agency prior to May 4, 1979, whether that approval was affirmative or by default. The provisions of this paragraph are not an expression of legislative intent that any such parking garage, the approval of which is the subject of litigation which was pending on the effective date of the amendments to this compact, should or should not be constructed. The provisions of this paragraph are intended solely to permit construction of such a parking garage if a judgment sustaining the agency's approval to construct that parking garage has become final and no appeal is pending or may lawfully be taken to a higher court.

(d) Subject to the final order of any court of competent jurisdiction entered in litigation contesting the validity of an approval by the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency, whether that approval was affirmative or by default, if that litigation was pending on May 4, 1979, the agency and the states of California and Nevada shall recognize as a permitted and conforming use:

(1) Every structure housing gaming under a nonrestricted license which existed as a licensed gaming establishment on May 4, 1979, or whose construction was approved by the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency affirmatively or deemed approved before that date. The construction or use of any structure to house gaming under a nonrestricted license not so existing or approved, or the enlargement in cubic volume of any such existing or approved structure is prohibited.

(2) Every other nonrestricted gaming establishment whose use was seasonal and whose license was issued before May 4, 1979, for the same season and for the number and type of games and slot machines on which taxes or fees were paid in the calendar year 1978.
(3) Gaming conducted pursuant to a restricted gaming license issued before May 4, 1979, to the extent permitted by that license on that date.

The area within any structure housing gaming under a nonrestricted license which may be open to public use (as distinct from that devoted to the private use of guests and exclusive of any parking area) is limited to the area existing or approved for public use on May 4, 1979. Within these limits, any external modification of the structure which requires a permit from a local government also requires approval from the agency. The agency shall not permit restaurants, convention facilities, showrooms or other public areas to be constructed elsewhere in the region outside the structure in order to replace areas existing or approved for public use on May 4, 1979.

(e) Any structure housing licensed gaming may be rebuilt or replaced to a size not to exceed the cubic volume, height and land coverage existing or approved on May 4, 1979, without the review or approval of the agency or any planning or regulatory authority of the State of Nevada whose review or approval would be required for a new structure.

(f) The following provisions apply to any internal or external modification, remodeling, change in use, or repair of a structure housing gaming under a nonrestricted license which is not prohibited by Article VI (d):

1. The agency's review of an external modification of the structure which requires a permit from a local government is limited to determining whether the external modification will do any of the following:
   A. Enlarge the cubic volume of the structure;
   B. Increase the total square footage of area open to or approved for public use on May 4, 1979;
   C. Convert an area devoted to the private use of guests to an area open to public use;
   D. Increase the public area open to public use which is used for gaming beyond the limits contained in paragraph (3); and
   E. Conflict with or be subject to the provisions of any of the agency's ordinances that are generally applicable throughout the region.

The agency shall make this determination within 60 days after the proposal is delivered to the agency in compliance with the agency's rules or regulations governing such delivery unless the applicant has agreed to an extension of this time limit. If an external modification is determined to have any of the effects enumerated in subparagraphs (A) through (C), it is prohibited. If an external modification is determined to have any of the effects enumerated in subparagraph (D) or (E), it is subject to the applicable provisions of this compact. If an external modification is determined to have no such effect, it is not subject to the provisions of this compact.

2. Except as provided in paragraph (3), internal modification, remodeling, change in use or repair of a structure housing gaming under a nonrestricted license is not a project and does not require the review or approval of the agency.
(3) Internal modification, remodeling, change in use or repair of areas open to public use within a structure housing gaming under a nonrestricted license which alone or in combination with any other such modification, remodeling, change in use or repair will increase the total portion of those areas which is actually used for gaming by more than the product of the total base area, as defined below, in square feet existing on or approved before August 4, 1980, multiplied by 15 percent constitutes a project and is subject to all of the provisions of this compact relating to projects. For purposes of this paragraph and the determination required by Article VI (g), base area means all of the area within a structure housing gaming under a nonrestricted license which may be open to public use, whether or not gaming is actually conducted or carried on in that area, except retail stores, convention centers and meeting rooms, administrative offices, kitchens, maintenance and storage areas, rest rooms, engineering and mechanical rooms, accounting rooms and counting rooms.

(g) In order to administer and enforce the provisions of paragraphs (d), (e) and (f) the State of Nevada, through its appropriate planning or regulatory agency, shall require the owner or licensee of a structure housing gaming under a nonrestricted license to provide:

1. Documents containing sufficient information for the Nevada agency to establish the following relative to the structure:
   A. The location of its external walls;
   B. Its total cubic volume;
   C. Within its external walls, the area in square feet open or approved for public use and the area in square feet devoted to or approved for the private use of guests on May 4, 1979;
   D. The amount of surface area of land under the structure; and
   E. The base area as defined in paragraph (f)(3) in square feet existing on or approved before August 4, 1980.

2. An informational report whenever any internal modification, remodeling, change in use, or repair will increase the total portion of the areas open to public use which is used for gaming.

The Nevada agency shall transmit this information to the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency.

(h) Gaming conducted pursuant to a restricted gaming license is exempt from review by the agency if it is incidental to the primary use of the premises.

(i) The provisions of subdivisions (d) and (e) are intended only to limit gaming and related activities as conducted within a gaming establishment, or construction designed to permit the enlargement of such activities, and not to limit any other use of property zoned for commercial use or the accommodation of tourists, as approved by the agency.

(j) Legal actions arising out of or alleging a violation of the provisions of this compact, of the regional plan or of an ordinance or regulation of the
agency or of a permit or a condition of a permit issued by the agency are governed by the following provisions:

(1) This subdivision applies to:

(A) Actions arising out of activities directly undertaken by the agency.

(B) Actions arising out of the issuance to a person of a lease, permit, license or other entitlement for use by the agency.

(C) Actions arising out of any other act or failure to act by any person or public agency.

Such legal actions may be filed and the provisions of this subdivision apply equally in the appropriate courts of California and Nevada and of the United States.

(2) Venue lies:

(A) If a civil or criminal action challenges an activity by the agency or any person which is undertaken or to be undertaken upon a parcel of real property, in the state or federal judicial district where the real property is situated.

(B) If an action challenges an activity which does not involve a specific parcel of land (such as an action challenging an ordinance of the agency), in any state or federal court having jurisdiction within the region.

(3) Any aggrieved person may file an action in an appropriate court of the State of California or Nevada or of the United States alleging noncompliance with the provisions of this compact or with an ordinance or regulation of the agency. In the case of governmental agencies, "aggrieved person" means the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency or any state, federal or local agency. In the case of any person other than a governmental agency who challenges an action of the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency, "aggrieved person" means any person who has appeared, either in person, through an authorized representative, or in writing, before the agency at an appropriate administrative hearing to register objection to the action which is being challenged, or who had good cause for not making such an appearance.

(4) A legal action arising out of the adoption or amendment of the regional plan or of any ordinance or regulation of the agency, or out of the granting or denial of any permit, shall be commenced within 60 days after final action by the agency. All other legal actions shall be commenced within 65 days after discovery of the cause of action.

(5) In any legal action filed pursuant to this subdivision which challenges an adjudicatory act or decision of the agency to approve or disapprove a project, the scope of judicial inquiry shall extend only to whether there was prejudicial abuse of discretion. Prejudicial abuse of discretion is established if the agency has not proceeded in a manner required by law or if the act or decision of the agency was not supported by substantial evidence in light of the whole record. In making such a determination the court shall not exercise its independent judgment on evidence but shall only determine whether the act or decision was supported by substantial evidence in light of the whole record. In any legal action filed pursuant to this subdivision which challenges
a legislative act or decision of the agency (such as the adoption of the regional plan and the enactment of implementing ordinances), the scope of the judicial inquiry shall extend only to the questions of whether the act or decision has been arbitrary, capricious or lacking substantial evidentiary support or whether the agency has failed to proceed in a manner required by law. **In addition, there is a rebuttable presumption that a regional plan adopted, amended, formulated or maintained pursuant to this compact is in conformance with the requirements applicable to this compact, and a party challenging the regional plan has the burden of showing that it is not in conformance with the requirements applicable to this compact.**

(6) The provisions of this subdivision do not apply to any legal proceeding pending on the date when this subdivision becomes effective. Any such legal proceeding shall be conducted and concluded under the provisions of law which were applicable prior to the effective date of this subdivision.

(7) The security required for the issuance of a temporary restraining order or preliminary injunction based upon an alleged violation of this compact or any ordinance, plan, rule or regulation adopted pursuant thereto is governed by the rule or statute applicable to the court in which the action is brought, unless the action is brought by a public agency or political subdivision to enforce its own rules, regulations and ordinances in which case no security shall be required.

(k) The agency shall monitor activities in the region and may bring enforcement actions in the region to ensure compliance with the regional plan and adopted ordinances, rules, regulations and policies. If it is found that the regional plan, or ordinances, rules, regulations and policies are not being enforced by a local jurisdiction, the agency may bring action in a court of competent jurisdiction to ensure compliance.

(l) Any person who violates any provision of this compact or of any ordinance or regulation of the agency or of any condition of approval imposed by the agency is subject to a civil penalty not to exceed $5,000. Any such person is subject to an additional civil penalty not to exceed $5,000 per day, for each day on which such a violation persists. In imposing the penalties authorized by this subdivision, the court shall consider the nature of the violation and shall impose a greater penalty if it was willful or resulted from gross negligence than if it resulted from inadvertence or simple negligence.

(m) The agency is hereby empowered to initiate, negotiate and participate in contracts and agreements among the local governmental authorities of the region, or any other intergovernmental contracts or agreements authorized by state or federal law.

(n) Each intergovernmental contract or agreement shall provide for its own funding and staffing, but this shall not preclude financial contributions from the local authorities concerned or from supplementary sources.
(o) Every record of the agency, whether public or not, shall be open for examination to the Legislature and Controller of the State of California and the legislative auditor of the State of Nevada.

(p) Approval by the agency of any project expires 3 years after the date of final action by the agency or the effective date of the amendments to this compact, whichever is later, unless construction is begun within that time and diligently pursued thereafter, or the use or activity has commenced. In computing the 3-year period any period of time during which the project is the subject of a legal action which delays or renders impossible the diligent pursuit of that project shall not be counted. Any license, permit or certificate issued by the agency which has an expiration date shall be extended by that period of time during which the project is the subject of such legal action as provided in this subdivision.

(q) The governing body shall maintain a current list of real property known to be available for exchange with the United States or with other owners of real property in order to facilitate exchanges of real property by owners of real property in the region.

ARTICLE VII. Environmental Impact Statements

(a) The Tahoe Regional Planning Agency when acting upon matters that have a significant effect on the environment shall:

(1) Utilize a systematic, interdisciplinary approach which will insure the integrated use of the natural and social sciences and the environmental design arts in planning and in decision making which may have an impact on man's environment;

(2) Prepare and consider a detailed environmental impact statement before deciding to approve or carry out any project. The detailed environmental impact statement shall include the following:

(A) The significant environmental impacts of the proposed project;

(B) Any significant adverse environmental effects which cannot be avoided should the project be implemented;

(C) Alternatives to the proposed project;

(D) Mitigation measures which must be implemented to assure meeting standards of the region;

(E) The relationship between local short-term uses of man's environment and the maintenance and enhancement of long-term productivity;

(F) Any significant irreversible and irreplaceable commitments of resources which would be involved in the proposed project should it be implemented; and

(G) The growth-inducing impact of the proposed project;

(3) Study, develop and describe appropriate alternatives to recommended courses of action for any project which involves unresolved conflicts concerning alternative uses of available resources;

(4) Make available to states, counties, municipalities, institutions and individuals, advice and information useful in restoring, maintaining and enhancing the quality of the region's environment; and
(5) Initiate and utilize ecological information in the planning and development of resource-oriented projects.

(b) Prior to completing an environmental impact statement, the agency shall consult with and obtain the comments of any federal, state or local agency which has jurisdiction by law or special expertise with respect to any environmental impact involved. Copies of such statement and the comments and views of the appropriate federal, state and local agencies which are authorized to develop and enforce environmental standards shall be made available to the public and shall accompany the project through the review processes. The public shall be consulted during the environmental impact statement process and views shall be solicited during a public comment period not to be less than 60 days.

(c) Any environmental impact statement required pursuant to this article need not repeat in its entirety any information or data which is relevant to such a statement and is a matter of public record or is generally available to the public, such as information contained in an environmental impact report prepared pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act or a federal environmental impact statement prepared pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969. However, such information or data shall be briefly described in the environmental impact statement and its relationship to the environmental impact statement shall be indicated.

In addition, any person may submit information relative to a proposed project which may be included, in whole or in part, in any environmental impact statement required by this article.

(d) In addition to the written findings specified by agency ordinance to implement the regional plan, the agency shall make either of the following written findings before approving a project for which an environmental impact statement was prepared:

(1) Changes or alterations have been required in or incorporated into such project which avoid or reduce the significant adverse environmental effects to a less than significant level; or

(2) Specific considerations, such as economic, social or technical, make infeasible the mitigation measures or project alternatives discussed in the environmental impact statement on the project.

A separate written finding shall be made for each significant effect identified in the environmental impact statement on the project. All written findings must be supported by substantial evidence in the record.

(e) The agency may charge and collect a reasonable fee from any person proposing a project subject to the provisions of this compact in order to recover the estimated costs incurred by the agency in preparing an environmental impact statement under this article.

(f) The agency shall adopt by ordinance a list of classes of projects which the agency has determined will not have a significant effect on the environment and therefore will be exempt from the requirement for the preparation of an environmental impact statement under this article. Prior to
adopting the list, the agency shall make a written finding supported by substantial evidence in the record that each class of projects will not have a significant effect on the environment.

**ARTICLE VIII. Finances**

(a) On or before September 30 of each calendar year the agency shall establish the amount of money necessary to support its activities for the next succeeding fiscal year commencing July 1 of the following year. The agency shall apportion $75,000 of this amount among the counties within the region on the same ratio to the total sum required as the full cash valuation of taxable property within the region in each county bears to the total full cash valuation of taxable property within the region. In addition, each county within the region in California shall pay $18,750 to the agency and each county within the region in Nevada, including Carson City, shall pay $12,500 to the agency, from any funds available therefor. The State of California and the State of Nevada may pay to the agency by July 1 of each year any additional sums necessary to support the operations of the agency pursuant to this compact. If additional funds are required, the agency shall make a request for the funds to the states of California and Nevada. Requests for state funds must be apportioned two-thirds from California and one-third from Nevada. Money appropriated shall be paid within 30 days.

(b) The agency may fix and collect reasonable fees for any services rendered by it.

(c) The agency shall submit an itemized budget to the states for review with any request for state funds, shall be strictly accountable to any county in the region and the states for all funds paid by them to the agency and shall be strictly accountable to all participating bodies for all receipts and disbursement.

(d) The agency is authorized to receive gifts, donations, subventions, grants, and other financial aids and funds; but the agency may not own land except as provided in subdivision (i) of Article III.

(e) The agency shall not obligate itself beyond the moneys due under this article for its support from the several counties and the states for the current fiscal year, plus any moneys on hand or irrevocably pledged to its support from other sources. No obligation contracted by the agency shall bind either of the party states or any political subdivision thereof.

**ARTICLE IX. Transportation District**

(a) The Tahoe transportation district is hereby established as a special purpose district. The boundaries of the district are coterminous with those of the region.

(b) The business of the district shall be managed by a board of directors consisting of:

(1) One member of the county board of supervisors of each of the counties of El Dorado and Placer who must be appointed by his respective board of supervisors;
(2) One member of the city council of the City of South Lake Tahoe who must be appointed by the city council;

(3) One member each of the board of county commissioners of Douglas County and of Washoe County who must be appointed by his respective board of county commissioners;

(4) One member of the board of supervisors of Carson City who must be appointed by the board of supervisors;

(5) One member of the South Shore Transportation Management Association or its successor organization who must be appointed by the association or its successor organization;

(6) One member of the North Shore Transportation Management Association or its successor organization who must be appointed by the association or its successor organization;

(7) One member of each local transportation district in the region that is authorized by the State of Nevada or the State of California who must be appointed by his respective transportation district;

(8) One member appointed by a majority of the other voting directors who represents a public or private transportation system operating in the region;

(9) The director of the California Department of Transportation; and

(10) The director of the department of transportation of the State of Nevada.

Any entity that appoints a member to the board of directors, the director of the California Department of Transportation or the director of the department of transportation of the State of Nevada may designate an alternate.

(c) Before a local transportation district appoints a member to the board of directors pursuant to paragraph (7) of subdivision (b), the local transportation district must enter into a written agreement with the Tahoe transportation district that sets forth the responsibilities of the districts for the establishment of policies and the management of financial matters, including, but not limited to, the distribution of revenue among the districts.

(d) The directors of the California Department of Transportation and the department of transportation of the State of Nevada, or their designated alternates, serve as nonvoting directors, but shall provide technical and professional advice to the district as necessary and appropriate.

(e) The vote of a majority of the directors must agree to take action. If a majority of votes in favor of an action are not cast, an action of rejection shall be deemed to have been taken.

(f) The Tahoe transportation district may by resolution establish procedures for the adoption of its budgets, the appropriation of its money and the carrying on of its other financial activities. These procedures must conform insofar as is practicable to the procedures for financial administration of the State of California or the State of Nevada or one or more of the local governments in the region.

(g) The Tahoe transportation district may in accordance with the adopted transportation plan:
(1) Own and operate a public transportation system to the exclusion of all other publicly owned transportation systems in the region.

(2) Own and operate support facilities for public and private systems of transportation, including, but not limited to, parking lots, terminals, facilities for maintenance, devices for the collection of revenue and other related equipment.

(3) Acquire or agree to operate upon mutually agreeable terms any publicly or privately owned transportation system or facility within the region.

(4) Hire the employees of existing public transportation systems that are acquired by the district without loss of benefits to the employees, bargain collectively with employee organizations, and extend pension and other collateral benefits to employees.

(5) Contract with private companies to provide supplementary transportation or provide any of the services needed in operating a system of transportation for the region.

(6) Contract with local governments in the region to operate transportation facilities or provide any of the services necessary to operate a system of transportation for the region.

(7) Fix the rates and charges for transportation services provided pursuant to this subdivision.

(8) Issue revenue bonds and other evidence of indebtedness and make other financial arrangements appropriate for developing and operating a public transportation system.

(9) By resolution, determine and propose for adoption a tax for the purpose of obtaining services of the district. The tax proposed must be general and of uniform operation throughout the region, and may not be graduated in any way, except for a sales and use tax. If a sales and use tax is approved by the voters as provided in this paragraph, it may be administered by the states of California and Nevada respectively in accordance with the laws that apply within their respective jurisdictions and must not exceed a rate of 1 percent of the gross receipts from the sale of tangible personal property sold in the district. The district is prohibited from imposing any other tax measured by gross or net receipts on business, an ad valorem tax, a tax or charge that is assessed against people or vehicles as they enter or leave the region, and any tax, direct or indirect, on gaming tables and devices. Any such proposition must be submitted to the voters of the district and shall become effective upon approval of the voters voting on the proposition who reside in the State of California in accordance with the laws that apply within that state and approval of the voters voting on the proposition who reside in the State of Nevada in accordance with the laws that apply within that state. The revenues from any such tax must be used for the service for which it was imposed, and for no other purpose.

(10) Provide service from inside the region to convenient airport, railroad and interstate bus terminals without regard to the boundaries of the region.
(h) The legislatures of the states of California and Nevada may, by substantively identical enactments, amend this article.

**ARTICLE X. Miscellaneous**

(a) It is intended that the provisions of this compact shall be reasonably and liberally construed to effectuate the purposes thereof. Except as provided in subdivision (c), the provisions of this compact shall be severable and if any phrase, clause, sentence or provision of this compact is declared to be contrary to the constitution of any participating state or of the United States or the applicability thereof to any government, agency, person or circumstance is held invalid, the validity of the remainder of this compact and the applicability thereof to any government, agency, person or circumstance shall not be affected thereby. If this compact shall be held contrary to the constitution of any state participating therein, the compact shall remain in full force and effect as to the remaining state and in full force and effect as to the state affected as to all severable matters.

(b) The agency shall have such additional powers and duties as may hereafter be delegated or imposed upon it from time to time by the action of the Legislature of either state concurred in by the Legislature of the other.

(c) A state party to this compact may withdraw therefrom by enacting a statute repealing the compact. Notice of withdrawal shall be communicated officially and in writing to the Governor of the other state and to the agency administrators. This provision is not severable, and if it is held to be unconstitutional or invalid, no other provision of this compact shall be binding upon the State of Nevada or the State of California.

(d) No provision of this compact shall have any effect upon the allocation, distribution or storage of interstate waters or upon any appropriative water right.

**Sec. 2.** NRS 277.207 is hereby amended to read as follows:

277.207  All judicial actions and proceedings in which there may arise a question of the validity of any matter under the provisions of former NRS 277.190 to 277.220, inclusive, shall be advanced as a matter of immediate public interest and concern, and be heard at the earliest practicable moment.

**Sec. 3.** Chapter 278 of NRS is hereby amended by adding thereto a new section to read as follows:

_The Account for the Nevada Tahoe Regional Planning Agency is hereby established in the State General Fund and consists of any money provided by direct legislative appropriation. Money in the Account must be expended for the support of, or paid over directly to, the Agency in whatever amount and manner is directed by each appropriation or provided by law._

**Sec. 4.** NRS 278.024 is hereby amended to read as follows:

278.024  1. In the region of this State for which there has been created by NRS 278.780 to 278.828, inclusive, and section 3 of this act a regional planning agency, the powers conferred by NRS 278.010 to 278.630, inclusive, upon any other authority are subordinate to the powers of such
regional planning agency, and may be exercised only to the extent that their exercise does not conflict with any ordinance or plan adopted by such regional planning agency. The powers conferred by NRS 278.010 to 278.630, inclusive, shall be exercised whenever appropriate in furtherance of a plan adopted by the regional planning agency.

2. Upon the adoption by a regional planning agency created by NRS 278.780 to 278.828, inclusive, and section 3 of this act of any regional plan, any plan adopted pursuant to NRS 278.010 to 278.630, inclusive, shall cease to be effective as to the territory embraced in such regional plan. Each planning commission and governing body whose previously adopted plan is so affected shall, within 90 days after the effective date of the regional plan, initiate any necessary procedure to revise its plan and any related zoning ordinances which affect adjacent territory.

Sec. 5. NRS 278.782 is hereby amended to read as follows:

278.782 As used in NRS 278.780 to 278.828, inclusive, and section 3 of this act, unless the context otherwise requires, the words and terms defined in NRS 278.784 to 278.791, inclusive, have the meanings ascribed to them in those sections.

Sec. 6. NRS 278.792 is hereby amended to read as follows:

278.792 1. The Nevada Tahoe Regional Planning Agency is hereby created as a separate legal entity.

2. The governing body of the Agency consists of seven members as follows:

(a) One member appointed by each of the boards of county commissioners of Douglas and Washoe counties and one member appointed by the Board of Supervisors of Carson City. Any such member may be a member of the board of county commissioners or Board of Supervisors, respectively, and must reside in the territorial jurisdiction of the governmental body making the appointment.

(b) One member appointed by the Governor of Nevada, the Secretary of State of Nevada, or a designee of the Secretary of State, and the Director of the Governor.

(c) The Secretary of State or a designee of the Secretary of State.

(d) The State Forester Firewarden or a designee of the State Forester Firewarden.

(e) The Administrator of the Division of State Lands of the State Department of Conservation and Natural Resources, or a designee of the Administrator.

A member who is appointed or designated pursuant to this paragraph must not be a resident of the region and paragraphs (b) to (e), inclusive, shall represent the public at large within the State of Nevada.

(c) One member appointed for a 1-year term by the six other members. If at least four members are unable to agree upon the selection of a seventh member within 30 days after this section becomes effective or the occurrence of a vacancy, the Governor shall make the appointment. The member
3. If any appointing authority fails to make an appointment within 30 days after the effective date of this section or the occurrence of a vacancy on the governing body, the Governor shall make the appointment.

4. The position of any member of the governing body shall be deemed vacant if the member is absent from three consecutive meetings of the governing body in any calendar year.

5. Each member and employee of the Agency shall disclose his or her economic interests in the region within 10 days after taking the seat on the governing body or being employed by the Agency and shall thereafter disclose any further economic interest which he or she acquires, as soon as feasible after acquiring it. As used in this section, "economic interest" means:

   a. Any business entity operating in the region in which the member has a direct or indirect investment worth more than $1,000;
   b. Any real property located in the region in which the member has a direct or indirect interest worth more than $1,000;
   c. Any source of income attributable to activities in the region, other than loans by or deposits with a commercial lending institution in the regular course of business, aggregating $250 or more in value received by or promised to the member within the preceding 12 months; or
   d. Any business entity operating in the region in which the member is a director, officer, partner, trustee, employee or holds any position of management.

No member or employee of the Agency may make or attempt to influence an Agency decision in which the member or employee knows or has reason to know he or she has a financial interest. Members and employees of the Agency must disqualify themselves from making or participating in the making of any decision of the Agency when it is reasonably foreseeable that the decision will have a material financial effect, distinguishable from its effect on the public generally, on the economic interest of the member or employee.

Sec. 7. NRS 278.794 is hereby amended to read as follows:

278.794 The terms of office of the members of the governing body:

1. For members who are elected state officers, coincide with the member's elected term of office.

2. For members who are appointed or designated, are at the pleasure of the appointing or designating authority in each case, but each appointment and designation must be reviewed no less often than every 4 years.

Sec. 8. NRS 218E.550 is hereby amended to read as follows:

218E.550 As used in NRS 218E.550 to 218E.580, inclusive, unless the context otherwise requires, "Committee" means the Legislative Committee for the Review and Oversight of the Nevada Tahoe Regional Planning Agency and the Marlette Lake Water System created by NRS 218E.555.
Sec. 9. NRS 218E.555 is hereby amended to read as follows:
218E.555 1. There is hereby created the Legislative Committee for the Review and Oversight of the Nevada Tahoe Regional Planning Agency and the Marlette Lake Water System consisting of three members of the Senate and three members of the Assembly, appointed by the Legislative Commission with appropriate regard for their experience with and knowledge of matters relating to the management of natural resources. The members must be appointed to provide representation from the various geographical regions of the State.
2. The Legislative Commission shall review and approve the budget and work program for the Committee and any changes to the budget or work program.
3. The members of the Committee shall elect a Chair from one House of the Legislature and a Vice Chair from the other House. Each Chair and Vice Chair holds office for a term of 2 years commencing on July 1 of each odd-numbered year.
4. Any member of the Committee who is not a candidate for reelection or who is defeated for reelection continues to serve after the general election until the next regular or special session of the Legislature convenes.
5. Vacancies on the Committee must be filled in the same manner as original appointments.
6. The Committee shall report annually to the Legislative Commission concerning its activities and any recommendations.

Sec. 10. NRS 218E.565 is hereby amended to read as follows:
218E.565 The Committee shall:
1. Provide appropriate review and oversight of the Nevada Tahoe Regional Planning Agency and the Marlette Lake Water System;
2. Review the budget, programs, activities, responsiveness and accountability of the Nevada Tahoe Regional Planning Agency and the Marlette Lake Water System in such a manner as deemed necessary and appropriate by the Committee; and
3. Study the role, authority and activities of:
   (a) The Nevada Tahoe Regional Planning Agency regarding the Lake Tahoe Basin; and
   (b) The Marlette Lake Water System regarding Marlette Lake.
4. Continue to communicate with members of the Legislature of the State of California to achieve the goals set forth in the Tahoe Regional Planning Compact.

Sec. 11. NRS 321.5952 is hereby amended to read as follows:
321.5952 The Legislature hereby finds and declares that:
1. The Lake Tahoe Basin exhibits unique environmental and ecological conditions that are irreplaceable.
2. Certain of the unique environmental and ecological conditions exhibited within the Lake Tahoe Basin, such as the clarity of the water in Lake Tahoe, are diminishing at an alarming rate.
3. This State has a compelling interest in preserving, protecting, restoring and enhancing the natural environment of the Lake Tahoe Basin.

4. The preservation, protection, restoration and enhancement of the natural environment of the Lake Tahoe Basin is a matter of such significance that it must be carried out on a continual basis.

5. It is in the best interest of this State to grant to the Division continuing authority to carry out programs to preserve, protect, restore and enhance the natural environment of the Lake Tahoe Basin.

6. The powers and duties set forth in NRS 321.5952 to 321.5957, inclusive, are intended to be exercised by the Division in a manner that complements and does not duplicate the activities of the Nevada Tahoe Regional Planning Agency.

Sec. 12. NRS 445B.830 is hereby amended to read as follows:

445B.830 1. In areas of the State where and when a program is commenced pursuant to NRS 445B.770 to 445B.815, inclusive, the following fees must be paid to the Department of Motor Vehicles and accounted for in the Pollution Control Account, which is hereby created in the State General Fund:

(a) For the issuance and annual renewal of a license for an authorized inspection station, authorized maintenance station, authorized station or fleet station.................................................................$25
(b) For each set of 25 forms certifying emission control compliance...........................................................................................................150
(c) For each form issued to a fleet station.................................................................6

2. Except as otherwise provided in subsections 6, 7 and 8, and after deduction of the amounts distributed pursuant to subsection 4, money in the Pollution Control Account may, pursuant to legislative appropriation or with the approval of the Interim Finance Committee, be expended by the following agencies in the following order of priority:

(a) The Department of Motor Vehicles to carry out the provisions of NRS 445B.770 to 445B.845, inclusive.
(b) The State Department of Conservation and Natural Resources to carry out the provisions of this chapter.
(c) The State Department of Agriculture to carry out the provisions of NRS 590.010 to 590.150, inclusive.
(d) Local governmental agencies in nonattainment or maintenance areas for an air pollutant for which air quality criteria have been issued pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 7408, for programs related to the improvement of the quality of the air.
(e) The Nevada Tahoe Regional Planning Agency to carry out the provisions of NRS 277.200 278.780 to 278.828, inclusive, and section 3 of this act with respect to the preservation and improvement of air quality in the Lake Tahoe Basin.

3. The Department of Motor Vehicles may prescribe by regulation routine fees for inspection at the prevailing shop labor rate, including,
without limitation, maximum charges for those fees, and for the posting of those fees in a conspicuous place at an authorized inspection station or authorized station.

4. The Department of Motor Vehicles shall make quarterly distributions of money in the Pollution Control Account to local governmental agencies in nonattainment or maintenance areas for an air pollutant for which air quality criteria have been issued pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 7408. The distributions of money made to agencies in a county pursuant to this subsection must be made from an amount of money in the Pollution Control Account that is equal to one-sixth of the amount received for each form issued in the county pursuant to subsection 1.

5. Each local governmental agency that receives money pursuant to subsection 4 shall, not later than 45 days after the end of the fiscal year in which the money is received, submit to the Director of the Legislative Counsel Bureau for transmittal to the Interim Finance Committee a report on the use of the money received.

6. The Department of Motor Vehicles shall by regulation establish a program to award grants of money in the Pollution Control Account to local governmental agencies in nonattainment or maintenance areas for an air pollutant for which air quality criteria have been issued pursuant to 42 U.S.C § 7408, for programs related to the improvement of the quality of the air. The grants to agencies in a county pursuant to this subsection must be made from any excess money in the Pollution Control Account. As used in this subsection, "excess money" means the money in excess of $1,000,000 remaining in the Pollution Control Account at the end of the fiscal year, after deduction of the amounts distributed pursuant to subsection 4 and any disbursements made from the Account pursuant to subsection 2.

7. Any regulations adopted pursuant to subsection 6 must provide for the creation of an advisory committee consisting of representatives of state and local agencies involved in the control of emissions from motor vehicles. The committee shall:
   (a) Review applications for grants and make recommendations for their approval, rejection or modification;
   (b) Establish goals and objectives for the program for control of emissions from motor vehicles;
   (c) Identify areas where funding should be made available; and
   (d) Review and make recommendations concerning regulations adopted pursuant to subsection 6 or NRS 445B.770.

8. Grants proposed pursuant to subsections 6 and 7 must be submitted to the appropriate deputy director of the Department of Motor Vehicles and the Administrator of the Division of Environmental Protection of the State Department of Conservation and Natural Resources. Proposed grants approved by the appropriate deputy director and the Administrator must not be awarded until approved by the Interim Finance Committee.

Sec. 13. NRS 528.150 is hereby amended to read as follows:
528.150 1. On or before January 1 of each year, the State Forester Firewarden shall, in coordination and cooperation with the Nevada Tahoe Regional Planning Agency and the fire chiefs within the Lake Tahoe Basin, submit a report concerning fire prevention and forest health in the Nevada portion of the Lake Tahoe Basin to:

(a) The Legislative Committee for the Review and Oversight of the Nevada Tahoe Regional Planning Agency and Marlette Lake Water System created by NRS 218E.555 and to the Director of the Legislative Counsel Bureau for transmittal to the Legislature;

(b) The Governor;

(c) The Nevada Tahoe Regional Planning Agency; and

(d) Each United States Senator and Representative in Congress who is elected to represent the State of Nevada.

2. The report submitted by the State Forester Firewarden pursuant to subsection 1 must address, without limitation:

(a) The status of:

(1) The implementation of plans for the prevention of fires in the Nevada portion of the Lake Tahoe Basin, including, without limitation, plans relating to the reduction of fuel for fires;

(2) Efforts concerning forest restoration in the Nevada portion of the Lake Tahoe Basin; and

(3) Efforts concerning rehabilitation of vegetation, if any, as a result of fire in the Nevada portion of the Lake Tahoe Basin.

(b) Compliance with:

(1) The goals and policies for fire prevention and forest health in the Nevada portion of the Lake Tahoe Basin; and

(2) Any recommendations concerning fire prevention or public safety made by any fire department or fire protection district in the Nevada portion of the Lake Tahoe Basin.

(c) Any efforts to:

(1) Increase public awareness in the Nevada portion of the Lake Tahoe Basin regarding fire prevention and public safety; and

(2) Coordinate with other federal, state, local and private entities with regard to projects to reduce fire hazards in the Nevada portion of the Lake Tahoe Basin.

Sec. 14. NRS 540A.030 is hereby amended to read as follows:

540A.030  1. In each county to which this chapter applies, except as otherwise provided in subsections 2 and 3, the region within which water is to be managed, and with respect to which plans for its use are to be made, pursuant to this chapter is the entire county except:

(a) Any land within the region defined by NRS 277.200, the Tahoe Regional Planning Compact; and

(b) Lands located within any Indian reservation or Indian colony which are held in trust by the United States.
2. The board may exclude from the region any land which it determines is unsuitable for inclusion because of its remoteness from the sources of supply managed pursuant to this chapter or because it lies within a separate hydrologic basin neither affecting nor affected by conditions within the remainder of the region.

3. The board may include within the region an area otherwise excluded if it finds that the land requires alleviation of the effect of flooding or drainage of storm waters or another benefit from planning or management performed in the region.

Sec. 15. Section 1 of The Lake Tahoe Basin Act of 1993, being chapter 355, Statutes of Nevada 1993, at page 1152, is hereby amended to read as follows:

Section 1. Program to mitigate environmentally detrimental effects of land coverage: Establishment; authority of state land registrar.

1. The Division of State Lands of the State Department of Conservation and Natural Resources shall, within the limits of available money, establish a program to mitigate the environmentally detrimental effects of land coverage in the Lake Tahoe Basin.

2. In carrying out the program the Division may, as the State Land Registrar deems appropriate regarding particular parcels of land:
   (a) Acquire by donation, purchase or exchange real property or any interest in real property in the Lake Tahoe Basin.
   (b) Transfer by sale, lease or exchange real property or any interest in real property in the Lake Tahoe Basin.
   (c) Eliminate land coverage on real property acquired pursuant to paragraph (a).
   (d) Eliminate, or mitigate the effects of, features or conditions of real property acquired pursuant to paragraph (a) which are detrimental to the environment of the Lake Tahoe Basin.
   (e) Retire or otherwise terminate rights to place land coverage on real property in the Lake Tahoe Basin.

3. Any acquisition of real property or any interest in real property made pursuant to this section must first be approved by the State Board of Examiners. The price of the acquisition must be based on the fair market value of the property or interest as determined by a qualified appraiser.

4. The State Land Registrar may transfer real property or any interest in real property acquired pursuant to this section:
   (a) To state and federal agencies, local governments and nonprofit organizations for such consideration as the State Land Registrar deems to be reasonable and in the interest of the general public.
   (b) To other persons for a price that is not less than the fair market value of the real property or interest as determined by a qualified appraiser.
5. Before any real property or an interest in real property is transferred pursuant to this section, a declaration of restrictions or deed restrictions must be recorded as required by the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency to ensure that rights to place land coverage on real property are retired or otherwise terminated.

6. The State Land Registrar shall report quarterly to the State Board of Examiners regarding the real property or interests in real property transferred pursuant to this section.

7. As used in this section, "land coverage" means any covering over the natural surface of the ground that prevents water from percolating into the ground.

Sec. 16. Section 22 of the Western Regional Water Commission Act, being chapter 531, Statutes of Nevada 2007, at page 3289, is hereby amended to read as follows:

Sec. 22. Planning area: Boundaries; exclusions; exceptions.

1. The planning area in which plans for the use, management and conservation of water are to be made, pursuant to this act, is the entire area within the boundaries of Washoe County except:
   (a) Any land within the region defined by NRS 277.200, the Tahoe Regional Planning Compact, 278.790;
   (b) Land located within any Indian reservation or Indian colony which is held in trust by the United States;
   (c) Land located within the Gerlach General Improvement District or its successor created pursuant to chapter 318 of NRS;
   (d) Land located within the following administrative groundwater basins established by the United States Geological Survey and the Division of Water Resources of the State Department of Conservation and Natural Resources:
      (1) Basin 22 (San Emidio Desert);
      (2) Basin 23 (Granite Basin); and
      (3) Basin 24 (Hualapai Flat); and
   (e) Any land excluded by the Board pursuant to subsection 2 and not otherwise included pursuant to subsection 3.

2. The Board may exclude from the planning area any land which it determines is unsuitable for inclusion because of its remoteness from the water supplies which are the subject of the Comprehensive Plan or because it lies within a separate hydrologic basin neither affecting nor affected by conditions within the remainder of the planning area.

3. The Board may include within the planning area any land otherwise excluded pursuant to subsection 2 if it finds that the land requires alleviation of the effect of flooding or drainage of storm waters or requires another benefit from planning or management performed in the planning area.
Sec. 17. Section 24 of chapter 574, Statutes of Nevada 1979, at page 1134, is hereby amended to read as follows:

Sec. 24. 1. This section shall become effective upon passage and approval.

2. All other sections of this act shall become effective upon proclamation:

(a) Withdrawal from the Tahoe Regional Planning Compact by the State of Nevada; or

(b) Proclamation by the governor of a withdrawal from the Tahoe Regional Planning Compact by the State of California or of his finding that the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency has become unable, for lack of money or for any other reason, to perform its duties or to exercise its powers as provided in the compact, whichever is earlier.

Sec. 17.3. Section 3 of chapter 22, Statutes of Nevada 1987, at page 53, is hereby amended to read as follows:

Sec. 3. Except as otherwise provided in this section, this act becomes effective upon passage and approval. This act does not become effective unless the contingent events described in section 2 of this act have occurred before January 1, 2011.

Sec. 17.7. Section 4 of chapter 311, Statutes of Nevada 1997, at page 1170, is hereby amended to read as follows:

Sec. 4. 1. This section and section 3 of this act become effective upon passage and approval.

2. Section 1 of this act:

(a) Becomes effective upon proclamation by the governor of this state of the enactment by the State of California of amendments that are substantially identical to the amendments to the Tahoe Regional Planning Compact contained in section 1 of this act, unless the amendments proposed to the Tahoe Regional Planning Compact by chapter 22, Statutes of Nevada 1987, at page 28, have been approved by the Congress of the United States before the governor issues his proclamation; and

(b) Expires by limitation upon approval by the Congress of the United States of the amendments proposed to the Tahoe Regional Planning Compact by chapter 22, Statutes of Nevada 1987, at page 28.

3. Section 2 of this act becomes effective upon proclamation by the governor of this state of:

(a) The enactment by the State of California of amendments that are substantially identical to the amendments to the Tahoe Regional Planning Compact contained in section 2 of this act; and

(b) The approval by the Congress of the United States of the amendments proposed to the Tahoe Regional Planning Compact by chapter 22, Statutes of Nevada 1987, at page 28.
Sec. 18. 1. NRS 244.153, 266.263, 267.123, 268.099, 269.123, 277.190, 277.200, 277.210, 277.215, 278.025, 278.826, 309.385 and 318.103 are hereby repealed.

2. Sections 1 and 2 of chapter 442, Statutes of Nevada 1985, at pages 1257 and 1258, respectively, are hereby repealed.

3. NRS 277.220 is repealed effective upon:
   (a) Payment of all of the outstanding obligations of the Account for the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency created by NRS 277.220; and
   (b) Transfer of the remaining balance, if any, in the Account for the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency to the Account for the Nevada Tahoe Regional Planning Agency created by section 3 of this act, as required by section 21 of this act.

Sec. 19. Except as otherwise provided in NRS 278.792 as amended by section 6 of this act, the governing body, officers, advisory planning commission, executive officer, staff and legal counsel elected or appointed pursuant to NRS 278.780 to 278.828, inclusive, shall remain in their respective offices with the Nevada Tahoe Regional Planning Agency after the withdrawal of the State of Nevada from the Tahoe Regional Planning Compact and until the expiration of their terms, termination by the appointing authority or forfeiture of office.

Sec. 19.5. 1. With respect to any approval or permit for a project that was given or issued, as applicable, by the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency before the date on which the State of Nevada withdraws from the Tahoe Regional Planning Compact:
   (a) The permit or approval remains valid after that date; and
   (b) The Nevada Tahoe Regional Planning Agency shall assume the responsibility of enforcing the conditions, if any, of the approval or permit.

2. With respect to any application that was pending before the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency on the date on which the State of Nevada withdraws from the Tahoe Regional Planning Compact, the Nevada Tahoe Regional Planning Agency shall process the application without requiring any new or additional filings or submissions.

Sec. 20. To protect the legal rights and interests of the State of Nevada and the Nevada Tahoe Regional Planning Agency, the Attorney General shall, as expeditiously as possible, cause appropriate legal action to be taken to resolve, settle or terminate any proposed or pending litigation:

1. In which the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency is a party; and

2. Which involves the rights, interests, obligations or liabilities of the State of Nevada, residents of this State or the Nevada Tahoe Regional Planning Agency.

Sec. 21. As soon as practicable after the date on which the State of Nevada withdraws from the Tahoe Regional Planning Compact:

1. Any unexpended balance appropriated by the State of Nevada to, and under the control of, the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency; and
2. After the payment of any outstanding obligations pursuant to subsection 3 of section 18 of this act, any balance remaining in the Account for the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency created by NRS 277.220, must be transferred to the Account for the Nevada Tahoe Regional Planning Agency created by section 3 of this act.

Sec. 22. As soon as practicable after the date on which the State of Nevada withdraws from the Tahoe Regional Planning Compact, the governing body of the Nevada Tahoe Regional Planning Agency shall:

1. Adopt a regional plan pursuant to its authority set forth in NRS 278.8111.

2. Adopt all necessary ordinances, rules, regulations and policies to effectuate the adopted regional plan pursuant to its authority set forth in NRS 278.813.

Sec. 22.5. 1. In addition to exercising the powers and performing the duties set forth in NRS 218E.550 to 218E.580, inclusive, the Committee shall hold hearings on, and prepare for the Legislature a report concerning, the following matters:

(a) The proposed organization and staffing of the Nevada Tahoe Regional Planning Agency which would be necessary for that entity to assume the powers and duties of the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency for the portion of the Lake Tahoe Basin within the State of Nevada.

(b) A proposed schedule for the Nevada Tahoe Regional Planning Agency to adopt a regional plan and ordinances as necessary for that entity to assume the powers and duties of the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency for the portion of the Lake Tahoe Basin within the State of Nevada.

(c) The proposed annual budget, including, without limitation, estimated legal expenses, of the Nevada Tahoe Regional Planning Agency which would be necessary for that entity to assume the powers and duties of the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency for the portion of the Lake Tahoe Basin within the State of Nevada.

(d) An assessment of any potential:

(1) Consequences, including, without limitation, legal consequences, transportation consequences, moratoria on permitting and potential impacts to the economy which would likely occur; and

(2) Legal expenses, including, without limitation, litigation expenses, which would likely be incurred, in the event that the State of Nevada withdraws from the Tahoe Regional Planning Compact.

(e) Progress of the governing board of the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency toward amending or otherwise revising the regional plan described in the Tahoe Regional Planning Compact to include, without limitation:

(1) Delegation of appropriate planning matters to local, state and federal governmental entities as may be allowed by law; and
(2) Concurrence from the Executive Branches of State Government of the States of Nevada and California with respect to guiding principles and a schedule for amending the regional plan.

(f) [Progress toward approving the amendments. An analysis of any changes necessary to the Tahoe Regional Planning Compact set forth in section 1.5 of this act, including, without limitation:]

(1) Potential changes to the voting structure of the governing body of the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency;

(2) Potential changes that will allow the regional plan to consider economic issues; and

(3) Potential changes to the procedures for legal actions against the governing body of the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency.

2. On or before December 31, 2012, the Committee shall submit the report described in subsection 1 to the Director of the Legislative Counsel Bureau for transmission to the 77th Session of the Nevada Legislature.

3. The Committee shall determine whether the State of Nevada should remain a party to the Tahoe Regional Planning Compact. If the Committee so determines, the Committee shall forward a bill draft request that would repeal section 1 and other related sections of this act to the Director of the Legislative Counsel Bureau for transmission to the 77th Session of the Nevada Legislature. The Committee may also consider submitting one or more additional bill draft requests that contain:

(a) Recommendations for changes to the Tahoe Regional Planning Compact deemed to be necessary by the Committee; and

(b) Any other changes to law relating to the Tahoe Regional Planning Compact deemed to be necessary by the Committee.

4. The Committee shall consider any ongoing discussions with California, the Federal Government and any other interested parties in evaluating potential changes to the Tahoe Regional Planning Compact.

5. The Committee shall vote to appoint a delegation from among its members, consisting of one member of the Senate and two members of the Assembly, representing at least one member from each party. The delegation must be tasked with discussing possible changes to the Tahoe Regional Planning Compact with a like delegation from the California Legislature. The delegation must submit a report of its findings to the Committee not later than the final date on which the Committee will meet.

6. As used in this section, "Committee" means the Legislative Committee for the Review and Oversight of the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency and the Marlette Lake Water System created by NRS 218E.555.

Sec. 23. 1. The Secretary of State shall transmit:

(a) A certified copy of this act to:

(1) The Governor of the State of California; and

(2) The governing body of the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency.
(b) Two certified copies of this act to the Secretary of State of California for delivery to the respective Houses of its Legislature.

2. The Director of the Legislative Counsel Bureau shall transmit copies of section 1.5 of this act to each public officer, agency or other entity that he or she deems appropriate.

3. The Governor of this State, as soon as:
   (a) The State of California has enacted amendments that are substantially identical to the amendments to the Tahoe Regional Planning Compact contained in section 1.5 of this act; and
   (b) The amendments have been approved pursuant to Public Law 96-551, shall proclaim that the compact has been amended as provided in this act.

Sec. 23.5. If all of the events described in subsection 4 of section 25 of this act have not yet taken place as of July 1, 2014, 2015, the Governor, on or after that date, but before October 1, 2015:

1. Shall assess whether it is likely that all of the events described in subsection 4 of section 25 of this act will take place in the reasonably foreseeable future; and

2. May, if the Governor determines it is likely that all of the events described in subsection 4 of section 25 of this act will take place in the reasonably foreseeable future, issue a proclamation to that effect. If the Governor issues the proclamation described in this subsection, sections 1, 2 to 22, inclusive, and 24 of this act must not become effective until October 1, 2017.

Sec. 24. The Legislative Counsel shall:

1. In preparing the reprint and supplements to the Nevada Revised Statutes, appropriately change any references to an officer, agency or other entity whose name is changed or whose responsibilities are transferred pursuant to the provisions of this act to refer to the appropriate officer, agency or other entity.

2. In preparing supplements to the Nevada Administrative Code, appropriately change any references to an officer, agency or other entity whose name is changed or whose responsibilities are transferred pursuant to the provisions of this act to refer to the appropriate officer, agency or other entity.

Sec. 25. 1. This section and sections 17.3, 17.7, 22.5, 23 and 23.5 of this act become effective upon passage and approval.

2. Section 22.5 of this act expires by limitation on January 1, 2013.

3. Section 1.5 of this act becomes effective upon proclamation by the Governor of this State of:
   (a) The enactment by the State of California of amendments that are substantially identical to the amendments to the Tahoe Regional Planning Compact contained in section 1.5 of this act; and
   (b) The approval of the amendments to the Tahoe Regional Planning Compact contained in section 1.5 of this act pursuant to Public Law 96-551.
4. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 5, sections 1, 2 to 22, inclusive, and 24 of this act become effective on October 1, 2014, unless, by that date, all of the following events have occurred:

(a) The State of California has enacted amendments that are substantially identical to the amendments to the Tahoe Regional Planning Compact contained in section 1.5 of this act;

(b) The amendments to the Tahoe Regional Planning Compact contained in section 1.5 of this act have been approved pursuant to Public Law 96-551; and

(c) The governing board of the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency has adopted an update to the 1987 Regional Plan.

5. In the event that the Governor of this State issues a proclamation pursuant to section 23.5 of this act, sections 1, 2 to 22, inclusive, and 24 of this act become effective on October 1, 2017.

LEADLINES OF REPEALED SECTIONS OF NRS AND TEXT OF REPEALED SECTIONS OF STATUTES OF NEVADA

244.153  Public works: County's powers subordinate to powers of regional planning agency.

266.263  Public works: City's powers subordinate to powers of regional planning agency.

267.123  Public works: City's powers subordinate to powers of regional planning agency.

268.099  City's powers subordinate to powers of regional planning agency.

269.123  Town's powers subordinate to powers of regional planning agency.

277.190  Enactment of Tahoe Regional Planning Compact.

277.200  Text of Compact. [Effective until approval by the Congress of the United States of the proposed amendments of 1987 or until proclamation by the Governor of this State that the State of California has enacted amendments substantially similar to the amendments approved in 1997 by the Legislature of this State.]

277.210  Conflict of interest of member of governing body; penalties.

277.215  Violation of certain provisions of Code of Ordinances of Tahoe Regional Planning Agency: Peace officer authorized to take various actions; reporting of name and address of violator; exception.

277.220  Account for Tahoe Regional Planning Agency: Creation; source and use of money.

278.025  Powers of regional planning agency created by interstate compact.

278.826  Assumption of powers and duties by Agency. [Effective upon proclamation by Governor of withdrawal of California from Tahoe Regional Planning Compact or of finding by Governor that the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency has become unable to perform its duties or exercise its powers.]
309.385  Powers of district concerning location and construction of improvements subordinate to powers of regional planning agency.

318.103  Powers of district concerning location and construction of improvements subordinate to powers of regional planning agency.

Section 1 of chapter 442, Statutes of Nevada 1985, page 1257:

Section 1.  NRS 278.792 is hereby amended to read as follows:

278.792  1.  The Nevada Tahoe regional planning agency is hereby created as a separate legal entity.

2.  The governing body of the agency consists of:

(a) One member appointed by each of the boards of county commissioners of Douglas and Washoe counties and one member appointed by the board of supervisors of Carson City. Any such member may be a member of the board of county commissioners or board of supervisors, respectively, and must reside in the territorial jurisdiction of the governmental body making the appointment.

(b) Two members appointed by the governor of Nevada, the secretary of state of Nevada or his designee, and the director of the state department of conservation and natural resources of Nevada or his designee. A member who is appointed or designated pursuant to this paragraph must not be a resident of the region and shall represent the public at large within the State of Nevada.

(c) One member appointed for a 1-year term by the six other members. If at least four members are unable to agree upon the selection of a seventh member within 30 days after this section becomes effective or the occurrence of a vacancy, the governor shall make the appointment. The member appointed pursuant to this paragraph may but is not required to be a resident of the region.

(c) One member appointed by the speaker of the assembly, and one member appointed by the majority leader of the senate, of this state.

3.  If any appointing authority fails to make an appointment within 30 days after the effective date of this section or the occurrence of a vacancy on the governing body, the governor shall make the appointment.

4.  The position of any member of the governing body shall be deemed vacant if the member is absent from three consecutive meetings of the governing body in any calendar year.

5.  Each member and employee of the agency shall disclose his economic interests in the region within 10 days after taking his seat on the governing body or being employed by the agency and shall thereafter disclose any further economic interest which he acquires, as soon as feasible after he acquires it. As used in this section, "economic interest" means:
(a) Any business entity operating in the region in which the member has a direct or indirect investment worth more than $1,000;
(b) Any real property located in the region in which the member has a direct or indirect interest worth more than $1,000;
(c) Any source of income attributable to activities in the region, other than loans by or deposits with a commercial lending institution in the regular course of business, aggregating $250 or more in value received by or promised to the member within the preceding 12 months; or
(d) Any business entity operating in the region in which the member is a director, officer, partner, trustee, employee or holds any position of management.

No member or employee of the agency may make or attempt to influence an agency decision a decision of the agency in which he knows or has reason to know he has a financial interest. Members and employees of the agency must disqualify themselves from making or participating in the making of any decision of the agency when it is reasonably foreseeable that the decision will have a material financial effect, distinguishable from its effect on the public generally, on the economic interest of the member or employee.

Section 2 of chapter 442, Statutes of Nevada 1985, page 1258:

Sec. 2. 1. This section becomes effective upon passage and approval.
2. All other sections of this act become effective 1 minute after a proclamation by the governor of the amendment of Article III(a)(2) of the Tahoe Regional Planning Compact as proposed by Assembly Bill No. 433 of this session.

Senator Lee moved that the Senate concur in the Assembly amendment to Senate Bill No. 271.
Motion carried by a constitutional majority.
Bill ordered enrolled.

REPORTS OF CONFERENCE COMMITTEES

Mr. President:
The Conference Committee concerning Assembly Bill No. 376, consisting of the undersigned members, has met and reports that:

It has agreed to recommend that Amendment No. 632 of the Senate be concurred in.
It has agreed to recommend that the bill be further amended as set forth in Conference Amendment No. 23, which is attached to and hereby made a part of this report.

"SUMMARY—Makes various changes regarding the financing of certain local improvements with revenue pledged from sales and use taxes; local governmental administration. (BDR 21-148)"

"AN ACT relating to tourism improvement districts; local governmental administration; authorizing certain local governments to impose a surcharge for the improvement and maintenance of certain publicly owned facilities; making various changes regarding the financing of certain local improvements with revenue pledged from sales and use taxes; providing a procedure for the selection of subcontractors on certain contracts; authorizing the
imposition of a surcharge in certain counties on the amount charged for any items or services related to a minor league baseball stadium project; revising provisions regarding the establishment and maintenance of a reserve account for payment of the outstanding bonds of a school district; requiring certain plans relating to the water reclamation facility of the City of North Las Vegas; and providing other matters properly relating thereto."

Legislative Counsel's Digest:

Section 1 of this bill authorizes the governing body of a city whose population is 220,000 or more in a county whose population is 100,000 or more but less than 700,000 (currently the City of Reno) to create by ordinance a district to finance capital projects necessary to improve and maintain publicly owned facilities for tourism and entertainment. Section 1 requires that the ordinance creating such a district impose a surcharge of $2 on the per night charge for the rental of a room in a hotel in the district that holds a nonrestricted gaming license. Section 1 also provides that the proceeds of the surcharge be used only for the cost of improving and maintaining publicly owned facilities for tourism and entertainment in the district or within 1 mile outside the boundaries of the district, except for a minor league baseball stadium project.

Existing law authorizes the governing body of any city or county to create a tourism improvement district (TID) and to pledge revenue from several sales and use taxes imposed in that district to finance certain projects within the district. The projects may be owned by the municipality, another governmental entity or any person and may be financed through the issuance of bonds or the entry into agreements for the reimbursement of the costs of the projects. (Chapter 271A of NRS) Section [2] 4 of this bill requires the independent auditing of claims made under agreements to provide such financing. Section [4] 4 also prohibits the use of such financing, with respect to a TID created on or after July 1, 2011, to pay various fees and costs and for the relocation within the TID of a retailer from another location within 3 miles outside of the boundary of the TID, and excludes the use for such financing of the tax revenue from such a retailer. Section [4] 5 of this bill prohibits the provision of such financing to certain governmental entities if a nongovernmental entity obtained any of the original financing in the TID, and prohibits such financing, without the consent of the entities which obtained the original financing in the TID, to an entity that did not obtain any of the original financing in the TID. Section [5] 6 of this bill requires a municipality that creates a TID to prepare and submit to the Legislature annual reports regarding the TID, and requires the Department of Taxation to prepare and submit to the Legislature and the municipality semiannual reports regarding businesses within a TID. Section [6] 2 of this bill applies the prevailing wage provisions applicable to public works to construction contracts for financed projects within a TID to the same extent as if the contracts were awarded by the municipality and the projects constituted public works.

Existing law does not allow the creation of a TID unless the pertinent governing body makes a written finding at a public hearing, based upon reports from independent consultants, as to whether the proposed project and financing will have a positive fiscal effect on the provision of local governmental services. (NRS 271A.080) Section [7] 7 of this bill requires the selection of those independent consultants from a list provided by the Commission on Tourism.

Existing law authorizes the board of county commissioners of a county whose population is 100,000 or more but less than 400,000 (currently Washoe County) to acquire, lease, improve, equip, operate and maintain within the county a minor league baseball stadium project and to create a stadium authority to operate the project. Section 10 of this bill authorizes the stadium authority to recommend the imposition of a surcharge on the amount charged for any items or services related to such a project. If the surcharge is approved by a two-thirds majority vote of the governing body of the city in which the project is located, section 10 provides for the use of the proceeds of the surcharge. Section 10 also revises the membership of a stadium authority which operates such a project.
Under existing law, the board of trustees of a school district may issue certain general obligation bonds. At the time the bonds are issued, the board of trustees must establish in its debt service fund a reserve account for payment of the outstanding bonds of the school district. (NRS 350.020) Section 12 of this bill changes the amount of the reserves required to 10 percent of the outstanding principal or 25 percent, for larger counties, and 50 percent, for smaller counties, of the amount of principal and interest payments due on all outstanding bonds of the school district in the next fiscal year, whichever is less.

Section 15 of this bill requires the City of North Las Vegas to develop certain plans relating to its water reclamation facility.

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEVADA, REPRESENTED IN SENATE AND ASSEMBLY, DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS:

Section 1. Chapter 268 of NRS is hereby amended by adding thereto a new section to read as follows:

1. The governing body of a city whose population is 220,000 or more in a county whose population is 100,000 or more but less than 700,000 may by ordinance create a district to finance capital projects necessary to improve and maintain publicly owned facilities for tourism and entertainment. Such an ordinance must be approved by a two-thirds majority of the members of the governing body.

2. The boundaries of a district created pursuant to subsection 1 must be as prescribed by the governing body in the ordinance creating the district, except that the boundaries must include only property that is located in or within 4 city blocks, as determined by the governing body, of a district described in NRS 268.780 to 268.785, inclusive.

3. An ordinance enacted pursuant to subsection 1 must impose a surcharge of $2 on the per night charge for the rental of a room in a hotel in the district that holds a nonrestricted gaming license. The surcharge must not be applied for any time during which the room is provided to a guest free of charge.

4. The proceeds of the surcharge imposed pursuant to this section must be retained by the city and must be used by the city solely to pay the cost of improving and maintaining publicly owned facilities for tourism and entertainment in the district or within 1 mile outside the boundaries of the district, except for a minor league baseball stadium project as defined in NRS 244A.0344. The proceeds of the surcharge must not be transferred to any other fund or account or used for any other purpose.

5. On or before January 15, 2030, the governing body of a city that has created a district pursuant to this section shall submit a report concerning the district to the Director of the Legislative Counsel Bureau for transmission to the next regular session of the Legislature. The report must:

(a) Address, without limitation, the total amount collected from the surcharge imposed pursuant to this section and all the projects undertaken to improve and maintain the publicly owned facilities for tourism and entertainment in the district.

(b) Cover the period between the creation of the district until the end of the calendar year immediately preceding the submission of the report.

Sec. 2. NRS 268.526 is hereby amended to read as follows:

268.526 In addition to any other powers which it may now have, each city shall have the following powers:

1. To finance or acquire, whether by construction, purchase, gift, devise, lease or sublease, or any one or more of such methods, and to improve and equip one or more projects, or part thereof. Such projects, upon completion of such acquisition, shall be located within, or within 10 miles of, the city.

2. To finance, sell, lease or otherwise dispose of any or all of its projects upon such terms and conditions as the governing body considers advisable.

3. To issue revenue bonds for the purpose of financing or defraying the cost of acquiring, improving and equipping any project as set forth in NRS 268.556.

4. To secure payment of such bonds as provided in NRS 268.512 to 268.568, inclusive, including, without limitation, from the proceeds of the surcharge imposed pursuant to NRS 244A.830.
5. To take such actions as are necessary or useful in order to undertake, carry out, accomplish and otherwise implement the provisions of NRS 268.512 to 268.568, inclusive, including the adoption of resolutions, which may be introduced and adopted at the same special or regular meeting of the governing body and which shall become effective upon adoption.

[Section 1] Sec. 3. Chapter 271A of NRS is hereby amended by adding thereto the provisions set forth as sections 2, 3 and 4 of this act.

[Section 2] Sec. 4. The governing body of a municipality:

1. Shall require the review of each claim submitted pursuant to any contract or other agreement made with the governing body to provide any financing or reimbursement pursuant to NRS 271A.120, by an independent auditor.

2. Shall not, with respect to any district created on or after July 1, 2011, provide any financing or reimbursement pursuant to NRS 271A.120 for:

(a) Any legal fees, accounting fees, costs of insurance, fees for legal notices or costs to amend any ordinances.

(b) Any project that includes the relocation on or after July 1, 2011, to the district of any retail facilities of a retailer from another location outside of and within 3 miles of the boundary of the district. Each pledge of money pursuant to NRS 271A.070 shall be deemed to exclude any amounts attributable to any tangible personal property sold at retail, or stored, used or otherwise consumed, in the district during a fiscal year by a retailer who, on or after July 1, 2011, relocates any of its retail facilities to the district from another location outside of and within 3 miles of the boundary of the district.

[Section 3] Sec. 5. 1. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 2, a contractor or developer who enters into a contract [for original construction or a contract for benefited construction] to which the provisions of subsection 3 of NRS 271A.130 apply shall:

(a) Advertise for at least 7 calendar days for bids on each subcontract for the performance of any portion of the contract;

(b) At least 2 business days before the first day of that advertisement, provide notice of that advertisement to the governing body of the municipality;

(c) Make available to all prospective bidders on the subcontract a written set of plans and specifications for the pertinent work;

(d) Provide public notice of the name and address of each person who submits a bid on the subcontract; and

(e) After closing the period for the solicitation of bids and receiving at least three timely and responsive bids, select any subcontractor from those timely and responsive bids that the contractor or developer, in his or her sole discretion, determines to be appropriate, except that the contractor or developer shall ensure that each subcontractor who will perform any portion of the contract is appropriately licensed pursuant to chapter 624 of NRS.

2. The provisions of subsection 1 do not apply to:

(a) Any contract which is awarded by a municipality; or

(b) Any project which is constructed or maintained by a governmental entity on any property while the governmental entity owns that property.

3. A governing body of a municipality that receives a notice of an advertisement for bids pursuant to paragraph (b) of subsection 1:

(a) Shall, upon such receipt, post notice of the advertisement on an Internet website maintained by the municipality; and

(b) May otherwise provide notice of the advertisement to local trade organizations and the general public.

(4) As used in this section,

(a) "Contract for benefited construction":

(1) Except as otherwise provided in subparagraphs (2) and (3), means any contract or other agreement for the construction, improvement, repair, demolition or reconstruction of any property which is located within a district and which benefits from any infrastructure improvements paid for in whole or in part

(2) From the proceeds of bonds or notes issued pursuant to paragraph (a) of subsection 1 of NRS 271A.130; or

(3) As determined by the governing body.
Pursuant to an agreement for reimbursement entered into pursuant to paragraph (b) of subsection 1 of NRS 271A.120.

2. Except as otherwise provided in subparagraph (3) and unless the work is paid for in whole or in part with any public funding, does not include any:

(I) Contract or other agreement for the improvement, repair, demolition or reconstruction of any project;

(II) Contract or other agreement with the original tenant of any leased property for any improvement of the property which is to be undertaken more than 60 months after the property is first made available for lease; or

(III) Contract or other agreement for the improvement of any leased property made with any tenant of the property other than the original tenant.

3. Does not include any contract for original construction.

(b) "Contract for original construction" means any contract or other agreement for the construction, improvement, repair, demolition or reconstruction of any project that is paid for in whole or in part:

(1) From the proceeds of bonds or notes issued pursuant to paragraph (a) of subsection 1 of NRS 271A.120; or

(2) Pursuant to an agreement for reimbursement entered into pursuant to paragraph (b) of subsection 1 of NRS 271A.120.

(c) "Original tenant" means the first tenant of any leased property after the property is first made available for lease.

Sec. 6. 1. On or before September 1 of each year, the governing body of a municipality that creates a district before, on or after July 1, 2011, shall prepare and submit to the Director of the Legislative Counsel Bureau for submission to the Legislature, or to the Legislative Commission when the Legislature is not in regular session, an annual report containing:

(a) A statement of the status of each project located or expected to be located in the district, and of any changes in that status since the last annual report.

(b) An assessment of the financial impact of the district on the provision of local governmental services, including, without limitation, services for police protection and fire protection.

2. If the governing body of a municipality creates a district before, on or after July 1, 2011, the Department of Taxation shall:

(a) On or before April 1 and October 1 of each year, prepare and submit to the Director of the Legislative Counsel Bureau for submission to the Legislature, or to the Legislative Commission when the Legislature is not in regular session, and to the governing body of the municipality a semiannual report which states:

(1) The amount of revenue from the taxable sales made each month by each business within the district;

(2) To the extent that the pertinent information is available, the portion of that revenue which is attributable to persons who are not residents of this State;

(3) The amount of the wages paid each month by each business within the district; and

(4) The number of full-time and part-time employees employed each month by each business within the district.

(b) Require each business within the district to report to the Department of Taxation, at such times as the Department may specify on a form provided by the Department, such information as the Department determines to be necessary to carry out the provisions of paragraph (a).

3. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 2 or another specific statute, the Department of Taxation shall not disclose any information reported to the Department pursuant to subsection 2.

4. As used in this section, "taxable sales" means any sales that are taxable pursuant to chapter 372 of NRS.

Sec. 7. NRS 271A.080 is hereby amended to read as follows:

NRS 271A.080 The governing body of a municipality shall not adopt an ordinance pursuant to NRS 271A.070 unless:
1. If the ordinance:
   (a) Creates a district, the governing body has determined that no retailers will have
       maintained or will be maintaining a fixed place of business within the district on or within the
       120 days immediately preceding the date of the adoption of the ordinance; or
   (b) Amends the boundaries of the district to add any additional area, the governing body has
       determined that no retailers will have maintained or will be maintaining a fixed place of business
       within that area on or within 120 days immediately preceding the date of the adoption of the
       ordinance.
2. The governing body has made a written finding at a public hearing that the project will
   benefit the district.
3. The governing body has made a written finding at a public hearing, based upon reports
   from independent consultants which were addressed to the governing body, to the board of
   county commissioners, if the governing body is not the board of county commissioners for the
   county in which the tourism improvement district is or will be located, and to the board of
   trustees of the school district in which the tourism improvement district is or will be located, as
   to whether the project and the financing thereof pursuant to this chapter will have a positive
   fiscal effect on the provision of local governmental services, after considering:
   (a) The amount of the proceeds of all taxes and other governmental revenue projected to be
       received as a result of the properties and businesses expected to be located in the district;
   (b) The use of any money proposed to be pledged pursuant to NRS 271A.070;
   (c) Any increase in costs for the provision of local governmental services, including, without
       limitation, services for education, including operational and capital costs, and services for police
       protection and fire protection, as a result of the project and the development of land within the
       district; and
   (d) Estimates of any increases in the proceeds from sales and use taxes collected by retailers
       located outside of the district and of any displacement of the proceeds from sales and use taxes
       collected by those retailers, as a result of the properties and businesses expected to be located in
       the district.
   The reports required from independent consultants pursuant to this subsection must be
   obtained from independent consultants selected by the governing body from a list of
   independent consultants provided by the Commission on Tourism. For the purposes of this
   subsection, the Commission shall, upon the request of a governing body, provide the
   governing body with a list of at least three qualified independent consultants, each of whom
   must be located outside of this State.
4. The governing body has, at least 45 days before making the written finding required by
   subsection 3, provided to the board of trustees of the school district in which the tourism
   improvement district is or will be located:
   (a) Written notice of the time and place of the meeting at which the governing body will
       consider making that written finding; and
   (b) Each analysis prepared by or for or presented to the governing body regarding the fiscal
       effect of the project and the use of any money proposed to be pledged pursuant to
       NRS 271A.070 on the provision of local governmental services, including education.
   After the receipt of the notice required by this subsection and before the date of the meeting at
   which the governing body will consider making the written finding required by subsection 3, the
   board of trustees shall conduct a hearing regarding the fiscal effect on the school district, if any,
   of the project and the use of any money proposed to be pledged pursuant to NRS 271A.070, and
   may submit to the governing body of the municipality any comments regarding that fiscal effect.
   The governing body shall consider those comments when making any written finding pursuant
   to subsection 3 and shall consider those comments when considering the terms of any agreement
   pursuant to NRS 271A.110.
5. If the governing body is not the board of county commissioners for the county in which
   the tourism improvement district is or will be located, the governing body has, at least 45 days
   before making the written finding required by subsection 3, provided to the board of county
   commissioners in the county in which the tourism improvement district is or will be located:
   (a) Written notice of the time and place of the meeting at which the governing body will
       consider making that written finding; and
(b) Each analysis prepared by or for or presented to the governing body regarding the fiscal effect of the project and the use of any money proposed to be pledged pursuant to NRS 271A.070 on the provision of local governmental services.

After the receipt of the notice required by this subsection and before the date of the meeting at which the governing body will consider making the written finding required by subsection 3, the board of county commissioners may conduct a hearing regarding the fiscal effect on local governmental services, if any, of the project and the use of any money proposed to be pledged pursuant to NRS 271A.070, and may submit to the governing body of the municipality any comments regarding that fiscal effect. The governing body may consider those comments when making any written finding pursuant to subsection 3 and shall consider those comments when considering the terms of any agreement pursuant to NRS 271A.110.

6. The governing body has determined, at a public hearing conducted at least 15 days after providing notice of the hearing by publication, that:

(a) As a result of the project:

(1) Retailers will locate their businesses as such in the district; and

(2) There will be a substantial increase in the proceeds from sales and use taxes remitted by retailers with regard to tangible personal property sold at retail, or stored, used or otherwise consumed, in the district; and

(b) A preponderance of that increase in the proceeds from sales and use taxes will be attributable to transactions with tourists who are not residents of this State.

7. The Commission on Tourism has determined, at a public hearing conducted at least 15 days after providing notice of the hearing by publication, that a preponderance of the increase in the proceeds from sales and use taxes identified pursuant to subsection 6 will be attributable to transactions with tourists who are not residents of this State.

8. The Governor has determined that the project and the use of any money proposed to be pledged pursuant to NRS 271A.070 will contribute significantly to economic development and tourism in this State. Before making that determination, the Governor:

(a) Must consider the fiscal effects of the pledge of money on educational funding, including any fiscal effects described in comments provided pursuant to subsection 4 by the school district in which the tourism improvement district is or will be located, and for that purpose may require the Department of Education or the Department of Taxation, or both, to provide an appropriate fiscal report; and

(b) If the Governor determines that the pledge of money will have a substantial adverse fiscal effect on educational funding, may require a commitment from the municipality for the provision of specified payments to the school district in which the tourism improvement district is or will be located, and for that purpose may require the Department of Education or the Department of Taxation, or both, to provide an appropriate fiscal report; and

9. If any property within the boundaries of the district is also included within the boundaries of any other tourism improvement district or any improvement district for which any money has been pledged pursuant to NRS 271.650, all of the governing bodies which created those districts have entered into an interlocal agreement providing for:

(a) The apportionment of any money pledged pursuant to NRS 271.650 and 271A.070 with respect to such property; and

(b) The priority of the application of that money between:

(1) Bonds issued pursuant to chapter 271 of NRS; and

(2) Bonds and notes issued, and agreements entered into, pursuant to NRS 271A.120.

Any such agreement for the priority of the application of that money may be made irrevocable during the term of any bonds issued pursuant to chapter 271 of NRS to which all or any portion of that money is pledged, or during the term of any bonds or notes issued or any agreements entered into pursuant to NRS 271A.120 to which all or any portion of that money is pledged.

Sec. 8. NRS 271A.120 is hereby amended to read as follows:
1. Except as otherwise provided in this section, if the governing body of a municipality adopts an ordinance pursuant to NRS 271A.070, the municipality may:

(a) Issue, at one time or from time to time, bonds or notes as special obligations under the Local Government Securities Law to finance or refinance projects for the benefit of the district. Any such bonds or notes may be secured by a pledge of, and be payable from, any money pledged pursuant to NRS 271A.070 and received by the municipality with respect to the district, any revenue received by the municipality from any revenue-producing projects in the district, or any combination thereof.

(b) Enter into an agreement with one or more governmental entities or other persons to reimburse that entity or person for the cost of acquiring, improving or equipping, or any combination thereof, any project, which may contain such terms as are determined to be desirable by the governing body of the municipality, including the payment of reasonable interest and other financing costs incurred by such entity or other person. Any such reimbursements may be secured by a pledge of, and be payable from, any money pledged pursuant to NRS 271A.070 and received by the municipality with respect to the district, any revenue received by the municipality from any revenue-producing projects in the district, or any combination thereof. Such an agreement is not subject to the limitations of subsection 1 of NRS 354.626 and may, at the option of the governing body, be binding on the municipality beyond the fiscal year in which it was made, only if the agreement pertains solely to one or more projects that are owned by the municipality or another governmental entity.

2. The governing body of a municipality shall not, with respect to any district created before, on or after July 1, 2011, provide any financing or reimbursement pursuant to this section:

(a) Except as otherwise provided in this paragraph, to any governmental entity for any project within the district if any nongovernmental entity is or was entitled to receive any financing or reimbursement from the municipality pursuant to this section under the original financing agreements for the initial projects within the district. This paragraph does not prohibit the provision of such financing or reimbursement to:

(1) A school district; or

(2) A governmental entity that is or was entitled to receive such financing or reimbursement from the municipality pursuant to this section under the original financing agreements for the initial projects within the district.

(b) To any person or other entity for any project within the district, other than a person or other entity that is or was entitled to receive such financing or reimbursement from the municipality under the original financing agreements for the initial projects within the district, without the consent of all the persons and other entities that were entitled to receive such financing or reimbursement under the original financing agreements for the initial projects within the district.

3. Before the issuance of any bonds or notes pursuant to this section, the municipality must obtain the results of a feasibility study, commissioned by the municipality, which shows that a sufficient amount will be generated from money pledged pursuant to NRS 271A.070 to make timely payment on the bonds or notes, taking into account the revenue from any other revenue-producing projects also pledged for the payment of the bonds or notes, if any. A failure to make payments of any amounts due:

(a) With respect to any bonds or notes issued pursuant to subsection 1; or

(b) Under any agreements entered into pursuant to subsection 1,

because of any insufficiency in the amount of money pledged pursuant to NRS 271A.070 to make those payments shall be deemed not to constitute a default on those bonds, notes or agreements.

4. No bond, note or other agreement issued or entered into pursuant to this section may be secured by or payable from the general fund of the municipality, the power of the municipality to levy ad valorem property taxes, or any source other than any money pledged pursuant to NRS 271A.070 and received by the municipality with respect to the district, any revenue received by the municipality from any revenue-producing projects in the district, or any combination thereof. No bond, note or other agreement issued or entered into pursuant to this section may ever become a general obligation of the municipality or a charge against its general
credit or taxing powers, nor may any such bond, note or other agreement become a debt of the municipality for purposes of any limitation on indebtedness.

5. Any bond or note issued pursuant to this section, including any bond or note issued to refund any such bond or note, must mature on or before, and any agreement entered pursuant to this section must automatically terminate on or before, the end of the fiscal year in which the 20th anniversary of the adoption of the ordinance creating the district occurs.

Sec. 9. NRS 271A.130 is hereby amended to read as follows:

Sec. 1. Except as otherwise provided in this section of this act and notwithstanding any other law to the contrary, any contract or other agreement relating to or providing for the construction, improvement, repair, demolition, reconstruction, other acquisition, equipment, operation or maintenance of any project financed in whole or in part pursuant to this chapter is exempt from any law requiring competitive bidding or otherwise specifying procedures for the award of contracts for construction or other contracts, or specifying procedures for the procurement of goods or services. The governing body of the municipality shall require a quarterly report on the demography of the workers employed by any contractor or subcontractor for each such project.

2. The provisions of subsection 1 do not apply to any project which is constructed or maintained by a governmental entity on any property while the governmental entity owns that property.

3. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 5, a person who enters into any contract or other agreement for the construction, improvement, repair, demolition or reconstruction of any project that is paid for in whole or in part:

(a) From the proceeds of bonds or notes issued pursuant to paragraph (a) of subsection 1 of NRS 271A.120; or

(b) Pursuant to an agreement for reimbursement entered into pursuant to paragraph (b) of subsection 1 of NRS 271A.120,

shall include in the contract or other agreement the contractual provisions and stipulations that are required to be included in a contract for a public work pursuant to the provisions of NRS 338.013 to 338.090, inclusive. The governing body of the municipality, the contractor who is awarded the contract or enters into the agreement to perform the construction, improvement, repair, demolition or reconstruction, and any subcontractor who performs any portion of the contract or agreement shall comply with the provisions of NRS 338.013 to 338.090, inclusive, in the same manner as if the governing body of the municipality had undertaken the project or had awarded the contract.

4. The governing body of the municipality shall ensure that each contractor and developer to whom the provisions of section 5 of this act apply complies with those provisions.

5. The provisions of subsection 3 do not apply to a contract or other agreement for the construction, improvement, repair, demolition or reconstruction of any improvement to a building leased to a tenant that is paid for, in whole or in part, or which benefits from the proceeds of bonds or notes issued pursuant to paragraph (a) of subsection 1 of NRS 271A.120 or pursuant to an agreement for reimbursement entered into pursuant to paragraph (b) of subsection 1 of NRS 271A.120 and which is entered into after completion of the original construction:

(a) For any subsequent improvement to the building by the original tenant or a subsequent tenant.

(b) For any improvement to the building by the original tenant which is undertaken more than 60 months after the building is first made available for lease.

6. As used in this section:

(a) "Original construction" means any contract or other agreement for the construction, improvement, repair, demolition or reconstruction of a project paid for, in whole or in part, or which benefits:

(1) From the proceeds of bonds or notes issued pursuant to paragraph (a) of subsection 1 of NRS 271A.120; or
(2) Pursuant to an agreement for reimbursement entered into pursuant to paragraph (b) of subsection 1 of NRS 271A.120.

(b) "Original tenant" means the first tenant of any leased property after the property is first made available for lease.

Sec. 10. NRS 244A.830 is hereby amended to read as follows:

244A.830 1. A board of county commissioners that adopts an ordinance imposing a fee pursuant to NRS 244A.810 shall create a stadium authority to operate assist in the operation of the minor league baseball stadium project. The stadium authority must consist of:

   (a) [One member] Two members of the board of county commissioners appointed by the board;

   (b) [One member] Three members from the governing body of [each] the city in [the county whose population is 60,000 or more] which the minor league baseball stadium is located appointed by that governing body; and

   (c) [If the stadium authority enters into an agreement with an AA or AAA minor league baseball team pursuant to which the team agrees to play its home games in the stadium, two] Two persons appointed by the owner of the minor league baseball team that will play its home games in the stadium.

2. The members of the stadium authority serve at the pleasure of the governmental entity or person who appointed them to serve in that capacity.

3. [The stadium authority shall:

   (a) Be responsible for the normal operations of the minor league baseball stadium project; and

   (b) Enter into an agreement with the board of county commissioners that sets forth the specific rights, obligations and duties of the stadium authority regarding those operations.]

   A meeting of the stadium authority must be scheduled if two or more members request a meeting of the stadium authority.

4. The stadium authority may recommend to the governing body of the city in which the minor league baseball stadium is located that the governing body impose a surcharge on items or services related to the minor league baseball stadium project. The surcharge must be approved by a two-thirds majority of the governing body. Any proceeds from a surcharge imposed pursuant to this section must be paid to and collected by the city and must be used solely to pay the costs to acquire, lease, improve, equip, operate and maintain the minor league baseball stadium project, or to pay the principal of, interest on or other payments due with respect to bonds issued by the city to pay such costs, including bonds issued to refund bonds issued to pay such costs, or any combination thereof. The proceeds of the surcharge must not be transferred to any other fund or account or used for any other purpose.

Sec. 11. NRS 279.636 is hereby amended to read as follows:

279.636 1. An agency may issue such types of bonds as it may determine, including bonds on which the principal and interest are payable:

   (a) Exclusively from the income and revenues of the redevelopment projects financed with the proceeds of the bonds, or with those proceeds together with financial assistance from the State or Federal Government in aid of the projects.

   (b) Exclusively from the income and revenues of certain designated redevelopment projects whether or not they were financed in whole or in part with the proceeds of the bonds.

   (c) In whole or in part from taxes allocated to, and paid into a special fund of, the agency pursuant to the provisions of NRS 279.674 to 279.685, inclusive.

   (d) From its revenues generally.

   (e) From any contributions or other financial assistance from the State or Federal Government.

   (f) From the proceeds of the surcharge imposed pursuant to NRS 244A.830.

   (g) By any combination of these methods.

2. Any of the bonds may be additionally secured by a pledge of any revenue or by an encumbrance by mortgage, deed of trust or otherwise of any redevelopment project or other property of the agency or by a pledge of the taxes referred to in subsection 1.

3. Amounts payable in any manner permitted by this section may be additionally secured by a pledge of the full faith and credit of the community whose legislative body has declared the
need for the agency to function. Such additional security may only be provided upon the
approval of the majority of the voters voting on the question at a primary or general election or a
special election called for that purpose. In its proposal to its voters the governing body shall
define the area to be redeveloped, the primary source or sources of revenue first to be employed
to retire the bonds and the maximum sum for which the city may pledge its full faith and credit
in connection with the bonds to be issued for the project.

Sec. 12. NRS 350.020 is hereby amended to read as follows:

350.020 1. Except as otherwise provided by subsections 3 and 4, if a municipality
proposes to issue or incur general obligations, the proposal must be submitted to the electors of
the municipality at a special election called for that purpose or the next general municipal
election or general state election.

2. Such a special election may be held:
   (a) At any time, including, without limitation, on the date of a primary municipal election or
   a primary state election, if the governing body of the municipality determines, by a unanimous
   vote, that an emergency exists; or
   (b) On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in June of an odd-numbered year.

   The determination made by the governing body is conclusive unless it is shown that the
governing body acted with fraud or a gross abuse of discretion. An action to challenge the
determination made by the governing body must be commenced within 15 days after the
governing body's determination is final. As used in this subsection, "emergency" means any
occurrence or combination of occurrences which requires immediate action by the governing
body of the municipality to prevent or mitigate a substantial financial loss to the municipality or
to enable the governing body to provide an essential service to the residents of the municipality.

3. If payment of a general obligation of the municipality is additionally secured by a pledge
of gross or net revenue of a project to be financed by its issue, and the governing body
determines, by an affirmative vote of two-thirds of the members elected to the governing body,
that the pledged revenue will at least equal the amount required in each year for the payment of
interest and principal, without regard to any option reserved by the municipality for early
redemption, the municipality may, after a public hearing, incur this general obligation without an
election unless, within 90 days after publication of a resolution of intent to issue the bonds, a
petition is presented to the governing body signed by not less than 5 percent of the registered
voters of the municipality. Any member elected to the governing body whose authority to vote is
limited by charter, statute or otherwise may vote on the determination required to be made by the
governing body pursuant to this subsection. The determination by the governing body becomes
conclusive on the last day for filing the petition. For the purpose of this subsection, the number
of registered voters must be determined as of the close of registration for the last preceding
general election. The resolution of intent need not be published in full, but the publication must
include the amount of the obligation and the purpose for which it is to be incurred. Notice of the
public hearing must be published at least 10 days before the day of the hearing. The publications
must be made once in a newspaper of general circulation in the municipality. When published,
the notice of the public hearing must be at least as large as 5 inches high by 4 inches wide.

4. The board of trustees of a school district may issue general obligation bonds which are
not expected to result in an increase in the existing property tax levy for the payment of bonds of
the school district without holding an election for each issuance of the bonds if the qualified
electors approve a question submitted by the board of trustees that authorizes issuance of bonds
for a period of 10 years after the date of approval by the voters. If the question is approved, the
board of trustees of the school district may issue the bonds for a period of 10 years after the date
of approval by the voters, after obtaining the approval of the debt management commission in
the county in which the school district is located and, in a county whose population is 100,000 or
more, the approval of the oversight panel for school facilities established pursuant to
NRS 393.092 in that county, if the board of trustees of the school district finds that the existing
tax for debt service will at least equal the amount required to pay the principal and interest on the
outstanding general obligations of the school district and the general obligations proposed to be
issued. The finding made by the board of trustees is conclusive in the absence of fraud or gross
abuse of discretion. As used in this subsection, "general obligations" does not include
medium-term obligations issued pursuant to NRS 350.087 to 350.095, inclusive.
5. At the time of issuance of bonds authorized pursuant to subsection 4, the board of trustees shall establish a reserve account in its debt service fund for payment of the outstanding bonds of the school district. The reserve account must be established and maintained in an amount at least equal to the lesser of:

(a) For a school district located in a county whose population is 100,000 or more, 25 percent; and

(b) For a school district located in a county whose population is less than 100,000, 50 percent, of the amount of principal and interest payments due on all of the outstanding bonds of the school district in the next fiscal year or 10 percent of the outstanding principal amount of the outstanding bonds of the school district.

6. If the amount in the reserve account falls below the amount required by subsection 5 of this section, the board of trustees shall not issue additional bonds pursuant to subsection 4 until the reserve account is restored to the level required by subsection 5 of this section. The board of trustees shall apply all of the taxes levied by the school district for payment of bonds of the school district that are not needed for payment of the principal and interest on bonds of the school district in the current fiscal year to restore the reserve account to the level required pursuant to subsection 5 of this section.

7. A question presented to the voters pursuant to subsection 4 may authorize all or a portion of the revenue generated by the debt rate which is in excess of the amount required:

(a) For debt service in the current fiscal year;
(b) For other purposes related to the bonds by the instrument pursuant to which the bonds were issued; and
(c) To maintain the reserve account required pursuant to subsection 5 of this section.

8. Sec. 13. NRS 372.750 is hereby amended to read as follows:

372.750 1. Except as otherwise provided in this section or NRS 360.247, or section 6 of this act, it is a misdemeanor for any member of the Tax Commission or officer, agent or employee of the Department to make known in any manner whatever the business affairs, operations or information obtained by an investigation of records and equipment of any retailer or any other person visited or examined in the discharge of official duty, or the amount or source of income, profits, losses, expenditures or any particular of them, set forth or disclosed in any return, or to permit any return or copy of a return, or any book containing any abstract or particulars of it to be seen or examined by any person not connected with the Department.

2. The Tax Commission may agree with any county fair and recreation board or the governing body of any county, city or town for the continuing exchange of information concerning taxpayers.

3. The Governor may, by general or special order, authorize the examination of the records maintained by the Department under this chapter by other state officials, by tax officers of another state, by the Federal Government, if a reciprocal arrangement exists, or by any other person. The information so obtained may not be made public except to the extent and in the manner that the order may authorize that it be made public.

4. Upon written request made by a public officer of a local government, the Executive Director shall furnish from the records of the Department, the name and address of the owner of any seller or retailer who must file a return with the Department. The request must set forth the social security number of the owner of the seller or retailer about which the request is made and contain a statement signed by the proper authority of the local government certifying that the request is made to allow the proper authority to enforce a law to recover a debt or obligation owed to the local government. Except as otherwise provided in NRS 239.0115, the information obtained by the local government is confidential and may not be used or disclosed for any purpose other than the collection of a debt or obligation owed to that local government. The
Executive Director may charge a reasonable fee for the cost of providing the requested information.

5. Successors, receivers, trustees, executors, administrators, assignees and guarantors, if directly interested, may be given information as to the items included in the measure and amounts of any unpaid tax or amounts of tax required to be collected, interest and penalties.

6. Relevant information that the Tax Commission has determined is not proprietary or confidential information in a hearing conducted pursuant to NRS 360.247 may be disclosed as evidence in an appeal by the taxpayer from a determination of tax due.

7. At any time after a determination, decision or order of the Executive Director or other officer of the Department imposing upon a person a penalty for fraud or intent to evade the tax imposed by this chapter on the sale, storage, use or other consumption of any vehicle, vessel or aircraft becomes final or is affirmed by the Commission, any member of the Commission or officer, agent or employee of the Department may publicly disclose the identity of that person and the amount of tax assessed and penalties imposed against that person.

See Sec. 14. NRS 374.755 is hereby amended to read as follows:

374.755 1. Except as otherwise provided in this section or NRS 360.247 or section 6 of this act, it is a misdemeanor for any member of the Nevada Tax Commission or officer, agent or employee of the Department to make known in any manner whatever the business affairs, operations or information obtained by an investigation of records and equipment of any retailer or any other person visited or examined in the discharge of official duty, or the amount or source of income, profits, losses, expenditures or any particular thereof, set forth or disclosed in any return, or to permit any return or copy thereof, or any book containing any abstract or particulars thereof to be seen or examined by any person not connected with the Department.

2. The Nevada Tax Commission may agree with any county fair and recreation board or the governing body of any county, city or town for the continuing exchange of information concerning taxpayers.

3. The Governor may, however, by general or special order, authorize the examination of the records maintained by the Department under this chapter by other state officers, by tax officers of another state, by the Federal Government, if a reciprocal arrangement exists, or by any other person. The information so obtained pursuant to the order of the Governor may not be made public except to the extent and in the manner that the order may authorize that it be made public.

4. Upon written request made by a public officer of a local government, the Executive Director shall furnish from the records of the Department, the name and address of the owner of any seller or retailer who must file a return with the Department. The request must set forth the social security number of the owner of the seller or retailer about which the request is made and contain a statement signed by the proper authority of the local government certifying that the request is made to allow the proper authority to enforce a law to recover a debt or obligation owed to the local government. Except as otherwise provided in NRS 239.0115, the information obtained by the local government is confidential and may not be used or disclosed for any purpose other than the collection of a debt or obligation owed to that local government. The Executive Director may charge a reasonable fee for the cost of providing the requested information.

5. Successors, receivers, trustees, executors, administrators, assignees and guarantors, if directly interested, may be given information as to the items included in the measure and amounts of any unpaid tax or amounts of tax required to be collected, interest and penalties.

6. Relevant information that the Nevada Tax Commission has determined is not proprietary or confidential information in a hearing conducted pursuant to NRS 360.247 may be disclosed as evidence in an appeal by the taxpayer from a determination of tax due.

7. At any time after a determination, decision or order of the Executive Director or other officer of the Department imposing upon a person a penalty for fraud or intent to evade the tax imposed by this chapter on the sale, storage, use or other consumption of any vehicle, vessel or aircraft becomes final or is affirmed by the Commission, any member of the Commission or officer, agent or employee of the Department may publicly disclose the identity of that person and the amount of tax assessed and penalties imposed against that person.
Sec. 15. 1. The City of North Las Vegas shall prepare and submit a plan for the routing of effluent that exits its water reclamation facility to the Clark County Water Reclamation District. The plan must include a consideration of the construction of a joint pipeline with the Clark County Water Reclamation District.

2. If a joint pipeline is not financially feasible, the City of North Las Vegas shall:
   (a) Provide for an environmental study of the impact of the water flow down the flood control channel on the quality of life and the value of adjacent homes.
   (b) Develop a plan to manage the flood control channel. The plan must include, without limitation:
      (1) A mechanism to ensure that the flood control channel is free from debris, waste and other elements that may cause an unpleasant smell or constitute an environmental, health or other community concerns.
      (2) Maintenance of fencing along the flood control channel, including a detail of the repairs that must be made.
      (3) An identification of the manner by which negative impacts, if any, of the flood control channel will be addressed, including, without limitation, the specific corrective actions to mitigate those negative impacts.

3. On or before February 1, 2013, the City of North Las Vegas shall submit a report to the Director of the Legislative Counsel Bureau for transmission to the next regular session of the Legislature on the status of the plans prepared by the City pursuant to this section. The report must include, without limitation:
   (a) The findings of the City concerning the financial feasibility of developing a joint pipeline.
   (b) The status of the development of a joint pipeline, if any.
   (c) If the City of North Las Vegas found that a joint pipeline is not financially feasible, a description of the plan to manage the flood control channel developed pursuant to subsection 2.
   (d) The number of meetings held by the City of North Las Vegas to address the concerns of the community.
   (e) The extent to which the City of North Las Vegas has adhered to commitments it has made to its residents for community development projects.

Sec. 16. The provisions of NRS 354.599 do not apply to any additional expenses of a local government that are related to the provisions of this act.

Sec. 17. 1. This section and sections 5 and 10, 1, 7, 12, 15 and 16 of this act become effective upon passage and approval.

2. Sections 1 to 4, inclusive, 2 to 6, inclusive, 6 to 9, inclusive, 8 to 11, inclusive, 13 and 14 of this act become effective on July 1, 2011.

3. The authorization to impose a surcharge pursuant to NRS 244A.830, as amended by section 10 of this act, expires by limitation on June 30 of the later of the fiscal year that is 20 years after the fiscal year in which the ordinance imposing the surcharge is adopted or the fiscal year in which all bonds issued pursuant to NRS 268.526 and 279.636, as amended by sections 2 and 11 of this act, including, without limitation, any bonds issued to refund bonds issued pursuant to those sections, respectively, are fully paid as to all principal, interest and any other amounts due.

JOHN LEE
MARK MANENDO
JOE HARDY
Senate Conference Committee

DAVID BOBZIEN
RICHARD (SKIP) DALY
Assembly Conference Committee

Senator Lee moved that the Senate adopt the report of the Conference Committee concerning Assembly Bill No. 376.

Motion carried by a constitutional majority.

Mr. President:

The Conference Committee concerning Assembly Bill No. 199, consisting of the undersigned members, has met and reports that:
It has agreed to recommend that Amendment No. 658 of the Senate be concurred in.
It has agreed to recommend that the bill be further amended as set forth in Conference Amendment No. 21, which is attached to and hereby made a part of this report.

"SUMMARY—Revises provisions governing the practice of pharmacy. (BDR 54-875)"
"AN ACT relating to the practice of pharmacy; revising provisions governing the authority of a registered pharmacist to collaborate with a practitioner for the implementation, monitoring and modification of drug therapy; authorizing the State Board of Pharmacy to establish regulations relating to collaborative pharmacy practice; revising provisions governing the use of the letters "Rx" and "RX" by certain persons; revising provisions relating to the authority of a registered pharmacist to possess and administer controlled substances and dangerous drugs under certain circumstances; providing a penalty; and providing other matters properly relating thereto."

**Legislative Counsel's Digest:**
Existing law authorizes a registered pharmacist to collaborate with a practitioner to engage in the implementation and modification of drug therapy for a patient at a licensed medical facility or licensed pharmacy. (NRS 639.0124) **Section 1** of this bill prescribes requirements for written guidelines and protocols which must be developed by a pharmacist who collaborates with a practitioner and requires those guidelines and protocols to be approved by the State Board of Pharmacy. **Section 1** also authorizes the written guidelines and protocols to set forth provisions for a pharmacist to implement, monitor and modify the drug therapy of a patient in a medical facility or a setting that is affiliated with a medical facility. **Sections 10.3 and 10.7** of this bill revise the authority of a pharmacist to possess and administer controlled substances and dangerous drugs under certain circumstances for the care of a patient in accordance with the written guidelines and protocols developed pursuant to **section 1**.

Existing law prohibits a person operating a business from using the letters "Rx" or "RX" if the person does not have a license from the Board. (NRS 639.230) **Section 10** of this bill authorizes persons who are not subject to the laws governing the practice of pharmacy to use those letters if the person obtains approval from the Board.

A person who violates any provision of chapter 639 of NRS governing pharmacists and pharmacies, including any provision of this bill, is guilty of a misdemeanor. (NRS 639.310)

**THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEVADA, REPRESENTED IN SENATE AND ASSEMBLY, DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS:**

**Section 1.** Chapter 639 of NRS is hereby amended by adding thereto a new section to read as follows:

1. **Written guidelines and protocols developed by a registered pharmacist in collaboration with a practitioner which authorize the implementation, monitoring and modification of drug therapy:**

(a) May authorize a pharmacist to order and use the findings of laboratory tests and examinations.

(b) May provide for implementation, monitoring and modification of drug therapy for a patient receiving care:

(1) In a licensed medical facility; or

(2) If developed to ensure continuity of care for a patient, in any setting that is affiliated with a medical facility where the patient is receiving care. A pharmacist who modifies a drug therapy of a patient receiving care in a setting that is affiliated with a medical facility shall, within 72 hours after implementing or modifying the drug therapy, provide written notice of the implementation or modification of the drug therapy to the collaborating practitioner or enter the appropriate information concerning the drug therapy in an electronic patient record system shared by the pharmacist and the collaborating practitioner.

(c) Must state the conditions under which a prescription of a practitioner relating to the drug therapy of a patient may be changed by the pharmacist without a subsequent prescription from the practitioner.

(d) Must be approved by the Board.

2. **The Board may adopt regulations which:**

(a) Prescribe additional requirements for written guidelines and protocols developed pursuant to this section; and
(b) Set forth the process for obtaining the approval of the Board of such written guidelines and protocols.

Sec. 2. (Deleted by amendment.)
Sec. 3. (Deleted by amendment.)
Sec. 4. (Deleted by amendment.)
Sec. 5. (Deleted by amendment.)
Sec. 6. (Deleted by amendment.)
Sec. 7. (Deleted by amendment.)
Sec. 8. (Deleted by amendment.)

Sec. 9. NRS 639.0124 is hereby amended to read as follows:
639.0124 "Practice of pharmacy" includes, but is not limited to, the:
1. Performance or supervision of activities associated with manufacturing, compounding, labeling, dispensing and distributing of a drug, including the receipt, handling and storage of prescriptions and other confidential information relating to patients.
2. Interpretation and evaluation of prescriptions or orders for medicine.
3. Participation in drug evaluation and drug research.
4. Advising of the therapeutic value, reaction, drug interaction, hazard and use of a drug.
5. Selection of the source, storage and distribution of a drug.
7. Interpretation of clinical data contained in a person's record of medication.
8. Development of written guidelines and protocols in collaboration with a practitioner which are intended for a patient in a licensed medical facility or in a setting that is affiliated with a medical facility where the patient is receiving care and which authorize the implementation, monitoring and modification of drug therapy. The written guidelines and protocols may authorize a pharmacist to order and use the findings of laboratory tests and examinations. must comply with section 1 of this act.
9. Implementation and modification of drug therapy in accordance with the authorization of the prescribing practitioner for a patient in a pharmacy in which drugs, controlled substances, poisons, medicines or chemicals are sold at retail.

Sec. 10. NRS 639.230 is hereby amended to read as follows:
639.230 1. A person operating a business in this State shall not use the letters "Rx" or "RX" or the word "drug" or "drugs," "prescription" or "pharmacy," or similar words or words of similar import, without first having secured a license from the Board. A person operating a business in this State which is not otherwise subject to the provisions of this chapter shall not use the letters "Rx" or "RX" without the approval of the Board. The Board may deny approval of the use of the letters "Rx" or "RX" by any person if the Board determines that:
(a) The person is subject to the provisions of this chapter but has not secured a license from the Board; or
(b) The use of the letters "Rx" or "RX" by the person is confusing or misleading to or threatens the health or safety of the residents of this State.
2. Each license must be issued to a specific person and for a specific location and is not transferable. The original license must be displayed on the licensed premises as provided in NRS 639.150. The original license and the fee required for reissuance of a license must be submitted to the Board before the reissuance of the license.
3. If the owner of a pharmacy is a partnership or corporation, any change of partners or corporate officers must be reported to the Board at such a time as is required by a regulation of the Board.
4. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 6, in addition to the requirements for renewal set forth in NRS 639.180, every person holding a license to operate a pharmacy must satisfy the Board that the pharmacy is conducted according to law.
5. Any violation of any of the provisions of this chapter by a managing pharmacist or by personnel of the pharmacy under the supervision of the managing pharmacist is cause for the suspension or revocation of the license of the pharmacy by the Board.

6. The provisions of this section do not prohibit:

(a) A Canadian pharmacy which is licensed by the Board and which has been recommended by the Board pursuant to subsection 4 of NRS 639.2328 for inclusion on the Internet website established and maintained pursuant to subsection 9 of NRS 223.560 from providing prescription drugs through mail order service to residents of Nevada in the manner set forth in NRS 639.2328 to 639.23286, inclusive; or

(b) A registered pharmacist or practitioner from collaborating in the implementation, monitoring and modification of drug therapy pursuant to guidelines and protocols approved by the Board.

Sec. 10.3. NRS 453.026 is hereby amended to read as follows:

453.026 "Agent" means a pharmacist who cares for a patient of a prescribing practitioner in a medical facility or in a setting that is affiliated with a medical facility where the patient is receiving care in accordance with written guidelines and protocols developed and approved pursuant to section 1 of this act, a licensed practical nurse or registered nurse who cares for a patient of a prescribing practitioner in a medical facility or an authorized person who acts on behalf of or at the direction of and is employed by a manufacturer, distributor, dispenser or prescribing practitioner. The term does not include a common or contract carrier, public warehouseman or employee of the carrier or warehouseman.

Sec. 10.7. NRS 454.213 is hereby amended to read as follows:

454.213 A drug or medicine referred to in NRS 454.181 to 454.371, inclusive, may be possessed and administered by:

1. A practitioner.
2. A physician assistant licensed pursuant to chapter 630 or 633 of NRS, at the direction of his or her supervising physician or a licensed dental hygienist acting in the office of and under the supervision of a dentist.
3. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 4, a registered nurse licensed to practice professional nursing or licensed practical nurse, at the direction of a prescribing physician, physician assistant licensed pursuant to chapter 630 or 633 of NRS, dentist, podiatric physician or advanced practitioner of nursing, or pursuant to a chart order, for administration to a patient at another location.
4. In accordance with applicable regulations of the Board, a registered nurse licensed to practice professional nursing or licensed practical nurse who is:

(a) Employed by a health care agency or health care facility that is authorized to provide emergency care, or to respond to the immediate needs of a patient, in the residence of the patient; and

(b) Acting under the direction of the medical director of that agency or facility who works in this State.
5. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 6, an intermediate emergency medical technician or an advanced emergency medical technician, as authorized by regulation of the State Board of Pharmacy and in accordance with any applicable regulations of:

(a) The State Board of Health in a county whose population is less than 100,000;

(b) A county board of health in a county whose population is 100,000 or more; or

(c) A district board of health created pursuant to NRS 439.362 or 439.370 in any county.
6. An intermediate emergency medical technician or an advanced emergency medical technician who holds an endorsement issued pursuant to NRS 450B.1975, under the direct supervision of a local health officer or a designee of the local health officer pursuant to that section,
7. A respiratory therapist employed in a health care facility. The therapist may possess and administer respiratory products only at the direction of a physician.
8. A dialysis technician, under the direction or supervision of a physician or registered nurse only if the drug or medicine is used for the process of renal dialysis.
9. A medical student or student nurse in the course of his or her studies at an approved college of medicine or school of professional or practical nursing, at the direction of a physician and:
   (a) In the presence of a physician or a registered nurse; or
   (b) Under the supervision of a physician or a registered nurse if the student is authorized by the college or school to administer the drug or medicine outside the presence of a physician or nurse.

A medical student or student nurse may administer a dangerous drug in the presence or under the supervision of a registered nurse alone only if the circumstances are such that the registered nurse would be authorized to administer it personally.

10. Any person designated by the head of a correctional institution.

11. An ultimate user or any person designated by the ultimate user pursuant to a written agreement.

12. A nuclear medicine technologist, at the direction of a physician and in accordance with any conditions established by regulation of the Board.

13. A radiologic technologist, at the direction of a physician and in accordance with any conditions established by regulation of the Board.

14. A chiropractic physician, but only if the drug or medicine is a topical drug used for cooling and stretching external tissue during therapeutic treatments.

15. A physical therapist, but only if the drug or medicine is a topical drug which is:
   (a) Used for cooling and stretching external tissue during therapeutic treatments; and
   (b) Prescribed by a licensed physician for:
      (1) Iontophoresis; or
      (2) The transmission of drugs through the skin using ultrasound.

16. In accordance with applicable regulations of the State Board of Health, an employee of a residential facility for groups, as defined in NRS 449.017, pursuant to a written agreement entered into by the ultimate user.

17. A veterinary technician at the direction of his or her supervising veterinarian.

18. In accordance with applicable regulations of the Board, a registered pharmacist who:
   (a) Is trained in and certified to carry out standards and practices for immunization programs;
   (b) Is authorized to administer immunizations pursuant to written protocols from a physician; and
   (c) Administers immunizations in compliance with the "Standards of Immunization Practices" recommended and approved by the United States Public Health Service Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices.

19. A registered pharmacist pursuant to written guidelines and protocols developed and approved pursuant to section 1 of this act.

20. A person who is enrolled in a training program to become a physician assistant licensed pursuant to chapter 630 or 633 of NRS, dental hygienist, intermediate emergency medical technician, advanced emergency medical technician, respiratory therapist, dialysis technician, nuclear medicine technologist, radiologic technologist, physical therapist or veterinary technician if the person possesses and administers the drug or medicine in the same manner and under the same conditions that apply, respectively, to a physician assistant licensed pursuant to chapter 630 or 633 of NRS, dental hygienist, intermediate emergency medical technician, advanced emergency medical technician, respiratory therapist, dialysis technician, nuclear medicine technologist, radiologic technologist, physical therapist or veterinary technician who may possess and administer the drug or medicine, and under the direct supervision of a person licensed or registered to perform the respective medical art or a supervisor of such a person.

Sec. 11. This act becomes effective upon passage and approval for the purpose of adopting regulations and on October 1, 2011, for all other purposes.

ALLISON COPENING
ELIZABETH HALSETH
Senate Conference Committee

MAGGIE CARLTON
TICK SEGERBLOM
PAT HICKEY
Assembly Conference Committee
Senator Schneider moved that the Senate adopt the report of the Conference Committee concerning Assembly Bill No. 199.
Motion carried by a constitutional majority.

MESSAGES FROM THE ASSEMBLY

ASSEMBLY CHAMBER, Carson City, June 7, 2011

To the Honorable the Senate:
I have the honor to inform your honorable body that the Assembly on this day passed Senate Bill No. 506.

Also, I have the honor to inform your honorable body that the Assembly on this day concurred in the Senate Amendments Nos. 975, 989 to Assembly Bill No. 416; Senate Amendment No. 977 to Assembly Bill No. 449; Senate Amendments Nos. 964, 982 to Assembly Bill No. 503; Senate Amendment No. 976 to Assembly Bill No. 578.

Also, I have the honor to inform your honorable body that the Assembly on this day adopted the report of the Conference Committee concerning Assembly Bill No. 199.

Also, I have the honor to inform your honorable body that the Assembly on this day receded from its action on Senate Bill No. 348, Assembly Amendment No. 663.

MATTHEW BAKER
Assistant Chief Clerk of the Assembly

UNFINISHED BUSINESS

SIGNING OF BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS

There being no objections, the President and Secretary signed Senate Bills Nos. 24, 40, 65, 92, 110, 251, 262, 400; Assembly Bills Nos. 301, 360, 410, 473, 504, 528, 549; Assembly Joint Resolution No. 5.

There being no objections, the President and Secretary signed Senate Bills Nos. 43, 54, 57, 60, 94, 106, 113, 126, 129, 133, 154, 186, 187, 194, 207, 208, 222, 278, 293, 338, 374, 405, 423, 429, 442, 443, 446, 447, 449, 452, 471, 475, 476, 477, 480, 498, 499, 503, 504, 505; Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 5; Assembly Bills Nos. 39, 53, 81, 277, 362.


GUESTS EXTENDED PRIVILEGE OF SENATE FLOOR

On request of Senator Halseth, the privilege of the Floor of the Senate Chamber for this day was extended to Tiger Helgelien.
Mr. President appointed Senators Wiener, Denis and Hardy, as a committee to wait upon the Assembly and to inform that honorable body that the Senate is ready to adjourn sine die.

Mr. President appointed Senators Horsford, Leslie and McGinness as a committee to wait upon His Excellency, Brian Sandoval, Governor of the State of Nevada, and to inform him that the Senate is ready to adjourn sine die.

A committee from the Assembly, consisting of Assemblywoman Smith, Assemblymen Horne and Stewart, appeared before the bar of the Senate and announced that the Assembly is ready to adjourn sine die.

Senator Wiener reported that her committee had informed the Assembly that the Senate is ready to adjourn sine die.

Senator Horsford reported that his committee had informed the Governor that the Senate is ready to adjourn sine die.

Senator Steven A. Horsford moved that the Seventy-sixth Session of the Senate of the Legislature of the State of Nevada adjourn sine die.

Motion carried

Senate adjourned sine die at 1:22 a.m.

Approved: 

BRIAN K. KROLICKI
President of the Senate

Attest: 

DAVID A. BYERMAN
Secretary of the Senate
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Heller, Dean, U.S. Representative, request to address Joint Session, 269.
Leavitt, James Dean, Chairman of the Board, Nevada System of Higher Education Board of
Regents re resolution urging support for higher education, including resolution, 1226.
Reid, Harry, U.S. Senator re request to address Joint Session, 47.
Secretary of State re Senate Joint Resolution No. 1 of the 75th Session, returned, 29.
Secretary of State re Transmittal of Initiative Petition No.1, 219.
Secretary of State re vetoed Senate Bill No. 3 of the 26th Special Session, returned, 29.
Thomas, Janice L., former Secretary of the Nevada Senate re former Senator William J.
Raggio's induction into the Senate Hall of Fame, 882.

CONCUR, MOTION NOT TO—
In Assembly amendment(s) to, S.B. 98, 4771; S.B. 99, 4997; S.B. 101, 4421; S.B. 136, 4734;
S.B. 168, 5147; S.B. 193, 3441; S.B. 200, 4642; S.B. 249, 4671; S.B. 264, 3578; S.B. 268, 4714; S.B. 294, 5011;
S.B. 304, 4832; S.B. 348, 5441; S.B. 365, 4762; S.B. 402, 4649.

CONCUR, MOTION TO—
In Assembly amendment(s) to, S.B. 18, 5150; S.B. 19, 5280; S.B. 24, 4552; S.B. 30, 5015;
S.B. 31, 3052; S.B. 32, 5220; S.B. 34, 5263; S.B. 36, 5154;
S.B. 40, 4559; S.B. 55, 5016; S.B. 57, 5416; S.B. 65, 4563;
S.B. 75, 6479; S.B. 77, 4471; S.B. 82, 4988; S.B. 86, 2790;
S.B. 92, 4570; S.B. 110, 4580; S.B. 115, 6189; S.B. 125, 5393;
S.B. 128, 3899; S.B. 140, 5289; S.B. 143, 5157; S.B. 150, 5026;
S.B. 151, 5291; S.B. 159, 5963; S.B. 190, 3756;
S.B. 191, 5003; S.B. 204, 5084; S.B. 205, 4167; S.B. 210, 4170;
S.B. 212, 6039; S.B. 215, 5160; S.B. 221, 3991;
S.B. 223, 4430; S.B. 233, 4479; S.B. 234, 3761; S.B. 236,
Concur, Motion To—Continued
In Assembly amendment(s) —Continued

CONFERENCE COMMITTEES—
Action on Conference Report


Appoint Conference—


COPENING, ALLISON, Senator from Clark County, No. 6 District—
Addresses Committee of the Whole, 310.
Committee Appointments—

Escort—
Copening, Allison—Continued
Committee Appointments—Continued
Standing—
  Commerce, Labor and Energy, 91.
  Health and Human Services (Chair), 91.
  Judiciary (Vice Chair), 91.
Disclosure, S.B. 254, 2196; S.B. 293, 2432.
Moves—
  Concur in Assembly amendment(s) to S.B. 210, 4170; S.B. 245, 3566; S.B. 246, 4183;
    S.B. 300, 4186; S.B. 339, 4453; S.B. 419, 5001.
  Do not concur in Assembly amendment(s) to S.B. 264, 3578.
  Do not recede from action on A.B. 362, 3682.
  Rescind action on S.B. 52, Amend. No. 85, 2733.
Remarks from the floor re S.B. 6, 616; S.B. 10, 647, 1576; S.B. 27, 426, 618; S.B. 43, 1781;
  S.B. 44, 516, 706; S.B. 52, 2763; S.B. 53, 1102, 1579; S.B. 66, 1121; S.B. 97, 457; S.B. 111, 581; S.B. 112, 655, 1582;
  S.B. 113, 1284; S.B. 114, 467, 619; S.B. 115, 4859, 4861, 5399, 5400; S.B. 129, 1633; S.B. 131, 138; S.B. 138, 1877;
  S.B. 143, 587, 711; S.B. 152, 593, 715; S.B. 153, 716; S.B. 164, 1892; S.B. 167, 609; S.B. 200, 1128; S.B. 201, 1134;
  S.B. 209, 1590; S.B. 210, 2019; S.B. 218, 1154; S.B. 225, 238; S.B. 245, 1162, 1594; S.B. 246, 2141; S.B. 256, 785, 1596;
  S.B. 257, 1166; S.B. 264, 2224; S.B. 278, 1417; S.B. 283, 1215; S.B. 289, 621; S.B. 291, 1420; S.B. 300, 2256; S.B. 307, 2423; S.B. 335, 2272; S.B. 338, 2279; S.B. 339, 2285;

CREDENTIALS, TEMPORARY COMMITTEE ON—
Members, appointment, 3.
Report, 3.

D

DENIS, MO, Senator from Clark County, No. 2 District—
Absences, excused, 151.
Addresses Committee of the Whole, 44, 310, 1045, 1227, 1746.
Committee Appointments—
Special—
  Inform Assembly, Senate ready to adjourn Sine die, 6549.
Standing—
  Education (Chair), 91.
  Finance, 91.
  Legislative Operations and Elections (Vice Chair), 91.
  Revenue, 91.
Disclosure, S.B. 184, 1939; S.B. 281, 1600; S.B. 293, 2432.
Moves—
  Concur in Assembly amendment(s) to S.B. 212, 6039; S.B. 237, 3769; S.B. 315, 6046.
  Do not concur in Assembly amendment(s) to S.B. 365, 4762.
  Do not recede from action on A.B. 39, 4186; A.B. 40, 4186; A.B. 498, 4186.
  Joint Session, dissolve, 1746.
  Rescind action on S.B. 449, 1044; S.B. 451, 1044.
Denis, Mo—Continued

Moves—Continued

Vote of thanks extended to—


DIVISION OF THE HOUSE—

On motions re motion to roll General File to the next legislative day, 3632; S.B. 42, 411; S.B. 75, 2951, 3038, 6480; S.B. 115, 4860; S.B. 164, 4317; S.B. 177, 2535; S.B. 185, 2535; S.B. 188, 2538; S.B. 212, 4939; S.B. 300, 4186; S.B. 325, 1683; S.B. 402, 6277; A.B. 78, 3798; A.B. 136, 4293; A.B. 199, 3640; A.B. 211, 2866; A.B. 240, 6049; A.B. 374, 3867; A.B. 452, 4317; A.B. 503, 6162; A.B. 566, 3348; A.C.R. 8, 1736; A.C.R. 11, 3334.

E

EDUCATION, COMMITTEE ON—

Members, appointment, 91.

EMERGENCY MEASURE—

Rules suspended to declare, all bills and joint resolutions returned from reprint, immediately place, time permitting, 4267; all bills and resolutions without amendments, immediately placed, time permitting, 5397; all Senate bills, reprinting dispensed with, immediately placed, third reading, 1761; all bills and joint resolutions reported out of committee with a Do Pass immediately placed, time permitting, 5298; all bills on which amendments are adopted be placed on General File upon return from reprint, time permitting, 5298; S.B. 1, 25; S.B. 220, 372; S.B. 278, 4535; S.B. 320, 4524; S.B. 338, 4540; S.B. 449, 4544; A.B. 225, 4361; A.B. 229, 4361; A.B. 565, 888; A.B. 568, 2896; A.J.R. 9, 1735.

ENSIGN, JOHN, U.S. SENATOR—

Escort committee appointed for, 282.
Message, 282.
Vote of thanks extended to, 287.

ESCORT COMMITTEES—See Committees, Special.

EXEMPTION—

Notice of Exemption, 184, 417, 634, 643, 726, 865, 1039, 1227, 1611, 1694, 2425, 2691, 2867, 4342.
INDEX TO SENATE JOURNAL

F

FINANCE, COMMITTEE ON—
   Members, appointment, 91.

G

GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS, COMMITTEE ON—
   Members, appointment, 91.

GOVERNOR—
   Concerns regarding S.C.R. 4, 626.
   Informed, Senate organized, 7.
   Informed, Senate ready to adjourn Sine die, 6549.
   Recommendation on Initiative Petition 1, 626.
   State of the State message, 48.

GUESTS REMARKS—
   Raggio, William J., former Senator, 886.

GUSTAVSON, DON, Senator from Washoe County, No. 2 District—
   Addresses Committee of the Whole, 1045.
Gustavson, Don—Continued
   Committee Appointments—
      Conference re A.B. 40, 4186; A.B. 379, 4967.
      Standing—
         Education, 91.
         Judiciary, 91.
      Select Committee on Economic Growth and Employment, 91.
   Moves—
      Reconsideration of vote re A.B. 571, 6162.
      Remarks from the floor re S.B. 42, 410; S.B. 84, 208; S.B. 126, 203; S.B. 175, 717;

H

HALSETH, ELIZABETH, Senator from Clark County, No. 9 District—
   Addresses Committee of the Whole, 310, 1045, 1746.
   Committee Appointments—
      Conference re A.B. 199, 4968; A.B. 277, 4772.
   Standing—
      Commerce, Labor and Energy, 91.
      Revenue, 91.
      Transportation, 91.
   Moves—
      Joint Session, dissolve, 1223.
      Reconsideration of vote re A.B. 553, 6161.
      Rescind action on, A.B. 379, 3993.
      Remarks from the floor re S.B. 31, 246; S.B. 33, 294; S.B. 42, 411; S.B. 99, 1279; S.B. 267, 1399;
         S.B. 291, 1420; S.B. 432, 1608; S.B. 497, 2891;

HARDY, JOE, Senator from Clark County, No. 12 District—
   Absences, excused, 123.
   Addresses Committee of the Whole, 44, 310, 1045, 1227, 1746.
   Committee Appointments—
      Conference re S.B. 99, 5749; S.B. 193, 4187; S.B. 249, 4966; S.B. 268, 4966; A.B. 59, 4771;
         A.B. 240, 4771; A.B. 257, 4771; A.B. 362, 3682; A.B. 376, 4967.
Hardy, Joe—Continued
Committee Appointments—Continued
   Escort—
      U.S. Representative Joe Heck, 1742.
   Special—
      Inform Assembly, Senate ready to adjourn Sine die, 6549.
   Standing—
      Government Affairs, 91.
      Health and Human Services, 91.
      Revenue, 91.
Moves—

HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES, COMMITTEE ON—
   Members, appointment, 91.

HECK, JOE, U.S. REPRESENTATIVE—
   Escort committee appointed for, 1742.
   Message, 1742.
   Vote of thanks extended to, 1746.

HORSFORD, STEVEN A., Senator from Clark County, No. 4 District—
   Absences, excused, 151.
   Addresses Committee of the Whole, 44, 310, 1045, 1227, 1746, 2790.
Committee Appointments—
   Committee of the Whole (Chair), 43, 310, 1045, 1227, 1746, 2790.
   Escort—
      U.S. Representative Shelley Berkley, 1219.
   Special—
      Inform Governor, Senate ready to adjourn Sine die, 6549.
   Standing—
      Finance (Chair), 91.
      Legislative Operations and Elections, 91.
      Revenue (Vice Chair), 91.
Moves—
   Adopt organization of Seventy-sixth Session, 5.
   Committee of the Whole, resolve into, Decennial Redistricting, 2816; Governor’s Department of Health and Human Services Budget, 2790; K-12 and Nevada System of Higher Education Budget, 1746; K-12 Budget, 1045; Nevada Higher Education Budget, 1227; Presentation of Governor Sandavol’s budget proposal, 310; A.C.R. 2, 43.
Horsford, Steven A.—Continued

Moves—Continued
Concur in Assembly amendment(s) to S.B. 75, 6479; S.B. 115, 6189; S.B. 276, 5826; S.B. 320, 5905; S.B. 340, 6193; S.B. 421, 5916; S.B. 427, 6471; S.B. 439, 5833; S.B. 440, 5841; S.B. 472, 5295; S.B. 483, 6209.

Enter Governor’s State of the State message in the Journal, 48.
Enter legal opinion on Initiative Petition 1 in the Journal, 634.
Press representatives, accreditation, 6, 104, 200, 307, 866.
Requests the return of A.B. 78 from the Assembly, 5916.

Suspend rules—
All bills and joint resolutions, reported out of committee, immediately place, time permitting, 4545.
All Senate bills and joint resolutions reported out of committee, with amendments, immediately placed, second reading, 1761.
All Senate bills and joint resolutions, amended on Second Reading, immediately placed, third reading, 1761.
All Senate bills and resolutions reported out of committee, immediately placed, time permitting, 3993.
Declare an emergency measure, all bills and joint resolutions returned from reprint, immediately place, time permitting, 4267.
Declare an emergency measure, all Senate bills reprinting dispensed with, immediately placed, third reading, 1761.

Dispense with reading the histories of all bills and resolutions, 1762.
Reported out of committee, immediately placed, S.B. 320, 4460.
Transmit immediately to Assembly, S.B. 1, 25; S.C.R. 7, 1044; S.C.R. 13, 3631; A.B. 483, 3335; A.B. 565, 894; A.B. 566, 3348; A.C.R. 1, 43; A.C.R. 2, 46; all measures, time permitting, 5446; 5859.

Vote of thanks extended to—
U.S. Senator Harry Reid, 136.

Nominates—
David A. Byerman to be Secretary of the Senate, 4.
Michael A. Schneider to be President Pro Tempore, 5.

Presides over Committee of the Whole, for the purpose of considering Governor’s Department of Health and Human Services Budget, 2790; K-12 Budget, 1045; K-12 and Nevada System of Higher Education Budget, 1746; Nevada System of Higher Education Budget, 1227; Presentation of Governor Sandoval’s budget proposal, 310; A.C.R. 2, 43.

Remarks from the floor re dispense with the reading of all statements and place all statements in Journal, 1576; explains bill referrals, 59; explains committee referrals, 889; "Fabulous Four", Senator Dean A. Rhoads, 5864; "Fabulous Four", Senator Michael A. Schneider, 5862; "Fabulous Four", Senator Valerie Wiener, 6055; "Fabulous Four", Senator Mike McGinness, 6061; Hall of Fame on Tuesday, April 19, 2011, 476; Opening Day Remarks, 7; rolling bills to next legislative day, 3632."The Fabulous Four", 5859; S.B. 1, 25; S.B. 11, 5338; S.B. 19, 138; S.B. 42, 411; S.B. 54, 3687, 3881; S.B. 60, 4161; S.B. 75, 2962; S.B. 98, 2490; S.B. 115, 5401, 5402; S.B. 137, 5358; S.B. 170, 2510; S.B. 188, 2538, 5846; S.B. 192, 189; S.B. 197, 5712; S.B. 201, 1589; S.B. 207, 3708; S.B. 219, 302, 303; S.B. 220, 373;
Horsford, Steven A.—Continued
   Remarks from the floor re—Continued
   S.B. 227, 5408; S.B. 262, 1731, 1732; S.B. 278, 4534;
   S.B. 293, 2431, 2432; S.B. 320, 4503, 4524; S.B. 331, 1692;
   S.B. 338, 4540; S.B. 347, 5307; S.B. 349, 5850; S.B. 359,
   3627, 3676; S.B. 360, 5481; S.B. 370, 5347; S.B. 385, 1739;
   S.B. 421, 4002, 4412; S.B. 425, 5352; S.B. 426, 4030;
   S.B. 427, 5566; S.B. 428, 5567; S.B. 429, 3688; S.B. 432,
   1609; S.B. 434, 5728; S.B. 436, 2691; S.B. 437, 3800;
   S.B. 440, 4038; S.B. 443, 4040; S.B. 446, 4062; S.B. 449,
   4544; S.B. 473, 5574; S.B. 493, 5730; S.B. 496, 2769;
   S.B. 503, 5308; S.B. 504, 5309; S.B. 505, 5309; S.B. 506,
   6162; S.J.R. 15, 3736; S.C.R. 4, 239; S.C.R. 6, 636; S.C.R. 7,
   1044; S.C.R. 13, 3630; S.R. 1, 23, 24; S.R. 2, 24; S.R. 3, 25;
   A.B. 211, 2866; A.B. 351, 5931; A.B. 416, 6376; A.B. 511,
   5921; A.B. 560, 6103, 6163; A.B. 561, 5856; A.B. 562, 5370;
   A.B. 565, 893; A.B. 568, 2935, 2939, 3058; A.B. 571, 6160,
   6161; A.B. 579, 5574; A.C.R. 1, 42, 43; A.C.R. 2, 46;
   A.C.R. 11, 3330, 3333, 3334.

I

INITIATIVE PETITION—
   Governor, message, 626.
   Secretary of State, message, 219.

J

JOINT SESSION—
   Addressed by—
      U.S. Representative Shelley Berkley, 1219.
      U.S. Representative Joe Heck, 1742.
      U.S. Senator John Ensign, 282.
      U.S. Senator Harry Reid, 131.
   Dissolve, motion to, 136, 194, 287, 1223, 1746.

JOINT STANDING RULES—See Rules.

JUDICIARY, COMMITTEE ON—
   Members, appointment, 91.

K

KIECKHEFER, BEN, Senator from Washoe County, No. 4 District—
   Addresses Committee of the Whole, 310, 1045, 1227, 1746, 2790.
   Committee Appointments—
      Conference re S.B. 264, 4291.
   Standing—
      Finance, 91.
      Health and Human Services, 91.
      Select Committee on Economic Growth and Employment, 91.
   Disclosure, S.B. 234, 2131.
   Moves—
      Suspend rules—
         Transmit immediately to Assembly, S.C.R. 11, 3068.
Kieckhefer, Ben—Continued


KIHUEN, RUBEN J., Senator from Clark County, No. 10 District—
Addresses Committee of the Whole, 1746.
Committee Appointments—
Special—
Inform Assembly, Senate organized, 6.
Standing—
Education (Vice Chair), 91.
Health and Human Services, 91.
Judiciary, 91.
Select Committee on Economic Growth and Employment (Chair), 91.
Moves—
Joint Session, dissolve, 194.
Suspend rules—
Transmit immediately to Assembly, S.C.R. 12, 3155.
Vote of thanks extended to—
U.S. Representative Shelley Berkley, 1223.

KROLICKI, BRIAN, President of the Senate—
Absences, excused, 147, 151, 249, 281, 288, 301, 307, 389, 1223, 1261, 1589, 3021, 3096, 3795, 4412.
Appoints Committees—
Escort—
Supreme Court Justices, 191.
U.S. Representative Shelley Berkley, 1219.
U.S. Representative Joe Heck, 1742.
U.S. Senator Harry Reid, 131.
Special—
Inform Assembly, Senate ready to adjourn Sine die, 6549.
Inform Governor, Senate ready to adjourn Sine die, 6549.
Krolicki, Brian—Continued
Appoints Committees—Continued
   Special—Continued
      Inform Assembly, Senate organized, 6.
      Inform Governor, Senate organized, 6.
   Temporary—
      Committee on Credentials, 3.
   Temporary officers—
      President requested David A. Byerman, to serve as Secretary of the Senate, 3.
      President requested Kenneth C. Evans, to serve as Sergeant at Arms, 3.
Remarks from the floor re "Fabulous Four", Senator Mike McGinness, 6061; "Fabulous Four", Senator Michal A. Schneider, 5862; Opening Day Remarks, 1; presentation of Colors by Douglas High School Jr. ROTC Color Guard, 2; presentation of Home Means Nevada and We Are the Young, 2; presentation of National Anthem, 2; presentation of National Anthem and Earth Song, 377; S.B. 220, 374; S.C.R. 11, 3067; S.R. 4, 884; A.B. 211, 2866; A.B. 568, 2939; A.C.R. 11, 3334.

L

LEE, JOHN J., Senator from Clark County, No. 1 District—
Addresses Committee of the Whole, 1045, 1227, 2790.
Committee Appointments—
Standing—
   Government Affairs (Chair), 91.
   Natural Resources, 91.
   Select Committee on Economic Growth and Employment (Vice Chair), 91.
   Transportation, 91.
Temporary—
   Committee on Credentials, 3.
Moves—
   Concur in Assembly amendment(s) to S.B. 40, 4559; S.B. 65, 4563; S.B. 77, 4471; S.B. 82, 4988; S.B. 92, 4570; S.B. 110, 4580; S.B. 233, 4479; S.B. 251, 4587; S.B. 262, 4621; S.B. 271, 6530; S.B. 358, 3794; S.B. 361, 4490; S.B. 400, 4626.
   Do not concur in Assembly amendment(s) to S.B. 268, 4714.
   Do not recede from action on A.B. 59, 4771; A.B. 240, 4771; A.B. 257, 4771; A.B. 376, 4967.
   Reconsideration of vote re S.B. 75, 3098; A.B. 136, 4293.
   Suspend rules—
      Reported out of committee, immediately placed, A.B. 257, 3797; A.B. 471, 3797; A.B. 549, 3797.
   Vote of thanks extended to—
      U.S. Representative Joe Heck, 1746.
      U.S. Senator John Ensign, 287.
Remarks from the floor re S.B. 40, 1579; S.B. 42, 412; S.B. 81, 1581; S.B. 82, 568; S.B. 85, 708; S.B. 102, 709; S.B. 110, 771, 1581; S.B. 120, 710; S.B. 137, 2503; S.B. 153, 606, 715, 716; S.B. 180, 665; S.B. 192, 181; S.B. 227, 2118; S.B. 231, 1661, 3700, 3701; S.B. 232, 2124; S.B. 248, 1595; S.B. 251, 1595; S.B. 260, 1597; S.B. 261, 1598; S.B. 268, 834, 1598; S.B. 269, 2606,
Lee, John J—Continued
Remarks from the floor re—Continued
2607; S.B. 271, 3619, 3675; S.B. 291, 1420; S.B. 325, 1683,
2424; S.B. 360, 1005; S.B. 361, 1604; S.B. 374, 4506;
S.B. 384, 1480; S.B. 385, 1486, 1739; S.B. 392, 1605;
S.B. 393, 855, 1605; S.B. 396, 2352; S.J.R. 14, 720; S.C.R. 10,
3024; S.R. 1, 24; S.R. 4, 886; A.B. 17, 3106; A.B. 28, 209;
A.B. 59, 3357; A.B. 127, 204; A.B. 136, 4293; A.B. 223,
4341; A.B. 229, 4410; A.B. 237, 3297; A.B. 238, 3481;
A.B. 240, 3669; A.B. 242, 4116; A.B. 265, 3693; A.B. 322,
4288; A.B. 376, 3729; A.B. 404, 4964; A.B. 410, 3143;
A.B. 471, 4252; A.B. 568, 3053.

LEGISLATIVE OPERATIONS AND ELECTIONS, COMMITTEE ON—
Members, appointment, 91.

LESLIE, SHEILA, Senator from Washoe County, No. 1 District—
Addresses Committee of the Whole, 310, 1045, 1227, 1746, 2790.
Committee Appointments—
Conference re S.B. 249, 4966; S.B. 264, 4291; A.B. 498, 4187.
Special—
Inform Governor, Senate organized, 6.
Inform Governor, Senate ready to adjourn Sine die, 6549.
Standing—
Education, 91.
Finance (Vice Chair), 91.
Health and Human Services, 91.
Revenue (Chair), 91.

Moves—
Adopt Conference Report, S.B. 249, 5955; S.B. 264, 4839.
Concur in Assembly amendment(s) to S.B. 31, 3052; S.B. 32, 5220; S.B. 34, 5263;
S.B. 432, 5278; S.B. 493, 6224.
Do not concur in Assembly amendment(s) to S.B. 249, 4671.

Remarks from the floor re S.B. 13, 422; S.B. 31, 231, 3052; S.B. 32, 236, 247; S.B. 33, 302;
S.B. 34, 448, 618; S.B. 79, 1792; S.B. 86, 202; S.B. 99, 1695;
S.B. 167, 716; S.B. 192, 181, 187; S.B. 205, 209; S.B. 206,
3296; S.B. 231, 3700; S.B. 249, 2162; S.B. 264, 2431;
S.B. 271, 3675; S.B. 294, 1602; S.B. 331, 1692; S.B. 421,
4358; S.B. 432, 1608; S.B. 442, 3072; S.B. 447, 4782;
S.B. 471, 4796; S.B. 476, 4801; S.B. 480, 4804; S.B. 493,
2407, 4635, 5708, 5709, 5731; S.B. 495, 1609; S.J.R. 15,
3736; S.R. 4, 884; A.B. 183, 298; A.B. 211, 2958; A.B. 301,
4287; A.B. 328, 3864; A.B. 504, 3699; A.B. 561, 5854; A.B
568, 3056; A.B. 568, 2941; A.B. 571, 6161; A.J.R. 9, 1740.

LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR—See President of the Senate.

M

MAJORITY FLOOR LEADER—See Horsford, Steven A.

MAJORITY FLOOR LEADER, ASSISTANT—See Wiener, Valerie.

MAJORITY WHIP—See Lee, John J.

MAJORITY WHIP, ASSISTANT—See Denis, Mo.
MANENDO, MARK A., Senator from Clark County, No. 7 District—
Addresses Committee of the Whole, 1045, 1746.
Committee Appointments—
  Conference re A.B. 277, 4772; A.B. 376, 4967; A.B. 525, 5800.
Standing—
  Government Affairs (Vice Chair), 91.
  Natural Resources (Chair), 91.
  Select Committee on Economic Growth and Employment, 91.
  Transportation, 91.
Disclosure, S.B. 238, 1594; A.B. 204, 4313.
Moves—
  Adopt Conference Report, A.B. 525, 6489.
  Concur in Assembly amendment(s) to S.B. 191, 5003; S.B. 223, 4430; S.B. 299, 4438;
    S.B. 309, 5843; S.J.R. 3, 5296.
  Do not recede from action on A.B. 525, 5800.
  Reconsideration of vote re A.B. 525, 5800.
Remarks from the floor re S.B. 81, 762; S.B. 84, 208; S.B. 85, 708; S.B. 91, 414; S.B. 102,
    579; S.B. 119, 472; S.B. 140, 1696; S.B. 158, 1646; S.B. 191,
    378; S.B. 223, 1652; S.B. 226, 1655; S.B. 299, 2252, 2432,
    2433; S.B. 309, 1602; S.B. 375, 852; S.B. 417, 1608; S.B. 487,
    1575; S.J.R. 8, 879, 1610; S.C.R. 1, 3065; S.C.R. 2, 3211;
    A.B. 167, 5366; A.B. 322, 3842, 4288; A.B. 360, 3393;
    A.B. 453, 5871; A.B. 503, 5854, 5872, 6165; A.B. 525, 4819;
    A.B. 568, 3055; A.J.R. 5, 3881.
MCGINNESS, MIKE, Senator from Central Nevada Senatorial District—
Addresses Committee of the Whole, 44, 310, 1045, 1227, 1746.
Committee Appointments—
  Conference re S.B. 98, 5370; S.B. 200, 5370; S.B. 402, 5371; A.B. 136, 4772; A.B. 282,
    3705.
Escort—
  U.S. Senator John Ensign, 282.
Special—
  Inform Governor, Senate ready to adjourn Sine die, 6549.
Standing—
  Judiciary, 91.
  Revenue, 91.
  Transportation, 91.
Temporary—
  Committee on Credentials, 3.
Moves—
  Joint Session, dissolve, 136.
  Previous question re A.B. 225, 4409.
  Vote of thanks extended to—
Remarks from the floor re his service with the Nevada State Legislature, 6060, 6061; S.B. 53,
    1102; S.B. 89, 619; S.B. 94, 158; S.B. 186, 387, 414; S.B. 192,
    188; S.B. 201, 1589; S.B. 208, 3894; S.B. 219, 303; S.B. 276,
    4295; S.B. 365, 1012, 2455; S.B. 493, 5731; S.B. 497, 2889;
    S.C.R. 10, 3025; S.R. 4, 884; A.B. 66, 381; A.B. 142, 2827;
    A.B. 183, 297; A.B. 202, 4313; A.B. 224, 4941; A.B. 289,
    3517; A.B. 473, 4315; A.B. 511, 5921; A.B. 561, 5855; A.B.
Roll call vote requested on motion re A.B. 183, 296.
MINORITY FLOOR LEADER—See McGinness, Mike.
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MINORITY FLOOR LEADER, ASSISTANT—See Cegavske, Barbara K.

MINORITY WHIP—See Settelmeyer, James.

N

NATURAL RESOURCES, COMMITTEE ON—
   Members, appointment, 91.

O

OATH OF OFFICE—
   Administered to Secretary of the Senate, 5.
   Administered to Senators-elect and appointed, 4.

P

PARKS, DAVID R., Senator from Clark County, No. 7 District—
   Absences, excused, 151.
   Addresses Committee of the Whole, 310, 1746, 2817.
   Committee Appointments—
      Committee of the Whole (Chair), 2816.
      Conference re S.B. 98, 5370; S.B. 249, 4966; A.B. 433, 4967.
      Special—
         Inform Assembly, Senate organized, 6.
   Standing—
      Commerce, Labor and Energy, 91.
      Finance, 91.
      Legislative Operations and Elections (Chair), 91.
      Natural Resources (Vice Chair), 91.
   Moves—
      Adopt Conference Report, A.B. 433, 5800.
      Concur in Assembly amendment(s) to S.B. 125, 5393.
      Do not concur in Assembly amendment(s) to S.B. 98, 4771; S.B. 304, 4832.
      Do not recede from action on A.B. 433, 4967.
      Recede from action on A.B. 81, 5297.
      Suspend rules—
         Reported out of committee, immediately placed, A.B. 80, 3797; A.B. 433, 3797.
      Presides over Committee of the Whole, consider Decennial Redistricting, 2817.
   Presides over Senate, 147, 1223.
   Remarks from the floor re S.B. 5, 101; S.B. 45, 295; S.B. 63, 402, 475; S.B. 109, 187;
      S.B. 119, 620; S.B. 120, 639; S.B. 135, 1873; S.B. 180, 1693;
      S.B. 213, 612; S.B. 232, 2124; S.B. 233, 2412; S.B. 265, 4966;
      S.B. 276, 4295; S.B. 304, 1602; S.B. 318, 1603; S.B. 328, 1452, 1737;
      S.B. 331, 1692; S.B. 368, 1690; S.B. 390, 2642;
      S.B. 391, 2685; S.B. 497, 2888; S.R. 4, 885; S.R. 5, 4460;
      A.B. 15, 204; A.B. 80, 3829, 4312, 4359; A.B. 81, 4111;
      A.B. 82, 3042, 3043; A.B. 127, 204; A.B. 132, 3465, 3679;
      A.B. 136, 4270; A.B. 179, 3473, 3679; A.B. 211, 2865, 2958;
      A.B. 228, 5367; A.B. 260, 3340; A.B. 301, 3536, 4286, 4287;
      A.B. 337, 4128; A.B. 433, 3869, 4290; A.B. 452, 4241, 4315;
      A.B. 473, 4267, 4315, 4316; A.B. 474, 4513, 4942; A.B. 501, 3555;
      A.B. 566, 3335; A.B. 568, 3056; A.B. 570, 4550; A.B. 578, 6158; A.C.R. 8, 1735.

PRESENTATION OF COLORS—
   The Douglas High School Jr. ROTC Color Guard, 2.
PRESIDENT OF THE SENATE—See Krolicki, Brian K.

PRESIDENT PRO TEMPORE OF THE SENATE—See Schneider, Michael A.

PRESS REPRESENTATIVES—
Accreditation, 6, 104, 200, 307, 866.

PREVIOUS QUESTION—
Cegavske re A.B. 225, 4409.
McGinness re A.B. 225, 4409.
Settelmeyer re A.B. 225, 4409.

R

RECEDE, MOTION NOT TO—

RECEDE, MOTION TO—
From action on, A.B. 53, 4839; A.B. 81, 5297.

RECONSIDERATION OF VOTE—

REID, HARRY, U.S. SENATOR—
Escort committee appointed for, 131.
Message, 131.
Vote of thanks extended to, 136.

RESCIND, MOTION TO—

RESOLUTIONS—
Commending—
Casey Family Programs, S.C.R. 13, 3629.
Hall of Fame—
In memory of—
Escobedo, Sr., Edumndo "Eddie", S.C.R. 12, 3153.
Glick, Dr. Milton D., S.C.R. 7, 1043.
Russell, Colonel Jerry (Retired), S.C.R. 11, 3066.
Shaffer, Raymond C., former Senator, S.C.R. 10, 3023.
Soldo, Marie H., S.C.R. 6, 634.
In recognition of—
Rejecting Initiative Petition No. 1—
S.C.R. 4, 238.

REVENUE, COMMITTEE ON—
Members, appointment, 91.
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RHOADS, DEAN A., Senator from Rural Nevada Senatorial District—
Absences, excused, 123.
Committee Appointments—
  Conference re A.B. 433, 4967; A.B. 525, 5800.
  Special—
    Inform Governor, Senate organized, 6.
Standing—
  Finance, 91.
  Natural Resources, 91.
  Transportation, 91.
Moves—
  Suspend rules—
    Transmit immediately to Assembly, S.C.R. 10, 3025.
Remarks from the floor re Regarding his service with the Nevada State Legislature, 5864;
  S.B. 133, 2499; S.B. 286, 2614; S.B. 483, 2400; S.J.R. 4, 622;
  S.J.R. 5, 2418, 2419; S.J.R. 12, 1740; S.C.R. 10, 3024;
  A.C.R. 3, 2944.
Roll call vote requested on motion re A.B. 183, 296.

ROBERSON, MICHAEL, Senator from Clark County, No. 5 District—
Absences, excused, 151.
Addresses Committee of the Whole, 1045, 1227, 1746.
Committee Appointments—
  Conference re A.B. 20, 4186; A.B. 77, 4968; A.B. 524, 5800.
Standing—
  Commerce, Labor and Energy, 91.
  Judiciary, 91.
  Natural Resources, 91.
Moves—
  Reconsideration of vote re A.B. 452, 4317.
Remarks from the floor re "Fabulous Four", Senator Michal A. Schneider, 5862;
  S.B. 12, 237;
  S.B. 17, 127; S.B. 18, 127; S.B. 36, 1765; S.B. 37, 127;
  S.B. 52, 2770; S.B. 75, 3095; S.B. 83, 1824; S.B. 86, 202;
  S.B. 98, 5940; S.B. 115, 5402; S.B. 117, 470; S.B. 132, 145;
  S.B. 140, 1698; S.B. 190, 1958; S.B. 193, 268; S.B. 205, 209;
  S.B. 206, 3296; S.B. 215, 616, 717; S.B. 223, 2422; S.B. 265,
  4966; S.B. 273, 967; S.B. 299, 2433; S.B. 314, 1451; S.B. 329,
  2266; S.B. 348, 718; S.B. 351, 1466, 1737; S.B. 353, 719;
  S.B. 354, 2335; S.B. 367, 1472; S.B. 402, 6275; S.B. 411,
  1039; S.B. 432, 1608; S.B. 497, 2889; A.B. 561, 5854;
  S.J.R. 3, 622; S.J.R. 14, 720; A.B. 7, 304; A.B. 18, 2826;
  A.B. 78, 3213, 4359; A.B. 124, 216; A.B. 136, 4269, 4270,
  4312; A.B. 142, 2827; A.B. 225, 4409; A.B. 273, 4284;
  A.B. 283, 3489; A.B. 284, 2960; A.B. 291, 4285; A.B. 308,
  3547; A.B. 388, 4290; A.B. 452, 4360; A.B. 568, 2937, 2939;
  A.B. 579, 5576; A.C.R. 8, 1736.

ROLL CALL VOTE REQUESTED—
On motion re A.B. 183, 296.

RULES—
  Joint Standing Rules—
    Adoption A.C.R. 1, 42.
Standing—
    Adoption S.R. 1, 24.
Rules—Continued
Standing—Continued
Suspended—
   All bills and joint resolutions, reported out of committee with a Do Pass immediately placed, time permitting, 5298.
   All bills and joint resolutions, reported out of committee, immediately placed, time permitting, 4545.
   All bills and joint resolutions returned from reprint, immediately placed, time permitting, 4267.
   All bills and resolutions just reported out of committee, immediately placed, time permitting, 4189.
   All bills and resolutions with amendments, immediately placed, time permitting, 5398.
   All bills on which amendments are adopted be placed on General File upon return from reprint, time permitting, 5298.
   All Senate bills and joint resolutions, amended on Second Reading, immediately placed, third reading, 1761.
   All Senate bills and joint resolutions, reported out of committee, with amendments, immediately placed, second reading, 1761.
   All Senate bills and resolutions reported out of committee, immediately placed, time permitting, 3993.
   Declare an emergency measure, all bills and resolutions without amendments, immediately placed, time permitting, 5397.
   Declare an emergency measure, all Senate bills reprinting dispensed with, immediately placed, third reading, 1761.
   Dispense with reading bill and resolution histories, 2773, 3041, 3076.
   Reprinting dispensed with S.B. 212, 4939; A.B. 225, 4407; A.B. 229, 4407.

S

SCHNEIDER, MICHAEL A., Senator from Clark County, No. 11 District—
Absences, excused, 147, 1042, 1219, 2967.
Addresses Committee of the Whole, 310, 1227, 1746, 2790.
Committee Appointments—
   Escort—
   U.S. Senator John Ensign, 282.
Standing—
   Commerce, Labor and Energy (Chair), 91.
   Government Affairs, 91.
   Revenue, 91.
   Transportation (Vice Chair), 91.
Temporary—
   Committee on Credentials, 3.
Schneider, Michael A.—Continued

Moves—


Adopt report of temporary Committee on Credentials, 4.

Concur in Assembly amendment(s) to S.B. 18, 5150; S.B. 19, 5280; S.B. 36, 5154; S.B. 143, 5157; S.B. 190, 3756; S.B. 205, 4167; S.B. 215, 5160; S.B. 234, 3761; S.B. 259, 5172; S.B. 267, 5175; S.B. 273, 3792; S.B. 289, 5196; S.B. 292, 5205; S.B. 329, 5211; S.B. 414, 5215.

Do not concur in Assembly amendment(s) to S.B. 99, 4997; S.B. 136, 4734; S.B. 168, 5147; S.B. 193, 3441; S.B. 294, 5011.

Do not recede from action on A.B. 20, 4186; A.B. 77, 4967; A.B. 199, 4968; A.B. 524, 5800.

President Pro Tempore—

Declared to be, 5.

Nominated for, 5.

Presides over Senate, 151, 249, 281, 288, 301, 307, 389, 1261, 1589, 3021, 3096, 3795, 4412.

Reconsideration of vote re S.B. 164, 4317.


SECRETARY OF STATE—

Senate Joint Resolution No. 1 of the 75th Session, returned, 29.

Initiative Petition No.1, 219.

Vetoed Senate Bill No. 3 of the 26th Special Session, returned, 29.

SECRETARY OF THE SENATE—

Addresses members of the Senate Chamber, 6176.

Authorized to insert amendment(s) S.B. 212, 4939.

Authorized to insert amendments adopted by the Senate, 1761.

Authorized to insert the organization of the Seventy-sixth Session into the Journal, 6.

David A. Byerman, declared to be, 5.

David A. Byerman, oath, 5.

Joint Session, roll call, 130, 190, 282, 1219, 1741.

Remarks from the floor re A.C.R. 11, 3334.

Temporary—

David A. Byerman, requested to serve as, 3.

Roll call, 3, 4.
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SELECT COMMITTEE ON ECONOMIC GROWTH AND EMPLOYMENT, COMMITTEE ON—

Members, appointment, 91.

SENATE—

President—See Krolicki, Brian K.
President Pro Tempore—See Schneider, Michael A.
Secretary—See Secretary of Senate.
Sergeant at Arms—See Sergeant at Arms.

SENATE SESSION STAFF—

Appointment, S.R. 3, 24.

SERGEANT AT ARMS—

Temporary—
Kenneth C. Evans, requested to serve as, 3.

SETTELMEYER, JAMES A., Senator from Capital Senatorial District—
Addresses Committee of the Whole, 44, 310, 1045, 1227, 1746.

Committee Appointments—


Special—
Inform Assembly, Senate organized, 6.
Standing—
Commerce, Labor and Energy, 91.
Government Affairs, 91.
Legislative Operations and Elections, 91.

Moves—
Joint Session, dissolve, 287.
Previous question re A.B. 225, 4409.
Remarks from the floor re "Fabulous Four", Senator Dean A. Rhoads, 5863; S.B. 40, 749;
S.B. 48, 2763; S.B. 60, 653; S.B. 65, 521, 706; S.B. 74, 540, 706; S.B. 77, 547; S.B. 86, 202; S.B. 136, 583, 710; S.B. 140, 1696; S.B. 142, 922; S.B. 153, 715, 716; S.B. 182, 927;
S.B. 198, 679; S.B. 210, 2429; S.B. 259, 943; S.B. 288, 973;
S.B. 293, 2431; S.B. 299, 2433; S.B. 318, 1603; S.B. 361, 850;
S.B. 414, 1557; S.B. 496, 2769; S.B. 497, 2888; S.J.R. 14, 720; S.R. 4, 886; A.B. 103, 381; A.B. 198, 3362; A.B. 201, 2851; A.B. 301, 4287; A.B. 413, 3735; A.B. 419, 3674;

Roll call vote requested on motion re A.B. 183, 296.

SPECIAL COMMITTEES—See Committees, Special.

STANDING RULES—See Rules.

SUPREME COURT, NEVADA—

Chief Justice Michael L. Douglas—
Administers oath, 4, 5.
Escort committee appointed for, 4.
Message, 191.
Vote of thanks extended to, 5, 194.
TRANSPORTATION, COMMITTEE ON—
  Members, appointment, 91.

VETOED BILLS OF THE 26th SPECIAL SESSION—
  S.B. 3—
    Governor's message, 27.
    Returned, 29.

VETOED BILLS OF THE 75th SESSION—
  S.B. 143—
    Governor's message, 26.
    Returned, 29.
  S.B. 376—
    Governor's message, 26.
    Returned, 29.
  S.B. 396—
    Governor's message, 27.
    Returned, 29.

VETOED BILLS OF THE 76th SESSION—
  S.B. 497—
    Governor's message, 3022.
    Returned, 3022.
  A.B. 135—
    Governor's message, 4455.
  A.B. 183—
    Governor's message, 390.
  A.B. 253—
    Governor's message, 4456.
  A.B. 254—
    Governor's message, 4457.
  A.B. 456—
    Governor's message, 4457.
  A.B. 566—
    Governor's message, 4424.
  A.B. 568—
    Governor's message, 3029.

WAIVER—
  Notice of Waiver, 724, 725, 726, 1614.

WIENER, VALERIE, Senator from Clark County, No. 3 District—
  Addresses Committee of the Whole, 44, 310, 1045, 1746.
  Committee Appointments—
    Conference re S.B. 200, 5370; S.B. 365, 4966; S.B. 402, 5371; A.B. 39, 4186; A.B. 40, 4186; A.B. 136, 4772.
  Escort—
    U.S. Senator Harry Reid, 131.
  Special—
    Inform Assembly, Senate ready to adjourn Sine die, 6549.
Wiener, Valerie—Continued
Committee Appointments—Continued
Standing—
  Education, 91.
  Health and Human Services (Vice Chair), 91.
  Judiciary (Chair), 91.
  Select Committee on Economic Growth and Employment, 91.
Moves—
  Concur in Assembly amendment(s) to S.B. 24, 4552; S.B. 30, 5015; S.B. 55, 5016; S.B. 57, 5416; S.B. 86, 2790; S.B. 128, 3899; S.B. 150, 5026; S.B. 159, 5963; S.B. 204, 5084; S.B. 221, 3991; S.B. 254, 5106; S.B. 257, 4416; S.B. 282, 5964; S.B. 307, 5119; S.B. 376, 5966; S.B. 381, 5129; S.B. 403, 5132.
  Suspend rules—
    All bills and resolutions just reported out of committee, immediately place, time permitting, 4189.
    All bills and resolutions with amendments, immediately placed, time permitting, 5398.
    Declare an emergency measure, all bills and joint resolutions reported out of committee with a Do Pass, immediately placed, time permitting, 5298.
    Declare an emergency measure, all bills and resolutions without amendments, immediately placed, time permitting, 5397.
    Declare an emergency measure, all bills on which amendments are adopted be placed on General File upon return from reprint, time permitting, 5298.
    Declare an emergency measure A.B. 225, 4361; A.B. 229, 4361; A.J.R. 9, 1735
    Dispense with reading bill and resolution histories, 2773, 3041, 3076
    Do not concur in Assembly amendment(s) to S.B. 101, 4421; S.B. 200, 4642; S.B. 348, 5441; S.B. 402, 4649.
    Do not recede from action on A.B. 136, 4772; A.B. 282, 3705; A.B. 379, 4967.
    Reconsideration of vote on A.B. 240, 6049.
    Reported out of committee, immediately placed, A.B. 258, 3797; A.B. 379, 3797.
    Reprinting dispensed with, S.B. 212, 4939; A.B. 225, 4407; A.B. 229, 4407.
Transmit immediately to Assembly, S.B. 497, 2892.
Wiener, Valerie—Continued
Remarks from the floor re—Continued
A.B. 249, 3088; A.B. 258, 3838, 4314; A.B. 259, 5583;
A.B. 260, 4348; A.B. 271, 2935; A.B. 273, 3717, 4284;
A.B. 282, 3295; A.B. 289, 3681; A.B. 291, 3519, 4285;
A.B. 294, 4125, 4285, 4286; A.B. 313, 3131; A.B. 379, 4131;
A.B. 388, 4157; A.B. 568, 2940, 3052; A.C.R. 10, 4843;
A.C.R. 13, 6062.
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I. OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES

DUTIES OF OFFICERS

Rule No. 1. President.

The President shall take the chair and call the Senate to order precisely at the hour appointed for meeting, and if a quorum is present shall cause the Journal of the preceding day to be read. The President shall preserve order and decorum, and in case of any disturbance or disorderly conduct within the Senate Chamber, shall order the Sergeant at Arms to suppress it, and may order the arrest of any person creating any disturbance within the Senate Chamber. The President may speak to points of order in preference to members, rising from the President's seat for that purpose, and shall decide questions of order without debate, subject to an appeal to the Senate by two members, on which appeal no member may speak more than once without leave of the Senate. The President shall sign all acts, addresses and joint resolutions, and all writs, warrants and subpoenas issued by order of the Senate; all of which must be attested by the Secretary. The President has general direction of the Senate Chamber.

[Statutes of Nevada 1973, 1865; A 1977, 1649; 1987, 2330]

Rule No. 2. President Pro Tem and Other Presiding Officers.

1. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 2:
   (a) The President Pro Tem has all the power and shall discharge all the duties of the President during his or her absence, inability or unwillingness to discharge the duties of his or her office.
   (b) In the absence or inability of the President Pro Tem to discharge the duties of the President's office, the Chair of the Standing Committee on Legislative Operations and Elections shall serve as the presiding officer. In the absence or inability of the Chair, the Vice Chair of the Standing Committee on Legislative Operations and Elections shall serve as the presiding officer. In the absence or inability of the Vice Chair of the Standing Committee on Legislative Operations and Elections, the Senate shall elect one of its members to serve as the presiding officer. A member who is serving as the presiding officer has all the power and shall discharge all the duties of the President until the absence or inability which resulted in the member serving as the presiding officer has ended.

2. When the President Pro Tem or another member is serving as the presiding officer, the President Pro Tem or other member may vote on any
question for which he or she is otherwise qualified to vote as a member. If the Senate is equally divided on the question, the President Pro Tem or other member may not give an additional deciding vote or casting vote pursuant to Senate Standing Rule No. 31 or Section 17 of Article 5 of the Nevada Constitution.


**Rule No. 3. Secretary.**

1. The Secretary of the Senate is elected by the Senate, and shall:
   (a) Interview and recommend to the Standing Committee on Legislative Operations and Elections persons to be considered for employment to assist the Secretary.
   (b) See that these employees perform their respective duties.
   (c) Administer the daily business of the Senate, including the provision of secretaries to its committees.
   (d) Unless otherwise ordered by the Senate, transmit at the end of each working day those bills and resolutions upon which the next action is to be taken by the Assembly.

2. The Secretary is responsible to the Majority Leader.


**Rule No. 4. Sergeant at Arms.**

1. The Sergeant at Arms shall attend the Senate during its sittings, and execute its commands and all process issued by its authority. The Sergeant at Arms must be sworn to keep the secrets of the Senate.

2. The Sergeant at Arms shall:
   (a) Superintend the upkeep of the Senate's Chamber, private lounge, and meeting rooms for committees.
   (b) Interview and recommend to the Standing Committee on Legislative Operations and Elections persons to be considered for employment to assist the Sergeant at Arms.

3. The Sergeant at Arms is responsible to the Majority Leader.


**Rule No. 5. Assistant Sergeant at Arms.**

The Assistant Sergeant at Arms shall be doorkeeper and shall preserve order in the Senate Chamber and shall assist the Sergeant at Arms. The Assistant Sergeant at Arms shall be sworn to keep the secrets of the Senate.

[Statutes of Nevada 1973, 1866]

**Rule No. 6. Reserved.**
II. SESSIONS AND MEETINGS

Rule No. 10. Time of Meeting.

The President shall call the Senate to order each day of sitting at 11:00 o'clock a.m., unless the Senate has adjourned to some other hour.

[Statutes of Nevada 1973, 1866; A 1983, 2104]

Rule No. 11. Call of Senate—Moved by Three Members.

A Call of the Senate may be moved by three Senators, and if carried by a majority of all present, the Secretary shall call the roll and note the absentees, after which the names of the absentees shall again be called over. The doors shall then be closed and the Sergeant at Arms directed to take into custody all who may be absent without leave, and all Senators so taken into custody shall be presented at the bar of the Senate for such action as to the Senate may seem proper.

[Statutes of Nevada 1973, 1866]


No Senator shall absent himself or herself from the service of the Senate without leave, except in case of accident or sickness, and if any Senator or officer shall so absent himself or herself, the per diem of the Senator shall not be allowed to him or her.

[Statutes of Nevada 1973, 1866]

Rule No. 13. Open Meetings.

1. Except as provided in the Constitution of the State of Nevada and in subsection 2 of this Rule, all meetings of the Senate and its committees must be open to the public.

2. A Senate committee meeting may be closed to consider the character, alleged misconduct, professional competence, or physical or mental health of a person.

[Statutes of Nevada 1975, 1880; A 1991, 2482]

The next rule is 20.

III. DECORUM AND DEBATE

Rule No. 20. Points of Order.

1. If any Senator, in speaking or otherwise, transgresses the rules of the Senate, the President shall, or any Senator may, call him or her to order. If a Senator is so called to order, he or she shall not proceed without leave of the Senate. If such leave is granted, it must be upon the motion, "That he or she be allowed to proceed in order," and the Senator shall confine himself or herself to the question under consideration and avoid personality.
2. Every decision of points of order made by the President is subject to appeal, and a discussion of a question of order may be allowed only upon the appeal of two Senators. In all cases of appeal, the question must be, "Shall the decision of the Chair stand as the judgment of the Senate?"

[Statutes of Nevada 1973, 1867; A 1993, 2932; 1999, 3819]


1. In cases of breaches of decorum or propriety, any Senator, officer or other person is liable to such censure or punishment as the Senate may deem proper.

2. If any Senator is called to order for offensive or indecorous language or conduct, the person calling the Senator to order shall report the offensive or indecorous language or conduct to the presiding officer. No member may be held to answer for any language used on the floor of the Senate if business has intervened before exception to the language was taken.

3. Indecorous conduct or boisterous or unbecoming language is not permitted in the Senate Chamber.

[Statutes of Nevada 1973, 1867; A 1999, 3819]

Rule No. 22. Reserved.

Rule No. 23. Committee on Ethics; Legislative Ethics.

1. The Committee on Ethics consists of:

   (a) Two members of the Senate appointed by the Majority Leader from the majority political party;

   (b) One member of the Senate appointed by the Minority Leader from the minority political party; and

   (c) Four qualified electors of the State, two of whom are appointed by the Majority Leader, one who is appointed by the Minority Leader, and one who is appointed by the other members appointed to the Committee, and none of whom is a present member of the Legislature or employed by the State of Nevada.

   ➔ Not more than four members of the Committee may be members of the same political party.

2. The Majority Leader shall appoint the Chair and Vice Chair of the Committee. The Vice Chair shall serve as the acting Chair if the Chair is unable to serve for any reason during the consideration of a specific question.

3. The Majority Leader shall appoint an alternate member with the qualifications set forth in paragraph (a) of subsection 1 and an alternate member with the qualifications set forth in paragraph (c) of subsection 1. The Minority Leader shall appoint an alternate member with the qualifications set forth in paragraph (b) of subsection 1 and an alternate member with the qualifications set forth in paragraph (c) of subsection 1. The members of the Committee shall appoint an alternate member with the qualifications set forth
in paragraph (c) of subsection 1. If a member of the Committee is unable to serve for any reason during the consideration of a specific question, the alternate appointed with the qualifications from the same paragraph in subsection 1 by the same appointing authority shall serve as a member of the Committee during the consideration of the specific question.

4. A member of the Committee is disqualified to serve during the consideration of a specific question if:

(a) The member is the requester of advice concerning the question of ethics or conflict of interest, or the member is the subject of the complaint concerning the specific question; or

(b) A reasonable person in the member's situation could not exercise independent judgment on the matter in question.

5. The Committee:

(a) May hear requests brought by Senators for advice on specific questions of potential breaches of ethics and conflicts of interest; and

(b) Shall hear complaints brought by Senators and others on specific questions of alleged breaches of ethics and conflicts of interest.

6. All proceedings held to consider the character, alleged misconduct, professional competence or physical or mental health of any person by the Committee on matters of ethics or conflicts of interest are confidential unless a Legislator:

(a) Against whom a complaint is brought requests a public hearing;

(b) Discloses the content of an opinion of the Committee at any time after his or her hearing; or

(c) Discloses the content of an advisory opinion issued to him or her by the Committee.

7. A complaint which alleges a breach of ethics or a conflict of interest must be:

(a) Made in writing on a form provided by the Secretary of the Senate;

(b) Signed and verified under penalty of perjury by the person making the allegation; and

(c) Filed with the Chair of the Committee or, if the Chair is the subject of the complaint, with the Vice Chair. The Chair or Vice Chair, as appropriate, shall send a copy of the complaint, within 24 hours after receiving it, to the Legislator against whom the complaint is brought.

8. In determining whether a Legislator has a conflict of interest, the Legislator should consider whether the independence of judgment of a reasonable person in his or her situation upon the matter in question would be materially affected by the Legislator's:

(a) Acceptance of a gift or loan;

(b) Private economic interest; or

(c) Commitment to a member of his or her household or immediate family.
In interpreting and applying the provisions of this subsection, it must be presumed that the independence of judgment of a reasonable person in the Legislator's situation would not be materially affected by the Legislator's private economic interest or the Legislator's commitment to a member of his or her household or immediate family where the resulting benefit or detriment accruing to the Legislator, or if the Legislator has a commitment to a member of his or her household or immediate family, accruing to those other persons, is not greater than that accruing to any other member of the general business, profession, occupation or group that is affected by the matter.

9. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 10, if a Legislator knows he or she has a conflict of interest pursuant to subsection 8, the Legislator shall make a disclosure of the conflict of interest on the record in a meeting of a committee or on the floor of the Senate, as applicable. Such a disclosure must be entered:

(a) If the Legislator makes the disclosure in a meeting of a committee, in the minutes for that meeting.

(b) If the Legislator makes the disclosure on the floor of the Senate, in the Journal.

10. If, on one or more prior occasions during the current session of the Legislature, a Legislator has made a general disclosure of a conflict of interest on the record in a meeting of a committee or on the floor of the Senate, the Legislator is not required to make that general disclosure at length again regarding the same conflict of interest if, when the matter in question arises on subsequent occasions, the Legislator makes a reference on the record to the previous disclosure.

11. In determining whether to abstain from voting upon, advocating or opposing a matter concerning which a Legislator has a conflict of interest pursuant to subsection 8, the Legislator should consider whether:

(a) The conflict impedes his or her independence of judgment; and

(b) His or her interest is greater than the interests of an entire class of persons similarly situated.

12. The provisions of this Rule do not under any circumstances and regardless of any conflict of interest:

(a) Prohibit a Legislator from requesting or introducing a legislative measure; or

(b) Require a Legislator to take any particular action before or while requesting or introducing a legislative measure.

13. If a Legislator who is a member of a committee declares on the record when a vote is to be taken by the committee that he or she will abstain from voting because of the requirements of this Rule, the necessary quorum to act upon and the number of votes necessary to act upon the matter is
reduced as though the Legislator abstaining were not a member of the committee.

14. Except as otherwise provided in the Joint Standing Rules, the standards and procedures set forth in this Rule which govern whether and to what extent a Senator has a conflict of interest, should disclose a conflict of interest or should abstain from voting upon, advocating or opposing a matter concerning which the Senator has a conflict of interest pursuant to subsection 8:

(a) Are exclusive and are the only standards and procedures that apply to Senators with regard to such matters; and

(b) Supersede and preempt all other standards and procedures with regard to such matters.

15. For purposes of this Rule, "immediate family" means a person who is related to the Legislator by blood, adoption or marriage within the first degree of consanguinity or affinity.

[Statutes of Nevada 2009, 3110; A 2011, 3773]

The next rule is 30.

IV. QUORUM, VOTING, ELECTIONS

Rule No. 30. Recorded Vote—Three Required to Call For.

1. A recorded vote must be taken upon final passage of a bill or joint resolution, and in any other case when called for by three members. Every Senator within the bar of the Senate shall vote "yea" or "nay" or record himself or herself as "not voting," unless excused by unanimous vote of the Senate.

2. The votes and names of those absent or recorded as "not voting" and the names of Senators demanding the recorded vote must be entered in the Journal.


Rule No. 31. President to Decide—Tie Vote.

A question is lost by a tie vote, but when the Senate is equally divided on any question except the passage of a bill or joint resolution, the President may give the deciding vote.

[Statutes of Nevada 1973, 1867; A 1977, 1650]

Rule No. 32. Manner of Election—Voting.

1. In all cases of election by the Senate, the vote must be taken viva voce. In other cases, if a vote is to be recorded, it may be taken by oral roll-call or by electronic recording.

2. When a recorded vote is taken, no Senator may:

(a) Vote except when at his or her seat;
(b) Explain his or her vote or discuss the question while the voting is in progress; or
(c) Change his or her vote after the result is announced.

3. The announcement of the result of any vote must not be postponed.

[Statutes of Nevada 1973, 1867; A 1979, 1926; 1999, 3820; 2009, 3112]

The next rule is 40.

V. LEGISLATIVE BODIES

Rule No. 40. Standing and Select Committees.

1. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 2, the standing and select committees of the Senate and their respective jurisdiction for the reference of bills and resolutions are as follows:


(b) Education, seven members, with jurisdiction over measures affecting primarily chapters 378-380A, 385, 386 and 388-399 of NRS, except measures affecting primarily state and local revenue.

(c) Finance, seven members, with jurisdiction over measures primarily affecting chapters 1A, 387 and 400 of NRS, appropriations, operating and capital budgets, state and federal budget issues and bonding, except measures affecting primarily state and local revenue, and over any measures carrying or requiring appropriations and favorably reported by any other committee.

(d) Government Affairs, five members, with jurisdiction over measures affecting primarily titles 20-22, 25, 27, 28, 30, 31, 36 and 37 of NRS, and chapters 223-228, 232-237, 238-242, 289, 381, 384, 472-474, 477, 532-534, 538, 540A, 541, 693B, 708-710 and 720 of NRS, except measures affecting primarily the provisions of the Nevada Administrative Procedure Act that govern the adjudication of contested cases, state and local revenue and state and federal budget issues.

(e) Health and Human Services, seven members, with jurisdiction over measures primarily affecting titles 38 and 39 of NRS, and chapters 439-444, 446-458, 460 and 583-585 of NRS, except measures affecting primarily state and local revenue.

(f) Judiciary, seven members, with jurisdiction over measures affecting primarily the provisions of the Nevada Administrative Procedure Act that govern the adjudication of contested cases, titles 2-7, 9, 11-16 and 41 of NRS, and chapters 1, 2-7, 101-104A, 111-117, 119A, 120, 120A, 458A, 475 and 719 of NRS, except measures affecting primarily state and local revenue.
(g) Legislative Operations and Elections, five members, with jurisdiction over measures affecting primarily titles 17, 24 and 29 of NRS, and chapters 281-288 of NRS, and the operation of the legislative session, except measures affecting primarily state and local revenue.

(h) Natural Resources, five members, with jurisdiction over measures primarily affecting titles 26, 45-47, 49 and 50 of NRS, and chapters 383, 407, 444A-445D, 459, 488, 534A-537, 539, 540, 543, 544, 581, 582 and 586-590 of NRS, except measures affecting primarily state and local revenue.

(i) Revenue, seven members, with jurisdiction over measures affecting primarily title 32 of NRS and state and local revenue.

(j) Transportation, seven members, with jurisdiction over measures affecting primarily title 44 of NRS, and chapters 403-405, 408, 410, 476, 480-487, 490, 705 and 706 of NRS, except measures affecting primarily state and local revenue.

(k) Select Committee on Economic Growth and Employment, seven members, with jurisdiction over measures affecting primarily chapters 231 and 237A of NRS, except measures affecting primarily state and local revenue.

2. The Chair of the Standing Committee on Finance may assign any portion of a proposed executive budget to any of the other standing or select committees of the Senate for review. Upon receiving such an assignment the standing or select committee shall complete its review expeditiously and report its findings and any recommendations to the Standing Committee on Finance for its independent evaluation.


**Rule No. 41. Appointment of Alternates.**

If the chair or any member of a committee is temporarily unable to perform his or her duties, the Majority Leader shall appoint an alternate of the same political party to serve in the chair's or the member's place for such time as is determined by the Majority Leader.

[Statutes of Nevada 2005, 2943; A 2007, 3471]

**Rule No. 42. Committee Expenses.**

No committee shall employ assistance or incur any expense, except by permission of the Senate previously obtained.

[Statutes of Nevada 1973, 1868]

**Rule No. 43. Duties of Committees.**

The several committees shall acquaint themselves with the interests of the State specially represented by the committee and shall present such bills and
reports as in their judgment will advance the interests and promote the welfare of the people of the State.

Rule No. 44. Committee on Legislative Operations and Elections.
The Standing Committee on Legislative Operations and Elections shall recommend by resolution the appointment of the staff of the Senate not otherwise provided for by law. It may suspend any staff of the Senate for incompetency or dereliction of duty, pending final action by the Senate.

Rule No. 45. Reserved.

Rule No. 46. Forming Committee of the Whole.
In forming the Committee of the Whole, the Senator who has so moved shall name a Chair to preside. All amendments proposed by the Committee shall be reported by the Chair to the Senate.
[Statutes of Nevada 1973, 1869; A 1977, 1651; 2007, 3472]

Rule No. 47. Rules Applicable to Committee of the Whole.
The Rules of the Senate shall apply to proceedings in Committee of the Whole, except that the previous question shall not be ordered, nor the yeas and nays demanded, but the Committee may limit the number of times that any member may speak, at any stage of proceedings, during its sitting. Messages may be received by the President while the Committee is sitting; in which case the President shall resume the chair and receive the message. After receiving the message, the President shall vacate the chair in favor of the Chair of the Committee.
[Statutes of Nevada 1973, 1869; A 2007, 3472]

Rule No. 48. Motion to Rise Committee of the Whole.
A motion that the Committee rise shall always be in order, and shall be decided without debate.
[Statutes of Nevada 1973, 1869]

Rule No. 49. Reference to Committee.
When a motion is made to refer any subject, and different committees are proposed, the subject may be referred to the committee with jurisdiction over the subject as set forth in Senate Standing Rule No. 40, or to a different committee, upon a majority vote of the Senate.

Rule No. 50. Return From Committee.
1. Any bill or other matter referred to a committee of the Senate must not be withdrawn or ordered taken from the committee for consideration by
the Senate, for re-referral, or for any other reason without a two-thirds vote of the Senate, and at least one day's notice of the motion therefor.

2. No such motion is in order:
   (a) If the bill to be withdrawn or ordered taken from the committee may no longer be considered by the Senate; or
   (b) On the last day of the session, or on the day preceding the last day of the session.

3. This Rule does not take from any committee the rights and duties of committees provided for in Senate Standing Rule No. 43.

   [Statutes of Nevada 1973, 1869; A 1999, 3822; 2005, 2944]

Rule No. 51. Reserved.

Rule No. 52. Reserved.

Rule No. 53. Committee Rules.

1. The rules of the Senate, as far as applicable, are the rules of committees of the Senate. Procedure in committees, where not otherwise provided in this Rule, must follow the procedure of the Senate. For matters not included in the rules of the Senate or these rules, Mason's Manual of Legislative Procedure must be followed.

2. A majority of any committee constitutes a quorum for the transaction of business.

3. A meeting of a committee may not be opened without a quorum present.

4. In addition to regularly scheduled meetings of a committee or those called by the chair of the committee, meetings may be set by a written petition of a majority of the committee and filed with the chair of the committee.

5. A bill may be passed from a committee only by a majority of the committee membership. A simple majority of those present and voting is sufficient to adopt committee amendments.

6. Subcommittees may be appointed by the chair of a committee to consider subjects specified by the committee and shall report back to the committee. If a subcommittee is so appointed, the committee shall determine whether the subcommittee shall keep minutes of its meetings. Any minutes required to be kept pursuant to this subsection must comply with the provisions of subsection 12.

7. A committee shall act only when together, and all votes must be taken in the presence of the committee. A member shall not be recorded as voting unless the member was actually present in the committee at the time of the vote. The chair of the committee must be present when the committee votes to take any final actions on bills or resolutions, but the chair is not required to vote. Upon approval of the Chair, a committee may meet together
by video conference. A member who is actually present in the committee at a
posted video conference location is present and in attendance at the meeting
for all purposes. The provisions of this subsection do not prohibit the
prefiling of legislative bills and resolutions on behalf of a committee in the
manner prescribed by the Legislative Commission.

8. All committee and subcommittee meetings are open to the public,
except as otherwise provided in Senate Standing Rule No. 13.

9. Before reporting a bill or resolution to the Senate, a committee may
reconsider its action. A motion to reconsider must be made by a member who
voted with the prevailing side.

10. The chair of a committee shall determine the agenda of each
meeting of the committee except that a member of the committee may
request an item for the agenda by communicating with the chair at least
4 days before the meeting. A majority of a committee may, by vote, add an
item to the agenda of the next regularly scheduled meeting.

11. Secretaries to committees shall give notices of hearings on bills to
anyone requesting notices of particular bills.

12. All committees shall keep minutes of meetings. The minutes must
cover members present and absent, subjects under discussion, witnesses who
appear, committee members’ statements concerning legislative intent, action
taken by the committee, as well as the vote of individual members on all
matters on which a vote is taken. Any member may submit to the secretary
additional remarks to be included in the minutes and records of committee
meetings. At the conclusion of the legislative session, the Secretary of the
Senate shall deliver all minutes and records of committee meetings in his or
her possession to the Director of the Legislative Counsel Bureau.

13. In addition to the minutes, the committee secretary shall maintain a
record of all bills, including:
  (a) Date bill referred;
  (b) Date bill received;
  (c) Date set for hearing the bill;
  (d) Date or dates bill heard and voted upon; and
  (e) Date report prepared.

14. Each committee secretary shall file the minutes of each meeting
with the Secretary of the Senate as soon as practicable after the meeting.

15. All committee minutes and any subcommittee minutes required to
be kept pursuant to subsection 6 are open to public inspection upon request
and during normal business hours.

[Statutes of Nevada 1973, 1870; A 1975, 1904; 1977, 1651; 1979, 1928;
2011, 3779]
Rule No. 54.  Review of State Agency Programs.

In addition to or concurrent with committee action taken on specific bills and resolutions during a regular session of the Legislature, each standing committee of the Senate is encouraged to plan and conduct a general review of selected programs of state agencies or other areas of public interest within the committee’s jurisdiction.

[Statutes of Nevada 1979, 1977]

The next rule is 60.

VI.  RULES GOVERNING MOTIONS

A.  MOTIONS GENERALLY

Rule No. 60.  Entertaining.

1.  No motion may be debated until it is announced by the President.
2.  By consent of the Senate, a motion may be withdrawn before amendment or decision.

[Statutes of Nevada 1973, 1870; A 1999, 3824]

Rule No. 61.  Precedence of Motions.

When a question is under debate no motion shall be received but the following, which shall have precedence in the order named:

1.  To adjourn.
2.  For a call of the Senate.
3.  To recess.
4.  To lay on the table.
5.  For the previous question.
6.  To postpone to a day certain.
7.  To refer to committee.
8.  To amend.
9.  To postpone indefinitely.

-The first four shall be decided without debate.

[Statutes of Nevada 1973, 1870; A 2005, 2946; 2011, 3780]

Rule No. 62.  When Not Entertained.

1.  When a motion to refer to committee, to postpone to a day certain, or to postpone indefinitely has been decided, it must not be again entertained on the same day.
2.  When a question has been postponed indefinitely, it must not again be introduced during the session unless this Rule is suspended by a two-thirds vote.
3.  There must be no reconsideration of a vote on a motion to postpone indefinitely.

B. PARTICULAR MOTIONS

Rule No. 63. To Adjourn.
A motion to adjourn shall always be in order. The name of the Senator moving to adjourn, and the time when the motion was made, shall be entered in the Journal.


Rule No. 64. Lay on the Table.
A motion to lay on or take from the table shall be carried by a majority vote.

[Statutes of Nevada 1973, 1871]

Rule No. 65. Reserved.

Rule No. 66. To Strike Enacting Clause.
A motion to strike out the enacting clause of a bill or resolution has precedence over a motion to refer to committee or to amend. If a motion to strike out the enacting clause of a bill or resolution is carried, the bill or resolution is rejected.

[Statutes of Nevada 1973, 1871; A 1999, 3825; 2005, 2946]

Rule No. 67. Division of Question.
1. Any Senator may call for a division of a question.
2. A question must be divided if it embraces subjects so distinct that if one subject is taken away, a substantive proposition remains for the decision of the Senate.
3. A motion to strike out and insert must not be divided.

[Statutes of Nevada 1973, 1871; A 1999, 3825]

Rule No. 68. To Reconsider—Precedence of.
1. A motion to reconsider has precedence over every other motion, including a motion to adjourn if the motion is to reconsider a final vote on a bill or resolution. A motion to reconsider a final vote on a bill or resolution shall be in order only on the day on which the final vote is taken and the vote on such a motion to reconsider must be taken on the same day.
2. If the motion to reconsider is for any other action, the motion has precedence over every other motion, except a motion to adjourn. When the Senate adjourns while a motion to reconsider is pending, or before passing the order of Motions and Resolutions, the right to move for reconsideration continues to the next day of sitting.

[Statutes of Nevada 1973, 1871; A 1999, 3825; 2009, 3260]

Rule No. 69. Explanation of Motion.
Whenever a Senator moves to change the usual disposition of a bill or resolution, he or she shall describe the subject of the bill or resolution and
state the reasons for requesting the change in the processing of the bill or resolution.

[Statutes of Nevada 1973, 1883; A 1979, 1928; 1999, 3825]

The next rule is 80.

VII. DEBATE

Rule No. 80. Speaking on Question.
1. Every Senator who speaks shall, standing in his or her place, address "Mr. or Madam President," in a courteous manner, and shall confine himself or herself to the question before the Senate. When the Senator has finished, he or she shall sit down.
2. No Senator may speak:
   (a) More than twice during the consideration of any one question on the same day, except for explanation.
   (b) A second time without leave when others who have not spoken desire the floor.
3. Incidental and subsidiary questions arising during debate shall not be considered the same question.

[Statutes of Nevada 1973, 1871; A 1999, 3825]

Rule No. 81. Previous Question.
The previous question shall not be put unless demanded by three Senators, and it shall be in this form: "Shall the main question be put?"
When sustained by a majority of Senators present it shall put an end to all debate and bring the Senate to a vote on the question or questions before it, and all incidental questions arising after the motion was made shall be decided without debate. A person who is speaking on a question shall not while he or she has the floor move to put that question.

[Statutes of Nevada 1973, 1872; A 1979, 1928; 2005, 2947]

The next rule is 90.

VIII. CONDUCT OF BUSINESS

A. GENERALLY

The rules of parliamentary practice contained in Mason's Manual of Legislative Procedure shall govern the Senate in all cases in which they are applicable and in which they are not inconsistent with the standing rules and orders of the Senate, and the joint rules of the Senate and Assembly.

[Statutes of Nevada 1973, 1872]
Rule No. 91. Suspension of Rule.

No standing rule or order of the Senate shall be rescinded or changed without a vote of two-thirds of the Senate and one day's notice of the motion therefor; but a rule or order may be temporarily suspended for a special purpose by a vote of two-thirds of the members present. When the suspension of a rule is called for, and after due notice from the President no objection is offered, the President can announce the rule suspended and the Senate may proceed accordingly; but this shall not apply to that portion of Senate Standing Rule No. 109 relating to the third reading of bills, which cannot be suspended.

[Statutes of Nevada 1973, 1872; A 2005, 2948]

Rule No. 92. Notices of Bills, Topics and Public Hearings.

Adequate notice shall be provided to the Legislators and the public by posting information relative to the bills, topics and public hearings which are to come before committees. Notices shall include the date, time, place and agenda, and shall be posted conspicuously in the legislative building, shall appear in the daily history, and shall be made available to the news media.

This requirement of notice may be suspended for an emergency by the affirmative vote of two-thirds of the committee members appointed.

[Statutes of Nevada 1973, 1872; A 1977, 1677]

Rule No. 93. Protest.

Any Senator, or Senators, may protest against the action of the Senate upon any question, and have such protest entered in the Journal.

[Statutes of Nevada 1973, 1872; A 2001, 3288]

Rule No. 94. Privilege of the Floor.

1. To preserve decorum and facilitate the business of the Senate, only the following persons may be present on the floor of the Senate during formal sessions:
   (a) State officers;
   (b) Officers and members of the Senate;
   (c) Employees of the Legislative Counsel Bureau;
   (d) Staff of the Senate; and
   (e) Members of the Assembly whose presence is required for the transaction of business.

2. Guests of Senators must be seated in a section of the upper or lower gallery of the Senate Chamber to be specially designated by the Sergeant at Arms. The Majority Leader may specify special occasions when guests may be seated on the floor of the Senate with a Senator.

3. A majority of Senators may authorize the President to have the Senate Chamber cleared of all persons except Senators and officers of the Senate.
4. The Senate Chamber may not be used for any business other than legislative business during a legislative session.
   [Statutes of Nevada 1973, 1873; A 1987, 2333; 1999, 3826; 2011, 3783]

**Rule No. 95. Material Placed on Legislators' Desks.**

1. Only the Sergeant at Arms and officers and employees of the Senate may place papers, letters, notes, pamphlets and other written material upon a Senator's desk. Such material must contain the name of the Legislator requesting the placement of the material on the desk or a designation of the origin of the material.

2. This Rule does not apply to books containing the legislative bills and resolutions, the daily histories and daily journals of the Senate or Assembly, or Legislative Counsel Bureau material.
   [Statutes of Nevada 1973, 1873; A 1979, 1929; 1999, 3827]

**Rule No. 96. Reserved.**

**Rule No. 97. Petitions and Memorials.**

The contents of any petition or memorial shall be briefly stated by the President or any Senator presenting it. It shall then lie on the table or be referred, as the President or Senate may direct.
   [Statutes of Nevada 1973, 1873]

**Rule No. 98. Reserved.**

**Rule No. 99. Reserved.**

**Rule No. 100. Reserved.**

**Rule No. 101. Reserved.**

**Rule No. 102. Objection to Reading of Paper.**

Where the reading of any paper is called for, and is objected to by any Senator, it shall be determined by a vote of the Senate, and without debate.
   [Statutes of Nevada 1973, 1873]

**Rule No. 103. Questions Relating to Priority of Business.**

All questions relating to the priority of business shall be decided without debate.
   [Statutes of Nevada 1973, 1873]

**B. Bills and Resolutions**

**Rule No. 104. Reserved.**

**Rule No. 105. Reserved.**
Rule No. 106. Skeleton Bills.

Skeleton bills may be introduced after the beginning of a session when, in the opinion of the sponsor and the Legislative Counsel, the full drafting of the bill would entail extensive research or be of considerable length. A skeleton bill will be a presentation of ideas or statements of purpose, sufficient in style and expression to enable the Legislature and the committee to which the bill may be referred to consider the substantive merits of the legislation proposed.

[Statutes of Nevada 1973, 1874; A 1999, 3827]


1. Bills introduced may be accompanied by information relative to witnesses and selected persons of departments and agencies who should be considered for committee hearings on the proposed legislation. At the time of or after introduction of a bill, a list of witnesses who are proponents of the bill together with their addresses and telephone numbers may be given to the secretary of the committee to which the bill is referred. This information may be provided by:
   (a) The Senator introducing the bill;
   (b) The person requesting a committee introduction of the bill; or
   (c) The chair of the committee introducing the bill.

2. The secretary of the committee shall deliver this information to the chair of the committee to which the bill is referred. Members of the committee may suggest additional names for witnesses.

3. The Legislator may provide an analysis which may describe the intent, purpose, justification and effects of the bill, or any of them.


Rule No. 108. Reserved.

Rule No. 109. Reading of Bills.

1. Every bill must receive three readings before its passage, unless, in case of emergency, this rule is suspended by a two-thirds vote of the Senate.

2. The first reading of a bill is for information, and if there is opposition to the bill, the question must be, "Shall this bill be rejected?" If there is no opposition to the bill, or if the question to reject is defeated, the bill must then take the usual course.

3. No bill may be referred to committee until once read, nor amended until twice read.

4. The third reading of every bill must be by sections.

Rule No. 110. Second Reading File—Consent Calendar.

1. All bills or joint resolutions reported by committee must be placed on a Second Reading File unless recommended for placement on the Consent Calendar.

2. A committee shall not recommend a bill or joint resolution for placement on the Consent Calendar if:
   (a) An amendment of the bill or joint resolution is recommended;
   (b) It contains an appropriation;
   (c) It requires a two-thirds vote of the Senate; or
   (d) It is controversial in nature.

3. A bill or joint resolution recommended for placement on the Consent Calendar must be included in the Daily File listed in the Daily History of the Senate at least 1 calendar day before it may be considered.

4. A bill or joint resolution must be removed from the Consent Calendar at the request of any Senator. A bill or joint resolution so removed must be immediately placed on the Second Reading File for consideration in the usual order of business.

5. When the Consent Calendar is called:
   (a) The bills remaining on the Consent Calendar must be read by number and summary, and the vote must be taken on their final passage as a group.
   (b) No remarks or questions are in order and the bills remaining on the Consent Calendar must be voted upon without debate.


Rule No. 111. Publications.

1. An appropriate number of copies of all bills and resolutions of general interest must be printed for the use of the Senate and Assembly. Such other matter must be printed as may be ordered by the Senate.

2. Bill books will not be prepared for legislators unless they qualify for and request the service. The service, if approved, will be limited to the provision of one full set of bills, journals, histories and indexes for the Senator's desk in the Senate chamber. Bill books will not be prepared for a Senator for individual committees.

3. A Senator may request the provision of bill book service pursuant to subsection 1 if either:
   (a) The Senator has served in the Senate for 8 or more years; or
   (b) A physical or medical condition requires the Senator to use the bill books rather than viewing bills on a laptop computer.
4. A request for bill book service must be made to the Majority Leader of the Senate. If the Majority Leader determines that the Senator qualifies for the service, the Majority Leader shall direct the Legislative Counsel Bureau to provide the service.


Rule No. 112. Sponsorship.

1. A Senator may rise and request that his or her name be added as a sponsor of a bill or resolution that is introduced in the Senate if the Senator has submitted to the Secretary of the Senate a statement approving the request signed by the Senator who introduced the bill or resolution. A Senator may make a request to have his or her name added as a sponsor of:

(a) A resolution of the Senate, at any time after the resolution is introduced in the Senate and before the resolution is passed by the Senate.

(b) A bill or a joint or concurrent resolution:

(1) At any time after the bill or resolution is introduced in the Senate and before the bill or resolution is passed out of the Senate to the Assembly; and

(2) At any time after the bill or resolution is returned to the Senate following passage by the Assembly and before the bill or resolution is enrolled.

2. A Senator who is a sponsor of a bill or resolution that is introduced in the Senate may rise and request that his or her name be removed as a sponsor of the bill or resolution. A Senator may make a request to have his or her name removed as a sponsor of:

(a) A resolution of the Senate, at any time after the resolution is introduced in the Senate and before the resolution is passed by the Senate.

(b) A bill or a joint or concurrent resolution:

(1) At any time after the bill or resolution is introduced in the Senate and before the bill or resolution is passed out of the Senate to the Assembly; and

(2) At any time after the bill or resolution is returned to the Senate following passage by the Assembly and before the bill or resolution is enrolled.

[Statutes of Nevada 2005, 2951; A 2007, 3479]

Rule No. 113. Reading of Bills—General File.

1. Upon reading of bills on the Second Reading File, Senate and Assembly bills reported without amendments must be ordered to the General File. Committee amendments reported with bills must be considered upon their second reading and such amendments may be adopted by a majority vote of the members present. Bills so amended must be reprinted, engrossed or re-engrossed, and ordered to the General File. The File must be made available to members of the public each day by the Secretary.
2. Any member may move to amend a bill during its reading on the Second Reading File or during its third reading and the motion to amend may be adopted by a majority vote of the members present. Bills so amended on second reading must be treated the same as bills with committee amendments. Any bill so amended upon the General File must be reprinted and engrossed or re-engrossed.

3. An appropriate number of copies of all amended bills must be printed.


Rule No. 114. Referral of Bill With Special Instructions.
A bill may be referred to committee with special instructions to amend at any time before taking the final vote.

[Statutes of Nevada 1973, 1875; A 2005, 2951]

Rule No. 115. Reconsideration of Vote on Bill.
1. A vote may be reconsidered on motion of any member.
2. Motions to reconsider a vote upon amendments to any pending question and upon a final vote on a bill or resolution may be made and decided at once.

[Statutes of Nevada 1973, 1876; A 1999, 3830; 2009, 3260]

Rule No. 116. Reserved.

Rule No. 117. Different Subject Not Admitted as Amendment.
No subject different from that under consideration shall be admitted as an amendment; and no bill or resolution shall be amended by incorporating any irrelevant subject matter or by association or annexing any other bill or resolution pending in the Senate, but a substitute may be offered at any time so long as the original is open to amendment.

[Statutes of Nevada 1973, 1876]

Rule No. 118. Certain Resolutions Treated as Bills.
1. Resolutions addressed to Congress, or to either House thereof, or to the President of the United States, or the heads of any of the national departments, or proposing amendments to the State Constitution are subject, in all respects, to the foregoing rules governing the course of bills.
2. A joint resolution proposing an amendment to the Constitution must be entered in the Journal in its entirety.

[Statutes of Nevada 1973, 1876; A 1977, 1757; 2009, 3123]

Rule No. 118.2. Memorial Resolutions.
Once the sponsor has moved for the adoption of a memorial resolution, not more than one member from each caucus, and, upon request of a member
of the body and the approval of the Majority Leader, one additional member may speak on the resolution.
[Statutes of Nevada 2011, 3787]

**Rule No. 119. Certain Resolutions Treated as Motions.**
Except as otherwise provided in Senate Standing Rules Nos. 118 and 118.2, resolutions must be treated as motions in all proceedings of the Senate.
[Statutes of Nevada 1973, 1876; A 2009, 3123; 2011, 3787]

**Rule No. 119.2. Return From the Secretary of State.**
A Senate resolution may be used to request the return from the Secretary of State of an enrolled Senate resolution for further consideration.
[Statutes of Nevada 2009, 3123]

**C. ORDER OF BUSINESS, SPECIAL ORDERS AND OTHER MATTERS**

**Rule No. 120. Order of Business.**
1. Roll Call.
2. Prayer and Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag.
3. Reading and Approval of the Journal.
4. Reports of Committees.
5. Messages from the Governor.
6. Messages from the Assembly.
7. Communications.
8. Waivers and Exemptions.
10. Introduction, First Reading and Reference.
11. Consent Calendar.
12. Second Reading and Amendment.
13. General File and Third Reading.
15. Special Orders of the Day.
16. Remarks from the Floor; Introduction of Guests. A Senator may speak under this order of business for a period of not more than 10 minutes.

**Rule No. 121. Privilege.**
Any Senator may rise and explain a matter personal to himself or herself by leave of the President, but the Senator shall not discuss any pending question in such explanation.
[Statutes of Nevada 1973, 1877]

**Rule No. 122. Reserved.**
Rule No. 123. Reserved.

Rule No. 124. Preference to Speak.
When two or more Senators rise at the same time the President shall name the one who may first speak—giving preference, when practicable, to the mover or introducer of the subject under consideration.

[Statutes of Nevada 1973, 1877]

Rule No. 125. Special Order.
The President shall call the Senate to order on the arrival of the time fixed for the consideration of a special order, and announce that the special order is before the Senate, which shall be considered, unless it be postponed by a two-thirds vote, and any business before the Senate at the time of the announcement of the special order shall go to Unfinished Business.

[Statutes of Nevada 1973, 1877]

Rule No. 126. Reserved.

Rule No. 127. Reserved.

Rule No. 128. Reserved.

Rule No. 129. Reserved.

D. CONTESTS OF ELECTIONS

Rule No. 130. Procedure.
1. The Senate shall not dismiss a statement of contest for want of form if any ground of contest is alleged with sufficient certainty to inform the defendant of the charges he or she is required to meet. The following grounds are sufficient, but are not exclusive:
   (a) That the election board or any member thereof was guilty of malfeasance.
   (b) That a person who has been declared elected to an office was not at the time of election eligible to that office.
   (c) That illegal votes were cast and counted for the defendant, which, if taken from the defendant, will reduce the number of legal votes below the number necessary to elect him or her.
   (d) That the election board, in conducting the election or in canvassing the returns, made errors sufficient to change the result of the election as to any person who has been declared elected.
   (e) That the defendant has given, or offered to give, to any person a bribe for the purpose of procuring his or her election.
   (f) That there was a possible malfunction of any voting or counting device.

2. The contest must be submitted so far as may be possible upon depositions or by written or oral arguments as the Senate may order. Any
party to a contest may take the deposition of any witness at any time after the statement of contest is filed with the Secretary of State and before the contest is finally decided. At least 5 days' notice must be given to the prospective deponent and to the other party. If oral statements are made at any hearing before the Senate or a committee thereof which purport to establish matters of fact, they must be made under oath. Strict rules of evidence do not apply.

3. The contestant has the burden of proving that any irregularities shown were of such nature as to establish the probability that the result of the election was changed thereby. After consideration of all the evidence, the Senate shall declare the defendant elected unless the Senate finds from the evidence that a person other than the defendant received the greatest number of legal votes, in which case the Senate shall declare that person elected.

[Statutes of Nevada 1981, 2145]

The next rule is 140.

IX. LEGISLATIVE INVESTIGATIONS

Rule No. 140. Compensation of Witnesses.
Witnesses summoned to appear before the Senate, or any of its committees, shall be compensated as provided by law for witnesses required to attend in the courts of the State of Nevada.

[Statutes of Nevada 1973, 1877]
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CONFERENCE COMMITTEES

Rule No. 1. Procedure Concerning.

1. In every case of an amendment of a bill, or joint or concurrent resolution, agreed to in one House, dissented from in the other, and not receded from by the one making the amendment, each House shall appoint a committee to confer with a like committee to be appointed by the other; and the committee so appointed shall meet publicly at a convenient hour to be agreed upon by their respective chairs and announced publicly, and shall confer upon the differences between the two Houses as indicated by the amendments made in one and rejected in the other and report as early as convenient the result of their conference to their respective Houses.

2. The report shall be made available to all members of both Houses. The whole subject matter embraced in the bill or resolution shall be considered by the committee, and it may recommend recession by either House, new amendments, a new bill or resolution, or other changes as it sees fit. A new bill or resolution so reported shall be treated as amendments unless the bill or resolution is composed entirely of original matter, in which case it shall receive the treatment required in the respective Houses for original bills, or resolutions, as the case may be. A conference committee shall not recommend any action which would cause the creation of more than one reprint or more than one bill or resolution.

3. The report of a conference committee may be adopted by acclamation, and such action may be considered equivalent to the adoption of amendments embodied therein. The report is not subject to amendment.

4. There shall be but one conference committee on any bill or resolution. A majority of the members of a conference committee from each House must be members who voted for the passage of the bill or resolution.


MESSAGES

Rule No. 2. Biennial Message of the Governor.

Upon motion, the biennial message of the Governor must be received and read and entered in full in the Journal of proceedings.

[Statutes of Nevada 1931, 466; A 1999, 3848; 2001, 3310; 2007, 3438; 2009, 3127]
Rule No. 2.2. Other Messages From the Governor.
Whenever a message from the Governor is received, it shall be read and entered in full in the Journal of proceedings.
[Statutes of Nevada 2009, 3127]

Rule No. 2.4. Proclamation by the Governor Convening Special Session.
Proclamations by the Governor convening the Legislature in special session must, by direction of the presiding officer of each House, be read immediately after the convening of the special session, and must be filed and entered in the Journal of proceedings.
[Statutes of Nevada 2009, 3127]

Rule No. 2.6. Messages Between Houses.
Messages from the Senate to the Assembly shall be delivered by the Secretary or a person designated by the Secretary and messages from the Assembly to the Senate shall be delivered by the Chief Clerk or a person designated by the Chief Clerk.

NOTICE OF FINAL ACTION

Rule No. 3. Communications.
Each House shall communicate its final action on any bill or resolution, or matter in which the other may be interested, by written notice. Each such notice sent by the Senate must be signed by the Secretary of the Senate, or a person designated by the Secretary. Each such notice sent by the Assembly must be signed by the Chief Clerk of the Assembly, or a person designated by the Chief Clerk.
[Statutes of Nevada 1931, 410; A 1999, 3849]

BILLS AND JOINT RESOLUTIONS

Rule No. 4. Signature.
Each enrolled bill or joint resolution shall be presented to the presiding officers of both Houses for signature. They shall, after an announcement of their intention to do so is made in open session, sign the bill or joint resolution and their signatures shall be followed by those of the Secretary of the Senate and Chief Clerk of the Assembly.
[Statutes of Nevada 1931, 467; A 1977, 1656; 1999, 3849]

Rule No. 5. Joint Sponsorship.
1. A bill or resolution introduced by a standing committee of the Senate or Assembly may, at the direction of the chair of the committee, set forth the name of a standing committee of the other House as a joint sponsor, if a
majority of all members appointed to the committee of the other House votes in favor of becoming a joint sponsor of the bill or resolution. The name of the committee joint sponsor must be set forth on the face of the bill or resolution immediately below the date on which the bill or resolution is introduced.

2. A bill or resolution introduced by one or more Legislators elected to one House may, at the direction of the Legislator who brings the bill or resolution forward for introduction, set forth the names of one or more Legislators who are members elected to the other House and who wish to be primary joint sponsors or non-primary joint sponsors of the bill or resolution. Not more than five Legislators from each House may be set forth on the face of a bill or resolution as primary joint sponsors. The names of each primary joint sponsor and non-primary joint sponsor must be set forth on the face of the bill or resolution in the following order immediately below the date on which the bill or resolution is introduced:

(a) The name of each primary joint sponsor, in the order indicated on the colored back of the introductory copy of the bill or resolution; and

(b) The name of each non-primary joint sponsor, in alphabetical order.

3. The Legislative Counsel shall not cause to be printed the name of a standing committee as a joint sponsor on the face of a bill or resolution unless the chair of the committee has signed his or her name next to the name of the committee on the colored back of the introductory copy of the bill or resolution that was submitted to the front desk of the House of origin or the statement required by subsection 5. The Legislative Counsel shall not cause to be printed the name of a Legislator as a primary joint sponsor or non-primary joint sponsor on the face of a bill or resolution unless the Legislator has signed the colored back of the introductory copy of the bill or resolution that was submitted to the front desk of the House of origin or the statement required by subsection 5.

4. Upon introduction, any bill or resolution that sets forth the names of primary joint sponsors or non-primary joint sponsors, or both, must be numbered in the same numerical sequence as other bills and resolutions of the same House of origin are numbered.

5. Once a bill or resolution has been introduced, a primary joint sponsor or non-primary joint sponsor may only be added or removed by amendment of the bill or resolution. An amendment which proposes to add or remove a primary joint sponsor or non-primary joint sponsor must not be considered by the House of origin of the amendment unless a statement requesting the addition or removal is attached to the copy of the amendment submitted to the front desk of the House of origin of the amendment. If the amendment proposes to add or remove a Legislator as a primary joint sponsor or non-primary joint sponsor, the statement must be signed by that Legislator. If the amendment proposes to add or remove a standing committee as a joint sponsor, the statement must be signed by the chair of the committee. A copy
of the statement must be transmitted to the Legislative Counsel if the amendment is adopted.

6. An amendment that proposes to add or remove a primary joint sponsor or non-primary joint sponsor may include additional proposals to change the substantive provisions of the bill or resolution or may be limited only to the proposal to add or remove a primary joint sponsor or non-primary joint sponsor.

[Statutes of Nevada R 1979, 1964; A 1999, 3849; 2005, 2956]

PUBLICATIONS

Rule No. 6. Ordering and Distribution.

1. The bills, resolutions, journals and histories will be provided electronically to the officers and members of the Senate and Assembly, staff of the Legislative Counsel Bureau, the press and the general public on the Nevada Legislature’s website.

2. Each House may order the printing of bills introduced, reports of its own committees, and other matter pertaining to that House only; but no other printing may be ordered except by a concurrent resolution passed by both Houses. Each Senator is entitled to the free distribution of four copies of each bill introduced in each House, and each Assemblyman and Assemblywoman to such a distribution of two copies. Additional copies of such bills may be distributed at a charge to the person to whom they are addressed. The amount charged for distribution of the additional copies must be determined by the Director of the Legislative Counsel Bureau to approximate the cost of handling and postage for the entire session.


RESOLUTIONS

Rule No. 7. Types, Usage and Approval.

1. A joint resolution must be used to:
   (a) Propose an amendment to the Nevada Constitution.
   (b) Ratify a proposed amendment to the United States Constitution.
   (c) Address the President of the United States, Congress, either House or any committee or member of Congress, any department or agency of the Federal Government, or any other state of the Union.

2. A concurrent resolution must be used to:
   (a) Amend these Joint Rules.
   (b) Request the return from the Governor of an enrolled bill for further consideration.
   (c) Request the return from the Secretary of State of an enrolled joint or concurrent resolution for further consideration.
(d) Resolve that the return of a bill from one House to the other House is necessary and appropriate.

(e) Express facts, principles, opinion and purposes of the Senate and Assembly.

(f) Establish a joint committee of the two Houses.

(g) Direct the Legislative Commission to conduct an interim study.

3. A concurrent resolution or a resolution of one House may be used to memorialize a former member of the Legislature or other notable or distinguished person upon his or her death.

4. A resolution of one House may be used to request the return from the Secretary of State of an enrolled resolution of the same House for further consideration.

5. A resolution of one House may be used for any additional purpose determined appropriate by the Majority Leader of the Senate or the Speaker of the Assembly, respectively.

6. A concurrent resolution used for the purposes expressed in paragraph (e) of subsection 2 may only be requested by a statutory, interim or standing committee.


VETOES

Rule No. 8. Special Order.

1. Bills which have passed the Legislature, and which are returned after the Governor’s disapproval, or veto of the same, shall:
   (a) Be taken up and considered immediately upon the coming in of the message transmitting the same; or
   (b) Become the subject of a special order.

2. When the message is received or, if made a special order, when the special order for their consideration is reached and called, the said message or statement shall be read, together with the bill or bills so disposed or vetoed; and the Secretary of the Senate and the Chief Clerk of the Assembly shall, without interruption, read the message and the bill consecutively, the bill following the message; and the message and the bill must not be read upon separate occasions; and no such bill or message shall be referred to any committee, or otherwise acted upon, save as provided by law and custom; that is to say, that immediately following such reading the only question (except as hereinafter stated) which shall be put by the Chair is, “Shall the bill pass, notwithstanding the objections of the Governor?”

3. It shall not be in order, at any time, to vote upon such vetoed bill without the same shall have first been read; and no motion shall be entertained after the Chair has stated the question save a motion for “The previous question,” but the merits of the bill itself may be debated.
Rule No. 9. Limitations and Calculation of Duration.

1. In calculating the permissible duration of an adjournment for 3 days or less, the day of adjournment must not be counted but the day of the next meeting must be counted, and Sunday must not be counted.

2. The Legislature may adjourn for more than 3 days by motion based on mutual consent of the Houses or by concurrent resolution. One or more such adjournments, for a total of not more than 20 days during any regular session, may be taken to permit standing committees, select committees or the Legislative Counsel Bureau to prepare the matters respectively entrusted to them for the consideration of the Legislature as a whole.

Rule No. 9.5. Adjournment Sine Die.

1. The Legislature shall not take any action on a bill or resolution after 1 a.m. Pacific Daylight Saving Time on the 121st calendar day of session.

2. A Legislator shall not take any action to impede the progress of the Legislature in completing its business by the time specified in subsection 1.

3. Any action taken in violation of subsection 2 shall be deemed out of order.

EXEMPLARY FROM THE LEGISLATIVE FUND


Except for routine salary, travel, equipment and operating expenses, no expenditures shall be made from the Legislative Fund without the authority of a concurrent resolution regularly adopted by the Senate and Assembly.

LEGISLATIVE COMMISSION

Rule No. 11. Membership and Organization.

1. When members of the minority party in the Senate or in the Assembly comprise one-third or less of the total number elected to that House, minority party membership for that House on the Legislative Commission must be:

   a) One, if such membership is less than one-fifth of the total number elected to that House.

   b) Two, if such membership is at least one-fifth but not more than one-third of the total number elected to that House. If the members of the minority party in the Senate or in the Assembly comprise more than one-third
of the total number elected to that House, minority party membership for that House on the Commission must be three, being equal to the membership of the majority party.

2. Each House shall select one or more alternate members for each member from that House, designating them according to party or according to the individual member whom the alternate would replace.

3. A vacancy in the regular Senate or Assembly membership created by death or by resignation or by the Legislator’s ceasing to be a member of the Legislature shall be filled by the proper alternate member as designated by that House. If there is no proper alternate member, the Legislative Commission shall fill the vacancy by appointing a Senator or Assemblyman or Assemblywoman of the same party.

4. If for any reason a member is or will be absent from a meeting and there are no alternates available, the Chair of the Commission may appoint a member of the same House and political party to attend the meeting as an alternate.

5. The members shall serve until their successors are appointed by resolution as provided in NRS 218.660, except that the membership of any member who does not become a candidate for reelection or who is defeated for reelection shall terminate on the day next after the election and the vacancy shall be filled as provided in this Rule.

6. The Chair shall be selected at the first meeting of the newly formed Legislative Commission and shall serve until his or her successor is appointed following the formation of the next Legislative Commission.

[Statutes of Nevada 1975, 1959; A 1977, 1719; 1981, 2147; 2009, 3131]

RECORDS OF COMMITTEE PROCEEDINGS

Rule No. 12. Duties of Secretary of Committee and Director.

1. Each standing committee of the Legislature shall cause a record to be made of the proceedings of its meetings.

2. The secretary of a standing committee shall:
   (a) Label each record with the date, time and place of the meeting and also indicate on the label the numerical sequence in which the record was made;
   (b) Keep the records in chronological order; and
   (c) Deposit the records upon completion with the Director of the Legislative Counsel Bureau.

3. The Director of the Legislative Counsel Bureau shall:
   (a) Make the records available for accessing by any person during office hours under such reasonable conditions as the Director may deem necessary; and
(b) Retain the records for two bienniums and at the end of that period keep some form or copy of the record in any manner the Director deems reasonable to ensure access to the record in the foreseeable future.

[Statutes of Nevada 1979, 2012; A 1999, 3853; 2009, 3132]

REAPPORPTIONMENT AND REDISTRICTING


The Committee on Legislative Operations and Elections of the Senate and the Committee on Legislative Operations and Elections of the Assembly are respectively responsible for measures which primarily affect the designation of the districts from which members are elected to the Legislature. These committees are hereby designated as the “redistricting committees” for the purposes of this Rule and Joint Standing Rules Nos. 13.1, 13.2, 13.3, 13.4, 13.5, 13.6 and 14.6.

[Statutes of Nevada 2011, 3759]


1. Congressional Districts: The population of each of the Nevada congressional districts must be as nearly equal as practicable.

2. State Legislative Districts: The population of the state legislative districts must be substantially equal. In order to meet constitutional guidelines, a plan, or a proposed amendment thereto, will not be considered if the plan or proposed amendment results in an overall range of 10 percent or more, or a relative deviation in excess of plus or minus 5 percent, from the ideal district population.

3. Districts for the State Board of Education, the Board of Regents of the University of Nevada and Petition Districts: Equality of population in accordance with the standard for the state legislative districts is the goal of redistricting for the State Board of Education and the Board of Regents of the University of Nevada and for the establishment of petition districts in accordance with NRS 293.127561.

[Statutes of Nevada 2011, 3759]

Rule No. 13.2.  Population Database.

1. The total state population, and the population of defined subunits thereof, as determined by the 2010 federal decennial census must be the exclusive database for redistricting by the Nevada Legislature.

2. Such 2010 census data, as validated by the staff of the Legislative Counsel Bureau, must be the exclusive database used for the evaluation of proposed redistricting plans for population equality.

[Statutes of Nevada 2011, 3759]
Rule No. 13.3. Districts.

All district boundaries created by a redistricting plan must follow the census geography.

[Statutes of Nevada 2011, 3760]

Rule No. 13.4. Procedures of the Redistricting Committees and Exemptions.

1. A legislator or member of the public may present to the redistricting committees any plans or proposals relating to redistricting, including proposals for redistricting specific districts or all of the state legislative districts, congressional districts, districts for the Board of Regents of the University of Nevada, districts for the State Board of Education or petition districts for consideration by the redistricting committees.

2. Bill draft requests, including bills in skeletal form, setting forth specific boundaries of the state legislative districts, congressional districts, districts for the Board of Regents of the University of Nevada, districts for the State Board of Education or petition districts, and amendments affecting a majority of the state legislative districts, may only be requested by the chairs of the redistricting committees.

3. The chairs of the redistricting committees are limited to one request each for a bill draft setting forth the specific boundaries of the state legislative districts, one request each for a bill draft setting forth the specific boundaries of the congressional districts, one request each for a bill draft setting forth the specific boundaries of the districts for the Board of Regents of the University of Nevada, one request each for a bill draft setting forth the specific boundaries of the districts for the State Board of Education and one request each for a bill draft setting forth the specific boundaries of the petition districts. At the direction of the chair of a redistricting committee, the bill draft requests setting forth the specific boundaries of the state legislative districts, the congressional districts, districts for the Board of Regents of the University of Nevada, districts for the State Board of Education and petition districts may be combined in any manner.

4. All bill drafts and measures requested by a redistricting committee pursuant to subsection 3 are exempt pursuant to subsection 4 of Joint Standing Rule No. 14.6.

[Statutes of Nevada 2011, 3760]

Rule No. 13.5. Compliance with the Voting Rights Act.

1. A redistricting committee will not consider a plan that the redistricting committee determines is a violation of section 2 of the Voting Rights Act, 42 U.S.C. § 1973(a), which prohibits any state from imposing any voting qualification, standard, practice or procedure that results in the denial or abridgment of any United States citizen’s right to vote on account of race, color or status as a member of a language minority group.
2. A redistricting committee will not consider a plan that the redistricting committee determines is racially gerrymandered. Racial gerrymandering exists when:
   (a) Race is the dominant and controlling rationale in drawing district lines; and
   (b) The Legislature subordinates traditional districting principles to racial considerations.
3. For the purpose of analyzing the 2010 census data, the redistricting committees shall adopt the method set forth in the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Bulletin No. 0002 for aggregating and allocating the 63 categories of race data that will be reported to Nevada by the United States Census Bureau as part of the federal decennial census.
   [Statutes of Nevada 2011, 3760]

Rule No. 13.6. Public Participation.
1. The redistricting committees shall seek and encourage:
   (a) Public participation in all aspects of the reapportionment and redistricting activities; and
   (b) The widest range of public input into the deliberations relating to those activities.
2. Notices of all meetings of the redistricting committees must be transmitted to any member of the public who so requests, without charge.
3. All interested persons are encouraged to appear before the redistricting committees and to provide their input regarding the reapportionment and redistricting activities. The redistricting committees shall afford a reasonable opportunity to any interested persons to present plans for redistricting, or amendments to plans for redistricting, unless such plans demonstrably fail to meet the minimally acceptable criteria set forth in this rule and Joint Standing Rules Nos. 13, 13.1, 13.2, 13.3, 13.4 and 13.5.
4. Each of the redistricting committees shall fully utilize available videoconferencing capabilities and shall, either jointly or separately, hold at least one hearing in the southern portion of the State and at least one hearing in a rural portion of the State to allow residents throughout the State an opportunity to participate in the deliberations relating to the reapportionment and redistricting activities.
5. The Legislative Counsel Bureau shall make available to the public copies of the validated 2010 census database for the cost of reproducing the database.
6. The redistricting committees shall make available for review by the public, copies of all maps prepared at the direction of the committees.
   [Statutes of Nevada 2011, 3761]

LIMITATIONS ON INTRODUCTION AND REQUESTS FOR DRAFTING OF LEGISLATIVE MEASURES
Rule No. 14. Limitations on Drafting and Requirements for Introduction; Duplicative Measures; Indication of Requester on Committee Introductions.

1. Except as otherwise provided in Joint Standing Rules Nos. 14.4, 14.5 and 14.6, after a regular legislative session has convened, the Legislative Counsel shall honor, if submitted before 5 p.m. on the 8th calendar day of the legislative session, not more than:
   (a) Two requests from each Assemblyman and Assemblywoman; and
   (b) Four requests from each Senator,

   for the drafting of a bill or resolution.

2. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 4 and Joint Standing Rules Nos. 14.4, 14.5 and 14.6, after a regular legislative session has convened, the Legislative Counsel shall honor, if submitted before 5 p.m. on the 19th calendar day of the legislative session, not more than 50 requests, in total, from the standing committees of each House for the drafting of a bill or joint resolution. The Majority Leader of the Senate and the Speaker of the Assembly shall, not later than the 1st calendar day of the legislative session, determine and provide the Legislative Counsel with a written list of the number of requests for the drafting of a bill that may be submitted by each standing committee of their respective Houses, within the limit provided by this subsection. The lists may be revised any time before the 19th day of the legislative session to reallocate any unused requests or requests which were withdrawn before drafting began on the request.

3. A request for the drafting of a bill or resolution that is submitted by a standing committee pursuant to this section must be approved by a majority of all of the members appointed to the committee before the request is submitted to the Legislative Counsel.

4. A standing committee may only request the drafting of a bill or resolution or introduce a bill or resolution that is within the jurisdiction of the standing committee.

5. A measure introduced by a standing committee at the request of a Legislator or organization must indicate the Legislator or organization at whose request the measure was drafted.

6. The following measures must be introduced by a standing committee:
   (a) Measures drafted at the request of agencies and officers of the Executive Branch of State Government, local governments, the courts and other authorized nonlegislative requesters.
   (b) Measures requested by statutory committees and interim legislative studies.
   (c) Bills requested by a standing committee, or by persons designated to request measures on behalf of a standing committee during the interim. Bills requested by or on behalf of a standing committee must be introduced by that committee.
7. Resolutions requested by or on behalf of a standing committee may be introduced by an individual member.

8. If two or more measures are being considered in the same House which are substantively duplicative, only the measure which has been assigned the lowest number for the purpose of establishing its priority in drafting may be considered, unless the measure with the lowest number is not introduced within 5 days after introduction of a measure with a higher number.

9. A Legislator may not change the subject matter of a request for a legislative measure after it has been submitted for drafting.


1. If a request for the drafting of a bill or resolution is submitted to the Legislative Counsel by a Legislator before a regular session has convened, the Legislator who submitted the request shall, by the 15th calendar day of the legislative session, provide the Legislative Counsel with information to allow for complete drafting of the request.

2. If a request for the drafting of a bill or resolution is submitted to the Legislative Counsel by a Legislator on or before the 8th calendar day of the legislative session pursuant to subsection 1 of Joint Standing Rule No. 14, the Legislator who submitted the request shall, by the 23rd calendar day of the legislative session, provide the Legislative Counsel with information to allow for complete drafting of the request.

3. If a request for the drafting of a bill or resolution is submitted to the Legislative Counsel by a standing committee of the Assembly or Senate on or before the 19th calendar day of the legislative session pursuant to subsection 2 of Joint Standing Rule No. 14, the chair of the standing committee or his or her designee shall, by the 33rd calendar day of the legislative session, provide the Legislative Counsel with information to allow for complete drafting of the request.

4. The Legislative Counsel shall give priority to the drafting of bills and resolutions for which sufficient detail to allow complete drafting of the request was submitted within the period required by this Rule.

5. The provisions of the Rule apply to a request submitted by a Legislator who is not returning to the Legislature for the legislative session if the request was claimed by another Legislator, either individually or as the
chair of a standing committee, who is or will be serving during the legislative session.

6. The provisions of this Rule do not apply to:
   (a) Emergency requests submitted pursuant to Joint Standing Rule No. 14.4.
   (b) Requests for which a waiver is granted pursuant to Joint Standing Rule No. 14.5.
   [Statutes of Nevada 2011, 3762]


1. Except as otherwise provided in Joint Standing Rules Nos. 14.4, 14.5 and 14.6:
   (a) Unless the provisions of paragraph (b) or (c) are applicable, a bill or joint resolution may only be introduced on or before:
       (1) The 10th calendar day following delivery of the introductory copy of the bill or joint resolution; or
       (2) The last day for introduction of the bill or joint resolution as required by paragraph (d),
       † whichever is earlier.
   (b) If a bill or joint resolution requires revision after the introductory copy has been delivered, such information as is required to draft the revision must be submitted to the Legislative Counsel before the 10th calendar day following delivery of the introductory copy of the bill or joint resolution. The revised bill or joint resolution may only be introduced on or before:
       (1) The 15th calendar day following delivery of the original introductory copy of the bill or joint resolution; or
       (2) The last day for introduction of the bill or joint resolution as required by paragraph (d),
       † whichever is earlier.
   (c) If the bill or joint resolution requires a second or subsequent revision, such information as is required to draft the revision must be submitted to the Legislative Counsel before the 15th calendar day following delivery of the original introductory copy of the bill or joint resolution. A bill or joint resolution revised pursuant to this subsection may only be introduced on or before:
       (1) The 20th calendar day following delivery of the original introductory copy of the bill or joint resolution; or
       (2) The last day for introduction of the bill or joint resolution as required by paragraph (d),
       † whichever is earlier.
   (d) Except as otherwise provided in subsection 3, the last day for introduction of a bill or joint resolution that was requested by:
       (1) A Legislator is the 43rd calendar day of the legislative session.
(2) A standing or interim committee or other requester is the 50th calendar day of the legislative session.

2. The Legislative Counsel shall indicate on the face of the introductory copy of each bill or joint resolution the final date on which the bill or joint resolution may be introduced.

3. If the final date on which the bill or joint resolution may be introduced falls upon a day on which the House in which the bill or joint resolution is to be introduced is not in session, the bill or joint resolution may be introduced on the next day that the House is in session.

[Statutes of Nevada 1999, 3856, 3912; A 2005, 2962; 2007, 3444]

SCHEDULE FOR ENACTMENT OF BILLS


Except as otherwise provided in Joint Standing Rules Nos. 14.4, 14.5 and 14.6:

1. The final standing committee to which a bill or joint resolution is referred in its House of origin may only take action on the bill or joint resolution on or before the 68th calendar day of the legislative session. A bill may be re-referred after that date only to the Committee on Finance or the Committee on Ways and Means and only if the bill is exempt pursuant to subsection 1 of Joint Standing Rule No. 14.6.

2. Final action on a bill or joint resolution may only be taken by the House of origin on or before the 79th calendar day of the legislative session.

3. The final standing committee to which a bill or joint resolution is referred in the second House may only take action on the bill or joint resolution on or before the 103rd calendar day of the legislative session. A bill may be re-referred after that date only to the Committee on Finance or the Committee on Ways and Means and only if the bill is exempt pursuant to subsection 1 of Joint Standing Rule No. 14.6.

4. Final action on a bill or joint resolution may only be taken by the second House on or before the 113th calendar day of the legislative session.


1. After a legislative session has convened:

(a) The Majority Leader of the Senate and the Speaker of the Assembly may each submit to the Legislative Counsel, on his or her own behalf or on the behalf of another Legislator or a standing committee of the Senate or Assembly, not more than five requests for the drafting of a bill or resolution.

(b) The Minority Leader of the Senate and the Minority Leader of the Assembly may each submit to the Legislative Counsel, on his or her own
behalf or on the behalf of another Legislator or a standing committee of the Senate or Assembly, not more than two requests for the drafting of a bill or resolution.

2. A request submitted pursuant to subsection 1:
   (a) May be submitted at any time during the legislative session and is not subject to any of the provisions of subsections 1 and 2 of Joint Standing Rule No. 14, Joint Standing Rule No. 14.1, subsection 1 of Joint Standing Rule No. 14.2 and Joint Standing Rule No. 14.3.
   (b) Is in addition to, and not in lieu of, any other requests for the drafting of a bill or resolution that are authorized to be submitted to the Legislative Counsel by the Majority Leader of the Senate, Speaker of the Assembly, Minority Leader of the Senate or Minority Leader of the Assembly.

3. The list of requests for the preparation of legislative measures prepared pursuant to NRS 218D.130 must include the phrase “EMERGENCY REQUEST OF” and state the title of the person who requested each bill or resolution pursuant to this Rule. If the request was made on behalf of another Legislator or a standing committee, the list must also include the name of the Legislator or standing committee on whose behalf the bill or resolution was requested.

4. The Legislative Counsel shall cause to be printed on the face of the introductory copy of all reprints of each bill or resolution requested pursuant to this Rule the phrase “EMERGENCY REQUEST OF” and state the title of the person who requested the bill or resolution.

Statutes of Nevada 1999, 3857, 3914; A 2001, 3320; 2011, 3764]


1. At the request of a Legislator or a standing or select committee of the Senate or Assembly, subsection 1 or 2 of Joint Standing Rule No. 14, subsection 1 of Joint Standing Rule No. 14.2 or any of the provisions of Joint Standing Rules Nos. 14.1 and 14.3, or any combination thereof, may be waived by the Majority Leader of the Senate and the Speaker of the Assembly, acting jointly, at any time during a legislative session. A request for a waiver submitted by a committee must be approved by a majority of all members appointed to the committee before the request is submitted to the Majority Leader and the Speaker.

2. A waiver granted pursuant to subsection 1:
   (a) Must be in writing, executed on a form provided by the Legislative Counsel, and signed by the Majority Leader and the Speaker.
   (b) Must indicate the date on which the waiver is granted.
   (c) Must indicate the Legislator or committee on whose behalf the waiver is being granted.
(d) Must include the bill number for which the waiver is granted or indicate that the Legislative Counsel is authorized to accept and honor a request for a new bill or resolution.

(e) Must indicate the provisions to which the waiver applies.

(f) May include the conditions under which the bill for which the waiver is being granted must be introduced and processed.

3. The Legislative Counsel shall not honor a request for the drafting of a new bill or resolution for which a waiver is granted pursuant to this Rule unless information which is sufficient in detail to allow for complete drafting of the bill or resolution is submitted to the Legislative Counsel within 2 calendar days after the date on which the waiver is granted.

4. Upon the receipt of a written waiver granted pursuant to this Rule, the Legislative Counsel shall transmit a copy of the waiver to the Secretary of the Senate and the Chief Clerk of the Assembly. The notice that a waiver has been granted for an existing bill must be read on the floor and entered in the Journal, and a notation that the waiver was granted must be included as a part of the history of the bill on the next practicable legislative day. A notation that a waiver was granted authorizing a new bill or resolution must be included as a part of the history of the bill or resolution after introduction.

5. The Legislative Counsel shall secure the original copy of the waiver to the official cover of the bill or resolution.

[Statutes of Nevada 1999, 3858, 3914, 4007; A 2001, 3320; 2003, 3593; 2011, 3765]


1. Upon request of the draft by or referral to the Senate Finance Committee or the Assembly Committee on Ways and Means, a bill which:
   (a) Contains an appropriation; or
   (b) Has been determined by the Fiscal Analysis Division to:
      (1) Authorize the expenditure by a state agency of sums not appropriated from the State General Fund or the State Highway Fund;
      (2) Create or increase any significant fiscal liability of the State;
      (3) Implement a budget decision; or
      (4) Significantly decrease any revenue of the State,

is exempt from the provisions of subsections 1 and 2 of Joint Standing Rule No. 14, Joint Standing Rule No. 14.1, subsection 1 of Joint Standing Rule No. 14.2 and Joint Standing Rule No. 14.3. The Fiscal Analysis Division shall give notice to the Legislative Counsel to cause to be printed on the face of the bill the term “exempt” for any bills requested by the Senate Finance Committee or Assembly Committee on Ways and Means that have been determined to be exempt and shall give written notice to the Legislative Counsel, Secretary of the Senate and Chief Clerk of the Assembly of any bill which is determined to be exempt or eligible for exemption after it is printed.
When a bill is determined to be exempt or eligible for an exemption after the bill was printed a notation must be included as a part of the history of the bill on the next practicable legislative day. The term “exempt” must be printed on the face of all reprints of the bill after the bill becomes exempt.

2. Unless exempt pursuant to paragraph (a) of subsection 1, all of the provisions of Joint Standing Rules Nos. 14, 14.1, 14.2 and 14.3 apply to a bill until the bill becomes exempt pursuant to subsection 1. A bill that has become exempt does not lose the exemption regardless of subsequent actions taken by the Legislature.

3. A cumulative list of all bills determined by the Fiscal Analysis Division pursuant to subsection 1 to be exempt or eligible for exemption after being printed must be maintained and printed in the back of the list of requests for the preparation of legislative measures prepared pursuant to NRS 218D.130.

   (a) A measure that primarily relates to carrying out the business of the Legislature.
   (b) A bill returned from enrollment for a technical correction.
   (c) A bill that was previously enrolled but, upon request of the Legislature, has been returned from the Governor for further consideration.
   (d) A bill draft or measure requested by a redistricting committee pursuant to subsection 3 of Joint Standing Rule No. 13.4.

[Statutes of Nevada 1999, 3859, 3915, 4008; A 2001, 3321; 2003, 3594; 2005, 2964; 2011, 3766]


1. The Legislative Counsel shall not honor a request for the drafting of an amendment to a bill or resolution if the subject matter of the amendment is independent of, and not specifically related and properly connected to, the subject that is expressed in the title of the bill or resolution.

2. For the purposes of this Rule, an amendment is independent of, and not specifically related and properly connected to, the subject that is expressed in the title of a bill or resolution if the amendment relates only to the general, single subject that is expressed in that title and not to the specific whole subject matter embraced in the bill or resolution.

3. This Rule must be narrowly construed to carry out the purposes for which it was adopted which is to ensure the effectiveness of the limitations set forth in Joint Standing Rules Nos. 14, 14.1, 14.2 and 14.3.

[Statutes of Nevada 1999, 3860; A 2011, 3767]
Rule No. 15. Tenure and Performance of Statutory Duties.

1. Except as otherwise provided in subsections 2 and 3, the tenure of the President Pro Tem, Majority Leader and Minority Leader of the Senate and the Speaker, Speaker Pro Tem, Majority Floor Leader and Minority Floor Leader of the Assembly extends during the interim between regular sessions of the Legislature.

2. The Senators designated to be the President Pro Tem, Majority Leader and Minority Leader for the next succeeding regular session shall perform any statutory duty required in the period between the time of their designation after the general election and the organization of the next succeeding regular session of the Legislature if the Senator formerly holding the respective position is no longer a Legislator.

3. The Assemblyman or Assemblywoman designated to be the Speaker, Speaker Pro Tem, Majority Floor Leader and Minority Floor Leader for the next succeeding regular session shall perform any statutory duty required in the period between the time of their designation after the general election and the organization of the next succeeding regular session.

[Statutes of Nevada 1985, 2404; A 1987, 2335; 2001, 3322]

Rule No. 16. Reserved.

Rule No. 17. Requirement.

The first joint meeting of the Senate Standing Committee on Finance and the Assembly Standing Committee on Ways and Means to consider the budgets of the agencies of the State must be held on or before the 89th calendar day of the regular session.

[Statutes of Nevada 1991, 2478, 2597; A 2001, 3323; 2009, 3138; 2011, 3767]

CRITERIA FOR REVIEWING BILLS THAT REQUIRE POLICIES OF HEALTH INSURANCE TO PROVIDE COVERAGE FOR CERTAIN TREATMENT OR SERVICES

Rule No. 18. Topics of Consideration.

Any standing committee of the Senate or Assembly to which a bill is referred requiring a policy of health insurance delivered or issued for delivery in this State to provide coverage for any treatment or service shall review the bill giving consideration to:

1. The level of public demand for the treatment or service for which coverage is required and the extent to which such coverage is needed in this State;

2. The extent to which coverage for the treatment or service is currently available;
3. The extent to which the required coverage may increase or decrease the cost of the treatment or service;
4. The effect the required coverage will have on the cost of obtaining policies of health insurance in this State;
5. The effect the required coverage will have on the cost of health care provided in this State; and
6. Such other considerations as are necessary to determine the fiscal and social impact of requiring coverage for the treatment or service.

[Statutes of Nevada 1991, 2510; A 1993, 2909]

INTERIM FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEES

Rule No. 19. Date for Reporting.
Each legislative committee that adopted any findings or recommendations during the interim since the last regular session of the Legislature shall, no later than the 14th calendar day of the regular session, inform interested members of the Senate and Assembly of those findings and recommendations.

[Statutes of Nevada 1991, 2628; A 1993, 2909]

ANTI-HARASSMENT POLICY

1. The Legislature hereby declares that it is the policy of the Legislature to prohibit any conduct, whether intentional or unintentional, which results in sexual harassment or other unlawful harassment based upon any other protected category. The Legislature intends to maintain a working environment which is free from sexual harassment and other unlawful harassment. Each Legislator is responsible to conduct himself or herself in a manner which will ensure that others are able to work in such an environment.

2. In accordance with Title VII of the Civil Rights Act, for the purposes of this Rule, “sexual harassment” means unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, and other verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature when:
   (a) Submission to such conduct is made either explicitly or implicitly a term or condition of a person’s employment;
   (b) Submission to or rejection of such conduct by a person is used as the basis for employment decisions affecting the person; or
   (c) Such conduct has the purpose or effect of unreasonably interfering with a person’s work performance or creating an intimidating, hostile or offensive working environment.
3. Each Legislator must exercise his or her own good judgment to avoid engaging in conduct that may be perceived by others as sexual harassment. The following noninclusive list provides illustrations of conduct that the Legislature deems to be inappropriate:
   (a) Verbal conduct such as epithets, derogatory comments, slurs or unwanted sexual advances, invitations or comments;
   (b) Visual conduct such as derogatory posters, photography, cartoons, drawings or gestures;
   (c) Physical conduct such as unwanted touching, blocking normal movement or interfering with the work directed at a person because of his or her sex; and
   (d) Threats and demands to submit to sexual requests to keep a person’s job or avoid some other loss, and offers of employment benefits in return for sexual favors.
4. Retaliation against a person for engaging in protected activity is prohibited. Retaliation occurs when an adverse action is taken against a person which is reasonably likely to deter the person from engaging in the protected activity. Protected activity includes, without limitation:
   (a) Opposing conduct that the person reasonably believes constitutes sexual harassment or other unlawful harassment;
   (b) Filing a complaint about the conduct; or
   (c) Testifying, assisting or participating in any manner in an investigation or other proceeding related to a complaint of sexual harassment or other unlawful harassment.
5. A Legislator who encounters conduct that the Legislator believes is sexual harassment, other unlawful harassment, retaliation or otherwise inconsistent with this policy may file a written complaint with:
   (a) The Speaker of the Assembly;
   (b) The Majority Leader of the Senate; or
   (c) The Director of the Legislative Counsel Bureau, if the complaint involves the conduct of the Speaker of the Assembly or the Majority Leader of the Senate.
   The complaint must include the details of the incident or incidents, the names of the persons involved and the names of any witnesses.
6. The Speaker of the Assembly, the Majority Leader of the Senate or the Director of the Legislative Counsel Bureau, as appropriate, shall cause a discreet and impartial investigation to be conducted and may, when deemed necessary and appropriate, assign the complaint to a committee consisting of Legislators of the appropriate House.
7. If the investigation reveals that sexual harassment, other unlawful harassment, retaliation or other conduct in violation of this policy has occurred, appropriate disciplinary or remedial action, or both will be taken. The appropriate persons will be informed when any such action is taken. The
Legislature will also take any action necessary to deter any future harassment.

8. The Legislature encourages a Legislator to report any incident of sexual harassment, other unlawful harassment, retaliation or other conduct inconsistent with this policy immediately so that the complaint can be quickly and fairly resolved.

9. All Legislators are responsible for adhering to the provisions of this policy. The prohibitions against engaging in sexual harassment and other unlawful harassment which are set forth in this Rule apply to employees, Legislators, lobbyists, vendors, contractors, customers and any other visitors to the Legislature.

10. This policy does not create any enforceable legal rights in any person.

[Statutes of Nevada 1995, 3015; A 1999, 3862; 2011, 3768]

VOTE ON GENERAL APPROPRIATION BILL

Rule No. 21. Waiting Period Between Introduction and Final Passage.

A period of at least 24 hours must elapse between the introduction of the general appropriation bill and a vote on its final passage by its House of origin.

[Statutes of Nevada 1995, 3022]

USE OF LOCK BOXES BY STATE AGENCIES

Rule No. 22. Duties of Senate Standing Committee on Finance and Assembly Standing Committee on Ways and Means.

To expedite the deposit of state revenue, the Senate Standing Committee on Finance and the Assembly Standing Committee on Ways and Means shall, when reviewing the proposed budget of a state agency which collects state revenue, require if practicable, the agency to deposit revenue that it has received within 24 hours after receipt. The Committees shall allow such agencies to deposit the revenue directly or contract with a service to deposit the revenue within the specified period.

[Statutes of Nevada 1995, 3030]
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